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PREFACE 

United States representatives  to the  Permanent  International  Comnlttee  for Research 
on  Preservation of Materials  In  the Marine Environment were asked  In 1969  If It would be 
possible  for the  United  States  to host  the Third  International Congress on Marine Corrosion 
and  Fouling.    Subsequent  official  Inquiry  showed  that the United States could  serve.    This 
position was confirmed  between Monsieur V.   Romanovsky,  Chairman of the  Permanent 
International Comnlttee,  and Dr.   Robert   F.  Acker,  speaking  for  the  United  States'   repre- 
sentatives.     The National Bureau of Standards  In Galthersburg,  Maryland,  was selected as 
the meeting stte. 

An Executive Committee was named,  key chairmen were appointed,  and the business of 
organizing  the essential  components of  the Congress was  Initiated   late  In  1970.    A series 
of monthly meetings through  1971  and  1972  culminated In the gathering of partlclpints and 
conduct  of  the Congress  In October of  1972. 

The  fields of corrosion and marine biology are known to overlap significantly In 
that   the only metals resistant   to colonization by marine organisms  In quiescent  sea water 
are  those which corrode and produce toxic  corrosion products.    Measures  taken to prevent 
the corrosion  (such as cathodlc  protection)   cause  these metals  to  foul,  and a common 
antlfoullng measure --  the electrolytic  production of hypochlorous acid  -- may alter 
substantially the corrosive character of  sea water.    As  Is reported  In several  papers of 
the Third  Congress, marine algae may penetrate and cause deterioration of marine 
coatings  and  anaerobic bacteria may  jlter  the corrosion behavior of steel   In a marine 
environment.    These are examples of the complex  Interplay between biological  factors, 
corrosion,   and the measures used  to control both  fouling and corrosion.    These kinds of 
Interactions document  the need   for a Congress which  Included coverage  from the  sometimes 
disparate disciplines of biology,   chemistry,  physics,  and engineering. 

Several  policy decisions were made during  the deliberations of the Executive 
Committee and  the  Program Committee which  are  reflected  In the  format  and  the content of 
these  Proceedings.    First,  a decision was made  to address problems of marine biology along 
with  the problems of physical  corrosion,   as described above.    Second,   Investigators were 
encouraged  to submit papers dealing with  both  fundamental and  applied kinds of research. 
Third,   the manuscripts were prepared  In  a   format  ready for the printer's camera.     The 
photo-offset method of printing was selected  In order to speed delivery and  reduce cost 
of  the publication.    Finally,  discussions which  followed  the  Individual  papers were 
organized  In  two different ways.     One  type of discussion  Is unabridged  In  this volume and 
shows  the name of the discussant  or discussants.    The other form  Is a summary of more 
lengthy discussion;  It omits name.) of discussants and  Is condensed   from tape recordings 
and  notes. 

The members of the Executive Committee  feel  that  their efforts  In planning and 
organizing  the Congress have been amply rewarded.    Knowledge of biological  and  physical 
processes  In  the ocean have been enhanced,   along with understanding of practical  problems 
and  solutions.    Most  Important,   ties between colleagues throughout  the world have been 
strengthened.    Through sharing of Ideas,   through discussion of common concerns, new bonds 
of  friendship have been  formed. 

Robert  F.  Acker 
B.   Floyd  Brown 
John R.  DePalma 
Warren  P.   Iverson 

Editors of  the Proceedings 
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WELCOMING ADDRESS 

TO 

THIRD INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON MARINE CORROSION AND FOULING 

John  0. Hoffman 

Director, Institute for Materials Research 

It is a pleasure to welcome you this morning to the Third 
International Congress on Marine Corrosion and Fouling.  This 
Congress provides a forum for presenting theoretical and 
applied information on the technology affecting the corrosion 
and fouling of materials in the sea.  Included are all phases 
of design, development, applied engineering, and economics, 
which may influence the construction and operation of ships 
and underwater installations.  It is an area of technology that 
is of interest to numerous scientific and technical organizations 
as evidenced by the fact that this forum is co-sponsored by 
some eight different government agencies with the active support 
of seven different private professional societies. 

We at NBS are particularly pleased to be the host of a 
forum that is truly international in nature.  In looking through 
the abstracts, I note that over forty of the papers to be 
presented are by foreign researchers.  There are 22 different 
countries represented among the attendees. 

I am also pleased that this forum will cover the complete 
spectrum of research on marine fouling from that which is very 
basic to that which is very applied.  Your main concern, of 
course, is with materials used in the marine environment. 
However, the data and information that will be presented at 
this meeting could have great impact not only with respect to 
solving problems concerned with the use of materials in the 
sea, but also with respect to the use of materials throughout 
society.  The corrosion and fouling of materials affects all of 
us.  We did an issue study here at NBS a few years ago which 
was concerned with corrosion.  We learned that corrosion costs 
the U. S. economy more than 10 billion dollars a year for 
consumer products alone.  We have all heard stories of disasters 
which have resulted in the loss of life when structures have 
failed due to corrosion.  Our most notable failure analysis 
study at NBS involved the analysis of the collapse of the Silver 
Bridge over the Ohio River in 1967 in which 46 people lost their 
lives.  It was found that stress-corrosion cracking, which 
resulted in a brittle fracture in an eye-bar of the bridge, may 
have been the cause of this tragic example of a materials failure. 

It is also interesting to note that human body fluids have 
similar salt content as the sea.  The preservation of metallic 
implant materials in a corrosive environment is indeed a serious 
problem that is not unrelated to the theme of this forum. 

The continuing dialogue provided by forums such as these 

cannot help but to point the way to some solutions to the very 
complex problems involved in the preservation of materials and 
should also help to insure the safe and efficient use of 
materials in service throughout society. 

Once again welcome to you all and have a good meeting. 
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NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS SPECIAL PUBLICATION , Proceedings of the 
3rd International Congress on Marine Corrosion and Fouling, Held October 
1-6, 1972, Caithersburg, Maryland  (Issued    ) 

Opening Address 

V. Romanovsky 

President, Comit^ International Permanent pour 
la Recherche sur la Preservation des 

Mat^riaux en Milieu Marin 

II m'est extrSmement agr^able d'avoir l'occasion de parier devan^ 
vous. 

II est extrSmement rare qu'un francais soit appele comma President 
International d'un CongrSs qui se tient aux Etats-Unis. J'en suis trfes 
fier et tres honor^. 

Je ne pensais pas en 196U, lorsque, sans aucun moyen materiel, j'avais 
decide d'organiser le ler Congres International sur la Corrosion Marine 
et les Salissures, que le 3S CongrSs aurait lieu ä Washington, quc mon 
initiative et mon id^e de l'^poque auraient, en 8 ans, traverse I'Atlantique. 

Lorsqu'il y a U ans nous avons, dans le cadre du Comitd International 
Permanent pour la Recherche sur la Preservation des Materiaux en Milieu 
Marin, accept^ la candidature de la delegation des Etats-Unis pour que ce 
Congr&s ait lieu ä Washington, nous avons pris cette decision parce qu'il 
est normal quc ce Congres traverse I'Atlantique, il est normal que 
1'organisation de ce CongrSs accueille tous ceux qui, pour des raisons 
budgetaires ne peuvent malheureusement pas venir nous voir en Europe. 

Je vois que 1'assistance ici est deja tres nombreuse, malgre que 
beaucoup de congressistes ne soient pas encore arrives. 

Je suis persuade que l'occasion qui nous est ainsi Offerte de faire 
ce Congres aux Etats-Unis sera excellente, car eile permettra une meilleure 
comprehension entre ce que I'on fait en Europe et ce que 1'on fait aux 
Etats-Unis. 

Apres 1" Congres de Cannes, le Congres suivant a eu lieu ä Athenes 
ct e'est notre Ami le Professeur SKOULIKIDIS qui a bien voulu se charger 
d'en faire 1'organisation. 

Je ne veux pas vous entretenir pendant longtemps, car je vois que 
1'houre tourne et que, aprös 1'interruption, vous avez encore beaucoup 
dc travail, les communications commencant tout de suite apr^s cette 
interruption. 

Je voudrais s 
promouvoir 1'organ 
reconnaissance d'e 
succes ä ces trava 
les organisateurs 
eu des reunions de 
apprecier la quali 
les attfntiors del 
suis persuade, qu' 
et cette oompetenc 

implement vous remercier au nom de notre Comite, appele ä 
isation de ces Congres; je voudrais done exprirr.er ma 
tre venus si nombreux et je voudrais souhaiter un plein 
ux.  Je voudrais egalement, avant de terminer, remercier 

Dejä la semaine derniere pendant laquelle nous avons 
notre Comite International Permanent, nous avons pu 

te de 1'organisation, la gentillesse des organisateurs, 
icatos dont ces organisateurs nous ont entoure et je 
ici, vous allez egalement apprecier cette gentillesse 
e.  Lorsqu'ä la fin de ce Congrfes, j'aurai l'occasion de 

vlll 



venir devant voua pour quelques Instants, prononcer quelques mots pour 
faire une sorte de synthise rapid« et que j'aurai I'occasion d'exposer 
les r^sultats, je ne pourrai certainement pas tarir d'lloges vis-a-vis 
des organisateurs. 

ix 
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Corrosion and Fouling 

F.   L.  La Qua 

The International Nickel Co., Inc. 
1 New York Plaza 

New York, N. Y. 1000H 

The inter-relationship between corrosion and fouling has a characteristic 
commonly encountered in other corrosion phenomena. This is that anyone 
dealing with this matter can expect to encounter many contradictions and 
instances of apparently anomalous behavior. 

For example, macro-fouling organisms can protect metals from corrosion 
under some circumstances while they can promote severe attack under similar 
circumstances. Similarly, bacterial slimes which are important in the 
early stages of macro-fouling which may be harmful to some metals, can 
exert a protective effect on other metals as a shield against effects of 
turbulence. Certain metal ions released by corrosion will prevent 
attachment of fouling organisms while others can inhibit the desired 
effects of anti-fouling coatings.  Toxic ions incorporated in coatings 
applied to prevent fouling can cause destructive corrosion of the under- 
lying metal. 

This paper will review the background of what has been mentioned and 
present some illustrative data. 

It is easy to understand that a heavy accumulation of fouling organisms 
which can become several inches thick can suppress a corrosion reaction 
controlled by access of oxygen to cathodic surfaces.  Such accumulations 
will also eliminate the corrosion decelerating effect of high flow velocities 
by reducing the velocity to practically zero at the interface with the metal 
at the base of the fouling, even though the velocity of flow at the outer 
edge of the fouling may be very high. 

This was illustrated by experience with the sea water intake piping 
at the former Ethyl-Dow bromine extraction plant at Kure Beach, North 
Carolina. 

Here, sea water was pumped into the plant reservoir pond thru ordinary 
steel pipes about six feet in diameter. When the pumps were running the 
velocity of flow thru the pipes was about eight feet per second (2.U m per 
sec). Test of the effect of velocity of flow on corrosion of steel by sea 
water in the absence of attached fouling organisms indicate a rate of 
corrosion of steel of about 0.025 inch (0.06 cm) per year.  However, 
inspection of these steel pipes after service for ten years showed a rate 
of thinning less than 0.005 inches (0.013 cm) per year. This is the rate 
commonly observed on steel specimens immersed in quiet sea water in the 
presence of fouling organisms.  The effect of the accumulation of fouling 
on the surfaces of the steel pipes completely eliminated the effect of the 
velocity of flow thru the pipes. 

Incidentally, it was noted that the manually arc welded joints made 
in the field on these steel pipes showed no evidence of accelerated attack 
on either the weld beads themselves or in the adjacent heat affected zones. 



The cathodic reaction in the corrosion of steel under heavy marine 
growths, which create an anaerobic condition, is evidently supported 
by sulfate reducing bacteria (spire vibro desulfuricans).  Several years 
ago. Dr. R. L. Starkey of Rutgers University, took cultures from beneath 
corrosion products on heavily fouled steel specimens immediately after 
they had been taken from clean unpolluted sea water.  He found a very 
large population of these sulfate reducing bacteria on the steel surfaces 
which were corroding at a rate of about 0.005 in. (0.013 cm) per year. 
From this it can be concluded that these bacteria can account for what is 
considered to be the normal rate of corrosion of steel in sea water under 
anaerobic conditions.  Bacteriologists should not be tempted to conclude 
that when they find such anaerobic bacteria, an abnormally high rate of 
corrosion of steel should be expected or should be attributed to the 
presence of these bacteria. 

Cultu^'es from corrosion products on other metals disclosed that 
alloys that relßased copper ions in corrosion products didn't show high 
populations of sulfate reducing bacteria which, evidently, are suppressed 
by copper ions. 

However, sulfur compounds and particularly hydrogen sulfide released 
by sulfate reducing bacteria can have a severely accelerating effect on 
corrosion of copper base alloys as observed frequently when these alloys 
are exposed to polluted sea water.  The sulfide corrosion product films 
which replace the more usual basic carbonate films are quite cathodic 
to the underlying metal and are likely to promote severe pitting at the 
inevitable discontinuities in such films.  Continuous sulfide films provide 
protection against impingement attack which becomes less important than 
pitting in limiting the life of brass condenser tubes handling sulfide 
polluted water. 

Other types of bacteria encountered in polluted waters lead to the 
formation of ammoniacal compounds which accelerate corrosion of copper 
alloys and can lead to stress corrosion cracking when present in the vapor 
phase, especially when the ammonia becomes concentrated in accumulations of 
non-condensible gases. 

The iron modified 10% and 30% cupro nickel alloys have been found to 
be superior to other copper base alloys in tolerating the presence of 
hydrogen sulfide and ammonia produced by bacteria under anaerobic conditions 
and in polluted waters. 

In the presence of excessive amounts of either hydrogen sulfide or 
ammonia, or both, as encountered in abnormally polluted waters, e.g. in 
Havana Harbor and at New Haven, Connecticut, no copper base alloy is likely 
to be reliable.  It will be necessary to go to ferrous or nickel base 
alloys containing high percentages of chromium and molybdenum or to 
titanium.  These materials are not adversely affected by even high 
concentrations of hydrogen sulfide or ammonia in sea water. 

While, as described in the case of the steel pipes, heavy marine 
growths protected the steel from the corrosion accelerating effect of a high 
flow velocity, fouling organisms can accelerate attack on some alloys by 
creating local shielding of the metal surface^ from the access of oxygen 
required to preserve passivity.  This effect is illustrated by Figure 1, 
showing localized attack of an otherwise passive metal in the shape of the 
base of the barnacle under which the attack took place. 

Such attack under marine organisms is commonly encountered on stainless 
steels with the straight chromium alloys such as AISI grade 410 being most 
susceptible and grade 317 being least susceptible among the common commercial 
grades.  The more highly special alloys represented by Incoloy alloy 



825* and Carpenter 20 cb* are superior to the 317 prade while the nickel 
base chromium molybdenum alloys Inconel 625* and Hasteilov C* and titanium 
are substantially free from attack under barnacles and other marine organisms. 

Observations of attack of stainless steels under barnacles have shown 
that practically all the instances of attack occurred under dead barnacles 
with very few cases of similar attack under living organismn present on 
the same test panels.  Evidently side effects of the bacterial and other 
products of deterioration of the macro-organisms plav an important role in 
destroying passivity under the organisms. 

The bad effects of fouling in promoting localized attack of stainless 
steels as compared with the good performance of duplicate specimens of the 
same steels in the absence of such organisms were demonstrated by some 
tests carried out at the Freeport, Texas, plant of the Dow Chemical Company. 

One set of specimens was exposed in the sea water intake basin under 
conditions of low velocity flow which permitted the attachment of barnacles 
and other marine growths on the metal surfaces.  A duplicate set was 
exposed in a flume thru which sea water was pumped from the hasin at a 
velocity of about five feet (1.5 m) per second.  This velocity plus treatment 
of the water with about 0.5 ppm of chlorine prevented any attachment of 
marine organisms.  Under these conditions in the flume stainless steel 
specimens were able to retain their passivity and remained free from attack. 
Duplicate specimens exposed in the intake basin suffered severe localized 
attack under attached organisms, as shown by Figure 2. 

There is very little evidence of any direct effect of macro-organisms 
on corrosion of metals in sea water.  The nearest approach to this was 
a peculiar association of sea urchins with attack on steel piling used to 
support an off nhore oil drilling pier near Santa Barbara, California. 

Steel piling had suffered such intensive erosion by suspended sand 
in the breaker zone that it had to be replaced.  When the eroded piling 
was removed it was found that the submerged surfaces had accumulated a 
large number of sea urchins, each of which occupied a hemispherical cavity 
of approximate size as shown by Figure 3. 

There were suggestions that the cavities were the result of the action 
of some corrosive substance secreted by the sea urchins.  It seems more 
likely that movement of the sea urchins where they rested on the steel 
surfaces prevented the steel from developing protective corrosion products 
so that while the sea urchins were active, the steel corroded at the 
relatively high rate characteristic of the early stages of corrosion of 
steel in sea water. 

Macro-organisms and particularly barnacles can penetrate and destroy 
soft coatings such as coal tar enamels, as shown by Figure H.  They can also 
lift protective wrappings by working under the edges of laps, as shown 
by Figure 5.  Certain species of teredo have been found to penetrate 
coatings and burrowing clams (martesia) are able to penetrate plastics and 
even some grades of concrete. 

Some studies were made to determine the efficacy of different 
continuous and intermittent treatments of sea water with chlorine to prevent 
the growth of fouling organisms and bacterial slimes.  The test set up 
included specimens in the form of pipes arranged as a sort of telescope 
which permitted observations of the combined effects of chlorine and velocity 
on the corrosion of the pipe materials. 

* Trade marked alloys 



So far as the effect of chlorine on the organisms was concerned it 
was found that a continuous addition of chlorine so as to leave a residual 
of from 0.25 to 0.5 ppm, as measured with orthotoledene, was more effective 
than intermittent additions of higher concentrations. 

So far as the effect on corrosion of steel was concerned, as shown by 
Figure 6, there appeared to be no direct effect of the chlorine additions 
as shown by the results of tests at zero velocity. The principal effect 
appeared to be the result of the action of the chlorine in preventing 
attachment of protective slimes to the steel surfaces so that the corrosion 
accelerating effects of the higher rates of water flow could be demonstrated. 

In the case of copper base alloys, the results covered by Figure 7, 
showed that chlorine additions capable of preventing the growth of slimes 
and fouling organisms would not be expected to have a significant effect 
in accelerating corrosion of these alloys. 

Incidentally, exposure of specimens of pine wood to the chlorinated 
sea water showed that addition from 0.25 to 0.5 ppm of chlorine would 
serve to protect the wood from attack by teredo and other wood boring 
organisms. 

Another series of tests showed that intermittent heating of sea 
water, e.g. to 100 to 110 degrees F. (UO to US degrees C) for thirty 
minutes each week was sufficient to prevent the growth of fouling marine 
organisms and wood borers. 

Such intermittent heating had no significant effect on corrosion of 
metals. 

It is well known that copper and a few copper alloys are able to 
release a sufficient concentration of copper ions in corrosion products 
to suppress the attachment of fouling organisms.  This was the basis of 
the use of copper to sheath the hulls of wooden sailing vessels.  Metal 
sheathing was replaced by the use of organic coatings loaded with sparingly 
soluble copper flakes or powders and, more commonly, cuprous oxide.  More 
recently organic tin and lead compounds such as tributyl tin have been 
found to be effective pigments in anti-fouling coatings. 

As is the case with the rate of release of copper from anti-fouling 
coatings, where the critical rate is about 10 microgreuns per sq. cm. per day, 
there appears to be a critical rate of release of copper in corrosion 
products which must be exceeded if the attachment and growth of fouling 
organisms is to be suppressed. 

An early indication of the existence of such a critical rate of 
corrosion was provided by experience with specimens of bare copper which 
were in galvanic contact with specimens of steel having exposed areas 
covering a range relative to the area of the copper to which they were 
attached. 

When the area of the associated steel was large enough to give the 
copper sufficient galvanic protection to reduce its rate of corrosion below 
the critical rate, the copper lost its anti-fouling properties.  These 
rather crude experiments indicated that the critical rate of release of 
copper in corrosion products was of the order of 5 mg per sq. dm. per 24 
hours.  This would be equivalent to a rate of thinning of copper slightly 
less than 0.001 in. (0.0025 cm) per year. 

This critical rate was confirmed somewhat more precisely by tests of 
a number of copper alloys carried out by C. L. Bulow and reported in 
reference 1.  An earlier study by F. L. La Que and W. F. Clapp made use of 
a series of alloys of copper with nickel, ranging from pure copper to pure 



nickel thru <» number of steps. 

Several sets of these specimens were exposed simultaneously.  They 
were ir>spected each day until there was visible evidence of fouling on the 
alloys at the high nickel end of the series. At that time a complete set 
of specimens was removed for weight loss detent!inations to measure corrosion 
rates. 

Observations of fouling were continued until fouling occurred on the 
alloy having the next highest nickel content and so on until fouling was 
observed towards the higher copper end of the series. 

This procedure yielded data from which the weight loss vs. time curves 
shown in Figure 8 could be constructed.  By combining the rates of release 
of copper in corrosion products as indicated by the slopes of the weight 
loss vs. time curves with observations of fouling it was possible to 
confirm the indications that the critical rate of release of copper 
required for a copper alloy to be anti-fouling was about 5 mg per sq. dm. 
per day.  This was illustrated further by the data in Table 1. 

It is, of course, important to note that the apparently critical rate 
of release of copper as calculated from weight loss determinations applies 
only to alloys that corrode substantially uniformly over the whole surface. 
If attack is localized, as is often the case with bronzes containing sub- 
stantial amounts of aluminum and iron, there will be large unattacked 
areas surrounding large or small islands of localized attack.  Fouling 
will occur on the uncorroded surfaces. 

If alloys that are normally anti-fouling are in glavanic contact with 
sufficiently large areas of less noble metals so as galvanically to reduce 
the rate of corrosion of the normally anti-fouling alloys below the critical 
rate, they will, of course, become fouled. 

For some difficult to establish reason the critical rate of release 
of copper from corroding metallic surfaces is about five times greater 
than the critical leaching rate of copper from anti-fouling paints. 

The copper nickel alloys are particularly interesting with respect to 
their anti-fouling properties.  Exposure of a series of these alloys 
containing only nickel and copper indicated that the dividing line between 
the alloys that fouled and those that did not was around 45% nickel. 

However, in order to give commercial alloys the desir-J high level of 
resistance to erosion and impingement attack by sea water moving at high 
velocity, as in condenser tubes and salt water piping, it is necessary to 
supplement the presence of nickel by the addition of an rippropriate amount 
of iron, e.g. about 0.1»% in the 30% nickel alley, and 1,2% in the 10% 
nickel alloy.  Fron the standpoint of resistance to fouling the effect of 
the iron addition to the 30% nickel alloy is to make it act like a 45% 
nickel alloy so that it is no longer completely resistant to fouling. 

However, the addition of 1.2% iron to the 10% nickel alloy does not 
affect its anti-fouling properties.  Thus, this alloy has the unique ability 
to withstand attack by sea water moving at high velocity while being able 
to corrode in quiet sea water at an acceptably low rate, still above the 
critical one required to prevent fouling.  This characteristic is illustrated 
by Figures 9A and OB. 

Commercial advantage is being taken of this property of the 9ü:10 
cupro nickel thru its use for the hull of a shrimp fishing boat shown in 
Figure 10.  This boat has been in service for more than a year and has 
remained free from fouling. The absence of fouling organisms has resulted 
in significant improvements in fuel consumption and speed as compared with 
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sister ships with painted steel hulls, and put into service at the same 
time and on which there have been heavy accumulations of fouling organisms. 

Reference was made previously to interactions between metals and anti- 
fouling coatings.  It has been shown that not only can copper leached from 
anti-fouling paint accelerate corrosion of steel exposed at bare spots 
in the coating, but corrosion products of steel can inactivate an anti- 
fouling paint. 

When steel is exposed at a bare spot in a coating system which includes 
a top layer containing either metallic copper or cuprous oxide, there can 
be serious galvanic acceleration of the corrosion of the exposed steel. 

This is most likely to occur if the metallic copper loading of an 
anti-fouling paint is sufficiently high to achieve sufficient contact between 
the copper particles to make the coating electrically conductive. 

In the case of anti-fouling coatings based on cuprous oxide the danger 
of attack at bare spots is minimized by using a good non-conductive anti- 
corrosive layer beneath the anti-fouling layer.  This insulates the steel 
from the copper compounds in the top layer, and prevents cementation of 
copper onto the underlying steel which then could become an active cathode 
accelerating attack of steel at bare spots.  The depth of attack at such 
bare spots increases as the ratio of the area of the coated surface to the 
area of the bare spot increases. 

The danger of accelerated attack at bare spots in cuprous anti-fouling 
coatings is even greater with aluminum than with steel. Mercury compounds 
sometimes used along with copper in anti-fouling coatings can be expected 
to be particularly damaging to aluminum and should be avoided with this 
metal.  The preferred anti-fouling coatings for aluminum are those based 
on organic tin compounds. 

Anti-fouling coatings based on copper and copper compounds can become 
inactivated by contact with sufficiently large areas of bare steel, zinc 
or magnesium.  The effect is most pronounced with coatings based on metallic 
copper but has been observed also with cuprous oxide paints applied over 
an inadequate anti-corrosive layer. 

In addition to the presumed galvanic inactivation of an anti-fouling 
paint there is also an inactivation effect of iron corrosion products. 
This was demonstrated by tests with steel specimens having a large bare 
spot in an anti-fouling coating.  These specimens were exposed in a channel 
thru which sea water flowed in only one direction. # 

Inactivation of the anti-fouling coating occurred only downstream of 
the bare spot source of iron corrosion products. 

The examples cited from these early investigations illustrate the 
complexity of inter-related corrosion and fouling phenomena which, no 
doubt, will be demonstrated even further by the several other and more 
up to date contributions to this conference, which can be expected to throw 
much needed further light on the mechanisms involved. 



Figure 1. Attack under 
barnacles on stainless 
steel specimen. 

Figure 2. Effect of 
water velocity on 
localized attack of 
type 316 stainless 
steel. 



Figure 3. Localized 
attack under sea urchins 
on steel piling. 

Figure H. 



Figure S. 

Figure 6, 
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Figure 7, 

Figure 8,  Weight Loss 
vs. time curves for 
copper nickel alloys 
in sea water. 
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Figure 9A.  Fouling of 
range of copper nickel alloys. 

Figure 9B. Comparison 
of fouling of different 
alloys. 
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Figure 10.    Shrimp fishing 
boat fabricated from anti- 
fouling 90:10 copper nickel 
alloy. 

Table 1 

Relationship Between Corrosion Rates and Fouling of 
Nickel Copper Alloys During Last Sixty-Two Days 

of Seventy-Eight Days Exposure in Sea Water 
at Kure Beach, N. C. 

Calculated Cu Content 

Alloy 
Weight 
mg./sq 

Loss in 
dm./day 

of 
Jn 

Corrosion Products 
mg./sq./dm./day Fouling Remarks 

Copper 23 23 None Uniform attack 

20% Ni, 80% Cu 8.8 7 n n    ii 

30% Ni, 70% Cu 6.5 U.S Incipient n      n 

40% Ni, 60% Cu 9.3 5.6 Irregular Fouling occurred 
on unattacked 
surfaces 

50% Ni, 50% Cu 17 8.5 Irregular Corrosion highly 

60% Ni, i»0% Cu 7.2 

70% Ni, 30% Cu 9.3 

80% Ni, 20% Cu 9.7 

90% Ni, 10% Cu 10 

2.9 

2.6 

1.9 

1.0 

Yes 

localized, foaling 
in unattacked 
areas 

Localized attack 
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A STUDY ON THE rMPORTANCE OF THE SHIP'S HULL CONDITION 
An approach to improving the economy of shipping 

A.M. van Londen 
HEMPEL'S MARINE PAINTS 
Lundtoftevej 150 
DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark 

In the course of the last century the design of ships' 
hulls has become a technical science« and shipowners in- 
vest considerably in securing the most economic design. 
Surprisingly, a factor of even greater economic import- 
ance than the shape of thf hull has up to now been neg- 
lected: the surface roughness of the underwater hull.The 
total resistance of  a moving ship consists of residual 
resistance and frictional resistance. For most ships the 
frictional resistance is by far the more important part, 
viz. 70-80 percent of the total resistance.  The fric- 
tional resistance is strongly affected by the surface 
roughness, not only by the macro-roughness, but also by 
the micro-roughness. The effect of the surface roughness 
on the flow pattern along the ship is discussed, and also 
its effect on the transport process perpendicular to the 
ship's hull. This transport process determines the effec- 
tive life of an antifouling paint.  Most of the poison in 
antifouling paints is released during the sailing period 
of a ship when there is no need for this release. Assum- 
ing that the flow along a ship could be altered, then it 
should not only be possible to reduce the drag, but also 
to extend the effective life of antifouling paints.  Cer- 
tain soluble polymers are known to have friction reduc- 
tion properties. This phenomenon is explained by assuming 
that such pol'-.iiers thicken the laminar sublayer. The use 
of such soiuDle polymers in practice is restricted by the 
costs involved. A new, virtually waterinsoluble, hydro- 
philic acrylic resin is claimed to have drag reducing 
properties. These properties can be explained by a thick- 
ening or stabilization of the laminar sublayer. Adopting 
this as a working model, laboratory tests by means of 
rotortests have been carried out to demonstrate drag re- 
duction and decrease in the release of poison from anti- 
fouling paints. The drag reduction found is rather small, 
only 3,5 to 5 percent.  However, the effect on the re- 
lease of poison is very pronounced. Further two experi- 
ments made in toaing tank laboratories showed a positive 
effect of the hyt'rophilic coating. However, these results 
cannot be extrapolated to actual ships. For this reason 
in an early stage of the research work some practical tests 
have been done with the help of two shipowners. The best 
practical test controlled by an independent ship research 
institute has shown a positive result of U percent on fuel 
consumption. Other tests have been less successful.  The 
work is continuing, and this is certainly justified taking 
into account the econimics involved. 

Key Words: ship resistance; surface roughness; 
drag reducing polymers; HYDRON ®; antifouling 
efficacy. 
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Introduction 

Ever since the time man began building coats and ships for transportation 
on rivers, lakes, and seas, special attention has always been given to the 
underwater part of the hull.  This attention is quite understandable.  The 
submerged body of the vessel must be completely water-tight and must be 
kept in a good condition to make the ship a safe means of transport. 
Through the centuries attention has been concentrated on the preservation 
of the ship's hull material. Wooden ships have to be protected against 
penetration of water and wood-boring organisms. Steel ships need a pro- 
tection against corrosion.  Very early in the history of shipping a detri- 
mental effect on the manoeuvrability and speed of the ships was observed 
caused by the settlement of organisms on the ships' bottoms. For centuries 
the only remedy was removal of the fouling organisms in frequent careening 
or drydocking.  Later on copper sheathing came into use on wooden ships, 
developing into poisonous antifouling paints, which on steel ships are used 
in combination with anticorrosive paints.  During the last century the de- 
sign of the ship's hull has become a technical science, and shipowners in- 
vest considerably in the most economic design.  Also the investment in pro- 
tection against corrosion and fouling has increased. However, the care for 
the underwater part of the ship'j hull is still insufficient. In this ar- 
ticle the theoretical consideration will be given to emphasize this point 
of view.  Laboratory and practical data will be presented in order to prove 
the technical and economical importance of an up-to-now neglected factor: 
the surface roughness of the ship's hull. 

2.  The resistance of a moving ship 

The total resistance of a moving su 
nents, viz. the frictional resistan 
The frictional resistance is caused 
of the water moving parallel to the 
sistance is a function of the Reyno 
the hull. The residual resistance 
around the hull developed by waves 
This resistance is strongly depende 
Table 1 a survey is given of the re 
factors involved. The air resistanc 

rface vessel is the sum 
ce and the residual res 
by tangential stresses 
vessel's surface. This 

Ids number? and the sur 
is caused by the distri 
ana eddies formed by th 
nt upon the lines (form 
sistance of a moving sh 
e has not been taken in 

of two compo-  . 
istance (1, 2, 3X 
due to the drag 
frictional re- 

face condition of 
bution of pressure 
e ship's motion. 
) of the hull. In 
ip and the main 
to consideration. 

In Fig. 1 the relation between frictional and residual resistance is shown 
for ships of four different sizes operating at speeds between 10 and 35 
knots. It is obvious that for most ships the frictional resistance is more 
important than the residual resistance. Only for relatively small ships 
operating at speeds over 25 knots the residual resistance becomes the pre- 
dominant factor.  This is confirmed by the practical results given in 
Fig. 2 (U). 

The numbers in parenthesis refer to the list of references at the end 
of this paper. 

The Reynolds number is a dimensionless number defined as: 

Re r   i'V 

1  =   specific  length  (m) 
V  =   speed  (m.sec.-^) 
V~z  kinematic viscosity  (m2.sec."l) 
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Other practical data have been published illustrating the influence of the 
surface roughness or conüition of the ship's hull, viz. 

actual measurements of the surface roughness on the 34.800 t.d.w. 
tanker "FERNCREST" compared with oil consumption indicate that a 
2 5 micron increase in surface roughness requires about 1.7 5% in- 
crease in H.P. (5), 

-  full scale trials on the "LUCY ASHTON" have shown a difference between 
an ironoxide pigmented paint versus an aluminium pigmented paint, the 
ironoxide paint giving 3% more total resistance corresponding to 5% 
difference in frictional resistance. Slight fouling (scattered small 
barnacles and a band of fine grass) increases the total resistance by 
30% corresponding to a 50% increase in frictional resistance (2), 

measurements of the surface roughness on 68 new ships have shown an 
average roughness of 190 micron varying from about 100 up to U00 micron! 
Lackenby indicates an increase in total resistance on a large new ship 
by about 2J% for an average increase in surface roughness of 2 5 micron 
(2). 

in Fig. 3 and U the effect of surface condition on oil consumption is 
shown (6), and 

actual service records of the "LUBUMBASHI" over 5 years have shown an in- 
crease in total resistance of 17%, which is only due to the increase in 
frictional resistance caused by roughening of the hull independent of 
fouling (7). 

Concluding it can be stated that the surface condition of the ship's hull is 
a major factor affecting ship performance (2), and that this surface con- 
dition merits intensive care. 

3.  Surface roughness and flow along the ship's hull 

The surface roughness of the ship's hull can be divided into the macro- 
roughness and the micro-roughness.  The macro-roughness is the roughness 
due to welding , poor application oT the paint, corrosion, fouling, and 
disintegration of the paint coating. It is a roughness, which can easily 
be detected, and which can be prevented or minimized by modern protective 
means and methods. The micro-roughness can be defined as the intrinsic 
roughness of the paint coating, of which little  is known.  Its importance 
has, however, been demonstrated by the effect of the pigmentation of the 
paint on the resistance of the ship (2). It has been supposed that the 
micro-roughness plays a role in the processes taking place in the boundary 
layer between a ship's hull and seawater (8). The flow pattern along the 
ship's hull is dependent upon the Reynolds number.  At increasing Reynolds 
number laminar flow will change to turbulent flow via the transition stage 
(Fig. 5). Under laminar flow the direction of the flow is exclusively 
parallel and in the same direction as the moving ship.  Under turbulent 
flow the main direction of the flow is still parallel to the direction of 
the moving ship, however, flow in all possible directions will occur. Inas- 
much as for ships only the laminar conditions (in ports at rest) and turbu- 
lent conditions (moving at sea) are of importance, the transition stage is 
not discussed here.  For smooth surfaces the transition from laminar to 
turbulent flow takes place at a Re = 5.10^-10^. For a rough surface this 
transition takes place at a lower Reynolds number.  A surface is considered 
to be rough if the peaks of the surface configuration transgress the 
laminar sublayer's thickness.  If these peaks are smaller, the surface is 
considered to be hydrodynamically smooth (see Fig. 6).  In general a ship 
at rest is hydrodynamically smooth because of the presence of a relatively 
thick laminar sublayer. A ship operating at normal speed has a very thin 
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laminar sublayer and will be hydrodynamically rough hence a turbulent flow 
along the hull exists under this condition. 

U.  Laminar sublayer and transport processes along the ship's hull 

At a low Reynolds number a relatively thick laminar sublayer1 is present. 
This layer is a thin continuous layer of w.iter adjacent to the ship's hull 
more or less bound to the hull and moving along with the ship. With in- 
creasing speed the thickness of the laminar sublayer decreases, and at a 
certain Reynolds number the continuous laminar sublayer becomes discon- 
tinuous (see Fig. 5). In this stage the laminar sublayer still exists, but 
is disturbed by eddy currents and is consequently renewed regularly (Han- 
ratty1 s surface renewal model) (10). This surface renewal model assumes that 
the fluid in contact with the wall is replaced at fixed time intervals by 
fluid of the bulk concentration.  The eddies which, are responsible for 
transmitting stress from the turbulent flow to the viscous regions close to 
the wall have a circumferential dimension approximately equal to their 
distance from the wall (11).  This has been confirmed by Townsend who shows 
that cylindrical eddies of the same radial scale as the boundary layer 
thickness to a large extent govern the turbulence processes in the near 
wall region (12). 

Transport to and from the continuous laminar sublayer takes place by diffu- 
sion only due to the molecular movement (see fig. 8).  This is a slow pro- 
cess.  Transport to and from the discontinuous laminar sublayer takes place 
mainly by transport of macromolecular masses (mixing).  This is a quick 
process.  In the area outside the laminar sublayer transport takes place 
by diffusion only in case of a laminar flow and by mixing in case of turbu- 
lent flow. 

It is clear that the continuous 
ance.  For a discontinuous subl 
The tnnsport processes in the 
affect corrosion, cathodic prot 
paints.  Especially the effect 
importance.  The action of anti 
bio-active material.  However, 
days of ships.  The release of 
is moving, and due to the fact 
the period in ports only a smal 
is used effectively (see Fig. 9 
travelling of the ship (13), 

5.  Drag reducing polymers 

laminar sublayer acts as a 
ayer this barrier effect wil 
near wall region along the 

ection, and the performance 
on antifouling paints is of 
fouling paints is based on t 
this action is only needed d 
bio-active material is quick 
that the period of moving i 
1 amount of the expensive bi 
).  More than 90* is wasted 

transfer resist- 
1 be rather smalL 
ship's hull 
of antifouling 
great practical 
he release of a 
uring the lay- 
when the ship 

s bigger than 
o-active material 
during the 

Since the discovery of the Thorn's phenomenon of friction reduction proper- 
ties of dilute polymer additives (14) and the effect of high molecular com- 
pounds on hydrodynamic testing (15) this phenomenon has been intensively 
investigated.  Naturally also a lot of attention has been given to various 
po'rmers with drag-reducing properties such as Polyox, guar-gum, Carbopol, 
an>. CMC.  The phenomenon is very complex and is certainly not fully ander- 
ste- '.  However, the mechanism of the frictional reduction has  been ex- 
pl-  ed simply and nearly satisfactorily by the assumption that the po- 
lyi-.irs thicken the laminar sublayer (16).  The various studies have been 
compiled as follows (17): 
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No drag reduction occurs until the flow characteristics change 
from laminar to turbulent. 

The amount of drag reduction increases with increasing Reynolds 
number and with increasing molecular weight of the polymer addi- 
tive. 

The thickness of the viscous sublayer increases with the concen- 
tration of the polymer. 

Confirmation of the results of pipe flow with respect to molecular 
weight and, in addition, demonstration that maximum drag reduction 
occurs with linear polymers.  The longer the molecular weight the 
greater the corresponding drag reduction. 

The results obtained with laboratory tests may well be used in studying the 
possible effect in practice on ships as actual sea-trials with H.M.S. 
"HIGHBURTON" using Polyox have shown that reductions in shaft horsepower 
can be achieved in the order of 12% corresponding to reductions of skin 
friction of the order of 22% (18). 

All known polymers with drag-reducing properties are readily soluble in 
water.  The dosage of the material is done by injection or dissolving in 
the bulk of the water although it is only of use in the near-wall region. 
This solubility and the uneconomical method of dosage restrict the 
practical use of such polymers due to the high costs.  A new material - 
HYDRCN ® - is available, which may offer a more economical solution. 

6. HYDRON ®, a new polymer 

HYDRON R is the trade name for a water insoluble hydrophilic acrylic resin. 
The hydrophilic characteristics of the resin can be programmed during the 
fabrication process, which is patented (19).  The use of HYDRON ® in marine 
coatings is patented (20, 21, 22). It has been indicated that the capacity 
of KYDRON (B) to take up water is related to its drag reducing properties (20 
22).  In this respect it  is worth mentioning the resemblance between the 
HYDRON (g) polymer and the dolphin's outer skin, which has teen described by 
Kramer (23): 

"Dolphin's outer skin is so delicate that it can be scraped off 
with a finger nail.  The surface layer consists of a highly 
pliable material.  The entire outer skir. is waterlogged.  It 
dries out, becomes brittle, and turns soft again when put back 
into water.  In dry state the outer skin weighs only one fifth 
of its wet weight, an indication of its high water content." 

The drag-reducing properties of a HYDRON ® coating may be explained by: 
- a damping effect of the coating, or 
- an increase of the thickness of the laminar sublayer. 

7. Working model 

As a basis for investigation of the use of HYDRON (R) as a shipbottom 
coating a simple working model has been adopted, based on the assumption 
that the HYDRON® coating increases the thickness of the laminar sublayer 
and has a stabilizing effect on the laminar sublayer (see Diagram 2). The 
increase of the thickness of the laminar sublayer will decrease the sur- 
face roughness hydrodynamically seen.  This means that the transition of 
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the laminar to turbulent flow will take place at a higher Reynolds number. 
In other words this will cauc-» drag reduction. The increase in thickness 
of the laminar sublayer and the stabilization of the layer will decrease 
the release of poison from the antifouling coat under turbulent conditions, 
e.g. when the ship is in motion. This release is not affected under laminar 
conditions, e.g. when the ship is in port, due to the relatively thick lami- 
nar sublayer present under this condition. The decrease in the release of 
poison will be considerable in case the stabilization effect could prevent 
the transition from the continuous laminar sublayer into the discontinuous 
form; then the laminar sublayer will act as a very effective barrier under 
turbulent conditions. 

8. Laboratory experiments 

In the initial stage of research it is of crucial importance to demonstrate 
an effect of the polymer coating on drag. In case this is positive, accor- 
ding to the assumed working model at the same time a smaller release of 
poison from the antifouling coat must be found. In a later stage additional 
factors have to be studied such as wear of polymer coating, various curing 
mechanisms, application, different antifouling paints, etc. It is clear 
that these factors are all of great practical importance.  Furthermore, the 
effect of the material must be optimized. The crucial experiment - the 
demonstration of the effects - is in fact a very simple test consisting of: 

- aging on a rotor apparatus of a shipbottom paint system with and without 
a topcoat of the HYDRON ® polymer combined with 

- energy lueasurements 

- determination of rate of release of poison, and 

- checking of antifouling performance after different aging periods. 

This test also provides information on the physical performance of the 
coating like wear, resistance, adhesion, flaking, etc. 

9. Description of testmethods 

9.1. R9tor_a2Earatus 
A rotorapparatus consists in principle of a cylinder, which 
can be rotated in seawater.  The apparatus has been designed to 
test and study the aging of shipbottom coatings and has shown 
a good correlation with practical results on ships (24). 

9.2. Energ^_measureraent 

An energy measurement consists of measurement of 
- the current consumption of the electromotor, and 
- the increase in temperature of the seawater in the 

rotortank, which has been insulated to prevent heatlosses. 

9.3. Antifouling_gerformance 

The performance of an antifouling paint is dependent upon the 
release of poison during aging and its effect on fouling orga- 
nisms. A good test for antifouling paint performance consists 
of (24, 2 5): 
- aging under turbulent conditions by rotortesting, combined with 
- analysis for residual poison in the coating after various 

periods of aging, and 
- checking of its biological activity after certain periods of 

aging by immersion tests in the sea under fouling conditions. 
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9,U. Wear_of_cgating 

Film thickness measurements after various periods of aging will 
indicate the wear of the coating.  These measurements are done 
by microscopial examination of cross-sections. 

10.  Laboratory test data 

Tests have been done on two rotor apparatuses with 
of 33,75 knots. The application of the HYDRON (g) c 
test area only and not on the braces used for fast 
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11. Discussion of rotor test results 

The test results on the energy consumption shew a positive effect of the 
HYDRON ® coating.  This effect is rather small, on an average only 3,5% 
(see Table 2).  However, it must be kept in mind that the rotor cylinder 
is only partly (less than 70%) coated with HYDRON J).  The real effect may 
be approximately 5%. 

The heat generated by the rotor body in the seawater also indicated a posi- 
tive effect of the HYDRON ®.   In case HYDROM '£)is used less generated heat 
is indicating less friction. Again the difference is too small to establish 
a quantitative significant effect.  Both energy consumption and generated 
heat demonstrate a qualitative positive effect of the HYDROM ® coating. 

From the cross-sections (Table 1) a very pronounced effect of the HYDRON (R, 
skin can be seen upon the release of poison from the antifouling coating 
during aging. As the antifouling performance is not impaired by the HYDRON 
(& coating (Table 1) this means prolongation of the effective life-time of 
the antifouling paint. 

12.  Tests by hydrodynamic laboratories 

The Hydro- and Aerodynamic Laboratory, Lyngby, Denmark, has carried out a 
testing programme to determine the effect of a HYDRON Q0 coating.  The 
test has been performed in a small tank in the laboratory with a model of 
a cargo liner (26). A small reduction in resistance has been found, which 
is within the limits of repeatability in the small tank.  As it is supposed 
that the improvement is due to a shift in the transition area between 
laminar and turbulent flow an extrapolation to ships cannot be made. 

The Naval Ship Research and Development Center, Washington D.C., U.S.A., 
has carried out tests with the NSRDC Friction Plane (27).  A positive 
effect of li% has been found using a HYDRON ®coating.  However, this 
difference lies within the probable band of repeatability for such tests. 

The hydrodynamic specialitsts do not advise any model test, which could 
provide evidence about the practical performance of a special coating. 
For this reason practical tests have been initiated in an early stage of 
the research work. 
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m. Practical testing 

Reliable data on the performance of ships in actual oper&tion are very 
difficult to obtain.  This is due to the variations in the practical con- 
ditions. 

The most reliable is the so-called speed trial over the measured mile. An- 
other possibility is to follow the performance and oil consumption over 
long periods of time. Possibly tests on sister ships operating on the same 
route could also provide reliable information.  Consultation of various ex- 
perts in hydrodynamics has given unexpected favourable reactions.  The 
principle and the possible explanation of the effect seem to be scientifi- 
cally acceptable. 

The arrangement of practical tests on ships has turned out to be very 
difficult, indeed.  First of all the selection of  ships is limited by the 
following requirements: 

- travel performance and oil consumption known over a period of time 
- preferably 3-5 years old 
- recording of travel performance and oil consumption 
- preferably one out of a series of sister ships, and 
- preferably travelling on one route 

Secondly, practical tests introduce commercial interests such as change in 
antifouling paint, extra drydocking time for the application of the extra 
coat and the possible impact on the market as such. Besides some positive 
tests on small motor boats and sailboats a number of tests on big ships 
hare been carried out.  For these tests the co-operation and assistance of 
two important shipping companies are highly appreciated.  The first ship- 
owner is using a computerized system to follow the operational performance 
of the ships. In total five tests have been carried out (Tables 1 and 5), 
of which four showed positive results. 
The second shipowner has carried out a test in the most reliable way, viz.: 

- drydocking + application of the new coat of antifouling 
- undocking and speed trials over the measured mile 
- redocking + application of one coat of HYDRON (g), and 
- undocking followed by speed trials over the measured mile. 

The trials over the measured mile have been carried out by the IRCN (28). 
Although the application of the HYDRON ® coating was not up to desired 
standard the speed trials have given a t% positive effect on required 
horsepower at a speed of 16 knot or an increase in speed of 0,15 knot at 
equal horsepower. 

The original test results have also been analysed in Denmark using a Speed- 
Trial Analysis computer programme.  This has shown a speed increase of 
0,25 knots (29). 

Both institutes underline the inaccuracy of such trials.  However, both of 
them express categorically that there is no doubt as to the better per- 
formance of the ship after application of the HYDRON ® coating. 

The ship has been painted with an antifouling paint of unknown performance. 
After 6,5 months fouling and rust-formation have been observed. 

The interpretation of the practical results can be debated and the results 
may not be striking.  However, they can be rated as positive and promising. 
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15. Lconomy 

Accurate economic calculations on frictional resistance can only be made by 
the shipowners as they have all the necessary data available.  The economy 
will depend not only on the type of the vessel, but on other factors such 
as size, operational speed, trading, days at sea versus lay-days, ballasted 
or loaded, etc. 

Some examples of economic calculations have been given in the literature 
(30, 31, 32, 33, 34).  They are summarized in Table 6.  From these data an 
average earning can be calculated on fuel consumption alone of $0,133 per 
ton per year for one per cent reduction in total resistance. For the 1971 
price of fuel oil ($19/ton) this figure is $0.20. 

A 250.000 t.d.w. tanker with a 30.000 HP engine and 300 days at sea will 
annually use about 43.000 ton fuel oil.  In case of a 3% gain in performance 
the saving on fuel will amount to $26,000 per year. This saving has to be 
considered low relative to the possible increase of earning capacity of the 
ship. This can be illustrated by the following example. A 300.000 t.d.w. 
tanker has an operational cost of approximately $30,000 per day.  A 1 per 
cent increase in speed will give 3 more operational days per year, in other 
words a saving of $90,000. This does not include savings made possible by 
the prolongation of the effectiveness of antifouling paints. 

16. General considerations 

It is certainly too early to draw any definitive conclusions from this 
study and the preliminary investigations.  The available knowledge on  drag 
reducing polymers and the positive result obtained on an actual ship indi- 
cates the practical possibilities.  The preliminary results with a HYDRON ® 
coating may be classified as promising. A qualitative effect on drag re- 
duction has been found and a very pronounced effect on the release of 
poison from an antifouling coating.  These findings correspond to the 
working model adopted for this research project. 

As it is very difficult to extrapolate laboratory and towing tank test 
results to actual ships, testing in practice has been started.  This may 
seem to be premature and not fully justified at this moment. However, the 
beneficial effect on the antifouling performance alone may make the use of 
HYDRON ® a cost saving treatment.  Moreover, practical testing will once 
more focus attention on this interesting phenomenon and will stimulate the 
research efforts. 

17. Remark 

The barrier action of the increased sublaminar layer will also affect the 
corrosion rate, and in case cathodic protection is used, the current 
density needed for protection.  The latter is under investigation in order 
to develop a reliable and quick test method. 
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TABLE   1:       Data on  testpanels 

Topcoat 
Distance 
of aging 
in miles 

1 Average thickness in micron of: 

Fouling , 
resistance 

[HYDRON «R 
coat 

Released 
layer 

Antifouling 
coat^ 

none 5.000 - 8.4 67 good 

2 coats HYDRON ® 5.000 16 0 76 good 

none 10.000 - 12.1 80 good 

2 coats HYDRON ® 10.000 15 less 
than 1 

80 good 

none 20.000 - 16 95 good 

2 coats HYDRON ® 20.000 16 5 98 good 

none 40.000 - 19 92 good 

2 coats HYDRON © 40.000 21 6.7 91 good 

1 coat HYDRON ® 5.000 5.8 0 79 good 

1 coat HYDRON (g) 10.000 6 0 66 good 

1 coat HYDRON (g) 20.000 5 6 82 good 

2 coats HYDRON ^ 5.000 13 0 75 good 

2 coats HYDRON ® 10.000 14.5 0 96 good 

2 coats HYDRON <g) 20.000 15 5 89 
i 

good 

4 coats HYDRON (Jt1 5.000 40 0 75 good     I 

4 coats HYDRON ® 10.000 38 0 79 good 

4 coats HYDRON (JD 20.000 38 5 85 good     j 

2 coats HYDRON (g) 0 14 - 87 good     | 

none 0 - - 79 good 

including released  layer 

tested in Bombay 
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I 
TABLE  < :   Summary of energy calculations 

aging 
total energy input in kcal/hr 

2 
generated heat in kcal/hr 

in 
miles 

without 
HYDRON(g 

with 
HYDRON ® 

difference 
in % 

without with 
HYDROKy HYDROMg) 

1 

difference 
in % 

0 i*3t0 U22U 2.7 2261 2210 2,3 

5.000 uauo U209 3.0 2232 21'*5 3.9 

10.000 4349 1*195 3.5 229U 2201 U.l 

20.000 ^330 UlUO H.Ü 2302    2236 2.9 

to.000 '+'463 4286 "4.0 2412    230U 4.5 

average 4364 •♦211 3.5 2300  ' 2219 3.5 

-3 
Energy input = VTx U x I x cos ^ x 360 x 0.24 x 10" = 506 kcal, for I = 1 A 

0 n 
Generated heat = temperature increase in   C x 240 kcal (content rotortanks is 240 1). 

TABLE   3:       Some results  of rotortests 

tet-t number of 
repetitions 

average energy input in kcal/hr. 

without 
HYDRON (R) 

with 
HYDRON CR' 

difference     j 
in * 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

6 

6 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

3250 

3040 

3220 

3230 

3040 

3200 

2960 

3040 

3070 

2970 

3160 

3110 

2970 

3130 

2910 

2970 

5,4         | 

2,3 

1,8 

3.7 

2>5 

2,0 

1,7 

2,8        | 
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TABLE 5: Sailing data of five ships with tests 

ship in-between date of performance     \ 
drydocking leaving 
period drydock 

number time in after end of characterizH 
months drydocking period ation l    1 

1 6.4 9. 7.66 99.8 94.9 -0.0254   ( 
2 13.1 21. 1.67 96.2 88.0 -0.0209 

! i 3 9.6 25. 2.68 93.8 89.7 -0.0142   i 
U 9.3 12.12.68 96.0 91.5 -0.0162   1 
5, 19.6 20. 9.69 99.3 87.2 -0.0205   | 
62 11.3 8. 5.71 98.1 93.0 -0.0151   | 

1 5.3 28.10.67 98.9 94.8 -0.0258   | 
2 11.5 6. 4.68 96.7 82.9 -0.0400 

| 2 3 14.4 21. 3.69 95.6 82.7 -0.0299   a 
U 12.7 4. 6.70 96.2 85.2 -0.0289 
52 9.7 24. 6.71 95.7 89.6 -0.0207   i 

1 5.6 30. 3.62 100.0 99.9 -0.0008   | 
2 12.1 17. 9.62 100.0 97.5 -0.0070 
3 11.0 20. 9.63 99.9 96.0 -0.0118 
U 9.0 20. 8.64 100.0 94.3 -0.0211 

1 3 5 9.2 19. 5.65 100.0 93.4 -D.0240   | 
6 9.7 24. 2.66 99.6 95.5 -0.0140   j 
7 16.7 16.12.66 98.0 89.9 -0.0162 
8 20.8 7. 5.68 95.2 85.6 -0.0154   | 
9 24.0 31. 1.70 96.9 91.3 -0.0078   1 

102 5.6 30. 1.72 100.0 96.9 -0.0185   | 

1 9.4 8.10.64 99.9 95.0 -0.0175   \ 
2    7.2 19. 7.65 94.9 93.1 -0.0085   j 
3  ; 15.4 25. 2.66 98.6 85.8 -0.0278 

4 4 14.5 8. 6.67 100.0 94.3 -0.0132 
5 18.7 23. 8.68 99.1 88.9 -0.0181 
6 17.0 14. 3.70 96.3 86.2 -0.0198 
72 8.1 14. 8.71 93.9 90.1 -0.0158   1 

1 3.P 15. 7.60 100.0 99.9 -0.0013   j 
2 5.5 15.10.60 100.0 98.7 -0.0077 
3   10.2 31. 3.61 100.0 97.5 -0.0082 
4 10.5 7. 2.62 99.4 96.8 -0.0082   \ 
5 7.7 21.12.62 100.0 99.2 -0.0035 
6 10.0 13. 8.63 100.0 99.4 -0.0020 

5 7 11.0 12. 6.64 100.0 95.4 -0.0140 
8 11.3 12. 5.65 99.8 93.0 -0.0202 
9 9.7 22. 4.66 100.0 94.6 -0.0185 

10 15.1 12. 2.67 99.2 88.5 -0.0237 
11 24.2 16. 5.68 95.1 88.5 -0.0091 
12, 13.2 23. 5.70 100.0 90.0 -0.0253 
132 5.6 29. 6.71 96.5 95.2 -0.0079   ! 

decrease in performance per day (average in %) 
2 _ 
with Hydron® 
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Discussion 

Drs. Christie and Crisp;  Did we correctly interpret Dr. Van Londen's 
explanation of reduced drag and leaching rate as being a direct result of 
the change in the velocity profile which was changed by diffusion of 
soluble polymer? We would question whether this can be the case since 
the equations for momentum transport and mass transport normal to the 
surface are of similar form except for the nondimensional coefficients 
involved.  Since diffusion was more profoundly reduced than drag, we would 
suggest that the acrylic film merely interposed an additional diffusion 
resistance between the toxic pigment and the sea water.  Whether the profile 
of the boundary layer is in fact altered by a resin layer did not appear 
to us to have been convincingly demonstrated in the patent literature 
since there was no attempt to employ true controls. We noted that a film 
of material without drag reducing property but of equal smoothness should 
have been applied to the control panel.  Otherwise any observed reduction 
in drag may simply have resulted from the increased smoothness characteristic 
of any newly applied film compared with that of the original surface. 
We ask whether any published experiments with such controls have ever 
shown significantly reduced drag. 

Dr. Van Londen:  I apologize for having failed to explain sufficiently 
clear the drag reduction and the decrease in the release of poison under 
turbulent conditions.  My assumption and working model is an increase in 
the thickness of the laminar sublayer or a stabilization of that layer.  Our 
laboratory experiments have shown that the release of poison is independent 
of the thickness of the applied Hydron coating.  This demonstrates that the 
Hydron coating does not merely act as an additional diffusion resistance. 
I do not know to which patent Drs. Christie and Crisp referred specifically. 
To my knowledge there is no patent on Hydron describing the theoretical 
background for the effect of Hydron.  Laboratory tests with Hydron in 
comparison with control inert films are being carried out at the moment 
in a university laboratory.  The practical test using measured miles trials 
have been done with newly applied coatings.  It can hardly be assumed that 
the thin Hydron coating (less than 10 micrometer dry film thickness) 
decreased the intrinsic roughness of the hull. The ship was several years 
old, the hull was in a not too good condition and the application of the 
Hydron coating was not up to standard.  Even so a k\  difference in H.P. has 
been reported. 
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MAIOTAINING A SMOOTH SHIP BOTTOM 

R. P. Devoluy, Woolsey Marine Industries,  201 E. 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.    10017 
W. H. Briggs, Newport News S. B. & D.  D. Co., Newport News, Va.    23607 

John Marra, Sea-Land Services Inc., P.  0. Box 1050, Elizabeth, N. J.    07207 

This paper outlines the Importance of ship bottom smoothness, 
summarizes the magnitude and the causes of surface roughness, and 
examines possible remedies for this problem. 

Key Words;    Shlpbottom smoothness, magnitude and 
causes of roughness, remedies 

1.    Importance of Bottom Smoothness 

The consequences of ship bottom roughness were recently summarized by  the manager of 
a large tanker fleet  (l)1 who Is concerned with the Inadequacy of drydock space for the 
new generation of very large cargo carriers If the present 18 to 24 months drydocklng 
Interval cannot be extended by longer lasting antl-foullng paints and smooth antlcorroslve 
coatings of greater longevity.    For such vessels, on a popular run, the hull surface 
deterioration loss over 24 months is equal to 18 days ship time.    This is worth $166,000 
per year solely on the basis of lost speed. 

This concern for bottom smoothness Is not new.    In 1951, U. S. Navy investigations  (2) 
reported significant increases In frictional resistance between sister ships using the hot 
plastic system and the smoother vinyls.    Both types of antl-foullng normally stay clean 
for at least two years and hence fouling was not a factor In these trials.      The vinyls 
soon became the Navy specification system and they are still used on most American Naval 
Vessels and on many merchant ships. 

In 1950 the owner of a T-2 tanker sought to reduce the bottom and boottop roughness 
by sandblasting and applying the vinyls.    For the next two years it was reported  (3) that 
the speed of the vessel had Increased by 0.27 knots while the fuel consumption remained 
approximately the same.      The owner concluded that the bottom treatment was worth seven 
days of ship time per year.    Unfortunately the vessel suffered a severe grounding during 
the third year.    The extensive replacement of plates ended the collection of meaningful data. 

2. Causes of Bottom Roughness 

These causes can be classified as the attachment of marine fouling due to the inade- 
quacy of the antl-foullng paint for the period between drydockings and the deterioration 
of the antlcorroslve coatings and subsequent corrosion of the steel surfaces.    Ship bottom 
abrasion is a frequent contributor to the failure of both paints.    This paper considers 
the ship bottom area to extend from keel to deep load line Inasmuch as it is comnon practice 
on large cargo carriers to extend the antlcorroslve and the antifoullng to the deep load 
line in order to prevent algae attachments.    Some species of algae cause severe loss of 
speed. 

It la often impossible to separate roughness caused by fouling from that resulting 
from the deterioration of the antlcorroslve coating and subsequent pitting of the steel. 
Fortunately, some observers have been meticulous on thia point. 

HThe numbers in parentheses refer to the list of references at the end of this paper. 
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3.    The Effects of Fouling 

357. to 457. Increases In fuel consumption at 20 knots were reported by earlier ob- 
servers  (4).    More recently, and probably more accurately, an increase In fuel of 30% due 
to general fouling was observed  (5).    Also, attachments of certain species of algae on the 
sides of large tankers can cause 30% - 377. extra fuel consumption (6). 

An excellent study (7) on the economics of bottom treatment concludes that the cost 
of the antifoullng paint is of secondary Importance provided that it reduces the rate of 
fouling.    Obviously, the antifoullng must also retain Its smoothness.    New requirements 
also Include resistance to under water cleaning methods and compliance with the increas- 
ingly severe toxlcity regulations being imposed by the environmental and labor protection 
agencies. 

4.    The Effect of Deterioration of the Anti-Corrosive 
Coatings and of the Steel Surface 

Hydrodynamicists, naval architects and marine engineers have often recommended that 
more attention to the smoothness of the ship bottom surface would be economically reward- 
ing.    Service trials  (8) conducted before and after blasting and recoating disclosed a 
177. increase in a ship's resistance after five years due to paint roughness and pitting 
of the steel.    Another 37. increase in resistance was attributed to fouling.    Hydrodynam- 
ically,  the surface was returned to essentially new ship condition by the blasting and 
recoating.    The paint roughness was due to blisters and pitting.    The blisters ranged from 
0.1 Inches  (2500 M) to 0.2 inches  (5000 «O  in height and the corrosion pits were about 
0.1 inches  (2500 n) deep.    This investigator also suggested that the shape of the rough- 
ness was more important that its absolute height. 

A classic paper  (9) on the resistance of ships due to skin friction and hull surface 
condition states that the skin frictional resistance on merchant ships contributes up to 
807. of the total resistance for lower speed vessels.    The author reports that an 18,000 
deadweight ton tanker suffered an Increase of 407. in required power due solely to paint 
breakdown and corrosion products. 

One British Ship Research Association report  (10) presents a table of mean roughness 
versus approximate allowance from trials of two 18,000 DWT tankers.    It is encouraging 
to note that there is zero allowance for surface roughness up to 5 mils  (125 M).    The 
values range from 37. allowance for 6 mils  (150 M) up to 327. allowance for 20 mils  (450 M). 
There was very little fouling on these vessels. 

The Norwegian Technical Institute  (SFI)  found  (11) that a seven year old,  37,000 DWT 
tanker had its surface roughness reduced from an average of 29 mils  (725 f) down to 11 mils 
(275 M)  by blasting and applying a modern, high-build coating system.    At  15 knots this 
reduction in roughness allowed a 257. decrease in shaft horsepower.    Another SFI observer 
(7) states that a mean roughness of 4 mils  (100 f) corresponds to a 57. to 77. increase in 
resistance.    The SFI has accumulated enough data to publish "Roughness Standards for Ships" 
(12).    This excellent presentation includes plastic sheets reproducing fine degrees of 
bottom surface roughness.    The roughness grades are then related to increases in shaft 
horsepower. 

5.    Obtaining a Smooth Bottom 

Briefly, the ship owner must choose from the available modern coatings and select the 
ones which can be applied where his ships are built and where they are likely to be main- 
tained.    Unfortunately, it seems that the better coatings are often sensitive to surface 
moisture and to low temperatures during application. 

The vinyl coatings were the first step towards smoother bottoms and are still widely 
used.    They can be applied at very low temperatures but are sensitive to surface moisture. 
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They remain smooth if applied at the proper film thickness, but they will blister when 
abraded to a sub-standard thickness.    The vinyl antlfoullng Is outstanding and Is also used 
over many other types of good antlcorroslves. 

The aluminum - bituminous paints were Introduced at about the same time as the vinyls 
and still enjoy a good share of the market.   They have good tolerance for adverse drydock 
conditions and maintain their smoothness unless abraded.    They can only be  topcoated with 
coal-tar-rosin types of antlfoullng and, unfortunately, this type has some tendency to 
check and crack as the film thickness builds up over the years. 

The past decade has seen the development and use of epoxy, coal-tar-epoxy, chlorinated 
rubber and flakeglas-polyester anticorroslve coatings.    To varying degrees these coatings 
feature low water vapor permeabilit   which is Judged by many corrosion engineers to be 
the most important property of an underwater anticorroaive coating.    Also these coatings 
are available in "high build" formulations which permit application economies by obtaining 
the required film thickness in fewer coats than with traditional paints. 

The chlorinated rubbers seem to blister less than the epoxles or the vinyls when 
abraded much below specified film thickness.    However, the epoxles seem to be more abra- 
sion resistant than the vinyls or chlorinated rubbers.    Flakeglas-polyesters have the best 
abrasion resistance, the lowest permeability, and can be applied at 30 to 50 mils in one 
coat.    At present, they cannot be applied below 50°F which is also about the lower tempera- 
ture limit for epoxles and coal-tar epoxles.    The coal-tar epoxles are normally applied 
as two 8 mil  (200 M) coats and feature good abrasion resistance, low permeability and good 
blistering resistance. 

As previously mentioned, the bottom anticorroslve and antlfoullng is often carried 
up to the deep load line.   This helps to maintain surface smoothness on this substantial 
area.    As a parameter for the degree of bottom smoothness that can be expected on a new 
tanker, one owner  (13)  specifies a maximum average roughness of 5 mils (125 f). 

6.   Maintaining a Smooth Bottom 

Assuming that most ship owners will eventually invest in superior coatings that can 
be applied to a satisfactory degree of smoothness, what can be done to preserve the smooth 
surface by the ship owner and by the shipyards? 

The ship owner can control the fouling problem by underwater cleaning techniques, 
such as scuba divers using rotary nylon brushes or by brush boats, when he finds that his 
drydocking schedule will exceed the expected service life of the antlfoullng paint.    In 
addition the economics of such cleaning techniques may be decidedly attractive.    For example, 
at a cost of $4400 U. S.  (or less) for a 1100 ft.   (340 M) of a large tanker  (250,000 DWI), 
only 1/8 knot of speed needs to be restored to repay the cleaning cost over a 30 day 
voyage.     (Based on low charter rates of about $18,000 per day). A speed regain of a half 
knot or more is cannon. 

The ship owner can also control pitting at abraded areas and reduce underfilm corro- 
sion by means of impressed current cathodic protection.    The potential must be controlled 
so as not to damage the anticorroslve coatings   (14M15).    Cathodic protection is not a 
substitute for good coatings, and In fact, performs best with high performance coatings 
that have low permeability and some alkali resistance.    With a proper combination,  the 
tendency for roughness to develop is limited to areas of damage or abrasion. 

The shipyards can contribute significantly to the retention of bottom smoothness by 
changing from "sand sweeping" or "brush blasting" with dry sand or grit of irregular mesh 
size to the act of hydroblasting.    It Is known that "sand sweeping" to remove loose paint 
and light fouling roughens the old paint and that the penetration of sand to the substrate 
leads to underfilm corrosion and blistering of the new coats. 
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Hydr ob lasting, at 2400 pounds pressure with a 16 gallot. per minute flow rate, removes 
algae and also barnacles up to 0,25 Inches (6250 M) in diameter. If heavy fouling has to 
be removed, fine sand can be injected into the high pressure water stream. The latter is 
much less harmful to the old coating than a dry blast with the variable particle size sand 
normally used. It has been observed that hydroblasting has a tendency to make the old 
painted surface smoother. Surprisingly, better antifouling performance was experienced on 
two hydroblaated ships. 

7. Speed Reg»in 

This term is being used to identify the economic rewards resulting from blasting and 
recoating a rough bottom. "Speed regain" is defined as that percent of loss from the 
ship's original speed which is recovered by blasting the bottom to remove all paint and 
corrosion products, and then recoating. It does not Include the periodic speed recovery 
from removing fouling and loose paint, and by routine repainting, at regular drydocklngs. 

Obviously, there are many variables aid hence it is not surprising that many different 
values for "speed regain" have been reported. These variables Include: 

(a) Is the roughness mainly blisters? What is the height and intensity of the blisters? 

(b) Is pitting corrosion the predominant cause of roughness? How deep and how wide 
are the pits? What is their intensity? 

(c) Is the effect of roughness the same for fine form and full form ships? 

(d) Does the ship's propeller and rudder have the same smoothness before and after 
blasting and recoating the bottom? 

It is clear that the procedures for returning a blistered paint bottom to a smooth 
condition will differ from the measures prescribed for pitted bottom plates. A blistered 
surface, with little or no pitting, is simply blasted and recoated with the required film 
thickness of a good coating system. A pitted bottom depending on the age of the ship and 
the severity of the pitting, requires more selectivity in choosing a remedy. Most ship 
owners are aware that blasting an old bottom with deep pits can yield a rougher surface 
in spite of recoating with very good coatings.  This is caused by the removal of thick 
rust scale from the deep pits by the blasting.  Such deep pits cannot be filled except by 
troweling with special compounds, or by spray or roller application of thixotropic coatings 
such as the flakeglas-polyesters. 

Recent unpublished data obtained on properly Instrumented ships indicate a range of 
"speed regain" from seventy to ninety-five percent of the new ship speed. New instruments 
such as that developed by S, F. I. (a trade name is Monatester R) now provide superior 
surface roughness measurements under drydock conditions. Data can be more readily obtained 
for correlation with either skin friction or speed regain. 

It is now evident that materials, cleaning methods, and technology are now available 
to improve bottom smoothness and to assess the economic and operational impact of surface 
roughness. However, the application of these new tools must also encompass environmental 
considerations as well as economic and operational factors. 
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Written Contribution 

After the Congress, Mr. J.  H.  Morgan wrote as follows: 

There were several comments at the Congress on the effect of cathodic 
protection on paints,  and these were mostly concerned with the breakdown of 
the paint under extreme conditions of cathodic protection.    We have noted on 
ships that have been fully protected a considerable increase in the life 
of the paint and there have been several remarkable examples of this. 

Firstly,  on a tanker hull with a coal tar epoxy paint this lasted seven 
years without re-painting and the hull paint remained smooth and unaffected 
by its  immersion in the  sea.     It was  still possible,  at the end of the 
seven year period, to bring up a shine on the surface by rubbing it. 
Secondly, we also found on two ships which operated under extreme conditions 
of scour,  one group being ice breakers  and the others operating in the 
Thames Estuary, that although part of the paint was physically removed, 
that which was not removed remained on the surface  in good condition.     Before 
the protection was applied the whole  surface was completely clear of 
paint so that the cathodic protection had succeeded in preserving the 
paint that was left despite the heavy abrasion. 

I believe this extension of the preservation of the paint is a very 
important aspect of ship impressed current cathodic protection which we are 
only just beginning to observe.    It is  only in the  last decade that reliable 
impressed current  systems have given continuous protection and this has only 
been applied to a significant number of ships in the last seven or eight 
years.     We now have a lot of experience  of ships protected during this 
period,  and we are  able to say without  any doubt that cathodic protection 
in which the hull  is held at or close to the  accepted criterion of protection 
will extend the  life of the hull paint when this  is not adversely affected 
by alkalinity. 
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Observations on the breakdown of paint surfaces 
bv ship-foul inft algae 

Betty L. Moss 
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Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 7RU,  U.K. 

Zooi:>ores and sygotes have been grown on a variety of 
substrates.      their method of attachment has been studied,  using 
both light and electron microscopy.      The primary rhizoid is 
negatively phototactic and grows down into the substrate.      If the 
substrate is hard,   then lines of weakness, such as  the 
microscopic cracks  in a paint film, are penetrated.      Rhizoid 
Production continues throughout the life of the plant.      The 
rhizoids radiate out from the base •{ the thallus and eventually 
penetrate the substrate for a considerable distance,  so building 
up a firm anchorage.      This rhizoid development results  in the 
Physical breakdown of the surface layers of the substrate.      It 
is suggested that such algae, growing on the sides of ships or on 
wooden jetties,  are active bio-deteriorants. 

Key Words:    Enteromorpha;    germination;    rhizoids; 
Scanning Electron-microscopy;     substrate penetration; 
breakdown of substrate;    bio-deteriorants. 

I.    Introduction 

Species of marine algae which are concerned with ship-fouling require an 
extremely strong anchorage if they are to remain attached to the substrate of paint 
and corroded metal on the sides of a ship.      Like all marine algae they have the 
continual battering of wave action to withstand, but in addition they have the 
movement of the  ship to combat.       Against  these combined forces of water movement, 
plants of Entcomorpha and Ectocarpus have a remarkable tenacity. 

Species of Enteromorpha and Ectocarpus  reproduce by motile cells which swim 
around for a time and then settle on a substrate.      Whether this be on a moving ship or 
on a wooden jetty,  there must be an immediate and strong adherence of the cell to the 
substrate so that it is not washed away by the next wave.      Evans  and Christie1 have 
demonstrated that  the  initial  adhesion of zoospores  of Enteromorpha is  associated with 

Figures in parenthesis  indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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tht production of extrafibrillar material, tone of which Is proteinaceous in character 
with a probable carbohydrate conponont.      Following this Initial adhesion,  the zoosporo 
or zygote soon shows signs of germination when a protuberance  grows out on one side. 
This outgrowth  is  soon cut  off by a cell wall  from the  rest  of  the cell.       It  continues 
to elongate and eventually it  forms a long filament of cells with apical growth, 
constituting the primary rhizoid.      While this rhizoid develops,  the rest of the zoospore 
or zygote grows out in the opposite direction to form a filament of cells which 
subsequently differentiate into the thallus.      The present study follows the growth of 
the primary rhizoid and its  aasociation with, and its effects upon,  the substrate. 

2.    Method  for obtaining cultures  of Enteromorpha 

Dense suspensions of zoospores or zygotes were obtained following the method 
described by Christie and Shaw2 and Christie and Evans.3      Adult  thalli  were originally 
collected fron the coast of Northumberland about  3-5 days before the high spring tide 
of each month,   transferred  to the laboratory in plastic bags,  and then set up in a dish 
of seawatcr receiving unilateral  light.      The zoospores which were liberated moved away 
from the  light, whereas  gametes  and parthenospores  aggregated on  the  side of  the dish 
towards the lif.ht.      Suspensions of these reproductive cells  could then be pipetted  into 
culture dishes  containing either F.rdschreiber solution, or seawater with added nitrates 
and phosphates.       In the bottom of the culture dishes were placed glass coverslips,   glass 
slides, or othar substrates  upon which the motile cells were allowed to settle  in  the dark. 
They were subsequently transferred to culture cabinets kept at constant temperature and 
illuminated  from above by  fluorescent  tubes. 

Material  for examination under the Scanning E.M.  was  generally  fixed, 
together with the substrate,   in Langtet solution,  and then dehydrated prior to being 
sprayed with gold  for examination.      This prefixed  and predried material  generally  gave 
better results  than when  living material was sprayed straightaway. 

3.    The rate of germination of zoospores 

Zoospores were allowed to settle on glass  slides  placed at  the bottom of 
culture dishes  containing Erdschreiber solution.       The dishes were kept  in a culture 
cabinet at  10oC and were supplied with light of approximately 4300 lux from overhead 
fluorescent tubes on an  16 hour/8 hour,    light/dark period.      At daily intervals the 
slides were  removed and examined under a light microscope  for visible evidence of 
gemination.       On settling,   the  zoospore  is  roughly spherical   in  shape, whereas on 
germination the primary rhizoid can be seen as a protuberance growing out from one side 
(Fig.  la and b).      Several hundreds of zoospores were counted on each slide and the 
percentage which had germinated was calculated.      The slides were replaced in the 
culture medium and the same ones were examined and counted over a period of 14 days. 
The following results were obtained: 

Time Z  germination 

S days 43Z 
7 ,. 51Z 

10 ,, 60Z 
14    ,, 70Z 

This  indicates  that a population of zoospores which had been liberated 
simultaneously do not show synchronous growth and cell division when kept under constant 
culture conditions of light  and  temperature.      A progressive  increase  in the numbers 
germinating occurred with time. 
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Simultaneously some culture dishes of settled zoospores had been covered with 
dark paper so as to obscure all  light.      These slides were again examined at intervals 
for visible signs of germination.      After 14 days in total darkness, many zoospores were 
colourless and appeared to be disintegrating.      A small number had put out a rhizoidal 
protuberance but in no case was  this ever seen to be cut off by a distinct cell wall 
from the original parent cell.      The viability of such cells which had been kept in total 
darkness was tested by transferring some of these same culture dishes  to the light regime 
of the other dishes,  at daily intervals.      They were then left for twenty days under the 
light  regime and at  the end of these twenty days the number of young plants which had 
grown was counted.      Assuming that these dishes originally would have yielded the same 
percentage germination as the previous ones,  the percentage survival was calculated. 
After 10 days in continuous darkness,  a survival rate of 16.7Z was obtained.      After 
more than 10 days in continual darkness, only an occasional thallus survived. 

4.    The effect of light upon the direction of growth of the primary rhizoid 

Experiments were set up with zoospores plated out on glass slides which were 
placed  in culture dishes kept  at  10oC and illuminated  from one side only.       After one 
week the direction of the growth of the rhizoidal cell was determined from several hundred 
zoospores.      The following percentages were obtained: 

Growth towards the source of light 18.3% 
Growth away from the source of light 61.3Z 
Growth perpendicular to the light source 20.4% 

In a second series of experiments set up, the direction of growth of the 
primary rhizoid was determined at 5, 7, 10 and 14 days respectively. The following 
results were obtained: 

Time 
Towards the 
light source 

Away from 
light source 

Perpendicular to 
light source 

S days 
7 days 

10 days 
14 days 

6% 
12% 
6% 
0% 

81% 
731 
87X 
96Z 

13% 
15% 
7% 
4% 

These results show that the primary rhizoidal cell generally grows out from the side of 
the zoospore away from the source of incident light.  When similar samples were examined 
over a longer period of time, those rhizoids,which at first had grown towards the source 
of light or perpendicular to it, soon curved round and grew away from the light, so that 
after 14 days' growth practically all the primary rhizoids were growing away from the 
light. 

5. Growth of the rhizoids on various substrates 

For the following observations made both with the light microscope and the 
Scanning E.M., zoospores and zygotes were allowed to germinate on various substrates so 
that the growth and the subsequent development of the rhizoidal system could be followed. 
Class is conaonly used as a laboratory substrate, but it differs from most natural 
substrates of these algae in that it is completely non-porous.  Plants were grown on 
agar made up in sea water containing additional nitrates and phosphates.  This was a 
soft substrate in which the course of the rhizoids could be clearly seen.  Harder 
substances, such as films of paint, with and without antifoulants, were sprayed in 
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chicknetiei of Imn or 2ma directly onto the E.M. ttubbs,  and these were used as substrates 
on which the xoospores could settle and germinate.      Nylon fabrics and glass fibre ribbon 
were found suitable substrates to examine under the Scanning E.M.  as also too were shavings 
of wood.      The latter could also be fixed and sectioned for examination under the light 
microacope. 

Aa in most species of marine algae, growth of the primary rhizoid of 
Enteromorpha is aasociated with the production of extracellular mucilage.      This seems to 
be produced at and around the growing apex.      Under the light microscope it appears as a 
colourless layer surrounding the tip of the rhisoid and if sectioned and examined under 
the E.N.  it appears as a light staining layer.      Its thickness sometimes equates or even 
exceeds the diameter of the rhicoidal cell.      That it probably serves as an adhesive is 
shown by the fact that when zoospores are plucked from a glass surface,  it is the intimate 
contact of this mucilags with the glass which is broken.      As a rhizoid grows and advances 
through a substrate,  this mucilage gets left behind as a thin layer all around it. 

If the zoosporis are germinated on a soft clear substrate such as agar, with 
light coming from above,  then the rhiioids, being negatively phototactic,  grow straight 
down into it.      In the early stages of growth, the rhizoids may penetrate far deeper 
into the agar than the thallus extends above it in the opposite direction.      Rhizoids 
grown on agar are absolutely straight, unless they meet another rhizoid;    the only solid 
obstacle to be encountered in such a substrate.      Then there is an immediate twisting and 
coiling of the rhizoids around each other,  suggesting perhaps  that the rhizoids are 
sensitive to contact.      Whatever substrate other than glass was used,  the primary rhizoid 
always grew down into it.      Figures  l,f and 2,a show primary rhizoids entering 
wood and nylon fabric respectively.      Always the initial production of the primary 
rhizoid seems to raise the zygote or zoospore up above the substrate,  suggesting that a 
great deal of physical force is essential for the initial penetration by that rhizoid. 
If the substrate is hard, so that innediate penetration is not possible,  then the rhizoid 
may spread out over the surface, keeping very close contact with all  its irregular contours, 
until a way in ia  found.      In woven or knitted nylon fabrica,  the primary rhizoid could be 
followed, pursuing a tortuous course and interweaving between the fibres of the fabric. 
In some experiments,  the zoospores were grown on glass fibre ribbon approximately Inn 
thick which was suspended in a dish of seawater.      Light was supplied from above, while 
the sides and bottom of the dish were enveloped in black paper.      The rhizoids grew 
straight through the fibre glass  into the darkened medium and hung there just like a crop 
of roots developing from seedlings. 

When grown on thin films of paint,  the tips of the rhizoids frequently 
burrowed along under the surface  (Fig.  l,c).      Small cracks represented lines of weakness 
where the tip could penetrate  (Fig.   l,e).      Paint films containing antifoulants prevented 
germination of the zoospores   (Moss and Woodhead)^.      No growth of a primary rhizoid 
occurred and the smooth coat of the normal zoospore was  thrown into irregular folds 
(Fig.  l,d).      When grown on shavings of pine wood,  the course of the primary rhizoid 
could be followed easily by sectioning the substrate and examining it under the light 
microscope.      The rhizoid advanced along the cavity of a tracheid,  and then penetrated 
through the pits  into neighbouring tracheids,    the pits being the obvious areas of 
weakness.      The diameter of the rhizoid was generally restricted where it went through 
the pit and then it expanded again in the cavity of the next  tracheid.      Plants which 
had been growing for 2 or 3 weeks had their rhizoids penetrating well down inside the 
tracheids of the wood. 

The growth of the  primary rhizoid is soon  followed by others which originate 
aa tubular outpushings from cells near the upper end of the primary rhizoid and also from 
the basal cells of the young thallus  (Fig.  2,c).      They radiate out around the base of 
the young plant and eventually all of them penetrate  the substrate  (Fig.  2,b).      This 
production of rhizoids continues  throughout the life of the plant,  so that eventually 
hundreds of them are developed by each thallus.      They interweave and make a complex 
anastomosing system over the surface and penetrate down into the substrate.      The fact 
that they do penetrate the substrate may have drastic effects.      Young plants growing on 
wooden jetties can be seen to penetrate the vessels or tracheids of  the wood for a 
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contiderable distance.      Breaking through the cell walle, or through the thinner regions 
of the pita in the wood, will reault in the physical breakdown of the aurface layer« of 
the wood by the rhiioidi.      Samples from ahipa are generally ao mixed up with thick 
layers of paint and corroded natal that the course of individual rhiioids ia difficult 
to follow.      But on a metal plate which had been coated with antifoulant and attached to 
a ship on the north-Atlantic run,  the early atages of algal colonisation,  and the damage 
thia cauaed, were clearly visible.      A sparse population of Ectocarpus had developed on 
the plate.      By the time the plate waa received, these plants had dried out and the thalli 
had been torn off.      But the basal rhizoidal systems remained and the darkened circular 
areas  in Figure 2,d show where the rhisoids had spread out from the base of each plant. 
Aa a reault of this rhisoid penetration,  the paint surface waa raiaed and cracked, and 
under higher magnification with the Scanning E.H.  it appeared irregular and extremely 
pitted (Fig.  2,e).      The denaely interweaving rhitoids had grown through the paint film 
and through the silver coloured primer which had been applied to the steel plate.      Under 
this  they had spread out in a rosette in close contact with the metal.      Each rosette of 
rhitoids waa surrounded by the obvious stainmarks of corrosion. 

Discussion 

The preliminary experiments showing that in a population of swarmers of 
Enterosiorpha there it staggering in the timing of gemination means  that if they settle 
on the side of a ship whilst it is  in port these same swarmers may show no macroscopic 
signs of growth until after the ship has made perhaps two voyages across the Atlantic. 
Whilst many toospores appear to remain dormant for up to two weeks, even when supplied 
with the right temperature and light conditions, others germinate immediately.      This 
would mean that in a first population on a freshly painted ship you would straightaway 
get a tuccetsion of development.      If the ship passed through unfavourable conditions for 
the growth of Enteronorpha at one stage,  then it is likely that some other developmental 
stages might persist.      The fact that some toospores could remain viable in the dark at 
10 C for 10 days is an obvious advantage to a species colonising ships.      If the ship is 
drawn up alongside a quay for several days where light to the algae is restricted,  then 
this might temporarily restrict their growth.      When the ship moved away again so that the 
algae were in direct sunlight, normal growth would be resumed.      The length of time during 
which toospores remain viable is considerably shorter than that recorded for many brown 
algae,  e.g. Kain ^ reported that tootpores of Laminaria sp.  remained viable up to 60 days 
in total darkness at 10oC and Moss and Sheader • found that germinating eggs of Halidrys- 
siliquota remained viable  in the dark for up to 120 days. 

After the initial adherence of the reproductive cell  to the substrate,  the 
primary rhitoid grows out on one side,  away fron the source of incident light.      This 
negative phototactic response is similar to that of the primary rhitoid of Fucus and many 
other marine algae.      It means that  the rhitoid behaves like the root of a higher plant, 
and grows «way from the source of light,  down into the substrate.      At the same  time,  the 
young thallus,  like the shoot of higher plants, grows out in the opposite direction towards 
the source of light and so makes for maximum photosynthetic efficiency.      From the tip of 
the rhitoid,  copious mucilage is produced,  and undoubtedly this is concerned with adhesion 
to the substrate.      But as  the rhitoid advances through a substrate,  this mucilage may get 
left behind as a thin outer coating.      In addition to adhesion,  perhaps it may also act as 
a lubricant and as a cementing filler lining the cavities through which the rhitoid is 
penetrating. 

After the primary rhitoid penetrates the substrate,  and as the thallus grows, 
ao more baaal rhitoids are produced.      These spread out in a rosette-like system from 
the bate of the young plant and eventually they too grow down into the substrate.      The 
production of these basal rhiioids is a continuous process throughout the life of a plant 
so that eventually a single  thallus may have many hundreds of rhitoids.      Each rhitoid is 
only lOum or less in diameter, but each one may penetrate several millimetres down into 
the substrate.      How  is  this  penetration achieved?      The present observations  suggest  that 
mainly physical force is involved.      The raising of the reproductive cell above the surface 
and the manner in which the rhitoid may burrow into the surface layers of paint films 
suggests this.      Possibly it is the sensitivity to contact which enables  the rhitoid to 
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closely adhere to and to follow the contours of an irregular hard substrate, until a crack 
or line of weakness is found for penetration.  When growing on a substrate of wood, it 
was the pits, i.e. the weakest point in the cell wall thickening, which were used as the 
points through which the apical cell of the rhizoid could penetrate and so advance fron 
trachaid to trachcid. 

While individual rhizolds are microscopic in size, the combined growth of 
hundreds of them from a single plant may lead to "blistering" of the surface of the paint. 
They may penetrate through the paint film and down to the metal surface.  If they are 
growing on wooden jetties or quay headings, then the rhizoids may penetrate several 
millimetres down below the surface of the wood.  If growing on a ship, then the rhizoids 
may penetrate through the paint down to the metal.  The effects of the rhizoids boring 
into a substrate may not be as dramatic or as obvious as is the action of some boring 
animals, but nevertheless the action of a dense population of algae will in time severely 
break down the surface layers of the substrate on which they are growing.  In fact, 
these algae appear to be active bio-deteriorants. 

The algae on a ship may also be the initial sites of corrosion.  When the 
rhizoids penetrate the paint and meet the resistant hard metal, they may spread out 
over this in a rosette shape.  When the thalli of such plants reproduce and disintegrate, 
the basal rhizoids will remain behind.  Then they could act like a candlewick, absorbing 
seawater and carrying it down directly to the metal surface.   If the rhizoids 
disintegrate completely, then the minute capillary channels which they formerly occupied 
would become filled with seawater.  So that these sites of colonisation by the algae 
could become points for the initial corrosion of the metal below. 
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Summarized Discussion 

In reply to the question whether there was any evidence of penetration 
by other than mechanical effects, specifically enzyme attack, the author 
said that there was no evidence for this, and that the observations suggest 
that the penetration is purely physical. In answer to another question, the 
author stated that the mucillage was not analyzed—because of the small 
amount of material, analysis would be difficult—but one would expect 
differences among the green, brown, and red algae which synthesize different 
metabolites. 

In reply to queries about the depth of penetration of rhizoids, the 
author said that no definite figure could be given since it depends on so 



many factors. In substrates such as wooden piles and jetties on« can 
find them several millimeters down, but not inches. They would penetrate 
a coat of antifouling paint; she would not like to put a definite figure 
to the thickness of the paint, but it was of the order of one millimeter. 
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Figure  I.       Development  of   the  primary rliizoid.       a)    settled zoospore with  rhizoid 
protuberance.       h)     rliizoid elongating,     c)     tip of rhizoid burrowing  into surface 
of paint,     d)     irregular   form of  zoospore  in contact with antifouling paint,     e)     tip 
of  rhizoid entering paint,     f)     rhizoid« penetrating tracheids  of wood. 
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Figure 2.  a)  Entry of the primary rliiüoid between nylon fibres 
b)  Development of two more rhizoids from base of the 

thallus.  c)  extensive rhizoid svstcm of an nlder plant, a,  b and c x approx. 1000. 
d)  discolouration and blistering of paint surface by rhizoids from individual plants x 
approx. 30.  e)  portion of (d) showing "pitting" and damage to paint as seen under the 
Scanning F..M. x approx. 200. 
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Corrosion and Fouling of an Instrumented Array at a 600-Foot Ocean Site 

Joseph R. Padilla and James S. Muraoka 

Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory 
Port Hueneme, California 93043 

This report presents data obtained at a 183-meter site in the Santa Barbara 
Channel by the deployment of three instrumented arrays and discusses the effects of 
fouling and corrosion on the arrays. Each array consisted of three current meters 
placed at 182-, 90-, and 15.5-meter depths and supported by an aluminum buoy. 
Each array was anchored by a concrete block to which test panels of wood (Douglas 
fir), plastics, creosote-impregnated concrete, and rope specimens were secured. The 
arrays were deployed for 6-month periods starting in January 1970, August 1970, 
and August 1971. Severe corrosion occurred on the current meters of the first array. 
Fouling reduced the useful data from the 15.5-meter Instrument to only 44 days; the 
other meters functioned throughout the deployment period. Corrosion of array num- 
ber two was completely arrested by the use of zinc anodes. A new instrument was used 
on array number three at the 182-meter position to record current speed and direction, 
conductivity, pressure, temperature, and time for each 15 minutes throughout the 
deployment, but corrosion of this instrument prevented the collection of current data. 
Current speeds for all three arrays averaged 0.12 m/sec at 15.5 meters, 0.075 m/sec at 
90 meters and 0.057 m/sec at 182 meters. Mean current direction varied between 270 
and 299 degrees. Barnacles were found attached to the aluminum buoys and concrete 
anchor blocks; hydroids and other fouling organisms covered instruments that were 
not protected by antifouling paints but were not found on concrete panels or on 
instruments that were coated with antifouling paints. Wood panels were riddled by 
borers, including Xylophaga washingtona and Bankia setacea: plastic panels were free 
of growth but sustained damage from borers on parts adjacent to wood panels. Rope 
specimens were subjected to tensile strength tests. The strength of nylon rope decreased, 
that of polyt-.ier rope remained the same, and the strength of polyethylene and polypro- 
pylene rope increased. 

Key Words: Fouling; sea water corrosion; marine borers; barnacles; 
Xylophaga washingtona; Bankia setacea; arrays; current meters. 

Introduction 

In 1970 the Navy undertook a project to evaluate the technology of underwater construction. The project, 
called SEACON (an acronym for SEAfloor CONstruction experiment), consisted of 20 different experiments to 
evaluate hardware and new techniques in use or under development at the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory in the 
area of ocean engineering (1).' The goal was to emplace a concrete foundation on the seatloor and later, through a 
guideline system, place a concrete structure on top of this foundation. As in any construction experiment, a site 
investigation was necessary to choose a site; and once chosen, to predicl and analyze the performance of the struc- 
ture and foundation to be placed on the seafloor. The site chosen was in the Santa Barbara Channel, some 6 miles 

' Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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(11.1 km)southof Santa Barbara, California, at 34017'H"N latitude, 119042'47"W longitude. A water depth of 
600 feet (183 m) was chosen In order to push the technology beyond scuba diving capability and beyond the 100- 
to 200-foot (approximately 30- to 61-m) depths which have seen so much construction that they can be considered 
state of the art. Figure 1 shows the location of the construction site. 

Few environmental data existed in 'he literature for this site when the survey was started. In addition to 
collecting short-term data at the site by such means as bathythermographs, water sampling and visual observations 
of the sea conditions, NCEL decided to gather some long-term environmental data prior to, and during the period 
the concrete structure was on the bottom. This paper deals with the corrosion and fouling of instrumented arrays 
while deployed at the site over a 2-year period. 

Materials and Method 

Test Arrays 

Array Number One. The first array, deployed on January 28, 1970, consisted of three Richardson type 
current meters programmed to record current speed and direction on film and on magnetic tape at 30-minute 
Intervals for a 6-month period. The meters were placed at the bottom (182 meters), mid depth (90 meters), and 
near the top of the array (15.5 meters below the surface). The array with the meters was suspended with an alumi- 
num subsurface buoy and held in place by a 2 x 3 x 3-foot (0.61 x 0.915 x 0.915-m) 1,783-pound (807-kg) concrete 
anchor block as shown in Figure 2. The meters are designed to take an in-line loading, but because of failures of the 
tie rods during retrieval the meters were mounted in specially designed brackets. Three-eighths-inch (9.52 mm) wire 
rope was used between the meter mounting brackets. Figure 2 shows a 38-inch (0.965 m) diameter, 6061-T6 alumi- 
num buoy which was sand blasted and painted orange; the wire rope of 6 x 19 construction, greased; and the steel 
meter mounting brackets which were sand blasted and painted with zinc powder paint. The concrete anchor block 
was used also to support test samples for biodeterioration and fouling studies. On this first array only one slab of 
creosote impregnated concrete was tied to the lifting eye of the concrete anchor block. 

Array Number Two. After consultation with the manufacturer of the meters, several steps were taken to 
improve upon the design of array number one. On 28 August 1970 the second array was deployed in essentially 
the same ari« (34017'15.5"N, 119042'47.5"W) 1,000 feet (305 m) from the site of the first array. Figure 1 shows 
the location of this array and the other twu array locations. This array was basically the same design as array number 
one, with a subsurface buoy, anchor weight, and the three current meters. 

One of the changes incorporated into the second array, as a result of array number one's performance, was to 
paint the same subsurface aluminum buoy with zinc powder paint. Because gray is difficult to distinguish by divers, 
two 6-inch (152.4 mm) white stripes were painted around the buoy. In addition, the meters were isolated from the 
steel brackets and shackles by nonferrous micarta-llke isolators. Also, 1-pound (0.453-kg) Ml L-SPEC zinc anodes 
were mounted on the meters, as shown in Figure 3. Mounting rods of aluminum were used to connect the major 
portions of the meter to the anode electrically. The anodizing on the meter case parts was machined off to permit 
metal-to-metal contact for electrical continuity for proper anode performance. A copper base antifouling paint was 
applied to the rotor and vanes and the housing surrounding these parts. This was done for the meter which would 
be placed at the top of the array only. The concrete anchor block was modified with aluminum brackets to permit 
the mounting of additional samples of w-iod, acrylic and creosote impregnated concrete test panels. These are shown 
in Figure 4. 

Array Number Three. The acquisition of a new digitizing instrument capable of recording current speed, 
current direction, water temperature, pressure, and conductivity data influenced the design of array number three. 
This time the changes were minor because of the good results obtained from array number two. The new meter was 
placed at the bottom of the array to obtain the additional parameters which would be of more value at the level of 
the concrete structure. This meter was delivered with an anode mounted on one end of the meter. Anodes were 
also attached to the ends of the stainless steel tie rods. The use of anodes on the tie rods is questionable, especially 
If they are designed to protect the tie rods from crevice corrosion failures under rubber standoffs. This meter was 
not mounted in the special bracket for the deployment, but the isolators were used to separate it from the steel 
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hardware and wire. The mid-depth and top meters were the same ones used previously. The two top meters were 
programmed to record data at 30-minute intervals for 208 days, and the new meter at 15-minute intervals for 240 
days. The meters and the buoy needed no refurbishment other than a washing to remove the previous biological 
growth. Wood, ropes, plastic, acrylic, and concrete test panels were again attached to the bottom concrete anchor 
block. Due to delays in the emplacement of the main experiment (the concrete structure), array nu vber three was 

nnt deployed until 28 August 1971. 

Test Panels for Fouling and Biodeterioration 

The antifouling concrete test panels which were exposed at this site were prepared by saturating lightweight 
expanded shale aggregates with a chemical solution composed of a mixture of (1) creosote oil, (2) tributyltin oxide, 
(3) pentachlorophenol, and (4) malachite green (water and oil soluble). The chemically saturated expanded shale 
aggregates were then mixed in a cement mortar and cast in a wood mold to form a 1 x 6 x 12-inch (25.4 x 152.4 x 304.8- 
mm) panel (2). The concrete anchor block served as the control block. 

The various plastic panels which were exposed at this site are listed in Table 1. A 1/4 x 2 x 3-1/2-inch (6.35 x 
50.8 x 88.9 mm) wood piece (Douglas fir) was placed between each plastic panel to serve as a spacer and as a wood 
bait piece. The panels were fastened together with a type 316 stainless steel bolt. The assembled plastic and wood 
panels were then secured vertically to a 1/2-inch (12.7 mm) thick aluminum bar attached to the side of the concrete 
anchor block as shown in Figure 4. The panels were exposed approximately 1 meter above the bottom sediment. A 
hardness test was conducted before and after exposure using a Durometer (ASTM D1484). The results of this test are 
presented in Table 1. 

The synthetic rope specimens exposed at this test site are listed in Table 2. An eye was spliced at each end of 

the rope specimens so that a tensile strength test could be performed upon recovery. These 2-foot (0.61 -m) lengths of 
rope were secured to the concrete anchor block. 

Results and Discussion 

First Array (January 1970-July 1970) 

Corrosion and Fouling. The first array was retrieved on 23 July 1970, 176 days after implant. This provided 
the first long-term corrosion and fouling data as well as current data for the site (Figure 5). Corrosion of the meters 
was severe at all depths, but the worst damage occurred on the top meter. The aluminum pressure cases did not leak, 
but several parts of each meter had to be replaced because the integrity of the part was questionable for another 
deployment. The severe pitting and corrosion was obviously due to the use of steel brackets, wire, and hardware 
directly connected to the aluminum meter cases. The screw-in anodes supplied with these meters failed to function. 
Figure 6 shows the area where the anode was screwed into the case. An analysis of the composition of these anodes 
showed them to be standard zinc castings with impurities rather than pure zinc, which may account for the poor 
performance and effect as shown in Figure 7. 

The greatest detrimental influence on the primary function of the array, that is, the collection of environmental 
data, was from fouling. All three meters and the wire had some degree of hydroid growth when retrieved after 176 
days. The current meter brackets, on the other hand, were free of growth. This is attributed to the zinc powder paint 
which was used to a greater degree in the second array as a result of the performance of the first array. The top meter 
(15.5 meters) experienced such severe fouling attachment of hydroids and barnacles that the direction indicator vane 
ceased to turn with changes in current direction (Figure 8). The complete "stop" condition occurred 54 days after 
implant, with the actual influence on the current data occurring only 44 days after implant. With Savonius rotors, 
the speed data from these meters was greatly influenced in the low velocity area by the marine growth which increased 
the weight and unbalanced the rotor. It should be noted that the rotor and vane of this top meter were not protected 
with antifouling paint, whereas the lower two meters were. 

Fouling and Biodeterioration. Numerous barnacles [Balanus tintimtahulum, Halanus concavus pacificus, and 
Baknus nubilus) were found attached to the aluminum buoy which was exposed about 14 meters below the surface 
of the sea. During growth, the shells of several of these barnacles had penetrated the protective coating as shown in 
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Figure 9. The antifouling concrete test panels exposed near the seafloor were free of any marine growth. However, 
growing on the concrete anchor block, which served as the control block, were traces of hydroids and approximately 
25 small goose barnacles, Scalpellum osseum. 

Second Array (August 197C-December 1970) 

Corrosion and Fouling. Ship schedules demanded an early retrieval of array number two after only 128 days. 
The corrosion and fouling performance of array number two was markedly improved over that of array number one. 
The aluminum subsurface buoy showed no further pitting, and the only growth was on the white stripes. The meters 
also were devoid of corrosion this time, and it was obvious from the shape of the zinc anodes that they were perform- 
ing as they should. The growth on all three meters was less, which is a result of the shorter immersed 'ime and the 
different time of year that the ineters were in the water. The water was warmer during the period tt« second array 
was deployed than when the first array was deployed; the current patterns were essentially the same (Figure 10). 
The rotor and vane areas on all three meters were devoid of any growth of any consequences, even though the top 
meter again had considerable growth on other parts. The wire rope used in array number two was the same as in 
array number one. It was beginning to show some surface corrosion, but could conceivably have been used a third 
time. 

Fouling and Blodeterioration. The antifouling concrete panels were free of any marine growth. The concrete 
anchor block which served as a control block was also free of marine growth except for a trace of hydroid attachment. 
Upon recovery, the surface of the chemically treated panels became covered with creosote oil. The oil oozed out of 
the expanded shale aggregate panels as they expanded when exposed to the warmer atmospheric condition aboard 
ship. The surface of a clear acrylic plastic panel was covered with a thin layer of slime growth together with a fine 
bottom sediment. The visibility was considered good through the plastic panel as shown in Figure 11. The informa- 
tion on fouling of acrylic plastic was of interest because this material was used as a window in the SEACON structure 
and on other undersea structures. Numerous molluscan wood borers. Xylophaga wasliingtom, were found inside a 
Douglas fir panel. The shells of the largest borer measured about 1/4-inch (0.635 cm) in diameter. Other species of 
fouling organisms normally found attached to materials exposed at the surface of the sea such as acorn barnacles, 
mussels, tubeworms, and bryozoans were not found on test panels exposed at this depth. 

Third Test Array (August 1971-February 1972) 

Corrosion and Fouling. The third array was retrieved on February 25, 1972, exactly 186 days after emplace- 
ment. The new current meter at the bottom provided at least 6 months' data of temperature, pressure (even though 
it remained at one depth), and conductivity for the site. These data are listed in Table 3. The current velocity data 
are questionable in view of past data and the problem is being looked into. Upon retrieval, the rotor was found to 
be loose in its housing, that is, no longer in the small screw-type cup bearings. A closer examination disclosed that 
the bearing on one end plate was missing, the end plate which had the anode mounted to the outer side. In spite of 
this, the area around the bearing corroded and the bearing fell out. The threads were no longer visible. Corrosion 
was not severe on the meter, but the housing around the rotor had some deep pitting on one of the rods. The other 
end of the meter, approximately 2 meters away from the anode, also showed some localized pitting. The refurbish- 
ment can be considered minor compared to the meters whic;, were emplaced for almost the same length of time and 
at the same time of year on array number one. The other parts of the array were in excellent condition when 
retrieved. The top meter again had severe marine growth except on the rotor and vane housings end, which had 
been coated with antifouling paint. 

Fouling and Blodeterioration. The general condition of the test specimens soon after recovery is shown in 
Figure 12. 

Concrete Panels. The antifouling concrete test panels were again free of marine growth. The concrete 
anchor block which served as control was also free of marine fouling except for some hydroid growth. Goose barnacles 
which were found on this concrete block during the first test array were not found on it during this test period. Shortly 
after recovery of the treated panel the surface became covered with an oily coating of creosote. 
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Wood Panels. 1 he wood panels (Douglas tlr) which served as spacers between the plastic panels were 
riddled with two types of molluscan wood borers, Xylophaga washingtona and Bankia setacea. Finding Hankia setacea 
(Figure 13), a shallow water borer. In wood panels exposed at ~182 meters wa. surprising. The wood panels which 
were in contact wiih the antifuulincj concrete panels were free of borer attack. The wood had absorbed enough toxic 
chemicals from the antlfouling panels to render these immune from any borer attack. 

Plastic Panels. Exposed at ~ 182 meters, the plastic panels were free of marine growth such as barnacles, 
mussels, tube worms, and bryozoans normally found at the surface. However, the surfaces of the plastic panels were 
light'y covered with branches of thin, threadlike tentacles of hydroids. A thin layer of slime growth together with a 
fine Ix ttom silt were present on the surface of these panels. The visibility through a 1/4-inch (0.635 cm) acrylic panel 
was considered jood as is shown in Figure 14. Although the plastic panels were essentially free of marine growth, light 
to moderate borer damage was sustained by all of the panels under the area where a wood panel was in contact with 
the plastic surface. The borers present in thp wood had continued to bore into the piastic producing numerous pit-like 
holes over the surface as shown in Figure 15. The result of a hardness test on plastic specimens after continuous sub- 
mergence for 186 days, is presented in Table 1. 

Rope Specimens. The rope specimens (nylon, polyethylene, polypropylene, and polyester) were 
essentially free of marine fouling except tor some slime growth over the ropes. A tensile strength test was conducted 
on the recovered rope specimens (wet) to determine the effects of the ocean environment on synthetic rcpe fibers. 
The results of this test are presented in Table 2. The breaking strength data of ropes which had not been exposed in 
seawater (control) is also presented for comparison. 

In general, the exposed nylon ropes decreased in tensile strength; the polyester ropes remained about 
the same; and the polyethylene and polypropylene ropes increased in strength. Similar results were obtained on 
synthetic opes exposed for a period of 6 months at a depth of 2,500 feet (7.62 x 102 m) off the coast of Southern 
California (3). 

Summary and Conclusions 

Three current meter arrays were used as the source of data on corrosion, fouling, and biodeterioration of 
materials for the SE ACON project. Veiy severe corrosion and fouling were found on the first array, deployed for 
176 days. The corrosion of the aluminum current meter cases was arrested by using zinc anodes and isolators to 
separate the instruments from the sieol brackets and wire. The fouling by marine organisms, most prevalen at th.1 

uppermost (15.5-meter depth) instrument, was arrested by using cuprous aijtifoul nq naint on the rotor and vane 
sections of the current meters. Zinc powder paint eliminated fouling of the alum    ,'T' subsurface buoy. 

Current speed and ilirection data were recorded at three depths, 15.5 meters, 90 nvters, and 182 meters. The 
mean speeds for these depths wore 0.2 knot (0.1 meter/sec), 0.2 knot (0.1 meter/stc) and 0.1 knot (0.05 meter/sec, 
respectively. The mean direction ol the current was within a 30° quadrant (270°-300°) at all depths. Long-term 
data collection with instruments having sophisticated electronics and external moving parts is a difficult task. The 
judicious use of cathodic protection and antifouling coatings is necessary in the ocean, especially in these relatively 
shallow depths. 

It was found that materials and in'Mruments exposed near the surface of the sea at this particular location will 
become fouled primarily with hydroids, barnacles, and tube-dwelling amphipods. Growth of these marine organisms 
on critical parts of ocoanographic instruments such as rotor or vane sections of a current meter will result in malfunc- 
tioning of the instrument and the collecting of inaccurate data. Applications of antifouling coatings will protect 
instruments from fouling attachments. 

Materials such as plastic, rope, wood, and antifouling concrete were exposed near the seafloor (182-meter depth) 
in the Santa Barbara Channel for varied periods of time to determine the effects of marine organisms. 

Plastic, rope, and concrete specimens were essentially free of fouling growth when exposed at this location. 
However, wood panels were riddled by molluscaii borers. These borers also caused damage to the plastic specimens 
in the areas where a wood panel was in direct contact with the plastic. The tensile strength of nylon decreased, and 
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polyester rope specimens remained about the same while the tensile strength of pdypropytone and polyethylene 
specimens increased. 
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Table 1. Results of Tests on Plastic Panels Exposed at SE ACON Site' 

Sin in Inches 
(mm) 

Hardness Test^ 

Materials 
Before Exposure After Expusurr 

(Dry) (Wet) 

1/8x6x12 Acrylic, "G" 90.0 88.0 
(3.175x152.4x304.8) Nylon, 6 79.3 63.0 

Polyethylene 47.6 47.6 
Polycarbonate 84.6 83.6 
Polypropylene 74.3 75.0 
Polyvinyl Chloride 85.0 85.0 
Polystyrene 84.0 83.0 
Phenolic Laminate Grade XXX 94.6 92.0 
Vinyl, pp, rigid 85.0 84.3 

1/16x4x12 Polyurethane gs.o' 94^ 
(1.587x101.6x304.8) Tetrafluor oethylene 55.0 55.0 

5/16x6x12 Vinyl, black, pp. rigid 81.3 81.3 
(7.94x152.4x304.8) 

1/16x6x12 Vinyl, pm, rigid 85.0 85.0 
(1.587x152.4x304.8) 

' Third Array Test. 
• Durometer "D" ASTM D1484. 
1 Durometer "A" ASTM D1484. 

Note:  These panels were essentially free of marine growth except for deposits of primary film, 
fine silt and thin threadlike tentacles of hydroids. All of the test panels were damaged 
by borers under an area where a wood piece was in contact with the plastic. 

Table 2.  Results of Tests on Breaking Strength of Rope Specimeos 

Rope Materials' 
Breaking Strength in Pounds (kgl^ 

Unexposed Specimens Exposed Specimens 

Polypropylene 

Polyethylene 

Polyester 

Nylon 

1137 
(515) 

102r 
(461 

1535 
(696) 

1515 
(687) 

1395 
(632.0) 

1190 
(530) 

1500 
(680) 

1262 
(572) 

' Exposed for 186 days. 
2 Average of two ropes. 

' All ropes 1/4-inch (6.35 mm) diameter. 



Table 3. Temperature and Salinity at 182-Meter 
Depth tor 6-Month Period 

Month Temperature Range Salinity 
(1971) Kelvin o/oo 

September 282.3-282.7 34.65 
October 282.1-282.8 34.75 
November 281.9-282.7 34.50 
December 281.6-282.6 34.55 
January 281.6-282.9 34.50 
February 278.3-282.6 37.0 

Figure 1. SEACON lit*—locttion of iiatrumtnt »rr«yi 1, 2 and 3. 
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Figur» 2. Irntrunwnt «rnyi n deployed. 

Figure 3. Current meters for arriv number two with 1 pound 
10.434 kg) line anodes. 

Figure 4. Pleitic, entifouling concrete end wood specimens 
secured to a concrete enchor Mock. Recovered 
after 128 days at 600 feat 1182 ml. 
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Figure 6. Currant <pMd and direction for thrw nwMn dtptayid for 176 days on »rr»y 
nunitoron*. 
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Figur« 6. Corrosion of current meter and plate around screw-in 
anode. Anode shown is approximately 30% expended 
after 176 days in-situ. 

Figure 7. Corrosion products on current meter end plate deployed 
approximately 15 meters below surface after 176 days. 

Figure 8.  Hydroids and barnacles growing on rotor and vane 
sections of a current meter exposed near the surface 
of the sea (15.5 m). 

Figure 9. Protective coating of an aluminum buoy penetrated by 
liarnacle shells. 
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Figure 11. Visibility through a 1/4-inch (6.25 mm) thick acrylic 
plastic plate (128 days in-situ). 

Figure 12. Plastic, antifouling concrete and rope specimens secured 
to a concrete anchor block. Recovered after 186 days in 

the sea. 
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Figure 13. Fir panel riddled with molluscan wood borers, Xylophaga 
washmgturui. and Hanku srl.icm, (two elongated tunnels) 
from 182-meter depth. 

Figure 14. Acrylic test panel with visibility only partially marred 
by hydroid growth. Pit-like holes made by borers under 
a wood bait piece (186 days in-situ, 182 meters). 

Figure IS. Pit like holes caused by wnod borers 
on the surface of a tetrafluoroethylene panel 
in contact with wood. 
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The Corrosion of Mild Steel by a Marine Strain of Desulfovibrio 

Warren P.   Iverson 

National Bureau of Standards 
Washington, D.C.    20234 

A marine strain of Desulfovibrio was isolated from steel piling 
detritus at Dam Neck, Virginia.    A medium which provided good surface 
growth on 2% agar plates in a hydrogen atmosphere was developed  (Tryp- 
ticase,  15 gm; Phytone, S gm; NaCl, 5 gm; seawater, 1000 ml).    The 
corrosion rate of mild steel  in this medium, with and without the 
addition of Fe++ ions, was investigated using polarization techniques. 
In the absence of added Fe*+ ions, the corrosion rate was found to 
decrease and then either increase or remain at a low level.    In one 
corrosion cell a high rate of corrosion was accompanied by the forma- 
tion of a corrosion product or products in the shape of "stalactite" 
formations.    Analysis indicated free sulfur and an iron sulfur com- 
pound with iron in the Fe*** state. 

In the presence of added He** ions, the corrosion rate was found 
to increase to 255 mdd in one corrosion cell and then decrease.    Chemi- 
cally prepared FeS produced little change in the potential or the 
corrosion rate.    Corrosion of mild steel in u bacteria-free culture 
filtrate, to which Fe** ions were added in excess to remove the S" 
ions was extremely high.    After an induction period of 3 days, the 
corrosion rate increased to a maximum of 1130 mdd 8 days after the 
start of the corrosion process.    During the period of extensive cor- 
rosion, the potential of the steel dropped to more noble values. 

When the black precipitate,  formed upon the addition of Fe*    ions, 
was removed, the resulting filtrate was still highly corrosive,  indi- 
cating that the depolarizing agent was water soluble and not the pre- 
cipitate.    The depolarizing agent appears to act as an electron carrier, 
removing electrons from the iron and transferring them to an acceptor 
which is thereby reduced.    The action of this depolarizing agent could 
account for the high anaerobic corrosion rates observed in the field. 

Inhibition of corrosion in cultures of Desulfovibrio appears to 
be due to the action of l^S1 which reacts with the iron to form a pro- 
tective film and prevents the actions of the soluble depolarizer. 

Key Words:    Marine corrosion, anaerobic corrosion, marine 
Desulfovibrio, depolarizing agent, polarization techniques, 
ferrous ions. 

1.     Introduction 

There is ample evidence that corrosion by sulfate-reducing bacteria may, under certain 
circumstances, be of significant importance in the marine environmeni. I1,2«3»  '    Most of 

Figures  in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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I  
Trypticase soy agar (Trypticase,  1S.0 gm;  Phytone, S.O gin;  sodium chloride,  5.0 gn; agar, 
IS gn).    Certain materials are identified in this paper in order to adequately specify 
the experimental procedures.    In no case does such identification imply recommendation or 
endorsement by the National Bureau of Standards nor does  it imply that the material  identi- 
fied is necessarily the best available  for the purpose. 
Sea Salt Formula A    ASTM   11-1141-52 
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the laboratory studies involving anaerobic corrosion by these bacteria have been made using 
non-marine strains.    On the basis of these studies, a number of Mechanisms have been pro- 
posed to account for this type of corrosion.    These are:     (a)  stimulation of the cathodic 
area of the metal by the removal and utilization of the polarizing hydrogen by the bacterial 
cells; (^     (b)  formation of FeS/Fe couples by the reaction of ferrous ions with sulfide ions 
produced by the bacteria; (61?)     (c)  a combination of (a) and  (b), namely removal and utili- 
zation of hydrogen by the bacteria from the ferrous sulfide of a FeS/Fe couple; W and  (d) 
local acid cell formation. (9)    A considerable portion of the literature has been concerned 
with mechanism  (a), the so-called cathodic depolarization theory, and mechanism  (b). (1°) 
Difficulty has been found in assessing their relative contributions to the overall reaction, 
however. 

It  is quite definitely established that the microbiological anaerobic corrosion of 
mild stee^ is markedly stimulated by the presence of ferrous ions in the electro- 
lytej^1»^*-»^'^4)    Adams S Farrer^1*)  reported that the hard adherent coating of ferrous 
sulfide,  often formed over the metal  surface when steel is exposed to cultures of sulfate 
reducing bacteria, was not formed when the medium contained an excess of ferrous ammonium 
sulfate.    The film has been shown by Booth and TillerC14.!5.16) to be protective but often 
temporary and that on prolonged exposure to bacterial cultures, the initially protective 
film may be removed progressively, with the acceleration of corrosion. (^»^8J    They also 
showed that the initial protective film was not found at all  if sufficient  ferrous ions 
were present  in the medium to precipitate  immediately all the sulfide produced by the 
bacteria.    As a result of this inhibition of film formation, the initial  corrosion rate was 
greatly increased.    It was the purpose of this study to:    a)  isolate a culture of a marine 
strain of Desulfovibrio and develop a medium for its cultivation on agar plates; b]  study 
the corrosion of mild steel in a similar medium using two electrochemical techniques for 
measurement of instantaneous corrosion  - the linear polarization technique and the "polari- 
zation break" technique; and c)  study the effects of corrosion in the medium as influenced 
by the presence of added ferrous ions. 

2.     Experimental 

(1)    Culture and Media 

The culture of Desulfovibrio was originally isolated in API broth from detritus ob- 
tained from an off-shore piling at Dam Neck, Virginia.C19^    in previous studies(20) to 
develop a medium for the agar surface  isolation and cultivation of non-marine strains of 
Desulfovibrio under a hydrogen atmosphere,  it was found that a Trypticase soy agar    plus 
salts medium (Trypticase soy agar, 40 gm;  sodium lactate 60% sol, 4.0 ml; magnesium sulfate, 
20 gm;  agar, S gm; ferrous ammonium sulfate, 0.5 gm; distilled water,  1000 ml)  gave satis- 
factory results.    Cultivation of the marine strain on this medium was unsuccessful as might 
be expected.     Increasing the sodium chloride concentration of the medium to 3% as well as 
the use of artificial  seawater prepared from an ASTM sea salt mixture,4, in place of the 
distilled water,  likewise showed no improvement.    Substitution of aged seawater  (34 ohm-cm 
resistivity)  for the distilled water did, however, ensure good to excellent growth of the 
marine strain.    Growth of contaminating organisms was considerably reduced by the elimina- 
tion of sodium lactate from the medium.     Magnesium sulfate was also eliminated, as it did 
not appear to have any effect  in stimulating growth.    The resulting medium  (Trypticase, 
IS gm;  Phytone, 5.0 gm; NaCl, 5.0 gm;  agar,  20 gm;  ferrous ammonium sulfate, 0.S gm; aged 
seawater,  1000 ml) was used for routine maintenance of the marine strain.    The pH was ad- 
justed to 7.0-0.1 with NaOH when necessary.    The ferrous ammonium sulfate solution was 
sterilized by Seitz filtration and added to the autoclaved medium before pouring the plates. 
This was eventually omitted from the medium.    Growth on this medium (in the presence of 
ferrous ammonium sulfate) was accompanied by darkening of the medium surrounding the colon- 
ies. 



The purity and identification of the culture as a species of Uesulfovibrio was verified 
from time to time by microscopic observation of the cell morphology and visual observation 
of the colonies.     Positive identification was made by flooding the agar surface on which 
growth was present with an alkaline solution  (10% NaOII) and observing a bright red fluores- 
cence of the colonies under ultraviolet  light.    This red fluorescence has been reported by 
Postgate^21)  to be characteristic of cells of organisms in the genus Uesulfovibrio.    Trans- 
fers of the strain were usually made at monthly  intervals. 

The medium used in the corrosion studies contained the same materials as the agar plat- 
int medium except  for the absence of the agar.     When ferrous ions were introduced into the 
medium, 2.5 gm ferrous ammonium sulfate per liter were added. 

(2)     Electrochemical  Studies 

(a)    Electrochemical cell 

The electrochemical cell consisted of a 400-ml beaker  (tall form)  fitted with a rubber 
stopper to support two electrodes  (test and platinum) and a Luggin capillary  (Figures 1 and 
2).    The Luggin capillary was joined to a sat.  cal. electrode immersed in saturated KC1 solu- 
tion by an agar bridge.    Tlu agar bridge consisted of transparent plastic tubing fitted 
tieh saturated KCl agar  (30 gn KC1, 3 gm agar,  100 ml distilled water).    A thick piece of 
string was also  inserted from end to end of the tubing before filling with the KCl agar to 
insure a more permanent conductivity  in event of bubble formation or drying of the agar. 
Several colls were often connected simultaneously to the saturated calomel  electrode. 
Diffusion of air through the agar bridges was hindered by supporting the calomel  electrode 
and the ends of the KCl bridges  in a rubber stopper sealed to the beaker containing the 
saturated KCl  solution.     Initially the air above the saturated KCl solution was replaced 
with Ni, but this procedure was later omitted. 

The working or test electrode consisted of a cylinder of cold rolled 1020 steel  1/4" 
in diameter and 1/4" in length supported by a threaded rod.     Initially,  the supporting rod 
and all of the surface of the cylinder except the end face were sealed off by heat  shrink- 
able plastic  tubing.     In  later  studies,  the cylinder was  sealed  in epoxy except  for  the 
end face und the supporting rod enclosed in a glass tube.    A Teflon washer was used to seal 
the end of the tube against the epoxy coated cylinder.    Tension was maintained by tighten- 
ing a nut at  the other end of the threaded rob which was separated from the other end of 
the glass  tube by a second Teflon washer. 

The exposed    end of the steel cylinder was polished using progressively fine grades of 
emory paper  (220, 320, 400, and 600)  and degreascd  in acetone.    Sterilization of the elec- 
trode assembly was usually accomplished by storing it   in US"« ethanol until  ready for use. 
Before using,  the  residual alcohol  was  removed by  flaming.     In a few cases,  the electrode 
was  steriliied  by   immersion  in a 1:1  solution of cone.   IIC1  and water and rinsed thoroughly 
in  sterile distilled water.    The steel   surface was  repolished with sterilized  bOO grade 
emory paper.     Mild  steel  nails   (ca 38.0 mm long,   1.82 mm diam.)  were treated  in dilute 
MCI   (1:1  water;  cone.   MCI), dried, degreased  in  acetone and kept   in 95"» ethanol  until  used. 
Before use  the excess ethanol  was removed by  burning. 

The platinum electrode (auxiliary electrode) consisted of a piece (dx? mm) of platinum 
gauge (52 mesh) attached to a platinum wire scaled in glass tubing. The platinum electrode 
was cleaned by  flaming, washing  in cone.  IIC1  and rinsing in distilled water. 

In preparation of the cell,  200 ml  of the Trypticase,  Phytone seawatcr   (TPSW)  medium 
(340 mg of SO4"") was autoclaved in the beaker.     If the medium contained le**  ions,  a 
Seitz  filtered  solution of ferrous ammonium sulfate  in  seawater was added. 

The  stopper holding the platinum electrode  and the  luggin capillary was  also  sterilized 
by autoclaving.     Upon removal  from the autoclave,  the capillary tube was  filled with  sterile, 
saturated  KCl  agar using  suction.    After the  agar  hardened,  the  sterile   iron electrode was 
inserted through a hole  in the stopper and the  stopper,  with the two electrodes and the 
capillary  inserted  into the beaker. 
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To prevent oxygen from dissolving In the medium, sterile atitoclaved (1 hr at 15 psi] 
melted vaspar (equal parts of petroleum jelly and paraffin) was poured on the sur'" .ce of 
the medium through a hole in the stopper to a depth of about 1 inch. The hole was then 
stoppered, the cell placed in an incubator (.27*0.1*0) and electric and agar bridge con- 
nections made. Electrochemical measurements were then initiated.' When the cell was inocu- 
lated, a hole was made through the vaspar using a heated rod and a suspension of bacterial 
cells introduced into the medium via a sterile hypodermic needle and the hole sealed with 
vaspar. The bacterial suspension was prepared by scraping off the surface growth from one 
or two agar plates, using a bacteriological loop, and suspending the growth in a few ml of 
autoclaved seawater. 0.5 ml to 1.0 ml if the suspension was generally used to inoculate 
the medium. 

(b) Electrochemiral measurements 

Potential measurements were made with an electronic potentiometer (pH meter).  Redox 
potential measurements were obtained by adding +0.250 volts to the observed potential read- 
ing of the platinum electrode versus the saturated calomel half cell. No corrections for 
pH were made as the medium was initially adjusted to 7.0*0.2 and the pH of the medium after 
the electrodes were removed was within this range. Corrosion rates were determined by two 
polarization methods, the linear polarization method and the "polarization break" method. 
The linear-polarization technique is based on the following relationship derived by Stern 
and Geary:»") 

Ah     1     fßa-Bc 
AT" 2.3 tco„ [li^ (D 

In this equation 4E is the overvoltage of the corroding electrode produced by a polarizing 
Current ai. AE/AI is the slope of the polarization curve, Ba and Be are the slopes of the 
anodic and cathodic polarization curves in the Tafel region, and Icorr is the corrosion 
current. The constants Ba and Be were both assumed to be equal to 0.1 in this investiga- 
tion. The error will usually be about 20% or less, as established by Stern and Weisen, t-5' 
Substituting this value for Ba and Be and solving for Icorr the following equation is de- 
rived: 

Icorr(uA) - 21.7Al(yA) (2) 
4E(mV) 

The "polarization break" method originally proposed by Schwerdtfeger and McDorman^2''^ 
is based on the observation that anodic and cathodic polarization curves consist of straight 
line segments having different slopes.    The current value at which the change  (break)  in 
slope occurs is designated  I,, for the cathodic and l„ for the anodic curve as in Figure 3. 
The corrosion current   lc can be calculated from the following relationship, which was de- 
rived by Pearson  1*5)  anj confirmed by Holler: (26) 

Wr "  ,P  ,S W 
T +1 
p  i 

The corrosion rate  in milligrams per square decimeter per day  (mdd) was calculated 
from the corrosion current density using Faraday's  law for Fe corroding to Fe*+   (1 mdd 
being equivalent to 4.0x10-7 amp/cm2). 

The electrical  circuit employed was essentially similar to that described by Schwerdt- 
fegerC^''  except  for the bridge circuit which was omitted and a greater variable resistance 
(1.11 M ohm)  used  in scries with the batteries.    Current measurements were made with a 
multiple range micro-ammeter employing a chopper amplifier circuit.    In addition to direct 
potential measurements of the steel electrode, overpotential measurements  (the difference 
between the open circuit potential, and the potential after applying current) were made 
using a null circuit  in series with a high impedance  (10 megohms) chopper amplifier volt- 
meter. 

In making the measurements, the open circuit potentials of the platinum electrode 
(redox potential)  and the steel electrode were obtained first.    An increment of current 
sufficient  to polarize the electrode to an overpotential of 2 to 10 mV was then applied and 
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and the corrosion rate was calculated, using the AI and &E values in equation  (2).    The 
current was then cut off and after an interval of about 1/2 to 2 hours  (usually sufficient 
for depolarization) a cathodic polarization curve plotted using the galvanostatic technique 
with 2-minute intervals between increasing equal  increments of current.    Previous calcula- 
tion of the corrosion current was found to be helpful in deciding the equal current incre- 
ments to be used.    After a sufficient time interval to allow depolarization of the electrode 
to the original open circuit potential, ranging from 20 minutes to a day, the anodic polari- 
zation curve was plotted.    As the values obtained by the two polarization techniques were 
usually comparable, the values obtained by the "polarization break" method are reported un- 
less specifically mentioned. 

Rapid potential  fluctuations of the steel electrode which occurred during one of the 
experiments were measured using the circuit shown in Figure 4. 

3.    Results 

(a) Corrosion in the absence of Vc**  ions 

The results of the first experiment, shown in Table 1, were obtained in TPSW medium, 
without added Fe*+ ions, inoculated with the marine strain of Desulfovibrio. The corrosion 
rate decreased on the 21st day after inoculation to a rate about 1/10 that of the rate be- 
fore inoculation and then increased. No data were obtained from the 44th to the 50th day 
because of the instability of the open circuit potential. A drop in potential of the steel 
electrode to more noble (positive) values and then to more active (negative) values coin- 
cided with the decrease and increase in corrosion rates. The redox potential dropped to 
over 400 mV simultaneously with active growth of the culture. The polarization curves up 
to 1 day after inoculation were similar to those in Figure 3a where the slope in the anodic 
branch after the break was less than the slope of the curve before vhe break.  In addition, 
the break in the cathodic branch occurred before the break in the anodic curve, indicating 
that the reaction was under cathodic control.  From the second day until the conclusion at 
the end of 51 days the anodic curves were typical of those in Figure 3b and 3c with respect 
to the slopes after the breaks. The anodic slopes were always greater after the breaks 
than before. Where the break in the anodic curve occurs before the break in the cathodic 
curve, the corrosion rate is under anodic control (Figure 3b). Schwerdtfeger(28,29) usually 
found pitting to occur when the process was under anodic control. Under mixed control, the 
breaks occur in cathodic and anodic branches at equal applied current values. The polari- 
zation curves from the second day to the conclusion indicated that the corrosion process 
varied from one type of control (cathodic, anodic, mixed) to another. 

The surface of the steel electrode at the conclusion of the experiment as shown in 
Figure 5 indicates areas where a dark film has broken away from the surface. Electron probe 
studies indicated the presence of sulfur in the film. 

This experiment was repeated but electrochemical measurements were made over a longer 
period of time (495 days). The data for 280 days are shown in Figure 6. Again as pre- 
viously, the corrosion rate was found to decrease along with a drop in potential to more 
noble values and reached a minimum value of 0.29 milligrams per square decimeter per day 
(ndd) on the seventh day after inoculation. From the ninth day until the 32nd day, the 
open circuit potential was unstable and linear polarization measurements could not be made 
(Figure 7b).  It was possible to determine the corrosion rates using the "polarization break" 
method, however. Another period of instability also occurred from the 44th to the 53rd day. 
Previously!30) it had been found using the circuit shown in Figure 4 that corroding metals 
in the presence of oxygen produce a series of fluctuations in the absolute potential when 
measured across the resistor. These potential fluctuations are shown in Figure 8, The 
corrosion rate continued to increase until it reached a peak of 102 mdd on the ,02nd day 
and then decreased to a level of 80 mdd, rising again to 312 odd after 488 days. The po- 
tential of the steel electrode decreased in the noble direction (less negative) until it 
reached -0.401 V, rose again to -0.640 V on the 459th day and then decreased to -0.609 V 
at the conclusion of the measurements (495 days). The redox potential dropped from +0.160 V 
just before inoculation on the 26th day betöre inoculation to about -0.200 V. The slopes 
of the anodic polarization curves after the breaks again changed two days after inoculation, 
as previously, from that in Figure 3a to Figure 3b, indicating that a film was present on 
the metal surface. The corrosion process was then under cathodic, anodic, and mixed con- 
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trol until the termination of the experiment. 

Several months after inoculation, a black "stalactite" formation of corrosion products 
was observed growing from the steel electrode  (Figure 9).    Periodically it dropped to the 
bottom of the corrosion cell when it was disturbed and a new one formed.    At one time, the 
growth of the "stalactite" was in a lateral position from the electrode.    When the cell was 
disassembled, the broken off fragments  (Figure 10) produced a metallic sound when dropped 
to the bottom of a beaker.    Upon drying in yacuo they had a tendency to crumble.    X-ray 
diffraction analysis, indicated the material was in the amorphous state.    An electron scan- 
ning micrograph of the material is shown in Figure 11.    Analysis by the Mossbauer technique 
and a scanning electron microscope coupled with an energy dispersive x-ray spectrometer 
indicated the presence of an as yet unidentified compound of iron and sulfur.    Iron was in 
the Fe+++ state.    Free sulfur was also detected.    The material was heated in vacuo to 1230*C 
for about 15 minutes and allowed to slowly cool to room temperature.    X-ray diffraction 
studies and Mossbauer spectroscopy revealed the presence of 77% ferrite, 13% austenite, 
and 10% ceraentite.    Bacteriological analysis revealed that the cell was contaminated with 
a gram positive non-sporulating rod.    Viable Desulfovibrio cells were also present upon 
culturing of the medium. "" 

In repeating the experiment a 3rd time, no increase in corrosion rate or development 
of corrosion products was noted.    The results are indicated in Table II.    The corrosion 
rate dropped to 0.07 mdd, rose to almost 0.22 and remained at this value for the duration 
of the experiment.    Again the potential of the steel fell to more positive (noble) values. 
Although no polarization measurements were made, no "stalactite" formations were noted over 
a period of 10 months.    The polarization curves indicated that a film on the steel surface 
was present and that the corrosion reaction was under mixed or slight cathodic control from 
the second day after inoculation.(7) 

The experiment was repeated a 4th time but a Seitz filtrate (bacteria-free)  was employed 
instead of the culture.    The results are indicated in Table III.    Again, no great increase 
in the corrosion rate was noted, and no "stalactite" formation occurred over a period of 
10 months.    The potential of the steel was found in general to increase to more negative 
(active) values during the period when the corrosion rate increased and then remained fairly 
constant at  -O.S72 V for the last 30 days of measurement.    The corrosion process was under 
mixed control most of the time.    Bacterial contamination of the culture filtrate was noted 
after the 10th day. 

(b)   Corrosion in the presence of added Fe** ions 

In the presence of Fe++ ions, the corrosion rate reached a peak value of 256 mdd and 
then dropped to values lower than in the medium without iron  (Figure 6).    It was of interest 
that the redox potential became more negative during the rapid increase in corrosion rate, 
from -0.150 V when the corrosion rate was 19 mdd to -0.305 V when the corrosion rate was 
256 mdd and to-0.214 V when the corrosion rate dropped back to 9 mdd.    The polarization 
curves before inoculation and up to the 39th day after inoculation were under cathodic con- 
trol and typical of the curves in Figure 3a.    From this time until the conclusion of the 
measurement   (495 days) film formation occurred and the corrosion reaction was at various 
times under nixed, cathodic, and anodic control. 

The results of a second experiment to attempt to duplicate these results are shown 
in Table IV.    The potential of the steel electrode dropped about 10 mV in a more active 
(negative) direction immediately after inoculation and remained quite stable for 58 days 
after inoculation.    The corrosion rate increased as previously but only reached a maximum 
of about 1/10 of the previous maximum on the 28th day after inoculation.   A discernable 
decrease occurred after 74 days.    As previously, the redox potential dropped very slightly 
to more negative values during the time when the corrosion rates were the highest.    The 
polarization curves indicated that the corrosion reaction was under cathodic control be- 
fore inoculation and through the 58th day after inoculation.    From the 76th day through 
the final measurement the corrosion reaction was under mixed control with a film being 
present.    Similar results were also obtalneU in a third cell. 
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(c) Effect of chemically prepared iron sulfide on the corrosion of mild steel 

It appeared from the previous results that  stimulation of corrosion by the marine 
strain of Desulfcvibrio consistently occurred in the seawater medium when added ferrous 
ions were present.     In view of the results by Booth(7) that leS brought about cathodic 
stimulation of mild steel,  tha possibility that this compound might be responsible for the 
stimulation of corrosion seemed likely. 

After measurements were made on a mild steel  specimen in sterile  (TPSW) medium with 
added ferrous  ions  (same concentration as used in the inoculated medium]  sodium sulfide 
was added to form FeS and the measurements continued for fourteen days.    1 rom the results 
presented in Table V it appears that the chemically produced FeS had little if any effect 
on the corrosion rate or the potential of the steel.    The polarization curves indicated that 
the corrosion reaction was under cathodic control  before and after the addition, of the S" 
ions with no film formation. 

(d) Effect of the addition of Fe** ions to a TPSW culture filtrate on the corrosion of 
mild steel 

As FeS had no effect on the corrosion rate,  the nossibility of another iron compound 
formed in the culture by the addition of Fe** ions was suggested.    Fe*"* ions were added in 
excess to a Seitz filtered culture, the electrodes placed in the solution, and the  surface 
sealed with vaspar.    The amount of Fe**  ions added was determined  in a previous experiment 
in which the culture filtrate ras titrutcd with ferrous amronium sulfate using a sulfide 
ion electrode.    The results are indicated in Table VI.    Corrosion current density reported 
in the table was obtained by the linear polarization method.    After an induction period 
of 3 days during which the potential of the steel electrode decreased t) more noble   (posi- 
tive) values,  the corrosion rate increased greatly, reaching a maximum of over 1000 mdd on 
the 10th day after the initiation of the  increase.    This increase  in corrosion rate was 
accompanied by a change in the redox potential to  lower  (more negative) values.    A similar 
effect was noted previously  u.  the TPSW culture containing Fe**  ions where a peak corrosion 
rate of 25b mdd was reported.    The polarization curves indicated that the corrosion process 
was under mixed or anodic control  after the 3rd day and that a film was produced on the 
surface of the steel.    A blark  film which covered about 1/4 of tie total  surface area of 
the steel  surface was observed when the electrode was removed. 

To determine whether the corrosion of the steel was due to the black precipitate or 
a soluble component  in the culture filtrate, Fe**  ions were added to a culture of the marine 
strain and the resulting organisms and black precipitate were removed by Seitz filtration. 
Five small  mild  steel  nails  were placed  in the  filtrate which was  then sealed with vaspar. 
Five nails were    also placed   in  sterile medium and  sealed with vaspar to serve as a  control. 
After an induction period of 3 days, the solution turned completely black.    Twenty days 
after the solution had turned black, the nails were  removed,  the  black corrosion products 
removed by wiping with paper  tissue and the nails  were weighed.     The results are presented 
in Table VII.     The  average  corrosion  rate of the  nails was about   30 times that of the con- 
trol nails. 

1.    Uiscussion 

It  is  evident   from the   results obtained that   the marine  strain of Ucsulfovibrio pro- 
duces a strong depolarizing agent   in the  seawater medium and  that  the bacterial  cells  per 
se arc not essential  as originally proposed  in the  cathodic  depolarization theory of von 
Solzogen Kuhr  and van der Vlugt. 

From the high corrosion  rates obtLiincd,   it  appears as  if the dcpolaiizing ag-nt   removes 
electrons directly  from the metal   itself rather than through direct  utilization of hydrogen. 
The corrosion  rate of  iron based on the  rate of hydrogen  formation  by the direct  rcduction 
of water as a  function of  the  clectroJe potential   has been calculated by Nelson'-'''   to be 
from 0.05 to 0.4   uA/cm-   (Ü.IJ."*  to   1.0 mdd),  using potentials of  steel   in t-icterial  cultures 
witnin the range of  -0.45  to   -0.6  V   (MIL).     Such  values would  he  too  low to explain  the 
high corrosion  rates obtained by direct utilization of hydrogen.    A highly reduced com- 
pound appears  to  he  formed   in  the medium as  indicated by the  lowering of the  redox  pvtMltial, 
A black  jompound  was also  formed which  is presently being  identified.     The possibility   is 
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suggested that the depolarizing agent after rewval of the electrons from the iron is in 
a highly reduced condition and transfers the electrons to an acceptor, in a manner similar 
to the electron transferring enzyaes in biological systeas.    The black material uy be the 
reduced acceptor. 

Blackening of yeast extract broth, containing a sf.el coupon and inoculated with a non- 
■arine strain of Desulfovibrio was reported previously.(^2)    The black corrosion product 
was initially aaorphous but after heating in vacuo to 1230*C, Fe2P was identified by x-ray 
diffraction studies. 

As H2S is also produced by Desulfovibrio the results presented in this paper as well 
as by others^'»*'•1*»*°' appear to indicate that a film of iron sulfide is foraed on the 
surface of the steel if there is no Material  (Fe**  ions) present to remove it.    This film 
appears to act as a protective film thereby preventing corrosion.    When this film becomes 
detached, the ensuing corrosion is probably a result of the action of the depolarizing 
agent also produced by Desulfovibrio.    If this protective sulfide film is prevented from 
forming by pi<-vious removal of the sulfide, the depolarizing agent has access to the metal 
surface and can initiate the corrosion reaction.    This appears to happen when Fe** ions are 
present in the medium.    The corrosion rate at first  increases and then decreases  (Figure 
6 and Table IV).    The decrease in corrosion rate may be due to additional HiS which was 
produced fro« the aaaonium sulfate after the sulfide ions initially produced were removed 
by the Fe** ions.    Although the Jepolarizing agent appears to be involved, the exact mecha- 
nisms for the formation of the stalactites remains tc be determined.    Froa the high corro- 
sion rates obtained whan the sulfide ions are removed, it appears likely tnat the depolari- 
zing agent may be responsible for the high corrosion rates obtained in the field as a 
result of bacterial action. 
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Table 1 

Corrosion of Mild Steel in TPSW Culture 
1st Cell 

o.e. Corrosion 

Time 
Potential Redox 

Steel Potential Current Densi ty Rate 

(days) (V) (V) (uA/cm2) (»dd) 

1 -0.717 ♦0.270 0.70 1.75 
4 -0.711 ♦0.250 0.48 1.20 
7. -0.699 ♦0.261 0.42 1.05 
1 -0.695 ♦0.271 2.30 S.86 
7 •0.564 -0.199 0.28 0.70 

14 -0.550 -0.200 0.13 0.32 
21 -0.491 -0.194 0.04 0.10 
25 -0.451 -0.197 0.22 0.55 
42 -0.548 -0.183 1.73 4.32 
43 -0.582 -0.180 2.56 6.40 
44 -0.574 -0.180 . - 
49 -0.605 -0.178 - 
SO -0.605 -0.180 - 
SI -0.604 -0.180 3.20 8.00 

1st day after inoculation - inoculum S days old. 
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Table II 

Corrosion of Mild Steel in TPSN Culture 
3rd Cell 

o.e. Corrosion 
Tiae Potential Redox 

Steel Potential Current Density Rate 

(«i«y») (V) (V) (uA/c.2) {mid) 

-0.715 +0.160 0.32 0.80 
6* -0.728 ♦0.182 0.11 0.27 

-0,750 -0.100 0.12 0.30 
-0.710 -0.143 0.18 0.45 
-0.684 -0.210 0.16 0.40 

IS -0.671 -0.232 0.11 0.27 
22 -0.631 -0.215 0.03 0.07 
30 -0.605 -0.218 0.09 0.22 
36 -0.599 -0.220 0.09 0.22 
43 -0.572 -0.221 0.09 0.22 
SO -0.569 -0.231 0.11 0.27 
64 -0.561 -0.222 0.10 0.25 

Cell inoculated on 6th day with U-day-old cells from TPSK agar surface without 
added Fe** ions. 

'Days after inoculation. 

Table III 

Corrosion of Mild Steel  in TPSN Culture Filtrate 

o.e. Corrosion 
Ti»e Potential Redox 

Steel Potential Current Density Kate 

(days) (V) (V) (uA/cn2) (mdd) 

1 -0.642 -0.192 0.10 0.2S 
3 -0.683 -0.201 0.19 0.47 
8 -0.746 -0.210 0.73 1.82 

29 -0.582 -0.220 0.42 1.05 
39 -0.569 -0.221 0.14 0.35 
50 -0.619 -0.215 1.60 4.00 
59 -0.632 -0.228 1.02 2.55 
71 -0.633 -0.221 0.85 2.12 
81 -0.589 -0.230 0.71 1.77 
91 -0.579 -0.230 0.46 1.15 

101 -0.573 -0.228 0.82 2.05 
112 -0.580 -0.281 0.73 1.82 

Filtrate of a 6-day-old culture.    I'll filtrate 7.0. 
Potential of sulfide ion electrode was -0.620 V. 
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Table IV 

Corrosion of Mild Steel in TPJW Culture 
with Added Fe++ Ions 

o.e. Corrosion 
Tim Potential Redox 

Steel Potential Current Density Uatc 

(d«y») (V) (V) (uA/cm2) (mdU) 

2 -0.699 -0.101 0.92 2.30 
6 -0.699 -0.189 l.Ofa 2.05 
12* -0.692 -0.082 1.08 2.70 
1* -0.685 -0.15S 2.20 5.50 
7 -0.683 -0.191 3.52 8.81 

14 -0.676 . 7.75 19.37 
22 -0,674 -0.229 6.56 16.32 
28 -0.678 -0.238 12.42 31.06 
36 -0.681 -0.221 7.20 18.00 
42 -0.682 -0.223 9.86 24.65 
49 -0.688 -0.227 10.30 26.15 
S8 -0.668 -0.232 10.53 26.32 
74 -0.617 -0.190 5.86 14.65 
92 -0.620 -0.194 4.80 12.00 

101 -0.610 -0.201 4.16 10.40 

Cell inoculated on 12th day with 7-day-old cells from TPSW agar surface without 
added Fe** ions. 

'Days after inoculation 
* 
0.25%ferrous annoniun sulfate 

Table V 

Effect of FeS in Sterile TPSW Medium 
on the Corrosion of Mild Steel 

Tine 

(days) 

O.C. 
Potential 

Steel 

(V) 

Redox 
Potential 

(V) 

Corrosion 

Current Density 

(uA/cm2) 

Rate 

(mdd) 

0 
1 
2 
6 
0* 
1 
2 
3 
6 
14 

-0.705 
-0.698 
-0.695 
-0.690 
-0.702 
-0.705 
-0.705 
-0.705 
-0.703 
-0.705 

-0.000 
-0.012 
-0.003 
-0.001 
-0.020 
-0.040 
-0.080 
-0.090 

-0.100 

0.33 0.82 
0.38 0.95 
0.28 0.70 
0.38 0.95 
0.46 1. S 
0.43 1.07 
0.32 0.80 
0.51 1.25 
0.38 0.95 

Immediately after addition of 0.3 gm Na-^.gt^O added to 200 ml TPSW medium 
containing 0.S gm ferrous ammonium sulfate. Ferrous ions were in excess. 
23.6 mg (1.34 tU)   FeS recovered. 
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Table VI 

Effect of TPSW Culture Filtrate* to Which Fe**  Ions 
Were Added on the Corrosion of Mild Steel 

o.e. Corrosion 
Time Potential Redox 

Steel Potential Current Density Rate 

(days) (V) (V) (uA/c«2) (■dd) 

PS* PL* PB* PL* 

0 -0.69S -0.240 . . . - 
1 -0.796 -0.162 l.l 2,3 2,7 5.7 
2 -0.784 -0.197 1,0 2.3 2,5 5.7 
3 -0.762 -0.295 1.0 2,0 2,5 5,0 
3-1/3 -0.662 -0.335 . 20,8 . 52,0 
4 -0.S9S -0,318 - 115,5 - 288,7 
5 -0.S89 -0.320 - 172,8 - 432,0 
6 -0.S78 -0.319 134,4 172,8 336.0 432,0 
7 -0.574 -0,315 114.2 154,2 285.5 365,5 
8 -0.S70 -0,310 192,0 172,8 480.0 432.0 
9 -0.S6S -0,303 307,0 198.4 767.5 496.0 

10 -0.S62 -0.300 255,0 153.6 637.5 384.0 
13 -0.S48 -0,278 452,5 460.8 1131.2 1152.0 
14 -0.5S0 -0.192 102.1 106.6 255,2 266.5 
IS -0,542 -0,223 76,8 69.4 192,0 173.5 

8-day-old  (TPSW) culture Seitz-filtered and 0.3835 gm FeCl   .4H.,0 dissolved in 
4 ml  sterile seawater added. 

PB* - Polarization break method 

PL* - Linear polarization method 

Table VII 

Effect of Filtrate* of TPSW Culture to Which Fe** Ions" Were 
Added on the Corrosion of Iron Nails after 20 Days 

No. Wt. Loss (mg) \  Original Wt. Lost Corrosion Rate (mdd) 

Nails* Min. Ave. Max. Min.  Ave. Max. Min.  Ave.  Max. 

^ 9.7 15,1 19.6 1.20  1.92 

Control 

2.50 22.2  32.3  39.7 

5 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.05  0.07 0.09 0.92  1.29  1,62 

7-day-oId culture 
o 

0.3803 gm FeCl. 4H20 added to 200 ml culture, pll 6.7 after addition and filtration. 
Fe** ions in excess. 

Viils 1.82 ma dia.; Av. wt. 0.7778 gm. ; Av. length 38.0 mm. 

* 
Nails in uninoculated TPSW medium. 
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Figure 1. Polarization cell and calomel half-cell. 

Figure 2. Polarization cell showing steel, platinum, and 
luggin capillary. 
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Figure 3. Polarization curves of mild steel in TPSW medium in the absence of added 
ferrous ions: a) 1 day after inoculation. Corrosion under cathodic control - 
open circuit potential -0.695 V; b) 3 days after inoculation. Corrosion under 
slight anodic control - open circuit potential -0.618 V; c) 9 days after inocu- 
lation. Corrosion under cathodic control - open circuit potential -".518 V. 
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of circuit used in obtaining rapid 
potential variations 

Figure 5. Surface of mild steel electrode after removal from culture showing 
dark film and areas at the top edge where the film was detached. White area 
at bottom due to drop of KCl-agar which fell on specimen during drying of 
film (magnification ca 10X). 
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Figure 6. Corrosion rates and open circuit potentials of mild steel vs time in 
TPSW culture with and without added Fe*+ ions {2.5%  ferrous ammonium-sulfate). 
The inoculum for each cell consisted of 6-day-old cells in 0.5 ml sterile 
seawater. 
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Figure 7. Variations in open circuit potential of mild steel 
electrode vs time in TPSW culture a) with and b) without 
added Fe**-rons.  (18 days after inoculation). 
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Figure 8.    Potential variations of mild steel electrode  (ob- 
tained with circuit in Figure 4) vs time in TPSW culture 
a) with and b)  without  added Fe++-rons  (17 days after 
inoculation]. 

Figure 9.    "Stalactite" formation from mild steel electrode in TPSW 
culture without added  Fe**   ions. 
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Figure 10.    "Stalactite" fragments obtained from electrode 
in Figure 9.     (Magnification ca 7X). 
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Figure 11.    Electron scanning micrograph of "stalactite" fragment. 
(Magnification ca 10S0X). 
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Written Discussion 

La Que;  The calculations of corrosion rates were evidently based on the 
dimensions of the test specimen rather than on the area actually corroding 
which is affected by the application of current. 

Iverson:  The calculations were based on the dimensions of the test specimen. 
This, of course, may not represent the areas actually corroding, but at 
present the electrochemical techniques are the best available techniques 
for measuring the corrosion rates in lieu of disturbing the system by 
removing the specimen and determining the weight loss.  In the case of the 
surface area of the electrode where the corrosion rate was extremely high, 
a black film was present over about l/U of the area with the remaining 3/1» 
of the surface area severely attacked.  The corrosion rate would be even 
higher if the measurements were based on this area.  The high corrosion rate 
was verified by weight loss measurements on the small nails. The surface 
area of the nails appeared to be uniformly attacked and the estimation of 
corrosion rates using weight loss data and surface area is probably close 
to reality. 

Carlston;  Your comments on the addition of Fe** to the aged seawater media 
has to take into account the small solubility of Fe** (and even smaller 
solubility of Fe***) in natural seawater because of the precipitating anions 
in the environment.  Thus, on a practical basis in seawater, the added ions 
should have little effect. 

I verson;  That would appear to be correct. The corrosion of the steel 
electrode in seawater without added ions, with the formation of the 
stalactite growths, would appear to be a more natural process.  Ferrous ions 
»rare added to the seawater in an attempt to demonstrate the increased 
corrosion rate in the presence of these ions as noted by others and to 
possibly get a better idea of the mechanism involved.  As it turned out, the 
ferrous ions removed the S  , thereby preventing protective film formation 
of some form of iron sulfide at the surface and thereby permitting the 
depolarizer produced by the organisms to react directly with the metal 
surface. 

Carlston;  It should be made clear (as by other discussers) that the simultane- 
ous presence of Fe3* and S  would indicate that the sulfur must be in an 
oxidized state (consistent with free sulfur). 

Iverson;  According to analysis using the scanning electron microscope 
coupled with an energy dispersive spectrometer, some free sulfur was detected. 
The results of the Mossbauer analysis, however, indicated the iron sulfur 
compound was close to but distinct from FeS2 in its properties.  It would 
appear from these results that some oxidation of the corrosion product had 
occurred. 

Carlston;  The resulting iron material after he-ting in a vacuum at 1200*C 
shows great enrichment of C over the nominal 0.2%.  Thus, the cathode areas 
(FesC) must grow appreciably during a run.  This might be responsible for 
the changes in corrosion rate with time. 

Iverson:  It should be pointed out that the product after pyrolysis in this 
case was quite different from the original product.  This was probably due 
to the fact that there was sufficient carbon (a bacterial contaminant) in 
the material to bring about reduction of the iron sulfur compound to iron 
and iron carbide upon vacuum heating. 

Baber:  In the medium, without ferrous ions, where the corrosion rate 
decreased and then increased to about 70 mdd along with an unstable fluctua- 
tion of the steel potential, what effect did the varied metallurgical 
properties of the ferrite, cementite, and austenite content contribute to 
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the reversible anodic and cathodic nature of the metal microstructure as 
evidenced by the unstable potential? Also, would this cause a breakdown of 
the sulfide film into ferric ions and sulfur? 

Iverson:  As previously mentioned, the ferrite, austenite and cementite are 
not the natural corrosion products.  The unstable potential was probably due 
to a protective sulfide film which became disattached. 

Baber:  In the experiment where ferrous ions caused an increase and then 
decrease of the corrosion rate, what was the ferric content of the protective 
film and the ferrous content? 

Iverson;  This was not determined. 

Baber:  Were the ferrous ions converted to ferric ions which provided a 
protective film for the material? 

Iverson:  I would think not since conditions in the medium were highly 
anaerobic.  The protective film was probably some form of iron sulfide. 

Summarized Oral Discussion 

In reply to a question concerning the composition of the stalactite 
material, the author stated that the Mössbauer spectrum of the material 
indicated it was close to but not identical to FeS] and that the material 
also could have been an oxidized form of the original material. 

In reply to a question as to whether anaerobic corrosion could be 
influenced by temperature as well as water pollution, the author stated that 
both factors could influence anaerobic corrosion.  One would generally expect 
the metabolic activities of the bacteria as well as the corrosion processes 
to increase with an increase in temperature.  With an increase in pollution, 
one might expect an increase in the amount of organic material which would 
provide nutrients for the bacteria and hence an increase in their growth 
rate and metabolic activities. 

In reply to a question concerning the valence change of iron during the 
corrosion process, the author stated that it was assumed to be 2 until 
further studies indicated otherwise. 

In response to a question concerning the correlation between the 
electrochemical techniques used for measuring corrosion, the author stated 
that the results obtained with the two techniques generally were quite 
comparable. 

In reply to a question concerning the position of the auxiliary 
electrode, the author stated that it was usually placed about 5 to 10 mm 
to the side of the specimen and that the position of the electrode probably 
would have little effect on Um  polarization as the currents were very 
small (usually in the nanno-Ampere range). 



The biologist*• view of Che Teredlnldee end Chelr control 
(with a docuswntary film on teredo life histories) 

Ruth D. Turner end John L. Culliney 
Museum of Cooperative Zoology 

Harvard University 
Cambridge, Mass.  02138 

Research in medicine and agriculture has shown that 
effective control of pest species begins with their 
proper identification and a knowledge of their life 
histories. Until recently, however, research on the 
control of merine borers has centered largely on the 
material being attacked rather than the organisms in- 
volved, and this may be one reason for the lack of 
success. 

Field and laboratory studies have shown that 
Teredinidae exhibit a great deal of variability, empha- 
sising the danger of generalisation.  It would appear, 
however, that one of the most vulnerable periods in the 
life history of all species is the time of settlement 
and metamorphosis. At this stage the young borer must 
be able to deposit calcium for its developing shell, 
tube and pallets.  If this process is interrupted the 
borer dies before it can penetrate the wood deep enough 
to be of any consequence. Some natural woods have now 
been found which have this effect and cooperative re- 
search is now in progress to isolate the chemicals in- 
volved and determine their action. 

The film, showing the three types of life histories 
found in the Teredinidae, wes made primerlly to document 
normal behavior, to form the basis for comparison of one 
species with another, and the behavior of larvae under 
experimental conditions. 

Key words: wood borers, Teredinidae, life 
history, control. 

As biologists interested in the life history and ecology of 
marine boring and fouling mollusks, it has long been our contention 
that the approach to the control of these mollusks, where they are 
pests, has not put sufficient emphasis on the biology of the animals. 
Rather it has emphasized the protection of the wood, metal or other 
material being used in the marine environment. Largely by a process 
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of elimination some reasonably effective means of protecting material 
in the sea have been developed.    In most cases, however, the biological 
reasons for the results are unknown.    Medical and agricultural literature 
is replete with reports of the successful control of diseases and pests 
which have resulted from first knowing in detail the organism to be 
controlled.    We feel that this is the path which must be taken if boring 
and fouling organisms are to be eventually controlled. 

A review of the literature has shown that most of the work on the 
systematics, distribution and biology of the Teredinidae has been con- 
fined to ports or other areas where man is concerned about his vessels, 
wharves, bridges or other structures.    Relatively little is known about 
boring and fouling organisms where man is not Involved and few people 
realize that the Teredinidae are Important in the ecology of littoral 
and estuarine water where they play a major role in the recycling of 
woody plant material. 

The first  step in studying any phase of the biology of any organism 
is its proper identification.    Consequently before beginning life history 
and ecologlc studies it was necessary to put the systematics of the 
Teredinidae on a sound basis and this has been done  (1)   .    While working 
on life history studies of a given species in the laboratory we have, 
whenever possible,  studied natural populations In the field at the same 
time.    Such studies have shown for example that though the adults of 
some species may be able to extend their burrows  into the living tissue 
of mangrove or other trees,  the larvae apparently can only penetrate dead 
wood.    When searching for borers in tropical waters, particularly in 
areas with extensive tides.   It becomes obvious that only those larvae 
survive which settle in shaded, moist areas where  they are not subject 
to Intense heat,  dessecation and extremely high salinities during the 
long hours of exposure at low tide.    The sunbaked margin of mangrove 
forests or the sunny side of pilings are usually devoid of boring and 
fouling organisms in such areas.    Using experimental collecting panels 
we have found that the spawning of a single species may be controlled in 
one area by the rainy season and In another by temperature (2).    Labora- 
tory experiments have shown that the  free swimming larval stage of some 
species can be prolonged for several days or weeks by reducing the food 
or the temperature,  or both, and that when conditions are returned to 
optimum the larvae will resume growth and settle  (3).    Culllney  (4) 
reported on delryed settlement and metamorphosis  In the calcareous rock, 
coral, and shell borer, Lithophaga bisulcata d'Orbigny, and suggested that 
this ability may occur in many species having specialized substrate re- 
quirements.    Larvae capable of delaying metamorphosis could survive a 
drop in temperature locally or be carried long distances by ocean 
currents as shown by Scheltema (5).    Such flndlrtgs emphasize the danger 
of generalizations based on research involving a single species or on a 
limited number of experiments.    One fact, however,  common to all species 
of Teredinidae becomes   Increasingly obvious as work progresses and  that 
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Is the Importance to the settling larvae of the ability to extract calcium 
from sea water and deposit It In the form of shells, tubes and pallets. 
The valves of the larvae at the time of settlement are about 200 to 300 u 
In length and are strong enough to excavate a small depression In the 
softened outer surface of the wood. Small particles scraped from the 
surface are formed Into a ring and gradually work up the sides of the 
valves producing a cone over the larvae.  By the time this Is accomplished 
the larvae has come In contact with the harder wood surface beneath. Now, 
If penetration Is to be successful, four events must take place all of 
which Involve the deposition of calcium.  1)  the Impregnation of the cone 
with calcium to strengthen It and protect the metamorphosing larvae beneath, 
2)  the development of the denticulated ridges on the anterior end of the 
valves in order that the young borer can penetrate the wood and grow, 3) 
the development of the calcareous pallets used to plug the aperture of the 
burrow when the siphons are withdrawn and so protect the now Imprisoned 
borer from predators or adverse conditions; 4)  the production of a cal- 
careous tube at the posterior end of the burrow which Insures the proper 
fit of the pallets and to which the muscles of the pallets and siphons are 
attached.  Considering the minute size of the newly settled borer this 
represents an Incredible amount of calcium deposition within a very short 
space of time. In our observations about 6 to 10 hours.  Failure to do any 
of the above means certain death for the young teredlnld because It cannot 
grow If It Is Incapable of penetrating the wood. It cannot protect Itself 
without pallets, nor can It effectively work the siphons and pallets with- 
out the burrow lining. Realizing this weak link in the life history of 
the borers, we are now cooperating with wood specialists and chemists at 
the U. S. Naval Research Laboratory testing the effects of various chemi- 
cals extracted from natural «roods known to be resistant to borers and 
which our observations suggest affect the ability of the borer to deposit 
calcium. Some chemicals may act as chelatlng agents while others may work 
in ciulte a different way.  We are doing bioassays using the chemicals In 
various concentration and some of these have proved rather effective. We 
are also observing the behavior of the larvae and their penetration using 
the natural wood as well as small pine discs Impregnated with the extracted 
chemicals. These experiments are in progress so we cannot report results 
at this time. The purpose of citing this work is to Illustrate the type of 
cooperative research we believe is essential to solving many of the marine 
boring and fouling problems. 

The film which we have made is a documentary the purpose of which is 
to show: 1) diversity in the family Teredinidae;  2) the three types of 
life histories, e.g. oviparous or planktotrophlc in which fertilization 
takes place in the sea and the entire larval life is planktotrophlc lasting 
about 6 weeks to 2 months (example shown, Nototeredo knoxi Bartsch, but 
including species in all genera except Teredo and Lyrodus);  short-term 
larvlparous in which the young are held in the gills of the parent to the 
straight-hinge stage and the free swimming period is about 2 weeks (exam- 
ple shown. Teredo navalis Linnaeus, but including other species in the 
genera Teredo and Lyrodus); and the long-term larvlparous in which the 
young are held by the parent Co the pediveliger stage, with the free 
swlnming stage reduced to a few hours or about a week (example shown, 
Lyrodus pedicellatus Quatrefages, but including other species in the gene- 
ra Teredo and Lyrodus);  3) the settlement and crawling behavior of normal 
pediveligers and finally 4) the penetration of the larvae into the wood, 
Che development of the siphons, calcification of the cone and the develop- 
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ment and function of the pallets. 

Having a documentary film of the normal functioning of borers we 
can now make similar films of larvae placed on naturally resistant or 
treated wood and record and compare their behavior. This Is one step 
toward understanding what and how these chemicals work. There are numerous 
other experiments where a knowledge of the normal behavior and the use 
of time-lapse movies will prove useful such as the study of the effects of 
the primary film, competition with settling larvae of other species, and 
the effects of currents on settling. 
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Discussion 

Bowen:  You said you were not sure whether there was supplemental feeding 
of plankton.  Have you compared the amino acid analysis of the tissue with 
that of the wood on which they were feeding? 

Culliney;  No.  This was done some time ago by Dr. Charles Lane, or one 
of his colleagues, at Miami.  I believe they found that there was not 
enough amino acids in wood to account for those found in the animal.  They 
speculated that there must be some other source of amino acids and thought 
perhaps it could be from the fungus in the wood because the amino acid 
spectrum of the fungus filled in the gaps that were apparent between the 
wood and the teredo.  Phytoplankton is very probably a source of food 
for these animals because they have a crystalline style and perfectly good 
lamellibranch gills and so are capable of filter feeding. 

Trussel (Vancouver): 
mangroves attacked? 

You mentioned the attack on mangrove.  Are live 

Turner:  My feeling is, after examining mangrove in Florida, Puerto Rico, 
Brazil, India, Australia, New Guinea and Panama, that initial penetration 
can occur only in dead wood, i.e., broken stubs of branches or twigs. 
Once in the dead wood and well established they can extend their burrows 
into the living part of the tree.  I have never seen evidence of their 
going directly into living wood.  At one time I tried growing small trees 
in tubes and introducing larvae but I always lost them.  It was an almost 
impossible experiment. 

Miller:  Would Dr. Turner care to speculate on the significance of economic 
damage cost to man-made structures caused by teredine borers compared to 
that caused by crustacean borers? 

Turner:  That is a hard question to answer because it so often depends 
on the locality.  There are areas in Puerto Rico where Martesia are more 
destructive than teredines and in Guam where Limnoria seem to be the most 
destructive.  I did not believe Sphaeroma were really destructive until I 
went to Australia but at least one species there can cause incredible 
damage.  In localities with a high Limnoria population they may 'control* 
the teredines by so disturbing the settling young that they cannot 
penetrate the wood; or they may so erode the surface of the wood that the 
entrance of adult burrows are enlarged, exposing them to predators. 
Generally if there is a consistent, very heavy Limnoria attack, the teredinid 
attack is light. Attack by Limnoria is more easily detected and controlled, 
therefore, I expect one could say that on a world-wide basis the costs 
due to teredinid activity are considerably higher.  However, conditions 
vary and so one really cannot generalize. 

Kuhne;  When you observed such a large number of larvae, did you notice 
that the larvae preferred the autumn wood? 

Culliney: We have not made any quantitative observations.  You saw in the 
movie or the penetrating larvae that it did choose the less dense wood, 
the wood with a wider banding. 
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The role of the biologist In antl-foullng research 

Dennis J Crisp 

N.E.R.C. Marine Invertebrate Biology Unit 
Marine Science Laboratories 

Menai Bridge 
Anglesey, North Wales, U.K. 

Unlike most other forms of pest control, which are concerned with rather 
specific animal and plant groups such as Insects, fungi or rodents, marine anti- 
fouling controls must contend with a great diversity of organisms drawn not only from 
a wide variety of animal groups but also from plants and micro-organisms. The 
formidable array of potential colonisers lying in wait to attach themselves to surfaces 
exposed to the sea is the result of many parallel lines of evolution leading to a 
sedentary existence.  This particular luxury is available to marine organisms because 
they can rely on suspended or dissolved nutrients being carried to them by water currents 
in the sea. The number of )cnown species involved in fouling was reported in 1950 (U.S. 
Navy 1952)11) as reaching 2,000, and must now be in the region of 4,000-5,000, while 
the micro-organisms, whose study is in rudimentary state, must be seriously underestimated 
in this total. 

It is clear that to obtain detailed information on the life history and 
settlement of all these organisms would be an unrealistic and unrewarding aim; con- 
centration on certain species and groups has therefore been necessary. The organisms 
considered to be of prime importance to fouling have varied with circumstances - the 
particular fouling problem, the geographical region, current shipping practice and the 
state of the art have all had an influence. 

In earlier days, when sailing ships were often becalmed for long periods, it 
was the attachment of the oceanic stalk barnacles (Lepas sp.) that caused concern; offshore 
buoys and rigs are still faced with the same problem. However, modem freighters 
and naval ships, as Visschcr showed some fifty years ago (Visscher, 1928) (2), are not 
appreciably fouled when under way, but as they spend some time in port they may then 
accumulate the minute post-settlement stages of coastal organisms which then grow 
rapidly during the voyage.  Acorn barnacles dominate the fouling of rich, 'Stuarine areas 
where ports are usually to be found; tubeworras, Bryozoa and ascidians are abundant in 
clearer and less nutrient-rich waters. With a faster turn-round and improved copper- 
based paints capable of preventing most animal settlement, the research aim had to be 
focused on the green alga (Enteromorpha) which grows luxuriantly at the water line and 
is a serious problem for large tankers. As in medicine, however, overcoming one problem 
may only serve to throw another into relief. The virtual elimination of green filamentous 
algae by new organo-metallic toxics, revealed the presence of a brown alga, Ectocarpus. 
This alga appears particularly resistant and some varieties appear to have evolved a 
specific adaptation to copper (Russell and Morris, 1970) (3).  Problems quite different 
from those of ships' hulls are encountered in seawater installations where pipes and 
conduits are used. Here the most troublesome organisms are mussels which cause blockages 
and bacteria which may accelerate corrosion. Since the water supply can be controlled, 
whereas the surfaces are inaccessiOi.e, the problem of internal fouling can be solved more 
satisfactorily by water treatment than by toxic paints.  Continuous chlorine injection 
at a very low concentration or irtermittent heating have been found satisfactory. Design 
is often the key factor in avoiding a shutdown of the plant for cleaning, but engineers 
are jtrangely reluctant to consult biologists on these problems in advance. 

It is hard to see how any scientific or other investigation can proceed 
in the absence of an adequate background.  In ordinary life, the conceptual framework 
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which we build up from experience comes to be accepted so regularly that we lose awareness 
of its existence and importance.  In performing every-day tasks, we pay attention only 
to the immediate object of our senses without recognising that the sensory information 
vie  use would be a meaningless jargon but for stored experience.  Similarly, in our adult 
scientific society it is easy for bureaucrats, administrators and even research managers 
to imagine that they can select those programmes which have an immediate impact on curront 
problems and finance them exclusively.  ITiey tend to forget that not only the inter- 
pretation of every experiment and observation, but even the plan of attack or a;, applied 
problem is dependent on maintaining the framework of knowledge which we call \>uce  science'. 
Since biology is a more complex and less firmly established science than physics and 
chemistry, the role of the biologist in comparison with his physical counterpart must lie 
to a greater degree in putting down such foundations. It would seem inappropriate, 
therefore, that one should define rigidly the scope of biology in anti-fouling research, 
provided one recognises that the process of larval settlement is central to the problem. 
To give perspective to the part played by biologists, I must go back a century and a 
half when the physical sciences were making rapid progress and forty years before Darwin 
wrote his classic work on barnacles. The electro-chemical work of Davy and Faraday 
would never have ranked for a modern research grant in terms of current shipping problems, 
but it marks, nevertheless, the earliest rational achievements in the field of anti- 
fouling and anti-corrosion.  'CTieir work led them to appreciate that copper sheathiny, 
though satisfactory for wooden ships, could never be used in conjunction with iron; 
they pioneered the use of zinc sacrificially to prevent corrosion and, most interesting 
of all, Davy showed the relationship between anti-fouling efficiency and the rate of 
leaching of copper from the metal surface.  With the introduction of ircn ships, the 
need to replace copper led to the development of paints made from various toxic in- 
gredients and by purely empirical methods cuprous oxide was found to achieve the highest 
measure of success. 

By the time biologists were introduced into anti-fouling research in the 
1920^, fundamental advances in zoology and botany had already provided descriptions of 
the form, life histories and much of the behaviour of the many groups of fouling organisms. 
The area which biologists needed to explore was the use of new kinds of poisons and 
attempts to interfere with the process of settlement and adhesion, but success in these 
fields was at the time beyond the capacity either of biology or of the existing allied 
sciences. Since the conceptual framework for dealing with these problems was missing, 
little progress could be made.  Biologists working in paint firms became subservient 
to paint technology; their prime purpose was to quantify and embellish with scientific 
names the crude testing methods employed.  With so little challenge they sought an 
independent role and became more interested in the settlement of organisms on control 
panels than in the non-settlement on paint films. Studies of breeding cycles were 
useful In predicting settlement seasons and geographical comparisons of seasonal 
successions were made sho'dng that at higher latitudes, as expected, the opportunities 
for testing were confined to the wanner months of the year. Following some of the 
principles developed by plant ecologists, they began to study the ecological successions 
as one animal replaced another on the panel surface, starting with primary films and 
ending usually with a climax cover of Mytilus (Sheer, 1945) (4).  Although a side issue 
of no iranediate relevance to fouling prevention, it was from this type of study that 
attention became directed towards larval behaviour and habitat selection. 

Primary films begin to form by the adsorption of macro-molecules and the 
attachment of bacteria only a few hours after a clean surface has been placed in the sea, 
and they become fully developed within a week (Zobell, 1938, 1939) (5,6).  It was noticed 
that these films were the forerunner of other fouling organisms.  Though wrongly assumed 
that they were essential - an error corrected by Miller et al (1948) (7), and by Crisp 
and Ryland (1960) (8), it was nevertheless true that primary films encourage the settle- 
ment of most larvae (Daniel, 1955) (9). The conclusion that larvae could choose between 
different kinds of surfaces came initially as a surprise. 

A similar enlightenment arose simulataneously among marine ecologists. It 
had been assumed that marine larvae developed according to a timetable, and therefore. 
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wherever they happened to alight when the moment for metamorphosis arrived,   they were 
predestined to settle.    Random settlement of this kind would be Incredibly wasteful, 
particularly for animals with very specialised habitats.    But the great Interest In 
marine larvae stimulated by Gunnar Thorson (1946)  (10) on larval polychaetes pioneered 
by Douglas Wilson (1952)  (11) demonstrated that most,  if not all,  larvae could delay 
metamorphosis and so escape the consequences of a tightly-scheduled development.    They 
would test various habitats until a suitable substratum was found.    Their searching, 
though not necessarily  'intelligent',  involved genuine choice.    They could reject less 
attractive,  though acceptable,  sites and settle on the most attractive ones  (Crisp and 
Meadows,   1963  (12),  Crisp,   1973a  (13),  1973b (14). 

Larval choice experiments can be carried out in a simple apparatus in which 
a variety of test objects are placed at the periphery of a rotating dish and offered 
simultaneously to the larvae • It has been demonstrated by this means that 
many larvae settle in response to substances that represent important clues in the 
natural environment.    Certain barnacles and oysters are gregarious and  settle on surfaces 
that have been soaked in extracts of their own species  (Crisp and Meadows,   1962)  (15), 
Crisp,   1967  (16), Bayne,  1969 (17)),  while some hydroids,  Bryozoa,  and species of the 
tubeworm Spirorbis prefer surfaces soaked with extracts of the marine alga on which they 
are usually found,  (Crisp and Williams,   1960  (18), Williams,   1364  (19),   1965  (20)).    It 
has been shown that the settling response of barnacle cyprids is mediated either by 
contact with an adsorbed film of protein extracted from the integument of its own species, 
or by contact with the integument itself.     It does not require the diffusion of any 
material from the surface.     The recognition of specific proteins at a surface must Involve 
a novel sensory mechanism not yet understood.    However,   the fact that the larvae choose 
between surfaces independently of any diffusion process may offer a new dimension in antl- 
fouling research - the concept of a long-lasting repellent surface not requiring the 
leaching of limited reserves of toxic material. 

A recent Interest in  larval biology has led to Improved  rearing  techniques. 
These have yet to be applied  to the testing of paint films,   but there now exists the 
knowledge necessary to carry out tests under controlled laboratory conditions throughout 
the year with much greater precision than would be possible under raft conditions in the 
sea.    Methods have also been developed in which porous materials have been used to 
Imitate a paint surface through which toxic materials are allowed  to diffuse at a controlled 
rate (Christie and Crisp,  1963  (21)).    By dissociating the problems of paint formulation 
from those of screening candidate substances,  a much larger number of new poisons can 
be tested in a given time. 

So far,  I have considered two biological approaches to the settlement 
problem;  first,   the time-honoxtred method of killing the larva by local concentrations of 
poison and,  second,  by discouraging it before it consummates  the act of settlement. 
The third possibility is to interfere with the process of adhesion which takes place 
after settlement.    Studies of these mechanisms and of the substances used are being 
vigorously investigated for algae  (Evans and Christie,   1970  (22))  and for barnacles and 
other organisms (Lindner and Dooley,   1973  (23),  Crisp,   1973a  (13).     A physical or chemical 
means of preventing adhesion could well lead to a novel solution of the fouling problem. 

It Is appropriate that much of  this promising work is being done in uni- 
versities and government laboratories,  financed in part by progressive firms in the 
marine paint and shipping industries.    For these studies have a much wider application; 
the discovery of settlement-inducing substances is of importance to the shellfish 
industry and has already found use in oyster hatcheries,  while many industrial and medical 
applications are awaiting advances in the technology of underwater cements and adheslves. 

Within the paint Industry itself,  the past forty years has witnessed a 
considerable improvement in the reliable life of cuprous oxide paints,  but,  apart from 
the recent introduction of some new organo-metallic based paints,  very little progress 
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Indeed on novel or imaginative lines. Much of the research has been repetitious on 

account of the numerous firms all engaged in parallel investigations on traditional 
materials and the progress achieved appears to me to have been unduly costly. 

For the sake of future developments, it is worth considering the causes of 
this disappointing rate of progress. I would suggest three factors stand out. First, 
it has to be recognised that copper oxide as a basis for anti-foullng paint Is difficult 
to improve upon. It has a high toxlcity over a wide spectrum of groups of animals and 
plants. It is not difficult to prepare and formulate nor unduly expensive. Hence the 
tendency in the industry has quite understandably been to seek improvement In cuprous 
oxide paints rather than to search for other materials and methods. Secondly, the 
performance of ships' paints is notoriously variable even under raft conditions, let 
alone on ships. Sales cannot, therefore, be expected to rise sharply following the 
introduction of a marginally improved product; indeed, by the time a new product has 
proved itself, competitors will already be marketing compositions skilfully slipped 
through the net of the patent laws. In this situation, investment in exploratory science 
is difficult to justify against investment in sales and advertising.  Thirdly, the 
structure of the industry mitigates against scientific progress. It consists of a 
number of relatively small competing units usually working on small profit margins; none 
of them are capable of sustaining a major research effort such as the problem needs. 
Nor is it possible to imagine their being able to co-ordinate their efforts within the 
existing commercial system. 

During the war years, one had a glimpse of what co-ordination might achieve, 
both in Britain and in the United States, during a period when private gain could be 
subjugated to national enterprise.  Rapid progress was made towards an understanding of 
the fundamentals of the fouling problem.  The results were published in the Journal 
of the Iron and Steel Institute in the United Kingdom, and in the Wood's Hole book on 
marine fouling in the United States; the latter remains a classic on the subject. Once 
again, the problem demands a similar interdisciplinary approach, with full co-ordination 
of the scientists involved. Moreover, there are two new factors which are likely to 
reveal more clearly than hitherto the deficiencies of the present system.  First, there 
Is a distinct possibility that restrictions may be placed on the use of certain poisons. 
Mercury is almost certainly to be banned.  There is little case to be made against the 
use of copper since it is a relatively abundant element in seawater in the ionic form 
and the contribution from ships' paints is negligible compared with that reaching the 
sea from natural drainage. Nevertheless, it is possible that its use may be resisted. 
Organo-tin derivatives, though rapidly degraded in seawater, may suffer a similar fate. 
If such legislation is applied, there will need to be concerted efforts to find new 
and acceptable materials or quite different methods of protecting ships. 

The second and more fundamental reason why a new approach is required is the 
need for really long-lasting paints, perhaps of five or more years duration. The need 
arises as anti-corrosive paints improve and the possibility oi underwater inspection 
and repair make dry- locking less frequent. The time scale precludes any possibility 
of such paints beino developed empirically by the old methods of testing.  More reliable 
tests, using continuously reared test organisms under laboratory conditions, plus 
accelerated methods of exposure, must be tried, but past experience indicates that rate 
processes are among the most difficult to scale up. The other alternative is to replace 
empiricism by design. For this purpose, we need to know the principles on which marine 
paints operate to such a degree of refinement that performance can be predicted. We need 
to know what characteristics of solubility and biodegradability in the paint film and 
in seawater are required for a toxin to work successfully. We need to know the diffusion 
properties of a wide range of paint matrices. We need investigation into two layer paints 
to find how far initial losses of toxic can be minimised. It is also essential that any 
alternative methods to the use of antl-fouling paints should be fully investigated. 

It is likely that these needs are beyond the capacity of commerce, and it 
will be necessary for national and university laboratories to pioneer much of th«» 
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fundamental research. 

Fortunately, much of the information on the physics, chemistry and biology 
of the settlement of fouling organisms which is required in order to seek new methods 
of fouling prevention is identical to the information required for marine cultivation, 
though the aims, so far as the organisms are concerned, may be the opposite. Govern- 
ments are already aware of the need to promote research irto the rearing of ccnmercially 
exploitable animals and the findings of this research are quite like to be of value 
to the anti-fouling problem just as work on barnacles led to the production of sub- 
stances useful for stimulating the settlement of oysters, (Crisp, 1967 (16), Bayne, 
1969 (17)).  It would be a mistake, therefore, to Judge either the past work or the 
future potential of larval biology in terns of a single application. 

Lest I have been too disparaging, a backward look over the past 350 years 
will serve to show how far biologists have advanced in their understanding of barnacle 
fouling and the biodegradatlon of wood. In Gerard's 'Herball' (1597), one can see how 
the absence of a basic scientific framework allows utter confusion between observation 
and interpretation:- 'for travelling upon the shores of our English coast between 
Dover and Rummey, I founde the trunke of an olde rotten tree, which (with some helpe 
that I procured by fishermens wives that were there attending upon their husbands 
retume from the sea) we drewe out of the water upon dry lande: on this rotten tree 
I founde growing many thousands of long crimson bladders, in shape like unto puddings 
newly filled before they be sodden, which were verie cleere and shining, at the neather 
end whereof did grow a shell fish, fashioned somewhat like a small Muskle, but much 
whiter, resembling a shell fish that groweth upon the rocks about Gamsey and Garsey, 
called a Lympit: many of these shels I brought with me to London, which after I had 
opened, I founde in them living things without forme or shape; in others which were 
neerer come to ripeness, I found living things that were very naked, in shape like a 
Birde; in others, the Birds covered with soft downe, the shell hälfe open, and the 
Birde readie to fall out, which no doubt were the foules called Bamakles: howbeit 
that which I have seen with mine eies, and handled with mine handes, I dare confidently 
avouch, and boldly put downe for verltie'. 
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Preparation   das   tJleu  da  eonotruetlon  naval*  avant   application  da   peinturon 

<'•,   Uachaux,   Inc^nieur  an  Chaf  Honoraire  du  Ci^nia  Maritime 
rreeident,   da  1'Ar.oociution  das   Ingenieurs   on   Anticorrosion   da 
Knince et  da  1* Union Prancais*   (1956  -   1972) 

Comiti t.ut ion  de  la  calamine  d'apr^n   deo   travaux  recants.   Le  PeO   peut   8tra 
confondu   avac   I'acier  nu.   Poaaibilit6  da   1c   dititiniuer  par  exposition   aux 
in tompt'Tiee,   easai   au  oO^C'u,   coupe   micropraphique.   Inconvenients   de  ces   pro- 
c^Jt'-a  dnrm   len   proceanua   induatriela   actuels.   Inconvenient  de  la   culumine. 
Description   de  deux  m^thodea  rapides,   non  dastrucbdoes  non   polluantea   l   öva- 
poration   d if f.'ren t ielle  de  W..!.t   roleve   da   la   topographie   älectrochimique 
superficielle   A  I'nide  d'ur.o   •'•lectrode   Aft/Agce,   1'electrolyte  conaiBtant   en 
un   pnpier   inbibe   d'ulcool   denature. 
Ce  dernier   proeöde   pennet  de  verifier   le   decalaminaKe  et   lu decarburntion 
locale. 

PeO ^9304 

Lea riaquea d' HKKravat ion de lu corrosion due &  la pr>'uence de calumine our 
lea tfilea de nnvire, et partieuli^remant sur lea tSlen de carenes, eont bien 
connu» depuia lon^tempn. II y a plus d'un siecle que N. Becquerel pnrlait de 
l'aotion nefaate de "l'oxyde des bnttiturea" aur la corroeion daa carenea. 
Auaai, depuin la miae on evidence da ce fait, a-t—on min en oeuvre den pro- 
cMea do plu:i en pluo aflra, rapiden at porf ectionnöu, destines A.  eiiminer 
compietemant cette culamine de In nurfnee deo tfiles. 
Tinia eat-on certain qua Ion oxamena actuals couranta permettent de verifier 
que 1'on a bien atteint i.e but ? 
C'eat ce au.ii>t que noui allono trniter en decrivant d'abord la culamine et, 
uprfts expoa«' -critique dee divero contrSles courants de 1'ef f icnoite du de- 
cilaminiKTe, noun propoaerons deux ensais non destructifs permettant rapide- 
ment da caructeriaer, sana douta poaeibla, I'etat da la surface soumisa au 
d^calamlnaßa du point de vue corrosion. Nous nouli«nonn "non deotruetifa" 
ft "i--.; ■ iKT-ior-1 " ., cir il eat eauentiel de muivre le rythxo "indu^tricl" de 
präp.'iration d< surface (et d' application da peintura), sane faire de prele- 
venontr. ni Qano denaturer ou polluor In surface & examiner. 
Lu  calamine eat conntitui-e d'une auccasaion da couches d'oxydes de fer allant 
du moins oxyde au plus oxyde, &  partir da la aurfr.ee du met-^1 
Fe203   . 
La   tiiöse  de   H.   Collongues   (1)   a  min   en   evidence  les   lacunen,   e'est-a-dire  la 
componition   non   otoechiometrique  do   ces   oxyden,   en   purticulier  de   FeO. 
Jeux   communicationn   r^-centeo  permettent   de  voir  tu.   peu  pluo   clair  dans   la 
countitution   de   cea   couchen, 
Dana   la   premiere   J.   Marione   et   G.   Va/?nard    (2)   etudient   "   A   l'nido   de   la   micro- 
"   «rraphie   optique  et  de   la  apeetrometrie,   1'oxydation   d'alliapen   Pe-C 
"   (C   antra   0,1   J» at   0,6  5»)   oxydea  dann   l'air  ou  dans   un  melange  Hg   et   HgO 
"   entre  700°   et   900°   C. 
"   c-'ette   etude   montre  que  la  einetiqua  d'oxydotion  n'eot   influcncee   par   In 
"   preaence   de   earbone  qu'A 800*   et   au-danaous.   Cette   Oxydation   ent   encore 
"   pluo   lonte   que   pour  le   fer  pur.   Fuiaque,   quelle   que   aoit   la   temperiitura, 
"   un  enrichioaement   en   enrbone  au  voisinn^e   immediat   de  1'interface   a  öte 
"   eonatat'',    l'aetivite   du   fer  dana   l'oxyde   n'ent   pao   modifi^e   A   haute   tompe- 
"   ratura  du   fait  da  la   preaence  de   earbone  dana  I'alliare     
"   Snfin,   la   deearburat ion   se   produit   localement,   Bann   doute   par   voie   Razeuee, 
"   4   traverj   den   fisauren   oü   la   calamine   a*eat   deeoliee   ot   non   par   migration 
"   A   I'etat   aolide   dana   l'oxyde   puiaque   le   earbone   y   a   uno   oolubilito   nArli- 
"   >?eahle   "   . 
Dunn   lo   ceconde   communication,   Philipp*   Oelbourg   (3)   etudie  la  formation,   la 
eroiaBanee   at   l'adherance  de  la  calamina   sur  quelques   typen  d'aciero  da   cons- 
truction   A   1'aide  d'une   thermobnlance   (A  peaee  continue)   ou  de   penöeo   oueeec- 
aives     et   d'une    inalyoe  dos   echontillons   A  la  microsonile   eiectroninue  de 
Cnotainp. 
Dano le can de I'acier extra doux (C - 0,13) en pnrtfint do la aurfaee en eon- 
tact avec 1'atmosphere, on rencontre toujoura lea conatituantn auivanta : une 
treo   mince   eouche  de  KegOj   (hematite)   souvant  dincontinue   ou   fragmentöe,   une 



2. 
mine» concha de Ke^O^ (maffnötito) dont 1'intorfuco avec lo protoxyde  PeO soua- 
jioent out ramarquabloment reotiliKne, un« couche importantc d« V»0   (protoxyde 
de for) & cristaux baBoltlguea. Cette phaee n'oat jamnia atoechiomtStrique 
(Kei-xo) ; eile eat appel^e wUatita par de nombreux autauro. Dana cette couche 
d'oxyde ae trouvent dea granules de P^jO^ qui ont pr6cipit/» dans la partie 
aup^rieure (ou externe). 
L'autaur appelle "calumlne proprement dite" l'ansemble de cou troia couchee 
d'oxydea de far. 
Kn   contact   avec   le   in6ta^  sain,   on   trouva  une   autre   couche  d'Oxydation,   que   oai»- 
taina  auteura   appellent   "zone   contamin^e"   at   qui   eat   compoa^e  d'une   phaae   de 
PeO  &  erintalliantion   fine   poly^driqua  dana   laquelle   lea   Rraina  eont   a^parea 
pur  une   phi.ne   pluo   fonc^e   t   le   nilicate  de   fer  Fa2Si04   (Payslito). 
"Scion   In   temperature  d'oxydation   (ontre   1000°   et   1iOO'c),   lo  combuotibla, 
"   le   lactour  d'airC   "j^ ntQ11^  m^'trl   u   con'bu"tion   ),   1c   pouicent.a,.re  de   X»«- 
"   piiii.aeur  de  la   zone   contnmln'i*   pur  rapport   A  1* 4pni oi;eui-  de  la  citluiuine 
"   VHrie  do   1 ,B  V* A   16,1   v«    
" U;ina le cun oü 1'«dh'Tence de In caluraine no viendruit pua ü 8tre perturböe 
" pur une CHUBB ext^rieure, lea proportiona des diff^renta oxydeo seraient da 
" 1 5> , 4 £ at 95 £ respoctivement pour P-oOj , PejCfy et PeO " . 
(3hreir donne MZ jl     20 9b  70 'J - Hauffe 7  %     15 9*  78 ^ - Pancutt et Hudson 
donnent pour PeO antre 40 et 95^). 
La couche tnixte (zone containin6e) en contact avec le m^tal oot tröc ndhArente. 
Mnis le protoxyde de for apris oablage ou «rennillago a le rnCme aspect (mSoie 
couleur, m8me brillant) que I'acier. Commo ce point eat le point eooentiel de 
notre expooe, nous nous nppulerons sur quelques röf^reneeo. 

Apröa sablnse ou grenailla^e, on obtient "une surface de couleur ßrise, 
" demi-mnte dup A l'oxyde de fer Rria (PeO) qui aubsiste A I'interfoce ei:tre 
" I'acier aupposö id^alement propre et le soldo de la croOte do calamina " 
(4) (p.413). 
Un excellent entrepreneur de paintura (4) (p.416) demande "qu'nucuno peinture 
■ no soit appliquee avnnt un intervalle do 24 heures aprfea arihla/'o. Toutea , 
" lea p.»rtie3 pruaentant aprfa co lapa do temps dea taches bleufitrea, r^v^lant 
" la presence de oalamine, seront A nouveau d4capöea et A 24 heuren nu mains 
" avrtnt mioe an paintura ". 
La mfima obaervation aat effactu^e dana un autre domaino i'j)   '•   la /^alvaniantion 
A chaud. R. Fiouak^ si^nale que " lo protoxyde de fer PeO   bien quo m^- 
"taatabla A la  temo^raturo ordinaire n'en met paa moins un temps tren lon/r 

*   pour ae tranaformer on oxvde mn.gn6tique. Son   aspect oat noir ou £ris tr6a 
" fono4 | il cristalliso Jnns lo eystdrae cubiqua ; il oat extrCmement dur 
" ai bien que son polissago pout 6tre r6alis6 ot le fnire eonfondre avec 
" I'acier " . 
Bnfin, nous reneontrona dona notre sujet prftcio : tSlea do construction nava- 
le, lo m^moira da R.W. Wilson at J.J. Zonsveld (6). 
" II eat tr^a difficile do diatinruer ontre la surface de 1'ucier "A blanc" 
" et los couches profondes do la calamine caraotörisäeti par un oxydo pria ". 
Ceci explique ce qua dir.ent präc4deniment cos autaurs duno lo m6me memoire, 
A savoir " qu'A I'heuro actuella 1'usage le pluo courant est de laieaor 
" rouiller les surfaces decalamin4ea pendant la periods do conatruction du 
" nnvire puls de lea brossor Juato avant 1'application dea pointureo " . 
Coat ce quo faiaait 1'entrepreneur dont nouo avona dontu'- l'avis et e'eat le 
proc6d6  que noun appliquions pour verifier s'il subsistnit do la calamine our 
les car^neo aabl^es A l'Arsonal de Toulon, il y a quarunte ami. 
Bn r^aumft t qpr^a granaillape ou aablage. la simnle appreciation do l'napect 
de la aurfqee ne permet pas de dire si 1'on a affaire A I'acinr "A blanc" ou 
au protoxyde do fer. 
Pour determiner le taux do döcalaminage realiaö par RrenaillaRO, nous aommea 
d^jA en poaoeoaion d'une im^thode pratique qui o'appllquo A un ouvrn^o en coura 
do conatruction ou tarmin* ! expoaition aux intomp(*rioa naturolles qui donne 
do l.-i fleur do rouille (on 24 heurea) aur lea surfaces miaeo 4 nu, len regions 
oü subainto   PeO tandant A donnor lentement des taeheu bleuAtren ;Fc_504. Ce- 
pondant, ce d61ai de 24 heurea est trop long pour une 6tude commo cello de 
Wilson et Zonaveld qui so propoaaient comme but final 1'application do primai- 
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3. 
r« d'atelier (shop primer} sur t&les d^calamin^es par grenalllage industrial« 
Four determiner le taux de dAoalaminage rAaliai, lie ont eu reeours 4 deux 
möthodea i l'une de laboratoira, 1'autre d*atelier. 
Au laboratoire, ils examinent dea coupes mAtallosraphiques. Le taux ds net- 
toyacre eet obtenu par conptage et nesure. I>a coupe donn6e dans leur m^moire 
(fig.9) montre que 90 > environ linöalre sst reeouvert de FeO o'eat-^-dire 

lignf oalamin^f   — - 9, ce qui donne pour le rapport des surfaces 81 ^'sst- 
4i§?renqGeCpiuS1äee98 £  de la surface sot encore calamin«. 
Au chantier, on applique un tampon oontenaat 3O4 Cu (4 '^ SO4 Cu dans H2SO4 A 
1 '*)   sur la surface A examiner. Le euivre se dApose sur 1'acier mis A nu et 
non sur la calumine qui apparalt alore en sombrs sur fond de euivre. Cette 
indication correspond A celle que donne 1'exposition aux intempAries mprAs 
24 heures. 
Rappalons ioi quelquoa donnAes sur lee inconvöniente de la calamine. 
J.C. Moree (7) donne uno mierographie qui »et en Evidence soua In peinture 
riche en sine la formation de rouille autour d'une öcnille de laminage qui 
n'avait pas 6t6   ^limin^e. Or, actuellement, en Europe, dans lea ehantisrs im- 
portants, on prend sur pare toutes les tfiles et profiles qui entrent dans la 
construction du navire, on lea grenaille at on leur applique immAdiatamant 
une couehe de peinture primaira d'nttentocu«f'atelier dans uns machine auto- 
matique qui fait, döfiler la tSle A une cartaine vitesse soua la grenaillausa 
et eneuite devant la machine A peindre, A moins que oette operation n'ait 
döjA 6t4 effeotuöe en aeiörie. Et le primaire d*atelier eat en gönöral uns 
peinture riche en sine, sAchant trös rapidamont. Nous voyons done I'intArAt 
d'^liminar toute trace de calamine, mAme avee ees peintures qui fonetionnsnt 
comma protection cathodique, grftoe A la pousaiAre de sine. 
La difference de potentiel entre calamine at aoier dans l'eau de mer ast 
donnöe d.ins pluaieurs möooirss. 
M. Paul Ffield (ä) donne pour la d.d.p. ani.ra aoier nu et calamine dans 1'eau 
de mer 26 mV, solt celle qui existe entra la euivre et l'acler nu (25mV). 
Comma le fit remarquer le Or. T.F. May (p.645 röf.B) la d.d.p. entre euivre 
et acier est plutOt da l'ordre de 200 A 300 mV qua 25 mV. La valeur trouv«e 
par P. Ffield eat due aux polarisations A 1* anode at A la cathode produltas 
par la circulation du courant (of diagramma olassique de Evans). 
J.C. Rowlands (9) donne les potsntiels de 1'aeier doux et de la calamine Aans 
l'eau de mar A 20SC par rapport A une Aleotrode da r6f6rence au calomel satuA 
Ellea sent rsspeetivement - 650 mV et - 200 mV, ee qui donna une d.d.p. antra 
calamine at acier doux de 450 mV. Shrair donne 300 mV. Signalons que salon 
Vetter, les trois oxydea de fer connus ont par hasard des potentials trAs 
voisins« 
Dana sa communication (8) P. Ffiold donna las röeultats d'essaia sur 1* in- 
fluence das rapports Surface calaminte/Surfaee d'acier nu. II optre sur dee 
4prouvettes de 12 pouces esrrös en sablant 5, 10, 25, 50 et 100 £ da la sur- 
face totale. II a trouvö qua, pour la mAme dur^a d'expoaition dans l'eau de 
mer, la corrosion de la surface nue exprimöe an pouces 1 ar an ötait rsspee- 
tivement 9 - 6,66 - 3 - 1,6 et 1 en prenant comma unit6 la corrosion da la 
surface entiArement sablds 1 0,005 pouee par an. Mettons ees rösultats sous 
forms de graphique (fig. l) avee en abBissr le rapport Surface ealaminAa/ 
Surface acier nu. On voit que jusqu'A prAs ds 10 /< de calamine reetante, la 
eorroaion ast pratiquament proportionnalla au rapport de ees aurfaeas. 
Retrmona de ees ehiffrsa qu'en circuit ouvart In calamine a A peu prAs la 
mtme difference de potentiel galvaniqua qua le euivre par rapport A 1'acier, 
et que la corrosion qu'elle provoque est proportionnelle A la surface qu'elle 
oceupe par rapport A I'acier nu lorsqu'slla est partiellement 61iminAa. 
Pour assursr Is auoeAs d'un revftamant, la calamine doit done Stre AllmlnAa 
au maximum possible. 
Haia outre la calamine, la surfaos de la t81e paut pr6sentsr d'autras HAtA- 
rogAn^itAs localeni inclusions, dAcarburation. La dAoarburAtion paut Atre 
plua sanaibla pour eartaina modes d'Elaboration das aoiers. Ces hAtArogAnAi- 
tAs erAent dee mioropiles, mAme si la calamine a AtA entiArement AllmlnAa 
at comma alias font partis intrinsAque du mAtal, un grenaillage plus poussA 
revient A meuler I'acier. Nous avona rencontrA das tSlae dont la dAearbura- 
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tion fitt«i|jnait uns profondeur da 152 yu. II eet «galement eenontiel de connal- 
tra la pr4sanca da caB h^t^roffän^it^s car la corrosion locale qu'alles antraX- 
nent na peut Stra *vit6a qu'an aesoeiant au revStement une protection catho- 
diqua par anodes sacrificiellen ou courant impost. Nous avona vu en effet qua 
la protection cathodique oonf«r6e par la peintura richa en sine ne suffisait 
pas. Nous n'insisterons pas plus sur ces 4ventualit£a - maie nous davrons an 
tanir oompta pour notre examen dee tfiles aprfts granaillaga. Dans ee cas, 
seule la coupe micrographique peut donner Una indication. 
Nous an sonunes done arrives au point suivant i avant d'appliquer un primaira 
sur une tOle grenaill^e, il est essentiel de savoir si toute la calumine est 
^limini'o et si 1'on n'a pas affaire 4 un m£tal prösentant des h6t^rog6n*it6s 
superficiellea. 
Four len preparations industrielles actuelles, nous 61imiiiona lee contrfiles 
tiuivnntH I 
1 - exumen viouol (öchelle ou^doine pur ex.) i inuCricnne 
2 - exposition aux intamp^ries : trop lonr 
i  -  essai au sulfata de cuivre : polluant 
4 - coupe mätallographique et examen au 

microscope i dastructaur et relativement 
Ion« 

Une critique n'est valable que si eile est positive, c'est-A-dire si 1'on 
propose une solution meilleure correcte au Probleme peso. 
Nous voulions, de plus, une solution non dastructrice, non polluanta et per- 
mettant d'explorer rapidemant une surface ou une ligne de la surface. Nous 
avions envisage das m^thodas magn^tiques par eourant de Foucault,dee essaia 
de microduret^, par rayons X ou y'. Pinalement, nous avonc au recours 4 dee 
solvants qul s'£liminent simplement par Evaporation. Lea deux solutions que 
nous propoaons permettant la premiere (en date) 1'essai de toute la surface, 
la saconde l'axploration linöairr sur une ligne aussi longue que 1'on vrut. 
Nous avions. d'ab'ord anvlaagö avec J. Fraach un examen bas6 sur la difference 
de vitesse d* Evaporation, due & la difference d'adsorption du nolvnnt entre 
le-> rAgiona miBeo A.  nu et les regions encore calHmin6ec:. II a'agiasait de 
vörifler l'efficaoite du decalaminage & la flamme. Comma aolvant, nous aviona 
utilise le white-spirit (W.y.) - d'autrea eolvanta pourraient egalement conva- 
nir. Le processua est simple s on rEpand at on proJette sur la tfile 4 exami- 
ner un film mince da W,3., qui la recouvre entierement. Ce W.3. s'evapore et 
4 la fin de 1'Evaporation les sones oü le metal est mio 4 nu ae distinguent 
de celles oü le mEtal est encore recouvert de calamine par la difference da 
brillant provoquEa par la rEflexion de la lumiEre sur le film liquide qui 
subsists encore sur les zones calaminEes plus adsorbantas (fig.2). On peut 
done ainsi caraotöriser l'acier mis 4 nu et la calamine - muis seulement par 
comparaison, quand les deux coexistent, an presence de l'un et de l'autre. 
Ce procEdE est valable dans certains cas : decalaninage 4 la flamme, sablaga 
d'un Element da coque, quand presque certainement une partie de la calamine 
a EtE (SlirainEe. Mais dona le granaillage automatiqua, industriel, trds uni- 
forme, nous noun sommas trouvEB en presence da surfaces prEoentar.t le degre 
Sa3 de 1'Echello suEdoiae mais entiörement reoouvartas da la coucha da FaO 
(ce que 1'on pouvait verifier par 1'essai au SO^Cu ou 1'essai dont nous allons 
parier). 
L'essai au W.S. na peut distinguer entre une surface totalement calaminEe at 
une surface totalement dEcalarainEe. En effet, 1*evaporation du W.3. dEpend 
de trds nombreux facteurs t vitesse de passage da la tfile, sa temperature 
(4 la suite äu granaillage), la temperature, 1'humiditE, la preaaion atmos- 
phEriques;, la vitesse de circulation da 1'air. On ne peut done mesurar avao 
prEciaif-.i la vitesse d' evaporation sur la calamine seule et sur l'acier nu, 
ci qui aurait poi-mis de distinguer les deux cas llmiteo - qui donnent une 
evaporation uniforme (hemo^öne) mais pas 4 la mfime vitesse. Nous nous trouvna 
dans le cas du colorista qui doit distinguer deux blancs ; 1'un jaunfttra, 
1'autra bleufitra I il ast oblige da lea mattre cote 4 cSta. 
Nous n'avions pa« rencontre cet inconvenient dans 1'essai aux intempEries 
(acier = rouillo , calamine = paa de rouille) nl dans 1* essai au SO^Cu 
(aoier - prEcipite de cuivre, calamine • paa da prEoipitE da cuivre). 
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5. 
II nous fallalt done avoir recoure & un nutre assai qui ne nous antratne pas 
A eonfondra una aurfaca antl&ramant d6calainin4a avac una surface antiAramant 
calaminAe. 
Or, nous avlonn mis au point un aaaal non destructlf permattant da v6rifier 
lea h4t^rog4n4it£a superfieiallaa d'un ncier da construction navale, en 1'es- 
pöee la d6carbur,ition euporfieiello, h^törog^n^it^B qui conduiaaient & une 
corrosion anormale. Rappelone ce proc4d6 döorit 4 la fin de notre communica- 
tion au iim»  Congr&a de la Föderation Europöenne de la Corrosion (Bruxelles 
juin ^9Ci). 
On applique eur la tSle & examiner un papier flitre tr&a pur de 14x22x0,5 cm 
(type 61ectrophor&se) • 31 la aurfaca eat verticals ou au plafond, on main- 
tient la papier sur la t81e 4 l'aide de petits aimants permanente. Le papier 
eat imbibe d'alcool denature 90/95° (en Franco i alcool 6thylique avec 3,5/5 
da m^thylöna et 1 '* d'alcool laopropylique). L'alcool pur na convient paa. 
Une fuiu imbibe, le pupiar colle blon our In tOle. Ce papier imbibe d'alcool 
eert d'electrolyte at 1'on mesure (ou enregiatre) la difference de potential 
qui existe entre une electrode sonde en Ag/AgCe que 1'on d6place sur le pa- 
pier imbibe et, aoit la masse du metal, aoit une electrode idontique fixe 
appliquöa sur le papier 4 un endroit qu.: peut 8tre connider^ sans calamine t 
par exemple un coin de tSle ou 1'extr6m-.t6 d'un biseau effectue 4 la meule 
(fit;.3). 31 dans ce dernier caa (2 eieutrodes) on ne prend pas cette precau- 
tion, on retombe dans la mSrne difficulte que preoedemment t sur une tSle en- 
t.ierement recouverte da FeO on trouve des d.d.p. entre electrodes auoal fai- 
bles que sur uno t81a entierement mise 4 nu. 
L'electrode mobile est deplacee 4 la vitessa de 3 4 4 era/sec par exemple 
selon deux traces en dents de acle ou en sinusoide, l'un d'axe de symetrle 
parallele au manlpulateur, I'autre perpendiculaire au manipulateur. Do effec- 
tue ainsi un quadrillage. Lea d.d.p. sont lueo ou mieux enregiHtrees I les 
d.d.p. entre lee deux bCloa (maane/eiectrodo, electrode fixe/electrode mobile) 
sont partou.t superieurea 4 60 mV pour une tSle recouverte totaletnent de FeO 
ot loealement^ 60 mV pour une t81e partiellement decarburee. Four lino tSle 
p.arfai toment mise 4 nu, les d.d.p. eont partout<,60 mV. 
La valeur de 60 mV ne reeulte pas de considerations theoriquea mals d'essais 
pratiques sur plusieurs centaines d'eprouvettes et de tSles que 1'on pouvait 
laisser rouiller - oe qui est la methods la plus sOre (mals la plur> longue) 
de la verification de 1'absence de calamine. 
Notons que lea d.d.p. que nous meeurons ne correspondent pas aux d.d.p. dans 
un electrolyte mineral comma l'eau de mer. 
A chaque aerie da releves de ces d.d.p. (topographie eiectrochimlque), on 
renouvelle lea feuilles de papier filtre oar 11 peut se produlre un löger 
depfit d'urgent (noir) du cÖt6 de 1'eiectrode mobile (mals paa de depfit de 
fer ou de sea compoa6o du c6t6 acier). Le papier humide donne lee ro6mes re- 
sultats que s'il est gorge d'alcool. La preaeion sur 1'eieetrode n'inter- 
vient pas. 
Nous avons ohoisi une 6paioseur de papier asaez forte : 5 mm pour absorber 
les irregularlteo mecaniquea nuperficielles provoqueea par le grenaillage. 
Les ecarts da potentiel (<*60 mV) d'une tSle parfaitementdfealamin6e et sans 
decarburation auperficielle correspondent, A notre avis, aux regions plus ou 
moina 6crouies de la surfaoe grenailiee. Notona qu'un papier filtre trap 
mince est arrache par 1'electrode qui se deplace sur le papier moullie. 
Le tableau fig. 5 resume lea poaaibiliteo dea differenta precedes d'atelier 
qui permettent d'apprecler l'etat de surface de la tSle  tant du point de vue 
calamine que decarburation. 
Nous avons fait figurer dana le tableau la valeur abaolue de la d.d.p.,ce 
qui conduit 4 eonfondre la decarburation partielle d'une tSle parfaitement 
calaminee avec un decalamlnage partiel, c'ee*4-dire localement 
jd.d.p^ > 60 mV. Mais la calamine est cathods par rapport 4 1'acier, alors 
qua les zones decarbureea sont anodiques par rapport 4 1'acier de base. Four 
distinguer ces deux cas, 11 sufflt de fairs un trait au crayon de graphite 
sur la tSle. Qunnd 1'eiectrode mobile pasaa aur ce trait, la deviation est 
dana Is m»me ssna quand 11 a'agit da calamine st en sens oppose quand 11 
s'agit de decarburation. Nous ne parlone pas ds 4- et de - oar aur le chant ley 
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6. 
avec lee lunnipulatour« occaslonnele, il paut ae produire dee erraura. 
Ramarquona, ici, qua noua avona aimplamant cito an passant, dans l»e ddfaute 
da aurfaca da I'aclar, laa incluaiona superficiallaa qui aont mlaaa en 4vi- 
denca par lea eoupas ■icroeraphiquaa. C'aat volontairemont, ear l'6tuda da 
C.jj. iiomer (10) montra qua, nur deo aurfaoaa ruguauaas (comma callao dau tfilea 
aablöaa at granaillftaa) a'il aat poaaibla qua lao incluaiona puiaaant ttra A 
1'amplacomant dea debuts da oorroaion, ea na aont paa laa factaure dteiaifa 
at qu'una verification axpArimantala aat pratiquament irapocaibla. 
La tableau fie« 6 rapr^aanta quatra r6ault»ta obtanuo par la maaura dea 
d.U.p. 
La figure 4 donne deux anragiatrementa obtanuo dan« 1'oxampla 1« 
Lo papier aa d^roulait A la  vitaaea da 60 mm/min, l'ölaotrodo mobile fttant 
d6plae*e & la viteuaa da 3-4 cra/oec • 3ur un anrasiatremant da 12 cm, on a 
done en 2 minutee aondä environ 4 mAtrea lin<airaa da la aurfaca. Caoi parmat 
d'apprlcier la rupiditö da lo mdthode qui donna toua lao ranoeißnemenla int6- 
reuaanta, du point da vue corrosion, que 1'on paut obtanir par I'axteutien 
d'una coupe microsraphiqua. 
Laa rösultnta da la fig. 6 montrant qua ai SaZ-f paut auffira dane la eaa 3t 
Sa3 na auf fit paa dann lea can 1 at 4 at qu'il n'y a aucuna correlation antra 
loa images da aablaga at l'ätat rAal da la aurfaca dj 1'acier. 
Notona que las röaultata aont parfaitamant raproduotibles s on paut raeomman- 
cer las mosures ou laa anragiatramanta autant da foia qua I'on Taut 4 condi- 
tion da prendre &  chaiua foia un carton filtra nauf (comma d6jA dit). 
Nous avona dit qua ca prooiAi  a *t6 mis au point 4 1'occaaion da la verifica- 
tion d'une carroaion anormale d'una tSle (na 3 du tableau fig. 6). Catta cor- 
rosion, due & la döcarburation, na aa prösantait qua aur una faoa de la tOla 
at localement, aur catta face, on obtanait 180 mV. La d6c»rburation auparfi- 
cielle en forme de cigare qui int^reaaait 150/u d'4paiaaaur axiatait aur la 
soule tuoa   incrimin4a. Notone qua les essaia avaient 6t6 affactu^s aur 1'aciar 
ayant däjä aubl 5 aablages succesalfs Sa:3. 
Quelle est la marche & nuivro pour verifier le cl6cal'iminaKe d'une t61e ? 
■>i   1'on dftcalamlne au chalumeau ou par sablage raanuel, on peut employer 
1'eaaai d'6vaporatlon au W.3. qui a des chancos de conduire & una evapora- 
tion h4tftro(T$na. II suffit da recommencer Jusqu'A obtention d'une Evaporation 
homofiöne. L'on sera alors en presence d'une tola cartainement totalement ddcei- 
laminöe, mais qui pourra Stre dftcarburfte superficiallement - ce que l'on ne 
aaura qu'en met tant en oeuvre le precede de mesures de topographie Electro- 
cliimique. II est inti^rei-.oant de connattre ce point car pour 4viter la oorro- 
aion des zones dftcarburt5es en immersion complete il faut avoir recours &  uno 
protection cathodique, comma nous l'avons d4Jä dit. 
Dans le caa da grenaillaße automatique, il est plua simple de racourir A  ce 
dernier proo6d6 qui noua donne une phyeionomie exacte de l'fttat de la tfila 
an quelquea minutea. 
31 l'on eat en prösanca de calamine, totale ou partielle, on r6duit la Vites- 
se de passage de la tSle de la ßrenailleuse Jusqu*4 obtention en une seule 
passe d'une surface parfaitement dftcalaralnfte. II auffit done de faire l'essai 
nur les premieres tSlaa juequ'ä ce que l'on obtienna la Vitesse de paasape 
sur la machine la plua rapide donriart le dEcdaiiiinage complet. Naturellement, 
les tOles qui ont servl aux asoais de mise au point aont grenaillöes de nou- 
veau. 
Qu'avons-nous constat4 ? Sur lea nombreux esaals que nous avons effeetufts 
il y a en moyenno 20 f5 de tfiles qui correspondent A Sa3 mala ns nont pas 
compldteraont dftcalaminftee (ex. l) muis souvent avec dee d.d.p. maximales de 
l'ordre de 120 mV. Cependant, l'on peut avec un sablnce 3a2 ■- obtanir un dftca- 
lamlnage total (ex. 3). Le mSme aspect de tSle {3H.2?)   donna des rftsultata 
diffftrento pour une mSme coulfte et une m6me ftpaiaaaur de tSle aelon le trai- 
tement (racuit ou non) ; ax. 2 at 3. 
Nous pennons upportor une contribution intftressante a. ce probleme ccoentiel 
da la vftrification da la preparation de surface.Lea rftsultats d'exploitation 
daa carftnes at dea ouvra^ea immarpfta pourront donner lieu &  des dftboire8,qui 
ne aeront pao 4 attribuer 4 la conception, la fabrication ou 1'application du 
produit(Dials 4 une appreciation incorrecte da la preparation da aurfaca« 
Noua adrasnona noa ramarclementa 4 MM.raralB,d'Hayor.Boudon.Souskft ft Bonfante. 
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Discussion 

Question;  Do you put anything in the denatured alcohol to increase its 
conductivity at all? 

Dechaux: Non, avec I'alcool pur vous n'obtenez rien, vous n'avez pas de 
conductibilittf. J'avais essay^ beaucoup de liquides et j'en suis arrivt 
A I'alcool d^natur^, c'est une chance d'avoir riussi il y a 10 ans et je 
vous fais profiter de cette trouvaille. 

Question: Do you have any test data which show the performance of, let's 
say, a primer is over the three different surfaces and how significant is 
this difference in primer performance? 

Dechaux;  Je vais vous montrer une figure extraite de la revue "Zone 
Development Association" qui indique la formation de rouille autour d'une 
^caille de laminage restant sur I'acier.  C'est pour cela qu'il faut que 
1'acier soit complätement d^barrass^ de calamine, je vous ai £pargn£, 
^tant donn£ que le temps est limits, l'examen des Etudes trhs  interessantes 
qui avaient it€  faites par M. Paul FIELD, montrant que dans l'eau de 
mer la corrosion est ä peu pr%s proportionnelle ä la quantity d'^cailles 
de laminage sur I'acier. 

Question;  Did you use this method automatically or was it automated? 

Dechaux;  Cette method« n'a jamais £t£ automatis^e parce que ce n'est 
pas nicessaire.  Mais on peut trfes bien imaginer un petit moteur, quelque 
chose qui glisse, la t6le qui passe, c'est facile.  On peut trfes bien 
mettre un dispositif pour automatiser et pour avoir une pression plus 
constante ; c'est inutile.  La mlthode a 4t4  appliqu^e dans le midi de 
la France, k  Dunkerque, au Havre, ä c6t^ de Nantes, par des hommes diffbrents 
et par des appareils enregistreurs diffbrents et on a toujours trouv^ 
les mSmes r^sultats.  Depuis 10 ans des milliers d'essais ont 4te  faits. 
Je n'ai pas fait les essais exprfes pour ce Congrfes, j'ai voulu faire 
constater une experience de 10 ans. 

Question;  Do you take one sample of every plate or just samples at 
random? 

Dechaux;  Non, on ne fait pas un prelevement de chaque t6le, on met le 
papier filtre sur la t6le a examiner.  L'int^rfit de la m^thode est de 
mettre le carton sur la tole.  On applique le precede en g^n^ral, les 
töles viennent d'une gaine coulee, e'est-a-dire que les oxydes qui sont 
en proportion diff^rentes sont toujours ä peu pres les mfimes.  Sur la 
premiere tdle qui passe on fait la mesure : on trouve BO, on r^duit la 
vitesse de passage de la tole et on v^rifie que sur la 2eine tole on est 
dans la limite de 60, et on peut faire apr^s cä une verification ä 
chaque chan^ement de coulee, c'est l'avantage du precede.  Une fois 
cue vous avez r4gl£  votre machine pour une coulee dSterminGe  et pour une 
epaisseur d^termin^e, eile est r^gltfe d^finitivement. 
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Protection of Steel Piles in a Natural Seawater Environment - Part I 
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In a joint research effort between the National  Bureau of 
Standards, the U.S.  Army Corps of Engineers, and the U.S.  Naval 
Civil Engineering Laboratory, the corrosion behavior of protected 
carbon and low alloy steel piling in seawater is being investi- 
gated.    Nine-three "H" and pipe pile specimens,  35 feet  long, 
were jetted into the Atlantic Ocean floor off the coast of Dam 
Neck, Virginia.    The results of this study, which will take about 
15 years to complete, will demonstrate which of the systems tested 
are best for protecting steel piles in seawater.    Many types of 
protective methods are  included in the investigation consisting of 
coating systems  (coal-tar epoxy, hot-dip zinc, flamesprayed alumi- 
num and zinc,  zinc-rich paints, epoxies, etc.), cathodic protection 
by zinc and aluminum sacrificial anodes, and combinations of coat- 
ings and cathodic protection.    At one-year intervals, polarization 
measurements and visual observations are made on the piles to de- 
termine the effectiveness of the coating systems and to measure the 
rates of corrosion.    Potentials of cathodically protected piles are 
also measured.    These data will be correlated with physical deter- 
minations made on the piles when they are removed from exposure. 
The first removal of one set of piles  (31  in number]  is scheduled 
for October,  1972, after exposure for approximately 5 years. 

Key Words:    Cathodic protection; coating index;  corrosion 
rates; marine environment; polarization techniques; pro- 
tective coatings;  steel piling. 

1.    Introduction 

Steel piling, in the form of pipe and tubing has been used since the latter part of the 
19th Century and steel H-piling for buildings, bridges, and other foundations came into use 
during the early IMO's.    While much of the tonnage comprises land installations, a very im- 
portant proportion is in shoreline environments.    A considerable amount of money has been 

'Deceased 

^Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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spent to maintain the integrity of coastal structures while allowing for corrosion. Design 
engineers have in the past and still have a dire need for more accurate information on the 
rates of corrosion of steel piling in the wide variety of marine environments encountered. 
More long-term information is also needed on methods of protecting steel piling from cor- 
rosion. 

Previous reports on the corrosion of steel piling in seawater include those by Ayers 
and Stopes,^ Brouillette and Hanna,(2) Ryaner,*3) and Ross.W The literature has been 
recently reviewed by Watkins.C5) Reports on the use of protective coatings for steel piles 
include those by Alumbaugh, (6.7) Alumbaugh and Brouillette, (8,9,10) an(] Alumbaugh and 
Curry.f1^ A collection of papers by Schwerdtfeger and Romanoff on the Corrosion of steel 
pilings in soils has recently been published.(I2.13) 

In view of their common interests and need for better corrosion data and means for pro- 
tecting steel piling in the marine environment, a joint cooperative field test project in- 
volving the National Bureau of Standards (NBS), the U.S. Army Coastal Engineering Research 
Center (CERC), and the U.S. Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory (NOEL) was established in 
1967. Electrochemical measurements for determining potentials, corrosion rates, and coat- 
ing deterioration indices are carried out by NBS with assistance of CERC, test site environ- 
mental studies by CERC, and visual coating evaluation by NBS, CERC, and NCEL. Annual in- 
spections involving these studies have been carried out since the piles were installed in 
June, 1967, and will be carried out foi 10 more years. A preliminary report on this project 
appeared in W7l,C*') The objective of this paper is to describe the results, primarily 
electrochemical, obtained for the past 5 years. The complete results of the 5th year await 
final observations of a set of pulled piles. They will be reported when the observations 
and measurements on the removed piles have been completed. 

2.  Experimental 

a. Scope 

The field test consisted of observing and analyzing the condition of steel H-piles and 
cylindrical piles installed at a shallow-water site exposed to ocean waves.  Some piles 
were installed without protection, others with cathodic protection, othetswith protective 
coatings, and still others with both protective coatings and cathodic protection. The 
piles were installed in sets of three; one pile from each set will be pulled every 5 years 
(IS-year test duration).  Inspections are made annually while a more detailed examination 
is made of the piles removed at the 5-year intervals. 

b. Test site 

The pile test site Is located in the Atlantic Ocean off-shore from Dam Neck, Virginia 
(Figure 1). The shore fronting the site is a relatively long straight beach. The distance 
from the mean low water shoreline to the center of the site is approximately 125 feet 
(37.3 in), but varies according to the seasonal accretion and erosion of the shore. The 
water depth prior to the installation of the piles was approximately 4 feet (1.2 m). The 
tide ranges of the test site should be nearly equal to those at Virginia Beach, which has 
a mean tide range of 3.4 feet (1.0 m) and a spring tide range of 4.1 feet (1.2 m). There 
are many factors involved in the selection of a suitable site for a marine pile corrosion 
test. Some of the factors which influenced the use of the Dam Neck site are:  (a) It can 
provide all of the primary marine corrosion zones, i.e., buried, sand, abraded, submerged, 
tidal (very little data is available on corrosion of steel exposed to ocean surf), splash 
and atmospheric zones; (b) The location is about midway along the United States Atlantic 
coast and the mean water temperature is approximately midway of the maximum and minimum 
■wan seawater temperatures which have been recorded near the United States Atlantic coast; 
(c) Sheltered water for floating equipment used for installation and extraction of piles 
is reasonably near in the event of storm warnings; (d) The long-term water depth should be 
relatively stable; (e) The test piles should be relatively free from vandalism or abuse by 
the general public. 

Water salinity and temperature data from the nearby U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 
station at Virginia BeachC-S) show a mean salinity of 26.8 parts per thousand and a mean 
water temperature of 57,9aF (14.4C). The salinity has ranged from 18.2 to 37.5 parts per 
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thousand, and the temperature has varied from 33.8°F (l.OC) to R2.4aF (28.OC) over the 7 
years of record. 

Bottom elevation surveys made during annual i ispections with transit and rod with the 
assistance of scuba divers have shown the bottom elevation to vary from -2.S feet (0.76 m) 
to -7.0 feet (2.3 m) referenced to mean low water. Since these differences in bottom ele- 
vation have been noted at annual Inspections, it is likely that the range of bottom eleva- 
tions would be greater with more frequent measuremencs. Bottom elevation changes are con- 
sidered to be due to seasonal bottom profile changes, i.e., "northeaster" storm waves tend 
to erode the bottom during the winter, and long period swells accrete the bottom during the 
summer. The bottom profiles are shown in Figure 2. 

The piles are subjected to the impacts of breaking waves and splashing water a majority 
of the time. Occasionally storms may occur which produce wave crests to the top of the 
piles. Such occurrences, however, are infrequent. The occasional existence of waves at the 
top of the piles negates the existence of a purely atmospheric zone on the piles. 

Borings made near the low wat;r line fronting the site indicate that bottom material at 
the site consists primarily of fine sand. Relatively thin strata of blue-gray clay and silt, 
less than 3 feet (0.9 m] in thickness, exist near the surface.  The median diameter of sand 
particles on the bottom as sampled in September, 1967, was 0.15 mm.  The sand is easily 
carried into suspension by the surf and should have a tendency to abrade the pile surfaces. 

c. Test piles 

The piles were enplaced  in three rows parallel to the shoreline giving 31 systems of 
three piles each  (Figure 3).  Of these 31  systems, five were bare carbon or low alloy steel 
having no protection, three were bare carbon or  low alloy steel with cathodic protection 
[either zinc   (military spec A-18001G)  or aluminum-zinc-mercury alloy   (99.9% purity Al* 
0.045% Hg ♦ 0.45% Zn]  sacrificial  anodes], and 23 were coated with protective coatings,  two 
of which were also cathodically protected  (zinc  sacrificial anodes).     The "H" piles were 
primarily of mild carbon steel   (ASTM A36+66T),  8 inches by 8 inches   (20.3 cm by 20.3 cm)  by 
35 feet  (10.7 m) in length, and weighing 48 pounds  (21.6 kg) per linear foot   (71.6 kg/linear 
m).    The pipe piles of carbon steel   (ASTM A252)  were 8 in  (20.3 cm)  diameter,  schedule 80 
pipe,  35 feet   (10.7 m)  in length with a cone shaped tip welded to the '.-ottom end to facili- 
tate  installation.    Stainless steel  rods   (Type  316 ELC) were welded between the  inside 
flanges on one side of the "H" piles  so that one would be 2 feet   (0.6 m)  above and one 
about  2 feet   (0.6 m) below mean high water, as contact points for electrical measurements. 
These may be seen in Figure 6.     Stainless  steel   (Type 316 ULC)  rods were butt welded to the 
surface of the pipe piles at about  the same elevation as those on the "H" piles. 

d. Protective systems 

Some of the protective coating systems included in this series were selected on the 
basis of screening tests conducted by NCEL, where the coatings had been evaluated on 10 foot 
(3.0 m)  test panels.    A number of other coating systems that appeared to have merit  for this 
type of application were selected and included  in the investigation.     The systems  included 
metallic coatings, nonmetallic coatings,  and zinc-rich coatings with topcoat.    The metallic 
coatings included hot-dipped zinc   (galvanized,  4 to 5 oz/ft2),  flamesprayed zinc with poly- 
vinylidene chloride and vinyl topcoats,  and flamesprayed aluminum with and without vinyl 
topcoat.    The nonmetallic coatings  included coal-tar epoxy, aluminum pigmented coal-tar 
epoxy, phenolic mastic, polyvinylidene chloride and glass-flake-filled polyester.    The zinc- 
rich primers were of two types, organic and zinc inorganic silicate.     Top coatings  for the 
zinc inorganic primers included polyamide cured coal-tar epoxy, polyamide cured epoxy, vinyl 
mastic,  and high-build vinyl.    The top coating for the organic rich primer was a polyamide 
cured coal-tar epoxy.    Prior to application    of the coatings,  the piles were sandblasted to 
near white metal  in accordance with the Steel  Structure Painting Council  Specification 
SSPC-SP-10-63T. With the exception of the hot-dip galvanized,  the  flamesprayed metallic, 
and the glass-flake-filled polyester, the coatings were applied by airless paint  spray with 
brush touchup.    The glass flake coating required rolling to orient  the glass  flakes after 
the air-spray application.    Flamesprayed coatings were applied by the use of a wire-type 
metalizing gun.    A description of the coating systems, the number of coats and coating 
thicknesses are presented in Table 4 appendix. 
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The sets of piles are  identified by a number, and the piles within a set  by a letter 
(A,  B, or C).    The A piles   (facing the shore) were completely coated except for six 1-inch 
(2.5 cm)  by 6-inch  (IS.2 cm)  bare "windows" located at pertinent  intervals on the outer 
face of one flange, and the exterior face of the pipe piles.    The windows were facing the 
ocean in all cases.    The purpose of the "window;." is to determine the capability of the 
various coatings to resist undercutting by rust at various areas of exposure  (partial 
atmospheric zone, splash zone, tidal zone, water zone, and sand zone).    The B piles  (center) 
were completely coated for their full  length and the C piles   Cacing the ocean) were coated 
on the top 23 feet  (6.5m)  with the bottom 12 feet   (3.6 m)  uncoated   (liguro 4).     If the 
corrosion on the area below the mudline is slight, savings can be realized by not coating 
the buried portion of piles  in  future structures. 

The sacrificial anodes employed in some sets were of zinc and aluminum.    The zinc 
anodes, 4x4x36 inches  (10.2x10.2x91.4 cm) each weighed 150 lbs   (68.2 kg)  and the aluminum 
anodes, 2  inches  (5.1 cm)   longer weighed 60 lbs  (27.2 kg)  eacn.     Two anodes were installed 
on each pile  (Figure 5). 

e. Installation of piles 

Prior to installation,  the piles were positioned on the beach.    A rubber-tired crane 
carried them onto a 3-sec,tion floating causeway.    A Tawler crane with a  single-pipe jetting 
rig then installed the piles off the side of the causeway.    The floating causeway was 
usually repositioned after 3  sets of piles were installed.    The piles were jetted through 
about 19 feet   (5.8 m) of bottom material.    The anodes of the middle pile   (pile  B)  of each 
of the 5 cathodically protected series were attached at a lower level  on the piles so that 
they were buried in the bottom sand.     This was done to check the effectiveness of the buried 
anodes vs the anodes in the  seawater attached to the A and C piles.    The rows of piles were 
spaced TO" feet  (3.0 m) apart with a spacing of 5 feet  (1.5 m)  between the   sets   of coated 
piles and 10 feet  (3.0 m)  between the   sets   of the cathodically protected piles.    The piles 
after installation are shown  in Figures b and 7. 

f. Visual  inspection above water 

Visual observations  include an estimate of the percent of intact coating and whether 
coatings are blistering, undercutting,  checking, cracking, or peeling in accordance with 
ASTM Standard Methods for Evaluating Paint Coatings, when possible.     Because of the heavy 
fouling attachment in the tidal and immersed  zones of the piles,  the visual observations 
and ratings are of necessity restricted to the upper tidal  spla h  zones.    These data are 
to be correlated with physical determinations and visual observations to be made on the 
first set of piles  (31 in number)  that  are scheduled to be removed  in the fall  of 1972 
after approximately 5 years exposure. 

Photographs are taken of each pile set during the annual   inspections using an under- 
water camera.    Aluminum ladders with pro'.ective padding were constructed to facilitate 
close-up Inspection and photography and eic -crieal connections. 

g. Electrochemical measurements 

Electrical connections to the piles were  made using two 3-wire electrical cables 
supported by a wire rope connected to the top of a pile on one end and the top of a beach- 
based truck on the other end.  Electrical contact to the stainless steel rods on the piles 
was made by a vise-clamp connected to the cable wire. The vise clamps were coated with 
sllicone rubber. 

Potential measurements of the cathodically protected piles were made with a potenti- 
ometer using both a Ag-AgCl half-cell and a Cu-CuS04 half-cell. The Cu-CuSOj half-cell 
was positioned in the damp sand on the beach and covered to prevent light and heat effects. 
The Cu-CuS04 half-cell was the most convenient to use. The Ag-AgCl half-cell, submerged in 
the water, served as a check electrode. 

The circuit used for obtaining the polarization curves is similar to that reported by 
Schwerdtfeger(l2) except the Holler bridge circuit was omitted as the electrolytic IR drop 
was negligible. One or two 12-volt storage batteries supplied the polarizing current. A 
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bare pile was used as the auxiliary electrode in determining the coating indices. For cor- 
rosion rate measurements simultaneous measurements were often made on two piles, one being 
the cathode and the other the anode, the order then being reversed. Two wires in each cable 
were used to supply the current and the third wire for measuring potential, thus eliminating 
any IR drop as a result of the polarizing current in the wire. 

Coating indices on piles A and B with nonmetallic coating were obtained by measuring 
the current required to polarize the pile to -0.8S V after a 5-minute interval using the C 
pile as an auxiliary electrode. The ratio AV/AI was designated as the coating index and 
used as a measure of the coating effectiveness. This ratio is used as a measure of the 
coating resistance relative to uncoated steel and is similar to the method described by 
Parker.I1 ' Piles with metallic coatings were generally polarized to cathodic (active) 
overpotentials of 150 mV (approximately equal to overpotentials on pile with nonmetallic 
coatings). For these measurements on the A and B piles of each series, pile C again served 
as the auxiliary electrode. 

Corrosion rate measurements on all the coated piles as well as the piles whose corrosion 
was determined using the "polarizatio 

thod based on the stem -Geary equation: 
rate was determined using the "polarization break" were made using the linear polarization 
mAtVmrl    KaaA.1    ftn    *KA     C*AVM    _f!«ai«v    arxtxat i tin • V        ' 

a    c AE 1 
AT' m— corr 

in this equation AE is the overvoltage of the corroding electrode produced by a polarizing 
current Al;  Ba and Bc are the slopes of the anodic and catliodic polarization curves, respec- 
tively, in the Tafel region, and Icorr *■' t>te corrosion current.    The constants B and Bewere 

both assumed to be equal to 0.1 in this equation.    According to   Stem   and Weiser?i^ the 
error when this assumption is made can be about 20%.    This assumption results in the follow- 
ing equation: 

21.7AI(iiiA) 
corr(»A) AE(mV) 

The "polarization break" method was used to determine the corrosion rate on many of the 
uncoated as well as some of the coated piles.    This technique originally proposed by 
Schwerdtfeger and McDorman"9)  is based on the observation that anodic and cathodic polari- 
zation curves consist of straight line segments having different slopes.    The current at 
which the "change" in slope  (break)  occurs is designated !_ for the cathodic and Iq for 
the anodic curve.    The corrosion current Ic can be calculated from the following relation- 
ship, which was derived by Pearson(2J and confirmed by Holler(21): 

C      tt 

The crchodic and anodic polarization curves were obtained galvanostatically using 
either one- or two-minute intervals between each increase in the current increment.    The 
equal current increments used were based on the corrosion current obtained by the linear 
polarization method  (viz. the applied current necessary to change the potential from 2 to 
10 mV).    The data were plotted on linear coordinate paper simultaneously with the acquisi- 
tion of current-potential values to insure that the "break" was obtained.    Polarization 
curves were usually run simultaneously on the "cathodic" pile and the "anodic" pile. 

a.    Visual observations 

Due to the heavy fouling in the tidal and immersed zones of the piles, the visual ob- 
servations and ratings were of necessity restricted to the upper tidal and splash zones. 
A full visual coating evaluation of the piles including these zones will be made and 
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current value at the "break" in this curve has been determined to,be approximately the 
cathodic protection current supplied by the sacrificial anode. " ' 

3. Results 



published after one row of the piling    has been removed for the S-year inspection. 

b.    Electrochemical measurements 

Potential and galvanic currents on the cathodically protected piles are presented in 
Table 1.    Although the potentials of the steel piles vs a Ag-AgCl half-cell and a Cu-CuS04 
half-cell were both measured, only the potentials vs tKe Cu-CuS04 half-cell are indicated. 
In general the potentials of the piles having anodes in the sand were  less negative  (more 
noble] than those of the piles having their anodes in the water.    Over the years the po- 
tentials of piles with anodes in the sand had a tendency to rise to more protective values. 
The galvanic current densities from the anodes buried in the sand were generally lower than 
the current densities from the anodes in the seawater. 

The coating indices and the corrosion currents of the coated piles are presented in 
Table 2.    As would be expected, the piles having lower corrosion currents have higher 
coating indices.    The indices after 5 years range from about 0.05 for the uncoated piles 
to 1.38 for the coal-tar epoxy coated pipe pile.    The polyvinylidene chloride over flame- 
sprayed zinc,  the phenolic mastic and a coal-tar epoxy over a zinc  inorganic silicate coat- 
ing have relatively high coating indices while the lowest index is found for the poly- 
vinylidene chloride coating over bare steel. 

An indication of the general deterioration of all the coatings over the years is shown 
In Figure 8.     All of the coating indices including those of the controls  (uncoated bare 
piles) are plotted for each year.    The average   (arithmetical mean)  of the indices  for the 
coated piles is indicated by a horizontal dash connected by the curve.    A coating effect- 
iveness scale is also indicated.    Zero on the scale is based on the average coating index 
for the bare piles.    One hundred on the scale is based on the best coating index obtained, 
that for pile 78 in 1967  (Table 2).    The value    of coating effectiveness between 0 and 100 
is based on the relation between the corrosion currents and the coating indices for the 
bare and coated piles A and B.    The coating effectiveness is based on the best curve  (not 
indicated)  of the relationship.    Thus a coating effectiveness of 80% means that the cor- 
rosion current measured for the coated pile represents only 20% of the possible corrosion 
current for the bare piles (average), that is, 60 mA out of a possible 300 mA. 

The corrosion rates of the steel piles calculated from the "polarization break" 
method are shown in Table 3.    With the exception of the galvanized steel piles, the cor- 
rosion rates of the steel piles remained fairly constant during the years of measurement. 
Corrosion rates on the galvanized piles continue to decrease from year to year, being 
about 1/20 the initial rate after 4 years.    As might be expected, the corrosion rates for 
the piles coated^ except for the bottom 12 feet, are lower than for the bare piles.    The 
corrosion rate in the water zone was calculated when the length of the piling exposed to 
sand and tidal water was 28 feet  (8.5 m), 21 feet   (6.4 m) of the piling being buried in 
the sand  (7 feet or 1/4 of the piling being exposed to the water).    Thus in the following 
relationship: 

1.4+1.4+1.4*x 
 3 or x 7.8 mils per year (0.2 nun per year). 

x is the corrosion rate in the water zone, 3.0 mpy  (0.08 mm per year)   is the corrosion rate 
in sand ♦ water  (see pile #1) and 1.4 mpy  (0.035 mm per year)  is the corrosion rate in the 
sand only  (based on early exposure)   (see piles  17C and 27C).    According to Hunter and 
Horton" ) 5 mpy  (0.12 mm per year)  is the worldwide average corrosion rate in seawater. 

4.    Discussion 

From the results of the electrochemical measurements which have been obtained so far 
on the coated piles, it appears as if some coating systems are performing much better.than 
others.    The value of the polarization tests enables early and objective data to be ob- 
tained on the coat. ig systems before the piles are removed.    Although this test evaluates 
the coating systems  in the water and sand, visual observation, made  so far on the coatings 
above the water, appeared to agree quite well with the electrochemical results.    A full 

correlation can only be made when the piles are removed and examined quite carefully.    As 
the area below and in the splash zones is heavily encrusted with fouling, some of the coat- 
ing may be removed when the fouling  is scrapped off.    However, the protective nature of the 
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coating can still be determined. 

Of interest is the observation that whereas the overall corrosion on most of the 
coated piles tends to increase, the corrosion rate of the galvanized piles tends to de- 
crease during 4 years. Corrosion rates measured the 5th year indicate that this tendency 
has ceased, the rate once again approaching that of uncoated steel. This observation has 
also been reported for galvanized pipes in an underground environment(-''J and is believed 
to be due to the increased corrosion resistance of a zinc-iron alloy, lasting underground 
13 years or perhaps longer. 

The galvanic current data on the cathodically protected piles thus far obtained appear 
to indicate that the most efficient location of the anodes may be in the sand rather than 
in the water. 

Electrochemical measurements coupled with visual observations thus may afford an in- 
valuable means of evaluating protection systems on pilings long before they are removed 
for final inspection. As the protection systems are subjected to a natural environment the 
value of such observations is of considerable significance.  The environment in this test 
represents a temperate-water site. Eventually a warm-water site and a cold-water site will 
be used for testing the protective systems.  CERC already is evaluating protective systems 
in a warm-water site using the technique described in this paper. 
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T»bl« I  - Potentials and Galvanic Current! en Cathodically Protected Steel Pile« 
Over a Period of  5 Teert of Exposure  (Offshore)  In The Atlantic Ocean 
at Daai Neck, Virginia. 

Galvanic Current  Density. 
■A/ft'-lesed on    ,. 

•reek in the Cethodic^' 
Poiariiatlon Curve Mle P.1,1/ 

Deecrlptlc Syitan 

Potential of Pile, V-Kef-Cu-CuSO^ 

Positioned Penote - On The leach 

Interned- 
iate Tide 

19(8 
Low 
Tide 

I9tj 
High 
Tide 

1970 
High 
Tide 

1971 
High 
Tide 

197J 
High 
Tide 

Tide 
M.  High: I. low!   i.   tntemiediate 

9*9    I   1970    I    1971     I 1972 

2A 
li 
JC 

3* 
}• 
3C 

5* 
SI 
5C 

ilA 
III 
IIC 

IW 
Idl 
!« 

lare Steel 

•are Steal 

i'Coated Steel 

Galv.  Steal 
Hot-Oipped 
3oi Coat 

Low Alloy 
Steel 

Zn,  In water 
Zn,  In sand 
Zn,  In Meter 

Al,  In Mater 
Al,  In sand 
Al,  In water 

Zn,  In Mater 
In,  In sand 
Zn,  In Mater 

Zn,  In water 
Zn,   In tand 
Zn,  In Mater 

Zn,  In water 
Zn,   in tand 
Zn,  In water 

-UOh 
0.700 
1.05 

l.M 
0.710 
l.M 

1.10 
1.09 
1.09 

I.OS 
1.05 
1.0« 

1.07 
0.860 
1.05 

1.03 
0.725 
l.ns 

i.03 
0.730 
l.M 

1.07 
1.07 
1.08 

i.06 
0.990 
1.06 

1.05 
0.925 
1.05 

•1.08 
0.910 
1.05 

1.01. 
0.920 
1.0« 

1.12 
1.10 
1.11 

1.08 
1.01 
1.08 

1.07 
1.00 
1.07 

■1.07 
0.832 
1.0« 

1.0« 
0.823 
1.03 

1.09 
i.08 
1.09 

1.08 
0.9/7 
1.07 

1.07 
0.919 
1.07 

-1.08 
0.979 
1.07 

1.05 
0.9*3 
1.05 

1.05 
1.03 
I.Oll 

1.02 
0.980 
1.02 

1.01 
0.9«) 
1.01 

LO« 
0.93 
1.06 

1.03 
0.87 
LO« 

1.07 
1.09 
1.00 

1.03 
0.98 

06 

6.«(I) 
6.9(H) 

8.1(1) 

1.9(1) 
*.9(L) 

5.7(1) 

7(1) 
1(L) 

1.03 
1.00 

I.«* 1.1(1) 

3.3(0 

IXH) 
«.2(H) 

5.6(1) 

5.9(H) 
3.5(1) 

5.7(1) 
3.9(1.) 
5.6(1) 

«.0(L) 
6.6(H) 

l.«(H) 

«.«(H) 

6.7(1.) 

7.1(1) 

«(I) 
0(1) 

«.0(1) 

7.8(0 
8.3(0 
5.«{0 

3.5(0 
2.7(0 
5.3(0 

6.3(1) 
1.8(1) 
6.1(1) 

«.7(0 
«.0(O 
5.6(0 

-All pilat, except system 2«, era mild carbon steel, ell are H-plies, 8in.x8ln.»«8 lbs/ft.-35ft. long.  In all 
cases, the tand line wet fro« 1) tu 21 ft. measured from the bottom of the pile, in general the row of C piles 
having the «ore tand. The length of a pile exposed to sand and water varied between 2« ft. and 28 ft., depend- 
ing on the normal tide. 

— Zinc anodes are «in.K«in.x36in. witlghing 150 lbs. Aluminum anodes are «in.x«ln.x38in. weighing 60 lbs. Each 
pile It protected by two anodes permanently mounted on opposite flanges at the tame elevation. On the A and C 
pi let, the anodes are mounted In the water (one between the tand line and the mean low water line. On the I 
piles, the anodes are mounted In the sand zone, the tups of the anodes being about 6 ft. below the tand Una. 

i Pllet are coated with coal tar «poxy. Pile A hat 5 windows (bare area, Iin.x6in.). Pile I wat completely 
coated, and pile C wat completely coated except for the lower 12 ft. In the mud tone. 

-Initial mtasurementt - Hade In 19(7, « mnnthi after Inttallatlon. 

"Galvanic currant includes the local action currant on the anodes which on the bare piling systems might 
account for about 10 percent. 
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Tiblt   } -  Cirrnsion ILUv* am %*v*\   NIlM IN. •   .1 PvriiMJ -it    5 Vi .ir*.  i,f   Eiposurc   (nifshur.-)   in   iNc   AH..ntic Ucean Jt 
SAH  Nitl,,   Virginia   -   BLi.iJ   on   Viurtf  folff l/Jl ion  NtmHTlNIMIIta 

MM Ot»cr iption 

Avf.  Corrosion Current  DMhftV 
1/                                  «A/ft2 

Corrosion  »Jtf-Avq,   P«;oi-l rit ion 
1/                                       «,., 

Tide 7 id, 
H.   hiuh;   L.   IOM:   1.   )ntL.|wrfijls 

.»»7^ <H» \1b<t H70 1971 1977 IMfV lot» 1*9 1970 1971 I972| 

1 bra  IOM cjrbon st«cl 
H pits •  in.al  In. 

i.Sil) M U) l>.»  (1) i.1  I«) 5.7 (1) S.9H 3.0(0 2.2  (I) 2.*   (1) 3.0 M 2.9   (ll >.0H 

*c UM carbon tlMl 
coated with coal   tar 
•pOKf «MCpt  for 
bottoo 12  ft.  H pila 

3.0  (I) 3.3  (L) 3.) (1) 3.3  (1) S.OH 1.1  (ll 1.7 (l) 2.0  (I) 1.7 (1) t.SH 

17c LOM carbon «tool 
coatad with phono1Ic 
■attic axcopt  for 
bottoo 12 ft.  H pi)« 

M   (H) k.tH I.J   (H) t.3H 

10 ftoWaniiad  low carbon 
'.tool  H pllo.     Nol- 
dlppad coating 

Mltlf 0.1.8(1) 0.39(1) 0.31(0 0.2ML) 3.01 1.3(1) 0.21.(1) 0.20(1) O.I4(L) 0.12a) I.SL 

13 Uf Low Alloy 
Stool H Pit« 

t.td) 7.«  (1) 5.0  (l) *.5  (») k.«   (1) S.SI 1.3(1) 3.»  (I) I.I H.) 2.3  (H) 2.3 (1) Ml 

M ■ara low carbon 
itool  S  In.  pip« pll« 

- 1.0  (1) S.I   lil M «) •.«   II) S.5I - 2.5   (1) 2.1   (L) 3.0  (1) 4.3 H.I l.»l 

ITC Low carbon stool 
i  In.  plpo pilo coatod 
with coal   tor «po»v 
oxcopt for bot to« 
11 ft. 

1.7  (il 1.7 (L) 1.0  (ll 7.*   (M) 5.11 1.»   (L) 

  

1.«   (1) ■..0 (I) 3.7 (H) 1.61 

• latod on avorag« of corrosion curront  densities calculated from brook»   in  the  rectangular and seof-logaritholc 
plot« of cathodlc and anodic polariiMtion curv««.    Not«:     To convert «A/ft2  to uA/dw*   (appn pro«). Multiply by 

— IpMd on corrosion curront  densities   shown   in   this   table  and Faraday's   law,   assueiinq   that   the electrochemical 
•qulvalent   K o 2.8938x10'^  |/€,     Not«:   To convert apy   (nils por  year or   thousanos of an   inch per  y«ar}   to ^npy 
(■Icrooators  por   year)   «pros,  miltlply  by  2S.     Corrosion  rat«,  «ov   ■ O.Sx Corrosion curront   density   (ruA/ft'), 
•pproH. 

■■Initial ooasyroMonts - Nado  In  1967.  * months after  installMlon. 

-^All   pllas,   except   2],  »re olid carbon  steel.     All   It-piles ar« 8   in.   M 8   In.   x 48   Ibs./^t.     The piles ar«  35   ft. 
long.and the sang  I In« was  from  19  to 21   ft.  measured from the bottom of  th« pile.     Tho   lonoth   >f  piling exposed 
to und and  tidal  water varied between 2k and  28 ft.,   th«  re(naind«r  b«ing exposed  to atmosphere and spray.     Thus, 
of  tho  length of  piling exposed  to sand and  tidal water,  approxinotoly  7$ percon:   Is exposed  to sand. 

N0TI:     Th« calculations of  corrosion current  density end corrosion   rat«  ar« based on   the  jrea uf bar«  steel  originally 
exposed to sand, water, or ooih.     Thus,  for  the coated piles.  *tC.   I7C, and 27C, wnore   the bottom 12  feet w«rc 
uncoatod    tho early calculit ians  can be attributed  to corrosion   In sand only.     *■*  increase  in  the corrosion 
rates of'tho coated piles with   '.ine  Is probably due primarily  to a deterioration o*   the coating. 
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Figure 1. Location map of piling test site, Dam Neck, Virginia. 
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Figure 2, Bottom profiles, piling test site. Dam Neck, Virginia. 
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Figure 3.     Piling installation plan. 
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Figure 4.    Diagram of pile-coatings.    MHW (mean high water). MLW (mean low water). 
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Figure 5. Close-up view of anodes Installed on piles. 

Figure 6. Close-up view of piles. 
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Figur« 7.    Distant view of pilings, showing electrical cable 
used to aake electrocheaical aeasureaents. 
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Figure 8. Graph showing decrease in coating effectiveness and coating indices. 
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Summarized Discussion 

In reply to a question concerning the galvanized piling, it was stated 
that the galvanizing (H-Soz) was still providing protection after 4 years 
but was showing signs of deterioration after the 5th year. 

It was commented that the corrosion current on a coated pile was about 
the same as for uncoated piles.  In reply to this comment, it was stated 
that this pile was a polyamide cured coal tar epoxy pile which was not 
coated on the bottom (bottom 12 feet).  (On re-examination of the original 
data, it was found that the high value reported (6.5 mA/ft1) was in error 
and that the proper value should be U.6 mA/ft* as indicated in Table 1 for 
pile SA). 

It was commented that at the location of the piling where there was 
a lot of sand erosion, the results obtained would be less indicative of 
corrosion than of erosion and therefore have restricted application. 
(Author's comment:  This site was chosen principally for its erosive effect 
by the American Iron and Steel Institute, the National Bureau of Standards 
and the Army Corps of Engineers, since many offshore installations by the 
Army Corps of Engineers are in such environments.  Further tests of the 
systems in quiescent waters are now in progress or being planned.) 

A comment was made that in a study of current requirements of 
cathodically protected piles without coating in quiet water, great 
difficulty was experienced in measuring current consumption.  With varia- 
tions in water level of a few inches, very different measurements of 
current consumption were obtained.  On the coated piles, coating deteri- 
oration was noted primarily at the water-air interface. 

In reply to a question as to whether the area of the pile down in 
the mud was considered in calculating the corrosion rates by the I 
polarization method, the authors stated that it was. 

A comment was made that the average corrosion rates would not reflect 
the possible differences in the performance of the low alloy piling and 
the ordinary carbon steel piling in the splash zone where the low alloy 
steel piling shows an advantage.  The author's reply was that in the 
beginning, the low alloy steel seemed to corrode at a lower rate than the 
carbon steel. Also the current requirements for cathodic protection of 
the low alloy steel were lower than for the carbon steel.  As time pro- 
gressed, however, these differences were not too obvious. 

It was commented that it would be of interest to measure the potential 
profile from the sand line up to the high tide line and compare these 
readings with the measured corrosion observed when the piles are pulled. 
Also, it would be of interest to compare these data with the data obtained 
in quiet waters. 
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STEELMATE - An Underwater Protective Coating for 
 Steel and Wood  

P.C. Trussell & T.P. Clark 

B.C. RESEARCH 
3650 Wesbrook Crescent 
Vancouver 8, Canada. 

Protection of Steel and Wood In Humid and Submerged Environments 

The advent of this research Institute Into the field of protecting materials In the 
marine environment was an outgrowth of applied work on the protection of wood against 
wood borers. Research Initiated in 1949 lead to systems of protecting saw-logs trans- 
ported and stored In sea water (1), pontoons of floating wood and dry docks, floating 
dolphins and a variety of wooden marine Installations. Later a non-destructive sonic 
method for determining the soundness of marine piling was developed.  By the mid 1950's, 
however, no satisfactory technique had been developed for the protection of standing 
wooden piles. 

In 1957 this Institute undertook two approaches in an attempt to develop a method 
for protecting standing piling:  the mechanized wrapping of piling from the mud line to 
beyond the high-tide level using heavy-duty, plastic tape; and the development of a 
mastic-type coating applicable to piling both below and above water.  Within a year the 
first approach was abandoned because of difficulties forseen with obstructions In the 
wrapping of piles, such as the close proximity of brsce piles to standing piles in pier 
bents. The mastic coating first showed very promising results but on subsequent field 
testing failed because of inadequate adhesion to wooden piles. This coating was eventua- 
lly abandoned. 

A re-evaluatlon of the problem lead to pi icing a priority on a protective coating 
for steel over one for wood in the marine environment. Two reasons for this decision 
were the increasing use of steel over wood in the sea and greater technical feasibility. 
Steel, after proper cleaning, provides a much more conslstsnt snd receptive substrate 
for coating than does submerged wood.  Subsequent work has lead to the development of a 
protective coating for steel (2), referred to as STEELMATE, a modification of which Is 
applicable to wet or submerged wood.  Most of the work that has been done and which 
will be referred to In this paper, relates to two formulations which have been used for 
protecting steel. 

Requirements for an Underwater Coating; 

The underwater or intertidal environment presents a completely new set of conditions 
with different demands for the application and life of a coating compared with those in 
air, and particularly those on dry surfaces. The coating first must adhere to wet sur- 
faces, and this Is achieved in part by displacement of most of the water during applica- 
tion by brush or roller, and then of absorption and reaction with the remaining film of 
water lying between the applied coat and its substrate. TVe coating must be compatible 

Flgulres in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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with the salts in sea water as well as perform In the presence of fresh water. Desirably 
the coating should be a high-build one that will provide a reasonably thick single coat 
for the sake of economy, since underwater painting is costly compared to that in air. For 
the same reason, the coating should preferably be self-sufficient, and require no under- 
coating or topcoatlng. 

To meet application requirements, the coating must grip the substrate readily and 
set fairly quickly so as to resist disassociatlon from the substrate by wave action. The 
coating oust also be amenable to application over a fairly wide temperature range, and 
particularly at lower temperatures since bodies of water on average are much cooler than 
the atmosphere when coatings are applied.  The coating must protect the steel against 
corrosion, accordingly its water and oxygen permabillty must be low. Since it exists in 
an aqueous environment it must withstand freeze-thaw action. 

A number of other attributes must be built into the coating If it ia to meet practi- 
cal marine applications.  For example, sand-blasted steel readily forms a thin oxide 
coating which often becomes visible in IS or 20 minutes. The coating must be able to 
penetrate the newly formed oxide film and grip the steel underneath.  If the coating Is 
to be applied to ship bottoms, it must have a reslstence to cold flow.  One of the re- 
quirements which has presented considerable difficulties has been overcoming attack and 
damage by barnacles (3).  Impurities in the water, or on the surface of waters can inter- 
fere with the application and curing of coatings.  For example, surface oil pollution in 
industrial harbours will readily contaminate the surface of sand-blasted steel, at or 
near the intertidal zone, thereby Interfering with adhesion of the coating to the steel. 

From the requirements set forth above it can be seen that the demands on an under- 
water coating are rigorous. This can be appreciated more when it is realized that the 
cost of preparation and application of a coating underwater is «ubstantially higher than 
that foe one in air, and consequently the protective life of the coating underwater is 
desired to be moderately long. 

Properties of the Coating: 

STEELMATE has a polyester base in combination with other resins and additives.  It 
is prepared in three parts - the vehicle, powder (pigment) and catalyst which are combined 
immediately before application. The pot-life is forty-five to fifty minutes.  The specific 
gravity is 1.18 so that it responds to gravity underwater.  It requires twelve hours for 
drying in air, forty-eight hours underwater.  The separate constituents have a shelf life 
of over a year. Coverage in air is about 120 square feet par  gallon at 10 mil, underwater 
about 60 square feet per gallon taking into account practical losses. Application can 
be made in water over the range of 33° to 100oF by adjusting the amount of catalyst. At 
150oF does not set well. Tests undertaken on initial formulations of STEELHATE at 30oC 
(360F) and 30 knots water current showed that the "cold flow" was too high for application 
to ships' bottoms within the first 24 hours (4).  Subsequent modifications are now under 
test. 

Laboratory Assessment; 

Laboratory evaluation using weatherometer, salt-spray and freeze/thaw tests were 
made using well-known cold-tar epoxy, zinc-rich polyamide-epoxies and vinyl systems on 
steel for comparison. The STEELMATE was applied as one coat and the others as two-or 
three-coat system according to the manufacturers' specifications.  In the salt-spray test, 
the cold-tar epoxy, the polyamide-epoxy and the aluminum vinyl coatings showed undercut- 
ting from score marks across the coated steel specimens whereas both aluminum and red- 
brown samples of STEELMATE were free from undercutting.  In the weatherometer test the 
cold-tar epoxy performance began to drop after the equivalent of three years exposure. 
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whereas the polyamlde-epoxy, aluminum vinyl and STEELMATE were in excellent condition 
after the equivalent of 12 years. The red-brown STEELMATE was tested to the equivalent 
of 30 years at which some fading but no breakdown of the coating occurred.  In the freeze/ 
thaw tests, the cold-tar epoxy failed after 16 cycles and polyamlde-epoxy after 30 cycles; 
the alualnum vinyl and the STEELMATE coatings were still in excellent condition after 100 
cycles. A summary of the data on STEELMATE are set forth in Tsblc 1. 

The laboratory results have shown that STEELMATE applied as one coat is equivalent 
or superior to two and three coat systems considered of high servicability for tarrastrlal 
applications. 

Field Applications to Steel: 

Applications hsve been made in the field using STEELMATE over the paat two years. 
At Groton, Conn, two 18-meaber steel mooring dolphins were coated in August, 1970. The 
dolphins were cleaned by sand-blasting and painted by using coarse-textured rollers and 
paint brushes. The costing was applied from -1 foot to +9 foot mean low water. In the 
Spring of 1971 it was reported that the paint was becoming detsched on about 10Z of the 
overall area. Subsequent examination in Auguat, 1971 combined with laboratory examina- 
tions on samples detsched coating established that loss of bond was caused by Incomplete 
removal of mill scale during sand blasting. In the remaining areas, the coating was 
still firmly attached and the steel substrate was free of corrosion. 

In the Fall of 1970 structural steel fenders at the Seatraln Dock, Newark, N.J. were 
coated with STEELMATE from mean low water to plus three feet, partly over cold-tar epoxy 
which had been applied earlier and partly over clean steel. An inspection on October 8, 
1971 disclosed that some of the coating was failing where it had been applied over the 
epoxy coating due to disbonding of the epoxy coating but in all cases the STEELMATE was 
Intact where it had been applied directly to steel. 

On March 1, 1971 seal tanks at the Oak Bay Marina at Victoria, B.C. were drained, 
sand-blasted and coated with STEE.'JIATE by spraying both inside and out. The tanks were 
refilled twelve hours after application of the coating and the seals returned to then. 
More than one year later, no sign of peeling, pin-holing or loss of adhesion wss detected. 

In the Summer end Fall of 1971, H-plles supporting a structure in Baltimore were 
coated.  These piles were capped about one foot above water level. After one year examina- 
tion revealed that the STEELMATE had completely disbonded in the top 15 Inches of all 
piles, but where properly applied, had cured and was in good condition below that point. 
Presumably, oil on and near the surface of the water had Interfered with the application 
and curing of the coating. Experimentation and testing is continuing on this field 
application. 

Attempts to apply STEELMATE to sheet piling in the Heches River at Beaumont, Texas, 
in June 1972 ran into difficulties with adhesion due to river pollutants.  This problem 
was overcome by the addition of a surfactant to the coating. This enabled quick and 
intimate contact of the coating with the steel despite the rapid rate of oxidation of 
sand-blasted steel taking place under the hlgh-temperatare, humid conditions. 

Our experiences to date have clearly demonstrated the need for caution in applying 
protective coatings to wet or submerged steel. Water, with all the materials for which 
it can be a vehicle, both solids and solutes, presents a hostile environment and It is 
obvious that there must be a limit to the hostility thst any coating can withstand. 
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Application to Wood; 

The coating for wood varies In composition «nd In properties to that for steel. 
The steel coating la relatively impervious to the transmission of air and moisture vapour, 
that for wood la required to "breathe" so that In areaa where the coating la applied to 
wood above the water level, the moisture would not be locked Into the wood providing 
conditions for dry-rot to occur. 

One of the practical difficulties confronting the development of a coating for wood 
was to have the coating adhere to submerged wood despite the presence of a fine coating 
of slime over the wood. Despite careful cleaning of the surface of submerged wood, some 
slime either peralsta or readily reforms over the surface of the wood, and any coating 
that la to be applied must be able to accommodate this coating of slime. In compounding 
a coating to meat thla requirement, the coating for wood doea not set to the same degree 
of hardness aa that for ateel. 

Sea water exposure carried out at San Diego and at Vancouver have shown that under- 
water wood coating, cured for two weeks in air prior to exposure, can prevent attack of 
Douglas Fir by marine borers. Such coatings have resisted marine-borer attack for two 
and one-half years to date. 
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TABLE 1 

LABORATORY TEST RESULTS ON STEELMAT6 

Salt Spray Tests, 3300 hours 

(ASTM - B - 117-64) 

Discolouration and fading with 
slight corrosion in cuts but no 
under-cutting. 

Weatherometer equivalent 30 years 

(ASTM E-42-64) 

Fading at surface, condition 
good, bond firm. 

Free«e/Thaw, -20oF for 24 hours, 
alternated 140oF for 24 hours: 
100 cycles 

Excellent condition, bond firm. 
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Oral Discussion 

Miller;  How is the underwater portions of steel cleaned in preparation 
for application of the coating? 

Trussell;  We have been recommending sandblasting to white steel. 

Miller;  Why is it necessary to completely exclude water from an under- 
water surface that is going to be coated? 

Trussell;  We feel that without intimate contact, the adhesion of the 
coating is poor and it will eventually debond. 

Question;  Are the brushes and rollers used to apply the coating standard 
equipment? 

Trussell;  The brushes have bristles slightly stiffer than those used 
for painting in air.  (The coating is paintable but is fairly viscid.)  The 
roller is coarse-textured, something like wall-to-wall carpeting.  Brushes 
and rollers are of special design but can be purchased in the market. 

Clark;  Are there any special preparations made at the mud line? 

Trussell;  No, aside from having to cover as much of the pile as possible, 
which might mean moving some of the earth from the base and later refilling. 

Collins;  Could the author tell us a little more about your novel approach 
for preventing barnacles? 

Trussell;  We add toxic organic chemicals to the coating which will diffuse 
through the coating to the surface to prevent attachment of barnacles for 
6 to 9 months, after which the coating is hard enough to maintain its 
integrity against barnacle attack. 
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Experiments With (Coated) Aluminum In Seawater 

John R.  Saroyan 

Mara Island Naval Shipyard 
Vallejo, California 94592 

Aluminum generally «111 withstand atmospheric exposure as long as 
an adherent oxide film forma and remains over the surface.    If, how- 
ever,  the oxide layer is disrupted and cannot heal, corrosion can take 
place.     Xanersed In seawater, disruption of the oxide  film can occur. 
Besides  the presence of chloride Ion causing discontinuity in the 
formation or healing of the oxide layer,  other factors can Interfere. 
These include crevices (depletion of oxygen),   fouling attachments and 
wear actions. 

Experiments with bulk paint pigments,   their corresponding epoxy 
coatings and the effect on aluminum alloys have been studied.    It 
appears  that inhibitive chromates can help solve many of the corro- 
sion problems involving aluminum alloys in seawater.    The most effec- 
tive inhibitive pigment is strontium chromate In an epoxy binder at 
a PVC of 20-25% in the dry film, with a total PVC of 25-35%. 

Kay Words:    Seawater; aluminum;  aluminum alloy;  galvanic series; 
negative potential;  cathodic protection;  anodic reaction; corrosion; 
exfoliation corrosion; pitting corrosion;  crevice corrosion;   foul- 
ing and corrosion;  chromate ion;  inhibitive pigments;  protective 
oxide layer (aluminum);  protective coatings. 

State of the Art 

When lightweight structures are planned, usually aluminum alloys are considered.     Such 
structures include aluminum craft, boat hulls, and topside structures such as deck houses, 
masts and radar antennas. 

Once the choice is made to use aluminum alloys,   the problems which are associated with 
aluminum and the environment must be identified and coped with. 

Aluminum as a pure metal is highly reactive as indicated by Its position in the 
electromotive series of metals.    Likewise, aluminum alloys are similarly reactive in sea- 
water or marine atmosphere. 

Most structural materials coupled with aluminum,  such as steel, will become cathodes. 
Then,  the aluminum being anodic, deteriorates under galvanic corrosion, when an electrolyte 
such as seawater is present. 

Uncoupled, generally aluminum alloys do quite well in the atmosphere.    Where there is 
sufficient oxygen present, an adherent thin film of oxide  forms on the surface and serves 
as a protective coating.    This is quite different from the corrosion of steel or rusting, 
where the reaction can continue until the metal is consumed. 

In seawater,  aluminum may not do as well where conditions are not right to form the 
protective oxide  layer.    For one condition,  the presence of the chloride Ion Interferes 
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with the formation of a continuous oxide film. Besides the chloride causing film disrup- 
tion, such factors as crevices, stagnant low oxygen containing seawater, wear actions and 
fouling attachments can all contribute to destroying the oxide protective film and Invite 
corrosion. Aluminum In seawater can suffer various types of corrosion. These Include 
general surface corrosion, stress corrosion, pitting corrosion, crevice corrosion. Inter- 
granular and exfoliation type corrosion. The exfoliation type corrosion Is quite destruc- 
tive as It weakens the physical strength of the structure. 

Two aluminum alloys are used primarily for aluminum craft and boat hulls (1).  These 
are alloys 5086 and 5456. Although both contain magnesium (5086-4% and 5456-5%) (2) as the 
primary alloying Ingredient, they differ In strength. Alloy 6061 Is a general purpose 
structure material using a coiublnatlon of magnesium and silicon as the chief alloying 
Ingredients. 

The chemical composition limits are given below for the above three aluminum alloys (3): 
(Also Included are No. 1100 and No. 356 (cast) for Information on panel evaluations). 

Alloy 
Desig- 
nation Silicon Iron Copper 

Man- 
ganese 

Magne- 
sium 

Chro- 
mium Nickel Zinc 

Tita- 
nium 

Others 
Each 
Total 

Alumi- 
num 
Min. 

5086 0.4 0.5 0.1 0.2- 
0.7 

3.5- 
4.5 

0.05- 
0.25 

— 0.25 0.15 0.05- 
0.15 

Remain- 
der 

5456 0.4S1+Fe -- 0.1 0.5- 
1.0 

4.7- 
5.5 

0.05- 
0.2 

— 0.25 0.2 0.05- 
0.15 

Remain- 
der 

6061 0.4- 
0.8 

0.7 0.15- 
0.4 

0.15 0.8- 
1.2 

0.04- 
0.35 

— 0.25 0.15 0.05- 
0.15 

Remain- 
der 

1100 1.0Sl+Fe — 0.2 0.05 — -- — 0.1 -- 0.05- 
0.15 

99.0 

356 6.5- 
7.5 

0.6 0.25 0.35 0.2- 
0.4 

-- — 0.35 0.25 0.05- 
0.15 

Remain- 
der 

Besides chemical Identity, aluminum alloys are also classed as to the temper resulting 
from mechanical, strain hardened or heat treatments. The following tempers (H and T value) 
are available for the three alloys: 5086-H32, S456-H321, and 6061-T6. 

Because the temper produces certain properties, 
for a given aluminum alloy. 

more than one temper may be available 

The alloy 6061-T6 being a general purpose structure alloy. Is used for railings, non- 
welded structures and piping (plumbing) such as for radar antennas. Although most such 
uses have been successful, certain radar antennas In way of stack gases and subject to 
marine atmosphere have shown serious corrosion of the plumbing network. 

Figure 1 photograph shows an antenna plumbing section badly corroded, resulting from 
dissimilar metals (6061-T6 aluminum and stainless steel) In stack gas and marine environ- 
ments. 

The alloys 5086 and 5456 have given very good service in the marine environment. The 
particular tempers arrived at, as indicated above, are what is referred to as "quarter- 
hard" (2) and this is designated as "H32" for 5086 and "H321" for 5456. The initial marine 
uses of these alloys were for superstructures and portions of ships and boats other than 

Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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hulls.    Hera, because of location,  accessibility and cosmetic reasons,  such surfaces were 
usually painted.    As a result, no major corrosion problems developed with either alloy. 

As the use of these  two alloys become generally accepted for marine use. It was 
believed that the Introduction of aluminum hull craft and boats would pose no serious 
problems (1).    However,   there have been several instances where serious corrosion has 
resulted particularly with the use of alloy 5456-H321  for boat hulls.    The most severe 
corrosion has occurred in unpalnted bilge areas where alternately stagnant water (low 
oxygen content) and dry conditions prevail.    In such unpalnted bilges,  pitting corrosion 
soon results which  leads  to two other types of corrosion within  the "interior metallurgical 
structure" (2):    namely,  intergranular and exfoliation corrosion. 

The exfoliation  type corrosion is illustrated and shown in the Fig.  2 photograph. 
This photograph shows a hull section of an aluminum boat made of S456-H321 alloy.    The 
pitted and somewhat delaminated surface was the  interior of the bilge area and was not 
painted, permitting  this severe corrosion to take place.     The opposite side of the plate 
was the exterior hull and was protected by painting. 

Figure 3 shows another hull section where delamination or exfoliation corrosion has 
resulted.     The exfoliation  type  of corrosion gets  started   from some  initial penetration 
of the aluminum either from an edge or a pit.    Then the exfoliating corrosion action 
starts in a linear path,  parallel  to the main axis of  the  plate.    These linear paths, 
"highly directional structure of  flattened and elongated grains"  (4), may be identified as 
continuous  stretches  of an aluminum-magnesium precipitate   (342 magnesium in aluminum)   (5). 
Such a composition which  is anodic   is readily attacked,   for example,   by seawater.     This 
metallurgical structure  is  characteristic of  rolled plate  and shapes.     Today,  exfoliation 
resistant S086 and S4S6 alloys are available and are designated by  tempers of H116 and 
H117.    Mechanical working (or strain hardening) of these alloys in two directions breaks 
up the continuity or  layers of the precipitate compound  (347. Mg in Al) and hence eliminates 
the exfoliation potential. 

2.     Background 

A.    Hull Coatings  -  Bilges,   Tanks,  Underwater Areas. 

In some  instances,  aluminum alloy hulls of craft and  boats made of S086-H32 and 
particularly  5456-H321 have  shown exfoliation  type corrosion,  along with  pitting,   in 
bilge areas.     To arrest any  further corrosion by providing means   for repairing the 
corroded areas, certain studies were initiated on a more or less expediency basis. 
These studies were  pursued  prior  to some of the  experiments which  are  reported  further 
on in this paper. 

To evaluate both   the aluminum metal and  the  coating  system which was  to provide  the 
protection against all  types of corrosion, an accelerated  test had  to be Implemented. 
For evaluation,  the  following aluminum alloys were available:    5456-H321,  5086-H32, 
5456-H116 and  5086-H116. 

The particular accelerated  test,  that was suggested,   is known as "SWAACT" (seawater- 
acetic acid  test).     It was developed by Reynolds Metal  Company  (6)  and  is essentially a 
modification of the conventional salt spray test.  Federal Test Method Standard 141A, of 
1  September  1965,   "Salt  Spray  (Fog)  Test,  Method  6061.     The  test employs  an intermittent 
(30 minutes on,   120 minutes off)  synthetic sea salt-acetic acid spray at pH3 for one or 
two weeks at 120°F (49*C). 

Figure 4 illustrates  the  results of evaluations  under  the  "SWAACT."    The photograph 
shows various aluminum alloy coupons after one week exposure  to the  test. 

Although  the coatings used  in  these evaluations were  not  specifically designed  to 
withstand acetic acid,   some  such  coatings did well  after being subjected  to the  "SWAACT 
Test."    Figure  S shows coated  34S6-H321  (cold worked)  aluminum alloy;   system:     (1)  acid 
cleaner ("DICO,"  Diversey  Corporation,  Chicago,   Illinois);   MIL-P-23377  strontium chromate 
(127.) epoxy-polyamlde and MIL-P-24441,   Formula 156,   Red.     After  two weeks exposure  to  the 
"SWAACT Test"  the  scribed coating system was considered  satisfactory as  a means of prevent- 
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Ing exfoliation of an aluminum alloy that is prone  to exfoliation.    However,  the actual 
scribe was 50% full of corrosion products,  such that  the edges of the coating at the 
scribe lifted. 

Also,  inmersion tests were conducted using the method of Alcoa Research Laboratories 
(7) and a synthetic seawater inmersion at 17S*F (80*0)  for one week. 

From the results of these initial, expedient studies  (8),  the following conclusions 
were arrived at: 

Optimum protection was afforded by coating systems consisting of: 

a. Chemical conversion coating under MIL-C-SS41  (I.e., Alodlne 1200 or 1200S 
of Amchem Products,  Inc., Ambler,  Pa.  19002). 

b. High inhibitive  strontium chromate  (12%)   primer conforming  to MIL-P-23377. 

c. Finish coat, epoxy-polyamide, MIL-P-24A41 Formula 156 (formerly 1B40) or 
Devoe Marine coatings. Formula 209 Devran No. 27 Exterior Coating—Celane, Riverside, 
California 92502. 

d. In some  instances, with high chromate primer,   the chemical conversion coating 
of MIL-C-55A1 may not be required. 

e. When the MIL-P-23377 high chromate primer was replaced with a lead-silico 
chromate primer,  the performance was  lowered after one week in the "SWAACT Test." 

f. Also replacing both the conversion coating and the strontium chromate primer 
with only a lead-silico chromate primer,  still lowered corrosion resistance resulted. 

g. Replacement of MIL-P-23377 strontium chromate primer with No.  117 "wash 
primer" (MIL-P-15328)  showed somewhat lowered performance. 

h.     Replacement of MIL-P-23377 primer with Mare Island 1B30 primer, nonchromate 
(MIL-P-24441,  Formula 150)  showed less corrosion resistance. 

B. Radar Antennas 

Certain previous studies on protection of "equipment subject to stack gas and marine 
environment"  (9) revealed information pertinent to protection of aluminum alloys in sea- 
water.    This report established the chemical conversion treatment as a means for Improving 
corrosion resistance of 6061-T6 aluminum alloy.    Also the procedure serves as an automatic 
and photographic method to identify clean aluminum surfaces prior to painting.    If the 
surface is not clean prior to the conversion coating step,  the resulting deposited con- 
version coating will not be uniform.    It will be spotty and discolored rather than uniform 
golden in color. 

The cu i ent coating system applied over the conversion coating for 6061-16 radar 
antenna pluuoing is epoxy,  pigmented with lead silico chromate  followed by exterior epoxy. 
It appears that this  system could be improved by incorporating effective, corrosion inhibi- 
tive pigments. 

C. Maintenance and Repair of Aluminum Craft and Boat Hulls. 

Certain craft that have displayed pitting and exfoliation types of corrosion undergo 
the following repair and maintenance process: 

When the hull plating is replaced use the following: 

5456-H116 or 5456-H117  to replace 5456-H321 

5086-H116 or 5086-H117 to replace S086-H32 
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Repair Painting of Bilges 

When repainting bilges that show pitted and visible exfoliation corrosion,  the follow- 
ing procedure has been established: 

1. Remove all loose paint and corrosion by light sandblasting,  power brushing, 
or orbital sanding.    Do not use any ferrous metal tools on aluminum. 

2. Remove all grease, oil and other contaminants using a water emulsion type 
cleaning compound (i.e., MIL-C-225A3). 

3. Flush thoroughly with fresh water. 

A.    Apply one coat of pre treatment coating.  Formula No.   117, M1L-P-15328 (0.5 mil 
dry film) on bare areas. 

5. Then apply two coats of MIL-P-23377 (2 mils dry film). 

6. Topcoat with one coat of MIL-O22750 (3 mils dry  film). 

As an alternate,  an epoxy system in accordance with MIL-P-23236 may be applied over 
the cleaned metal.     (For example,  Oevran 202-215 (Devoe and Reynolds Celanese, Amercoat 
81-82 (Aoeron); Intergard 4421/4423 (International). 

D.    underwater Painting 

The underwater hull is painted with a system utilizing an approved non-copper or non- 
mercury bearing antifoullng coating.    The following are approved Antlfouling Systems: 

Glidden System 

1-coat Nupon Primer 287-G-500/122-062 
1-coat Vinyl-Cote AC Brown 178-0-1 
1-coat Vinyl-Cote Metallic Mastic  178-E-9 
1-coat Vinyl-Cote No-Cop AF 178-R 

USS Chemicals   (Porter Paint Co.) 

Standard System 
2-coats Shipyard Primer 
1-coat Tarset 305 A.F. 

Heavy Duty System 
1-coat Shipyard Primer 
1-coat C-200 
1-coat Tarset 305 A.F. 

E.    Exterior Boottopping and Above 

Dry Film Thickness 

2 mils (50.8 microns) 
2 mils (50.8 microns) 
4 mils (101.6 microns) 
2 mils (50.8 microns) 

1 mil/coat  (25.4 microns) 
12 mils  (304.8 microns) 

1 mil  (25.4 microns) 
6 mils  (152.4 microns) 
12 mils  (304.8 microns) 

Generally the exterior aluminum topside surfaces are repainted because of appearance. 
Blistering, crazing,  cracking and chalking are some of the signs  that repainting is required. 
The painting procedure outlined below is generally effective  for topside aluminum surface, 
except for such units as radar antennas in way of stack gases plus  the normal marine atmos- 
phere.    As previously reviewed,  for these surfaces a special preservation process is used. 
The  following steps are suggested for general topside maintenance: 

1. Remove all loose paint by light sandblasting,  power brushing or orbital sanding. 
Do not use any ferrous metal  tools on aluminum. 

2. Clean surface with a  liquid detergent cleaner such as MIL-D-16791,  Type I, and 
thoroughly rinse with  fresh water. 
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3. Touchup bare metal areas with "wash primer" Formula No.   117, MIL-P-15328  (0.3-0.S 
mils dry film)  (7.6-12.7 microns). 

4. Within 24 hours,  apply 2-coats of Formula No.  84 Zinc Chromate Alkyd (TT-P-645) 
of Formula 120 Zinc  Chromate Vinyl Primer (MIL-P-15930). 

5. After a minimum of eight hours dry, apply two coata of 27 Hase Gray (TT-E-490). 
Dry film l.S mils per coat  (38.1 microns). 

F. Deck Paint 

Heavy traffic areas can be painted with a non-skid coating sysfem.    The following 
procedure is given: 

1. Scrape,  clean and apply No.  117 to bare metal as discussed previously.    Apply 
other primers as recomnended by vendor of nonskid material. 

2. Apply finish coat of non-skid specified under MIL-D-23003,  Type II.    The color 
should match Formula 20 of JAN-P-699. 

G. Cathodic Protection 

Aluminum marine alloys under the proper care are said  to be resistant to seawater 
corrosion.    Also,   it is stated that there are comnercial aluminum hull boats which have 
bean In salt water service  for several years with no paint on the hull, but with proper 
cathodic protection.     Regardless,  painting does provide adequate resistance to corrosion, 
provided, of course,  the paint film is continuous and formulated correctly for the specific 
environment. 

Because of dissimilar metal connections, stray electrical currents.  Improper grounding 
and other sources of electrolytic corrosion, most aluminum boats are equipped with sacrifi- 
cial anodes.    The preferred anode is cine since the potential difference between zinc and 
aluminum is not as great as  that between magnesium and aluminum. 

3.    Introduction 

Probably a more difficult task than evaluating metals and coatings in an accelerated 
test is to find the specific laboratory test that will simulate or duplicate the natural 
•nviromaent. 

For many years  the innerslon cycle test of specification MIL-P-23236 (see below) has 
been used as a screening test for tank coatings  (fuel and seawater).    It seems once a coat- 
ing system passes  this year-long test it can be used practically anywhere seawater is in 
contact. 

In the experiments to  follow,  simple seawater (synthetic and natural)  Immersions have 
been used extensively.    The cycle test of MIL-P-23236 was used when evaluating complete 
scribed coating systems. 

Insnersion Cycle Test of MIL-P-23236 

Test Procedure  for Tank Coatings.    For many years  the U.  S. Navy paint laboratories 
have utilized methods of MIL-P-23236 to evaluate antlcorrosive coatings  for use in tanks. 
The test procedure is quite severe, but coatings that successfully pass this cycle test 
are suitable for severe service use,  for example,  on underwater structures. 

The procedure comprises four operations carried out in the following order: 

1.    Salt-water insnersion:    Insnerse panels totally for one week in a 3 percent salt- 
water solution* of conmerclal table salt dissolved in distilled water, at a temperature of 
70 to 90^ (20.1-30.2,C). 

* Natural seawater is used by some organisations. 
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2. Aromatic-fuel Imnerslon:     Following salt-water Imnerslon,   Imnerse panels totally 
for on« week In a 40 percent aromatic synthetic gasoline made up of a blend of 60 volumes 
of aliphatic petroleum naphtha  (TT-N-95A),  20 volumes of toluene  (TT-T-5A8A),   IS volumes 
of xylene (TT-X-916), and 5 volumes of benzene (W-B-231A) at a temperature of 70 to 90*F 
(20.1-30.2,C). 

3. Hot-seawatcr Imnerslon:    Following fuel Imnerslon,  Imnerse panels totally In hot 
synthetic scawater* for two hours at 175*F (80*C). 

4. Hot-seawater spray:     Following the hot-synthetlc-seawater Imnerslon,  place each 
panel within a suitable closed container and opposite a 3/16 In.   (.45 Cm) spray noszle 
set at a distance of 2-1/2  ft.   (0.76M)  from the panel face.    At a nozzle pressure of 
25 psi,  spray each panel dead center with a blast of hot (175*F)   (80*C) synthetic sea- 
water for a period of 10 seconds. 

Note:    Operations 1 to 4 constitute one complete test cycle,     this cycle is repeated, 
and coating deterioration Is  reported after each complete cycle. 

If the coating Is still satisfactory after 20 cycles, wipe the panel lightly with a 
soft cloth and fresh water,  allow 48 hours  for It to dry thoroughly,   then recoat the 
central upper third of one side of each panel, masking the portion  from the edge to 
1/2 in.   (1,27 Cm) Inward, with one coat of the finish coating of the coating system. 
Allow one week of dry time and complete the Imnerslon test with  five additional test 
cycles;  Inspect the coating for failure. 

4.     Scope of Experiments 

The experiments conducted Included sequence studies of pigments.  Individual coatings 
incorporating the candidate  pigments, and  finally complete coating systems utilizing the 
specially pigmented coatings as primers.    As control, bare aluminum panels were included 
in the series of tests. 

Preliminary tests included imnerslon of five aluminum alloy8--6061-T6,  S086-H32, 
S456-H321,  1100-H14 and 5086-HU6 in both synthetic (See Table A for composition) and 
natural seawater.    Figure 6 photograph shows the condition of the  five aluminum alloys 
(6061-T6,  S086-H32,  5456-H321,   1100-H14 and 5086-H116) after 30 days imnerslon In the 
dark in synthetic seawater.    All panels darkened and showed various degrees of mostly 
pitting corrosion;  6061-T* showed  the most corrosion attack.    Figure 7  shows the five 
alloys after 30 days imnerslon in the dark in the ocean.    Here again,   there Is mostly 
pitting type corrosion.    6061-T6 is  the  least resistant to the ocean Immersion.    Figure 8 
photograph, a welcomed error in test design,  showed accelerated galvanic corrosion Induced 
by a monel panel holding rod.    None of these panels showed any exfoliation corrosion.    Only 
pitting type corrosion was evident. 

In some instances,   the accumulation of fouling growth on aluminum has not been con- 
sidered a major problem from the viewpoint of causing corrosion.     For example,  discussion 
by A.  Guilhaudis (France) and C.  P.  De et al. paper (10) "Corrosion Behavior of Metals 
and Alloys Immersed Conditions in Indian Harbour" -- "——-have you found a relation 
between the  formation of pitting and fouling?"    C.  F. De replied:     "On the basis of present 
exposure, no correlation can be drawn between the formation of pitting and  fouling." 

Other Information Indicates corrosion caused by fouling attachment.    Walker et al    (11) 
indicates that "Alloy 7039-T64 showed only very minor degree of pitting on one of the two 
exposed panels  (maximum pit depth of 8 mils,  203.2 microns) which appear to have occurred 
under localized marine  fouling." 

Further,  Saroyan  (12) indicates that "fouling causes corrosion." 

Caller (13) supports pitting corrosion by fouling attachment.     He states  that "an 
important auxiliary problem of    hard fouling--that is  the shelled  forms,  such as barnacles-- 
nay be accelerated corrosion.     Not infrequently,  the dead-water pocket between the base of 

* Natural seawater is used by some organizations. 
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the barnacle and the metallic surface may become a galvanic cell owing to the growth of 
anaerobic bacteria and other microorganisms which bring about a sufficient change in the 
pH of the water in the pocket to generate an electrical current.    The result may be pit- 
ting of the metal plates.    Often, after a ship's bottom has been scraped and older 
barnacle shells removed,  depressions  show up in the steel plates which coincide with the 
outline of the base of the shell." 

Recent immersion experiments conducted at the Point Reyes,   California test site ex- 
plored the subject of corrosion caused by fouling. 

Figure 9 photograph  shows   fouling after 60 days  immersion on all  five aluminum alloys: 
6061-T6,   5086-H32,   5A56-H321,   1100-H14 and  5086-H116. 

To illustrate crevice corrosion or oxygen concentration cell, certain well-formed, 
attached barnacles  (on 5086-H116 aluminum alloy),  as shown in the  Fig.   10, photomicrograph, 
were dislodged and the base plate carefully removed without abrading the aluminum. 

Figure 11 photomicrograph shows  the surface of the aluminum after the barnacle was 
removed.    Pitting caused by crevice corrosion can plainly be seen. 

Experiment Series  1 and 2  following explored the inhibitive effect on the aluminum 
alloys of sodium chromate in synthetic seawater.    With some yardstick values of chronate 
concentration necessary  to prevent corrosion, subsequent  tests with pigments and pigmented 
coatings and system were  performed. 

The effect of bulk inhibitive  type pigments,  suspended in synthetic seawater, on 
aluminum alloys was studied.    Also the  leached material as well as  the  Increased aluminum 
content of the seawater was determined.    These same pigments were incorporated into epoxy- 
polyamlde coatings;  and then these coatings were tested as  to  their effect on aluminum 
alloys.    The cured epoxy coatings applied on glass panels were iimersed in synthetic sea- 
water along with aluminum panels.    The effect on the aluminum panels of the leached matter 
from the various coatings was noted. 

Finally,   the pigmented epoxy coatings were utilized as primers in a coating system. 
The cured coating system was scribed and subjected  to the immersion cycle test of MIL-P- 
23236.    The comparative performances at the scribes for two periods (3 months and 6 months) 
of-time were noted. 

Experiment 1  -- Effect  on Aluminum Alloy 6061-T6 When Inmersed  in Synthetic Seawater and 
in Synthetic Seawater with Varying Amounts of Sodium Chromate. 

Aluminum alloy 6061-T6 panels   (1/8" x 3-1/2" x 5-1/2")  (.3 x 9 x 14 cm) were immersed 
in 950 ml of synthetic seawater (See Table A for composition.) with or without sodiur.i 
chromate added.    The solutions were identified as to various cation concentrations initial- 
ly and also after the aluminum panels had been immersed in the solutions for 30 days. 

Table 1 sunmarlzes data obtained including pH values and condition of aluminum panels 
after 30 days inmersion. The cation concentrations are given in micrograms per milliliter 
(ug/ml). 

It will be noted  for Beaker No.   1,  (seawater control)  the panel showed corrosion. 
(See Fig.  12, photomicrograph showing pitting of 6061-T6 aluminum alloy.)    This is also 
supported by an increase of Al in solution from    .5 to 2.00.    Beaker No.  2 shewed a few 
spots of corroclon.    The Al in solution increased from    .5  to 1.00.    Also a concentration 
of 2|jg/ml for Or was present.    The corrosion decidedly drops off in Beaker No.  3 where Cr 
is 11.7 ug/ml and the Al remains at the initial value of    0.5. 

Experiment 2 - Effect on Aluminum Alloy 1100-H1A when Immersed in Synthetic Seawater and in 
Synthetic Seawater with Varying Amounts of Sodium Chromate. 

This experiment is a repeat of experiment No.   1 for the reason that Alloy 6061-T6 con- 
tains sons chromium and as such values for Cr could have been in error.    With the 1100-H14 
alloy, chromium can be accounted for as coming solely from the sodium chromate.    Alto it was 
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dealred  to learn If there was a surface effect of the chronate on the aluminum.    The pro- 
cedure followed was as In Experiment No.  1.    Smaller aluminum alloy 1100-H14 1/8" X 2" 
x 4"  (.3 x 5.1 x 10.2 cm)  panels were uaed.    The panels were immersed In synthetic sea- 
water with or without sodium chromate added. 

Table 2 suranarizes  the Imnerslon data obtained.    It Is estimated that chromate, 
analysed as 10-15 ppm as cation Cr (10-15 ppm).  Is sufficient to Inhibit corrosion of 
6061-T6 and 1100-H14 aluminum alloy.     Other data suggest that aluminum Is passlvated by 
17. sodium chromate (3) In a 3.5% NaCl solution. 

Experiment No. 3 - Effect of Pigments In Seawater on Aluminum Alloy 6061-T6 

Excessive amounts  (about 10 Gms) of various pigments were stirred Into 500 ml of 
synthetic seawater and permitted to remain In quiescent condition  (except  for one stirring 
a day)  for about a month  (18 May-21 June 1972). 

Samples of the seawater and dissolved pigment portion were  taken for analysis.  Follow- 
ing the sampling,  1/8" x 3-1/2" x 5-1/2" (.3 x 9 x 14 cm) 6061-T6 aluminum panels were 
4  ......   .-r1  to half their areas In the solutions.    Effects of the derived solutions on the 
aluminum panels were noted. 

Table 3,  Part A summarizes  the data from the pigment solution experiment.    Concentra- 
tions of cations and pH originating from the solutions of pigments In the  seawater were 
determined. 

Table 3,  Part B summarizes  the data obtained after immersing  the 6061-T6  1/8" x 
3-1/2" x 5-1/2" (.3 x 9 x 14 cm)  aluminum panels In the plgment-seawater solutions.    The 
effect of these solutions on the aluminum Is  indicated after 15 days immersion.    Certain 
panels were left In the solutions  for a total period of 33 days.     Selective areas of these 
panels were photographed as close-ups and the following photomicrographs  show these magni- 
fied areas: 

Figure  12 shews as a control a panel of 6061-T6 immersed in synthetic seawater. 
Photomicrograph shows pitting corrosion after 33 days  inmersion. 

Figure 13 is a photomicrograph showing a selected area of the surface of the 6061-T6 
aluminum panel after 33 days imnerslon in synthetic seawater containing bulk strontium 
chromate pigment.    There Is no evidence of corrosion. 

Figure 14 Is a photomicrograph showing a magnified area on the surface of a 6061-T6 
aluminum alloy panel Immersed 33 days In synthetic seawater containing basic lead slllco 
chromate pigment  (shows pitting corrosion). 

Figure  15 Is a photomicrograph showing a selected area on the surface of a 6061-T6 
aluminum alloy panel inmersed 33 days In synthetic seawater containing bulk zinc chromate 
pigment.    There Is no evidence of corrosion. 

Figure  16 is a photomicrograph showing a selected area on  the  surface of a 6061-T6 
aluminum alloy panel immersed 33 days  in synthetic seawater containing bulk lead chronate 
pigment.     Shows pitting type corrosion. 

Figure  17 Is a photomicrograph showing a selected-magnified area on the surface of a 
6061-T6 aluminum alloy panel Inmersed 33 days in synthetic seawster containing bulk red 
lead pigment.    Shows pitting type corrosion. 

Experiment 4 - Effect of candidate pigments on aluminum alloys when Incorporated In epoxy 
coatings,  applied to glass slides and Inmersed In synthetic seawater with aluminum alloys. 

The various plgmented epoxy coatings were applied on 2-1/4" x 3" (5.7 x 7.6 cm) glass 
panels  (one side only) cured 10 days and Inmersed in 450 ml synthetic seawater to Include a 
wetted area of 6-3/4 sq.  Inches   (43.3 sq.  cm).    The aluminum panels were either 1/8" x 
3-1/2" x 5-1/2" (.3 x 9 x 14 cm)  (6061-T6) or 1/4" x 3-1/2" x 5-1/2" (.6 x 9 x  14 cm) 
(5086-H32).    The Immersed surface was 2-1/4" x 3-1/2" (5.7 x 9 cm). 
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Table 4 tabulates the results of this inmerslon test.    Also listed below are photo- 
graphs of some of the aluminum panels after the 30 days immersion.     Figure  18 photograph 
shows condition of the 6061-T6 aluminum alloy panel after 30 days inmerslon in synthetic 
seawater previously containing a glass  panel coated with strontium chromate pigmented 
epoxy coatings  (PVC 2-1/21,  5%,   10% and 15%)—shows varying performance  from slight 
corrosion to very slight corrosion. 

Figure  19 shows condition of 6061-T6 aluminum alloy panels after 30 days imnerslon in 
synthetic seawater, previously containing glass panels coated with epoxy coatings pigmented 
respectively with tributyltin fluoride,  strontium chromate and lead silico chromate.    The 
trlbutyltln fluoride (45% PVC)  panel shows pitting and anodic areas of bright metal.    The 
strontium chromate  (MIL-P-23377)  panel shows no corrosion on one side but 30 spots of 
filiform type corrosion (black areas) on the other side.    The lead silico chromate  (conmer- 
clal epoxy) shows pitting and anodic areas of bright metal.    The two seawater control 
pane1.!  (5086-standing;  6061,   flat) had slight edge and surface corrosion.    6061 had two 
pits.     Included is a control panel iimersed it  ^/nthetlc seawater. 

Figure 20 shows condition of 6061-T6 aluminum alloy panels after 30 days inmerslon in 
synthetic seawater, previously containing glass panels coated with epoxy coatings pigmented 
with cuprous oxide and trlbutyltln fluoride—25% and 45% PVC C^O,  surface darkened, edge 
corrosion,  a few pits,  ftlifonn dark pitting areas;  15% and 25% TBTF panels turned black, 
pits,  anodic areas of bright metal,  some edge corrosion. 

Experiment 5 -Performances of aluminum alloys  (356 cast - 1/8" x 6" x 12")   (.3 x 15.2 x 
30.4 cm) and No.   1100-H14 (1/8" x 4-1/2" x 12")  (.3 x 11.4 x 30.4 cm) panels coated with 
epoxy coating systems,  scribed and subjected  18 months to the immersion cycle of MIL-P- 
23236 are summarized here in Table 5. 

The panels were thoroughly cleaned using the process of alkaline cleaner  (Diversey 
202,  Diversey Corp.) and (Desmutter,  Deoxidizer, Amchem Deoxldlzer No.   1).    The panel was 
divided into four areas lengthwise.    The first top quarter consisted of only a topcoat 
epoxy with no inhibltive pigments.    The second quarter consisted of candidate epoxy 
primer with the topcoat epoxy.     The third quarter consisted of conversion coating (MIL-C- 
5541,  i.e., Alodine 1200, Amchem Co.),   the candidate epoxy primer followed by the epoxy 
topcoat.    The bottom quarter consisted of the conversion coating and the epoxy  topcoat. 
All quarters were scribed down  to the bare metal before being subjected to the imnerslon 
cycle of specification MIL-P-23236. 

Alodine 1200 conversion coating improved performances of "poor" or low performing 
primers.     Strontium chromate primers are improved only slightly by the conversion coating 
treatment (MIL-C-5541).    In such cases,   if clean aluminum surfaces can be assured, Alodine 
conversion treatment may be eliminated. 

The most effective Inhibltive pigment tested here Is strontium chromate, used in an 
epoxy binder in the amount of 20-25% PVC, with a total pigmentation of 25-35% PVC. 
Possibly,  depending on use,  acceptable  performance may be derived  from compositions of 
15-20% PVC strontium chromate,  with total PVC of 25-35%. 

Typical performances are shown In the following photographs: 

Figure 21 photograph showing condition of system coated-scrlbed 356 Cast aluminum 
alloy panel after 18 months  insnersion in the cycle  test of MIL-P-23236.     (Basic sine 
chromate pigmentation,  25% PVC;   overall average of 4 ratings is  80Z performance for basic 
sine chromate and 90% with Alodine conversion treatment.) 

Figure 22 photograph showing condition system of coated-scribed 356 cast aluminum 
panel after 18 months imnerslon in cycle test of MIL-P-23236.     (Strontium chromate 
pigmentation,  25% PVC; performance is 95% for the pigment and 97% with the Alodine 1200 
treatment.) 

Figure 23 photograph showing condition of system coated-scribed 356 cast aluminum 
panel after 18 months inmerslon in cycle of MIL-P-23236.    (Asbestine 3X pigmentation, 25%PVC; 
performance is 0% for the pigment and 60% with the Alodine 1200 treatment. 
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Figure 24 phc'igraph showing condition of system coated-scrlbed  356 cut alualnum panel 
after 18 months Immersion In cycle of MIL-P-23236.    Primer, pretreatment coating. Formula 
No.  117,  MIL-P-15328.    40Z  for #117  and SOT with  alodlne  1200 treatment. 

Experiment 6 - Performance of 1/8" x 6" x 12"  (.3 x 15.2 x 30.A cm)  aluminum alloy panel* 
(6061-T6,  5086-H32 and J456-H321)   coated with epoxy coating systems,  scribed and subjected 
for rating periods of three months and six months  to the immersion cycle of MIL-P-23236 are 
sunautrized in Table 6. 

The panels were thoroughly cleaned as described previously (Oiversey 202 and Deoxldlzer 
No,  1).    The top third of the panel was coated with green epoxy primer, U.S Navy Formula No. 
ISO,  followed with gray epoxy (Formula 151)  and a finish coat of white epoxy (Formula No. 152) 
both of MIL-F-24441.    The bottom two-thirds was  coated with the candidate primer coating fol- 
lowed by the gray epoxy (151) and topcoated with white epoxy (Formula No.  152).    Just prior to 
Immersion,   the top third areas and  the bottom third areas, both aides of the panel, were scribed 
down to bare metal.    Three months later,  the middle area was scribed  (for the three months 
ratings). 

Typical  performances are shown in the  following photographs: 

Figure 25 photograph showing condition of system coated-scrlbed 6061-T6 aluminum panel 
(#437) after 3 and 6 months immersion  in cycle test of MIL-P-23236  (2-1/2Z PVC strontium 
chromate pigment).    Performance of  Scribe No.   2  (101)  3 months Is 9.8 rating.    Scribe No.  3 
(102) and No.   5 is 3.3 rating (6 months). 

Figure  26 photograph showing  condition of  system coated-scrlbed  6061-T6  aluminum panel 
(#442) after  3 and 6 months  immersion in cycle test of MIL-P-23236  (2SZ PVC strontium 
chromate pigment).    Performance of Scribe No.   29   (B)   3 months is 10 rating.    Scribes No.  28 
(C,   11)  and No.   30,  6 months  10  rating. 

Figure  27  photograph showing  condition  of  system coated-scrlbed  6061-T6 aluminum panel 
(#449)  after 3 and 6 months Immersion  in cycle test of MIL-P-23236  (15Z lead ailico chromate 
pigment).     Performance of Scribe No.  63,   3 months  is 9 rating.    Scribes No. 64  (110)  and 
No. 66,  6 months,  6.7 rating. 

Figure  28 photograph showing  condition of system coated-scrlbed  6061-T6 aluminum panel 
(#484)  after  3 and 6 months  immersion  in cycle test  of MIL-P-23236   (M1L-P-23377,   12Z PVC 
stontium chromate).    Performance of Scribe No. 241,   3 months,  is 9.9  rating.    Scribes No.  242 
(121) and No.   241, 6 months,   7.5 rating. 

Figure  29  photograph showing condition of  system coated-scrlbed  6061-T6 aluminum panel 
(#485)  after  3 and 6 months immersion in cycle test of MIL-P-23236.     Commercial epoxy system 
primer - lead sillco chromate pigmentation.    Performance of Scribe #246,  3 months is 8,5 
rating.    Scribe Nos.  247 (122)  and 249,  6 months,  are 6.7 and 5 ratings. 

Figure  30 photomicrograph showing  condition  of  Scribe No.   1,   area No.   100,   system coated- 
scrlbed 6061-T6 aluminum panel   (#437)   after 6 months  Immersion  in cycle test of MIL-P-23236. 
Coating system MIL-P-24441,  1-coat   each Formulas  150,   151 and  152.     Performance la  2.5 rating. 

Figure  31  photomicrograph showing condition of  Scribe No.   3,  area No.  102,   system coated 
scribed 6061-T6 a.uminun panel   (#437)   after 6 months  immersion  in cycle test of MIL-P-23236. 
Coating system epevy primer,   2-1/2%  PVC strontium chromate pigment;   Navy  formulas  151 and 152. 
Performance is  3.3 rating. 

Figure 32 photomicrograph showing condition of Scribe No.  28,  area No.  11,  system coated- 
scrlbed 6061-T6 aluminum panel  (#442)   after 6 months  immersion in cycle test of MIL-P-23236. 
Coating system epoxy  primer,   25%  PVC  strontium chromate pigment;  Navy  formulas  151 and 152. 
Perfor-jance is 10 rating. 

Figuie  33 photomicrograph showing  condition uf  Scribe No.   54,   area No.   110,  system coated- 
scrlbed 60bl-I6 aluminum panel   (#449)   after  6 months  immersion in cycle  test of MIL-P-23236. 
Coating system epoxy primer,   15%  PVC  lead-silico  chromate;  Navy  formulas  151  and  152. 
Performance  is  6.7  rating. 
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Figur« M photoalcrograph «hoving condition of Scribe Mo.  242.  «re« #121,  system co«ted- 
■crlbed 6C61-T6 «itainia panel (#484)  after 6 Months laaerslon In cycle test of HIL-P-23236. 
Coating systaa «poxy prlaer. 12X PVC strontlua chroaate pigment - MIL-P- 23377;  Navy formulas 
151 and 152.    Performance la 7.5 rating. 

Figure 35 photomicrograph showing condition of Scribe No. 247, area #122, system coated- 
scrlbed 6061-T6 alumlma panel (#485 after 6 months Immersion In cycle test of MIL-P-23236). 
Coating system co—rdal epoxy primer,  lead-slllco chromate pigmentation; Navy formulas 
151 and 152.    Performance la 6.7 rating. 
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Table A 

Table of Conposltlon of Synthetic Seawacer 

Instant Ocean Cheaical Analysis 
Aquarium Systems, Inc. 
1450 East 289 Street 

Wlckllffe, Ohio 44092 

September 1967 

Direction* for final preparation of the synthetic sea water are given on the packages. When 
tap waters are deficient, or special culture problems call for them, fluoride, silicate and 
other substances may be substituted for tap water for culturing delicate forms. 

Component 

NaCl 
MgS047H20 
MgCl26H20 
CaCla 
KC1 
NaHCOa 
KBr 
H3BO3 
SrCl26H20 
MnS04H20 
Na2UP047H20 
LiCl 
Na2Mo042H->0 
Na2S2O35H20 
Ca(C6H1107)2H20 
AI2 (S04)3l8il20 
RbCl 
ZnS047H20 
Kl 
EDTA NaFe 
C0SO47H2O 
CuSO^SHjO 

X by Weight 

65.226 
16.307 
12.762 
3.261 
1.737 
.4963 
.07206 
.06214 
.04689 
.009379 
.009379 
.002343 
.002343 
.002343 
.001669 
.001202 
.0004005 
.0002563 
.0002403 
.0001936 
.0001335 
.00002670 
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Table 1 

Analysis* Before and After 30 Days of Solution« 
of Synthetic Seawater with Varying Amounts of Sodium Chromate and 

Imcrsed Aluminum Panels,  6061-T6 
1. 
jteoksr 1 2 -3- 4 5 6 7 

pH 
Before 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 
After 8.2 8.4 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 

Cr. ug/ml 
Before <0.1 2.00 11.7 110 227 1120 2240 
After <0.1 2.00 11.7 110 227 1120 2240 

Na. ug/ml 
Before 9600 9600 9700 9820 10000 10500 12000 
After 9600 9600 9700 9820 10000 10500 12000 

Mg. ug/ml 
Before 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 
After 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 

Ca. ug/ml 
Before 380 380 380 380 380 380 380 
After 380 380 380 380 380 380 380 

K, ug/ml 
Before 290 290 290 290 290 290 290 
After 290 290 290 290 290 290 290 

Sr. ug/ml 
Before 4.30 4.30 4.30 4.30 4.30 4.30 4.30 
After 4.35 4.40 4.30 4.39 4.37 4.30 4.30 

Cl. ug/ml 
Before 15500 15500 15500 15500 15500 15500 15500 
After 15500 15500 15500 15500 15500 15500 15500 

S04. ug/ml 
Before 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 
After 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 

Al, ug/ml 
Before <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 
After 2 1 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 

2. Sediment taken from Solutions 1,  3 and 7 after exposure was Identified as aluminum 
corrosion products. 

3. Condition of panels after 30 days imnerslon la summarized as follows: 

Beaker 
Panel 

Condition 
General      Paw spot*    No Corro-    No Corro-      No Corro- No Corro-    No Corro- 
Corroslon of Corro-        slon slon slon slon slon 

slon 
Note:    Analysis for aluminum (above)  correlates directly with the observed 
corrosion.    Panel in Beaker No.  1 showed corrosion.    Aluminum content went from 
<0.5 to 2.0 ug/ml.    Panel in Beaker No.  2 showed a few spots of corrosion.    The 
aluminum content went from <0.5 to 1.0 ug/ml.    Panel in Beaker No.  3 showed no 
corrosion.    The aluminum content remained at <0.5 ug/ml. 

4.    Conclusion:    Chromate calculated aa chromium In the amount of about  12 ug/ml prevented 
6061-T6 aluminum alloy from corroding in aeawater after 30 days. 

•Analysis by the Mare Island Naval Shipyard Chemistry Laboratory 
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Table 2 

Part A - 2A Hours 

rslon Data of AluminuB Alloy 1100-H14 (1/8" x 2" x A") (.3 x S.l x 10.2 cms) 
In Synthetic Seawater and Sodium Chromate 

Baakar 
1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Baakar 
1 

2 

3 

4 

Na.CrO^ Added Per Liter of 
Synthetic Seawater <&») 

None 

.003 

.006 

.015 

.03 

.043 

.06 

.075 

.13 

.30 

Calculated Cr Con. 
UB/ml (ppm)  

1 
2 
5 

10 
15 
20 
25 
50 

100 

Condition of Panels After 
24 Hours Imaeraion 

Darkened Surface; white 
edge corrosion. 
No change 
No change 
No change 
No change 
No change 
No change 
No change 
No change 
No change 

8.5 

8.6 

8.6 

8.6 

8.6 

8.6 

Actual Cr Con. 
<.2 

Part B - 15 Days 

.IffiäT 

0.9 

1.3 

4.3 

8.9 

13.3 

Condition of Panels after 15 Days iMerslon 
Surface darkened; white corrosion only on 
edges and hook hole. 
Metal surface bright; very minute amount 
of corrosion. 
Metal surface bright; very small amount of edge 
corrosion and crevice in hook hole. 
Few local apots of corrosion; four spots of 
corrosion on edges; one spot in hook hole; 
surface bright. 
Surface bright; only a few spots of surface 
corrosion. 
Surface bright. No surface corrosion; one 
corrosion spot in hook hole. 
No change 
No change 
No change 
No change 

The effect Cr Con. for corrosion protection for aluminum alloy 1100-H14 may be estimated at 
about 15 ppm for the 15 day Immersion period in the silent water condition and contained 
chromate. 

Part C - 30 Days 

Panel Condition after 30 Days laaerslon 

Considerable edge and surfsee corrosion. Surface darkened. Corrosion in hook 
hole surface. 

Some edge corrosion. Corrosion in hole. 
Some edge corrosion. Corrosion in hole. 
Some corrosion edge and hole. Few minute surface corrosion spots. 
Few spots corrosion on edge. Corrosion in hole. 
Few spots corrosion in hole. 
One spot corrosion edge. Some corrosion in hole. 
One spot edge corrosion.  Some corrosion In hole. 
One spot corrosion on edge. 
No corrosion. 

7 8.6 17.4 
8 8.6 21.4 
9 8.6 46 

10 8.6 87 

Beaker 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

Surface shiny. 
Surface shiny. 
Surface shiny. 
Surface shiny. 
Surface shiny. 
Surface shiny. 
Surface shiny. 
Surface shiny. 
Surface shiny. 

For a period of 30 days, 15-20 ppm Cr should give adequate corrosion protection to aluminum 
alloy 1100-H14 under silent water conditions and contained chromate. 
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Tsbl« 3 

Part A 

__     8.5 
Strontium 260 290 8.4 
Chromium 160 180 8.4 
Lead <1 <1 8.3 
Chromium 1.5 0.8 8.3 

Pigments In Synthetic Seawater 

A. Figment* added to seawater 18 Hay 1971 (pH of synthetic seawater, 8.5) 
B. Solutions sampled 21 June 1971 (34 days). 
C. Alumlnim alloy 6061-X6 placed In pigment-seawater 19 August 1971 (93 days from 18 Hay). 
D. Solution sampled on 2 September 1971. 
E. Alumlmm panels removed and examined on 21 September 1971. 

Element      Solutions of B   Solutions of D 
Pigment Determined       Cone, wa/ml     Cone, pg/ml    pH 

1. Seawater 
2. Strontlun Chromate #2821-02 

Harshaw Chemical Co. 
3. Basic Lead Slllco Chromate 

Oncor H-S0 
National Lead Co. 

4. Barium Heta Borate Barium <5 <5       8.4 
Buaan 11-M1 
Buckman Laboratories 

5. Zinc Chromate #45-228 
Relchhold 

6. Lead Chromate 0-1924, 04-5 
4908 - Relchhold 

7. Yellow Iron Oxide 
Charles Pflser & Co. 

8. Organokrome "A" Chromium 340 370      8.2 
Charles Pflser 6 Co. 

9. Zxnc Oxide #427W (lead free) Zinc 0.7 0.2      8.5 
Eagle Plcher 

10. Basic Zinc Chromate J1345   Zinc 0.8 
HPC - Hlneral Pigment Corp. Chromlua           4.3 

11. Red Lead 97Z Type I. Grade B Lead <1 
Lead TT-R-191 
National Lead Co. 

12. Zinc Dust #555 Zinc 0.4 
American Smelting & Refining 
Co. 

13. Alodlne 1200 S Chromium 860 
Amchem Products 

14. Cuprous Oxide Copper 0.8 
C.K. Williams 

15. Trlbutyltin Fluoride       Tin <10 
HIT Chemical Co. 

Zinc 35 
Chromlimi 230 
Lead <1 
Chroolim 1.8 
Iron <0.2 

Chromium 340 

29 7.0 
230 7.0 
<1 8.4 
1.5 8.4 

<0.2 8.5 

0.2 8.5 
4.3 8.5 
<1 8.4 

0.4      8.0 

Conclusions: 

860      2.S 

0.6      8.5 

<10      8.3 
(Determined later 
to be 0.6 ppm) 

1. Chromates yielding large amounts, several hundred ppm's or ug/ml as Cr, prevent 
corroalon. Low values such as 1.5, 1.8, etc. ppm Cr, show corrosion. 

2. Pigments such as Red Lead, Cuprous Oxide, Trlbutyltin Fluoride cause accelerated 
corrosion of aluminum 6061-T6. Barium Heta Borate, Yellow Iron Oxide and Zinc Oxide pit 
aluminum. 
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Table 3 

Part B 

Panal Mo. Condition of Panel After IS Day lamaralon 

1 (Fig. 12)   (Control;  In seawater) Panel turned black - both sides; white corrosion 
•pots l7l6"-l/8" (.15-0.3 en); pitting. Face - 20 spots; Back - 10 spots. 

2 (Fig. 13)   Excellent; no corrosion (surface yellow chromate stain which washes off 
with water). 

3 (Fig. 14)   Face and back spots of white corrosion; face - S spots 1/8" (0.3 cm), numerous 
l/16"-l/32" (.15-.075 cm) spots; back - 10 1/8" (0.3 cm) spots of corrosion. 
Also l/16"-l/32" (.15-.075 cm) spots. 

4 Panel turned black both sides. Face - 5 spots 1/8" (.3 cm) corrosion; Back - 
12 spots 1/8" (.3 cm) corrosion. 

5 (Fig. 15)   Excellent; no corrosion. 
6 (Fig. 16)   Panel turned black, both aides. Face - 12 1/32" (.075 cm) spota of corrosion; 

Back - 8 1/32" (.075 cm) spots of corrosion. 
7 Panel turned black. Face - 10 spots corrosion l/32"-l/8" (.075-0.3 cm); 

Back - 25 spots corrosion l/32"-l/8" (.075-0.3 cm). 
8 Excellent; no corrosion. 
9 Turned black both sides. Face - 30 spots corrosion (1/8" (0.3 cm); Back - 

20 spots of corrosion - 1/8" (0.3 cm) 
10 Considerable dark areas at and near waterline. 
11 (Fig. 17)   Turned black both sides. Face and Back over 50 apots of corroaion 1/8" (0.3 cm) 

and larger. 
12 Turned dark both sides;  slightly golden;  numerous spots etched or pitted. 
13 Both sides surfsee etched uniformly and a golden deposit formed, 
14 Very extensive corrosion - 60Z face surface,  50Z back surface, 
15 Extensive corrosion - 40Z face and back surfaces. 
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Table it 

Part A 

3U 

Performance and Data on Aluminum Panels Immersed In Synthetic Seawater 
Containing Glaas Panels Coated with Pigmented Epoxy Coating* 

Performance of Panala - 40 Hours 
Slight corrosion: clear solution 

Slight corrosion; clear solution 

Slight corrosion; solution; Very slight tint 
of yellow. 
Very slight corrosion; solution; distinctly yellow. 

Very slight corrosion; solution; more yellow than AA. 
OK - No corrosion; solution; more yellow than SA. 
Some scattered white corrosion; clear solution. 
Some scattered white corrosion; solution: clear water 
white. 
Some scattered white corrosion; solution: dear water 
white. 
Some scattered white corrosion; solution: water whit* 
solution. 
Some scattered white corrosion; solution: water whit*. 
Some scattered white corrosion; solution: water whit*. 
Two deep pits; surface corrosion (back-side scratched 
places); solution: water whit*. 
Several pits; surface corrosion; solution; water white, 
Surface turned black; many pits and surface corror 
slon especially near lower edge; solution: water white. 
Surface turned black; many pit* and surface corro- 
sion over surface; solution; water white. 
Slight corrosion; solution; yellow tint. 
Very slight corrosion; solution; yellow tint. 
A few pits st lower edge; some surface corrosion; 
solution; water white. 
Alloy Is 5086-H32; few spots filiform typ* corro- 
sion; solution: water whit*. 
Seems OK; slight etched spots but no white corro- 
sion; solution: water whit*. 
On* fairly larg* pit; a few black, filiform type 
corrosion areas; slight etched spots but no whit* 
corrosion; solution: water white. 
One filiform «hap* pit (black); solution: water whit*. 
Minor filiform black areas; one pit; solution; 
water white. 
Panel turned black; two pits; extensive surface etched 
areas; some white In beaker; solution: water whit*. 
Panel turned black; spots of corrosion with whit* 
product; etched areas; solution; water white. 
Panel turned black; few pits; some ciark areas; seem 
to be some white product; solution: water white. 
Panel turned black; few pits; few dark spots; some 
white products; solution; water white. 
Panel turned dark; black areas; few pits; areas of 
bright etched metal; solution: water whit*. 
Panel turned dark; black area«; few pit*; areas of 
bright metal; white products; may not be corrosion; 
solution: water white. 
Panel turned dark; few bright metal areas; solution: 
water white. 

Aluminum 
Beaker Panel Primer 

1A 6061 2-1/2X SrCr04 
(«g. 18) 

2A II 5X SrCr04 
(Fig. 18) 

3A II 10X SrCr04 
(Fig. 18) 

4A II 1SZ SrCr04 
(Fig. 18) 

5A II 20X SrCr04 
6A II 25Z SrCr04 
7A II 2-1/2X Ins.ZnCrO 
8A H 5Z Ins. ZnCr04 

9A n 10Z Ins. ZnCr04 

10A il 15* Ins. ZnCr04 

11A ti 20Z Ins. ZnCr04 
12A ll 2SZ Ins. ZnCr04 
13A ll 15Z M-50 

14A il 25Z M-50 
ISA li 15Z 11M1 

16A n 25Z 11M1 

17A H 15Z Reg. ZnCr04 
ISA ll 25Z Reg. ZnCrO« 
19A n 15Z PbCr04 

20 5086 25Z PbCr04 

21 ii 15Z Fe Oxide 

22 ii 25Z Fe Oxide 

23 ti 15Z Organokrome 
24 M 25Z Organokrome 

25A n 15Z ZnO 

26A II 25Z ZnO 

27A II 15Z Red Lead 

28A n 25Z Red Lead 

29A n 15Z Zn Dust 

30A II 25Z Zn Dust 

45Z Zn Oust 
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I 
Beaker 

32A 

Aluminum 
Panel Primer 

5086        15Z CU20 

Table 4 - Part A (Cont.) 

Performance of Panels - 40 Hour« 

Surface darkened; white con-oalon edges;  several pits; 
black filiform depressed areas;  etched areas; hemisphere 
droplets milky product; solution: water whits. 
Surface darkened; white corrosion edges;  few pits; black, 
filiform depressed areas;  hemisphere droplets milky pro- 
duct;  solution:    water white. 
Surface darkened; white corroaion edges; a few pits; 
black filiform depressed areas;  hemisphere droplets 
milky product;  solution: water white. 
Panel turned black;  several deep pits;  areas bright 
metal; some edge corrosion;  solution: water white. 
Panel turned black;  few pits;  areaa bright metal;  some 
edge corrosion;  solution: water white. 
Panel turned black;  several pits;  elongated areas of 
bright metal; some edge corrosion;  solution: water white. 
One side OK;   no corrosion;  other side  30 filiform type 
corrosion spots;  solution:   slight yellow tint. 
Panel turned black;  several pits;  etched bright metal 
metal areas;  slight edge corrosion; solution: water 
white. 
Panel turned black: few etched areas; bright metal; 
some surface corrosion; some slight edge corrosion; 
(6061 has 2 pits);  solution: water white. 

Conclusion: 

1. With chromate pigmented coatings, a distinct yellow color solution must result 
for effective corrosion protection of the aluminum. 

2. At 3.9 pg/ml as Cr and a slight yellow colored solution (10% strontitm chromate PVC), 
panel shows slight corrosion, 

3. At 15.2 ug/ml as Cr (1SZ strontium chromate PVC), with a distinct yellow colored 
solution, the aluminum panel shows only very slight corrosion  (practically nil). 

33A ■ t 25Z Cu20 
(Fig.  20) 

34A II 45Z CU2O 
(Fig.  20) 

3SA 11 15Z TBTF 
(Fig.  20) 

36A H 25X TBTF 
(Fig.  20) 

37A li 45X TBTF 
(Fig.  19) 

3BA li MIL-P-23377B 
(Fig.  19) 

39 li Devran 202 
(Fig.  19) 

40 (Fig.19) 6061 Seawater 
(Fig. 19)5086 Control 

4.    About  15 ug/ml Cr 
protection of the aluminum. 

to be a minimum value  to show some evidence of corrosion 

5. Coatings pigmented with red lead,  cuprous oxide and tributyltln fluoride 
causa accslsrated pitting corrosion of aluminum. 

6. Coatings pigmented with barium meta berate, yellow iron oxide,  and zinc oxide 
cause some pitting of aluminum. 
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Beaker 

U 
2A 
3A 
4A 
5A 
6A 
7A 
8A 
9A 
10A 
1U 
12A 
13A 
UA 
ISA 
16A 
17A 
18A 
19A 
20A 
21A 
22A 
23A 
24A 
25A 
26A 
27A 
28A 
29A 
MA 
31A 
32A 
33A 
MA 
35A 
36A 
37A 
38A 
39A 

Table 4 

Part B 

Coating 

2-1/2X SrCrO, 
S% SrCr04 
10Z SrCrO« 
1SZ SrCrOt, 
20%  SrCrO* 
2SZ SrCrO« 
2-1/2Z Insoluble ZnCrO« 
SZ Insoluble ZnCrO^ 
10Z Insoluble ZnCrO^ 
1SZ Insoluble ZnCrOA 
20Z Insoluble ZnCrO^ 
25Z Insoluble ZnCrO^ 
15Z Lead Sllico Chromate 
25Z Lead Sllico Chromate 
1SZ Barium Borate 
25Z Barium Borate 
1SZ ZnCrO* 
2SZ ZnCr04 
15Z PbCrO« 
2SZ PbCrO* 
1SZ Fe Oxide 
2SZ Fa Oxide 
1SZ Organokrome 
2SZ Organokrome 
15Z ZnO 
25Z ZnO 
15Z Red Lead 
25Z Rad Lead 
1SZ Zn Dust 
25Z Zn Dust 
4SZ Zn Dust 
15Z CU20 
2SZ Cu20 
45Z CU20 
1SZ Tributyltln Fluoride 
25Z Tributyltln Fluoride 
45Z Tributyltln Fluoride 
MIL-P-23377B Epoxy SrCrO* Cr 
Devran 202 Lead Sllico 

Chromate 

Concentration in tig/ml or ppm 
48 Hr. Value  "     30 Days" 

0.3 
0.5 

12.4 
55.0 
95.0 
128. 

1.6 
<0.1 
<0.1 
<0.1 
0.2 

<0.1 
<0.1 
0.2 

<5 
<5 
10.1 
14.4 
0.2 
0.2 

<1 
<1 
<0.1 
14 
0.1 
0.1 

<1 
<1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 
0.2 
0.4 
38 
<0.1 

Cr ■ 0.2 
Cr • 0.4 
Cr > 3.9 
Cr ■ ■  15.2 
Cr • ■  27.0 
Cr ■ ■  35.0 
Cr ■ 1.0 
Cr ■ •  <0.1 
Cr • ■  <0.1 
Cr ■ ■  <0.1 
Cr ■ 0.2 
Cr ■ •  <0.1 
Cr • •  <0.1 
Cr • ■  <0.1 
Ba ' •  <5 
Ba > ■  <5 
Cr • 8.2 
Cr • •  12.2 
Cr • 4.1 
Cr • 4.1 
Fe • •  <0.2 
Fe • ■  <0.2 
Cr • 0.1 
Cr • 4.4 
Zn • 0.1 
Zn • 0.1 
Pb • ■  <1 
Pb • •  <1 
Zn • 0.1 
Zn • 0,1 
Zn ■ 0.1 
Cu • 0.1 
Cu ■ 0.2 
Cu • 0.3 
Sn*« ■ <10 
Sn*- • <10 
Sn*« • <10 
Cr ■ 
Cr ■ 

6.3 
<  <0.1 

Note:  *(Sn) tin determined by emission spectroscopy all others by atomic 
absorption spectroscopy. 
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Table 5 

Parfonunc« Data of Syatar» Coated-Scrlbed #356 (Cast) and 1100-H14 Aluminum Panels 
After 18 Months Imaeralon In Cycle Teat of Specification MIL-P-23236 

Perforaancea are Averages on Both #356 and 1100 Alloys 

Scribed Areas #2 and #3 Performance* Scribed Areas #2 and #3 Performance* 
Panel Primer Plus Topcoat at Scrlbea Panel Primer Plus Topcoat at Scrlbea 
No. Scribe #2 Scribe #3 #2 «3 No. Scribe #2 Scribe #3 IT #3 

1 Zn 25/10 A 70 90 Sr 25/10 A 85 90 
2 Zn 25/15 A 80 90 Sr 25/15 A 90 95 
3 Zn 25/20 A 80 90 Sr 25/20 A 95 95 
4 Zn 30/10 A 40 80 Sr 30/10 A 90 95 
5 Zn 30/15 A 70 85 Sr 30/15 A 90 97 
6 Zn 30/20 A 87 90 Sr 30/20 A 95 97 
7 Zn 35/10 A 50 77 Sr 35/10 A 90 95 
8 Zn 35/15 A 65 77 Sr 35/15 A 87 95 
9 Zn 35/20 A 85 90 Sr 35/20 A 95 97 
10 Barytas 25 A 0 70 Asbestine (3x)25 A 0 60 

(Pig. 23) 
11 Zn 25 A 80 90 23 #117 Waah Primer A 40 80 

(Fl«.21) (Pig.24) 
12 Sr 25 A 95 97 24 Comnerclal Lead A 0 75 

(Fig.22) Slllco Chromste Epoxy 

Coatings: 

Zn - Basic Zinc Chromate 
Sr - Strontium Chromate 
A - Conversion Costing Alodlne 1200 
Topcoat - Epoxy 

«Rating Net.1."*: 100 to 0 (10) - no defects; 0 - complete failure) 

Total PVC/PVC of Inhlbitive pigment, i.e., Zn: 25/10 

Defects Include: Corrosion, undercutting, blisters, film lifting. 

Conclusion: 

1. Alodlne 1200 conversion coating (MIL-C-5541) Improves performances of "poor" or 
low performing primers. Strontium chromste primers are Improved only slightly. In such 
cases. If clean surfaces can be assured, alodlne conversion treatment may be eliminated. 

2. The most effective inhlbitive pigment teated here is strontlia chromate, ussd In 
an epoxy binder in the amount of 20-25X PVC, with a total pigmentation of 25-35X PVC. Possibly 
depending on use, acceptable performances may be derived from compositions of 10-20Z PVC stron- 
tium chromate, with total PVC of 25-3SZ. 
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Panel AluBinia 
»o. Alloy 

437 
(Fig. 23) 
438 

5086-1132 

tl 

439 II 

440 II 

441 tl 

442 
(Fig.26) 
478 

II 

6061-T6 

479 It 

480 II 

481 M 

482 It 

483 II 

443 5086-H32 

444 It 

445 tl 

446 tt 

447 II 

448 tt 

453 II 

454 tl 

455 II 

456 5456-H321 

449 
(Fig.27) 
450 

5086-H32 

II 

451 II 

452 tt 

457 5456-H321 

Tabla 6 

Parformancea of Coatad-Scrlbad AlminuB Panels 

Experimental Coating 
Total PVC - 35Z Scribe No. 3 Montha Scribe No. 

1 

6 Montha 

(Control) 2.5 
2-1/2X PVC Strontium 2 9.8 3 (Fig 31)3.3 

Chromate 5 3.3 
5X Strontium Chromate 7 9.9 8 

10 7.5 
10Z Strontium Chromate 12 10 13 

15 
6.7 
6.7 

15X Strontium Chromate 17 10 18 
20 

20Z Strontium Chromate 22 10 23 
25 

25X Strontium Chromate 27 10 28(Fig. 
30 

32)10 

2-1/2Z Strontium Chromate 211 10 212 
214 

7.5 

5X Strontium Chromate 216 9.9 217 
219 

10X Strontium Chromate 221 9.9 222 
224 

15X Strontium Chromate 226 10 227 
229 

20X Strontium Chromate 231 9.8 232 
234 

25X Strontium Chromate 236 10 237 
239 

2-1/2X Insoluble Zinc 32 9.7 33 
Chromate 35 

SX Insoluble Zinc Chromate 37 9.9 38 
40 

10X Insoluble Zinc Chromate 42 9.9 43 
45 

15X Insoluble Zinc Chromate 47 10 48 6*7 
50 / • 3 

20X Insoluble Zinc Chromat e S3 9.9 54 
56 

8.5 

25X Insoluble Zinc Chromate 58 9.9 59 
61 8.5 

15X Zinc Chromate 83 10 84 
86 

7 «O 

25X Zinc Chromate 88 10 89 
91 

9.9 

15X Lead Chromate 93 7.5 94 
96 

25X Lead Chromate 98 9 99 
101 

15X Lead Silico Chromate 63 9 64 (Fig.33) 6.7 

25X Lead Silico Chromate 68 9 

15X Barium Meta Borate 73 9.5 

25X Barium Meta Borate 78 9.5 79 
81 

J5X Yellow Iron Oxide 103 9 104 
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Table 6 (Cone.) 

Panel Aluainua 
_Alloj_ 

5456-H321 

Experlnental Coating 
Total PVC - 35Z 

Performance Rating* at Scribe 
No. Scribe No. 

108 

3 Months 

9.3 

Scribe 

109 

No. 6 Month» 

458 25Z Yellow  Iron Oxide 6.7 
111 7.5 

A59 ■i 15Z OrganokroM 113 10 114 
116 

7.5 
9 

460 ii 25X Organokrome 118 9.8 119 
121 

9.8 
9 

461 tt 15Z Zinc Oxide 123 8.5 124 
126 

6.7 
5 

462 II 25Z Zinc Oxide 128 7.5 129 
131 

9 
9 

463 n 15Z Red Lead 133 5 134 
136 

2.5 
2.5 

464 ii 25Z Red Lead 138 3.3 139 
141 

2.5 
2.5 

465 n 15Z Zinc Dust 143 9 144 
146 

6.7 
6.7 

466 n 25Z Zinc Duet X 8 148 
150 

6.7 
6.7 

467 H 45Z Zinc Dust 152 9 153 
155 

6.7 
5 

475 5086-H32 1. MIL-C-5541 Chrome Treat- 
ment 

2. 5Z Strontium Chromate 

•    195 0 196 
198 

2.5 
5 

476 5456-H321 Same 200 3.3 201 
203 

0 
0 

477 6061-.T6 Same 206 9.9 207 
209 

9 
7.5 

484 11 MIL-P-23377  (12Z Stron- 241 9.9 242 (Fig. 34)  7.5 
(Fig. 28) tium Chromate,  Total 

FVC - 27Z) 
244 7.5 

474 5456-H321 MIL-P-23377  (12Z Stron- 
tium Chromate,  Total 
PVC - 27Z) 

190 6.7 191 
193 

5 
5 

485 6061-T6 Coanerdal Epoxy Lead 246 8.5 247 (Fig.35)  6.7 
(Fig. 29) Sllico Chromate 249 5 

*Ratlng of Scribe: 0 - Scribe completely filled with white corrosion product*. 
Seal« 0-10; 10 • No corrosion products - bright metal. 
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FIC.  21 - CONDITION CAST ALUM.  #356. 
COATED AMD SCRIBED. AFTER 18 NO'S CYCLE 
TEST MIL-P-23236.     EPOXY.  BASIC ZINC 
CHROMATE.   2SZ  PVC   (PERFORMANCE 801 AND 
90X)   (OFFICIAL U.S.  NAVY PHOTOGRAPH) 

FIC.   22 - CONDITION CAST ALUM.  #356. 
COATED AND SCRIBED. AFTER 18 MO'S CYCLE 
TEST MIL-P-23236.     EPOXY.  STRONTIUM 
CHROMATE.  25Z PVC  (PERFORMANCE 95% AND 
97Z)     (OFFICIAL U.S.  NAVY PHOTOGRAPH) 

FIG.  23 - CONDITION CAST ALUM.  #556. 
COATED AND SCRIBED. AFTER 18 MO'S CYCLE 
TEST MIL-P-23236.     EPOXY. ASBESTINE 3X, 
25Z PVC  (PERFORMANCE - OZ AND 60Z) 
(OFFICIAL U.S.  NAVY PHOTOGRAPH) 

FIC.   24 - CONDITION CAST ALUM.   #356. 
COATED AND SCRIBED.  AFTER  18 MO'S CYCLE 
TEST MIL-P-23236.    FORMULA #117  (M1L- 
P-15328)   (PERFORMANCE - 40Z AND 80Z) 
(OFFICIAL U.S.   NAVY  PHOTOGRAPH) 
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FIG. 25 - CONDITION 6061-T6 (#437) COATED FIG. 26 - CONDITION 6061-T6 (1442) COATED 
SCRIBED, 3 AND 6 MO'S IN 23236.  SCRIBE #2 SCRIBED. 3 AND 6 MO'S IN 23236.  SCRIBE #27 
(101) - 3 MO. RATING 9.8. SCRIBE #3 (102) (B) 3 MO. 10 RATING. SCRIBE #28 (C. 11) 
RATING 3.3 (2-1/2X STRONTIUM CHROHATE) 6 MO'S 10 RATING (2SZ PVC STRONTIUM CHRO- 
(OFFICIAL U.S. NAVY PHOTOGRAPH) MATE).  (OFFICIAL U.S. NAVY PHOTOGRAPH) 

63 
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s 

"O 

FIG.   27  - CONDITION OF U61-T6  (449) 
COATED-SCRIBED.   3 AND 6 MO'S  IN 23236. 
SCRIBE #63.   3 MO RATING 9.    SCRIBE #64 
(110)  6 MO'S RATING 6.7.   (15Z LEAD 
SILICO CHROHATE)     (OFFICIAL U.S.   UAVY 
PHOTOGRAPH) 

4 I 

•- TL.f /'    ■   "  >           t 

4 Jft^r "                  ' ■ ■     ' 7 Kb« 

^ läM N '.'■ J^tfH^1: 
^Hrn^lui t? I^^L'. - 

^1 RC^^^MPÖH ifc«. iWÄ«-"' 
FIG.   28 - CONDITION OF 6061-T6  (484). 
COATED-SCRIBED.   3 AND 6 NO'S  IN 23236. 
SCRIBE #241.   3 HO RATING 9.9.     SCRIBE 
#242  (121)  6 MO 7.S RATING.     (12Z PVC 
STRONTIUM CHROHATE, MIL-P-23377) 
(OFFICIAL U.S.   NAVY  PHOTOGRAPH) 
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FIG. 29 -  CONDITION OF 6061-T6, COATED-SCRIBED FIG. 30 - CONDITION OF 6061-T6, COATED-SCRIBED 
3 AND 6 NU IN 23236. SCRIBE #246. 3 MO RATING 
8.5. SCRIBE #247 (122) 6 MO RATING 6.7 (COM- 
MERCIAL EPOXY, LEAD SILICO CHROMATE). 
(OFFICIAL U.S. NAVY PHOTOGRAPH)    

6 MO'S IN 23236.  SCRIBE AREA 100 PERFORMANCE 
2.5 RATING (MIL-P-244A1 SYSTEM - 1 COAT EACH 
150, 151 AND 152) (OFFICIAL U.S. NAVY PHOTOGRAPH) 

FIG. 31 - CONDITION OK b0bl-T6, COATED- 
SCRIBED, 6 MO's IN liiib,   #3 (102) 6 MO'S 
3.3 RATING (J-1/2S; PVC STRONTIUM CHRÜMATE) 
(OFFICIAL U.S. NAVY l'HOTOÜRAPH) 

FIG. 32 - CONDITION OF 6DM-Tf.. COATED-SCRIBED 
6 HO IN 23236, SCRIBE </.'ö (ID, (■ MO 10 RATING. 
(25% PVC STRONTIUM CHROMAit) (OFFICIAL U.S. 
NAVY PHOTOGRAPH) 
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Oral Discussion 

Carson;    Have you ever tried aluminum pigmented vinyl as an anti-corrosive? 

Saroyan:     We are  trying  it  in the U.S.   Navy now,  yes, not only on panels 
but on ships. 
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Corrosion Prevention with Thermal  Sprayed Zn & Al Coatings 

American Welding Society Connittee on Thermal  Spraying 

c/o Longo, F.  N.  and Durmann,  G.  J. 
METCO,   Inc. 
1101 Prospect Ave. 
Westbury,   N.  Y.   11590 

This paper presents the results of eighteen years testing,  under- 
taken by the American Welding Society,  to evaluate  flame sprayed 
zinc  and aluminum coatings,  sealed and unsealed,  applied to low 
carbon steel. 

Panels were exposed to sea water at mean tide  and below low tide 
levels at  two different  locations.    Panels were  also exposed to 
atmospheric conditions at six different locations  including rural, 
industrial,   salt air  and salt spray environments. 

The results  indicate that low carbon steel  can be protected from 
the corrosive effects of these environments  for eighteen years 
or more by  the application of flame sprayed  zinc or aluminum 
coatings. 

Introduction 

This paper reports  the  results of an eighteen year  study of the corrosion protection 
afforded by wire  flame  sprayed aluminum and zinc coatings applied to  low-carbon steel.     The 
program was  initiated  in July 1950 by the Conmittee on Metallizing of  the American Welding 
Society   (now the Committee on Thermal Spraying).     The   first panels were exposed in January, 
1953.    This report  is  a presentation of the results of  an  inspection of the metallized 
coated steel panels made  after all  panels had been exposed  for eighteen years. 

Originally,  exposure periods of  1,   3,  6 and 12 years were  scheduled.     At the end of each of 
the above periods,  a complete  set of panels,  consisting of  three identical panels of each 
type, was to be  removed  from the  exposure racks  for  laboratory examination.    At the same 
time,  the panels of each type remaining on site were  to  be   inspected and their condition 
recorded.    However,  early  inspections  indicated that nearly all  coatings would  last  for 
more than twelve years,  at  all exposure sites.     Accordingly,  the panels scheduled for 
removal at six years were  left on exposure  for twelve years,  and the  twelve year set was 
left exposed  for eighteen years.     Results of the 6 year  and  12 year  inspections are reported 
in AWS publications  C2.8-62 and C2.11-67 respectively. 

The  initial program details discussed here, with minor deletions,  were  taken directly  from 
the AWS 12 year  report C2.11-67. 

Test Sites 

Test sites were  selected  to provide a wide variety of  environmental  conditions.    These 
exposure sites and  the exposure dates  for the panels   in  this  program are listed in Appendix 
1.    All  sites are  recognized ASTM test areas.    No really mild,  rural  exposures were in- 
cluded,-  some degree of atmospheric contamination,  either   saline or  industrial,  exists at 
all  sites.     Sea  water   tests   include  full  and half-tide   immersion  in quiet  sea water,   and  full 
innersion in  flowing  sea  water   (approximately  3  knots). 
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Test panels for atmospheric exposure are mounted on racks  in a position which is  30 degrees 
from the horizontal. 

Panels for sea water  imnersion are mounted in a vertical position. 

Test Panels 

Test panels were made of low-carbon steel sheet   (carbon - 0.08 percent, manganese  - 0.30 
percent, phosphorus - 0.008 percent, sulfur - 0.03 percent,  silicon - 0.003 percent, 
copper - 0.30 percent).     The  sises of steel panels for atmospheric  and sea water exposure 
were 4x6x1/8 in.   (102 x 152 x  3.2™)   and 4 x 12 x 1/8  in.   (102  x 30S x  3.2M)  respec- 
tively. 

The aluminum and zinc wire  flame sprayed coating thicknesses  for atmospheric exposure tests 
were 0.003,  0.006,  0.009,  0.012 and 0.015  inches   (.08,  0.15,  0.23,  0.34 and 0.41im).     In 
addition to these, a coating thickness of 0.018  in.   (0.49im)  was  included in the sea water 
exposure tests. 

Panel Preparation 

The as-supplied panels were hot rolled steel which had been pickled to remove mill scale. 
Surfaces were inspected and panels showing gross defects were rejected. 

The panels were then thoroughly blast cleaned using a forced-feed blast generator and a 
minimum pressure of 90 psi   (620 Kg/m2)   at the generator with the  types and mesh sizes of 
abrasives as shown in Appendix 2. 

The  flame spraying operation was done on a special automatic machine on which 36 panels 
were flame sprayed at one time.     The speeds of rotation and traverse of both panels and 
wire flame spray gun across  the  surface were automatically controlled in order to obtain 
uniformity of coating thickness. 

Three types of wire were used: 
1. 1/8 in.   (3.2ami)  dia.   aluminum -  99.0 percent min.  purity 
2. 1/8 in.   (3.2nn)  dia.   zinc  -  99.9 percent min.  purity 
3. 1/8  in.   (3.2mm)  dia.   steel,  SAE 1010 grade;  carbon - 0.08/0.12 percent,  phosphorus - 

0.04 percent max. ,  sulfur - 0.05 percent max. 

The steel wire was used for a flash bonding coat on some specimens, and was applied auto- 
matically to a thickness of 0.001 inches (.03m). This bonding coat is not considered as 
part of the coating thickness. 

Sealing  treatments, where used,  were applied by spraying.    Appendix  3 shows  the composition 
of  the sealing materials.     These  formulations were thinned sufficiently to  insure good 
penetration and were applied  sparingly.     The purpose was to  fill  the surface and subsurface 
pores of the sprayed metal,   rather than to overcoat.     By actual  measurements the sealers 
used,  added little or nothing to  the coating thickness. 

The  types of aluminum and zinc coated panels are listed in Appendices 4 and  5; Types 14 to 
28,  inclusive, were included in order to determine the effect of preparation of the steel 
on the  life of the coating.     All of these panels had a coating  thickness of   .009 in.   (0.23sm) 
and are located at only two of the tests sites:     Kure Beach,   North Carolina   (80-ft.   (24m) 
lot)   for atmospheric exposure and Hrightsville Beach,  North Carolina   (mean tide)   for sea 
water exposure. 

Conclusions 

1. Aluminum coatings .003 in. to .006 in. (.08inn to . ISmm) both sealed and unsealed give 
complete base metal protection from corrosion in sea water, and also in severe marine 
and industrial atmospheres. 

. 
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2. Unsealed zinc coatings require .012 In. (.34ran) for complete protection In sea water 
for eighteen years. In severe marine and Industrial atnoapheres .009 in. (.23imn) of 
unsealed zinc or .003 In. to .006 In. (.OSmrn to .ISran) of sealed zinc are needed for 
eighteen years protection. 

3. The application of one coat of wash primer plus one or two coats of aluminum vinyl 
enhances the appearance and extends the life of aluminum and zinc coatings. 

4. Thin coats of aluminum perform better because they have  less  tendency to develop pits 
and blisters. 

5. The corrosion protection afforded by zinc and al'iminum coatings  is not affected by 
method of steel preparation.     Specifically,  a steel  flash is not essential as a bond 
coat. 

6. The use of flame sprayed aluminum and zinc coatings must be considered as a means to 
extend the life of  iron and steel  structures and thereby help to conserve these natural 
resources. 

Results 

The  following results are divided Into three separate sections: 
1. Sea Water Exposure  - Total  Immersion s Mean Tide 
2. Marine Atmosphere 
3. Industrial Atmosphere 

It should be kept in mind that these  results pertain primarily  to  the overall general 
condition of the test panels at each of the above three types of exposure sites. 

SEA  WATER EXPOSURE  -  TOTAL IMMERSION  &  MEAN  TIDE 

Wriqhtsville Beach,   North Carolina -  Mean Tide 

Aluminum Coated Panels 

Unsealed aluminum coated panels at this  site show a few blisters which originate at  the 
coating:    steed   interface.     The heavier  the coating the  larger  the blisters,  in some 
cases 5/16 in.   (8mm)   diameter.     In those cases where  a blister has broken open,   the 
exposed steel  is  relatively free of corrosion.     A  layer  of  iron oxide  is present but 
no measurable loss of steel  is evident.    While the aluminum surrounding these broken 
blisters probably contributed to  the protection of the  steel  there  is  no significant 
evidence of corrosion of the aluminum.     See Fig.   1  for  the  typical aluminum structure. 
Scraping the aluminum surface presents a bright,  metallic  lustre. 

All vinyl sealed panels are  in excellent condition including those which were coated 
with only  .003  in.    (.08iran)   of aluminum.     See Fig.   2.     A  few  small   blisters  are present 
on some of the sealed panels but  considerably smaller  than on the unsealed aluminum 
panels.     Breaking open these blisters reveals typical  voluminous aluminum corrosion 
products and a thin  layer of  rust on the steel.     No measurable  loss of steel  is evident. 
This is also true where the coatings were mechanically  damaged at the edges by the 
ceramic mounting  insulators.     Areas as large as 1/2  in.   (13mm)   X  1/8  in.   (3mn)  of 
exposed steel  show no significant  loss of steel.     No progressive corrosion of the 
aluminum surrounding  these areas  is evident. 

There is no noticeable difference  in coating performance as a  function of the variations 
in surface preparation methods  tested   (see Appendix  2). 

Zinc Coated Panels 

All unsealed  zinc  coated panels  of  less  than 0.012  in.    (.34mm)   in coating  thickness   have 
failed.     The 0.012   in.    (.34mm),   0.015  in.   (.41nin)   and  0.018   in.    (.49iran)   thick unsealed 
zinc coatings show  little or  no  rust but the coatings  have  been almost completely con- 
verted to corrosion product.     See Fig.   3. 

Chlorinated rubber  sealers on zinc did not perform satisfactorily.     The steel  is deeply 
pitted where coatings have   failed,  and  the appearance  indicates  that  the residual  zinc 
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corrosion product has become cathodic to the exposed steel.    There is no evidence to 
show that there Is any difference in coating performance as a result of the surface 
preparation methods tested. 

Wrightsville Beach, North Carolina - Total I—ersion 

Aluainu» Coated Panels 

Unsealed aluminum coatings at this site appear to blister slightly more than those at 
the mean tide level.    The steal is still being protected, even where the blisters have 
broken open, as in the case of the aluminum coated panels exposed at the mean tide level. 

The vinyl sealed panels are in excellent condition, showing a few small unbroken 
blisters.    The coatings on these panels are in a condition similar to aluminum sealed 
panels exposed at the mean tide level. 

Zinc Coated Panels 

The performance of zinc coatings in this exposure is very similar to those exposed at 
the mean tide level. 

Zinc coatings sealed and unsealed,  less than 0.012 in.   (.34nn)   thick have failed.    Zinc 
coatings of 0.012 in.   (.34gmi),  0.015 in.   (.41nn)  and 0.018 in.    (.49nfn)   sealed and un- 
sealed have protected the base metal, but  it appears that the  zinc has been converted 
to corrosion products.    See Fig.  3.    This tightly adherent mixture of white rust and 
foulants appears to be providing the corrosion protection to the base metal.    All panels 
which have failed are very deeply pitted. 

Sea Whter Exposure - Freeport, Texas 

Panels at this site were lost  in a hurricane.     The only documented  test  information available 
at this site can be obtained by reference to the AWS Twelve Year Report.  ANS C2.11-67. 

MARINE ATMOSPHERE 

North Carolina eo-ft.   (24m)  Lot 

At this site the specimens  face the surf  in a south easterly direction at an average 
distance of 80-feet   (24m)   from the normal mean tide level,  exposing them to  the Atlantic 
Ocean's spray,  salt air and the weather. 

Aluminum Coated Panels 

All unsealed panels have a dull gray-brown blotchy appearance,  with evidence of blistering 
of the aluminum in thicknesses greater than  .003  in.   (.OSmm).     Unsealed  .006 in.   (.ISnrn) 
thick panels have approximately 6-20 blisters,  per sq.   inch,   less than 1/8  in.   (3.2nm) 
diameter.    Unsealed aluminum panels   .009  in.   (.23iim)  thick have over  20 blisters per sq. 
inch up to 1/8 in.   (3.2nn)  diameter.     Blisters do not appear to be as prevalent on the 
groundward surfaces. 

One coat of aluminum vinyl  sealer on  .003  in.   (.OSnn)  of aluminum appears slightly duller 
than two coats.    Aluminum vinyl  sealed panels seem to be  in excellent condition.  See 
Fig.  4.    There is evidence of a  few blisters in coatings  thicker than  .003  in.   (.Oena) 
sealed with one and two coats of aluminum vinyl.  The groundward  side of these panels have 
a slightly blotchy appearance but no evidence of any blisters of metal. 

No difference in general appearances or tendency to blister could be observed as a 
function of surface preparation method. 
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Zinc Coated Panels 

Zinc  coatings   .003  in.    (.OSnun)   unsealed,  exhibited heavy rustinq of  the base metal. 
See Fig.   5. 

Aluminum vinyl sealer has completely deteriorated on the   .003  in.   (.OBmrn)   zinc with 
rusting of  the base at  the  edges  and encroaching on the  faces.     Both  skyward  and qround- 
ward  surfaces are covered with white rust.     Unsealed  .006  in.    (.ISnon)   zinc   are exhibiting 
rusting of  the base metal   at  the  edges with the  flat surfaces  covered with  small  nodes 
of heavy white rust. 

Zinc  coatings  sealed with  chlorinated  rubber  are  similar  in  appearance  to  unsealed zinc. 

Unsealed coatings of zinc   .009 in.    (.23iiim)   or greater are  covered with many  small  nodes 
of white rust with no evidence of the base material rustinq. 

The  aluminum vinyl  is gone   from the  skyward surface of most of  the  panels  to which  it 
was  applied.     Heavy white   rust  is  evident.     The groundward  surfaces  have very  little 
evidence of aluminum vinyl   remaining. 

The  fact that  the aluminum vinyl  sealer has deteriorated  completely on the  zinc panels 
in this severe marine atmosphere appears to justify the decision not to use the vinyl 
sealer on the sea water test  panels.    Early laboratory tests with vinyl  sealed,  zinc 
coated panels exposed  in  the  sea waters  off Long  Island,   N.   Y.   indicated  failure of the 
vinyl  as  a  sealer  for  zinc.     This  may be  a  function of  the chloride   ion since vinyl 
sealed zinc has performed very well  in the  industrial atmospheres where there are less 
chlorides available. 

No difference  in the condition of panels  as  a  function of  surface preparation method  is 
apparent. 

Kure Beach,   North Carolina  800-ft.   (245m)   Lot 

Aluminum Coated Panels 

All panels are  in excellent   condition at   this  site.     See  Fiq.   5.     Unsealed  aluminum panels 
.003  in.   (.OSnrO   thick  arc   liqht  gray  in color on the  skyward  surface with a  sliqhtly 
darker gray  stain and some  light rust staining on the groundward surface.     No rust 
staining  is evidunt on  the   heavier  unsealed aluminum coatings. 

All aluminum vinyl  sealed  panels  are excellent.    Those with one coat of sealer have a 
dark mottled appearance over   95* of  the  skyward surface while  those with two coats have 
the mottled appearance on  20  -  25* of the  area.     The  groundward  surfaces  have  their 
original appearance. 

Zinc Coated Panels 

The   .003  in.   (.08mm)   unsealed  zinc  panels  are dark blue  in  color with horizontal  stripes 
of white rust that appear  to  conform to  the spray pattern.     See Fig.   5.    This condition 
is apparent on both surfaces with the groundward surface having a slightly darker blue 
color. 

The one coat of aluminum vinyl  sealer on the  .003 in.   (.08mm)   zinc has 10 - 20% of the 
skyward surface appearing mottled,  with a  few pinpoint blisters of  the aluminum vinyl. 
Groundward surfaces are  in very good condition with the exception of one panel that has 
approximately 5» deterioration of  the sealer.    The chlorinated  rubber sealer has long 
since disappeared leaving those panels very similar to the unsealed panels with slightly 
less evidence of the horizontal  striping. 
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Panels with coating thickness  greater than   .003  in.   (.08nn)   appear to have absorbed the 
aluminum vinyl  sealer to a greater degree than the   .003  in.   (.OSnn).    The groundward 
surfaces are  in very good condition.     There  is  no evidence of rusting of the base metal 
on any of  the panels in the 800-ft.   (245m)   lot. 

Brazos  River,   Texas 

Aluminum Coated Panels 

This test  site cannot be considered a very  severe marine atmosphere.    All panels are in 
very good condition with no evidence of •■he  base metal corroding.     All panels  have a 
light  tan discoloration which appears to be  the color of  the dust  in the area.     The 
groundward surfaces of unsealed aluminum in  the  .006 in.   to  .015  in.   (.15iim  to   .41mn) 
types  show some evidence of blisters which  is  not apparent on the  skyward surfaces.    The 
.003  in.   (.08mm)  aluminum panels,  unsealed,   had no evidence of blistering on either side. 
The aluminum vinyl sealer has developed a  blotchy appearance on most of the panels.    Vinyl 
sealed   .003  in.   (.08mm)  aluminum is  in excellent condition with  the groundward  surface 
having an as new appearance.     Panels in the   .009 in.  to  .012 in.   (.23iian to   .34mm)  groups 
with one  coat of aluminum vinyl  ha"e developed a blotchy appeal ance on the groundward 
surface.     Those with two coats of vinyl  seller are  excellent. 

Zinc Coated Panels 

Zinc coated panels at this  site  are  in good  condition.    A tan discoloration on all  panels 
is particularly evident at the edges.     There  is no evidence of the base metal  rusting. 
Unsealed zinc panels have taken on a light blue color. 

The  aluminum vinyl  sealer shows  some deterioration,  as much as  25% of the  skyward  surface 
on some of the panels, with zinc corrosion products evident.    The groundward side of  tne 
panels sealed with aluminum vinyl  is  in good condition. 

Panels sealed with chlorinated rubber aro similar in appearance to the unsealed panels 
except that a horizontal striping effect IF more evident. There is no eviJenc- of any 
chlorinated rubber remaining. 

Point Reyes,  California 

Aluminum Coated Panels 

Unsealed  aluminum,   .003  in.    (.08mm),   have developed a black discoloration  over   25  -  75% 
of  the skyward surfaces, with no evidence of  nodes or blisters.     The qroundward surfaces 
have a  slight   rust  stain evident.     Heavier   coatings of unsealed  aluminum are   lighter and 
do  not have  as much discoloration. 

All panels  sealed with one coat of aluminum vinyl   have a mottled  appearance,  while those 
with two  coats arc excellent. 

There  is  no evidence of  rusting of  the base on any of the panels. 

Zinc Coated  Panels 

Unsealed  zinc panels have a  blue  color on  the   skyward surfaces with the  familiar   hori- 
zontal  stripes more evident on   the   .003   in.    (.08mm)   than on heavier  coatings.     The  qround- 
ward  surfaces on all  unsealed  panels are  a  dark  blue color. 

The   .003   in.    (.OBmm)   zinc panels sealed with one coat of aluminum vinyl  exhibit   blistering 
of  the sealer  5-10% on the skyward surfaces.     The  remaining area   is  bright and   In ex- 
cellent  condition.     It   is apparent  that  the   aluminum vinyl   sealer   is  deteriorating  to 
a greater  extent on the heavier  coatings of   zinc   than on  thinner   coatinqs.     This  deteri- 
oration  is accompa.iied by corrosion of  the  zinc.     Since  heavier  coatings absorb more, 
two coats  of vinyl  sealer would  be  in order. 
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Panels  sealed with chlorinated rubber have a  tan discoloration,  a combination of zinc 
corrosion product and deteriorated scalar.     This is true of both surfaces. 

INDUSTRIAL ATMOSPHERE 

New York City Area   (Kearny,  New Jersey) 
Alustinu» Coated Panels 
Unsealed   .003  in.   (.08m)   aluminun coatings  show many nodes of corrosion on the  skyward 
surface  that are black  in color due to  retained contamination.     The groundward surface  is 
gray  to black  in color with some  indication of nodular corrosion.     No rusting of  the base 
is evident. 

Unsealed   .006  in.   (.15msi),   .009  in.   1.23mm) . and   .012  in.   (.34nm)   aluminum coatings  show 
heavy blistering of aluminun on the skyward surface.    The groundwati surfaces exhibit nod- 
ular  type corrosion. 

Aluminum vinyl  sealed coatings  show evidence of a  few scattered nodes of corrosion product 
on the  skyward  surface of the   .003 in.   (.OSsai)   panels.     Heavier coatings show indications 
of a  few scattered blisters.     Groundward surfaces are all excellent. 

All coating  thicknesses  sealed with two  coat- of aluminum vinyl  are  in excellent  conditior, 
on both surfaces. 

Zinc  Coated  Panels 
Unsealed   .003   in.    (.OBmn)   zinc  coatings   failed completely on  the  skyward  surface  and af" 
proximately  75» of  the groundward »uvface.     The   .003  in.   (.OSiwi)   zinc coatings  sealed wit . 
chlorinated rubber also  failed  completely on the skyward surface and about  10% on the 
groundward  surface.     Zinc coatings   .003   in.    (.OSrwi)   sealed with  aluminum vinyl   are  in ex- 
cellent  condition and appear  brighter  and  cleaner  than aluminum with  the equivalent   amount 
of  sealer.      It   is  interesting   to note  that  the  vinyl   is  in better  condition on  the   .003   in. 
(.Oflnm)   coatings  than on  the  heavier  zinc   coatings where  it  has  deteriorated  10-30\   in 
some  cases.     This   is  probably  because   .003   in.    (.Oftmm)   coatings are smoother and do  not 
absorb as  much  sealer as  the  heavier  coatings. 

Unsealed .006 in. (.ISnn) zinc coatings exhibit some rusting on the skyward surface and 
less on the groundward surface. Unsealed .009 in. (.23im0 and .012 in. {.34iiiii) coatinas 
aru  blue   in color with  some deposit  staining.     No  rusting of  base  metal   evident. 

Columbus,    Jhiu 
Aluminum  Coated  Panels 
All   unsealed sptayed aluninnm paaela  have  a   black  nodular  »ype  of corrosioj» product  with 
the   size  of   the nodule   inc   asing with  the  thickness of coating.     There   is  no  evidence  of 
the  base  metal  corroding.     Panels  sealed with one coat of aluminum vinyl   are  beqinninq   to 
show  some   indications of   these   black  nodes   forming.     Panels with  two coats  of  alunutmir 
vinyl   sealer  arc   in excellent   condition. 

Zinc  Coated  Panels 
Unsealed   .003   in.    (.OHnm)   zinc  coated panels   lost  approximately  90» of   the   zinc  on  tl. 
ward   surfaces  and  the base metal   is  rusting.     Edges  also  show rustinq.     The nroundward 
side  of   the  panels   is  covered   with white   rust   that   appears  stained with   red   rust.      Ml   .Mi! 
coated  panels  sealed with aluminum vinyl   are   in good condition.        ne panel   in  e.i, I-. . t   •■■ 
.00b   in.    (.Ibiw)   and   .009   in.    (.23mii)   group,   sealed with aluminum vinyl,   is   exhibitmc   i 
5-10»   deterioration of  the  sealer with  some  white   rust   evident.      Unsealed   .00f>   m.    (. 15irr I 
panels   show   some   red   rust   at   the  edges   of   the   identifyimi  notches.      Some   black   nodes    ,i. 
evident  wh: .h are  probably white   rust with deposit   stain. 

East  Chicago,   Indiana 
Aluminum  Coated  Panels 
This   is a   very   heavy   industrial   environment with all   panels havinq  a  Jark  I town  diso l   r- 
ation.     All   unsealed  aluminum  panels of   .nofc   in.    (.15mi<   or  more  hav«   evidence   of   111   !.;. 
of   the  aluminum on  the  skyward   surfaces.     Unsealed .ilurunum   .ooi     n.    (.nHnm)   lias  a  nor«- 

nodular   tyj« of corrosion on  the   skyward  surface with   less evident.'  of   iluminum corrosion 
on  the   groundward  surface.     Aluminum vinyl   sealed panels have   a verv heavy  de{f>3i t   stain 
on  both  surfaces.     Two coats  of  aluminuv. vinyl   appear   slightly  better  than one   coat.     Nr 
corrosion of   the  sprayed aluminum  is  evident. 
Zinc  Coaled Panels 
Sprayed zinc panels sealed with aluminum vinyl arc in very 'lood condition with son. |. ; 
staining on tne  vinyl   sealer. 
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Appendix  1 

Test Site Data 

Tgjt Site «nd Environ—nt No. Of Panelt Pate Exposed 

Atmospheric Exposure Aluminum Zinc 

Brasos River, Texas (salt air) 
Columbus, Ohio (urban) 
East Chicago, Indiana (industrial) 
Kure Beach, North Carolina 

•80-ft (24m) lot (severe marine) 
••800-ft (240m) lot (salt air) 

New York City Area (industrial) 
Point Reyes, California (salt air) 
4x6 in. (102mn x lS2ma) panels reserved 

Sea Hater Exposure 

Preeport, Texas 
Wrightsville Beach, North Carolina 
below-low-tide 
mean-tide 

4 X 13 in. (102mn x 30Snn) panels reserved 

156 156 March 1954 
120 120 November 1953 
120 120 November 1953 

336 336 January 1953 
156 156 January 1953 
120 120 November 1953 
156 156 December 1953 
156 156 

156 156 October 1953 

156 156 October 1953 
336 336 October 1953 
156 156 

Total 2124 2124 

•80-ft (24m) from shoreline 
••800-ft (240m) from shoreline 

I 
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tepandix 2 

Typ<» of Abr>»ivn Us«d For 
Bl«gt Cl«anlnq Sp«claTi« In Thi« T«»t Progran* 

Typ«» of Abraslv Mesh Distribution Dsscription 

Coarse Silica Sand 
Tyler Screen Sieve Analysis 
♦14   mesh   S% 
-14+20  "    48% ±10% 
-20+28  '   40% ±10% 
-28+35   "   10% ±10% 
-35     "    5% 

Abrasive is washed 
angular silica sand, 
dry and free of feld- 
spar, clay or other 
friable constituents. 

Fine Silica Sand 

Chilled Iron Grit 

U.S. Standard Screen Analysis 
+20   mash   5% 
-20+30  "   67% ±10% 
-30+40  "   24% ±10% 
-40 10% 

Abrasive is washed 
angular silica sand, 
dry and free of feld- 
spar, clay or other 
friable constituents. 

Conforms to SAE specification 
for G-2S angular chilled iron 
grit. 

Abrasive is angular 
chilled iron grit. 

•Note: It should be noted that the precise mesh distributions shown would 
probably not be obtainable in all areas, and they should not be 
used for specification purposes. 
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Atuxnat» 3 

Smml Coat 

Co«po«itlon and D««cription of S—1 Coat« 

Coiposltlon D««crlptlon 

An air drying, 
two-part, acid-clnc 
chromate waah coat 
primer. 

Waah Primer Raain component: 
Pigment: Inaolubl« type, inert, 

rinc chromate 8.3% 
Nonvolatile vehicle: Polyvinyl 

butyral 9.5% 
Volatile vehicle: Butyl and 

isopropyl alcohol 82.3% 
Acid component: 

Phosphoric acid 16.0% 
Ethyl (or isopropyl) alcohol 

plua water Balance 

Mix four parta of the resin component with one part of the acid component to obtain 
final priswr comnoaition. 

Aluminum Vinyl Pigment: Non-leafing 
aluminum flake 

Nonvolatile vehicle: Vinyl 
copolymer and plasticiser 

Volatile vehicle: Toluene 
and ketones  

10% 

20% 

70% 

A vinyl copolymer 
aluminum flakes, 
air-drying type of 
coating material 

Clear Vinyl Pigment: None A clear, vinyl 
Nonvolatile vehicle: Vinyl copolymer, air- 

chloride-acetate drying coating 
Resin 16% material. 
Plasticiser 1.4% 

Volatile vehicle: Ketones 37.6% 
Aromatic hydrocarbons 

(Toluene, bensol, xylol) 45.0% 

Chlorinated Rubber Solids: Chlorinated rubber  — 
plus two types of chlorinated 
paraffins plus a stabiliser 34% 

Solvents: Aromatic petroleum 
solvents   66% 

A clear,  air-dry- 
ing,  chlorinated 
rubber  type coat- 
ing material 
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App«i>dlx 4 

P«n>l Typ«« for At»io»ph«rlc Expo»ur« 

Aluminum Flame  Sprayed Panel* Zinc Flame Sprayad Panels 

Coating Coating 
Pa Ml •Panel Thicknesi, ••S««l Panel •Panel Thickness, **s«al 
Typ« Preparation in.  s nn Coat Typ« Preparation in.   t mm Coat 

0.003(.OBan) 1 0.003 (.OBittn) 
H                     H WP+AV-1 2 •1                     H WP+AV-1 
M                  N WP+AV-2 3 N                  H CR-2 

0.006(0.1511») 4 0.006(0.1511») 
H                     H WP+AV-1 5 ■■          ■■ WP+AV-1 
N                    It WP+AV-2 6 H                  ■ CR-2 

0.009(0.2311») 7 0.009(0.2311») 
H                     H WP+AV-1 8 "          " WP+AV-1 
M                    N WP+AV-2 9 M                  M CR-2 

10 0.012(0.34nm) 10 0.012(0.34mm) 
11 H              n WP+AV-1 11 "          " WP+AV-1 
12 N                  M WP+AV-2 12 M                  N CR-2 
13 0.015(0.41nn) 13 0.01S(0.41ii») 
14 O.009(0.23an) 14 0.009(0.23ii») 
15 It                     H WP+AV-1 15 11                         M WP+AV-1 
16 M                  H WP+AV-2 16 M                     H CR-2 
17 "                  M 

17 m            M 

18 H                     M WP+AV-1 18 N                    « WP+AV-1 
19 M                     N WP+AV-2 19 It                     H CR-2 
20 N                     N 20 N                     N 

21 H                  M WP+AV-1 21 ■                     N WP+AV-1 
22 «                     N WP+AV-2 22 M                     N CR-2 
23 II                     N 23 m                H 

24 M                     H WP+AV-1 24 H                     H WP+'.V-l 
25 M                     II WP+AV-2 25 m            m CR-2 
26 H                     M 26 M                     N 

27 H                    H WP+AV-1 27 M                  N WP+AV-1 
28 M                     N WP+AV-2 28 •1                  » CR-2 
•Type« of Surface Preparation 

1. Coarse silica sand 
2. Coarse silica sand and steel flash 
3. Fin« silica sand 
4. Fin« silica sand and  steel  flash 
5. Chiliad iron grit 
6. Chilled  iron grit and steel  flash 

••Types of Saal Coat 
WP-Wash Primer 
AV-Aluminum Vinyl 
CR-Chlorinat«d Rubber 
-1-On« Coat Of specified Seal Coat 
-2-Two Coats Of specified Seal Coat 
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Appendix 5 

Panel Type« For Sea Water Expo«ure 

Aluminum  Flame Sprayed Panels 

Coating 

Zinc Flame Sprayed Parels 

Coating 
Panel •Panel Thickness.     "Seal Panel •Panel Thickness, "Seal 
Type Preparation in.   & mm      Coat Type Preparation in.   & mm Coat 

1 0.003 (.OBinm)   WP+CV-1 1 2 0.003(.08im) CR-1 
2 WP+CV-2 2 2 ■■         « CR-2 
3 0.006(0.15mm) 3 2 0.006(O.lSmm) 
4 WP+CV-1 4 2 M                        II CR-1 
5 WP+CV-2 5 2 "                        " CR-2 
6 0.009(0.23mm) 6 2 0.009(0.23nm) 
7 WP+CV-i 7 2 n                H CR-1 
8 WP+CV-2 e 2 H                    « CR-2 
9 0.012 (0.34iin) 9 2 0.012 (0.34nn) 

10 WP+CV-1 10 2 H                    II CR-1 
U WP+CV-2 11 2 "                     " CR-2 
12 0.015 (0.41n«n) 12 2 0.015(0.41ran) 
U 0.018(0.49mm) 13 2 0.018(0.49nm) 
14 0.009(0.23nm) 14 1 0.009(0.23iiiin) 
15 WP+CV-1 IS 1 31                    H CR-1 
16 WP+CV-2 16 1 "                     » CR-2 
17 .. 17 3 •                    « 
18 WP+CV-1 18 3 "                     " CR-1 
19 WP+CV-2 19 3 •           m CR-2 
20 M                     tl 20 5 •           it 

21 WP+CV-1 21 5 "         " CR-1 
22 WP+CV-2 22 5 "         " CR-2 
23 N                     H 23 4 "         " 
24 WP+CV-1 24 4 "         " CR-1 
25 WP+CV-2 25 4 N                    N CR-2 
26 M                     H 26 6 M                  N 

27 "           "          WP+CV-1 27 6 "                  " CR-1 
28 WP+CV-2 28 6 N                    H CR-2 
'Types of Surface Preparation 

1. Coarse silica sand 
2. Coarse silica sand and steel flash 
3. Fine silica sand 
4. Fine silica sand and steel flash 
5. Chilled iron grit 
6. Chilled iron grit and steel flash 

*'Types of seal Coat 
WP-Wash primer 
CV-Clear vinyl 
CR-Chlorinatud rubber 
-1-One coat of specified ■ 
-2-Two coats of specified 

il coat 
eal coat 
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Figure  1 

"a":     2S0X.     tutal  atch.     Flame  sprayed aluminum coating, .006  in.    (.15mm)   thick, 
no  sealer,  over a  flash coat of carbon steel.     This illustrates  the condition 
of  the aluminum coating  after exposure  for   18 years at Wrightsvillc Beach, 
N.C.   in  sea water  at mean  tide  level. 

"b":     Same area  as above,   except under polarized   light  and  showing  the amount of 
coating which has converted  to aluminum corrosion product   (white)   and re- 
maining aluminum   (black). 
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Figure   2 

"a":  25ÜX.  Nital etch.  Flame sprayed aluminum coating .003 in. (.OBmm) thick plus 
one coat primer and two coats of vinyl.  Exposed for 18 years below low tiJe at 
Wrijhtsville Beach, N.C.  This photo illustrates the overall condition of the 
aluminum coatinq.  Compare with photo "c" which shows the same coating, Hital 
etched on a reserve panel which was never exposed. 

"b":  same area as "a", but under polarized light to illustrate the relatively small 
amount of aluminum corrosion.  For comparison, see photo "d", showing unexposed 
aluminum. 
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Figure 3 

60X. .012'   (.34iran).  Flame sprayed Bn, no sealer, exposed for 18 years 
at Wrightsville Beach, N.C. in sea  water at mean tide level.  This photo 
Illustrates remaining zinc and zinc corrosion product. 

Same area as above, however, under polarized ll^ht 
product appears white and the zinc is black. 

The zinc corrosion 
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Figure 4 

This photograph was taken at Kure Beach, N. C, 80 feet (24m) from the normal mean 
tide level) facing the surf.  It shows the condition of flame sprayed aluminum with 
and without sealers after 19 years exposure. 

The top left three panels have .003 in. (.08imn) aluminum without a sealer. 

The center left three panels have .003 in. (.08n»n) aiuminum, a wash prime and 
one coat of aluminum vinyl. 

The lower ieiu three panels are the same except for two coats of aluminum vinyl. 

The remaining unidentified panels are .006 in. (.Ibmm), .009 in. (0.23nun) aluminum 
with and without sealers. 
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Kigure 5 

This photograph was taken at Kure Beach, N.C., which is a marine environment, BO 
fast (24m) from the normal mean tide level, facinq the surf.  It shows the condition 
of flame sprayed zinc with and without sealers after 19 years exposure. 

The top left three panels show what remains of .003 in. (.06mm) zinc without a 
sealer. 

The center left two panels have .003 in. (.OHttm) zinc-, a wash prime and one coat 
of aluminum vinyl. 

The lower left two panels were .003 in. (.OHmm) Bin: with chlorinated rubber sealer. 

The two upper right panels are .006 in. (.ISim) sine with chlorinated rubber. 

The remaining panels are .009 in. t0<3)im) zinc with and without sealers. 
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Oral Discussion 

May;  Did you identify the chemical composition of the zinc and aluminum 
used here? 

Schriber;  The zinc was 99% pure, and so was the aluminum. 
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Electrochemical Properties of Magnesium.   Zinc,   and Aluminum 
Galvanic  Anodes   In  Sea  Water 

T.   J.   Lennox,   Jr. 

Code 6325 
Naval  Research Laboratory 

Washington,   D.C.   20390 

Over the  last   thirty years several  Improved galvanic 
anode alloys have been  Introduced  for cathodic  protection 
systems  in sea water.     Magnesium anodes conforming  to 
MIL-A-21412A and  zinc  anodes conforming   to MIL-A-18001H 
have been used successfully over sufficiently  long periods 
that  their electrochemical characteristics and service 
performance are well established.     On  the other hand,   over 
the past decade aluminum anodes have been  In a state of 
flux with  the   Introduction of new alloys every  few years. 
However,   the enhanced electrochemical  properties of  some 
of   the more  recently  developed  aluminum  anodes  have made 
them attractive economically. 

Data have  been presented on  the critical parameters 
for magnesium,   zinc,   and aluminum alloy  anodes.     The 
closed-circuit  electrochemical potentials,   current output 
characteristics,   current capacity,   and corrosion character- 
istics have been summarized.     Comparative data on some of 
the newer and older aluminum alloy anodes and  the advantage 
of galvanic anodes over other type cathodic  protection 
systems have  been discussed. 

The protective potentials for steel  to  four different 
types of  reference electrodes have been presented,   and a 
nomugram of reference electrode potentials  in chloride 
solutions of various resistivities has  been  included. 

It  is concluded   that   the presently available magnesium, 
zinc,  or aluminum anodes procured  to  the proper specifi- 
cations have dependable electrochemical characteristics and 
are suitable  for cathodic protection systems  in sea water. 

Key  Words:     Galvanic anodes;   sea water:   magnesium 
anodes;   zinc anodes;   aluminum anodes;   electrochemical 
properties:   relative metal costs;   reference 
electrodes;   corrosion characteristics. 

1.     Introduction 

Until approximately  forty  years ago corrosion protection on submerged 
structures relied almost entirely on  the application of  protective coatings. 
Although the principles of  cathodic protection have been applied  to ship 
hulls  for approximately  150 years  (3)1.   it was not until  the  1940's  (4) 

The numbers  in parentheses refer  to  the  list  of  references which make up 
the Bibliography at   the end of   this paper. 
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that concern developed over the variable performance of the zinc anodes which 
were routinely placed on the stern of a ship to prevent corrosion accelerated 
by  the nonferrous metal propellers and appendages. 

Cathodlc protection to mitigate corrosion  Is generally used  In conjunction 
with protective coatings by establishing a sufficiently negative potential on 
a submerged structure  to make  the entire structure cathodlc.     Cathodlc pro- 
tection may  be obtained using either relatively  inert anodes with an   Impressed 
voltage from an external power source or  from sacrificial galvanic  anodes 
such  as magnesium  (1,2),   zinc  (3-11),   or aluminum  (12-21).     Galvanic  anodes 
depend on  their inherent electrochemical activity  for driving voltage and are 
a self-contained power source when coupled  to a more noble  (cathodlc)  metal. 

This paper  is prepared with  the  thought  that   it should serve as a guide 
to  the use of galvanic anodes In sea water and is based on  the  author's and 
other's experience on studies of  the electrochemical properties of magnesium, 
zinc, and aluminum anodes in service and  field-service type experiments.     A 
bibliography of pertinent references   (1-22)  on the subject  is  included. 

The primary considerations  in establishing  the useful properties of a 
galvanic anode are based on reliable performance associated with  the  following 
parameters:     1)  closed-circuit electrochemical potential,   2)   long-term current 
output  characteristics,   3)  current capacity per pound,   and 4)   corrosion 
characteristics.     The economics of any cathodlc protection system should be 
based  not only on cost of anode material,   but should include actual   instal- 
lation costs.    These latter costs may  be quite variable from one shipyard  to 
another,   and  the cost per pound of  anode metal will vary with  the source; 
for  these reasons only relative costs per ampere year for galvanic anou^ 
materials will be discussed. 

It should also be pointed out   that   the author and his associates  (18.19) 
have  not   tested all existing anode alloys,   especially alloys  that may  have 
been developed in  the  last several  years.     Therefore,   the comments and state- 
ments   in  this paper are not meant   to  limit  the use of unmentioned alloy anodes. 
As a precaution to users of galvanic anodes,   however,  any anode material 
should  not  be considered  for long-term  installation until  the  intended user 
has  had demonstrated  to him by   in-service  test    data or data from  long-term 
field-service tests that  the materials being considered do indeed  fulfill 
his requirements  technically as well  as economically. 

Of  necessity  in a paper of  this   type general or typical data will be 
presented.      In summarizing,  however,   more specific data are presented. 

Closed-Circuit  Potentials 

The closed-circuit electrochemical potentials to a silver/silver chloride 
(Ag/AgCl)   reference electrode of  the presently used magnesium and zinc  anodes 
for which a  U.S.   Military specification exists are shown  in Fig.   1.     Also 
shown  In Fig.   1 are the potentials of several aluminum alloy anodes.     A 
military specification does not  exist   for aluminum galvanic anodes,   but one 
is   in  preparation  by   the Naval  Ships  Engineering Center,   Hyattsville, 
Maryland. 

Magnesium anodes  have  the most   negative   (anodic)   potential  of   the 
common  galvanic anode alloys.     Zinc  and aluminum anodes have similar 
potentials which are positive  (cathodlc)   to magnesium anodes by  approximately 
0.5 volt.     None of  the anode alloys  has a specific potential  in sea water. 
Therefore a range and  typical potential values have been shown in Fig.   1. 
The  zinc  anode appears   to have   the  narrowest  range of potentials  of  any of 
the  galvanic  anodes studied. 
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Current Output Characteristics 

Typical current output versus time characteristics for magnesium, zinc, 
and several aluminum alloy anodes arc shown in Fig. 2.  Generally, galvanic 
anodes of the proper specification or identity can be relied upon to supply 
galvanic current for a cathodic protection system over long time periods, 
i.e., they do not anodically polarize in sea water. An exception to this Is 
some of the alumlnum-zinc-tin alloy anodes which have shown a continual 
decrease in current output with time indicating anodic polarization.  Anodes 
which polarize significantly with time cannot be considered as suitable 
galvanic anodes for long-term cathodic protection systems. 

Current Capacity 

The current capacity in ampere hours per pound as a function of anode 
current density for magnesium, zinc, and several aluminum alloy anodes is 
shown in Fig. 3.  The aluminum-zinc-mercury alloy anode has consistently 
produced the highest current capacity, and the high capacity for this alloy 
was maintained over the anode current density range from 200 to 1000 ma/sq ft. 
The aluminum-zinc-tin alloy anodes are also capable of producing a high 
current capacity, but in many instances the capacity is well below that of 
magnesium anodes (500 ampere hours per pound) especially at anode current 
density levels below approximately 700 ma/sq It.  The low current capacity 
observed on some of the aluminum-zlnc-tin anodes may be the result of Improper 
heat treatment, as these alloys generally require post casting heat treatment 
to obtain a high current capacity.  The alunmuim-zinc-indium alloy anodes 
have a current capacity approximately midway between the best and poorest 
performing aluminum anodes.  Zinc anodes have a current capacity of approxi- 
mately 370 ampere hours per pound at all current density levels, and zinc 
anodes are essentially 100'. elticient in sea water. 

Reding (20) has shown. Fig. 4. that the current capacity of the 
aluralnum-zinc-mercury alloy anode can be detrimentally affected In an environ- 
ment such as anaerobic mud covered with sea water.  In this environment the 
current capacity of aluminum-zinc-mercury anodes can be as low as 400 ampere 
hours per pound.  Increasing the zinc content to 4'. resulted in increasing 
the current capacity to over 1000 ampere hours per pound.  Table 1 shows a 
comparison of current capacities for aluminum alloy anodes and for zinc 
anodes in the anaerobic mud sea water system.  The zinc anode current capacity 
was not detrimentally affected in this environment. 

Corrosion Characteristics 

The corrosion characteristics in sea water ot magnesium, zinc, and 
several aluminum alloy anodes are shown in Table 2,  Both the magnesium and 
zinc alloy anodes usually show uniform attrition and are essentially self 
cleaning of anodic corrosion products.  The magnesium anodes may tunnel at 
ferrous cores especially under velocity conditions.  This tunneling which 
can result in electrical Isolation of the anode from the structure being 
protected can be reduced or eliminated with the use of porcelain coated steel 
cores or by covering the entire anode except lor one surface with a thick 
(approximately 1/8 inch) adherent PVC type coating.  The attrition of zinc 
anodes will generally be less unilorm at low anode current density. 

None of the aluminum alloy anodes are sell cleaning, and generally the 
attrition pattern is less unilorm than for either magnesium or zinc anodes 
In sea water.  It has also been noted that some surface arean on the alumlnum- 
zinc-mercury alloy anodes remain essentially inactive.  In long-term use, 
the  nactivlty of these areas could perhaps result in some segments of the 
anodes being lost without ever producing any useful current. 
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Specific Galvanic Anode Properties 

A summary of specific properties for galvanic anodes ic shown In 
Table 3.  This summary Includes the nominal composition of the anodes, 
closed-circuit potential to the Ag/AgCl reference electrode, current capacity 
In ampere hours per pound, anode consumption rate in pounds per ampere year, 
and density of the alloys. 

Magnesium anodes have a typical potential of -1.52 volts and a current 
capacity of 500 ampere hours per pound.  Zinc anodes have a potential of 
-1.04 volts and will provide 368 ampere hours per pound. 

The most consistent electrochemical properties for aluminum alloy 
anodes has been obtained from anodes containing zinc and mercury.  Typically 
these anodes have a potential of -1.06 volts and a current capacity ol 1250 
ampere hours per pound In full strength sea water. 

Aluminum anodes with alloying elements of zinc and tin. and which 
generally require a heat treatment to obtain optimum electrochemical charac- 
teristics, have shown quite variable properties.  A typical potential for 
this class of alloy anode Is -1.03 volts, and the current capacity can vary 
from as high as 1100 to as low as 400 ampere hours per pound.  With a current 
capacity of only 400 ampere hours per pound from an aluminum anode the 
advantage of using aluminum over zinc anodes Is lost for most long-term 
cathodlc protection Installations. 

The aluminum anodes alloyed with zinc and Indium have a typical 
potential of -1.1 volts and a current capacity ranging from 750 to 900 ampere 
hours per pound. 

Relative Costs and Advantages 

The relative metal costs per ampere year for zinc, magnesium, and 
aluminum anodes are summarized in Table 4.  These data are based on actual 
ampere hour per pound values obtained from each anode alloy as shown In 
Table 3 and the nominal U.S. prices for each of the alloys in anode form. 

The relative cost per ampere year of the aluminum-zinc-mercury anodes 
is approximately two thirds that of zinc anodes and approximately one half 
that of magnesium anodes.  With the price per pound used in this comparison 
the aluminum-zinc-tin alloy anode would be less costly than the alumlnum- 
zlnc-mercury anodes If a high current capacity could be consistently realized 
from the aluminum-zinc-tin anodes.  The relative cost of the aluminum-zinc- 
indium anodes Is somewhat greater than that of the aluminum-zinc-mercury 
anodes and slightly less than for zinc anodes. 

Table 5 shows some of the advantages of galvanic anodes as a class for 
cathodlc protection systems.  The advantages for galvanic anodes over other 
systems can be summarized by pointing out their simplicity In use and the 
relatively low Initial cost. 

Protective Potentials 

The protective potentials for steel In sea water measured to four 
different reference electrodes are shown in Table 6. 

A nomogram for correcting the potentials observed to the Ag/AgCl 
reference electrode to potentials on the saturated calomel (SCE) or saturated 
copper/copper sulfaie (CU/CUSO4) electrode scale In waters of varying resisti- 
vity Is shown In Fig. 5.  This nomogram will be useful In establishing the 
potential to either the saturated calomel electrode (SCE) or the CU/CUSO4 
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electrode when the potential has been determined to a Ag/AgCl rei'erence 
electrode, for example, on the hull of a ship which traverses full strength 
sea water and brackish water.  As discussed by Peterson, Groover (22) "... the 
Ag/AgCl reference electrode is an almost Ideal reference cell for full sea 
water because It requires no salt bridge and has a low temperature coefficient. 
If the resistivity of the water in question is known, the range of this 
electrode is extended to cover almost any brackish water whose principal 
dissolved solid is sodium chloride." 

Example  a) in Fig. 5 shows that if a potential of -0.79 volts is 
measured to the Ag/AgCl reference electrode in 20 ohm-cm water (full sea 
water) the potential would be -0.79 volts to the SCE and -0.85 volts to the 
CU/CUSO4 electrode.  In 1300 ohm-cm water (example b) in order to have a 
potential of -0.85 volts to the CU/CUSO4 (-0.79 volts to the SCE) one must 
■easure a potential of -0.91 volts to the Ag/AgCl reference electrode. 

Conclusions 

1. By using magnesium anodes conforming to MIL-A-21412A. zinc anodes 
conforming to MIL-A-18001H. or aluminum anodes of the proper identity, one can 
readily obtain dependable electrochemical properties from galvanic anodes for 
sea water service.  Aluminum alloy anodes containing small percentages of 
zinc and mercury have consistently given satisfactory electrochemical 
characteristics, but the current capacity may be lowered considerably if the 
anodes are used in anaerobic muds covered by sea water. 

2. The aluminum-zinc-mercury alloy anodes have the lowest relative 
metal cost per ampere year compared to magnesium, zinc, or other aluminum 
alloy anodes studied. 

3. The Ag/AgCl reference electrode appears to be an ideal reference 
cell for use in sea water, ar1 potentials observed with it in brackish water 
whose principal dissolved solid is sodium chloride can readily be converted 
to the SCE or CU/CUSO4 electrode scale by use of the nomogram. 
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Summarized  Discussion 

In reply to queries the author stated that the mercury content of the 
special aluminum anode alloy is only 0.05%  (nominally),  and the tolerability 
of the marine environment for an alloy of this composition can only be 
finally settled when the environmentalists  set a standard; he noted that 
marine organisms have been observed growing directly on and around working 
Al-Zn-Hg  anodes.     Concerning a conjecture that alkali formation on a working 
anode might be responsible for keeping the anode  free from fouling,  the 
author noted that marine fouling can be  found directly on magnesium anodes. 

Where hydrodynamic drag or noise is a factor, it was pointed out that 
ranking of anode materials should be based on ampere-hours per unit volume 
rather than per unit weight. On the basis of volume, zinc and aluminum 
anodes are comparable. Where submerged weight is critical, as perhaps on 
a sub-surface buoy, it is the apparent weight in sea water rather than the 
weight in air that is important, and on such basis the aluminum alloys are 
even more  attractive than when compared on the basis of weight  in air. 

There  are  no known effects of depth on the performance of galvanic 
anodes;  all experiments with cathodic protection from zinc anodes  at 
great depths appear to have confirmed  the effectiveness of the anodes, 
but such experiments are lacking for magnesium and aluminum anodes. 
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Table 1.  Laboratory Current Capacities of Aluminum 
and Zinc Anodes In Saline Electrolytes 

Current Capacities (amp hr/lW1 

Alloy Sea Water 

Anaerobic Mud 
Covered with 
Sea Water 

Sand 
Covered 
with 
Sea Water 

Al,0.4Zn,0.04Hg 1270 550 1250 

Zinc (MIL-A-18001H) 360 360 360 

Al,7Zn,0.03Sn 760 510 - 

Al,l.SZn,0.03Sn 870 500 - 

current density approximately 100 ma/sq ft. 

[after Reding (20)] 

Table 2.  Corrosion Characteristics; Galvanic Anodes 

Anode Alloy Description 

Mg (MIL-A-21412A) 

Zn (MIL-A-18001H) 

Al-Zn-Hg 

Al-Zn-Sn 

Al-Zn-In 

Self cleaning, uniform attrition, may tunnel 
at ferrous cores unless precautions to 
prevent. 

Self cleaning, uniform attrition; less 
uniform at low anode current density. 

Not self cleaning, striated attrition; some 
areas relatively Inactive. 

Not self cleaning, uniform to irregular 
attrition; dependent on alloy and heat 
treatment. 

Not self cleaning, uniform to Irregular 
attrition; dependent on anode current 
density. 
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Table 4.    Galvanic Anodes - Relative metal cost/aapere year 

Relative Cost* 
Anode Material (dollars) 

Zinc   (MIL-A-ISOOIH) 1.00 

Magnesium   (MIL-A-21412A) 1.31 

Aluminum 

Zn-Hg 0.67 
Zn-In 0.77 to 0.93 
Zn-Sn 0.62  to  1.70 

«Based on actual ampere-hours/lb,  not theoretical values. 

Table S.     Galvanic Anode Advantages Over 
Other Type Systems 

Item Description 

Current source Self contained 

Current direction Always correct  for protection 

Stuffing glands Not required 

Hull penetrations Not required 

Isolation from hull Must not  be  isolated 

Lead wires Generally not used 

Dielectric shield Required only for Hg anode 

Damage  (mechanical)(electrical) Not very susceptible.    No concern 
»hen properly shielded and cast-in 
bonded cores used 

Maintenance None required,   other  than periodic 
replacement of anodes 

Initial cost Relatively  low 

Table 6.     Protective Potentials of Steel Measured 
Against Four Reference Electrodes in Sea Water 

Reference Protective Potential 
Electrode Electrolyte in Volts  (ÖB^F) 

Calomel Saturated KC1 -0.79 

Ag/AgCl Sea water -0.79* 

Cu/CuSO- Saturated CuSO^ -0.85 

Zinc   (MIL-A-18001H) Sea water +0.25 

* These are practical values in full strength uncontaminated sea water. 
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Fig.  3—Current  capacity of galvanic anodes  as a function of anode 
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Prooeedlngs of  the Jvd International Congress on Marine Corrosion and Fouling,   held 
October 2-6.   1972.  Oalthersburg, Maryland 

Studies on  the design of cathodic protection systems 
for cargo/ballast tanks of crude oil tankers 

W. Posch, C. de Waard and W, Srnit 

Koninklljke/Shell-Laboratorium,  Amsterdam 
(Shell Research N.V.) 

Cathodic protection of the  cargo/ballast tanks of large ci'ude 
carriers is complicated owing to sheer size and the fact that öteel 
covered with waxy sludge stimulates pitting corrosion.  Data UCJUS- 
sary for  the appropriate design of cathodic protection systems have 
been collected in  three  ways:  by monitoring currents and potentials 
on board tankers over a service period of two years,  by in-situ 
measurements of current distributions  in such tanks and by model 
studies and theoretical  calculations  of current distributions. 

Der kathodische Schutz von Ladung/Ballast Tanks von sehr 
grossen Rohöl-Tankern ist bedingt durch deren Grosse und die den 
Loohfrass begünstigenden Ablagerungen von waohsartigen Rohöl- 
rUckstSnden keine einfache  Aufgabe.   Die fUr eine richtige Auslegung 
des kathodischen Schutzsystemes notwendigen Daten wurden aufgrund 
von Jahrenlangen Messungen von Schutzströmen und Potentialen auf 
Tankern sowie Stromdichteraessungen in derartigen links und aufgi-uad 
von Modellstudien und theoretischen Berechnungen ermittelt. 

La protection cathodlque des reservoirs charge/lest des grands 
p^troliers & brut est oompliqu^e par leurs grandes dimensions et par 
le fait que l'acler couvert de boues parafflneuses stimule la cor- 
rosion par piqüre. 

Les donn^es n^oessaires pour arrlver k des systfemes efficaoes 
de protection cathodlque  ont «5te' recuelllles de trois faeons:  en 
enregistrant oontinuellement les  oourants et les potentials k bord 
des p^troliers pendant deux armies,  en mesurant sur place  les 
distributions de courant dans oes reservoirs et en faisant des etudes 
sur modfeles et des oalculs  theoriques  concemant les distributions de 
courant. 

Key Words:  crude oil   tankers;   cargo/ballast tanks;   corrosion; 
cathodic protection;  designs. 

Introduction 

The problem of "bottom pitting"  in cargo/ballast tanks of crude ell  tankers has 
received increasing attention in recent years.  Operational factors,   such as longer ballast 
voyages and the  considerably larger size of the tanks in  the very large crude carriers 
(VLCC's)  of today, may have favoured  this nasty and serious type of corrosion.  On the 
other hand,  more stringent requirements for corrosion control have  to be met due  to  the 
permission of reduced scantlings. We have shown already (I)1 that this pitting corrosion is  tlie 
result of a purely electrochemical corrosion,   that waxy sludge layers - contrary to general 
belief - do not act as insulators but instead stimulate localized corrosion and that areas 
of different waxy sludge coverage  can interact electrochemioally over rather large dis- 

' Figures in parentheses Indicate  the literature references at the end  of  this papor. 
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tances (giant corrosion cella). It ia j n particula r the latte r pi <:nomenon chat places the 
problem in the proper perspective_ because it indicates that any partial p:'ocec t i on sys tem 
- such aa selective painting - ia bound to fa~l. I t has become cl ear that if cathodi c pr o
tection is the solution - aa suggested by ourselv(;s and many other· · - the en t.lr-e surface o f 
the tank has to be reckoned with in a cathodic p r·o•ection de s ign, me t·t. pr'ote_ction of those 
surfaces subJect to pittins not being sufficient . 

'lbt application ot catbodic protection in cargo/ballast tanks of VU::.C ' s is rnucr mot·e 
complicated than tor other marine purposes. To be abl e to come to a pr·oper eval uation of 
the technical problems involved and to anticipate what degr·ee of pro tection can be achievt:d 
at reaaonable cost, we had t o have full knowledge of the pararne t ei'S governin~ cor r osi on and 
protection in thoese tanka. To this end we pursued a nwnber of poss l bil. l t.ies. In a f i r s t 
approach we collected data on existing ca thodic protec t ion sys tems . lti 19 l Jgh t.s of this 
experience are given. 'lbe second - also rather pragma tic - "'pproach was mappi 1.15 tht.! pr-o e t:
t1ve current distribution pattern 1n a cathodi cally protect.~d ballasted tank . In r:.his m~u1 
the current densities were •asured in situ with the aid of a nove l type or probe , posltiont:d 
by a diver. '!be third way vas assessing the protec tive current disu·i bu i r, pa t tern by model 
exper11Denta. 'lbese IDOdel exper11Denta were supplemented with a theor etical s utdy , in which, i n 
addition to such factors u tank geometry and anode positioni ng, the polarlza ion resistance 
of the steel surface to be protected was taken i n t o a ccount. 

Electrochemical datafrommonitoring existing cathodic pr otection systems i n cargo/ballast tanks 

Electrochemical data about cathodic protection i nstallations ·,1i th zinc anodes were col 
lected by monitoring over a service period of two ye:>.rs anode cur rent outputs , pr otect.ive 
current densities and potentials 1n cargo/ballas t t~ of two tankers . I n the one vessel 
all horizontal tank surfaces were painted, i n the o ther no );l&int had been us ed at a ll. The 
exper11Dental set-up and results have been reported in de tail elsewhere (2) . Two fea tures 
consi dered important tor the design of cathodic protection systems , vlz . the anode curre. : 
output versus tilDe relationship and the Jlr otecti ve cu n-ent demand , will be discussed here. 

At the beginning of.' a clean ballast voyage , the anode cur·rent output was cons iderabl y 
larger than that at the end of the run. 'lhe current out put of te1 decreased exponentially 
with time, according to the equation t 

( 1 ) 

'lhe time cona tant ,. v.u-ied quite a bit from run tv run, but appeared 1:0 be of the order of 
1 - 2 days. Typical examples of experimental c>.1rves are s hown i n Fig. 1. 

Acc•,r-!j.ng to Vetter (-') the current res ponse t o a po tent ios tat ic pulse can be described 
by a sum v: exponential functions when transport of the e lec trochemical l y active speci es i s 
controlled by diffusion and convection. Eq. ( 1) i s compa t i ble with this, though* strictly 
speaking* we are not dealing with a pot..entios tatic pulse. Nevertheless we can conclude tha·t 
the ~c behaviour of the anode output i s probabl y controlled by the fonnation of an 
oxygen-depleted layer of the ballast wa ter near the ca thode , i.e. the s urf a ce a rea to be 
protected. In other worda, if such a current outpu t pattern i s ob tained, the anodes are 
doing their utmost to protect the steel. 

In dirty ballast, however, such peak values were very sel dom ob tained. In gener a l 
current output curves had the shape as shown ln Fig. 2 . Ev"n afte t' a cons i der abl e time :·f 
protection the current output sometimes s till in~reased . n 1.:; and U'te f act t hat :·a t her noble 
potentials were measured in the vicini ty of the anode i nd i cat..e that anodes we r e l argely 
im·apaci tat..ed by sludge deposits, and the protec tive c1..1r rent ;!~mand was not satisfied. 

From the current densities and potential s measured a t the s&~e location polarizati on 
curves could be constructed/ A typical cur ve for a bulkhe ad obtai ne.:' on the computer - used 
to process the huge amoun; 'of data - is s hown in Fi g. -'· This curve exhibits the feature 
characteristic ot a corr~sion process control l ed by diffUsion of dissol ved oxygen, viz. a 
current plat,;~u. 'Iha masriitude of this cur rent represents the pro tective current requirement. 

'lbe current densi1i¥ required for full pr·otectio•. can also be derived from the corrosion 
current density of the/ steel in the unpro tected condition, i.e. from the r e lation between 
corrosion current andl'polarization resistance . '!be slope of the polarizat i or: curve at i = 0 
then g1 vee the po~za tion res is tanoe. Aa shown in Table 1 , a reasonable consistency was 
tound between the current densi ties der ived by these two independen t methods. 

Fr2111 Table 1 i t appears that the current density r equirement for vertical s is about 
40 mA/r. For bare horizontals this is abo~t 100 mA/m2, while f or bare areas (defects) in 
painted horizontals an average of 650 mA/m 1s f ound. 
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It is quite clear from these figures that in the <!a&e ot hor 1 zon tals the cur'l"en t. 
densit;y tor daalapd spots in a coating is much higher than for s teel without a coat ing. 
Nevertheless one has to asswae that the total current required tor a coa ted horizontal 
surface should require less current than or at least as much current as t lle same area of 
bare steel. Eq. (2) gives the tunction describing the current demand of paint ed hol'1zonta1s : 

ihor .. 100 + ___ .;..1 (-='do-"!"")-:::2 (mA/m2) 

0.0015 + o: 
(2) 

where ~ is the traction or damaged horizontal surface area and Ov i s the (bare ) ver ti ca l 
area. We have plotted eq. (2) in Fig. 4. where the full line represent.s t he cu t't'ent 
densities in the c:lalllased area only • and the dashed one gi v~.; a the current f o1 · lu:: to tal 
area. i.e. coated + damased areas. 

Protective current density measurements in ballasted tank with the aj d ot' a di ver 

It was felt nece3sary to get supplementary information abou t the cur·t•en t dens! ty di s
tribution in a ballasted tank. since in the above experlments densities had been measur-ed i n 
a limited number of places only. To this end we devised a new me thod based on the f ollowi 11£ 
principle. 'lbe current flowing from the anodes to the steel surfaces to be pr o t ec ted will do 
so according to a certain pattern. the shape of which is governed by the cur rent requirements 
of the relevant surfaces. 'lbe potential with respect to the electrolyte al ong the current 
lines will change when current is flowing. Two reference electrodes positioned along the 
lines will show a potential difference. which can be measured. 'lbis potential difference . V. 
i s r·elated to the vector component. T. of the current flow along the line between the two 
e l ectrodes according to: 

v=p.-r:r. 
wher e p ,. specific resistivity of the electrolyte and 

T .. distance between the electrodes. 

(3) 

It follows from this equation that from a potential difference measuremen t t he cur rent flow 
can be calculatedJ 

(4) 

In this equation l has been replaced by left'• which ls fouud by calibr·a t :i on f~r a f L<ed 
reference electrode arrangement. 

When l is small compared with the dimensions or the steel parts on which the measure
ments are done. r parallel to the steel surface may be assumed to be zero. In that case 
only the component perpendicular to the steel surface need be measured. 

When using a method based on this principle. the small. tut varying offse t between tne 
t wo nominally equal electrodes must be compensated for. 'lbis can be done either by inter
cha."lging the electrodes in each set of measurements and eliminating the offset by taking t he 
average of the two read~ngs. or by measuring the offset separately in the same electrolyte. 
but shielding the system from extemal currents. With the probe used. which is shown in 
Fig. 5, the latter method was adopted. 'lbe probe coreists of a U-shaped body of rigid PVC 
tube~, which was attached perpendicularly to the steel wall by a strong permanent magnet. 
Two standard calomel electrodes were installed inside tJw legs of the U. The leads of the 
electrodPs ran through the bottom of the U and were connected outside the electrolyte to a 
sensitive microvoltmeter. 

'lbe tiny holes in the legs or the tubes positioned at the height of the electrodes. by 
which cormection with the electrolyte was achieved. were shielded from outside currents by 
a water-filled tube. In Fig. 5A. the probe is in the measuring position . in Fig. 5B in the 
offset reading pos1 tion. 

'lbe probe was calibrated in the laboratory. 'lhe factor by which a mV reading was con
verted to mA/m2 Ulrned out to be ,30.6 for ballast water with a resistivity of 2,.4 Clem. 

'lhe measurements were carried out with the aid of a diver who positioned the probe and 
made the necessary ohanaes for determ1. • .ation of the offset. Series of measurements were 
taken, first in a ruaber of loca tiona on the bottom and then going up the bulkhead in the 
same be¥· 'lbe distance between two successive measuring points was about 1 m. 

A typical profile of current densities and potentials for a longitudinal bulkhead is 
shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that up to 4 m the current density is almost constant; 
then it decreases SIDOOthly until. at 9 m. sane peaks appear which are not reflected i n 
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-he potentials. Differences In surface conditions of the steel.  I.e.  coverage with waxy 
sludge,  are possibly the reason for this.  It Is interesting to note that the potential does 
not follow this trend, which permits tlie  conclusion that potentials alone are not necessarily 
an adequate yardstick for measuring the degree of protection. 

When the measured current densities are plotted versus the potentials for one large 
area,  an Impression can be obtained about the polarization characteristics of this surface. 
Such a plot Is shown in Fig. 7, which reveals a striking difference between  the points 
relating to the vertical bulkhead and those to the bottom. The points for the bulkhead are 
on or fairly close  to the curve expected for oxygen diffusion controlled corrosion.  From 
the limiting diffusion current a current demand of about UO mA/m^ can be derived. The results 
for  the bottom, however,  do not show any saturation effect,   the potential hardly changes 
over a wide range of current densities. Obviously bottoms require a considerably higher 
current density to obtain protection. 

Another interesting phenomenon occurred when doing measurements on pipeline sections 
in a tank. Pipelines in large crude carriers are nowadays often made of nodular cast iron. 
To obtain the flexibility necessary In view of the movements a ship makes.  Joints with rubber 
glands, etc., are employed. As a result electrical contacts are rather poor,  and if no addi- 
tional anodes are placed on the pipelines,   the effect of cathodic protection leaves much to be 
desired. In Pig. 8 It is shown that the top side of such a pipe section not only receives 
less protective current than the bottom,  but is sometimes even sacrificed to  the protection 
of the bottom. This example   proves   clearly how a difference   in  sludge   coverage   can 
lead to interaction between surfaces and that It stimulates and sustains local corrosion. 
It has become quite evident that the cathodic protection of such pipelines should receive 
special attention so as to prevent premature failure by pitting. 

Model studies and theoretical  calculations on current distribution 

Rounding off our study, we attempted to collect additional data on the protective 
current distribution in a cargo/ballast tank by model studies and a theoretical  treatment of 
the problem. In particular it was thought that by these methods a better understanding of 
the  Influence of geometry and anode arrangement can be obtained. 

Ihe protective current distribution is governed by the resistance between the electrodes. 
When the resistance of the anodes is considered to be constant,  there are two variables wliich 
contribute to the total resistance: 
(1) TJie resistance of the ballast water between anodes and any part of the tank,  which 

depends on tank geometry and water  conductivity} 
(2) the polarization resistance of the surface to be protected, because  the 3>.eel itself 

sets an upper limit to the current it accepts. 
Ilie Influence of geometry and anode arrangement was assessed in scaled models.  The 

contribution of the polarization was made negligible by using alternating Instead of direct 
current.  Tlie conductivity of the water used was adapted to the scaling factor of the model. 
Our model represented a part of a tank where the current distribution etc.    had been 
monitored,  so that model  tests could be compared with field data. 

TVplcal current distributions near bulkheads are shown in Fig. 9. It appeared that 
with the anode arrangement as in this case - i.e. all anodes on the bottom,   the bottom and 
lower part of the bulkheads only receive sufficient protective current. Moving the anodes 
to a somewhat higher level only marginally Improves the current distribution with respect to 
bulkheads. In Table 2 field and model current densities are compared.  In view of the fact 
that thj.s was a simplified model,   the agreement is very good. 

In order to account for the effect of the polarization resistance, a more definite idea 
of the essential role of the geometrical parameters was needed. To this end the effect of 
anode geometry and location was investigated theoretically for a sphere and for an infinitely 
long cylinder, above an infinitely large steel plate.  These cases were solved analytically 
via the Green function approach to the Laplace equation.  There was a fairly good agreement 
between the current densities calculated with the aid of a computer program and those 
obtained from model experiments. Subsequently,  the effect of a potential-independent polari- 
zation resistance was studied on the basis of an extension of the above-mentioned analysis. 
Fig.   10 shows the dependence of anode output on anode/cathode distance,  with the polarization 
resistance as a parameter. For a number of polarization resistances,   the anode output shows 
a maximum at a certain distance,  whereas for large distances the output does not depend any 
more on the anode/cathode distance. The output is ther nearly equal to the output controlled 
by the anode resistance, which is completely determined by the shape of the anode. The 
relati.e insensitlvlty of the anode output as a function of the polarization resistance 
indicates  that similar results are to be expected when the polarization resistance is no 
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longer independent ol   the potential. In contrast with the anode output, however,   the dis- 
tribution of the current depends very much on anode/cathode distance as well as on polariza- 
tion resistance. In Fig.   11  an example Is given of the relation between the anode/cathode 
distance and the area receiving a current density which is greater than or equal  to a certain 
fraction of the Initial corrosion current. It shows that this area yields i slight maximum 
for a certain distance,  which Is caused by a decrease of the current density at larger 
anode/cathode distances,  and a decrease of anode output for small distances. 

Amsterdam,   6th September 1972 
DS 
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Summarized Discussion 

The  author's  interpretation of some of the data presented was 
questioned:     the potential drop onto the  steel surface at a frontal  current 
density of  200 ma/sq m is  60 »v/m and controls the current density onto the 
steel,  it was asserted.     If tht<  steel  surface  is painted, this control no 
longer exists,  and at  a break in the  film the cathode accepts  all of the 
current available and polarizes to a more cathodic potential.     This reason- 
ing would explain the current/potential curve at various degrees of paint 
damage.     The model presented by the author was said to be scaled ignoring 
the foregoing facet of the control,  so it is a model of the theory,  not 
necessarily of the tank.     The corrosion of the pipes  in the tanks was 
attributed to an electrolysis effect caused by potential variations. 

In reply,  the author pointed out that the model studies considered 
only unpainted conditions;  for damaged spots on a painted surface he would 
concur with the reasoning above.    He was aware of a number of cases  in 
which electrolysis  (or stray current) was the obvious cause of pitting of 
pipelines,  but some cases could not be so attributed;  in such cases he 
is inclined towards a macro-corrosion-cell theory. 
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TABI£ 1 

ESTtMAOED CURRENT DENSITY REQUIRQ1ENT3 (mA/m2) DURING A NUMBER OF BALLAST V0YAGE3 

Bulkhead Unpalnted bottom Painted bottom 
with defects 

from R    ,       from limiting 
po1            current 

from R    ,       from limiting 
p                current 

from R    , pol 

i                     50                      65 20                        60 600             ! 
30 80                      200 600                  1 
50                      60    . 180 700                 ! 
1*0                      1*0 50 200                j 
60                      50 50                        120 300 
30 80                      60 1*00 
30                     30 170                     180 1250 
1*0 80 1000 
30»                   35        . 750 
1*0                      1*0 
50                     35 

Average      1*0                        1*5 90                     120 650 

TABLE 2 

PROIECTIVE CURRENT EENSITIES 

Location Derived from model 
raA/nT 

From field test 
mA/m2              l 

on transverse bulkhead 1.5   m above bottom 
n               n                    n            2.6    m       n               n 
ii               n                    n            3.6    m       n              ii 

on bottom                            0.75 m from transverse bulkhead 
H        II                                 1.33 ran              n                 n 

1*2.5 
20 
8.5 

20 
150 

50 
20                 1 
10 
39 
51*               | 
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FIGURE 2 

«NOK    OUTPUTS   DUMN6   A    DIRTY    BALLAST    VOYAGE 
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FIGURE 5 

CURRENT DENSITY PROBE 
A= MEASURING POSITION 
B= POSITION FOR DETERMINATION OF  OFF - SET 
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FIGURES 
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A.  Location of Facilities 

Port Alfred Harbor is located at the end of a nine-mile-long bay on 
the Saguenay River, 66 miles upstream from the St. Lawrence River.  Figure 
1 shows the location of the harbor. 

B.  Harbor Facilities and Design 

Originally, the harbor had two wooden wharves.  New Powell tfharf 
Berth No. 1, 2 and 3 were erected during ig^-IS.  It consists of a 
concrete deck supported by 2300 steel H-piles arranged in 105 bents 
10-11 feet apart.  Berth No. U, built in ISSH-SS has 366 steel H-piles. 
The average wetted length of piles during high tide is HO feet.  Powell 
Wharf is used for the handling of metal, paper, oil, caustic and 
miscellaneous cargoes. 

Frodingham sheet piles (281) were used for 362 feet of Bulkhead south 
of Powell Wharf. 

The wooden structure of Duncan Wharf was replaced in four sections 
between 1953-6U.  Sections No. 1 - •< consist of 866 steel H-piles.  During 
the winter of 1971-72, the wharf was extended by the addition of Section 
No. 5 built on 148 tubular steel piles 30 inches in diameter.  Simultaneously 
part of Section No. 3 and U was reinforced by two rows of 30 inches diameter 
piles.  Duncan Wharf is used for the unloading of .bauxite, coke, salt and 
other bulk materials. 

The 260 feet long bulkhead between Duncan and Powell Wharves consists 
of 190 Frodingham sheet piles. 

Figure 2 shows the harbor layout. 

C.  Environmental Conditions 

1.  Water 

The bay is characterized by two distinct strata, the upper layer 20 to 
25 feet thick consisting of river water contaminated to some extent by sea- 
water, and the lower layer consisting of seawater diluted to a degree by 
fresh water. The compositions of the fresh water stratum varies with time 
of year, tides and winds.  The seawater stratum does not change significantly 
throughout the year. 
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The temperature of both strata remains between 36 and 38 T. throughout 
the year. 

Typical salinity profiles for various times of the year are shown in 
Figure 3. 

Discharge of effluents from the neighboring pulp mill have led to 
deposition of large amounts of fine organic matter within the harbor. 
Under Powell Wharf this organic material forms a layer several feet thick. 
Water analyses at the bottom have shown hydrogen sulfide levels as high as 
3000 ppm.  The pH of this bottom water was as low as 5.8, a mar.-ed decrease 
from the normal seawater pH of 8.1 measured further out in the bay. 

Tidal levels in the bay may vary as much as 'it feet, and strong tidal 
currents occur. 

The bay and the Saguenay River are basically free from marine fouling. 
In the past two years there is evidence that minor fouling by a bryozoan 
organism is increasing.  Occasionally ships bring in mussels which will 
live for a short while in the saline layer, but these are rare.  The 
fouling that does exist leads to a slimy formation which does not offer 
a significant barrier to protective current. 

2.  Ice 

Port Alfred experiences climatic extremes.     During  the brief  summer 
the temperature may reach  90'T with high humidity, while  in winter, which 
lasts  four to five months,  the  temperature may stay below '♦0,F for several 
weeks. 

During winter months  the bay  freezes over with ice  thicknesses up to 
3is  feet.     Beneath wharves  all piles are covered with  ice  in the  intertidal 
zone with thicknesses up to 6  feet.     In addition, tidal action leads to 
formation of spherical lumps of  ice which may range up to  5  feet  in diameter. 
At high tide these spheres  tend  to bridge the space between piles,   forming 
arches which become cemented together in time. 

Figure •♦  shows typical conditions beneath the wharves. 

Tidal currents and wind action lead to an accumulation of pack ice 
up to 25  feet thick in various  areas. 

Since the harbor must be operated year round,  two  icebreakers  are 
stationed at Port Alfred. 

The onset of warmer weather,  occurring approximately  in  the middle of 
April,  causes the accumulation of ice to drop in large  pieces.     These pieces 
may weigh several tons  (Figure  5). 

D.     Early Cathodic  Protection Designs 

Recognition of the corrosivity of water and examinations  of piling 
indicated the need for a cathodic protection system.     Accordingly in the  fall 
of  1951*,  a cathodic protection system was designed and   installed on 
Powell Wharf Berth No.   1 and  2  by an outside consultant.     It  consisted of 
955  graphite anodes,  3 inches diameter x 60  inches long and  62 aluminum 
ingots.     The anodes were  installed  in strings at the mudline  between the 
bents.     The current was supplied by 16 rectifiers,  2U0  amps,   12 volts each. 

Although protective  potential was achieved in some  sections of the 
wharf,  visual  inspection  indicated unabated corrosion  in many areas. 

In December 1955, the  cathodic protection for Powell Wharf Berth No.   H 
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was  energized.     It  consisted  of   3  rectifiers,   '♦00  amps,   12   volts  each, 
supplying current  to  15   steel   piles   3000   lbs.   installed   in  Pond  No.   1 and 
2,   and  16   large  carbon blocks   installed on  the  north   side  of  the  berth. 

The  above  designs were  based  on  the  assumption  that   5  ma/sq.   ft. 
for  the  area exposed to water  and   1  ma/sq.ft.   for the   section  of  piles 
below the mudline would be   sufficient  to protect  the  wharf. 

After several  years  of  operation and  continuous  difficulties  with  the 
maintenance of anodes and rectifiers  it became obvious  that  to stop 
corrosion a much higher current  density w^s  required.     Consequently  16  new 
rectifiers,   i»00  amps,   15  volts  each,  were   installed  in   December  196'*. 
This modification  greatly  increased  current  on the  main   Powell  Wharf but  did 
not  improve significantly the  pile-to-water potential. 

On  Duncan  Wharf each  new   section  replacing  the  wooden  structure was 
cathodically protected.     The   first  system  installed on  Section  No.   2 
consisted of 131 graphite  anodes,  divided  into 6 ground bedr,   and one 
rectifier,   UOO  amps,   1?  volts.     The  anodes   M   inches  diameter  x   80   inches 
long were maintained on 6  large  steel racks  100  feet north of the wharf. 

It soon became obvious  that the protective current was  not going 
beyond the   first  2  rows of  piles   located  nearest  the  graphite  bed-. 
Consequently,  this design was  abandoned in  favor of anodes  installed in 
strings at the mudline between bents. 

The entire protection of the U new sections of Duncan Wharf consisted 
of  11 rectifiers  supplying   3700  amps,  12  volts, and '♦26  graphite anodes, 
U  inches diameter x 80  inches   long. 

The annual loss of anodes  or strings was extensive.     During the IM 
years of operation between  195U-68,  1U7U anodes were  installed with the 
original design and additional   1986 anodes due to maintenance   for a total 
of   3^66  anodes  or 260,000   lbs.   of graphite.     None  of this  graphite  could  be 
recovered. 

The  failure of anodes  and  strings was  due to mechanical  damage by ice, 
turbulence of water, breakage  and general deterioration of cables.     Most 
damage occurred  in shallow water where The  ice or debris  simply broke or 
ripped off the  anodes.    The  anode-cable connection was not  strong enough 
to take the continuous movement  and rolling of anodes  due  to tides and 
propeller wash.     Some anodes  contained hidden defects which could not be 
detected before  installation.     The cable insulation was too thin and too 
weak to take the mechanical abuse due to movements of debris  at the mudline 
and low temperature of water. 

Because of differences  in  salinity and  in the  level of the mudline, 
anodes attached to the same  string were operating at greatly different 
current densities.     Anodes  located at the  low end of a string,  where the 
water was deeper and had higher salinity, were discharging  Ttany times the 
amount of current discharged by anodes of the same  string but  located at 
higher ground where the salinity and the conductivity of water were lower. 
This caused rapid consumption of anodes  in the deeper end of the whirf 
which has  longest piles and requires more protection. 

The average cost of installation and of maintenance of the cathodic 
protection from 19SU-66 was  approximately  $35,000 per year. 

E.     Re-Assessment of Protection Requirements 

A detailed survey of piling beneath the wharves  in  1967-68  indicated 
severe metal  loss  immediately below the capping beam and  in the  zone around 
low tide.   (Fig.   6)    Accordingly,  a long-term rehabilitation program was 
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instituted. 

The upper ends of piles (splash zone), where savere localized corrosion 
occurred, were built up by welding, reinforced with steel plates, sand- 
blasted and coated with a tar-epoxy underwater curing compound formulated 
for this application. 

The experience encountered in weaknesses of earlier designs and the 
observed corrosion of piling in immersed areas led to the formulation of 
new criteria for a cathodic protection system: 

1. It must withstand the action of pack ice and ice build-up on 
piles beneath the wharves. 

2. It must withstand turbulence from tidal action and propeller thrust. 

3. It must distribute current uniformly in both fresh and saline 
layers. 

U.  It must be easily replaceable and/or repairable. 

5. It must give a 15-year minimum life. 

6. It must be effective immediately. 

F.  Field Studies to Determine Design Parameters 

During the summer of 1968, a program was initiated to establish 
variations in salinity and thickness of the two water strata.  Early results 
showed conclusively the need for two separate protection systems, one at 
or near the bottom in seawater, and the other near low tide generdlly in 
fresh water.  To determine the vertical and horizontal distribution of 
anodes in these two systems an experimental cathodic protection system was 
installed on Powell Wharf Berth No. 3.  It consisted of several anodes 
located at the bottom and several more at low tide level fed from two 
separate rectifiers.  Individual anodes wtre rroved by pulleys both vertically 
and horizontally to determine the configuration providing optimum protective 
potentials on all surrounding piles. 

These tests led to the design of a complete system for Powell Berth Nc. 
3 consisting of one rectifier supplying current to 25 carbon anodes (750 lb. 
each) on the ocean bottom and a second rectifier feeding 25 lead-silver 
plate-type anodes (17 x 17 inches, 56 lbs.) mounted on anchored plastic 
floats (Fig. 7).  This system was considered to be experimental for the 
purpose of evaluating the effects of ice and currents. 

The inspection of this system in the spring of 1969 revealed excellent 
protection of piling to essentially full tide and good condition of floating 
anodes.  No anodes were lost in spite of several bottom anodes and floats 
with anchors being moved from their original positions by tides and propeller 
wash.  The consumption of carbon anodes was high and records of subsequent 
years have shown that they are not practical cathodic p.uttcLion anodes. 

The lead-silver anodes, while performing adequately, have shown over 
the years a localized wastage near the center (close to the cable attach- 
ment) and require a higher driving potential than graphite. 

G.  Design for Powell Wharf Berth No. •♦ 

Experience after one year's operation of Powell Berth No. 3 showed 
that improvements in anode material, cable, connectors, conduits and wiring 
techniques were necessary. The design for Powell Berth No. •» incorporated 
Alcan-Grade high-density resin-saturated graphite anodes (12 inch diameter, 
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10 inches high, 75 lbs.) for both upper and lower levels. 

1  Upper System 

This system consisted of 103 anodes, 91 of them rigidly fixed on 
horizontal continuations of 2% inch pipe conduit, one foot below zero 
water level (-1.0 ft.) and 12 on new cylindrical glass-fiber/polyester 
floats.  These floats were anchored by ropes to horizontal sections of 
conduits located at -8.0 ft.  These anodes were served by two rectifiers. 

The decision to install only 12 floating anodes was made because of 
the high cost of floats and concern about their resistance to ice surround- 
ing them at low tide. 

2.  Lower System 

It consisted of 102 anodes installed on 2% inch conduit at the bottom. 
These were served by two rectifiers.  The overall design is shown in 
Exhibit i»0. 

The first winter's operation demonstrated clearly that the decision 
to use rigidly fixed upper level anodes was a mistake. All 91 anode 
assemblies were damaged to some extend, whereas the 12 floating anodes on 
Powell Berth No. H,  and 25 on Powell Berth No. 3 were undamaged.  The 91 
rigidly fixed anodes continued to operate in spite of the conduit being 
bent downward and some anodes being ripped off the brackets and holding 
plates (Fig. 8). 

It was obvious that damage resulted from direct impact of large 
masses of ice, not from downward thrust of pack ice.  Significantly, the 
floats yielded under impact without incurring damage.  This experience 
showed that it was futile to design a rigid structure to withstand ice 
impacts—it was necessary instead to design an assembly which yielded and 
then sprang back. 

Excellent protection was afforded by the system to piling.  Measure- 
ment of potentials and observation of pile surfaces indicated full protection 
to half tide level with significant protection even at high tide level. 
The provision of an upper level of anodes gave gocü protection to steel 
whenever it was immersed and residual polarization reduced corrosion of 
steel exposed when the tide dropped. 

All upper level anode assemblies are gradually being replaced by 
floating-type anodes, tethered by ropes to the piling.  The excellent 
experience with the cylindrical plastic floats has lead to their general 
use where space is not a problem. 

The float design is based on a number of considerations: 

1. It must permit the anodes to be mounted on the top to "throw" 
the current upward. 

2. It must have a low center of gravity to prevent the assembly from 
turning upside down, hence, some counterweighting is necessary. 

3. It must be adequately buoyant to hold the 75 lb. anode and to pro- 
vide at least another 25 lb. upward thrust to hold itself in 
position. 

U.  It must be robust enough to withstand buffeting by ice. 

The details of this instrumentation are outside the scope of this 
paper. 
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H.  Designs for Remaining Wharves 

The remaining wharves not protected as ot  the spring of 1970 were: 
Powell Wharf, Berths No. 1 and 2; Duncan Wharf, Section's No. 1 through 4; 
and Duncan Wharf Extension, or Duncan Section No. 5. 

Of these, the Duncan Extension was different in that it was constructed 
from 30 inch pipe piles filled with concrete rather than H-piles.  Since 
it was not completed until late in 1971, it was the last section to receive 
a measure of protection. 

The designs proven on Powell Berths No. 3 and U were extended to the 
remaining structure, viz. ise of two levels of anodes, the top r.upported 
on floats anchored just btiow low tide level.  These designs worked 
extremely well in those areas where there was deep water (10 feet at^least) 
even at low tide. 

The in-shore ends of both Powell and Duncan Wharves posed new problemt.. 
At low tide much of the area is dry or covered by only a few feet of water 
principally on the west sides of Powell Berth No. 1 and Duncan Sections No. 
1, 2 and 3 where ships do not moor at any time.  Since floating anodes 
would clearly be of no use here, and since heavy abuse from ice was antici- 
pated, a new design was developed using a 12 inch diameter by 36 inch 
graphite electrode.  This was buried two-thirds in the ground with the 
anode lead entering the bottom end, protected by a wooden box, and laid in 
a trench to conduit on the nearest pile.  These "shallow-water" anodes have 
withstood two winters without damage by ice.  The graphite has proved to 
he remarkably tough and strong.  Figure 9 shows typical installations. 

In those areas with about five feet or less of water at low tide, a 
conventional anode rigidly fixed to a bracket set at the mudline was 
adopted.  This arrangement is necessary where the ground slopes and a 
"shallow" water anode could not be placed, or where the cost of working 
under water to place an anode was prohibitive. 

Other anode assemblies on Powell Berth No. 1 and 2 and Duncan Berths 
No. 1 through 5 utilized a 12 inch diameter by 15 inch graphite anode 
rather than the 12 x 10 inch anode used previously.  This size was selected 
to lower circuit resistance and to ensure a longer life (Fig. 10). 

The ice damage beneath Duncan Wharf exceeded all expectations.  Even 
though the smallest conduit used was 1% inch pipe securely strapped to 
piles, the weight of ice ripped off, broke and bent it.  Figure 11 shows 
typical damage resulting from the winter of 1970-71.  As a consequence, 
it is now standard practice to use 2'? inch pipe as conduit attached every 
30 inches to piling with welded steel straps, and constructed to conform 
to the profile of piles and capping beams.  No fillets where ice can collect 
are permitted.  The damage perhaps is not surprising in view of ice build- 
up. 

The damaged conduits were re-installed using the new criteria, and 
they, and other conduits placed in the summer of 1971, survived the winter 
of 1971-72 with negligible damage. 

I.  Rectifiers 

All rectifiers are oil-immersed with either selenium oxide or silicon 
dioxide plates.  The original rectifiers used for the early protection 
systems have proven to be adequate for the new system and no purchase of 
new units is anticipated.  Routine maintenance by the Port electrical 
personnel ensure continued efficient operation. 

The following numbers and capacities of rectifiers are installed: 
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1 

Location 

Powell Berths No. 
1 and 2 

Powell Berth No. 3 

Powell Berth No. t 

Duncan Sections 
No. 1-U 

Duncan Section No. S 

Bulkhead (between 
wharves) 

Quantity 

16 

2 

11 

5 

 1_ 

39 

Total Amperes 

6400 

10S0 

1610 

3710 

1360 

2U0 

114,370 

J.     Bonding of Piles 

All  piles within one bent are bonded by means of reinforcing steel 
within  the  capping beam.     Bonding between bents has been achieved by 
installing a continuous  four-square-inch  steel bar on the outside  piles 
immediately below the capping beam.     Each pile  is welded to the bar,   and 
each wharf,   in effect,   is ringed by  the bar.     This bonding is essential to 
good  current distribution.     The bond  is  coated with a heavy coal-tar-epoxy 
paint. 

Wiring  System 

1,     Positive  Leads 

The  positive   leads on the wharves  are  two  500  MCM copper  cables,   eacii 
looped  for the wharf length.     These  are carried  in aluminum pipe  conduit 
well  above  deck level.     Each  loop  is  served by a separate set of  rectifiers 
floating on it.     One  loop serves high-level  (floating,  etc.)  anodes while 
the other serves deep-water anodes.     The two levels,  therefore,  can be 
adjusted  independently. 

On all of the Powell Wharf Berths,   individual anode  leads  are run 
back to the appropriate positive busbar and attached  in a series  of 
junction boxes  (Fig.   12).     Current measuring shunts are installed  in each 
lead or provision is made for breaking the circuit and inserting an ammeter. 
If necessary,   current regulating resistances can be  inserted in each anode 
lead   (this  is considered improbable). 

On Duncan Wharf,  lateral positive  leads run beneath each bent 
containing anodes.     One lateral serves high-level and the other deep-water 
anodes.     Each anode lead is attached to a positive  lateral and a current- 
measuring shunt  is encapsulated in the splice.     Fine potential wires lead 
directly  from each splice to the  junction box where  current to each anode 
can be  ready directly. 

2.     Negative  Leads 

The negative  lead from each  group of rectifiers consists of a S00  MCM 
stranded copper cable  installed  in  its own conduit.     This negative busbar 
is  cross-connected at  intervals to the side of the wharf remote  from the 
rectifiers  and busbars.    This  is normally the deep-water side of each 
wharf.     This procedure has been followed to ensure that the maximum amount 
of current   flows to the deep area.     The precaution may appear to be trivial, 
but experience has shown that on a low-voltage system of this type  (U.S 
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volts at rectifier) even minute differences  in network resistance markedly 
affect current distribution. 

L.    Criteria for Protection 

A pile potential of minus  0.85 volts referred to a saturated copper- 
copper sulfate half cell is considered to represent protection.     A potential 
of minus  0.95  volts  is preferred.    All potentials are measured with the 
half cell  as  close as  possible to the pile to ensure that a "point" 
potential  is  obtained. 

Experience by Riedl and Levelton elsewhere has shown that a heavy 
fouling layer can lead to erroneous potential values  (generally too high). 
Tests were made at Port Alfred with a diver holding an electrode at 
various distances  less than one foot from the pile.     On cleaned and 
uncleaned  piles   (at  Port Alfred fouling  is  insignificant)no significant 
differences  in potential was found with the electrode held directly against 
the pile and held at distances up to one  foot away. 

Extreme caution in areas near anodes  is essential.     A significant 
potential gradient exists in the water near anodes  so that an electrode 
remote from the pile yields  fallacious readings. 

The presence of a so-called calcareous deposit in those areas 
continuously receiving high current density  is common and is  indicative 
of effective  cathodic protection.     Generally,  such deposits tend to form 
in the vicinity of anodes where current  density is high and potential  is 
also high  as  a consequence.     These deposits  consist principally of 
magnesium hydroxide,  precipitated from seawater by the caustic developed 
at the cathodes   (piles), with lesser amounts  of calcium salts. 

At Port Alfred,  the appearance of well protected piles is unmistakable. 
After something more than one year of full protection old corrosion scales, 
tubercles,  and the  like  fall off,  leaving a clean gray surface which  shows 
in detail all past corrosive attack.     The metal almost appears to have been 
acid cleaned except that the surface  is  dull. 

The protective current density developed by studies on all systems 
is approximately  10 milliamperes per sq.   ft.     There are distinct hazards 
in arbitrarily selecting an average or mean current density for design of 
systems.     Unless excellent current distribution is planned for and achieved, 
an average  value  is of little value because  some areas may well be below 
the protective current density while others  are overprotected. 

M.     Monitoring 

In order to ensure that the wharves are being protected and to detect 
damage to anodes, rectifiers, and leads,  routine monitoring by Port personnel 
has been  instituted.     This  involves: 

1. Automatic recording of potential year round at permanent reference 
electrodes mounted on Duncan Wharf and Powell Wharf. 

2. Complete potential surveys of all wharves during the  summer, 
using a boat and portable reference  cell. 

3. Checks of rectifier operation every month. 

M.     Recording of  individual anode current outputs every two months. 

This program not only ensures that wharves are protected but it 
indicates the location of failed components and allows for a planned 
maintenance program. 
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N.     Instrumentation 

Concurrent with the design and  installation of cathodic protection 
systems  was  the  development  of an  instrumentation  system to gather data 
on their performance.     This  instrumentation was not  intended to supplant 
routine pile-to-water potential surveys,  but  rather to record  in detail 
the conditions at a number of selected  sites.     These detailed  findings 
could then be extrapolated to other areas by means of data obtained  by 
routine  surveys. 

In  essence,   the   instrumentation  propram was: 

1. Aim 

To automatically record pile potentials and anode current outputs 
at predetermined times at a number of locations. 

2. Method 

(a) Timer -  Programmed  punched-tape  timer with a three  month 
capacity,  capable of actuating  four scanners. 

(b) Scanners   -  Two  installed  with  20  and   50  channels—multi- 
range channels. 

(c)     Potential recorders  - These consist of a modified recording 
chart potentiometer and  an automatic vertical potential 
profile  scanner. 

0.     Operating  Data   for the  System 

The  system has been designed so that  20% of anodes  can be  lost  without 
impairing protection  (this assumes general rather than localized  loss). 
Trials  to date have shown that the  safety  factor may actually be  higher 
because,   in  addition to good current distribution,  extra rectifier capacity 
is available.     While the  system in  its  entirety has not been operative  for 
an  adequate  time  to establish maintenance  requirements,   there  are   indicationa 
that  less than  5% anode  loss per year will be experienced. 

By  the  end of  1973,  some  1900  anodes  of  all  kinds,   served  by   39 
rectifiers and delivering lU^VO amperes will be operative.     The maximum 
area of steel protected  is  in the order of 1,000,000 sq.   ft.     It  is 
anticipated  that the cost of the  six-year rehabilitation program will  be 
approximately  2.5 million dollars. 

The  steel piling beneath the wharves  are  fully protected to half tide 
level,  and the very serious corrosion occurring near low tide  level has 
been completely arrested. 

The program at  Port Alfred represents  a significant contribution  to 
cathodic protection design and installation under unusual conditions. 
It has  been achieved through a major evaluation of materials and a detailed 
study of water and ice conditions  at the harbor. 
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Figur« 1:    Wharves at Port Alfred 

Figur«  2:     Plan of Wharves at Port Alfred 

Figur« t: 
Pool 1,  Powell Wharf in Midwinter, 

Low Tide 

Figur«  3: 
Salinity of Water Vs.   Depth 
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Figur«   5: 
Ice Fallen  Beneath Powell Berth 1 

Figure 6: 
Two H-Piles,  Bottom Bonded to 
Cathodic Protection System,  Top 
Unprotected,  Approximately 15 
Years  Service. 

M r<T;tLL nrsni  i 

Figure  8: 
Anode Torn from Mounting Plate by  Ice,   Still 
Operative. 

Figure  7: 
Schematic Arrangement 
Anodes on Powell 

Berth  3. 
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Figur« 9: 
Schematic Arrangement of Bottom 

Anode. 

■^3 HI E^        J 

Ij^» 
Figure 10: 

Bottom Anode Useci on Powsll Berths 1 
and 2 where Bottom Sediments Preclude 
Digging. 

Figure 11: 
ZH-inch Conduit Ripped From 
Brackets, Duncan Wharf. 

Figure 12: 
Anode Connections and Current-Measuring 
Shunts, Powell Berth 4. 
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Summarized Discussion 

In reply to a question, the authors reported that in zones where 
anerobic conditions exist, protection of steel piling was achieved at 
-0.8S to -0.90 V.  They also explained that although foamed glass would 
probably have been better to use for anode floats, the foaming had to be 
done on the site; in consideration of this, they selected foamed Poly- 
urethane Inside polyester for the floats. 

Replying to other questioning, the authors explained that the areas 
of most severe localized corrosion were at the concrete caps and at mean 
low tide.  The caps were not of the highest quality, they were in the true 
splash zone, and consequently, they were always wet.  The concentration 
of attack near the low tide level was attributed to the fact that the 
piling in the tidal zone tended to be cathodic, drawing current from and 
causing corrosion of the steel near the low tide level.  It was from such 
considerations that the positioning of the anodes was determined. 
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Steel. Concrete and Salt Water 

Israel Cornet 

Department of Mechanical  Engineering 
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Steel  in concrete structures is vulnerable to corrosion when appre- 
ciable concentrations of chloride ion reach the steel surface.    Concrete 
of proper composition, sufficient thickness of cover, and proper place- 
ment is essential  for protection, but even such concrete may not be 
sufficient to give adequate maintenance-free performance in severe ex- 
posures. 

High strength steel under high stress in concrete may require pre- 
cautions such as exclusion of sulfide-containing aggregate. 

Sometimes steel  in concrete structures is subject to damage by 
stray current from cathodic protection of pipelines or other sources. 
Prestressed concrete piling may present special problems if stray 
currents are present. 

Galvanized reinforcement, or possibly cathodic protection of the 
steel may be of interest. 

Key words:    Steel; concrete; salt water; corrosion; cathodic pro- 
tection; stress cracking; hydrogen sulfide embrittlement. 

1.    Introduction 

Steel is passive in a saturated aqueous solution of calcium hydroxide (1, 2)     A film 
of saturated hydrated iron oxide coats the steel and prevents further oxidation.    Cured 
Portland cement concrete has a pH about 12.4, and resembles the chemical characteristics of 
a saturated calcium hydroxide solution sufficiently that such solutions are often used to 
simulate a concrete-water environment (1-3). 

If sodium chloride In sufficient quantity is added to a saturated calcium hydroxide 
solution, or to concrete, the film formed on steel in such media loses some of Its protec- 
tive quality.    There is a shift of electrochemical potential and the steel becomes suscep- 
tible to pitting and to general corrosion (4).    The concentration of chloride ion at which 
steel becomes vulnerable to corrosion in saturated calcium hydroxide solution is 0.02 molal 
(aerated solution) (1, 2) to 0.08 molal  (nitrogen saturated solution) (5).    This corre- 
sponds to a range of 1200 to 5000 parts per million of sodium chloride.    Concentration 
limits may be a function of temperature and relative humidity also.    It has been demon- 
strated that there is a critical relative humidity for steel  in concrete, so that corrosion 
will be stifled if the relative humidity is low enough (6).    On the other hand it should be 
noted that corrosion of steel In concrete can occur although no standing water is present 
ind the relative humidity is less than 100« (7). 

Although concrete cover be of good quality and thickness, it still possesses some 
permeability to water, salt, and oxygen.    In an aggressive marine environment it is only a 
question of time before corrosion attacks steel in concrete.    Deterioration processes may 
be considered in steps.    Imagine a reinforced concrete pile to be driven into a saline 
water.    There is an induction time, say 1 year for 1 inch of ? sack concrete cover, during 
which chlorides must diffuse through the concrete (8).    During this period the steel dis- 
plays a passive potential.    When chloride ion at the metal-concrete interface reaches a 
high enough concentration, the protective film of iron oxide breaks down, and the steel is 
no longer passive.    The half cell potential of the steel shifts to an active value.    In 
field structures there would be zones where there are concentration cells, due to differ- 
ences in chloride ion and especially differences in oxygen concentration.    There can thus 
be a quarter to a half volt difference in potential between different parts of the steel, 
dnd this galvanic cell can drive the corrosion reaction. 

Hgures in parentheses  Indicate the literature reference;, at the end ot  mis paper. 
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The chloride ion at high concentration has several effects In concrete.    It reduces 
the electrical resistivity of concrete (8), thus decreasing the total resistance of the 
electrochemical circuit and increasing the corrosion current (which is equivalent to in- 
creasing the rate of corrosion).    Sodium chloride added to calcium hydroxide solution will 
itself lower the pH (9).    In concrete the chloride ion not only renders steel active o* 
anodic, but as the anodic reaction progresses the local pH drops drastically to 4, or even 
to 3 in local pits.    Ferrous ion at this pH is soluble, and diffuses away from the steel 
surface to precipitate where the pH is higher and build up a hydrated oxide corrosion prod- 
uct, beneath which the corrosion reaction continues.    The corrosion product is lower in 
density than the steel corroded away, in fact the volume of the product may be double the 
volume of the steel replaced.    Pressure builds up due to the confined corrosion product, 
putting concrete in tension and causing the concrete to crack and spall. 

The corrosion of steel in concrete tends to be a problem in marine environments, par- 
ticularly where there is exposure to salt spray, to alternate wetting and dryinn as in a 
tidal zone, to repeated freezing and thawing, where deicing salts are used, and where air 
conditioning is used  (10). 

Experience has shown that certain concrete structures are more durable and require 
less maintenance than others in an agressive marine environment.    Quality of the construc- 
tion materials, mix proportions of the concrete, proper curing, and particularly the thick- 
ness of cover over the steel and the quality of workmanship affect the durability. 

Before we examine the effect of thickness of cover in detail, let us review other 
factors which affect quality and durablity. 

2.    Construction Materials 

Water used in concrete mixing should be potable and free of harmful corrosive elements 
(11, 12).   Tests have shown that concrete mixed with sea water corrodes more quickly than 
concrete mixed with pure water (9).    When water quality is In doubt, a comparison is 
usually made of mortar made with pure water iM mortar made with the water to be tested. 
The basis of comparison is most often the setting time and the 14 day compressive strength 
(12).    However, these test results can sometimes be misleading. 

Aggregate should be clean (12) (washed with pure water), non-reactive (13, 14), and 
well-graded (15).    Depending on intended use, abrasion resistance should also be taken into 
consideration.   The usual size of maximum coarse aggregate used in marine construction 
(covering steel reinforcement) is between 3/4 in. and 1-1/2 in.    Other studies have shown 
improved results when the coefficient of thermal expansion of the aggregate is near to that 
of the mortar (16, 17). 

Portland Cement type V (or type II as a second choice) is considered the most suitable 
for marine environments.    Studies have shown that these cements, and others with low   C,A 
content, usually give the best results.    It has been observed that sulphate resistance 
decreases with increased   C,A   content, although there have been exceptions (13, 18, 19). 
For construction in marine environments, the recommended maximum limit for   C3A   content is 
B% to 8% (13).    Addition of pozzolan has been shown to increase the life expectancy (mix 
proportions might be something like 2 pa-ts portland cement to 1 part pozzolan) (18, 20). 

The use of air entraining agents increases the durability of concrete, especially when 
it is to be exposed to freezing and thawing (16, 18, 20-24).    It also shows Increased 
resistance to the effects of deicing chemicals.    Recommended air content is between 2% and 
6% (25-27).    Too much air decreases the strength of the concrete and its resistance to 
abrasion (28).   The optimum air content will be influenced by the size of the largest ag- 
gregate used (25, 28).    Also, if galvanized steel is used, the air entraining agent 
selected must be compatible with this type of steel  (29).    The use of air entraining agents 
reduces the amount of water required to produce a mix of the same cement factor and work- 
ability (30). 

3.    Concrete Mix Proportions 

To offer greater resistance to the diffusion of environmental elements, it is desir- 
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able to obtain a dense, non-porous concrete. 

Porosity Increases with Increased water to cement ratio, so the lowest water to cement 
ratio which gives a concrete of good workability would be most suitable.    Best results have 
been obtained with a water to cement ratio of .4 to .45, or about 4-1/2 to 5 gallons per 
sack (15, 19. 28, 31).    If an air entraining agent is used, this value will be somewhat 
less (30). 

Density Increases with Increased cement content, so a high cement content would be 
best.    For construction In marine environments, the recommended value for cement content Is 
6 to 7 sacks of cement per cubic yard (14, 23. 28). 

Recommended slump value Is about 3 In maximum (32. 20. 33).    The mix should be plastic. 

4.    Curing 

Proper curing Is an Important part of obtaining high quality concrete.    Recommendations 
Include moist curing tor at least 14 days(15. 28).   Also, more favorable results are 
obtained with concrete which has been thoroughly dried before exposure to freezing and 
thawing  (20, 26). 

5.    Thickness of Cover 

The purposes of obtaining a sufficiently thick concrete cover over the reinforcement 
are:    weight, prevention of buckling under compression, protection from a corrosive environ- 
ment, and resistance to the expanding force of the corrosion product.    In the United States, 
the standard recommendation for thickness of cover is 3 in of 6 to 7 sack concrete.    Some 
have stated that any thickness, even as little as 1/4 in (6) as long as the concrete Is of 
high quality, will be sufficient.    Though in some cases this may be true, there have been 
many failures both in laboratory tests and in practice, of high quality concrete where the 
coyer was on the order of 1-1/2 in.    Many feel that 2 in is Insufficient (18, 19, 34), and 
cite examples of corrosion of reinforcing steel under a concrete cover of 2 in (33, 35, J6). 
Some suggest a minimum limit of 2-1/2 in of cover (31), and it is Interesting to note that 
one of these suggestions is accompanied by a recommendation of at least 7-1/2 sacks of 
cement per cubic yard (15). a stricter recommendation than that mentioned above.    Most 
authorities recommend at least 3 in of cover with a cement meeting the recomnendations dis- 
cussed above (13, 28, 34, 37, 38).    Others have suggested Increasing the cover to 4 in at 
corners (14), where the concrete is subject to stronger abrasive forces.    Some authorities 
suggest a minimum of 4 in of cover (13, 32).    It is also recommended that the thickness of 
cover be at least twice the diameter of the largest aggregate used (to prevent surface 
cracks from propagating too quickly to the reinforcement) (13). and at least one to two 
times the diameter of the reinforcing bar it covers (20).    It is extremely Important that 
the concrete cover be uniform in thickness (9, 14).    It must be kept in mind that the 
thickness requirement is closely related to the specifications for the concrete materials 
and mix proportions; an extra inch of cover will not necessarily make up for too porous 
concrete. 

Most authorities would agree that by following the above specifications, one could 
obtain a reinforced concrete capable of lasting more than 50 years in a marine environment 
(37). 

Some practical questions may be raised.    If 3 In cover were specified, but only 1-1/2 
in were furnished, how much would the durability be reduced?   Or if one has the option of 
getting     4 -1/2 in of cover, what premium is it worth?   One must turn to theory or to 
empirical relations to answer such questions.    Four test models have been presented to 
account for the effect of thickness of mortar coatings, in the range of 3/8 in to 1-1/2 in 
of mortar over the steel  (39).    The test models are modified here for concrete, with 3 in 
cover being selected as a reference base, in Figure 1.    Curves are normalized, and relative 
resistance to corrosion is compared for various thicknesses of concrete cover. 

The Thickness model  is based on the premise that corrosion protection is directly 
proportional  to the thickness of concrete. 
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The diffusion model as'.umes that concrete acts as a barrier to diffusion of oxygen, 
or salts, to the n.etal surface, just as a thermal Insulation restricts heat transfer. 
On a flat slab, the resistance to corrosion Is again a linear function of thickness. On 
a cylindrical surface a logarithmic function is obtained: 

2L{c,-c2) 
NA " DA Mr,,^) 

where N. is the number of mols of species A diffusing, D. is the diffusivity, L is 
the cylinder length, (c,-c2) 1s the concentration difference, r. Is the outer radius 
and r. is the inner radius of the concrete cylinder, and r? = r? + t where t ■ thick- 
ness. Thus N. at thickness 3 in/NA at thickness t « "»/^ in. where P is the 

h resistance to corrosion. 

The Volume model assumes that the quantity of concrete cover 1s impurtänt in pro- 
tecting   steel.    For example, under the influence of stray currents the pM of concrete at 
the steel  surface decreases, and the more hydrated cement there is present,  the greater 
the resistance to pH change and the longer corrosion is prevented.    Again the resistance 
to corrosion is directly proportional  to thickness, for a flat slab.    However, for a cyliii- 
der the protection depends on the volume of concrete around the steel, 
V - n(r|-r?) L,   where    rg ■ outer radius,    r1 ■ inner radius,    r» - r» ■ t ■ thickness, 
and    L - lenath.    In this model concrete is considered to neutralize acid.    The model is 
consistent with experience that Portland cement is more protective than aluminate cement. 

The California State Division of Highways has presented a formula    R, ■ f(tlif2), 
where    R,    1s the probable number of years to deterioration of steel in 70% of the struc- 
tures pUced in a normal  highway bridge environment, and    f(t1-22)    is a function of the 
thickness of cover to the    1.22   power.    This empirical formula is based on maintenance 
inspection and repair data on 239       bridge substructures with reinforced concrete with 
covers ranging from 1 in to 3 In thick. 

Examination of the curves In Figure 1 shows that 1-1/2 in of cover would give only 43 
to 55% of the protection 3 in cover would give.    4-1/2 in of cover would give 1.38 to 1.65 
times the protection that 3 in cover would give.   The curves are so close to each other, 
that a simple thickness model  is probably sufficient for ordinary estimates.    In fact the 
curves show that one would have to go to large depths of cover, and correspondingly long 
exposure time to get data which would indicate which model best fits the facts.    The 
empirical California State Division of Highways formula and the Volume model are reason- 
ably close to each other.    The Diffusion model is the most conservative in estimating the 
benefits of additional cover. 

All of these curves pass through the origin when extended, but of course they should 
all terminate at a thickness about double the maximum aggregate size. 

There is evidence that if steel is coated with a neat cement slurry, substantial 
improvement in corrosion resistance will be obtained.    Presumably If there are voids or air 
bubbles around the steel much poorer performance will result.    Analysis of the effect of 
concrete cover will not account for such variables. 

Theoretically a sigmoid equation should be obtained for deterioration, ranging from 
zero to 100 percent, versus time, ranging from zero to complete deterioration.    There 
would be an induction time during which corrosion would be virtually zero.    The unrealis- 
tic models presented, therefore, compare remarkably well with maintenance experience. 

6.    Cracks 

There is evidence that cracks In the concrete, even when they do not extend to the 
reinforcing steel, may serve to localize and to accelerate corrosion (40, 41). 

7.    High Strength Steel 

In some structures high strength reinforcement is being used,    tven higher strength 
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steel is used as rods or wires in prestressed or in post-tensioned structures, in rock 
anchors, beams, panels and slabs. Such high strength steel is susceptible to damage by 
stress corrosion cracking, by hydrogen sulfide embrittlement, as well as by pitting and 
general corrosion attack. When steel starts to corrode in concrete exposed to chloride 
ions, the pH drops in pits and other locally anodic areas. Sulfides in the concrete may 
then form ^S, even though the corrosion attack be minimal. Since Sulfides specifically 
impede the formation of hydrogen molecules from atomic hydrogen, a high strength steel may 
be charged with hydrogen and embrittled locally. Structures normally are subject to elas- 
tic deformations, expansions and contractions due to changes in temperature, in static and 
in dynamic loading. In some cases the embrittled steel fails after a period of time under 
the imposed stress condition. This is identified as a delayed failure, a brittle fracture 
probably due to a hydrogen embrittlement mechanism. 

In one project light weight concrete slabs about 185 ft x 185 ft x 9-1/2 in were 
post-tensioned by seven-wire stranded cables cr tendons, 0.6 in (5/8 in nominal) in diam- 
eter. The wires were about 0.2 in diameter, and 270,000 psi ultimate strength, 220,000 
psi yield strength. They ware loaded to 0.8 ultimate strength, and the load then backed 
off and locked at about 0.70 ultimate strength. They relax and creep to 0.6 ultimate 
strength. Several wires and tendons failed after 40 days to 14 months. Investigation 
showed that several factors were present. Failures were not uniformly distributed in the 
slabs. Each slab had six pours of concrete. Failures tended to occur in certain pours, 
even ■'hough the same tendon extended through other pours. The tendons were encased in pro- 
tective grease and wrapped in a paper tubular tape. The tendons went over and under re- 
inforcing rods and other tendons in the slab, with tendons approximately 6 to 18 inches 
apart. Failures tended to occur more frequently over columns, in areas of high positive 
moment. Strand in the failure area showed ductility reduced to 2 to 3 „  with 15 to 20'.' 
loss of ultimate strength. Strand four or five feet from the failure area often showed 
normal strength (58.6 Kips) and ductility over SX  in 24 inches. Concrete cores analyzed 
180 parts per million of sulfide sulfur. (Analyses of 500 to 9000 parts per million were 
also obtained, but were subject to question.) The concrete had used 5/8 inch light-weight 
aggregate. Samples of aggregate were found to be quite variable. Some aggregate samples 
were reddish in color, other samples were brown with a darker or even black interior. The 
aggregate variedin size of pores and in hardness.Some samples of aggregate with dark in- 
terior; gave an odor of hydrogen sulfide when moistened with hydrochloric acid solution. 
The aggrfgate generally had a hard glazed exterior, but in bulk it showed dusting, and 
there were broken pieces of aggregate present. 

Paper wrapped tendons present a corrugated exterior to the concrete surrounding them. 
When tendons are tensioned the movement of strand may cut through the paper tape and crush 
aggregate protruding into the corrugation. This would expose high strength steel directly 
to pulverized aggregate. In one building it was estimated that stressing a strand to 0.8 
ultimate strength required 9 inches of extension cf strand under high stress. A concrete 
berin section was made and tendons stressed to 0.8 ultimate strength were pulled about 9 
inches under constant stress. The beam was then sectioned and it was found that aggregate 
had been crushed. 

Experiment and experience confirmed that a plastic tube was less likely to be damaged 
than paper wrap during construction. Tendons in plastic tubes showed a lower coefficient 
of friction during tensioning, which is advantageous. 

Some differences in potential were observed between tendons in the slabs where fail- 
ures were encountered. 

Numerous metallurgical examinations, by many laboratories, failed to give definitive 
answers. Some samples of broken wires had enough evidence of corrosion to warrant label- 
ling the failures stress corrosion cracking. Other samples did not show evidence of cor- 
rosion pits or surface attack (Figure 2). An interesting feature of some of the brittle 
failures was fracture at an angle of about 45° to the long axis of the wire. It has been 
shown in the laboratory    that high strength steel wire stressed In ^S solutions 
forms cracks which tend to be aligned at 45 degrees to the direction of tensile stress 
(42). The preferred crystallographic orientation of the steel in the wire causes this 
unusual crack orientation. It was therefore concluded that hydrogen sulfide embrittlement 
of the high strength steel caused these delayed failures.     A hydrogen embrittlement 
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mechanlM 1s invo1ved(43). 

Improved quality control of the aggregate, tighter control of construction techniques, 
closer inspection of the installation before placing concrete, and substitution of plastic 
tubes for paper wrap, have eliminated the delayed failure problem. It is recomnended that 
sulfides be excluded from concrete where prestressing or post-tensioning is Involved. 
Chlorides such as calcium chloride are also excluded. 

8. Stray Current Corrosion 

Even if a steel reinforced concrete structure is properly designed and properly con- 
structed, it may still be subject to accelerated corrosion attack in manne environments. 
There is a hazard encountered with Increasing frequency ir coasial instillations. We refer 
to stray current corrosion, also called interference effects, from neighboring cathodic 
protection systems. In the USA regulations of the Dept. of Iransportation require that 
pipelines must be protected cathodically. The regulations even specify that such pipe be 
polarized cathodically -0.85 volts relative to a saturated copper-copper sulphate refer- 
ence electrode. In many cases this results in a pipeline being protected by an Impressed 
current anode at 18-25 volts, with currents of several dundred amiieres.  rvie .utrent flo«. 
ing from such an anode may actually go nuiny miles. Steel remforoeiii.-in. positioned verti- 
cally some distance from the protected pipeline may be but little affected by this current. 
However, if a long steel structure is in the potential field, current may be picked up at 
one end of the structure and discharged at anotherend. For every ampere year of current 
leaving the steel,about 20.1 pounds (9.1 kilograms) of steel is consumed. This corrosion 
of steel can result in cracking of concrete in the areas of current discharge. If high 
strength steel under high stress is subject to this current discharge, there may be ductile 
failure of the stressed steel due to reduction in section (44), but more likely there will 
be stress corrosion cracking of the st.eH die to localized corrosion and pitting. 

An example ot situations to be watcned is at tne eastern end of the San l^rancisco- 
J^Kland Transbay Tube, a link in the new San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Iranslt System (45). 
This 19,000 foot long tube employs an impressed current cathodic protection system, using 
16 rectifiers and anodes spaced at approximately 1000 foot intervals and 250 feet away 
from the tube. Each anode distributes about 250 amperes of current to protect the 3/8 inch 
thick outer shell of bare steel of the tube. 

A survey of the western end of this tube nas been published (45). In cnat survey it 
was concluded that 500 feet away from the anodes, or 750 feet away from the 
tube, the potential difference to the tube reaches zero, and foreign structures outside 
this range should be free of interference. 

At the eastern end, the tube (»asses between two pre-existing wharf structures of the 
Port of Oakland Seventh Street Marine Terminal (Fig. 3). These wharves have reinforced 
concrete decks on prestressed concrete piles. The first stage wharf, on the east, is about 
1300 feet long and 200 to 400 feet from 'he tube subsurface easement. The second stage 
wharf, on the west, is 1500 feet long and 100 to 700 feet from the tube subsurface ease- 
ment. 

On September 11, 1972, a potential survey was made In tne San Francisco i*ay close to 
the Port of Oakland Seventh Street Marine Termin •!  '' that time the anode operating 
nearest to the wharves was Anode No. 50. Ihis anode is located 3 feet off the bottom, 
about 14 feet deep, about 1000 feet from whe'-e the pier line extended crosses the Transbay 
Tube easement. About 33 volts is applied at the rectifier, but potential drop through 
1000 feet of 4-0 cable brings the potential at the lead-platinum anode to 19 to 20 volts, 
the current is 250 amperes. A launch movn; at ?♦ knots trailed two silver-silver chloride 
electrodes on electrical cables, the tir^. electrode 20 meters betilnd the launch, tne 
second electrode 20 meters behind the first. Difference in potential jetween the elec- 
trodes was recorded as a function of time. These data give &(MV)/AXI where AX is 2Ü 
meters, at a given time. Integrating this curve gives the AV   in millivolts, relative 
to a point at infinity, versus time. The integrated curve is shown in Figure 4. Traverse 
6 passes over Anode No. 50, Traverse 8 is about 50 feet from the second stage wharf. Both 
traverses are parallel to the wharf. Note that even at the surface of the water there may 
be AV  exceeding 100 millivolts 1500 feet from the anode. The results of this survey 
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show current effects at greater distances than reported In the earlier survey of the western 
area of the Transbay Tube (45).   The anodes In the western end were about 75 feet deep; 
Anode No. 50 Is 14 feet deep.    In the three years that some of the anodes have been opera- 
ting, the Transbay Tube has been polarized so that current Is thrown to a greater distance 
from the anodes. 

Polarization measurements are being made at selected points on the Port of Oakland 
wharf structures, and changes In potential are being observed.   There are Indications that 
one end of the wharf is picking up current; the current travels along deck steel and then 
Is discharged at piling closest to the protected Transbay Tube. 

Similar potential fields are observed In the vicinity of a ship which Is cathodically 
protected by Impressed current anodes.    In busy marine terminals which have ships loading 
and unloading much of the time there may be effects anticipated on steel and concrete In 
the vicinity. 

Subway tube Installations are cathodically protected under water In San Francisco, 
Boston, New York and other metropolitan areas.    Underwater tunnel steel casings for auto- 
mobile and other vehicular structures are similarly protected In some areas. 

9.   Corrosion Protection 

In an aggressive marine environment some protection against corrosion may be obtained 
by using galvanized steel reinforcement.   This Is particularly useful where the exposure 
may cause reinforcement to rust heavily before concrete Is placed around the steel (44, 46). 

Protective coatings for sealing concrete have been used successfully In water tanks. 
Where high strength steel under high stress Is to be used, care should be taken that sul- 
flde-contalnlng material Is excluded. 

Cathodtc protection of piling and foundations should be considered If stray current 
effects are present or anticipated.   This will call for a design which has electrical con- 
tinuity, to permit bonding and the application of protective current.   An alte native 
design calls for Insulation and isolation, so that long line currents or cathodic inter- 
ference effects are avoided. 

Design, construction, inspection, and maintenance should be guided by the fact that 
structures which have steel In concrete In marine environments are susceptible to corrosion 
and deterioration. 
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Sununarized Discussion 

In reply to various questions, the author amplified his presentation 
as follows:  the permissible cmf change to protect steel in concrete has 
not been established. There is also some disagreement as to the preferred 
method for fabricating prestressed concrete; the few failures of prestressed 
concrete which have occurred in the U. S. were attributed in the grouting 
method of incorporating the prestressed wires into the concrete. According 
to a reference cited in the paper« there is a difference of opinion 
concerning whether a crack in the concrete has to extend all the way to 
the steel before the steel commences to corrode locally. The number of 
sacks of concrete per cubic yard appear in U. S. standards which are 
referenced In the paper; 7-1/2 sacks, with the concrete covering the 
steel to a depth of 3 Inches, exceeds the standard but is preferred by 
some. 
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New Technology for the Preventive Protection and Maintenance 
of Submerged Reinforced Concrete Structures 

Alberto Montefusco 

Chevron Oil Italian« S. p. A. 
Via Criatoforo Colombo 149 - 00147 Roma - Italy 

The maintenance work on concrete piles in submerged structu- 
res, as usually performed with conventional methods, involves many 
drawbacks and often results in poor and unreliable performance. 
Rather recently, epoxy-polyamide compounds (I)1 have proved tobe 
effective in providing protective coatings on submarine structures. 
The present report describes a new method of repair experimented 
recently on the damaged sections of reinforced concrete piles supp 
orting and old jetty in the Savona bay (Italy) in the Mediterranean sea. 
Many piles,  severely damaged,  have been fully reconstructed by in- 
jecting under pressure an epoxy resin compound which has been spe 
cially developed for this particular technology. 
After having explained the main reasons for decay in submerged ma 
rine structures,  information is given on the physical properties of 
the product utilized as well as on its behaviour in the presence of the 
concrete and reinforcing steel-rods.    The application of the resin 
requires new methods of inspection with subsequent data interpret- 
ation.    The technology for carrying out the repair work is also dif- 
ferent from the previous ones. In fact, Ihe very short pot life of the 
resin after mixing gives many advantages but,  on the other hand, 
many new problems must be faced.    These were successfully over 
come while the work progressed as fully described in the report. 
Special emphasis has been paid to the planning of the job and to the 
equipment used. 
As a conclusion, statistical data and some results obtained two years 
after application are furnished. 

Key Words:    erosion;   submerged concrete structures; 
piles;   jetty;   inspections;   injection;   epoxy resin. 

1.  Introduction 

The scope of this report is to describe a new method of reconstruction of the sub- 
merged concrete structures as experimented by Chevron Oil Italiana maintenance or- 
ganisation on a pier for mooring of small tankers. 

Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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Many piers and submerged marine structures built in recent years are provided, in some 
way, with passive protection against erosion and corrosion and. when necessary, are also 
provided with active protection against corrosion but,  at the time our pier was built in the 
Savona bay in the Mediterranean Sea, the problem had not yet been faced. 
Our observations led to the conclusion that the submarine structures of this pier had been 
damaged more by the effect of erosions than by corrosive agents.    This factor of deteriqr 
ation, which acquires greater or lesser importance, depending on the circumstances,  is 
always present in constructions in shallow waters. 
In the particular case we want to deal with, the erosive attack on the piles of a pier   can 
act in two ways: 
- attack by waves and submarine currents caused by heavy meteomarine perturbations. 
- attack by micro-biological marine flora and fauna which finds its most favourable habi 

tat in the microscopic porosities of the material, in this case concrete, to which it 
clings tenaciously with the result of crushing it very slowly but gradually and inexor- 
ably. 

We started with the idea of applying a special product and, as the work progressed, we 
realized it was necessary to completely modify our method of work. 
This is why I thought it would be interesting to inform my colleagues in the field, by 
means of this report, about the process with which we tried to perfect the new method. 

2.    Description of the structure in need of repair 

The construction,  realized in 1932 by an outstanding Italian Constructor,  was the 
first construction of that type in the Savona Harbour and one of the very first in Italy. 
We have no suitable data on hand to make a comparison with similar constructions of 
the same age but,  from what we know about more recent works, the Savona pier appears 
to have shown an exceptional resistance. 
In order to Introduce the subject of its maintenance a brief description might be helpful: 
It is about 450 meters long and consists of 30 pairs of octagonal shaped reinforced con- 
crete piles driven deeply into the sandy sea bed.    The two piles of each assembly  are 
15 mt.  apart and are linked together by parallelepiped headers at sea level.   The frame- 
work, supporting a cat-walk beam and piping,  rests on these headers. 
At the offshore end of the catwalk beam, a wharf-head is installed, also supported by 
reinforced concrete piles submerged for 9. 50 meters. 
We have no precise Information regarding maintenance works carried out before and im- 
mediately after the second world war as the pier, like all petroleum installations of stra_ 
tegical importance was, at that time, competence of the CIP (Italian Petroleum Commit- 
tee).    However, it has been ascertained that some aircraft bombs, which exploded in the 
immediate vicinity of the central section, caused a lowering of this section of about 1 me 
ter and permanent deformatioi; of the catwalk beam with consequent damage to the piles. 
Other cracks have apparently been caused by scale formation on the reinforcing rods, 
displacing the concrete skin between the rods and the adjacent beam face. 

3.    Considerations on conventional methods of repair 

The usual method of repair was to remove this loose concrete skin  and gunite the 
affected areas after sand-blasting the exposed reinforcing rods.  This is a precarious 
job to do underwater and, as an alternative in the most serious cases, some piles were 
renewed by cutting them off near their top and foot and connecting a new piece to the old 
stumps by steel-clamps coated with concrete. 
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However,  the deformed state of the pier caused considerable alarm and it was doubted 
whether it could continue to be operated in its precarious condition. 
Accurate checks, carried out since then at regular intervals did not show further yields 
but. at the same time, they gave a sound idea of the damage caused by the erosions and 
of the necessity to make good the decay of the structures. 
The most efficient way of repairing it was the afore mentioned one, that is the subtitu- 
tion of the central section of the pile with a new one. 
As a consequence,  the underwater inspection was limited to finding out the extent of da 
mage to each pile and scheduling the substitution priorities. 
By using this method about 50% of the piles were replaced in slightly over 10 years and 
it was planned to renew the balance by the same method when necessary. 
Findings of the last inspections were discouraging: 
1*   30% of the replaced piles,  show evident decay 15 years after their substitution. 
2*   Even if the new replaced pile sections are in good condition the process of deterior 

ation of the stumps,  between which the new sections are fitted,  does not stop becau 
se the reinforcing rods remain exposed.    This could eventually cause the stumps to 
vield and the consequent collapse of the structure. 

In addition to that,  deep erosions were found in the lower face of the braces in the tidal 
zone,  even though many of them had been recently repaired.    Therefore, the informa- 
tion about a new more efficient protective material composed of epoxy resins (1)^ has 
been taken into consideration by us with utmost attention but with those reservations 
one must have when facing a completely new technology. 

4.    New possibilities stemming from the use of epoxy resins 

The use of epoxy resins had already been experimented by us for other repair works, 
such as the internal coating of tank bottoms subjected to corrosions and internal lining 
of short runs of pipelines.    After some years results have been appreciably positive 
therefore we decided to use this material also for the maintenance of our pit;r. 
In order to dispel some doubts as to the behaviour of the new   proposed products when 
under stresses,  we asked that the relative tests be carried out by an officially recogniz 
ed laboratory.    Said tests have been executed by the material testing laboratory at the 
Politechnique in Milan and gave us the following results: 
- compression strength for specimens without inerts = 13, 000 psi = 900 kg/cm^ 

compression strength for specimens with 15% to 30% of fine sand = 10, 000 pbi=700kgbiT 
- tensile strength ■ 3, 200 psi ■ 220 kg/cm2 
It should be remembered that even a very good concrete has a very low tensile strength 
and the compression strength can approach the above values only after 28 days curing, 
whilst the epoxy resin under study reaches its maximum values only a few hours after 
having been applied even when Immersed in water,  which is most important for this par_ 
ticular type of application. 
Furthermore,  the possibility of an efficient binding with inerts gave us a measure,  even 
if only an indication,  about the capacity of the resin to bind itself to the old concrete. 
We had no doubts as to an efficient linkage to the reinforcing rods,  since this was already 
proven by the results of previous applications. 
Having ascertained the convenience of adopting this new material from the technical stand 
point, the problem arose as how to keep the cost of the work within acceptable limits. 

1 Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper 
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The cost of the new product is very high compared to that of concrete,  very high too is 
the cost of manpower which consists of a frogman crew highly skilled in this type of work 
The problem then was to set up a working procedure which was completely new compar- 
ed to that used in the past  , 

5.    Remarks on the inspections 

To begin with,   the generic inspection,  as it used to be conducted,  with the purpose 
of ascertaining whether or not the pile had to be renewed,  was no-longer valid. 
Hence we reviewed the criteria with which inspections had to be carried out and it was 
decided that the exact levels of the damaged points and the extent of the damage should 
be indicated.    In the most serious cases also a photograph proof had to be provided. 
It has been demonstrated,  that even a very accurate preliminary inspection does not 
supply so precise an idea of the extent of the damage as that which will be found during 
the course of the actual repair work. 
The first obvious deduction was that two inspections are needed: 
- a preliminary one to locate roughly the damaged points to be taken care of;(Exhibit 1) 
- a second one.   to find out with the utmost precision,   from the stand points of quantity, 

the work to be done (Exhibit 2). 
In fact,  as can be deducted from the photographs,  during the first inspection it is not 
a good practice to completely remove the layer of marine fauna and flora,  as these cling 
tenaciously to the concrete,  one cannot scrape them off without danger of additional da- 
mage to the concrete itself. 
Themost careful cleaning must,  on the of er hand,  be done immediately prior to the 
actual repair because,   if even a short time elapses between the cleaning and the repair, 
the marine micro-organism starts to grow again. 
Hence,  the detailed inspection must be followed within a few days by the repair work 
otherwise it results only in wasted time.    The detailed inspection will supply the follow- 
ing precise data necessary before the start of work: 
- determination and supply of the right quantity of material needed; 
- time calculation and working schedule with decisions about priorities; 
- method to be followed for preparation of the structure to be repaired and set up of the 

related equipment. 
- preparation beforehand of the forms to be used; 

preparation of the equipment for injecting the resin. 
When this data is to hand one can proceed with the actual phase of application being 
reasonably confident that any unforeseen problems can be coped with. 
This is important from the committent's standpoint as it represents the means of control_ 
ling costs within the limits of the budget. 
To achieve this in an efficient manner good communications are necessary,  during the 
whole duration of the work,  between the product supplier,  the contractor and the commit_ 
tent. 
This was done in our case and,  therefore, the main features of each of the above listed 
phases are briefly described here below: 

6.    Pre-work inspection 

The preliminary inspection had already been carried out by an independent Company 
before awarding the contract and the recorded data were transmitted to the contractor. 
The contractor carried out Immediately the cleaning of all piles we pointed out and re- 
corded the length,  width and depth of each damaged point. 
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At the same time all photographs were taken with a 360   lens camera which showed up 
even the smallest shadings. 
A small tag with the relevant identification number was kept beside the pile being pho- 
tographed to avoid mistakes. 
This inspection required 10 calendar days of work by the whole team of 5 frogmen, which 
proves the importance of this phase.    They have in addition,  supplied us verbally with 
information about other useful elements of evaluation,  such as the state of the surfaces 
and the condition of the steelrods. 
In this connection we noticed that most rods,  even when exposed and,  obviously,  lacking 
their protective skin for a long time,  did not show a high degree of corrosion. 

7. Evaluation ai'-: supply of the required material 

The data from the survey was entered on a form showing the levels,  the measure- 
ments,   the volume of spaces to be filled and the quantity of material to be supplied. 
In order to provide for unavoidable losses and a safety margin in the quantity of material 
the volumes were calculated on the developed circumscribed solid instead of on the cyltn_ 
drical one. 
This recorded data,   as well as allowing us to evaluate the quantity of material needed, 
gave us the opportunity to make the following useful statistical observations : 
- the east-ward row of piles shows 55% more erosion than the west-ward row,  this de- 

pends presumeably on the direction of the prevalent wind: 
- the first half of the pier starting from the beach shows prevailing damage in the upper 

section of the piles while the second half of the pier shows prevailing erosions in the 
lower section.    This corresponds with the tidal zone. 

In doing this we did not consider the damage tothe headers,   the repairing of which with 
the new technology is still under study. 

8. Timing - Scheduling - Priorities 

Timing seaworks is obviously much affected by meteo-marine conditions.    Each 
calendar day of fine weather we can plan to use two squads composed of two frogmen 
working in shifts of three hours submerged and the rest of the day at the surface.    A 
frogman foreman supervises the work while a carpenter helps in getting the forms and 
the equipment ready. 
When the work is running smoothly we can estimate to get an average of 1. 5 damaged 
points repaired per day,  but taking into account some unexpected shut-down, due to 
weather conditions,   it is safer to keep to a slightly lower figure. 
Priorities are fixed by giving precedence to the most damaged points.    However, some 
freedom must be left to the men to allow them to select the depth at which to work accord- 
ing to the condition of the sea.    It is well known,  in fact,   that one can work near the sur- 
face only when the sea is quite calm,  whilst when the sea is rough it is better to work at 
a deeper level.    Also the visibility,  when immersed,   can be limited by currents and 
winds even when the sea is very calm. 

9. Preparation of surfaces to be repaired and setting up 
of equipment.  

The scraping off of the decayed material down to a sound surface must be performed 
efficiently,  and.  as previously said,  immediately before the pouring of the resin. 
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It can be done by using pneumatic scrapers or hydrodynamic guns followed by an accurate 
sanblasting.  In all cases it iu necessary to provide on site a source of energy such as 
electric power line or engine driven machines. 
It is   of course, necessary to provide sets of operating tools,  spare parts and miscella- 
neous materials in order to avoid costly interruptions. 

10. Preparation of the resin 

The product is supplied in two components to be thoroughfully mixed together to obtah 
a compound which must be poured immediately, because its pot-life is limited to 30 minu- 
tes at normal ambient temperature.    The resultant density is about 1. 5.    Epoxy-resins of 
this type have in the past been utili-td for the preventive protection of structures, apply- 
ing them by hand to provide a thin layer of coating.    In our case we were dealing with a 
different kind of job involving the reconstruction of old piles by the application of much 
higher quantities of new material.   The work, if performed manually, could have led to 
problems due to the very short pot life of the material, so we decided to inject the resin 
under pressure Into forms clamped to the damaged sections of the piles. 

11. Preliminary set-up of the required forms 

On the basis of the surveyed measurements it is wise to have ready beforehand some 
forms having similar sices and different lengths so that they can be used on more than 
one pile. 
The form must be slightly longer than the erosion to be repaired without being excessive- 
ly long in order not to waste costly product.    In the case of two erosions very close to- 
gether on the same pile, it may be convenient to use a single long form so that the two 
repairs can be effected in one operation. 
The forms are supplied with a set of threaded holes.   They are used for injecting the 
resin and for expelling the water by injecting the product in sequence, starting from the 
bottom hole and proceeding upwards as soon as the resin comes out of the next hole. 
The seal between pile and form edges is obtained by use of synthetic rubber gaskets. 

12. Resin injection equipment 

The injection guns, normally found in the market, are of limited capacity, usually no 
more than 2 kilos at a time; therefore it can be easily understood that for major works 
there is a substantial loss of time and waste of material because the gun must be sent 
up to the surface every time for careful cleaning before filling it again. 
Therefore the dimension and capacity of the guns must be consistent with the extent of 
the work to be done;   In our case we used two specially made pneumatically operated in- 
jectors with which we obtained fairly good results. 

13. Execution of the work 

Pneumatic chisels were used to scrape off the damaged concrete; the exposed rods 
were then grinded and the forms applied.   At the end of each cleaning operation the frog 
man leadman Inspected the job and gave his o. k. for putting on the forms.   The injectbn 
job was effected using alternatively the two guns previously prepared and, after a few 
hours, we proceeded to dismantle the forms because the drying time is, as previously 
said, very short. 
As shown by the photograph,  the piles after repair, appear completely new (Exhibit 3). 
At the end of all repair work we carried out, as an experiment, the complete coating 
of a pile, applying the resin by hand. On the basis of the results we will decide in future, 
if it is wise to adopt the same treatment on all piles. We also coated one full header wSh 
the same object. 
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The following summarizes the work completed in 57 working days: 
- pre-work inspection on 33 piles 
- injection applications on 57 piles 
- coating of a full pile 
- complete repair and coating of a header 
The average time losses for meteo-marine reasons was 25% of the total. 
The average cost was 380.000 Lire (= U.S.$ 650) per injection. 

14.    Results and considerations 

An accurate check was carried out in August 1972, two years after the repair work, 
by a different contractor. 
The piles were carefully cleaned and the examination gave these results: 
- the bonding   between fouling and resin is much weeker than between fouling and con- 
crete.    In fact,  the only organisms which tenaciously clung to the resin were the borers 
(exhibit 4).    They are not dangerous because they are not able to penetrate more than a 
few millimeters. 
- In some cases families of muscles had grown under the edges of the coating,  giving 
the impression of inefficient linkage between resin and concrete at the edges. 
We chipped out with hammer and chisel these edges and found that after a few centi- 
meters the linkage between the materials was sound and it was not possible to proceed 
in cutting out the resin without damaging the concrete. 
The possible explanation of the absence of linkage at the edges can be found reading the 
daily reports written at the time of the work: 
- some piles had not been injected immediately after the cleaning but only the following 
day. 
- in other cases the forms were wider than the interested area so that the injected resin 
was spread out on a surface larger than the well prepaireu one, 
We found no sign of deterioration in the coatings above sea level. As a conclusion, ow- 
ing to the limited time elapsed since the application, we cannot pronounr«? yet decisive- 
ly in favour of the new technology but the first results are extremely promising. 

1.       ROBERT M.   JORDA,   "Applying Protective Epoxy Coatings to Submerged Metal, 
Wood,  and Concrete Structures",     Paper presented at the International Congress 
on Fouling and Marine Corrosion - June   8-13,   19(54. 

Discussion 

Some participants expressed concern that the resin, without a filler, 
would not afford any structural strength, and specifically unless its 
elastic modulus matched that of concrete. The author did not have elastic 
modulus data, but pointed out that hardening time—about 30 minutes—is of 
great importance in getting the resin in place and hardened before it is 
washed away by wave action; it would have been difficult to apply and cure 
concrete patching in sea water under the conditions described. 
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EXHIBIT 1 
Preliminary Inspection 

EXHIBIT 2 
Pre Work Inspection 

EXHIBIT 3 
Pile After Repair Work 

EXHIBIT 4 
Repaired Area After Two Years 
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How To Malte Use of Corrosion Data 

Herbert H. Uhllg 

Department of Metallurgy and Materials Science 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Cambridge, Massachusetts  02139 

The marine engineer In choosing materials of construction to 
resist sea water at Lack can rely on weight Iocs data for non- 
passive metals like copper, iron, steels, and zinc.  In applying 
passive metals e.g. stainless steels, nickel, nickel alloys, 
aluminum and aluminum alloys, the prevailing potential should be 
maintained below the critical potential for oit initiation, and 
crevices should be svoided in any structural design. Under 
conditions of high velocity, the passive metals are better 
resistant than ars the non-passive metals. The effect of heat 
treatment on sensivlty to intargranular attack should be evaluated 
in all metals that are to be welded or are to be heat treated for 
stress relief and other purposes. Applied or residual tensile 
str»«s is Important to sensivlty to cracking in see water 
pai Licularly for titanium, aluminum and magnesium-base alloys at 
ordinary temperatures, and of austenitlc and ferritic stainless 
steels st elevsted temperatures. A critical potential exists for some of 
these alloys, and probably for most other metals as well, below 
which cracking does not occur. All high strength metals and alloys 
including carbon steels, maraging steels and stainless steels may 
crack in preaence of moisture alone. Adequate designs, therefore, 
often csll for a thicker section of a medium strength metal rather 
than the use of a high strength metal to sustain a given load. 

Key Words: Galvanic Coupling, Pitting Corrosion, Welding, 
Velocity Effects, Stress Corrosion Cracking, Corrosion 
Fstlgue. 

Corrosion data are usually expressed as weight loss or metal penetration for a given 
period of exposure. For uniform attack, both in time and dimensions, such data supply 
useful design Information. For example, an average corrosion rste of a carbon steel in sea 
water of 0.010 cm/year indicates that an H beam 0.5 cm thick will lose half its cross 
sectional dimensions within (0.5/0.01) x 1/2 x 1/2 or 12.5 yesrs, the extra factor 1/2 
coming in because of corrosive attack from two aides.  Since the rate of weight loss 
usually decreases with time, the corrosion rste extrapolated to long periods of exposure 
suy be unduly pessimistic, snd the predicted life may be actually short of what is 
experienced. For example, reported inmersion dats in tropical sea water^ (Panama) show 
that the average corrosion rste of carbon steels after one year exposure is 0.015 cm/year, 
but after 16 years, primarily because of rust accumulation and organic fouling, the rate 
may average only 0.007 cm/year. Rates in thia particular sea-water environment become 
relatively steady sfter one to two years. The actual required time for steady-state 
probably depends on local variations in the ocean temperature, salinity, velocity, etc. as 
wall as on the metal or alloy.  In any event, uaing average rates fortunately Includes a 
factor of aafety in design calculations. 

Although steels corrode relatively uniformly over their surfsce, corrosive attack of 
other metals may not be uniform. The passive metals, for example aluminum or stainless 
steels, exposed to see wster lose less weight than do carbon steels in the same time, but 
they are subject to localized or pitting type of attack which mey  penetrate deep sections 
of the metal in a matter of months.  Hence, only tables of veight loss data for non- 
passive metals sre apt to supply useful data to the design engineer, and these are an 
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Important part of his stock-in-trade.  The category of metals for which such data are 
useful include iron and carbon steels, low-alloy steels, tin, cupro-nlckel alloys 
(<40Z Ni),brasses (<15Z Zn), zinc and zinc-base alloys. For these metals, it Is often 
possible to measure uniform corrosion rates employing electrochemical techniques such as is 
recommended by M. Stern and A. Geary"), or by change In electrical resistance of wire or 
strip specimens. 

Galvanic coupling of non-passive metals to more noble metals (as indicated by the 
Galvanic Series) accelerates corrosion of the non-passive metal, the maximum effect of 
which as illustrated for Cu-Fe couples is given by Rate (coupled) • Rate (uncoupled) 
M + Area Cu 

Area Fe 
). For more noble metals which polarize cathodlcally more than does Cu, e.g. 

Pb or Sn or stainless steels, the rate is accelerated somewhat less than the equation 
predicts. The important factor is the relative area of active (anodic) to noble (cathodic) 
metal when coupled; the ratio should always be kept large otherwise rapid penetration of 
anodic metal results. Weld metal that is active (negative) in potential to ship plates 
can lead to rapid penetration by corrosion of the welded seams. 

How does one handle metals that undergo pitting corrosion? What sort of data can be 
relied upon to replace overall weight loss measurements that are relatively useless for 
estimating time of metal penetration? Other than to avoid environments or conditions which 
breakdown passivity, or to choose metals which are not passive (some are listed above) and 
hence are not subject to deep pitting, conditions must be chosen to prevent pits from 
Initiating. This is best done by ensuring a prevailing potential of the metal structure 
always below the critical potential required for pitting. Applied cathodic protection is 
useful, as is galvanic coupling to metals having sufficiently active corrosion potentials. 
For example, the critical pitting potential of 18-8 stainless steel in sea water OX  NaCl) 
Is 0.21 volt on the hydrogen scale (SHE).  If sufficient area of zinc or iron (corros. 
potential, SHE «-0.8 and -0.4V respectively) Is coupled to it so as to depress the overall 
potential below this value, pits will not initiate. An 18-8 propeller mounted on a steel 
ship and in electrical contact with it does not experience pitting corrosion.  In the case 
of aluminum, the corrospondlng critical potential is more active (-0.4SV) and therefore 
zinc, but not iron, is a satisfactory sacrificial metal. 

Pitting of aluminum or stainless steels can also be avoided by reducing the dissolved 
02 concentration (deaerating) of sea water.  The corrosion potential of the metal is 
thereby depressed below the critical value.  Also, because passivity is thereby altered or 
perhaps destroyed, damaging electrochemical cells (passive - active cells) are avoided 
which account for pit growth. Along the same lines, pitting inhibitors like nitrates (for 
Al or 18-8) or hydroxyl ions (for 18-8) can be added to saline solutions(Fig. 1,2): their 
action is to shift the critical pitting potential to values that are noble to the 
prevailing corrosion potsntlal of the metal. The marine engineer. In other words, should 
have available a table of critical pitting potentials for passive metals,"' as well as of 
corrosion potentials of the coanon sacrificial metals, in order to properly design marine 
structures incorporating pit-sensitive passive metals. 

Although pit initiation can be avoided as described. It Is still possible for some 
passive metals to undergo localized corrosion at crevices (crevice corrosion) at potentials 
below the critical values. The reason for this Is that stagnant electrolyte in crevices 
becomes deficient in dissolved 0? resulting from continuing slight uniform corrosive attack 
of the metal.  The resultant differential aeration cell between metal inside and outside 
the crevice builds up acid corrosion products within the crevice accompanied by increased 
Cl~ concentration.  Eventually passivity breaks down within the crevice and the resultant 
passive-active cell of large potential difference causes marked continuing corrosion of 
active metal.  The larger the area of passive metal outside the crevice, the greater is the 
galvanic current and corresponding localized attack. To avoid crevice corrosion, it is 
good practice, of courss, to rigorously evold all crevices in the design of equipment and 
structures exposed to aqueous solutions, a rule that is well known to corrosion engineers. 
Existing crevices should be avoided by filling them with weld metal or with insulating 
cements, or avoiding surface films such as are formed by fouling organisms.  Stirring of 
the electrolyte sometimes helps by equalizing composition of solution inside and outside 
the crevice.  Cathodic potection may also be employed. Metallurglcally, crevice corrosion 
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Is minimized, but not eliminated, by choosing alloys that tend to retain their passivity In 
solutions of low pH and low partial pressures of dissolved oxygen. Adding a few tenths 
percent Pd to titanium Is helpful, as Is the addition of molybdenum to 18-8 stainless steels 
(type 316).  Further advances of this kind In the development of passive alloys are much 
needed In order to avoid a troublesome and often serious type of damage In saline 
environments. 

Welded Structures 

If structures are to be welded, It Is necessary to know the effect of heat treatment on 
corrosion rates.  For commercially pure metals e.g. copper, nickel, titanium and aluminum, 
heat treatment has no appreciable effect.  Carbon steels can also be welded without 
damaging effect In sea water If recognition Is taken of the proper galvanic relations 
between weld metal and base steel, and any mill scale, which acts as a cathodlc surface, lb 
removed.  But for many aluminum-base alloys, austenltlc and ferrltlc stainless steels, 
Hastelloys, Inconels and similar alloys, welding operations may Induce arcclerated corrosive 
attack at grain boundaries either at the weld area or near It (weld decay) .  To avoid 
sensitivity to such attack, the structure can sometimes be heat treated after welding, m 
alloys can be employed that resist the responsible heat-induced composition rhdii^e along 

' grain boundaries e.g. use of "stabilized" austenltlc stainless steels.  The marine engineer, 
therefore, should also have complete data on the effect of heat treatment at all 
temperatures on corrosion resistance of alloys before specifying materials for a welded 
Joint or the conditions of stress-relief heat treatment. 

Effect of Velocity 

High velocity conditions accelerate corrosive attack of some metals more than others. 
In general, passive metals are better resistant to so called Impingement attack or 
corrosion-erosion than are the non-passive metals.  Copper, for example, is especially 
sensitive to attack by high velocity sea water despite Its good corrosion nsistanre in 
slow moving sea water. Alloying copper with Zn, Al, or Ni makes it mure resistant, 
accounting for the prevailing compositions of condenser tube alloys used commercially for 
sea-water heat exchangers. The stainless steels are more resistant than Iron, and Monel 
(70Z Nl-Cu), being passive, is more resistant than are the cupro-nickel alloys (10-30% Ni- 
Cu).  The passive alloys, however as mentioned earlier, tend to undergo pitting corrosion 
which makes them unattractive for condenser tube applications despite their good resistance 
to high velocity waters. Hence cupro-nlckels and aluminum brasses, although not quite as 
resistant Co impingement attack, are preferred for sea-water exposures.  Titanium and 
titanium-base alloys resist both high velocity conditions and pitting corrosion, making 
them expecially useful for condenser tubes and similar applications. Some of the available 
alloys (but not pure titanium low In alloyed oxygen) are subject to stress corrosion 
cracking, and this factor must be taken Into account. At temperatures above the boiling 
point of sea water,the critical pitting potential of titanium or of titanium alloys in 
dilute chloride solutions approaches the neighborhood of normal corrosion cell voltages 
(approximately 1 volt) and hence under these conditions are subject to pitting attack. 
This is not usually a factor at atmospheric pressures, except for very concentrated hot 
chloride solutions e.g. boiling CaClo.  However, crevice corrosion of titanium occurs In 
hot sea water at atmospheric pressure.(^) 

Effect of Stress 

Contrary to general Impressions, a stressed metal or one that is severely cold-workeil 
does not usually corrode more rapidly In sea water compared to ai. unstressed or annealed 
metal.  The corrosion rates of metals like copper, lead, iron and carbon steels depend on 
the rate of diffusion of dissolved oxygen to the metal surface, and hanca corrosion rates 
are not affected by the structure of the ui deriving metal.  Only in aiids, like 
hydrochloric, is attack of cold-worked carbon steels more rapid than fur annealed steels. 
The corrosion product la now hydrogen gas, the rate of formation of which depends on the 
number of lattice imperfections (produced by plastic deformation) occupied by carbon atoms 
and of low overvoltage.  This same factor is nut Important tu the corrosion rites In 
hydrochloric acid of cold-worked pure aluminum, copper or nickel. 
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The pitting behavior of passive metals is also not appreciably affected by stress or 
cold-work under conditions where the temperature of plastic deformation does not rise 
above a point permitting metal diffusion and localized composition changes within the 
alloy. The critical pitting potential of cold-worked 18-8 type 304 stainless steel In 0.1 
N NaCl Is about 0.1 V more active than that of annealed, quenched 18-8(7). Uniform 
corrosion rates of passive metals in sea water in general remain «nail or negligible 
whether the metal is cold-worked or annealed. 

However, the main effect of a tensile stress (not compresslonal) is to cause cracking 
of some alloys in specific chemical environments (stress corrosion cracking).  Iron, and 
low or moderate strength steels are fortunately resistant to this type of attack in sea 
water, but they fall by cracking in nitrate solutions, hot or cold, or in hot alkaline 
solutions.. Pure metals are resistant or immune to this type of attack in all environments, 
the degree of required purity varying with the metal and the environment. Many comnonly 
used austenitic (<ASZ Nl) and ferrltic stainless steels (e.g. those containing 2X  Nl or a 
few tenths percent Cu) are sensitive to cracking in hot saline solutions. High-strength 
titanium alloys are sensitive to cracking in sea water either hot or cold, as are high 
strength aluminum alloys and magnesium alloys.  Copper-base alloys are normally resistant 
to sea water; they may crack however in amnonla or amine atmospheres or in amaonlacal 
aqueous solutions.  Interestingly, they are not susceptible in absence of dissolved 
oxygen, accounting for their successful use as condenser tube alloys for steam boilers 
despite the often intentional addition of amnonla or amines to boiler water in order to 
control corrosion of the steel boiler or of steam return lines. The marine engineer, 
obviously, should have complete information on environments that cause stress corrosion 
cracking of structural metals. 

The evidence accumulated so far indicates that stress corrosion cracking occurs only 
above a critical potential which varies with the metal and Its environment.  For 
austenitic stainless steels, which are among the alloys that have been studied most so far, 
the critical potential of 18-8 in concentrated HgCl? boiling at UCPC  is -0.128V (SHE) for 
annealed quenched alloyW and -0.145V (SHE) for 36Z cold reduced alloy (9>  (Fig. 3). 
Analogous potentials have been reported for the 18Z chromium ferrltic stainless steels, 
(Fig. 4)(J-"),and for carbon steels in nltratas(ll)(12).  similar measurements are still to 
be accumulated for other metal systems. They are important to structures adequately 
designed to avoid failure by stress corrosion cracking under specific conditions of 
exposure. 

For example, because of the Influence of the critical potential on failure, certain 
galvanic couples can be employed to avoid failures by stress corrosion cracking.  Examples 
of some of these are listed in Table I. As in pitting corrosion, inhibitors can also be 
added to the environment to shift the critical potential to more noble values thus 
avoiding the damaging potential range, or in certain instances rate of crack growth can bf 
retarded. 

A special comment is needed with respect to high strength steels, which probably also 
applies to high strength aluminum, copper, nickel and titanium alloys as well. Here the 
damaging environment above a critical stress level can be water alone. For carbon steels, 
including the low alloy carbon steels, martensltic and precipitation-hardening stainless 
steels, anc maragtng Nl steels, the critical yield strength is about 180,000 psi,(13). 
Any steel above this strength level stressed to 7SZ of its yield strength and exposed to 
the normal atmosphere will fail within weeks or months.  Cathodic protection although 
useful for some metals is less reliable for high strength steels including martensltic 
stainless and maraging steels because generation of hydrogen at the metal surface may 
cause hydrogen cracking which is fully as damaging as stress corrosion cracking.  Cathodic 
protection has moie promising utility for protecting the high strength copper-base or 
aluminum-base alloys which are not subject to hydrogen cracking. In practice, high 
strength steals are Insulated from contact with moisture by use of greases or a cadmium 
electroplate. Cadmium is preferred because it has about the same corrosion potential as 
steel, and hence any galvanic calls that are set up at defects in the coating generate 
less damaging hydrogen than would a coating which is more active in potential than steel, 
such as sine. Because high strength steels are sensitive to both moisture and hydrogen, 
it is often advisable to use a lower strength steel of thicker cross section to sustain a 
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given load. 

If  the applied streas la cyclic or repeated, metals whether of low or high atrength 
fall by fatigue.    The fatigue life la typically ahorter the more corrosive the environment 
to which the metal la expoaed.    All corroalve  environments  tend to be damaging  In contrast 
to only  specific environments that cause damage by stress corrosion cracking under 
conditions of  static  stress.    Although fatigue  resistance In air la typically greater  the 
higher the atrength of the metal,  the property of corroalon resistance is usually more 
Important  to the fatigue realstance of any cyclically stressed metal In sea water.    For 
example,  copper or cupro-nickel alloys which corrode uniformly at low rates have longer 
fatigue life In sea water than do medium or high atrength carbon steels which are atronger 
but corrode at higher ratea.    Similarly,  stainless steels In sea water are usually more 
realatant to fatigue than are low-alloy ateela of the same or higher tensile atrength. 

It has been found that the damage to fatigue life caused by a corrosive environment 
exists only if the uniform corroalon rate lies above a apeclfic value which varies with the 
metal. (^-16)    For m±i& steel or high strength ateels the specific rate Is about 5 add, 
and for copper It is 285 mdd.    Hence the fatigue limit of carbon ateels in deaerated sea 
water,   In which the corroalon rate lies below S mdd,  is the same as that in air  (Flg.  S). 
Cathodlc protection effectively Increases fatigue life to the value in air at any potential 
which reduces the uniform corrosion rate below the apeclfic value.    It is not necessary,  in 
other words,  to reduce the corrosion rate to zero.    The normal corroalon rate of copper in 
aerated sea water lies below the specific rate corresponding to a fatigue life of 10' 
cyclea,  accounting for the observed good resistance of copper to corrosion fatigue. 
Present data  indicate  in addition that  effective  Inhibitors for any metal are  thoae  that 
reduce the uniform corrosion rate below the apeclfic corroalon rate. 

High atrength ateels up to approximately 300,000 pal tensile atrength when fatigued in 
dry air have a fatigue limit equal to about  1/2 the tensile strength (Fig.  6).    However, 
the fatigue life falls below normal dry-air values at tensile strengths in the order of 
170,000 pal or above in presence of atmospheric moisture or of water whether deaerated or 
not.    Their behavior In this respect overlaps their sensitivity to stress corrosion 
cracking In preaence of moisture. 
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Discussion 

Reference was made to the author's experiments in which coupling equal 
areas of 17 Cr - 2 Ni steel to 16 Cr iron increased resistance to cracking 
from 0.7 hours to 200 hours, and the question was asked whether much smaller 
anode/cathode ratios such as are common  in cathodic protection.     The author 
replied that there are few quantitative data on this point, but that a very 
small ratio can be effective.    In reply to another question, the author 
said that there  is a critical potential  for SCC of 18/8 stainless  steel in 
magnesium chloride boiling at 130*C,  and the value of this potential is 
0.15 v  (SHE).     In reply to a question concerning the effect of stirring on 
crevice  corrosion, the author noted that crevice attack is accelerated for 
deep crevices but that stirring is beneficial for shallow crevices. 
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Fig.  1    Inhibiting Effect of Nitrates and Chromates on Pitting Corrosion of 
Alualnum in Chlorida Solutions.    No pitting Is observed at inhibitor 
concentrations lying to tha right of tha respective Unas.,  2S0C (3) 
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Fig. 2 Inhibiting Effect of Nitratea and Hydroxyl Ions on Pitting Corrosion 
of 18-8 Stainless Steel in Chloride Solutions(4), 2SOC 
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Tig. 3 Effect of Cathodlc Polarisation of Cold-roUad 18-8 Stainless Steel 
on Stress Corrosion Cracking In MgCl, Solution. 130oC. Critical 
potential below which failure does not occur Is -0.145 V. W 
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Fig. 4 Effect of Alloyed Nickel In Cold-Rolled Ferrltlc Stainless Steels 
on Critical and Corrosion Potentials in MgO^, UVC.  (10) 
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Fig. 5 Effect of Dissolved Oxygen Concentration or Corrosion Rate in 3Z NaCl 
Solution on Fatigue Life of 0.18Z C Steel. 250C 0.3) 
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Influence of Minor Alloy Additions  on the 
Passive Behavior of Binary Cu-Ni Alloys 

Ellis  D.  Verink, Jr.   and T.   S.   Lee,   III 

Department  of Materials Science  and Engineering 
University of Florida,  Gainesville,  Florida 32601 

Electrochemical hysteresis methods  have been employed 
to construct experimental potential vs pH diagrams  for a 
series  of eight   iron-free  alloys   ranging  from pure copper 
to pure nickel   in chloride-free  and  in  0.1M NaCl electro- 
lytes   at  room temperatures.     Interconnecting  corresponding 
features of these diagrams produces   a three-dimensional 
potential vs pH vs  composition diagram which  defines do- 
mains  of corrosion and noncorrosion  and delineates electro- 
chemical conditions  for existence  of stable  species.    The 
compositions of  the solid species  are  confirmed by x-ray 
analytical methods where possible.      Interconnecting corro- 
sion velocity contours  for each diagram generates  surfaces 
in three dimensions which provide   relative  information re- 
garding the  influence of alloy additions  ön corrosion kin- 
etics.    The three-dimensional diagram for iron-free Cu-Ni 
provides  a "base  line" for assessing the influence of minor 
solute  additions   to the binary Cu-Ni  alloy system.     Data 
are presented for five different   iron  levels   in 90-10 Cu- 
Ni;   four  iron  levels  in  80-20 Cu-Ni   and three  iron  levels 
in  70-30 Cu-Ni. 

Experimental potential  vs pH diagrams of alloys rich 
in one  constituent tend to have many features  in common 
with  the equilibrium Pourbaix Diagram for the major alloy 
constituent.     In the Cu-Ni  system,   the experimental dia- 
grams   for the Cu-rich alloys tend to resemble  those for 
pure  copper in varying degrees.     Likewise at  the nickel- 
rich end,  the experimental  diagrams   for  the alloys tend 
to resemble  that  of pure nickel.     In the case of pure nic- 
kel, however,  the experimental potential vs pH diagram 
bears   little resemblance to the equilibrium Pourbaix Dia- 
gram constructed from thermodynamic  data. 

In nil-chloride solutions the  change  in  the experi- 
mental potential-pH diagrams with  increasing nickel  is 
gradual  over the entire compositional   range.     The general 
corrosion region "shrinks"  to a small pH  range, but the 
"immunity"  line seems to remain more or  less unchanged up 
to 45-55  Cu-Ni.     As nickel  increases  beyond  55»  the immun- 
ity  line moves to more active potentials  in the acid re- 
gion.     In the alkaline region, as nickel increases above 
55t,   the position of the metal/oxide  coexistence  line 
shifts  from the expected position  of the Cu/CujO coexist- 
ence to the expected position of the Ni/NiCOH), coexist- 
ence.     Increasing nickel also widens  the pH range of pas- 
sive behavior in chloride-free solutions. 
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By  contrast,  in   .IM NaCl  solutions  there  is  a rela- 
tively  abrupt   change  in the  character of the  potential 
vs  pH   diagrams   at   about   50-SO  Cu-Ni.     On  the   copper-rich 
side   of this  composition the  diagrams  tend to  resemMe_ 
the Cu-Cl-HoO equilibrium Pourbaix Diagram  (for  .IM Cl') 
in many  respects.     On the nickel-rich  side  they  tend to 
resemble  the pure nickel  diagram for   .IM NaCl. 

Key Words:     Electrochemical   corrosion,  protection 
potential,  Pourbaix Diagram,  potential,  pll,  pitting 
potential,  copper-base  alloys,  Cu-Ni,  cupronickel, 
chlorides,   copper, nickel,   iron modified cupronickel, 
hysteresis. 
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Electrochemical hysteresis methods   (16,17)   have been employed to  con- 
struct experimental potential-pH diagrams  for a series of binary copper-nickel 
alloys   (Table   1)   ranging  from pure  copper  to pure nickel  in  chloride-free  and 
in 0.1M Cl'  hydrogen-de aerated electrolytes   at  room temperature.     These  dia- 
grams provide   a "base  line"  for assessing  the   influence of minor solute  addi- 
tions  to the binary  copper-nickel   alloys,  notably  iron additions  to cupronic- 
kels   (Table  1).     Figure   1  shows  a flow chart   for the  organization of this 
electrochemical  investigation. 

The experimental method and the equipment  used  in this  investigation have 
been discussed elsewhere   (18).     In establishing   the  details of the experi- 
mental  technique  for this  study,   it was necessary to qualify and standardize 
the  following  procedures  so  as to avoid spurious  configurations  in the  polar- 
ization  curves: 

1. Sample polishing procedure 
2. Sample  cleaning procedure 
3. Selection of electrolyte buffers 
4. Polarization scan rate 
5. Alloy microstructure 

These procedures  and the method  in which they were derived are  also dis- 
cussed elsewhere   (18). 

'Trade name,   International Nickel  Company,   Inc. 
'Figures  in parentheses   indicate the  literature  references at the end of this 
paper. 
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3.     Results 

Copper-Nil Chloride Solutions 

Figure  2  shows  a comparison between the  equilibrium Pourbaix Diagrams   for 
the system copper-water  (ionic species at a ■  10'6)   (19)  and the experimental 
E-pH diagram for pure copper in nil chloride  solutions.    Figure  2(a)   is the 
equilibrium diagram considering CuO, while  2(b)   considers  Cu(OH)2  as the  stable 
solid species.     There  is  reasonably good agreement between  the various  features 
of the equilibrium diagrams  and the experimental diagram.     The  immunity line, 
that  is,  the  line  separating the  immunity region  from t^£ corrosion region  ap- 
pears  to correspond to  an equilibrium between Cu and Cu       in nil  chloride  so- 
lutions. 

The  zero current potentials   (on the upward potential  scan)   in the neutral 
and alkaline pH  ranges  correspond closely to an  equilibrium between Cu and 
Cu^O.     Primary passivation corresponds to the expected position of the Cu^O/ 
CuO coexistence, while  secondary passivation occurs  close to the expected po- 
sition of the Cu^O/CutOH),  coexistence.     The vertical   line  separating  corro- 
sion  from passivation  is  at  a somewhat  lower pH  than that predicted by the 
equilibrium diagrams. 

Copper-Chloride Solutions 

The effect  of  chloride  ion  in solution  is  shown  in Fig.   3.     With increas- 
ing  chloride  content,  the  immunity  line shifts  to more  active potentials,  the 
corrosion region extends  to a higher pH,  and pitting occurs  at  more  active po- 
tentials. 

A comparison between equilibrium Cu-Cl-H.O  diagrams   (20)   and the experi- 
mental diagram for copper in 0.1 molar chlorifle  solutions   (Fig.   4)  once  again 
shows  considerable  similarity.     The  immunity  line  corresponds  closely to the 
equilibrium between Cu  and CuCK   (at  a- „,-  -   10"°).     Zero current potentials 
in alkaline solutions  occur at  the 2    predicted position of the equi- 
librium between Cu and Cu^O.     Primary passivation corresponds to the predicted 
position of equilibrium between Cu and hydrated Cu^O, while  secondary passiva- 
tion corresponds   closely to  the expected potentials  for the  formation of 
3Cu(OH)2.CuCl2  from Cu20. 

Nickel-Nil Chloride Solutions 

In the case  of nickel,   the  agreement between theory  and practice  is not 
as  satisfying.     Figure   5  compares  the equilibrium Pourbaix Diagram for the 
Ni-H20 system (ionic  species  at  a ■  10"")   (19)  with the experimental  diagram 
for nickel  in nil  chloride solutions.    The only  obvious  agreement  is the cor- 
respondence between the zero current potentials  in neutral  and alkaline pH's 
with the equilibrium between Nl  and Ni(0H)2.     The  region of general  corrosion 
is  restricted to  a much  lower pH  and more noble potentials  than thermodynamics 
predict.    The passivation process  forming the  upper   (noble)  bounds of the  cor- 
rosion region occurs  at much more active potentials than predicted.    Potentio- 
static tests for as  long as  270 hours were performed to verify the  lack of 
dissolved nickel   in solution  in  ranges  of  immunity and passivation as predicted 
from the experimental diagram. 

In his presentation of the equilibrium Ni-H^O diagram,  Pourbaix  recognized 
the discrepancies between theory and experimental results.     Pourbaix presented 
a tentative experimental diagram (19) which, while closer in appearance to the 
diagram obtained in this study,  still indicates  a much  larger region of general 
corrosion than observed herein.    Under similar experimental  conditions other 
researchers   (21-24)  have  found results  similar to those presented herein. 

Sato and Okamoto  (21)  have related the passivation fnrming the upper 
bounds of the corrosion region to an equilibrium between NiOII*    and Ni^O^  in 
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the  case of a large  concentration of nickel  ions.     This  appears  appropriate 
in the present  case  as  high current densities,   thus  high  corrosion rates,   are 
attained within the  corrosion region. 

De Gromoboy  and Shrier  (22)  have suggested the possib'lity of higher  ox- 
ides  forming by  direct  oxidation of the metal.     The Ni/Ni.O.  equilibrium is 
given by the relation,  E ■  0.31  -  0,059 pH.     This  corresponds  closely to the 
primary passivation potential  in neutral  and  alkaline solutions  for the exper- 
imental diagram.     They also have  shown that  at  certain stages  of the polariza- 
tion of nickel,  the  reaction Ni • NiO is kinetically easier than Ni ♦ Ni+* , 
and subsequently  that  the Ni  ■* Ni,0.  reaction   is  favored kinetically over 
Ni -► NiO. a  ' 

It seems possible  that  kinetic effects   combined with possible  inaccura- 
cies  in the  thermodynamic data for the Ni ♦ Ni**  reaction may account for  the 
discrepancies between equilibrium calculations  and experimental  results.     The 
thermodynamic  inaccuracies may be due to the  difficulty  in attaining a revers- 
ible equilibrium between Ni  and Ni++   (2S). 

Nickel-Chloride Solutions 

Figure 6 shows  the  effect  of chloride  ion  in  solution on the experimental 
E-pH diagram for nickel.     This  effect manifests  itself  in an enlargement  of 
the  corrosion  regie.i to  a higher pH and more  active potentials.     Corrosion 
also extends to more noble potentials due  to  the  absence of a passive  film  in 
acid chloride  solutions.     While the same equilibria which occur in nil  chlor- 
ide  solutions  appear to be evident  in neutral   and alkaline pH's,  the rupture 
potentials  shift   to more  active values. 

Attempts at correlating the zero current potentials in acid solution with 
the formation of some known chloride complex were unsuccessful. Consequently, 
no thermodynamic basis   for this behavior has  been established. 

Copper-Nickel Alloys-Nil Chloride Solutions 

The influence,  on experimental E-pH diagrams  developed in nil chloride 
solutions, of increasing nickel  in binary copper-nickel  alloys  is shown  in 
Fig.   7.    The general trend is  to decrease the  pH  range  of corrosion and shift 
line V (immunity   line)   to more  active potentials.     This  shift  appears to occur 
in a gradual  fashion over the  entire  compositional   range.     The  critical  transi- 
tion range from general  "copper-like" to "nickel-like" behavior occurs  in  the 
composition range  between 80-20  and S5-4S  copper-nickel.     This  range encompas- 
ses  the critical  alloy  composition for passivity as  defined by the electron 
configuration theory suggested by Uhlig  (4). 

The 80-20 alloy, while  still exhibiting  a  larger corrosion region than 
nickel, has  a zero  current  line   (X)   approaching that  of the  Ni/NiCOHK  equi- 
librium.    Primary passivation  (line Y)  occurs  at nearly the  same potentials 
as nickel, but is   confined within a narrower  range  of pH.     Secondary passiva- 
tion  (line Z)  coincides with primary passivation  (line Y)   in the Cu diagram 
indicating a copper-oxide equilibrium.    However,  identification of this  film 
in situ was not possible using conventional  techniques because of the extreme 
thinness of the  films.     Persistence of this  equilibrium continues until  the 
pure nickel experimental  E-pH diagram. 

The experimental E-pH diagram for the  55-45 alloy exhibits  a general 
shape similar to that of pure nickel.    The corrosion region encompasses the 
same pH range; however,  corrosion exists at more noble potentials than in pure 
nickel.    The pH range of primary passivation   (line Y)   is greater than in the 
80-20 alloy and continues to  increase with  increasing nickel  content. 

The  45-55  alloy diagram shows the appearance  of an upper  (noble)  boundary 
on the corrosion  region.    The electrochemical  potential  range of general  corro- 
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sion   region.    The electrochemical  potential  range  of general   corrosion  contin- 
ues   to decrease with   increasing nickel,  while  the  onset  of corrosion   (line V) 
occurs  at progressively more  active potentials. 

The  current  density  contour diagrams  for alloys  exposed to nil  chloride 
solutions   (Fig.   8)   show, with   increasing nickel  content,  an  increase   in the 
corrosion  rate within  the  general   corrosion  region   and a decrease  in  corrosion 
rates within the  region  of passivation. 

Copper-Nickel Alloys-Chloride  Solutions 

I-igure  9  shows  a   composite   of  experimental  E-pH  diagrams   for  alloys  ex- 
posed to 0.1 molar chloride  solutions.     The general   shape  of  the  diagrams  re- 
mains   similar to   that   of  copper  through  the   S5-45   diagram.     The   immunity   line 
(V),   the  zero current   line   (X),   and primary passivation  (Y)   are  essentially 
unchanged as  nickel   is   added  up  to  about   45°.     Secondary passivation   (Z)   is  no 
longer evident  after  about   10%  nickel.     The vertical   line   (W)   separating gen- 
eral   corrosion  from pitting  and passivation,   is  shifted to progressively  lower 
pll's  as the nickel  content   in  the   alloy   is  increased. 

The  existence  of  th     "corrosion boot"  in  the   copper-rich  alloys  has been 
verified by potentiostatic test. 

The   change   from "copper-like"   to  "nickel-like"   behavior   at   approximately 
S0%  nickel   is  in good  agreement with results  obtained by  LaQue   in  sea water 
(1,2).     The decrease   in  corrosion  at  nickel  concentrations  greater than approx- 
imately  504  can probably be  attributed to the disappearance  of  a  corrosion  re- 
gion   in  the neutral pH  range  of sea water for alloys   containing  greater nickel 
concentrations. 

The nickel-rich  alloys  exhibit   a general  behavior similar  to that  of nic- 
kel.     The  45-55 diagram has   the  general  shape  of the nickel   diagram but the 
immunity   line   (V)   still   appears   to  be  at   the  same  potential   as   the  copper  im- 
munity  line.     Line  X   (zero current   line)   coincides   closely wiih  the Ni/NifOHj, 
equilibrium, while  line Y   (primary passivation)   corresponds  to  line Y   in the 
nickel  diagram. 

The  vertical   line   (W)   shifts   to  the  same  pH   as   for pure  nickel   in  the   25- 
75   alloy  diagram,  while   the   immunity   line   (V)   shifts   to  a more   active  potential 
approaching that  for nickel. 

The  current  density contour  diagrams  for alloys  exposed  to 0.1 molar 
chloride solutions   (Fig.   10)   show no appreciable  changes   in  corrosion  rate 
from that  of pure  copper as  nickel   is added to  the   alloys. 

Copper-Nickel-Iron Alloys-Chloride  Solutions 

The effect  of  iron  additions  to cupronickels  on  their electrochemical be- 
havior  is very slight.     The   immunity potential   shifts  slightly with varying 
iron   content  as  is  shown  in  Fig.   11,   Assuming  that   the optimum  solute  concen- 
tration  coincides with  the most  noble value of  immunity potential,  the  optimum 
iron  concentration  for  90-10   is 
70-30,   it   is 0.9t   iron. 

1.44   iron;   for  80-20,   it   is   1, iron;   and  for 

It  also appears  that  the  rupture potentials  are  shifted to  slightly more 
noble potentials  at  the  optimum  iron  concentrations   for all  three  cupronickels 
(Fig.   12). 

For the 90-10  and  70-30  cupronickels,  all  other characteristics  of the 
experimental E-pH diagrams  apparently remain virtually unaffected.     The addi- 
tion  of 1.24 or 2.34  Fe  to the  80-20  cupronickel   results   in  the  manifestation 
of  a  secondary passivation, which  is not evident   in  the alloys  containing 
<0.0S  and 0.74  Fe. 
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Using chronoamperoraetric techniques,  it was   found that   the  rate of forma- 
tion of the primary passive  film on 90-10 alloys was quickest  for the   1.4%  Fe- 
containing alloy.     Table  2  shows  that  a steady-state  current   density was 
reached within one  minute  for the  alloy containing   1.4';,   Fe.     The  alloy  contain- 
ing  1.41 Fe also showed the   lowest   steady-state  current   indicating that  this 
film was not only formed most  rapidly but  also was more protective than  films 
on alloys containing  less  iron. 

A similar study  at secondary passivation potentials   indicates  that  the 
1.4t  Fe  alloy forms   a secondary passive  film as  protective  as  that   formed on 
the  iron-free alloy  after 3D minutes.    This   is  evident  by  comparing circled 
values within Table  3.     Once  again,  the degree of  "protectiveness"  appears  to 
be  greatest at the   1.41  Fe  level. 

Tables 4 and 5 show results of chronoamperometric studies on 80-20 and 
70-30 alloys containing various iron concentrations. In Table 4, it can be 
seen that the greatest "protectiveness" is afforded by the alloy containing 
1.2t Fe. Table 5 shows that the time required for formation of the primary 
passive film on the 0.9% Fe alloy is one-sixtieth that of the iron-free alloy 
and that  the  film on  the 0.91  Fe  alloy affords   the  greatest   "protectiveness". 

The optimum  iron  concentrations  found in this  study  are   in  the same gen- 
eral  range  as  those  reported previously  for  increased  impingement   resistance 
(11-14). 

4.     Conclusions 

From a systematic electrochemical study of binary copper-nickel alloys 
the  following conclusions  appear justified: 

1. The experimental potentlal-pH diagrams for pure copper are in good 
agreement with the equilibrium Pourbaix Diagrams for the systems Cu-H70 and 
Cu-Cl-H20. ' 

2. The effect  of chloride  ion on the potential-pll diagram  for pure cop- 
per  in  aqueous  solutions  is: 

a. to  increase the potential  and pll  range  of general   corrosion, 
b. to  lower the "rupture" potentials  to more  active values, 
c. apparently to  favor the  formation of chloride-containing, pas- 

sive   films. 

3. The "general  corrosion"   region of the  experimental  potential-pH dia- 
gram for the Mi-H.,0  system is   restricted to a much smaller potential  and pM 
range  than that predicted by  the  equilibrium Pourbaix Diagram. 

4. Chloride   ion  additions   in  aqueous  solution have  the   following  influ- 
ences  on the experimental potential-pH diagram  for nickel: 

a. enlarges  the  "general   corrosion"   region  to  a higher pll and more 
active  potentials, 

b. inhibits passive  film  formation  at   noble potentials   in  acid  so- 
lutions , 

c. shifts  "rupture"  potentials  to mo.,   .i   tive values, 

5. The effect,  on experimental  potential-pll  diagrams  developed in nil 
chloride  solutions,   of  increasing  the nickel  content   in binary  copper-nickel 
alloys   is  to shift   the  "immunity   line"  to more  active potentials   and to de- 
crease  the pH  range  of "general   corrosion". 

6. The transition  range   from "copper-like"  to "nickel-like" behavior  in 
nil   chloride  solutions  occurs   in  the  composition  range  of the   80-20 and 70-30 
cupronickels.     In  acid solutions,  these  alloys  behave  as  copper,  whereas,   in 
neutral  and alkaline  solutions,   they behave  as  nickel. 
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7. The experimental  potential-pH diagram for  5S-45  copper-nickel  alloy 
exposed to nil  chloride  solutions has more characteristics  of the  experimental 
nickel  diagram than of the experimental copper diagram. 

8. The current density contour diagrams for alloys exposed to nil chlor- 
ide  solutions show, with  increasing nickel content,  an  increase  in the corro- 
sion  rate within the  "general  corrosion"  region and a decrease   in  corrosion 
rate within the region of passivation. 

9. In 0.1 molar chloride solutions: 

a. The transition from "copper-like" to "nickel-like" behavior oc- 
curs  in the composition  range  of the 55-45  and 45-55  copper- 
nickel alloys. 

b. In the  compositional  range  from copper to the  55-45  copper-nickel 
alloy,  the  general shape  of the experimental potential-pH diagram 
remains virtually unchanged.    However,  there  is  a restriction of 
"general corrosion"  to  a slightly smaller pH range. 

c. As nickel  content  increases  from 55t  to   100% there  is  further re- 
striction of the pH range of "general  corrosion".     However,  the 
"immunity  line"  shifts  to more active potentials   in this  same 
range. 

d. As the nickel  content   increases,  the current  density  contour dia- 
grams for the alloys  show no appreciable  changes  in corrosion 
rates from that  of pure  copper. 

10. Chloride  ions  in  aqueous  solution shifts the  "immunity   line"  and 
"rupture" potentials  for all alloys  examined to more  active potentials  and in- 
crease  the pH range of "general  corrosion".     This effect  is  similar to that 
observed for pure  copper and pure  nickel. 

11. Iron additions to cupronickel alloys exert a slight influence on the 
electrochemical behavior of the alloys. This effect is manifested in the fol- 
lowing ways: 

a. The "immunity" potentials  and the "rupture" potentials  shift  to 
slightly more noble values with optimum  iron concentration  in the 
alloys. 

b. The "rate"  of formation  and the relative "protectiveness" of the 
passive  films   is  optimized with optimum  iron concentrations  in 
the alloys. 

12. Based on electrochemical  techniques,  the optimum iron  contents  appear 
to be  1.4 w/o for 90-10  cupronickel;   1.21 w/o for 80-20 cupronickel;   and 0.9 
w/o  for  70-30  cupronickel. 
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Discuation 

Noting that the position of any particular line on a Pourbaix diagram 
depends upon the stoichionetry of a particular species, the question was 
asked whether the author intended to pursue this question; in reply the 
author said that a great deal more work needs to be done both on more alloys 
and on better analyses of corrosion products. A question was asked concerning 
interpretation of results of studies such as the author's in terms of 
practical experience. For example, if the iron content of cupro nickel is 
increased, the resistance to Impingement attack is increased, but the 
resistance to pitting worsens.  The author replied that the studies reported 
represent early developments in this line of attack, that enlistment of 
other workers to help build up the body of scientific knowledge was important, 
that liason with practical experience was also important, and that these 
important aspects were slowly being addressed. In reply to a question 
concerning the effects of metallurgical structure, the author said that 
some effect should be detected depending upon whether iron was in or out 
of solution, but that other variables (e.g., grain size) would not affect 
the result.  The author noted, in response to another question, that 
predictions had been checked with respect to crevice attack, and that with 
copper-iinc alloys the theoretical data superimposed on practical results 
gave good agreementi agreement was not so good with nickel alloys. 
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Table  1 

Alloy Compositions 

Cu  -  99.999CU 
90-10 0 Fe  -   87.8 Cu,   11.8 Ni,   <0.05  Fe,  0.3S Mn 
SBT-TO 0.S Fe  -   87.5 Cu,   11.7 Ni,  0.S3 Fe,  0.27 Mn 
9ff-Iff 1.0 Fe   -   86.87 Cu,   11.6 Ni,   1.0S Fe,  0.48 Mn 
fflTTT 1.4 Fe  -   87.34 Cu,   11.3 Ni,   1.36 Fe 
9ff-nr 2.0 Fe  -   86.23 Cu,   11.3 Ni,   1.99 Fe,  0.48 Mn 
iinv 0 Fe  -   77.13 Cu,   22.2 Ni,  <0.0S Fe,  0.67 Mn 
mv 0.7 Fe  -   76.23 Cu,   22.5 Ni,  0.67 Fe,  0.62 Mn 
vms 1.2 Fe  -   76.02 Cu,  22.3 Ni,   1.20 Fe,  0.48 Mn «rw 2.3 Cu,   21.1 Ni,   2.26 Fe,  0.61 Mn 
TITTO 0 Fe  -  68.63 Cu,  30.7 No,  <0.05 Fe,  0.62 Mn 
TITTü 0.3 Fe  -   68.45 Cu,  30.7 Ni,  0.32 Fe,  0.53 Mn 
TfTSÜ 0.9 Fe  -  6i'.51 Cu,  30.2 Ni,  0.90 Fe,  0.39 Mn srr? -   54.2  Cu,  45.8 Ni irr? -   4S.9 Cu,   54.1 Ni 
7^7? -  25.2 Cu.   74.8 Ni 
Ni   -   99.98 Ni.  0.01 C,  0.001 Mn.  0.001 Fe,  0.001  Cu, 

0.001 Cr,  0.001 S,  0.001 Si,  0.001 Mg 

Table  2 

Current  Density as a Function of Exposure Tine of 90-10 Alloys  in 0.1 Molar 
Chloride Solutions at Primary Passive Potentials   (E -0.180Vsce) 

Time Current  Dens 
(liA/cm2) 

ity 
(minutes) 

0 Fe 0.5 Fe 1.0 Fe 1.4 Fe 2.0  Fe 

0 ♦ 160.0 ♦145.0 ♦155.0 ♦135J) ♦125.0 
1 4.0 4.0 4.0 2.0 
5 3.0 2.0 3.0 2.0 

10 3.0 2.0 2.5 1.9 2.0 
30 3.0 2.0 2.5 1.9 2.0 
60 3.0 2.0 2.5 1.9 2.0 
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Table 3 

Current Density as  a Function of Exposure Time of 90-10 Alloys  in 0.1 Molar 
Chloride Solutions at Secondary Passive Potentials  (E "+0.02 5V      ) 

5 CO 

Time Current Dens 
(MA/c«2) 

ity 
(minutes) 

0  Fe 0.S Fe 1.0 Fe 1.4 Fe 2.0 Fe 

0 ♦200.0 ♦200.0 ♦200.0 + 20(M) ♦200.0 
1 6.5 12.0 8.5 O 15.0 
5 4.0 9.0 6.0 rf 12.0 

10 M 8.0 4.5 11.0 
30 O 7.0 2.5 8.0 
60 rf 7.0 1.5 6.0 
90 2.7 7.0 0.8 5.0 

120 2.7 7.0 0.8 2.0 
180 2.7 7.0 0.8 2.0 

Table  4 

Current Density as a Function of Exposure Time  of  80-20 Alloys  in 0.1 Molar 
Chloride Solutions at Primary Passive Potentials  (E -  -0.180Vsce) 

Time Current Densi 
:m2) 

ty 
(minutes) (PA/. 

0 Fe 0.7 Fe 1 2  Fe 2.3 Fe 

0 ♦130.0 ♦135.0 + 135.0 ♦130.0 
1 3.0 3.0 2.5 2.5 
5 2.6 1.7 1.4 2.0 

10 2.7 1.8 1.4 1.7 
30 2.7 1.8 1.3 l.S 
60 
90 

2.9 
2.9 

1.8 
1.8 

Table  5 

Ö l.S 
1.5 

Current Density as  a Function of Exposure Time  of  70-30 Alloys  in 0.1 Molar 

Time 
(minutes) 

0 
1 
5 

10 
30 
45 
60 
90 

y Passive 

0 Fe 

Potentials  (E -  -0.180Vsce) 

Current Density 
(uA/cm2) 

0.3 Fe                           0.9 Fe 

♦160.0 
4.0 
3.0 
2.S 
2.0 

♦145.0                          *11l*^ 

t'.%                                0.8 
2.0                                 0.7 
1.6                                 0.7 
1.2                                 0.7 
1.2                                 0.7 
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Figure  1:    Activity flow chart  for the present electrochemical  investigation. 
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The Influence of Chromium on the Corxoslon 
Behavior of Copper-Nickel Alloys  In Sea Water 

D.   B.  Anderson and K.  D.   Efird 

nie International Nickel Co.,   Inc. 
Francis L.   LaQue Corrosion Laboratory 

P.   0.   Box 656 
Wrightsville  Beach,   N.   C.   28480 

Extensive studies have shown the effectiveness of  chro- 
lum  (0.5-3%)   in copper-nickel alloys for both strenythening 
and increasing sea water velocity limitations for turbulent 
flow conditions without adversely affecting other properties 
of this alloy system which are particularly attractive for 
marine service.    Low velocity  (0.3 to 0.6 m/s)   sea water tests 
indicate a slight increase in susceptibility to localized at- 
tack for chromium modified alloys.     Under high velocity con- 
ditions  (to 40 m/s)   chromium additions provide improved cor- 
rosion resistance and extend the upper velocity limits  for 
the copper-nickel alloys  in sea water. 

Key Wordsi    Sea Water Corrosion;  Copper-Nickel Alloys; 
Chromium Additions;   Velocity Effects;   Impingement. 

Introduction 

iFigures in parentheses indicate the literature references at  the end of this 
paper. 

26.'. 

New alloy developments often respond to what are believed to be clearly 
defined needs for better materials for specific problem areas.  The true mer- 
its of a new material can best be Judged by Its acceptance for the intended 
application and, as is often the case, acceptance for a wide diversity of 
other applications requiring a similar combination of unique properties. 

nie widespread introduction of steam turbines to provide power for ship 
propulsion in the early 1900*8 provided the clearly defined need for condens- 
er tube alloys with good corrosion resistance.  "Condenseritis" became a rec- 
ognized 'disease' which often played a major role in naval operations and in- 
spired a series of alloy developments which are continuing today. (1-5) > 

A number of new condenser tube alloys were developed between 1920 and 
1950, initially in the United Kingdom and shortly thereafter in the United 
States,  nie most widely used alloys included Admiralty brass (70Cu-20Zn-lSn), 
aluminum brass (78Cu-20Zn-2Al), copper nickel-30%, Fe modified copper nickel- 
30%, Fe -f Mi modified copper nickel-30% and finally Fe modified copper nickel- 
10%.  Admiralty brass and copper nickel-30% without appropriate iron additions 
quickly lost favor for marine applications and today aluminum brass and the 
iron modified copper nickel alloys dominate the marine heat exchanger tube 
market and are widely accepted for sea water piping and a variety of other ap- 
plications. 

nie mechanical properties of non age-hardening copper nickel alloys are 
attractive for fabrication of tubular products with ease of welding permit- 
ting both seamless and seam-welded manufacturing without difficulty.  As with 
most copper-base alloys, the copper nickels provide inherent anti-foulIng pro- 
perties which can minimize blockage and other problems acsociated with fouling 
growths.  However, the primary advantage unique to the copper nickel alloys is 
their demonstrated corrosion resistance for a wide variety of flow conditions 



- ranging from stagnant sea water, where a variety of localized corrosion pro- 
cesses can limit the usefulness of many materials, to turbulent flow conditions 
where resistance to Impingement corrosion and erosion'corrosion become critical 
factors.  Surveys of operating experience with tubing where sea water is used 
as a coolant in heat exchanger service - or more recently with tubing and other 
critical components in desalination service - invariably identify the copper 
nickels as premier alloys. (6-8) 

Aqe-Hardenable Alloy Systems 
The tensile properties of the copper nickel alloys described have gener- 

ally restricted their use to comparatively low pressure systems.  There are a 
number of ocean engineering applications (e.g. sea water piping In submarines 
and high speed pumps) Where higher strength alloys possessing the unique fab- 
rication and corrosion resisting properties of the copper nickels would be 
ideally suited.  Several age-hardened 30% Ni alloys have been Introduced,(9) 
but fabrication problems and difficulties in maintaining optimum strength and 
corrosion resistance in as-welded structures have limited their overall use- 
fulness. 

Development of Chromium Modified Copper Nickel Alloys 
Recent research efforts have resulted in the introduction of three chro- 

mium modified copper nickel alloys - two wrought and one cast - a combination 
of alloys that provides a significant expansion of the areas of usefulness for 
the copper nickels in sea water systems. 

Initial studies centered on the ability of chromium to exert substantial 
hardening in a 30%  Ni alloy. (10) Hardening occurs through a spinodal decompo- 
sition mechanism as the alloy is cooled from the annealing temperature or from 
the melt, thus spontaneous hardening is not significantly affected by welding, 
a distinct advantage over age-hardened alloys.  This alloy in wrought form is 
nominally 30% Ni - 3% Cr. Composition and properties are detailed in Tables 
1 and 2 respectively. 

In support of the introduction of this Cu-Nl-Cr alloy for sea water piping, 
a companion cast alloy was developed for pipe fittings, valve bodies, etc., to 
provide matching corrosion resistance and assurance of galvanic corrosion com- 
patibility. (11) This alloy has been designated IN-768. 

Initial sea water corrosion studies with these alloys indicated exceptional 
impingement corrosion and erosion resistance for flowing sea water systems.  Re- 
alization that this property, without the companion hardening effect could pro- 
vide the basis for an attractive condenser tube alloy for critical applications 
involving excessive turbulence, a third alloy was subsequently developed.  This 
alloy, nominally 15% Ni - 0.5% Cr has been designated IN-838. (12) With its lower 
strength, this alloy matches the fabrlcability of CA-706 and CA-715. 

2.  Sea Water Corrosion Evaluations 

Chromium modified copper nickel alloys, along with the standard 30% Ni 
(CA-715) and 10% Ni (CA-706) alloys, have been subjected to a variety of nat- 
ural sea water corrosion tests at the Francis L. LaQue Corrosion Laboratory to 
fully characterize their corrosion behavior over a range of exposure conditions. 
A characterization of the sea water at the laboratory is given in Table 3.  In 
the course of these corrosion studies, careful attention has been given to the 
delineation of the specific effects of chromium additions over a wide range of 
compositions within the copper nickel alloy system. 

Low Velocity Sea Water Corrosion 
Although the primary applications for copper-nickel alloys generally in- 

volve flowing sea water systems, flow interruptions must be considered and 
corrosion behavior for stagnant or low velocity flow conditions cK-iacterized. 
Corrosion data developed during a number of panel exposures in a sea water 
channel (tidal flow of <0.3 m/s)   and a wooden flume where a constant flow of 
0.6 m/s  is maintained are suntnarized in Figures 1 and 2.  The band for each 
alloy encompasses the range of data developed and reflects differences in spec- 
imen size, shape and surface conditions, sea water temperature (short-term ex- 
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posures), and to a lesser extent, minor compositional variations.  Character- 
istically, corrosion rates for the copper nlcXel alloys decrease with time for 
undisturbed exposures of this type, requiring many years to stabilize.  These 
data indicate an average corrosion rate of approximately 1 micron/year (<0.05 
MPY) is achieved for CA-706 and CA-715 after the fifth year of exposure for 
both flow conditions studied.  This is a much lower value than is generally 
cited for these alloys when corrosion rates are calculated from weight losses 
over comparatively short exposure periods which do not reflect the changing 
slope of the weight loss versus time curves. 

Time has not permitted development of long-term data for the chromium 
modified alloys.  Initial corrosion rates (six-month exposures) are generally 
slightly higher for alloys containing 1-3% Cr while the 0.5% addition has little 
effect.  The modified alloys, however, demonstrate the same trend toward de- 
creasing corrosion rates with time, and for long-term exposures It is doubtful 
whether any significant differences will be observed. 

The short-term exposures also Indicate a slight reduction in resistance 
to localized corrosion penetration with the 1-3% Cr alloys developing a char- 
acteristic shallow cratering type of attack and the 0.5% Cr alluy showing In- 
creased sensitivity to corrosion In tight crevices. The extent of this attack 
is relatively minor and - as with most copper-base alloys - the rate of local- 
ized penetration decreases sharply with time following the same general pattern 
as the average corrosion rates. 

Effects of High Velocitv Sea Water 
With the interest in applications involving pipe, tubing and associated 

components for sea water systems, velocity effects have received the primary 
emphasis in the corrosion studies.  Although final evaluation must involve 
practical flow systems with fabricated components - trials Which are now In 
progress - various laboratory tests have been used for detailed assessments 
of the effects of Cr additions as a basis for determlng optimum alloy com- 
positions for subsequent development.  In all cases direct comparisons have 
been made with CA-706 and CA-715 as standards of performance. 

A Jet apparatus adapted from a test device developed by the British Non- 
Ferrous Metals Research Association(13) was used to study impingement corro- 
sion resistance as a function of velocity and alloy composition.  This device 
permits exposure of coupon specimens in quiescent sea water while at the same 
time each specimen is subjected to a 1 to 2 mm diameter Jet of aerated sea wa- 
ter impinging directly against a small area of the specimen surface.  This cre- 
ates a localized area of controlled turbulence, a primary factor in the impinge- 
ment corrosion mechanism. 

Series of 15% and 30% Nl alloys with varying Cr additions have been com- 
pared with Jet impingement velocities of 7 and 15 m/s.    These velocities were 
chosen to assure a high degree of turbulence of sufficient severity to clearly 
define composition ranges for optimum Impingement corrosion resistance in flow- 
ing sea water systems.  The results of these tests are shown in Figures 3 and 
4.  These data provide a clear indication of the effectiveness of Cr additions 
over the range of 0.5-3% in providing a marked increase in impingement corro- 
sion resistance. 

Typical Jet impingement data for one- to two-month tests with Jet veloc- 
ities ranging from 1 to IS m/s  are summarized in Table 4.  The usefulness of 
this test method in detecting velocity limitations for useful corrosion re- 
sistance is evident, a limit of 5 m/s  for CA-706 and CA-715, 7 m/s for IN-838 
and greater than 15 m/s for Cu-Ni-3% Cr and lN-768 being indicated.  In com- 
parison, limited impingement corrosion resistance is Indicated for CA-443 
(Admiralty brass) for velocities as low as 1 nv s while CA-687 (aluminum brass) 
consistently fails to match the performance of any of the copper-nickel alloys. 

Companion studies have been conducted with a velocity flow system In which 
coupon specimens are positioned parallel to the flow direction (Figure 5). 
Specimens are placed in individual nozzles with appropriate orifice plates to 
permit a range of velocities in simultaneous tests. Table 5 summarizes data 
obtained in this manner for several of the alloys of Interest.  Velocities in 
this type of test are limited only by the available sea water pressure.  Data 
in Figure 6 were developed with this test to show the effects of Cr additions 
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in 30% Nl alloys for sea water velocities of 15 and 40 m/s,  velocities fre- 
quently encountered In sea water pumps.     The effectiveness of the 2-3% Cr 
levels in the Cu-Ni-3% Cr alloy and IN-768 la clearly defined. 

Galvanic Relationships 
Introduction of new alloys Into sea water systems requires careful con- 

sideration of galvanic relationships which can accelerate corrosion of criti- 
cal components,   regardless of their apparent merits based on isolated expo- 
sures.    Compilation of extensive corrosion-potential data developed in flow- 
ing sea water has been used as a basis for a galvanic series which serves as 
a useful guide for predicting galvanic relationships.(14)  Comparative data 
for the chromium modified copper nickel alloys are shown in relation to several 
comnon marine alloys in Figure 7.     Increasing Ni and Cr levels generally result 
in more noble potentials with the Cu-Ni-3% Cr alloy and IN-768 being slightly 
cathodic to virtually all other copper-base alloys.    The indicated relationship 
between CA-706 and IN-838 suggests that CA-706 would be an ideal tube sheet ma- 
terial Where IN-838 tubes are used.     The Cu-Ni-3% Cr alloy and IN-768 have ex- 
hibited similar corrosion potentials,   it useful relationship where these alloys 
are used for various components in sea water piping systems. 

Weld Studies 
Engineering usefulness of any material requires weldabllity,   and for ma- 

terials designed for use in corrosive environments with no external protec- 
tion  (e.g.   coatings,   cathodic protection),   the definition of weldabllity must 
include freedom from corrosion problems associated with welded Joints.    Pref- 
erably,  no post-weld heat treatment should be required to Insure optimum Joint 
efficiency and corrosion resistance so that field repairs can be accommodated. 

Of all the copper-base alloys,  the copper nickels perhaps have the highest 
degree of weldabllity.    Because they are solid solution alloys,   there are no 
metallurgical transformations during the welding process to alter material pro- 
perties in heat affected areas to induce potential weld corrosion problems. 

Wrought and cast alloys can be welded by all of the conventional methods. 
Standard copper nickel-30% filler metal  is ideal for the lower strength alloys, 
providing sound welds with desirable galvanic relationships.    A proprietary Cr- 
containing electrode is available for the hardened alloys and generally permits 
full Joint efficiency. 

Extensive weld corrosion studies have been undertaken for a variety of sea 
water exposure conditions.    Typical specimens from several of these studies are 
illustrated in Figures 8 & 9.    All of these tests have been conducted with as- 
welded specimens without benefit of post-weld heat treatments and in no in- 
stance has there been any evidence of localized corrobion associated with the 
welds or heat affected zones. 

3.    Summary 

The versatility of copper-nickel  alloys for marine service is expanded 
through controlled additions of chromium.     These chromium additions to the 
copper-nickel  alloy system significantly influence both mechanical and corro- 
sion properties of the system.    Mechanical properties are affected primarily 
by the occurrence of a spinodal region in the ternary alloy.     Significant hard- 
ening has thus been achieved in cast and wrought 30% Ni alloys.     The effect on 
corrosion properties,  however,  does not depend on the spinodal decomposition. 

The effect of chromium on the sea water corrosion properties of copper- 
nickel alloys is most dramatic under velocity conditions.     These additions 
greatly extend the upper velocity limits of the alloys in sea water. 

As a result of these studies,   three alloys have been selected for devel- 
opment.     They provide a combination of properties which extend the range of 
usefulness of the copper-nickel alloy system in marine applications. 
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Discussion 

The  authors stated  in reply to query that the solid solubility of 
chromium in the  30% Ni-Cu alloy  is  l.u%. 
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Table I 

Nominal Compos iltions of CoDDer- -Nickel Alloys 

Allov 
% 

Nl 

10 

Cr Fe 

1.4 

Mn 

0.4 

Cu 

CA. -706 bal. 
CA- -715 30 _ 0.6 0.8 It 

IN- -838 16 0.4 0.8 0.5 ■ ■ 

Cu- -Ni-3Cr 30 2.8 0.3 0.7 H 

IN- -768 30 1.6 0.7 0.6 ■i 

Table  2 

Nominal Mechanical Properties of Copper-Nickel Alloys 

AltQY Temper 

Yield Strength 
10.2% offset) 

CA-706 Annealed 
Hard 

CA-715 Annealed 
Hard 

IN-838 Annealed 
Hard 

Cu-Ni-3Cr Annealed 
Hard 

IN-768     As-cast 

KSI 

15 
62 
21 
73 
18 
66 
50 

107 
50 

MN/mz    KSI 

103 
427 
145 
503 
124 
455 
345 
738 
345 

Tensile Strength 

44 
69 
57 
80 
46 
70 
80 
113 
75 

303 
476 
393 
552 
317 
483 
552 
779 
517 

% Elongation 
in 2"   (51iiri) 

40 
5 

43 
5 

40 
6 

30 
8 

20* 

♦elongation in 1"   (25.4nin) 
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Table 3 

Sea Water Chemistry at The Francis L. LaQue 
 Corrosion Laboratory  

Major Variables 

max.    min.    avq. 

PH 8. 1 7, 8 8.0 
T.'C 29 D 18 

Cl.g/L 19 8 18. 1 19.0 
02,ing/L 9 3 5. 0 6.4 

Averaqe Analysis, mq/L 

patrons anions 

Na         10,006 
HCÖ3 

2510 
Ca         398 133 
Mq          1204 NO, 1.2 
K            369 ?: .01 
Cu          .015 1.5 
Fe          .001 Br 61 
Zn          .012 I .16 
Hardness,CaCO 

Lds 
5970 

Dissolved Sol 38,255 

Table 4 

Summary of Jet   Impingement Test   Dat a 

1- -2 month tests ,   10- -260C sea water 

Impingement   attack 
m/s 

mo 
15. 1.2 nv's 4.6 m/s 6.8 m/s 9.8 } nv's 

AllOV (4  FPSJ 

.18-.26 

(15 

.15 

FPS) 

-.48 

(22. FPS) (32 FPS) 150 FPS) 

CA- -443 
CA- -687 .06- -.15 .03 -.25 
CA- • 706 .08- -.10 .01 -.18 .03- -.13 .13 • 43 -1.5 
CA- ■715 .01- .03 .01 -.09 .03- -.57 . 14- -.17 .bö -1.2 
IN- ■838 . . .01- -.03 .09- .12 .11 -.69 
Cu- ■Ni-3Cr - - 01 .01 
IN- -768 - - 01 .01- -.13 
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«i.-l trnmr* 

Table 5 

Sunnary of Parallel 
Corrosion 

Flow Sea 
Tests 

Hater 

Avg.   Sea 
Hater Temo. 

lOo c 
10» C 
20« C 
10" C 

30 day exposures 

Locali«ed Attack - nut 

Allov 
3 m/a 

.    (10 FPSl 

.10 

.03 
<.03 
<.03 

6 n/a 
(20  WSL 

.10 

.03 

.03 
<.03 

11 m/a       15 m/s 
(35  FPS)     (50 FPS) 

CA-706 
CA-715 
IN-838 
Cu-Ni-3Cr 

.08                .08 

.08                .13 

.10                .13 
<.03             <.C3 
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Figure 1.     Corrosion of copper-nickel alloys in quiet sea 
water. 

L«caftt«4 Alt«c»     <6 mo ) 

IC* 70« 

J - C* JtJ 

1: IN 111 

4    Cu N. 3Cr    IN   7M 

 I 

Figure 2.    Corrosion of copper-nickel alloys in flowing 
sea water (0.6 M/Sec). 
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Figure 3.  Effect of Cr additions on sea water 
impingement corrosion resistance of copper nick- 
el alloys containing 15-18% Nl.  Two-month tests 

with jet velocity of 6.8 m/a   (22 FPS). 

7 m/s SMVfettr Wocily 

115 m/% SM W»Ur VWocity 

Figure 4.  Effect of Cr additions on sea water 
impingement corrosion of copper nickel - 30% 

(one and two month tests). 
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Figure 5.  Parallel flow sea water corrosion test device. 

Figure 6. Effect of Cr additions on corrosion 
of copper nickel - 30% In high velocity sea 
water (one month, parallel flow tests). 
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Figure 7.    Corrosion potentials in flowing 
water at 2-4 m/s and 10-27* C. 
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Figure 8. Welded Joint after six-month sea 
water exposure. Joint combines 1/2" plate 
wrought Cu-Nl-3* Cr alloy (left) with IN-768. 
Manual gas tungsten and weld with proprietary 
Cr containing copper nickel- 30% electrode. 

L 

''3 

< 

Figure 9. Welded Joint combining IN-838 (left) 
and CA-706, four month sea water exposure. Gas 
tungsten are weld with 70-30 Cu-Nl filler metal. 
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Thd Influmic« of Comnoaition upon the 3tnicture and Properties of a Cast Cu-Wi-Hn-Pa-Al 
Alloy for Maruia IpplicationB 

a N Hall and HA Farrar 

Ministry of DBfeica The University of Southampton 
Ship Department Southampton UK 
Poxhill,  Bath UK S09    5NH 
BAI    5AB 

The system Cu-^i-Mn-i^-Al  has been investigated to obtain 
an understanding of the influence of composition upon structure 
and properties and to assess the suitability of the cast 
alloy for marine applicatiom    This paper gives an outline 
of the alloy development and structural studies and an 
a'jsesament of the marine corrosion rusistance of the cast 
quinary alloy« 

Structural studies on the ternary Cu-Ni—Al  and 
quartemary Cu-Nl-P»-Al  systems built up an understanding 
of the quinary alxoy»    The essential features of the alloy 
include a cored Cu-Ni matrix containing stable/Pe ♦ Nl cuboids 
concentrated in the Hi rich dondrites;  this phase derives 
from the basic Cu-Hi-Pi spinodal reaction and contributes 
to the matrix hardening«    A second precipitate is the Ni-Al 
phase which can «dst in several geometric forms and is 
considered to be the principle hardening precipitate in the 
aystem«    It occurs in both grain boundary and interdendritic 
regions«    Although susceptible to heat-treatment optimum 
properties are obtained in the 'as cast* condition« 

Sea imnersion tests showed the self-corrosion rate to be 
low and crevice corrosion resistance to be good«    Galvanic 
coupling to 9O/IO and 70/30 Cu-Ni showed galvanic compatibility. 
Jet    impingement resistance is comparable to conventional cupro- 
nickels.    The alloy has high resistance to atress-corrosion. 

The overall characteristics of the alloy are good over a 
wide range of composition and it is considered to be very 
suitable for marine applications« 

Key Words«    Copper casting alloy,  Cu-Hi-Mn-Pe-Al, 
microstruoture,  ^ Pe + Nl,  Ni-Al, mechanical properties, 
marine corrosion resistance« 

1«      Introduction 

The Royal Navy have a requirement for a medium-high strength copper—base casting 
alloy for sea-water applicationw    A Cu-Ni-Kn-Pe-Al alloy weis among those alloys considered 
capable of meeting the mechanical requiremr.ts«    Preliminary corrosion assessment of 
experimental oasts showed good resistance to Jet-impingement attack while  'ad hoo* 
structural investigations by Dewey(l)1 and Dennis (2) revealed complex microstructural 
features«    A Mdled investigation was therefore carried out at Central Dockyard 
Laboratory,  Portemouth «id Bigineering Materials Laboratory, University of Southampton 
to relate the effects of compositional variables to the structure and prc)«rties of the 
alloy» 

Figures in parenthesis refer to the list of references at the end of this paper. 
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2*      Krperimental Procedures 

(i)      Structural Inveatigations 

Laboratory and Foundry castings ware used,  the former being mainly sand cast although 
a anall number of Belts ware chill cast«    The foundry mdts were produced using oil fired 
furnaces in IM Dockyard,  Portsmouth and sand cast by Durvi'lle and semi—Durville techniques; 
others were prepared    in commercial foundries« 

Additions of aluminium to 90/l0 copper-nickel were investigated first followed by 
examination of the Cu^i-Ps-Al alloy and the quinary alloy containing manganese, in 
sequence« Compositions are given in Table 1« 

Electron microscope, microprobe analyser and stereoscan techniques were used for 
structural examination in addition to conventional metallography«    Qualitative micro- 
probe results were obtained using X-ray photographs,  semiquantitative results by line 
scans and  quantitative analysis fay comparative methods«    Appropriate correction procedure 
was applied (3) (4). 

(ii)    Corrosion tests* 

Self corrosion rates,  crevice corrosion susceptifailities and galvanic compatibilities 
were determined on specimens 3" 1 1" 1 ^/iS" imnnrsed in Langstone Harbour«    Specimens 
were clamped in Perspex jigs to simulate crevice conditions and others galvanically coupled 
to 90/IO and 70/3O coppers-nickel«    Jet impingement resistance was assessed using a modified 
Brownsdon-Bannister test (5) (6) best regarded as a sorting test giving comparative results 
on alloys tested at the same time*    Stress corrosion resistance was assessed using constant 
load 'Uhisteel* machines modified to make use of an available 'once through* sea^iater 
supply at the Exposure Trials Station,  Eastney,  Portsmouth«    Tensile type specimens used 
for preliminary teats had a V80th sq in cross-section area.    Specimens with V40th sq in 
cross-section area war« used for later   tests, this size being easier to machine.    Some 
welded specimens wer« tasted using specimens machined from castings welded using Hiduron 
191 as a filter wire. 

3«      Results 

(i)    Cu-Ni-Al.    An alloy with lOjg nickel and 2.5> aluminium (Cast 125-Table l) was 
solution treated at 900 0 for 1 hour, water quenched and precipitation hardened at 
temperatures between 300 C - 700 C; maximum hardening occurred ifter 1 hour at 650 C. 
Mechanical properties assessment of Cast 125 In the .'as cast1;   solution treated and fully 
heat-treated conditions showed that optimum properties of 37«? tons/sq in tensile (376 MN/ 
or) and 10«5£ elongation occurred in the  'as cast* condition«    Microstructure consisted of 
cored nickel-rich dendrites and additionally,  in the fully heat-treated material,  a globular 
grain boundary precipitate«    Microprobe analysis indicated this precipitate to be Ni AI3. 

(ii)    Cu-tii-ft-Al«    Nominal additions   of Vji and 5$ Iron lead to a small reduction in 
strength and a noticeable increase in ductility both in 'as cast' and heat-treated condltiota« 
As with the ternary alloy,  optimum properties occurred in the  'as cast* condition«    The 
increase in ductility was related to the iron content, the l'/ö iron alloy (Cast 126) giving 
14^ elongation in the 'as cast* state and the 5$ iron alloy (Cast 127) showing 24.5^» the 
respective reductions in area being 20^ and 25^. 

Microppobe examination showed that iron was concentrated in the nickel rich dendrites« 
Carbon replica examination revealed a cuboid phase in the dendrites (Figure l) and 
electron diffraction of «1 extracted region indicated a cubic lattice, a - 3.6 A, 
corresponding to   Jp» + Ni. 

FUrther quaternary alloys were made and examination of their properties showed that 
a simple ageing treatment of 4 hours at 550oC to be better than the full solution heat- 
treatment«    This resulted in a slight Increase in strength and a corresponding reduction 
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in ductility.    The pr«8«nce of -he cuboid phaa« waa noted in all casts;   its dietribution 
and siae waa not changed by heat-treatment.    The lattice parameter waa determined and 
confirms the suggested  yPe + Ni phase reported by Dswey (l) and Dennia(2). 

(ill) Cu-Ni-«n-P»-Al. The known conaercial practice of adding chromium to the alloy as 
a grain refiner was repemted in the first experimental quinary alloys until ita possible 
adverse effects ware observed}  this has bean reported elsewhere (7). 

The first series of quinary alloys were chill oast with variations in manganese 
and aluminium content.    The properties of Caat No 7 (Table 2) demonstrated the considerable 
effect of aluminium content mud Casts Al,  A2 and A3 were prepared to examine ita influence 
further.    Examination of the mechanical properties (Table 2) snow that increase in 
aluminium haa a proportional effect upon strength.    The properties in general reflect the 
benificial effect of chill casting.    Further alloys, Casts 134, 135 and 136, were cast in 
sand moulda and show properties (Table 3) more typical of those expected from actual 
foundry castings. 

Optical examination of oast 134 showed 'stringera* of a needle shaped phase 
present in interdandritio regional some needles had broadened out to become diamond shaped 
flakes (Figure 2).    Electron diffraction indicated the phaie to be a nickel-aluminide with 
a eoraposition approximating to Ni Al or Ni2 AI35 positive identification was not possible 
and no evidence was seen of the globular Ni AI3 noted in the ternary alloy.    The small phase 
noted in Figure 2 la the Iff»* Ni seen in the earlier alloys.    The needle phase developed 
in aise and quantity with heat-treatment (Figure 3) and was noted in further castings, for 
example in the Fnundry oast plate, Caat 143, and again developing with heat-treatment.    A 
thin foil fron this oast also showed evidence of strain fields around unresolved precipitatos 
(Figure 4).   This was the only evidence which indicated the presence of a fine,  sub- 
microscopic, precipitate.    A second feature of Figure 4 la the areas where the cuboid 
y Fa ■«■ Ni phase has fallen from the foil during specimen preparation.    The cubes were 

strongly orientated in this east and many others.    Conmercial vacuum caat No 7203 contained 
orientated cubes in addition to a stubby elongated nickel-aluminide phaae in the grain 
boundaries Figure 5 and diamond shaped flakes in the interdandritic areas (Figure 6). 

(iv)    Corrosion test results. 

Crevice «id general corrosion specimens, from the alloys Hated in Table 2, ware 
examined after 1 year sea iwnnrsion.    The weight losses for the plain specimens are reported 
in Table 4.    Crevice specimens were free from attack in the crevice area but some attack 
had ooouned just outside the crevice area on a number of specimens (Figure 7,  right hand 
specimen).    This effect was also noted on a plain specimen (Figure 7, left hand specimen) 
just outside the area around the bolt hole which had been covered with a Tufnol insulator 
which in itself forms a crevice.    Nicroacopic examinaiion of a corroded area showed alight 
'coppering* but this was not extensive. 

Galvanic corrosion.    Alloys L21,  L25,  E217 and E218 (experimental casts of a 
commercial alloy (6)) were coupled to PO/lO and 70/30 copper-nickel.    Corrosion losses 
after one year imnersion are included in Table 4j weight losses for the 90/l0 and lo/iO 
alloys are not given in the Table but were similar to those for the alloys to which they 
were coupled. 

Jet-impingement test results of the alloys used both for the plain/crevice tests and 
the galvanic testa are also reported in Table 4« 

Preliminary streeecorrosion tests to determine suitable stress levels for further 
work were carried out on welded and unwelded specimens from Cast 38 at a stress level 
of 95> of 0,1% proof stress (19 tons/aq in).    The welded specimens failed after periods 
ranging from 2209 hours to 3651 hours.    Ctaly one unwelded specimen failed and that after 
3673 houra.    Failure in the welded specimens ocouned in the    parent material approximately 
0.25" away from the filter material following necking on either aide of the weld. 
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Transcry st aline corrosion was prominent along the length of the parent metal«    Figure 8 
shows a typical transcrystaline crack propagating normal  to the applied stress with 
branching secondary cracks«    further stress-corrosion tests Mare carried out on unwelded 
specimens of Cast 143|  Caat  DOS and Cast 7203«    These materials represented a range of 
qualities;  from low grade (Cast 143 which was contaminated with an embrittling iron- 
siliclda phase),  to typical commercial quality (Cast DOS) and high quality t'acuum cast 
(7203)« Specimens of the latter ware subjected to between 1% and 120^ of 0.15» proof stress. 
No failures had occurred after 6100 hours.    Cast DOS waa exposed at stresses ranging from 
8J/4 to \2<>M of 0.1> proof stress.    Failure occurred after 4,600 hours at the highest stress 
level and metallographic examination showed numerous small, predomlnently transcrystaline, 
stress-corrosion cracks.    No failures A the lower stress levels (110^ of proof stress and 
belou). 

The poor quality material.  Cast 143, was stressed at levels from 75^ to 110^ of 
proof stress.    No failures occurred at the 75£ and 85^ stress levels after 6,800 hours} 
the remainder failed after periods varying upon stress level and the results are given in 
Table 5. 

4.      Usousslon 

(l)      Alloy structure.    Jones,  Pfeil and Griffiths (9) indicated that 2.0-2.55» aluminium 
would provide optimum hardening of a copper -10^ niokel alloy and this formed the basis of 
Caat 125.    The ternary system is of little practical interest because of Its low ductility 
(10.5;» in 'as cast* condition) although the hardening mechanism after full heat-treatment 
would be expected to occur In the more complex allays.    The addition of Iron results in a 
sieplfleant Improvement In ductility and this contrasts with the observation by Weldon (10) 
that Iron has little Influence upon the mechanical properties of cupro-aiokel although 
Weldon was discussing aluminium-free cupro-^iickel with Iron contents of 1—2J(.    It is 
apparent that % iron in the quaternary system will double the ductility obtained in the 
ternary system.    This increase Is due to the formation of the  V Fe + Nl cuboid    phase 
which removes nickel from solution.    It is si0ilflcant that the increase in ductility Is 
only accompanied by a small decrease In strength thus indicating that the cuboids assist 
in strengthening the matrix and compensate for the reduction In nickel content.    In order 
to be effective as a hardening precipitate,  the cube spacing would need to be in the 
region of 100^     in order to interfeimwith dislocation movement.    The nlokel-alumlnide 
phase was also present in the quaternary alloys. 

The structure of the quinary alloys consisted of the  Jf PB + Ni phase and various 
forms of the nickel-alumlnide phase.    This sometimes occurred in the form of needles or 
diamond flakes (Figure 6) although Cast 7203 also showed the stubby nickel-alumlnide phase 
(Figure 5)*    Although it is possible that this latter phase Is sons intermediate stag* 
between globular and needle forms of a nickel-alumlnide complex a more probable explmatjoi 
Is that the grain boundary haa moved and the globular niokel aluminide has acted as a nuclei 
for further nickel-alumlnide precipitation.    Thus the elongated,  stubby phase is located 
between the original and final grain boundary positions. 

The stability of the      F» + Nl cubes present In the quaternary and quinary was a 
constant feature,  being unaffected by any of the heat-treatments.    The allffiaant of the 
cubes was consiatant with the findings of Butler and Thomaa (11) regvding the splnodal 
decomposition of ternary Cu-^Ji-Pa alloys.    The lattice parameter (3.6 J) confirms the 
observation of Dewey (l) that the phase Is V Fe + Nl. 

Although the alloy Is a precipitation hardening system and amenable to solution and 
ageing treatment some increase in strength can be achieved by a single heat treatment. 
The 'as cast' properties would be more satisfactory for general requiramenta. 

(11)    Corrosion testa*    The weight losses on the plain specimens reported in Table 4 are 
favourable for cupro-nickels, variations from specimen    to specimen being within normal 
scatter. The alloy does not suffer attack within crevice areas but is susceptible to 
slight attack adjacent to crevices.    The degree of corrosion on the speoimans coupled to 
90/l0 and 70/30 cupro-alokal was comparable to that on uncoupled material and there would 
thus be no dangsr of galvanic corrosion if castings of the alloy were to be built into a 
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cupro-nickol a«»-wat«r aysteo.    The results of the  BnmmMloa-Bannister impingement tests 
war« vary favourable and May-type tests carried out independently by British Non-Farrous 
Metals Research Association gave similar results (12)«    In service the quinary alloy should 
perform at least as Nell as conventional cupro-nickels. 

The stress-corrosion tests were designed to obtain an assessment of susceptibility 
and establish confidence in the use of the alloy in practice.    The choise of stresses was 
arbitrary but was considerably in excess of those found in service«    The tones through' sear- 
water facility avoided possible metallic ion contamination effects»    Low susceptibility 
to stresm-corroslon was established on all alloys and whilst the ianinity of cast 7203 at 
stresses up to 120^ proof after 6000 hours might reflect the quality resulting from 
vacuum melting,  the good performance of commercial cast DCS and the fair performance of 
poor quality material,  143,  endorse the opinion that stress-corrosion susceptibility is 
very low* 

3»      Conclusions 

The structure of the cast quinary alloy consists of a cored copper-nickel  solid 
solution containing a stable   ^Fe + Hi cuboid phase which contributes some strength and 
a nickel  aluminide which considerably increases matrix strength«    The alloy has good 
resistance to Jet-impingement    attack,  crevice corrosion and stress-corrosion and no 
sisiificant galvanic corrosion occurs whan coupled to conventional cupro-nickels.    The 
self corrosion rate is low« 

It is considered that an alloy within the composition limits lO-ÜjlNi,  l^ffo Mn, 
4-67» PB,  2-23^ Al balance Cu,  in the 'as cast* condition is suitable for marine applicaticns 
where medium to high strength is required« 

Aoknowledsnents:    This paper is published by permission of the Ministry of Defence 
although the views expressed are those of the authors«    The authors 
wish to express their tanks to the Ministry and to colleagues who 
gave helpful advioe« 
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CAST 
rKKTZPICmOH 81 > Al v Pe >: »1 i Cr >ö OTHEHS Jt 

\ 
Cu £ 

1             125 9-98 2.45 0.05 _ _ BAL       i 
126 9.98 2.26 1.14 - - — BAL 
127 9.14 '    2.33 5.26 - - - BAL 

2 11.78 1.36 5.95 1.95 0.45 - BAL 
4 11.78 2.04 5.95 4.07 0.48 — BAL 
5 11.86 2.00 6.14 4.07 0.45 - BAL 
6 11.75 2.00 6.00 5.79 0.45 — BAL 
7 lü.64 1.02 6.14 7.02 0.70 — BAL 
3 11.89 2.00 6.09 7.88 0.49 — BAL 

IC 12.04 2.12 6.15 9.66 0.30 - BAL       j 
Al 11.63 1.57 5.86 5.43 0.45 - BAL       j 
A2 11.60 2.36 6.00 5.45 0.25 _ BAL 
A3 11.52 2.39 6.15 5.32 0.49 - BAL 

134 12.61 2.80 4-69 6.97 - _ BAL 
135 12.40 2.82 4.94 6.97 0.28 — BAL 

i               136 12.43 2.19 6.05 6.53 0.18 
(Sills f) 

BAL 
j               143 10.87 2.55 6.27 8.73 - BAL 

7203 12.38 2.46 5.42 7.18 — BAL 
!                121 11.60 1.93 4.46 5.00 O.50 _ BAL 

!               L24 11.60 1.30 5.97 5.00 _ _ BAL 
!             E217 10.80 1.53 4.37 2.95 0.17     1 _ BAL 

E218 14.65 1.94 8.35 4.6c 0.13    \ _ BAL       j 
38 12.60 2.13 4.80 10.20 0.61 _ BAL 

DOS 14.75 2.10 4.95 

1 

9.98 0.05   : 0.029 0 
0.032 si 

BAL 

Table  1    Compoaition of Alloys. 

CAST NO Mn Al TS MN/m TS 
TONS/SQ IN ELONG £ RA£ 

2 
4 
5 
6 
7 
3 

10 
A1 
A2 
A3 

1.95 
4.07 
4.86 
5.79 
7.02 
7.88 
9.66 
5.43 
5.44 
5.32 

1.86 
2.04 
2.0 
2.0 
1.02 
2.0 
2.12 
1.57 
2.36 
2.89 

646 
646 
639 
646 
508 
554 
616 
495 
622 
640 

42.0 
42.0 
41.5 
42.0 
33.0 
36.0 
40.0 
32.2 
40.4 
41.6 

20 
25 
25 
25 
50 
22* 
22| 
23 
30 
23 

Table 2   Mechanical Properiiee of Chill Cast Cu-Hl-lh-Fe-Al Alloya with varying Ih 
& Al contents.    HT 1 hour at 550 C. 
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CAST NO CONDITION TS MN/ra2 TS TONS/S« IN KLONC > HA -,i 

134 A3 CAST 
4 HOUHS AT 550 C 

497 
554 

32.25 
36.0 

24 25 
12^ 

135 AS CAST 
4 HOUHS AT 55Ü0C 

592 
592 

38.5 
38.5 

24] 
9i 

24 
3 

136 AS CAST 
4 HOUHS AT 5500C 

473 
504 

30.75 
32.75 

2a.1 

16 
30 
22if 

Table 3    Mechanical Properties of Sand Üaat Cu-Ni-tti-Pe-AI Alloys. 

CAST NO 2 4 5 6 7 8 10 Al A2 A3 L 
21 

b E 
?17 

E 
218 

General attack radd 3.4 5.2 2.1 1.5 1.0 ).15 !.7 1.2 1.2 Q - - - - 

Impinpement attack (mils) 3.0 1.75 3.0 1.5 U5 1.0 !.ü j.75 1.5 1.75 1.1 1.0 1.75 1.25 

Coupled to 90/10 mdd - - - - • ■ — - - - 1.8 t.o 1.7 1.9 

Coupled to 70/30 radd - - - - ■ - - - - - J.3 1.0 1.6 4.4 

Table 4    Results of Impinreraent,  General and Galvanic CorroBicn Testa. 

',; PROOF STRESS THE TO PAIL (HOUHS) 

75 Removed,  unbroken after 6800 
35 Henoved,  unbroken after 6800 
85 Removed,  unbroken after 6800 
90 3738 
90 575 
95 455 
95 479 

100 215 
100 335 
110 192 

Table  5    .^durance of loi   grade material to stress-corrosion failure. 
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Figure l.ype»Ni cubes in Figure 2. 
dendritic region of Cast 127. Niokel-aliiiilnide   needles and 

flakes in interddndritio 
region of Cast  134« 

Figure 3. Hickel-aiurainide 
needles in Cast  134 after 
heat-treatment at  55ü C. 

» 

Figure 4.  Thin  foil of 
Cast 143. 

Figure 5. Elongated nickel- 
aluminide phase in grain 
boundary. Cast 7203. 

Figure 6. Diamond shaped 
flakes in interdendritic 
region. Cast 7-'03. 

Figure 7«  Plain and crevice corrosion 
specimens after 1 year immersion. Figure 8. Transorystaline crack on 

stress-corrosion  specimen. 
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Corrosion Behavior of Copper-Ba«e Alloys with Raspsct to 
Seawatar Velocity 

Robert J.  Ferrara and John P.  Gudas 

Naval Ship Research and Development Center 
Annapolis Laboratory 

Annapolis, Maryland    21402 

Interest in the corrosion behavior of metals over 
an expanding realm of sea-water velocity has been gen- 
erated in response to the requirements of high-perfor- 
mance marine vehicles and associated subsystems.    His- 
torically,  sea-water velocity corrosion testing has 
been conducted at discrete velocities within a relatively 
narrow range   (2-45 feet per second).    Efforts to expand 
this range to include velocities up to 120 feet per 
second have resulted in new approaches and a reassess- 
ment of available test techniques.    This investigation 
deals with the behavior of copper-nickel alloys in the 
velocity range 9-120  feet per second.    Four different 
test techniques were employed,  including two rotating 
specimen tests, one impingement,  and one multlvelocity 
jet test.    Results indicate the importance of third 
element additions to copper-nickel alloys to improve 
their resistance to corrosion-erosion and impingement dam- 
age.    Secondary corrosion modes are also shown to signi- 
ficantly effect evaluation of velocity behavior. 

Key Wordsi    Copper-nickel alloys;  corrosion-erosion 
testing; high velocity tests. 

1.     introduction 

Present design requirements for machinery and piping systems place 
emphasis upon resistance to corrosion and mechanical shock damage as well 
as the lightest weight possible,  consistent with good design.    The effects 
of sea-water corrosion and corrosion-erosion are particularly    critical as 
evidenced by the present sea-water velocity limit of 15  fpa  for piping 
systems.   (1)   1    To develop better alloys  for present machinery and piping 
systems as well as to respond to future requirements of high-performance 
marine vehicles and associated subsystems, corrosion studies have been 
carried out with respect to the effects of sea-water velocity.   (2-5)     His- 
torically,   sea-water velocity tasting has been conducted at discrete  in- 
tervals within a relatively narrow range.    Efforts to expand this range to 
include velocities in excess of 120  fps have resulted in new approaches and 
a reassessment of available test techniques.    This investigation deals with 
the behavior of eight copper-nickel alloys tested in the velocity range of 
9-120  fps.     The results of three test techniques,  including two rotating 
specimen tests and one impingement test, which have been employed exten- 
sively in past programs are presented and compared with those obtained in a 
new multlvelocity jet test.    Characterization of sea-water corrosion- 
erosion behavior of alloys tested is carried out with reapect to both test 

I 
Figures in parentheses indicate the literature referencea at the end of this 
paper. 
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techniqu« and iMtallurglcal variables.     Correlation and applicability of 
the multivelocity jat test data ia dlscuaaad with respect to the complete 
test program. 

2.    Material Description 

Seven copper-nickel alloys and pure copper were tested in this investi- 
gation.     Table  1 presents the chemical composition and conditions of each 
alloy tested.     The list of alloys includes many candidates for seawater 
piping systems.    Furthermore,  this group of alloys represents abroad 
sampling of alloy content and composition. 

3.     Investigation 

As has bean stated,  this investigation involves four test techniques. 
Not all  alloys were tested completely, but a representative sample of 
complete test series does exist. 

Multivelocity Jet Test 

The  jet test was designed to extend the range of test velocities to 
100 fps and beyond.    The teat was originally conceived to produce high 
velocity flow past a stationary specimen mounted in a nylon nozzle.   (5) 
The main advantage of this test is the fact that the velocity of water 
over the  specimen surface can be controlled and measured wich considerable 
precision.    Originally,   the high velocity  jet tests were carried out at the 
singular test velocity of 120 fps relative  to the specimen.    This design waa 
subsequently modified to enable multivelocity tests to be performed simul- 
taneously.     By varying the orifice size of each nozzle the range of available 
test velocities was changed to include 9.5 to 51.5 fps.    Figure 1  is a 
schematic of the modified nozzle and specimen assembly.    This program includ- 
ed tests carried out with both high velocity and multivelocity setups.     Test 
duration in all cases was 30 days. 

Rotating Disk Test 

This test procedure consists of a aeries of specimen bars mounted on a 
disk which can be rotated in a tank  full of sea water.    The controls in 
this test include sea-water velocity,  depth, and temperature.    Flat bar 
specimens are attached to Micarta disks using insulated fasteners.     Figure 
2 is a description of the disk and test specimen assembly for this test. 
For this study,  the specimens were tested  in the range 26.3-28.9  fps outer 
tip velocity  for 60 days.    Corrosion rate was determined from weight-losa 
calculations. 

BNFMRA2 Impingement Test 

This test consists of an aerated sea-water jet impinging on a station- 
ary specimen which is totally immersed in  sea water.    The controls  for this 
test include  jet velocity,  sea-water temperature, and oxygen content of the 
jet.    For purposes of this study,  the testa were run for 60 days with a 
peak jet velocity of 25  fpa.    The air content of the sea water was main- 
tained at 3%.     The specimens for this test consist of bars which are attach- 
ed to a holder a fixed distance from the nozzle of the jet.    Figure 3  is a 
drawing of the impingement jet and specimen holder for the BNFMRA jet im- 
pingement test.    Both weight loss and depth of attack at the nozzle were 
determined from each test. 

2  
BNFMRA - Britiah Nonferroua Metals Research Association. 
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Rotating Spindle Test 

The rotating spindle teat conaiata of apecimens in the form of disks 
mounted on and insulated from a apindlc which ia rotated in a tank of sea 
water. Clean aaa water flowed continuously through the tank during the 
teata. Thar« waa no vortex around the apindle and the sea water remained 
free from entrained bubbles. The velocity achieved at the periphery of the 
apecimens ranged from 24-26 fpa, and the teats were run for 60 daya.  Figure 
4 ia a drawing of the rotating apindle specimen. 

4. Reaulta and Diacussion 

The results of the multivelocity jet teats and high velocity jet teats 
are plotted in figure 5. In examining thia figure, it ia aeen that four 
alloys, CA 706, CA 719, CA 716 and pure copper exhibit excellent reaistance 
to corrosion-erosion attack over the entire range of teat velocitiea. 
Figure 6 indicates the slight degree of surface erosion damage which is 
typical of these alloys. The remaining alloys show generally higher corro- 
sion rates at lower test velocities, and undergo aignificant corrosion-ero- 
sion damage as the high velocity limit is reached.  Figure 7 ahowa general 
surface erosion which occurred with CA 715. As is seen, a reasonable degree 
of damage occurred at all teat velocities.  It must be noted in analyzing 
the reaulta of the jet teats that these data describe resistance to corrosion- 
erosion attack caused by highly aerated seawater flowing over a smooth sur- 
face. Modes of attack auch as impingement and cavitation have been essen- 
tially eliminated.  Furthermore, only negligible crevice corrosion attack 
occurred at support points thereby minimizing that type of secondary mode 
uncertainty in corroaion rate determination. 

Figure 8 presents the results of the rotating disk teata.  It ia seen 
that at the single test velocity, CA 716, CA 719 and 60/40 Cu-Ni showed 
superior resistance to corrosion-erosion damage. Typically, damage occurred 
by accelerated erosion at the leading edges and at the line of intersection 
of the mounting bracket and specimen surface.  In figure 9, CA 719 is shown 
to suffer slight but observable edge and surface erosion whereas CA 717 dis- 
played more sever« local and overall surface degredation.  In obaerving the 
60/40 Cu-Ni specimens, it is seen that although surface erosion was neglig- 
ible, moderate crevice attack took place when the specimen is attached to 
the disk. This test was seen to promote complicated secondary corrosion 
modes to a significantly greater degree than the jet tests. 

Figure 10 presents the results of the BNFMKA jet impingement tests with 
respect to both weight loss and depth of attack criteria. The latter is the 
most applicable for this strict impingement test mode. CA 716, CA 719 and 
60/40 Cu-Ni again display superior resistance to this type of attack. 
However, copper and CA 706 ahow reduced resistance as compared to the corro- 
sion-erosion modes while CA 715 and 70/30 Cu-Ni (Low Fe) are consistently 
poor in performance. Figure 11 shows typical specimens after completion of 
the jet impingement test. 

The results of the rotating spindle tests presented in figure 12 indi- 
cate some agreement with other erosion type tests. However, the poor 
resistance of pure copper and good resistance of CA 715 to this mode of 
erosion attack does not agree with previously described results. 

The analysis of results from the four test series of high velocity 
corrosion tests reflects many of the variables of this type of testing. 
Factors such as flow conditions, velocity range, degree of turbulence, sea- 
water oxygen content, length of test and existence of velocity gradients 
directly effect modes and severity of attack.  Furthermore, these factors 
strictly limit the description of corrosion behavior. However, certain con- 
clusions can be drawn from this compilation of test results. The beneficial 
effects of iron additions on the corrosion-erosion behavior of copper-nickel 
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alloys is illustrated by the superior behavior ot 60/40 Cu-Ni, CA 716 and 
to some extent, CA 706. In reviewing table 1, it is seen that these alloys 
have from 3 to 10 times the iron content of CA 71S.  It has been shown that 
both CA 715 and 70/30 Cu-Ni (Low re) display relatively poor resistance to 
corrosion-erosion and impingement attack.  Thw beneficial effects of chromium 
additions are illustrated by the superior corrosion behavior of this alloy 
in all test modes. Beryllium additions made to copper-nickel alloys to pro- 
mote precipitation strengthening appear to be detrimental from a co.rrosion 
standpoint. 

The interpretation of the results from all of these tests is, as 
stated earlier, complicated by the variables introduced by each test format. 
The results have shown that alloys which exhibit superior resistance to 
corrosion-erosion attack in, for example, the jet tests, do not strictly or 
necessarily reflect this behavior in other test modes. However, the multi- 
velocity jet test is seen to possess advantages of severity, applicability 
and accuracy over other corrosion-erosion test modes. The ranges of avail- 
able test velocity, control of parameters and minimal introduction of 
secondary modes of corrosion are seen to be distinctly advantageous.  The 
possibility further exists of incorporating cavitation damage into this 
format with simple specimen modification. However, application of the 
results presented here should be limited to situation where corrosion-ero- 
sion predominates and should not be projected directly to situations where 
turbulence, impingement, velocity gradients and/or cavitation contributes 
significantly to flow conditions. 

5. Conclusions 

The following conclusions may be reached from results derived in 
this programi 

o Additions of third element iron or chromium enhances resistance 
of Cu-Ni alloys to corrosion-erosion and impingement damage independent of 
level of nickel content. 

o CA 716 (solution annealed) CA 719 and 60/40 Cu-Ni show superior 
resistance to corrosion-erosion and impingement over the velocity range 
9-120 feet per second. 

o The multivelocity jet test possesses significant advantages of 
severity, accuracy, and applicability when considering susceptibility to 
corrosion-erosion. The evaluation of test results should be done on the 
basis of corrosion-erosion phenomenon, and should not be projected to 
situations where impingement, velocity gradient, and/or cavitation are 
produced by flow conditions. 
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CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND 
CONDITION OF ALLOYS TESTED 

ALLOY Cu M F« Mn Cl i£ Condition 

Cu 99.95 - 0.05 - - - UNKNOWN 
CA706 87.60 1062 1.45 0.44 - - HALF HARD 
CA7I5 6720 31.42 0.60 0.72 - - HOT ROLLED 
CA7I6 64.1 2959 5.38 0.08 - - SOLUTION 

ANNEALED 
CA7I9 66.41 297 02\ 0.58 3.10 - HOT ROLLEO«ANNEALED 
70/30 Cu-Ni 68 96 
(Low F«) 
60/40 Cu-Nt 54.96 

30.02 

42.36 

0.06 

2.19 

0.44 

1.35 - - 

UNKNOWN 
DRAWN AND 
STRESS 
RELIEVED 

CA7I7 65.56 32.55 075 0.55 - 058 
SOLUTION 
ANNEALED 
AND AGED 

Table 1 
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Written Contribution by J. B. Cotton: 

Mr. Campbell has already printed out the apparently anomalous low 
results obtained with copper as compared to those obtained with various 
types of cupro nickel.  This is particularly noticeable when one compares 
the performance of copper with that of conventional 70/30 cupro nickel, 
CA 715 tvpe, at the highest water speeds of 26 and 51 feet per second. 

In the rotating spindle test and in the multivalent jet test at 9.5 
feet per second, the order of merit more nearly accords with that expected 
from experience in service, although even in those tests the corrosion rate 
for copper is lower than would have been expected from service behaviour at 
more usual rates of flow.  In any event one would normally have expected 
the performance of copper to have been inferior to almost any form of 
cupro nickel. 

This departure of copper from the normally expected performance 
certainly requires some explanation and some further investigation and it 
should not be assumed that such results would never occur under service 
conditions at very high rates of flow, as the following example will 
demonstrate. 

In 19 57-8, the writer operated an experimental tube bundle (investi- 
gations at the former Metals Division of Imperial Chemical Industries) on 
once through flow of Brixham (Devon) sea water, at speeds of flow of 10 
feet and 30 feet per second, the test condition at 30 feet per second being 
aggravated by the addition of 3% air.  The tests ran for twelve months, 
virtually continuously, except for brief stoppages for maintenance of 
equipment—no stoppage being longer than five hours' duration.  The tube 
dimensions in this test were 10 feet length, 0.5 ins outside diameter and 
O.OUO ins wall thickness. 

At 10 feet per second, with no added air, copper performed as would 
be expected from known service behaviour, the tubes perforating (0.OUÜ ins) 
within three feet from the inlet end in test periods that varied from 
six to fifty weeks.  Cupro nickel CA 715 type suffered pitting only to a 
maximum depth of 0.0005 ins; 10% cupro nickel CA 705 type to a maximum 
depth of 0.020 ins; 2% aluminum brass suffered inlet end attack to a 
maximum depth of 0.021 ins while Admiralty Brass had virtually perforated. 

At 30 feet per second, with 3% added air, the results were quite 
different.  The maximum depths of attack on copper was 0.015 ins, that on 
CA 715 type cupro nickel was 0.012 ins, that on 705 type cupro nickel was 
0.028 ins, that on Admiralty Brass 0.018 ins, while 2% aluminum brass had 
suffered highly localised perforation (O.OUO ins). 

The explanation for the apparent anomalous performance of these 
materials at very high speeds of flow appears to lie in the behaviour of 
the surface films.  For cupro nickel and 2% aluminum brass tested at 30 
feet per second, the surface films remained intact over more than 90% 
of the surface, the attack occurring in the form of very localised pitting, 
while for copper and Admiralty Brass there was much more overall removal 
of metal—the Admiralty Brass, for example, suffering from what was virtually 
a "carpet" of "horse shoe" type pits over the whole of its surface--but none 
of the pits penetrating more than two-fifths into the tube wall. 

It is simple to postulate that results such as those for cupro nickel 
and 2% aluminum brass can be explained in terms of the establishment of 
electrochemical cells involving small anode at areas where the protective 
film has been only locally removed, the locally bared areas being coupled 
with a larger surrounding air-depolarised cathode.  This needs to be confirmed 
by appropriate electrochemical investigations, and unfortunately, at the 
time the tests were made there was no opportunity of doing that. 
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Summarized Discussion 

In reply to questions,  the authors statad that the water in their 
experiments was recirculated, that there was no control over turbidity, 
that the surface roughness of the specimens was controlled at  30 rms, 
but that metallurgical features such as grain size were not controlled. 
There was general agreement that the performance of copper in the authors' 
tests was different from its performance in structural components and flow 
rate conditions commonly met in practice. 
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A Review of Corrosion Resistant  Alloy  Developments  and Recent  Marine 
Corrosion Studies  in  the United  Kingdom Ministry of  Defence 

J.  F.  G.  Conde,  G.   C.   Booth,  J.   C.   Rowlands  and B.   Angell 

Admiralty Materials Laboratory 
Holten  Heath.  Poole.  Dorset,   BH16 6JU,  UK 

Recent   research on materials  for marine  engineering purposes  has 
been aimed at  improved reliability and reduced  life cycle  costs.     Elec- 
trochemical  studies  of  selective phase  corrosion and other alloy  develop 
ment work have  led  to  improved materials  including two new precipitation 
hardened  cupro-nickel  alK-ys with 0.1Z proof  stress  levels  of  286 MN/ni2 
and  463 HN/m^.    A static beam type  fractale  test  has  shown  promise  of 
discriminating between alloys in terms of their likely resistance to 
shock  loading in service.     The use of  clad  overlays  on  steel  provides 
an alternative technique  for achieving higher strength components, 
eliminating certain corrosion problems  and  reducing cos^s.   Large scale 
pipe  system experiments  have been used  to  investigate the  influence  of 
hydrodynamic factors on  corrosion-erosion  of  copper alloys  and the 
mechanism of  inpingement  attack on  condenser  tube  inlets  has  been 
studied electrochemically.     An  instrument   for monitoring corrosion  test 
electrodes has been developed and  several  techniques  for detecting  the 
incidence of  impingement  attack are being examined.    A simple portable 
eddy  current  instrument  for  inspecting heat-exchanger tubing  in-situ 
has been built  and  is being  evaluated. 

Key Words:    marine corrosion;  copper alloys;   cladding 
impingement;   cavitation;   stress  corrosion;  electrochemistry; 
corrosion testing;   corrosion monitoring; non-destructive 
testing. 

1.     Introduction 

Recent research and development on copper based alloys and other materials  for marine 
engineering purposes has been oriented towards achievement of maximum reliability and 
lowest  life cycle  costs in seawater systems and propulsion machinery in Naval vessels. 
This research on both the basic and technological  levels has led in particular to a greater 
understanding of  the corrosion behaviour and properties of copper base alloys.     Escalation 
of  the costs of alloying additions,   such as nickel, which have a beneficial  influence on 
marine corrosion  resistance has  led to interest  in the development of precipitation hardened 
cast  cupro-nickel  alloys with 10 to 1SZ nickel in order to achieve high load carrying ability 
without increase in costs.    An alternative approach to higher strength has been the use of 
clad steels.    To prevent costly, adventitious failures,  it has been necessary to consider 
possible techniques of corrosion monitoring and non-destructive testing of components 
in-sltu. 

2.     Alloy Development 

Studies have been aimed at  improvement of resistance to certain specific forms of 
corrosion  and also  to achieving higher  strengths without   loss of -reliability,   toughness  or 
corrosion resistance. 

To obtain an understanding of the mechanism of preferential attack of individual phases 
in  duplex alloys,   electrochemical  studies have been made on electrodes  consisting of  the 
individual phases  of  the copper-zinc,   copper-tin  and  copper-aluminium systems.     This work 
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ha« enabled prediction of the corrosion behaviour of more complex alloys with a larger number 
of metal components.     In 90/10 aluminium-bronze the structure may be either a + 6 or a + Y2 
according to heat-treatment.     The a and  B phases  are  of nearly equal potential when   in  sea- 
water the beta being slightly anodic,  but with the a +  Y2 structure the y2  is significantly 
anodic by approximately 250 mV(l)l.     It  was known  that   the addition of  up  to  3Z manganese 
prevented the  formation of the Y2  phase,  but  this  results   in  the B phase becoming consi- 
derably  less noble  and consequently preferential  attack of the  B phase occurs.    However, 
additions of  silicon  do not have this  effect  and  a very  successful  aluminium-silicon-bronze 
(6 Al/2.2  Si/1  Fe/remalnder Cu)  has  been  developed(2).     The nomenclature  of  the phases   In 
this  alloy being  a + K   (Figure  1).     This  alloy has  been  used  in both the wrought  and  cast 
forms with considerable success,  it  is  readily welded,  but  there are  limitations on 
mechanical properties   (0.IX proof,   170 MN/m2  (11   tonf/ln2)),  tensile  strength 525 MN/m 
(34  tonf/ln*),   elongation  36Z),  and  the  resistance  to  impingement  attack  is  slightly 
inferior to 90/10 aluminium-bronze.     With manganese  addition  to the 90/10 aluminium-bronze 
the  resultant  selective phase corrosion of the  B phase  is  considerably slower than  the 
corrosion of  the  y2 phase  in  the 90/10 alloy.     For higher strength castings nickel-alumlniunr 
bronzc  is now extensively used,  and  is  essentially  to  British Standard  1400AB2C  , with  a 
restricted chemical  composition, Al  8.5-10.0/Fe  4.0-5.5/Pb 0.02 max.     This  alloy has  an 
o + B  structure with varying forms  of  the K phase.     The  < Phase  is more noble than  the  alpha 
phase,  and consequently selective  attack of  the  alpha phase can occur when  a  lamellar kappa 
phase  is present  in a semi-continuous  form, but  this  results  in pitting which is  readily 
observed visually.     Selective attack  in  the 90/10 type  aluminium-bronzes  occurs with re- 
precipitation  of  copper retaining the original  form and  shape of the material, but with 
negligible mechanical  strength.    This  latter form of  corrosion is very dangerous by virtue 
of being  largely  undetectable both visually and by non-destructive  testing  using ultrasonic 
and eddy current  techniques.     A similar  examination has been  carried out  on  the higher 
strength alloy  to  BS1400CMA1   (Mn  13/A1  8/Fe  3/Ni   3/remainder Cu), which  is  an a + B alloy 
with very attractive mechanical properties, especially with respect to ductility where  it  is 
superior to most high strength copper-base casting alloys.    Unfortunately,  unless this 
alloy is cathodically protected,  it  is highly susceptible to selective phase corrosion of 
the  6  phase,   especially under crevice  conditions.     The  rate of attack is  very dependent  on 
the  heat-treatment which the material  has  received,   and  it  has been  shown  that  heat-treatment 
at  600 C reduces  the rate of corrosion.    Comnercial developments of this alloy with tin 
additions produced  a marked  improvement   in reducing  selective phase  corrosion with some 
slight  loss In mechanical properties,  but  rates of attack of the B phase have been reduced 
to about 0.3 mn/year as opposed to up  to 4 mm/year with the tin free alloy.     The variable 
corrosion behaviour of the tin free alloy was attributed to the variation  in nickel dis- 
tribution between  the  a and B phases  according to the  thermal  history of  the material. 

Corrosion trials are frequently undertaken  in conjunction with the alloy developers. 
Currently the main  interest  is centred around improvement  in mechanical properties  of the 
cupro-nlckel alloys based on 70/30 and 90/10 compositions, whilst maintaining their excel- 
lent corrosion performance.    The presence of iron and to a lesser extent manganese,   in the 
cupro-nlckela to obtain resistance to  impingement  attack is well known.     However,  a recent 
development(-*)   has  been the replacement  of  iron with  chromium,  the wrought   alloy being 
designated IN732   (30Z Ni,  2Z Cr,  remainder Cu).     Typical mechanical properties are:-    0.2Z 
proof  stress   372  MN/m2   (24,1  tonf/in2),   tensile  strength 607 NN/m?   (39.3 tonf/in2),   elon- 
gation  30Z.    AML experience along with other potential  user trials  is that  this material 
is  very promising,  but  an unusual  corrosion characteristic was  found  in  that  one sample had 
significant  impingement  attack on  the  leading edge where  it was exposed under full   Immersion 
conditions  in  a  flowing tide.    Metallographic examination  showed that  this  attack was 
associated with a precipitate in the grain boundary, which has not been positively  identified 
but  is possibly  zirconium nitride,  but  there was  evidence  to suggest  that   the working of  this 
particular sample was  inadequate to break down the cast structure. 

As noted  above,   a nickel-aluminium-bronze,   broadly  similar to BS1400 AB.'X,   is  employed 
for high strength castings where shock resistance  is  a criterion.    Experience has shown 

Figures in parentheses  indicate the   literature  references  at  the end of  this paper. 
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that whilst gunmetal and nickel aluminium-bronze have comparable Charpy Vee notch or Izod 
impact properties (13.5-27 J (10-20 ft.lb)), gunmetal has inferior shock resistance because 
its yield and fracture stresses are much lower than those of aluminium-bronze.  If notched 
bar impact properties are relevant to shock resistance it is apparent that improvement can 
be obtained by increasing the yield strength at the same impact level or by increasing the 
impact value at the same yield level. To explore both of these possible approaches, 
research has been sponsored by AML into alloys based on a cupro-nickel matrix which has 
inherently greater toughness than the copper-aluminium matrix of the BS1400AB 2C type of 
alloy.  The two approaches to alloy development were based on a nickel content of less than 
15Z to facilitate foundry production by the use of conventional non-ferrous melting practice. 
A further constraint on the development was that the alloys should have no undesirable skin 
forming properties to avoid casting problems, should be readily castable, weldable and 
possess adequate resistance to marine corrosion.  It was essential that the alloys should 
be weldable to enable repair of defective castings and to permit greater versatility by 
ensuring that components of complex geometry and/or large size which might be difficult to 
make sound as a single casting could be fabricated by welding together a number of smaller 
sound castings of simple shape. 

Two alloys have been developed which substantially match the target property levels. 
The lower strength alloy is a silicon-niobium hardened cupro-nickel with typically 10Z Ni, 
1.0Z Mn, 1.5Z Fe, 0.431 Si, 0.4Z Nb, remainder copper, and has typical mechanical properties 
of O.IZ  proof stress 286 MN/m2 (18.S tonf/in2), tensile strength 420 MN/m2 (27.S tonf/in2), 
elongation 21Z and Izod 4SJ (33 ft. lb).  The high strength alloy has a preferred compo- 
sition of 12.SZ Ni, 10-12Z Mn, S-7Z Fe, which yields mechanical properties of O.IZ proof 
stress 463 MN/m2 (30 tonf/in2), tensile strength 664 MN/m2 (43 tonf/in2), elongation 13Z and 
Izod 16J (12 ft. lb).  Both alloys are precipitation hardened, the lower strength alloy 
achieving its properties during natural cooling in a 25 ran thick section in a sand mould. 
The high strength alloy depends on the presence of iron and/or manganese to form ordered 
precipitates which act as strong barriers to dislocation movement under stress(4). The 
ordering reaction is advantageous in that casting and welding can be carried out prior to 
the hardening heat-treatment which involves heating at around 450 C for about 24 hours and 
thus avoids the quenching stresses and accompanying distortion which are associated with 
normal quenching and ageing methods.  The use of beryllium as a hardening addition was 
discarded in view of the likely health hazard associated with melting beryllium containing 
alloys under conventional foundry conditions in the UK. 

The silicon niobium alloy hds good resistance to impingement attack as assessed by jet 
impingement tests with sea water in which it was compared with two 70/30 cupro-nickel 
alloys (CN107 and a low iron 70/3U) and 90/10 cupro-nickel (CN102)(5) sea water exposure 
tests on the raft facility in Langstone Harbour are in progress and results will be 
available in the near future. Full scale tests in flowing sea water remain to be carried out 
in conjunction with larger scale foundry tests on the alloy. The weldability appears to be 
rather better than that of the 70/30 Si-Nb hardened high tensile cupro-nickel.  The corrosion 
behaviour and weldability of the higher strength alloy remain to be assessed. 

3.  Toughness 

Tests designed to assess the shock resistance of cast copper alloy components are 
expensive and produce results which do not identify separately the effects of the inherent 
shock toughness of the material per se, poor design or metallurgical defects.  As noted 
earlier, impact values are not necessarily a reliable and discriminating guide to shock 
resistance. Thus effort has been devoted to an examination of alternative techniques for 
assessing this property in terms of some measurable parameter to enable new casting alloys 
to be compared with existing well characterised materials without recourse to empirical 
shock testing of components in the new material. A static fracture mechanics test similar 
to the procedure employed in studies of linear elastic fracture mechanics^) has been found 
to give good discrimination.  A three point notched and fatigue cracked bend test $0.8 x 
25.4 ran (2x1 in) in cross section has been employed in a study at AML (Figure 2).  In 
general copper base alloys are too ductile to provide valid Kic values in small sections and 
fail by general yielding. The values obtained in tests on the specimens described are 
termed pseudo Kic denoted by Kic. However the specimen does provide appreciable constraint 
at the tip of the sharp fatigue crack which supplies a realistic element in the test. The 
bending load to produce the first extension of the fatigue crack as detected by visual 
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observation of the flanks of the specimen, or by a sensitive potential difference technique, 
is some function of the fracture stress.  Thus such a test combines features not simul- 
taneously present in conventional impact tests and is considered realistic in spite of the 
pseudo nature of the parameter which is measured in the test.  This parameter, 1^xc> although 
somewhat artificial is found to be greater for larger specimens and has been shown to vary 
as L0,6 where L is any linear dimension for geometrically similar specimens differing only 
in size.  This relationship based on practical data is close to the value L^. 5 to be expected 
on theoretical grounds(7).  Thus a small 50.8 x 25.A mm (2 x 1 in) specimen provides pes- 
simistic values in relation to the behaviour of thicker sections.  Values of Rj^obtained for 
nickel-aluminium-bronze and gunmetal are 40 MN.m~3/2 and 23 MN.m-3/2 respectively.  Values 
obtained on silicon, niobium hardened, high tensile 70/30 cupro-nickel are appreciably higher 
than for nickel-aluminium-bronze. The proprietary casting alloy Hiduron SOI (8) (14Z Ni, 
SZ Fe, 10Z Mn, 2Z Al, remainder copper) which has a 0.1Z proof stress of 293 MN/ra2 (19 tont/ 
in2) and an Izod value of 47.5 J (35 ft.lb) and the newly-developed 90/10 cupro-nickel alloy 
hardened with silicon and niobium both give values comparable with nickel aluminium-bronze. 

None of the materials considered would be expected to show any pronounced strain rate 
effects associated with the higher rates of strain in shock loading as compared with static 
loading at low rates of strain but to establish that this is a valid assumption further tests 
are planned at higher rates of strain employing a pneumatic loaded bend test facility. 

4.  Metal Cladding 

For specific components where the mechanical properties of steel are required and 
protection with organic coatings is not practical, cladding with various copper base alloys 
has been investigated.  Further considerations have been the need to economise in the use of 
expensive copper base alloys in thick sections and the desire to improve the corrosion 
protection of inaccessible components such as sea tubes where painting is not effective. 

Sea tubes, which are the inlets and discharges to seawater systems from a ship's hull 
are normally considered as part of the steel hull, and fabricated accordingly in steel. 
Some sea tubes are of a very complex shape, and others of small diameter, making access 
for appropriate abrasive blasting of the surface and protection with paint systems very 
difficult.  For a number of years an alternative system has been to galvanise these pipes, 
but the life of such protection can be rather limited, due to bimetallic corrosion.  A more 
effective and viable system is to line the sea tubes either with a weld overlay to give a 
"fusion clad" surface, or "skin clad" tubes with a thin alloy liner welded at intervals to 
the base steel pipe.  The skin cladding may be formed in-situ by explosive forming.  For 
this application the advantage is that the resultant corrosion from the bimetallic system 
is brought on to the steel hull, where it is readily observed at refits and measures can 
be taken for adequate surface preparation and application of high duty coatings.  Thus the 
non-ferrous seawater system is effectively continued through to the ship's hull.  The metal 
cladding technique has been considered for a number of other applications, including flash 
chambers of pre-multi-stage flash distillation plant, heat-exchanger tube plates and water 
boxes.  Laboratory trials are currently in hand to determine the effects of cyclic pres- 
surisation of "skin clad" tubes to assess any resultant disruption of the clad layer and 
possible corrosion-fatigue of the ply welds.  In the same trial the performance of fusion 
clad, skin clad and explosively bonded cupro-nickel alloys to a steel are being assessed 
for resistance to water flows of 4.5 m/sec.  Certain details of the welding and fabrication 
techniques have already been published and further information is to be published 
shortlyOi 10). As the metal cladding techniques have been considered principally for sys- 
tems subjected to flowing seawater, the prime consideration has been the use of 70/30 or 
90/10 cupro-nickels, but both fusion and clad welding techniques can be used with other 
copper-base alloys such as nickel-aluminium-bronze. 

5.  Corrosion/Erosion Studies on Cupro-Nickel Alloys 

Seawater systems in HM Ships have for many years been constructed from cupro-nickel 
alloys containing optimum levels of iron and manganese to improve resistance to impingement 
corrosion.  The 5Z cupro-nickel alloy is prone to impingement corrosion where flow 
velocities exceed about 2 m/sec and the superior resistance of the 10Z and 30Z nickel alloys 
has been demonstrated in service by the rare instances of failure since their introduction. 
However, teats have shown that these cupro-nickels can suffer impingement corrosion and 
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cavitation attack under adverse hydrodynamic conditions produced for example by increases in 
velocity, the use of short radius bends to conserve space, misalignment of flanges, etc. 
To study these effects large scale, long term pipe system experiments are carried out at the 
Admiralty Materials Laboratory (11'. A typical pipe and components test system in shown in 
Figure 3. 

Experiments are in progress to determine the operating limits of cupro-nickels in sea- 
water systems.  Situations under examination include sharp bends and branches, pipe bore 
misalignment at flanged joints and the effects of pressure reducing and flow control devices. 
The "once-through" seawater facility at Portland Harbourdl) is being used to study the 
effect of 1, 2 and 3D bends and"T"branches on 10X  cupro-nickel. Sub-systems having bores of 
38, 76 and 127 nm are being employed to investigate size effect.  The flow velocity in these 
experir    is 4.S m/sec.  AML experiments have shown that flange joints displaced by up to 
3.2 nm produced no significant attack in straight pipe runs of 10Z and 30Z cupro-nickel in 
5000 hours at 3 m/sec.  The behaviour of the 10Z cupro-nicktl alloy with 2 nm and 4 mm mis- 
alignments at 4.5 m/sec and two distinct line pressures is now being examined.  Flange mis- 
alignment combined with 1 and 2D bends is also being studied using five identical 38 nm 
bore sub-systems operating at 3 m/sec. 

6.  Hydrodynamic Characterisation 

A study of the turbulence patterns associated with a pipe bend of radius 1.5 times the 
bore was undertaken at AML following an experiment in which impingement corrosion attack to 
a depth   equivalent to 10Z of the pipe wall thickness occurred with 10Z cupro-nickel.  The 
bend was constructed within a transparent block and the paths of plastic visualiser par- 
ticles were observed, using an interrupted light source.  This work was terminated prema- 
turely but sufficient data were obtained to conclude that this technique combined with 
quantitative hydrodynamic measurements held considerable promise as a method of charac- 
terising pipework components known to produce potentially damaging turbulence patterns. 
Experimental evidence to date indicates that data of this nature combined with electro- 
chemical studies are required if significant progress is to be made in explaining the com- 
plex mechanisms involved.  A research is being sponsored in which the hydrodynamic charac- 
teristics of four common pipework situations will be investigated in a transparent 
recirculating loop of 50 nm bore(12),  Initial work will be carried out on simple orifice 
plates having an area ratio (d2/D2) of 0.36,  This will be followed by the examination of a 
sharp bend C* • 1.0), a flange connection with 2 mm mi .alignment and a diaphragm control 
valve.  The orifice plate was chosen to develop the characterisation method because more 
hydro-dynam.:•: data are available for this device.  Six identical sub-systems have been 
built at AML similar in geometry to the transparent loop and containing all four situ- 
ations of interest so that the hydrodynamic conditions are reproduced as closely as pos- 
sible.  The effect of seawater velocities up to 5.5 m/sec is being assessed on the 5Z and 
10Z cupro-nickel alloy test sections strategically placed downstream of the components 
mentioned earlier. 

7.  Electrochemical Examination of the Mechanism of Impingement Attack 

(13) The mechanism of impingement attack has been examined     using electrochemical 
techniques.  Polarisation curves were determined for a model tube inlet (Figure 4) subjected 
to various water flows.  The results showed that there was a significant change in the open 
circuit potential between the stagnant and turbulent flow conditions. This change could be 
attributed to the change of copper ion concentration, which would be significantly higher 
under static conditions than with flow, and therefore the metal would be more noble.  How- 
ever, from the slopes of the anodic polarisation curves under static and flowing conditions 
there is a change in gradient by a factor of two, indicating that under impingement con- 
ditions the metal dissolution process could be a single electron transfer (cuprous ion 
formed), whereas under static conditions it is a double electron transfer process (cupric 
ion formed).  The flow in the model test system was examined using dye injection for flow 
visualisation and was found to be a very complex hydrodynamic situation which could not be 
simply represented in conventional llow equations.  In the practical heat-exchanger situ- 
ation, the actual rate of impingement attack will be determined by the extent to which the 
active or anodic site is polarised, which will in turn be dependent on the area of the 
surrounding cathode comprised of the water box and tube plate. Assuming a typical water 
box potential of about -0.20 V (SCE), the anodic current density required to polarise the 
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model tube inlet  to the potential of -0.20 V was of a reasonable magnitude to explain  the 
rate of attack experienced in practice.    The anodic current densities required to polarise 
impinged tube inlets of copper, aluminium-brass and 70/30  (1Z Fe)  cupro-nickel were  in the 
order expected from practical  experience.    Although this study was related to impingement 
attack at heat-exchanger tube  inlets, the results  are equally applicable to other hydro- 
dynamic  conditions  in  seawater pipe  systems,  such  as misaligned  flanges and  sharp bends. 

It   is  intended  to  examine  the  onset  of  impingement  attack  in relation to  laminar  sub- 
layer  thickness:     in  these experiments,  the  laminar sub-layer  thickness  for water  flow over 
a test electrode inserted in uniform flow conditions is determined by the bulk velocity,  the 
wall friction  factor and viscosity.    The rates of  impingement attack will be determined using 
a zero resistance  ammeter  connected between the  test  electrode  subjected to high flow and a 
surrounding auxiliary  electrode, not  subjected to  flow. 

8.     Corrosion/Erosion Resistance  of Complex Copper Alloys 

New materials  are  currently being developed  to overcome problems   in casting pump and 
valve bodies  and  to produce  alloys  with good mechanical  properties  combined with corrosion 
resistance.     As  part  of  the  overall  programme an  assessment was  required of  the performance 
of high  strength cupro-nickels  and bronzes  in the  "as  cast" condition and with simulated 
weld repair against  seawater  at  varying  levels of  turbulence.     This was accomplished by 
casting  the materials  of  interest   into pipes of  64 mm and  76 nan bore and 600 mm in  length. 
The pipes,   in  the  "as   cast"  condition were  cut  100 mm and  410 nm from one end  and butt 
welded  together again with full  penetration welds.     The pipes were then bored out  to  the 
machined finish necessary  for  the  observation of  corrosion/erosion effects.     Using a  con- 
strictive orifice plate  (area  ratio ■ 0.36)  at  the upstream (datum) end, the two welds 
were placed strategically  in  two distinct  zones  of   turbulence.     At  the nominal bulk 
velocity of 4,6 m/sec the first weld and the adjacent heat-affected area were subjected to a 
high speed  (IS m/sec)  stream of mildly cavitating seawater, whilst the second experienced a 
decreasing velocity gradient  as the flow returned to the bulk velocity.    The results of the 
5000 hour duration  test  showed that  measurable wastage attack was  produced on  a cupro-nickel 
containing 17Z Ni,   SZ Mn,  27. Al, 0.8Z Fe,  and a high strength 30Z Ni alloy containing  1.2Z 
Nb ♦ Ta,  0.3Z  Si.     Silicon-aluminium-bronze  (6Z Al,   2Z Si),  and nickel-aluminium-bronze 
(BS1400 AB2) also suffered this type of attack in addition to the 30Z Ni alloy used as a 
control.    Under the conditions of this test the cupro-nickel had greater resistance than 
the silicon-aluminium-bronze but less than  the nickel-aluminium-bronze.    The welded areas 
were not significantly attacked with the exception of those in the high strength cupro- 
nickel in which isolated pitted regions were visible. 

In order to assess  the cavitation resistance of these alloys,  25.4 nm diameter bars were 
subjected to 100 hours exposure in the AML cavitation damage tunnel.    This is a Venturi type 
flow test where the specimen  is centrally  located at the minimum cross section where the 
water flow reaches  35 m/sec and cavitation damage occurs on the downstream face.    This is a 
more severe cavitating condition than the  test described previously in that corrosion has 
little influence on the weight  loss  and damage is  entirely as a result of mechanical  forces. 
The results of  this experiment showed that  the cupro-nickels were less resistant than the 
bronzes as might be expected and the latter were comparable in their resistance.    This 
result confirms  earlier cavitation work on these alloyed1). 

9.    Corrosion Monitoring and NDT of Heat-Exchanger Tubes 

At present  the occurrence of impingement attack is rather unpredictable and the pos- 
sibility of detecting its occurrence as it  occurs  in seawater systems  is being investigated. 
One possible technique being  explored is the use of Hall probes,  which are semi-conductor 
devices, which give an output  voltage when placed  in a magnetic  field.     If sufficient  sen- 
sitivity can be achieved for a portable instrument,  such devices  could be used to detect  the 
anode to cathode current  flowing in the metallic path of the electrochemical cell between 
the impingement site anode and surrounding cathode.    The order of field strength required 
to be detected is  10"4 gauss, which will require effective screening of the probe to elimi- 
nate stray magnetic fields.     With simulated cells  and a conmercial gauss meter, and utili- 
sing the Hall probes,  as would be expected the field strength falls off inversely as  the 
distance squared from th    .lurface of the pipe,and the field decreases proportionally to the 
distance from the anod«       te. 
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Failures of aluminium brais heat-exchanger tube and pipe systems caused by sulphide 
pollution due to fitting out new construction ships in polluted estuarine waters, have been 
overcome by intermittent  injection of an inhibitor,  sodium dimethyldithiocarbamate  (SDD),into 
the seawater system.     Difficulties  in regulating the frequency of  inhibitor injection to 
avoid excessive over treatment were overcome using polarisation resistance measurements. 
For this purpose, a corrosion meter  (Figure 5), operating on an alternating current low 
frequency (10 Hz)  square wave signal technique, has been developed'15'.    Electrode probes 
are positioned at representative positions in the seawater system and the corrosion rate 
is determined daily.     When the inhibitor film begins to break down,  an increase in corrosion 
rate is observed and the system is redosed with inhibitor.    The corrosion meter can also be 
employed for assessing the "corrosivity" of particular aqueous environments to individual 
alloys by making the test electrode of the material for which corrosion rate data are 
required. 

A conventional steam turbine warship would have two main condensers and some 30-40 
auxiliary heat-exchangers.    Once a failure of a heat-exchanger tube in the stack has occurred 
the NOT requirement  is  essentially to determine which tubes are likely to fail before the 
next refit, so that  the offending tubes can be plugged and the required life obtained without 
further attention.     Most heat-exchanger failures are attributed to impingement attack at  the 
tube inlets which can be detected visually.    However,  other failures due to impingement do 
occur along the length of the tube caused by partial blockage with either foreign matter or 
marine biological  fouling.    For instances such as this  and attack due to steam impingement, 
or hot spot corrosion,  there is a requirement for a simple eddy current  instrument to deter- 
mine the location and extent of attack.    Commercial instruments for this purpose are avail- 
able,  but they are sophisticated electronic instruments which require very specialised use 
and extensive training of operators.    To overcome this problem a simple portable instrument 
operating on conventional eddy current  techniques has been developed.    The eddy current 
inspection of heat-exchanger tubes is carried out by passing a sensing probe along the 
length of the tube.     For simple one-man operation the probe cable is threaded through a 
length of nylon tubing reinforcement rigidly fixed to the probe so that the probe can be 
readily moved in and out of the tube.    The probe containing two coils is fed with «IAC 
current signal which induces eddy currents in the tube wall.    At a defect the eddy current 
field is disturbed,  putting an AC bridge containing the two probe coils out of balance. 
This out of balance signal is then amplified for display on a meter or lamp read-out system. 
The depth of eddy current penetration of the tube wall  is determined by the frequency of 
the signal fed into the probe.     In order to avoid detecting baffles and support plates an 
operating frequency of  1 MHz is required for aluminium-brass and cupro-nickel  tubes.    Con- 
sequently,  the sensitivity to steam impingement attack which occurs on the external surface 
of the tube is considerably reduced.     A prototype instrument is shown  in Figure 6.    The 
electronic circuitry has been reduced to the minimum,  using integrated circuit techniques, 
and it is powered by dry cells,  giving a total instrument weight of 3.3 kg. 

10.     Concluding Remarks 

Within the scope of this paper it has been possible to present only a cursory account 
of certain aspects of the broadly based and on-going programme of marine corrosion studies 
in the United Kingdom Ministry of Defence of which those relating to copper base alloys 
form an important element.    The objective of achieving reliability in service and reducing 
through life costing is a challenging one which is gradually being attained.    The appli- 
cation of the complementary approaches of basic electrochemistry and technological research 
has been found eminently suitable for the solution of short term service problems and for 
longer term research leading to improved materials and also more informed and effective 
application of existing and new materials in service. 
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Figure 1. Microstructure of aluminium-silicon- 
bronze showing the alpha (dark) and kappa 
(light) phases. 
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Figure 2.  Fracture test on cast copper alloy specimen. 
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Figure 3. Typical seawater pipe and component! test system. 
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Figure 4.     Model  heat-exchanger  tube  inlet  for  electrochemical  studies. 
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Figure 5.  Corrosion meter 
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Figure 6.  Eddy current heat-exchanger tube testing instrument. 
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No More Dezincification of Hot-Forging and Free-Cutting Brass. 

The ENKOTAL* Principle 

Dr. B. Lunn and M. Schmidt 

A/S NKT 
Copenhagen, Denmark 

Dezincification of brass is a type of corrosion which occurs in chloride 
containing soft water supply and also sea water, especially when the waters 
are hot.  The dissolved zinc leaves a porous copper sponge with no strength, 
causing breaks and leakage in the attacked brass part.  In brass alloys 
used for sheet, tube and wire this process can be prevented by the addition 
of arsenic to the alloy, but in brasses used for hot-stamping and free- 
machining it has been impossible to prevent this type of corrosion, because 
they contain a structural element, beta crystal, which cannot be inhibited, 
as can the alpha crystal, which is the main structural element in the 
ductile brasses for sheet, tube and wire. 

Many attempts have been made to improve the resistance to dezincification 
of the beta-containing brasses by the addition of alloying elements such 
as aluminum, silicon, manganese and tin, but the results are generally 
unsatisfactory with regard to resistance to dezincification, whan good hot- 
stamping or free-cutting properties still arr required. 

The ENKOTAL principle is firstly to use a leaded brass of ordinary 
purity with a copper content slightly above that which is used in ordinary 
hot-stamping and free-cutting brasses.  The copper content is kept within 
narrow limits, so that when the alloy is heated to the hot-stamping or 
extrusion temperature it contains adequate beta in the structure to make 
the hot material sufficiently ductile for the hot-stamping or extrusion 
operation. When cooled however some beta will still be left, which might 
corrode and make parts useless through dezincification. 

Therefore, the second principle of ENKOTAL is to re-heat the extruded 
or hot-stamped part to a temperature lower than the hot-stamping or 
extrusion temperature, and keep it there for a sufficient length of time 
to break up the connection between the beta crystals in the structure 
rendering the remaining metal a homogeneous, continuous alpha structure, 
which, by its inhibition by arsenic, is resistant to dezincification. This 
heat-treatment has to be carried out in a rather narrow temperature and 
time interval. 

The Properties of ENKOTAL 

ENKOTAL is easy to hot-stamp into ordinary valve bodies, and the free- 
machining properties are good. The alloy is well suited for soft soldering, 
brazing and all common methods of surface-treatment such as plating, 
colouring, etc. 

*ENKOTAL is a registered trademark of A/S NKT. 
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Heat-treated ENKOTAL has far greater resistance to dezincification. 
The same alloy without heat-treatment, is equal to all the many complex- 
brass alloys which have appeared during the last few years. ENKOTAL has 
been tested by a method published by the Swedish Authority, Planverket. 
It has been exposed to a very aggressive water supply used by the British 
Non-Ferrous Metals Research Association in their test procedure, and by a 
potentiostatic test developed by the Danish Corrosion Centre. 

ENKOTAL without 
heat-treatment 

ENKOTAL properly 
heat-treated 

Swedish test 

(metallographic 
examination) 

Danish test 

(potentiostatic 
dissolution) 

Depth of pene- 
tration 

0,60 - 2,50 mm 

0,02 - 0,20 mm 

British test 

(metallographic 
examination) 

Z value * 

I.* - 1.8 

1.0 

Depth of pene- 
tration  

0,40 - 2,20 mm 

Nil 
._ 

* Z >  1.0:     Dezincification.     Z <  1.0:     No dezincification. 

ENKOTAL has been developed during the last five-six years as NKT's 
answer to an increasing demand in Europe for a non-dezincifiable brass 
perfect  for hot-stamping and free-machining. 

Patent protection for the ENKOTAL principle  is pending in several 
countries. 

Fig.   1.     Structure of 
ENKOTAL before heat 
treatment.     Note 
stringers of ß-crystals 
in the direction 
of extrusion. 

Fig.   2.     Properly heat 
treated ENKOTAL.     B-crystals 
have been transformed to 
a-crystals. 
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CONDHJSER TUBE TEST APPARATUS INCORPORATING 
IMPINGEMENT, CREVICE AND HEAT TRANSFER CONDITIONS 

Hector S.  Campbell 

The British Non-Ferrous Metals Research Association 
Buston Street,  London, NW1 2EU, England 

An apparatus Is described for testing ten 200 mm lengths of 
condenser tube under conditions that Include impingement, heat 
transfer, and crevices to stimulate shielded area attack.    Details 
are given of the construction and operation of the apparatus and 
examples of Its use.    The apparatus Is cheap to construct and easy 
to use.    It can be Installed on site to assist the selection of 
heat-exchanger tube materials,  or to monitor seasonal changes In 
oorroslvity of the cooling water.    The Information that it yields 
Is much more comprehensive than Is provided by any other existing 
apparatus for corrosion tests on condenser tubes and it is therefore 
particularly suitable also for assessing new materials or effects 
of surface condition arising from changes in methods of manufacture. 

Key Words:    Corrosion testing;  condenser tubes;  impingement; 
heat transfer;  crevice corrosion; material selection. 

Introduction 

The method most commonly used for testing condenser tube materials is the May Jet 
impingement test (lr in which small strips,  cut from the condenser tubes and abraded to a 
standard surface finish, are Immersed in sea water and subjected to the effect of an 
underwater Jet of sea water with air-bubbles in it.    This Is a good test for resistance 
to impingement attack and gives some Incidental information on resistance to shielded 
area attack since ill-defined crevices exist between the specimen and the specimen holder. 
RetIstance to impingement attack is also commonly assessed by the Brownsdon and Bannister 
test  (2) In which a stream of air-bubbles is directed onto the surface of the test samples 
immersed in  sea water or sodium chloride solution.    Special tests for resistance to 
corrosion under localized heat transfer conditions  (hot-spot corrosion tests) have been 
described - for example by Breckon and Gilbert  (3) and by Bern and Campbell  (A) - but 
temperature effects are usually ignored when comparing condenser tube materials. 

To make valid comparisons between different condenser tube materials a test apparatus 
is required that will Include all the principal corrosion hazards likely to be met by 
tubes In actual service:-    impingement conditions,  slow moving water conditions, heat 
transfer conditions and shielded area conditions.    It is also important that it should 
use test pieces with the original "as manufactured" internal surface of the condenser tube 
Intact.    Breckon and Balnea (5) have drawn attention to the deleterious effect of carbon 
films produced in heat exchanger tubes during manufacture and it Is probable that other 
differences In surface condition may also effect corrosion resistance.    Tubes may be 
supplied with the surface as-drawn and stress-relief annealed, pickled, abrasively cleaned 
or deliberately oxidized and it is desirable,  therefore, to test them in the condition in 

Figures In parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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which they are supplied and will be used in practice. An apparatus meeting these require
ments bas been constructed and its value proved in tests with a variety of condenser tube 
•terials during the past two to three years. Details of the apparatus_, its meth<-d of 
use and some examples of results obtained with it are given below. 

2. Description of apparatus 

The general Rrrangement of the apparatus is shown in Figure 1. It acca.odates ten 
vertical 200 11111 lengths of condenser tube spaced equally round a 125 11111 diameter circle. 
Mater enters the bottom of each tube through an inlet nozzle (Part No. 6 ln Figure 1) 
which fits inside the tube and also locates it. The nozzle has

0
a 5 .. diaaeter blind hole 

up the centre connecLing with a 2.4 11111 diameter hole, set at 45 to the verticsl, through 
which the water emerges at a velocity of 10 metres per second to impinge on the wall of 
the tube. The water then rises up through the tube at a mean velocity of 0.1 metres per 
second (in a 1• or 22/24 11111 condenser tube) and leaves through an outlet noz~le (Part No. 1) 
fitted into the top end of the tube. Half the length of each nozzle has a 2 taper on the 
outside to provide a reproducible annular crevice between it and the inside of the con
denser tube. Neoprene '0' rings (Part No. 3) provide seals between the tube and the top 
and bottom nozzles and the tubes are held in place by a cOMnQn clamping plate (Part No. 2) 
at the top. The ten inlet nozzles are fed with water through a distributor (Part Nos. 7, 
8, 15) of the design used in the May jet impingement apparatus, which ensures equal 
distribution of water between them. The distributor and nozzles are all of non-metallic 
materials. The part of each test piece between 40 and 65 3m from the top is fina-.achined 
externally to rtt a semi-circular notch in a 15 11111 thick brass heater block (Part No. 4) -
the tubes being held in contact with the block by a circumferential clip (not shown) to 
ensure effieient and equal heat transfer between the block and each tube. The diaaeter of 
the inlet and outlet nozzles and that of the semi-circular notches in the heater block are 
made to suit the size of condenser tube to be tested. 

The heater block originally designed was fitted with electric heating elements on 
each side of it, but this quickly failed in the environment of continuous wet spray of the 
position in Asnaesvaerket power station in Denmark where the apparatus was installed and 
it was replaced by a steam heated block designed by the power station staff. The det~iled 
construction of the heater block is shown in Figure 2. A 1.5 mm diameter vertical hole 
for a thermocouple was drilled in the block very close to the contact surface with one of 

~:et:s~~~t~= ~~e9~~ea~ftC:s~:::m~~o:~~=-~~~o~~ ;::.~~rr~~~g~sT::!U:~an!~-
ment worked well for about the first year of operation of the apparatus but art.er that 
time the particularly corrosive environment in which it was situated produced sufficient 
corrosion of the heat transfer surfaces of the notches in the heater block for significant 
differences of heat transfer conditions to develop be~ween one tube and another. In later 
versions of the apparatus, installed at ~dbyvaerket power station, the heater block was 
~~~laced b,y separate short heating jackets for each tube. The construction of the heating 
.!ac~:el. ~" shown in Figure 3. The '0' ring seals permit the jacket to be slipped over the 
tube. Cil, from a steam-heated heat exchanger, is circulated through the ten heating 
jackets in parallel, the outlet from each being fitted with a thermocouple and the inlgt 
with an oil regulating valve which is adjusted to give an oil outlet temperature of 95 C. 
This heating arrangement, which was designed by the Danish power station staff, not only 
eliainated the corrosion effects that had been experienced with the heater block but also 
eliminated the necessity to machine part of the outside of the tubes. 

The test rigs are run on a once-through system - thA inlet being connected to the 
power station cooling water system and the outlet running to waste. A modification 
introduced into the later versions of the apparatus was to connect the tubes froa the 
outlet nozzles to short lengths of metal pipe welded through the base of a cylindrical 
vessel with an outlet to waste at its centre. This makes it easy to check quickly that 
all ten test tubes are receiving their proper share of the incoming water by seeing that 
the height of the •fountain• at the top of each of the vertical outlet tubes is the same. 
AnT blockage of the inlet nozzles can thus quickly be detected and rectified. This 
.edification was introduced by the staff of ~db;yvaerket power station. 
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3. Method of use 

The 200  mm lengths of condenser tube forming the test pieces are cat off and the ends 
machined square with the axis of the tube; the lengths of all the test pieces must be the 
same within - 0,1 mm.  If the apparatus is the type with a heater block, a 25 mm length of 
the outside surface of the tube must be machined to fit the notches in the block - the 
dimensional tolerances being +0.00, -0,05 mm; if oil-filled heating jackets are being used 
this step is omitted. The samples are washed with acetone to remove any oily deposits but 
are not cleaned up in any other way. The apparatus is assembled and the rate of flow of 
water through it is adjusted to 25 litres per minute (total). The temperature of the 
heater block or the oil in the heating jackets Is adjusted to 95 C and the apparatus is 
then left to run; the only attention that it requires is an occasional check that the water 
is flowing freely from all of the ten outlets and that the oil or heater block temperature 
is correct. 

On the first two or three tests for which the apparatus was used the samples were 
taken off and cut up for examination after A  weeks but it is generally better to run the 
test for 8 weeks. This gives more opportunity for the protective or partially protective 
films, that develop initially on the interior surface of the tubes, to thicken and blister 
if this is likely to occur in service with the particular combination of tube material and 
water concerned. For materials, such as titanium, which show a very high degree of 
resistance to corrosion the test can be run for longer periods. 

At the end of the test period the tubes are cut open longitudinally for detailed 
examination.  It is convenient when examining tubes from a test rig with a heater block to 
cut the tubes through first at their mid-point before slitting the two halves; this makes 
it easier to ensure that the cut does not run through the impingement area immediately 
opposite the Incoming water jet nor through the heat transfer area that was in contact 
with the heater block. When examining tubes from a rig with oil-filled heating chambers 
the heat transfer area extends right round the tube and only the impingement area has to be 
avoided in slitting the tube for examination; there is therefore no need to cut it into two 
halves first. 

k  preliminary examination of the test pieces is made after slitting, with any deposits, 
etc. in situ, and the half-sections of tube then washed with water to remove loose deposits 
before more detailed examination. For recording the results four different areas are con- 
sidered:- (a) the impingement area opposite the jet in the entry nozzle, where water 
velocity and turbulence are highest during the test; (b) the slow-moving cold water area 
extending from the impingement area up to the region where heat transfer occurs; (c) the 
heated area, including the heat transfer area itself and the warm water area above it; 
(d) the cold-water and hot-water crevices formed by the inlet and outlet nozzles. 
Assessment after washing off loose deposits is visual, using a low-power binocular 
microscope and looking particularly for impingement attack, pitting, and blistering or 
flaking of the corrosion product film. The tubes are next cleaned with cold 10% sulphuric 
acid and the depth of any impingement attack, pitting or other localized corrosion is 
recorded according to the area on the specimen on which it occurs, 

U.    Examples of use of the apparatus 

The apparatus has been used for three purposes. The first is the selection of 
materials for condenser tubes to replace those in an existing condenser that have given 
unsatisfactory service, or for new condensers that are to be installed in the future. For 
these tests duplicate samples of five different materials, or materials with the same 
nominal composition but manufactured by different firms and with different internal surface 
conditions, have been tested in each run. The reproducibility of the results for the 
duplicate samples in any one run has been remarkably good. The materials on test have 
varied from run to run, though one or two standard materials have been included in every 
run aa controls. 

The second use made of the apparatus is to monitor changes in the corrosive 
characteristics of the cooling water at one site throughout the year. For such tests only 
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results for standard condenser tube materials are required and the same materials must 
obviously be Included in every run.    In practice it has proved possible to derive 
information on changes in the corrosive nature of the cooling water from examination of 
the control samples of standard alloys included in the runs made to compare different 
condenser tube materials.    Where there are known to be,  or are likely tr be,  seasonal 
changes in the character of the oooling water,  comparisons should always be made at 
different times of the year since the materials that appear best in tests in winter when 
the water is cleanest may not be the best in tests under polluted conditions in summer. 

The third use made of the apparatus is to assess the probable performance in service 
of new condenser tube materials.    Tests are now in progress in which samples of tube of 
the 30% Ni,  and 18% Ni,  cupro-nickels containing O.A% chromium (IN 8^8 and IN 837)  recently 
developed by Intnrnational Nickel Company, are being compared with standard 70/30 cupro- 
nickel, 70/30 cupro-nickel with 2% iron and standard 9oAo cupro-nickel. 

"3.    Some results from the new apparatus 

The first test rig to be constructed was installed  in a power station in Denmark 
where the cooling water was somewhat unusual - it is taken from a fjord at the end  furthest 
from the open sea and has a salinity approximately half that of nonnal sea water.    Traces 
of ammonia (0.7 ppm with peak values of 2-3 ppm)  are commonly present in the water although 
the source of this contamination is not known.    90/10 cupro-nickel tubes installed  in 
condensers at  this station have failed rapidly as a result of general corrosion accompanied 
by redeposition of large amounts of copper - the copper  redeposition being extremely 
unusual in that  it was not  restricted to hot-spots or oven to the hottest sections of the 
condenser.     In experiments at the station with the new type of test rig 90/10 cupro-nickel 
has usually suffered rather widespread impingement attack in the impingement area to a 
depth of 0.1 to 0.2 mm in 8 weeks and has developed a moderately adherent protective film 
on the slow-moving cold water area.    In the heat  transfer area, however, and in the warm 
water area above it,  the  film has boon loose and ncn-protective with widesproad shallow 
general corrosion beneath it and frequently some copper redeposition.    Redeposition of 
copper in the heat transfer area in hot-spot corrosion tests is well known and not 
surprising,  but  in these tests it occurred also on the cooler  (warm water) area between 
the heat transfer area and the top outlet.    Copper redeposition was also associated with 
general attack in the warm water crevice  formed  between the tube and the outlet nozzle, 

70/30 cupro-nickel in the station has behaved much better than 90/10 but not so well 
as aluminium brass.    The condenser tubed with aluminium brass was, however,  in service for 
some time before the pollution of water vdth ammonia commenced and it was possible that 
the material owed its good performance to protective films developed during its early days 
of service.    In the experiments with the new test rig,  aluminium brass and 70/30 cupro- 
nickel generally suffered impingement attack to about the same depth as the 90/10 cupro- 
nickel and developed adherent proteotiv" films In the slow-moving cold water area.    In 
some runs,  in which the water was somewhat more corrosive than usual, the 70/30 cupro- 
niokol suffered slight attack beneath small blisters in the film in this.area.    In all the 
tests, however,   it developed only a semi-adherent film in the warm water area, with slight 
etching and copper redeposition occurring beneath it and especially in the warm water 
crevice.    In the tests with the more corrosive water localized pitting with copper 
redeposition occurred in the heat transfer area.    Aluminium brass consistently developed 
a more protective film than cupro-nickel in the heat transfer and warm water areas.    The 
film was not fully adherent but did not blister and only slight etching of the underlying 
metal occurred;   no redeposition of copper occurred on aluminium brass either in the heat 
transfer area or in the warm water crevice. 

Materials included in the experiments with the test rig but not previously used in 
condensers at the station included Cu-30% ni-2% Fe-2% Mn (Yorcoron); Fe-18)l Cr-10% 
Ni-Mo-Ti (SSH 2);  Fe-18$ Cr-125t Ni-Mo-low carbon  (SSH 3);  Cu-SjS Sn-15l Al (AP Bronze) and 
commercial purity titanium. 

Yorcoron proved significantly more resistant to impingement attack than the other 
cupro-nickels tested and formed a protective film in the slow-moving cold water area. 
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The film formed at the heat transfer and warm water area was less protective; attack in 
these regions was greater than on aluminium brass but still only slight and the Yorcoron 
showed less tendency than 70/30 cupro-nickel to copper redeposition. Its tendency to 
crevice corrosion was similar to 70/30 oupro-nickel and slightly less than for aluminium 
brass. 

The stainless steels - SSH 2 and SSH 3 - suffered no Impingement attack or attack in 
the slow-moving cold water area but proved liable to pitting in the heat transfer area and 
in the crevices. The pits in SSH 2 were of minute cross-section and consequently difficult 
to measure but appeared to be deep. The pits in SSH 3 were somewhat broader and shallower 
but, since only a few tests were carried out on these materials, and no one test included 
both, it would be unwise to make any generalization about their relative resistance to 
pitting. AP Bronze, which is an alloy developed particularly for service with polluted 
cooling waters, showed a very high degree of resistance to impingement attack, developing 
a dark and highly protective film in the impingement area.  It showed, however, very high 
susceptibility to pitting in the crevices and in the heat transfer area. In some tests it 
formed an adherent protective film in the slow-moving cold water area but in others this 
part of the specimen developed extensive shallow pitting corrosion. The titanium samples 
tested included solid-drawn and seam-welded tube neither of which showed any corrosion 
whatever in 8 weeks. 

6. Discussion 

The results of the tests suinmarised above accord well with practical experience of 
the relative suitability of aluminium brass, 70/30 cupro-nickel and 90/l0 cupro-nickel for 
condenser tubes in the station where the tests were conducted. They also give much more 
information about the probable relative performance of other alloys than could be obtained 
from a jet impingement test or any other existing condenser tube corrosion test. They 
indicate, for example, that Yorcoron would probably be a suitable condenser tube material 
for the station concerned but that AP Bronze, in spite of its resistance to impingement 
attack, would be totally unsatisfactory there because of its susceptibility to pitting and 
general corrosion.  It also shows that the stainless steels tested, whilst having excellent 
resistance to impingement attack, would not be safe because of their liability to suffer 
pitting corrosion in shielded areas and possibly under heat transfer conditions. Titanium, 
because of its high resistance to all forms of corrosion, would probably require a con- 
siderably longer test period for there to be any possibility of its showing any attack 
at all. 

7. Conclusions 

The new apparatus is cheap to construct and easy to use.  It can be installed on site 
to assist the selection of condenser or heat-exchanger tube materials, or to monitor 
seasonal changes in corrosivity of the cooling water. The information that it yields is 
much more comprehensive than is provided by any other existing apparatus for corrosion 
tests on condenser tubes and it is therefore particularly suitable also for assessing new 
materials or effects of surface condition arising from changes in methods of manufacture. 
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SECTION    A-A 

Figure 1.     General  arrangement of condenser tube teat apparatus. 
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SKTION    B-B 

Figur« 2.    Steam-heated heater block. 

CONOCNIEII TUTC 

»TIMO  JACKET 

Figure 3.    011-heated heating jackst. 
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Oral Discussion 

Pourbaix;  Je trouve cette experience trha  astucieuse mais je voulais 
demander pourquoi on a mis les tubes verticaux alors que, dans les condenseurs, 
ils sont en general horizontaux.  Vous avez quelquefois des effets de 
depots sur la g^n^ratrice inf^rieure du tube, c'est-ä-dire vous avez un 
effet dissym^trique de la pesanteur, alors que ch.  me semblait aussi simple 
de les mettre horizontalement. 

Campbell;  The reason for having them vertical is really a matter of 
convenience.  If you have your tubes horizontal in a rig like this it is 
very difficult getting even water distribution between them and it is 
quite essential that you should have equal flow otherwise your heat 
transfer conditions are different on the tubes.  I agree that in a 
condenser in service you do get deposits on the bottom.  What I hope in 
this is that the principal effect of the deposits is to produce a shielded 
area and I have provided a controlled shielded area in this by this two 
degree tape on the plugs on the top and the bottom.  The attack that I am 
getting in those regions at the top and the bottom of the tube does, I 
think, represent the sort of attack one would get on the deposits in the 
tubes. 

Pourbaix;  Have you made any potential measurements of the tubes? 

Campbell;  I have not made any such measurements because about three years 
ago I stopped doing any research work and I am doing sort of consultancy 
work now so I am more interested in knowing what is the answer to a 
specific problem and the apparatus was designed for that, but there is no 
reason at all.  Z think the apparatus would lend itself well to this sort 
of use.  I feel perhaps that I have been introducing it a little like a 
salesman, but I assure you that the designs are there and that you are 
free to make use of it and I hope that some people will feel that at 
least it's a good basic design.  They may wish to modify it.  If anybody 
wants its details of its construction I shall be pleased to provide them 
if they contact me and also if anyone uses it for taking its stages further, 
I would be most interested to hear and I hope perhaps that Professor 
Pourbaix will make use of it himself. 

Smith, Copenhagen: Some years ago I know we supplied tubes to the power 
stations you were talking about. Have you tested this type tube in your 
test rig? 

Campbell:  No, we have not. 

Smith:  I will entrust you with some tubes. 

Campbell:  Well, the position really is that the test rigs are being run 
by the power station people, by the power company, and that within reason 
I think any tubes that are likely to be of use to them, they will be 
happy to put in.  There are two sets of test apparatus now. One is made to 
take the standard imperial measure tube which is a one-inch tube and one 
is made to take the metric measure tube or two are made to take metric 
measure tubes.  I think it would be worth testing these.  I did not mention 
that we did also include in some of these tests tubes of the same nominal 
composition from different manufacturers. We have had aluminum brass 
from three different manufacturers and we have had 90-10 copper-nickel 
from two or three different manufacturers, I am not sure which, and there 
were some consistent differences, oh very small ones, between one manufac- 
turer's and another in their performance in this.  These are differences 
I am sure would not have shown up in an impingement test or something 
where you took it and you abraded the surface or you pickled the surface 
or something before you started.  I am not going to say whose tube was 
better or worse. 
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Cotton:     Professor Campbell,  I would like to ask one  if I may,   in fact, 
I would like to go back to Professor Pourbaix's comment about potential 
measurement because he  seemed to relate this to crevice attack and I 
think.  Hector,  perhaps would you like to say a little word about crevice 
attacking copper-base  alloys because it  is rather different than crevice 
attack  in ferrous materials,  stainless steel  for example? 

Campbell:     I think the thing that is often not realized is how different 
the two situations are between crevice corrosion in a ferrous alloy or in 
aluminum on the one  side  and with the copper-base  alloy on the other side. 
The attack occurs not  inside the crevice as you would  find  if it were 
attacked due to a differential  aeration cell.     The attack occurs typically 
about here and you have got a cathodic region inside.     In  fact,  you will 
quite often find copper being deposited on the  inside  there.     This  is 
because  it is more  in the nature of a copper-ion concentration cell and 
in  fact  it can go further and  form a membrane there and you get then 
conditions to set up  localized pitting here quite  independent of the 
crevice that actually  set  it up. 

Cotton:     It really had quite a bit of relevance to what Professor Pourbaix 
said because  if you are going to measure potentials,  where do you measure 
them? 

Pourbaix:  Je suis bien d*accord avec ce que vous avez dit.  La seule 
chose que je voudrais dire est que nous avons £tudi£ les questions de 
corrosion caverneuse, corrosion par piqQres pour des laitons ä 1'aluminium, 
pour du cuivre, pour des aciers inoxydables et pour des aciers galvanises. 
C'est un travail que nous n'avons pas encore publitf.  Je suis d'accord 
avec M. CAMPBELL pour dire que, dans chaque cas, le m^canisme de la 
corrosion caverneuse est different.  Mais je voudrais aussi dire que, 
dans chaque cas, les mesures de potentiel aident ä la comprehension du 
phlnomdne et permettent de trouver des remfedes.  Mais coinne vous 1'avez 
trds bien dit la question de corrosion par crevasse dans les cuivres et 
dans les alliages de cuivre est un phenomena tout & fait different, du 
point de vue de 1'aeration diff^rentielle par exemple, de ce que I'on 
peut trouver dans les aciers ordinaires et les aciers inoxydables. Mais 
tous ces phlnomfenes sont sensibles ä des variations de potentiel d'Electrodes. 

Campbell:  One of the things that one has to remember when using potential 
measurements for this and this is something that Professor Pourbaix with 
his experience would, but perhaps I should mention it.  That is, that you 
are getting film build-up over a long period and then you can get the film 
building up to such a point that the stresses within the film itself 
probably cause it to break down and to lose adhesion.  This was why, as 
I mentioned, we found that it was advisable to extend our test period from 
one month to two months.  If one were using measurements of potential, one 
would similarly have to conduct these over correspondingly long periods to 
allow the films to form and then to reach the stage where they were going 
to break down if they are going to. 
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Cathodic Protection,  Iron Injection and Chlorination 
in Marine Heat Exchangers 

John H.   Morgan,  Morgan Berkeley b Co.   Ltd. 
Mooraide Road,  Winchester,  Hants.,  U.K. 

Marine heat exchangers, particularly condensers on steam turbine 
ships,  can be protected against corrosion by impressed current cathodic 
protection in the waterboxes and by iron injection to reinforce the film 
on the aluminium brass tubes.   Electrolytic dissolution of iron appears 
to be several orders more efficient than injection of ferrous sulphate 
solution.    Chlorination will prevent fouling and sodium hypochlorite can 
be produced within the pipe/wate rbox circuit. 

Key words:   Cathodic Protection;   Impressed Current;   Iron 
Injection;   Ferrous Sulphate;   Electrolytic Chlorination; 
Marine Heat Exchangers;   Ship Condensers. 

Introduction 

A decade ago corrosion in marine heat exchangers was a matter of 
material selection coupled with coating of the sections which were not involved in heat 
transfer.   On land-based power stations and refineries cathodic protection, mainly by 
impressed current, had been applied to similar equipment,  and a simple impressed 
current scheme was fitted to a 40, 000 DWT tanker.   This coincided with the operation 
of a series of larger tankers up to 100, 000 DWT where the problem was aggravated 
and the simple arrangement first tried was extended to these larger vessels. 

Early systems.   The initial installations were made with £" diameter platinised 
titanium rod anodes mounted into steel holders which were screwed through the wall 
of the waterbox.   In cast iron boxes a back nut was used for sealing and in steel boxes 
a pipe boss was welded into place to take the anode holder.    Reference electrodes of 
anode purity sine, j" diameter, were mounted in a similar fashion.    The anodes and 
electrodes were placed in the waterbox in an even pattern in anticipation that this 
would spread current to the whole of the tube plate and the waterbox.   The current 
was supplied from a manually controlled transformer rectifier and on the third and 
later models this also had a built-in reference electrode monitoring facility. 
There was no experience of the current densities that were required so the capacity 
was based on a current of a ^ amp per square foot of tube plate and the units were 
run so that there was a 300 millivolt change in the reference electrode potential. 

The anodes were connected in groups of three via a local junction box 
to a fused outlet on the transformer rectifier.   In one ship two transformer rectifiers 
were used, one of which fed the inlet and outlet of the condenser and the other the 
return end.   The cathodic protection effectively reduced the corrosion and where there 
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had been   deep pitting of the steel and tube ends this waa stopped.    The installation 
was not entirely successful and full protection was not achieved in all areas.   There 
were also some unusual aspects to the operation of the protection and as the system 
had been based on hull techniques it was decided to analyse what was happening in the 
condenser waterbox. 

Firstly, the current demand varied very much more than was anticipated 
although the water velocities remained reasonably constant; there were almost as 
large changes in current as were found with the hull system.    The systems operated 
on a fixed output voltage which could be varied by a 15 step transformer tapping and 
it was decided to try automatic control using a standard hull controller. 

Secondly, when a single automatic controller was used it was found 
that all the areas did not vary together and that separate automatic control was 
required at least between the inlet and the outlet. 

Thirdly,  the positioning of the reference electrodes was critical as was 
the selection of the reference electrodes used for control.    Unlike the hull system, the 
anodes inside the condenser waterbox,  and particularly in the pipes, did not back up 
each other and a reference electrode was almost completely influenced by the anodes 
next to it.    It also became apparent that the reference electrode potential was 
influenced by the coating on the waterbox and could give a false reading of the potential 
if located in an area that was well coated.    This led to a re-arrangement of the 
positions of the reference electrodes,  a change in the selection technique for the 
control electrode and the need to monitor several reference electrodes even in a 
single waterbox. 

Up-Dated Engineering.    In addition to the fundamental problems of cathodic protection, 
a great deal of trouble was experienced with the anode design although this had been 
used successfully for many years in industrial plant.    The problem was caused by 
vibration and the platinised titanium rods failed in hard mountings,  possibly by 
oxygen starvation, and when softly mounted in a neoprene bush water was able to 
travel along the rod surface back into the cable joint assembly.    An encapsulation 
technique was developed using a glassfibre resin tape wrapped around the anode as an 
insulator, machining this to be a good fit into the anode holder and cementing it in 
with an epoxy resin.    The shape of the glassfibre cladding reduced the vibration fatigue 
on the rod, it covered the bare titanium area so that there was no breakdown from 
overpotential, and scaled the cable to anode joint preventing corrosion if water 
entered the head of the anode assembly.    These anodes have now been in service for 
five years with less than 1% failure rate.    The electrodes are made in a similar manner. 
An anode and holder is shown in Fig.  (1). 

With the introduction of inlet scoops fuel tanks prevented the mounting 
of anodes through the scoop wall and a triangular section anode was used, the cable 
being carried inboard along the pipe surface in a 2" x 2" angle which also held the 
anode.    The back of the anode was shaped to allow a further cable to be carried 
beyond it so that two could be fed from a si ngle entry point. 

Control.    In protecting the hull it is reasonable to control to within 20 to 30 millivolts, 
whereas in the condenser a much higher gain is required to respond to failure of a 
more distant anode.    It is also necessary to use smaller control units in order that 
the various sections,  the scoop,  the inlet sea chest, the pump and the inlet and outlet 
boxes of the condenser can all be separately protected.   A modular control system 
feeding a bank of transformer rectifiers was developed and also a small transistor 
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Controller that could operate off a smooth d. c. output.   The module syatem proved to 
be the more practical and these now are standardised with a 40 amp output.    A two- 
module unit is shown in Fig. (2). 

The higher gain has led to a much more positive indication of correct 
operation, and monitoring of the potential in various sections of the equipment can be 
carried out in the individual modules independent of the control electrode selection. 
This allows the operator to check the distribution of potential,  and infer the distribution 
of the current, using different control electrodes; most hull systems monitor and 
control from the same electrode.       The modular system uses the same plug-in 
electronics cards as the hull system and servicing is straightforward. 

Iron Injection.   Almost immediately the early systems were successful in suppressing 
corrosion (and these were all fitted to ships that already had hull cathodic protection) 
there was a spate of down-tube failures.    This was also reported on ships which had 
full hull protection and non-ferrous pipes and a coated waterbox.    At first there 
appeared tobe no correlation until it was realised that the soft iron pieces had either 
been removed to accommodate the impressed current anodes or, where they remained, 
they were cathodically protected with the rest of the waterbox.   It was suggested that 
iron in solution was needed to repair the film on condenser tubes and this had been 
supported by Breckon'1' who had reported failures on condensers associated with 
cathodic protection.    Steel anodes were installed and driven so that they dissolved 
despite the cathodic protection in the waterbox.    The dissolution rate was arranged to 
be twice the corrosion rate of the soft iron pieces,  for example,  a consumption of 
SOlbs of iron a year on a large tanker.    This brought about a dramatic reduction in 
the corrosion rate and the tubes were in excellent condition.    The amount of iron 
supplied to the subsequent ships was increased by 50%. 

The criterion of protection that had now been established was very 
vague in that it was three times the amount of iron that was dissolved from the con- 
denser soft iron pieces.    New condensers were not designed to have any soft iron and 
no formula could be found for calculating their site.    There are two condenser 
perameters,  the area of the tubes and the amount of water which could influence the 
rate of dissolution.    As the cathodic protection was successfully preventing impingement 
attack on the tube ends it was felt that the more realistic criterion, though we are not 
to this day sure, would be the amount of water flowing, and the results of our work 
were correlated to this.   A not very clear picture emerged and it would appear that a 
large tanker is more than adequately protected by dissolution of 701bs of iron per year. 

Ferrous Sulphate.  Contemporary with our work other people,  principally the tube and 
condenser manufacturers and the C.E.G.B, were experimenting with injecting 
ferrous sulphate into the water stream.    At power stations fine crystals were thrown 
into the cooling water culvert once a day to provide a 1 p. p. m.  iron dose for one hour. 
It was not possible to use this technique on board ship so mixing tanks were installed 
and the awful job of mixing sea water with ferrous sulphate crystals was undertaken 
by the crew.   This is a hasardous business, the crystals are very fine and contain 
free acid, they should not be inhaled, they can cause inflammation of the eyes, and 
the dust that settles quickly becomes ferric chloride in the marine atmosphere, 
one of the more corrosive chemicals. 

System Comparison.    It is interesting to compare the two systems.    1 p. p.m. of ferrous 
sulphate crystals for one hour a day is recommended, although after a period of 
operation the same dosage every other day is found to be adequate,  an average of 
0. 02 p. p.m. as an integrated dose.    With the electrolytic iron system the dosage 

Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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rate is very much lower,  0. 5 x lO"-' p. p. m.  and this is 2\% of the practical ferrous 
sulphate injection a day.    This order of difference must be capable of being explained 
as both techniques work equally well,  and the reason could rest in a number of points. 

Firstly, the intermittent injection of iron could be highly inefficient 
and that a smaller quantity continuously injected would give the same result.    The 
technique of mixing by hand,  and of hand dosage in the power station, would not readily 
lend itself to continuous operation except at great expense, and it would be very much 
cheaper to use a heavy shock overdosage for a short time.    It would be difficult,  using 
simple mixing techniques,  to ensure a slow rate of flow as there would probably be 
blockages with undissolved crystals. 

Secondly, 1 p. p. m.  for an hour is recommended but this could be 
well in excess of the dosage required,  though the consistency with which this criterion 
is recommended makes this doubtful. 

Thirdly,  it is possible that there is inadequate mixing in the water 
ream during injection and iron may not be well dispersed; certainly not as well as 

the corrosion product from 12 anodes placed around the pipe. 

Fourthly, there is some evidence to suggest that the ferrous sulphate 
solution when mixed with sea water is partly converted to ferric chloride and exists in 
the pipe in macromolecular form as an anionic charged group.    Cathodic protection 
would tend to keep the colloidal particles away from the tube surfaces,  whereas the 
dissolved iron would most probably produce cationic particles which would be attracted 
to the cathode. 

An improved system of dosage is under development in which a cationic 
solution of ferrous sulphate is used and when this completes sea trials it may show 
whether a lower rate of continuous dosage produces the same results and whether 
cationic ferrous sulphate will be more   efficient than normal ferrous sulphate/ferric 
chloride complex. 

Practical Operation.    A system based on all this experience was fitted to a ship and 
the unit adjusted to the normal cathodic protection criterion, that is 250 millivolts to a 
zinc electrode.    The chosen ship had experienced considerable trouble with its 
condenser waterbox which had been welded just before the system was fitted.    After 
two months the waterbox was examined; there was no sign of calcareous deposit around 
the ancles,  as had been expected,  and although there had been no measureable corrosion, 
the metal did not have the appearance generally associated with cathodic protection, 
there being no dull grey bloom to the cathodic areas.    The potential of the waterbox 
was depressed by a further 75 millivolts,  and three months later appeared to be fully 
protected with a remarkable change in the appearance of the tube ends and tube plate. 
The extra depression of potential was very necessary and subsequent observations have 
shown that about 100 millivolts overprotection   is required in the turbulent areas in the 
condenser and in the pipe work. 

There was heavy fouling in the condenser with the exception of an area 
close to the anodes,  and a similar effect occurred on several ships; this included an 
area of the tube plate.    It was not clear what was having this effect as the areas were 
both those of maximum potential and the areas that might be affected by the anode 
products in the anolyte.    This was cleared up when the other end of the tube bundle 
was examined and there was a similar,  though smaller,  fouling-free area,  which 
showed that this anti-fouling effect was caused by anode product and this could only be 
sodium hypochlorite that was formed in the sea water. 
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In-line Chlorine Generation.   An area of approximately 2 sq. it. appeared clear and there 
was a current of 2 amp« flowing from the anode at a water velocity of about 1 foot per 
second,  so that 2 cubic feet of water were being treated by 1 amp second of electricity. 
This is the equivalent of a dosage rate of 0. 01 p. p. m. of chlorine and is much lower 
than normally suggested for this type of work.    It appeared that if instead of the 60 amps 
that was being used in the whole system to provide cathodic protection,  the current 
could be increased six fold in the inlet half, then on a purely area basis all of the 
condenser tubes and tube plate would be kept free of fouling. 

A study of the literature showed that complete anti-fouling had been 
achieved at between 0.1 and 0. 2 p. p. m.  of chlorine on a continuous basis and a series 
of anode/cat,   le configurations were tried in an effort to bring about an increase in 
chlorine generation without excessive overprotection.   After a series of frustrated 
attempts with concentric tubes; with spaced rods and with rods and plates, it was 
decided to concentrate on the use of parallel plates.   A simple arrangement of these 
that would screw into the condenser through a 2" hole was tried,  but the efficiency of 
the process was very low.    It was therefore decided to revert to the classical parallel 
plates and not attempt to mount these through the wall, but to fix them as a unit inside 
the condenser waterbox or pipe.    At the slow flow rate that could be expected the 
parallel plates would quickly stifle by a calcareous build-up on the cathode.    Some 
years earlier experiments were made using a switched output and these were found to 
be very successful, although the polarity switching arrangement that had been used in 
the laboratory was not suitable in a larger application.   Bigger thyristors were now 
cheaply available and a solid-state switching system was developed which would 
automatically change the polarity of the plates. 

The original idea had been to provide chlorine from the cathodic 
protection anodes and it was now decided to obtain the cathodic protection current from 
the chlorine generator.   This was done by building a ring of guard electrodes near the 
ends of the parallel vanes, as shown in Fig.  (3).   These were connected to the positive 
output and not switched with the plates which had their polarity changed every few 
minutes.   As the main protection in the condenser was automatically controlled some of 
the cathodic protection current was fed into a centre tapped transformer and the whole 
unit then gave out current in sympathy with the cathodic protection.   This led to some 
difficulties in the electronics,  particularly with the residual polarisation that occurred. 
These were overcome and the system is being successfully operated ou four units at sea. 

The automatic cathodic protection units in the condenser have proved, 
however, to be capable of providing sufficient variation that fie chlorination units are 
now being built to give a constant, as opposed to an automatically regulated,  supple- 
mentary cathodic protection current.   T -is simplifies the construction of the electronics 
for the chlorination unit.   The units that are in service operate at close to the predicted 
efficiency and in its operation to date 90% of the projected chlorine generated by the 
system has been found in the outlet. 

Pollution.   Impressed current protection is a complete non-pollutant.    Electrolytic 
iron injection at 1 p. p. b. is of the order of the corrosion rate of a small structure in 
sea water.    Ferrous sulphate injection which will turn to ferric salts in sea water 
could be a serious pollutant in a port where the water is already sufficiently noxious 
for dosing twice a day to be recommended.   The p: esence of a few large ships 
could mean that a ton of ferrous sulphate is emptied into the harbour each day. 

Electrolytic chlorine in the form of sodium hypochlorite is a non- 
pollutant and a discharge of 0. 2 to 0. 5 p. p. m.  of chlorine would be absorbed rapidly. 
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The chlorine will act •■ An oxidising «gent and would be a cleansing agent reducing 
other oxygen absorbing pollution. 

We have therefore now equipped a ship with a system which protects 
its cooling water circuit against corrosion by cathodic protection, effectively brings 
about film repair and re-iaforcement on the tubes by electrolytic iron injection, and 
we have integrated this with a chlorine anti-foullng system which is contained 
entirely within the pipes and waterboxes without any toxic effluent. 

(1)   BRECKON C.    Cathodic Protection may Boost Corrosion.   Pet. Refiner.    37.  189-190. 
Mar. 1958. 
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Discussion 

Shone;  About eight years ago, several failures of aluminum brass tubes 
occurred on the new larger tankers, which we attributed to erosion, corrosion, 
or impingement attack.  We carried out investigations and found that the 
systems were completely non-ferrous.  They were usually made from aluminum 
brass with small amounts of copper nickel, and the waterboxes were rubber 
lined.  We believe that this type of damage is associated with turbulent 
aerated high velocity sea water.  Frequently, the design of these condensers 
was such that it promoted excessive turbulence.  Mr. Morgan says that the 
earlier attempts to cathodically protect the tubes were not successful 
because of the unreliability of the platinized titanium anodes.  We af;ree 
with this and at that time we were forced to look for alternative solutions. 
One of these solutions was the injection of ferrous sulfate in the sea 
water circulating systems. At that time, no simple system was available 
commercially for use on board ship and we designed and evaluated our own. 
This system is very simple.  It consists of a mixing tank with a stirrer. 
The ferrous sulfate is fed from the mixing tank to a manifold and then to 
injection probes.  We can feed lube oil coolers, the main condenser, the 
pumps, and any other such component in the ship.  In some cases we are 
using the ferrous sulfate additions in conjunction with plastic inserts and 
wrought iron anodes.  The wrought iron anodes corrode very slowly because 
of the natural current set up between the tubes and the iron.  In your 
paper, you say that it is hazardous for the crew to mix the ferrous sulfate 
solution.  In answer to this, I can only say that in two years we have had 
no complaints from the ship's personnel who carry out this operation.  They 
are made aware of the fact that the crystals may contain small amounts of 
free acid and take the appropriate precautions.  On the point of dosage, 
while we have not yet established the optimum dosage, we believe it is 
considerably less than the one part per million for one hour per day 
usually recommended.  It seems likely that this figure is used because 
that was the amount recommended by Bostwick in his paper when he referred 
to the tubes at Jacksonville.  Mixing is not a problem in our system and 
if the injectors are correctly sited, then the turbulence in the system is 
sufficient to provide all the mixing required.  We find that this ferrous 
sulfate injection has prevented tube failure on about 20 of our vessels now 
that we have these units fitted on.  On the subject of pollution, I would 
like to point out that our vessels do not use the large quantities of 
ferrous sulfate mentioned in your paper.  We believe that corrosion control 
in marine heat exchangers may still be a matter.of material selection and 
in some cases we have started to use 70-30 with about 2% iron for the tube 
materials.  This is very successful.  Unfortunately, we have run into one 
snag.  We haven't got time to change the tube plates and we are getting 
some corrosion of tube plates now.  In the future, we are seriously consider- 
ing using titanium as a heat exchanger material. 

Morgan;  I would just like to thank you for what you have said.  Two or 
three things I probably did not make clear.  First of all, it was not the 
platinized titanium anode that failed.  It was our techniques of mounting 
them.  I think I ought to make that clear.  It was not a failure of 
material.  I would not be against any system of using ferrous sulfate, and 
when I mentioned it was hazardous, I was really putting this out as a 
warning to some unsophisticated operator.  I am only too delighted that 
you had no troubles on your ships.  I am very glad that you are finding 
the lower dosage satisfactory. It means that all those people we sold 
our electrolytic system to will now not come back and ask us to upgrade it. 

Carson;  I would like to ask Mr. Morgan if he mentioned that he got differ- 
ences in, I gather, current requirements in different parts of the condenser. 
Did you find that the current requirements were considerably higher on the 
cold side than on the warn side? We have found in the use of galvanic 
anodes that there is much more corrosion of the anode on the cold side than 
on the warm side.  I an talking about zinc in particular. 
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Morgan;  We found this on some ships and we think it is associated with the 
fact that on the cold side, there is a lot of turbulence and that on the 
warm side, the water already having gone through the tubes, is better 
distributed.  We have also found a lot of sand erosion on big ships where 
when a large ship goes along, it seems to put a pressure wave into a sandy 
bottom and sand comes up into the scoop. This causes very heavy damage 
to any coating and it is this sort of thing that we found to give much 
higher currents and it is this sort of thing that threw us when we thought 
we had a simple system that we could control manually and it would not need 
adjustment. 

Carson;  The introduction of iron into cooling water systems is really 
quite old.  It is over 50 years old.  Cumberland designed an electrolytic 
method of introducing iron into condenser systems back in the 1920's. Your 
methods of introducing iron and providing cathodic protection seem to me 
overly complicated. What is the matter with using galvanic iron anodes 
to do both jobs? 

Morgan;  On the historic note, I believe the first proper installation of 
this type was done by Hertz in the Dundee Power Station.  On the question 
of using an iron anode that simply corrodes away, it does not give anything 
like enough current. Using iron anodes and corroding them away with power 
to provide the cathodic protection, there is not enough volume or space 
to go the two and a half years that a large ship would want to go; between 
dry-dockings, you would have to replace the iron anodes much more frequently. 

Cotton;  I should have thought that your answer to that question would be 
that the demand for cathodic current varies so enormously between a ship 
in dock and a ship moving in the sea, and that an iron anode just simply 
cannot cope with this variation in current demand. Am I right or wrong 
there? 

Morgan;  Right.  A typical 260,000 ton tanker may take 60 or 70 amps 
on the average, and this might vary between 30 and 100 during a voyage. 
Now to get 100 amps out of sacrificial iron anodes and protect a steel 
water box would not be a very practical proposition. 

Carson;  I would like to consent on that.  I do not have experience with 
the large type of heat exchangers you are talking about, but we have had 
very excellent results with using mild steel anodes in small ones.  But 
I would also like to say that when people started putting rubber coatings 
on their steel water boxes, they removed the cathodic protection which was 
doing them the benefit.  I am personally convinced without actually having 
tried it that you could get plenty of galvanic steel anodes in there to do 
the job. 

Morgan:  The boxes are made quite differently on a big ship. 

Arup:  Both the author and Mr. Shone seem to agree that the iron should be 
introduced very shortly before the condensers.  In fact, have you evidence 
that this is necessary? In many installations, it would be of course much 
easier to introduce the iron at an earlier point and thus feed several 
units at one time. 

Morgan;  No, we have in fact done several systems where we introduced the 
iron very early on and we have produced systems where the anodes are perhaps 
a hundred feet or more from the condenser.  This is to protect the cooling 
water circuit for other pieces of equipment. We have since put it further 
back.  I do not think there is any problem there, and in the power station 
they throw the ferrous sulfate in into the sea alongside. 
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!leotrooh.tcal .lida 1D Corroaion Control 
1D .lntl-.Fouliqg aDd 1D Scale Prenntion. 

J.B. Cotton 

Iaperial Ketal IDdustriea Ltd., 
Vi +.ton, Bll'llinghaa B6 7B.l, EnglAnd. 

One ot the bade probltu aaaociate<\ with iapreuecl current 
uodes uaed 1D cathodic proteotlon ot steel atructurea ~eraed 1D 
•• water is to proYide a •troD« durable uod.e to conduct the protect
in CN:I'NIIlt into the water. ()yer the paat fifteen ,ears, one 
aclftnce in thia 41NOt1on lies in the denlopaent ot platiniaecl 
tltaniua anod.ea. Por thia tJ'pe ot anode the durability aapecta 
relate to the precautlona neoeaaary to pNYent pl. ttlng of the 
UDcoated ti tamua aupport atruoture, the naluation of the rate of 
loaa troa the platimaa eurtace, and the detinitlon of the conditions 
under which auab loea occurs. The reaults frca controllecl practical 
testa at a ._ water Bite in u.x. are eu.l&rlaecl aDd e:umples of 
•JV folWS of tltaniu.-baaecl anodes are illuatrated. 

'1'he oontrol ot •r1ne infestatlon ot eea water cooling eyetaaa 
ot coaatal power atationa by uae ot either chlorine or aod11a hyp>
ablori te haa been practised tor .-ny ;rears, the aup~ of disinfeatant 
usual~ being 1D the bulk liquid tona. Because ot the inconnn:ience 
atteDdant upon bulk storage, auch SJ'8teaa are not raadi~ acceptable 
tor u.ae on board ahip and wen tor land baaed 8J'8teu, prortsion ot 
bulk auppliee oan iDYOl~e appreciabt. tranaport costa. O....r the 
past fifteen 7eara, there haa ~ conaideftble dnelopaent ot 
iDo-A tu productlon ot so41ua h7pochlor1 te by the eleotrol:J8is ot 
... water, aDd the paper daacribee the dnelopaat ot ooapact 
eleotro]Jtic cella for thia purpoM. '1'be deeip features ot 
both aonopolar or ld.polar cells , •ploJi.ng coated titaniua 
elaotrodea are -..-.rised aDd the operating taotore neceea&r7 to 
&chien an acceptable l)erfonaance are iDdicated. 

In the thenaal deaalinatlon ot ... water, a problea arieea 1D 
the depoei tion ot water 4epold. tecl scale on heat achanp and 
ftaporator eurtao•. Scale dspoei tlon ia uauall~ controlled by 
aljutaent ot the pH ~alus of the aaavater, by acd.d dold.uc trca 
bulk auppliea ot aulpburic, h;rdroohlorio, and citric aoida or by 
an addition ot ferric chloride. B7 auitabla aeleotion ot .. ~ 
iala and deld.p of eq\lipaent it hu now been 4•outrah4 that it 
ia poasible to pne.n,te the neoeaau:r t~~oidit7 by eleotro~a ot 
s• water. '1'be cell arrauc-t !mol Yea the 41achule ot ~ 
at a oathode and the tre.Dater ot the~ to an anode which 
tlmat::lona u a tual-oell t7Pe electrode 1D conYertinc the gaaeoua 
~to~ 10118. '!he operation ot a prototn- call ewer 
a oontl.Duoaa period ot 6000 hCNra is daaoribed am the eooncaic 
.. peote are ..-riHd. l1•ll7 the poaaible applloat::lon ot 
alaotrooll.tatr7 to the produotion ot pure ft7P11 troll •• water 
ia toreeha4owe4. 
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Iptrocluctiop 

AlthQU«h the co-ercial or iDduatrial use ot electrochemistry in conjunction vi th 
eodi• chloride brine bas its roots in the birth of the alkali industry in the aid 1800's, 
and although rather earlier than that, Sir Humphrey Da-yy bad, in tact, applied electro
ch-.ioal principle to the cathodic protection ot ferrous aateriale in the sea, it is only 
in the put twenty :rears that any sipiticant atteapt has been -.de to aploit the 
conld.duable ad•antac- to be pined troa c011aercial application of eleotrochaical processes 
to see water. 

In the pest tvent,' :yeare there bas been a p-eat deal ot advance in the application of 
cathodic protection to M& water eyet•e and eo.e of the sophisticated control techniqu• 
nov •plo;red are 4e110ribed in other papers deli•ered to this Congress. Such systems could 
not aobi ... their full potentiality without illpro••ent in corroeion resistance of applied -
current anodes and there baa been eigniticant denlopaent in this direction. One or these 
hae reeulted in the uee or platinised titaniua anodes. E.en platinum is not c011pletely 
iiiiiiUJle to corrollion under these conditione and the first part ot thia paper records some 
relnant azperience in tbia dnelopaent and su.marisea the resul te of _. controlled 
teete instituted to d.tine the rate of wear or platinum as an anode 1118terial. 

'l'he uae of illpreeeed current tor cathodic protection is bovenr likely to ~e to be 
~ the tiret or several eysta.s in which electroch..S.etry can be applied in practical 
fashion to sea water e,.ate.s. Thus although conueion lllonitorintl, in several to:ru, 1e 
~ n.pid heacbray tor the corrosion control ot chemical plant, its uae in sea water 
eyet_. is still in its infancy. 

Sip1ticant progress bas been aade in the desf8n and operation of 8111&11 electrolytic 
cells fur the in situ production of eodiua hypochlorite fro• sea water tor •rine disiD
festation purpoe... Indeed, in thie application practical a:perience bas been acCUIIIlla"':ing 
cmtr e ... ral ,.eare, duriJ:I« which the adnnt of platinieed t1 taniua electrod• has signific
antly facilitated the c-..roiel dft'elOJaent ot such systes. 'l'he second part of this paper 
s.-rieee so.e ot the featar.e imolnd in the practical bebartour of such electrod•. 

Sea water is such an obrtoue source ot h:fdroge and oxygen that it is perhaps a 
little surprieiJic that little atteapt s...., to han been aade to separate and use these 
el•ente in appropriate circuaetancea. In desalination, tor a: .. ple, scale control ia 
effected by pll adjuat.ent of the priJiary aea water supply, and hydrochloric, sulphuric 
or c1 trio aoida are ueed as to replace the carbonic acid ion. By operating a aea water 
cell UDder specific oondi tiona it baa been d•onetra ted that the requiai te lenl of 
acidi tJ' can be obtained by utilieing cathodic hJdropn, tl'OII which an electron ia atracted 
in a f'llel-cell type elect:rocle. A BUD&ry of dr8lopae.nte in this direction appeare in 
the third section of this paper. 

Pinally by reatrictinc access of sea water in a oell eyetea, it is poseible to pase 
through all the o:d.clation states of chlorine to perchlorate a nd t roa this it is possible 
to produce fairly pure oznen, .Utually unconta.inated with chlorine • 

.l pe.per ban.ag aa broad a scope as already indicated, would beCOM unduly unwieldy 
by the inclullion of too auch detail. Indeed, the aain objecti•• of the paper is to 
d•onstrate the ponibiliUee arising fl'GI the wider application of eleotroch•ietry 
to eea water &Jilt_. in the hope that eOM of the aiatinc dft'elopaente aay recein 
further co.aercial apetua and that SOH of the poseibilitiee Jli«ht beOCMe ca..ercial 
po•eibili U•. 

Plat1Ra!4 uvn'• W4t• 1a Cathoclic ProtecUop 

'1'lae buic dft'elopaat of the ue of a thin fila of platimm upon a apport~ 
etructar. ot Utan11a aa a o•J$•it• anode •terial waa tiret deaoribed in 1958ll7 • (2). 
Ita nco- depends upon the tact that titani1a will conduct elaotl"'nical~ to the 
pbtima, bat that at ~ porN or detects in the surface fila the +.:tani,. eubetrate 
will paa•iftte, ft'8l1 in halide solutions. 

Crhe za.bere iD parentheeee refer to the list Of references at the end of this paper). 
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This abilit7 to passiftte bas, hovenr, its liaitations and when the applied potential 
difference betwen UDCOailed titam.ua aDil the ellTirozaent in U.ediate pl'O%iait7, attaiJW 
a ftlue ot between nine and tlntlYe -.olts, bl"Mkclown in pa•irt t7 can occur and corrosion 
enaues. Por tbia I'MSOD it is unal to l1a1 t tbe -.olt:aBe whe applied to a partiall:r
coated titazaiua anocle, to a ftlue qt)niae -.olts, althoup UD4er sc.e circuaatances higher 
ftlues tbaD thio can be tolerated. \3 

Since 1958 ~ thouaandll of platinised titaniua anodes han been •plo:red in cathoclic 
protection s:rste., tbe adftDtscM ot •plOJi!w titaniua as a strong yereatile support 
being de.onetrated b:r the wide ftiiCe ot shapee and sues used. Thus anodes are produced 
in the tol"'l ot plate, sheet, ••h, tube, 1'04 and wire. 

The ability ot uncoated titaniua toJBSBin.te and becoae non-conductive in the anoclic 
sense to the electrolyte, is ot adn.ntage where long thin anodes are required to conduct 
only trca an a:tr.tt7. In such cireuutances only tb8 extremity is coated with platinum. 
Where long wire anodes are required, these can be procluoed tl"'OI low-resistance COppei'-CIOred 
titanium, and the titani• ah•th can be sld.p-coated to conduct only hom the requisite 
areas. 

One ot the prime advantages of such aDOdee is that they can operate at high current 
denei tl• - 100 ampa per square toot aDil wen, on occasion at 500 amps per square toot. 
In perfond.ng such duty platltm~~ coated tltaniUII should function, in theory, as adequately 
as solid platinua and with certain resenations apel'1eDCe hae shown tbat they do so in 
practice. EYen solid platimla has- eoae eolub1lit7 when anodicall:r energised at JJ.gh current 
deneiti•, and the relatin pertoNance ot solid platillJa and ot platinua plated titanium 
baa tonaed the subject ot an investigation b:r the corrosion team at nn. Apart fl"'OI simple 
anodic dissolution there are three turther cil"CUUIstances that can result in loss hom the 
platillUII surface. They are, dissolution, probably due to chelAtion, in certain water 
soluble organic deriYatlns; the superimposition ot an A.C. ripple upon the D.C. source 
and what 1e belift'ed to be the etteot ot local acidity beneath deposita. 

The detaile ot laboratory innstigation and aiaulated perto:naance at a aarine ai te 
in U.K. were provided in a paper giYen to the British Joint Corrosion Group in London in 
February 1971 by P.c.s. Ba:J'field and M.A. Warne. That paper is in course of preparation 
tor publication in the Br1 tieh Corrosion Journal. 

SUI!ariaing the results obtained it baa been shown that in .oderatel,y clean sea water 
:tt Brbhaa, Deyon, the rate ot dinolution ot solid platinua operating at la:>aa'lltt2 vi~ 
three phase tull waYe una.oothed D•C. vas 1.0 micrograa per aap hour. When the current 
density vas raised to 460 ar/tt2 the rate ot ••r increased to 1.5 micrograa per aap. 
hour. For platinua plated titaniua the rate ot ••r nried with the process uaed, and 
nluee h'OII 0.,6 to 1.,4 aiorograu per aap hour were recorded at current deneitiea that 
nried froa 30 to 300 aape/ttil. Most veer rates tell below 1.0 lllicro~ per aap hour 
aDil it vas concluded that this represents a conaern.tively high figure upon which to base 
the practical durabil1t7 ot platiniaed titaniua under service conditions. In practical 
tenaa this proVides a aenice Ute ot two years tor an anode carrying 100 llicro inchee 
thickness f'lf platim., operating continu~ly at 300 ulltt2 or a ser'fice lite ot 10 years 
tor a siailar anode operating at 50 amJitt:!. That these tigurea can be relat-". to practice 
is d•onstrated b:r the tact that anodes prepared onr ten years ago with a 100 aicro inch 
coatins or platinua are still operating satisfactortly at current denaitiee of 88ftral tam 
ot aar/ft£. 

There 1e little doubt that a superillposed A.C. ripple , upon the D.C. 80Ul"Ce can result 
in actintion ot platimla, and this etfect haa now been ahown to be dependent UJ.'On the 
trequac:r of iapoaed A.C. Si.Jmaoidal hequenciea ot 50 lis and lower are lmovn to ~JC~elerate 
dissolution rate, bllt frequencies ot 100 ::C and bi«ber appear to haYe 11 ttle e1'tect\4J. 
'l'ests at BrUbaa with ftrioua typee of rectifying equipaet includiDg a thyristor controlled 
ailicon rectifier, haYe shown that ~ aggran.tion of the wear rate over that ot a tully 
atootbed suppl,y is onl,y ~1. 

In practice unduly rapid failure ot platinua plated anodes baa occurred on one or two 
tJccaeions when the anod• )laye been buried in a&d or haYe acquired fairly h•.,. aurtace 
(The uu.bers in parentheses refer to the list of reterenc• at the end of this paper). 
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dspealta, th« fom of fallur« bclnc tj "vBinBlBtac" of tte plattnw eo«tlag.   Tho full 
•KplMMktlOB for thia typo of occumno« ha* 70t to bo dotondaadt    It appaara to bo aaaoo- 
latad with hlch looal aoidlty dorolopod undar tha bXaakot of dopeait, aad la possibly 
aaaoelatod with poraa in tbo ooatii«.   At all aronta aodifioatioa of tho ooatiaf proooaa 
to prodnoo an iaporriooa layar aaoaa to pravido a roaody, although thia atlll haa to bo 
dwonatntad is raally loot *•*■ toata. 

Tha ohalatlon typo of platli— diaaolutioa la tho pvoaaaoo of organic apaoioa rolatad 
to Bugara, haa aalnly oeourrad in aotal pUting baths aad it is doubtful «hothor alallar 
affacta havo boon obsoxrod la aoa watar. 

Daajlto SOM atatiatioally low Inddoaoo of unduly abort Ufa undor tho elrouaatanoos 
auasarlaod, tho practical valua of platiniaad titaaiwa aaodoa haa boon aaply doaoastzatod 
orar tha paat tsolwo poara.    Thia typa of aaodo should bo ragardad as tha first of a aorios 
of ooapositaa baaod oa titaaiua and earrying a variety of eonduetlag aurfaca», aoaa of thoa 
apaolflcally doalgnad to ooabat difficult oporstlag ooadltiona. 

Canaiatlon of Sodiua HTnoohlorito 

Tho elactrolyala of aoa watar la a call la whioh aaolyto aad oatholyto osa aaaily alz 
allowa tha aorasl ehOalcal raactioas to tako plaoo la which chlorina foiaad at tho aaodo 
roaeta with aodlua hydroxldo at tha oathodo to produoa aodlua hypoohlorita.   Tho othor aaln 
cathodio product la gasoous hydrogan.   With diluta brlna othor olds roaoUoas can ooour aad 
la particular with aaa watar, tho aolubla lapurltlas such aa aagaaslua aad calclua, whan 
in contact with tha alkallna oatholyto, oaa pradpitata, usually aa hydroildoa aad thia 
can eeaplioata tha oparation of tho call. 

Tha firat ceaaarcial oolla to dMonatrata tho faaalblllty of this procaaa wara 
davalepod about fiftaon yaara ago.   Thay aaplopod graphlto aaodoo, which wara quita bulky 
and baing aubjoet to ralatiTaly rapid waatago, thay had to bo raplacad at fairly froquoat 
intamla.    Tha adtoat of platiniaad titaaiua faollitstad tha daaign of aaatar soils with 
auch longar pazlods of opsrstioa batwaoa asiataaaaoo ahnt down.   Tho potantlalltlaa inharant 
in this aystsa asy psrhaps bo judgod by tho foot that la D.I. thara ara four difforoat 
doaigna of ooll awailabla with aoaa pazallal dorslopaaat proeaadlag both in U.S. aad Japaa. 

Such calls asy oporato in tha aoaepolar prlaoipla, aoaotiaaa «aploylag a ataal oathoda 
with a platiniaad titaaiua aaodo or thay aay function la a bipolar aystaa la whioh isolatad 
elactrodaa auapaadad la aa appropriata alaotrioal flald gradiant, aequira tho ability to 
oollaet alactrona on tho anodic alda to dlaohsxga chlorina loas sad to paas alaotroaa oa 
tha oathodie aids to diacharga hydrogan lona. 

Bipolar calla have tho advaatago of a aaatar eonatruetion for a givan load, aad thay 
hara laas coapllcatad olootrioal eoanactiona, bat oars la aaadsd to oasurs that tho fairly 
high alaetrlcal flald aad tha dlatrlbutlon of olootrolyts la narrow alactredo paassgssaps 
ara oorroetly hsndlod.   Tha asjority of cosaaroial oolla appaar to opazata oa tho bipolar 
priaeitfla. 

Tha alactrodaa for a bipolar ooll ara usually of tltanlua, platiniaad on oao aurfaca 
only aad thia parhsps raquiraa aoaa «zplanation. 

la alrsady dsscrlbod for aaodoa uaad la oathodie protoetloa, uaooatad tltanlua «111 
not raadily paaa currant in tha anodic aaaao i.o. it «ill not accept alactrona froa 
aagatlTaly ohargad aolwatod lona - baaoa tha aood to «aploy a aurfaoa flla of platinia 
to diaohaxga ohloriaa.    In centraat to this tltanlua «111 raadily paas alaotroaa outwards 
in tha oathodie ssaso to diaoharga poaitlvaly chazgad ions s.g. hydrogon.   Thus tha 
bipolar alactrodaa diaoharga hydrogon froa tho uaooatad oathodie aurfaca aad preduca 
hypoohlorita at tho platlnua coated anodic surface. 
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B«MUM tltulw rMdiljr for*« • hydrid« and baoauM tiUniua hjdrld« la brlttla, 
it la at flrat ai«ht, ratbar aurprlain« that titaalua can ba «aplojad In thla faahion. 
Tha faota ara that only a thin anrfkea lajar of tltanlua hydrid« la fonMd and thla 
dlaohaztaa hjirefaa raadlly.     At aaa watar taaparatura, tha hjdxacan doaa not diffuaa 
and tha atranjth of tha alaetroda la not natarlally lnp*li*d.    Tha tltanlun hydrlda 
doaa bowavar oceupgr a TOluaa «rraatar than tha titanluB fro* which It waa fonMd and la 
tha flrat daal«na of coll thla raaultad In aona booing and abort elrotdtlng of tha ahaat 
alaotredoa.   Thla ooourranoo can ba auccaaafully oountorod by nodlflad daalgn of ahaat, 
to oontaln tha tandoney to bowing or oron by uaa of nor« robust «laotrodoa. 

It would, of oouraa, bo poaalbla to aToid bydrldlng on tho cithodo alda by uaa of a 
ooapoolto aaeda of, aay, ataol bondod to tltaniua but thla zalaaa eeaplloatlona.   For 
ozanpla. In a ahaot anoda oonatruotlon thara la a rapid chang« fron tho anodic to tho 
oathodle raactlon at tho odgo, raaultlng In adga oorroalon.   Thla coapllcatlon can bo 
oountorod by radaalgn of coll at tha aaorlfloa of aona ocapactnaaa, but furthar adrancoa 
■ay ba «oTlaagod In «bleb tha oathodlo aurfac« of tltanlw oan ba traatad to avoid hydrldlng 
wblla Maintaining a low erarpotantlal for hydrogon ralaaao. 

larly azporloaoo In oporatlon of bipolar ayataaa eloarly doaonatratad that If oathodle 
dopoolta of nagnaalun hydrozld« ate. woro allowed to build up, aueh that thay bridged tho 
narrow anodo-oathodo gap, thla could cauaa atrlpplng of tho platlmw frea tho anode aurfhoo. 
Tho nocbanl« la ballowod to bo that of "undoxnlnlng" aa pvowloualy daaerlbad.    Tha raaady 
la to onaura that intor-olaotrode apaooa are adequately awopt by proper dlatrlbutlon of 
■oa water, aowlng at appropriate apaoda. 

One further poaalbla baaard la tho laplngaaent of oathodle hydrogon on to tha platlnua 
auzfaoo.   Tho extent to which thla oan reault In rapid wear of tho platlma la difficult 
to porawo, bat at laaat It la a sound prlnolple to ellalnato the hydrogen fron the eell with 
aa little delay aa poaalbla. 

At all aroata, the early «xperlonoo In the doalgn and uaa of thla fora of cell has 
raaultad la varloua oolla of aoworal different daalgna that appear to provide quite 
adequately reliable yorfoiaaneo. 

Tha In altu production of aodlua hypeohlorlt« for tho prevention of the growth of 
■arlna orgaaiaaa baa obwloua advantagea aopaelally for ablp use and for power etatlona 
and deaaliaatlon plant el ted at looationa to which tranaport of bulk ohaalcala carrlaa 
a algnlfleant ocat praalua. Tho actual aeonoalo adwnntago to be gained froa tho use of 
In el tu bydrochlerlte oolla will obvloualy dopvd upon Individual clreuastanoea.   One 
early figured) euggoata ttet ovea for power statlona where long dlatanoo t«a—pert waa 
not a factor there oonld bo aubatantlal aawlag over that of bulk purohaao of ehnloala. 
In one aoro recent «aorelao Involving a 57,000 ton tanker It waa «atlaatod that the 
aavlag In allalnatlon of aalatanaaoo costs and In Inproved apoed could aaount to rather 
aoro than £3,000 p.a. 

■lootrolvtlo Aoldlfloatlon of 3^ Mat»r 

In thoiaal daaallnatlen ayateaa oaploylag a aaa water Intake, It la neoeeaary to 
adjuat pH to an aold value to control aeale foraatlon In the evapozator aeotlona.   pB 
adjuataaat la uaually effected by aa addition of anlptarlo, or hydroohlorlo acids. 
Ferric chloride and el trio aold nay alee bo «ployed. 

Vor ablp board uao and In raaote looationa whore deaallnatlon of aaa watar la often 
a neoeaalty, there la aueh aarlt In tho poaalblllty that aold aaa water could be generated 
electrolytloally, In altu.   Thla poaalblllty arlaea fMa tho auggeatloa that In a aaa water 
electrolytic cell. In which chlorine la gonaratad at tho anode and hydrogen at tha cathode, 
the gaoooua hydrogaa oan ba puapod ever tha anode and Induced to part with oleotroae In 
a ftoel-eell typw reaction to produce hydrogen lona and provide the equivalent of lonlaod 
hydrochloric aold. 

(The nuabar In parantheola refer« to tho Uat of reforoaooa at the end of thla paper) 
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Iblafc). 
aymUm ma inTMtlaataA at th« DU Uboratoiy in 1965 «nd d«ioMti«t«d to to 

lUohiM «at PoondiT Coapany, Stufoid. Conn. (7), «ad autoaquantly L.H. Stoffar and H.A. 
Kaifht praaantad a papar to tha ElaotrAöhaaloal Soolaty la Boatea Nay 5-9th 1968(6), la 
whlob tha tB daralopaant la eoaprahaaalTaly raooxdad. 

la both ayataaa It la aaaantial to aaploy a porooa oatalytle aaahxaaa aa tha aaodo 
thzvugh which gaaooua hydrogoa la foroad ao that It loolaaa oa tha alaotrolyto slda.   Xa tha 
U.S. Tanlon thla aaabiana oonalatad of a polyathylaaa aalphcaatad atyraaa baaa earryins a 
layar of platlana - 10^ rhodlva aad aotlTatad with platlniaad platlaua.    Xa tha Brltlah 
raraion It «aa a poroua y.T.O. baaa carrying a layar of gold aad activated with platlaua- 
oarbaa- a fual call aloctroda daralopad for othar porpoaaa by tha Shall Ccapany.   Both 
aaabranaa bava girtn aaeoaaaful oparatlac llvaa, bat It la probabla that forthar laprova- 
aaata can bo iatroduead. 

It la olaarly aaoaaaary to aaparata tha acidic anolyta froa tha alkallao eatholyta aal 
la tha U.S. ajataa thla «aa dona by aaployln« aa aalon «schanga aaabzaaa to allow tha aalaot- 
Iv« diffuaion of ohlorlno lona to tha aaodo, to balance tha hydrogaa lona produced thara. 
A oatloa aaibraaa «aa «aad la front of tha atalalaaa ataal oathodo to allow oolootlTO 
diffuaion of aodlua lona to tha oathodo coapartaant.   Tha uao of tbo cation aaabiana 
faollltatoa the produetlon of aa alkallao otraaa froa tha oathodo ooapartaant and thla 
atraaa can bo «aad to aoftan tha aa* water intake to th* cella aad prerant fouling of the 
electrode ooapartaenta by precipitated aagaaalua and caleiua aalta.    By 1969t the Aaarloaa 
ayataa «aa la coaaercial operation, two cella havlag torn developed «1th oapaoitiee of 
6,000 and 30,000 gallon* per day of product «1th aa acidity equivalent to about 0.15 noraal 
hydrochloric add, at a power oonauaption of 2.5 Ew hr/l000 galloaa. 

The Brltlah cell la etill la th* dovelojaeat atage, tha developaent being shared between 
D!I Ltd., Mtratoa Ezoelaior Ltd. aad Conatruetora John Brown Ltd.    It adopts a siapler ajataa 
la that anolyte aad eatholyta are aepaiated only by a woran glaaa cloth screen.   Bo atteapt 
la aado to preduoe a uaeable alkaline oatholyto.    Fouling of the cathode ooapartaant la 
avoided by selecting a eultable gecaetry, «1th ao atagnant areas and «1th Ugh raten of fie« of 
electrolyte.   Aa already indicated .it eapleya a dlffereat   catalytic anode aaabiane froa the 
Aaoxloan cell.   A «sail developaent alaed ooll baa operated succeeefully for 6000 hour a, 
produoing aa acid electrolyte at a pH of betweea 2.5 aad 3.0 at a voluae of 160 gpd 
BaMd «pea thla Brltlah «xpeiienoe It la eetiaated that ooaaercial quantitiee of add elect- 
rolyte at a volua* of oa* allllon gallons par day ooold to produced at a ooat of rattor leee 
than 2^ aa« peao* p*r thouaand galloaa, indudng capital aaortisation of the pleat. 

Thla ajataa of add production froa aaa water la olaarly etill la the early stagee of 
developaent aad iaproveaent la th* design aad oporaUoa of the cello are oertdnly poeeible 
end ««aid be «koonragod as the ooaaerolal advaatagee beooae aore appreciated. 

Although, aa yet, there eeeaa little ooaaerolal deaaad for tbo la eltu production of 
pure eaygea froa aaa «ater, the increasing use of tbo aea aay ultiaately reqdre thla aort 
of developaent.   Virtually aa aa ezereiee la the vereatllity of tbo application Of electro- 
cheaiatry to aaa «ater eyeteae, aa ezpariaentd odl «as constructed at MI Vlttoa, la 
«blob aooeaa of fresh eea «ater to the ooll 1« reetricted, allodng tbo anode oxidation 
of chlorine to proceed qdokly through all the oxidation etatae to perchlorate I.e. 

01" CUT  ClOj"— CIO " 

Oaoo the final oxidation proeees to CIO." le eoapleto, the oxygen curreat offloleaey rlsas 
t* 10*. 4 

the odl, of fairly eiaple oonstructlon, oonalate of a low-voltage platidsed tltadua 
anode eeparated froa a atddaaa atoel «aaket aad divided lato too ooapartaenta by aoaaa of 
a glaaa cloth aoroea to eepaiate oxygen froa hydrogen.    A taaperature of 6(PC la aalatalaad 
aad the cell operated at a current deneity of 40-50 aapa/da2 at 20 V .    The hot electrolyte 
Is puaped contlnuoaely around the oiredt and cooled before re-injection late the odl. 

(The aabera la paxaatbesos refer to the Hat of refereacee at the end of this paper) 
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'l'he 'WOlUM ot thia aperiMDtal cell ia 170 al uad electrol)'te ia repl.eDiahed at a rate ot 
7 ala per hour. 

Gndation ot Cll to Cl~£ 1 1a reatricted b)' aoae chemcal nduction at the cathode aDd 
to a larp extent thia can M countered b)' the addi tiOD ot dicbro~~& te. Such an addition 
ce~ iDCreaaea the apeed at which sueoua 1apur1 tiea in the 0%7PD are broqht to a 
low lnel. The MiD pMCNa 1apur1 tiee are chloriDe and ozone aDd '.11th a dichrcaate addi tiOD 
of 2 a-'litn theae are broacbt don to a 1 ... 1 ot o.~ v.v. within twelTe aiautea. The 
Tel')" -11 a.ount of reaidual chlorlu can be reacrnd b)' uae of the conTentional alkaliDe 
abaorbente aDd osOile b)' paa .... thl'oup a DICXO cataqat. DuriDC the tint hour operation 
of the cell, the pB ftlue ot the eleotl'ol)'te ria• to a l..,el ot about 11, aDd there 11 
aoae precipitation ot oalciua aDd ...-as.ua •Ita, which will han to be reaOTB4 in farther 
dnelo]IMilt of the .,.t.. .U th~h cl•rl)', nob further dnelo~nt ia required th1a 
prelia1Da17 imeatiptiOD into oznen pneration troa aee water deaoa.atratee that a teaaible 
•J'Bt• tor the production of pure 0%7PD troa •• water ia poaaible. 

Concluaion 

'fhere ia ach nidllllce of an increaain« iapetus to take adT&D'ta«e ot tbe natural 
reaCNrCea available 1D the oceana, aDd it ia to be hoped ~t the iDto:r-.tion auaaariaed 
in thie brM4 lhlrftJ' baa pointed the direction in which there are libl)' to be turther 
uaea of electroch.-ati'J ill tM aariM field. !he aiatinc aperi.aoe with b;rpooblorite 
cella could conati tute the tore-runur ot turther ncoroua dnelo)aate Ud it could nll 
be that a HW induatl')" 1D aar1De electroch..S.cal encilleeriDB ia takin« root. 

1. J.B. CO'l"ffB, Cb•. Ind., London, 28th April 1958, p. 68. 

2. J.B. ~. Pat. llatala Rn. 1958, b 45. 
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4. a. Jn::BRIBVICZ and P.c.s. !IAD'IBLD, Proc. of 3rd Int. COJICN• on lletallio Conoaion, 

llo._. (1966). 

5. A.P. ADAIISCII et al, J. Appl .• Cbla., lOT. 13th (196:5). 

6. Britiah Patllllt 1184791, 15.6.66. 

7. Can. Pat. 756595 (1967). 

8. L.B. SIIAPI'Gil aDd R.A. DIGB't, J. Electro C~. Soc., Electroc~cal TechDolOC)', 
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Impressed Current Cathodic Protection 
as Applied to Desalting Plants 

G. Dittmeier and P. Byrne 
Bums and Roe, Inc. 

P.O. Box 663 
283 Route #17 South 
Paramus, N.J. 07652 

The Clair Engle desalination plant located in Chula Vista, California, 
is a multi-stage, multi-effect flash distillation plant operating up to 
280*F (137.78*C). The first effect steel recycle line carries hot, concen- 
trated brine from various parts of the I Effect at temperatures around 
22S*F (107.22*0 and velocities of 2-1/2 - 6 ft/sec (.762 - 1.83 meters/sec). 
The corrosion rate in this pipe is about 60 mils (1.538 millimeters/year) 
per year with much greater corrosion at impingement points, especially 
elbows. Accordingly, this 133 feet (40.St meters) of 16 inch (."»OS meters) 
nominal diameter piping is subject to numerous corrosion failures at 
impingement points after around two years of operation. Also, the general 
corrosion will approach the maximum allowable for piping carrying 225*F 
water at >I0 pel (2.8 kgm/sq cm) pressure in this time. 

It was decided to evaluate the effectiveness of an impressed current 
cathodic protection system to protect this pipe after Intermittent operation 
for 1-1/2 years. An impressed current system is the only type of cathodic 
protection that would provide sufficient current density to adequately 
protect the above piping.  Impressed current cathodic protection systems 
have been successfully applied to marine environments in the past (l.Z.S,"»).1 

Application of this technique to hot brine in desalination plants has had 
limited application due to the estimated high current requirements. (3,H) 

Equipment 

The importance of constant protection and low maintenance costs has 
resulted in the selection of the automatic potential control (APC) system 
for protection of steel in a hot brine environment.  This system has been 
described in the literature (3) and consists of a DC power supply, inert 
anodes, reference cells, and a potentiostatic controller as shown in Figure 
lb. These components are interrelated as follows to achieve the objective 
of maintaining a protection fixed potential on the steel surface (vs. the 
Ag/AgCl2 reference cell):  the potentiostatic controller is fixed at the 
desired automatic control setting (usually 0.8S-0.9 V vs. the Ag/AgCl2 
reference cell); the DC current supply furnishes sufficient current to the 
"inert" platinised titanium electrodes to maintain the above potential 
setting; the Ag/AgCl2 control reference cell electrode signals the 
poCentlostat so that the correct current is supplied to maintain the 
potential setting; the auxiliary reference cell electrode checks on 
protective voltage conditions down the line. 

'The numbers in parentheses refer to the list of references at the end of 
this paper. 
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Environment 

The above automatic potential control system was installed in 133 
feet of 16 inch diameter carbon steel piping in the Clair Engle (desalin- 
ation) plant (CEP) located in San Diego, California. A portion of this 
installation is shown in Figure la. The brine conditions are as follows: 
temperature 202-2<tl*F (9>t.>»>»-116.11*C), concentration 1.2 that of sea water, 
velocity 2-6 ft/sec (.610-1.83 meters/sec). Detailed data on the six 
applications are given in Table 1. The sea water chemical composition, 
pertinent to its eorrosivity was: Oo-lO ppb1, Cu-0.75 ppm, Fe-0.6 ppm. The 
brine was treated to achieve low alkalinity (i.e., low carbonate content) 
at a final pH in a range close to neutral (6.8-7.1). 

Purpose 

The purpose of the AFC CF installation in the above plant and environ- 
ment was to establish:  a) the effectiveness of the system in reducing the 
prevalent high steel corrosion; b) the operating and maintenance character- 
istics of the unit; c) the economics of the unit vs. other means of 
protection—based on (a) and (c) and cost background. 

Preliminary Design Studies 

Preliminary to the design of the above installation, certain laboratory 
studies were conducted which showed that the initial polarizing current 
densities for steel range from 8 to above 200 ma/sq deem.  Curve "a" in 
Figure 3 shows laboratory data on the effect of velocity on current density 
requirements for protecting steel with a potentiostatically controlled 
potential of 0.9 V (vs. the Ag/AgCl2 cell). These conditions were on 
new steel at about 8S*F (29.'»•♦•C) in artificial sea water. Note the sharp 
rise in current requirements above velocities of 1 ft/sne (.30>»8 meters/sec). 
For comparison, similar data cupro-nickel and aluminum were plotted in a 
similar fashion, as shown in curves b and c in Figure 3.  Note the lower 
current density requirements to protect aluminum alloys vs. more noble 
metals.  Conditions were the sane as for the steel specimen.  Figure S 
shows the effect of different control potential levels on current density 
requirements vs. velocity.  Here, it is interesting that again above 1 ft/sec 
there is little difference in current requirements at various potential 
settings.  Figure H is a plot of data obtained on the effect of brine 
temperature on current density requirements for steel under 0.9 V 
potentiostatic control. Here, the effect of temperature on current density 
requirements for steel becomes very significant above 150'F (6S.S6*C). 
Figure 2 shows the effect of salinity on current density requirements. 
The effect of salinity is less marked than that of temperature velocity. 

Design Details, Initial Operation Characteristics 

Based on the above data (Figures 2-5) for steel, design estimates 
were made on the current density requirements on new steel for the various 
units.  These estimates are illustrated in Table 1 which gives data on each 
application along with environmental background information.  The actual 
current density requirements, after a break-in period, are shown in Table 
2. Overall, the initial design estimates for current density requirements 
were 1150 ma/sq ft to 2,i»60 ma/sq ft (123.79 to above 26i».8 ma/sq deem). 
As can be seen in Table 2, design estimates of current were on the order of 
two times too high. This is to be expected since the polarizing effect 
of cathodic coating depositions is not predictable. 

1parts per billion 

1 
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Table 1, also presents data on rectifier sizing (maximum and minimum 
amperage capacity at 12.S V).  Other design criteria were number and type 
of anodes, spacing of anodes, and the location of the reference cells. 
The laboratory data on steel shown on Figures l->» plus proprietary data 
derived from experience formed the basis for the CP design:  anode spacing 
of two feet, reference cell to nearest anode distance of about 20 inches 
(.508 meters). Too great a distance results in over-protection. The inert 
anode selected was platinized titanium with a large area to achieve low 
resistance. Laboratory tests showed low abrasion damage at prevalant sea 
water velocities (5 ft/sec or 1.521 m/sec) even in the presence of silica 
grit which ruined a pump. Among common anode materials, graphite, high 
silican iron, lead-silver, platinum surfaced anode materials have an 
operating cost of about 1/U that of the nearest competitor (lead-silver). 

The Ag/AgCl2 reference cell was selected based on experience in sea 
water cathodic protection applications as this cell is least affected by 
pollutants such as organic matter normally found in sea water. 

The rectifiers incorporated excess capacity to allow for current 
demand surges during startups. A breaker system and a current limiter were 
incorporated to prevent damage to rectifier components when current demand 
was unusually high. 

Operation and Assessment 

Figure la shows a typical configuration of piping being protected 
with anode and reference cell spacing, and coupon locations shown. Assess- 
ment of corrosion was done by three methods: ultrasonic wall thickness 
measurements, weight loss on steel coupons (coupled and insulatec), and 
instantaneous corrosion rates by polarization current measurements. The 
last method was later abandoned due to current interferences. 

The APC cathodic protection apparatus as shown in Figure lb schematic 
was operated as follows: the protection setpoint (automatically controlled) 
was established at 0.8-0.9 volts, initially. The current limiter was 
adjusted so that the circuit breakers would operate at the capacity level 
of th« rectifiers. The system is only operated when the pipelines are 
flooded. With switches on, the APC system automatically controls the set- 
point voltage supplying the necessary current. The six applications in 
the system are monitored 3-4 times a day as follows:  a) the control set- 
point voltage is checked; b) the actual control reference cell and the 
auxiliary reference cell readings are taken and, c) the amperage drawn is 
recorded. The reference cell readings will often vary fron that of the 
control voltage setting, particularly the auxiliary cell which is positioned 
further away from the control reference cell. Differences indicate 
legrees of under overall protection and, accordingly, these are indications 
of how well the automatic potential control system is functioning.  Occasion- 
ally, reference cells must be cleaned or replaced, otherwise operating and 
maintenance labor is low on ehe APC compared to manual systems. 

However, although the operating costs are lower than the manual type 
cathodic protection system, the capital cost is higher because of the 
extra electronic equipment required for automation. On balance, the APC 
unit Is less costly than a manual system due to labor savings and better 
cathodic protection control providing the system is operated 8 years or 
longer. 

Results - Operational 

The experience with the equipment after 1-3/4 years operation has been 
on the overall satisfactory. Specifically, the following operating exper- 
iences was had on each component: 
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a.     Anodes - No problems or replacements to date. 

c. 

d. 

The 

b.  Reference Cells - The most bothersome malfunction in the system 
(as described above) is wher« control conditions are not maintained 
due to reference cell pluggage or deterioration. Here, reference 
cell potential is much below the control setting and current draw 
consequently is much too great.  This situation is correctable by 
cleaning or replacing the reference cell.  It is hoped that re- 
designing of the reference cell will overcome this problem.  At 
the minimum, retractable type cells are required. 

Often reference cell and resulting control malfunctions, particular- 
ly after startups, were self-correcting requiring none of the work 
described under (b) above. 

Only one type of malfunction, premature breaker tripping or failure, 
was experienced with the rectifier system. This problem was 
temporarily overcome by raising the set potential gradually, 
faulty breakers will be replaced. 

Current Requirements vs. Time - Figure 6 

Figure 6 shows current draw vs. time for Application 12 for eleven 
months.  These data indicate the following:  current requirements after 
startup drop with time to values 1/2 - 1/6 these at startup; each shutdown 
and restartup greatly increases current demands which again drop to much lower 
values; the final current after eleven months * demand is not any lower 
than a minimum point after one month. 

Operating Data 

Table 2 summarizes some typical operating data on the APC cathodic 
protection system. Minimum operating current densities after three and 
six months reflect the drop in current requirements due to polarizing scale 
build-up.  However, as can be seen in Figure 6, operating currents vary 
widely depending on how soon after a shutdown the data is taken. 

Corrosion 

The corrosion prevention results of operating the cathodic protection 
system are shown in the following three tables. Table 3a shows the corrosion 
results for the first period at the potential setpoints illustrated.  The 
methods of assessment are by ultrasonic wall thickness and coupon weight 
loss.  Here, the corrosion protection given by the CP system was excellent, 
a reduction in weight loss from SO mpy to 5-8 mpy (1.282 to .128-.205 
millimeters per year). The current density requirements ranged between 
870 and 1U20 ma/sq ft (93.65 and 152.85 ma/sq dm) (vs 1150 and 2460 
ma/sq ft (12 3.79 and 26'«.80 ma/sq dm) in the original estimate). 

The corrosion results during the second phase were not as favorable. 
Here, as shown in Table 3b, the potential setpoint was lowered in accordance 
with the assumption that the heavy scaling found would be protective.  The 
weight loss data was practically useless due to semi-conductive scale 
bridging between the coupon and the pipe wall. The ultrasonic thickness 
results, as shown in Table 3b, indicate poorer corrosion protection than 
with the higher potential setpoints. The setpoints were then raised 
back to close to the original points.  The corrosion results are shown 
in Table 3c.  Here it is apparent that the higher setpoints are not 
consistently more protective. The results from this experiment were 
inconclusive. There appears to be no advantage to operating at lower 
potentials particularly when there was no consistent drop in current density 
requirements. As can be seen by Figure M mentioned earlier, a higher 
potential does not increase current requirements greatly at velocities 
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above  H ft/sec  (1.219 ■/■•c). 

The effect of various achieved steel potentials vs.  Ag/AgCl;  cell on 
pip« corrosion is sunmarized in Figure  7.    Potentials below 730 mv do not 
achieve adequate protection whereas potentials above about 900 mv do not 
achieve  increased protection. 

Scale 

The heavy scale deposition on all the steel surfaces resulted from 
reduction of dissolved Cu and Hg components in the sea water (levels were 
0.75 and •♦250 ppm, respectively).    The scale composition was  68% Cu and 
2'*% Mg(0H)2 at an average thickness of  3/8 inches  (.114 meters)  after 1-1/2 
years of operation of the CP unit.     It was thought that this scale was 
formed due to over-protection on the unit initially (setpoint voltages of 
0.9 V)  and that the protection could be reduced as a result of this  scaling. 
This has not proven to be quite the case although the scaling appears to be 
continuous.    The scale is conductive, however« with a resistance of only 
100 ohms on a 3/8 inch thick, 1 inch  (.025H meters)  square distilled water 
saturated specimen. 

Summary and Conclusions 

Corrosion Protection 

Overall, the unit has provided excellent protection of the steel piping 
as evidenced by the UT wall thickness measurements and the notable  lack 
of piping failures at high velocity points  (e.g., elbows).    There have been 
many failures on unprotected steel piping in a similar environment. 

Operational Problems 

As can be seen in the below conclusions on economics, maintenance was 
a major economic factor.    This was due to: 

a. The need for a once per day minimum monitoring. 

b. Periodic reference cell cleaning or replacement  (labor a large 
factor here).    The reference cells fouled every 3-*» months.     One 
electrode failed in 1-1/2 years. 

c. Occasional electrical work--usually circuit breakers and wiring 
repair. 

Effect of Cathodically Deposited Coating 

The coating (Cu and Ng(0H)2 deposited on the cathodic (pip« wall) did 
not materially reduce cathodic protection power requirements.     However, 
the data does indicate that the coating formed during the initial operation 
of the CP unit did reduce current density requirements. 

Use of Steel Coupons to Monitor Corrosion 

Due to the above coatir ,     vosition, weight loss data from steel coupons 
no longer were a valid methou ot measuring the effectiveness of CP.  after 
eight months of operation.    This left ultrasonic measurement of pipe wall 
thicknesses as the only useful method. 

Current D«nsity Requirements 

Current density requirements were very high,  as expected, but not as 
high as originally predicted based on laboratory work.    Current density 
drops gradually with operating time but reverts to much higher values after 
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a shutdown of more than 2-3 days. 

Ecommics 

A preliminary economic analysis was carried out to complete this study. 
In summary,  the cathodie protection system described above is uneconomical 
compared to substituting a proven corrosion resistant material piping 
material such as copper-nickel for steel.    However, the economical study 
made is based on a custom built experimental unit.    The capital costs of 
this system do not necessarily reflect the true cost of an optimum commercial 
unit which would incorporate the benefit of design and maintenance economics 
derived from the operating experiences described above. 

The results of this economic study are given in Table H.    The cost of 
protection, based on a 20 year amortization,  is $<t.66/Bq ft/yr ($S0.16/sq 
meter/yr)  compared to $1.35/sq ft/yr ($m.S3/sq meter/yr) for copper-nickel 
10 piping substituted for steel.    The principal cost factor for the CP 
unit was initial capital cost,  including Installation, closely followed by 
maintenance costs.    Power costs proved to be of considerably less importance— 
a surprising development since current density requirements were unusually 
high. 
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TABLE 4 

Economic Analysis of Inpreasad Currant 
C.P. Syatam Va. Cu-Ni 10 Piping 

Baaic Aaauaptiona 

Piping Araa Protactod - 51.6 aq. ma tars 
Total Langth of .48 N Nom. Piping - 40.5 natara 
Langth of Amortisation - 20 yaars 
Coat of Elactricity - 1« par Kw Hr. 
C.P. Systam Voltaga - 11V 
Conversion Factor« AC to DC - 1.21 
% of Oparation/Yr - 80% or 6960 Hours Opar/Yr 

Oparational Data/Yaar 

Avg. Currant Draw par Unit - 50 A 
No. Units - 6 
Cost of Maintananco/Yn  (a) Manpower (6% man) ■ $ 800 

(b) Materials       -   200 
Total    $1,000 

Amortised Coat of Installation - $26.000 - $1,300/Yr. 
20 Yra. 

Power Coata 

60 A x 11 V x 1.21 x 6 unite x 6960 Hr. x K/Kw Hr - • $300 

Total Coata/Yaar 

C.P. Unit Cu-Ni »aplae. (coat above ataal) 

$1,000 $15,000 - $7,500Ar or 
1,300 20 Vra. 

300 
»,600 or $50.16/aq matar/yr $14.53/sq meter/yr 
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Discussion 

Agawall:  What would be the economics if you scale it up? 

Dlttmeier;  Well, the economics would improve to some degree.  I frankly do 
not think that it would be economical even on a larger scale compared to 
replacing the copper nickel pipe.  It would just go in improving direction, 
that's all. 

Morgan;  In installing this system, you installed a very large capacity 
to get immediate polarization and the cost of this current is related to 
the amount of current it will deliver and not the continuous charge that 
comes out.  It seems to me that you could have effected an economic 
saving by—and reduced the cost of the plant—to about a third.  Why 
did you place the anodes so close together in such low resistivity sea 
water and why did you install capacity for immediate polarization? 

pittmeier;  I would prefer that Mr. Byrne answer that question because 
he is the designer. 

Byrne;  We have had previous experience with LSW desalting plants and they 
are primarily designed for exper'me. tal evaluation.  It is quite conmon to 
have the plants start up and shut down several times a day.  The plants 
ard drained.  If you do not have a system that is going to achieve a 
polarization within « relatively short period of time, you don't get 
anywhere near the 90% reduction corrosion rate.  Secondly, the data that 
had been available indicated very high current densities and we installed 
a number of anodes with the possibility then of removing anodes once they 
were in service.  The initial data taken in aerated sea water indicated 
that at a 240*F and seven or eight feet per second you needed something of 
the order of 2000 milliamps per square feet in order to achieve immediate 
polarization.  It is true the system did operate at roughly one-third the 
installed capacity, but the installation cost equalled the cost of the 
system and would not have been greatly recuced by reducing the amount of 
amperage installed.  If you look at the paper, you will see 6% of a man- 
year is worth $1,000.  Labor costs for installation and maintenance of 
this system are very high in the United States.  I do not believe this 
may be true all over the world.  So this essentially was a plant that 
was installed with the idea of achieving a 90% reduction because previous 
installations have always been installed on a lower capacity and for one 
reason or another could not achieve polarization and could not in fact 
prove that cathodic protection is at all practical at 240*F and seven or 
eight feet per second. 

Cohen;  I wonder if we can have Table < repeated whioh was the last slide. 
I think there was an arithmetical and based on that, I wonder if that 
affected the last number vhich you disclosed. 

Dlttmeier; 
corrected. 

That number has been corrected. 
I know there were errors in it. 

The final number has been 

Walsh, Naval Ship Engineering Center: I have one question, 
earlier, this was a thousand gallon per day. Isn't this i 
per minute? 

Dlttmeier;  I'm sorry, a million gallons per day. 

You had stated 
thousand gallon 

Walsh;  The other question would come up.  You said you need instantaneous 
polarization because of the saline water office start ups and shut downs. 
On that basis, if you go into a real plant that is going to be producing 
for 24 hours a day for 20 years you do not need this sort of cathodic 
protection and it would be cheaper in the long run if you could go to the 
long term passivated system.  So it could be economically feasible.  Right? 
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Dittmeier;  Yes. You could reduce the sizing of rectifiers and number of 
anodes in a continuously operating plant because you would not need such 
a high current demand all the time at each new start up.  That is correct, 
but unfortunately most of the desalination plants in the world do not work 
very long before they shut down. 
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METHODS OF CONTROLLING MARINE FOULING IN DESALINATION PLANTS 

D. C. Mangum, B. P. Shepherd, and J. C. Williams 
Dow Chemical U. S. A., Texas Division 77541 

Preliminary results have been obtained from a study of the feasible 
and economical methods of preventing marine fouling In desalination 
plants.   The study Is being done under contract with the Special 
Projects Division, Office of Saline Water, U. S. Deparonent of the 
Interior.    Experimental assessment of fouling Is being made under 
simulated operating conditions employing control by water velocity. 
Intermittent chlorination. Intermittent heating, and toxic surfaces. 

Velocity tests are being made by running seawater taken from the 
Gulf of Mexico through 3, 4, 5, and 6- Inch pipes In series. 
Each pipe has one section of bare steel pipe and one of saran-llned 
pipe.   The velocities  are  1.7 to 6.8 fps.   When the flow rate In 
the pipe Is near the maximum at which organisms attach, which has 
been determined as approximately 3.5 fps, the lined pipe Is fouled 
much less.   The exfoliation of the unllned pipe produces areas where 
the surface velocity Is less, thus permitting larvae to settle. 

The other tests are being conducted by placing 3" by 12" asbestos- 
cement panels In troughs containing flowing seawater with approp- 
riate experimental conditions.    For the Intermittent chlorlnatlon 
tests, four factors are being Investigated:    chlorine residual, 
cycle time, chlorlnatlon time, and water velocity.    Initial results 
show that shorter cycle time and Increased chlorlnatlon time are 
Important factors In effective control.   Another Important feature 
Is that continuous or frequent exposure results In a brown residue 
forming on the surface.    This residue Inhibits the fouling organism 
larvae from attaching.  Three variables are being evaluated with the 
heat tests:   cycle time, heating time, and water temperature. 
Results of the first phase show that cycle time and the time In the 
heated water arc more Important than the comparative water tempera- 
tures, as long as It Is 30oF above ambient.   Three materials are 
being used as toxic surfaces:    90-10 copper-nickel sheeting and 
two antlfouling paints.    The copper-nickel sheeting shows the most 
effective fouling control.    Recommendations are made for operating 
procedures that will prevent fouling. 

Introduction 

A study to Investigate the feasible and economical methods of preventing marine fouling In 
desalination plants Is currently in progress at Dow Chemical U. S. A. at Freeport, Texas. 
The study Is being done under contract with the Special Projects Division, Office of Saline 
Water, U. S. Department of the Interior.    Experimental assessment of fouling control Is 
being made under simulated operating conditions by employing water velocity. Intermittent 
chlorlnatlon. Intermittent heating and the introduction of toxic surfaces.    Studies are 
being made on the chemistry of chlorine In seawiiter and the biological effects of chlorine 
In seawater.    Upon completion of analysis and assessment of the experimental data, recommended 
optimum operating conditions will be outlined with consideration given also to the ecological 
impact. 

Chlorine is an effective method of fouling control  that has been in use for at least 50 yea^s. 
A continuous residual of from 0.5 to 1.0 ppm will permit complete fouling control.    Recent 
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studies show that chlorine may be deleterious to plankton when used In large amounts (I)1. 
Chlorine Introduced Into water where there are organic wastes can, by reaction, produce 
chloramlnes. which have been shown to be harmful to living organisms. Chlorlnatlon also 
apparently helps to stimulate attack on aluminum alloys, copper alloys and mild steel. 
Elevated temperatures will kill marine foul Ina organisms and heat has been used as a fouling 
control procedure. The effect of heated effluents on the environment has been the subject 
of much study and debate. Antlfoullng paints or toxic surfaces that do not foul rely pri- 
marily on the presence In solution of certain metal Ions for their toxic effect. This method 
of control Is facing Increasing regulation because of the Introduction Into the water of 
these materials. Swifter flowing waters will prevent the settling of embryonic forms. The 
use of velocity has no extended effect on the environment, but powe" requirements to move 
the water are Increased. 

Any procedure or combination of procedures used to control fouling requires knowledge of the 
particular environment and careful planning In the design and application of the control 
systems. 

The Gulf Coast, the Southern Pacific coast and the Caribbean area are the areas of greatest 
potential for shore Installations of desalting plants (2). It Is therefore appropriate that 
a study of fouling control be undertaken In the Gulf coast region. 

Fouling occurs the year around at the Freeport, Texas, test site. The particular types of 
fouling organisms that are dominant depend upon the season and the location. Marine organisms 
of the Gulf of Mexico consist of species that are found In the temperate Atlantic and the 
tropical Caribbean waters. Less than ten percent of the species are endemic. The oyster 
Crassostrea vlrglnlca. the mussel Brachldontes recurvls. serpulids, and amphlpods are pre- 
domlnant In the summer months. Barnacles, bryozoans, and hydrolds are abundant In the 
winter months. 

Test Facility 

A test facility was built at The Dow Chemical Plant A location at Freeport, Texas, as part of 
the Office of Saline Water contract. Feed seawater to the facility was drawn from a large 
existing seawater canal by a stainless steel supply pump through a 6-Inch suction line. 
The seawater was pumped through a 6-Inch line to an open distribution box 14 feet long by 
1-1/2 feet wide by 2-1/2 feet deep. This box served as a constant head source of seawater 
for the test channels. Construction was of plywood and lumber; the Inside was epoxy coated. 
A lateral takeoff from the 6-Inch supply line furnished seawater under pressure to the 
velocity test section. The flow rate varied from 150 to 300 gpm as required to produce the 
desired velocity. 

The test channels were constructed of plywood and lumber and epoxy coated Inside. They were 
4 Inches wide by 8 Inches high, constructed In pairs and provided with covers. The 3" by 12" 
test specimens were placed on the bottoms of the channels and moved from one channel to the 
other as called for In the test schedule. Test channels were at a 3-foot height. Each set 
of channels was sloped slightly, with suitable flow straightening vanes, and weirs and 
baffles to control velocity. The toxic matr-lal specimens were the last specimens In each 
of the seawater channels. At the end of the troughs the seawater velocity was 4 fps. The 
test facility is shown in Figure 1. 

Chlorine was supplied, by cylinder, through a standard chlorinator. Chlorine from the 
chlorlnator passed to an Injector - one for each of the 2 streams - where seawater from the 
injection pumn forced the concentrated solution into the mixing pump where the solution Is 
thoroughly mixed with additional seawater. This mixing reduced the time for the chlorine 
demand to be satisfied and for a stable point of chlorine residual to be reached. Each 
mixing pump discharged into a plastic reaction tank where an average holdup time of seven 
minutes permitted the chlorine demand to be satisfied. With the chlorine residua! then 
stabilized, the chlorinated seawater flowed by gravity to the test channels. Two hot-water 
heating tanks with pumps which circulated water through the troughs were supplied so that 

'Figures in parenthesis Indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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test specimens could be exposed to two different temperatures. 

In Phase I of the study which lasted for five months, the chlorine and heat studies were done 
on a 2-level and 3-level multlfactorial design, respectively.    Information from these studies 
made It possible to go to a 2-level factoral design for both chlorine and heat studies.    In 
this way. those areas of control that seem to be most promising could be examined more 
closely. 

The test specimens were 3" by 12" boards.    In Phase I these were ABS samples.    In Phase II, 
now underway, they were black epoxy coated asbestos.   These were moved from one trough to 
another at appropriate Intervals.   The effect of various control methods on the fouling 
organisms was determined by examining the 3" by 12" specimen plates.   Each of the specimens 
was examined and an assessment made of the kind and amount of fouling.   The following 
features were also noted about the growth of the specimens:    the number of different species, 
the total number of Individuals, the number of Individuals per square Inch, range of size of 
Individuals, and whether they were dead or alive.   The velocity pipes were disassembled and 
inspected.   The final evaluation was then assessed by computer. 

Chlorine Studies 

In the studies of the effect of chlorine addition, four factors were evaluated:   chlorine 
residual, cycle time, chlorlnatlon time and water velocity.   During Phase I, two residuals 
were used:    0.5 and 3.0 ppm.    Three water velocities were used:    1, 2, and 4 fps.   Chlorlna- 
tlon times were 6, 18, and 48 percent of the total cycle time of 4, 84 and 336 hours.    During 
Phase II, two residuals were used, 0.25 and 1.0 ppm.   Water velocity was 2 and 4 fps. 
Chlorlnatlon times were 7.5 and 15 percent of the total cycle time of 24 and 84 hours.   The 
water velocities of 2 and 4 fps that was maintained In the troughs would vary as the specimen 
panels were added and as the level in the distribution box changed; even so. It did provide 
a different set of conditions to use with the chlorine tests. 

Results from Phase I chlorine tests showed that the cycle time and Interval length were the 
most Important features.   The shorter the Intervals and the longer the treatment, the more 
effective the fouling control.   Also, the computer analysis showed that the concentrations 
of chlorine (In this Instance 0.5 ppm and 3.0 ppm) did not show much difference In their 
effect.   The higher water velocity of 4 fps. In contrast with the 2 fps velocity, seemed 
to enhance the effect of chlorine.   The results of the chlorine tests are shown In Table I, 
and two sample panels are shown In Figure 2. 

The 4-hour and 84-hour cycle times were much more effective In controlling fouling than the 
336-hour cycle time.    In the 4-hour cycle, control resulted when the plates were exposed 
18 and 48 percent of the time.    Six percent exposure at a 4-hour cycle did not result In 
complete fouling control.   For the 84-hour cycle time, fouling control resulted from exposure 
for 18 and 48 percent of the time.   However, at 6 percent of the time at 1 fps, there was 
a growth of barnacles that was moderate to heavy.    For the 336-hour cycle time, fouling 
control resulted from the 48 percent exposure and even by 6 percent exposure, with the flow 
at 4 fps.    However, overall the 336-hour cycle time did not appear to be satisfactory. 

During Phase II of the tests, as seen in Figure 3, oysters were the dominant fouling organism. 
Tneii growth was not prevented by the 1-3 hour exposure to chlorinated seawater every 24 
hours.    The most effective method of control was the 12 hour exposure every 84 hours In 
conjunction with 4 fps velocity.    However, there are variations to the flow as the panel Is 
added to the stream, as would be true In actual practice, since there would be velocity 
variations at the Joints and dead spots In the pipes. 

Experiments were run to determine If there was a periodicity to the barnacle activity thit 
might be Interrupted by an appropriate chlorlnatlon cycle.   However, Oe barnacle, Sal anus 
eburneus. has a continuous pumping-rest-pumping cycle that did not exhibit a diurnal or tidal 
periodicity.   Addition of chlorine at any time would effect Its activity.   Also, an experi- 
ment was run to determine the specific effect of the addition of chlorinated seawater on the 
rhythmic pumping movements.    When the chlorine was added the pumping did continue but the 
rhythmiclty was altered and the pumping stroke changed.    The barnacle did not, however, close 
its shell and retreat from the hostile environment. 
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An unusual aspect to the chlorine studies appeared after several weeks. A brown residue formed 
In the chlorine troughs and on the specimen boards that were put Into the chlorine frequently, 
or for long periods of time. The barnacles did not settle on these boards. There was a 
period of several weeks when the troughs that had been used for the 3 pi» and 0.5 ppn chlorine 
did not have chlorinated seawater In them. Natural seawater was run through all of the 
troughs. After the first week, there were no barnacles In the troughs that had been used 
♦nth the chlorinated seawater. There was a very noticeable brown residue on the sides of the 
troughs. The brown residue from the surfaces of several specimen boards, and some of the 
residue collected from the chlorine troughs were analyzed. The first analysis was made by 
Infrared spectroscopy, and revealed that the brown residue contained silicon dioxide and an 
Inorganic carbonate. Further tests made with a scanning electron microscope showed a compara- 
tively high amount of manganese as shown In Figure 4. Manganese In the brown residue was 
much In excess of any other substance other than silicon. 

The chemistry of chlorine In seawater Is very complex and not fully understood, but the 
presence of the brown residue may be explained as follows. When chlorine Is Introduced Into 
seawater. there Is a slight shift In pH. and the smaller particles of the silt tend to coagu- 
late and settle out. This silt Is a montmorl11onlte clay and contains a certain amount of 
aluminum and magnesium. Manganese Is present In seawater In the divalent form. The strongly 
oxidizing hypochlorlte oxidizes the divalent manganese to the less soluble tetravalent form, 
and It precipitates out with the coagulated days. 

The exact reason why the residue deters the settling of the fouling larvae has not been deter- 
mined. The residue did form under varied conditions of water turbidity. If It Is a usual 
feature of the chlorlnatlon of seawater, It would mean that a deterrent surface can be formed 
on Intake surfaces by continuous chlorlnatlon for a period of several weeks and then If con- 
ditions warrant It, Intermittent treatment would control the fouling. 

Temperature Effects 

Heated water has been used In a number of Instances to control fouling. It Is most often 
utilized as an Intake-outfall reversal In power plants where there Is an abundant supply of 
heated water. Heat would be an appropriate control measure at a desalination plant built In 
conjunction with a nuclear reactor. 

In the heat test, three variables were evaluated: temperature, cycle time, and heat time. 
For Phase I the temperatures were 102, 111. and 1?'J

0
F, Cycle times were 336, 168, and 84 

hours with 1/2, 2 and 8 hour exposure times. The ambient temperature during Phase I varied 
from 60oF to 70oF. Phase II of the heat experiments Involved two levels of temperature, 104 
and 1120F. The heat cycles were 84 and 168 hours and the exposure times 1/2 and 2 hours. 
The ambient temperature during these tests ranged from 75 to 840F. 

The results from the Phase I experiments were analyzed by computer. The amount of time 
exposed to the heated water Is more Important than the particular temperature If It Is 30oF 
above ambient. The shorter cycle time Is more effective. For the 102eF heat, the 336-hour 
cycle did not give effective control of the barnacles. However, the cycle time of 168 hours 
and 84 hours at 102oF, with exposure times of 2 and 8 hours were effective In controlling 
the fouling. The results with the 111°F and 120oF temperatures were nearly Identical for 
comparable cycle and exposure times. The 336-hour cycle resulted In light fouling, but the 
168 and 84-hour cycles, even with 1/2-hour exposure, resulted In control of fouling. Two 
panels from Phase I are shown In Figure 5. 

Results from the first three months of the Phase II tests showed that the water temperature 
must be at least 30° above ambient for control. In these tests the panels that were exposed 
to the 104oF water, which was 20oF above ambient, were fouled by a number of oysters that 
are growing quite well. In fact. It seemed that the occasional Inmerslon In the warmer 
water helped to remove the amphlpod tubes and permit the oysters to grow even better. The 
panels that were exposed to the 1120F water were not fouled as shown In Figure 6. Other 
studies (4) have shown that for effective fouling control water temperature should be at 
least 30° above ambient. 
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Velocity Studies 

If water Is moving fast enough fouling Is completely prevented because the organisms cannot 
settle and are torn off by the surface turbulence.   This requires a velocity at the surface 
of at least 3.4 fps.    In practice a velocity In excess of this Mould be required and the 
structure of the system has to be such that Joints and elbows do not provide dead spaces 
where the larvae can attach. 

Experiments with barnacle larvae showed that attachment cannot take place If the water velocity 
at the interface surface Is In excess of one meter per second.   However, once the cyprld Is 
attached It cannot be pulled from the surface by much faster velocities. 

Velocity tests were performed by running seawater through 3, 4, 5, and 6-Inch pipes In series 
at a rate sufficient to provide the desired velocities.   Two types of pipe were used, bare 
steel and plastic-lined pipe.   A turbine flow meter was located between the 3 and 4-Inch pipe 
and the rate of flow was monitored. 

During Phase I of the velocity tests, there was a flow of 300 gallons per minute through the 
pipes with resulting velocities of 3.4 fps to 13.6 fps.    Virtually no fouling occurred.    After 
the second Inspection the flow rate was reduced by half to 150 gallons per minute.   This pro- 
duced a velocity of 1.7 fps In the 6-Inch pipe and 6.8 fps in the 3-Inch pipe.   The fouling 
was controlled by a velocity of 3.8 fps or more and there was no fouling In the 3-Inch pipe. 
However, In the 4-Inch pipe, which had a flow rate of 3.8 fps, fouling built up in the unllned 
section.   The lined section of this pipe at the same velocity was not fouled.   The unllned 
pipe had begun to rust, and as exfoliation occurred, an uneven surface was produced where 
the velocity was reduced and larvae could attach.    In the 5-Inch pipe, with a velocity of 
2.4 fps, the lined section had much less fouling than did the rusted unllned part.    For the 
6-Inch pipe, where the flow rate was 1.7 fps, the lining showed no advantage.   Both parts of 
this pipe, lined and unllned, showed heavy fouling with a growth of barnacles, byrnzoans, 
hydrolds, and anemones, and all of the minor fouling species.   These studies show that smooth 
plastic surfaces   are  able to help control fouling   when  the water velocities are in the range 
of 3.5 fps and greater. 

Results from the tests using toxic materials revealed that at least two types of antlfoullng 
paint tested did not prevent the attachment of barnacles after the first month, as shown 
In Figure 7.    The 90-10 copper-nickel plates prevented fouling except for a build up of amphl- 
pod tubes. 

Application of Fouling Control 

Fouling should be anticipated In the design of any seawater desalination plant and provisions 
should be Incorporated In the design for the control of fouling.    Depending upon the biological 
conditions encountered at a particular site, either chlorination or heating will likely be 
the control methods of choice, possibly assisted by an Increase in velocity. 

Chlorination systems should be equipped for continuous monitoring of chlorine residuals and 
should be Installed In such a way that complete mixing of, and diffusion of, the chlorine in 
the Intake water is achieved. Stagnant areas and pockets are to be avoided as these areas aid 
the attachment of fouling organisms. Smooth plastic lined pipe would help to prevent 
fouling if the water velocity is over 4 fps. The smooth surface of the lined pipe would also 
tend to accumulate the Inhibiting residue that Is often formed when seawater is chlorinated. 

Test blocks and, perhaps, glass sight ports placed in pipelines will permit a monitoring of 
the degree of fouling present.   Forecasts of fouling conditions at a site, based on fouling 
connunltles already present on submerged structures, or on the fouling experience of existing 
plants in the vicinity, arc all subject to great inaccuracies.   Many Instances are cited of 
plants located close together with very different fouling problems.   The growth rate of organ- 
Isms In an Intake tunnel can be many times that in quiesc^uc waters nearby.   There Is even 
the possibility that the effluent from the plant being designed can alter the temperature 
regime of an area enough to make possible the luxuriant growth of a fouling organism not 
otherwise native to the area.    The Incorporation of provisions for fouling controls In the 
Initial construction can avoid costly corrective construction later. 
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Any proposed method for controlling fouling In an Intake pipe should assure that fouling 
growths never get started.   This control would need to start during the construction phase 
when residual water In the partially Installed portion of the line should always be maintained 
with a chlorine residual sufficient to prevent fouling growth.   Upon completion of construction 
and start of operation, the seawater would be chlorinated at the Inlet end on a continuous 
basis for at least two months, with a residual of about 0.5 ppm.   When steady plant operation 
Is assured, chlorlnatlon could be reduced to an Intermittent basis.   Treatment would depend 
on the season, but 12 to 24 hour treatment with 1.0 ppm every 84 hours would control barnacle 
fouling.   Mussel or oyster fouling would require 12 hours out of 24 for complete control. 
Use of Intermittent heated water has been an effective measure of control In many powerplant 
Intakes.    If ample heated water Is available, weekly or biweekly flushing of the  Intake pipe 
with water approximately SOT above ambient, would control fouling.   Any water temperature 
that Is used should allow for heat loss and still maintain a temperature of at least 30°r 
above ambient. 

Test panels In the Intake should be watched carefully and at the first sign of fouling, the 
frequency of chlorlnatlon should be Increased until the maximum time Interval between chlor- 
lnatlon cycles which would prevent fouling had been determined.    It will be necessary to 
watch the test panels for at least a year in order to determine changing needs for the periods 
and lengths of chlorlnatlon based on the possible seasonal appearance of different fouling 
organisms.   Even after a complete seasonal cycle, test panels should be watched. 

These studies are still In progress.   More experiments will be undertaken on the fouling 
organisms and their response to various antifoul ants.   However, it appears that until new 
non-metallic antlfoulants are developed, intermittert chlorine used in conjunction with a 
pipe velocity In excess of 4 feet will be the most effective method of control both from an 
environmental and an economical viewpoint. 
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Discussion 

Questiort  :   Did you determine the chlorine demand curve? 

Mangum:     We did determine the chlorine demand.     Ordinarily in those waters 
it was about  four parts per million and  it varied with the silt  load from 
time to time,  but in the winter sometimes now they say this has gone as 
high as twelve parts per million for a demand, but I haven't seen it that 
way. 

Campbell:     I  am very interested in this brown scum and your finding that  it 
had quite a  lot of manganese  in it.     Now since  it was  produced by the 
clorination,   I  suspect that the manganese  is probably there as manganese 
dioxide.     If  it  it,   it will be highly cathodic and may cause quite a lot 
of corrosion.     So it may be a good thing from the point of view of keeping 
it clean,   it may prove to be quite a bad thing from the corrosion point of 
view,  and it  is something that may be or need a bit of  looking at. 
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TABLE 1 

RESULTS OF CHLORINATION TESTS 
Phase I 

Cycle Chlorine Chlorl nation Time Water Velocity Foull ig Intensity 
Time Residual (percent of total) Inspectiot i Dates 
Hours turn 

0.5 

fos 1-4 

0* 

2-1 

0* 

3-1 

0* 

3-29 

4 

4-26 

4 6 5 
3.0 6 0 3 2 2 2 
0.5 18 0 0 0 0 1 
3.0 18 2 2 0 2 2 
0.5 48 0 1 0 1 1 
3.0 48 0 0 0 0 0 

84 0.5 6 1 1 1 1 1 
3.0 6 3 7 6 7 7 
0.5 18 1 1 2 3 3 
3.0 18 2 2 0 0 1 
0.5 48 0 1 0 1 2 
3.0 48 2 1 0 0 0 

336 0.5 6 5 8 8 7 7 
3.0 6 0 0 0 0 0 
0.5 18 2 4 7 7 5 
3.0 18 3 3 3 3 2 
0.5 48 0 1 0 0 0 
3.0 48 3 2 2 1 2 

*Fl1pper mechanism had been reversed 

NOTE: Fouling Intensity Scale: 0 - 10 • none - heavy 

Figure 1. Fouling test facility at The Dow Chemical Company, Freeport, Texas. 
Velocity test loop of lined and unlined pipe is shown to the right. The trough 
in the center holds panels for intermittent exposure to the heated water circu- 
lating in the troughs in the foreground. The troughs on the left have one 
stream of raw seawater and one stream of chlorine treated seawater. Test panels 
are moved manually or mechanically from one trough to another. 
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Figure 2. Chlorine test panels: 
3ppm residual; No. 19, 84 hour cycle 
6 X exposure; No. 23, 4 hour cycle 
48 X exposure 

Figure 3. Chlorine test panels: 84 hour cycle; 
7.5 X  exposure; velocity: 4 fps. No. 19, 0.25 
ppm; No. 20, 1.0 ppm residual. One or two 
oysters are shown. 

.■■■•.'■ K ■* ma i :M 

Figure 4. Constituents of the brown residue 
formed from chlorine treated seawater as 
determined by the scanning electron micro- 
scope. 

Figure 5. Panels from heat tests: 168 hour 
cycle; No. 43, 8 hour exposure, 1110F; 
No. 46, 1/2 hour exposure, 120oF. A few 
dead barnacles are shown. 

Figure 6. Panels from heat test: 84 hour 
cycle; 1/2 hour exposure; No. 27, 104oF; 
ho. 28, 1120F. Oysters are growing well at 
the lower temperature. 

Figure 7. Test panels after 80 day exposure. 
No. 56. barnacles growing on an antlfoullng 
paint. No. 19, control panel with barnacles 
and hydrolds. 
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Les Bases Electrochlmlques de la Corrosion Localisee 
an Eau de Her. 

Marcel    Pourbalx 

Centre Belce d'Etuda de la Corrosion CEBKLCOR, Bruxelles. Belglque. 
University Libre de Bruxelles, Belglque. 

University of Florida, Oalnesvllle,  Fla 32601. 

De nombreux ph^nonknes de corrosion se produlsent dans des condi- 
tions oil I'accfes de 1'electrolyte «at restraint,  par suite d'une g^ome. 
trie partlcullfere du nattfrlau ou par suite de 1'existence de depSts 
solides,    Dans chacun de ces cas,  la composition chlmlque de la solution 
corrodante exlstant dans des cavltis plus ou molns obturies peut otre 
trha different« de celle du sein de la solution,  du fait prlnclpalement 
de reactions d'hydrolysa.    II dolt etre ter.u compte de ces differences 
pour touts analyse da tels phinofflfcnes de corrosion,  parml lesquels la 
corrosion par plqures,   la corrosion cavemeuse,  la corrosion Intergranu- 
laire,  la corrosion sous des dtfpSts et la corrosion flssurante sous 
tension.    Dans chacun de ces cas 11 est utlle d'Studier les phenomines 
"anodlques" qui se produlsent dans des cavlttfs actives gen^ralement acl- 
des et non aerees,  at les pMnomknea "cathodlquea" qul se produlsent sur 
des zones externes gtatfralenent alcallnes et aeries. 

On soullgne 1'lnterSt sclentlflque et technique d'etudeu approfon- 
dles relatives a la thermodynamlque at h la cinetlque electrochlmlques 
des "cellules de corrosion occluaes"  et portant sur les points sulvants  : 
- l'electrochlmle des surfaces externes passives, 
- la morphologla,  la chlmle et l'electrochimle des cavltes Internes 

actives,  notaiment en ce qul conceme leur pH et leur potentlel d'elec- 
trode, 

- la olnitlque de la corrosion et de sa prevention. 

On applique cas considerations k 1'etude des quatre cas sulvants  : 
- corrosion par piqQres du cuivre en solution chlorur^e,   en conslderant 

qua la solution au fona des plqures est saturee ä la fols en Cu,  en 
CU20 et en CuCl, 

- corrosion par piqQres du far en solution chioruree,  en conslderant qua 
la solution a<> fond das piqQres est saturee k la fols en FeCl?.4H?0, 
en Fe.0^ et en H?, 

- corrosion par piqQres at corrosion flssurante sous tension d'aciars en 
solution chlorurie,  an aoullgnant les lacunas qul  dolvent etre corablees 
pour qua solt possible une etude satlsfalsante de 1'Influence des ele- 
ments d'alliaga.    On emet I'hypothese d'une "fraglllte de methane" due 
k la decomposition de cementlte exlstant aux Joints da grains, 

- corrosion flssurante sous tension d'alllages de tltane en solution chio- 
ruree,  en conslderant que la solution au fond dec  fissures est saturee 
en chlorure  titaneux Instable. 

On soullgne la possiblllte da lutter contra ces differentes formes 
de corrosion par des  traitements cathodlquea abaiasant le potential 
d'eiectrode en dessou, du "potential de protection contre la plqOration". 

On temine en enumerant qualquea  tiches dont la realisation aemble 
utlle en vue d'eluclder certains aspects electrochlmlques da la corrosion 
flssurante sous tension 
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Mots-olefs   :  Corrosion par plqüres;  corrosion cavemeuse, 
corrosion Intergranulalre; corrosion sous depots;  corrosion 
flssuranta sous tension,  cellules de corrosion occluses, 
aeration dlfferentlelle,  culvre,  fer, aclers,  tltana, 
cementlte. 

I.  IKTRCDUCTION    C0RRC6I0N DANS DES CONDITIONS »E LIFFUSION RESTREimE. 
CEIXOLES DE CCRBOSICW   0CCI.USE3. 

De noir.breux ph^nomenes de corrosion, dont I'lnportance pratique oat 
considerable,  se produlsent dens des conditions oü l'acc&s de 1'Electrolyte eet 
restrelnt, par suite d'une g^o.xötrle particuliere du rat^rlau (structures pr^- 
sentent des Interstices,  telles que des toles rivees,  des assemblages flletf's), 
ou par suite de  l'existence de depots solides  (prodults de corrosion.   Incrusta- 
tions, sallssures marines,  etc.).    Dans chaeun de ces cas,  oil la corrosion no 
produit dans des conditions de diffusion restreinte,  et que B.F. BKCVN a propose 
de grouper sous le vocable "occluded cell corrosion O.C.C."   (cellules de corro- 
sion  occluses C.CO.),  la composition ohimlque de la solution corrudante exlstant 
dans les cavites plus ou moins obtur^es peut etre tres different'.- de  la compo- 
sition chlmlque du sein de la solution,    L'influence de cette difference de con- 
position est tellement importante qu'il dolt en 6tre   tcnu compte pour toute ana- 
lyse approfondie du ph^nomöne de corrosion. 

Ces ph^nomönes se nanlfestent notam.'ent dftiw la corrosion par piqOres, 
danr la curro&lon cavorneuse, da^s 1« oorrosian ir.i.cre,ra;iuiaire, UOUO la cou'O.iion 
sous des depots,   et dans  la  corrosion flssuiantc sous ttnslon, 

II est connu depuis de nombreuses ann^.d qi;e les solutions & 1'Inte- 
rieur de plqQres de fer et d'alumlnium sent acides : en t923t J.H. RAYUS (1) a 
observe un pH d'envlron 6 dans des piqOres exlstant h l'Interieur (\e tubes en 
acler pour distribution d'euu; en 19J7. T.P. H0W1 (2) a signale 1'importance dl« 
1'acidi fication locale, due ä ur.e hydrolyse, pour la corrosion de i'ütaln dKr.s 
des solutions sensiblement neutres; en I95I, C. EOIUSftMU ot U.R. .WANS (J) o.it 
mesure, pour des plqQres d'alumlnium, des pH voisins de 5>3 en solution de chlo- 
rure et voislns de 4,7 en solution de Sulfate. Comr« indlqul notammant par U.R. 
EVAWJ ((A), p.119), cette acidification est due k l'hyUroIyse d'ions imStoUlqueo : 
dans le cas du fer, les ions Fe'4+V s'liydrolyscnt aveo foj-rfation de inagndtHe Fc_}Oj; 
et de differents composes ferrcsofeniques »nydroxydos tt sels baslques), qui 
s'accumulent Jusqu'a Halisation d'un equllibiv,  relatif par exemple k la reaction 

Pe++ + 2 Fe+++ + 4 HyO ?i Fe^O^ + 8 H+ 

Dans le cas de  1'aluminium, dlffrrentcs reactions d'hydrolyse sont pos- 
sibles,  condulscnt k diffrfrvntea variitia d'oxyde ou d'hydroxyde d'alumlnium,  par 
exemple selon la reaction globale 

Al + 3 H2O - Al(05l)^ ♦ 3 8* ♦ 3 •- 

I.L. RQSENFEU) et l.K. MARSHAKCV ont pr^Gunt«! en 1963. lor« du "Consr*s 
International da Corrosion Mtalllque" tenu a Moscou. uii tres Important memoirc sur 
la corrosion cavemeuse, oü 11s attlrent partlculierement 1'attention sur les modi- 
fications de potentlel d'electrode et de pH survenant dans  les cavernes de corrosion (3), 
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II ast probable qua, pour ctiaqve forme da "cellule da corrosion oocluae" 
O.C.C.   (ou C.C.O.) affectant un nrft&l ou alllage donn< loraqu'll eat en contact aveo 
un milieu donn^,  lea CAracttfristlques chimlquea h l'intörleur de la cavlttf en corro- 
sion sont & peu pr^s lea memes.    Par exemple,  lorsqu'un acler au chrome donnt se cor- 
rode en presence d'eau de mer,   la composition de la solution eat i peu pris la meme 
i l'inttfriour d'une plqüre, d'une caverne,  ou d'une fissure de corrosion sous tension; 
par consequent, las rtaultats d'Etudes faites en ce qui conceme la chlmle das solu- 
tions axistant k 1'Interieur da piqures et de cavemes peuvent etre extrapoUs    A dos 
fissures.    II va de sol, cepandant, qu'une teile extrapolation dolt £tre falte prudem- 
ment,  sans que soit perdue de vue 1*Influence speclfique d'autres  facteurs, at specia- 
lernent 1'Influence de la tension. 

2. REGIONS AN0CIQ0E3 ET CATHCDIQUE3.     PHEW0ME1C3 ANODIQUES ET CATHCDIQUE3. 

Dana le cas frequent oil la solution corrodante contlent de l'oxygfene,  las 
surfaces sltu^es k l'extörieur des cavltös obturöea, et qui sent en contact direct 
aveo oette "uutlon, sont souvent paeslv^es par l'oxygene,  et aglssent comna cathodes 
agrees oü   1' cxygönc    fit r^dult en eau et/ou en esu oxyg<nöc avao augmentation du 
pH.  par exemple selon la reaction 

0   + 4 H+ + 4 e" -*2 HgO      (ou 0   + 2 »LO + 4 a"    -»   4 CH*) 

Las surfaces sltutfas k 1'Interieur des cavit<s sont actives, et aglssent 
comme anodes non Airita oü le metal sublt une corrosion avec hydrolyse,  ce qui con- 
duit ä une diminution du pH, par example selon les reactions sulvantes  : 

pour le far : Pa   ■♦  Ft        ♦ 2 a" 

at 3 Pa+* + 4 J^O   -» Fe 0^ + 8 H+ + 2 a" 

pour 1'aluminium : 

Al -• Al*** + 3 a" 

at Al*** + 3 1^0     •♦ Al(CH)    + 3 H*  . 

Ceel conduit done,   loraque la solution corrcdante eat une eau »trie sensl- 
blement nautra» k das cellules d'a^ratlon dlff^rontlelle entre de grar.dea cathodes nas- 
aives oü la solution cat l^girement alcallne, et de petites anodes actives oü la solu- 
tion est nettement aclde.    La couplage de ces reactions sathodlquas et snodlqucs pro- 
voque un transfert d'anions das cathodea externes vers les anodes internes (qul est 
aasocltf avec la circulation d'un ccurant tflectrlque entre cea deux groupes de r^gicts, 
de teile sorts qua soit maintenua l'^lectroneutrallttf des solutions dans oes deux 
compartlment«). SI la solution corrodante contlent du chlorute,  les aniona ainai trans- 
ff'res peuvent ?tre des ions chlorure Cl*, et l'acld^ qul se Tonne 4 l'lnttfrieur des 
cavittfs est en fait d« 1'aclde chlorhydrIque, qul est ins a«,ressif.    Co 1 ast I'una 
des ralsor.s pour lasquelles,  ainsi qu'll est blen connu,  le« chlorurea    avorisent de 
raanlere partleulierement nuisibXa la corrosion par plqQrvs,  la corrosion cavameusa, 
et la corrosion flssurante sous tension  :  la solution exlstant a x'Interieur das 
piqures,  cavemes et fissures contlent de  1'aclde chlorhydrique. 

II faut aussl etre bien consclent de ce qua,  lorsqua la thermodynamiqua la 
pcrmet,  c'est-a-dlre lorsque la potential d'clectr-jdo du metsl k 1' Interieur da  la 
cavlttf en corrosion est Inferieur au  (plus n4gatlf qua la) potential d'rfqulllbre da 
i'hydrogene dans la solution qua renfetma la cavittf.  la rtfaotion anodique da corrosion 
n'est pas  la eeule reaction possible  :  une r^actiu.i uathodlqu« da dtfgagement a'ii^drogina 
2 H* + 2 e" -^H? paut aussl se produlre a 1'Interieur- de la cavlt<i  eatte reaction de 
d^gagement d'hydrog^n» fre^ne l'abalsaement de pH at peut öventuallament condulre k une 
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"fragility d'tii'drogc-ne".    Quelques autres reactions cathodlques ou anodlquaa peuvenb 
aussl se produ.'re, si la thcrmodynamlque  le pern«;t, et pannl elles dss reactions afi'ec- 
tant, des carburos et des composes  intermetalllques deposes dans la matrice ou le long 
des  joints de grains. 

En conclusion! les problfemes de nature elcotrochlmique qui sent assocl^s avec 
les corrosions qul s'acconipllssent dans des conditions de diffusion restrelnte peu- 
vent concerner trots group's de ph^nomönes  : 

- »ur lea surfaces "cathodlquer.";  des reactions electrochlmiques et chlmlques 
s'occoTpllssar.t a des potentlols relatlvement ^levi's, et en milieu g^ndrale- 
ment a leal In. 

- sur I'.'s surfaces "anodlques*       :  des reactions  ölectrochlmlques et chlmlques 
■ 'accorrpllssant k des potentleis d'electrode relatlvement b&s,  et en milieu 
gendralcmsnt aclde. 

- entre  lea suria?ea cathodlq'j'is et anodlques  : des transferts d'lons et des 
reactions chlmlques. 

Chacun de ces trois groupes de pli^nomenes dolt etre considere aux deux points 
de vue  themic<dynamiquo et clnütlque.    Cecl  Impllque la inesure et 1'Interpretation : 

- des pott'ntiela dVioctrode  rel.Tt.lfs aux surfacea catnoilques  :  cos potentleis 
d'electrode sont dos difference.':, do potuntiel entre uno surface cathodlque 
et uno ei»ctrode de reference r-vcrsiblc placue dsuis xa solution Jouxtant cet- 
te surface,  4 l'oxterlcur des cavltes, 

- des p.-iV?iitWs d'elec'-rodc rclatlf.s aux surfaces anoiilques  :  ces potentleis 
d'eiecfcd« sent di/s dlfWronces d* potentir.l entro  un,- mtrttM anod^.quo 
et une electrode de  reference  r>'vcrsibl« pl;:cee d^na la solution Jouxtant 
cette surface,  i I'lntorleur d'une cavite, 

les pot.ontlols de diffusion cnt.ro   les aoiatlons ä 1'Interieur et | l'exterlcur 
des ca-« Itc's  ;  ce» potentleis sort des differences de  potentlel entre  ies deux 
electrodes de reference cltees cl-dessus. 

11 va de sol que I'etJie dolt etro differente selon qu'll s'aglt d'ctudler 
I'lnltiation do la corrosion ou sa  progression.    I-o tralternent clnetlque peut etre 
different oon« chaque catcgorle de  O.C.C;  mals le  tralte.wnu  Un:r-m^äjua...ique dolt 
etre   fondarsrivnlenont  le meire. 

Dans  la t.uitc du prösent expose,  apres avoir präsente quelques opinions con- 
cemant  J.'Initiation dc quelques  fomos de "corrosion en diffusion restrelnte" ou 
"cellules de ccrrcsicn obtu;ees"  C.C.C.,   nous examinerons la thermodynamique et la 
c.netlque des  phenomtnes eiectrochlmlquos er  Jeu. 

}.  l/lt.'lTIA-i'N HE U COR^C-SIOM CAVEH'.'El'.':!,.  DE U COKHOSION PAU PlftORES,  ET D£ LA 
COHH'JTO:J ni-suhA>rK z:"'- rdHsiw'. 

i. 1  Corrosion ravcmouM-' 

Une corrosion caverneus* s»   p-tKlult   lorr.qu'un netal ou alllage pabslvable 
Hut It  une corrosl'.n i'.encrAllseo en presence d'iuw solution exempte d'oxygene, 
avec   formation d'lons meiall'.qnes ciul  s'hydrolysent lorsqu'llr  vlennent en contact 
av c de  l'oxjx^ne, cc qul  conduit a  la formation d'un" r.oV-tlon aclde et d'un 
uxyde  ou hydri>xyde  l.isoluble. 
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Sont done susceptible« de corrosion caverneuse en presence d'une solution 
neutre donnie les m^taux et alllagss dont la dlagramme potcntlcl/pH präsente un 
donaine  trlangulalra de corrosion g<ndralls4e attendant aux pH suptfrlcurs k 7 
(p.ex.  le fer et la plupart des aclers au chrome).    La figure 1   (6b) montre un 
tal dlagramme pour 1« fer k 25*0, avec Indication des valeurs exprfrlnentales 
du pH en absence d'oxygine (llgne J,), et en presence d'oxygens (lignes 2a et 2b). 

La figure 2 montre I1 Initiation et la proiiagatlon d'une cavemo de corro- 
sion du fer dans une eau passivante a^ree contenant un peu dc chlorure, caveme qul 
r^sulte du placement d'une plaque non mtftalllque sur la surface du nrftal. 

Lorequ'll est en contact direct aveo 1'eau contenant de l'oxyf,ene,  le 
mtftal est couvert d'un film protecteur de Fe20},  et präsente un potent lei d'elec- 
trode volsln de ♦ 0,2 volt par rapport k 1'electrode standard a hydro iene (esh> 
SI uns plaque en mature plastlque est pos^e sur une partle de la surface en fer« 
le potential du fer sous cette plaque descend Jusqu'envlron -0,3 volte8h,  par 
suite de l'^llmlnatlon de l'oxyg^ne dans le mince film de solution qul deineure 
entre la plaque et le metal  (figure ga). 

De ce fait,  1« film protecteur sublt un« dissolution par reduction, et 
le mrftal devlent actlf.    Des courents d'aöratlon dlfförentlelle clrculent cntre 
les zones externes passives et la partle active d% la surface,  oü le fer se cor- 
rode avec formation de cations Pe++.    L'^lectroneutralit^ de !& solution cxls- 
tant dans la caveme coirmenfante se malntlent par diffusion d'anlons Cl* venant 
du sein de 1'eau.    Une partle des Ions Fo++ s'hydrolyse en Fc^CXt ou est oxyd<$e 
en Ions Fe+++,  lesquels s'hydrolysent en Fe(0H)5,  car Fe^Oi) et Fe(CH)^ sont, 
selon le diagramnitf d'^qullibres potentlcl/pH du eynthme Fe-H^0, les   formes sta- 
bles du fer dans lee conditions de potentlel d'electroae et do pH existantes. 
Ceci conduit k une diminution du pH Jusqu'a environ 4 ä 3 et ä une Elevation 
correspondante du potential (le long de la llgrs 1  de la figure 1),  Jusqu'i 
environ -0,4 voltesh (figure 2b).    La corrosion est la plus forte pres de la 
parti« Interne du d<p8t de Fe(CH)j,  Ik oü 1« pH est minimum, environ 3 (figure go). 

3.2 Corrosion par piqOr«« 

La figure 3 montre I'lnitlation et la propagation d'une piqQre de fer 
dans une eau a^r^e renfermant du chlorure,  selon un mecanlsme    inspire par les 
experiences ^lectrochlmlques de T.P. HOAR (7) et par les experiences ellipso- 
nxStriques de J. KHUGER  (8).    Nou« nous ritirona ici a la figure 4 qul montre 
schtfmatiquement les conditions experimentales d'immunity, de corrosion gen^- 
ralis^s, de corrosion par piqQres, de passivation parfaite et de passivation 
imparfalte   du fer en presence de solutions renfermant ID"2 mole Cl~ par 
litre  (333 ppm).    Le point J_ (-0,3 voltesh) de cette figure conceme les con- 
ditions de corrosion caverneuse dtfjfc consid^rtfes en section 3*1 • 

Considtfrona 1« cas oil, pour quelque raison que ce soit, due par exem- 
ple a la presence d'oxygene, le potentlel d'<lectrode du fer passlf en presence 
d'eau de pH 8 attaint le "potential   de rupture" ou "potentlel de piqüration" 
(point 2 de la figure k,    solt environ ♦ 0,1  vclteSh).    Dans un premier stade. 
quclques ions Fe++ passent ä travers le  film d'oxyde passivant san* ohangement 
perceptible de la morphologic de ce film (ceci se produit lorsqu'cst attaint le 
"premier  temps d'induction ti" de KRUOER,  pour lequel HOAR a observtf un aocrois- 
sement du courant anodique sans que KRUOER ait detect^ par ellispomtftri« aucun 
changement de la morphologic du film),    Dans un second stade.  ces ions Pe++ 
sont oxyd<« par 1'oxygine k la surface «n ions Fe+++, qul, dans un troisifeme 
stade,   foment par hydrolyse, k I'inttfrieur d'un film prtfe^demment protecteur. 
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une solution aclde qul modlfle gravement la morpholople de oc film (lorsqu'ost 
•ttelnt 1* "deuxleme temps d'Induction t^" de KRUGKi^.    Ce trolslfeme stade rorres- 
pond i una veritable plqOratlon,  avec  formation d'unc cavittf acide  (zone £ da la 
figure 4) qui provoque une chute soudaine du potcntlel mixte du la surface.    Ca 
potentiel mixte, qul Augmente ensuitc au fur at k mesure que la cavity    est obtu- 
r4e davantage par la formation de produits de corrosion, sublt une nouvelle chute, 
•vac formation d'uns deuxifeme plqflre,  lorsqu'est attelnt 4 nouveau la potential 
da plqOratlon.    Le cycle se renouvella alors, at le potentiel mixte oscille entre 
deux Unites qui sont reapoctivement le potentiel de pioflratlon des surfaces pas- 
sives externes et le potentiel des piqQres actives internes; chaqua chute de poten- 
tiel d^rile 1'apparitlon d'une nouvelle plqQre. 

3,3 Corrosion fissurante sous tension 

Ainsi que I'a <crlt B.F. BROWN (9, flg.l),  les fissures de corrosion sous 
tension s'amorcent k des points falbles de la surface, particullereinant lä oü des 
corrosions anttfrieures, qul peuvent ou non rtaulter d'une tension,  ont conduit k 
des cavit^s acldes : cavemes, piqQres, etc... 

4.  ■nERWODYKAMIftUE ET CIWETIgUE DES CELLULES DE C0RH0SION CBTUREE3. 

4.1  (ten<ralit<s 

Comma Indiqutf en section 2,  la plupart des "corrosions en cellules obtu- 
rees"  (corrosion par piqQres, corrosion cavemeuse,  corrosion fissurante sous 
tension,  par exemple)  impllquent I'existence simultance de cathodes passives et 
d'anodes actives.    Elles peuvent done etre consld/r^es, ainsi que i'a dlt J. 
MONWELLE  (10) pour la corrosion par piqQres,  conme une "maladie de l'tftat pansif". 

S'il en eat ainsi, de telles corrosions ne dolvent aff'ectar quo des 
ir^taux at alliages qul peuvent devenlr passifs dans leurs conditions d'utllisa- 
tion.    Et conme,  parml les nombreux facteurs qul sffertent la passivltrf et 1'ac- 
tlvit^ des mtftaux et alliages,  le potentiel d'electrcdo et le pH Jouant un rule 
partlculiirement important,  11 est rationnel,  lore de  1'dtude ue I'electrocniraie 
da ces corrosions, d'acoorder une attention speclale k l'influcnce de ces deux 
facteurs,at cala tant pour la thermodynamlque que pour la cin^tiqua das reactions 
4 consid^rer.    II va da sol cependant qu'il ne faut pas m^sestliner 1'Influence 
d'autres facteurs  (par exemple 1'Influence sp^ciflque des anions). 

Par consequent, lorsque I'on est confront^ avec un problems dltarmintf 
mattant en Jeu des "cellules de corrosion obturtfas" pour un alliaga determine 
en presence d'un milieu determine,  11 paralt reoomnandable d'op^rer salon les 
tftapes sulvantas  (ces <tapes seront lllustrtfas dans les sections 4.2 k 4.4, 
avec examples concemant la piquratlon du culvra, du fer et d'aelei«  ainsi que 
la corrosion fissurante sous tension d'aciers). 

4.11 Elactrochlmle des surfaces externes passives 

Rtfunlr autant d'informations que possible concemant I'tflectroohimie 
des surfaces passives externes  : 

a) Quels sont las constituents suparflclels des surfaces passives externes  T 
b) Qualle est la composition de la solution corrodante ? 
o) Quel ast la potential d'tflactrode du nrftal ou alllage en presence de 

cette solution ? 
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4.12 Morphologic et chiirle des cavltes interne* actives; 
mmm'hmmmmfammmmmmmm^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm mmmmmmmm» -•»« 

Rrfunir autant d'Informations que poss'ble concernant 1« chimie des cavitts 
Internes actives : 

a) Quels sent les constituants de l'alliage en corrosion : constltuants ue 
1« ma trice;  cempoaei ir.t,i?metalllq;.'vs et oerbures,  suüu lavement aux 
Joints de grains ? 

b) Quels sont les prodults de corrosion solides deposes i l'iat^rieur de 
Is cavitö  :  oxydes ou h^'droxydes,  hydrurcs,  su^s  ? 

c) Quelle est la conpositiün chlmique de la soJution k l'intirieur de la 
cavlt< :  pH, concentrations en dlff^rcnts cr.tlons et anions ? 

d) Quel est le pui.entl*l d'electrode de 1'anläge en presence de cette 
solution 7 

4.1^ Electrochimle des cavites actives 

4.131 DiaBram^o s_d_|_^äuU l^brc s 

Sur la base des donnöes accesqibles, caiculer,  si cela n'a pas et^ 
fait pr^ctfdemment»  pour les cavlte's  internes (et eventuellonent aussi pour 
les surfaces externes passives),  les conditions d'^quiilbro thcrmodynadl- 
que de tout corps solide existant.  en 'T^sence de la solution a consldörer. 
Representer ces conditions d'jquiliore    graphIqi.'errent. (dincramnec dc solu- 
bility et diagramwR jiotentlcl/jjH).    Cea diaGrarrmies devraicnt indiqucr, cl-a- 
que  fols que e'est fatsable,  les donalr.es theo^iques ds stability et d'ir.s- 
tabilite d« tout corps solid«. 

4.1^2 Valeurs oxo(!riiiientalcs_do £ot(jnti^e^ et_d^ £H_^_^I.^IltlrieH,'_<*£s..Pi<l5" 
res motives 

Compte tenu des rrfsultats obtenj«. en section 't.tjl,  essayer de repro- 
duire tyatMtl^uMHnt dss selutloBa svmbl&bles n-.ix saltations exldtAtit a 
l'Interieur des cavites, el eosayor Ac produire des cnvltöo ertlfisiolleE 
dans d.is conditions sombl.ibles aux conditions fxiit."..-.* rn pratique.    De- 
terminer la composition des (i?ux tolutlOM aln.'/l  obtenues, nlnsi que lu 
potentiel d'^leetrode du mt'tal dans ccs oolutlorps;  corr:j)ftrer I03 resultsts 
de ces deux series d'experiences    avec les dlt^ra^-nes d'cqaiJibre   . 

4.14 Cinetlque de la corrosion et de sa prevention 

En op^rant sur den f.olutlonr. synth^tiques et/cu sur los cavites artifielclles 
mntionnees en section 4.132, essayer d:<lucider la cinetlque de la corrosion 
k 1'Interieur de ces cavites, sp^claleir^nt en ce qui comerne les conditions 
d'lmmunite et de passivation, et les possibllltes dc prevention de la corrosion. 

4.2 Application a la corrosion ptr piqflr^s du cuivre 

A titre d'exenple de la mtU-zie dVtudo deorlte en section Jt.l,  nous Mei'ivona 
brlfevement une iviäe qui a ^t^ falu- Mi su.let de la corrtiion par plqOres du eulvre   iani 
l'eau de distribution de Bruxelles frolds,    C»tt.e etude,  qui est certainement tutfiarfaitc 
et incomplete, ne doit nullement Stre consldön''   B<MHU un r-::düle et c'cvraJt etre  pour- 
suivie de manlöre plus approfondle.    Cet «»xemplp est do/'x/ «»Fisontlellement pour fixer 
les idles,  en sulvanl les quatre stacks considcrcn en sectln 3,1,    i)es details sont 
donnas dans plusieurs publications (II,  12,  l>), 

4.21  ElectrochiMle des surfaces -xternc? passives 

Nous n'avons pas examine dw m>)nlfere approfondle la nature des cor.stltuantr 
superficiels des surfaces externes passives.    La solution corrodantc et«lt de 
l'eau de Bruxelles air4e  1  pH 7,9; duretö  totale 3^,9 degrej frangals  (i-^.O* 
durete bicarbonlque et 7,9 duret«? non bicarbanlque; 26,0* duretö calcique et 
7,9* duretrf iragneslenneä;  satureo cn CaCO)  (Index üe L»nc;elier ziro); 2?9 pp:n 
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C02, 46 ppn SOj, 22 ppm Cl. 

Le potentlel d'^lectrode des surfaces externes vnriait fork«nient entre 
-230 mV par rapport a l'^lectrcda k oaloinol saturöe ecs et environ +50 h +kOO 
mVecs,  selon la duröe du contact avec  1'eau,  lea conditions de circulation de 
l'eau,  l'ätat de surface, la presence ou l'absence do lumlfero, etc... 

4.22 Morphologie et chlmle des cavlttfs internes actives 

La figure 5 represents une piqQre de cuivre en presence d'ocu de Bn-xelli-s 
frolde.    Cette plqüre oontlent, sous une couch« de malachite vorte CuCCK.Cii{a:)p, 
des crlstaux blaras de ohlorure culvreux CuCl et un d<5p6t non adherent d oxyde 
cuivreux rouge CugO.    La solution qui existe au fond ds la piqure set done en 
contact direct avec Cu, CugO et CuCl; la aolutl n qul oxlste au soiomet de la 
plqfiz« est en contact direct avec CuCO^.CutoOg. 

Ceci donne quelques informations concemant le point b de la section 4.1c! 
(prodults de corrosion solides).    Au sujet du point a (constituants du m^tal), 
nous savlons uniquement que les constituants prlncipnux du cuivre (tloctrolytiqu* 
sont du cuivre pur et un pen de CugO,  et nous n'avons pas examine particuliere- 
ment les ^chantillons du nctal soumls aux essais.    Aucunc information n'ötait 
accessible a cette epoque concernant le point c  (composition de lu solution k 
I'lntdricur de la piqQre) et le point d  (potential d'^leotrcde du cuivre k 
l'intdrleur de la piqQre). 

4.25 Electrochlmle des cavltös actives 

4.251 Dlt^rura.ws^d^aunibrfE^ 

La figure 6 eat, pour fo*C,  le dlncrainme d'^qullibros potentiel/pH 
pour le Systeme blnaire Cu-HpO.    Elle montre que, en presence d'oau pure de pH 
volsin de 7»   le cuivre mltalllque Cu est la fonno »table du cuivre en absence 
complete d'oxygene  (Ugne a),  1'oxyde ds cuivre CuO est la forme stable en 
presence d'oxygene  (ligne b),  I'oxydc culvreux cat stable dan.' des conditions 
intenn^dialres. 

La figui'e 7 est, aussi pour 25*C,  le dlagranime d'iqullibr«    pour le 
systfemo temairc Cu-Cl-HaO pour des solutions contenant 10-'' at.i,r. C1-/1. 
(5)5 ppm Cl").    La figure 8 est lo diasramme d'^qullibre   pour le syst^nt 
qalnaire Cu-COj-SOj-Cl-HpO pour dos solutions contenant, comme c'ost le 
oas pour l'eau de Bruxellüa, 229 ppm COg, 46 ppm SO5 et 22 ppm Cl. 

lies figures 7 et 8 montrent que, en presence des solutions consid^- 
rees.  le chlorure culvreux CuCl ne peut etre stable que dans les condition:- 
acldcs (pH inrtrleur k 5,66 ou k 2,45 scion la tenour en chlurare).    S'il 
se forme en prösenoe d'eau neutre,  CuCl dolt done s'hydrolyser selon la 
reaction : 

2 CuCl + HgO ■* Cu 0 + 2 H+ + 2 Cl" 
Jusqu'a oe que les 

conditions d'öquillbre de cette reaction solent attcintec.    l/x solution 
existant k I'lnt^rieur d'uno piqQre active de cuivre, qui est satureo 
k la fols en CuCl et en Cu^O, dolt done etre aclde. 

On peut obVmlr plus d1 informations concernant la chimie et l'eJec- 
truchlmie de  la piqure en conslderant que,  si I'^tut d'^qulllbrc est r^a- 
lls4 au fond de la piqQre,  la solution existant en cat endroit doit otro 
en <qullibre avec CuCl, Cu20 et Cu; pour des solutions contenant 22 ppm 
Cl",  teneur qui ost considerce h la figure 9i  ceci correspond au point 
triple n* 4 de cette figure  : E - +0.526 volt^sh et pH - 2,45. 
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Cependant, 11 n'y a pas de ralson pour qua la concentration 
•n chiorure k I'.nt^rieur da la plqQre aolt tfgale k Ja concentration 
k l'ext^rleur de la plqQre, qul est 22 ppm.    Comme 1'a montr^ une ^tude 
approfondle des iqulllbres du oysttme temalre Cu-CI-KgO (lie,  12c), 
le oulvre so dlssout en milieu aclde aveo formation des cations Cu+ et 
Cu++ at do I'anlon Cuds' «t, du fait d'un excMent des cations sur les 
anlons,   l'öloctronoutrallti i l'lntörleur de la plqQre dolt etre Sta- 
bile par diffusion d'autres anlons, prlnclpalement des Ions chiorure, 
venant du sein da la solution.    La concentration en Ions Cl~ exlstant 
reellement ä l'lntörleur d'une plqQre de oulvre dolt done etre oelle 
pour laquelle l'^lectroneutralltä de la solution est assures. 

Le tableau cl-apres, qul resulte de travaux effectuds prteiierment 
(13), Indlquc les reactions qul peuvent se produlre k I'lntdrleur d'une 
plqQre de oulvre, alnul que leurs conditions d'equilibre k 23*C (les 
corps solides sont soullgnds)  t 

(22) Cu     - Cu +   e" 

(23) Cu     - Cu*4     + 2e' 

(76)   Cu + 2 Cl'- CuCl " +   e" 

E - +0,520 + 0,0591  log (Cu ) 

E - +0,337 + 0,0295 log (Cu++) 

E - +0,208 + 0,0^91   log (CuCl ') 

(55)    Cu + Cl"   - CuCl      + e" 

(51 ) 2CuCl + HO- Ci^O + 2C1' + 

0,1182 loo (Cl") 

E - +0,137 - 0,039'  log (Cl") 

pH -   5,66    + log(Cl"). 

Done, pour toute valeur de l'actlvltd en Ions chiorure Cl", quo nous 
supposerons  lei <galc a la concentration,   les formules JJ et 5L donnent res 
pectlvement le potenticl d'tflectrode et le pH d'equilibre, et les formules 
22, 2^ et 26 donnent respectlvetrant ies aotlvites   (ou   sonoentratlcns corrl- 
gdesTen ions Cu*,  Cu++ et CuCl ".    La valeur da lm concentration en Cl" 
qul correspond a I'dlectroneutrelitiS de la solution est la valeur pour la- 
quelle ++ + + . . . 

2 (Cu    ) + (Cu ) + (H ) - (Cl ) + (CuCl2 ) + (OH ) 

ou,  pulsque la concentration en Oil" est suffisamment faible pour etre 
ndgllgöe, 

2 (Cu*+) + (Cu+) + (H+) - (Cl") + (CuCl2'). 

La figure 9 montre 1'influence de la concentration en Cl" sur les 
potentiel,  pH et concentrations cites ci-dessus.    L'öleotroneutrallte 
de la solution est rcailsce lorsqus ccs donndes ont les valeurs suivantes  : 

log(Cl") 

E 

PH 
esh 

- - 2,16 

- + 0,265 volts 

- 3,50 

- - 4,32 

- - 2,46 

- - 3.36 

Ceci signifio 

- pour Cl, ur.e toneur totale de 0,00692 + 0,00086 

soit 0,00692 at.gr./l.,  ou 2't5 ppm Cl" 

loe(Cu+) 

log(Cu++) 

log(CuCl2") 

soit 0,00005 at.gr./l. 

0,00545 at.gr./l. 

0,00043 at.gr./l. 

0,00778 gr.at./l., 
ou 273  ,5ptn Cl 

et pour Cu, une teneur totale de 0,00005 + 0,Oq}45 + 0,00043 ■ 0,00593 gr.-'t./l. 
ou ?50 ppm Cu. 
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Par consequent, selon cea calcula,  ie poUntiol d'dlectrode d'equj- 
llbre du oulvro k I'lnt^rleur d'une plqQre. i 25*C, eat environ + 26'j mVe3h 

(par rapport & I'&eetrode standard k hydroeeno),  ou, si on adopto ♦ 2ltl 
mVesh Pour le potentiel de 1'elect rode k calomel satur^e, -fc4 !RVecs.    Le 
pH de la solution a l'Interieur de  la plqüre,   pros du cuivt«, eat environ 
3,50.    Cette solution contlent environ 273 PPra Cl et environ 250 ppm Cu. 
Ces conditions d'cquilibre peuvent etre repr^sentees approximatlvenient par 
le point triple Cu/CuCl/CugO de la figure 7, qui ooncerne toutefols 10"2,00 

at.gr. Cl'/l (355 Ppm) »u lieu de lO"'.1'» (245 ppm); mals cette relativement 
fälble difference peut etre nlglig^e pour une approcne se-mi-quantltatlve 
du problfen». 

4.232 Valeur« ex£<rlmentale8_de fiotcntie^ et_de £H_k_lJ.intfrieur_de nitres 
dc_culvre actives 

Afin de verifier la validity de ces provisions thermodynamiques  (11c, 
p.7),  J. VAN MUYIiJER a place un fil de culvre dans de l'oau degazee,   k 
laquelle 11 a ajout^ des quantit^s croissantes do CuCl,   lequel s'est hydro- 
lys4 avec formation de CugO et de HCl.    Cette addition a iti poursuivic Jus- 
qu'a stabilisation du potentiel d'electrodc du culvre et du pH de la solu- 
tion.    Ces valeurs stables ont ^ respectivemcnt E - + 20 mVecs  (au lieu 
de + 24) et pH « 3»4  (au lieu de 3,5).    La solution contenait 207 PP" 01 
(au lieu de 273) et 17 PP™ Cu (au Heu de 250).    Exception falte pour la 
teneur en culvre,  les nSsultats de ce rapide czsui expörlmental aont en 
accord satlsfalsant avec les donneor. calculcos.    Les raisons de l'^eart 
observt5 en ce qui conceme la teneur en culvre n'ont pas encore iti 
recherch^es. 

Slgnalons aussl quo,  le long des surfaces externes passives,  alnsi 
que sur la partle externe des plqüres,  le materlau est en contact avec 
l'eau teile quoll.', sans modification sensible,  laquelie a un pH ögal ä 
7,9 et contient de l'oxygene. 

Coimie le montre la figure 9.   le d^riv^ de culvre stable dans ces 
conditions ost de la malachite, et c'est la la i'alson pour laquelle  la 
partle externe des piqQres ost formöe de malachite.    Comme l'a montiO 
N.  de Z0UB0V (volr He,  flg.l3),^la teneur en culvre d'une eau de pH 
7,9 contenant 229 ppm COg (10"2'2° molaire) et saturee en malachite 
est d'environ 10-7 at.gr. par litre  (0,006 pp.n Cu). 

4.24 Cin^tique de la corrosion du culvre par plqöres,  et de sa prevention 

Lors d'une premiere sörle d'exp^rienoes, de l'eau de Eruxelies a tU.e mlse 
en circulation pendant pluslours seraainca ou mols sur un grand nombre d'öchsn- 
tillons de culvre presentant dlfferents etats de surface,  Isolds ou couples 
avec dlfferents ntftAUX ou avec du gmphlte,  et tiana dlffervntca conditions de 
circulation de l'eau.    Des mosuros de potentiell ä co^rant nul ont 4t4 faltes 
sur ces echantillons au cours de ces essaln, 

11 a it6 trouve que,  bans exception,  des plqureo oont toujours apparuea 
lorcque,  quelle qu'cn solt la ralson,   le potentiel d'electrodc du culvre cat 

dovenu plus tlevi qu'urw valeur critique,   laquelle a ete voislne de +17CnVt.CB 

pour la surface interne concave des  tubes de culvre  (16 n dianietro), et de 
+ 100 niVecs pour 1? surface convexe de  fils de culvre  (2mm diamete).    Aucune 
plqüre n'a ete obeervee lorsque le potentiel d'eieet'-ode avalt une valeur 
Infdrieure a ces valours critiques. 
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Par ail~eura, quelques exJ)Hriences potentiocinetiques ont ete fai tt-s sur de$ 
echantillons de cu1vre decap4 en presence de differentes solutions ; eau de Bruxc l . 
les degazee, solutions de bicarbona te de sodium, ains1 que des solutions exernpk-s 
d'axygime saturees en CuCl mentionnecn en fin de la section '1.2}2 du present rap
port, et cennccs representer la solution existant a l 1 interieur des piqures. 

Il a ete observe que : 

- lors d'une polarisation anodique en presence d 1eau de Bruxelles exempte 
d'oxygcne, le cuivre se couvre S 11Ccessivement d 1une couche de Cu20 sensible
ment protectr1ce et d 1 un depot non protecteur de CuO, 

- dans certaines conditions (u.~neura en NaHC<>_; voisines de 0.01 a 0.0} molni
res, so1t lt40 a 1.}20 ppm C~), la malachite peut etr-e completemcnt protec
tr1oe, 

-en pre3ence de la solution acide existant a l 1 1nter1eur des piqures (pH 
VOisin d<: _:.,If) I la reaction Cu - eu++ + 2 e- se produit de manic•r e rever~ible: 
11 y a corrosion du cuivre des qu.-:: le I--otentiel d 1 tHectrode devi ('n~- super:l~Ul' 
au po1.~r:tiel d'equilibre (environ + 20 mVecs), et 11 y £1 de.oositi o11 de cu:lvre 
des que ln potentiel d'~lectrodc devient inferieur au potentiel d'tqu~.l i broc. 

Ce fait clarif:l.e la ~ign1fic;;.t1on scientirtque du "potential critique de 
piqtlration", dont 1~. valeur observee experimentalement est voisine de + 1'{0 mVecs 
pour la face concave de tubes, et \'oisine de ... 1 00 mV.Jcs pour la s u.rf;:;ce ccnvcxt' 
des fils, valeurs qui ne sont que legerement super!cure~; au potentiel d 1 equil1'l::!:e 
a 1 I interiCUl de piqUl'CS (+ 20 mVCCS) : Wle d i SSOlUtiOll dU CUiVre a 1 1 i nterieUt' 
des cavitcs acides existanter. (c 1 t<st a dire une piquration ) se produi ra chaque 
fois que, du fait de !'existence de \'!!leurs rcla t.ive::~<~nt elevecs du potenticl sur 
les surfaces pa c:.>l ves externes, le potentiel 3. 1 1 interieur des cavit?s c.ev iend ra 
superieur a+ 20 mVe05 ; au contrai~, une deposition de cuivre a l'intcrieur den 
caYJ.tes (pas de piqurat.ion) se produir~>. cilaque fois que, du fait de 1 1 exis t e:·1ce 
de valcurs relativeroont basses du potcntiel !;Ur lcs surfacPs passives c.:<~crl:~s . 

le pot<:nt:le 1 a ] I intericur d(~S cavite::; de\-ienira int'erieur a + 20 mVecs. i..a diffe
rence entre le potentiel critique de piqura ..... on ~t le potentiel d 'equilibre (1 ~0 
mV pour les tube ,; <! t 80 mV pour les fils) doi t correspondre a un pottml'.ie 1 de 
diffusio::l. 

Pour· verifier ceci nous avons uti lise avoc J. VAN f·ruYIDER le disr::>oi tif re
presente a la .figure 1 c. Un cylindrt" en matiere plastique B pourvu d 1 un ; cti t 
tube c renferman t un peu d 1 amiante a ete fixe par collage sur une tole de cui v1-e I•. 
Un pcu de CuCl a et.e introduit a l 1 1ntcrieur du tube B, qui a e~e obs\.J•uF. par un 
bouchon pourvu d I unu electrode de verrc et d I une electrode a calomel. Cn a fa i ·t 
circuler de 1 1eau de distribution de Bruxelles sur la partie externe d l· la tole; 
de 1 1 eau de Bruxelles D. ete versee dans le comp:.u ·timent intcme, ou e lle £:S t <ic
r.Jcuree stagnante. 

Il a cte obzc rve que' a pres quelques jours' l es valCUI'S ue pot~n t j 1..' ) d I ~ lee 
trcde et. de pH a 1 1 intericur du cylindrc se sont ~i.abil1sces i, de.s valc:!r'!; tr::s 
semblables a cclles qui av::. ient ete predi tcs pour· des p i qur..~ <. . Par pob r.is:.;. t~on 

anod ique ou c~t.:1odique des .;:;urfaccs E'X ternes, apr es que ce l les-ci ::.o1C'n1. d c \' f:nUi.!.i 

sens ibl<:l'llf.:nt pa3s ives (a d~s ;.;c t cnt.i el:: d 1 cHet: l. rocie superiellrs a envir••n ~ 50 r'IV~'-':(i 
1l a pu e trc possible de r6C'll i ser a volonte. da no le compartim::nt inte r;;;: <"<g !s sant. 
corrc-ne une piqur-e artlfic ie ll e, des potentie ls cl 1 c='lectrodc superi eurs ou i n f cr.l •J ;; r·:;, 
a:.l potentiel d'cq•.iiilbre a c.-:: t endro1t (+ ~0 rnVecs), et d'y produire a i nsi , a 
volont.e, une di s solution du cuivrc (aux. poteniicl s supe ricur·s) ou un cicpo t de 
cui vre (aux potentiels !nferieur·s). 
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Suite k ceci,   le möcanlsme eleotroohlmlque de la corrosion du cuivre par 
piqQres a etü 4lucld£ dans une large raesure, et des remfedes sclentlflques coatre 
oette csrroslon ont 6te tftablis. 

4.3   Application k la corrosion par plqCres du fer. 

Coinme deuxlemo exemple de la mettiode d'etude d^crite en section 4.1  du present 
rapport,  nous nous r^fererons  icl k des recherches relatives k la corrosion du fer et 
d'aciers au carbone. 

Conine Signale en section 1, 11 eat tres probable que,  pour chacune des forires 
de "corrosion en cellule occluse" se produlsant sur un raeme n.etal en presence d'un ineme 
milieu,  les caraoteristiques chlmiques de la solution existant dans la cellule en cor- 
rosion sont      k peu pres les memes.    Les resultats de travaux de recherches faltes k ce 
point de vue pour des piqures ou des cavemes de corrosion peuvent done etre extrapslc's 
pour des fissures.    Une ralson de plus pour consld^rer a la fois la corrosion par pi^Clres 
et la corrosion fissurante sous tension, est que,  conune I'ont etabll plusleurs autejrs 
parmi lesquels S. SMIALCWSKA  (14), B.P. BROWN (9,  p,2) et nous men» (6a,  fig.24),  une 
piqQre peut etre I1amorce d'une fissure. 

4.^1 Electrochimie des surfaces externes passives. 

Dans la figure 1,  la Mgne 2b indlque les potentlols d'^lectrode de fer pisslf 
electrlquement isole en presence de solutions exemptes de chlorure renfoiiiuint de 
l'oxygenf   (+ 0.4 ä + 0.5 volte3h pour pH 8).    A la figure 11   on neut voir que,  üons 
des solutions renfermant 10-2 at.gr. Cl" par litre (355 ppm),  lo fer ne peut etre 
passlf ou'entre deur valeurs critiques du potentiel d'electrode  ; un "potenticl 
d« passivation" (  pour pH 8 ; - 0,3 voltesh) et un"potentiel de plqilrat.3oi;" 
(+ 0,1  voltggh).    Do nouvelles piqQres se former* 1'Nrsque  le potentiel d'eleetrodc 
est superieur k ce potentiel de piqöration; les piqQres alnsl forries deifit;u!,erit 
actives entre ce potentiel de piqüratlcn et un "potentiel de protection coatre  la 
piqaration"  lenviron - 0,3 voltggh). 

4.32 Morphologie et chiniie des cavltds  internes actives. 

La figure 12 rcpresente scheinatiquement, d'apres U.R.  EVANS ('4b,  p.28),  une 
piqQre de fer fortnie on presence d'une solution aöröe de chlorure do acidium.    Corr.ne 
indiqud par U.R. EVAt.";,  si la solution est initialement neutre,  la solution    k 
1'Interieur de la plqQic devient localement aclde par suite d'nydrolyse de sei de 
fer.    Encore selon EVANS  Qä,  p.ll;)), une teile piqQre peut contenir do la natfitLi- 
te Fe_}0i| et difrtrepits co^i^d^s fcrro-ferriques verts  (hydro: yde    ou tels baslqi!';s), 
Alnsl qu'il est bleu cennu,  la partie externe d'une piqure de fer en contact av.-;C 
une eau r.droc contient oa l'hydro:yde Fc(0H)3, qul est ut-n^ralement conslderö OOWM 

le constltuant principal de la rouille. 

Nous avon.-i observe avoc J. VAN MUYUJER (6b, 6d) des pH comprts entre 2.7 et 
4,7 et dea potcntl.els ri'eloctrode co.Mpris entro - 0,35    et -  0,45 volLesn ä 1'Inte- 
rieur des cavernes actives de  ''er Ai-iiioo, 

4.33 Klecfoohimic doc cavit^s acldos. 

4.331  I)lai:rar;riieo_d_|_''aJiUbri 

La figure 1j (15. PO'i'^ donne un diagramrr.e d'^quilibroa potentiei/pH 
pour le ayatemo binalre Ke-ILO,  k 25'C.    A notre ronnaissanco, aucun dlafr.'uire 
dlgno de fol  n'a (p.-tuollemont 6ti etabll pour le Systeme temairf Fe-Cl-li,0, 
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Cependant, on salt que la solubility du FeC^.tHgO (qui eat incolore) 
dans I'eau a 25*0 est voislno de 39 gr FfcClg daiw 61 gr Ha0 (environ 5 riolai- 
ra)*, et que la solubility du FeCU.öHgO    (qui est grls fonctf) eat volsine de 
49 gr FeCl^j dans 51 gr HgO (Solt environ 6 molaire). 

Rappelons que. comme  indlqu^ en section 4.2 du present rapport, une 
bonne connalssance des constltuants solides existant au fond d'une piqQre de 
corrosion de cuivre active  (CuCl et CiuO en contact avec du Cu jntftalllque) 
a rendu possible 1'elucidation des ph^nomenes de piqQratlon du cuivre aux 
pointa de vue thermodynamique et cinetlque, et a pemia de pr^voir des recedes 
k cette piqQratlon.    On pent oertainement optfrer de mSme, avec lea memes r^- 
sultats,  pour la piqQratlon du fer. 

II exists cependant une difference fondamentale entre les piqQrcs de 
fer et les piqQres de cuivre  : alors que, comme indlque en section 4,2.32, 
une piqQre de cuivre peut existcr en ötat d'equlllbre thermodynamlqie, une 
piqQre de fer ne lo peut pas.    Contrairement au cuivre,  ie fur metallique ne 
peut Jamals etre thernodynamiquement stable en presence d'euu dans les condi- 
tions usuelles de temperature et de presslon.     Parml les notnbreuses reactions 
qui peuvent se produire k 1'Interieur d'une piqQre de fer, quelques unts ne 
peuvent pas attelndre un etat d'equlllbre (corrosion de fer actif, degagonvnt 
d'hydrog^ne),  mala d'autres  le peuvent  (par exemple,  les reactions d'hydro- 
lyae). 

Lea d^riv^s solides du fer qui peuvent exister de manlere steble dans 
des solutions acldes et exemptes d'oxygene renfermant des chlorures, telles 
qu'exlstant k 1'Interieur de piqQres.  fissures,  etc.,  sont Fe,  Fe-jO^ et 
KeClg^HsO (pour lesquels on possedc    des valeurs d'enthalples 1 lores de 
formation k 23*C), et peut-dtre de la magnetite hydrat^e et des chlorures 
basiques (pour lesquels de telles donn^es ne nous sont actuellement pas 
connucs).    II semble que les  ions ferreux Fe++ sont la seule forme dissoute 
stable de fer dans ccs conditions. 

Admettant les valeurs suivantes d'enthalples llbres de formation 

Pe,Oj, - 242.400 oal 

PeCl2 -   72.200    "    (so«   forme de PeClg.'lHaO) 

Pe++ -    20.300    " aq 
on obtient par le oalcul les conditions d'equlllbre suivantes pour le 

Fe, FejOij et FeClp.4H20   en presence de solutions electrlquement neutros 
(pour loaquelles  (Cl") - 2  (Pe++))  : 

E - - 0.368 voltesh 

pH - 4,8.0 

log (C1-) ■ 2,745 

log (Fe**) - 2.444 

La figure t4 montre schematlquemcnt les domaines de stability thpimo- 
dynamique do Fe,  FeClg^H^O et Fe^Oi, alnsi calculös, en presence de Bolutlons 
electriquement neutres en FVClg  (pour lesquelles,  commo dlt ci-decsua.   (Cl")  ■ 

Slgnalons lei que le sulfate ferreux FeSOjj.711^0    (qui est vert) est molns soluble que 
qua le chlorure ferreux i environ 33 gr PeSOj, dans 67 gr HgO    (solt environ S niolaire). 
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2 (Fe    )).     II va de sol que cette figure est donnee unlquement pour fixer les 
Iddes et qu'elle nc peut pas etre exacte, k cause de la tres grande valeur des 
concentrations en Jen  ;  les aotlvlt^s calcuWes en Ions Cl" et Fe++ sont Enormes, 
et le.s methodes thormodynamlques appllcatj.es aux solutions dlluees ne peuvent 
absolument pas etre valablcs dans le cas present. 

Par allleurs,  en dessous de la llgne a de la figure 14,   lea presslona 
d'^qullibre en liydrogene lig sont supirieures ä 1  atmosphere.    Par consequent, 
dans los plqQros existant sous pression atmosphcrique,  seuls les etats d'equi- 
libre situes au dessus de uette llgne sont realJsables  (par exemple  I'equJlibre 
entre FeClg.'iHgO et FejOl));   les equllibrc-s entre Fe et FeCls.MisO et entre Fe 
et FejOj(, ainaJ  que I'^quillbre entre HgO et Hg.  n'y sont pas reallsables.    On 
peut done s'attendre a ce quo,  sauf si 1c m^tal y eöt polaricö cathodlquerccnt 
en dessous d'envlron -0,37 voltehs»  ^e 'orld d'uno piqQre  (ou fissure) de fer 
en milieu chlorur^ solt constitud par du fer se coTodant avec degagemsnt d'hy- 
drogene dans une solution environ 5 molalre en fer saturde en FeClg.'mgO et en 
Fe^Oj,, ainsi qu'en hydrogenc. 

Si,  en pren.lere approxitration, on admet que la figure  14 ost sensiblerent 
exacte, on est conduit ä I1opinion que les caraetcrlstiquet oe  la solution exis- 
tant au fond d'une piqure  (ou fissure) active ayant atteint l'etat de rdglme 
sont senaiblement celles du point de rencontre de  la ligne a (equillbre Hp/HgO) 
et de la ligne FeClg.ÜHgO/be^O,,,  c'st-i'-dire  :  pH ■ '»,25, E - -0,25 voltehs, 
et que le potentiel du fer en corrosion dans cette solution est compris entre 
cette valeur -0,25 voltehs et -0,)7 volt        (potentiel d'equilibre du fer), 
c'est-ä-dire environ -0,) voitehs. 

Nous roviendrons sur ce point en section 'K3'*. 

4.332 Valours experlmentales de potentiel et de pH ä l1 Interieur de plqßrcs de 
for actives. 

La figure 1   (J^,  figure 78) montre l'influence du pH sur le potentiel ci'elec- 
trode du fer    sn contact avec des solutions exernpteo de chlorurc,  rospectiverent 
en absence d'oxyg^ne  (liane J_) et en presence d'oxygöne  (llgnes 2a et 2b).    Le. 
fiRure 11   (6d,   flpure 3) nwntre les circoustances vie potentiel d'^iectro^o ot de 
pH pour du ter dlectriquemcnt Isold en presence de solutions de pH 8 lO"? aoltlrta 
en Cl"  (355 PP"1 Cl")».    On volt que,  si la solution est exempte d'oxygeno  (pcJnt 
J_),  le fer subit une corrosion gdndralisee;  si la solution est  saturde en oxj'r.ene 
(point 2),  11 se produit des piqOres; dans les piqQros ainsi  formded  (rdgion ^) 
la solution est aoide  (pH 2,7 a 4,7) et le potentiel d'dlectroae se sltue prca do 
la ligne J_ de la figure 1. 

Comme on la volt sur cette  figure, dans une piqure,   la solution ost acide, 
et le fer se corrols avec degagement d'hydrogene h un potentiel d'eloctrode qui 
est voisln du "potentiel llbre"  (potentiel k oourant zdro) du for dans cetl.ft 
solution acide. 

• Un court, exposd concernant de tels diagramroes est donnd en annexe au present 
rapport. 
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Ii'exainen des donnees aotuellement exlstantes concemant la thermodynamlque 
du systime Fa-Cl-HgO conduit k oonsiderer comme probable que, dans une plqQre 
ou une fissure de fer en milieu chlorur^, cettc corrosion du fer avec degagement 
d'hydrog^ne se prodult dans une solution acide saturta i la fois en FeClg.1^© 
et en Fe^Oj).    On pourrait done obtenlr des donnees dignes ie foi concemant 
I'^lectrochitnie des piqOres (et autres formes de O.C.C.) pour le fer de manifere 
trfes simple, en versant de 1'eau exempts d'oxygfene sur un melange de FeClg.^HgO, 
de Fe^Oi, et de poudre de fer, dans un recipient pourvu d'une Electrode de fer, 
d'une Electrode de verre et d'une Electrode k calomel, et en mesurant le poten- 
tiel d'tflectrode du fer et le pH de la solution ainsl obtenue, ainsi que sa 
teneur en ions Cl" et en Fe++ et,  si possible, le potantiel d'<lectrode de 

Une teile solution reprodulrait probablement la solution existant k Fe^Oj,.    Une teile so 
1'Interieur des plqO res,  fissures,  oavemes, etc. de fer. 

Des experiences de polarisation anodique et cathodique potentiocinötiques 
et potentiostatiqueß,  realis^es sur du fer en presence de cette solution aideraient 
& ^lucider aussi le clnetique de ces corrosions.        Pour l'etude de la corrosion 
sous tension,  les Electrodes de fer ainsi Etudi^es seraient utilement soumises a 
un fluage provcquE par un effort de traction. 

'♦•333 Essai de schema d'une plqQre, ou fissure de corrosion du fer. 

Suite aux exposes faits aux sections 4.321  et 4.3^2,  la figure 15 reprE- 
sente nos conceptions actuelles concemant la chlmle et l'ölectrochimie d'une 
plqQre de fer (figure 15«) et d'une fissure de fer (figure 15b), en presence 
d'une eau contenant du chlorure. 

Au fond de la plqQre ou fissure,  le fer se corrode & environ -0,3 ^ -0,5 
voltesh avec ddgagement d'hydrogene dans une solutlon/€ oxygene de pH volsin 
de 4 tris concentr^e en ions Pe++ et Cl", et aatur^e k la fois en FeCl^-JtllaO et 
en FejOi) existant sous forme de d^pdt cristallin au fond de la plqQre. 

Au sommet de la piqüre ou fissure,  I'oxygfene diffusant du sein de l'eau 
et 

Le pH attaint une valeur minimale 
(environ 2,7) aux endrolts oü se forme le tres peu soluble Fe(01l)j,  par hydrolyse 
d'ions Pe+++. 

oxyde les ions ferreux Fe++ et la magnetite FeaO^ en ions fexrlques Fe+++ ( 
FeOH++) et en hydroxyde ferrlque Fe(0H);5 

L'existence d'une cellule d'aeration dlfferentlel le entre les cathodes 
passives externes (oü Og est r^dult en HgO a environ +0,2 voltes^) et les 
anodes actives Internes (oü Fe se dlssuut avec ddgagement d'lijdrogenc h envi- 
ron -0,3 k -0,5 voltgsj,) conduit h la circulation de courant dlectrlque : des 
Electrons llbres e" sont transfErEs ä travers le mEtal de l'anode aux cathodes, 
et des anlons Cl" sont transf'dres k travers la couche de rouille des cathodes 
vers 1'anode. 

4.34 CinEllque de la corrosion du fer par plqurea, et de sa prevention. 

Des Etudes pctentloclnEtiques faites pröcEdemment (17,ö)*, en procEdant 
k des potcntlels d'Electrode successIvement croissants et dEcroissants, ont conduit 
a dEflnlr un "potentlel de protection contre la piqQration",   lequol est sensiblcment 

♦ Voir annexe au present rapport. 
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<gal au potentlel exlatant i l'lnt^rleur des plqQres actives.    SI le potential d'^leo- 
trode des zones externes passives est lnf4riei<r h ce potentlel de protection, les 
plqQres ^ventuellement preexlstantes ne grandlssent pas, et deviennent dono Inoffcn- 
slves; en outre, 11 ne peut pas se former de nouvelles plqQres. 

L'apparelllage reprtfsent^ par la figure 16 (6e,  figure 5), qul est tr^s 
semblable au dlsposltlf montrö k la figure 10   pHcödemnent, utilise pour la production 
artlficlelle de plqQres de culvre, a etö utilise par J. VAN MUYIDER pour l'tftude de 
cavemes de fer artlflclelles.    Un cylindre de Plexiglas percö d'un petit trou renf«r- 
mant de i'amlante a 6te fixe par collage sur une tole de fer Annco ou d'acler au car- 
bone.    Cet ensemble a ^te  immerg^ dans une solution de pH 10.0 contenant un peu de 
chlorure  (0.0010 molalre en NaOH,  et 0,0010 molalre en NaCl,  soit 355 PPm Cl).    Un 
bouchon supportant une electrode a calomel et une Electrode de verre a 6ti placi sur 
le cylindre, dans lequel on a fait passer un courant d'azote afln d'en chasser I'oxy- 
gfene.    On fait barboter de  l'oxygene dans la solution externe qul est agitöe en per- 
manence. 

Les points marques 0 ä la figure 17 indlquent les conditions existant lors- 
qu'aucun courant ^lectrique n'est applique a la surface externe  : environ -100 ni'Ves^ 
et pH 10.0 pour cette surface externe,  et environ -350 i -'»SO mVgsh et pH 2.7 a. 4.7 
pour la cavite interne,  Jaquelle se corrode.    En polarisant cathodlquement la surface 
externe par passage de courants d'intensity croissants entre cette surface et une 
anode auxlliaire en platlne  (points 2. ^ 2)> on a observe qur  : 

- lorsque  le "potentlel de protection centre la plqQration"   (environ -1(00mVe8j1, 
point 2) est atteint sur la surface externe,  la solutlcn h 1'Interieur de la 
caveme cecse d'etre aclde  (pH 7) et le potentlel d'dlectrode dans 1« caver- 
ne est voisin du potentlel d1Immunity (environ -500 k -COO mVesh). 

- lorsque  le potential d'^leotrode externe devient inrtrieur k -800 rnVg-h» 
la solution k 1'Interieur de la caveme devient nette.iient alcallne (pH 
10 4 11), du fait d'une reduction importante de l'eau avec degagement 
d'hydrogcne. 

La figure  18 montre des r^sultats obtenus en 1970 par Antoine POURDAIX IU 
centre de recherches de la compagnle "Union Oil of California",  k Brea,  Califomie 
(18) en utilisant un dlsposltlf analogue a celul utilise precedemment par J. VAN ilUVLDER 
et repr^sent^ k la figure 16,  avec quelques modifications perraettant la raeaure du 
courant ^lectrique passant entre  les surfaces externes et internes.    Dans le cas de 
cette experience, uno surfaor externe  passive a ^ soumise a une polarisation cathodiquo 
croissante dans une solution 10"^ molalre en NaCl et 10"^ molalre en NaOil (pH ■ 9»5)» 
le pH de la cavit^ interne etait voisin de 5i5> 

En absence de  polarisation cathodique externe   (points 0),   la cavite  interne 
active aglssait comme anode,  avec une donsite de courant de 2,5 uA/cnr.    Cette cavite 
interne cessa d'agir comme anode au point 4,  oü le potential d'electrode  interne (po- 
tentlel k courant z^ro)  fut -0,k) volteSh'    Le potentlel d'electrode externe, qui 
etait alors ce que  l'on appolle de manicre approchee  le  "potentlel de protection cen- 
tre  la plqüration" que  l'on  pcut determiner par la methode potentiocinetiquo k poton- 
tiels successivement erolKsants et decrolssants  (voir annexe) etait de -0,31   volt03l) 
(k ce point 4);  pour ce point,   le potentlel de diffusion entre les; Electrolytes 
externe    et interne et&It -0,31   + 0,43 » 0,12 volt.    II y a lieu d'etre blen coase'ent 
do ce que, dans le cas present,   l'abaissenient du potentlel externe k la valeur du 
"potentlel de protection" ne correspond pas exactement k une absence totale de corrosion 
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k l'invirleur de la cavlte; cecl r.e aa produlra qua lorsque, du fait d'une polarisa- 
tion cathodlque plus torzc, la potential interne devlendra ^gal au potential d'^qui- 
llbre da.la reaction de.corrosion qui,  i 25*C, eat donn* par la relation 
E - -0,440 ♦ 0,0295 log (Pa**) volteha» 

Salon daa axpörienoaa d*orientation, qui dovralent etrc pouraulvlea da 
manlfere plus ayatematique,  la tenaur an far au fond de la caveme (ou piqQre, ou 
fissure) semble Stre de l'ordre de 1  molalre (probablament entre 0,3 et 3 molalra). 
II eat done probable qua ee potentlel d'^qulllbre dans la cavlte eat voialn da » 
-0,44 volteah: aelon la figure 18 le "potential de protection" exact en doaaoua 
duquel lea cavemes,  piqflres et fissures ceaaant de crottre et peuvcnt Stre le aiige 
d'un dtfpSt   de fer nrftelllque aelon la reaction inverse Pa*4 + 2 e- -*Fe est done 
voisin de -O.JS rtL-i, (entre lea points 3 at 6 de la figure 18). 

Comme la montrent lea figures 17 at 18.  la corrosion cavameuae du far, 
ainsl qua les autres formes de "corrosion en cellule ocoluse" O.C.C. ou "corrosion 
dans dea conditions da diffusion reatreinte" peuvcnt done Stre evltees par une 
"protection cathodique" convenable, cbaissant, le potentlel d'^lectrode de la aurface 
externe du nrftal en deasous de son "potentlel de protection contra la piqQration". 

Mais cecl conduit n^eeaaairetnent k un accrolasement du d^gagement d'hydrogine 
dans lea cavites et peut done condulre ä un accroissement de la fragillsatlon par 
I'hydrogene dans le oas oü le materlau est aenaible k oette forme de degradation. 

4.4 Application k la corrosion par piqOrea des aoiers, et k leur corrosion fissurant > 

aous tension. 

Dana les deux sections prtfe^dentes, nous avons consider^ le comportement 
de cuivre et de fer purs au point de vue de l'tflectrochlmle de Icr corrosion dans des 
conditions de diffusion restraints O.C.C., dans des solutions renfermant du chlorure. 
Une ötu(i* bpprofondle du comportement dea aclers necesslteralt la oonnaissance de 
donneea thermodynamlquea at cinitiques dlgnes de fol au sujei da tons les Constituante 
des aclers.    la plupart de ces donnöes sont actuellement incxistantea. 

Toutefols, nous exprlmerons lei quelques considerations bashes sur nos 
connaiaaancea aetuollea concemant I1 O.C.C. d'aclers au carbons et d'aclere au chrome. 

4.41  Electrochlmle des surfaces externes passives. 

U   figm-e 19 (19,  figure IS), qui fait partie d'un travail 
realise en ooliaboruLion k I'Universite de h'loride, Oalnesville,  montro schematl- 
quement les conditions exp^rimentales d'immunite, da corrosion gintnlittie, de 
corrosion par piqflres, de passivation parfaite et de passivation imparfaite 
pour six alliages far-chrome en presence dc solutions renfermant 0,100 atome- 
gramme Cl par litre (3.350 ppm).    Seien cette figure,  lea quatre premiers de ces 
alliages (0,3 a 12,0 jt Cr) donneraient lieu k corrosion cavemeuse et k corrosion 
par piqflres en presence d'une solution k 3-350 ppm Cl neutre et aatur^e en oxygen&j 
1'alllage k 16,0 % Cr ne sublrait pas de corrosion cavemeuse,  male pourralt 
sublr une certalne corrosion par piqflres)  I'alliage k 24,9 % ne sublrait aucune 
da ces deux formes de corrosion. 
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4.42 Morphologie et chimlo des cavltös Internes actives. 

Nous ne possldons pas d*Information partloullere conccmant la tnorpholoeie 
des cavltes d'aclers.    En ce qul conccrne leur chlmle, b.F. BROWN et al.   (20B, 
20b) ont, au cours de leur travail de plonniers,  cbsej-ve B 1'Interieur de fissures 
ie corrosion de diff^rents acierr   des pH volslns de 3.8 et des potcntiels vari-'tnt 
entre -0,2 et -0,5 volteSh selon la nature de l'acler. 

La figure 20 (19,  figure 7  ) montre l'lnflueroe du pH aur los potentlels 
k courant nul de la serle d'alllages Fo-Cr mentlonrrfe ci-dcssus.    Corame dlt en 
section 4.3^2, ces potentlels i courant nul sont probabloment sensiblement ^gav> 
aux potentlels de ces alliages & 1'Interieur de fissures ou piqQrcs actives de 
mgme pH.    Pour pH - 3iB ces potentlels sont 

0,5 * Cr -0,42 volt   . 
esn 

2 JS Cr -0,38 

5 * Cr -0.35 

12 *Cr -0,29 

17 Ü Cr -0,27 

25 % Cr -0,24 

II apparutt douc qu'un aocrolssom^nt de la tenour en ohrope de l'alllauö 
provoque une ölevatlon du potenticl d'ölectrode h l'lnterieur des piqQrcs et 
fissures. 

4.43 Electrochlnie des cavit^s actives. 

4,431 Dlagrammesjl^eau.lllbres. 

A notre connaissance, ce n'est que pour le cuivre (<j) qu'ont iti 
tftablis des dlagramine« dignes do fei conuemant des systemes chlonires. 
De tels dlagremnes n'exlstcnt pas pour les autres constituants des aclers. 

4.431.1 Systbroe_Cr_-_H20_ 

La figure 21   (15,  p. 262) donne un diagrairne d'iquilibres 
potentiel/p!i pour le systtre binaire Cr - H2O,  ä 25'C. 

4.431.2 SMiL'jBS.C.r.öaÖ.fii.EssC.r.HaS 

Cornrne derives du carbone nous ne considörerons que  1« gra- 
phite C,  la cömentite "e^C,  le methane CH4,  le monoxydo de carbone CO 
et le bioxyde de carbone C0j>.    Dans un but de simplification,  nous 
ne considcreions pas d'autres hydrocerbures et autres composes orge- 
nlques dont la formation a ^tc d^ccl^c par D.N. STAICOPOLUS  (21 ) lor& 
d'une polarisation cathodique de la ccnentlte. 

Nous admottrons les valeurs sulvant.es d'enthalpies libres de 
formation standard des substances conslderöes : 
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Substances solides Rau et Substances gazeuse 
substances dlssoutes 

P«                      0 oal ^0 - 56.690 oal «2 0 oal 

P« 0^ - 212.400 oal H+ 0 oal 02 0 oal 

P» 0, - 177.'00 oal P.** - 20.300 oal CO - 38.808 oal 

C                        0 oal co2 ■ 94.260 oal 

Pey^ +     i|.5»0 oal CHH - 12.1*0 oal 

Du fait de l'absence de donnfas thermodynanilques, nous n'avons 
pas pu consid^rer les carbonyles de fer, et partieullferement le 
Fe(C0)5 qul pourrait probablemsnt etre formö oonms produit d'oxy- 
datlon du FejC. 

Etant donn< que I'enthalpla llbre de formation du Pe^C est posi- 
tive, oe compost est thermodynanilquement instable, mais 11 est 
possible d'en oalouler des conditions d'equlllbre mtftastable. 

I«s valeurs d1enthalpies librts de formation indlquees ei- 
dessua oonduisent aux conditions d'equlllbre sulvantes pour quel- 
ques unes des reactions faisant intervenir oes substances.    Les 
nunrfros 41 it 43 se r<fferent k la nomenclature utilises dans la 
section de notre Atlas relative au carbone (tJt p. 453);  lea nmA- 
ros 30 k 37 concement des reactions faisant intervenir Fe^C, 
qul n'ont pas iti consid^r^es dans l'Atlaa. 

a) Rfactlons aveo C 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

CH,.    -   C   + 4 H+ + 4 e"     H   - + 0.132 - 0.0591 pH - 0.01477 ^ o ,  
(•) 

C + HgO   - CO   + 2 H+ + 2 e'     ^0 
m * O.518 - 0.0591  pH - 0.02955 

lo8PC0 

C + 21L0 - C0„ + 4 H+ + 4 o"      E   - + 0.207 - 0.0591  pH + 0.01477 
^ 2 0 log 

(*) Dans l'Atlaa (15. P. 453 «t fig. 7. p. 455).  1* valeur de -0.132 • ^ Indiquie 
par erreur au lieu de ♦ 0.132 pour le potential d'tflectrodc standard pour la 
reaction 41. 
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b) Reaction« »vec PenC 

Reduction de Pe^C 

(30)  3 F« + CH4 - Fe^C ♦»H+ + 4«"   EQ'* •»*• * ••*8P P" ■ 0.01«T7 

ttcydatlon d» Fe^C 

(31 ) FtjC       + * H*   - 3 P«4** CH^   ♦ S •" E0 - - 1.678 + 0.1182   pH + 0.06865 
log (Pe++) + 0.0295 loBpcHjj 

(32) F»3C - 3 P«***   C     ♦ 6 •" E0 - - 0.472 ♦ 0.0197 los (?•**) 

(33) Pt^C       +820     - 3 P"4** CO + 2H++ 8e"     E0 - - 0.171 - 0.01477 PH + 0.06215 
log (Fe++) + 0.00739 loBpC0 

(34) P«3C       ♦ 2 JUO - 3 Pe*** C0jj+ 4H++ lO»-   E   - - 0.201 - O.0C364 pH + 0.01773 
log (F«-"-) + 0.00591 loe^Qg 

(35) Pe^C       + 4 H20 - Pe^öj ♦ CH4+ 4H++ 4 •"   E0 - - O.350 - 0.0591    pH + 0.00148 
l08PCH4 

(36) Po-jC       + 5 H2O - Pt^Qi, ♦ CO + 10 H*+ D«- E0- - 0.010 - 0.059'i    pH + 0.00^91 

^«."CO 

(37) y*}C       + 6 H2O - Pt-jQij + C0fe+ 12H+ + 12«" E0- + O.38J - 0.0591    pH + O.OOi.Jü 

***** 

(38) 2 P«jC   + I3H2O - 3Fe2C^+ 2C02+26H++ 4«-   E0 - - 0.350 - 0.0591    PH ♦ O.OOl'.S 
l08pc.-v 

Slgnalons ei-apres les conditions d'^quillbre du Systeme Fe-H^C pour its 
riactlcns faisant Intervenlr des Ions Pc ,"+ et les corps solldcK M«  Fe_jOi; 
et PegOj    (15, P.309-3IO) 

(13) 3 Po       +4 Kj,0 - PojQi! + 8H+ + 8 e" 

v:7) 2 PejQij +    HgO   « 3Pe20j+ 2l(* + 2 o- 

(23)      Fe " Pe** + 2 e" 

(26) 3 P«++   + 4 HoO - Fe,0J. + 8H+ + 2 •" E0 - + O.980 - 0.2364 pH - 0.0656 
3 * loi (F«*+) 

(28; 2 Fe++    + 3 »UO - FeoO* + 6H+ + 2 o" E- - + 0.7?3 - 0.1773 pH - 0.0^) 
log (Ft**) 

A la fiRUTv 22 nous svons montre  : 

- pour le sy^ttno Fe-lbO :   le;; conditlctiö d'öquillbrö thermodyri'irrilque 
entre les corps uolldea Pc, KeiC^j  fttgOj v-E. JOS ionn dissous i-,a++ 

(reactions 1."),  17, y» 26 «t ^S) 

- pour lo systbr.s C-HgO :  les condition.', d'dquilibre thermodyn'iinique en- 
tro 1c C sollo? cc i«s corpa gaiaux CH,., et CO, ohacun pour uno  fueaciti* 
(ou presalon partielle corrlc'-e) de 1   atm.   (reactions 41  et '!,))• 

- pour le synterre f'ev.C-Hr.O ;   les fun,aoltes  (ou pressions partialles cor- 
rleecs) en OAif relatives a. lu reduction de FejC avoc  formation de Ft. 
(reaction JO) et a l'oxydatlon de Ke^C aveo formation de Fo,0,    (rc-jot^on 
35). ' J 4 

E0 » - 0.085 - 0.0591    PH 

E0 - + 0.221  - 0.0591    PH 

E0 » - 0.440 + 0-0295 
los  (Fe-H") 
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Dans un but de simplification«  nous n'avons pas> considere lea autres 
reactions. 

II apparalt i la figure eg que, conme prfvu,  PejC est toujours ther- 
nodynamlquement instable k P3*C.    II apparr.tt aussi que, thermodyncmlque- 
ment parlant, Fe^C    peut diaparattre avec formation de CHi», soit par 
rrfduotlon (aveo formation «imultan^e de fer inötalllquo Ke selon In reac- 
tion 20,  k des potentiels inftfrieurs k la ligne l^).  ou par oxydatlcn 
(avec  fornatlon slmultanrfe de magnütite Fe_jOa selon la reaction 2^,  k 
das potentiels ruperieurs k la ligne J^).    Rappelons que D.N. STAICCPOLUS 
(21 )' a observ* que hfcjC peut 8tre effectivement reduit par oolarisntion 
cathodiaue avec  formation de fer et de dlfrtrents hydrocarbures,  paml 
lesquels surtcut du möthane;  11 ne forme aussi du CO et Hg. 

II se'nble done que 1-   •iaotion thermodynamlquement possible 
Fe^C + 4 H+ + 4 e"-» J Pe * CHj, (JO) se prodult effectivement. 

Conrne  le montre la figure ;g.   les fugaclt^s d'^pulllbre de CH^ pour 
chacune des deux reactions ^0 et ^S sont extreraeirent ^lev^es,  beaucciup 
plus einvües que les fugacltcs correspondantc-.i de Hg (15»  p.101)  :  la 
fugacit^ ininlraale en CHij, qul existe le long de la llgne relative i 
I'fSquillbre Fe/RejOi,  (llgne V})' e3t 10,f1b •*■•«  ** lleu de 1|^*2•8'', 
pour Hj«    II est done trka possible que, dans les conditions de poten- 
tiel d'^lectrode et de pH qui existent lorsqu'on observe une corrosion 
et/ou une "fragility d'lvdrogdne", du Fe^C    est d^composü avec forratlon 
de CHi, k une presslon extrSnement ^levrfe.    Et,  ätant donne que,  conjrj 
dit precedemment (6d) H peut etre dissous dans le  fer et CHj, ne le pci't 
pas,  11 est probaole que ce qul est actuellennant considere conme "fragl- 
lii^ d'hydrogine" peut etre en fait,  tout au moins dans certains oas, 
une "fracilit^ do methane'1 resultant de la decomposition de carbures 
exlstant le  loig de Joints de grains. 

Nous «ttlrona 1'attcntion sur des travaux reinarquablcs enti-cpris 
liar R.W. SVUSHUI (22) qul a monttHS que la cementite presente dans Is 
perlite ü(. dlFsout pr^fd rent lei lernen t dans cei'taines conditions  :  ä 
fa »*  (-*00 nff),  4 pH t  (entre environ - 500 et + 800 mV), et ä - ICO mV 
dans des solutions de HaCl. 

Des  travaux complömentalres k oe suJet sont une urgentc nöcessite. 
II seralt utile aussi de clirifier les condit-» jns dans lesquels s Fe^C 
(et autres carbures) leuvent disparattre av •(.  lormation de CO, et 
eventuellerrent de FtlCO)^. 

».431.) SolubilityJ^oxyde8_«t_d^hydroxydeo;__Itydrolyse. 

La figure r3 (16, fig.l'l) reprösente l'influonce du pH sur lu 
solubllltö de quelques oxydes et hydroxydes metallloues.  k 25CC. 

Cotte  figure ne tient pas corr.pte de l'cxistance possible du olf- 
ferenteü varit'tes allotroploues d'oxydes et d'hyaroxydes (excepte pour 
1'aluminium).    Elle est relative h des solutions exemptes de chlorurc 
et ne consldc-re done pas la formtion possible de complexes chlonSs 
dissous  (par exemple avec Cr, Al) et de thlorures basiques insoluble^. 
Cette  figure peut cependant donner une Image approchee des pWnoraenes 
d'hydrolync qul peuvent se produire lorsque des rn^taux se corrodent cn 
solution neutre. 
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Suppoaons,  pour fixer les Idtfas, que la solution existant h 1'Inte- 
rieur d'une plqure ou fissure eat saturöc en un oxyde ou hydroxyde d'un 
m^tal determine et a une activlte  (concentration corrlgee) on irOtal 
dlasous eg&le it 1  atone gramw par litre.    Les Ions m^talllques en 
solution dolvent s'hydrolyser Juaqu'i ca que le pH attelgna la valeur 
oorrespondant k cette solublllte de l'oxyde ou hydroxyde. 

Pour quelques ractaux consldere's h la figure £3 et dans l^Atlas"  (15) 
nous Indlquons ci-apres ces valeurs de pH,  chaque fols pour deux oxydes 
qul sont respectivenient la forme al.Totroplqua la plus scluble  (instable) 
•t la forme la molns soluble  (stable)   : 

Zn^    : ««<«>8 am. 6.1  -*  5.5 Zn(0H)2 L 

Nl++    : N1(0H)2 6.1   -♦ 6.2 N10 

Cr+++ : ^«b hydr. 4.0 -♦  1.5 CrgOj 

Al+++ : A1(C»1)3 2.7 -»  1.5 AlgO^.JIIgO (Hydrargllllte) 

TiO++ J 

Prtii«*   1 

TlOg.HsO 

A     fur«    IAS    nvjAaG    rui 

-0.6 -»-6.5   1 TIO^ 

Fe(01l)? Instable et du Fe^O/) stable.    S'll y a de l'oxygene,  11s peu- 
vent etre du Fe(0H)j et du FcpO, anhydre  : 

Pe++    : Fe(0H)2 6.6 -♦   6.0 

j Fe(OH), 

^ok 

Fe 0.6 -»-0.2 Fe2S 
Ce  ralsonnemcnt, qul cat certalnement slmplifle da manlbre abusive et 

qul devralt 3tre v^rlfl«5 et amellor^,  conduit k la classification sul- 
vante des elements consldercs par ordre de degre d'acldlte crolasant 
qu'lls provoquent lorrqu'lls se dissolvent Jusqu'ä saturation en oxyde 
ou hydroxyde  : 

Nl < Zn < Pe < Cr < Al < Tl 

Avant de termlnar la präsente section de notre expose, nous d^sirons 
Inslster sur la ncct-ssitii de connalssanccc beaucoup plus approfondles 
concemant la thermodynamique  (et la cln^tlque) relative aux tre;: nom- 
breux composes des aclers ot autres allltgos oul pr^sentent uns Importan- 
ce technique, en vue de l'etudc des reacclons qui pcuvent se produlre 
lora^u'lls sont en prösenoe dos solutions existant k l1 Interieur des 
cavltds actives.    Ceol est particullbrement important en oe qul concerne 
les constituents qui existent le long des Joints de grains. 

4.'»4    Clntftlque de la corrosion das aclers par pipQrea ot par corrosion uous 
teniIön"et"de"Iüür"proveiItIön7 

La flguro r't montre, d'apres B.K. BKOWN (20), I1 influence d'une polari- 
sation cathodique sur les caracterlstiques elcct.rochlniqucs et sur la vltesse 
de prop tiation do fissures oo corroniuj. sous tension d'un acler au chrome, 

SI i'ou compare cotte figure ?4 avec la finure 17, qul couoeme i'i.alu- 
ence d'une polarisation cathodique sur lee caracterlstiques electroohlniouos 
d'une caveme d'acler au carbone,  11 apparatt quo ces deux caractorlstlques 
sont extremenrant senblables i dana les deiu: cas,  1'application sur les surfaces 
externes d'un potentlel d'^lectrode inrtrlour au "potontlel do protection 
oontro la piqQration" rend possible une suppression de toute dissolution du 
m<tal.    Dane Jo cas de corrosion par piqQres et    de corrosion cavorneus;',  ceci 
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conduit k une protection total« du nrftal.    Dans le cas de la corrosion flsau- 
rante sous tension toutefols, la protection n'ost assurtfe que si le raaterlau 
n'est pas sensible k la "froglllsatlon par I'hydrogene"; si le materlau est 
sensible k la "froglllsatlon par l'kiydrogöne", des potentlels aussl faibles 
peuvent oondulre i un accrolssement de la fragility. 

II rtfsulte de ce qul precede qu'une polarisation cathodlque k dee-poten- 
tlels Inferleurs au "potentiel de protection centre la plqCratlon"  (g^n^rale- 
ment volsln de -0,2 k -0,4 volt par rapport & I'dlectrode standard k hydro- 
gens esh) peut condulre k une protection de tous los aclers centre la corro- 
sion par plqQres et contre la corrosion cavemeuoe.    Elle peut aussl prot^- 
ger contre la corrosion fissurante sous tension les aclers qul ne sont pas 
sensibles k la "fraglllsatlon par l'hydrogene".    Une teile protection catho- 
dlque peut etre r4a.lis(e, solt par un traltemont ^lectrlque, solt au raoyen 
d'anodes sacrlflclelles,  lesquelles peuvent otre misos en oeuvre sous forme 
do revdtements metalliques  : Zn, Cd et Pb (23). 

En ce qul conceme les aolers sensibles k la "fraglllsatlon par l'hydro- 
gene",  11 exlste,  au point de vue purement ^lectrouhlmlque,  un besoln partl- 
culler d'etudes complemeuuilres.    S'aglt-ll r^ellement d'une "fraglllsatlon 
par I'hydrogine",  ou s'agit-il, en tout ou partle, d'une "fraglllsatlon par 
le methane",  due k une action sur la ciSmentlte et/ou sur d'autres carbures, 
sp^clalement si des carbures existent le long das Joints de grains ? 

En tout ätat de cause,  11 y a lieu d'examlner avec une attention toute 
sp^clalc les  idees originales Praises lors de la confdi^encc d'Erlcelra,  par 
A. 'JHABEPS  (?4). 

Jt.S Application k la corrosion du tltane. 

Les figures 25a et 2rib (25) montrent deux dlagrammes d'öqulllbros poten- 
tlel/pH pour le Systeme blnalre Ti-HgO a 25°C,  qul ont ^t^ itahlin respeotlvement 
sans conslderer et pn consid^rant l'hydrure de tltane TIHg.    Les flnurcs Pba ct 
26b montrent les dlagramtnes theoi'lques correspondants d'lmmunlte,  corrosion et 
passivation du tltane.    Ces figures montrent toutes deux un "triangle de corrosion" 
dans luur partle  lnf<5rleure gauche, dan^ dos conditions ecldes et trfes r^ductrioes; 
comnie la plus Grande partle de ces triangles sc situc  loin en dessous dc la 
"ligne de l'hydrotöne" a,   l'afflnite de rdduotlon de 1'cau en hydrogone y est 
considerable.    La figure 27 (6a, 6c) reprösonte,  pour rappol, un schema pr^limi- 
nalre riontrant les oondltloris probables do potentiel et de pH pour la corrosion, 
la passivation et la protection du tltane.    La figure P.R (6a) est un schema pr^- 
liminaire pour 1'Initiation et la propagation d'uno fissure da corrosion sous 
tension dans un alllajja titane-aluminium. 

Antoine POUrlBAIX,  Miroslav MAREK et Robort F. HOCHMAN (25) ont present^ 
en Janvier 1971   k Atlanta un travail de recherche effectut5 au Georgia Institute 
of 'Jbclinology pour verifier cxp<5rimentalcnicnt I'exlstonoe du "trlan;;le de cor- 
rosion" mor.tr^ aux  flgures 26 ct. 27.    Des oourbes de polariaatlin cathodlque 
ont ete traoiies sur du tltane en solution de HC1 12 N  (p!i •■■ -0,5),    Une premie- 
re st'rle d'cxperli'iccs a 4t6 conduite sur des surfaces polios h 1'cmari, rin- 
CPO!, k l'cau et M'OIU'CS h 1 air avant tNwnloB,  et a conduit h la eourbe rtpre- 
senU'c u la Clry.rf. ^;.'a.    Los aut.curs Indiquent quo "les echantllions ont ^td 
polnrlser. Jusqu'll -1,0 voltcs)   dans HC1 12 N et Mlntenus k cc potentiel.    II 
en est resulto au debut une redction gloljaie do reduction avco dec.igerncnt d'liy- 
drogene,  sans slgne apparent dc corrosion do I'cohantillon.    Apris environ 
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une demi-heure,  et trie soudalnement,  une pelllcule blanche s'est s^paree de 
I'lchontlllon et s'eat Imm^diatemeiit dlssoute,   I'eleotrolyte s'est r&pldemcnt 
ooloH en bleu fence par formation de T1'H'*' dlssouo.   lo courant de polarisa- 
tion eat devenu fortement anodlque et 1'Electrode s'est rapldement oorrodee 
avec d^gagement d'hydrosone.    lit polarisation potentlooinetique a alors et4 
reprise,  h potentlel decroissant, et le courant anodlque de corrosion s'est 
maintenu Jusqu'k un potentlel de -1,65 v0^te3h*"' 

Une deuxieme sörle d'esperlences a iti condulte sur des echantillons 
de titane Inimerges immedlatement apres pollssace ct ringagp,  sans sicliage. 
Ceoi a conduit  (figure g9b) & un potentlel initial k courant ziro lögerement 
infärieur au potentlel observe prtr^deiment  (-0,50 volt au lieu de -0,4.} volt    h), 
et la polarisation cathodlque a conduit immediutement k un courant anodlque, 
associ^ & une corrosion et k un d^£ägoment d'hydrogfene.    Lors do cette dcuxiena 
sörie d'experiences,   le courant devlnt z^ro k environ -0,8 volte8h, et 11 fut 
souvent Impossible de inalntenir un courant anodlque en dessous de ce potentlel. 

Lors de chacunc de ces deux series d'experiences, la formation de TiKj 
fut deoelee par analyse avec diffraction de rayons X. Ce T11I2 a ^te trouve non 
protecteur. 

Parmi leurs conclusions,   les auteurs expriment 1'opinion sulvante en 
ce qui conceme la corrosion fissuranto sous tension  :  "Lorsque du titans 
diSpourvu d'oxyde  (tel qu'll apparalt lors de l'ouverture d'une fissure) se 
trouve en presence d'un ndlieu fortement aclde,   11 peut se corroder avec forma- 
tion de Ti++ ou de Tl       et degageir.ent d'hydrogene,  k trfes bas potentlel. 
II est probable que ces ions, qui sont tous-deux therraodynanUqueraent instables 
en presence d'eau,  s'oxydent en TlCjp  (^ventuelloment hydrate) avec döga^enent 
d'hydrogena.    La Vitesse de corrosion du titene k bas pH et baa potentlel peut 
etre trcs grande  (probab.lement de l'ordi^e du cm par heure,    mais ce chlffre 
devrait etre prc-oisc).    A ces potentiels,  TiHg psut se fortr.er sur la surface 
du titane et faciliter fortement la reaction de ddgagement d'hydrogene. 

11 n'est pas exolu que le d^gagement important d'hydrogene dans ces 
conditions p^rniatte une diffusion d'hydrogene atomique dans la matrlce metal- 
lique,  a partir de 1'extremity de la fissure et que oet hydrogene praclpite 
au sein du tr'?tal en TlHg,  qui est un composant partlculiferenient fragillrant 
du titane et dc ses alllages". 

Nous  referant ä l'expüse cl-dessus,  nous desirons souligner 1'utllite 
de ces travaux effectu^s k Georgia Tech.     II est probable que,  k l'extr<!n)ltd 
de la fissure,   la solution ost saturte en un chlorure titaneux (TlCl^ ou TiCl^  7) 
ties soluble et instable; cette solution seralt trcn conoentree et tres aclde. 
Dos rooherohus «Slectroohiiniques effectuees sur une teile solution de mauicre 
seir.blable ä celles sugg^rees cl-dessus en section ^.j)^ pour le fer serai>nt trfes 
utlles pour elucider le coirporteirent    a la corrosion sous tension du titane et 
d'alllages de  titane.    Comno indique dans les sections qui precedent,  ces rcoher- 
ches devraicnt etre k la fols dc natures thermodynamlque et cin^tique; elles 
dovralent comporter des courbos de polarisation sur des Electrodes non so'jmlscs 
et souinioeo ä fluage sous des efforts de traction. 
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5.  QUKLQUKS TftCliES A HKALISER COrJCERKAWT L'EIJCTUXHIHIS DE LA CORROHCM FISSURMfl'K 

SOUS TENSION. 

5.1 Themodynamlque ^loetrochlmlgue de la torroslon dana due conditions de diffu- 
Blon restrelnte  (ecllulea de corroalon occluses). 

Reunir lea donn^es thermodynaniiques accessibles pour des systcmes m^tal- 
chlorure-eau,  partlouliferement pour le fer.  In chronie,  I1 aluminium,  le tltane et 
pour les constltuants de  leurs alllages.    Tracer des diaRrammes d'equllibres pour 
ces systemes,  en conslddrant partlcullereracnt les solutions conccntrees saturdes 
en chlorures metalllquos.    Appllqucr ces dlagranmes k l'ctude des caracterlstiques 
chimiques et electrochlmlques possibles dans les cavcrriäs,   piqüi-es,  fissures. 

5.2 Experiences Electrochlmlques concernant les cellules de corrosion occluses 

Prdparer synthetiquement des solutions semblables k cellos exlstant dans 
les cavernes,  piqQres et fissures aotiveij notaminont par saturation d'oau exempte 
d'oxygbne avec des chlorures m^talliques.    Etudier exp^rinientalement la olnitlquc des 
circonstanccs de corrosion et de non corrosion dans ces cellules. 

5.3 Comportement Electrochimique de la c^mentite et d'autros carburea. 

E^udler exp^rlmentalerrient les conrtitlons pratiques de stability et d1 ins- 
tability du KejC et d'autres oarburas, partlculiorement on ce qui conoeme I'lnflu- 
ence du potentiel d'^lectrode,  du pH et des anlons  (par exemple selon les mdthodes 
utilises par R.W. STAEHLE et par D.N. STAICÜPOLUS).    Examiner los conditions de 
formation de CHi),  de CO et de Po(00)5. 

5.4 Electrochlmie de la fragllisatlon par l'hydrogfene. 

Poursulvi^e les Etudes concernant la fragllisatlon cathodlquc de metaux purs 
et d'alllages  (par exemple selon les methodes de B.F. DF-IOUN et de M. liRABEHS).    Exa- 
miner s'il existo une correlation   entre les resultats de  ces Etudes et la composi- 
tion et la morphologie des alllages, notamment en ce qul concerne le comportemont 
des composes exlstant aux Joints de grains. 

5.5 Protection Electronhlmlque centre la corrosion caverneuse,   la corposlon par 
piqures et la corrosion fissurante sous tension. 

VErlfler I'effleaoitE    de procEdEs de protection cathodique centre les 
"corrosions en cellules occluses" spEclalement par mise en oeuvre dc reveteMcnts 
sacrlflciels  (en plomb,  cadmium,  zinc, etc.).    Examiner la posslbllitE d'Eviter 
la corrosion fissurante sous tension par des traitements superficlels Evitant la 
formation de cavernes ct piqures. 

5.6 MEthodes Electrochlmlques d'essai en corrosion fissurante sous tension. 

Mottre au point des mEthodes Electrochlmlques aocElerEes pour I'apprEclation 
de la susccptlbllltE a. la corrosion fissurante sous tension,  pour dlffErents tnctaux 
et alllages et dana des conditions conduisant k des resultats en harmonle avec les 
resultats du comportement en service.    Utiliser oea mEthodes pour mnttre au point de 
nouveaux alllages.    Une attention particuliere est h apporter aux methodes de fluage 
k courant nul et riens de^ conditions potentlostatiques. 

W 
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AmaXE    :     POTEWTIEL D'IMI'IIBU'IE.   POTEHTIEL DE PASSIVATION.   POTENTIEL Pi; PIijORATIOH 

ET POTEMTIEL DE PHOTECTIOH CCMHg IA I'lO.OHATION. 

Nous rappelons que,  oorarae expose dans des publications prdcldentes (6a, 6c),   la 
figure 30a r^presente sch^iratlquement cinq courbes de polarisation potentlocln^tlque 
relatives ä du fer ARFCO dans des solutions exemptss de chlorure de pH 5, 7, 9.  '!  et 
i>.    De ces courbea de polarisation 11 eat alaö de dtfdulre la figure 30b qul represcnte, 
en fonotlon du pH et du potcntlel d'^leotrode, des clrconatancea experinwntales 
d'immunity, de corrosion generellste et de pasolvlttf. 

Los potentlelaqul s^pamt Iss Hglona d'lmmunlttf et de corrosion gen^ralls^e sent- 
las potentials d'iqulllbre C de la reaction de corrosion, en deasous desquels cette reac- 
tion est thermodynamlquemcnt impossible.    Lea potäntiels qul apparent les regions de 
corrosion genlrallatfe et da passivity sont lea potentials de paaalvation P au doaaua 
desquels un film protecteur eat forme aur le metal. 

la figure 3Ta    represents sohematlqueracnt cinq courbea da polarisation en 
solutions des memes pH 5 & '3»  »Ala renfermont 10*2 ion granrjo Cl~ par litre (335 
ppm),    r est le potentiel de rupture (ou de plqQration) au desaus duquel le film 
da passivst ion devient localement non protecteur, ce qul conduit k la formation de 
plqCres.   £ est le potentiel de protection centre la piqüratlon,  en decsoua duquel 
les piqQres formees cessent de prandlr, at davlennent done Inoffenslveo.    la 
figure 31a permet de tracer la flsure 31b qul montre, outre les regions dejä men- 
tionnies d'lmnunlte,  corrosion generalises at passivlte,  une region de plqOratlon 
(sltuee au dissus du potentiel da rupture r,  lequel depend fortement du pH et de 
la tenaur en chlorure);  la llgne qui represente le potentiel de protection £ (le- 
quel est presque Independent du pH et de la tentur en chlorure) divise le domalne 
üe passi\'lte en une region superleure oü les piqures pre«xlstantea eventuelles 
grand!ssent (la paaslvlte est alors imparfaite) et une region inferieure oü las 
plqQrei prc'sxistantes ne grandissent pas (la passivlte est alors parfaita).    la 
ligu.-e jlb rontre aussl que,  pour des pH Inferieura k 6,  11 ne se produit paa de 
passivation;  seule une corrosion göne.-alisee est alors possible. 

la figure 4, qul est semblable k la figure 31 b, montre les conditions de 
potentiel et de pH qui sont possibles loraque du fer set an presence d'une solution 
de pH P 1 0"2 nolalre en Cl".    Si la aolution est exempts d'oxygfene et d'autres 
oxydants,  le potential d'electrode du fer non polarise ae placers au point 1_ et 
11 se produira une eertaine corrosion generalises avao degagement d'hydrogene; si 
de telles conditions d'absence d'cxyg^ne n'existent que sur une partie d'une struc- 
ture en fer,  la corrosion generallsöe alnai initiee oonduira k une corrosion 
cavern»use.    SI la aolution renferme de l'oxygfene.  le potentiel d'electrode peut 
s'eiever au point 2 et ecel conduit k la formation da plqQres.    Dana les deux caa 
(en absence et en presence d'oxygfene],  les produits de corrosion stables ne sont 
pas les leus Fc** et Fe'M"f forme» prlrralreraent, mais dea oxydes et hydroxydes tols 
que Fe.a4 «t Ko(CHK;  11 ae produit done une hydrolyse k 1'Interieur des cavernca 
et plqüres selon lea reactions 

+ 4 HJJO   -»   Pe 04 + 8 H   + 2 e" 

et 

3 Fe 

Fe++++ 3 HgO   -•   Fe^OHL + 3 H+ 

et sl,  comme c'est generalement le cas,  lea cavemea et plqQres sont occluses du falt 
de depots de produits de corrosion solides,  cette hydrolyse conduit ä une acidification 
locale ä 1'Interieur des cavernes et plqQres; sl du chlorure est present, cet aclde est 
de l'aclde chlorhydrique,  qul est partlcullfcrement agresslf. 
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Figure 26    Donalnea th^orlques d'Immunity,  corrosion et passivation du titane,  i 
25*0 
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b) en oonsld^rant   Tillj 
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Figure 28    Initiation at propagation d'une fissure de corrosion sous tension dans 
un alllage tltane-alumlnium. 

Figure 29   Courbes de polar..nation cathodlque de titane en solution HC1 12 N. 
a) eohantlllon de titans poll,  rlnoi et ahot\6 avant immersion dans 

la solution 
b) Eohantlllon de titane irnnepgi immedlatement apres polissags  (d'aprta 

A.  POURBAEC,  M.  MAREK et R.F.  HÜCHMAN). 

Figure 30   Comportoment de fer en solutions exemptes de chlorure 
a) courbes de polarisation en presence de solutions de pH 5 & '3 
b) clrconstances «xp^rlmentales d'imrauniti,  corrosion generallsde 

et passivity. 

Figure 31     Comportetnent de fer en presence de solutions renfermant du chlorure 
(10"^ ion   gramme par litre,  i.e. 355 ppm Cl"). 
a) courbes de polarisation en presence de solutions de pH 5 & 13* 
b) ciroons^ancec experlraentales d'inmiunltE, corrosion generalises, 

passivity parfaite et imparfalte,  et plqQratlon. 
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PIOURE 1   : Potentlei d'^loctrode du fer en absence  (llgne 1) 
et en presence  (llgnes 2a et 2b) d'oxygene,  en solutions 
exemptes de chlorure.    Clrconatances g^nerales d'ltnmunlte, 
de corrosion et de passivation. 

O- 

El.   +0»        -o5 wilt       re C-*o'2   -OH -ö9«<t    \    /    /      C +6.2    -OH  -oi*H    ^-. /    I 
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•> b) c, 

FIOURE 2  : Initiation d'une caveme de corrosion du fer. 

t*u. 

F»( OH), 

ST^ 
F."^ 

er 

E= .01 OH -o?volr -r, i 
m* « 3 i 1 

a)«u Mopi d'lndjcilon t, b) Mtra lu taw« d'tMuotlon M tt i^ C)«pr4i 1» tnpa d'lKkictlOfi tp 

PIOURE 3  !  Initiation d'une piqQre de corrosion du fer. 
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FIOURE 4  : Circonstanoes de pH et de potentlel en presence 
d'une solution de pH volsln de 8. 
(10-2 Molalre en Cl",  eoit 555 ppm Cl") 

CuCOi-CulOHl, (Mnj 

CuCi(bl»nc) 
0^»a4M<«nt 

PIQUBE 5 : PiqOre de culvre. 

Section montrant la presence de CU2O rouge et de 
CuCl blanc sous une couche de malachite verte. 
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PIGURE 6 s DlagrMm d'Ajuilibre« pot«n- 
tl«l/pH pour 1« «yttkat blnalr« Cu-I^O, 
4 25*0. 

PIOUBE 7 > Dlagramrae d'rfquillbre« pot«n- 
tlol/pH pour It ayathme ternftlr* Cu-Cl-H20, 
k 25*0, pour una teneur en chlorure llbrt 
«gale i 10-2 (355 p.p.m. Cl"). 

FI00BE 8 t Diagramme d'iqulUbrea potenUel-pH 
pour le syat^me quinalre Cu-Cl -CO^-SOj-HgO.  k 
25*0. Solution« oontenant 22 p.p.m. C1-. 229 
p.p.m. CO^ et 46 p.p.m. SOj. 

t 
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PIOURE 9  :  Influence de l'actlvlte des Ions Cl~ sur les caracterlstlques 
d'^qulllbre de plqöres de oulvre,  k 25*C. 

«      /\     t »      / *^ 
—0L^vww 

FIOUBE 10 : Dlsposltlf experimental de production «rtlflclelle de plqures 
de corrosion. 
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PIQURE 11   ; Conditions de pH et de potentlel du fer en presence 
d'une solution de pH volsln de 8. 
(IO*2 M dans Cl", solt 355 ppm Cl") 

1. fer non polarlsi en presence de solution exempte d'oxygfene  : 
debut de corrosion generallsee. 

2. fer non polarlsi en presence de solution oxygenee ; d^but de 
plqGratlon. 

3. plqüres et crevasses actives. 

Air 

CtiwN« 

Cnthorii-      NnCHI .' fsClt \   NnOH 

dtNad 

'MW/Jw^fäSi /Mt'/Zflffl//. 
| Oxyd* 

FIOUBE 12  : Corrosion aux döfauts de la pelllcule d'oxyde  aur du fer 
en presence d'une solution de chlorure de sodium. 

(d'aprts U.R. EVANS). 
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PIOURE 13  i Diagramme d'&julllbres potentlel/    FIOURE 14  ; Domalnea thöorlquas de stability 
pH du syatime Pe-H20,  ä 25*0. thennodynamlque de Pe, Pe,(\, PagOj et 

PeClg.'WgO en presence de solutions electri- 
quement neutres en PeCl». (Schema.) 

FIOUHE 15  : Schema d'une plqOre et d'une fissure de fer. 
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PIOURE 16  s DlspoBltlf pour 1'tftude da la corrosion oavemeuse. 

O     ' 

-0- 

3      H      S       «       7       6      9      lO    II      12     13     It 
I        I       I 1        I I I I l___i l_ 

_♦! 

a. -®^ 

jvrfst» rp* ttrti 

1 '2 3        M        5 6 7 6 9        lOH        III^IH 
pH 

FIOURE 17  : Influence d'una polarisation cathodlqua aur lea caract<rls- 
tlquas <l«ctroohlmlques d'une plqQre (ou cavern«) de corrosion. 
(Aoler au carbone ordinaire en presence de solution a<ree de 
NaOH 0.001 M et NaCl 0.001 M). 

On a riunl par un pointllU lea caract^rlatlquea slmultanies de la surface 
non a4r<e (plqflre) et de la surface a^r^e. Lea points marquis 0 correspon- 
dent h. une absence de polarisation; les points 1  & 9 correspondent k. des 
polarisations cathodiques de la surface a<rtfe. 
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PI0ÜBE 16 : CourbM de polarisation cathodlqu« pour une electrode de fer duplex en 
solution NsCl 10*3 M et NaOH 10~3 M.  (pH externe - 9,5; pH interne - 5,5). 

(d'apr^s Antoine POURBADC). 
I.VCr 
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WOURE 19  : Clrconatance« d'Immunity, da corrosion g<5n6ralls<§e,  da plqQratlon at da 
passivation parfalta at Imparfalta pour six alllages blnalras Fe-Cr an presence da 
solutions 0.1 M an Ions ohlorura. 
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PIOURE 20 > Effet de 1« teneur en ohraae sur les potentlels i oour»nt nul dee 
«lllagee binalre« Fe-Cr, en fonctlon du pH. 

:t  -I    0    1    I    i   «   1    1    7    »    1    W   II   It   O   H   H 

FIQUHB 21   : DJ »grannie d'^qulllbrea potentlel/pH du systime Cr-H 0, & 25*C. 
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PIOUHE 22  i DlagrMBie d'iquillbres potentlel/pH du aysUme Fe-C-H?0,  a 25'C. 
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PIOURE 24  : Influence d'une polarisation cathodlque aur lea caractirlatlques 
<lectrochlmlquM et aur la vltesse de propagation d'une fissure de 
corrosion sous tenalon.   (Acler au chrome AISI 4340 an presence 
d'une aolutlon de NaCl }%). (d'aprka B.P. BROWN). 

Le "dial deflexion rate" lndlqu< dans la partle de drolte de U figure meaure 
la vlteaae de propagation de la fissure. 
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PIQUBE 23  :  Influence du pH sur la solubility des oxydes et hydroxydes. 
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PIQURE 25 : Dlagrammes d'^qullibres potenttel/pH pour le systfeme Tl-HsO, ä 23*C. 

, .I*M camwm» TIN- ki in amtj^MMT fu 

FIGURK ^b  ; Domalnes  th^orlquea d'immunite,  corrotlofi et passlvailon aa   tl Une,  ä £5*0. 
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A) Enijn—■§ t du 
rtlB »rot«cUur. 

b) Inltlailon d'un« pi* 
qflr« par dltaolutlon 
•t hvdrolyH d'lons 
«1 

c) Propagptlc« d'un« 
ridiur* par dlHO- 
lutlon U l'«lU«fi 
duo ml. 

PIOUHE 27 i Plseuratlon at 
protection du titan«. 
(Abamc« d« plqQration) 

{Schema) 

FIQURE 26 » Initiation «t propagation da flaauras da 
corrosion aous tension dana un alllage 
tl tana-alumlnlum. 

(arrow 

Elit d« lufldtt iffdiM —If« 
Ul 

Etat tft s>/1d:f iritijt ntft oiydt 
Ik) 

PIOURE 29 i Courba« da polarisation cathodlque da tltana an solution HC1 12 M. 

a) Echantlllon da tltana poll, rlne< at s<ch< avant Inmarslon 
dans la solution. 

b) Echantlllon da tltana limargtf Immidlatamant aprks pollssaga. 

(d'aprts A. POUHDÄIX. M. MAREK at R.F. HOCHMAN). 
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a) oourb«8 d* polftrtMtlon «n presence 
de solutions da pH 5 it 13. 

b) elrconatancas exp^rlmantalaa 
d'lmounlte, de corrosion 
g^n^rallsee et de passlvlte. 

FIOUHE 30  s Coaportenent de fer en solution exempte de chlorure.     (Schema) 

a)  courbes de polarisation en presence 
da solutions de pH 5 it 13. 

b) clreonstances axptfrlmantales 
d'Immunity, de corrosion g4n4ralls<e, 
de passivltes parfalta et Imparfalte, 
at de plqOratlon, 

PIOURE 31   < Conportenant da far an solution ehlorurtfe. 
(IQ"2 lon.g par litre, soil 355 ppm Cl").       (SchAna) 



On the Electron-Configuration Theory 
Of Marine Corrosion1 

L< H. Bennett, L. J. Swartzendruber, and M. B. McNeil 

National Bureau of Standard* 
Washington, D. C. 20234 

The electron-configuration theory of corrosion Introduced by 
Uhllg relates chenlsorptlon and passivity to alloy cosposltions having 
favorable d-electron configurations. This theory postulates a critical 
coaposltlon for passivity which coincides with a theoretical filling 
of the d-band in a "rigid-band" description of these alloys. Re- 
cently, detailed knowledge of the elactronic structure of Cu-Nl 
alloys has been greatly Increased, and it no longer appears that 
a strict band nodal alone can give an adequate description of the 
disordered alloys. Recent theories and ■odern spectroscopic methods, 
including soft x-ray and photoelectron spectroscopy and other 
techniques, have provided a great deal of new knowledge concerning 
the electronic structurs of Cu-Nl alloys. In light of these experi- 
mental and theoretical developments, this papar inveatlgatas whether 
or not there is any evidence to support an electron-configuration 
theory of corrosion, without regard to the queatlon of passivity, 
for Cu-Nl alloys in saltwater. The addition of small amounts of Fe 
has Important affects on the corrosion rate in the copper-rich alloys 
and the relevance of thia to the electron-configuration theory Is 
considered. Effects of metallurgical variables and of film prop- 
erties are noted. The related topic of heterogeneous catalysis is 
discussed. 

Kay Words: Alloy theory; catalysis; chenlsorptlon; 
Cu-Nl alloys; d-bsnds; electron-configuration; metallurgy; 
passivity; rigid-band modal; saltwater corrosion; surfaces 

Introduction 

Copper-nickel alloys ara widely used in saline-water environments where long service 
life or othar desirable properties often justify the expsnss (I)2. The corrosion behavior 
of these alloys in such environments is highly dependent upon the alloy composition. Aa ia 
evidsnt from Figure 1, the problem of selecting the optimum composition for • given appli- 
cation la not usually as simple aa obtaining the lowest possible corrosion rat« consistent 
with price.  In addition, tha propsrtiss are usually furthsr modified and Improved by ths 
addition of small amounts of othar elements, notably iron (2,3). A theoretical under- 
standing, even if approximate or imperfect, of the effect of Ni concentration and othar 
element additions on the corrosion behavior could contribute to tha development of alloys 
tailored for specific applications. 

Tha mechanisms involvsd In ths corrosion behavior of the cupro-nickals havs basn ex- 
tensively invsstigsted snd discusssd. Thi rate determining stsp in the corrosion process 

1 Supported in part by tha Offics of Saline Water, U.S. Department of Interior. 
2 Figures in parentheses indlests the literature references at the and of this papsr. 
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FIGURE 1.    Behavior of copp«jr- 
nlckel alloy« in sea water (Frum F, 
LaQue, J. Amer. Soc. Nav. Engra. 53, 
29 (1941). Biofouling is reduced 
in the Cu-rich region by the pre- 
sence of sufficient Cu ions in 
the water, since copper is toxic 
to many marine organisms. The 
origin of the pitting is not known, 
but pitting is often associated 
with passivity. 

40 ' 50 ^0     ft)     tt     90     IÖO 
Wl XNi 

occurs at the "film" or "scale" that forms and separates the base metal from the corrosive 
solution.  There are two Interesting directions from which to viev this film. The first, 
which might be considered the electrochemical point of view, or from the outside looking in, 
is mainly concerned with film properties and film-electrolyte reactions. The second, or 
alloy theory point of view. Is mainly concerned with the electronic structure of the metal 
and its effect on metal-film intaractiona. These two views are, of course, not mutually 
exclusive but arise mainly from the complexity of the problem and the fact that few studies 
are concerned with all the intricacies of both electrochemistry and solid state physics. 

This paper will be concerned mainly with the latter point of view, from the inaide 
looking out. This is an appropriate time to consider this viewpoint since there has re- 
cently been a great flurry of activity, both experimental and theoretical, on the electronic 
structure of copper-nickel alloys. In particular, it is now apparent that the "rigid-band" 
model, on which many previous arguments have been based, does not give an adequate descrip- 
tion of the electronic structure of these alloys. 

Practical corrosion situations are very complex, and no one point of view could hope 
to give predictions for all situations which arise. When conditions are such that very 
thick adherent films, or "scale«" (say t 10 um thick), are allowed to form, the scale prop- 
erties, both chemical and mechanical, are of overriding Importance (A). Under some con- 
ditions, tne corrosion rates of Cu-Ni alloys in saltwater are greatly reduced and become 
practically independent of Ni concentration after sufficiently thick films are allowed to 
form. For thinner films (say M).l um)  the Nl concentration in the alloy is Important. The 
chemical, mechanical and electronic properties of the film are probably the moat important 
factors determining the reaction rate. However, for very thin films (say - 0.1 urn) the 
chemical reaction between the metal substrate and the film, which in the final analysis 
determines the protective properties of the film, are of importance. For this case the 
electronic structure of the alloy must have a strong Influence. These very thin films are 
of Importance in the high-nickel region (t 40% Nl). They are also Important in the high- 
copper region (% 40Z Ni) when the film is kept very thin by, for example, very high flow 
rates (S). 

The role of the electronic structure of the alloy on corrosion behavior (and in partic- 
ular, on passivity (6) has been emphasized in a series of papers by Uhlig and his co- 
workers (7-15). Following earlier work of Tammann, Uhlig (7) proposed the electron- 
configuration theory of passivity. This theory was advanced to explain the observation that 
passivity can be achieved in several alloy systems when a critical composition is exceeded. 
According to this theory, these critical compositions are related to the presence or ab- 
sence of d-electron vacancies in the electronic structure of the alloys.  In this viewpoint 
the d vacancies are said to favor formation of strongly chemlsorbed surface films, which 
confer passivity and increased resistance to corrosion.  In particular, Cu-Nl alloys have 
been extensively investigated by Uhlig and coworkers using ternary additions to change the 
critical compoaition.  For these alloys, experimental results, obtained primarily using 
potentiometric measurements in a IN H.SO. solution, were in good agreement with Uhlig's 
electron-configuration theory of passivity. That is, when the electron-configuration de- 
scribed by Mott and Jones (16) predicted the presence of d vacancies, passivation could be 
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detected In the potentloklnetlc curves, whereas It could not be detected If the absence of 
d boles was predicted. 

The electron-configuration theory proposed by Uhllg to explain passivity has been 
critlzed on several grounds. First, there Is the kind of criticism (6,17) which points out 
that results used to support Uhllg's arguments can also be accounted for on the basis of 
various kinetic models Involving the electronic properties of the film. Another objection 
(6) Is that attempts to extend the theory to other metals and alloys and other electrolytes 
appear to give conflicting results. For example, there are a number of transition elements 
with partially filled d-bands which are not easy to paasivate. Conversely, there are non- 
transltlon metals, such as Al and Kg, which are readily passlvated. It has also been noted 
(6) that "the critical concentration (15.7 wt Z) of chromium required for spontaneous pas- 
sivation of iron does not agree with the limit for stability of the passive state (about 
12%)." Finally, there is the objection (17) that even if passivation is found for Cu-Mi 
alloys in H.SO., it is not clearly present in NaCl solutions. 

In this paper, no attempt will be made to discuss these objections except for Cu-Ni 
alloys. Much controversy can be generated about whether or not Cu-Ni alloys are passive 
under given conditions in a given environment. No effort will be made here to enter into 
this controvsrsy. Whether or not the high Ni alloys are passive, there is no controversy 
over the fact that Ni additions to Cu reduce the sea-water corrosion rate up to some cri- 
tical composition. Uhllg (10) notes that the "observed critical composition based on 
corrosion rates in 3Z NaCl at 80 *C is in the neighborhood of 30-40Z Ni." Thus it is ap- 
propriate to discuss an slectron-confiauration theory of marine corrosion. The purpose of 
this paper is to rsview the electron-configuration theory of corrosion as it pertains to 
critical compositions in Cu-Ni alloys, and to extend this thsory to attempt to correlate 
the relative aaltwater corrosion rates In the high Cu alloys with ths electronic structure 
of the alloys.  (Ths difficult qusstion of the mechanisms by which the electronic state of 
the base metal may influsnce the corrosion rats is not explored deeply here.) Correlations 
are sought in terms of the most modern u ierstending of the electronic structure of thess 
alloys. The usual dsscriptlon of the electron-configuration theory of corroeion relies on 
the so-colled "rigid-band" model (16), which is no longer felt to adequately describe the 
electronic structurs. 

Ths rigid-band model la described in Section II. In Section III, theories which 
attempt to give a more realistic dsscriptlon of the electronic properties of alloys are 
noted. Experimental results on Cu-Ni alloys and their relevance to these theories are 
given in Section IV. The problem of the relation of bulk and surface properties is 
considered in Section V. The difficult problem of relating an ideal Cu-Ni alloy to real 
alloys is considered in Section VI, Metallurgical Considerations. Section VII, Discussion 
and Sunmary, includes some consideration of the related topic of catalysis. 

II. Band Theory of Metals and the Rigid-Band Model 

When the atoms of a metal are brought together to form a solid, the discrete atomic 
energy levels are spread into continuous regions, called "bands." These bands can be 
partially characertized by an electronic density of states, N(E), giving the number of 
electrons per unit energy interval at energy E. For the 3d-transltlon series, it is usual 
to describe N(E) by two bands: a wide, low-density, valance-electron band corresponding to 
the atomic 4s statea, and a relatively narrow, high-density band corrasponding to the atomic 
3d atatas.  These bands are filled up to some maximum energy, £_, which is determined by 
the number oi 3d + As electrons per atom, sometimes referred to as the group valence or the 
electron-to-stom ratio. The esssntial difference between Cu and Ni is that in Cu the 3d 
band is full, whereas in Ni it is not. 

The process of forming bands from free-electron states is lllustra:ad in Figure 2, 
taken from a recent important paper by Hodges et al. (18) This figurs illustrates the 
change in energy levels caused first by "renormallzing" the free-atom wavefunctions to a 
size appropriate to atoms bound in the solid while maintaining charge neutrality. These 
renormallzed wave functions are then used to construct a potential from which characteris- 
tic features of the band structure ere calculated. The s Isvsl forms e broad conduction 
band the bottom of which is shown in Figure 2, and the d level a relatively narrow band 
which is full in Cu but not in Ni. The presence of the unfilled d band la consistent with 
the observed ferromagnetism of Ni. The actual calculation of the bend structure, which is 
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well understood for pure metals,  remains one of the major unsolved problems of metal physics 
for the case of alloys,  though several useful approximations have recently been advanced 
(19.20). 
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FIGURE 2.    Positions of Cu and Nl 4s and 
3d energy levels in the free atoms and energy 
bands in the solid. Only the bottom of the 
s band is shown. The top of the occupied s 
band is shown as the Fermi energy, E . The 
top and button of tne d bands in Cu fall en- 
tirely within the conduction band but the 
top of the d band in Nl is above E .  [From 
Hodges et al., ref. 18] 

The rigid-band model for transition metals and their alloys was first proposed by Mott 
(16) almost two generations sgo and shown to be in qualitative agreement with many of the 
known properties of these materials, such as magnetic susceptibility, electrical resistance, 
and binding energy.  In the rigid-band model, all metals of a given transition series (with 
the same crystal structure) are assumed to have identical band structures, although Mott 
emphasized that this was only an approximation. A 1935 calculation (21) for the band 
structure of the first transition series is shown in Figure 3. As Cu Is added to Nl, the 
average electron-to-atom ratio increases and in the rigid-band model the 3d band fills 
until, at a certain critical composition, it is completely filled with no more "holes" 
in the 3d band. Above this critlcsl composition the alloy will not become ferromagnetic 
even at very low temperatures. The filling of the Nl 3d bands by electrons from Cu Implies 
some sort of charge transfer from the Cu to the Nl. 

FIGURE 3.    The density of levels 
in the 3d series, as estimated using 
the rigid-band model from Krutter's 
calculation (21) on copper [after 
J. C. Slater, Phys. Rev. 49, 537 
(1936)]. The dotted lines Indicate 
the position of the Fermi level for 
materials with the corresponding 
number of 3d + 4s electrons. For 
example, El0  represents the Fermi 
level for Nl, which has 9 3d elec- 
trons snd one 4s electron in the 
free atom,  E],

0
 falls Just below 

the top of the d band. 

N(E) 

This model was shown (16) to glvs remarkably good predictions concerning the saturation 
magnetization of Cu-Nl alloys. The measured saturation magnetization in Nl corresponds to 
0.6 holes per atom in the Nl 3d band (which is equal to the saturation moment in Bohr mag- 
netons). For sn alloy with x parts of Cu and 1-x parts of Nl, the number of holes in the 
d band is, since Cu contributes one extra electron per atom. 

0.6-x («0.6) 
(x>0.6). 

This predicts a saturation moment for Cu-Ni alloys of 0.6-x Bohr magnetons per atom, very 
close to the experimentally observed vslue for those alloys that become ferromagnetic. 

Kirkpatrick at al.   (22) find that this agreement of the rigid-band model with the mag- 
netic behavior of Cu-Nl alloys is not retained when applied to more recently calculated 
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band structure for pur« Ml (23,24). Part of tha raaaon la that, la thaaa calculations, Che 
HI density of states falls aore sharply above E_ than the earlier calculations (for exaaple. 
Figure 3). Agreeaent might be restored with "liproved" band calculations, or alternately, 
by permitting the band structure to be deformed upon alloying. Many properties of alloys 
show good agreeaent with some kind of "deforaable coanon-band model". Unfortunately, many 
authors use the tern rigid-band nodal when discussing such a deforaable conmon-band model. 

If the unswnn-band picture la extended to the entire 3d transition aerlea, the satura- 
tion aoaent Is predicted to be a function only of tha number of 3d -f 4s electrons. The ex- 
tent to which this Is borne out In practice can be seen In Figure 4. For a large number of 
alloys a comon curve exists, with some breaks In the curve, e.g. Fa-Co, due to a change In 
crystal structure. There are also a large number of striking deviations. Though the de- 
viations arite In large part from the complications of antlfarroaagnetlc Interactions, It Is 
certainly clear that tha predictions of the rigid-band model must be carefully scrutinized 
for each case. 

FIGURE 4.    The "Slater- 
Pauling" curves of saturation 
magnetization versus electron 
concentration for alloys of 
tha Iron transition series, 
[after H. Hill and B. T. Matthias, 
Phys. Rev. 168, 464 (1968)] 

KUH«!» OF H<4fElICtNM 

Despite the success of the rigid-band model In certain ^ases, It has long been realized 
that It gives an Incorrect description for a number of physical properties (16,25). As an 
example, the experimentally measured values of the electronic specific heat, y,  which la a 
measure of the density of ststes at tha Feral level, are coapared with those predicted by 
the rigid-band model (Figure 5). The high y  values for the Nl-rlch alloys reflects the 
Isrga density of statee from the unfilled d-band. However, the Y values for the Cu-rtch 
alloys are auch higher than predicted. Indicating the presence of virtual d-holas (25) when 
the d band Is "filled" according to the rigid-band picture. The successes and shortcomings 
of Uhllg's electron-configuration theory as applied to descrlbs the corrosion behavior of 
Cu-Nl alloys are quite analogous to the successes and shortcomings of the rigid-band model 
as applied to describe other properties. A reexamlnatlon of tha electron-configuration 
theory of marine corrosion In Cu-Nl alloys In terns of modern alloy theory appears to strength- 
en Uhllg's suggestion of s relationship between the electrochemical behavior and the electronic 
structure. 

FIGURE 5.     The electronic 
specific heat of Cu-Nl alloys. Tha 
daahad curved is thr.t expected from 
a atrlct application of a rigid-band 
theory. The solid curve corresponds 
to experimentally meaaured values 
[after J. E. Goldman, Rev. Mod. 
fhya. 25, 108 (1953)]. More recent 
measurements IK. P. Gupta, C. H. Cheng, 
and Paul A. Beck, Phya. Rev. 133, 
A203 (1964)] are in easentlsl 
agreeaent. 
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III. Alloy Theory 

A natal consists of nuclal, atomlc-stata-like or "cora" electrons whose wavefunctions 
are not greatly different fron •'ha corresponding free-atom vavefunctlon, and electrons 
("conduction" electrona) where wavefunctlons In the solid are appreciably different fron the 
corresponding free-atom wavefunctlons. It Is assumed that the total wavofunctlon can be 
separated Into a suitably synmstrlzed product of a function of the coordinates of the nuclei 
plus core electrons only and a function of the coordinates of the conduction electrons only. 
It Is then convenient to transform the problem to one Involving normal modes and to obtain 
solutions In terms of independent "elementary excitations" or "quasl-partlcles" (26-28). 
The most famllar of these quasl-partlcles are "electrons", "holes", "phonons", and "magnons". 
To obtain solutions In these terms, a large number of "many-body effects", such aa phonon- 
phonon, phonon-clectron, electron-magnon, and electron-electron Interactions are neglected. 
In the attempt to obtain electronic density of states Information (or other features of the 
band structure) from experiments, it Is generally necessary to adjust measured quantities 
for many-body effecta. In many cases, these adjustments are small, but are not precisely 
known and they may be significant. In the case of electronic specific heats, for example 
(Figure 5), the measured value of y doea not provide the exact value of N(E), the difference 
perhaps being as large aa a factor of about two. However, the general features and trenda 
revealed by the measurements of y  versus composition are expected to be preserved when 
corrected to N(E) vfc-aus composition. The one-electron method, which treats the wavefunction 
of the conduction electrons as an antiaymmetrlzed product of Independent one-electron wave- 
functions , la moat used In treating electronic density of states (29). Because of the 
computational difficulties, many-body effects are not generally Included (except In an 
average or approximate way) In detailed calculations and Interpretations of experiments on 
the electronic structure of metals and alloys. 

Progress in high-speed computers and computational methods (30) has allowed more de- 
tailed and reliable calculations of band structures thsn previously. The great detail 
shown in Figure 6 for a recently calculated (31) density of states cruva for copper can be 
contrasted with that of Figure 3. The Nl density of states calculations (23,24), while 
somewhat leas detailed than that of Figure 6, show structural features quite similar to 
those of copper but differ in two important respects that are evident in Figure 2:  (1) the 
width of the d band is greater in Nl and (2) for Cu the center of the d band lies closer to 
the bottom of the s band. 

FIGURE 6.    Electronic density 
of states of Cu metal from a re- 
cent calculation by Watson at si. 
[ref. 32]. Each band can accomodate 
two electrons. The 1st through 5th 
bands are full. The 6th band Is 
filled to E„. 
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Many of the concepts used to understand pure metals,  such as the Bloch theorem,  Fermi 
surfaces and Brillouin zones, are valid only for solids with long-range order.    The dis- 
order associated with an alloy thus Introduces complications  in the understanding of  the 
electronic structure.    Stern  (32) has discussed the basic differences between a theory of 
pure metals and a theory of disordered alloys.    He notes  that the concepts associated with 
a periodic lattice still retain some degree of meaning for disordered alloys, particularly 
If the atomic potentials of the constluents are nearly the same.    However, If the potentials 
are very different,  there will be a non-uniform distribution of  the electron charge about 
the different  sites. 
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A staple cas« of a disordered alloy la that of a single Impurity forming a bound state 
at an energy above or below the energy bands of the host. Such bound states, famllar in 
doped semiconductors, have the property that the electron or hole wavefunction Is localized 
near the Impurity.  If a single atom of Nl Is placed In a Cu naxtrlx, the d state energy of 
the Nl falls within the Cu d band, forming what is called a virtual bound state (25). The 
d state is only weakly coupled to the copper band, and la thus only slightly broadened. 

For concentrated alloys, there are two extreme contrasting models used to describe the 
electronic properties. The rigid-band model Ignores the differences between the atoms, as- 
cribing the average electron-to-atom ratio to every atom. The alternative extreme, the 
minimum-polarity model (33,35), assumes that the constituents retain their atomic configu- 
ration and hence remain electrically neutral. The maintenance of local charge neutrality 
in a metal has been called the electroneutrality principle by Pauling (36). Although, as 
mentioned earlier, the rigid-band model gives poor agreement for the magnetic behavior of 
Cu-Ni alloys when recent Nl band calculations are used, the minimum-polarity model gives 
better agreement for the magnetic properties (22). A modified minimum-polarity model, 
considering charge screening by conduction electrons (25), may provide an improved descrip- 
tion. Kanaaori at al. (37) have made progreas in calculating the electronic structure 
taking into account the shielding of the impurity charge. 

An extremely useful computational technique for the band structure of alloys such as 
Cu-Ni is known as the coherent potential model (19,20,37).  In this model the potentials 
of all the sites but one are averaged over and replaced by an energy dependent effective 
potential, known as the coherent potential. Scattering from the atomic Nl and Cu poten- 
tial shows that (37) Instead of a rigid shift of the density of states, the main peaks 
associated with Cu and Nl sites remain stationary while changing magnitude and shape. 

In contraat to the rigid-band model, recent alloy theory and experiments (Section IV) 
give the following picture for Cu-Ni alloys: (1) The d-holes are not spread uniformly 
throughout the alloy but are located primarily on the Nl sites. Indeed, there exist "vir- 
tual" d holes even in the Cu-rich region. Thus, although their electronic properties are 
considerably modified by being bound In an alloy, rather than being a free atom, both Nl 
and Cu retain some of their "atonic-like" individuality.  (2) Rather than shifting the Fermi 
energy within a rigid density of states, the shapea and relative magnitudes of the Cu-llke 
and Ni-like features of the bands are changed upon alloying. There is practically no 
change in the poaitlons of these features. 

IV.  Experiments Relevant to the Electronic Structure of Cu-Ni Alloys 

The simple rigid-band model applied to Cu-Ni and Illustrated in Figure 3 predicts 
little, if any, change in N(E ), the electronic density of states at the Fermi level, from 
pure Cu up to about Cu - 40X Nl. If thla model were correct, neither the electronic speci- 
fic heat nor the magnetic susceptibility should show much change in this region. The 
specific heat data already discussed in connection with Figure 5 clearly do not follow this 
prediction [except perhaps (38,39) for <2Z Nl] and the susceptibility data [see for example 
Pugh and Ryan (40) or Robbins at al. (41)] is even in more violent disagreement with rigid- 
band theory, with the dlamagnetism of pure Cu changing to paramagnetism with only 4Z added 
Nl. The susceptibility suggests an increase by a factor of five in N(E_) for 20Z Nl, an 
error of 500Z from the rigid-band predlctlonl Many-body corrections (e.g., electron-phonon 
(42) and electron-magnon (43,44) interactions) may reduce the quantitative disagreement, 
but the conclusion remains: the rigid-band model does not hold for Cu-Ni alloys. 

A much employed method to get detailed Information about the electronic states in such 
an alloy la the atudy ot the emission and absorption of electromagnetic radiation. Soft 
x-ray emission spectroscopy consists of producing vacancies in ion core levels and ob- 
serving the subsequent spontaneously emitted radiation resulting from electrons in the con- 
duction band dropping into the vacant core states. Cllft et al. (45) found that, to a 
reasonable approximation and in contrast to the rigid-band model, the soft x-ray apectra 
of Cu-Ni was a compoaitionally weighted average of the apectra formed for pure copper and 
pure nickel. Wenger et al. (46), measuring relative integrated intensities of the soft 
x-ray emission and a characteristic x-ray line, were led to the conclusion that the number 
of d electrons associated with a nickel site is not changed on alloying, again in sharp 
contract with the rigid-band modal. These experiments (45,46) are not wholly conclusive. 
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In that Important details of the soft x-ray spectra for even pure Cu (47) and pure Ml (48,49) 
are not seen In these "low-resolution" experiments, but they do give strong support to the 
existence of a nickel-like band localized at the nickel sites in the predicted filled d-band 
region of the rigid-band model. 

Soft x-ray appearance potentials are much more sensitive to the surface and near-surface 
conditions. In this technique, core electrons are excited to the unfilled states above the 
Fermi level, leading to the appearance of small characteristic peaks superimposed on the 
bremsstrahlung background. Again the results (SO) are that there are d holes at Ni sites 
even for an alloy containing 75% Cu, in contrast to the rigid-band prediction. 

The photoelectric effect has been used extensively in recent years to probe the band 
structure of metals and alloys. The interpretation of ultraviolet photoemlsslon experiments 
(UPS) is complicated by the contribution of both filled and unfilled density of states with 
resulting complicated unfolding procedures but again the results (51) are la much better 
agreement with the presence of vacant d-states at Ni sites In Cu-rlch alloys. Figure 7 
Illustrates two extremes of the theoretical situation. The result of the UPS experiment 
on a 7SZ Cu - 25Z Ni alloy is close to the virtual-bound state model picture, with an un- 
changed Cu band superimposed on a broadened Ni d state. 

Somewhat less ambiguous in interpretation because of the dependence on only the filled 
density of states is x-ray Induced photoemlsslon (XPS).  HUfner et al. (52), using high- 
resolution XPS, have shown that the Cu and Ni bands are changed by alloying, but are still 
distinct bands, not the common bands envisaged in a rigid-band picture. 

25% N.   ,n Cu 

Ifl 

RIOIO-BAND MODEL VII1TU4L-B0UND-ST4TE 

MOSEL 

FIGURE 7.    Schematic illustration of 
the filled density of states in Cu and 
a Cu 75 - Ni 25 alloy, showing the be- 
havior expected from the rigid-band and 
the virtual bound state models,  [after 
Selb and Spicer, ref. 51]. 

The angular correlation of positron annihilation radiation probes the Fermi surface in 
momentum, and unlike other Fermi surface probes, results can be obtained In concentrated 
alloys. Hurray and McGervery (S3) found that the Ni atoms in s 77Z Cu-23Z Ni alloy were 
contributing 0.8 electrons per atom to the conduction band leaving a d hole of 0.S electrons 
at the Ni sites, in contrast to the zero valence assigned to Ni when alloyed into Cu in the 
rigid-band model. 

So far only Cu-Ni binary alloys havs been discussed. Of great importance in marine 
applications, including desalination heat exchangers, are alloys of Cu-Ni that Include a 
small amount of Fe.  In this case, the MBssbauer effect has been used to prob? the magnetic 
environment of the Fe atoms. The MBssbauer effect is based on the phenomena of recolllass 
emission and absorption of y-rmym,  and either the radioactive source, or a sample containing 
non-radioactive iron as an absorber, can be studied.  Source experiments probe Isolated Fe 
atoms. Interactions between Fe atoms are studied using absorbers. A source MBssbauer 
experiment (54) has shown that the Fe atoms maintain their d holes when alloyed in Cu and 
Cu-Ni alloys. The magnet.'c environments at the Fe sites depend on the atomic configuration 
in the neighborhood of the iron.  In the Cu-rlch region, the magnetic moment is aasoclated 
with an iron atom and its nearest-ni el-atom neighbors, leading to the linear increase In 
magnetic moment shown in Figure 8. Near tha  "critical" region identified by Uhlig for 
corrosion behsvior, the magnetic moment suddenly becomes "giant" and is aasoclated with 
magnetic polarization clouds extending over many atoms. MBssbauer absorber studies have 
been made of the interaction between the Fe atoms (55), again requiring a local rather than 
a common band interpretation. 
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It 1* clear Chat the rigid-band nodal cannot satisfactorily explain modern experimental 
data on Cu-Nl alloys. The primary reason for this failure is that the rigid-band model ne- 
glects the charge screening discussed by Frledel (25). 

FIGURE 8.    Magnetic moment, as measured 
using the MSssbauer effect, of an Isolated 
Iron atom In Cu-Nl alloys. The large In- 
crease In moment near the critical compo- 
sition Is cauaed by the necleatlon of 
giant magnetic polarization clouds,  [af- 
ter Bennett et el., ref. 55]. 
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V. The Surface Problem 

Uhllg (10,12) treated d-like wavefunctions as well-defined for the surface layer, but 
ascribed a different electronic structure to the surface than to the bulk alloy. He con- 
sidered that the surface d-band contains holes so long as other non-transition elements 
donate fewer electrons than the actual surface holes. The number of surface d holes per 
atom Is found, in this view, by adding one d hole to the bulk value of 0.6 d hole per Nl 
atom. The additional d hole was assumed to srise from the use of one d electron in the 
chemlsorption process. At the critical composition, when the surface holes become filled 
by excess electrons provided by alloying components (e.g. one for each Cu atom, two for 
each Zn atom), paaslvity is no longer possible. The critical composition was found by 
equating the number of excess electrons provided by the alloying elements to the number 
of surface d holes provided by the Nl atoms. Using this view, the observed critical com- 
positions for Cu-Nl alloys with small amounts of ternary alloys could be well described. 

Uhllg's technique of adding holes to the d configuration on the surface Is not compat- 
ible with most of the theories and experiments on surface properties. For example, 
Wadawski and Plimmer (56) argue from photoemission observations on tungsten that an ad- 
sorbate (i.e. H.,0., N, and CO) covered surface might be more representative of the bulk 
than a clean surface. Properties of bare Nl surfaces have received increasing theoretical 
attention in recent months (57).  In the abaance of a definitive understanding of the elec- 
tronic configuration appropriate to the surface, it is probably not useful to adopt Uhllg's 
detailed model for the surface. More recently, Uhllg (58) has shown that it Is possible to 
obtain agreement for the critical compositions without introducing a different electron con- 
figuration in the surface than the bulk. Considering the ambiguities, it may be preferable 
to appeal to experiment to determine critical compositions. 

The question of what electronic states are appropriate at a surface has been the sub- 
ject of a great deal of study (59,60). These studies have been directed toward analyzing 
surface states arising from free-electron-like states. According to Bloch's theorem, all 
states in the bulk are of the form U(r)eik-r. For so-called "Cambridge surface states," k 
will be a complex vector, and the wavefunction will decay «way from the surface. Tunneling 
experiments agree with theoretical predictions on the electronic structure of surface s and 
d atates (61-63). 

The problem of a single atom chemlsorbed on a metal surface can be treated In a similar 
way to the theory of localized magnetic moments (61). The electronic states in a surface 
having a chemlsorbed layer has been the subject of many recent investigations (65, 6A-67). 
The electronic structure of an adsorbed atom (or of an adaorbad molecule) has been described 
in terms of the formation of chemical bonds to its nearest neighbors on the metallic sub- 
strate (68,69). This localized picture is called a aurface complex or surface molecule (66). 
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The electron structure of the surface molecule Is treated as a diatonic molecule, with the 
difference that an Integral number of electrons are not required In Its description. Bennett 
and Messner (70) have recently considered the effect of the electronic state of the sub- 
strate upon adsorption. They showed that, for various common gases adsorbed on graphite, 
chenlsorptlon is directly controlled by the detailed electronic state of the surface. It 
seems unlikely that this work (70) will soon be extended to such complicated cases as chenl- 
sorptlon on Cu-Nl alloys.  It might be conjectured, however, that the electronic structure 
of the Cu-Nl substrate Is also Important. 

Further theoretlcel and experimental progress has been made In obtaining a detailed 
knowledge of the physical nature of the chenlsorptlon bond between the alloy and the pro- 
tective film (71-76). For example, Schrleffer and Goner (74) have Introduced a simple model 
which gives a rough understanding of the competition of energies which enter into the form- 
ing of en "Induced covalent" chenlsorptlon bond. In their model the strength of the bond is 
measured by JXi,,.! where J is an antlferronagnetic exchange Interaction and x.  is the local 
spin susceptibility of the free solid surface. Thus the strength of chemlsorp^fon will be 
large for imcal»  with high local spin susceptibility, accounting for the large heats of 
chenlsorptlon on transition metal surfaces for which x.  is largely due to the narrow d 
bands. Schrleffer (76) notes that even d states below Cne Fermi level contribute to x.  • 
Thus, chenlsorptlon on Cu, even though weak, may have contributions fron d states near c 

the Fermi energy, even though the d band Is filled in the bulk metal. On this model, 
whether one uses extreme rigid-band or extreme minimum polarity, as one adds Ni to Cu, the 
bond strength would be expected to increase because of the increasing number of d stetes 
near the Fermi level. 

VI. Metallurgical Conslderationa 

Copper and nickel form a continuous series of solid solutions over the whole composition 
range and there are no known ordered compounds. Thus the phase diagram is very simple. How- 
ever there is a tendency towards phase separation (clustering) which adds complexity to any 
experinent, whether probing the electronic structure or the corrosion behavior. 

A fundamental problen in interpreting experlnents on the surface reactivity of Cu-Nl 
alloys concerns the actual composition of the surface layer.  Sachtler and Van der Plank 
(77) have concluded that over most of the composition range the adsorbing surface will, in 
themodynanic equilibrium, have a composition that deviates strongly fron that of the bulk. 
They have interpreted chenlsorptlon and catalysis data on this basis. On the other hand, 
experlnents on Cu-Nl alloys using Auger electron spectroscopy and LEED (78) have been unable 
to detect any difference in composition between properly prepared clean metal surfaces and 
the bulk alloy, although changes in surface composition appear detectable (79) after such 
treatments as ion bombardment, heating, and annealing. 

There has been a recurring controversy over the separation of true bulk effects from 
those due to clustering in the bulk.  It has been claimed, for example, that at least some 
of the experiments which are regarded as refuting the rigid-band model of Cu-Nl alloys can 
be explained, instead, in terms of the formation of Ni clusters (80,81). Mozer et al. (82) 
used neutron scattering to neasure the clustering in an almost equlatomic Cu-Nl alloy. The 
amount of clustering observed ves small and could not be responsible for the experimental 
observation of d-holes in Cu-rich alloys. Depending on the details of the alloy prepara- 
tion, the resulting clustering could cause variations in the experimentally measured cri- 
tical compositions. Of more practical importance is whether or not the alloy has been 
properly homogenized. 

Fe is not very soluble in Cu, and clustering as well as phase separation is common. 
Nonetheless, MBssbauer measurements (83) have shown that appropriate heat treatment and 
quenching can give essentially random alloys for small Fe concentrations. Coherent pre- 
cipitates (Guinier-Preston zones) can be formed in some cases and these are recognizable 
by MOssbauer measurements (55,83). Very finely distributed Fe-Nl precipitates, not detect- 
able by electron-mlcroprobe measurements can drastically affect the corrosion behavior (84). 

Comparison of Figures 1 and 8 show that pitting In Cu-Nl alloys occurs at a composition 
relating to the onset (54) of giant magnetic momenta. Whether this correlation is causative 
or coincidental is not known.  Extremely well-prepared and well-characterized alloys would be 
necessary to Investigate the origin of this suggestive correlation. 
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The element Pd has a similar atomic electronic structure to Nit with 10 electrons out- 
side of closed atomic shells, but Pd does not Increass the density of states as drastically 
aa Ni, acting more like a rigid-band alloy (16). Thus if the relation between corrosion and 
electron structure were valid, Cu-rich Cu-Pd alloys should be less corrosion resistant in 
saltwater Chan Cu-rich Cu-Ni alloys. It was not possible to test the electron-configuration 
theory of marine corrosion with this alloy systsm since a wholly different corrosion mech- 
anism (namely, intergranular enbrittlement) Is dominant (85). 

VII. Discussion and Summary 

The basis of the electron-configuration theory of passivity is the view that passivity 
is caused by formation of a chemlsorbed protective film of monolayer or multilayer propor- 
tions; further, it is conjectured that the formation of this film is related to the presence 
of unfilled d levels at the surface of the transition metal or alloy. For the case of Cu-Ni 
alloys with small quantities of ternary additions, Uhlig et al. have presented a consider- 
able amount of experimental evidence which supports this theory. Basically, their results 
show that the presence or absence of passivation, as detected by polarization measurements 
in IN H.SO,, can be directly correlated with the presence or absence of an unfilled d band 
as predicted by the rigid-band model. Although one can argue about fine details near the 
critical compositions, the fact remains that the electron-configuration theory predicts this 
critical composition for passivity Just as successfully as the rigid-band model predicts the 
critical composition for the magnetic properties of these alloys. However, strong objections 
can be made when one attempts to use the electron-configuration theory to describe the 
corrosion behavior In other alloy-electrolyte systems. Lacking detailed knowledge of the 
mechanism by which the band structure affects chemlsorptlon, and with the current knowledge 
concerning the limitations of the rigid-band model, firm conclusions ere difficult to drsw, 
but qualitative observations may be made. 

It nay be preferable to appeal to experiment to determine the critical composition of 
ternsry alloys. Either magnetic data, or electronic specific-heat data, for example, give 
relatively well defined critical compositions which can be compared with corrosion experi- 
ments. The available data on ternary alloys do not appear sufficient to permit detailed 
comparisons, but some general observations are possible. For example, additions of a non- 
transition element such as Al shifts the critical composition, as measured by electronic 
specific heat (42), in approximately the same way as that measured by potentiometrlc de- 
termination of corrosion behavior (12). Similarly, transition metals such as Fe shift the 
critical composition in the opposite direction to that of Al as measured both by magnetic 
measurements (86) and by potentiometrlc measurements (12), 

It is possible to extend the electron-configuration theory of corrosion from consid- 
eration of critical compositions to the corrosion rates in the high-copper alloys. The 
minimum-polarity, or the coherent-potential model, and a large number of the experiments 
previously mentioned show that each Ni atom contributes a small increment of unoccupied d- 
state to the copper alloy.  If the reasonsble assumption is made that the presence of these 
d-holes promotes chemlsorptlon, and further that the tendency for chemlsorptlon is Increaaed 
when the Fermi level falls within the d-band, then the corrosion behavior of Cu-Ni alloys 
in saltwater can be rationalized in a semi-quantitative way.  In the high-nickel region, the 
Fermi level lies In the d band with the corrosion rate relatively insensitive to the exact 
composition. The decline in the corrosion rate in the active region is attributed to the 
increasing number of d holes. Note that in the high-copper region the decline in the 
corrosion rate as Ni is added to Cu (Figure 1),closely correlatea with the Increase In elec- 
tronic specific heat,(Figure 5). Observations on small Fe additions (84) in the active re- 
gion are consistent with this picture. An increment of Fe will reduce the corrosion rate 
by about the same amount as that increment of Ni which provides the same number of d l.oles 
in the minimum-polarity model. Fe is shown to be four to five times aa effective as Ni in 
reducing the corrosion rate (Figure 9). The magnetic moment of Fe in Cu-Nl alloys, 2.8 uR, 
is four to five times that of Ni, 0.6 u„ (54). Experiments with other ternary additions 
to Cu-Nl in the high-copper region woulS be desirable. 
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It Is also Interesting to consider related and controversial electron-configuration 
theories of heterogeneous catalysis by Cu-Nl and similar alloys (87-92). Dowden and 
Reynolds (87) observed that Cu-Nl catalysts become Ineffective for styrene hydrogsnstlon at 
38Z <•  ,., --  This Is In approximate agreement with the critical composition and Dowden pro- 

_d an Uhllg-type model for the catalytic process. Many experimental results have been 
jrapared with an electron-configuration theory of catalysis, but often using the rigid-band 

picture. For example. Sachter and van der Plank (77), Hardy and Llnnett (93), and Ponec and 
Sachtler (94) all point out that Interpretation of their data In these terms requires the 
assumption that Nl atoms tend co keep their d holes with them. Since the rigid-band model 
does not allow d-holes In the high copper-region, these authors viewed this as refuting an 
electron-configuration theory of catalysis. However, using the minimum-polarity approach, 
these results are consistent with such a theory. 

An Interesting set of experiments involving both corrosion and catalysis (but not Cu-Nl 
alloys) was reported by Kara and Mano (95). They considered the problem of designing tarnish- 
resistant electrical contacts that can withstand both corrosive gases and organic vapors. 
In organic vapors, catalytic activity leads to polymer formation and increases contact 
resistance. They related this catalytic activity to holes in the d band and suggested that 
the optimum composition Is one in which the d band is Just full, giving both a low corro- 
sion rate and a low catalytic activity. 

In summary, an electron-configuration theory can account on a semiquantitative basis 
for observations of the corrosion rate of Cu-Nl alloys in saltwater, critical compositions 
for passivity of Cu-Nl alloys in H.SO., as well as relsted phenomena such as catalysis on 
Cu-Nl alloys. Neither the understanding of the electron theory nor the corrosion behavior 
has been explored sufficiently as yet to ascertain whether observed correlations are more 
than coincidental. Since Cu-Nl alloys are considered to be the best understood alloy system, 
it may form a prototype for extension to other alloy systems. As more dats and understanding 
are obtained, the details and complexities become more Important requiring interdisciplinary 
studies involving solid state physics and electrochemistry. 
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Discussion by H. H. Uhlig: 

I am pleased that Or. Bennett and his co-workers have given further 
thought to the relation of electron-configuration in alloy systems to their 
passive and corrosion behavior.  The relations which they have summarized 
are important to an understanding of how corrosion-resistant metals function, 
and also how best to establish the optimum route along which any useful 
research program on better alloys should be directed. Their contribution 
of modern terminology to the current concepts of the metallic state is 
welcome. 

To whatever extent the idea was at first opposed, our own continuing 
work in this area has now established, I believe, a definite relation between 
d band electronic structure within the Ni-Cu alloy system to the possible 
formation of a passive film. One can always discuss the relative validity 
of numbers that are predicted by any particular model of electronic states, 
but quite apart from such details, the critical composition at which 
passivity initiates [observed divergence of i (critical) and i (passive) 
at and below 60-70% Cu in 1 N H^SO^T is essentially shifted toward higher Ni 
compositions by alloyed non-transition components (e.g. Al, Zn, Ga, Ge) 
and toward lower Ni compositions by transition metal components, e.g. Fe, 
Co, Mn. These shifts are in accord with donor electrons contributed to the 
alloy by non-transition components, and of electron vacancies by transition 
metal components. Facts of this kind, plus the relative amount by which 
each component predictably shifts the critical composition make it extremely 
unlikely that the reported observations can be merely coincidence. 

Independent adsorption studies show that the presence of an unfilled 
d band in a metal favors the chemisorption of oxygen. Parallel consider- 
ations and observations support a model of the passive film based on 
chamisorbed oxygen. Metal ions may in time penetrate that adsorbed film in 
nonstoichiometric amounts, accounting for the increased stability of 
thicker passive films forming in long times or at more noble potentials. 
For a filled band, on the other hand, bonding of oxygen to the metal is lass 
energetic, and a stoichiometric oxide forms in preference. The latter may 
act as a diffusion barrier film, but this is not the passive film as 
presently discussed. The action of the adsorbed passive film is to impede 
not diffusion, but the rate of metal ion dissolution (e.g. by displacing 
adsorbed H2O necessary to ion hydration). Electrochemically speaking, the 
exchange current density for metal ion dissolution, for whatever cause, is 
decreased, and anodic polarization is increased, corresponding to the 
observed polarization behavior of passive metals such as the stainless 
steels, many nickel-base alloys, titanium, chromium, etc. 

The electron interactions responsible for passivity in transition metal 
alloys such as Fe-Cr, Ni-Cr, Ni-Mo, etc. are not as well established as for 
the Ni-Cu system but it is assumed that they follow an analogous pattern. 
It would seem that attention to these systems might well receive attention 
next by solid state physicists, whose proposed models should benefit from 
the accumulated empirical data already established on corrosion behavior 
and passive compositions. 
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Note Added In Proof to "On the Electron-Configuration 
Theory Of Marine Corrosion" 

L. H. Bennett, L. J. Swartzendruber. and M. B. McNeil 

National Bureau of Standards 
Washington, D. C. 20234 

We are indebted to Professor J. Friedel (of the University of Paris) for the sugges- 
tion that some remarks on geometric factors in catalysis and corrosion would be appropriate. 
This paper has been largely concerned with measurements using polycrystals (though without 
careful study of possible preferred orientation I) However it has long been known (87) that 
surface structure Is an important factor in catalytic behavior; this has recently bean the 
subject of fairly detailed studies (96,97). For Cu, there is very clear evidence (98) that 
surface crystallographlc orientation has a pronounced effect upon oxide film formation. 
For Ni, it has been shown that different crystallographlc planes show different passivation 
curves (100), though comparable work has not appeared for Cu-Nl alloys. 

In addition to purely crystallographlc orientation effects, there are substantial ef- 
fects due to cold work. This has been shown, for example, for catalysis on Au (96), and 
it has been noted that not only does corrosion of Cu-Nl polycrystals depend upon the de- 
gree of cold work, but also that the effect of cold work on corrosion varies with alloy 
composition (101). Steps, kinks, facets, etc., on the surface are also known to be impor- 
tant. Clearly more work is needed on the interplay of electrochemical and crystallographlc 
factors in determining, both corrosion and catalytic behavior. We thank Drs. J. Kruger, 
U. Bertocci, and A. W. Ruff, Jr. for their comments. 
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A study of Che corrosion products of copper, zinc and 
some of their alloys 

E.D. Mor A.M. Beccarla 

Conslgllo Nazlonale delle Rlcerche 
Laboratorlo per la Corroslone Marina del Metalll 

Via Mercanzla, 4-16123 Geneva 
Italia 

The study of the corrosion products of copper, zinc 
and their alloys In sea water was made by chemical and 
physical methods. 

X ray dlffractometrlc analysis confirmed the results 
of chemical analysis, only for long corrosion periods, 
because, for short corrosion time, only the metal oxydes 
could be detected. 

The following corrosion products were obtained from 
the various metals: 

copper: Cu20, CuO, CuCljO Cu(OH)2, 2 CuCO3«Cu(0H) ; 

zinc:   ZnO, Zn(OH)2, 4 ZnO'CO^^O,  ZnCl • 4Zn(0H)2 

OT/67 and 01/58 alloys: ZnO, Cu.O, CuO, Cu and Zn oxy- 
chlorldes and basic carbonates. 

1. Introduction 

The mechanism of the corrosion of copper In slightly alkaline solutions 
or In sea water was previously Investigated by some authors, who examined,the 
corrosion products by X ray dlffractometry. Pourbalx's research on the pitting 
of copper In solutions containing chlorides (1)(2)(3) or In sea water (4) , 
showed the possible formation of different layers of products In the following 
order, starting from the metal surface: Cu.O, CuCl, Cu(OH)., CuCO.. 

2+ Compton (5) has found a basic oxychlorlde having the formula (Cu ) 
{0H~) (Cl ) , that was also confirmed by the results of Uhllg (6). The corros 
Ion products of zinc, studied In water solutions by Uhllg (7), Evans (8) Pour- 
balx (9) and Johnson (10) are formed by a smaller number of compounds, mainly 
containing oxydes and hydroxydes. This type of precipitate, following Blok 
and De Bruyn (11), may be considered as a mixture of Zn (OH), and Zn(OH). .X. ., 

Z 1.0 0.4 

Figures In parentheses Indicate the literature references at the end of this 
paper. 
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where X represents an anionlc Impurity adsorbed during the oxyde precipitation. 
Notwithstanding the number of papers published on the behaviour of Cu-Zn alloys 
In sea water, very little Information was reported concerning the composition 
of their corrosion products. 

The layer, formed by the corrosion products on the surface of metals, may 
have different thickness and permeability. 

The analysis Is easier when the thickness of the film Is above 1000 X, 
while thinner layers lead to serious analytical problems. In the former case, 
X ray dlffractometry may allow the Identification of the compounds having a 
concentration larger than 10%, while. In the latter, with a thickness of about 
100 A, this technique may give poor results. The Infrared AIR method, used by 
Eblko-Suetaka (12), (13), Poblmer (14) and Poling (15), for the Identification 
of thin oxyde films and the measurement of their thickness, cannot be used with 
Cu and Zn treated with sea water, due to the roughness of the corroded surface, 
that does not allow a good optical contact with the ATR crystal. 

A good method of Investigation must allow the separation and the quantltat 
Ive analysis of the different components of the corrosion products. Therefore 
they must be removed from the metallic surface without modifications. 

This result Is generally achieved by means of a chemical treatment of the 
metallic matrix with lodo-alcohol (16) or bromo-ether (18 - 17) solutions, or 
by electrochemical methods (19) (20), that do not modify the metal oxydes (21). 

Unfortunately, these methods destroy many products less stable than oxydes, 
as sulphides, oxychlorldes and basic carbonates. For the same reason, the 
stripping technique, used for electron microscope replicas (22) (23) (24) (25) 
cannot be satisfactorily used. 

A NACE report (26) and the works of Cotton (27), suggest, for the determin 
aclon of the copper corrosion products In sea water, a separate solution of the 
various components, without removing the corrosion layer from the metallic 
surface. 

The reagent used (ammonium chloride in NH^OH solution or hydroxilamine 
chlorhydrate 10%) has poor selectivity because it dissolves all the copper 
compounds, without respect to their valence and oxydation degree. 

For this reason, we tried to develop a method for the qualitative and 
quantitative analysis of all the corrosion products of Cu, Zn and their alloys, 
that also allows the different stages of the corrosion process to be investig- 
ated. 

We have found a series of treatments, with different solvents at various 
concentrations and temperatures, that separately dissolves each compound, with- 
out modification of the others. 

Many solvents were used: methanol (28) to remove sodium magnesium and 
copper chlorides, glyclne (29), that dissolves the bivalent metallic compounds; 
NH^Cl (28), that dissolves the metallic compounds other than bivalent.  All 
these reagents do not react with the metallic matrix. After every treatment, 
Co confirm the analytical results, X ray dlffractomctrlc analyses were made, 
both on the layers still adherent to the metal, and when possible, on the 
removed and pulverized corrosion products. 
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2. Experimental tecnlque 

The following metallic materials were used for the experiments: annealed 
electrolytic copper, 99.8% (codex Erba n.475245), zinc 98Z (codex Erba n.493507), 
and two different Cu-Zn alloys (OT/67 and OT758), containing respectively the 
amounts 67/33 and 58/42 of the two metals with 0,21 maximum Impurities. 

All the test pieces were polished with a series of abrasive papers (180 . 
320 . 400 . 500 . 600) and degreased with petroleum ether before immersion into 
the corrosive solutions. The corrosion tests were made in open cells at 25eC, 
without agitation, for different lengths of time, carefully maintaining constant 
both the physico-chemical properties and the concentration of the solutions. 

The ratios between the volume of the solutions and the surface of the test 
pieces were as suggested by Uhlig (30). 

The pure metals were placed in various solutions: a very diluted NaOH 
solution at pH 8.2 Ml Hi WyiMW; NaCl solution 3,5%; NaHCO. solution 2%; synthetic 
sea water (Lymann-Fleming); while the two alloys were treated with synthetic 
sea water only. 

Different corrosive solutions with pure metals were used to separately 
obtain some corrosion products (as oxychlorides and basic carbonates) and test 
their behaviour with respect to the different reagents. 

In fact, the solubility tests directly made on the powders of the possible 
corrosion products, using the pure crystalline standards normally used for X 
ray dlffractometric Identification (atacamite, malachite, Cu and Zn oxydes etc), 
would only approximately represent the true situation of the corrosion layer. 

In is well known that the solubility of a given compound does not depend on 
its chemical nature only, but is strongly influenced by its granulometry. 

To make different tests on the same specimen (chemical methods, X ray analys 
is, total oxygen), the corroded test pieces were partially covered with adesive 
Teflon tape, before every chemical treatment. 

To determine the best dissolving conditions for Cu and Zn oxydes, the test 
pieces of the two pure metals, after corrosion in deionized water at pH 8.2 for 
100 hours, were washed with methanol, under nitrogen atmosphere, using the 
apparatus shown in fig. 1. 

The treatment with methanol was made at 650C for 1 hour and the resulting 
solution was filtered on Millipore membrane UHWPO 2500. 

Cu and Zn were absent from (he filtrate, where their presence was tested 
spectrophotometrically, using respectively the Belcker-Crossland method (Cu- 
cyclohexanone complex: C6H10NNHCOCONHNC6H10) (31), and the Sadllkova method(32) 
(zincon complex: C.H^N.O.SNa.H.O). 

The experiments showed that copper or zincoxydes formed in the conditions 
described, are insoluble in CH.OH. 

After treatment with methanol, the test pieces were placed in the apparatus 
shown in fig. 2 (A), and treated, under N- atmosphere, with glyclne at  diff- 
erent concentrations and temperatures, for 5 minutes. Glyclne was Introduced in 
the system, after N, flushing, by means of the stopcock 1 fsee fig. 2 (A)J 

For the comparison, the same treatment was also don« on test pieces of copper 
and zinc, polished and degreased as described above, but without corrosive 
treatment. The results of these experiments are reported in table 1. 
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On Che same portion of the surface, after rinsing with water, a treatment 
with NH.Cl 107. at three temperatures was made using the same apparatus shown 
In fig. 2,  under nitrogen, for 5 minutes. 

The results are reported In Table 2 . 

On the remaining part of the surface, the oxygen combined with metals was 
determined using the Gurry method (H. reduction) (33). The results are shown 
In Table  3 , where the values of oxygen on the non-corroded pieces are not 
reported, because all the determinations give zero values. On the contrary , 
the values of oxygen experimentally measured, are compared with those stolchlo 
metrically calculated from the amounts of copper and zinc dissolved with gly- 
clne and with NH^Cl (see Table l and 2 ). 

This comparison shows that the treatment with glyclne 30% at 80-85oC, 
followed by NH.Cl 107. at the same temperature. Is the best method for the 
determination of copper oxydes. The treatment with NH.Cl, on the contrary, was 
useless for the zinc compounds, (see Tables 2 and 3). 

The X ray dlffractometrlc analysis, confirmed these results. 

The same method described above was used to analyse the products formed 
after corrosion with NaHCO. 27. and NaCl 3.57., that mainly consists In basic 
carbonates and oxychlorldes, respectively. 

The corrosive treatment lasted from 8 to 350 hours. 

In the pieces corroded with NaHCO., also the CO , formed during the 
glyclne treatment, was measured by tltratlon with sodium methanolate In pyrld- 
Ine (Patchornlk-Shalltln (3«) ). 

The Cl anlon was measured with the Ag lodate method and by spectrophoto- 
metrlc determination of the Iodine formed (35). 

In both cases, the roethanol treatment did not modify either the oxychlor- 
ldes nor the basic carbonates. 

The results are reported in table 4 : the composition of the corrosion 
products depends on the corrosion time. In the first stage of the reaction , 
only the oxydes are formed, and, subsequently, their precipitate Includes 
anlons (Cl" and/or GOß-") forming oxychlorldes and basic carbonates (Compton 
(5) Block and De Bruyn (11) Biestek (36) and Pollard (37). 

i 
It was possible to determine the stolchlometrlc composition of the corros 

Ion products by X ray dlffractometry, only when the pieces were treated with 
the corrosive solutions for periods longer than 10 days. For shorter corrosion 
time oxychlorldes, chlorides, or carbonates could not be detected by X ray 
analysis. 

The same analysis method described above was applied to test pieces of 
Cu, Zn, and their alloys OT/67 and OT/58, corroded In seawater for various 
times. 

The results are shown In table 5 . 

Also In these circumstances on the primary layer of oxydes, formed In the 
first stage of the corrosion process, oxychlorldes and basic carbonates with 
variable composition later appear containing some cationic impurities too, as 
Mg in the case of Zn. 

On the contrary, the corrosion products of the alloys OT/67 and OT/58 are 
practically formed only by copper and zinc oxydes. 
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Also In these cases, Che confirmation of the results was possible by X 
ray dlffractometry, only when corrosion time was longer than 15 days. 

Comparing the dlffractograms of the corrosion products formed In NaCl 
solution with those formed In sea water, It could be observed that the latter 
have broader peaks, that may Indicate a finer structure of the compounds, and 
explain the smaller corrosion of copper and zinc In sea water. 

3. - Conclusion 

The proposed method of analysis gives therefore good results, allowing 
the separate solution of the different products of corrosion. 

X ray dlffractometry, when its application was possible, substantially 
confirmed Che results of the chemical analysis. 
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TABLE 1 - Amount! of copper and Zinc dissolved from apparent 
surface of samples after 5 minutes of treatment with glyclne 
solutions» In columns a are reported the values obtelned from 
non corroded samples. In columns b the values from corroded 
samples. Corrosive solution: diluted MaOH (pH 8,2) 

Sample Glyclne cone. T Cu 
-2 2X1   0 n# g/100 ml •0 fig cm fig cm-^ 

a b a b 

1 5 25 -30 20 m 55 
2 22 m 48 
3 17 m 47 
4 50-60 25 m 45 
5 20 - 56 
6 20 - 52 
7 80-85 30 — 58 
8 32 ■ 57 
9 32 - 65 

10 10 25 -30 30 m 60 
11 32 - 60 
12 36 ■ 62 
13 50-60 40 - 65 
14 42 ■ 70 
15 40 ■ 72 
16 80- 85 50 2 100 
17 52 3 105 
18 56 2 107 

19 20 25-30 40 ■ 80 
20 45 - 82 
21 48 - 88 
22 50-60 50 2 100 
23 53 4 95 
24 55 2 88 
25 80-85 2 80 6 120 
26 2 82 7 120 
27 3 86 5 125 

28 30 25-30 2 60 2 100 
29 1 65 4 100 
30 3 62 3 120 
31 50-60 4 72 6 132 
32 3 74 7 130 
33 4 72 9 140 
34 80-85 3 100 10 150 
35 5 106 12 180 
36 4 102 9 176 

- 
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TABLE 2 - Amounts of copper and Zinc dissolved from apparent surface 
of samples, previously treated with glyclne, after S ndnuteo of treat- 
ment with NH^Cl 10%. In columns a are reported the values obtained 
from non corroded samples. In columns b the values from corroded sam- 
ples. Corrosive solution: diluted NaOH (pH 8.2) 

sample 
n» 

* 
Previous treatment NH4C1 10% 

treatment 
T 
•C 

Cu    -2 
cm M\a 

Zn    _2 
rtn   * 

glyclne cone 
g/100 ml 

T 
•c 

a b a b 

1 5 25-30 25-30 m 30 u m 

2 50-60 - 70 20 22 
3 80-85 • 170 30 28 
4 50-60 25-30 - 32 «1 ■ 
5 50-60 - 75 24 20 
6 80-85 m 180 28 27 
7 80-85 25 -30 m 36 ■ ■ 

8 50-60 m 78 32 36 
9 80-85 165 28 30 

10 10 25-30 25-30 35 a a 
11 50-60 m 80 34 32 
12 80-85 m 163 36 30 
13 50-60 25 -30 m 38 - - 
14 50-60 m 90 25 28 
15 80-85 m 155 28 32 
16 80-85 25-30 m 38 ■ ■ 

17 50-60 m 78 30 31 
18 80-85 - 130 30 28 

19 20 25-30 25-30 . 36 a u 

20 50-60 " 82 26 20 
21 80-85 136 28 29 
22 50-60 25 -30 - 33 • ■ 

23 50-60 - 81 27 30 
24 80-85 - 110 31 36 
25 80-85 25 -30 - 35 - - 
26 50-60 - 82 37 30 
27 80-85 - 100 36 34 

28 30 25 -30 25 -30 u 32 . 
29 50-60 - 75 34 31 
30 80-85 - 110 38 36 
31 50-60 25 -30 ■ 35 ■ - 
32 50-60 • 76 26 30 
33 80-85 - 112 28 37 
34 80-85 25-30 - 38 - ■ 

35 50-60 • 65 28 31 
36 80-85 " 97 29 32 

* see Table 1 
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TABLE 3 - Amounts of oxygen combined with copper and Zinc for apparent 
surface of, sample. Experimental and stolchlometrlcally calculated values 
are reported. 

Sample Combined O2 on Cu Combined O2 on Zn 

n» jug /cm2 fig /cm2 

exp. calc. exp. calc. 

1 37,6 8,9 40,2 13.5 
2 35,3 14,3 45,1 11.7 
3 38,0 25,5 40,6 11,5 
4 40,0 10,3 41,7 11,0 
5 32,1 14,5 38,2 13.7 
6 35,4 27.7 39,4 12.7 
7 37,2 12,0 41,5 14.2 
8 39,2 17,9 41,6 14.0 
9 42,3 28,7 42,8 15.9 

10 42,2 11,9 43,0 14.7 
11 45,3 18,3 39,2 14.7 
12 38,2 29,7 38,6 15.2 
13 47,2 14,9 41,2 15.9 
14 44,1 21,0 40,3 17.1 
15 42,3 29,6 42.5 17.6 
16 40,2 27,4 43,8 24.4 
17 35,5 23,0 42,8 25.7 
18 38,2 30,5 41,7 26.2 
19 37,7 14,5 41,6 19.5 
20 35,8 21,6 42,7 20.0 
21 33,2 29,2 ?-9,8 21.5 
22 32,4 16,7 38.9 24.4 
23 36,1 23,5 44,2 23.3 
24 35,2 27,7 42,6 21,5 
25 35,2 24,4 44,1 29,3 
26 37,4 30,9 43,2 29,3 
27 36,0 34,2 43,0 30,6 
28 35,2 19,1 39,5 24,4 
29 32,6 25,8 41,6 24,4 
30 36,8 29,6 42,3 29,3 
31 34,6 22,6 44,2 32,3 
32 33,2 28,3 42,0 31,8 
33 35,0 32.1 41,4 34,2 
34 37,0 30,0 42,2 36,7 
35 38,0 35,0 43,2 44,0 
36 37,6 38,0 43,5 43,0 

•v 
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TABLE 4 - Amounts ( pg/cm ) of various elements obtelned from the 
dissolution of the corrosion products. In column A are reported the 
formulas of compounds stolchlometrlcally calculated. 

Metal Corrosive Corrosion V Cu11 Zn Cl 0 co2 
Solution time -2 A 

h Pg cm 

1    ^ NaHC03 8 120 80 m ■ 35 ■ Cu.O-CuO                        | 

n 72 100 220 - - 33 135 Cu20-[CuO • 2CuC03]    j 

120 80 420 - - 35 218 Cu20-[CuO ' 3CuC033 

240 6^ 1040 - - 80 475 Cu20-[CuO • 2CuC03]   j 

350 50 2450 " ■ 210 1100 Cu20-[CuO • 2CuC03]    j 

NaCl 8 140 90 _ . 38 . CUjO-CuO 

3,5% 72 130 200 - 71 42 - Cv20-{CuCl2.2CuO]      j 

120 120 400 - 142 76 - Cu20-[CuCl2'2Cu03      j 

240 100 800 - 285 134 - Cu20-[CuCl2'2CuO] 

350 110 1500 " 535 261 - Cu20-LCuCl2OCu03      j 

1    Zn NaHC03 8 - - 100 - 24 - ZnO                                   | 

2% 72 - - 30C - 20 147 ZnO • 3ZnCo3 

120 - - 500 - 41 226 ZnO •2ZnC03 

240 ■i - 800 - 98 270 ZnO • Zn003 

NaCl 

350 - - 1500 - 270 260 3 ZnO • ZnCO- 

8 - - 200 - 90 - Zn 

3,5% 72 - - 400 71 98 - 6 ZnO • ZnCl 

120 - - 700 150 173 - 5  tnO • ZnCl2 

240 - - 1100 245 216 - 4 ZnO • ZnCl2 

350 "" ■ 2000 430 485 ■ 4 ZnO • ZnCl2 
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TABLE    5    -   Amounts (jug/cm ) of various elements obtelned from the 
dissolution of the corrosion products.    In column   A  are reported 
the formulas cf compounds stolchlometrlcally calculated. Corrosive 
solution:  synthetic sea tnter (Lymaim and Fleming) at pH 8.2 

Metals Corrosion 
Cu1 a.11   Zn Mg    Cl 0 C02 

A 

time 
h 

/ ug cm"2 

1       1 

Ott 8 120 80 . ■ . 3/ ■ Cu.O-CuO 

72 100 150 - - 80 28 - Cu20-CuO-CuCl2 

120 120 400 - - 143 51 45 Cu20-3Cu0.2CuCl2CuC03 

240 100 900 - - 193 144 122 Cu20-3CuO'CuCl2•CuC03 

350 90 1500 - - 200 236 242 Cu20-5Cu0CuCl2 ^CuCOj 

760 100 2000 - - 268 340 327 Cu20-5CuO.CuCl2 ^CuCOj 

1080 90 3000 - - 329 454 610 Cu20-6CuO«CuCl2 OCuCOj 

Zn 8 - 200 - - 49 - ZnO 

72 - 500 20 89 102 - 5ZnO«ZnCl2 

120 ■ 900 20 97 172 61 8ZnO'ZnCl2.ZnC03 

240 - 1200 40 198 227 63 10Zn0.2ZnCl2.ZnC03 

350 - 1800 50 148 352 187 10ZnO'ZnCl2>2ZnC03 

760 - 2500 50 206 470 269 10ZnO«ZnCl2«2ZnC03 

1080 • - 3000 60 248 565 314 10Zn0'ZnCl2'2ZnCO3 

OT/67 8 m 50 80 - - 32 - ZnO'CuO 

alloy 72 10 50 120 - 37 38 - 4(ZnO.CuO).(Zn Cu Cl, ) x    y     z 
120 20 70 250 - 51 56 31 5(ZnO.CuO)•(ZnxCu Cl2C02t) 

240 20 70 500 m 87 103 55 5(ZnO.CuO) .(Zn Cu Cl CO,,.) 
X      y      Z      £b 

350 20 80 700 ■ 120 140 75 5(ZnO'CuO).(ZnxCu aC02t) 

OT/58 8 - 30 80 - - 28 - ZnO«CuO 

alloy 72 - 20 100' - 25 25 - 5(ZnO.CuO)(ZnxCu Cl^) 

120 - 30j  200 - 49 69 - 6(ZnO CuO)(ZnxCu Clz) 

240 - 40 400 " 59 83 37 6(ZnO'CuO)(Zn Cu Cl CO.J 
X      ^        Z      AC 

350 50 500 74 100 47 6(ZnO'CuO)(ZnxCu Cl2C02t) 
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FIG 2 Apparatus toi treatment with glycine and ammonium 
cionde 

C03 
FIG 1  Apparatus lor treatment with methanoi 
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Erosive Damage-Processes Due to Cavitation 

P. Erdmann-Jesnitzer und H. Louis 

Institut (B) für Werkstoffkunde 
Technische Universität Hannover 
Appelstra&e 2k  A, 3000 Hannover 

Federal German Republic 

The hydromechanicfcl damage of materials by cavitation is 
often based on corrosion and always on erosion which is the 
dominant factor in case of damage of high intensity. Catho- 
lic protection diminishes corrosive damages however without 
any influence on the erosive part. The kinetics of cavitation 
damage are examined by observing the initial stages of damage 
on metallic and non-metallic materials. For this purpose we 
have developed a testing chamber of flow cavitation with 
high intensity of erosion. Unscrat^ched and undeformed 
polished samples show the changes as a result of imploding 
cavitation bubbles. In some exceptional cases the damage is 
caused by one bubble only: the surface of soft metals shows 
plastic deformation waves radiallysymmetric to the centre of 
damage; in case of brittle materials.howevei; the initial 
damages are radiallysymmetric cracks, surrounding a more or 
less undamagea centre. Heterogeneous metallic materials may 
show different forms of attack. On soft materials, e.g. wax 
or pure aluminum, the initial stages of damage are followed 
by plastic deformation, cracking and finally excavating the 
material. These different stages of damages can be proved by 
scanning electron microscope. 

Hydromechanical damage by liquid impact has been examined 
as well. Tests of metallic and non-metallic materials show the 
similar appearence of surface load in cases of cavitation and 
liquid impact. Special comparative studies of these forms of 
loading at pure aluminum (Al 99,99) and plexiglas (PMMA) have 
proved: 

The elementary process of erosive cavitation is the 
impact of liquid. 

From the results of the cavitation tests one can derive 
basic principles of convenient mechanical properties of metal- 
lic materials. They are the guiding-principles for the develop- 
ment of material with high cavitation resistance. 

Key Words:  flow cavitation, testing chamber,cavitation 
erosion 
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Damage caused by imploding cavitation bubbles consists of an erosive 
and a corrosive component. Metallographical studies, referring to the be- 
ginning of the destruction demonstrate the effect of corrosion already at a 
very early stage of loading time. For long periods of loading it is more 
difficult to determine the part of corrosion. Corrosive as well as erosive 
damages during the beginning of cavitation damage change the profiles only 
a little and therewith the cross-section of the channels. Increasing rough- 
ness, which may lead to deep damages through the whole workpiece and the 
corresponding weight loss,show that the erosive component is the dominant 
factor. 

In case of cavitation of low intensity the corrosive damage can be 
reinforced by mechanical splintering of the layers of corrosion products. 
Splintering is caused by the mechanical effect of imploding bubbles. This 
whole process is repeated again and again. 

The topic of this report will be the erosion as a mechanical destruc- 
tion caused by imploding cavitation bubbles. The amount of erosive damage 
depends on the composition and constitution of the test-material. 

To produce an erosive damage by imploding bubbles one can employ the 
method of vibration. Nevertheless in our institute however, we tried to ob- 
tain such a kind of destruction by flow cavitation. The reasons are the 
following: 
1. The production of bubbles by high-frequent vibrations has a relationship 

to the practical aspects in only a few cases. 

2. The specimens are highly loaded, even without the effect of imploding 
cavitation bubbles at the oscillating nozzle of a vibration equipment. 

3. The damage of a great number of specimens seem to be an effect of reso- 
nance, as a result of the macroscopical load, and not caused by the im- 
ploding bubbles. 

If you look at flow cavitation only, using tap water as working fluid, 
you will find that the destruction of the material consists in general of a 
corrosive and an erosive part. The erosive part can only be investigated if 

1. corrosion is prevented. One possibility to prevent corrosion is the 
cathodic protection. 

2. the erosiv« damage is highly increased. Thus the auration of experiments 
have been remarkably shortened and the energy of every imploding bubble 
has been increased, so that the corrosive part of the whole damage be- 
comes very small and has no further influence on the kinetics of damage. 

We, in Hannover, prefer this last mentioned method. . 
We designed a chamber of flow cavitation similar to that of H. Schröter (1) 
and J.M. Mousson (2). The possibility of geometrical and hydromechanical 
variations leads to a chamber of very high intensity of erosive damages. The 
results of the tests can easily be reproduced. In this chamber the inlet 
pressure, the reversive pressure, the distance between the barricades and 
the position of the specimen can be changed. 

The chamber is formed by a rectangular channel. The bubbles are causea 
by the decreasing pressure of the fluid as a result of two cylindrical bar- 
ricades, called "Wehr" and "aegenwehr", Fig. 1. 

Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of 
this paper. 
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The direction of the flow is from the left to right. On both sides there are 
observation windows, so that you can observe the rate of the damage and the 
formation of the stream of bubbles. Usually, the specimens are replaced from 
the top. 

The cylindric form of the barricades was chosen because of the easy way 
of reproduction of the macroscopical and microscopical geometry. Barricades 
with special forms, as used by H. Schröder, should not be useo for these 
experiments because the reproduction of the microscopical geometry is diffi- 
cult to realize, however, very important. 

The experimental results of cavitation are obtained in the developed 
chamber of flow cavitation. 

When testing soft metals, as for example aluminum, the imploding bubbles 
lead to a deformation of the specimen surface. As a result of this the rough- 
ness anc therefore the strengthening increase with duration of test, until 
the surface does not allow any further plastic deformation. 

These changes are the result of many implosions of cavitation bubbles. 
To examine the elementary process of damage we tried toget only a few bubbles 
to implode on the specimen surface. Therefore an aluminum specimen has to be 
checked less than 1 s in the new testing chamber. 

The tested specimen shows characteristical changes of the surface which 
are probably the effect of one single bubble implosion. They appear in form 
of indentations, some of which are symmetrically surrounded by plastic defor- 
mation waves. Pig. 2. 

Continuing the cavitation load on this specimen, in the following se- 
conds the initial danages often co not change. This fact may prove that the 
damage is a result of one imploding bubble only. 

In the case of brittle plexiglas (PMMA) the imploding bubbles lead to 
cylindrical cracks, partly surrounding a more or less undamaged centre. 
Fig. 3. This damage also seems to be the result of only one bubble implosion. 

The initial stages of carnage caused by imploding bubbles are the inden- 
tations or crackings as shown above, with increasing loading time, e.g. on 
soft aluminum, craters will be formed. The position and the form of these 
craters do not depeno on the structural constitution of the material. 

After a loading time duration up to 5 s the first damages appear scatte- 
red all over the whole surface. With increasing test duration (10 s, 20 s) 
indentations become more ana more numerous and extend. Not only indentations, 
but also gliae bands are visible. Even without the help of a microscope the 
plastic deformation of the specimen surface can be recognized. The cause of 
this effect is the hydromechanical loading by a great number of imploding 
cavitation bubbles. This kino of damage is erosion. 

Aluminum surfaces loaaec for a short time (some seconds only) show ra- 
diallysymmetric plastic deformation waves, see Fig. 2. By increasing the 
testing time and the resulting surface roughness those typical initial cavi- 
tation damages do not appear any longer. The reason to this is the changed 
state of the specimen surface. When typical initial carnages in the beginning 
of the cavitation load appear, the surface is plane. Later on it becomes 
rougher and rougher, which means that the geometrical and, possibly, the 
hydromechanical conditions of the surface loading change. As a result of the- 
se, the surface becomes strengthened as it is shown in micro-hardness loading 
time curves (3). 

Plastic deformation of the surface leads to bizarre forms of surface pro- 
file corresponding with the loading time as shown in Fig. 4 by scanning elec- 
tron microscope. The testing time of this aluminum specimen amounts to 15, 30, 
Hb  and 60 s. With increasing duration of cavitation load craters will be for- 
med and extend. The position and the form of these craters ao not depend on 
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the structural constitution of the material. The in parts highly deformed 
surface gives the impression of a viscous flow. 

Prodruding parts of the surface are places where cracks start. Fig. 5 
shows a damaged aluminum specimen after 60 s of cavitation load. This stage 
of damage can only be observed by scanning electron microscope. 

The prodruding parts of the surface are accompanied by arising cracks. 
A higher magnification (the picture on the right) shows the ground of those 
cracks. The appearance of the cracks gives rise to the idea of fracture by 
alternating stress. It is known that by increasing plastic deformation metals 
and alloys first show strengthening, called cohesion-strengthening, and then 
cohesion-aestruction with the tendency to the formation of transcrystalline 
cracks, as for example aluminum. Fig. 6 shows such a crack by high magnifi- 
cation. It is not clear whether the fracture is caused by alternating shear 
stress or by fatigue. 

The appearance of the damaged surface gives rise to the iaea that the 
flow of material is supported by the high frequent pulsation of the load due 
to the Imploding cavitation bubbles. 

In the case of brittle materials, i.e. plexiglas (PMMA), the appearance 
of the carnage changes completely. Fig. 3 showed the Initial damages caused 
by an imploding bubble. You will find a more or less unaamaged centre in 
Parts surrounded by radiallysymmetrical cracks. Such a typical damage is the 
result of the implosion of only one bubble. This assumption is based on the 
fact that these damages generally do not change their appearance during 
contlnuea cavitation load. With increasing testing duration, the number u.id 
the size of the damages will extend, until the whole specimen surface is 
scattered with cracks. Fig. 7 left. Up to that stage of damage no weight 
loss is detectable. When continuing the load fragments break out of the sur- 
face. Fig. 7 right shows this damage on a surface of PMMA. 

For cast iron of different structural constitutions (materials as used 
In practice) the behaviour under cavitation load has been studied. 

The run of these curves typical for this kind of damage gives an idea 
about the macroscopical behavior of the material against cavitation load. 
Fig. 8 shows the weight loss of cast iron versus test duration. Analysing 
the weight loss you will notice the Important influence of the structural 
constitution. From the cavitation tests with a duration from 10 to 7ü h 
the following conclusions can be drawn: 

1. Influence of graphite 
The resistance of globular cast iron (called GGü) to cavitation load in 
better than the resistance of lamellar cast Iron (called QGL). 

2. Influence of matrix 
The resistance of pearlitic cast iron to cavitation load is better than 
the resistance of ferritic cast Iron. 

Microscopical and scanning-electron-microscopical studies about the 
kinetics of cavitation damage on cast iron have been made. Under cavitation 
load - inaependent of the matrix - the graphite was broken out first. The 
result are holes in the surface. The latitude and the number of these holes 
are of influence on the further rate of damage. In case of ferrltic-globular 
cast iron the matrix will be deformed by imploding cavitation bubbles. The 
holes are the beginning of the cracks. A damaged specimen of globular cast 
iron after HO  h of cavitation load, shows Fig. 9. The whole eroded surface 
is scattered with cracks. 

In the case of cast iron with lamellar arranged graphite the resistance 
to cavitation damage is lower. A cast iron specimen with lamellar graphite 
after 15 minutes cavitation load Is to be seen in Fig. 10. Cracks seem to 
start from the ends of the lamellas. In a ferritic matrix, these cracks run 
faster than In a pearlitic one, leading to better resistance of the latter. 
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Comparing the carnages on lamellar cast Iron caused by cavitation with 
those caused by liquid Impact there is no important difference in their 
appearance to be founc. Fig. 11. 

It is suggestec that in both cases the kind of the load is the same. 
There are also results about the special behaviour of cavitation bubbles 
during implosion availlable (4). Imploding, the bubble forms a small liquid 
Jet which may be the source of the damage. It is very difficult to obtain 
carnages by a single cavitation bubble without interaction of others. Because 
of these difficulties we trieo to obtain the same results by direct liquid 
impact. Therefore we have built an apparatus, known from publications (5), 
for proaucing such liquid Jets. The main part of the apparatus is a cylindri- 
cal chamber of stainless steel containing the test liquid. After filling, 
one eno of the chamber is sealed by a Polyamid disk. On the opposite side 
there is an orifice corresponding to the diameter of the Jet to be formed. 
A slug fireo from a gun impacts the cisk. What follows is that the liquid 
will be extruoed and accelerated as a Jet up to velocities of 1000 m/s. The 
silhouette of this apparatus and the moving Jet is to be seen in Pig. 12. 
Analysing the velocity of the jet and **«*-♦<■ the velocity of the spraying 
water after the impact, you will find that the spraying water moves much 
faster than the Jet. 

Two materials with very different mechanical properties were chosen for 
testing 

1. plexiglas (PMMA) as a material without auctllity, 
2. Aluminum of high purity representing auctlle materials. 

Fig. 13/1 shows part of a damagec surface of PMMA after liquid impact. 
The centre of the impact is on the left, on the right there are annullar 
cracks surrounaing the undamaged centre. The impact velocity amounts to 
600 m/s, the diametre of the water Jet to 3 inn. A topogram (Fig. 13/2) of 
this part of the surface shows that the cracks, mentioned above, form steps. 
The vertical surface of each step faces the centre of the impact. To point 
out the causes of this damage we maoe further Investigations. It could be 
Provec that this kinc of damage ii only caused by the Impact. It corres- 
ponds with damages by the implosion of a single cavitation bubble (see 
Fig. 3). On aluminum of high ductility the damage caused by liquid impact 
is shown in Fig. l^. In this case there are radially symmetric waves of 
plastic deformation surrounoim; a more or less undamaged centre, see also 
(b). In Fig. l-j part of a carnage causec by liquid Impact, especially the 
plastic deformation waves, is to seen by scanning electron microscope. With 
growing distance from the centre the waves cie away. 

In contrast to PMMA, the spraying water seems to cause an additional 
damage in aluminum. 

It should be mentionec that the structure of the material (crystalline 
orientation, grain boundaries etc.) is without Influence on the plastic 
deformation waves. 

Comparing a carnage causec by one imploding cavitation bubble with one 
causec by liquid impact, one fines that both kinds of loading will lead to 
the same change in the appearence of the surface. The following conclusion 
can be crawn: 

erosive.cavitation_loaQ has the same hyoromechanic active component 
as liqürö~Jet~ättaci<7 

Finally we want to yet up some conditions for material of high 
resistance to eroulve cavitation load resulting from the investigations 
made in our institute: 

1. High flow jtredb, also at quasi-static high-frequency loac, 
2. great capacity of strengthenlni:, 
3. high rate of elongation without contraction, 
>*.  high fati^ur strength, not only of homogeneous but also of 

heterogenous structures. 
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Under the current circumstances you can only sketch the way of the 
systematic investigations made during the last years. With regard to the 
multiform problems of flow cavitation,  cavitation damage and material be- 
haviour, it is easy to recognize that detailed investigations is necessary 
to gain valuable and secure results. 

Valuable and secure results, however, can only be obtained by making 
use of all modem method of the material science. 

The investigations about flow cavitation are sponsored by the German 
Research Association. 
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Fig.   1:  Cavitation chamber for 
erosive  cavitation aar.ace 

Fir:.   2:   Initial damage caused  by 
one cavitation bubble only 
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Fig. 3: Initial cavitation carnage 
on PMMA 

FiE. »: 
Cavitation damages after 
different loadinf, tines 

(Scanning electron microscope) 

Fig. 5: Plastic deformation and cracks on a cavitatec aluminum specifnen 
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Fig. 6: Crack on an aluminum 
specimen, 60 s cavitatec 

Pig. 7: PMMA specimen at different 
stages of cavitation damage 

Fig. 8: Cavitation damage on cast iron 
(influence of structural constitution) 

Fig. 9: Cavitation damages on 
globular cast iron (SEM) 

Fig. 10: Cavitation damages on 
lamellar cast iron (SEM) 
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Impingement of liquid      cavitation 
Fig.   11:  Cavitation and impingement 

attack on lamellar cast iron 

Fig.   12:  Water jet of high velocity moving from a 
cylindrical chamber  (right)  to a specimen  (left) 
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Fig. 13: Damage on PMMA after liquid impact 
1 - Part of the damaged surface  2 - Surface topogram 

. - »w. 

Fig. It: Liquid jet attacK 
on aluminum (Al 99- 

Fig. 15: Damage by liquid je 
on soft aluminum (SKM) 
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Short Time Testing of Cavitation Resistance 
by Liquid Impact 

E.-F.   Beutin,  F.  Erdmann-Jeanitzer and H.  Louis 

Institut  (B)  für Werkstoffkunde 
Technische Universität Hannover 
Appelstraße 24 A,   3000 Hannover 

Federal German Republic 

Nowadays it  is generally maintained that the kinetics of 
destruction of cavitation are similar to those of liquid impact. 
This  is proved by macroscopic as well microscopic  forms of 
initial damage.  However,  even in advanced stages of damage 
similarities  are to be noticed. These  facts can be demonstrated 
by comparing pictures  taken by the scanning electron microscope 
(SEM) on specimens  loaded by cavitation and by  liquid impact 
at different stages of destruction. 

As the elementary  process of tne erosive part of cavitation 
is the Impact  of liquid we make use of the  conventional liquid 
impact apparatus  to Investigate cavitation resistance. This 
method produces  results in very  short  time. 

Weightloss versus  time curves on pure  aluminum and on 
Pearlitic  lamellar cast  iron demonstrate  this  effect as well 
as microscopic  studies of specimen at different stages of 
damage.  As  the  roughness of the surface of the  specimen 
increases  witn test duration, one cannot examine the surface 
under the  conventional  light microscope.  Therefore the 
scanning electron microscope has proved a  very  helpful 
apparatus. 

Key  words:   test equiment  for  liquid impact, 
water gun,  initial  damage,  single 
impact,  scanning electron microscope. 

In the beginnings,   investigations of hydraulic material damage were 
cnaracterized by the similarity of the macroscopic  form of material 
destruction caused by cavitation and caused by liquid impact.  So it was 
supposed that the same mectianism of attack was the cause for both forms 
of damage. Further investigations of material destruction by flow cavi- 
tation showed an interaction of tne mechanical   (cavitation-erosion)  and 
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-he corrosive (cavitation-corrosion) load (1) . Therefore a common mecha- 
nism of attack for flow cavitation and liquid impact was again called into 
question (2). 

In the following: time the initial processes of material damage became 
more and more important (3). by intermittent experiments with test dura- 
tions shorter than one second we obtained a rather exact picture of 
surface cnan^es caused by imploding bubbles (4). Using liquid impact we 
could demonstrate that the initial processes of material destruction 
were caused by one single impact (5). Tnese experiments showed the iden- 
tity of material destruction in the microscopic range: the erosive part 
of cavitation causea by imploding bubbles, and the liquid impact caused 
by tne impact of a spherical or cylindrical liquid volume, on a plane 
surface (6). 

Great effort is needed to generate single bubbles for the damaging 
of material. Tnerefore the partial accordance of both of the most impor- 
tant hyurauiic material damages - cavitation and liquid impact - led to 
the simulation of tne initial processes of destruction in cavitation 
through a single liquid impact. 

Test equipment for discontinuous liquid impact 

In discontinuous working equipment a liquid volume can be accele- 
rated to strike with nigh velocity a specimen surface (7). In this case 
the kinetic energy of an air-gun accelerates the liquid. To accelerate 
larger volumes or to reach higher velocities one can use small guns or 
even 90-mm cannons (8). riut also gases or liquids under high pressure 
serve as a source of energy for high-speed liquid jets. 

Another method consists in the acceleration of specimen to strike 
against a liquiu volume hanging on plastic fibres ()),   for example, or 
in shooting tnrough a rain field a specimen fasted to the top of a 
rocket (10). both of these test methods need very high financial and 
apparative effort. 

Tne conventional liquid impact apparatus allows the investigation 
of the effects of many single impacts as well as the stuay of the 
effects of one single impact, by tne latter method we obtained signi- 
ficant results with soft lead and soft copper. From these Laschimke 
deduced the tneory of hydromechanical damage by liquid impact (2). 
he described a test equipment for one single impact with a long 
rotating arm. 

Test equipments for continuous liquid impact 

These include test equipment generally used in the field of 
"jet cutting". One differentiates between a) the common high pressure 
equipment working with hydraulic pressure intensifiers, b) pneumatic 
working apparatus not reaching high pressures like that of a), and 
c) airect working test equipment with maximum presöures lower than 
tnose of a) and b). 

1 - Figures in parentheses indicate references at the ena of this paper 
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Our test equipment 
For the investigation of the effects of single impacts  on material 

we have built a water-gun as known from literature.  A bullet  fired 
from a small-bore gun (0.22 inch), see fig.   lt  left,  accelerates a 
liquid volume in a cylindrical chamber (fig.   1,  middle) with a small 
bore hole,  from where the high-speed Jet  finds  its way  to the specimen 
(fig.   1,  right).   Fig.   2 shows the result of such a Jet on soft  pure 
aluminum.  The radially symmetric plastic deformation waves  are clearly 
to be seen.  These deformation waves are similar to those caused by the 
implosion of one single  cavitation bubble of high   snergy  near a solid 
surface  CO.  They  differ only   in size:  while  in  the  case of a single 
liquid impact the damage has a diameter of some millimeters,  depen- 
ding of tne test  conditions,   in the case of cavitation the damage 
measures only some percents of a millimeter.  To observe the effects 
of many single liquid impacts we make use of conventional appara- 
tuses  (11).   See the scheme in fig.   3-  We varied this  scheme to in- 
vestigate the effects of one single impact as  well as  the effects of 
liquids atomized in a nozzle.  Another liquid impact  apparatus  allows 
to vary the liquid temperature,  the rotating velocity,  the gas  content 
of the liquid,  the nozzle  diameter,  and the pressure of the  liquid. 
The test equipment  for continuous  high-speed liquid Jets works 
directly,  i.e.  the test  liquid,  generally tap water,  runs  from the pump 
through a metal-lined hose directly  to the nozzle.  The nozzle  is  in- 
stalled in a pistol  with  closing device,  so that  it  is  not  necessary 
to  stop the whole apparatus  for short-time interruptions.  To  vary 
the distance between nozzle and specimen,  the pistol can be moved 
on a rail.  The pistol with the closing device  in a protection box is 
shown on the left  in fig.   4.  On the  right you see  the water inlet 
with the pressure gauge.   The complete test equipment  is enclosed of 
a protection cover to avoid accidents. 

Test  results 
When a continuous  high-speed water Jet strikes  a plane metal 

surface  tnere are  contradictory  phenomena to observe.   When the 
distance between the  nozzle and the sample is very  short,   there  is no 
damage on a smooth aluminum sample.  With increasing distance  the surface 
becomes more and more  roughened.   In a certain distance  this roughness 
increases rapidly  which  is  characteristic  for the actual  test  conditions. 
This process can often lead to the complete separation of the sample. 

The ineffectiveness of a high-speed Jet on a plane  aluminum surface 
at  short distances  seems  not  cogent because the energy  content  of the 
Jet   is  relatively high.   Although tne energy decreases  with the distance 
froia the nozzle,  high-speed Jets at  longer distances   show  larger effects, 
even tne separation of the sample. This phenomenon we explain as  follows: 
in its periphery  the Jet   scatters  into little drops.   This  scattering 
begins only in some distance  from the nozzle.  It is  these drops that, 
we believe,  have  the uestructive power. 

The  single  arop  stress  tne material  like  a  water-hammer.   They  pro- 
duce a more or less great  roughness depending on the drop diameter. 
Fig.   5 shows the outer region of a smooth aluminum sample  ir: a high 
magnification.  Craters  are clearly to be seen.   In a scanning electron 
microscopic picture one  can see  the same details   in topview  (fig.  6). 
The similarities  between the  forms of destruction by  liquid impact 
(fig.   6) and those  caused by cavitation (fig.   7)   are quite evident. 
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Compariaon of•cavltation with liquid impact 

In addition to the macroscopic similarities of material destruction 
caused by cavitation and that caused by liquid impact, the microscopic 
identity of the shape of damage is given, too (3, '<, 5). The test results 
of liquid impact and cavitation are similar, too, as shown in the fol- 
lowing figures. Fig. 8 demonstrates the weightloss versus time curves 
for pure smooth aluminum loaded by liquid impact (curve A) and loaded by 
cavitation (curve B). Both curves develop similarly, but curve A shows 
the higher intensity of destruction expressed by the weightloss. Fig. 9 
demonstrates these relations on pearlitic lamellar cast iron. Curve A 
reflects the destruction by liquid impact, curve B that by cavitation. 

These last figures clearly show the advantage of the use of liquid 
impact over that of cavitation in experiments for cavitation resistance. 
The advantage lies in a gain of time, i. e. you obtain the same results 
in a much shorter time with liquid impact than with cavitation. 
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Fig.    1:   Test  apparatus   for high 
speed  liquid Jet 

Fig.   2:  Plastic deformation 
waves  on aluminum 

ri^.   3:   Jcneme of the   liquid  impact 
apparatus, v-velccity of tne 
specin.en,   v  -velocity  of water, 
D-a;ameter s  of nozzle, 
d-aistance  specimen  -  nozzle 

Fig.   4:   Pistol   for continuous 
water jets 
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Pig. 6: Aluminum specimen loaded by liquid impact (3EV>} 

Fig. 7: Aluminum specimen loaded 
by cavitation (SEM) 
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Fig. o: Weightless versus time for 
liquid impact (curve A) 
ana Tor cavitation 
(curve o) on pure 
aluminum 
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New testing chamber for cavitation erosion 

F. Erdnann-Jesnltzer and H. Louis 

Institut (B) für Werkstoffkunde 
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Cavitation damages, known since the end of the last century, 
are simulated in several types of test devices. All of these are 
characterized by the generation of vapour bubbles resulting 
from changing channel dimensions and the imploding of these 
bubbles with Increasing pressure. The implosion of cavitation 
bubbles near a surface of a workpiece may lead to damage. The 
testing devices are classified into 3 types. The different 
types are characterized. Examinations for the desirn of a new 
testing chamber for flow cavitation damages are discussed. 

Different geometrical and hydromechanical parameters 
leading to a high rate of erosive damage are mentioned. The 
influence of one of these parameters, the distance between 
the two barricades called "Wenr" and "Gegenwenr", is shown. 

Examination to define the inception line of the bubbles 
at the barricades were not successful. A method to obtain 
reproducable amount of damage is given. The cnosen cylindrical 
barricades can be reproduced. The influence of their roughness 
to the rate of damage is shown. 

i'ne new testing chamber and the whole test equipment is 
aescribed. 

The weightloss, of A.Tnoo-iron specimens for example, gives an 
iuea of the high intensity of damage, in which the cavitation 
erosion plays the dominant part. 

i^ey words: 

classification,   tr   ting  chamber,   flow  cavitation, 
cavitation-erosion,   cavitat ion-corrosion, 
geometrical and hydromechanical  variations, 
uefinite bubbles  generation,  weightloss of 
different  materials,   test  device. 
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.Since the end of the last century Jamages in hydraulic machinery cau- 
sed by imploding cavitation bubbles are known. 

Their simulation in special apparatus is achieved since the early 
thirties. Apparatusses for flow cavitation are characterized by the gene- 
ration and implosion of bubbles. The generation of bubbles is caused by 
decreasing the static pressure as a result of changing channel dimensions. 
Ahen the pressure increases, they will implode. These implosions on the 
surface of a workpiece cause the cavitation damages. In general there 
are three sorts of then, between these ones there are no exact borders, 
but nevertheless it is usefull to order the numerous testing apparatus 
into tne following three types. 

Type 1: konvergent - divergent double nozzle 
Type 2: chamber with barricades, called "Wehr" and "Gegenwehr" 
Type 3: chamber with obstacle 

Fig. 1 shows a scheme of the three different types of cnanneis for in- 
vestigations in flow cavitation. 

Type 1. konvergent-divergent double nozzle 

Type 1 is characterized by a typical profile which leads to the genera- 
tion of bubbles f.nd to tneir implosion always close to the wall of the 
cnamber. 

The intensity of the damage on a specimen fixed in the wall depends 
on several geometrical and hydromechanical parameters. In general, the 
reserve pressure is a very important factor. 

The test section may be a rectang.ular double nozzle (1,2)   or 
a circular nozzle and diffusor, separated by a cylindrical throat 
(3). 

Type 2 is an improvement of type 1 to increase the damage intensity in 
oraer to shorten test duration. This type is cnaracterized by barri- 
cades called "Wenr" and "(jegenwehr". The purpose of tnese barricades 
is to incept tne generation of bubbles and to direct tuem on to the 
surface of the workpiece. In general, the barricades in i'orm of special 
profiles are put into rectangular cnannel. Tne surface of the specimen 
to oe tested in the testing cnanber may be parallel CO or in a right 
an^le to the inceptionline of the bubbles at the barricades (T, O). 
Chambers of tnis type were mainly used in the thirties and forties, 
but are still in use touay (7). 

'Yt^e 3, cnamber witn obstacle 

Starting point fur this type were flow channels in which obataclea 
anj profiles were tested in tneir cavitation cnaracterist i cs. i'nese 

1 - figures in parentheses indicate the references ul the end of 
tnis paper 
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channels can also be used for testing materials. The flow cavitation may 
cause dama~ea at the obstacle or at the wall in which the specimen is 
fixed. This last trpe ia mainly used today (8, 9). 

In the following, experimental techniques at the Institut (B) fUr 
Werkstoffkunde, Techniache Univeraitlt Hannover, to inveati~ate flow 
cavitation dam~ea will be described. 

In all of these testa the mechanical erosion caused by imploding 
bubbles is the dominant factor of cavitation dama~e. The erosive effect 
of the imploding bubbles leads in the case of soft materials, e.g .• to 
a deformation of the surface of the specimen and is indicated by th~ 
resulting changes of the mechanical and pnyaical properties of a cer
tain material. 

The corrosive part of the damage is without influence on the kine
tics of destruction. 

Primarily, the imploding bubbles close to the surface of the speci
men are responsible for the destruction of material. Therefore these 
cavitation bubbles are the principal object for increasing the inten
sity of the dam~e, especially in our apparatus for testing cavitation 
damage. 

A maximum destruction can only be obtained when the following three 
conditions are satisfied: 
1. A great number of cavitation bubbles has to be produced. 
2. Nearly all the bubbles must implode very close to the surface. 
}. The cavitation bubbles must implode with high energy. 

We studied all testing chambers for flow cavitation in litera
ture unaer the aspect of these conditions. For our first teats we 
chose four different chambers. On the results obtained we based the 
design of a new chamber, which showed a very high intensity of ero
sive damage. The results of these tests proved easy to reproduce. 

Fig. 2 shows a aiagram sketch of our chamber with all geometri
cal and hydrodynamical variations. 

The chamber (type 2) is a rectangular channel. The bubbles are 
caused by the uecreasing pressure of the fluid as a result of two 
cylindrical barricades , callea "Wehr" and "Gegenwehr". 

'l'he followi nt: parameters can be varied: 
1. i nl e L pr es sure p1, i . e . t he maximum velocity 
2. r everse pressur e p2 , concerning the lifespan 

ene r GY of the bubble. 

in the throat. 
and therefore the 

3. the distance s s betweeu t he barricades which form the throa t 
of the channel. 

4. t ne posi tio n h of tne specimen which determi nes the mean 
d i s t ance from t he line of genera tion cr t he bubbles to the place 
of i mplosion at a specimen surface. 
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5.   the deflection angleM of the water - bubble stream. 

Placing the surface  of the specimen parallel  to the Inception line of 
the bubbles guarantees  a maximum damage. 

The influence of the geometrical  and the hydromechanical parameters 
on tne intensity of damage was proved.   In general,  the intensity of 
damage will be expressed by the weightloss of a specimen versus testing 
time. 

The  influence of the throat of the  channel,   i.e.   the distance  s 
between the  barricades  and their geometry will be briefly discussed. 

Great  differences  in the weightloss  led to further tests in which 
buobles were to be generated at a definite inception line. Therefore 
we fixed at  the barricade  in the area of tne decreasing profile a 
razorblade.  The edge of the blade reacned into the channel to deter- 
mine  the inception line of the bubbles.   With regard to a high-rate 
damage,   these experiments were without  success.   We  tried to use harde- 
ned and ground needles  of different  diameters to receive a definite 
inception  line.  These tests were also  negative when the bubbles  are 
generated at a definite line on the barricades  boundary  layer is  dis- 
turbed in this region.   As a result there  is only a small amount  of 
weightloss.   Besides,   the  lifespan of the needles  was  less than 50 h. 
The  load resulting from the generation of the bubbles  led to a corro- 
sion attack.   Fig.   3 shows these typical  damages  after  100 h testinc 
time. 

As a result of these experiments we  chose cylindrical barricades. 
The macroscopic  size of these barricades,   i.e.   their diameter has  no 
significant  influence  on the weightloss,  so that  their dimensions  were 
mainly determined on grounds of construction. 

however,   the microscopic eeometry,   i.e.  the roughness of the surfaces, 
is of major importance.   Fig.   4 shows  the weightloss  versus testing time 
of aluminum specimens   in tests with different barricades. 

Tne roughness of tne barricades  reaches  from 0.5   <um up to Ö   .urn, 
tho^e of tne tested specimens shall  not  be discussed  at this point, 
''ith increasing roughness tne weightloss decreases.   Rougnness of more 
tnan 10    um  leads  to  no damage of the  specimen in a  convenient  testing 
time.   This may be,  in some cases,  of some importance  in the development 
of hyoraulic wacninery. 

To obtain a nigh rate of damage  in the  testing  chamber,  we  chose 
cylindrical  barricades  with a surface  roughness  less  than 2   .um. 

The barricades were hard-cnromium plated and polished. The lifespan 
of the cylindrical barricades was 3-5 months; they are easy to repro- 
duce. 

At the two barricades, two streams of bubbles are produced. If the 
distance oetween them is great enough, tney are separated by a zone of 
water free of bubbles. 
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Fig. 5 shows schematically the way of the stream in the chamber. 

The streams of bubbles which are generated at the barricades are 
numbered 1 and 3. The zone of water separating them is numbered 2. The 
main damage of tne specimen k  is caused by the bubble stream 1. The 
stream3only causes traces, but no measurable weightless. 

That means the optimal condi tion can be produced at one stream only. 

In tne preliminary tests, the barricades were placed at such a distan- 
ce that the bubble streams were parted by a water stream. This was neces- 
sary to get a high rate of damage. 

Fig. 6 shows the weightloss versus time of Armco-iron specimens. The 
test parameter is the distance of the barricades. An increasing distance 
leads to an increasing weightless. Distances shorter than 1 mm, show no 
measurable weightloss during the first 100 h of the test. With increa- 
sing distance, the influence decreased. 

Fig. 6 gives an idea of the high rate of damage of the new cavitation 
cnamber and the important influence of this parameter. Only a particular 
combination of all the parameters brings about a maximum of damage. 

Some of the new chambers, shown in Fig. 7 are in use at different 
laboratories. 

The new chamber for erosive flow cavitation damage is the main part 
of the cavitation apparatus, as shown in Fig. 6. 

A multistage centrifugal pump sucks the test fluid, generally tap 
water which has been partially degassed by its circulation, from a con- 
tainer lined with plastic material. The pump presses the water into the 
test chamber. 

The inlet pressure can be regulated by means of a slide valve. The 
reverse pressure within the area of the imploding bubbles can be regula- 
ted by the slide valve behind the test chamber. The water then returns 
to the container via a by-pass. To maintain temperatures of 15 - 60oC, 
there are both a heating and cooling device. 

To prove that the cavitation-erosion is the main part of the damage 
in this chamber, comparative studies to chambers of low damage intensity 
were made. 

Fig. 9 shows the results of tests with these chamber. The test 
material was Armco-iron. 

Curve 5 describes the weightloss of a specimen in our new chamber, 
temperature of liquiu 200C. Curves 1 and 3 show the results in a chamber 
of low damage intensity at 55 and 200C. In this case, the main part of 
damage is cavitation-corrosion. This can be avoided by cathodic protection, 
which results in a decrease of weightloss, see curves 2 and 4. 

Curve 1, in comparison with curve 5, gives an idea of the high-damage 
intensity of our new chamber in which cavitation-erosion is the dominant 
part of damage. 
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Fig. 1: Different types of chambers 
for testirg material resistance 
against flow cavitation 

Fig. 3: Corrosion attack 
at inception line of bubb- 
les (direction of flow 
from bottom to top) 
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Fig.   2:   New chamber for testing 
flow cavitation damage,   (schemati- 
cally),  with geometrical and 
hydromechanical  variations 
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Kic. «; Wcightloaa versus testing 
time, paran.ettr: roughness of barricades 

Fig. ^: Xay of flow in the 
testinp chamber, (schemati- 
cally) 
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Fig. 6: Weightloss versus testing 
ot.itomm time, parameter: distance 
*,■^,"" n  between barricades 
• ■ ■ 1^1 mm 

Fig.   7:   Cross-section of the new 
chamber 

Fig.   8:  Test device  for flow 
cavitation 
(schematically) 

i 

Fig. 9: Comparative tests in cavitation 
chambers of different damage 
intensities 
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Corrosion- and Creep- Induced Inacablllty-Modellng 
of Fatigue-Cracking In Varloua Alloys 

J. M. Krafft.  C.  L.  Lamb and K. E.  Slnmonds 

Code 8430, Naval Research Laboratory 
Washington, D. C.       20390 

With concurrence of the Program Chairman, this paper has 
been dedicated to celebrate the eightieth birthday of 

Professor Karl F. Hersfeld, February 26, 1972 

Crack propagation,  the terminal phase of many mechanical- 
strength failurea,  is often accelerated by environmental corrosion 
effects.   Data to fully characterise such effects is costly to 
obtain.    Accurate predictive models are needed to provide thla from 
economically limited data collections.    In this modeling attempt, 
stable subcritical crack growth is taken as a means of maintaining 
a state of plastic flow stability at the crack tip.   The condition 
of discretely alced crack tip micro-ligaments  (dj) are assumed to 
control;  they are strained by the loading of the crack; when the 
loading caaaea their atability la upset by creep induced stress 
relaxation and/or by environmental surface corrosion;  it is restored 
to equilibrium by an increment of extra straining, which requires an 
increment of crack growth.   The amount of straining required, and 
thua the crack growth,  ia estimated from ordinary atress strain 
curves and transient creep measurements on smooth tensile specimens. 
Stress corrosion and fatigue crack propagation data on some doxen 
alloys,  from the literature,  is examined with respect to unlaxlal and 
cyclic flow propertiea measured for each.    The correlations are 
encouraging and auggest that a one parameter (Vs) characterisation 
of environmental effects in subcritical cracking ia indeed feaaible. 

Key Worda:    Fatigue crack propagation; corrosion fatigue; 
stress corrosion cracking; threshold, fatigue; threshold 
stress corrosion cracking;  low cycle fatigue;  plastic insta- 
bility model. 

1.    Introduction 

In traditional engineering methods,  fatigue la treated in terms of the S-N diagram; 
stress corrosion In terms of the failure time to stressed smooth specimens.    A difficulty 
here is that no useful distinction can be made between cyelea or time to initiate a crack, 
and that for propagation to terminal failure.    Experience with smooth specimens usually 
ahows the propagation portion to be relatively abort,  thua hardly worth discriminating. Yet 
increasingly it l.i found that the failure life In realistically constructed engineering 
structures Is largely propagation time.    For example,  in cyclic flexing of typically welded 
bridge girders. Fisher et al (1)  find that most of the life is expended in fatigue crack 

Figures In parentheaes indicate the  literature referencea at the end of this paper. 
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propagation; • nil portion In Initiation. Tha raaaon appaar« to ba that tha itrata Intan- 
•Ity thraahold for fatlgua propagation la, aftar Paris and Buccl (2),  to low that 
undatactably nwll crack-Ilka flaw« can Initiate growth. Tha thraaholdi are further reduced 
by elevated aean itreat, the ordinary condition of «elded structure*. Once a crack has 
grown to a larger slse, greater than that for the threshold of stree* corrosion cracking, 
Msyn (3) has shown that corrosion effects can greatly accelerate Its "progress". 

However well we know these generalities, acquiring data on specific ■aterlal, loading 
spectrum and spatial envlrooaent cowblnatlona Is costly and tiaa consuming. Progress could 
be served by accurate predictive models which permit scant, thus economical data collections 
to ba extrapolated. This paper represents an attempt to establish such a model. It follows 
an Idea proposed by Landes and Hal (4) that creep Induced flow can Induce tensile Instability 
at a crack tip, and thus crack growth. It expands a subsequent attempt (5) to apply this 
concept to transient creep In cyclic loading. 

2. Craap-corroslon induced Instability 

Before considering how creep and corrosion can Induce tensile Instability, it is wall 
to recall how ordinary tensile extension brings It about. An Instability may occur at tha 
point In tensile loading at which no further Increase In load P Is required to continue the 
deformation; It Is tha maglmum load point, or ultimate tensile strength, or "necking" strain, 
of the femlUar tensile test. If we normalise this load over the supporting sectional area ^ 

P-äA (I) 

where a Is true stress, a function of strain c, then 

dJ " 0 dl + Adl (2) 

The ratio of the areal strain differential dA/A to that of longitudinal strain dl/i(' dt) Is 
proportional to Polssen's ratio v, dA/dc » -2MA. Dsslgnatlng tha true strain hardening rate 
as 9, tha condition for tensile Instability, dP/de ■ 0, becomes 

-^- 2v - 1 (3A) 
9 

for Inconprettlble plastic flow where v ■ O.S. Williams and Turner (6), and Clausing (7) 
have argued that the Instability of material close to a crack tip will ba Influenced by the 
locally trlaxlal stress state. The way of estimating this effect from simple tensile data 
as proposed by Sachs and Lubahn (8,9) Is enployed here, where for the maximum effect of trl- 
axlallty.the Instability la suppressed until the true strain hardening rate V has decreased 
to the point where 

| - 1/2 (3B) 
a 

This means that the strain for fully trlaxlal Instability is larger than that for unlaxlal 
tension of aq.  3A,  for which 7/0 - 1. 

Since tensile stress-strain curves are exparlawntally obtained.  It Is convenient to_ 
express the Instability condition In terms of tensile measurements.    Specifically If o   m a 
(1-c ) where o   • p/A    Is tensile stress and c   ■ -M/A   - Al/i    is tensile strsln, tAcn 
dlffirentlatlnl a   with respect to c   and letting 9/Ö -1° the untaxlal Instability condition 
corresponding to iq.  (3A) becomes ' 

51 - «T • 0 (4A) 
T ' 

The trlaxlal Instability llislt corresponding to eq. 3B becomes 

e. 
:i - . ..4 
t Vi (4w 
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In caleulations for ordinary alloys, * below tha tensile Instability strain la practically 
negligible coapared to 6T/wT, and thus has been aaglectad so that tha instability condition 
can ba suasarlted, T    T 

6 1 ■ 0 uniaxial 
z1 + 1 ■ 0; (4) 
T I - 1/2 triaxial 

On tha staple tensile curve, the trlaxlallty effect delay* the Instability until the slope 
is decreasing with strain at a rate of -9/2. In natarlals exhibiting a "flat top" tensile 
stress-strain curve, as in two weldable high strength steels and one aild steel to be dis- 
cussed, this delay has a substantial effect in forestalling fast fracture instability. 

If tensile straining is Interrupted short of the point of tensile instability, as at 
a crack tip cycled to a K. level leaa than K. (i.e. subcritlcal), the load carrying capa- 
city of a tensile llgsaanc will tend to decreSse due to transient creep relaxation. This 
occurs in ordinary astals even at rooa teaperature. In addition, if the environasnt is 
corrosive, the reduction in cross section by surface attack will have a slailar affect. As 
both effects are tins dependent it is necessary to express the instability condition in 
tlaewise coordinates, whence eq. 2 becoaws 

In tension, the left-hand term of eq. S represents strength loss due to sources of 
areal diminution; the right, increases due to strain hardening but decreases due to creep. 
Specifically, the areal diainutlon due to Polsson contraction is expressed as A(d*/dt), while 
that due to a corrosion rate V (typical units alls/year, in./sec, alcrons/sec.) is "d.V 
where dT is the ligsaent disaster. 

T s 

The stress relaxation at constant strain is aaaaured directly in these experiments, 
rather than converted from a aaaaured atrain rate sensitivity, a • din a/dln i,  as in the 
earlier fatigue modeling atteapt (5). The transient creep can be characterised by 

d In QT „ ,*■. ■ ■' Tin m *m»tmat <6> 
where o    is the measured  (decay in) tensile stress as a function of time t after sudden 
arrest if tha straining machine.    For relatively short hold times of the fatigue cycle, the 
atreaa relaxation Is 

AO - a OT ^ (7) 

where At is the dwell time at peak load and T is At plua the loading time t.. Figs. 1 and 3. 

The rationale for converting between measures of strain rate and creep relaxation 
sensitivities is repeated here from the earlier paper (5) for completeness. Fig. I. Con- 
sider the time  required to traverse a path in stress strain space to a fixed strain c at two 
different strain rates, arriving there with a stress difference, tP,  approximated by 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

where At • (t, - t  ) may be regarded as the dwell tisM at load relative to tha total loading 
plus dwell tlifce t, • T,    For sinusoidal  fatigue loading At/T would be roughly 1/3,  for a 
square wave,  1.0, and for typical waveforms,  somewhere between thesj  limits. 

Substitution now of the aforenoted sources of strengthening and of weakening in 

OP 

Substituting *l" •/«j, i2- ./t, and Hi ' 

• m 0 

vv 
./tj 

and 

a ;- mo    41 
T T 

AM 



Cha tlatwlse inatablllty aquation (Bq. S), 

whanca 

\4   r   at      'rsj     4 "T \   dt      T / (11) 

(12) 

whar« tha trlaxlallty factor 1-0 for thin ahaat,  and I - 1/2 for thick sections.    The in- 
atablllty conditions ara expressed in terms of tha equilibrating strain increnent, Ac of Fig. 
1,  for its convenient conversion into tha crack axtanslon required to causa it, now to be 
dlacuasad. 

3.    Crack tip plasticity nodal 

Tensile strain at tha crack tip Is concentrated by the strain singularity affect. 
Tha font of thla singularity affects both tha magnitude of the strain as wall as Its gradi- 
ent la distance.    Tha Halts of possible singularly strength. Fig. 2, raaga fron tha simple 
Elastic Analogue  (IA) of inverse half power,  to tha HcCllatock (10) mode III shear Plastic 
Analogue (FA) which la of Inverse first power of dlataace into the material r.   A tendency 
toward a stronger singularity, particularly when the plastic sone is large, and the strain 
hardening rate la low, is indicated from analyses of Swedlow and Williams (11), Rice and 
Roaangren (12) and Hutchinson and Hilton (13).    On the other hand,experimental measurement 
of Liu (14) and of Kendall and Underwood (15)  indicate a persistence of the weaker half- 
power singularity and present results show little reason to assume otherwise.    Tentatively 
than, present calculations are baaed on tha single elastic-analogue strain singularity. 

c • 

where K   la tha atraaa intensity factor <p3 
aa noted earlier, r la distance from the crack tip into the unfractured material. 

(13A) 

), B la Young's modulus of elasticity, and. 

Rather than some average effect of the entire field, it has been found useful to as- 
sume a constant strain level within a fixed small region, very close to the crack tip, 
idealised as row of tiny tensile ligaments of a characteristic diameter d  .    The degree of 
ligament extension in the first (quarter) cycle of loading is taken than is simply 

KI/E/2nd^ (13B) 

In subsequent cycles of loading OK, some of the K-lnduced excursion in tensile strain will 
be lost In the obstruction to crack reclosing, and thus to d — ligsment full strain reversal, 
due to the residual crack tip plasticity. A characterization of this effect will be discussed 
ir the next section; suffice it hare to define ita magnitude as c whence 

4€T+tR - MC/E , (13C) 

The straining of d -ligaments resulting from the approach of the crack tip, at con- 
stant loading (K.),  la a function of the local strain gradient.    In prior attempts to ex- 
plain constant-K subcrltical fracturing (16), this gradient was taken aa the non-sero por- 
tion of the derivative of the strain singularity 

*.-£   *a 
T 

(14) 

Ac 

2d. 
L (14A) 

where c , for "gradient strain", represents the K - proportions! strain level  (from eq.  13B) 
,*,    existing at r T Substituting in eq.  12, the growth rate becomes 
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ä-^K- + 2,dT^ + .)"
1 («) 

I 

In the attenptf to match tat* of da/dN va AK data for fatlgua crack propagation with 
tha pradictad valuaa froa aqa. IS and 13, tha Invert« affect of tha 1/c factor appaara too 
atrong If « la taken equal to c . Furthemore, In recent ttrett corroilon crack velocity 
data (18) tne K-proportlonal « iffact alto appeart too atrong. Thirdly, with tha effect 
(S), tha fatigue growth rate tnould decreaaa with increaalng mean atreaa, or ttrett ratio R, 
while the revarte la generally obaarved (19). All of thete Inconalatenclea dlaappaar If we 
regard tha gradient ttraln *. aa a conttant of a material, Indicative of a conttant value of 
the atraln gradient In tha near field of the crack tip Independent of the K level. Tha 
trend In valuaa of « will be eaen from the data to be reaaonable, though licking for the 
pretant, theoretical JuttlfIcatlon. 

4. Effect of mean atreaa In fatlgua 

It la evident from work of Hartman and Schtva (20) and of Grlffltht, Nogford, and 
Richarde (21) that tha overall effect of Increaaed mean atreaa la an Increaaa In crack growth 
rate relative AK. Recant reaulta of Parlt and Buccl (22) have thown thlt effect to be magni- 
fied at vary low AK levela, where the aero growth AK-threahold la markedly Increaaed with R. 
The R-effect can be attoclated with tha effect of the crack tip unloading blockage. Once a 
crack la Initially tentloned, unloading cannot fully eompreaa the plaatleally extended near- 
tip enclave to ita original alae. The Importance of thlt effect hat been argued by Paria 
(23), and Rice (24) and tubttantlated by experimental retultt of Elber (23). 

A modal for eatimating the magnitude of the R effect in view of the Inttablllty model 
la llluttrated in Fig. 3. It la coonon experience that the crack opening diaplacement of a 
precrackad apaciman returnt abort of ita origin upon unloading. For a given material, thlt 
COD ahortage tanda to be a conttant value, relatively inaenaitlve to the marlit K level. 
We would aaauma, aa firtt approximation, thia behavior Imaged in the atraln at d_. Fig. 3, 
leaving a characterlttlc retidual t    .   When the mtttimm K la increaaed for the iaaa AK 
(right hand aide of Fig. 3) only a part of c , proportional to tha degree of unloading, 1* 
felt, ao for given AK a larger cyclic atraln axcuraion it experienced in the d_ ligament 
(lower part of Figure 3). The larger ttralu axcuraion reaulta in a decreatbd terminal value 
of applicable &_(•), which via eq. IS, involvea a greater crack growth increment Aa. From 
thete conaidaraliont, the tinple form of c for uaa in Eq. (IX) la 

.R - (1 - R).R0 (16) 

The value of <_. should be larger for aofter materlala, and likely reflected by the "hyatere- 
tit" loop In load va COD racorda for initially precrackad tpecimena.    In preaent reaulta it 
la arbitrarily aaaigned tuch value aa ylalda a beat fit of the data. 

Another empirically Juttlf led adjuatmant in the ((at d ) to K   ralationahip la the 
effect of triaxial atreaa upon the yield aurfaca.    Tha onaat of ttrett corroaion cracking 
aenaitivity it reasoned dependent on the formation of d -ligamentt.    Using elaatic atreaa 
field equatlont and a Traaca yield condition (16) this fequlrea the K level to be augmented 
by a triaxlality factor. 

TF - 1/1-2V (17) 

where v it the Poltton ratio.    Mulherin (16,26)  attoclates the pretence of   thla beneficial 
effect with the occurrence of a coherent precipitate phate in non-ferroua alloya, aa in 
alumlnuma, a braat and titanium alloy;  ita abaence with the non-coherent carbide precipi- 
tate of ateelt.    Present reaulta tend to corroborate thlt rule, aa will be apparent later. 

S.    Fracture flow diagram conttructlon 

The manner of converting the stress atraln curvet to a prediction of aubcrltical 
crack propagation behavior la dlaplayed in Fig. 4.    Tha derived curvet (S./o-M)*1 »• (_ 
appaara at tha top half of Fig. 4.    The first cycle, or slnple tanaion retult.  Inflects 
tharply aa a reault of firat cycle yield point behavior.   The triaxlality factor TF will 



of fact th« Mrly «lattic (v < 0.5) portion of this curve to th« right by a constant factor. 
Tha basic darlyad cyclic curv«, Is offsat by tha R affact strain blockage c rsthar than by a 
constant factor TT. This glvsa tha appearance of a larger (relative) offset at low c levels. 
Increasing the (log) slope of the predicted curve. 

The extreme lower llalt or threshold of fatigue growth Is taken to correspond to the 
elastic proportional limit of tha cyclic stress strain curve. This strain Increment, as 
measured from the aero stress axis of the total cyclic curve, must Include   the elastic 
coaprasslve portion of the hysteresis loop, calculated from the tensile stress excursion 
limits, as Oy/l,  so that 

«T • As + aT/E (18) 

In the elastic range then, t    - 2a /E, whereas the ordlnate "flow" plot la,  from Bq.  IS, 
essentially a /E, directly pfoportlonal to c^. I.e. equal to c^/2.    The log-log plot of this 
Is a 1:1 slop« of constant ratio X:y>2:l.    Tnls 43* line breaks sharply upward at a «train 
corresponding to the elastic limit.    For strains, vla-a-vls AK, In fatigue below this point, 
the growth rate does not follow the 45* line but goes to sero because the stress relaxation 
(m) becomes aero for elastic deformation. 

The corresponding 45* toe region for the first cycle curve, germalne to stress corro- 
sion cracking and creep,  is on a X:Y"1:1  line when longitudinal stress strain curves are 
employed and on a X:Y - l/2v:l 1.6:1 for present data where diametral strain was measured, 
and the strain (but not 9 ) corrected to longitudinal values 

«T • i« + <yM (19) 

where 1/M - 1/B - 1/6  , 6    being the dlsnstral (araal)  tensile elastic modulus.    Since the 
stress corrosion cracKlng0ls corrosion rats (V ) dependent rather than creep (m) dependent, 
the 1:1 elastic llalt line need not signal a threshold of SCC crack growth and there la 
slight evidence In present results to suggest this. 

The top end of the derived curves. Fig. 4, represents "limit loading" conditions. 
For the first cycle the (trlaxlal)  Instability point should correspond to K    ,    In the cyclic 
result, there Is evidence that unlaxlal  (I ■ 0) instability pertains to thlflcsheets.    If the 
tensile curve Is of relatively flat top, a "hesitation" shelf at an ordlnate value of about 
2 (1. e. at the ultimate tensile strength where 6    - 0, then (6Jo   + 1/2)'1 ■ 2) will fore- 
stall tha terminal Instability.    This can be a befieflclal effect la some materials, as will 
be seen In results to follow. 

6.    Specimen material and experimental procedure 

The criteria of alloy selection Included:  1) existence of a sufficient range of sub- 
critical crack propagation data; 2) availability, to the authors, of identical fracture 
specimen material for tensile specimens; and 3) variety of material to typify a good range 
of structural alloys.    Compositions and mechanical properties arc collected in 
Table I, along with soms of the results of the study.    They comprise thirteen alloys:  one 
carbon steel, two stainless steels,  four quenched and tampered steels, one maraging steel, 
two titanium alloys, and three aluminum alloys.    In moat cases the tensile coupons were cut 
from pieces of actual fracture specimens or the same plate stock. 

Tha tensile specimens were made small to allow their fabrication from tha oft-times 
small  fracture specimen residuals:  0.170 in. diaswtar by 0.500 in.  long teat section, with 
1/2  in. 20 threads/in.   (NF) ends.    A uniform non-tapered test section was utilised, whan less 
than 1/2 inch stock was available, partial threads were employed.    The 4340 specimens were 
smaller; 0.100 D, with 1/4-28 (NF) ends. 

Tha specimens were strained in a smsll hydraulic testing machine, described else- 
where  (27), fitted with an alignment subpress to minimise the buckling tendency in compres- 
sion.    A diametral bi-lobed clip type gage was instrumented with electric resistance foil 
gaga transducers, which with the load signal was recorded with a Hewlett-Packard X-Y recorder. 
The Tektronit    Q-type attain gage preamplifiers employed proved stable enough for tha ex- 
tremely high gains required for the stress relaxation measurement. 
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The strata rclaxaMon rata was aaasurad by quickly locking tha tasting machine head 
and naasurlng, with grips thus "fixed", tha stress decay. Q-unlt anpllflars rebalanced, 
the gain was Increased 10-fold, tine marks froa a Taktronls 181 mark generator superla- 
posed at 1 sec. Intervals until 5 seconds after machine arrest, thence at S second Intervals 
until the decay In a 5 sec. Interval becomes too small to discriminate on «he chart. Some 
of the records (Figs. 10-20) show actual decay traces. A plot of average values for each 
of tha alloys Is shown In Fig. S. Tha a value Is calculated froa the slope of the linear 
icr va log t plot using aquation (7) In tha form 

A linear stress vs log time plot Is permissible for the characteristically saall values of 
a of ordinary alloys. The ■ values, or slope Aa/Alog t, was found to be constant In most 
caaaa, but for casea where It decreases with time, a values for both 1 sec. and 10 sec. 
slope values are recorded In Table I. The a values are reproducible with + 5X. 

In the presentation of data to follow, tha figures arc sequaneed in tha order of 
Table I and Fig. S to retain tha categorical ordering of alloys. The coordinate scale 
ratio of each fracture data plot is the SSBM as that fcublishe^ employed by the authors of 
tha data set, not all 1:1, as it is easier to re-scale the flow derived curves. 

7. A533 type B class I pressure vessel steel 

The intensive research to which this material has been subjected stems froa its Im- 
portance as a nuclear reactor power plant heavy wall pressure vessel material. Specimens 
were cut froa the 12 In. thick plate, the center region being of fairly uniform properties. 
Fatigue tests on I, 2, 3, and 4 inch CTS specimens were undertaken by Clark (28) while on 
thinner 0.2 inch as well as 1 inch specimens, Paris and Buccl accomplished the fjat of 
establishing the low growth rata region looking for growth thresholds with respect to the 
stress ratio R. The results reported by Paris, Buccl, Hassel, Clark and Major (29), 
abbreviated WPMBC, provide a striking resolution of the effect of stress ratio on the 
growth threshold. 

The Fracture-Flow diagram of the WPMBC data. Fig. 6, is coded to distinguish the 
six stress ratios and two thickness ranges employed. The actual atress atrain records, one 
of several similar test results, is inset along with thus-derived predictive flow curves. 
The first cycle stress strain curve shows the characteristic upper yield point followed by 
a atrain hardening rate sufficient for a high, about 17X, atrain for simple tensile insta- 
bility. The first cycle Instability strain is in reasonable correspondence with 
measured values of K. (30.31). 

ic 

The cyclic strain excursions showed a rather ataady form below about 6X extension, 
but thereafter a progressive decrease in range of tenaile stability. The second and third 
cycle shapes are believed to beat characterise the crack tip material ductility aa the fourth 
cycle, displaced downward 10 kai on tha record, appears curtailed by ianlnent necking and 
rupture; the second cycle result is shown. The flatness of the tenaile curves developed in 
these cycles has tha effect of causing a large separation between unlaxlal and triaxial 
mechanical Instability points. Both second and third cycle curves predict a plane atreaa 
growth rata infinity in good correspondence with the thinner plate results of Paria and 
Buccl. With the triaxial correction, > of Eq. IS equal to 0.5, both shift to the right to 
bracket the thick sections results of Clark. There la some questionable overlap here, aa 
the Paris and Buccl data on one in. thick specimens follow the thin sheet prediction in Fig. 
6, while that of Clark, the thick plate prediction. 

The lower end of the predictive curve permits an assassasnt of the atreaa ratio (R) 
effect for the AS33B. Values of the c -addition required for best fit of the data were 
Judged from a master plot with a set of equally graded c ■ 0.0010 offset increments. Of 
the values shown, 0.0020 is best fit for R - 0.8,0.0033 lor R • 0.S, and 0.0060 for R • 0.1. 
These along with the remaining data fita are cross plotted in Fig. 7, showing a reasonable 
proportionality of c to 1-R as per Eq. 16 and Fig. 3 indicating a value of *.. of about 
0.0066 for this alloy. The overall form of the reference curve, as derived from the stress 
strain curves, can be reproduced from independent teat and record measurements to about + 
51 in either coordinate. After its correction for R effects, the degree of correspondence 
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with the WPMBC data Is encouraging. 

The procedure which was used for calculating the "disposable" parameters d and € 
implied by the matching la typified here with the A533B. A convenient reference point on 
the flow diagram la choaen. With English units used for the working sheets, the coordinate 
c - 1000 ksi//2" E, and (6 /<y-z)"r - 1.0 was marked. At match with the da/dN vs AK data, 
tne corresponding value of AR yields d from Eq. 13: i.e. /dl - AK/E /2" e - AK/1000; d ■ 
AIT |i In. For the c values, through eq. IS, assume a typical loading cycle AtA ■ 1/2, 
whence e • m d_/da/an(ref). The m value, taken from data as shown in Fig. 5 and Table I 
Is uaad.  If It la not constant, c corresponding to both 1 second and 10 second m values 
Is recorded, then cross plotted against the first cycle ultimate tensile strength in Fig. 
B. The match-determined value of d is marked on the growth rate scale of each "Fracture- 
Flow" diagram, and recorded In Table I. 

S. 316 and 304 stainless steel 

From the studies of effects of high temperature neutron irradiation environments by 
James (32) and by Shahlnian (33), the room temperature data are examined In Figs. 9 and 10. 
The extraordinary strain hardening capacity of these solution-annealed alloys is evident 
from the cyclic stress-strain curves, inset in the Fracture-Flow diagrams: first cycle in- 
stability attains are of the order of 40 to 507., which with the indicated d value would 
mean a K  of 400 to 500 ksl / in. (or MNm'3 ), totally umeasurable. The equilibrium cyclic 
Instability, though still high, is greatly reduced. The e shift of 0.008 (i.e. « . - 
0.0089) for the 316, and 0.007 for the 304 brings the prediction into close correspondence 
with data. These high values of c are not unreaapnable in view of the initial softness of 
these materials: a relatively low elastic field outside the yield zone will be available to 
recompress the cycllcly hardened crack tip region. Like the AS33B carbon steel, the "flat- 
top" cyclic stress strain curves of these alloys leads to prediction of a large separation 
in AK between plane stress and plane strain conditions. However, since the alloys are so 
soft and tough, and rarely uaed in thick sections, it is unlikely that the plane strain 
"bonus" will be realized in practice nor is it indicated in the fatigue data. 

The values of the gradient strain c needed to match predictions to date are seen in 
Fig. 8 to be atypically low; in other words the fatigue crack propagation rate la un- 
expectedly high. Some of this nay be attributed to the non-uniform rate of stress relaxa- 
tion. Fig. 5, as the one second m value is about 50% greater than the 10 second value. 
This suggests a sensitivity of cyclic growth rate to cyclic frequency, with the atypically 
high rate for high frequency. Jamas' result on the 316 alloy shows a higher growth rate 
pattern than that of Shahlnian. If the Shahlnian data is matched, the value of c , Fig. 8, 
is raised Into consistency with other alloys. The process zone size d appears laentical 
(530 uln.) for each of these alloys, its relatively high value contributory to their high 
toughness. 

9. 12 and 107. Ni steels 

The extensive data of Barsom, Imhof and Rolfe (34) is modeled in this Instance: Fig. 
11 for the 12N1, 5Cr, 3Mo alloy; Fig. 12 for the lONi, Cr, Mo, Co. In the extensive 10N1 
set, a value of c - 0.002 is shown, although an even lower value, say 0.001 would fit as 
well. For such a nard material, a low value might be expected. This suggests a very low 
sensitivity to stress ratio, which Is, in fact, the observation of Barsom et al on their 
data which shows nil effect on da/dN (AK) of a wide range of R values. 

The plane strain branch Is followed at the top, as would be expected for the rela- 
tively thick (1 in.) specimens employed in this high strength material. The difference 
between thin and thick section branches is not large in the cycled material. Just the 
opposite Is true of the virgin material where the instability point shifts upward by a 
factor of about three, in both alloys, into correspondence with the measured plane strain 
fracture toughness K . 

From the 12N1 steel data of Barsom et al. Fig. 11, it is possible to discuss corro- 
sion-fatigue effects; their growth rates in salt water was observed to be cyclic frequency 
sensitive. The modal result, Eq. IS, allows for a corrosion rate V aa a multiplicative 
factor, operating on the same flow variables. For given corrosion fate V , the log-log 
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growth rat« curvas should retain the same shape, being simply displaced upward a distance 
proportional to the log of the cyclic period At. This expectation appears to be realised 
In this data, Fig. 11. The degree of displacement required to make the fit can be used to 
estimate V„. If we approximate At ** l/4f, where f Is the cyclic frequency, and use refer- 
ence value! of da/dN the sane as discussed for the A533B steel (Sec. 7) then from Bq. 15 

yS        G "2[(a5cr "£) HJB  dryref)] 
where (da/dN CF ref) Is the reference growth rate for the corrosion fatigue match, while 
(da/dN dry ref.) Is that for no environmental effect. Values of V so calculated (Table I) 
are fairly consistent, and as will be evident In a later comparison (Fig. 21), too high for 
use of the material In a marine environment. 

10. AISI4340y 9-4-20 and 9-4-25 steels 

Both fatigue and stress corrosion cracking data are available on 4340 steel. Fig. 13. 
The specimens used for the flow measurements were of Gallagher's stock (35) of a slightly 
higher tempering temperature than that for Miller's fatigue data (36). Prior experience 
with tampering temperatures ranging through this region suggest only a small effect of this 
difference (16). The match of fatigue data Is satisfactory. Again as for the high strength 
10N1 maraglng steels, only a small R correction, *. *' 0.002, Is required. The cyclic curve 
Is so rounded that there Is little difference between thin and thick section predictions. 
Unlike A533B and stainless steels, this hard alloy cycllcly softens, as expected after 
Hanson (37), so that the fatigue growth la stable well beyond the K  level. 

Gallagher's stress corrosion cracking velocity data on this alloy has been fitted 
by an upward translation of the first cycle flow prediction. The growth threshold for 
this non-coherent carbide phase steel is not expected to be augmented by a triaxiality 
factor, as discussed in Sec. (4). The simple fit of the threshold Is quite satisfactory, 
as is that for the K  limit. The Intermediate velocities fit well except near the 
threshold where they teem inordinately high and invariant, particularly with the unbuffered 
salt water. The behavior is more as though the K-proportlonal c should apply.  Indeed 
Sullivan (38) has observed a ratcheting up to and down from this limit in a similar 4340. 
Further study la needed here. The V. value emerging this match is noted in Table I. 

Only fairly high growth rates. I.e. above 5 uln./cycle are reported for the 9Nl,4Co, 
0.20-0.25C steels by Clark (37) and by Crocker et al (40, 41). The fit is as good as can 
be expected. Crocker's growth rates typically run somewhat faster than Clark's. The 
fitting has favored Clark's since it is the more extensive of the data sets. 

11. Titanium Alloys, SAl-lMo-lV and 6A1-4V 

The discovery by Brown (42) of the extreme stress corrosion cracking sensitivity 
of an 8-1-1 titanium plate prompted the in-depth study by Heyn (3) of its corrosion 
fatigue behavior. The cyclic stress strain curves (Fig. 16) show a progressive trend to a 
slope inversion, a "two-stage" hardening effect, sometimes observed In first cycle proper- 
ties of titanium alloys. In the fatigue growth prediction (center plot of Fig. 16) this 
has the affect of stunting and even reversing the crack growth rate prior to the terminal 
Instability rates. Whan this portion of the T-C derived curve is superimposed on the Heyn 
(3) fatigue data (lower figure) the prediction appears substantiated, this particularly 
evident in his more extensive 2 Hs data set. The fitting required a unexpectedly large R 
correction factor, c - .006, for a material of such high relative strength level. 

At the vary low cyclic frequencies, the corrosion (V.) Induced growth per cycle has 
increased by a factor of 30 to well above d /cycle. It might be expected here that in each 
cycle the crack would advance into material less affected by the cyclic straining in such a 
large constant-load growth increment. The scant data at 1/2 Hs suggests this, where two 
of the points can be fitted by the first cycle prediction (T), others by the cyclic pre- 
diction (T-C) as though the data populations were blmodal. 

Meyn (3) has observed that the corrosion effect in fatigue of this alloy disappears 
for AK(-K   for R - 0) around the (static) stress corrosion cracking threshold K   . The 
threshold1"^ this coherent precipitate material should be the first cycle result iu§raented 
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by • trlaxlallty factor T.F. "  (l/l-2v) *■ 2.8.     (A corresponding result 1« observed In the 
707S Al Flg.  18 «tf '079, Flg.  19.)    If the «pproprUte transposition Is applied to the 
first cycle curve,  it does appear to bound the transition region.    The fatigue growth rate 
la air below the threshold Is reasonably well fitted by the predictive curves, although 
Meyn's vacuum data (not shewn)  Is not.    The reference growth rate has been baaed, as In 
other alloys of this study, on the high frequency room air data. 

The values of V. Implied by the corrosion fatigue frequency effect data fitting are 
seen In Table I to be internally consistent, and also consistent with the value obtained In 
matching first cycle predictions with Sullivan's  (18) stress corrosion crarklttg velocity 
(V-K) data.    It should be noted here that the same value of c    was used for first cycle as 
for reversed cyclic predictions,  implying that the crack tip Strain gradient Is not only 
constant with respect to loading level but unaffected by prior strain history.    Use of the 
K-proportlonal c    In thla Instance would reverse the upward slope of the stress corrosion 
crack velocity prediction,  and, as already observed by Sullivan (18), fall to fit the 
fracture data. 

The value of V    for this 8-1-1 titanium In salt water. Table I (Fig.  21),  la higher 
than for any other material of our experience.    A number of less active reagents have been 
tried by Blackburn, Feeney and Beck (43) the two matched In the upper frame of Fig.  16 
appear In reasonable agreement with model prediction as to V-K curve shape. 

The 6A1 4V titanium alloy results of Crooker (45) and of Clark (39) are displayed 
In the Fracture-Flow Diagram form In Fig.  17.    The growth limit of first cycle ductility 
corresponds wall with K    .    As In the 8-1-1 alloy, a strain hardening Inflection develops, 
with corresponding growtfi rate inversion.    Clark (39) has favored us with a single data 
point which auggests this possibility.    The lower tall on Clark's data is believed to be a 
characteristic start-up surge, not a true threshold, 

12.    Aluminum Alloys 707ST6,  7079T6 and S4S6T321 

The long standing propagation data of McEvlly and Illg (45),  in its Paris AK reform- 
ulation (47),  Is nicely fitted by the Fracture-Flow diagram modeling. Fig.  18.    The K 
prediction Is slightly higher than usual measured values.    A stress corrosion cracking 
velocity much slower than for 4340 steel or    8-1-1 titanium Is indicated by the downward 
rather than upward shift of the first cycle prediction to fit the data of Hyatt and Speldal 
(47).    A new result here Is the tracking of the predicted curve shape in the "tail-off" In 
growth rate toward the threahold.    In the 7079 T6, Fig.  19,  the lowest velocity point 
suggests that some excursion down the elastic 1:1 stability line may forestall the aero 
growth goal.    The scatter In the SCO growth rate above the knee of the curve could be a 
result of a transitional stage from the triaxlally inhibited yielding to a fully plastic 
ligament condition. 

Clark's fatigue propagation data on the 7079-T6 seems to favor the plane strain 
prediction. Fig.  19, as befits his utilisation of thick specimens.    This Is true alao In 
the softer 5456 Alloy, Fig.  20, whereas Crooker1« data tends to favor the plane stress pre- 
diction In its emergence to infinite growth rate. 

13.    Discussion and Conclusions 

Specific results have been discussed in connection with preceding particular examples. 
We believe a general consistency between "theory" and experiment has bean demonstrated. 
Its only consplcously unsatlafactory aspect is the necessity for an arbitrary assignment of 
the gradient strain t  .    It is possible that this results from deficiencies of the simple 
clastic analogue plasticity model.    However,  the general trend  in t  , dacraaalng with in- 
creasing flow strength (UTS),  is reasonable.    The crack opening displacement varies-inverse- 
ly as the flow strength (YS),  so that the transition between its yield strength dependent 
strains and the yield strength independent plastic strains away from the crack tip should 
involve a gradient diminished by flow strength.    The negative slope of the log c    vs lot 
UTS plot suggests an inverse relationship *G ** 4 ksi/UTS. 

Some practical results emerging from this study can be listed in conclusion.    One 
of these, quite unexpected,   is the fact that the terminal fatigue growth rate instability 
can be forstalled by conditions of constraint, or plane strain,  at the crack tip.    It is 
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to our knovlodg* tha only fractura «trangth bahavlor banaflclary of tha thick aactlon. 
Sacondly, It ■ppaarc that tha aoftar ■«tarlala owa thalr aora aubatantlva fatlgua growth 
thraahold lavala to • «or« aubatantlva plmatlc MM blockaga of tha (train axcuralon at the 
crack tip upon unloading.    But auch »ore neada to ba laamad about tha. t   affact, how flow 
propartlaa ara ralatad to It, how It night ha aaaaurad fron COD axparinattta during cycling. 
Thirdly, wawould ranlnd you of tha banaflclal affact of trlaxlallty In dlaplaclng upward tha 
K thraahold of atraaa corroalon cracking, apparently a boon to non-farroua alloya. 

K final conclualon can ba drawn froai a plot of all raaaonably wall docuaantad aaaasa- 
■anta of tha aurfaca attack rata agalnat tanalla ylald atrangth. Fig. 21.    The acala at tha 
right Is a rough convaralon of thasa rataa to llfatlaaa of a loaded part ao beset.    The 
point Is not In the correlation; there Is none; that Is the point.    There Is an anonaoua 
variability, not a factor of three or six aa for typical tensile aodulus normalized dry 
fatigue rates, but three or six orders of nagnltuda.    It la the why of this enormous vari- 
ation, surely corrosion Induced, that corroalon experts oust eddress their attentions.   We 
would hope the franework which present results provide will be useful In this quest, by 
relegating aoaa of the behavioral patterns of stress corrosion cracking to tha reals of 
aachanlcs. 

Diacusaion 

In discussion, tha point was brought out that tha calculated corrosion 
rates obtained by Dr.  Krafft from his velocity measuremants war« far in 
excess of known corrosion rates of steel in sea water. 
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CREEP-GROWTH  MODEL 

Am' 

CREEP 
STRAIN 

AQ 

STABILIZING 
STRAIN 

a     HARDENING 

Fig. 1 - Streu relaxation ta In time At (upper diagram) la 
related to the strain rate eeneltlvlty m. and (below) la equll - 
Ibrated by «train hardening 64< due to crack growth A«. 

■ 
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CRACK PLASTICITY MODEL 

K —* 

(T^/S 6«K/Ev^ 
Fig. 2 - Crack tip dT - size ligaments undergo plastic strain « when 
an elastic stress a Is applied because strain field singularity (lower 
right) concentrates strain. In the elastic analogue model EA, s Is 
proportional to the stress Intensity factor K; plasticity models PA 
predict a larger value. 
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EFFECT OF STRESS RATIO 

;r\ 
IC « (i-R)€„| R«0.5 

R»0                          / 

s    /    \/ 

Fig. 3 - Loading, then unloading the crack extends, then compresses the 
dT -ligaments. However full compression is blocked by prior tensile dis- 
tortion, to a degree «R less for a high stress ratio R than for low. 



FRACTURE - FLOW DIAGRAM 

log AK  — 

(log) 

-THIN SHEET 
/UNIAXIAL 
\lNSTABILITY 

THICK SECTION 
TRIAXIAL 
INSTABILITY 

Fig. 4 - Frmtur« data can be compared to pradictiom 
from Flow data by appropriate re-plotting of the itraaa- 
atrain curve*, and allowaaoaa (or yielding conatralnt TF 
aad reoloaure blockage «R. 
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ALLOY 

lOMNm"** 

KDksi 

■ ■ 

5 10 
TIME        ($ec)      — 

50 100 

Fig. S - 8tr«M reUxattoa rm log Urn« after raddM arreit of 
the (hard) tMtliiginMhlM allows UMumMt of tlw atraln 
rate senaltlylty ir) for the various alloy«. 
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A5S3B-I   PV STEEL 

B.12.3840 in 
01 B> 02 S10 in 

. R . 03 PARS. BUCO 
• R • OS WESSEL. CLARK 
• R > 07 MAGER 

.08 (WPMBC) 

AK   (MN m" )  — 

Fig. 6 - The extonalve "WPMBC" data on A833B-1 
ataal U matohad to cyclic tanaion curve (lower right) 
pradiottona. The «p correction ahifta the reference 
surra into agraamant with the R-effect at low growth 
rataa. At high rataa, the triaxial taatabllity branch 
fita the thick section fatigue data. 
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.005-- 

I 

A-533-BI   Steel 
(WPMBC) 

0     0.1 

1.0 

0.3 0.5 0.7     0.8 

l-R 

Pig. 7 - Tlw t   lUfta iwadad to rnatoh UM A6S3B-1 data (Fig. 6) 
ouafcrm to th* aimple modal (Fig. 3) trend. 
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0.1" 

Al 5456 

0.05- - 

0.01-■ 4340—0 

4-  h- 
100 200 

UTS -(ksl) 
30 50 300 

Fig. 8 - Value* of the "gradient" strain c tend to decrease, inversely, 
with tensile strength UTS. The lower bars are calculated with 10 sec m 
values; upper point with 1 sec. Shahinlan's stainless steel data 318-S 
would follow this trend better than James data 316-J which was matched 
(Fig. 9). 
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FRACTUREI AK      (MN m-") 

!!(. 0 - Fraoturc-Flow nuUddag of aolutloii-Mna^ed 316 ■talalMi atMl 
raqulna a raUthraly high R «flaot corr*otlon*R - 0.008, but this U ex- 
pMted lor suoh. aoft, oycUcly hurdcning, material. 
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FRACTUHEI AK    (MN m-,/,)   —• 

Flg. 10 - For uuMu!«! 304 ■UlnleM iteel, the flr»t cycle tensile iMtabtllty 
■train *0 Is off soale, IwHostlm, as In 316. an unmeasurably large value at 
Kfe*yet ^"^ cydlo hardening fatigue propagation Is normal. 
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(MN m•i/,) — 
Flg. 11 - BwMm'i longer dwell ttmea of lower cyclic fre- 
quency of UNI eteel In ealt water exhlUted a marked ia- 
oreaae In crack growth rate. Interpreted u a Ugh V8- 
oorroaion rate (Table I and Tig. 21). Typical atreaa relax- 
ation profile at 10X atreaa gain, are ahown In the test 
rcoord Inset 
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iFLOW 

10 Nl-Cr-Mo-Co Steel 
In R.T. oir 

After BARSOM 
O - ^"r IMHOF 8 ROLFE 

do 
dN 

Vcycle/ -(O-m) 

IO' 

(lOksiTin) 

'Jk ■ ■■ 

FRACTURE 
10 100 

AK     (MN m'*")   — 

Fig. 12 - The trlajdal taetabUlty etraln of the 1CN1 gtMl, 
Ute UM 12N1 of Flg. 11. is In agreement with the K|c 
value, and fltr larger than the unlaxUl maximum load 
point. 
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(o- 
da 

••"d7 
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Vcycle/ 

I -- 

K)-1-: 

K)--- 

io-s- 

£ 
4340 StMl 
After MILLER 
^60• C Temper 
• R.T Air 

After GALLAGHER 
316*0 Temper 

A   •   3.5 % NaCI Aq. 
• + Borax Buffer 

-(I0'5in) 

(0 ksi vTn) 

_il i i  i i 

K) 100 

FRACTURE K,    (MN irr3^) 

-■IQ-4 

Flg. 13 - Th« &UlgM propegttiaB rate of «40 ateel ta fitted 
by oyollo flow prediction, and etraee corroelon onoidag by 
the flret tenalon «xouriloo, Tito upward ahlft la matAtm ia- 
dloatlveof a severe environmental senaltlvlty.hlgh V8 
(Fig. 21) In aalt water. 
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r. 
9NI 
«iRT 

o •■ 
— dt 

! 

—<0-' in) 

Iff'-- 

Iff'-- 

cr'-K- 
     [ 
FRACTURF AK (MN nn-M) — 

Fig. 14 - Fracture-Flow diagram for 9N1, 4Co, 0.20C rteel. 
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o ■■ 
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I ■• 

dN 

—(Cin) 

o--- 

or' 

o-'-K 

9Ni 4C0 025C StNi 
in R T ok 
• Oft* CLARK 

• aft» CROOKER 

(Dkti/n) 
 iJ  

FRACTURE! 
O 

AK     (MN (n-"*) — 

K» 

Fig. IB - Fracture-Flow diagram tor 9N1, 4Co, 0.26C «eel. 
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o1-- 

13 
dt 

o ■■ 

• 35% Nad Aq 
AFTER SULLIVAN 
• C.H.Ct DRY 
• •       WATEIJ.SAT 

AFTER BLACKBLJRN 
FEENEY » BECX 

/—TF-28 

/ 

Fig. 16 - The two stage hardening effect In 8-1-1 
titanium (center Inaet) gives an Inflection In 
growth rate (center plot) reflected In Meyn's fa- 
tigue data (lower plot). His growth Increase with 
cycle duration yields a Vs value consistent with 
that for Sullivan's stress corrosion cracking ve- 
locity (upper plot). The Blackburn et al data is 
also matched to first cycle flow prediction with 
reduced Vs for CHgCljj environment. 
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FRACTURE)  AK        (MN m-**) — 

Flg. IT - Pnotarv-Flow dtafnm for 6 Al 4V tttuliim. 



TENSILE    STRAW 
0-» K)-* 

(«T) — 
KC IK 

Al TOTS T-« 

• doMN to R.T air 

&        I' 
FRACTURE|       K,      (MN   m'*')— 

Fig. 18 - The Fracture-Flow dlagrftm match 
for 7075-T6 aluminum ihowa agreement with 
the stress corrosion velocity results of Hyatt 
and Speldel, the downward translation of first 
cycle prediction Indicative of a slow (Vg) cor- 
rosion effect (Fig. 21). 
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Al   7079 T-6 

• do/UN In R,T. air - CLARK 
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HYATT S SPEIOEL 

(lOktivTn) 

I*       ■    ■   ■ i ■ ■ ■ .1 
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-t1 

10 
FRACTUREl  AK   (MN m'**) — 

Fig. 19 - The 70T9-T6 Aluminum ■hows «ome- 
what more ausoepUblllty to SCO, or higher Vg 

than 7075 of Fig. 18. 
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Al 5496 M Ml 
In N.T. Mr 

•"*»      • OH* CLARK 

■   Oflw CROCKER 

FRACTUREI— AK       (MN m-"1) — 

Flf. 80 - Fraotur«-Flow diagram for S4B6-TSI1 Aluminum. 
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• SCO V-K 
• SCC   t, 
• Corros. fat. 
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y> 

Salt Water Immersion Except 
F ■ Fresh Water 
/   CtHtClt 
* •      HtO Sat. 

i      i      i      i      ■ 

Tl Ml, IM*. IV 

■•KT' 

4I40-F    f 478» TT 
SI Mo4 
»Ml 
•00* TT 

Tl MI,4Zr     • T / 81 
,tN, t / / 8 
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APPROX 

Fig. 21 - The great variability In corrosion-fatigue susceptibility (Vg) is seen 
In plot, VB tensile yield strength, of data from this paper as well as previous 
work (16). Consistency among values of Vg by different assessment methods 
is encouraging. For a structure loaded once a minute, Vg values above band 
will reduce life expectancy. / 
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Protactlon contr« la corrosion marine sous tension d'alllages d' 
AlunlnluB par das revfttements d'oxydes d'Aluninlum hydratCs ou 
non at das aclars par das ravCtamants da Fa 304' I.Alllagas d'Al, 

Prof. Dr. Ing. Chan. Th. Skoullkldls, Ing. Cham. A. 
Karageorgos. 

Chalra da Chlmle Physique at d'Elactrochlmla appll- 
qufia. University National Technique, Athines 146, 
Grica. 

Dans la but da protCger lea alllages d'alumlnlun 
contra la corrosion marine sous tension, on a prSparC 
sur las surfaces dLS Cprouvettea en alllages d'aluml- 
nlum par oxydatlar anodlquet Y^'AljOa» Y2-AI2O3, Yi-Al203< 
SHjO, Y2"A1203J^™20' 0n a varlS la dansltS du courant, 
I'ipalsseur ^Fsurtout l'orlentatlon des crlstaux envera 
la dlrectlqirae la traction future et le temps entre la 
pr^paratl^^des oxydes et de« hydratesT Sur chaque »or- 
te d fipi^ivette, on a pris des courbes potenslostatlques 
et des^ourbes polds-temps de fracture Cclrculatlon d* 
aau dimmer et charge positive des Cprouvettes pour dimi- 

le temps de fracture; utilisation das iprouvettes 
ilquement et <lectrolytlquement (dissolution anodi- 
pre-fracturfias (pre-cracked]]. Des pareilles prSpa- 

Tons et mesures ont iti  faites pour Fe304 sur des a- 
'ciera. On a trouvft qua lea conditiona da la preparation 
das oxydes et leurs hydrates, aurtout l'orlentatlon de 
leura crlstaux, influence considCrablement leurs proprK- 
tfs protactrlces et mCcanlques at certaines entre eux 
condulaent 1 dea ravfttements, qui protftgent lea alllages 
d'alumlnlum et las aciera contra la corrosion marine sous 
tension. On discuta aussi las propriCtis diffSrentes des 
Aprouvettes mtcaniquament at Slectrolytiquement prCparSes, 
ce qui peut aider Ä 1'interpretation du phSnonene de la 
corrosion sous tension de ces alllages. 

Key Words: Y1-AI2O3, y2-A1203' Yi-Al203'3H20, Y2-A1203* 
3H2O Orientes; FejO^ orlentC; Eprouvettes mfecaniquement 
pre-fracturtes; Eprouvettes «lectrolytlquement pre-fra- 
cturfies. 

1. Introduction 

Comne 11 est connu, les Y1-AI2O3, prtparta par oxydatlon anodique sur 
la surface d'alllages d'alumlnlum, exercent une protection centre la corro- 
sion ginirale at par picures de ces alllages, 

Au contraira, 1'existance des ces oxydes sur la surface dea ces alll- 
ages acctltre la corrosion sous tension (1-3). Les raisons sont qua les 
pores des ces oxydes et les fractures, qui ae produlsent A la couche dea o- 
xydes, dSs qu'on charge une Cprouvette par un polds au dessus d'une valeur 
llmlte      aglssent comme si las ftprouvettes Ctaient pr<-fractur6es 
(pre-cracked): concentration das tensions mCcaniquea at augmentation de la 
densitC du courant (phenomena d'une petite anode envera une grande cathode). 
Alora, la structure secondaira et las proprl€t£s mScaniques dea oxydes ne 
sont pas approprites pour effectuer une protection contra la corrosion sous 
tension. 
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On constate le mtae comportement (acceleration de la corrosion sous 
tension) poür des iprouvettes revttCes des Yi-A^OOl^O (colmatatlon) (1-3), 
nals les rfisultats sont mellleurs. On trouve dans la bibllographle (1,2,4, 
5),  que seulement la colmatatlon des ces oxydes par dichromates conduit 5 la 
preparation des couches, qui exercent une protection ft la corrosion sous 
tension (p.  )• 

Mais on constate aussi, par le dfipouillement de la bibllographle, que: 

a. Pendant la preparation des Y1-AI2O3 et Yi-AljOiOIfoO utilises, 
toute la variete des conditions n'a pas ete epuisee: densite du courant, 
temperature, vieillissement avant d'etre colmates, conditions de la colmata- 
tlon, qui pouvaient conduire ft des proprietes structurelles et mecaniques 
ameiiorees. 

b. N'etaient pas utilises les Y2-Al203-couche d'oxyde, 1'existence 
de laquelle nous avons constate, il y a plusleurs annfies, sur la couche de 
Y1-AI2O3, aprfts une epalsseur de 36u de celui-ci (6-7), qui possftde des pro- 
prietes structurelles et mecaniques trfts differ^^tes des VX-AI2O3 (8-11)-et 
Y2-A1203-3H20. 

c. On n'avait pas joue avec 1'orientation des grains des oxydes en- 
vers la direction de la future traction. Condition, qui influence la stru- 
cture et les proprietes mecaniques des metaux eiectrolytiquement deposes 
(12-14) et pouvant influencer aussi, les proprietes des oxydes, prepares 
par Oxydation anodique. 

Ces raisons ont ete des arguments suffisants pour reenvlsager le sujet. 

C'est alnsi que,par des mesures preiiminaires, les rSsultats des- 
quelles ont ete presentees ft la conference d'OTAN-AGARD (IS), Athftnes, 1970 
et ft la conference d'OTAN, Ericeira, Lisbone, 1971 (16), on a constate que, 
en effet, les conditions ci-haut mentionnees, influencent les proprietes des 
revfttements et ameiiorent les rfisultats au point de vue de la protection des 
alllages d'aluninium, aussi bien que des aclers (revfttement de Fe304). 

On peut voir ces rfisultats sur les diagrammes Fig.la,b et 2a,b oQ | 
symbolise des eprouvettes perpendiculalres et ^horizontales, pendant 1'oxy- 
dation anodique (p.  ). 

Aux diagrammes 1a,b, on constate la variete des rSsultats selon la va- 
riete des revetements (Yj-A^OsOI^O: 2,3,4,6,7; Y2~Al203-3H20! 5,8,9) et du 
vieillissement prCalable des Y1-AI2O3 et Y2-AI2O3 (2,3,5,8), de la methode 
de la colmatatlon (3,4) et de I'orlentation (2,6-3,7-8,9). Mais tous les 
rCsultats ne sont pas mellleurs que ceux sur 1'alliage nu. 

Au contraire, aux diagrammes 2a,b, l'lnfluence de 1'orientation des o- 
xydes Fe304 a conduit ft un retardement aprSciable du temps de rupture envers 
1'acier nu (15,16). 

Malgre 1'effet que les resultats pour 1'alliage d'alumlnium n'etaient 
pas satisfaisants, on a continue les efforts sur ce sujet et on presente, ce 
qu'on a optenu, ci-dessous. 

2.  Partie Experimentale 

la. Protection d'alliages d'alumlnium. 

A. Forme des eprouvettes, sortes des revetements et conditions des me- 
sures. " 

i. Sorte d'alliage, forme et dimentions des eprouvettes. 

Les eprouvettes ont ete preparees de 1'alliage d'alumlnium (H.38), AL- 
CAN: 57S ( m ASTMt 5052) suivant: 

Ng: 2,5%, Cr: 0,25%, Fe+Si: 0,45%, Cus 0,1%, Nn: 0,1%, Zn: 0,1%, Al: 96,5%. 

L'alliage etait en forme de bandes d'une epalsseur de 0,25iran.  On a 
coupe les eprouvettes parallelement ft la direction du lanlnage, qui coinci- 
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dalt avec la direction de la future traction. On voit la forme et lea di- 
mensions des iprouvettes sur la Fig. 3. 

ii. Conditions de la prtparation des oxydes YI et Y? par Oxydation a- 
nodique. - 

L'oxydation anodique des iprouvettes, avec les isolations des surfaces 
indiqutes 1 la Fig.3, avait lieu dans un bain d'acide sulfurique 15%, sous 
une temperature constants de 250C et une densitf du courant de 1,SA/dm2, 
pendant 35 min. pour la preparation des Yj et 110min. (6-9) pour la prepara- 
tion des Y2 oxydes (6-9). 

Un nonbre d'fiprouvettes Ctaient posCes pendant 1'Alectrolyse perpendi- 
culairament ft la surface du bain: 11 et un nombre parallilement, c.a.d. hori- 
zontalwentt =. ' 

*A cause de la circulation du bain sur les surfaces des ftprouvettes, 
pendant l'Clectrolyse de bas en haut, due ft Involution de 1'oxygftne, les 
grains des oxydes subissent une orientation parallftle ft la gravity. Cast 
ainsi, que dans le cas H , 1'orientation des grains des oxydes est parallftle 
et dans le cas — perpendiculaire ft la direction du laminage et de la future 
traction (14,15). 

iii. Conditions de la colmatation. 

Les oxydes, prCparis sous les conditions ci-haut mentionnCes, fttaient 
colmatfts par imnersion dans de 1'eau distillfte ft une temperature de 100% 
et pendant 1,5 min. (15). 

iv. Dispositif pour les mesures. 
Sur les images 4a, 4b et 4c, on voit la maniftre avec laquelle, on fi- 

xait et on chargeait cheque fprouvette. On voit aussi, la possibility d' 
une circulation d'une solution corrosive et la possibility d'une charge po- 
sitive de 1'Cprouvette, ft 1'aide d'une cathode en aluminium, afin d'acc£16- 
rer la corrosion sous tension. 

*A cheque Cprouvette appartenait un dispositif (Fig.5a,b) sur lequel, 
s'enregistrait le temps de rupture et avec lequel cheque Sprouvette se 
chargeait positivement (sous densitft du courant anodique constants). 

v. Conditions des mesures. 
Pendant les mesures des temps de rupture, les ftprouvettes Ctaient im- 

mergies dans une solution de IN NaCl, qui, ft l'aide des pompes piristalti- 
ques (dosometriques), circulait avec une Vitesse constants de 70ml/h. 

*A cause du fait que la reproductibilitA des mesures avec laquelle 
nous avons obtenu les courbes 1a,b, n'fitait pas satisfaisante et que le pa- 
ramfttre actif inmidiat de 1'acceleration, n'est pas la tension ftlectrique, 
mais la densitt du courant anodique, on a effectuC les mesures sous charge 
positive dee iprouvettes, de sorte que la densiti du courant anodique re- 
stait constants: 2mA/cm« (mesures galvanostatiques). 

B. Mesures et r<sultats. 

i. CourK» de reference. 
Sous Xes conditions ci-haut roentionnies, on a effectue des mesurws 

■ur des eprouvettes d'alliage d'aluminium nu, pour trouver la courbe de re- 
ference afin de feire la comparaison avec les rCsultats des mesures sur des 
eprouvettes revitees. On voit les rtsultats sur les diagrammes 6a,b et c. 

ii. Mesures sur dee eprouvettes revitees. 

a) Densite du courant anodique: 2mA/cm2. Densite du courant pen- 
dant la preparation des oxydes: 1,5A/dmy7 ~ "' ~ 

On a effectue des mesures sur des eprouvettes revÄtees de Y^-AI^OJ —.. 
Y2-A1203:=, Yi-Al203«3H20 || ,= et Y2-A1203*3H20 11 »=::preparee8 corane ci- 
haut mentlonne et obtenu le dlagramme suivant (Fig. 7)fofi on a aussi prisen- 
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tt !•> risultata sur lea Y1-AI2O3OH2O || , colnatAa par dichromates (p.  ). 

On constate & ce dlagramme, encore une fois (v.Fig.la,b et 2a,b), la 
grande Influence de 1'orlentatlon dee oxydes (comparalson entre 2,3 et 4,5) 
et lea rCaultata plus aatlafalaanta de 1'orlentatlon =. Le aeul rtaultat, 
qul ne coincide pas avec le dlagramme 1a,b est, que en dlagramme 7 le Y2~A1-203 
•3H20^montre des qualltts mellleura que le Y2"A1203*3H20 'l»ce *Iui »'«'t 
pas le cas pour les mimes hydrates au dlagramme (1a,b). On peut donner 1' 
explication, qu'A cause de la plus grande resistance Clectrlque du Y2~Al-203' 
3H2O ijenvers le Y2-Al203*3H20 =< quand on charge toua les deux avec la mi- 
me tension filectrique constants, la densltfi du courant est plus petlfe pour 

|| que pour =. Cest ainsi que le || montre une resistance ft la corrosion 
aux diagranunes 1a,b, plus grande que=;.  Mais, quand on charge tous les 
deux avec la <n8me densitft du courant constants le =montre une plus grande 
resistance ft la corrosion sous tension que le || . Au rontraire, les resi- 
stances de Yi-Al203-3H20 || et«=ne sont pas tres dif ffir»: tea et c'est pour- 
quol, potensiostatiquement ou galvanostatiquement, ils montrent le mime com- 
portement. La raison de ce comportement different des Y? Orientes || ou = , 
au point de vue de leurs resistances eiectrlques ft des directions perpendl- 
culalres entre eux, est que le Y2 est un semlconducteur p-n, beaucoup plus 
intensif que le Yx (ID* 

On constate auasi au diagrainme, que les resultats de toutes les sortes 
des Cprouvettes ne sont pas meilleurs que ceux des eprouvettes nues, y com- 
pris celles colmatfees par dichromates. 

b) Variation de la densitt du courant de preparation des oxydes. 

On a varie la densite du courant de preparation des oxydes, de sorts 
qu'sllepassait la mftme quantite du courant: 3150 coul/dm2 pour Yj et 9900 
coul/dm' pour Y2 Con a ft cheque cas la mSme epaisseur de la couche {9)2 et 
effectue des mesures pour une charge constants de IGKg/mm2. On a obtenu le 
dlagramme aulvant (Fig. 8). 

On conatate au diagrainme 6 que, pour toute la Variete des oxydes et 
leurs hydrates, on obtient un maximum des qualites pour uns dsnslte du cou- 
rant de 6A/dm2, pendant la preparation dee oxydes. 

II est interessant de signalsr, que, malgrfi le fait que les qualites 
des Y1-AI2O3 et Yi-Al203*3H20 au dlagramme Fig. 7 (densite du courant de 
preparation 1,5A/am2) sont moins satisfaisantes que les qualites des Y2~Al203 
££   Y9—AloOl * 3H9O,    Orfipar^**   ■mi«   nnA   AmnmiMA   A%t   r»r»iii-jir»*-   Am   fiÄ/Hm^   mnn+irmn¥ 
des qualites meilleures. 
et Y2"Al203'3H20' prepares sous uns densite du courant de 6A/dm* montrent 

lltls 

d'etre co 
c) Influence du vieillisssmsnt des oxydes memes et des oxydes avant 
imates.      ~ 

Noua avona fait lea memes meaures avec Yi» Y2-AI2O3 et Y^t Y2"Al203* 
SHjO et conatate que 1'ftge dea oxydea plus grand que 24h., aussi blen que 
leur ige avant d'etre colmates, n'fttait pas en faveur de leurs qualites. 

d) Denoite du courant de preparation des oxydes: 6A/dra2. 

On a effectue des mesures pour les cas, qul montrent au dlagramme Fig. 
8, les meilleurs resultats, c.a.d. Yi-Al203=et Yi-Al203'3H20=8oua les 
mftmes conditions (densite du courant anodlque: 2mA/cm2), mala avec une den- 
site du courant de preparation de 6A/dm2.  On a obtenu le dlagramme sulvant 
(Fig. 9), oü on a egalement present« les resultats sur Y1-AI2O3OH2O =col- 
matCs par dichromates (p.  ). 

Sur le dlagramme Fig. 10, on peut faire la comparalson entre tous 
les resultats obtenus jusqu'ici, y compris les resultats sur Y1-AI2O3OH2O 
||(1,5A/clm2) et= (6A/dm2), colmates par dichromates (p.  ). 

On constate que, malgre les donnees bibliographiques, les Yi-A^Os- 
3H2O (SA/dm2) colmates par dichromates, sont pires que toute variite que 
nous avons prepares pour a  inferieur que 12Kg/mm2.  Ils devlennent meil- 
leurs des quelques varietfis par augmentation de o, mais ils rsstent toujours 
pirss que Yi-Al203 = et Yi-Al203'3H20»(colmates dans de 1'eau distiliee 
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est pourquol, on a effectuft des mesures avec une varl£t6 
rant anodlque, en employant deux a   (20 et lOKg/mm2) . 

100OC, 1,5inin). 

En tout cas, malgrfi l'amfilloratlon des qualitfis dee couches anodlques, 
la resistance ä la corrosion sous tension des Cprouvettes revfttSes de ces 
couches n'est pas mellleure que celle des fiprouvettes en alllage nu. 

e) Variation de la densltt du courant anodlque. 

Comme 11 est connu gftniralement, quand une reaction hgtSrogdne chimi- 
que ou eiectrochlnlque est acceifirCe par les conditions, les varietSs des 
proprlfttCs de la surface des corps solides (centre actlfs gftometrlques ou 
structurals) n'lnfluencent pas la vltesse de la reaction avec le m&ne 
"polds", que si la reaction 6talt lente. 

On attend les rnSnes rCsultats pour les revfttements: si on accClfire la 
rupture au dessus d'une llmlte, y comprls 1'effet d'une petite anode envers 
une grande cathode (p.  ), on ne pourralt pas rfivfeler les qualltCs protec- 
trlces des revfitements utilises, qul seralent dlsslmul£e8, ft cause de la 
grande vltesse.  C 
des densltfis du courant 

On a constate que, dans tous les cas, la difference du teirps de ruptu- 
re At envers l'alllage nu et celul des differentes couches protectrlces en- 
tre elles, augments en faveur des couches protectrlces, quand la denslte du 
courant anodlque dlmlnue et devlent maximum ft une denslte du courant de 
0,5mA/cm2. 

f) Utilisation d'une denslte du courant anodlque de;0,5nA/cm2. 

C'est sous cette condition qu'on a obtenu le dlagranune sulvant (Flg.11) 
On constate que malntenant, les cas Y1-AI2O3* et Yx~§l-203'3H20':=>

(3uand les 
oxydes sont prepares par une denslte du courant 6A/din2, montrent une protec- 
tion de la corrosion sous tension envers les Sprouvettes nues. 

C'est un resultat, le premier, sur lequel on peut baser 1'optlmlsme, 
qu'avec les mesurestque nous contlnuons ft effectuer, on pourralt ameilorer 
davantage les qualltes des ces couches, en prficisant 1'optimum des leurs 
qualltes dans le cadre de la variation de tout paramfttre possible, y comprls 
le paramfttre de 1'orientation, qul est Introdult pour la premlftre fois. 

lb. Contribution au mecanlsme de la rupture. 

Eprouvettes eiectrolytiquement pre-fracturees  (pre-cracked). 

Introduction 

Pendant les diverses mesures cl-haut mentlonnees, qu'on a effectufi 
pour reveler les qualltes mecanlques des couches anodlques, on a constate: 

- Des fractures sur les couches anodlques, dfts que les eprouvettes 
etalent chargees mficaniquement par des valeurs de o superleurs d'une valeur 
llmlte, correspondante ft cheque cas (p.  ). 

- Au dessous de cette valeur llmlte, la couche restalt Intacte et a- 
prfts un certain temps, dependant de la sorts de la couche, de la valeur de o 
et de la denslte du courant anodlque, on pouvalt constater des fractures, 
comme resultat d'une dissolution anodlque et de la traction. 

- On peut reveler l'exlstence des fractures aux couches anodlques 
par le fait que, pour charger les eprouvettes fracturees par une certalne 
denslte du courant anodlque, on a besoln d'une tension anodlque beaucoup 
plus petite qu'avant l'apparltlon des fractures (on peut acqufirir la m6nie 

Collaboration expferimentale avec Ch. Grylllas et Ch. Spanos, cand.Ing.Chlm. 
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densltC du courant avec une tension anodlque Infirleure), ä cause de la r6- 
sitcance filectrigue des couches intactes. 

a. Partie expftrlmentalle.  Resultats prgllmlnalres. 

Basfis sur ces rCsultats, on a effectuft les mesures suivantes-, 

i) On a charge des fiprouvettes en alliages d'aluminiun revStSes par 
Y1-AI2O3 = (densitfi du courant de sa preparation 6A/din2) avec un a«20Kg/mm2 

et par une densitS du courant anodique 2inA/cin' et mesurfi le temps de ruptu- 
re: valeur moyenne 272 min. 

ii) Sous les m&nes conditions, on a chargfe des Cprouvettes pareilles 
avec un o-1OKg/mm2 et par une density du courant 2mA/cm'.  Pour cela, on a 
besoin d'une tension filectrique beaucoup plus grande qu'au cas i. On a at- 
tendu jusqu'a ce que, par dissolution anodique, les couches des oxydes 
soient fracturSes (diminution de la tension filectrlque pour avoir la mene 
densitt du courant) et & ce moment, on a chargfi les Cprouvettes par un 
o»20Kg/mm2, soutenu la density du courant constante et mesurC le temps de la 
rupture: valeur moyenne 198 min. 

En comparant les deux valeurs en i et en ii, on constate, que la ruptu- 
re en ii a lieu plus vite. 

On a pensfi, que ce rftsultat serait peut-etre JQ au fait, que, au cas 
ii, il y a un temps de dissolution anodique des couches, pendant lequel les 
ions d'aluminium migrent vers 1'environnement corrosif et qu'ä cause de cet- 
te migration, il se forme un chemin actif, ce qui accÄlöre la rupture envers 
le cas i, oü les fractures des couches se ferment mftcaniquement. 

Pour prouver cette possibility, on a prfiparfi des gprouvettes £lectro- 
lytiquement prfi-fracturfies (pre-cracked) et comparS avec des fiprouvettes m£- 
caniquement pr£-fractur6ed.  Les rfesultats de ces mesures soutenalent 1'idCe 
ci-haut mentionn^e: les ßprouvettes Clectrolytiquement pr6-fractur6es accfi- 
leraient le phfinomdne envers les fiprouvettes mficaniqueir.ent pre-cracked.  Ces 
rfisultats prfiliminaires ont £t£ pr6sent§s I la conference d'OTAN-AGARD, A- 
thines, 1970 et S la conference d'OTAN, Lisbone, 1971.  On prCsente ci-des- 
sous, les rßsultats des nouvelles mesures. 

b) Mode de preparation des fiprouvettes glectrolytiguement pr6-frac- 
turees. 

On met les eprouvettes dans un bain de CH30H:Hn03 (condens6)«2:1 comme 
anode, aprfts avoir isoie toute leur surface, sauf les endroits destines pour 
it preparation des fractures initiales (Fig. 12) de forme trlangulaire (hau- 
teur 0,5 ram, base 1 mm) et avec une densite du courant de 30A/dm2 on provo- 
que par dissolution anodique des fractures, 8 peu prds des dimensions men- 
tionnees.  On donne mecaniquement les dimensions precises. 

c) Mesures et resultats. 

Sur des eprouvettes mecaniquement et eiectrolytiquement pre-fracturees 
et sous les memes conditions (p.  ), on a effectufi des mesures de temps de 
rupture. On a constate (Fig.13) que les eprouvettes eiectrolytiquement prS- 
fracturCes acceidrent le phenomfine, plus que les eprouvettes mecaniquement 
pre-fracturees, en accord avec les donnSes des experiences de la paragr. a. 
On a aussi effectue les mSmes nesures sur les deux sortes d'eprouvettes, a- 
prSs avoir coupe les tranches du matCriau, qui contenaient les fractures i- 
nitiales (Fig.14) et obtenu les resultats de la Fig.13.  On voit sur ce dia- 
granme, que les eprouvettes prSalablement eiectrolytiquement pre-fracturees 
acceiirent le phenomdne beaucoup plus, que les eprouvettes prCalablement me- 
caniqvijTent pre-fracturees. 

On se trouve alors, devant un chemin actif, qui se forme pendant le 
phenomdne initial de la corrosion et la formation des fractures initiales. 

On peut prouver l'existence de ce chemin actif par eiectrographie, par 
des rSactlfs colorants et par la methode d'exo-eiectrons. 

II faut noter de plus, qu'ä des eprouvettes eiectrolytiquement pre- 
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fracturCes, la rupture a toujours lieu & l'endroit oü elles Staient pr6-frac- 
turSes, mSme si on cnlAve les tranches du mat£rlau cl-haut mentlonn£es, ce 
qul n'est pas le cas pour lea fiprouvettes mficaniquement prS-fracturCes.  De 
plus, avec elles, on inite la rfialltS, c.a.d. le irode de la dissolution ano- 
dlque avec laquelle se forme la fracture initiale. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1) En utilisant une density du courant de 6A/dnr pour la preparation, par o- 
xydation anodique, des Yi-Al203 et Tf2"A1203 dan8 un kain  d'acide sulfuri- 
que sur les surfaces des ^prouvettes en alliages d'aluminium, on constate 
que ces revCtements montrent des qualitSs rfecanloues satlsfalsantes, si 
leurs oxydes sont orientSs perpendlculairement 8 la direction de la futu- 
re traction. On peut donner cette orientation aux oxydes si, pendant 1' 
Oxydation anodique, les Cprouvettes sont poshes horizontalement, de sorte 
que la direction de l'Svolution de 1'oxygfine, coincidente avec la direc- 
tion de la gravity, soit perpendiculaire 8 la direction de la future 
traction. 

2) On constate aussi, une am£lioration des qualit£s des YJ-A^OS^H-JO et Y2~ 
A^OyBI^O, si lea oxydes sont formes de la fa^on ci-haut mentlorin^e, 
vieillls pendant 24h. et transformSs en hydrates dans de 1'eau dlstlllSe 
de 100oC, pendant 1,5min. 

3) Les Yi-Al203^et Yi-Al203'3H20 = pr«par6s par la mfithode ci-haut mention- 
nfie, possedent les meilleures qualltfta mficanlqucs, qui conduisent i  une 
protection de la corrosion sous tansion (v. 4). 

4) Si on accfilfere la corrosion sous tension au dessus d'une limite, les diffe- 
rentes qualltSs des dlfffirents revfttements se dissinulent partlellenent et, 
A cause de 1'effet d'une petite anode envers une grande cathode, on ne 
peut pas r6v*ler leurs qualitfis protectrices envers 1'alliagc nu.  C'est 
pourquoi, ix ne faut pas dfipasser les 0,5nA/cm2 comme density du courant 
anodique pendant les mesures. 

5) Le different comportement des ßprouvettes prS-fracturSes, pr6par6es mSca- 
niquement et Clectrolytlqueirent, y compris les autres experiences dSjä de- 
crites, conduit i  la conclusion que, pendant la dissolution anodique dlrl- 
g6e au spontanes, ft cause de la diffusion des ions du metal, se forme un 
chemln actif, qul accSldre la corrosion sous tension. 

On peut alors, ajouter aux causes de l'existence du cher.in actif: pre- 
existence, formation ft cause de la tension mecanlque, formation ft cause de la 
diffusion des substances de 1'environnenent corroslf, une quatriöre cause: 
formation du chemin actif, pendant le stade Initial de 3a corrosion en forme 
de dissolution anodique aux centres actifs, geometrinues ou structurals, due 
ft la diffusion des ions d'alumlnium en etat solide. 
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Discussion 

Cggggnt: II est trts interessant que l'hlstoire de 1'oxydation joue un 
role dominant. Nous avons recherchi dans un autre cas 1'influence du 
rapport de pression oxygine/argon sur 1'oxydation du fer.  On trouve que 
I'oxyde qui se forme tree lentement a une resistance plus llevie aux 
attaques par corrosion que I'oxyde qui se forme relatlvement rapidement. 
Je crois que le dtffaut aux cristaux de I'oxyde donne la riponse et j'imagine 
que la vitesse est influenctfe par l'orientation des cristaux des mattfriaux. 

Skoulikidis; Si j'ai blen compris, vous avez dit que les qualittfs des 
oxydes dependent de la vitesse pendant la preparation.  Oui et ok dipend 
de deux points de vue:  vous avez d'abord la grandeur des cristaux qui 
influence les propriltls mais, de plus, vous avez une augmentation de N 
semi-oxyde aluminium metal semi-conducteur AP; si vous avez une grande 
vitesse, la qualite des semi-conducteurs N augmente; alors vous avez 
ici un genre de protection cathodique car, par le metal, nous avons une 
diffusion des electrons et des ions. Mais I'oxyde, qui est un semi- 
conducteur, tend k  donner des electrons au metal alors nous avons ici un 
cas dc protection cathodique centre la corrosion et si nous avons une 
influence aux qualites mecanlques de I'oxyde on augmente la vitesse. 
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Stress Corrosion Cracking in Marine Environments 

J.C. Scully 

Department of Metallurgy 

University of Leeds,  England 

Stress corrosion cracking is observed in a vide range of 
metallic materials that are employed in marine environments and its 
occurrence represents a major form of component failure.    It can be 
divided into two separate processes:    crack nuclation and crack 
propagation.    Both require chemical conditions arising from highly 
localized hydrolysis reactions within relatively stagnant regions, 
for example within crevices, which give rise to a local fall in the 
solution pH.    Such events appear to occur during cracking in 
ferrous, aluminium and titanium alloys.    Notches and cracks exert 
a mechanical influence upon initiation by causing a localized 
increase in stress and stress intensity factor  (K).    Propagation 
rates are highly dependent upon the value of K, generally up to a 
maximum propagation rate. 

The propagation process can be conceived as a repetitive 
film breakdown and repair process caused by the interaction of the 
plastic defo-nsation of the alloy occurring at the crack tip surface 
with the environment within that region.    Electrochemically, the 
film repair process, repassivation,  is of critical importance. It 
is dependent upon electrode potential,  solution composition and pH. 
Physically, the deformation and tearing behaviour of the alloy is 
important since these processes create fresh metal area. 

The important corrosion reaction may be an anodic or cathodic 
process.      Selective dissolution may occur on a highly localized 
scale arising from repassivation delay.    Alternatively, absorbed 
hydrogen may cause local etfbrittlement.    It is difficult to 
distinguish between these two processes for several systev.it of stress 
corrosion cracking.      Such general ideas on stress corrosion 
cracking mechanisms are considered with respect to specific alloy 
systems together with brief indications of protective measures. 

Key Words:    Repassivation; crack velocity;  stress 
intensity factor; plastic deformation;  stress corrosion 
cracking mechanisms. 

1.    Introduction 

Stress corrosion cracking is a form of marine corrosion that has always been of 
considerable importance.      It can occur in a wide range of different alloy systems and 
often unexpectedly insofar as it is not always accompanied by readily visible localized 
or general corrosion.    The consequence is a history of frustrating failures which represent 
in some cases considerable economic waste and in a few a loss of human life.    Over the last 
30 years much money has been spent in attempts to overcome the problem or at least to 
reduce its occurrence, either by alloy development programmes or through the evolution of 
protective systems, both subjected to extensive testing programmes.      In addition, much 
effort has been expended in studying the mechanistic aspects of the problem with the 
objective of solving it by achieving an understanding of the fundamental mechanisms.    One 
result of what has been a prolonged and very costly effort has been to produce improvements 
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in performance.    The critical mechanisms of cracking, however,  have not been elucidated 
although progress has been made in understanding what is a very complex series of reactions. 
Much of this progress has been described in books  (1-3)1 summarizing and assessing work from 
a large number of laboratories. 

In this paper it is intended to focus attention upon the main mechanistic aspects of 
the problem and also to indicate likely advances in the future.    Together with a general 
consideration of the problem individual alloy systems are described briefly and possible 
remedial measures are indicated. 

2,    General Aspects 

For failure of a metal component to occur by stress corrosion cracking certain 
requirements are necessary.    Firstly, the component must be under stress.    While the stress 
nay arise from faulty design or from extraordinary demands made upon a component in service, 
commonly it arises from fabrication, either as a result of a high level of residual stress 
or from welding, rivetting or any other form of assembly.    It is necessary to distinguish 
between those components in which the initiation of cracking will lead to continuing 
propagation because of the stress being maintained or increased on the remaining cross- 
section until complete fracture occurs and others in which the initiation of cracking will 
result in a lowering of stress with a consequent arresting of the crack propagation process. 
A highly localized stress arising from an inadequate welding procedure, for example, may 
only result in very short cracks adjacent to the weld.    These considerations emphasize the 
necessity of being aware of the source of the stress since it will affect the behaviour and 
life time of a component.    Stress corrosion cracking does not necessarily lead to failure. 
An absence of complete failure is not a useful service criterion, however, since the 
presence of snail stress corrosion cracks which have ceased to propagate is clearly not 
acceptable in many service situations. 

In addition to the presence of a stress the second requirement for cracking is the 
presence of an environment that can cause cracking.    Sea water can cause stress corrosion 
cracking in some aluminium,  copper, magnesium, manganese, titanium and ferrous alloys. 
On the surfaces of the alloys electrochemical reactions occur,  some of which promote 
failure.    Total immers?on in sea water is not required.    It is a common observation that 
thin layers of moisture promote corrosion more rapidly than occurs under conditions of full 
immersion.    This arises from the need for dissolved oxygen at the metal surface.    The 
diffusion of this species to the surface from the atmosphere occurs more rapidly through a 
thin layer than through a much greater distance as would be necessary for an immersed 
object.    Failures between tide levels and in regions accessible by salt-laden moist winds 
are probably more common than failure in sea water and thereby make the problem of stress 
corrosion cracking attributable to marine environments more extensive than might other- 
wise appear. 

The process of stress corrosion cracking can be divided into two separate parts: 
crack initiation and crack propagation.    In recent years much attention has been given to 
the propagation process while the initiation process has been somewhat neglected.    For both 
processes it is important to recognize that what occurs is a complicated sequence of events 
that are best considered under three different headings:     electrochemical, metallurgical 
and mechanical.    The interaction of numerous factors that can be grouped under any one of 
those headings constitutes the mechanism of crack initiation and crack propagation.    To 
consider one set of factors in isolation is not always productive and may in some situations 
result in misleading conclusions.    To analyze the interaction requires an understand of the 
kinetics of the various processes and how they may modify each other.    Unfortunately data 
on this dynamic  interaction are not plentiful.    However this subject has been a region of 
progress recently and what follows is a pictorial description of the propagation process 
which In a few years time it can be reasonably expected will be able to be characterized 
quantitatively.    This progress when accompanied by progress on initiation processes will 
result eventually in predictive precision with respect to failure. 

Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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3.    Crack Initiation 

The initiation process can be considered to acnieve two conditions which can be 
described as chemical and mechanical.    The chemical condition is that a certain local 
acidity be achieved by reactions such as: 

Me2* ♦ HgO ■ Me(OH)    + 2H* (1) 

For individual metals other intermediate and probably more complex reactions can be 
expected.    Provided that solution movement is restricted the liquid immediately adjacent to 
the metal surface will gradually develop a pH dependent upon the hydrolysis constant of the 
metal chloride or upon a mixture of constants if other anions that are present in sea water 
participate significantly in this process.    Lack of dissolved oxygen is also important in 
contributing to the development of localized acidity since its presence would counteract 
the fall in pH through the production of alkali arising from its reduction.    Since contin- 
uous mixing of the electrolyte will prevent the development of acidity, regions where 
stagnant conditions are most likely to prevail are of considerable importance in determinine 
initiation sites, within, for example, any kind of crevice and underneath surface deposits 
such as corrosion products or adherent marine creatures. 

Alloys used in marine environments exhibit little or no corrosion either because they 
develop protective films which resist breakdown, e.g. titanium alloys, or because they are 
inherently unreactive, e.g. copper alloys, although even with these protective or unreactive 
layers may develop.    Before corrosion reactions like that indicated in equation (l) can 
occur such films must be broken down, a process that may occur in a number of ways.    Break- 
down sites may be associated with previous faults in the film arising from the film structure, 
e.g. grain boundaries in the outer stressed layers, or with poor film formation over faults 
in the underlying metal surface arising from surface roughness, grain boundaries or edges, 
or with chemical heterogeneities in the film arising perhaps from heterogeneities in the 
surface either on an atomic scale or on a larger scale comparable to precipitates or non- 
metallic inclusions  (which may be a cause of poor film adhesion).    Such sites and poor 
mixing conditions of the environment together may lead to film breakdown.    The conducting 
properties of the film and possible galvanic effects between the film and metal are also 
factors to be considered. 

Mechanically stress corrosion crack initiation requires a stress which exerts a 
tensile component on the surface layers.    Improvements in surface life are commonly 
achieved by putting the surfaces of components into a state of compressive stress by shot 
peening or grit blasting, although the application of such techniques can be expensive and 
are only effective if pitting or any other form of corrosion does not occur to a depth 
comparable to the thickness of the compressed layer.    With a tensile stress component and 
the localized development of acidity the conditions for crack initiation may be achieved. 
One simple concept is that the incipient pit provides a stress-raising notch, i.e. that at 
the base of the pit the acting stress is increased as a result of restriction of flow of 
the material.    In highly ductile materials such an idea does not apply because of the easy 
dissipation of stress concentration and it has been demonstrated that the principle function 
of pits in such materials is chemical rather than physical (U)1.    In higher strength 
materials the conditions under which pits or incipient cracks propagate are best described 
from considerations of Fracture Mechanics,    Propagation occurs when a certain value of 
stress intensity, K,  is achieved and continues until a maximum value of K is reached when 
tensile overload fracture is then observed, a value dependent upon the toughness of the 
material.    The stress intensity is calculated from specimen dimensions, the acting stress 
(o), and the square root of the crack length (c), resulting in an equation of the general 
form: 

K ■ constant x o x i^ 12) 

Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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Below a certain value of the crack tip radius (p) K is independent of it and this is 
commonly implied in describing the crack as sharp. Test specimens are pre-cracked by 
fatigue to ensure that this condition is met. Under service conditions the incipient crack 
may be quite blunt. As c increases above a certain value so does K. Blunt cracks are 
therefore less likely to propagate. What must be avoided in practice are sharp, deep surface 
flaws, the actual values being dependent upon the toughness of the material. During propa- 
gation p may become larger than the maximum value to satisfy the condition that K is 
independent of it. Under such circumstances which may occur in susceptible alloys that 
undergo appreciable corrosion, e.g. maraging steels, the effect of local acidity in the 
region of the crack tip is to cause crack blvrnting. The alloy then undergoes final fracture 
at a higher K value than in air which under Plane Strain conditions is K. and thereby 
appears tougher insofar as the length of crack that can be to?, erated in S given component 
before final fracture occurs is longer than in air. Propagat: )n still occurs, however, 
until a stress corrosion failure ensues. Such considerations -.rely emphasize the care that 
must be exercised in determining the effect of the local corrosion reactions upon the 
mechanical aspect of the initiation and propagation processes. 

The localized acidity referred to above occurs also during pitting corrosion and 
distinction must be made between pitting and cracking by considering the additional effect 
.&.. JS upon the chemical process. If the stress is sufficiently high to cause surface 

straining then film rupture may occur and this appears to be a very important consideration. 
The effect of such rupture will be to result in rapid attack on the fresh metal surface that 
is created. This non-random attack represents a particularly complex subject of considerable 
interest at the present moment. Its description represents also the transition between 
crack initiation and propagation. 

I. Crack Propagation 

The situation described above is drawn schematically in Figure 1.  It is envisaged 
that the metal surface is covered with a film that affords some degree of protection to the 
metal from the environment. As a result of plastic deformation the film is ruptured. On 
the new unfilmed surface reactions occur more rapidly than on the filmed surface and 
additional reactions may be initiated that do not occur on filmed surfaces. There are many 
possible reactions in addition to the reaction described in equation (l): 

(3) 

Ik) 
(5) 

(6) 

It is probable that one at least of these reactions represents the primary corrosion 
reaction that causes crack propagation. Often attempts are made to distinguish between the 
two reactions (3) and (6), referred to respectively as 'active path' and 'hydrogen 
embrittlement', which represent the two main mechanisms that are commonly considered to 
account for crack propagation. 

In addition to the reaction responsible for crack propagation there will be a film 
forming reaction on the freshly created metal surface since the filmed state represents 
both thermodynamically and kinetically the stable state of the alloy surface. This is of 
critical importance since the formation of the film will tei.d to localize the important 
corrosion reactions on the fresh metal surface as drawn in Figure 1. The cracking process 
can be usefully considered as arising from two competing processes:  fresh metal surface 
creation and metal surface film formation.  A laboratory experiment (5) demonstrating 
this aspect of cracking is described in Figure 3. Tensile specimens of a Ti-5Al-2.3Sn 
alloy were strained dynamically at different crosshead speeds while exposed to two 

Me  -   Me2* +   2 electrons 

H + electron ■ H 

H + H H
2 

adsorbed "absorbed 
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different environments:  (a) a 3% NaCl aqueous solut.. u which does not corrode titanium alloys, 
and (b) a MeOH/HCl/H-0 mixture which does corrode titanium alloys.    At high crosshead speeds 
ductile failure occurred before there was time for stress corrosion crack initiation.   At 
lower crosshead speeds stress corrosion crack initiation and propagation occurred with a 
consequent lowering in the total elongation to failure.    At the lowest crosshead speeds 
that were employed stress corrosion crack initiation and propagation did not occur in the 
aqueous solution and it can he concluded that reformation of the protective film, commonly 
referred to as repassivation (6)1, occurred before sufficient corrosion damage had occurred 
to cause crack nucleation.    In the methanolic solution, however, since there was no 
possibility of repassivation because the mixture was aggressive, crack nucleation and 
propagation occurred and over the longer period of time of the experiments the length of 
crack developed was greater than in the experiments at higher crosshead speeds and the final 
elongation to failure was therefore smaller.    These experiments illustrate the role of 
r-:;.f.ssivation in determining crack initiation and how it is related to surface strain-rates. 
The value of the potential is important as has been demonstrated by potentiostatic straining 
experiments (7)1.    In practice, it can be expected that in marine environments under constant 
strain conditions or those of diminishing stress, e.g.  around a weld, the effective strain- 
rate would gradually diminish as a crack propagated and complete repassivation would cause 
crack arrest. 

The requirements for stress corrosion crack initiation and propagation when considered 
with reference to a repassivation model are quite stringent.    The important factor would 
appear to be the repassivation time.    If this is too short insufficient corrosion reaction 
will occur on the unfilmed metal surface, e.g.  insufficient dissolution or hydrogen uptake, 
whereas if it is too long too much corrosion reaction will take place.    Too much dissolution 
will result in a blunt fissure or pit or too much hydrogen will fail perhaps to localize 
the weakening effect caused by the absorption.    At the tip of the crack the conditions for 
what must be a narrow,  critical range in repassivation time can be expected to be very 
specific.    The pH, potential, temperature and local environmental composition will all be 
important in determining film formation kinetics while the deformation and fracture mode of 
the alloy at the local level of stress that is achieved will determine the manner in which 
fresh metal surface is created.    Such considerations demand knowledge of the interaction 
of electrochemical, metallurgical and mechanical events and the repassivation model provides 
therefore a very useful working hypothesis that a balance is established during propagation 
in which the rate of production of new alloy area exceeds slightly the rate of repassivation. 

In practice the surfaces of meted components are not strained at constant strain-rates. 
Strained metals do not generally deform in the manner drawn in Figure 1.    At the tips of 
propagating cracks elaborate deformation and tearing processes occur and these will 
determine the rate at which fresh metal surface is created.    This metallurgical aspect is 
important and the different tearing modes of alloys may partly determine whether an alloy 
is susceptible. 

Much recent work on propagation studies has providrJ much new information largely 
arising from employing techniques of Fracture Mechanicr.    Once initiation has occurred 
stress corrosion cracking is only likely to be a problem if the subsequent crack growth 
rate occurs at a rate that is significant, which will be determined at least in part by 
the expected or required lifetime of the considered romponent.    Many recent studies have 
been devoted therefcre to measuring crack velocity accurately as a function of mechanical, 
metallurgical and electrochemical variables.    This approach has enabled many such variables 
to be assessed quantitatively and their relative importance determined.    This type of 
study has followed on the developments of a new test by Brown (8)1,    In this the initial 
stress intensity factor is plotted as a function of time to failure (t.) on several types 
of standardized pre-cracked notched specimens.    A  -ypical result is shown in Figure 3 in 
which a minimum value of K below which failure did not occur was observed and this is 
designated K.       .    Such ■t value is of potential design value since for a maximum stress 
value c can be calculated which can be considered as a maximum flaw size that a given 
proposed structure could tolerate without failure by stress corrosion. 

Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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Mechanical Variableg.    The relationship between stress corrosion crack velocity and stress 
intensity factor has been shown for aluminium (9)1 and titanium (10)1 alloys and for high 
strength steels  (11)   .     It takes the genei-u. form in Figure It.    Stage I consists of a 
logarithmic dependence of crack velocity upon K (or possibly 1C) and in the two non-ferrous 
alloys occurs with an activation energy of ca. 27kcal/gm.mol  (113kJ/mol).    Stage II consists 
of a region in which the velocity is independent of K and occurs with an activation energy 
of 3-3kcal/gD.mol (12-21kJ/mol).    Stage III is rarely encountered and is characteristic of 
highly susceptible alloys which are not used.    While there is some variation according to 
the specific alloy or heat treatment and environment most systems exhibit Stage II, which 
represents a maximum velocity, and Stage I except for titanium alloys  in sea water. 

The lowest velocity observed in Figure It might be exrected to correspond to K. 
Accurate measurements for aluminium alloys have shown (9)^ that the velocity can " 
be as low as lO'^n/sec. and in that situation it is not at all apparent that a K, 
value exists.    Instead a value of K might be chosen corresponding to some very 
low negligible crack velocity.    The highest velocity observed is also of significance since 
.here exists the possibility of developing alloys which have low maxima    and    the use cf 
such alloys might extend the life of components made from susceptible alloys and possibly 
reduce the incidence of dangerous sudden failures.    Beneficial effects achieved by certain 
heat treatments or by alloying may not only be the result of making initiation more 
difficult or of raising K.        if this exists but also may be the result of reducing 
the maximum velocity. 

Metallurgical Variables.    Practically all metallurgical variables affect stress corrosion 
susceptibility and crack velocity.    On a large scale, grain size, texture and heat 
treatment are all important.    An example is shown in Figure 3 in which the Stage II 
velocity has been considerably lowered by overaging treatments.      Stage I is generally 
shifted to higher K values by such treatments.      The relative shifts in the two stages 
cannot be predicted and must be determined for each alloy since there are wide variations. 
Clearly the determination of such data is a very helpful and necessary aid in alloy 
selection.    On a fine scale, microstructural features, Reformation modes and precipitate 
properties are all of importance.    At low plastic strain FCC alloys and hexagonal alloys 
of titanium that are susceptible to transgranular stress corrosion cracking exhibit co- 
planar arrays of dislocations.    While this observation is not unique to susceptible alloys 
it does emphasize the importance of deformation mode since such arrays will tend to 
promote deformation by coarse slip, a process producing on a localized scale relatively 
large amounts of fresh metal surface.    Such arrays are evidence also of restricted slip 
and the stresses generated at the ends of such long arrays can be expected to be exception- 
ally high so that they may contribute significantly to the fracture process.    At high strain, 
however, such arrays cannot be seen and it can be argued that localized tearing always 
generates such high strain that observations made on thin foils are not readily applicable 
to the propagation process.    Stress corrosion cracks are notable for the large amount of 
tearing that is observed, an example of which is shown in Figure 6.    The a titanium alloy 
lattice has fractured by cleavage, a characteristic stress corrosion fracture mode, yet the 
cleaved surface represents only a small  proportion of the fracture surface.    The remaining 
part of the surface has undergone a process perhaps best described as low energy tearing, 
a separation process that  is mechanical,  i.e.   is not  caused directly  by the environment. 

Such metallurgical aspects of the fracture must be considered in relation to electro- 
ohemical reactions.      It is commonplace to attempt to analyze crack propagation by faradaic 
equivalence.    The current density required to dissolve metal at a rate corresponding to the 
crack velocity is calculated.    For some alloys, e.g.  of titanium, current densities in 
excess of 102A/cm2 are required (12)    and it is not clear how these might be maintained even 
if initiated.    In reality such high values are not required because large amounts of 
fractures are torn mechanically.      Similar arguments can be made concerning discrepancies 
between crack velocities and hydrogen diffusion kinetics in analyses  (5)    of cracking 
mechanisms in the same alloy system concerning which there is some dispute.    While such 
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matters require careful quantitative examination, enough can be aeen in fractographs to 
allow rather simple calculations to be disregarded. 
Electrochemical Variables.    The effect of variation of electrocheoical potential on stress 
corrosion susceptibility in marine environments is veil known for a number of practical 
alloy systems.    Some can be cathodically protected and this may be a practicable solution 
for components that are ioaersed continually.    Alloys subject to hydrogen enbrittlement 
cannot normally be cathodically protected.    High strength steels, for example, are 
dependent upon strength level which in turn determines the tolerance of the steel for 
hydrogen.    K.        is affected mainly by heat treatment and not by the value of the poteitial, 
as shown in rfjure 7. 

The effect of potential upon crack velocity depends upon the alloy system.    In 
aluminium alloys both Regions I and II are lowered (9)    as the specimen becomes more catho- 
dic and for titanium alloys (10)1 similar behaviour is observed as shown in Figure 8 and an 
approximately linear relationship is observed between the average velocity and potential 
over a wide range of potential (1500mV).      In practice it is conceivable that even partial 
cathodic protection may prove sufficient to lower the incidence of stress corrosion failures, 
a point of importance where the alkalinity developed may affect adversely protective paint 
finishes.    In high strength steels moving the potential in either the anodic or cathodic 
direction from the value of the open circuit potential causes increases in velocity (11)  . 

At the tips of stress corrosion cracks in aluminium, titanium, magnesium and ferrous 
alloys hydrogen evolution occurs and it is an unresolved question whether the evolution is 
accompanied by absorption as indicated in equation (6) which causes some form of localized 
enbrittlement contributing to the stress corrosion fracture.    In high strength steels 
hydrogen appears to be the species that causes cracking but in other systems many questions 
remain unanswered.    Cathodic protection may occur in alloys subject to hydrogen embrittle- 
ment since film formation may interfere with hydrogen entry (5)   •    Anodic polarization may 
promote increases in local acidity and thereby promote hydrogen absorption.      The relation- 
ship between potential and cracking cannot, therefore, be interpreted without more knowledge 
of the system under investigation. 

5.    Discussion 

Hie points discussed above are ■ ' a general kind and find application to all systems 
of stress corrosion cracking.    To that extent the systems of cracking have much in common 
although it must be emphas^' iH that specific mechanisms have not been fully elucidated. 
Some further simple points      o aem be made.    Since it is necessary for corrosion to occur, 
alloys resistant to corrosion wxll show marked resistance to stress corrosion.    This is 
particularly applicable to titanium alloys which for many years were thought to be immune. 
Cracking in titanium alloys is dependent upon the development of crevices, commonly occurr- 
ing within pre-existing flaws.    In marine environments failures are very rarely encountered 
in practice.    With other alloys similar considerations apply.    Protective treatments that 
prevent pitting or corrosion of any other kind will reduce the occurrence of stress corro- 
sion failures.    Coupling to dissimilar metals may prove beneficial or harmful since the 
result will depend upon the anodic or cathodic polarization characteristics of the alloy 
as discussed above. 

With aluminium alloys pitting occurs in marine environments and stress corrosion 
susceptibility largely depends upon metallurgical properties, particularly strength as 
discussed above.      Alloy selection is usually based upon strength, alloy content and a 
protective finish that together exhibit maximum corrosion resistance.    Corrosion of alu- 
minium occurs with film thickening accompanying pitting.    The presence of the chloride ion 
may not be necessary for crack propagation.    Cracking in Region II can occur in atmospheres 
with a relative humidity <1% (9)1 under which condition there is no permanent wetting.    It 
then appears that the velocity is dependent upon the reaction of water molecules with metal 
atoms at the crack tip.    It is possible that the role of the chloride ion under conditions 
of permanent wetting is to maintain acidic conditions at the crack which maintain the sur- 
face in the region of the crack tip bare (or in a poor state of film coverage)  for the 
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critical corrosion reaction and also for the discharge of hydrogen ions which appears to be an 
important rate determinant (IB)1. That the Region II velocity increases as the chloride 
ion concentration is increased (9)1 may be caused by the influence that the ion has upon the 
quality of the film maintained at the crack tip. The possibility of adsorbed halide ions 
promoting the entry of hydrogen atoms into the lattice also cannot be ruled out. 

Little work has been reported on the stress corrosion cracking of copper alloys in sea 
water. High tensile brasses are highly susceptible (lU)1 particularly in the all B condi- 
tion which is associated with rapid cooling conditions such as occur around a weld. A 
Cu-Ni-Al has also been observed to crack in the wrought condition but not in the cast 
condition (15) hut since only very slow propagation occurred when specimens were tested 
at 95%  K  susceptibility is slight. The alloy appears to undergo localized selective 
dissolution, possibly of the aluminium. Copper alloys rich in zinc are susceptible to 
stress corrosion cracking in environments containing ammonia a source for which can be bird 
droppings (16) . Estuarine waters containing sulphide residues also cause cracking in these 
alloys. Low temperature stress-relief or annealing both lower susceptibility. The mechanism 
of cracking in these alloys is out of 'active path' insofar as hydrogen evolution does not 
occur but whether the principal reaction is dissolution or repeated film formation followed 
by fracture is not settled in all instances. 

Manganese-copper alloys containing additional solute elements such as aluminium are 
used in marine environments. Because of their high damping capacity they are suitable for 
use in propellers. The binary alloys 70Mn-30Cu to 90Mn-10Cu are highly susceptible to stress 
corrosion cracking in sea water (17) but this can be avoided by cathodic protection, a 
situation that may arise naturally from the proximity of the hull. The failure is mainly 
intergranular as shown in Figure 9 in which very little plastic deformation can be observed 
in the fracture surface although the particular alloy is highly ductile when broken in air. 
The enhanced reactivity of the grain boundary which causes them to be preferentially dissol- 
ved may be caused by preferential segregation of manganese to those regions. There is no 
experimental evidence for such segregation although it could be inferred from the observation 
that during the aging process that results in a maximum damping capacity a manganese 
precipitates are formed in the grain boundaries.  In aged alloys these are dissolved during 
cracking. Susceptibility is little affected by the aging process. During cracking manganese 
and copper are dissolved with copper deposition which provides very efficient local cathodes. 
The fracture of corrosion product may be part of the cracking process which in stifling 
localized dissolution can be described as being partly protective and causing localized 
attack where it is broken. Protection and lower susceptibility can be expected if solute 
elements are added which will cause the formation of protective film«. 

6. Conclusion 

Considerable progress has been made in the last few years in thj understanding of 
stress corrosion cracking. The increasing emphasis on quantitative analyses is a particu- 
larly welcome sign since in addition to providing data which should help in the development 
of non-susceptible alloys, it should also enable the use of susceptible alloys to be 
extended. Such progress can be expected to continue over the next few years and this will 
lead to increased confidence in designing structures and protective systems in which the 
incidence of stress corrosion failure is minimized. 

Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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Clt 
Figure 1.    Schematic representation of the crack propagation 
process.    1. Film-covered crack tip surface.    2.    Under the 
influence of a tensile stress a slip plane moves and creates 
a slip step (A) which breaks the film.    3. The film reforms on 
most of the freshly created surface leaving only a small part 
which is corroded and which may be a site for hydrogen absorption. 
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Figure 2. The elongation to fracture of tensile specimens 
of Ti-5Al-2.5Sn alloy of 3CB gauge length in 3> aqueous HaCl 
and MeOH+lXHCl envirownents as a f»u»ction of Instron crosshead 
speed (5). 
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Time to Failure 

Figure 3. Schematic diagram illustrating the relationship between 
the initial stress intensity factor and time to fracture in stress 
corrosion tests. Not all alloy system* exhibit a Kl8C (10). 
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Figure U. Oenerml form of the relationship between stress corrosion 
crack velocity and stress intensity factor found for a number of 
different alloy systems. Stage III is not often found (10). 
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Figure 5.    Effect of averaging on stress corrosion crack 
velocity in Al alloy 7178 (9). 
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Figure 6. Scanning electron micrograph of part of a stress 
corrosion fracture surface of Ti-0.29 0 alloy. The stress 
corrosion cleavage represents only a small part of the surface 
while the rest consists of elongated torn regions,   630X. 
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Figure 7, The effect of electrochemical potential on K.   for AISI 
steel heat treated to 5 different strength levels (8), SCC 
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Figure 8. Stress corrosion crack velocity v. stress intensity 
factor for Ti-8Al-lMo-lV alloy in 0.6M aqueous KI solution at 
three different potentials (10). 

Figure 9, Scanning electron micrography of part of a stress 
corrosion fracture surface of 70Mn-3OCu alloy. The stress 
corrosion intergranular surface exhibits very little 
deformation (17). lt50X. 
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Dlscuialon 

A question on cellular v. planar dislocation arrays brought the 
guarded reply that the latter tended to give transgranular cracking while 
the former tended to give intergranular cracking. Another point concerned 
the fact that at a potential of plus 1000 mv (SHE) one might infer that H 
could not possibly be responsible for cracking. The author pointed out 
however, that much more anodic potentials still produced pits from which H 
was evolved, and therefore the observation that cracking occurred at plus' 
1000 mv did not disprove anything with respect to H. 
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The Developmant of • High Strength Ductile Stainle«« Steel 
of improved corrosion resistance in Marine and Chemical Environments 

W.H. Richardson, B.Sc. A.I.M., P. Guha, B.Sc. and 
R. Machin, B.Sc. A.R.C.S.T. 

Langley Alloys Limited 
Langley, Slough, Bucks. England 

The development is traced of FBRRALIUMd)1' , a duplex ferrltic/ 
austenitic precipitation hardening stainless steel, which contains 'S% 
chromium and 5% nickel, with controlled amounts of molybdenum and copper. 
The significance of chromium, nickel, copper and nitrogen contents on 
the mechanical properties and corrosion resistance of the basic alloy 
are demonstrated. 

The alloy coBposition was thereby finalised as - 

% Chromium   % Nickel   % Molybdenum   % Copper  % Nitrogen 

24.5-25.5    5.0-6.0     2.0-3.0       1.0-3.5   0.13-0.25 

Potentiostatlc studies using a Wanking potentiostat and stepping 
motor were used throughout the initial development and production trial 
stages to examine the effects of compositional and heat-treatment 
variables on corrosion resistance. These were supported by laboratory 
immersion teats and by field trials. 

The successfully achieved target properties of high strength and 
ductility, together with good corrosion resistance in sulphuric acid 
and pitting resistance in chloride solutions are demonstrated. 

Data are preaented on stress corrosion and corrosion fatigue 
properties in chloride environments. 

Results are included of successful production trials which enabled 
all common wrought forms of the alloy to be produced in addition to 
castings. 

Significant marine applications of cast, wrought and weld 
fabricated components are discussed. 

Key words i Alloy development) stainless steeli corrosion resis- 
tance i pitting resistancei potentiostatlc studiesi breakdown 
potential) heat-treatment; mlcrostructure) workability) applications. 

Introduction 

Traditionally, for critical components in marine engineering, copper and nickel alloys 
have been used due to their superior corrosion resistance. Recent search for improved 
combinations of strength, ductility and corrosion resistance has, therefore, been devoted to 
copper and nickel alloys (2,3,4) and this combination has proved to be difficult to achieve. 

Austenitic stainless steels are necessarily low strength alloys and have not been used 
in marine environments due to their likelihood of suffering pitting and crevice corrosion. 
Attempts at increasing the strength of these alloys have, as a rule, resulted in sacrifice 
of some corrosion resistance. 

Perritic-austenitlc steels, however, possess superior combinations of strength and 
corrosion resistance and this paper describes the development of such a duplex steel - 
FLXRALIUM. 

1. Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
2. PBRSALIUM is a registered trademark of Langley Alloys Limited. 
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High chroolun ferritic-auitenitl3  steels have Indeed been known for «one time and 
have been used, for example, to hand» sulphite in the paper pulp industry. However, due to 
their Inherent lack of ductility and other fabrication problems, as pointed out by 
Moneypenny(5), duplex alloy« have not received wide application«. They were found to be 
difficult to hot work, their rate of work hardening wa« excessive, and they were embrittled 
during welding operation«. 

Thus, for example, although «pacification« for cast and wrought stainless steels have 
been revised by the British Standards Institution in recant year«, these specification« 
include no alloy containing more than 20% chromium and the «teel« covered «re mostly 
austenitic in structure. 

To the beet of the author«' knowledge, the only American specification for a wrought 
stainless «teel of the duplex type is AISI 329. This alloy suffer« from the shortcoming», 
previously discussed, of the high chromium duplex steel« and 1« recommended for use only in 
the fully annealed condition. More recently a cast alloy of this type has been developed 
which 1« covered by a tentative Alloy Casting Institute specification CD4MCu. However, 
certain Inherent ductility and quench-cracking problem« «till exist and no wrought alloy« 
of this nature are available. 

The somewhat different «ituation on the continent of Europe, where ferritic-auetenitic 
steels and high chromium ferritic steels have been more widely used, wa« probably created 
by the nickel «hortage during World War II. However, moat of thee« alloys still suffer 
from the shortcoming« of the early ferritic-auetenitic «teel«. 

Research on the inter-relationship of compositional and mlcroatructural variable« on 
the ductility and formabllity of high chromium ferritic-auetenitic «teel« ha« «hown that 
by control of composition and heat treatment, it 1« possible to produce a ferritlc- 
auatenltic «teel which can be easily hot-worked, cold-worked, welded and possesses an 
excellent combination of corrosion resistance, pitting resistance, high strength and 
ductility. Thi« paper describes how this wa« achieved at Langley Alloys Limited in the 
development of FERRAtlUM, a ferrltic-auitenitic «teel, possessing all the above properties, 
which i« now in commercial production, not only a« castings, but in all common wrought form«, 

STAGE 1 

Initially the object of thi« development was to produce a cast «tainless steel of high 
strength and hardness with corrosion resistance at least equivalent to the high quality 
molybdenum-bearing austenitic stainless steels of the AISI 316 type. It was believed 
that the high strength and hardness of such a «teel would enhance its performance In many 
application« handling slurries, aggregate«, etc. 

At the outset we were well aware of the excellent combination of mechanical properties 
obtainable in the precipitation-hardening stainless «teal« containing 13% to 17% chromium 
and 4% to 7% nickel. The«« stainless steels in general, however, possessed inferior 
corrosion resistance to austenitic stainless «teel«, and were seldom used in chemical 
or marine industry. 

Starting from the known high strength of the duplex austenltlc-ferritic «teel«, plu« 
the addition of a precipitation hardening mechanism. Stag« 1 of our development wa« aimed 
at a composition and heat-treatment which would give at least a two-fold increase In 
strength over austenitic «teel« with no los« of ductility (e.g. BS1632 Grade A covering 
18CrlON13Mo steal castings «pacifies 0.5% Proof Stress of 13.5 Tons/sq.inch (208MN/m ) 
and elongation of 22% min.) 

Effect« of compoaitlon on mechanical properties 

The initial compoaitlon wa« baaed on a farritic-auatenitlc «teal containing 25% 
chromium, 5% nickel and 1.5% molybdenum. The molybdenum content was raised to 2.5%, the 
amount considered necessary in uustenitic «teals for optimum corrosion resistance, and 3% 
copper wa« added to assist in producing the desired precipitation hardening mechanism and 
also for its well-known beneficial effect in resisting corrosion in non-oxidising 
conditions. 
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Mechanical propartlea obtained frco all tuts In Stag« 1 are detailed In table 1, 
those on the above coapositlon being presented under alloy No.l. Although the strength 
target had been achieved, low ductility and impact properties were obtained in all 
conditions of heat-treatment, associated with cleavage fractures. Based on the authors' 
experience of the beneficial effects of nitrogen additions on the ductility of 28% chromium 
ferritic steels, this was added to the above compoiiclon and alloy Nos. 2 and 3 in table 1 
demonstrate the significant improvement in ductility thereby obtained. The effect of 
nitrogen addition is most pronounced in the as-cast condition, thus providing significant 
potential advantages in the fettling and welding of castings. Although »erne reduction in 
proof stress was shown by the nitrogen-containing steel in the as-cast condition, the target 
of an excellent combination of strength and ductility had been achieved. 

Further experimental compositions were then studied to determine the effects on 
mechanical properties of varying chromium (alloy Nos. 4-7) and nickel (alloy Nos. 8 - 11) 
contents on the nltrogen-bnaring steel. 

It will be seen from alloy Nos. 4-7 that ductility and impact resistance were reduced 
as the chromium content was Increased beyond 25% - 26%, these reductions being more 
significant in the case of the lower nickel and r.itrogen contents (alloy 5). The results of 
alloys Nos. 8-11 demonstrated that Increasing the nickel content per se reduced strength 
and increased ductility. 

Heat-treatment 

It is also apparent from table 1 that precipitation hardening temperature also plays 
an Important part in the resultant properties obtainable and that precipitation temperatures 
of 500 C. or above are necessary to maintain a good combination of strength and ductility. 

STAGE 2 

Preliminary corrosion tests were carried out during Stage 1 of the development and 
it soon became apparent that, in addition to the excellent combination of mechanical 
properties obtained, the alloy range being studied possessed corrosion resistance superior 
to that of the 18CrlONi3ho austenitic stainless steels in many environments. It was also 
found that the pitting resistance In chloride solutions was far superior to that of any 
austenitic stainless steels. This combination of corrosion and pitting resistance led to 
Stage 2 of the development, which Involved a more detailed study of the effects of 
composition, heat-treatment and mlcrostructural variables on corrosion resistance. 

Extensive use was made of potsntlostatlc techniques, using either breakdown potential 
or current/time studies at potentials approaching the breakdown potential. The effects 
of various alloying additions on corrosion and pitting resistance are detailed in Figs.l - 3. 

Effect of composition on corrosion resistance 

Potentlostatic studies were carried out using a Wenking potentiostat. The stepping 
rate during polarisation was maintained at 10mV/mln. using a stepping motor. The 
polarisation cell set-up and electrode holder were as recommended by Greene (6). 
Polarisation was carried out according to the recommendations of the ASTN G.l Committee. 
All test solutions were purged with 0 free high purity nitrogen. 

Fig.l Shows the results obtalnsd from constant potential tests with varying nickel 
content, from which it can be seen that pitting resistance was adversely affected by nickel 
contents outside the range 5% - 6%. Similar tests with varying chromium contents (Pig.2) 
show that chromium contents below 24.5% can be related to a marked decrease in resistance 
to pitting. 

The results of potentlostatic tests with varying copper contents shown in Fig.3, 
demonstrated the necessity to maintain a copper content over 0.5% in order to reduce the 
corrosion rate in chloride solution to an acceptable level. 

Effects of heat-treatment and microstructure on corrosion resistance 

Having arrived at the composition range for this alloy, further studies showed that 
heat-treatment and microstructure had a moat significant effect on corrosion resistance. 
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treatment It carefully controlled In order not to cause ovaragelng 
samples aged at various times and temperatures Indicate that 500 c 

In the relatively slowly cooled as-cast or hot-worked condition, tie microstructure 
consists of grains of austenlte in a matrix of farrita with precipitated intenaetalllc 
phases in the ferrita grains (Fig.4). Annealing at 1120 c. followed by water quenching 
results in a microstructure completely free of such precipitated phases (Fig.S) which 
can be related to the vast improvement in corrosion resistance as indicated by potentio- 
atatic teats, the results of which are shown in Fig. 6 and 7. 

Subsequent precipitation hardening of the pure austenite/farrita structure has little 
effect on the corrosion resistance in chloride provided that the precipitation hardening 

Corrosion tests on 
is the optimum ageing 

temperature and that the time at temperature should not exceed 4 hours. Fig.S shows the loss 
in corrosion resistance on ageing at 530 C. 

At this stage it was concluded that an alloy could be produced which when suitably heat- 
treated would possess the required combination of : 

a) Strength 
b) Ductility 
c) General corrosion resistance 
d) Pitting resistance in presence of chloride ions 

The composition of this alloy would fall within the following range : 

% Chromium 

24.5-25.5 

% Nickel 

5.0-6.0 

» Copper 

1.0-3.5 

% Molybdenum 

2.0-3.0 

% Nitrogen 

0.13-0.25 

PRODUCTION TRIALS 

This steel was designated FERRALIUM and was subjected to exhaustive trials for the 
production of caatings, forgings, rolled bar, sheet and plate, welded components, 
extrusicns, wire and tube. 

Compltx caatings involving changes of section and welding were successfully produced 
to radiogrnphic standards. 

In spits of the duplex nature of the alloy at hot working temperatures, the steel 
proved to be amenable to hot working, and rolled, forged and extruded products were 
successfully produced. Cold-rolled sheet and cold-drawn wire and tube were also made 
without difficulty. Due to the relatively high strength of the alloy in the annealed 
condition, the power requirements were found to be higher than for cold working austenltic 
steels but the rate of work-hardening, was comparable. 60% - 70% cold reductions for sheet 
and tube production and over 95% reduction in wire drawing were achieved. 

Corrosion tests carried out during the various stages of production confirmed earlier 
results that heat-treatment and microstructure played an important part in determining 
the corrosion resistance of the alloy and that a close control of both was essential to 
safeguard corrosion and pitting resistance. 

ASSESsmwr OF PRODUCTION AIXOY 

FERRALIUM produced to optimum composition, heat-treatment, etc. was subjected to 
extensive laboratory corrosion tests and fisld trials. Results of these laboratory tests 
are detailed in Figs. 9-12. 

General corrosion resistance in sulphuric acid was evaluated not only by 
potentlostatic tests in IN and ION solutions, the latter being illustrated in Fig.9, but 
also by various immersion tests, results of which are presented as an iso-corrosion chart 
in Fig.10. Comparative data on 18CrlONi3No alloy are also given« 
The current density peak of FERRALIUM in ION sulphuric acid is significantly lower than 
that of the austenltic steel (Fig.9). These results have been confirmed by the inaersion 
test data suamarised in Fig. 10, which show, over a wide range of cr"centrations, the 
superiority of the developed alloy. 
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Study of the polarisation characteristics of FERRALIUM (Fig. 11) in 3% 
NaCl solution shoved the high breakdown potential at over 800 mV at 20aC 
which, although it is decreased to 600 mV as the test temperature is raised 
to 40*0, yet even at that temperature is considerably higher than the 200 mV 
shown by 18Crl0Ni3Ho at 30*C. 

Although the pitting potential of the alloy is reduced at lower pH 
levels (Fig. 12), it is still around 300 mV at pH of 1.5 at 40*C. The 
active current density shown in this figure by 18CrlONi3Mo indicates a 
tendency to general corrosion in acid chloride which is not shown by 
FERRALIUM. 

Cast and wrought samples were immersed in Längstens Harbour for a 
period of two years. One-half of each specimen was held under a perspex 
gasket to create a crevice condition. There was a total absence of any 
sign of crevice corrosion after two years. The initial and final weights 
(grams) of the samples were as follows: cast alloy, solution treated and 
aged, 69.429, 69.426; rolled plate, solution treated, 86.370, 86.381; and 
rolled bar, solution treated and aged, 104.165, 104.162. It is of interest 
to note additionally that inscriptions vibro-etched on the samples before 
iimersion were free of corrosion products after the end of the two-year 
test. 

To provide additional data relating to applications in sea water, a 
programme of corrosion fatigue and stress corrosion test-i was carried out. 
The satisfactory results of these tests are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. 

SUMMARY AND APPLICATIONS 

This paper has described the development of a stainless steel which 
successfully attained the required targets of good corrosion and pitting 
resistance combined with mechanical strength and ductility, for applications 
in marine and chemical environments. The data presented herein have been 
slanted towards marine applications, but the high degree of corrosion 
resistance shown to many agressive chemicals, has resulted in the extensive 
use of the alloy in the handling of mineral acids, chloride solutions, 
hydroxides, etc. 

Because of the excellent casting, forming and fabrication character- 
istics of the steel, it has been utilised in many forms for marine appli- 
cations. In conclusion, a few significant items are illustrated in 
Pigs. 15-17. 

Fig. 15 shows a cast FERRALIUM propeller which was in service on a 
high speed patrol boat for four years, including a long stay in stagnant 
harbour. The propeller is in excellent condition showing no general 
corrosion and a complete absence of pittin?. The illustration shows dark 
spots which are, in fact, a form of marine growth.  Removal of these has 
shown bright metal below with no sign of crevice attack, although 
conditions might be considered ideal for this to have taken place. 

Fig. 16 shows some cast rings for a type of marine shaft seal, for 
which FERRALIUM has become the standard specified alloy. 

An inert gas scrubber system for a 250,000 ton dwt. oil tanker has its 
lower portion, shown in Fig. 17, fabricated from 3/16 in. FERRALIUM plate. 
This was designed to handle sea water after scrubbing high sulphur- 
containing boiler flue gases.  The resultant solution has a pH of 2.0 - 
5.5 at a temperature of 50*C.  Most stainless steels would be considered 
unsuitable to handle this aggressive liquid. 
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Summarized Discussion 

In reply to queries, it was stated that the scrubber depicted in the 
paper had been in service for about one year with no specific information 
being reported about corrosion at the welds; that there were no data on 
crevice corrosion resistance of the alloy in sea water, although crevice 
corrosion tests had been initiated recently in iNCO's Francis L. LaQue 
Corrosion Lab. at Harbor Island, North Carolina; and that the price per 
pound would be about $1.50. 

A discusser noted that propellers usually receive cathodic protection 
from the hull of the ship and that this fact must be weighed in interpreting 
the field trial with the alloy propeller. 

Another discusser commented that it was not clear from the paper which 
of the electrochemical parameters reported were most relevant to corrosion 
and crevice corrosion in sea water. 
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Tabl« 1. Eff«ct of co«po»ltlon «nd h««t-tr—tm«nt on th» m«ch«nic«l proprti«» 

0.5% % 1 
com position % Heat-treataent Proof Stress U.T .8 Elong. I«od  1 

Ageing 
Alloy Solution Te-p mJ 1000 

IS 

1000 L-5D 

No. c Cr Ni Wo Cu N Treatment 0C p»1 p»1. J ftlbfl 

1 0.06 24.9 5.5 2.5 3.3 N.A. As cut . 649 M 752 109 3 m -   1 
1120OC. 475 680 98 934 135 7 6.7 5 
11200C. 500 664 96 873 126 15 13.5 10 
1120 C. 525 664 96 828 120 18 20.2 15 

lEffact of nitrogen addition 

541 78 811 117 22 2 0.06 25.4 5.4 2.3 3.5 0.13 At cast 
1120oC. 475 726 105 988 143 20 17.6 13 
1120oC. 500 726 105 958 138 26 58.3 43 
1120OC. 525 680 98.5 880 127 22 62.3 46 

t  3 
0.05 25.9 5.8 2.6 3.6 0.26 1120OC. 475 726 105 988 143 28 23.0 17 

11200C. 500 664 96 911 132 28 65.0 48 
1120OC. 525 633 91 903 131 32 80.0 59 

Uffeet of chrcnluB 

475 664 96 942 136 26 21.7 16 4 0.07 24.7 4.9 2.2 3.4 O.IO 11200C. 
1120OC. 500 649 94 942 136 26 75,9 56 
1120OC. 525 618 89.5 834 120 35 84.0 62 

S 0.05 26.7 4.6 2.0 3.0 0.13 1120OC. 475 865 125 L081 157 20 6.7 5 
11200C. 500 772 112 965 140 16 10.8 8 
1120OC. 525 726 105 911 132 19 20.2 IS 

6 0.06 25.2 5.6 2.2 3.7 0.24 1120OC. 475 710 103 973 141 29 29.8 22 
1120OC. 500 664 96 927 134 31 80.0 59 
1120OC. 525 618 89.5 896 130 37 81.4 60 

7 0.04 28.6 5.3 2.2 3.2 0.25 1120OC. 475 880 127 L127 163 15 8.1 6 
1120OC. 500 741 107 988 143 25 23.0 17 
1120OC. 525 741 107 927 134 26 33.9 25 

laffect of nick« I 

500 840 122 1.012 147 16 9.5 7 1 8 
0.07 25.1 3.7 2.4 3.3 0.15 U20oC. 

9 0.06 25.a 4.6 1.9 3.2 0.12 U20OC. 475 788 114 1.004 145 17 8.1 6 
11200C. 500 741 ]U7 942 136 19 17.6 13 
U20OC. 525 710 103 896 130 25 37.9 28 

10 0.06 25.5 5.4 2.3 3.5 0.13 1120OC. 475 726 105 988 143 20 17.6 13 
U20OC. 500 726 105 958 139 26 i 58.3 43 
U20OC. 525 680 98.5 880 127 22 j 62.3 46 

11 0.07 24.9 8.6 ?.i 3.4 0.15 11200C. 500 568 82 846 123 29 - - I 

I 
N.A. - Not added. 

* All ageing treatments were carried out at the stated temperature for 4 hours. 
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Special Light Metal Alloys and Their Electrochemical 
Protection for Construction and Decorative 

Elements Used on Sea-River-Ships 

Dr. Paul Csok£n 

General Design Institute of Machine Industry 
Budapest/Hungary 

On ships serving for passenger and goods transport, or on 
hydrotechnical installations, e.g. installation in a sea- 
river mouth, exposed to sea-water and fresh-water or to 
the changing effects of sea and continental atmosphere 
respectively, the component parts made of light metal 
alloys as constructional or ornamental elements must be 
provided with a surface-protecting coat that resists 
increasedly to the corrosional and erosive effect of the 
surroundings. Protecting coatings with a quality perfectly 
meeting the demands can be produced with electrochemical 
methods, traditional or special anodic oxidation 
processes. 

The effectiveness of surface protection may be 
enhanced in some cases with the help of cathodic-anodic 
protective methods. 

Key Words:  Sea-river-ships; factors of sea atmosphere; 
factors of sea water; anodizing of light metals; 
conventional-, hard- and direct-colour-anodizing; 
cathodic-anodic protection of light metals. 

1.  Introduction 

Inside the continents the most important routes of international trade 
have always involved the navigable rivers. Maritime navigation is even 
todayadecisive pre-condition of intercontinental world trade.  The goods 
transported on river waters from inland to the sea are transferred by the 
traditional method onto sea-going ships at seaports, which does not only 
mean waste of time but a considerable waste of wages too. Following the 
development of technics, however, river-ocean-going ships are being 
produced—in calibres of course determined by the size of the rivers— 
that are capable of transporting export-import goods from inland to oversea 
or from overseas to the inside of the continent without trans-shipment but 
which are just as well apt for passenger-transport. 

On the biggest rivers of Europe, as the Danube, Rhine, the Seine, Oder, 
Vistula, Volga, Don, etc.—but obviously on big rivers of other continents 
too—more and more sea-river-going ships of this type take part in regular 
conveyence on seas surrounding the continent, but Hungarian ships for 
instance transport different goods from the Danube not only to the opposite 
shores of the Mediterranean but also to more distant ports of South America 
and Africa.  These goods form obviously only a small part of the total 
amount of goods in maritime trade, but the tendency of development cannot 
be mistaken, and e.g. one of the most important routes of East-West trade 
is to become the Rhine-Main-Danube Channel connecting the Atlantic, the 
North Sea and the Black Sea with the basin of the Mediterranean Sea, after 
its planned construction in the near future. 
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The up-to-date shipbuilding Industry has nkd e considerable progress 
beyond the development of transmission machinery as well as equipments of 
navigation, telecommunication, etc., also in respect of the enlargement of 
choice in material. That involves, for instance, the wider use of light 
metals in shipbuilding industry, a fact that can be explained by the 
following advantageous characteristics: 

The small specific gravity of aluminium metals makes a decrease 
in dead weight possible to such an extent that in the loading space 
of ships of a given size—compared to hulls of the same size made of 
structural steel—sometimes the cargo weight may be increased by 
approximately 50«. At cargo ships this technical possibility means a 
considerable financial advantage. 

The favorable solidity properties of most aluminium alloys are 
even deep below 0*C so stabile that propensity to brittle breach does 
not appear, as it can be experienced at some kinds of structural steel. 
In cases of refrigerating cargo ships carrying perishable goods or 
tankers transporting undercooled liquefied gases or ships going on 
waters near the artic or antarctic regions the cold resistance of 
structural materials is a very important requirement. 

The corrosion-resistance of pure aluminium and of different 
aluminium alloys to mediums of different aggressivity is not always 
unambigous. Pure aluminium is resistant enough to the effect of sea 
water, and alloying it with certain metals, e.g., a defined amount 
of magnesium, still improves considerably the corrosion-resistance. 
Aluminium metals alloyed with other metals, e.g., copper, nickel, etc., 
are, however, increasedly sensitive and to the effect of sea water 
sometimes hole-corrosion in other cases inter-cristalline corrosion 
occurs.  The danger of corrosion is especially big if metals of 
different kinds get into contact /contact-corrosion/. 

Choosing the kinds of metals for building sea-river-going ships 
and choosing the methods for the applicable surface finishing operations, 
utmost care must be taken to the fact that the metal parts of these 
ships are exposed to sometimes sea atmospheric and sea water, sometimes 
continental atmospheric and fresh water corrosion and erosion effects 
with non-predictable periodocity, for non-predictable periods.  It is 
these circumstances therefore that caused us to study more intimately 
some of the characteristics of the most important medium-effects 
from the point of view of the applicability of aluminium elements in 
sea-river-going ships, and considering them to develop the technology 
of finishing the most suitable surface-protecting ornamental light 
metal constituents. 

2.  The Main Characteristics of Medium Effects 

2.1 The Effective Factors of Sea Atmosphere 

The most important factor determining the characteristics of sea 
atmosphere are temperature, relative atmospheric humidity and rainfall. 
According to the types of climate the following approximate values can be 
takeni 

Temperature   Atmospheric Humidity 

Cold climatic area /F, 
frigidus/ -40...0*c    fog, snow, rain 

Moderat« climatic area /N, 
norma./ -20.. .-OS'C   rel. vapour content 

max. 80% 
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Tropical climatic area /TH, 
troplcua-humidua/ over +20*C    rel. vapour content 

average       over 80% 

Significant factors are the strength and frequency of wind activity and 
the amount of rainfall too. Under tropical climate for Instance heavy 
showers of such kind are possible that In ten minutes 100 mm rainfall can 
occur.  The Intensity of sunshine must be also seriously considered which 
under warm climate Is often over the value limit of 1,2 - 1,4 cal/cm1 mln. 

As a consequence of evaporation and undulation /surf/ the air space 
Is generally contaminated by salty mist or salty water-spray changing 
between large concentration limits.  The drops forming the mist are 90% 
of a size of 1 - 7 urn, and 1 cm* volume of mist contains an average of 
2.10* - 4.10* drops. The composition of the salt contents of the drops 
as well as their amount follows of course the original composition of 
the sea-water and the regularities of evaporation. 

Pure aluminium and most of the aluminium alloys of commercial 
quality have proved resistant enough to the effects of sea atmosphere. 
According to our studies carried out at natural sea-exposure stations on 
the surface of aluminium objects treated by traditional methods, considerable 
corroslonal damages occurred only at aluminium sorts alloyed with non- 
ferrous metals apart from matting and the formation of greyish Incrustation. 

2.2 The Effective Factors of Sea-Water 

In the composition of water in the seas of the Earth there Is some 
fluctuation with the geographical position, the average composition Is 
shown in Table 1.  100% salinity is spoken of when the NaCl content of 
water Is 31 g/llter.  This value can decrease to 30 - 50% at certain parts 
of the sea, e.g., at the mouth regions of big rivers. 

Very small amounts of boron compounds /max, 0,5 mg-atom/llter D/ and 
changing amounts of absorbed gases, oxygen in particular /7-8 ppm/llter/ 
are also to be traced in sea water. 

Among the enumerated components the most aggressive are the chlorides 
and bromides.  Hydrocarbonates in solution can in case of losing carbon 
dioxide precipitate in the form of carbonates with magnesium or calcium 
in the cathode zone of metal constructions in contact with sea water. 
According to the change of the hydrocarbonate—carbonate equilibrium the 
pH value of sea water may fluctuate between 7,5 and 8,4. 

Due to its solved electrolite contents of considerable amount sea 
water has a well measurable specific electric conductivity A ■ l/p, where 
p « 0,05 ohnT'cm'cm/. The various metals in contact with sea water— 
according to their material class—will be charged up to different 
electrode potentials and accordingly galvanic currents occur among the 
different metal parts, and in the anodic parts of the local galvanic-cells 
corrosion of different degrees /contact corrosion/ may occur.  The 
electrochemical characteristics as well as the value of the electrode 
potential of the sea water//aluminlum metal interface change between large 
limits depending on the Kinds of electrolites solved in sea water, on their 
concentration, temperature of water, the rate of flow etc., as well as the 
composition of the base metal, its metallurgical state and that of its 
heat-treatment.  The potential values measured in flowing sea water at 
20 t 2*C against calomel electrode are shown in Table 2.  Comparing the 
data it Is to be seen that from among the usual alloying elements the amount 
of copper has the biggest influence on the potential of the light metal. 

In general, the extent of electrochemical corrosion of each metal type 
changes according to the developing galvanic cells, too, and this depends 
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mostly on the amount of the alloying copper to a bigger, and on the alloying 
sine to a smaller extent. According to our model experiments carried out 
in sea water the rate of corrosion can be characterised with the values 
shown in Table 3 as functions of flow-rate, pH value and temperature of the 
water. According to the data magnesium has a definitely favourable effect 
repressing the rate of corrosion, the other alloying materials however, 
according to their quantity and quality as well as their interaction, increase 
more or less the liability to corrosion. 

The flow rate of sea water does not only influence the grade of electro- 
chemical potential but strength of wave motion has a stress effect on the 
endurance of coating systems /paint or other coatings/ of the metal parts 
In the hull.  The water motion that goes with the undulation strikes at 
the metal surface at various parts of the submerged hull, with a very big 
or slight pressure.  Bubbles develop at places where pressure is low, and 
when they break up a considerable /sometimes in the order of 60,000 pai/ 
cavitation force appears concentrated to a small part of space, corroding 
the coating which covers the metal element. Beyond the deterioration of 
the coatings the cavitation effect of undulation may cause fatigue corrosion 
fissures in a certain span of time in the base metal itself, too. 

Beyond the mentioned effective forms of undulation expressively 
mechanical erosive affliction is brought about by the sand and other solid 
alluvial deposits of sea water that are of different degrees of finesses 
and of different physical properties. 

For good measure mention must be made in the line of the effective 
factors about the bacteria, algae, molluscs and other living inhabitants of 
sea water, which may cause—according to their species—directly corrosion 
/e.g., sulfide-corrosion/ or erosion, or uneven damaging of the surface in 
form of adherences; periodical or constant breakdown at working elements 
of machines. 

2.3 Effective Factors of the Continental Atmosphere 

The atmospherical effective factors, i.e., the humid-cold, humid- 
or dry-hot atmosphere, the extreme value and periodicity of temperature 
changes, the direction and strength of the dominant wind activity, the 
amount of rainfall, the corrosive and erosive effects of the sand /dust/ 
contents whirled along by the wind are function of the geographical facts 
In each climatic region. The quality of the eventual agressive gases 
may change according to the type of industrialization of the given area. 

2.4 Effective Factors of Fresh Water 

In the composition of river waters hydrocarbonate and sulfate compounds 
of alkali and earth-alkali metals play the main role and their quantitative 
relation defines the pll value and degree of hardness of water. 

River waters are characterised individually by the temperature, flux 
rate, solid deposit /sand, silt/ contents, the species and amount of 
biological beings in fresh waters, the quality and quantity of chemical 
contamination /chemicals, oil and tar products, etc./ derived from the type 
of the region.  The contamination of river waters may change with time. 
Accordingly, for example the concentration of chemical soiling of the 
river Rhine increased to such an extent in the last ten years that the fish 
and other water fauna of the river diminished in a devastating manner, and 
the water corroded the metal parts of living or industrial installations 
/bridges, sluice systems, cable ducts, etc./ established in or by the water 
In an extremely short time and to a very great extent. 

2.5 Factors of Construction or Formation 

The formation of component part made of light metals /e.g., placing of 
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bores, bends,  notches or other hollow parts collecting the occasionally 
condensing vapour or rain/, moreover the structural assembling of each 
mounting part,   the welded joints,  places of riveting or of other bonds,  the 
rejoint of metal parts of different qualities etc. may play an important 
part in causing or accelerating corrosion. 

Constructions of aluminium of the same quality are anodized generally 
when mounted ready,  because this is the only way of ensuring a damage-free, 
even quality of the coating.    The constructions, however,  into which extrane- 
ous metal parts  are to be built in,  must be submitted to electrochemical 
surface treatment only before assembling,  of course, because of danger 
of contact-corrosion. 

3.     Special Light Metal Alloys  for Construction and Decorative 
Elements 

From the point of view of alternatives in usage-technics and of 
assortment of material the aluminium products used in ship-building—based 
on our studies and considering the data adopted  from the literature /I/— 
may be classified into the following types: 

Construction elements:     for production of aperture locking devices, 
floor beams, bridging pieces,  panels, wall coatings,  rain and sun 
protection roofs,  banisters,  grids, etc.:     AlMg3, AlMgS, AlMg4,5 Mn, 
AIMn,  AlZn 4 Mg 1,  as well as AlCuMg metal cladded with Al 99,5, 
or AlZnMgCu metal cladded with AlZn. 

Decorative elements:     for manufacture of decorative wall coatings, 
beads,   curbings,  etc., employed on board or other open air places as 
well as inside the ship, etc.:     Al 99,8 or Al 99,5 pure mecals,  AlMg 
and AlMgSi alloys. 

Running machine elements:     for production of motors and other 
transmission machinery parts,  parts of installations of electronics, 
telecommunication technique and ventlllation technique, e.g.  casting 
metals of high strength, AISi and AlMgSi alloys, rolled or pressed 
/stamped/ goods,  etc. 

Types of aluminium alloys, hardenable or not-hardenable are employed 
alike in ship building.    The usage of the latter is more advantageous, 
because they can be worked better and easier at ship building or mounting, 
and they are just as well weldable without the danger of losing strength. 
In this respect,  too,  the AlMg alloys having good strength properties have 
proved good /AlMg 3 and AlMg 5/,  although increasing the magnesium contents 
over 5% the alloy becomes under certain conditions susceptible to inter- 
cristalline corrosion.    AlMgSi alloys are used in the biggest quantity from 
among the sorts of hardenable light metals owing to their favourable 
strength,  ease of working and of anodizing.     The AlZn and AIMn alloys have 
also made considerable progress owing  to their advantageous properties in 
strength, weldability and resistance to corrosion.    Alloys of AISi are 
used mainly  for making casts, different binding elements,  fittings.     From 
among the  latter the AlMg 4,5 Mn alloy is used in great quantities and 
with good experience in the ship-building industries. 

Pure aluminium,  the AlMg, AlMgSi  and AlMgZn alloys may be generally 
produced in a well anodizable quality.     In case of employing the traditional 
anodizing processes the alloying presence of Cu, Mn, Fe, Ni or greater 
amount of Si will cause a discoloured,  grey or black spotted oxide layer of 
a poorer quality.     It is to be emphasised,  however,   that oxide  layers of a 
quality corresponding to the decorative or technical requirements may be 
produced on these medals with the so-called integral colour or direct 
colour anodizing processes, or with the extrahard anodizing processes to 
be outlined below. 
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4.  Electrochemical Protection of Light Metal Elements Used 
on Sea-River-Ships 

4.1 Conventional Anodizing Processes 

The traditional anodizing processes current in the industry are 
carried out in sulphuric acid or oxalic acid electrolites, occasionally in 
their mixed solution with direct or alternating current /Eloxal, Alumilite, 
Anoxal processes, etc./.  Disregarding the well-known technological details 
/2/, let mention be made here of the only fact that the oxide layers obtained 
this way, generally 30-40 urn thickness, HV - 80-100 kp/mm2 Vickers hardness 
and great porosity have, therefore they can be made satisfactorily 
resistant to corrosion only by special pore-filler after-treatments 
/sealing/; furthermore, they are colourless, hence the aluminium object in 
question either remains in its natural colour or the coloured oxide 
coating having a decorative effect can be produced only with a special 
painting after-treatment.  This oxide layer, however, may fade gradually 
or become spotted in the open air to the effect of sunshine or as a result 
of humid air "chalking" /farinage/ may occur.  These damages may be 
eliminated by the up-to-date direct colour anodizing processes. 

4.2 Direct Colour Anodizing Processes 

In order to eliminate the disadvantages of the traditional anodizing 
processes have been the direct colour anodizing introduced, permitting the 
production of oxide coatings, possessing a natural colour, through direct 
oxidation.  Such oxide coatings are lustre- and colour-proof and possess 
advantageous mechanical properties. 

A common feature of such processes, recommended by the patent litera- 
ture, is that anodizing is carried out in electron tic solutions of special 
composition, under specified experimental conditions.  In case of processes 
known up to now /KALCOLOR, DURANODIC 300, VEROXAL, etc./ smaller quantities 
of sulphuric acid, sometimes alkali metal sulphates, further some aromatic 
sulphuric acid, e.g., sulfo-salicylic acid or sulfophtalic acid in a 
higher concentration, or even some other additives, such as maleinic 
acid, are mixed to the baths. Anodizing is carried out with direct current 
between the limits of 50 to 120 V, and at a current density of 2,5 to 
30 A/sq. dm resp.  Alternate current cannot be applied to anodizing in a 
bath of such type.  In order to obtain a proper colour density and 
Intensity resp., an anodizing time of 50 to 60 minutes, in sumc canes 20 
to 40 minutes is required /3/. 

The process AUTOCOLOR-HSH /F^mkut/ based upon a Hungarian patent, 
possesses a great number of advantages, such as; 

the oxide coating having a self-colour can be obtained not only 
on aluminium qualities of special alloying or heat-treating, but also 
on any normal conmerclal grade aluminium; 

the colour-range, obtained by this method, is considerably larger, 
than those obtained by any other method:  the shades are warmer and 
more pleasant; 

both direct and alternative current can be used for the anodizing 
bath; 

the technological conditions are more favourable, e.g 
considerably shorter exposure time as required to obtain a       .late 
colour intensity and density. 

Both alternatives permit to produce a 1 to 30 um thick coating during 
1 to 30 minutes. The oxide coating is extremely lustre- and colour-proof. 
The variations of colours are shown in Table 4. 
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The mechanical properties are so advantageous that some aluminium 
object covered'with a not excessively thick coating can be moderately bent, 
and embossed without damaging the coating itsel .  Its Vickers hardness 
corresponds to a value of 200-450 kp/sq. mm. 

The porosity of the oxide coating is slight, in case of its indoor 
application, no pore-filling after-treatment is required, though in case 
of outdoor appliance, it is advisable to cover the oxide coating AUTOCOLOR 
with colourless thin lacquer sheeting. 

4.3 Hard Anodizing Processes 

Anodizing processes are also known with the help of which oxide layers 
much thicker, harder and more wear-resistant than the common coatings may 
be produced on aluminium and its alloys. 

The Alumilite, Martin /MHC/, Sanford, Hardas, Kape, FAnkut-Cs., 
Langbeln-Pfanhauser /LPH/, Tomashov-Bjalobshenski methods and the technical 
data of other hard anodiz ng processes can be found in the literature /2,S/. 

By most of the processes oxide layers of a thickness of maximum 35- 
125 um, poor in pores and of a dense structure may be produced in 60-110 
minutes.  This coating is generally 350-450 kp/mnr Vickers hardness.  The 
wear-resistance of hard oxide—in case of an originally smooth or mechanically 
after-refined surface—is 50% bettor than in the case of hardened steel 
and 10% better than in the case of hard chrome coating. The breakdown 
voltage of the layer is around 1000 V, i.e., it has a very good insulating 
property. The hard oxide coating is somewhat more rough than the original 
base surface, and with the composition of the base metal it may change from 
light grey to blackish grey. Alike the customary oxide coating it is 
hardly or not at all colourable in colouring solutions. 

From the point of view of the rate /efficiency/ of oxide formation 
as well as the phvsico-mechanical and chemical-corrosion properties of the 
oxide layer the FEMKUT Cs-process /6/ is extremely advantageous, according 
to which the anodisatlon is carried out in a diluted electrolite with special 
supplements, favourably in a 1-2,5% sulphuric acid solution between tempera- 
ture limits of -t-S... .-5*C, cell voltage 40-60 V.  In 60 minutes a light- 
coloured, middle grey oxide layer of a possibly slightly rough surface /the 
layer being 150-250 um, i.e., considerably thick/ forms on pure aluminium, 
on AlMg, AlMgSi alloys. The hardness of the layer is HV » 450-600 kp/mm' 
Vickers units /"extrahard"/, its wear-resistance measured by a Taber 
abraser and related to the unit of layer-thickness is 30.000-40.000 cycles/urn. 
A layer like this is much poorer in pores /max. 5-12%/ than the customary 
oxide, and has even under the aggressive sea circumstances strikingly good 
resistance to corrosion.  An attractive, bright, enamel-looking surface 
can be produced with slight mechanical grinding or polishing, such a 
coating, therefore, ensures an expressively decorative effect on the 
aluminium elements outside and inside the sea-river-ships, too. 

4.4 Economical Characterization of the Electrochemical Surface 
Protection of Light Metals 

The principal production costs of the surface-protecting technology of 
light metal elements is defined by the chemical and energy requirements of 
the process.  The energy consumption of the hard oxide production /high 
cell voltage and electric liquid-cooling/ is bigger, chemical costs are 
less; the energy costs as well as the chemical costs of the direct-colouring 
anodizing are somewhat bigger than the total costs of the oxidation + 
colouring + pore-filling /sealing/ processes of the traditional anodizing 
methods. 

According to our own statistical data as well as the surveys and 
calculations published in the technical literature /7/—depending on the 
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quality of the baae metal, the prices of the chemicals and colouring 
materials, the variants of tooling and the facilities—the expense factors 
may be expressed by following rations: 

Process Expense Factor 

Traditional anodizing in sulphuric acid, 
without after-colouring 1 

Traditional anodizing in sulphuric acid, 
w ith after-colouring 1,8 - 2,6 

Anodizing in oxalic acid, without after-colouring      1,5 - 2,0 

Anodizing on oxalic acid with after-colouring 2,3 - 2,8 

Direct-colouring anodizing in sulfon-acidic 
electronte 2,2 - 2,5 

Hard-oxide production by the FEMKUT Cs-process 
/100 pm layer/ 2,5 - 2,7 

5. Other Protection Methods 

Let mention be made only as reference on the cathodic-anodic protection 
method of the corrosion-protection. Sea water—on account of its high 
salt-contents /salinity/—is an ideal medium for creating an anode-cathode 
protection system. For the protection of the hull itself and that of the 
different structure parts made of steel the corrosion protection with 
magnesium-, zinc- or aluminium-anodes has spread for a long time. In the 
first place the American technical literature there are several references 
about the fact that constructions made of AlCu-, AlCuMg-, AIMn-, AINgMn-type 
metals as well as castings with higher Cu or Si contents are effectively 
protected against corrosion in certain mediums with application of anodes 
produced from pure zinc, aluminium or rather from AlZn or AlZnHg alloys /8/. 

Aluminium types that are to a bigger extent alloyed with non-ferrous 
metals /band or plate products, profiles, etc./ may be protected against 
corrosive effects by plating with plates of Al 99,5 or AlZn quality; ready 
assembly units, on the other hand, may be protected with plastic or paint 
housings, the treatment of these methods, however, is beyond the theme 
of the present report. 
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Discussion 

Hector Campbell;  There is just two things I would like to ask you. The 
process that you described right at the finish of your paper—can you 
apply this no matter what aluminum alloy you are working with or are there 
any restrictions on the materials on which it can be used? The second 
point was I noticed when you were in the first part of the paper mentioning 
the different alloys used for different purposes you mentioned at one point 
the aluminum magnesium silicon alloys, but as I understand it you mentioned 
these only for use for decorative purposes and not for structural purposes 
which surprised me because we in the U.K. and I think here in the U.S.A. 
also would use these quite extensively as structural materials. 

Linder« For the first question the answer is I think that it can be used. 
It can be applied to any kind of aluminum alloys. There are restrictions 
according to the oxide or the thickness of the oxide in the air and there 
are some differences in the method. To the second question, these groups 
or types of alloys that I read on were just the main groups. There are some 
other types of course and for instance the aluminum magnesium silicon 
type of alloys can be used also for construction and they do use it for 
the river going ships also, but for brevity and for saving time, I did not 
read it, but these will be also in the proceedings. 
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Alleviation of Corrosion Problems in Deep Sea Moorings 

1 2 R. L.  Morey   and H. O. Berteaux 

A number of single point taut moorings have been lost necessi- 
tating an analysis of all components in the mooring line.   Systematic 
examination of retrieved components has indicated the presence of 
corrosion at all stages in the mooring from the surface buoy to the 
anchor. This includes the various instrument housings and attach- 
ments, the mooring line and its terminations, and the interconnect- 
ing hardware such as shackles, links and chain. Pitting type corrosion, 
crevice corrosion, galvanic incompatibility, corrosion fatigue and 
stress corrosion cracking have been identified and design changes 
made. 

Failure analysis of mooring line specimens exposed in a 
shallow water experimental array to long term environmental effects 
has helped the systematic identification and classification of failure 
modes.   Rope specimens which have been tested in this shallow water 
(120 feet) evaluation program included jacketed and unjacketed car- 
bon steel, modified stainless steel (18-18-2), titanium, Inconel 625, 
and fiberglass.    The characteristics of such materials are evaluated 
and a comparison made for the newer materials with the standard 
carbon steels. 

The diagnostic capability obtained from this continual analysis 
has been used to advantage to recommend design and material 
changes resulting in an improved resistance to environmental 
deterioration. 

Key Word      Moorings 

1.     Introduction 

Single point taut-moored systems are used for the placement of instruments of oceano- 
graphic and meteorological data.   Such buoy systems are deployed each year in the Atlantic 
Ocean by the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution for the Office of Naval Research and are 
retrieved on a regular basis. 

These systems sense and record the velocity fields of winds and ocean currents in 
situ and over long periods of time.    Long-term series measurements thus obtained enable 
the physical oceanographers to establish a correlation between experimental data and the 
theoretical concepts of oceanic flow. 

The tvpe of mooring consists either of a single surface or subsurface float and a taut 
mooring line. (Fig. 1) Recording instrumentation is placed on the float and inserted in the 
line at various depths. 
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The mooring line is generally part wire rope and part synthetic fibre rope but can be 
all fibre rope depending on the prevalence of fish bite in a particular area. 

The compound mooring line configuration has the advantage of low cost,  ease of hand- 
ling at sea, prevention of possible failures due to fish bites in the upper part of the line, re- 
duced excursion and consequently low noise level on the scientific data. 

The reliability of single point moored buoy systems depends on the performance of each 
of the mechanical components in series in the mooring line - wir>> rope, chain, hardware, 
nylon rope,  instrumentation casings, etc. 

In order to improve this reliability one must positively identify defective parts prior 
to use and also eventually establish the modes and causes of failure of components while in 
use.    If failure of a component results in failure of the entire mooring a back-up recovery 
system (1) can be used to recover the remaining part of the failed mooring lying on the ocean 
floor.    The failed component thus retrieved can then be subjected to macro and micro exam- 
ination to determine the failure mode. 

Reliability improvement results in greater mooring life expectancy.    This will tend to 
minimize expensive ship time to retrieve,  service and re-implant the systems.    Further- 
more as the capability for long term data storage increases the demand for longer life of 
the components that make up the total system is also increasing. 

A major cause of mooring failure is corrosion.   Cither mechanisms of deterioration 
such as tensile or shear loading effects, fatigue and material defects are often present and 
must also be considered.    Furthermore there is always an interaction between the various 
failure mechanisms and any one failure may be a combination of one or many factors.  For 
example, a cable may fail by corrosion fatigue, corrosion cells may be set up between an 
instrument and associated hardware such as shackles, bridles, chains, etc., or can be 
compounded by tensile effects producing stress corrosion.    Failure can be due to mechani- 
cal or environmental effects grafted onto tensile fatigue and corrosion factors. 

In September 1967 a buoy with a fractured wire rope was found 230 miles off station. 
This buoy was recovered and an analysis made of the failed cable (2).   In this case the con- 
clusion was that deformation had occurred at the point of fracture probably caused by a kink 
and that subsequent fatigue compounded by corrosion caused the failure of ■ number of 
wires in this area.    Due to a reduction in the ultimate strength of the wire rope it broke 
with the balance of the wires failing in tension. 

As part of the engineering effort to improve the reliability of deep sea moorings, T 
continuing program of metallurgical analysis was then inaugurated (3).    This paper presents 
a number of typical case studies, and reviews briefly the theoretical aspects common to 
most of the failures considered   and outlines the corrective means of prevention resulting 
in increased reliability of deep aea moorings. 

2.     Knvironmental Effects 

Preponderant environmental effects resulting in accelerated deterioration of mooring 
components are: 

Corrosion:   for long life, the corrosion behaviour of a component can be the limiting 
factor.    The intrinsic corrosion resistance is not the only concern but also the often i.jad- 
vertent coupling that can take place between different materials, e.g. a taut strossed cable 
in contact with a slack drifting cable has caused failure by galvanic action (4).    Corrosion 

'Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 



tendencies are difficult to predict and there Is still a need for testing in the ocean prior to 
use. For simple corrosion one can make allowance for strength reduction due to loss of 
material but to overlook other factors such as stress corrosion cracking, hydrogen em- 
brittlement, pitting corrosion, galvanic coupling, etc., could be disastorous. 

Fatigue:   As has been pointed out (5) surface buoy motion can induce repeated bending and 
torsion stresses in poinjs of attachment of the mooring line as well as cyclic tension 
stresses in the line itself.    Furthermore, in strong currents, vortex shedding can create 
a strumming situation with high frequency lateral loading.   Being in a corrosive medium, 
the problem is compounded and the effects of corrosion fatigue are greater than the effects 
produced by either corrosion or fatigue acting singly.  Such failures can generally be traced 
to stress raisers such as sharp edges, pits, nicks, etc. 

Biological attack: At the upper portion of the line, fouling is present and can lead to the 
initiation of pits on surfaces. This problem is actively being studied at W.H.O. I. to de- 
termine the mechanism of corrosive attack. 

Sharks and several benthic species attack mooring lines^gashing the protective plastic 
jacket of wire ropes and exposing the underlying steel cable.    (Fig.  2)   Although some 
corrosion has occurred at the cuts, wire rope failures due to fish attacks have not yet been 
identified.   As can be expected on synthetic fibre ropes, the problem is more acute and 
losses of moorings due to fish bites have occurred. 

3.     Analysis of Retrieved Components 

Metallurgical and mechanical analysis was performed on buoy systems components 
which had been exposed to the environment either as part of regular deep sea moorings or 
as part of special test moorings deployed in shallow waters.   The shallow water teat array 
of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution wliich was implanted seven miles off Cuttyhunk, 
Massachusetts from 1969 to 1972,  enabled specimens of different materials and configura- 
tions to be submitted to prolonged environmental exposure.   A typical test buoy is depicted 
in Figure 3.    The response of the components evaluated in this way differs from that of com- 
ponents inserted in deep sea moorings of finite duration in that the effects of the environ- 
mental exposure extend over a longer period, with a greater prevalence of marine fouling, 
and with smaller temperature gradients along the line length.    This evaluation serves a 
v:  uable purpose in that the effects of mechanical loading and corrosive media can be stud- 
ied, problem areas identified, new materials appraised and modifications incorporated to 
improve the reliability of deep sea moorings. 

Upon recovery of these moorings the components or specimens were examined to de- 
termine the degree of deterioration and when applicable establish the mode of their failure. 
This systematic analysis was performed primarily at the C.S. Draper Laboratory of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and at the Ocean Structures,  Moorings and Materials 
Section of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. 

Components or specimens were visually examined immediately after retrieval to de- 
tect gross features of deterioration (corrosion,  fish bites, kinks, wire breaks, etc.).  The 
ultimate tensile strength of representative samples were often determined to establish the 
percentage of strength loss.    The bitter ends and/or the fracture faces of components were 
also subjected to exhaustive macro and micro examination and metallurgical testing in order 
to understand the mode and ascertain the cause of the failure.    In broken wire rope, for ex- 
ample, the strands a.e carefully disassembled and the fracture face of each wire is exam- 
ined to determine nature of the break.   Samples are photographed in the raw state and after 
solvent cleaning are inspected by a 100X stereo microscope.   Stainless steel specimens 
are often cleaned in dilute nitric acid. 
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When necessary, cross-sections of specimens are prepared metallographically for 
study.   A scanning electron microscope has been found useful in determining the fracture 
path in those instances where subsequent corrosion has not damaged the fracture face. 

The following, outlines in the form of a series of case studies, some of the typical 
and more interesting modes of deterioration and failure so far encountered. 

4.    Case Studies 

1.       Wire Rope Assemblies.   Wire rope is extensively used in deep sea moorings as it is 
easy to store and handle, is moderate in cost, has low elongation characteristics and resists 
fish attack.   It is, however, susceptible to mechanical damage (kinks), fatigue and corrosion 
of the wires.   The success of mooring lines using wire rope depend to a great extent on the 
type of wire rope selected and on the means of protection from the environment (6). Further- 
more, wire rope terminations are critical and often are an additional cause of wire rope 
assembly failure.    Deterioration and failure due partly or entirely to corrosion effects has 
been noted: 

a.   Deep Sea Moorings:   The initial moorings used Nicopress fittings for terminations 
and bare steel wire rope with a relatively high failure rate.   A change to a better termina- 
tion (Fig. 4), an improved type of rope (torque balanced), and larger size with zinc coated 
wires, has resulted in a very low failure rate within the limits of present life expectancy 
(6 months).   As an additional protection against corrosion and for better hydrudynamic 
characteristics, the rope is covered with a plastic jacket.    Usually, this is a polyethylene/ 
polypropylene copolymer but other coatings can be used, such as urethane and polycarbonate. 
Fish bite is still a problem and Fig. 2 shows a severely slashed wire rope jacket retrieved 
from mooring 314.   Fish bite has not as yet caused a cable failure although the inside is 
flooded.   The construction of any wire rope causes the presence of a multitude of crevices 
which should permit crevice corrosion to occur.    This, being like pitting corrosion, an 
autocatalytic type of corrosion.   As noted by Fontana (7), the driving force for the reaction 
to continue is the need to maintain electroneutrality.   The overall reaction involving the 
dissolution of metal M and the reduction of oxygen to hydroxide is as follows: 

Oxidation       M    —►  M        +   e 

Reduction      0        +     211,0 +   4    e  -►  40H~ 

Initially these reactions occur uniformly both within and outside the crevice.   Charge 
conservation must be maintained and a hydroxyl ion is produced for every metal ion in solu- 
tion.   After a short time the oxygen within the crevice is depleted and as dissolution of metal 
produces an excess of positive charge in the solution, this must be balanced by the diffusion 
of chloride ions into the crevice to maintain electroneutrality. 

For metals commonly used in underwater applications,  hydrolysis takes place. 

M   +   Cl~   ♦   H.O —►  MOH      *   Hf Cl" 

Chloride and hydrogen ions accelerate the dissolution rate and consequently the rate 
of oxygen reduction on adjacent surfaces also increase».   However,  as these gashes are 
generally narrow, it is postulated that there is a limiting exchange of water within the 
jacket and outside.   Corrosion does occur but generally at a very low rate due to the non- 
availability of replacement ions.   On occasions damage to the jacket has occurred during 
deployment and if severe enough the corrosion can also be severe.    The results from the 
shallow water test site does show that for the same type of rope, jacketed samples outlast 
bare samples by a factor of approximately 4:1. 

Fatigue failure have occurred with the termination fitting.    Until recently they were 
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manufactured from a 1017 carbon steel eyebolt with a drilled hole in the shank.   The shank 
is swaged over the wire rope and the resultant strength of such a bond should exceed the 
rated strength of the wire rope.   Station 374 was set in April 1971 and failed within 7 days 
at a depth of 500 meters below the surface under generally calm conditions.   The individual 
wires were examined and most had failed in shear leading to the conclusion that an improper 
swaging operation had taken place.   This was not a corrosion problem but only indicates the 
need for careful examination of each failure.   A number of moorings are set at W. H. O. I. 
site D approximately 100 miles south from Woods Hole with few recent failures in wire rope. 
Stations 403 and 405 set October 1971 failed at the termination with the shank failing in 
fatigue, after 14 and 60 days respectively.   Occasionally, the Gulf Stream shifts and these 
particular moorings were subjected to higher currents and consequently greater stress than 
for which they were designed.   The endurance limit was exceeded and the failures were due 
primarily to fatigue but also compounded by the environmental effects of the ocean.   To 
overcome the fatigue problem in the termination itself, the end fitting had to be redesigned. 
It is now made of 1040 steel with a heavier wall thickness to increase the endurance limit 
of the steel.   Such fittings are now routinely being used. 

b.   Shallow Water Array Moorings:   Wire rope evaluation has so far been the principal 
objective of the shallow water tests.    For such rope flexibility, resistance to impact loading 
and resistance to hydrodynamic drag are important features.   The latter factor can be re- 
duced somewhat by using a swaged wire rope which has a smaller diameter for a given 
number of wires.    The swaging operation does indent wires and tests in the shallow water 
array in this configuration showed that fatigue cracks had propagated from such areas. 

For long life, the corrosion behaviour of a wire rope can be the limiting factor and 
this has prompted an evaluation of newer materials. 

Two samples of Inconel 625 1/4" - 7x19 aircraft construction wire ropes were tested 
and retrieved after 279 and 294 days on station.    Broken wires were noted and part of the 
rope had "bird caged."  This can happen with a sudden load release or with cyclic loading 
the rope can rotate and separate the strands.    The wires that were broken were not the core 
wires and examination showed that these wires had broken with brittle type fracture.   It 
appears that this configuration rather than corrosion has caused the failures noted. It wov'.d 
be desirable to test this material in a more standard type of configuration such as a 3x19 
torque balanced rope. 

Three samples of an 18/18/2 ( Cr, Ni, Mo) modified stainless steel have been tested 
at the shallow water site and failed after approximately 12,60, and 75 days respectively. 
All three samples were 3/16"  3x19 torque balanced cable and the first two samples failed 
at the termination which was a standard swaged steel eye bolt.   A defective swaging opera- 
tion had caused shearing of the wires and premature failure of the first rope tested.    The 
second rope failed at the termination due to fatigue.    The third rope utilized stainless steel 
aircraft type swaged terminations and specialized grips to transfer bending motion away 
from the termination.    The wires failed in brittle fracture and metallographic examination 
shows cracks in the wire both at the point of failure and away from this zone.    It was thus 
concluded that the problem belonged more to the actual wire drawing process than environ- 
mental effects. 

A titanium wire rope 1/4" 7x7 configuration consisting of 6 AI 4V wires was tested 
and failed after 27 days.    Each individual wire was resin coated and the end terminations 
consisted of epoxy filled socket grips.    The rope failed completely approximately 1" from 
one termination in a brittle fracture and partly failed at the other termination.    Micro hard- 
ness tests indicated that work hardtning - .s not a factor.   As has been shown (8) such alloys 
are susceptible to stress corrosion cracking which can be related to microstructure and the 

effect of alloying elements such a.s aluminum.    The local embrittlement is generally associa- 
ted with  propagation of stress corrosion cracks and further tests are planned with this rope 
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to more fully identify cause of failure. 

A sample of 1/4" 1x7 jacketed glass fibre rope with epoxy filled end fittings was test- 
ed and failed at the end fitting after 146 days.   Two samples of Nupaglass monostrand fibre 
rope were tested and failed after 370 days and 618 days respectively.   As this rope shatters 
on failure, it is difficult to determine the cause but may be due to hydrolytic effects. In com- 
parison, it should be noted that a torque balanced 3x19 jacketed mild steel cable set in May 
1070 is still on location whereas another sample with deep gashes to simulate fish bite failed 
after 367 days.   Also two samples of 1 x 42 G. A. C. jacketed cable failed after 533 and 581 
days respectively by fatigue at the termination. 

2.        Mooring Line Points of Attachment 

a.   Attachment to Buoy:   Mooring 228 was set in the North Atlantic on December 19th. 
1968.    The surface buoy had disappeared when time came for recovery on April 17.  1969. 
Recovery was achieved by use of a back-up recovery system.   This compound mooring used 
1x42 UHS steel cable and 5/8" nylon rope.   Failure occurred at a l" diameter stainless 
steel bolt on the rigid bridle under the surface buoy which is used as a connection point from 
the mooring line to the buoy (Fig. 5).   The tension record on a tensiometer close to the sur- 
face showed the highest recorded tension to be 4.000 lbs.   This bolt has been previously 
used and the actual immersion time is difficult to ascertain. 

The fractured face showed a relatively smooth surface, covering approximately seven- 
ty percent of the area while the balance had a rough crystalline appearance.   The smooth 
surface was marked with "beach marks" more pronounced at the edge but extended across 
the surface.   Micro examination at S00X showed no signs of ductility in the smooth area but 
was evident in the region that broke with a crystalline appearance. 

It was concluded that the bolt had failed in fatigue and that it had followed the three 
stages of the fatigue process:- 

1. Initial fatigue damage leading to a crack initiation. 
2. Crack propagation until the remaining uncracked cross-section of the part became 

too weak to carry the load imposed upon it. 
3. Final sudden fracture of the remaining cross-section. 

As this failure occurred in sea water, the failure could more properly be called cor- 
rosion fatigue.   Microscopic examination was carried out to determine the cause of the ini- 
tial crack.   The presence of sulfide/selenide stringers indicated that this material was a 
free machining grade steel and was verified by analysis to be Type 303.   Surface examina- 
tion in the vicinity where the crack originated showed the presence of deep pits, often as an 
extension of the sulfide/selenide stringers.   It was concluded that the fatigue crack started 
at a pit site caused by corrosion due to the inhomogeneities present in the form of the string- 
ers.   In corrosion fatigue the rate of crack propagation is enhanced due to the effect of cyclic 
stresses and corrosion, and also the rate of corrosion is affected by the properties of the 
surface film.   The film on stainless steel once broken in sea water cannot be reformed. The 
pitting type of corrosion is one form of electrochemical corrosion being an autocatalytic type 
of anodic reaction.   This type of failure being due to corrosion fatigue,  step 2 of the classi- 
cal fatigue process outlined above, could be modified in that the combined action of corro- 
sion and cyclic stresses damages the steel to such an extent that the fatigue process is 
accelerated and that even if the corrosive environment were entirely removed, fracture 
would still result. 

Unfortunately, the prediction and prevention of fatigue failure is a complex subject and 
the present state of the art leaves much to be desired on the numerous factors, influencing 
fatigue behaviour.   It is possible, at least in principle, to overdesign a part by overestimat- 
ing the expected loads and by keeping the design stresses at very low levels.   In order to 
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prevent fatigue failure there are three approaches that can be utilized.   An analytical 
approach, an experimental approach and planned inspection of the component during their 
life.   Due to insufficient data, a purely analytical approach has severe limitations.   An ex- 
perimental approach is expensive and time consuming but an inspection and monitoring 
method can be beneficial.   In this application, the material was changed to a 316 type stain- 
less steel which eliminates the presence of stringers and although they are susceptible to a 
pitting type corrosion, they are less susceptible than the steels they replaced.    The compon- 
ents are routinely inspected after each retrieval. 

b.   Attachment ot Instruments Inserted in the Line:   Another example of a problem 
with stainless steel is the failure of a bail of a tension meter housing on Station 323.   This 
mooring was set January 4.  1970 and failed March 9,  1970.    This bail had previously been 
used for 4 months.   The mooring was on the ocean bottom which caused also the collapse 
of the instrument housing not being designed to withstand high pressure.   As noted in Fig. 7 
the bail is in the shape of a U-bolt passing through the end plate of the case and is held in 
place by nuts on top and bottom of the plate.   To prevent nut rotation, they were tackwelded 
onto the bolt.   The fracture face of this bail was examined using a scanning electron micro- 
scope which showed that failure had occurred by stress corrosion cracking.   The require- 
ments in this case are a tensile stress and a corrosive medium.   Different materials are 
attached by different media and stainless steels are subject to cracking in a chloride envi- 
ronment.   Analysis showed that the material was also a free machining grade type 303 
stainless steel which after welding is susceptible to intergranular corrosion.    This attack 
is localized at and adjacent to grain boundaries with relatively little corrosion of the grains. 
Unless stabilized steels are used, welding causes chromium depletion at the grain boundaries. 
Metallographic sectioning showed that this was the case and that intergranular corrosion 
was present.   Pits were noted at the surface and apparently at least one was deep and sharp 
enough to initiate a stress corrosion crack.    This is generally a very rapid mode of deterior- 
ation.    Brown has pointed out the problems in quantifying the index of resistance to stress 
corrosion cracking, an index comparable to the arbitrary 0. 2% offset yield strength index 
of resistance to plastic deformation.   It is possible that cathodic protection measures may 
help in coping with stress corrosion cracking but not enough data is available to generalize. 

Another failure occurred in Station 322 and examination of retrieval hardware showed 
failure was at a current meter utilizing same type of bail.   The problem of intergranular 
corrosion can be overcome and in this case, new bails were made of 316 stainless steel and 
the nuts wire epoxied onto the threaded portion.   All instruments were so modified but on 
station 3<3 a current meter failed.   This bail was also examined by a scanning electron 
microscope and showed als^ that the bolt had failed by stress corrosion cracking.   In this 
case, the initial crack had occurred at the root of the thread.   These threads are machined, 
not rolled, and the root in this case was rough and sharp.   This was sufficient to form a 
crevice and a pit had formed and again a stress crack had propagated causing failure. The 
solution in this case was to redesign the bail and one typical modification was to use a 
threaded eyebolt and another was to cathodically protect the bail with an expendable block 
of zinc. 

3.        Mooring Hardware 

a.    Shackles:   1/2" round pin anchor shackles with galvanized steel cotter pins were 
originally used to connect the mooring components.   The pin of the shackle is held in place 
by the cotter pin. but tests run in the shallow water test site showed that the cotter pin 
could corrode away, allowing the shackle pin to fall out.   Corroded and abraded cotter pins 
were found on the moorings, corrosion being accelerated by motion.   Tests were run on 
alternate materials for cottar pins in both deep and shallow water moorings and a change 
was made to use type 316 stainless steel.   A further modification was made in that the 
shackle pin was initially replaced by a bolt held by a "stop nut" with a nylon insert.   How- 
ever, the nylon insert created a further problem of crevice corrosion so that the final 
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configuration is now to use stop-nut without a nylon insert, backed up by a 316 stainless 
steel cotter pin. 

b. Toroid Bftnds:   These bands are used to hold the supporting structure on the syn- 
tactic foam surface buoy.   Mooring 379 had a band that was completely broken and a second 
band that had partly fractured.   These bands are made of 304 stainless steel and although 
the cracking had occurred near the welds there was no evidence of improper welding tech- 
niques.   There is a fibreglass coating over the band and the welded area was rought.   It 
was concluded from the nature of the crack and the presence of further cracks away from 
the fracture cone that cracking had occurred due to crevice corrosion and failure was due 
to corrosion fatigue.    It was recommended to the manufacturer to smooth the welded areas, 
by polishing if necessary to reduce the presence of roughened areas. 

c. Brummel Hooks:   These hooks are used for attaching glass balls to a mooring line 
having a quick connect/disconnect facility.   In this way, glass balls in nylon nets can be 
quickly attached to a line as it is being paid out from the ship, such balls being essential 
for buoyancy purposes.   These hooks are only available in manganese bronze in a composi- 
tion that is susceptible to dezincification or selective corrosion.   In this type of corrosion, 
which is noted in brasses and bronzes containing more than 15% zinc, the zinc is corroded 
away, leaving behind a porous copper mass of little strength.   The slow disappearance of 
zinc from the alloy can be disastrous, as apart from a change in color which can be attri- 
buted to tarnishing, there is no marked change indicating that corrosion is taking place. 
The loss in tensile strength caused the hooks to fracture with the loss of balls. As these 
hooks are not available in alternate materials, a time limit is now placed on the time of 
exposure.   They are used once on 4 month moorings and if a mooring is expected to remain 
on station for more than this period, alternate means of attachment of glass balls to the line 
are used.   Such a method is to place the glass balls in polyethylene containers which are 
then bolted onto chain. 

4,        Instrument Hardware 

The connecting hardware on the instrument cases is usually stainless steel whereas 
the terminations of the wire rope are mild steel which has led to problems with galvanic 
corrosion.   This problem has generally been alleviated by careful consideration of the gen- 
eral rules:- 

a) Use a combination of materials as close together as possible in the galvanic series, 
b) If dissimilar metals are to be used, ensure that a large anode is coupled to a 

small cathode. 
c) Coat cathode only and not the anode, 
d) If possible, install a third non structural metal, e, g. zinc, anodic to both materials 

in galvanic contact. 

The instrument cases are generally extruded aluminum alloys 7075-T6 or 6061-T6 
which are hard coat anodized and then coated with an epoxy paint.   Care must always be 
taken to ensure that this coating is not ruptured na otherwise serious pitting can occur. 
The fasteners used on such cases are usually 316 stainless steel.   For cathodic protection, 
two methods can be utilized:- 

a) All cathodic metal grounded. In this case, all material is electrically at the same 
potential with a common anode to protect both metals, 

b) All cathodic metals electrically isolated from each other and protected by indivi- 
dual anodes. 

Both methods are being used and under evaluation for life and cost effectiveness. 
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5.     Review of Corrective Measures 

Typical corrections recommended and implemented for increased reliability of moor- 
ings were: 

— Cathodic protection 
— Elimination of galvanic incompatibility 
— Precautions in welding 
— Precautions in machining (elemination of roughened surfaces) 
— Material changes (i. e. 316S.S. in lieu of 303 S. S. . etc.) 
— Coatings   (care taken in surface preparation) 
— Elimination of crevice corrosion  (use of sealants) 
— Design for corrosion fatigue and stress corrosion cracking 

6.     Conclusions 

A program instituted by the Ocean Engineering Department of the Woods Hole Ocean- 
ographic Institution and carried out primarily at the C. S.  Draper Laboratory of M. 1, T. 
has involved the failure analysis of numerous mooring line components.   This continual 
analysis has been used to advantage to recommend design and material changes resulting 
in an improved resistance to environmental deterioration. 

The improved reliability is evidenced by longer moorings and the major causes of 
problems now are mainly mechanical.   This can be due to too much tension in strong 
currents, vibration, or isolated events such as a weak component.   It is imperative that 
each new mooring or instrumented array be carefully examined for corrosion problems, 
particularly at the design stage for the various instruments used in line. 

The work reported in this paper was supported by the Office of Naval Research under 
Contract Number NoooU - C0241 - NR083 - 004. 
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SuHwrisvd Discussion 

Discussion from th« floor polntsd out that stress corrosion cracking, 
such «s sight bm  infsrrsd fro« th« reported cracking failure in the 18% Cr, 
1% Ni stainless steel, would not be expected to occur in unheated sea 
water unless the steel had been severely cold worked. 
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Figure 5,     l" Bolt Failure at Buoy Bridle Connection 

Figure 6.     Failed U-Bolt from Tensiometer 
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The Relatlonihlp Between the Concentration of Oxygen In Seawater 
and the Corroalon of Metalt 

Fred M. Relnhart and Jaaea F. Jenkins 

Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory 
Port Hueneae, California 93043 

The reaearch prograa to dataralne the effecta of deep ocean envlronaents on aaterlala 
conducted by the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory over the paat tan year« has produced 
■uch corrosion Inforaatlon on alloys exposed In three seawater envlronaents of dlfferennt 
oxygen concentrations, which ware: an average of 0.4 ■llllllters per liter at a nominal 
depth of 760 «eters, aa average of 1.3S ■llllllters per liter at a nominal depth of 1830 
meters and an average of S.7S allllllters per liter at a nominal depth of 1.5 meters. The 
corrosion rates of 169 different alloys after one year of exposure were correlated with the 
respective oxygen concentrations to determine whether or not any relationships existed 
between corrosion rates and oxygen concentratlona. 

It haa been shown that for many alloys which corroded uniformly or generally their 
corrosion rates Increased linearly with Increasing concentration of oxygen In seawater. 
This linear relationship indicates that the concentration of oxygen In seawater Is a major 
variable In the corrosion of such alloys. 

Generally, there waa an erratic relationship between changes In the concentration of 
oxygen In eeawater and the corroalon rates of those alloys whose corrosion resistance Is 
due to passive films on their surfacea. These alloys were the stainless steels, the 
aluminum alloys and the nickel alloys. 

The corroalon irate of copper waa not affected by changes in the concentration of oxyoen 
In seawater. The corrosion rate« of (our aluminum alloy« ware Inversely proportional to 
changes In the concentration of oxygen In seawater. The corrosion rates of S086-H34 and 
54S6-H321 decreaaed linearly with Increasing concentration of oxygen and those of alloys 
2219-T81 and 6061-T6 decreased with Increasing concentration of oxygen but not linearly 
or uniformly  The titanium alloys ware 1—uite to corroalon In eeawater of different oxygen 
concentratlona. 

Thus, the relationship between changes In the concentration of oxygen In seawater and 
the corrosion ratea varied from laounlty to corroalon, to corrosion rates Increasing 
linearly with the concentration of oxygen, to corroalon ratea Increasing with the oxygen 
concentration but not linearly, to corroalon ratea decraaalng with the oxygen concentration, 
to changes In concentration of oxygen having no apparent effect on corroalon ratea. 

Key Words: Corrosion; seawater; alloys; oxygen; metals; nickel alloys; aluminum 
alloys; copper alloys; stainless steels; steels; Deep Submergence; cast Irons; 
titanium alloys. 

1. Introduction 

This Investigation was undertaken to determine the effect of the concentration of 
oxygen In seawater on the corroalon of metals. 

During the study on the corrosion of mttala In deep ocean environments much Informa- 
tion haa been collected on the characteristics of seawater et the exposure sites. This 
study was conducted by the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory, Port Hueneme, California, 
and was conducted between 1961 and 1971. The geographical locations of theae expoaure 
sltea In relation to Port Hueneme, California, are shown in Figure 1 and given in Table 1. 
Sites 1-1 to 4 were at a nominal depth of 1830 meters, sites II-l and 2 were at a nominal 
depth of 760 meters and site V was the surface site where the specimens were completely 
iamersed at a nominal depth of 1.5 meters. The seawater characteriatlca which ware 
determined for each site were temperature, oxygen concentration, salinity, pH, current and 
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depth. The value« of these variables 3 meters above the ocean floor and, In the case of 
the surface site, 1.5 asters below the surface sre given In Table 1. The changes of these 
variables with depth are shown In Figure 2. 

Corroslvlty of an envlronasnt Is determined by Its characteristics and by change« In 
the magnitudes of these characteristics. Changes In the values of these characteristic« of 
the seawater In the Pacific Ocean would be expected to affect the corrosion of metal« and 
alloy« exposed in it. The corrosion behavior of alloys is affecteo by changes in the 
concentrations of the constituents of seawater with depth. Therefoie the corrosion behavior 
of the alloys cannot be attributed to changes in the concentration of any one characteristic 
but must be attributed to the combined effects of all characteristics. However, it is 
possible to show that some variables exert considerably more influence than others on the 
corrosion of metals. 

When changes in the oxygen concentration of seawater va the corrosion rates of the 
alloys are discussed it must be understood that the corrosion rates are, in fact, the 
product of the effects caused by all the corrosive constituents of seawater but in this 
paper that emphasis 1« being placed only on the oxygen concentration. 

In the area in which these exposures were conducted and at the exposure depth« in the 
Pacific Ocean the concentration of oxygen varied from 0.4 to 5.75 milliliters per liter. 
The reault« of th« corrosion behavior of the different alloys at the above three exposure 
sites after one year of exposure were evaluated for the relationships between changes in 
the oxygen concentration of seawater and their corrosion behavior. 

This discussion considers the relationship between changes in the concentration of 
oxygen in seawater and the corrosion behavior of steels, cast iron«, «tainlea« «teel«, 
copper alloy«, nickel alloy«, aluminum alloy« and a few miscellaneous alloy«. 

2. Results and Discussions 

Steels. The chemical compositions of the steels are given in Table 2. The relation- 
ship between the concentration of oxygen In seawater and the corrosion rates of the steels 
after one year of exposure is shown graphically in Figure 3. 

Since the corrosion rates of the various steels were nearly the same at any one oxygen 
concentration, the average values for any one oxygen concentration were averaged and used 
to prepare Figure 3. The curve for these average corrosion rates of all the ateels is a 
straight line with the corrosion rate increasing as the concentration of oxygen in seawater 
increases. Hence, the corrosion rstes of the steels are proportional to the concentration 
of oxygen. 

The average of the corrosion rates of all the carbon and low alloy steels after one 
year of exposure vs the oxygen content and the temperature of seawater were analysed using 
the technique of linear regression analysis. By this technique a relationship between 
oxygen content, temperature and corrosion rate was obtained for the average of all carbon 
and low alloy steels. The derived formula is: 

Corrosion Rate (microns per year) - 21.3 ♦ 25.4(02) + 0.356(T) 

The corrosion rate is in microns per year, the oxygen content of seawater in milli- 
liters par litsr (ml/1) and the temperature in degree« Centigrade (*C). 

This derived formula illustrates two Important points:  (1) the concentration of 
oxygen in aeawater 1« a major variable and its effect on the corrosion rate of steel in 
seawater is linear.  (2) The temperature of the seawater has much less effect than the 
oxygen content and its effect is also linear. 

This formula, however, cannot be used to predict the corrosion rates of steels in 
seawater at other locationa due to the influences of other variables which may be present. 

(I)1 
Walker and his associates ' observed the influence of dissolved oxygen on weighed 

test specimens in distilled water at room temperature and Speller*1' made tests in 

'figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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McKeesport, Pennsylvania, tap water at 72*C In which the oxygen concentration was decreased 
progressively from 5.0 milllllters per liter to 0.5 mllllllters per liter. The results of 
these two tests showed that the corrosion rate of steel was proportional to the oxygen con- 
centration in nearly neutral solutions.  The results of the tests in our investigation in 
seawater are in substantial agreement with those of Walker and Speller. 

It is interesting that the above three tests made in three different electrolytes all 
indicated the sane conclusion. The distilled water was essentially free of variables other 
than the oxygen concentration and small variations in room temperature which would be 
expected; the tap water undoubtedly contained dissolved salts and was at an elevated temper- 
ature; the seawater contained dissolved salts, was at different temperatures and pressures. 

Cast Irons.  The chemical compositions of the cast irons are given in Table 3. The 
relationships between the concentration of oxygen in seawater and their corrosion rates are 
shown graphically in Figure 4. 

The corrosion rates of the three types of cast iron, gray, alloy and austenitic, in- 
creased linearly with the concentration of oxygen in seawater. The influence of the con- 
centration of oxygen in seawater on the corrosion of the cast irons was very similar to the 
behavior of the wrought steels. The slope of the curve for the alloy cast irons is very 
close to the slope of the curve for the steels.  The slopes of the curves for gray and 
austenitic cast irons are much lower than that for the alloy cast irons; nevertheless their 
corrosion rates are still proportional to the concentration of oxygen in seawater. 

Two cast irons, high silicon and silicon-molybdenum, were uncorroded in seawater after 
one year of exposure. These two cast irons, probably because of the passive films on their 
surfaces, were insensitive to changes in the concentration of oxygen in seawater. 

Stainless Steels.  The chemical compositions of the stainless steels are given in Table 
4.  The relationship between the changes in the concentration of oxygen in seawater and the 

corrosion rates of the stainless steels are shown graphically In Figures 5, 6 and 7. 

The relationship between changes In the concentration ot oxygen in seawater and the 
corrosion rates of the 200 and A00 Series stainless steels are shown in Figure 5.  The 
corrosion rate of AISI Type 410 stainless steel is proportional to the concentration of 
oxygen.  The corrosion rates of AISI Types 201, 202 and 4A6 increased slightly as the 
concentration of oxygen in seawater increased from 1.35 to 5.75 milllllters per liter, but 
their corrosion rates cannot be considered to be proportional to the concentration of 
oxygen over its entire range, 0.4 to 5.75 milliliters per liter. Even though the corrosion 
rate of AISI Type 430 stainless steel was slightly higher at the highest oxygen concentra- 
tion than at the lowest the effect of oxygen was erratic. 

The effects of changes in the concentration of oxygen in seawater on  the corrosion 
rate: cf the 300 Series stainless steels are shown In Figure 6. The corrosion rates of 
AISI Types 302, 304, 304L, 316 and 347 austenitic stainless steels were apparently not 
solely dependent upon the concentration of oxygen in seawater.  The corrosion rates of 
AISI Types 301, 304 sensitized and 325 increased with increasing concentration of oxygen 
in seawater but not uniformly. 

The relationships between changes in the concentration of oxygen In seawater and the 
corrosion rates of the 600 Series (precipitation hardening) stainless steels are shown in 
Figure 7. The behavior of these stainless steels is comparable to the behavior of the 
AISI Types 200, 300 and 400 Serit-s stainless steels. 

After one year of exposure In seawater the corrosion rates of the following stainless 
steels were either less than 2.3 microns per year or zero: AISI Types 309, 316L, 317, 329, 
633 and 20Cb-3, 17-14 Cu-Mo, Hi-Cr-Mo and Ni-Cr-Mo-Si. Therefore the corrosion rates of 
these alloys were unaffected by changes in the concentration of oxygen In seawater. 

As is well known oxygen can and does play a dual role in the corrosion of stainless 
steels in electrolytes.  An oxidizing environment (presence ot  oxygen or other oxidlzer) is 
necessary for maintaining the passivity of stainless steels which is responsible for their 
high corrosion resistance.  However, this same oxidizing environment is necessary to 
initiate and maintain pitting in stainless steels.  Oxygen often acts as the depolarizer 
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for passive-active cell« created by the breakdown of passivity at a specific point or area. 
The chloride ion (present In abundance in seawater) is singularly efficient in accomplish- 
ing this breakdown. Therefore, this dual role of oxygen in seawater can be used to explain 
the inconsistent and erratic corrosion behavior of stainless steels in this environment. 

Copper Alloy«. The chemical compositions of the copper alloys are given in Table 5. 
The relationship between the changes in the concentration of oxygen in seawater and the 
corrosion rates of copper and the copper alloys are shown graphically in Figure 8. 

The corrosion of copper was not affected by changes In the concentration of oxygen over 
the range 0.4 to 5.75 milliliters per liter. The corrosion rates of all but two of the 
copper alloy« were so comparable that their rates for each oxygen concentration were aver- 
aged. These average value« were used for constructing the "Copper Alloys" curve in Figure 
8. The corrosion rate« of the copper alloy« Increased linearly with the concentration of 
oxygen in seawater and, hence, were proportional to these changes. Exclusion of the two 
alloy«, Muntz Metal and Manganese Bronze, was because of severe dezincification. 

Nickel Alloys. The chemical composition« of the nickel alloys are given in TaHle 6. 
The relationships between the changes in the concentration of oxygen in seawater and the 
corrosion rate« of the nickel alloys are shown graphically in Figures 9, 10 and 11.  It 
Is shown in Figure 9 that the corrosion rates of Ni-200, Ni-Cu 400, Ni-Cr-Fe 600 and X7S0 
and Nl-Mo 2 alloys increase linearly with the oxygen concentration and, therefore, are 
proportional to the oxygen concentration. 

In Figure 10 the corrosion rates of electrolytic nickel; Ni-201, 211 and 270; Nl-Cu 
A02, 406. 410, KS00 and 45-55; and Ni-Cr 65-35, 75 and 80-20 alloys increase with increas- 
ing concentration of oxygen in seawater but not linearly and therefore are not directly 
proportional to the oxygen concentration. Changes in the concentration of oxygen do not 
directly affect the corrosion behavior of Ni-Cr-Fe alloys 610 and 88. 

In Figure 11 the corrosion rates of Ni-301 and Ni-Mo-Fe-"B" increase with Increasing 
concentration of oxygen in seawater but not linearly. The shape« of the curves for Ni-210, 
Ni-Cu-505, Ni-Sn-Zn 23 and Ni-Si D show that the relationship between changes in the 
concentration of oxygen in seawater and their corrosion rates is inconsistent and erratic. 

The erratic and Inconsistent relationships between changes in the concentration of 
oxygen in seawater and the corrosion of nickel alloys can be explained by the dual role 
oxygen plays on these alloys in seawater. Oxygen is necessary for preserving the passive 
films on the alloys and is also necessary for the formation of passive-active cells when 
the passive film breaks down locally. This Is similar to the effect of oxygen on the 
corrosion of the stainless steels in seawater. 

The passive film« on some nickel base alloys were so «table that they did not break 
dovn after one year of constant immersion in seawater, even locally, within the range of 
oxygen concentrations in this Investigation. These alloy« were: Ni-Cr-Fe-718; Ni-Fe-Cr 
800, 804, 825. 825 sensitized, 825cb and 901; Ni-Cr-Mo C,3 and 625; Ni-Co-Cr-Mo 700; and 
Ni-Cr-Fe-Mo F. G and X. 

Aluminum Alloys. The chemical compositions of the aluminum alloys are given in Table 
7. The relationship« between the change« in the concentration of oxygen in «eawater and 
the corrosion rate« of the aluminum alloys are shown graphically in Figure« 12 and 13. 

A« shown in Figure 12 the corrosion rates of Al-Mg alloys 5086-H34 and S456-H321 
decreased linearly with increasing concentration of oxygen In «eawater. The corrosion 
rate« of Al-Cu alloy 2219-T81 and Al-Hg-Si alloy 6061-T6 decreased but not linearly, with 
Increasing concentration of oxygen in seawater. This behavior of the above three aluminum 
alloys can be attributed to the lack of sufficient oxygen to prevent local breakdown of 
the protective passive film«. The local breakdown will cause pitting. In these three 
alloys the maximum depths of pits at 0.4 milliliters per liter of oxygen were 1040. 1905 
and 1980 micron« and at 5.75 milliliters per liter ttiey were 340, 405 and 660 micron«. 

The corrosion rate« of the other aluminum alloys 1100-H14. 3003-H14, 2024-0. 5052. 
5083-H113 and 5454-H32 were erratic and Inconsistent with respect to change« In the 
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concentration of oxygen In seawater, as shown In Figure 13. This behavior, like that of the 
stainless steels and some nickel alloys, can be attributed to the dual role oxygen can play 
with regard to alloys which depend upon passive films for their corrosion resistance. 

Miscellaneous Alloys. The chemical compositions of the miscellaneous alloys are given 
in Table S. The relationships between changes in the concentration of oxygen in seawater 
and these miscellaneous alloys are shown graphically in Figure 14. The corrosion rate of 
lead increased linearly with the concentration of oxygen in seawater. The corrosion rate 
of solder, (67Pb-33 Sn) also increased with increasing concentration of oxygen in seawater 
but not linearly or uniformly. The corrosion rates of molybdenum and tungsten were higher 
at the highest concentration of oxygen in seawater than at the lowest concentration of 
oxygen but the shapes of the curves between these points cannot be stated since no data 
are available for an intermediate oxygen concentration. The relationship between changes 
in the concentration of oxygen in seawater and the corrosion rate of tin was erratic. 

Columbium, tantalum and a tantalum alloy, Ta60, containing about 10Z tungsten were 
unattacked by seawater of all three oxygen concentrations after one year of exposure. 

Titanium Alloys. Titanium alloys were unattacked by seawater of all three concentra- 
tions of oxygen after one year of exposure. The alloys in this investigation were: CF, 
75A, Ti-0.15Fd, 5A1-2.5 Sn, 6A1-4V, 7Al-2Cb-lTa and 13V-llCr-3Al.  It is well known that 
the passive film on titanium alloys does not break down at ordinary temperatures in 
chloride ion environments (seawater); hence, its imunity to corrosion. 

3. Summary and Conclusions 

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the relationships between changes 
in the concentration of oxygen in seawater and the corrosion of alloys. To accomplish 
this the corrosion rates of alloys which had been exposed at the three oxygen concentrations 
(0.4, 1.35 and 5.75 mllllliters per liter) in the Facific Ocean for one year were used to 
determine the effects of oxygen. 

The corrosion rates of the following alloys increased linearly with the concentration 
of oxygen In seawater: The steels, cast irons, copper alloys except those subject to 
severe parting corrosion (Muntz Metal and Manganese Bronze A), AISI Type A10 stainless 
steel, Nl-200 alloy, Nl-Cu 400 alloy, Nl-Cr-Fe alloys 600 and X750, Ni-Mo 2 alloy and lead. 
Linear regression analysis using the corrosion rates, oxygen concentrations and tempera- 
tures of seawater gave the following relationship for the steels: 

Corrosion Rate (Microns per year) - 21.3 ♦ 25.4(0.) + 0.356(T) 

The corrosion rates are In microns per year, the oxygen contents of seawater in rail 11 
liters per liter (ml/L) and temperatures in degrees Centigrade (*C). 

This derived formula illustrates two Important points:  (1) The concentration of oxygen 
in seawater Is a major variable and Its effect on the corrosion rate of steel in seawater 
is linear.  (2) The temperatures of seawater has less effect on the corrosion of steel in 
seawater than the oxygen content and its effect is also linear. 

In most cases if the alloy corroded uniformly or generally its corrosion rate in- 
creased linearly with the concentration of oxygen - such alloys were the steels, cast 
irons, copper alloys and lead. The other alloys, AISI Type 410 stainless steel, Ni-200 
alloy, Nl-Cu 400 alloy, Nl-Cr-Fe alloys 600 and X7S0, and Ni-Mo 2 alloy, whose corro- 
sion rates increaaed linearly with the oxygen concentration were corroded by the 
pitting and crevice types of corrosion. 

The corrosion rate of copper was not affected by changes in the concentration of 
oxygen in seawater. 

The corrosion rates of the following alloys increaaed with increasing concentra- 
tion of oxygen In seawater but not linearly or uniformly I AISI Type 201, 202, 301, 
304 sensitized, 325, 446 and 632-RH1100 stainless steels) and nickel alloys, electro- 
lytic nickel, Nl-200, Ni-211. Ni-270, Nl-Cu 402, Nl-Cu 406, Nl-Cu 410, Nl-Cu K500, 
Nl-Cu 45-55, Ni-Cr 65-35, Ni-Cr 75, Nl-Cr 80-20, Ni-301. and Ni-Mo-Fe "B"; and 
solder composed of 67 percent Pb and 33 percent Sn, 
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The relationship between changes In the concentration of oxygen In seawater and the 
corrosion rates of the following alloys were erratic:    AISI Type  302,  304,  304L,  316,  347, 
430, 630-H925, 631-TH1050 and 635 stainless steels;  severely dezlnclfled copper alloys 
Muntt Metal and Manganese Bronze A; nickel alloys Nl-Cr-Fe 610 and 88, Nl-210, Nl-Cu-505, 
Nl-Sn-Zn 23 and Nl-Sl D;  aluminum alloys 1100-H14,  3003-H14, 2024-0,  50S2, 5083-H113 and 
54S4-H32;  tin; and zinc. 

The corrosion rates of three aluminum alloys were Inversely proportional to Increasing 
concentration of oxygen In seawater.    The corrosion rates of S086-H34 and 54S6-H321 de- 
creased linearly with Increasing concentration of oxygen.    The decreases In the corrosion 
rates of aluminum alloys 2219-T6 and 6061-T6 with Increasing concentration of oxygen were 
not linear. 

Many of the alloys In this Investigation were uncorroded In seawater containing three 
different concentrations of oxygen (0.4, 1.35 and 5.75 mllllllters per liter) for a period 
of 1 year of exposure.    These alloys were:    cast  Irons containing high silicon and silicon- 
molybdenum;  AISI Type 309,  316L,   317,  329 and 633 stainless steels;  specialty stainless 
steels 20Cb-3,  17-14-Cu-Mo, Nl-Cr-Ho,  and Nl-Cr-Mo-Sl;  nickel alloys Nl-Cr-Fe 718,  Nl-Fe-Cr 
800,  804,  825,  825 sensitized.  825Cb and 901,  Ni-Cr-Mo C,  3 and 625,  Nl-Co-Cr-Mo  700 and 
Nl-Cr-Fe-Mo F, G and X;  titanium alloys CP,  75A, Tl-0.15Pd, 5A1-2.5 Sn, 6A1-4V,  7Al-2Cb-l Ta 
and 13V-llCr-3Al;  columblum;  tantalum and tantalum alloy Ta 60. 

The Inconsistent end erratic behavior of alloys which depend upon passive films for 
their corrosion resistance  Is explained on the basis of the dual  role oxygen plays In 
maintaining these films or In perpetuating passive-active and oxygen concentration corroalon 
cells. 

The corrosion rates of the many alloys which corroded uniformly or generally. Increased 
linearly with Increasing concentration of oxygen In seawater.    This linear relationship for 
so many alloys substantiates  the major  Influence of oxygen on their corrosion behavior. 
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Summarized Discussion 

In response to a question whether the authors had considered correlating 
oxygen concentration with pitting behavior,  they replied that they had done 
this with the finding that generally oxygen concentration correlated better 
with pitting factor than with overall corrosion rate. 

Written Contribution by B.  F.   Brown: 

The authors have performed a valuable service in demonstrating that the 
oxygen content of natural sea water can play an important role in controlling 
corrosion rates, and that increasing oxygen content may cause an increasing 
corrosion rate  in some metals and a decreasing rate in others.    For the 
benefit of the engineer who is not a corrosion specialist,  it should be 
emphasized that the research data reported in the paper are average 
corrosion rates  (assuming perfectly uniform corrosion)  and that for the 
great majority of metals which corrode nonuniformly, the data are not 
appropriate for designing a "corrosion allowance." 
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Table 1. Exposure Site Locations and Sea Water Characteristics 
' 

Site Latitude Longitude Depth, Exposure, Temp. Oxygen Salinity 
pH 

Cuirent, 
No. N W Motors Days «C ml/I' PPt2 Knots, Avg 

1-1 aa0^' 120o37' 1615 1064 2.6 1.2 34.51 7.5 0.03 
1-2 33044' 120045' 1719 751 2.3 1.3 34.51 7.6 0.03 
1-3 33044' 120046' 1719 123 2.3 1.3 34.51 7.6 0.03 
1-4 33046' 120046' 2066 403 2.2 1.8 34.40 7.7 0.03 

II 1 34o06' 120o42' 713 197 5.0 0.4 34.36 7.5 0.06 
11-2 34o06' 120042' 722 402 5.0 0.4 34.36 7.5 0.06 

V 34o06' n^or 1.5 181-763 12-19 5.75 33.51 8.1 variable 

' ml/I—milliliters per liter. 
2 ppt—parts per thousand. 

Table 2. Chemical Composition of Irons and Steels 

Material C Mn P S Si Ni Cr Mo V Cu Other 

Armco Iron _ 0.02 _ _ _ _ _ _     _ 
Wrought Iron 0.02 0.06 0.13 0.01 0.13 - - - - - 2.5 slag 
AISI 1010 0.12 0.50 0.004 0.23 0.060 - - - - - — 
AISI 1010 - 0.34 0.01 - 0.02 0.02 0.02 - - 0.03 — 
Copper Steel - 0.40 0.01 - 0.02 0.01 0.03 - _ 0.28 — 
ASTMA36 0.20 0.55 0.010 0.020 0.064 - - - — — — 
HSLA#1' 0.18 0.86 0.014 0.023 0.28 0.05 0.64 0.18 0.047 - B 0.1028 

Ti-0.020 
HSLA#2 0.12 0.30 0.015 0.025 0.27 2.34 1.25 0.20 - 0.17 - 
HSLA#4 - 0.36 0.08 - 0.41 0.32 0.72 — - 0.38 — 
HSLA#5 0.14 0.78 0.020 0.025 0.23 0.74 0.56 0.42 0.36 0.22 84.0041 
HSLA*5 with mill scale 
HSLA#7 - 0.43 0.12 - 0.13 0.54 - - - 1.0 - 
HS LA #10 - 0.63 0.01 - — 0.99 - - - 1.42 — 
18% Ni-Maraging 0.02 0.10 0.005 0.007 0.14 17.92 4.78 Co-8.75 

B-0.003 
Ti-0.94 
AIO.17 

1.5% Ni 
3.0% Ni not recorded 
5.0% Ni not recorded 
9.0% Ni not recorded 

High-Strength-Low-Alloy Steel. 
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Table 3. Chemical Composition of Cast Irons 

Material C Mn Si Ni Cr Mo Cu 

Nickel   0.68 2.47 1.56   _   
Ni-Cr #1 - 0.73 1.64 1.66 0.60 - - 
Ni-Cr #2 - 0.86 1.99 3.22 0.98 — — 
Ductile #1 - 0.3S 2.50 0.91 — — _ 
Ductile #2 - 0.34 2.24 - — - - 
Silicon — — 14.5 — — — — 
Si-Mo — — 14.0 _ — 3.0 — 
Austenitic, Type 1 - 1.4 2.06 15.8 1.79 - 6.71 
Austenitic, Type 2 - 1.01 2.29 18.2 2.04 - - 
Austenitic, Type 3 - 0.6 1.15 28.4 2.87 - - 
Austenitic, Type 4 - 0.56 5.34 29.7 4.97 - - 
Austenitic, Type 4 2.13 0.79 5.60 29.98 5.02 - 0.16 
Austenitic, Type D-2 — 0.94 3.0 21.4 2.26 - - 
Austenitic, Type D-2b - 0.96 2.0 20.8 3.19 - - 
Austenitic, Type D-2c 2.45 2.12 2.38 22.34 0.08 - - 
Austenitic, Type D-3 - 0.5 1.83 29.8 2.70 - - 
Austenitic, Hardenable not recorded 

Table 4. Chemical Composition of Stainless Steals 

Alloy C Mn P S Si NI Cr Mo Cu Other 

AISI Type 201 0.08 6.8 _ _ _ 4.0 17.1 _ _ _ 
AISI Type 202 0.09 7.6 — - - 4.5 17.8 - - — 
AISI Type 301 0.11 1.17 0.025 0.021 0.34 6.73 17.4 — - _ 
AISI Type 302 0.11 1.36 — - _ 9.9 17.3 0.12 0.26 — 
AISI Type 302 0.06 1.05 0.020 0.013 0.60 9.33 18.2 — - - 
AISI Type 304 0.06 1.62 _ - _ 9.5 18.2 0.34 0.16 - 
AISI Type 304 0.06 1.73 0.024 0.013 0.43 10.0 18.8 — - — 
AISI Type 304 Sensitized' 0.06 1.62 - - — 9.5 18.2 0.34 0.16 - 
AISI Type 304L 0.02 1.45 — - - 9.5 17.9 - - - 
AISI Type 304L 0.03 1.24 0.028 0.023 0.68 10.2 18.7 — - _ 
AISI Type 309 0.10 1.60 — - - 12.7 23.3 — - - 
AISI Type 316 0.05 1.73 - — - 13.2 17.2 2.60 - - 
AISI Type 316 0.06 1.61 0.021 0.016 0.40 13.6 18.3 2.41 - - 
AISI Type 3161 0.02 1.78 - - - 13.6 17.7 2.15 _ - 
AISI Type 316L 0.02 1.31 0.012 0.015 0.47 13.7 17.9 2.76 - - 
AISI Type 317 0.05 1.61 - - - 13.6 18.7 3.30 - - 
AISI Type 325 0.03 0.7 — - - 23.5 9.0 - - - 
AISI Type 329 0.07 0.46 - - - 4.4 27.0 1.40 - - 
AISI Type 347 0.04 1.19 - - - 11.3 18.1 - - - 
AISI Type 410 0.13 0.4 - - _ 0.2 12.1 - - - 
AISI Type 410 0.13 0.43 0.019 0.005 0.45 0.1 12.3 — - - 
AISI Type 430 0.06 0.4 _ - _ _ 17.7 - - - 
AISI Type 446 0.15 0.8 - - _ 0.2 30.0 — - — 
20Cb-3 - - - - - 34 20 2.3 3.4 — 
Ni-Cr-Mo-Si - _ — - 1.0 23.0 21.0 5.0 - _ 
AISI Type 631 TH1 OSO 0.071 0.48 0.017 0.018 0.42 7.42 17.12 — - 1.19 Al 
AISI Type 630-H92S 0.031 0.24 0.017 0.011 0.59 4.17 15.29 - 3.23 0.24 Cb 
17Cr-14Ni-Cu-Mo - — - - - 14 16 2 3 _ 
AISI Type 633 - - - - - 4 17 3 - - 
AISI Type 635 0.05 0.56 0.026 0.009 0.74 6.80 16.8 — - 0.79 Ti 
AISI Type632RH1100 0.070 0.50 - 0.016 0.28 7.19 15.05 2.19 - 1.11 Al 

/ Heated for one hour at 12000F, air cooled. 
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Table 5. Chemical Composition of Copper Alloys 

CDANo.' Material 
1  

Cu Zn Sn Ni Al Fe Si Pb Other 

102 Copper. 0 free 99.96 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..       1 

102 Copper, O free 99.9 - - - - - - - - 
172 Be-Cu 97.80 — - 0.05 — — — — Be 190 

Co 0 25 
825 Be Cu, chain, cast 97.5 — - — — — — Be 2.0 

Co 0.5 
220 Commercial Bronze 90 10 - — - - - - 
230 Red Brass 85 15 - - - - - - -      1 
443 Arsenical Admiralty 71.19 27.77 1.00 - - 0.01 - - AsO.027 
443 Arsenical Admiralty 70.0 29.0 1.0 - - - - - As 0 04 
270 Yellow Bran 65.0 35.0 - - - - - - - 
280 Munu Metal 60.69 39.29 - "" - <0.02 - - - 
280 Munu Metal 60.0 40.0 - - - - - -       i 
678 Mn Bronze A 56.0 42.0 _ 1.0 1.0 - - Mn-0 01 
868 Ni-Mn Bronze, cast 54.58 34.48 0.70 3777 1.73 1.66 - 0.02 Mn-306 
- Al Brass 78.0 20.0 - 20 - - - -      1 
- Ni Brass 50.0 40.0 - 8.0 - 2.0 - - - 
905 G Bronze, cast 88.0 10.0 2.0 - - - - - - 
003 G Bronze, modified, cast 88.0 4.0 8.0 - - - - - - 
022 M Bronze, cast 88.2 4.0 6.0 - - - - 2.0 -      ; 
- Leaded Tin Bronze, cast 85.0 5.0 5.0 - - - - 5.0 - 
510 Phosphor Bronze A 94.64 <0.10 4.94 - - <0.05 - - P-0.26 
510 Phosphor Bronze A 96.0 - 4.0 - - — - - P-0.25 
524 Phosphor Bronze D 90.00 <0,10 9.23 - - <0.05 - - P-0. 7 
606 Al Bronze 5% 95.0 - - - 50 - - - 1 
614 Al Bronze 7% 90.11 - 0.15 — 6 59 3.15 - <0.02 -      j 
614 Al Bronze 7% 90.0 - - - 70 3.0 - - -      | 
953 Al Bronze 10% cast 89.0 - - — 100 1.0 - - -      | 
954 Al Bronze 11%, cast 86.0 - - — 100 4.0 - - -      \ 
- Al Bronze 13%, cast 83.0 - - 130 4.0 - _ \ 
- Ni Al Bronze #2 80.0 _ - 5.0 100 4.0 - - Mn-0.5 
653 Si Bronze 3% 97.0 - - - - - 3.0 - 
655 Si Bronze A 95.49 - - - - <002 3.28 - Mn-1 18 
655 Si Bronze A 95.0 - - - - - 3.0 - Mn-1.0 
- Ni Vee Bronze A, cas 88.0 50 2.0 5.0 - - — - - 

Ni Vee Bronze B, cast 87.0 5.0 2.0 5.0 - 
"■ 1.0 - j 

- Ni Vee Bronze C, cast 80.0 50 5.0 5.0 - 50 - - 
706 CuNi90 10 89.04 - - 9.42 - 1.16 - _ Mn-0 38 | 
706 CuNi,90 10 89.0 - - 10.0 - 1.4 - - Mn-0 5   { 
962 Cu Ni 90-10, cast 86.0 - - 11.0 - 1.4 - - Mn-1 3 
710 Cu Ni 80 20 78.62 - - 20.41 _ 0.62 _ - Mn-0.35 
710 Cu Ni 80 20 80.0 - - 20.0 0.03 - - Mn-0 2 
715 Cu-Ni, 70 30 68.61 - - 30.53 - 0.53 - - Mn-0.33 
715 Cu-Ni, 70-30 69.0 - - 30.0 - 0.6 - - Mn-04 
716 Cu Ni, 70 30 64.02 - - 29.96 - 5.27 - - Mn-0.76 
- Cu-Ni, 55 45 54.0 - 45.0 - 0.1 - - Mn-10 
- CuNi-ZnPb 62.0 80 - 25.0 - - 5.0 
752 Nickel Silver 65.0 170 — 18.0 - _ — —      i 

' Copper Development Association alloy number. 
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Table 6. Chemical Composition of Nickel Alloys 

Material Ni C Mn Fe S Si Cu Cr Ti Mo Other 

Electrolytic Ni 99.97+Co _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Ni-200 99.50 0.05 0.29 0.04 0.006 0.07 0.02 — — - - 
Ni-200 99.5 0.06 _ — _ — _ — — _ _ 
NI-201 99.5 0.01 _ _ _ _ _ — _ — - 
Ni-211 95.0 — 5.0 _ _ _ _ — _ — _ 
NI-270 90.97 — - - — - — - — - -- 
Ni-210, cast 95.6 - 1.0 — — 2.0 — — - - - 
Ni-301 94.0 - — _ — — — _ — - AM.5 
Ni-Cu400 65.17 0.11 1.06 0.90 0.007 0.10 32.62 - - - - 
Ni-Cu400 66.00 0.12 0.90 1.35 0.005 0.15 31.50 - — - - 
NiCu400 66.00 - 0.90 1.40 — 0.20 32.00 - - - - 
Nl-Cu402 58.00 — 0.90 1.20 _ 0.10 40.00 - - - - 
Ni-Cu406 84.00 - 0.90 1.40 — 0.20 13.00 - - - - 
Ni-Cu 410, cast 68.00 — 0.80 1.00 — 1.60 31.00 - — - — 
Ni-Cu K 500 65.00 0.15 0.60 1.00 0.005 0.15 20.50 - 0.50 - AI-2.80 
Ni-Cu K-500 65.00 - 0.60 1.00 - 0.20 30.00 - - - AI-2.80 
Ni-Cu 506, cast 64.00 - 0.80 2.00 - 4.00 29.00 - — - - 
Ni-Cu 45-55 45.00 - 1.00 0.10 — — 54.00 - — - - 
NiCrFe-600 76.00 0.04 0.20 7.20 0.007 0.20 0.10 15.8 - - - 
NI-CrFefiOO 76.0 — - 7.0 - - — 16.0 — - - 
Ni-Cr-Fe 610, cast 71.0 - - 9.0 - 2.0 — 16.0 - - - 
Ni-Cr-Fe X760 73.0 - - 7.0 - — — 15.0 2.5 - - 
Ni-Cr-Fe 718 52.5 0.04 0.20 18.0 0.007 0.20 0.10 19.0 0.80 3.0 Cb-5.2 

AI-0.60 
Ni-Cr-Fe 88 71.0 — — 7.0 — — — 10.0 — — Sn-5.0 

Bi-3.0 
Ni-Cr-Mo 3 58.0 - — 3.0 - - — 19.0 — 19.0 - 
Ni-Cr-Mo 625 63.0 - — - - — — 22.0 — 9.0 - 
Ni-Co-Cr-Mo 700 46.0 — — 1.0 — — — 15.0 — 3.75 Co-28.S 

AI-3.0 
Ni-FeCrBOO 32.0 0.04 0.74 46.0 0.007 0.35 0.30 20.5 — _ — 
Ni-Fe-Cr 800 32.0 - 1.0 46.0 - - - 20.0 — - 
Ni-Fe-Cr 804 43.0 — - 25.0 — - — 29.0 — - - 
Ni-Fe-Cr 825 41.12 0.05 0.82 30.86 0.01 0.31 1.61 21.12 1.00 2.94 AI-0.14 
Ni-Fe-Cr 825 42.0 - - 30.0 - - 2.0 22.0 - 3.0 - 
Ni-Fe-Cr 825Cb 42.0 - - 30.0 - - 2.0 22.0 - 3.0 - 
Ni-Fe-Cr 901 43.0 - - 34.0 - - - 14.0 - - 
Ni-Fe-Cr 002 42.0 0.02 0.40 48.5 0.006 0.50 0.05 6.4 2.40 AI-0.65 
Ni-Cr-Fe-Mo "F" 46.0 - - 21.0 - - - 22.0 - 7.0 - 
Ni-Cr-Fe-Mo "G" 45.0 - — 20.0 - — 2.0 21.0 — 7.0 - 
Ni-Cr-Fe-Mo "X" 60.0 — - 19.0 - _ - 22.0 — 9.0 - 
Ni-Mo-Fe "B" 60.0 - - 5.0 - - — - - 26.0 - 
Ni-Mo-Cr "C" 55.68 0.05 0.52 6.32 0.009 0.62 15.33 16.71 W3.63 

Co-0.96 
V-0.26 
P-0.010 

Ni-Mo-Cr "C" 60.0 - - 5.0 - - — 15.0 _ 16.0 W-4.0 
Ni-Sn-Zn 23 79.0 2.0 Sn-8.0 

Zn-7.0 
Pb-4.0 

continued 
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Tablte. ContintNd 

Mrarial Ni C Mn Fa S Si Cu Cr Tl Mo Oth«- J 

NiCr 65-35 86.0 _ _ _ ^ _ _ 36.0 _ ^ ~-      1 
Ni-Cr75 78.0 — — - - - - 20.0 - - - 
Ni-Cr 80-20 80.0 — — — - - - 20.0 - - -      1 

Mi-Mo 2 66.0 _ — 2.0 - - - - - ».0 - 
Ni-SiD 86.0 — — — - 10.0 3.0 - — - -      1 
Ni-Be 87.5 - - - - - — 0.50 - 6« 1.96 
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Table 7. Chemical Compotition of Aluminum Alloy« 

Material Si Fa Cu Mn Mg Cr Ni Zn Ti Al 

1100 — _ _ _ _ _ _ _   09.0 
- - 4.3 0.6 1.5 _ _ — - remainder 

2024 - — 4.3 0.6 1.5 _ — — _ remainder 
2210-781' 0.20 0.30 6.3 0.30 0.02 — — 0.10 0.06 remainder 
3003 0.15 0.45 0.15 1.25 - - — 0.05 - remainder 
3003-H14 0.20 0.58 0.13 1.0S <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 - remainder 
5052 - - - — 2.5 0.25 - — — remainder 
5083 - - 0.15 0.6 4.5 - - — - remainder 
5083-H113 0.40 0.40 0.10 0.65 4.5 0.15 - 0.25 0.15 remainder 
5088 - — — 0.3 4.0 0.15 - — - remainder 
5086-H32 0.15 0.25 0.05 0.32 3.75 0.12 - 0.12 0.01 remainder 
50eeH34 0.40 0.50 0.10 0.45 4.0 0.15 - 0.25 0.15 remainder 
5454 - — — 0.03 1.0 0.02 - - - remainder 
5456-H321 0.40 (Si&Fe) 0.10 0.75 5.0 0.13 - 0.25 0.20 remainder 
6061 - - 0.25 - 1.0 0.28 - - - remainder 
6061-TS 0.60 0.70 0.27 0.15 1.0 0.25 - 0.25 0.15 remainder 

Other element! prmnt are: 0.10%V, 0.17% Zr. 

Table 8. Chemical Compotition of Miscellaneous Alloys, 
Percent by Weight 

Material Chemical Composition 

Chemical Lead 99.9 Pb 
Antimonial Lead 94.0 Pb, 6.0 Sb 
Tellurium Lead 99 ♦ Pb, 0.04 Ta 
Tin 99.9 Sn 
Zinc 99.9 Zn, 0.00 Pb, 0.01 Fa 
Soldar 67 Pb, 33 Sn 
Molybdenum 99.9 Mo 
Tungsten 99.95 W 
Columbium 09.8 Cb 
Tantalum 99.9 Ta, 0.010 C, 0.010 0, 0.005 N, 0.002 H 
Ta-60 88.8-91.3 Ta, 8.5-11W 
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Figure 1. Locations of exposure «ite*. Figure 2. Oceenographic parameters at exposure «ite*. 
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KTtIDK  DB  LA  l'ROTKCTIOM DBS SnOCTUIlRS 30OS-lttRI>BS 

Cl.  Bugeia,  Ch.   Louis 

Compagnip  Frangaist' des  Petrolea 
Oaz de  Prance 

Cette communication expose  lea  resultats de  recherche effectu^es 
entre  Itbk et  1971 sur la Protection externe  centre  la corrosion sous- 
marine par la COMPAGNIK PMKABI MO  PKTROLER rt  le OAZ Mi FRAN™, 
sous contrat  ELF-ERAP puis TNEXO.  f>a  recherches  portent aur 70 syate- 
mea de  revfitements diff^rents dont un grand  nombre est k base de  rdsi- 
nea epoxydiquea,  seules ou assocltfes  k une autre  r^sine . L'exp^rimen- 
tation a ete  orientee plus particulierement aur les points suivants   : 

- Comportement des revStements via-i-\ria de lapotection cathodi- 
que par courant impost (-900 mV a -7 000 mV), la dur^e d'essais ötant 
fixee,   en principe,  h deux ans  ; 

- Tenue aux chocs  thermiques,  200C  -  1000C,  avec surimposition 
ou non d'une protection cathodique par anode  soluble  (-1 500 mV), 
chaque cycle ^tant  rtfiti 1 200 foia environ   ; 

- Examens de  l'etat.  des  rev^tements,  appliques sur des eprouvet- 
tes de grande dimension,  apres des durees  prolonpees d'immersions dans 
diff^rentes mers et h diverses profondeurs, M^diterran^e (Antibes), 
Mer du Nord  (Angleterre),  Arctique  (Labrador),  Atlantique  (Gabon)  et 
Golfe Persique.  On y indiquo egaloment  les principales variöt^s de sa- 
lissurcs renoontröes et  leur influence sur la  tenue des rev^tements. 

Les rös'iltats obtenus au cours de cette experimentation,  qui  se 
poursuit  toujours en 1972,  permettent,  dha maintenant,  de faire une 
selection dea mellleurs  rev^tements pour chacun dea essais effectuös 
et done de pouvoir cholsir le Systeme de protection le plus appropriö 
en fonction des caracteristiques de  l'ouvrage ä prot^ger  :  canalisa- 
tions ou pieces de forme  tourmentee,   tolles que  tdtes de puits,  duree, 
lieu et profondeur d'immersion,  contraintes subies (potentiel,  tempe- 
rature) . 

1.   Introduction et ob.let de l'^tude 

U C0MPAGNIE FRANCAI3E DES PETR0KS  (C.P.P.)  a iti oharg^e en 
1965 par l'ENTREPRISE DE RECHERCHE3 ET TVACTIVITES PBTROLIERES 
(Soci^te  ELP-ERAP),  puis par le CENTRE NATIONAL D"EXPLOITATION DES 
OCEANS  (C.N.E.X.O.)  h partir du ler Janvier 1970,  d'^tudier la pro- 
tection externe  contre  la corrosion des structures m^talliques p^- 
troliferes iramergees h grande profondeur,   canalisations,   t^tes de 
puits,... 

Ces  travaux ont ^te entrepris avec  la collaboration et  la par- 
ticipation du GAZ DE PRANCE  (G.D.P.)  qui  avait,  dans ce domaine, 
une grando experience notamment  h la suite des  recherches effectuees 
par SPF.  S'rvicos sur lea  revStements  oour les canalisationa sous-ma- 
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rinea mediterraneennes de transport de gaz. 

Lea etudes realisees entre 1966 e t 1971 ont porte sur lf'~ poi nts 
auivants : 

- Choix et application des rev~tements, 
- Comportement des rev~te~~ents vis-a-vis de la protection cn thori i-

que par courant impose, 
- Tenue aux chocs thermiques avec surimposi t ion ou non d ' une f' rO

tection cathodique par anode soluble, 
- Comporte~~ent des revAtements aprea des durces prolonroe s d'im

mersion dana differentea mera et a diveraes profondeurs. 

La presente COIIIIIIunication fait le point des resul ta. t s ob tenus 
dana cea domainea apres plus de 4 ana d'experimentotioll. 

2. Btytt!IIQta ftY4i8s 

A la suite des contacts que la CO!~PAGN i i·: PRANCAI !':l-: n~:s P1~'TROLr: .• 
et le GAZ DE FRANCE ont pris avec un grand nombre de fournisseurs en
tre 1966 et 1971, vingt societes ont propose 30 sys ternes de protec t ion 
qui peuvent ~tre classes en trois categories : 

- Rev~tements a base de resines e poxydiques, seules ou associees 
a d'autres produits tela que brai, polyurethanne, nylon ; dans cct tc 
categorie , qui represente l ea 2/3 des rev~tements re t enus, fi rru rent 
en particulier plusieurs systemes de reparat ion sous l' eau ; 

- RevAtements a base d'autres ~atieres plastiqUPS : polyami de l ! , 
polychlorure de vinyle, polyeste r, polye t hylene modi f ie ou non c t po
lyurethanne ; 

- Rev~tements a base de produits hydrocarbones charees. 

L'application sur les differents types d 'eprouvettes a ete rea
lisee par les fabricants eux-mames ou par des socie t es specialisees 
sous la surveillance et avec la participation de t echnici ens du GAZ 
PE FRANCE ; elle a ete faite sur metal sable, en general au moyen de 
silex, l'etat de surface obtenu correspondant au moins au deuxieme de
gre de sablage (sablage "soigne") t el qu'il est defini dans l es Speci
fications Techniques de Sablage de l'Office National rt 'llomologat ion 
des Garanti~s de Peinture Industrielle . 

Les rense ignements rela t ifs a ces systemes sont donnes dans l e 
tableau 1 ou l'~n voit que plus i eurs techniques de Mise en oeuvre ont 
ete utilisees, a chaud , a froid, sous l'eau, pistolet, brosse, pisto
l e t a flamme, bain f luidise ; un primaire d'accrochage , en particulier 
a base de zinc, a ete employe dans un assez grand nombre de revatements. 
Le nombre total de couches appliquees varie de 1, cas surtout des sys
temes ob\enua a chaud, a n mais un grand nombre de protection en compor
te 3. Lea 8paisseurs obtenues sont egalement tres variables et vont de
puis 30 microns jusqu'a plusieurs millimetres. 

3. Comportement des revAtements vis-a-yis de la protection cathodigue 

Le but des essais entrepris dans les laboratoires du GAZ DE FRANCE 
est d'etudier l'influence, sur la tenue dans le temps des rev~tements, 
de la protection cathodique par courant i mpose qui est suscepti ble 
d'atre appliquee sur l ea structures sous-marines pour complete r l'ac
tion des protections "pas sives". 

. .. / ... 
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3.1. Pripcipe des essais et m9de op§ntoire 
Ces essais consistent a porter a des potentials negatifs diffe

rent&, des eprouvettes metalliques de petite dimension, rev~tues des 
syst~mes de protection retenus, immerges dans des bacs remplis d'eau 
de mer artificielle, maintenus a la temperature de 20°C ~ 2°C, et a 
mesurer le courant de fuite traversant chaque eprouvette. Des ezamens 
vieuels de l'etat des revAteaents sont effectues parallelement afin 
de determiner le ~ebut de !'apparition des cloquages ou deteriorations. 

L'ezperimentation porte sur 4 series de potentiel, -900 mV, 
-1 200 mV, -1 500 mV et -3 000 mV, potentials ~esures par rapport a 
l'electrode de reference argent/chlorure d''argent. Ces potentials, 
obtenua par un potentiostat a asservissement electronique a 4 voies 
sont, en effet, ceuz que l'on rencontre le plus couramment dans la pro
tection des metauz en eau de mer : -900 mV correspond ainsi au voisina
ge du seuil de protection catbodique, -3 000 mV, auz parties d'ouvrages 
voiaines du point d'injection du courant .et -1 500 mV enfin, auz par
ties situees ami-distance environ entre la source de courant et l'ez
t~mite de l'ouvrage a proteger. De plus, la tension de -1 200 mV a ete 
retenue, car elle correspond, d'apres lea travauz anterieurs faits par 
le GAZ DE FRANCE pour la protection des ouvrages metalliques immerges 
du barrage de la Rance, au seuil d'accroissement du pbenomene de clo
quage des rev~tements type peinture. 

Chacun des bass d'essai , realise en matiere plastique, correspond 
a un potentiei d~fini-i-il comporte des compartiments catbodiques et 
anodiques separes par des cloisons en porcelaine poreuse et est relie 
a l'une des 4 voies du potentiostat. Lea eprouvettes, constituees par 
des cylindres en acier de 40 mm de diametre et 300 mm de long, termi
nes par une calotte hemispherique, sont disposees dans lea compartiments 
cathodiques et reliees electriquement ensemble, leur disposition etant 
realisee de maniere a eviter les influences reciproques des champs elec
triques (distance de 120 mm environ entre eprouvettes). Dans chaque com
partiment anodique , est placee une anode en braphite. 

Les mesures electriques effectuees sont : 
:-o'une-part~-ra-v~rification du potentiel impose au moyen d'un 

voltmetre electronique place entre la sortie du potentiel contr8le par 
le potentiostat et une electrode de reference argent/chlorure d'argent 
dispos~e dans l'un des compartiments cathodiques du bas ; 

- D'autre part, la mesure, faite periodiquement, du courant circu
lant entre l'eprouv;·tte e > J.'anode en graphite par insertion dans le 
circuit individual de chaque eprouvette d'un galvanom~tre. 

~.!~!!lLfl~-m~.r .. tlrUHs:iuls:, composee selon la formule de Lyman et 
Fl em in g , est renouvelee tres frequeiDJIIent, en particulier 

dans lea bacs a fort potentiel -1 500 mV et surtout -3 000 mV, pour evi
ter la concentration dans lea compartiments catho~iques, de cblore ou 
d'hypochlorite dn a l'electrolyse de l'eau de mer provoquee par le pas
sage du courant. 

~ii-~~-~~aaia est fizee en principe a 2 ana, mais compte tenu 
des places disponibles dans lea bacs d'essais, l'ez~rimentation eat 
poursuivie au-dela pour lea meilleurs systemes jusqu'a un temps total 
de 4 annPf'~ Pl"" ; "~"''· • 

. , .2. Criteres de selection 
Lea considerat ions sur lesquelles la selection des revetements 
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a ete  bas^e sont essentiellement les suivanteu   : 

- Le comportement d'un revStement sous protection cathodique est 
d'autant meilleur que la valeur de l'intensite du courant oirculant 
dans  1'eprouvette est  plus faible.  Ce comportement  peut done ?tre con- 
sldere comme satisfaiaant,  compte tenu de  la surface immerRee des eprou- 
vettea,   soit  340 cm2  environ,  loraque  l'intensite mesur^e est do I'or- 
dre du microampere  ;  par centre,  lorsque  la valeur trouv^e est de l'or- 
dre du milliampfere,  la consommation de courant  serait,  dans la pratique, 
trop importante et  le revStement est,  dans cea conditions,  juge inac- 
ceptable   ; 

- L'etat du revStement doit §tre ögalement  conaid^rö car le passa- 
ge du courant  peut entralner, mSme pour des valours d'intensite tr&s 
faibles,   1"apparition de cloquos ou de deteriorations ot dans certains 
cas,  la formation dc depSts calco-magnesiens plus ou moinr volumineux. 

3.3.  R^KUltats obtenua et conclusions qui a'f;n degagent 
Les  resultats obtenus sur les divers  revStoments ötudien sont ras- 

sembles dans  le  tableau 5   ;  ils porraottent de  faire los commentaires 
suivanta  : 

3.3.1. 13 systemes sur los 30 retenus initialement donnent satis- 
faction apres ? ans d'experimentation ; ils se classent ainsi en fonc- 
tion de lour tenue sous les differents potentiels imposes   ; 

- Tous potentiels jusqu'ä -3 000 mV  :   resines öpoxydiques ref. 4 
et  19,   polyamide  11  ref.   1?,  rösine epoxy-brai  r^f.  21,  polyethylene 
r^f.  23 et hydrocarbone charge ref.  ?4. 

- Tous potentiels jusqu'a -1 500 mV ; 
xy-brai  ref.  25. 

- Tous potentiels jusqu'k -1 200 mV : 
et 7, resine epoxy-brai-polyur^thanne ref. 
ref.  22. 

- Potentiel de -900 mV  :  polyester charge  ref. 8. 

hypalon r^f.  9,   resine ^po- 

resinea epoxy-brai  ref.  5 
20 et  resine öpoxydique 

Parmi cos  revPtements,  il faut  remarquer que 4 iioulemont des sys- 
temea a base do  resine epoxydique sur les 8  rotonus ont donne satisfac- 
tion mais,  par centre,  4 dos 5 rösines epoxy-brai  so sont bion compor- 
t^es ainsi que 1'ensemble des protections appliqueos a chaud  (ref. 4- 
12-23). 

Un grand  norabre do ces systemes pröaento  toutefois do logons nignos 
de  cloquagos  ou  dc'eriorations  (cotes  Ba lians   le   tableau O   ;   tel est 
le cas des  revStenu-ntn  ref. 4-7-8-9-12-19 ot 20. 

3.3.2. Los svatömes acturllomont on  ossais.   ref.  2('-27-r'8 et 30, 
donnent dos  resultats  tres oncourageants apres un an d'experimentation 
sous potentiel impose. 

3.3.3. II a ete observe, au cours do cos ossais,  quo  la deteriora- 
tion du  revStement  se  traduisait  : 

- Au potentiel de -900 mV presque uniquement sous  forme do rouil- 
le  ;  cette formation s'expliquo pai   le  fait que  la  tension -900 mV ap- 
pliquee a 1'eprouvette est un potentiel moyen et qu'on  realitö, eile 
varie autour de cette valour ;  sa valeur absolue peut descendro suivar.t 
l'etat du revStement dans certaines zones en- doarous du  seuil do pro- 
tection cathodique,  d'oti pr^aence de rouille. 

- Au potentiel  dc -1 200 mV h Ih  foia sous  forme do  rouille et de 
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dep&ts calco-~agnesj ens . 

- Aux potentiels t' e -1 500 mV et -3 000 mV unicrceaenl p6r dH !u" 
mations calco-magnesiennes. 

Tous ies rev~tements satisfaisants ~ 24 mois ont ete toutefois laie
ses en essais, ~ titre qomparatit, juequ'~ un teape mazimal d'ezpe~illen
tation de 4 annees ; leur etat actuel est indique dana le tableau 6 ou 
l'on voit en particulier que lea revAtements epozJdiquee ret. 4 et 19 
donnent toujours de bona resultats ~ tous lee potentiele apree plus de 
J ans d'essais. 

4. Comportement des revAteeents aux chocs therpigues 

Le but des essais, confies au CEm'RE DE RECHERCHES ET D'ETUDES OCEt
NOGRAPHIQUES (c .R.E.O.) de la Rochelle, est d'etudier le comporteaent 
des rev~tements sous l'influence des chocs thermiques qui peuvent ~tre 
supportes par l es s tructures sous-marines, en particulier par lee tOtes 
de puits lors du s out irage du petrole brut, la temperature pouvant s•e
lever de la temperature de l'eau de mer, 3 a 4oc en hiver en Mer du 
Nord par exemple , a plus de 100°C. 

4. 1. Principe des essais e t mode operatoire 
Ces essais consistent a imm~rger des eprouvettes metalliques, re

v~tues des systemes a etudi er, dans un bassin d'eau de mer naturelle 
de 10 m3 renouvel ee periodiquement puis a leur faire subir un grand 
nombre de chocs thermiques de + 20°C a + 100°C environ. Les eprouvet
tes, mon~ees par groupe de 9 sur un radeau forme d'un cadre en cornie
re s upporte par des blocs de pol;1s t yrene expanse, sont consti tuees es
dentiellement d 'un tube d 'acier de 60 mm de diametre exterieur et de 
400 mm de longu~ur environ, tuns lequel est place un tube d'acier con
centrique contenan t un cylindre de porcelaine avec resistances chauf
fantes permettan t d 'obtenir la temperature souhaitee par le chauffage 
d'eau distillee contenue entre les 2 tubes d'acier ; pour evi ter une 
evaporation trop rapide de l'eau, un dispositif de refroidissement de 
la vapeur degagee es t mis en place au-dessus de chaque eprouvette. La 
valeur des resistances placees a l'interieur du cylindre en porcelaine 
est choisie en fonction de l'epaisseur et de la conductivite thermique 
du rev~tement ; la puissance installee est comprise entre 1 200 W et 
2 400 lrl . 

Le cycle auquel est soumis chaque eprouvette est 1& suivant 

- l~ontee en temperature 5 a 10 mn, 
- Haintien en tempe rature 30 a 35 mn, 
- RPtOUr a temperature ambiante e t maintien a cette temperat ure 

80 mn. 

Ce cycle es t realise a l'aide d'un programmeur qui comporte en 
plus un systeme de comptage de cycles. La duree des essais est fixee 
a 1 200 cycles environ. 

Les m~mes essais sont effectues egalement ayec eurimpoaition d'une 
protection cathodigue par anode soluble. L'anode en alliage de magne
sium GA 6 Z 3 utilisee se presente sous la forme d'un cylindre de 33 mm 
de diametre et 1e 70 mm de lon~Jeur et est disposee 8 la verticale de 
l'eprouvette a une distance variant de 0,50 m a 1m ; son potential, 
mesure par rapport a une electrode de reference argent/chlorure d'ar
gent, est tres voisin de -1,5 volts tandia que celui des e~~~;~~tes 
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varie de -0,6 a -1,2 volts. L'lntensitö du courant circulant entre I'a- 
node et 1'Eprouvette est mesuree p^riodlquement suivant le mfime princi- 
pe que  pour I'exp^rimentation en laboratoire sous protection cathodique. 

4.2. Critferea de selection 
Les considerations  sur lesquelles le comportement des revStementa 

a 6t6 jugE sont  essentiellement basees sur  : 

- Les observationa visuelle.* effectuöes en cours et a 1'issue des 
essais de choc  thermique  par lea sp^cialistes de  la C.F.P.  et du G.D.F.; 
presence de depots calco-magnesiens,  deterioration du revStement  {6- 
clatement,  cloquage,  rouille, manque d'adherence,...) 

- Les valeurs des intenaitös de courant mesur^es dans le cas oil 
les essais ont 4te  r^alis^s avec surimposition d'une protection catho- 
dique.  3i  l'on se  röf&re h la surface immerg^e dee eprouvettes, 
1 040 cm2 environ,  le comportement d'un syatferae peut Stre corsid^rE 
comme satisfaisant ai  1'intensity est de  l'ordre du milliampere et com- 
me non satisfaisant si  les valeurs trouvees sont de  l'ordre d'une cin- 
quantaire de milliaraperes. 

4.3. Resultats obtenua et conclusiona qui a'en dEga<;ent 
Lea reaultats obtenua aont rassembles dana le  tableau?.  Son exa- 

men permet de constater qu'un certain nombre de revStementa  rösiatent 
de fa?on satlr'aisante aux cycles de choc  thermique effectues, avec 
ou sans aurimpoaition de  la protection cathodique par anode de magne- 
sium (potentiel voiain de -1 500 mV)  ;  on peut citer le  polyamide 11 
ref.   12,  le polyeater charg^  ref.  48,  le polyethylene ref.  23,  les re- 
sines Epoxydiques seules  ref.  4,  19, 22,  26 ou assocides a d'autres 
materiaux ref.  20,  21,  25,  27 et enfin le Systeme de reparation sous 
1'eau ref.   15/l5 bis. 

II conviont de signaler egalement que lea revdtements se compor- 
tent en general moins bien sous protection cathodique qu'hors protec- 
tion cathodique,   notamment ceux dont la  tenue s'est  revölee mauvaise prö- 
cedemment au laboratoire au potentiel de -1 500 mV,  caa en particulier 
des systemes  ref.   1,  5,  7, 8,   15/'5 bis et  16. 

5.  Comportement dea  rev§tementa en immersion marine 

Le but dea essais est d'^tudier le comportement des  protections dans 
dea conditions aussi proches que possible de la reality en  immergeant 
dea eprouvettes dana diff^rentes mera et a diverses profondeurs. 

5.'.  Choix dea sitea  retenus 
Notre choix s'est d'abord portd sur la station de corrosion situee 

au large d'Antibes oü le GAZ DE FRANCK procede depuis de nombreuaea an- 
n^ea k dea esaaia de  tenue dea rev§tements appliques sur tubes,  puis 
sur 3 sites,  cStes anglaises  (Her du N rd), Gabon  (Atiantique) et Das 
Island (Golfe Persique)  oü la COMPACHIE PRANGAISE DBS PETR0LES poasede 
dea permia de  recherchea d'hydrocarbures.  Lf i principales caractöristi- 
ques de ces atationa aont  conaigneea dans le tableau 4  !  des mesurcs 
oc^anographiques de chaque milieu ont 6t6 effpctu^es  ;  temperature, do- 
sage de 1'oxygfene disaous, Ph,  force du courant,  sedimentologie et sali- 
nity.  Par ailleura,  afin d'apprecier l'agreaaivite du milieu'et de con- 
naltre le  taux moyen de corrosion, des eprouvettes d'acier nu ont ete 
immergees recemment dana chaque station et doivent  ?tre normaiement pre- 
levees apres un an,   trois ana et cinq ans d'expoaition. 
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5.2. Deacriptlon des eprouvettea d'essai 
Les eprouvettea de corrosion sous-marine pr^sentent une architec- 

ture qui simule lea diverses formes que I'on peut  rencontrer dans une 
Infrastrucutre p^trolifere immerg^e.  Biles sont  constituees,  en fait,  de 
deux tubes d'acier ae diamfetre different raccord^s par une bride et com- 
portant des comiferes et anneaux aoudös et, pour certaines, un raccord 
Crayloc dans la partie mediane du petit tube  ;  en outre,  a sa parti«' 
sup^rieure,  un anneau en bronze a ^t^ soudö afin de creer un couple de 
corrosion avec  I'acier.  La hauteur totale de  l'^prouvette est de 1,80 m 
et son poida de 45 kg. 

5.3. Processus de mouillage et de recuperation des eprouvettes 
Lea Eprouvettes sont disposees en chapelet  le  long d'un cSble de 

nylon en Position horizontale iw -erticale au contact des sediments, 
au moyan    de    flotteurade ir rt 30 litres en polyethylene rempli d'essen- 
ce automobile.  Le mouillage de la cord^e s'effectue,  suivant  les sta- 
tions,  soit a partir d'une structure fixe immergee  (plate-forme de fo- 
rage ou de produotlon)sait   d'une bouee lumineuse,  soit  par immeraion li- 
bre au fond de la mer,  la position de la cord^e etant alora exactenent 
rep^r^e.  Le relevage des Eprouvettea, dans ce cas,  eat  realiaE au moyen 
d'un bateau tralnant derriere lui une queue (fe dragage   perpendiculaire- 
ment & la direction du mouillage. 

5.4. Hethodes d'observation des eprouvettes 
Aprf'S chaque  operation de relevage, un oontrfile de l'^tat des  re- 

vfitements eat effectue selon le processus suivant   : 

- Lavage k 1'eau douce des eprouvettes,  complete par un brosaage, 
- Rxamen visuel approfondi portant,  d'un part,   sur les deteriora- 

tions möcaniques subiea par les eprouvettes au coura des operations de 
relevage et de  relmmersion succeasives,  d'autre part,  sur le comporte- 
ment proprement dJ.t du revltement au cours du temps  (presence de clo- 
quea,  points de rouille,   fissures,  manque d'adhArence).  Pour eiiminer, 
dans la mesure du possible,   toute interpretation personnelle, un Sys- 
teme de cotation des d^fauts relev^s k 6te mis au point par le GAZ DE 
FRANCE et applique k chacune des parties constituti:'es de 1'Eprouvette, 
parties "accidentEes" comprenant les cornieres,  les anneaux,  la bride, 
le raccord Grayloc et  le fond de l'Eprouvette et  parties "oylindriquea". 
A partir de ces cotations,  une notation d'ensemble de l'Etat du revftte- 
ment est Etablie. 

- Photographie des eprouvettes. 

5.5. REaultats obtenua 
Les rEsultats oMenus dans les differentes stations sont rassem- 

bles dans le tableau 3 ! son examen ainsi que les observations faitea 
sur place permettant ae faire lea comraentaires suivants : 

a) Lea principalea variEtEa de saliasurea rencontrEes aur les 6- 
prouvettes sont dTorigine änimale et peuvent 8tre classEes ainsi ; 

- Organismes k  coquille dure : tubes de verre (serpules, pomatocE- 
ros, spirorbes), molluaques (huttrea), encroutements calcaires (bryozo- 
aires) et balanes, cette derniere espece n'etant präsente que dans les 
stations d'Angleterre et surtout du Gabon et du Golfe Persique, 

- Organismes k  apparence gazonnante ou ressemblant k  de petits ar- 
bustes : hydraires, 

- Organismes mous : ascidies, eponges, actlnies. 

Le peuplement des salissures et leurs dimensions varie d'une sta- 
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tion a  l'autre mais c'eat dans les mers les plus chaudes, au large du 
Gabon et Golfe Perßique, qu'on les rencontre en trha  grande quantity. 

Les sallssures preaentent une adherence plus ou moins grande au 
rev§tement et ne paraissent pas avoir attaqu^ celui-ci, ä 1'exception 
des balaneb qui possedent, h  la base du tronc de cone, une partie cou- 
pante qui s'incruste dans les systemes les plus mous, cas du mastjc de 
reparation sous 1'eau ref. 15 bis immerge au Golfe Persique. 

b) Parmi les systemes immerges äü-lateS-dlAntibos par 100 m de 
fond, cinq sont dans un etat general "asaez bon' apres le dernier exa- 
men effectue ; ce sont le polyester charge r4f. 8 et le polyethylene 
r^f. 23 (48 moia), la resine epoxydique ref. 19 (36 mois) et les röai- 
nes epoxydiques modifiees r^f. 20 et 21 (24 mois). Les autr^s revSte- 
ments peuvent se classer ainsi, en tenant compte du temps pendant le- 
quel leur cotnporteraent est reste satiafaisant (etat general au moins 
"assez bon") ; 

- Tenue egale a  36 mois : systemes ref. 1, 2/l5. 4, 12, 15 bis ; 
- Tenue egale h  24 mois : systemes ref. 5, 9 ; 
- Tenue egale a  12 mois ; systemes r^f. 3. 7, 16 ; 
- Tenue inferieure h  12 mois : systemes ref. 11, 14,14 bio,17,18. 

II y a lieu egalement de signaler que les rev^tements se compor- 
tent en gön^ral de fagon satisfaisante dans les parties "cylindriques" 
alors que dans les parties "accident^es", plus difficiles a  revStir et 
plus sensibles aux deteriorations micaniques. ils se presentent en as- 
sez mauvais, mauvais ou tres mauvais dtat, 

o) Le comportement des rev§tements dana.lBa_aulrfia_atatiQna, Her 
du Nord, Gabon et Golfe Persique, est, dans 1'ensemble, voiain de ce- 
lui observe a Antibes. 

6. Conclusions 

Les resultats obt« nus au cours de cette experimentation qui se pour- 
auit toujours en 1972, permettent, des maintenant, de faire une selec- 
tion des mcilleurs rev^tcments pour chacun des essais effectues et done 
de pouvoir choisir le Systeme de protection le plus approprie en lonc- 
tion des caracteristiques de l'ouvrage a  proteger : forme des pieces 
(canalisations, tStes de puits...), duree, lieu et profondeur d'immpr- 
aion, contraintes subies ^potentiel applique, temperature a  laquelle 
peut Stre porte I'ouvrage). 

Les rev^tements Experimentes peuvent ainsi se classer de la fa^on 
juivante : 

- Ouvrages ou structures uniquement en immersion ! 

. Trfea sntiafaiaants ; ce sont les systemes ref. 1, 2/'5. 
4, P, 12, 15 bis, 19, 23. 

. Satisfaisants : r^f. 5, 9, 20, ?'. 

- Ouvrages ou structures immi rgea soumis uniquement a une piot.ee- 
tion cathodique ; 

. Tres satisfaisants : ref. 4, 12, '9,23 

. Satisfaisants : rdf. 9 et 21 . 

- Ouvrages ou structures immerges soumis uniquement a des chocs 
thermiques : 
. Tres satisfaisants : ref. 1, 4, B, '2, 15 bis, 1", 23.  -./... 
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. Satlsfalsants  :  5, 20 et 21 . 

Ouvrages  ou structures immerges sounds k la fols k une  protec- 
tion cathodique et & des chocs thermlques  : 
. Trfes satlsfalsants  :  4,  12, 19, 43. 
. Satlsfalsants  : 21. 

Nous remerclons vlvement le CEHTRE NATIONAL D'EXPLOITATION DES 
OCEANS (C.N.E.X.O.) de nous avoir pernls de presenter cette communi- 
cation au 3kme Congres International de la Corrosion Marine et des 
Salissures. 

P.o.  6 tableaux. 

Discussion 

Quast ion; Have you seen any results in any location that would cause 
a change in selection of material for either cathodic protection or for 
materials of coating for another location in the ocean? 

Louis; Je crois que, dans les r^sultats obtenus jusqu'k present, on n'a 
^as trouvj de difference dans les effets d'immersion entre le comportement 
des diffbrents revtitements. Mais il est bien certain qua, en dehors 
des H revCtements que j'ai indiqutfs et qui donnent satisfaction & tous 
les potentials ( il y an a certains qui sont bons an protection cathodique 
et qui sont mauvais aux chocs themiques ou inversement. Done, il faut 
faire la synthts« de l'ensemble des nsultats pour choisir en fonction du 
liau d'immersion celui qui sera choisi. 
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TABLEAU 1   :  NOMENCLATURE DES  DIFFERENTS REVKTEHENTS BTODIM 

REFERENCE 
PEVETK.IENT 

UtnOBKa 
POURNin.'KUR 

ou 
APPLICAT/;UR 

H I S K      K N 

PAMILLE DE REVETEHENTS P R  1   11 A   I   R  K 

a b             c 

Hydrocarbon^ charge poudre aluminium 24 A 

Polyamide  11 12 B 

Polychlorure de vinyle (plastisol) 13 
13 bis 

C 
0 1 

Polyester chargi flocons verre 8 C 

Polyethylene 2? n 
Poly^thylfenr chloroaulfone  (hypalon) 9 |£ 1 h  froid     pistolet. 

Poly^thylfene greffiS 50 f 

Polyurethanne 11 r, 1 a  froid    pistolct 

Rea?nes epoxydiquea 

1 H 1 
2/15 I 

(4poxy-zinQ 
h froi'l     pistolet 

3 J p a froid    pistolet 

4 K 

14 L 

19 K 
22 M 

26 N 
l(zinc BQit^] 
+ l('epoxydi;s) 

h froii      brcs.if 
H                                       ll 

Produits h 

base de rö- 

aines ^poxy- 

diques 

R^sines 
epoxy-brai 

5 P 

7 C l^toaeBiic) a  froid     pistolet, 

16 Q l(zrc ailimlE) a froid    brosse 

21 11 l(ä baa'arc) 
+l(ah»Al) 

a froid    pistolct 
ti                   ii 

25 A 1 a froid    pistolet 

17 R 1 k froid    brosse 

Rosine ^poxy-b'-'i 
DOlvurethanne 

20 o '(ahaa^ac) a froid    brosse 

Rosine 4poxy charg^rytoi 27             ' N 

Systfemes de reparation sous I'eau 
(r^sines ^poxydiques) 

14 bis    | L 
15 bis I 
18 L 
28 

1 1 29           | .1.         . 
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(l) Les lettres employees ont la signification suivante : a = nombre de couches ; 
b = realisation de la protection ; c = mode d'applioation;d=tempn de sechage 
entre couches. 

0 E I' / R E    (l) 
EPAISSBn 

TOTALE  (2) 

|             mm 

!      ASPECT             1 

R E V E T E H E N T 
COULEUR 

1        d 1       a 1             b c d 

4 j       k froid pistolet 24 h 0.35 Rouge brun 

1 h chaud 
pistolet 
k flamme 1    - 0,54-0,65 C.ris  laiteux 

1 
1 

\hi froid+cuisaon 
\k froid+cuisson 

pistolet 
pistolet 

|              0,03 
0,03 

Gris 
Gris                   j 

2 \ii froid brosse 24 h 0,96-1,30 Blanc 

1 a chaud Fluidisation - 2 Rouge                 1 

24 h    " toypalon) 
■2(eDawte) 

fc froid pistolet 24 h 0,4 1 Orange foncö   1 

1 |a chaud fluidisation - 0,5-0,6 Blanc                 j 

15 mn 3 h froid pistolet 6 h 0,28-0,IS Orange              j 

1 & froid brosse 48 h 0,80-1,18 Gris noir        j 

10 mn 3 a froid brosse  (l) 
pistolet(23) 

24 h 0,33-0,41 Gris clair      j 

2 h 2 k froid pistolet 24 h 0,22-0,29 Gris 

1 k chaud 
pistolet  k 
flamme - 0.32-0,37 Vert  fonce 

2 a froid brosse 24 h 0,08-0,12 Gris                   j 

3 k froid pistolet 1 h 30 0.67-0,80 Vert                   j 

3 k froid brosse 24 h 0,15-0,16 Rouge                 1 

24 h 
II 

3 k froid brosse 24 h 0,40-0,50 Blanc 

3 k froid brosse 72 h 0,50-0,57 Noir 

8 h 2 k froid brosse  (l) 
oistolet   (2) 

48 h 0,47-0,56 Noir                   I 

8 j 2 k froid brosse 48 h 0,28-0,45 Noi"                  \ 

1 h 
tl 

2 

1 
k froid pistolet 24 h 0,29-0,33 Brun  rouge      \ 

24 h 2 k froid pistolet 24 h 0.35-0,40          ! Noir                  j 

1 h 2         | k froid brosse 2 h 0,86-1,18          ; Blanc                | 

12 h 2          j k froid 
brosse  (l) 
pistolet  (2) 24 h 0.34-0,39          | Noir                 ! 

3        | k froid brosse 24 h 0,7 - 0.8           j Gris-bei^e      j 

2 sous I'eau brosse 24 h 0.19-0.23 ^Taune               > 
1         1 sous I'eau        ei irobaee manuel 3 .1 3.1-4.2               1 Jaune               1 
3         1 sous I'eau brosse 24 h 0.41-0.66           1 Gris                    1 
2         1 sous I'eau brosse 24 h 0.4-0.5               i 

1         ! 5       1 sous I'eau brosse           1 .'4-48 h I 0.5-1                   1 Gns                  1 

(2) Mesur^e sur les öprouvettes de corrosion sous-marine 
(3) Utilisation d'un conditionneur de surface. 
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TABLEAU 2   :  C0MP0RTEME1JT DES  REVETEHKNTS AUX CHOCS THERNIQUES AVEC OU SAlv 
SURIMPOSITION D'UNE PROTECTION CATHODIQUE  (-1  ^OOmV) 

REFERENCE 
REVETEtffiNT 

RESULTATS 0BTENU3 AVEC      1 
1 200 CYCLES ENVIRON (l) 

SANS PROTECTION 
CATHODIQUi; 

AVEC PROTECTION 
CATHODIQUE 

Hydrocarbon^ charg^ poudre aluminium 24 M (643) 

Polyamide 11 12 AB B        j 

Polyester charge flocons de verre 8 TB AB         | 

Polyethylene 23 B B 

Polyethylene chlorosulfon^ (hypalon) 9 N (460) 

Polyethylene gretti 30 M (400)H(463) 

1 Polyur^thanne 11 M (790) 

R^sines (?poxydiques 

1 AB N (736)      i 
2/15 H (480) 

3 H 
4 E AB 
14 H (300) 
19 B B         1 
22 AB         1 
26 B         ! 

Produita k  base 
de r^aines 
^poxydiques 

Resirica epoxy-brai 

5 AB H 
AB M (773)   1 

16 AB M         ! 
21 AB         il 
25 B         | 

Rosine ^poxy 
ool^A^^ethanne 17 M (300) 

Rdaine epoxy-brai 
DOlvurethanne 

20 AB AB 

Rosine Äpoxy 
charei  nvlon 27 TB         \ 

Systemes de reparation sous I'eau 
(resinea epoxydiques) 

14 bia non applique 

15-15 bis(2) B AB (712)   j 

18 H (230) 

28 AM         i| 

29 (3) 

(1) Lea lettres employees ont  la signification suivante  : 
E:  excellent,  TB:   tres bon,  B:  bon AB  :  assez  bon,  AM  :  assez mauvais,  M:  mauvais, 
Entre parenthfesea,  nombre de cycles au bout duquel les esaaia ont ete arrStea. 

(2) Eprouvette  revStue avec le aystfeme  15 k 1'exception d'une zone qui  est ensuite  prote- 
gee aoua  I'eau par le syatfeme  correapondant  15 bis. 

(3) Essai non effectue en raiaon d'une mauvaise application sur I'eprouvette do choc 
thermique. 
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Corrosion Resistance of Metals in the Black Sea Water 

P.Tavadze,  S.ManJgaladze and M.Vaahakidze 

Institute of Metallurgy, 
13 Pavlov St.,  Tbilisi 60, 
Georgian SSR, Ü.S.S.fi. 

Corroaion resistance of a number of metals has been 
studied in the Bay of Batumi; it has been found that with a 
complete immersion of samples the oorroaicn rate of many 
materials is much higher than that shown in laboratory, both 
In artificial and natural sea water; in the course of the 
tests on stainless steel samples,  difference is observed in 
the rate of corrosion as well as in its nature; main reasons 
accelerating corrosion of metals in the subtropical sea zones 
are of biological character; in the subtropical zones the 
highest corrosion resistivity was displayed by the titanium 
alloys,  chrome-nickel austentic ai^complez alloy chrome- 
manganese   steel samples; the charge of the alloy structures 
due to the thermal treatment affects their corrosive    pro- 
perties. 

This work has been carried out to obtain comparable corrosion 
characteristics of some metallic materials (table 1) used in the sea. 
The tests were accomplished in natural (Batumi Bay)  and laboratory 
conditions (3*5% NaCl,  artificia3#and natural sea water). The effect 
of composition and thermal treatment of alloys has been evaluated. 

E5£erimental_te2hniäaa. The samples    of the material under study 
(reotingles : 100 x 30 x 3 mm and disks - 30 - 50 mm dia.) were po- 
lished on a grinding wheel avoiding their overheating. Then the samples 
were washed in acetone and after drying they were weighed within 
0.0001 g. 

For the tests in the port of Batumi the samples were fixed into 
frames by means of nylon strings with the distances of 50-100 am bet- 
ween them. The frames were immersed at a depth of 5 - 6 m. The corros- 
ion tests ware started in suamer. Duration of the tests in the sea was 
14 and 26 months    with    the inspections every 3 and 6 months. After 
each inspection the samples were excluded from further tests. The sea 
water in the cone under study was characterized by the following aver- 
age annual data: salinity - 17^», chlorlnity -9.2^,   oxygen solubility 
" 5»S mg/l»  density - 11.9, temperature -   18 C, current velocity - 
4.2 cm/sec. 

Laboratory    tests    have been carried out in thsrmostatio condit- 
ions at 20 and 40 C. The effect of supply intensity of the corrosion 
medium to the metal surface was studied through complete immersion of 
the samples into quiet and stirred electrolyte,  as well as through 
alternative immersion into quiet water.    In the latter case the time 
of exposure to the electrolyte was 0.5 min, and that to the air was 
15 min. 

The corrosion tests being cc dieted,  the samples were cleaned of 
the corrosion products and of fouling,  then washed in running 
water, dried and weighed. The regular corrosion rate was determined 
by the weight losses. While the pitting corrosion rate was found by 
the depth of corrosion/2,3/. 
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SS2üii§« After iiii.'.erslcn the surfaces of the samples were fouled 
with various organisms - balanuaes,   pearlworts,   sea woxms, water algae« 
The rate  of fouling depended on the  composition of the  alloys* 

Under the fouling the low alloy steel samples revealed black products 
of corrosion,  which are common in the  conditions of restricted air access. 
In the laboratory the samples were coated with friable corrosion products 
of light brown.    The low alloy steel samples in the case of a complete 
Irregular corrosion were destroyed at a rate of 0*072 - 0.100 mm/year 
(table 1). Maximum corrosion rate was observed on the samples tested in 
the sea and in 3*5'/£ NaCl,  at 40 0,  as well as with the alternative immer- 
sion into electrolyte* In the latter case the rate  of corrosion was even 
hijher than in the sea*    The corrosion rates of low alloy steel samples 
tested by complete and alternating immersion in the  quiet water and by 
altemaative inmiersion into^electrolyte,   differred due  to the different 
oxygen supply to the metal surface and to the  structure of the formed 
corrosion products* 

In 2 - 3 months through pittings were  formed on the 5 mm thick 
samples of chromium fer.-itic and chrome-nickel martenaite steol under 
the foundations of the B.alanus houses* The centers  of pitting corrosion 
were found on the Crl8-N19 steel samples after 26 months of tests (table 
2).The  complex alloy chrome-nickel austentic steel,  Crl8-Ni20,  and the 
titanium alloys    appeared %a be corrosion resistant* The pitting corros- 
ion of stainless steel developing mainly under balanuses seems to de- 
pend both on the formation of differential aeration pairs    and by the 
change  of pH due to the exister.ee of the marine macro-and microorganisms* 

The brass samples were foiled with single balanuses and ooated with 
yellowish-brown deposit^whlle la laboratory the deposit was greenish- 
grey with small yellowish-brown spots;  after removal of the latter the 
surface turned out to be partially coppered. The corrosion rate of brass 
was 0.003 mm/year,  to 0.014 mm/year. 

The samples of bronstalloys kept in natural conditions and in lab* 
were covered with corrosion products in the  form of green spots after re- 

moval of which the Al3Mn2  alloy was covered with fine black rash*Fouling 
of copper alloys,  especially of bronze is negligible*    As with the low- 

alloy steel,  maximum rate of corrosion of copper alloy was observed in 
the marine  tests. However,  unlike the low alloy steel,  alternative immers- 
ion into the sea water exerted less influence on copper alloys,  for the 
control process foe copper alloys is anodlo. In the  sea water copper 
alloys are liable to the  pitting corrosion* 

The observed rate of aluminium sandle fouling is maximum. Unlike ths 
stainless steel,aluminium under the balanus* house acts as a cathode.The 
pitting corrosion developed in the foul free places* 

The  tests in the  quiet and stirred electrolyte  have  shown that  the 
rate of corrosion of alloys in these conditions is much lower than in the 
sea* Ttfbugh the electrolyte's stirring increases  the corrosion rate  of 
nearly all the alloys,  corrosion in the sea is mainly enhanced by biolo- 
gical processes and not by the water movcuent* 

Some metals were tested after various conditions of theraal treatment 
(table 3). The original ferrlt-perlitic structure of low alloy steel seene 
to be more corrosion resistant than the sorbite one obtained after harden- 
ing followed by tempering* For iJrl3 and Crl7-H12 steel hardening with sub- 
sequent tempering decreases the corrosion resistance. Normalization of the 
alurainlum-nagnesium alloy at 350 C with 12-houi exposure doubles its re- 
si stance • 

Conclusions.The corrosion rate  of many metallic materials investigated 
in the  sea   with their complete immersion is considerably higher than 
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that in the laboratory conditiona. 
2. Main reasona accoleratlng the metallic oorroalon in the aea are biolo- 
gioal onea( the rate of oorroalon depending on fouling. 
3» The rate of oorroalon of low-alloy aamplea Increaea with alternative 
inmeraion, while the rate of aluminium alloya oorroalon deoreaaen. The 
rate of oorroalon of high alloy ateel aamplea and of copper alloya de- 
pends hut slightly on the manner of their immeralon« 
4; The oorroalon reaistanoe of alloya dependa on the thermal treatment* 
5. The higheat oorroalon realatanoe In the aubtroplcal aonea of the 
Black Sea la typical for the titanium alloya, the ohrome-nickal    auate- 
nlta and complex allojr-ateel, which are the moat desirable for theae con- 
ditiona, 
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Table 1 

Rate of corrosion (nur. per year) of alloys in the marine water 

Name of alloy Hain elements content, Kxposure time 
group 3 months 6 months 26 months K 

Carbon-steel C 0.2 0,208 0.088 0.085 1 
Low-alloy steel C 0.« Cr 0.463 0.111 0.107 1 

«i C 0,3 Cr Un 
C 0.1 Cr 31 Hi 

0.110 0.077 0.059 1 
i» Cu 0.132 0.079 (0,073) 

0.030* 
1 

High-alloy steel Cr13 0.079* 0.0G5X 20 
H • Cr17Ii2 0.088x 0.05$* 0.014* 20 
n Cr18Hl10 Tl o.oooe 0.0002 0.0003X 3 
it Cr18Hi:OS13Cu3Mo3 Kb 0.0002 0.CO01 0.0C01 1 
H Cr13NVn13 Cu U • Si m m w ? Brass cues 0,08? o.04r 

n CuG6 31 0.066 0.051 (0.030) 3 
n CuSOS13 0,033 0.019 0.014 1 

Bronie Be2 0,037 - 0.01« 1 
M KL9tim 0.030 - (0.011) 0.4 
f» AL10ye3Mn1.5 0.038 0.026 0.010 0.3 

Aluminiuni alloy MfB 0,036 0.020 0.020x 1.5 
n Mg6 Un 

AI53n3 
0.026 0.016 0.007 0.4 

Titanium alloy 0.000? 0.0000 0.0000 1 

Notes* 1. K- corrosion rate ratio In the natural and laboratory conditions 
In 3f5J( HaCl solution at room temperature in 3 months period 

E. Figures in parentheses show the results after 14 months of testa 
3. z- samples subjected to   pitting corrosion 

Table 2 
Characteristics of pitting corrosion of alloys in the marine water 

Name of alloy group bain elements contend Uazlmuo Pitting- Rate 
i depth of 

pittings. 
factor of 

corro 
mm slon 

irre- 

High-alloy steel Cr13 5.0 185 30 
n Cr17Ni2 5,0 307 17 « Cr18Hi10 Tl 0,28 9300 10 

Bronte Bs2 0,2 10 20 
Aluminium alloy uge 0,25 42 30 

n V.gu Un 1.16 580 0,5 

Table 3 
Rate of corrosion (mm per year) of alloys after thermal treatment 

Name of alloy 
group 

Uain  elements 
content, £ 

Regime of thermal treatment Bate of t 
oorro- 

Low-alloy steel C 0,4 Cr 

High-alloy at. Cr13 

" Cr17N12 

Bronse A19Un2 
Brass Cu62 
Aluminium alloy Ug6 

■Wir Hardening 350,V'*»ter, temper- 0,065 1,7 
180°, exposure- 10 min. 
Hardening 10000/water,temper- 0.062x 0,5 
600°, exposure- 10 min. 
Hardening 11200/water,temper- 0.035x 0.4 
300°, exposure- 15 min. 
Annealing 700°,exposure- 30 m.0,017 0.8 
Annealing 750 ,exposure- 30 m.0,031 0 2 
Normalization 350°, exposure- 0,007 3,0 
12 hr 

Noteai 1. K- corrosion rate ratio In the original conditions and after 
thermal treatment 

2. x- samples subjected to the pitting corrosion 
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Mlcrofouling:     The Role  of Primary Film Forming Marine Bacteria 

William A. Corpe 

Department of Biological Sciences 
Barnard College, Columbia University 

New York, N. Y.   10027 

When glass slides were submerged in the sea or sea water samples, 
bacteria became attached and after a week the count/ cm^ was often 
larger  than 2x106 cells.     Common marine chemoorganotrophs,  mainly of 
the genus  Pseudomonas were  the  first  organisms  to become attached but 
were  replaced as  the  predominant  type  after 48-72 hrs,   by species of 
Caulobacter.  Hvphomicrobium and/or Saprosplra.    Diatoms  and stalked 
protozoa became attached and grew only after bacterial   films had be- 
come established. 

Pseudomonas  isolates  attached and grew at  a  faster rate,   from 
a small  Inoculum,   in sea water enriched with 0.0057.(w/v)  yeast ex- 
tract,   than either Caulobacter or Saprosplra species.     The extent 
of growth and maintenance of attachment was  related to  the concen- 
tration of nutrients. 

All  of the periphytic bacteria produced an extracellular, 
alcohol  insoluble material that gave a variety of tests  for poly- 
anionic carbohydrates.    The polymers   formed water  insoluble pre- 
cipitates with Alclan Blue and catlonic  detergents.    They were com- 
pletely adsorbed by  anion exchange cellulose but were eluted with 
dilute solutions of NaOH into several  fractions,   each with a differ- 
ent  charge  density.     The  ability of polyanlons  to complex metal  ions 
and aggregate particulate materials,  causes  them to be  of special 
Interest  to marine fouling and corrosion. 

Key Words:    Mlcrofouling;   film forming;   perlphytes; 
polyanionlc carbohydrates. 

1.    Introduction 

The attachment  of sessile animals  and plants  to solid surfaces  submerged in the  sea  is 
commonly referred to as marine  fouling and has  long been recognized as a biological  problem 
that causes major economic  losses  to  the marine  industry since  all  types  of structural 
materials exposed to sea water will  sooner or later become  fouled  (I).1 

The  Identification and study  of various organisms concerned with the  fouling process 
(2,3)  and the  development  of various  techniques  for retarding  them have  only been partially 
successful  (4)  and  it  seems clear  that  additional  approaches  to understanding the process 
are needed. 

Fouling is an accumulative process in which a succession of species become attached and 
grow over an extended period of time.    The development of  "Aufwuchs" species  is certainly 
enhanced in polluted areas  (3) which suggests that  the amount and kind of food available is 
one of the major  factors  related  to  fouling.    Since organic and Inorganic residues  are acted 
upon and modified extensively by bacteria and other microorganisms,   one must consider the 
relationship of these biologically important agents to the overall process. 

ZoBell  (5,6) has shown that  initially clean surfaces submerged  in the sea become popu- 
lated by periphytic bacteria within a matter of a few hours.    Such'organisms were not dis- 
lodged by washing with sea water.    The work of Marshall and associates  (7,8) have shown that 

The numbers  in parenthesis refer to the list of references at  the end of this paper. 
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sorptlon of marin« bacteria to solid surfaces has a reversible and Irreversible phase and 
that  Irreversible attachment Is coincident with the production of flbrllar materials on the 
bacterial surface which Is believed to serve as a bridge between the cell aurface and the 
solid substratum, overcoming the repulsion barrier that exists between the two. 

In an earlier work, Corpe (9) described a group of perlphytes that produced considerable 
quantities of extracellular polysaccharlde slime which was considered to be at least In part 
responsible for attachment of the organisms;  but was also shown to cause aggregation of other 
bacteria and paniculate debris to the substratum. 

The growth and polysaccharlde producing properties of some of the perlphytlc bacteria 
Involved in mlcrofeullng will be described in the present work and their possible Importance 
as precursors of the heavy mlcrofoullng process discussed. 

2.    Materials and Methods 

Submersion of glass slides In sea water 

Sterile glass slides  (50x75 mm) were attached to a 6 mm,  steel, marine cable and sub- 
merged in the sea at various  lor at Ions at a depth of 1-5 meters below the surface at low tide. 
Slides were also submerged in large aquaria or water samples while held in glass racks 
(Wheaton Glass Co,, Millville, N.  J.).    The preparation and handling of slides have been 
described elsewhere  (10).    Slides were submerged in the sea from (a)  the end of the pier at 
Scripps Institution of Oceanography  (SIO)  in LaJolla, Calif;   (b)  from a U.S. Navy Oceano- 
graphic tower one mile off the coast at San Diego, California;  and (c)  from a floating dock 
at Point Lome In San Diego Bay.    Slides were also submerged in large sea water samples col- 
lected at Sandy Hook State Park on the New Jersey shore and at Daytona Beach, Florida, at a 
test site maintained by Battelle Institute, Columbus, Ohio.    Slides were also submerged in a 
large regulated marine aquarium which has been previously described (10). 

Estimation of the number of perlphytlc bacteria on alass slides 

Slides were removed from sea water aseptically after various periods of time then rinsed 
5 tines with sterile sea water to remove the unattached organisms and swabbed with a sterile 
Dacron swab (Scientific Products Co., Raritan, N. J.).    The swabbings were diluted and plated 
for determination of viable counts, using Bacto Marine agar  (Difco Co., Detroit, Mich.) as the 
plating medium.    The colony counts  from duplicate plates were multiplied by dilutions and 
divided by the area swabbed in centimeters to determine the viable count per cm2.    Rinsed 
slides were also fixed and desalted with 27.(v/v) glacial acetic acid,  in distilled water,  for 
5 min then rinsed with tap water and stained with Hucker's crystal violet  for 1 min or 17.(w/v) 
aqueous Alcian Blue  (8GN, Hatheson, Coleman and Bell,  East Rutherford, N.  J.)  for 20 min. 
Slides were rinsed with tap water and dried in air and examined with the oil immersion lens 
of a Leitz microscope.    The bacterial cells in 20 microscopic fields were counted and the 
average number of cells per field determined and used to calculate the microscopic count per 
cm*.    Pairs of slides were usually examined in each determination. 

Isolation and characteriiation of the main perlphytlc 
bacteria that form colonlea on aaar plates 

The predominant  types of bacteria forming colonies on marine agar were isolated for 
study.    They were mainly gram negative, motile, non-spore forming rods that grew as perlphytes 
on slides submerged in artificial aea water (Instant Ocean Aquarium Systems,  Inc., Wickliffe, 
Ohio) containing 0.005% Bacto yeast extract of Bacto peptone  (Dlfco,  Detroit, Michigan).    They 
were identified a« Pseudomonas. Flavobacterium and Achromobacter species which represented 
over 90% of the total isolates (10). 

The organisms described in this paper represented the predominant types  from slides sub- 
merged at various sites and are  listed in Table 1.    Plate counts were done on water samples 
taken at the sites where slides were submerged usually at the beginning and during the experi- 
ments; using Bacto Marine agar as the plating medium.    Several bacteria isolated directly from 
sea water were included in certain phases of this study.    A representative isolate studied in 
some detail is listed in Table 1. 

Characterization of the bacterial isolates was done following procedures described by 
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Shewan,  Hobbs  and Hodgklss   (11)  and Shewan  (12).    Morphology of broth and agar grown cells 
was examined with the phase microscope and Gram stained by the Hucker modification (13). 
Motllity was determined in young agar and broth cultures and flagella were stained, after 
fixation with  formaldehyde,  by the Leifson method  (14).    Total cell  counts were done using a 
Petroff-Hauser counting chamber by procedure described by Wilson and Knight   (IS). 

Production of extracellular polysaccharides by marine bacteria 

The marine  isolates were grown aerobically  In a medium containing Bacto peptone,  0.57.(w/v) 
and glucose,   17,(w/v)   in artificial  sea water diluted to provide 8 parts  of sea water to  2 parts 
of distilled water.  The  organisms were grown at  2S-28C  in  500 ml  flasks,  containing 100 ml  of 
medium and mounted on a shaker rotating at  70 rpm.    After  incubation  for 4 days  the cultures 
were chilled and then centrifuged  In a model SS-3 Servall centrifuge with a GSA head  (Ivan 
Serval Co.,  Norwalk,  Conn.)  at  9,000 rpm.    The cells were washed three times with dilute  sea 
water  (8:2),   frozen  and  lyophilized  for determination of dry weight.    The culture super- 
natant   fluids were added with stirring,   to  2 volumes  of cold methanol  or acetone.    The pre- 
cipitate  that   formed was  allowed to settle  in the cold room at 4C and then the clear super- 
natant   fluid decanted and the precipitate  recovered by centrifugation at   3,000 xG.    The 
precipitates were  desalted by dialysis  at  room temperature  against 4 changes   (20  liters)  of 
0.01N HC1  and exhaustively  dialysed against  distilled water  to remove chloride  ion.    The 
small  amount  of precipitate  that  persisted or that  formed during dialysis was  removed by cen- 
trifugation.    The material  did not  contain carbohydrate and was  discarded.    The clear super- 
natant   fluid was neutralised to pH 7 with 0.01N NaOH,   lyophilized and weighed. 

Saprosptra grandis Gross (ATCC 23116) was grown in the medium of Lewin (16), and Caulo- 
bacter halobacteroides Poindexter (ATCC 15269) was grown in a medium described by Poindexter 
(17).     Polysaccharides were  recovered  from culture supernatant   fluids as  described above. 

Some analyses  of the  polysaccharides 

The enthrone method described by Neish  (18) was  used as  a general  test   for carbohydrates 
and as a quantitative method  for neutral  sugars by reference  to a standard curve prepared with 
glucoae.    The uronic  acid content  of polysaccharides was estimated by  the Dische carbazole 
method according to the procedure given by  Kabat and Mayer  (19).    Glucuronic  acid was used  to 
prepare the  standard curve.     Samples  of polysaccharide were hydrolyzed  in sealed tubes with 
INH28O4  for 1,2,4 and 6 hours  in a boiling water bath.     After the  tubes were cooled they were 
opened,   the contents neutralized with   INNaOH to pH 7  and the  reducing values  determined by 
the  Park and Johnson procedure as  described by Kabet  and Mayer  (19), 

Samples of the  polysaccharides were hydrated and  suspended  in distilled water and diluted 
to provide concentrations  ranging  from  Img/ml  to 25 ng/ml.     One ml  samples were mixed with 
0.5 ml ot  17.(w/v)  Alcian Blue and after  10 min examined  for  the  presence  of a water  Insoluble 
precipitate.    The precipitate was  recovered by centrifugation and washed  3  times with distilled 
water and dissolved  in  IN H2SO4 and the  optical  density  read at  605 nm against  a reagent   blank. 
The  dye content was  determined by reference to a standard curve prepared with Alcian Blue  in 
IN H2SO4.    The test  has  been  found to be quite specific   for acid polyanions   (Kang and Corpe, 
unpublished data).    The polysaccharides were also tested  for  the  formation of water  Insoluble 
complexes with the cationic  detergent   hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide   (Eastman Kodak Co., 
Rochester,  N.  Y.)  using the method of Scott   (20). 

The adsorption of polysaccharides  on diethylamlnoethyl   (DEAE)  cellulose  in the -OH  form 
was  done using the column procedure of Neukom and Kuendig  (21).    Columns were eluted with  dis- 
tilled water,  0.05,  0.1,  0.5 N NaOH in that  order and successively collected 5 ml   fractions 
analyzed  for neutral  carbohydrates and uronic acids as  described above. 

3.     Results 

Compariaon of the total  and viable counts  of periphyttc 
bacteria on glass slides submerged in the sea 

The  tine-course attachment of bacteria to sterile glass  slides  submerge'1  from the end of 
Scripps pier in LaJolla are shown  in Figure  I.    The microscopic count/ cm* increased to 
2.2xl06/cm2 after 6 days  but  the Viable   (plate) count   Increased to only  lxl0^/cm2 during  the 
same period and then  fell  to SxlO^/cm' by  the end of the 7th day, while  the microscopic  count 
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w«» still  Increasing.    The viable count/ ml of sea water ranged between 50 and 200 during the 
experiment. 

The data represent average counts  from pairs of slides.    Microscopic counts Involved 
counting of single cells which were often In clumps and alcrocolonles, whereas the plate 
counts were estimates of '"colony forming units" which could have represented either single 
cells or large cell masses.    The error Is enormous in both methods but  there are several 
facts that emerge iria this and similar experiments  (10) when comparisons are made of the 
types of bacteria on stained slides with those that form colonies on agar.    Bacteria that 
form colonies on agar are short, coccoid or slightly curved rods, a type which seems to pre- 
dominate through the first 48 hr of submergence.    These were replaced as the predominant type 
after 4C-72 his by stalked and filamentous bacteria, which were never observed on Bacto marine 
agar plates  (22). 

Slides submerged at other locations gave similar results in which the total counts always 
greatly exceeded the viable count  (10).    The  first organisms were short rods but were sup- 
planted as  the predominant type by stalked, budding or filamentous forms that have been 
identified as Caulobacter. Hyphomicrobium and Saprospira species which do not  form colonies 
on Bacto marine agar when plated directly from natural environments  (10).    Other micro- 
organisms such as diatoms, and attached protozoa appeared only after the bacterial  films 
had become well established. 

The development of bacterial films on slides submerged in San Diego Bay occurred very 
rapidly,  presumably because of the relatively high concentration of organic nutrients in the 
water compared to that in waters facing the open sea.    After 5 days, various kinds of parti- 
culate matter accumulated on the surface of the slides and by the 10th day a large stalked 
protozoan identified as a species of Zoothamnlum were seen in abundance in a living state or 
heavily encrusted with particulate debris   (23). 

Identification of the principle periphvtic genera isolated from glass slides 

The perlphytlc bacteria isolated from agar plates were mainly gram negative rods.    S0-90X 
of the total isolates were Identified as Pseudomonas species (Table 1).    They were motile, 
polarly flagellated rods with single polar flagella, oxidase positive and non-plgmented ex- 
cept  in old colonies on agar which became off white or yellow-tan In color.     10-49X were a 
mixed group of yellow or orange pigmented organisms identified as Flavobacterium spp. or non- 
plgmented, non-motile rods Identified as Achromobacter spp.    Gram positive organisms were 
encountered only rarely and accounted for only 10-157. of the cultures  isolated from slides 
(10). 

The Pseudomonas species were studied in greatest detail.    All of them oxidised glucose 
to acid but none grew anaerobically oi  produced fermentation reactions.    None of the isolates 
grew in broth prepared with distilled water.    T6c, Ma71b and 6b produced rather heavy vis- 
cosity when grown in PGYE sea water broth after 3 days on a shaker;  the other cultures did 
not.    T6c  is representative of a number of strains of Pseudomonas atlantica which were 
described In a previous paper (9). 

Growth of bacteria,  from a small Inoculum,  on slides submerged in 
artificial see wster enriched with 0.0O5sKw/v)yeast extract 

Each of the predominant isolates as well as pure cultures of C.  halobacteroides and S. 
grandls were examined for their ability to attach and grow from sisal 1 inoculum (3-6,000 
cells) on the surfaces of glass slides submersed in 200 ml of artificial sea water enriched 
with 0.0057. yeast extract.    Data in Table  2 shows that the microscopic counts usually ex- 
ceeded the viable counts at both 24 and 68 hrs, often by a very large  factor.    Some of the 
organisms grew and attached more rapidly than others.    The Caulobacter and Saprospira 
species did not initiate growth or attachment at a rate, even close to that of the pseudo- 
monads.    Culture 103 a sea water isolate became attached to glass slides and grew as a 
perlphyte. 

The attachment of several of the bacteria was followed In a time course experiment with 
more frequent counts made. Such an experiment with culture Ma 8 is shown in figure 2. The 
microscopic and viable counts/ cm2 Increased until the 36th hour,  then both decreased 
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steadily.     The viable count of the organisms   in the medium  (unattached)   followed  the 
course.     Cultures T6c,  Ma  13,  6b and  103  showed the same  type of growth curves  although the 
rate  of attachment,  growth and extent  to which they became detached were  somewhat  different. 
When the nutrient   level was  increased to 0. l-0.57.(w/v),   larger viable and total populations 
/cm^ were observed,   death and cell  detachment was the  final  result. 

The conditions used in this experiment  of course are hardly equivalent   to what  one might 
occur  in  the  sea,  where mixing and aeration and constant  supply of  fresh nutrients  are made 
available  to the attached periphytes,  nevertheless  It attests to the ability of the organisms 
to attach and  Initiate  rapid growth  In a sea water containing low  levels  of a complex nutrient. 
When artificial  sea water was supplemented with glucose or succlnate and  Inoculated with the 
same  sort  of small   Inoculum (30-60 cells/ml)  no growth or attachment  occurred.    When the size 
of the  Inoculum was   Increased to  lo5/ml,   attachment  by only a very  small  percentage of the 
cells  occurred.    Cells  that were killed by heat  or  formaldehyde  did not  become  firmly attached 
to glass  slides  Irregardless of the medium, 

Polysaccharldes containing material   Isolated  from 
cultures  of marine perlphytlc bacteria 

As was noted above,  slides submerged  In natural environments  supported organisms  that 
produced Alclan Blue  stalnable,  acid polysaccharlde slime which was believed to be concerned 
with attachment  of periphytes  to solid surfaces   (9),    The yield of extracellular,  alcohol 
Insoluble,  non-dlalyzable materials was variable,  but  the properties of each of the products 
Indicated  the  presence of polyanlonlc  carbohydrate, 

Holdr ratios of neutral sugars  to uronlc  adds show wide differences  among  the various 
products.     T6c and other strains of Ps,atlantlca show a ratio of 1:1,     6b,  Ma 8 and Ma  13 have 
a ratio of  2:1  and Ma71b contains  3  times  as much uronlc  add as neutral  sugar.    Culture  103, 
C.   halobacteroldes  and S.  grandls  products contain much more neutral  sugar  than uronlc  add. 

Hydrolysis of the  polysaccharldes with  IN I^SOA was  fairly rapid,   as  shown  In Table  3, 
Samples containing the greatest proportion of uronlc add  (Tbc, Ma71b)  showed most  rapid de- 
struction of reducing sugar when the hydrolysis  time was extended,    Caulobacter and Saprosolr» 
products were more resistant. 

All  of the polymers gave  some precipitate with the cationlc detergent  hexadecyitrlmethyl- 
anmonlum bromide.    The ratio of neutral sugar to uronlc acid in the precipitate was similar 
to that  of the  starting material but  that  remaining In solution showed a greater proportion 
of neutral sugar. 

The amount of Alclan Blue bound per milligram of polymer    seems to be a conslstant  and 
reproducible property,but It could not be correlated with either the tltratable acidity of 
the  polyanlons nor the  total amount  of uronlc add present. 

All  of the carbohydrate was adsorbed onto DEA£ cellulose and was  eluted with  Increasing 
molarlty  nf NaOH as shown In Table  3,    The  fractions eluted with 0.01M NaOH contained a rela- 
tively  small amount  of uronlc add compared with  fractions  eluted with 0.05 and 0.1M NaOH, 
The  fractions   Isolated with 0.S M,  presumably are  those with the greatest  charge density but 
Inasmuch as  the amount  of uronlc add  Is  considerably  less  than the amount  In  the earlier 
fractions,  suggest» that other addle groups may be present, perhaps sulfate,    A typical 
elution pattern is shown lu figure 3. 

Several  of the polysaccharldes   Isolated  from perlphytlc cultures  showed some ability  to 
interact with salts of heavy metals either by forming an insoluble precipitate  (Table 3) or 
by  showing spectral  shifts  In the ultraviolet  region which was usually accompanied by a 
slight  shift  In pH.    The Interaction of copper sulfate and 7mg/0/ml  In S ml T6c polysaccharlde 
In mg/ml concentration was particularly dramatic, with an instantaneous  formation of a firm 
gel when the polymer and the salt were mixed.    In other cases  (Ma8 and C,  halobacteroldes) a 
heavy precipitate was  formed, which settled to the  bottom of the tube, 

4.     Discussion 

The microfoullng of glass slides and other solid surfaces submerged In sea water seems 
to  follow a course  that can be divided  into roughly three phases,     (a)   Primary  attachment  by 
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coanon, marine,  chtmoorganotrophi which readily use organic nutrient! adsorbed to the solid 
substratum but are followed by (b) attachment and growth of somewhat more nutritionally 
specialized,  stalked and/or filamentous  forms, which become the predominant perlphytlc  flora. 
When bacterial  films have been established (c)  diatoms, other mlcroalgae and sessile 
protozoa appear In large numbers. 

Identity and growth of primary perlphvtes 

While various Pseudomonas species were recognized as the principle perlphytlc bacteria 
that attach Initially, Flavobacterlum and Achromobacter species were also comnonly encountered 
(10).    Many marine bacteria Isolated directly from sea water represented by culture 103 were 
able to exist u perlphytes under experimental conditions which suggests that perhaps most of 
the common chemoorganotrophs in sea water exist as perlphytes, depending on the specific    en- 
vironmental conditions and the nature of the solid substratum.    These perlphytes grew readily 
in sea water with lew levels of nutrient  (Table  2).    The extent of their growth seems to be 
related to the nutrient concentration and probably more specifically to the amount of nutrient 
adsorbed to the solid substratum.    After maximum growth, cell death occurred  (Fig.   2) probably 
because of the exhaustion of nutrients and/or accumulation of wastes;  thus initiating 
autolysls resulting in release of cells  from the substratum.    In natural environments where 
mixing,  aeration and a more constant  supply of fresh nutrients are made available and inhib- 
itory growth products removed, cell death might not occur as rapidly.    Results of the plate 
count which is a measure of the primary perlphytes  (Fig.  1) show that they do decline after 
144 hrs although nutrient exhaustion is not necessarily the cause. 

The number of viable cells was always a very small  fraction of the total count/cm2 which 
is not entirely due to experimental error.    The growth and viability of cells  in the micro- 
environment of a surface,  is the Information that  is needed to explain the results,  but  this 
is not available. 

Secondary perlphytes 

Bacteria which attach secondarily and become the predominant flora were identified as 
Caulobacter. Hyphomicrobium and Saprospira species.    These organisms did not grow as rapidly 
as pseudomonads,   from a small inoculum in the artificial environment  (Table 2).    While there 
is no experimental evidence to suggest  the secondary species are dependent on some condition 
created by the primary perlphytes,  this possibility can not be ruled out.    The stalked, 
budding and  filamentous forms did not  form colonies on Dlfco marine agar, which seemed 
curious since they are aerobic chemoorganotrophs. 

Hirsch and Conti  (24)  have  indicated that  Hyphomicrobium does not grow well  on common 
laboratory media and Lewin (25) has pointed out that Saprospira are predatory saprophytes, 
suggesting that they may require special nutrients provided by other organisms  for direct 
isolation.    Caulobacter spp. may be stimulated by secretions from other species   (16).    It is 
conceivable that the special growth requirements of these species are not met by the plating 
medium used. 

MicroalRac and protozoa 

The appearance of numerous diatoms and other mlcroalgae on surfaces of slides only after 
bacterial  films have been developed may be because of the relatively slow growth rate of these 
perlphytes,   rather than some stimulatory effect  provided by  the bacterial  film.    The  develop- 
ment  Oi saprozoic or holozoic protozoa on the  other hand may be quite dependent  on  the 
bacterial  film to supply the amount and kind of nutrients which favor their growth.    Perlphytlc 
bacteria have been shown to produce a wide variety of hydrolytic enzymes  (26) which could 
catalyze the hydrolysis of bacterial cell material and other organic residues which have been 
adsorbed to bacterial  films.    Films of considerable complexity were observed on slides sub- 
merged in San Diego Bay  (Table 1).    Not only attached bacteria but particulate debris accumu- 
lated on the surface of slides as well as on the bodies of stalked protozoa which had attached 
to the surface.    The degradation of organic materials by enzymes  from the perlphytes would be 
expected to make the surfaces a rich source of nutrients and hence sites of intense biological 
activity.    Holozoic protozoa feed on bacterial cells  (27) so their development would be 
expected to be extensive in the vicinity of bacterial  films. 
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Secretion of polynlont by perlphvtlc bacteria 

Polyanlons were believed partially   responsible for attachment of the orgsnlsma to glass 
(9,22) and as described in the present paper a similar material was  found in cultures of all 
marine periphytes examined, although in variable amount.    Marshall and others  (7,8) has shown 
that a marine perlphyte Identified as a Pseudomonas became irreversibly attached to solid sur- 
faces,  and electron micrographs of attached cells displayed fibrillar protrusions which were 
believed to enable the cells to overcome the repulsion barrier between their surfaces and sub- 
stratum,  causing irreversible attachment.    While the composition of the material was not re- 
ported,   it seems possible that it will be found to contain some carbohydrate polyanion. 

The carbohydrate materials contained neutral sugars as well as uronlc acid,  in quite 
different ratios.    In Ma71b there was a greater amount of uronlc acid than neutral sugar.  In 
the products from C.  halobacteroides and S.  grandls the reverse was true.    The total uronlc 
acid content was not related to the titratable acidity of the products nor to their ability to 
combine with Alcian Blue.    The rate of hydrolysis of the products Indicated they contain dif- 
ferent glycosidic linkages.    Rapid destruction of reducing values with extended heating times 
was reasonably well correlated with the uronlc acid content,  the latter being more readily 
destroyed by acid than other reducing sugars  (28). 

The  fact  that the various crude products could be separated into several carbohydrate 
containing fractions, each with a different charge density and a different ratio of neutral 
sugar to uronlc acid suggests  (a) several distinct polyanlons ate produced by the organisms 
(b) that  the native product was partially degraded or depolymerized prior to harvesting or 
(c) the native polymer was partially hydrollzed into large subunlts during isolation.    The 
latter seems unlikely since materials  isolated by methods avoiding desalting with acid showed 
similar elutlon patterns. 

The carbohydrate content of washed cells was  S-10l(w/w) and while neutral sugars were 
present  in greatest amount, uronlc acid was always present suggesting the presence of a cell 
bound residue of polyanion (10).    Material of this sort may account  for the electronegative 
charge of bacterial cells and envelopes  (29).    The organized holdfast structure of Caulo- 
bacter halobacteroides stains with Alcian Blue but so does the rest of the cell.    Cell 
envelopes of several of the perlphytic  Isolates have been shown to form water insoluble com- 
plexes with the dye  (Corpe, unpublished observations) but whether polyanionic carbohydrates 
of the type described here are involved is not known. 

While the syntheses of polyanlons may  facilitate adhesion of cells to solid surfaces, 
they may be equally important in the  formation of aggregates of particulate material  (30) and 
interact with and perhaps actively remove heavy metals from treated or coated surfaces.    The 
concentration of toxic metals in bacterial  films on detrital material and other solids which 
are grazed by invertebrate animals,  could serve as a means by which undesirable levels of 
these metals could be introduced in the marine food chains. 
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Table 1 

Pertphvtlc Pseudomonas specie« iaolated from aea water 

Culture Source X  of viable bacteria* 

4b Slides, submerged 2 days In the aea from 
SIO pier 80 

T6c        Slides, submerged 2 days in the aea from 
the Navy Tower at San Diego 90 

Ma71b      Slides, submerged 2 daya in a 10 gal. carboy 
of sea water from Sandy Hook, N, J, 65 

Ma 8       Slides, submerged 3 days in marine aquarium 86 
Ma 13      Slides, submerged 1 day in marine aquarium 60 
6b Slides, submerged 2 days in two lite beaker 

of sea water, Daytona Beach, Florida 60 
103        Sea water sample, collected from the south 

shore of Long Island, N. Y. 50 

* Twenty-five percent of the colonies from Difco marine agar plates were 
isolated and characterised. The other bacteria that formed colonies 
were mainly Flavobacterlum and Achromobacter apecies. 
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Table  2 

Attachtnt of ptrlphytic b«ct«rl« to «lid«» tubaerged in 
wtiflcl»! ««« w«t«r copflnlng 0.005X yea«t extract 

Bacterial count/cm' — 
25 bra 68 hrs 

Microscopic 
xlO5 

Viable 
xlO4 

Microscopic 
xlO5 

Viable 
xlO4 

T6c 0.09 0 6.10 0 
6b 5.40 3.56 1.10 2.52 
Ma71b 0.16 0.02 19.73 0.91 
Ma 8 3.66 0.^ 6.48 4.34 
Ma 13 0.15 1,4.. 0.21 0.42 
103 1.76 13.10 2,70 1.68 

c. halobact troidas    0.09 nd * 0.19 nd 
1- grandis 0.09 nd 0.14 nd 

* nd ■ not  determined. 

Table 3 

Soaa proparties of crude, carbohydrate polyanlons fro« periphvtic bacteria* 

Toe Ma71b )U8 MalS so 103 Caulo Sapro 

Yield, mg/ml culture 1.30 0.13 0.21 0.11 0.13 0.13 0.21 0.34 
Mequiv./100 ag 0.16 0.35 0.41 0.06 0.24 0.10 0.12 0.23 
Time,  hydrolysis   (hrs) 1.0 9.5 2.0 1.0 1.0 2.5 2.0 2.5 
Reducing sugar mg/mg 0.89 0.80 0.62 0.87 0.97 0.68 0.77 0.69 
Alcian Blue cooplexad. 
-(/■S 2.1 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.5 2.8 2.0 1.9 

6. Molar ratio 
Hexose:uronlc acid 

a. crude product 1:1 1:3 3:1 2:1 2:1 5:1 6:1 10:1 
b. CTAB precipitation   1:1  1:3   2:1  2:1  2:1  4:1  2:1 

7. Precipitation with CuSO^ nd nd nd 
6:1 

nd 

* Caulo, Caulobacter halobacteroidaa:  Sapro, Saproaplra «randis; 
CTAB,  cat ionic  detergent  hexadecyltrlmethy lansnonlum bfomidc. 
nd, not  determined. 
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Discussion 

Queation: le have obse ed that old bacteria produce both extracellular capsular ~~terial 
and polymers by leakage of intracellular material, but we have not determined which one 
was aore important in the attachment of the bacteria to the surface. Do you have any 
thOU!hts on that? 
Corpe: I think that the polyaera probably are complexed with other materials at the cell 

surface, partjcularly with proteins. This raises the question as to the nature of the 
specific aaterial that ia concerned with the adhesion process. I would not necessarily 
assi«n this to t hese acid polymers, but I think that they must be involved in some way, 
if not in primary attachaent, then maybe in the adhesion of other materials to the surfaces. 

Question: I think that the notable discrepancy between the viable and total counts is a 
major and horrible problem of marine bacteriolO!Y• Did you try variable culture media in 
obtaining your viable counts? Can you reduce this enormous discrepancy? 
Corpe: We did try soae other aedia, but we did not spend too much time on this because the 
success of other people has not been very encouraging. In our counts we probably estimated 
numbers of pseudomonad& and other co .. on organotrophes, whereas the cMulobactera, 
saprospiras and hyphomicrobia do not grow on the medium employed. Use of selective 
media gave an estimate of some of these fastidious forma, but the numbers observed still 
did not approach those obtained by total count procedures. 

Question: Did you test tor any sulfate in the neutral polysaccharides? Are they sulfated 
or not? 
Corpe : Yes, sulfate is present. Those fractions eluted from columns with 0.5N NaOH 
that were found to contain sulfate did not have much uronic acid. 
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Role of Surface Chemical Composition on the Microbial 
Contribution to Primary Films 

Gary E.  Sechler 
and K.  Gundersen 

Department of Microbiology 
University of Hawaii 

Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 

Primary films forming on a variety of commercially important materials 
were assayed for bacteria, diatoms and extraneous particulate matter for 
extended periods.    Total counts per unit area from opaque materials were 
made using a new plastic layering technique which allowed for quantita- 
tive removal of  the entire primary film in situ.     This provided a natural 
microscopic view of all biotic and abiotic constituents in the microcosm. 

Total microscopic counts showed bacterial and diatom growth occurring 
in nonrandomly distributed microcolonles over the surfaces;  surfaces 
included stainless steel, aluminum, phosphor-bronze, glass, Monel and 
"plexiglass".    Although significant bacterial growth appeared after 1 day 
of immersion, diatoms showed little tendency toward active growth until 
approximately 5 days.    Similar delays in diatom growth were seen using an 
assay method based en placing porous Teflon membranes over various  test 
surfaces. 

Viable bacterial counts on aluminum, wood,  zinc, "plexiglass" and 
steel showed significant differences at respective time intervals during 
the first IS days of immersion.    Populations from metals generally pro- 
portioned galvanic activity, and metals also attracted a more heterogene- 
ous population.     Conversely,  the non-metals appeared  to attract a more 
stable bacterial microconmunity from the onset of  immersion.    Almost all 
varieties were subsequently lost within the first day of  immersion, 
while a select few "took over" the microcosm with prolific growth.    Of 
the 52 tentative species  isolated from all materials  tested,  70-75'. 
appeared as transients.    No isolate was found to persist during 4* days 
of continuous Immersion and there was no evidence of surface selection 
by any isolate.    All isolates were found to be common heterotrophs. 

The results suggest that bacteria may sorb tp metals at rates 
proportionating that which nutrients sorb, a condition predicated by 
relative galvanic activity.    Sorption and colonization of non-metals in 
this study depended strongly upon surface electrical nature, polarity 
and toxlcity.    All immersed materials attracted a similar bacterial 
microflora, although the pattern of occurrence varied, according to 
surface chemical nature. 

Key Words; Bacteria; diatoms;  sorption;  surfaces; primary films; 
metals; non-metals; galvanic activity. 

1. Introduction 

Transparent materials hove classically served aa typical surfaces for In situ micro- 
scopic studies to determine microbial growth rates, sorption phenomena and qualitative analyses 
of primary films (1,2,3).    Although chemical differences may be quite extreme, opaque 

Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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materials appear to have been generally passed by at the coaparatlve microbial level during 
primary film formation.    The scanning electron microscope (SEM) used successfully in 
laboratory studies may find only limited application in studying surface film mlcrobiota 
from field experiments;  lack of mobility and time factors in processing would necessarily 
limit routine use. 

The goal of the current Investigation was to devise a simple method which could be used 
routinely for large-scale comparative studies on primary films regardless of test surface 
opacity.    With supporting cultural evidence from the same materials, considerable insight 
could be gained on the qualitative and quantitative aspects of surface microbiological devel- 
opment . 

The comparative responses of  a large number of conmon structural materials  to blofouling 
in the sea have been given considerable attention (4,5,6).  It is noteworthy that primary 
films, established as at least a prime determinant in generalized microfouling (7), have not 
been attacked as vigorously as have the eventual products of unchecked blofouling. 

2.    Materials and Methods 

This Investigation was designed to search out basic data on materials'   Influence on 
primary film formation in the sea.    The test site selected was Kaneohe Bay, Oahu, Hawaii, a 
reasonably stable marine estuary.    Another worker (8)  previously found physical and chemical 
environmental factors  in the bay essentially nil during  the summer months,  the time period 
selected for these studies.    The only significant variable was therefore the test surfaces 
themselves, which were always immersed conccmitantly during a field series. 

75 x 25 am test surfaces of glass, plexiglass, stainless steel 304, aluminum 5052, 
Monel and phosphor-bronze  (A) were thoroughly cleaned, sterilized and immersed in replicate 
in glass racks at a 3m depth.    At 21 intervals ranging from 1 to 120 days, replicate panels 
were taken from the sea, rinsed, dried and processed to remove the entire surface epilithic 
layer Intact.    This was done by Immersing test panels into a    10% solution of Parlodion 
(nitrocellulose), draining, drying in air, excising a portion of  the film and stripping it 
away from the surface (9).     The film was then stained in crystal violet and permanently 
mounted for microscopy.    All possible biotic constituents were then noted and counts per 
unit area were made on all bacteria, diatoms and extraneous particles. 

Prior to conducting the Parlodion filming experiments Teflon membranes with 5 \m pores 
were fixed tightly over a variety of metal and non-metal surfaces.    Experiments had pre- 
viously shown that metal ions freely diffused through the membrane pores, and that the test 
surfaces could presumably select for microorganisms.    To assay,  the test surfaces were with- 
drawn from the water at 1 and 4 days, rinsed, excised, stained and mounted.    The membranes 
were then examined to quantitate and study   morphologically the organisms sorbing to 
Teflon. 

Viable bacterial counts and identifications were also made in a supporting study from 
panels of alioinum, galvanized steel, mild steel, "plexiglass" and wood.    These surfaces 
were marked off in smaller areas of standard size, sterilized and immersed at the test site. 
Assay was done by a swabbing—millipore filtration—culturation method over periods ranging 
from 1 hour to 42 days. 

3.    Results 

The Parlodion filming technique quantitatively removed all biotic material from test 
surfaces, even Including very young barnacles.    All biological components were easily dis- 
cernable, including bacteria, diatoms, yeasts, filamentous algae,  fungi, protozoa and small 
invertebrates. 

Total bacterial surface populations Increased at a generally logarithmic rate until 
approximately 4-5 days  (Figure 1).    This was followed by a fairly stable population plateau, 
which persisted until termination of sampling at 120 days.    Note that this general response 

Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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dues not exclude phosphor-bronze, which Is generally toxic  to most microorganisms.     In addi- 
tion, surface bacterial populations did not distribute evenly, but rather as steadily-growing 
mlcrocolonies In large patches.    This pattern of surface bacterial growth has been studied 
In situ on glass  slides by other workers  (1)  . 

Considerable variability  in average numbers of  organisms per microcolony from each sur- 
face was common at most all sampling intervals.    Figure 2 denotes a roughly harmonic growth 
pattern,  including periodic Increases and decreases approximately every  10-20 days.    Since 
Figure 1 showed a population plateau on essentially all materials from 10 days, the growth 
dynamics seen here  indicate that much of  the population would necessarily be dying concoml- 
tantly with the active proliferation.    Note that  the most galvanlcally-active metal here, 
aluminum, has generated extremely large colonies by day 5. 

Diatom populations  (Figure 3)  reached maxima at approximately 7-9 days and were about 
10      per cm2 less  than the maximum bacterial densities  attained.     Growth also occurred at a 
generally slower rate  than the bacteria.    After 16 days all materials  responded homogeneously 
in regard to total  cell densities. 

Figure 4 shows  that  the diatom proliferation Is also generally harmonic except that the 
periods are apparently shorter as compared to the bacteria.     Morphological examination at 
almost every sampling Interval revealed a new diatom succession.     Since active growth ex- 
tended over  the entire sampling period while total populations  remained essentially stable, 
the diatom microcoramunity must be considered in a dynamic flux developmentally. 

Counts on particulate organic matter consistently showed the greatest homogeneity 
from surface to surface, 
populations. 

Highest particle densities were 10 ^ per cm? less than the diatom 

Results on total  counts using  the Parlodlon filming  technique suggest that there may be 
a  relationship between diatom population death and subsequent bacterial proliferation and 
vice versa.     In this  regard,  a considerable number of  diatoms were seen on Teflon in various 
stages of decomposition with  closely-associated bacterial mlcrocolonies. 

Studies on viable bacterial populations showed a somewhat  different response  in regard 
to population development.     In Figure  5 populations developed at  rates  characteristic of 
each test material.     On the average,   the viable cell density maximum was about  10"! per cm 
lower  than total counts on Parlodlon mounts.    Note that before  20 days population maxima on 
the metals are directly proportional  to relative position in the galvanic series. 

Plexiglass showed an intermediate population response  through the 42-day immersion 
period.    Highest  rate of  cellular  increase to equally significantly high populations, how- 
ever, was on wood panels. Subsequent  tests later showed that  none  of  the resident species of 
bacteria isolated  from wood were obllgately cellulolytlc    but  rather  common heterotrophs. 
All 52 isolates  representing all five surfaces were found  to be heterotrophic.    None per- 
sisted through the entire 42 day immersion period and less  than   30X   were considered stable, 
adjusted members while  the balance were  likely  transients.     There was,   in addition,  no sur- 
face selection or specific sensitivity to any of  the  five test materials. 

A surprisingly  similar response by all surfaces was  found by plotting numbers of  iso- 
lates present on each surface versus  immersion time  (Figure  6).     In general, maximum numbers 
of  species on any surface were  found during  the first day of   immersion.     By the second day, 
less than half  the original number of  isolates was present;  this number generally stablllized 
until about 30 days,  followed by only a slight decrease.     Note that zinc, aluminum and  steel 
again appear In perfect galvanic order according  to maximum numbers of  Isolates  recovered. 

Reconsidering  the viable bacterial growth curve  (Figure   3),   it  is obvious that the 
maximum numbers of bacterial species correlate with the  lowest population levels.    Conversely, 
the highest populations were reached when the number of varieties dropped steeply,  suggest- 
ing a rapid "take over" by  the most competitive species.    The  nonmetals, wood and plexiglass. 

Figures in parentheses  Indicate the  literature references  at  the end of  this paper. 
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•orbed «ich fewer varieties than did the metals, yet retained approximately comparable num- 
bers of species. 

4.    Suanary 

In suaaary, surface chemical composition appears to Influence the mlcroblal contribution 
to primary films markedly during the first 2-3 days with regard to total populations and 
numbers of potential genera sorbing.    Since bacteria In the sea generally carry a net negative 
surface charge,  the most Important effect from materials lonersed In the sea must necessarily 
be surface electrical nature.    Zinc, aluminum and steel should therefore repel bacteria elec- 
trostatically during the first few minutes or hours of Immersion.    Evidence suggests that 
these metals may sorb organic matter at rates proportional to their relative electronegati- 
vity.    This abundance of concentrated nutrient must subsequently attract a markedly 
heterogeneous bacterial population.    Highly competitive species soon dominate the microcosm, 
proliferating at maximum rates until depletion of space or nutrient limits population expan- 
sion further. 

Organic matter may actively sorb to many nometal surfaces, such as glass, and passively 
rj ^iichaibdd polymers such as "plexiglass".    Because of its high polarity and hence great 

'ttablllty,wood would be conducive to direct attachment by microorganisms. 

When bacterial populations reach the "stable" state,  the data has shown that there is 
a conslstentlydynamic flux of cellular material building and decomposing concomitantly. Con- 
siderable metabolic residue and slime material would then accumulate and enmesh all the 
sorbed organisms.    Cytolylc products from organisms and organic matter from the environment 
would also fortify the slime nutritionally. 

Sorbed, but non-developing    diatoms would now have the opportunity to proliferate 
freely in the enriched, abundant substrate, and other diatoms contacting the surface would 
likely find conditions favorable.    After diatom generation and subsequent cell turnover, 
th« blomass would increase markedly, attracting both sessile and grazing invertebrates , 
Passively emeshing algae spores and invertebrate larvae would likely find the developing 
microcosm secure and bountiful.    And with the maturation of these forms,  terminal blofoul- 
ing Is a vivid reality. 
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The Role of Chenotactlc Responses In 
Prlmerv Mlcroblal Film Formation 

L.v. Younp and Ralph Vltchell 

Harvard  University 
Cambridge. Mas*. 02138 

Isolated strains of motile marine bacteria have been 
observed to exhibit positive chemotaxls toward favorable com- 
pounds and negative chemotaxls away fron unfavorable compounds. 
Using a nlcrocaplllary method, positive chenotactlc compounds 
enhanced the rate of attachment and the total mmber of bacteria 
which irreversibly affixed to artificial surfaces.    Compounds 
which elicited a neucral response did not enhance attachment. 
Toxic organic and Inorganic compounds,  such as chloroform and 
CuSO^ caused negative chemotaxls.    The bacterial cells actively 
stayed away from regions of toxic concentrations.    The negative 
chenotactlc response was not uniform.    All bacterial Isolates 
tested were repelled by toxic compounds.    However,  the concentra- 
tion required was different for    each bacterium.    The Incorpora- 
tion of a favorable compound toward which the bacterium normally 
moves did not alter the negative chemotaxls. The numbers observed 
were not a result of simple mortality since at non-lethal concentra- 
tlone negative chemotaxls was still exhibited.    These observations 
suggest that positive chemotaxls plays a role In the attachment of 
the primary bacterial  film to surfaces and negative chemotaxls 
functions In the prevention of bacterial   film formation. 

Key I'ords:    Chemotaxls; attachment; mlcroblal 
fouling; primary film. 

1.    Introduction 

The development of mlcroblal populations on surfaces Is s widespread phenomenon found 
In natural waters.    In lakes, streams and oceans, mlcroblal populations can be found In 
association with both animate and Inanimate surfaces.    The heavy aline layer produced by 
microorganisms contribute to such problems as Increased frlctlonal resistance, anaerobic 
conditions and corrosion In freshwater and seavater transport systems.    The functioning 
of Instrumentation can be Impaired as well.    In seawater, the mlcroblal population on sur- 
faces creates an additional problem by producing the primary film which la generally thought 
to be a prerequisite for the attachment and metamorphosis of fouling animals. 

The early studies on the attachment of marine bacteria to surfaces hss been undertaken 
extensively by Zobell  (1,2).    He clearly demonstrated that surfaces In seawater are a region 
of bacterial concentration.    More recently, Corpe  (3)  showed that a marine pssudomonad with 
a propensity to attach to surfaces, does so by production of copious amounts of extracellular 
polyaaccharlde.    The mechanlsn by which bacteria Initially attach to surfaces has been 
elucidated by Marshall, et al.   (4).    Investigations by both Zobell  (2) and !Iarshall, at al. 
(4) suggest that In a lov nutrient environment a surface provides an area of nutrient con- 
centration.    Since bacteria concentrate In these regions, the Implication,  therefore.  Is 
that the organisms can detect these nutrients. 

The study of bacterial chemotaxls,  the detection of chemicals by bacteria, has been 
under Investigation recently by Adler  (5,6).    Pis work provides us with a methodology by 
which we can Investigate whether chemical attraction or repulsion can Influence the attach- 
ment of bacteria to surfaces. 

\ 
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ttofrUlt «nd ttethodt 

Ortwli—! Four Marina paaudmonada were uaad In thla Invaatlgatlen. GA and P2 
laolatad fron a glaaa aurface In aaawatar; R3 obtained fro« Dr. K.C. Marahall, University 
of Taanania; and MAV obtained from Dr. S. Fogal, Proeaaa Research, Cambridge, Massachuaetts. 
All four bacterial strains ware heterotrophlc, facultatively anaerobic, obllgately marina, 
short roda with a polar flagellun. They differed in their colony morphology, pigmentation, 
and cheraotactlc patterna. 

Aaaay for Chawotaatla; Culturea were grown In eeawater nutrient broth for 10 to 12 
hours and harveatad by cantrlfugatlon. After waahlng In artificial aaawatar, the cells 
were centrlfuged and reauspended in artificial aaawatar to a concentration of >106/ml. 
The method for the ehemotaxla aaaaya was modified fron Adler (6). The compound to be 
teatad was held In a 5 ul mleroeaplllary aealed at one end. The open and waa inserted 
Into an active auapenalon of bacteria In a chamber consisting of a capillary u-tube on a 
glaaa elide and aupportlng a coversllp. After 10 - IS mln. the contents of the capillary 
were aaaayad by aerial dilution In artificial aaawatar and plate counts on seawater 
nutrient agar. 

Chamlcala; All the compounda uaed In the positive ehemotaxla aaaaya were diluted In 
artificial aaawatar. For the negative ehemotaxla assays, the compounda were suspended In 
artificial seavater nutrient broth. 

2. Results 

The four marine laolatea uaed for the attachment experiments were subjscted to a 
chemotactlc aaaay toward a series of simple carbohydratea. Under the Influence of a 
poaltlve atlnulua auch as saawatar nutrient broth, bacteria In the bulk solution concentrate 
In and around the capillary mouth (Fig. 1). As Indicated In Table 1, each isolate displays 
a unique chemotactlc pattern toward the compounda. Seawater nutrient broth provided a 
poaltlve control alnce all four laolatea were atrongly attracted to It. An artificial 
seawater control waa uaad to indicate the number of bacteria which entered the capillary 
by random activity only. By ualng thla data we could then eonalder the question whether 
attractive aurfaces possess enhanced attachment of bacteria. 

Compounds which elicited oppoeltn chemotactlc patterns from 2 different organisms 
were selected for comparative attachment teata. Equivalent eoncentratlona of the teet com- 
pounda (10-2 to 10~3 M) were fixed to glaaa slides which were then submerged into a 
auapenalon of chemotactlcally active bacteria. At timed Intervals the slides were removed, 
rinsed and the Irreveralbly attached bacteria were counted. Illustrative of the reaults 
obtained are aaan in Figa. 2 and 3. Approximately twice es many organisms designated R3 
(Fig. 2) attached to surfaces treated with lactoae than to those treated with maltoae. 
On the other hand, aa aeen in Fig. 3, the isolate MAV waa found to attach In number a 3- 
fold higher on maltoae treated surfacea than on lactoae treated ones. Referring back to 
Table 1, it is observed that their attachment preference correlates with thsir chemotactlc 
reeponse. 

In the aasia manner, the other compounds which elicited a positive chemotactlc reaponsa 
also produced an enhanced bacterial attachment on treated surfacea. In all caaes, 
bacterial attachment to untreated aurfaces and thoae treated with compounds producing a 
neutral chemotactlc response provided the control. 

We have also ebaerved that bacteria display a negative chemotactlc behavior toward 
toxic organic and inorganic compounda. When e toxic compound Is combined with the nutrient 
berth, bacteria remain outside the capillary and avoid the area limedlatcly adjacent to 
the capillary mouth (Fig. 4). Often a distinct region free of bacteria la observed. The 
else of the bacteria-free region varied with the organism and the concentration of toxicant 
used. Of particular importance la the fact that thla negative ehemotaxla affect could be 
obeerved at non-lethal eoncentratlona. 
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The «ffact ef chlorofom on the Isolate, G«, la Illustrated graphically In Fl(t. 5. 
The lower curve indicates the number of bacteria entering the capillary as a function of 
toxicant concentration. l<hen there waa no toxicant present and only artificial aeawater 
nutrient broth waa placed In the capillary, 10s bacterial cells Ingreased. As the con- 
centration of the toxicant Increaaed, the bacterial numbers sharply decreased by nearly 2 
ordara of magnitude. The top curve Illustrates the viability of the organisms over the 
concentration ran^e tested. The highest concentrations uaed were lethal aa indicated by 
the drop In the curve. However, over the concentration ranfta In which negative chemotaxls 
was found to occur, viability waa not affected. Under theae non-lethal conditions, 
approximately 917.  of the bacterial cells which otherwise would enter the capillary were 
prevented from doing ao. 

Figure 6 Illustrates a corresponding sat of data for a different bacterial isolate, 
MAV, and a different toxicant, athanol. Again the top curve Indicates that there was no 
lethal affect over the concentration range In which negative chemotaxls was observed. In 
this caaa the threshold concentration which triggered the negative taxis response is 
clearly Indicated on the bottom curve. The inclusion of 10-1 M athanol along with the 
nutrient broth in the capillary again inhibited a aignlfleant fraction of bacteria, which 
normally would enter the capillary, fron doing ao. 

A total ef 4 hydrocarbon compounds, chloroform, ethanol, benzene, and toluene, and 
2 heavy natal compounds, lead and copper, were uaed aa toxicants. The reaulta of their 
effect on bacterial chemotaxls are sunnarlzed in Table 2. The last column of the Table 
under sub-lethal conditions shows that more than 90% of the cells were inhibited from 
entering the capillary. In all but one caaa more than 707 of the bacteria which otherwise 
would enter the favorable sone in the capillary were prevented from doing so. In terms 
of the overall effectiveness of the toxic chemicals, no consistent pattern appears to 
emerge. Of the bacteria tested, 04, MAV, and P2, in general, displayed aimilar reaponaes 
to the toxic chemicals (Table 2). However, R3 was repelled to a leaaar degree than the 
other bacteria. Only 70 - S0% were inhibited from entering the capillary by any of the 
chemicals tested although the concentrations were aimilar. These data suggest that P.3 
waa more sensitive than the other Isolates to sub-lethal effects of the toxicants on 
bacterial motllity. 

3. Discussion 

Motile bacteria appear to have the ability to detect and respond to both favorable 
and unfavorable compounds. Their attachment to surfacea can be significantly enhanced by 
the preaence of an attractive material. Thia suggests that a two atep biological process 
may be involved in bacterial attachment to surfacea; an Initial attraction to a favorable 
vicinity, the surface: then a physiological adaptation by the organism to adhere itself 
to the surface as described by Corps (3), 'larshall, et al. (4), and Hirsch and Fankratz 
(7). 

The negative chenotactic ability of motile bacterial cells enables them to move away 
from tonas of toxidty. This sbility provides s survival nechanisn not only st lethal 
concentrations but at non-lethal concentrations ss well. The orgsnisn can therefore 
selectively avoid potentially toxic areas. Ths incorporation of a food source along with 
the toxicant in the capillary did not altar the negative response.  It therefore appears 
that negative taxla takes precedence over the positive response. This negative chemo- 
tactic ability appears to provide a survival mechanisn for bacteria since a) non-lethal 
concentrations of toxicants are detectable, and b) incorporation of a food source did not 
alter the response. The evidence, therefore, suggests that toxicity la not the only 
mechanism operative in the prevention of nicrobial fouling. Heavy metal paints currently 
used for control may also be functioning by inhibiting the organism's approach to the 
surface. 

This work was supported in part by Contract * ?lOOO14-67-A-0298-0026 between Harvard 
Univeralty and the U.S. Office of Naval Pesesrch. 
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Compound 

KSV 

Maltose 

Lactose 

Fructose 

Ralactose 

Rlucose 

Olucosanlne 

Table 1 

Chenotaetlc Patterns of Some Marine Bacteria 

Bacteria 

R3 MAV MI-1 G« 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Table 2 

negative Chenotaxis of Four Marine Isolates Toward Low 
Molecular Ueight Hydrocarbons and Heavy Metal Compounds 

Effective 
Bacteria Compound Compound Compound Non-Lethal Degree of 

Absent Present Concentration Neg. Taxis 

r.3 chloroform 12.500* 3,550 0.1 X 72 Z 
toluene 5.000 1,000 0.1 80 
ethanol 2.500 500 0.2 80 
CuS04 5.600 180 0.05 70 

R« chloroform 89,000 2,240 0.3 97.5 
toluene 18.000 800 0.1 95.6 
ethanol 80.000 20,000 3.0 75 
bensene 2A.000 3,160 0.2 87 
Pb(N03)2 17.800 7,940 0.001 56 

P2 chloroform 4.000 200 0.5 95 
toluene 35.500 1,100 0.1 95 
ethanol 8.000 320 2.0 96 
bensene 7,940 630 0.2 92 
Pb(N03)2 1,780 225 0.001 87 

MAV chloroform 10,000 1,120 0.3 89 
toluene 32,000 2,000 0.5 93.7 
ethanol 80,000 4,200 3.0 95 
bensene 11,200 3,150 0.05 91 
Pb(N03)2 17,800 720 0.001 96 

Number of bactsrla/S X capillary. 
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Dlacusslon 

Question;     It esses quits incrsdlbls that an organise aa snail as a bactsrlue could detect a 
concentration (tradisnt.    I wonder whether.  In  feet,  they ere responding to the preeenee 
of the substance by SOBS automation In their aoveaent, as I notlcsd ths bacteria moving 
up the tube In your experlaente seemed to accumulate In the region where there was s 
changs of concsntratlon.    I wonder If you have anything to remerk about the mechanism 
by which thsy achieve this chemotexie? 
Young;    Eaeentielly what happens Is that ths dstsctlon of ths attrectant triggers a rssctlon 
In ths bacterium causing It to change Its direction.    This results In a random motion 
rather than a direct moveaint  from point A to point B along the concentration gradient. 
Ultimately, the bacteria accumulate in a region of high roncentratlon of attrectant 
becauss the movements of ths becterla become Increeelngly Isss random. 

Question;     I should like  to ask whst initial  concentrations you had inside your capillary 
tubes, because if you had a strong enough solution in ths tube you might  find a negativ« 
tactic response with anything? 
Young:    Tern.    If the concentrations ars too high It Is possible to show a negative responss. 
Ths observed negative chemotexie wss obtalnsd with Initial concsntrstlons In ths capillary 
tubs that wsrs much lowsr than thoss that would Inhibit growth of ths organism. 

Comment;    I object to your proposel of etteaptlng to control  fouling by applying sub-lethal 
concsntrstlons of toxic materials to surfacss to Indues a nsgatlvs chemotexie.    You ars 
assuming that all baetsrla approaching a aurface are motile.    Many bacteria adhering to 
surfacss svsn after one hour ere not motile,  particularly soms sehromobactars and 
flexlbacters. 
Youn«;    Yee,  that's trus.    Ths ehsmotactle response, of course, Is dspsndsnt on ths motlllty 
of ths baetsrla.    Non-motile bacteria would not give this chemotactic responss. 

Oueetlon;    You suggsstsd thst ones ths baetsrla become attached,  the attachment became 
Irreversible.    Aa interesting experiment would be to generate a negative chemotactic 
responss at ths surfacs to see whether the baeteris can subssqusntly Isavs ths surfacs. 
Hava you coasidsrsd doing this? 
Youn«;    Our next stsp is to actually tsst nsgatlvs chemotexie in relation to a surface. 
We have not yet begun this study. 
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Flpure 1: DlaRramatlc repreaentatlon of 
positive chemotaxls observed 
under the microscope. 

Figure 2: Attaclment of isolate p3 to 
surfaces treated vlth 0,1 ml 
10~2 M lactose and maltose. 

WITH 
MALTOSE 

tttrnkt mo«* Ml of leilc r««ion 

HOURS 

Flpure 3: Attachment of isolate "lAV to 
surfaces treated with 0.1 nl 
10  !! lactose and maltose. 

Fipurc A: niarramatlc representation of 
negative chemotaxls observed 
under the microscope. 
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MechanlSB of Adhäsion of Marina Bacteria 
to Surfaea« 

Karin C. Marshall 

Dapartaant of Agricultural Scianca 
Onivarsity of Tasaanla 

Hobart, Tasaania, Australia 

Tha bahaviour of bactaria at solid surfaeas iaursad in saamtar 
is eoDsidared ia taras of thair colloidal and biological proportias. 
Tha aorption procass involvaa two distinct phases; tha attraction of 
a bactarlua to a surfaea and its subsequent fira adhesion to the 
surface. The initial phase is shorn to depend on such factors as 
cheaotaetic responses, the balance between electrical double-layer 
repulsion and van der Waals attraction energies, and the relative 
hydrophobicity of the bacterial surface, Fira adhesion to a solid 
surface is a selective process and is shown to be related to the 
production of bridging polyaers by certain bacteria. The polyaer 
fibrils oerve to anchor the bacterial cell to the surface. Thia 
anchorage aay be disrupted by treataent with pyrophosphate and 
periodate. Fira adhesion to surfaces by aany aarine bacteria la 
prevented by an inhibitor of protein synthesis (chloraaphenicol). 

Key lords: Bacteria, sorption, solid surfaces, electrical 
double-layer, hydrophobicity, bridging polyaers. 

1. Introduction 

Bacteria are the saallest and, in teras of thsir ultra-structural detail, the aost pri- 
aitive of all living cellular entities (I)1. The aajority of bacteria in natural habitats 
are rod-shaped, but spherical and spiral feras are often encountered along with soae rather 
•ore coaples aorphological foras (2). Bactsria range in sise froa about 0.2$ ym 
(ayeoplasaas) to several >IB in length; the average site being about 1.0 ^w in length or 
diaaater. As a result of their saall sise, bacteria suspended in an electrolyte exhibit 
properties that are characteristic of colloidal systeas. Consequently, it is possible to 
consider their bahaviour at a surface in t.eras of classical colloid cheaistry, and an 
insight into the aechanisa of fira adhesion of aarine bactaria to surfaces has been obtained 
froa such an approach. It aust be reaaabered that bacteria are living orgaaisaa and, as 
such, are capable of growth, aetabolisa and, ia soae instances, independent aotion. The 
results presented below deaonatrate that these biological characteristics play an important 
role in the initial attraction of bacteria to surfaces and in the degree of selectivity 
that is evident in the final adhesion process. 

2, The Attraction of a Bacteriua to a Surface 

One or acre factors aay be involved in the attraction of aarine bacteria to a solid 
surface iaaersed in seawater. The aost iaportant factors could be cheaotaetic responses, 
electrostatic interactions, electrical double-layer phenoaena and hydrophobic effects. 

Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 

I 
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(a) ^tlff^Wrtt- In a ralatlvaly dilute nutrisnt envlronmant as In normal eeawater, 
certain nutrients are concentrated at a solid surface and motile bacteria may respond by 
•wining alone the nutrient concentration gradient toward that surface. This tactic res- 
ponse is the subject of the preeeeding paper by Young and Mitchell. Chemotaxis is of no 
significance in the case of non-aotilo bacteria colonizing a  submerged surface. 

(b) ELectrostatic interactions. At normal physiological pH values bacteria possess 
a net negative surface charge. In some species the lonogenic surface consists exclusively 
of acidic (carboxyl) groups, while in other species a heterogeneous lonogenic surface of 
predominantly acidic groups with some basic (amino) groups is found (3). 

Most solid surfaces possess a negative charge and it is unlikely that bacteria would 
be attracted to these surfaces by electrostatic interactions. 

(c) Electrical double-laver phenomena. Cations are attracted to negatively-charged 
surfaces, while anions tend to be excluded. The cations are not held firmly at the surface, 
but form a diffuse layer (the electrical double-layer) near the surface. The extent or 
thickness of this diffuse doublo-layer (1/K) is dependent upon both the concentration and 
the valency of the electrolyte employed. With increasing concentration or valency of the 
electrolyte, the thickness of the electrical double-layer decreases. When two negatively- 
charged bodies (e.g. a solid surface and a bacterium) are in close proximity, their respect- 
ive cation double-layers overlap and the tendency is for a mutual repulsion of the bodies 
(= double-layer repulsion energy). Van dar Waals attraction energies tend to counteract 
this repulsion effect. As shown in Fig, 1, the extent of the double-layer repulsion energy 
varies with the electrolyte concentration while the extent of the van der Waals attraction 
energy remains constant. At low electrolyte concentrations the resultant is a strong repul- 
sion energy adjacent to the surface, while at higher concentrations a secondary attraction 
trough occurs away from the repulsion energy barrier closer to the surfaces. Bacteria pro- 
bably are held at this point of attraction - a finite distance from the solid surface. 

The results in Table 1 clearly demonstrate the effect of electrolyte concentration and 
valency on the attraction of Achromobacter R8 to a glass surface. The bacteria are repelled 
at low electrolyte concentrations, but arc attracted at high concentrations. Divalent 
cations are more firmly held near a surface and the effective double-layer thickness at a 
particular concentration is less than for monovalent cations. Hence, rejection of 
Achromobacter R8 from a glass surface occurs at lower electrolyte concentrations in a 
divalent than in a monovalent system. 

For the interaction between glass and bacterial surfaces in 0.2 H NaCl electrolyte, 
the secondary attraction trough is at an interparticle distance of greater than 30 A while 
the repulsion energy barrier nearer to the surface is of the order of 90 x 10"'5 ergs (4). 
Bacteria held at the point of attraction are readily removed by their own motive power 
(where motile) or by the shearing force of a Jet of water and, consequently, this has been 
referred to as the reversible phase of sorption (<»). Although motile bacteria appear to 
approach a surface with considerable force, the kinetic energy of the motile Pseudomonas 
»3 (5.45 x 10~'8 ergs) is not sufficient to overcome the repulsion energy barrier quoted 
above M, 

(d) Hydrophobie effects. The possibility exists that bacteria with a relatively 
Hydrophobie outer surface may be rejected from the aqueous phase at the interface of a 
two-phase system (air-water, oil-water or solid-water). Preliminary studies with several 
unusual freshwater bacteria suggested that this mechanism may exist (5). As with these 
freshwater bacteria, the marine bacterium SW11 exhibits a preferred orientation at air- 
water, oil-water and solid-water interfaces. The cells are always aligned perpendicularly 
to the interface (Fig. 2). Some evidence has been obtained suggesting that the end of the 
cell pointing into the interface is relatively more Hydrophobie than the remainder of the 
cell surface. There is no concentration of positively-charged surface lonogenic groups at 
the end of the cell (3). The distinct orientation of SW11 cells at a variety of interfaces 
may be the result of a rejection of the Hydrophobie portion of the cell from the aqueous 
phase. Initially, this phenomenon represents another example of reversible sorption. 

3. Firm Adhesion of Bacteria to Surfaces 

How does a bacterium eventually overcome the repulsion energy barrier and become firmly 
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adhered to a surface? Displacement of a relatively large body auch aa a bacterlua by 
Brownlan lotion ia not aufflcient to overcome the energy barrier, but tha displaceaent of 
extracellular polyaerlc fibrils produced by a bacterlua may be aufflcient for auch fibrils 
to bridge the repulsion gap and anchor tha cell to the surface. In recant yaara it haa 
baan ahom that bacteria can be flocculated by anionle and non-ionic polyaers aa a reault 
of bridging by tha polymers betaaan tha cells (6, 7). Corpa (8) haa reported the production 
of an extracellular acid polyaaccharide by priaary-flla forming bacteria, and Marshall 
et al. (4), presented indirect electron microscopic evidence for tha poaalble role of 
polymeric bridging in the adheaion process. More direct evidence for such polymeric 
bridging haa been obtained «1th freshwater bacteria by Marshall and Crulekahank (5), ualng 
a technique slailar to that eaployed by Taylor (9). Further studies have no« been made 
«1th the aarina bacterlua SW11, Bacteria «ere allowed to adhere to blocka of aolid Spurr'a 
embedding medium, which «are than thoroughly washed with 2,5% NaCl, fixed with glutaraldehyde 
in 2,5% NaCl and re-eabedded in freah Spurr'a aadlua for sectioning, Aa sho-n in Fig,3, the 
bacteria are orientated at right-angles to the original solid-water interfa.« «1th the end of 
tha cell a ahort diatanca from the original aurfaee. The cells clearly are anchored to the 
aurface by means of bridging polymeric fibrils. 

In vie« of Corpe'a (8) finding of extracellular acid polyaaccharide production by 
aarina bacteria, atteapta have been made to remove firmly adhering bacteria from aurfacaa 
by perlodate treataent. This method haa been successful «1th several freahwater bacteria 
(5), but perlodate failed to remove a range of aarina bacteria froa aurfacaa. Treatment 
with pyrophoaphate (10) prior to perlodate treataent reaultad in the successful removal of 
tha marine Paeudoaonaa strains R3 and SW1 aa «ell aa tha aarina bacterlua SW11 (Flg. U), 
Similar results have been obtained in preliminary testa on heterogeneous bacteria firaly 
adhering to aurfacaa from natural seawater. 

An important consideration in any biological adheaion process la tha rapid aorption 
of proteins and other contaminating aonolayara to aurfacaa immersed in natural waters (11). 
Critical aurfaee tenaion aaaaurementa have revealed that the «ettabillty of surfaces immersed 
in marine bacterial culturaa la drastically modified prior to bacterial adheaion (12). Such 
changaa in «ettabillty may be of relevance in the aorption of the acre hydrophobic portions 
of thoae bacteria mentioned above. 

Marshall et al. (13) found that the phaae of fira or irreveralble aorption to a aurface 
«aa a highly selective process. Many of tha bacteria initially attracted to the aurface 
(reversible aorption) did not become firmly adhered to the aurface (irreversible aorption). 
Thoae bacteria capable of forming some type of extracellular bridging polymer must have a 
selective advantage in thia procaaa. It haa been suggested that growth of the bacteria at 
tha aurface waa a necessary requirement for bridging to occur (<i). Recently, I have ahown 
that tha Inhibition of protein aynthaala by the antibiotic chloraaphanlcol inhibited the 
Irreveralble aorption of several marine Paeudoaonaa apaciaa (Fig. 5). However, teats «1th 
a freshwater hyphoalcroblua and the aarina bacterlua SWtl showed that chloraophenicol and 
streptomycin did not prevent fira adheaion, even though streptomycin inhibited growth of 
tha bacteria. Apparently, these bacteria had synthesized the appropriate bridging polymers 
prior to addition of the antibiotics. In view of thia reault, it was surprising to find 
that chloraaphanlcol drastically reduced the numbers of bacteria firaly adhering to a glass 
surface ianeraad in seawater (Pig. 6). Apparently, many of the bacteria in seawater are 
not actively metabolizing, but in the vicinity of the higher nutrient atatus at the aurface 
thay auat begin to metabolize and form extracellular polymers. 

4. Conclusions 

Baaed on a concept of regarding a bacterial suspension as a living colloidal svstea. 
it haa been poaalble to define some of the mechanisms Involved in the initial attraction 
and tha subsequent fira adheaion of marine bacteria to aurfacaa submerged in seawater, A 
knowledge of the biological role in the adhesion process gives soae inaight into possible 
means of controlling microbial film formation. 

Acknowladaaenta. Tha investigations reported in this paper have baan supported by a grant 
from the Australian Research Grants Committee. The author la grateful to Mr, R.H,Crulekahank 
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TABLE 1 - ATTRACTION OF ACHROHOBACTER R8 AND THE APPROXIMATE 
ELECTRICAL DOUBLE-LATER THICKNESS (1/K) AT DIFFEREOT CONCEN- 
TRATIOHS OF UNI-UNIVALENT AND DI-DIVALS1T ELECTROLYTES. 

Electrolyte 

cone- tM> 

10 •1 

10" 

10" 

10" 

10' -5 

Unlvalent (NaCl) 

1/K ill Bacteria/mm^ 

10 

31 

100 

310 

1000 

3500 

2280 

950 

0 

0 

Divalent (MQSO^) 

((A 
5 4100 

15 3050 

50 1920 

150 810 

500 0 
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FIG, I.  Idealized curve« shoving the potential energy of Interaction (repulsion or 
attraction) between solid and bacterial surfaces at low and high electrolyte 
concentrations. 

FIQ. 2.  The orientation of the marine bacterium SWI1 at an oll-watei Interface. Phase- 
contrast slcroscopy (2,500 X). 
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U) (b) 

FIG.  3.      Elactron micrographs of thin section« of a re-embedded block of Spurr'a aediuB 
•hosing the «ode of attachaent of the aarine bacterium SW11   to  the solid surface. 

(a) Stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate (55,300 X), 

(b) Stained with peraanganate and lead citrate (%l800 X). 

FIO.  I».      Effect of pyrophosphate and periodate treataent on  the removal  of Pseudoaonas SW1 
froa glass surfaces. 
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Flo.  5,      Bf fact of ehloraaphanieol add«d aftar 0 or 7 hour« on tha aorptlon of 
13 to glaaa aurfacaa. 

HO. 6.      Bffaet of ehloraaphanieol addad at tlaa saro on tha aorptlon of baetorla fro« a 
natural aaaaatar aaapla. 
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Dlseusslop 

Suf tlont     Thin question concerns the  theoretical  interpretation of this reversible  phase 
of adsorption.     Yo<i observe that  the  bacteria rotate,  but apparently about a  fixed axis. 
If thess orvanlsas are really belnr held a short distance «way  from the nurface.   Is  there 
«nythlr.f In  this Interpretation which would keep them  fror moving  from  point  to  point  on 
the surface! 
Marshall;    Our observations Indicate that  the bacteria Just rotate around a  fixed point. 
Tt Is a little surprising that they do not drift scross the surface,  but it is difficult 
to determine whether they are drifting or not.    Certainly,  motile  bacteria  rntatirg at 
a surface are able to break away from It and cone back to another point. 

Question;     As a non-bacteriologist,   I  aa curious to know whether ynu  have  investirated 
th»  Interaction between charged bacteria and a potential controlled surface,   for exairnle, 
platinura,  whart  we can altar the chares  fro« positive to necatlve?    The second comment 
I'd  like to nake la that the oxygen composition of the solution in  which metals are 
imnersed as substratea  for adhesion would  be extremely important  because  the  freelv 
corroding or natural potential Is vsry sensitive to the oxyren concentration. 
Marshall;     I have begun sons work with reversing charxes on platinum electrodes,  but  I am 
unable  to provide any useful  information at  this stsge.     I aa sure  thst  hv controlli ti- 
the  charge,  we Bight be able  to modify  the  behaviour of certain  haeterln  it   'hr  lu'-'.ices. 
fi»e  point  I  should  like to stress la that no matter what surface we  immerse In seawater. 
It  la quickly contaminated by aonoaolecular layera that have different wattlnir properties 
and maybe different charge properties.     Dr.  Baler will have more to say about  thia point 
in his paper. 

aueation;    Another wsy of altering the charge and the hydrophilic-hydrophobic nature of 
the surface la by the use of a long chain eationic detergent like eetyl aamoniUB bromide. 
Thia should aake the baeterlua adsorb vsry atrongly because you then have a poaitive 
attraction all through the diffuaion boundary layer aa well as hydrophobic attraction 
to the surface of the bacterium.    Have you tested auch aaterlals? 
Marshall;    Ws have used the surfactant Tween 80 with air-water interfaces.    This prevents 
the spseiflc  perpendicular orientation of  flexlbecter at an air-water interface,  but 
I have not triad to alter the charge relationships at such an interface. 

Question;    Tou said that at low concentratlona there should be a repulsion.    What is the 
low concentration? 
Marahall;    For a monovalent cation,  the critical concentration for complete rejection of 
the bacteria from the surface la about 9 x 10" M.    For a divalent cation, it is a lower 
concentration still, almost an order of Mgnitude lower. 

Question;    Can you verify it? 
Marahall;     I'a not quite sure what you jean by verify it.    We do not get attachment  below 
these critical concentratlona, but in natural  fresh waters attachaent is observed 
because the ionic concentrations of the waters are above theae  'rltlcal levels. 
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Influence of the Initial Surface Condition of Material« on Bioadhesion 

Robert E.   Baier 

Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory,  Inc. 
of Cornell University 

P.O.   Box 235 
Buffalo,  New York     14221 

The nature of the events occurring immediately after first 
exposure of engineering or structural materials to a marine environ- 
ment can be assessed by a combination of surface chemical tools. 
These include surface-specific infrared spectroscopy (based upon 
an internal reflection technique),  ellipsometry (based upon external 
reflection of polarized monochromatic rays), contact angle measure- 
ments (leading to an inference of the relative surface free energy of 
the material and any acquired coating),  and contact potential deter- 
mination (reflecting the initial rest potential of any conductive 
material and the change in the surface electronic structure by 
acquired organic films).    The earliest phases of biological adhesive 
events in saline media have been shown to be influenced by the sur- 
face chemistry,  the surface texture,  and surface charge of the solid 
substrates.    The "critical surface tension" of the solid substrates, 
a parameter easily derived from contact angle data, has been 
correlated with adhesion of biological entities to organic and in- 
organic substrates in media as diverse as blood,  tissue,  the oral 
and uterine cavities,   saliva,  and sea water.    In each instance,  a 
prerequisite to adhesion of any cellular material at these substrates 
was the prior accumulation of a predominantly proteinaceous "con- 
ditioning" film.    Minimum strengths of biological adhesion and 
maximal degrees of biocompatibility are proposed to correlate most 
strongly with an initial critical surface tension in the range between 
20 and 30 dynes/cm.    Substrates with relative surface free energies 
in this range,  although allowing accumulation of initially adsorbed 
protein films,  do not appear to force fouling-inducing denaturation 
of the protein through significant changes in its adsorbed configu- 
ration.    With specific reference to biological fouling in the maritime 
environment, early experiments suggest that the first acquired 
modifying film on any emplaced foreign surface is a glycoprotein 
layer.    This interface conversion then provides for strong bonding 
with exuded muco-polysaccha ride components from the first arriving 
cellular species such as those which form primary bacterial films. 

Key Words; Surface chemistry, fouling, proteins, 
primary films, infrared spectra, critical surface 
tension. 

I.      Introduction 

When biologically productive waters first contact a solid surface of an engineering or 
structural material,  a sequence of events is initiated which often ends in gross biological 
fouling of that solid surface.    This process includes those many steps common to the 
normal life cycle of the fouling organisms and,   although a natural process of the maritime 
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environment,   is not very often desired with deliberately emplaced sea-dwelling materials. 
We have been attempting to define the earliest event! occurring when both organic and 
inorganic solids are first contacted by a variety of biological fluid«.    We have used simul- 
taneously a group of powerful surface chemical methods which allow the assessment of 
changes at the surfaces of solid material* within the first few seconds of their initial 
exposure to biological media. 

2.     Experimental Techniques 

The methods used are multiple attenuated internal reflection (MAIR) infrared spec- 
troscopy (1), 1 ellipsometry (2),  critical surface tension determination (3),   and contact 
potential determination (4) supplemented by more traditional surface characterization 
techniques such as electron microscopic inspection of the surface textures.    MAIR infrared 
spectroscopy is a relatively new optical technique available commercially only since the 
middle  1960'8 (5) which allows microscopic amounts of material,  especially when present 
in thin films adsorbed to solid surfaces,  to be immediately analyzed by the chemical- 
structure-sensitive tool of infrared frequency analysis.    Ellipsometry is a related optical 
method known for almost a century which with modern computational method* (6) allows a 
rapid estimate of the thickness and refractive index of adsorbed films on reflecting solid 
surfaces.    Both optical methods are nondestructive.    The critical surface tension of a 
material is derived from measurements of a series of contact angles of purified liquids »n 
that material's surface.    It has been shown to correlate one-to-one with both the outermost 
chemical constitution of that material and with its relative surface free energy (7).    Contact 
potential measurements allow some information on the electrical asymmetry across the 
solid interface. 

3.     Illustrative Results and Their Interpretation 

Use of such methods in combination ha* shown that the initial events in the inter- 
actions of blood with a foreign surface,  for example,  are that within the first 5 seconds 
most solid surface* become uniformly coated with strongly adherent proteinaceous films 
having an average thickness of about 50 Angstrom* and having critical surface tensions 
between 3 5 and 40 dynes/cm (8).    Extension of the contact time of the solid surface with 
blood to uO second* allows a thickening of the acquired coating to between 100 and 200 
Angstroms while maintaining both the predominantly proteinaceous identity of the film 
components and the outermost wettability typical of the initially accumulated film (8). 
Continuing times of contact allow incorporation of small amounts of lipids and replacement 
or remodeling of the original protein by other components from the biological milieu (U). 

In saline media where bacterial fouling of a solid surface is usually the first dis- 
cernable microscopic event in the fouling chain,   such as in the oral cavity (9) (rich in 
saliva) or in biologically productive water (rich in microorganism produced exudates), 
similar experiments show that the first chemical event is a modification of the  solid surface 
by accumulation of a reasonably specific glycoprotein.    This is followed by accumulation of 
a    volume phase'   muco-polysaccharide-dominated adhesive  substance which becomes 
anchored to the initially acquired "interfacial" glycoprotein film (10). 

Figure la and b shows two spectra characterizing the film naturally acquired on a 
solid surface (of a germanium internal reflection prism) during the spontaneous 'sticking' 
of three mussel attachment disks in an artificial sea water culture (I 1).    Figure  la shows 
that the dominant composition of the material was muco-polysaccharide in nature.    The 
major infrared absorption bands at about 3400 cm~',   1650 cm'' and  1100 cm'' all reflect 
the hydroxylated polysaccharide component.     Buried within these major peaks,   however, 
could be evidences of minor--but more important--constituents that had been adsorbed 
previously or admixed with the poly saccha ride.    Figure lb shows the spectrum of this 
identical film on its original surface after a lengthy distilled water rinsing.    Trace  lb 
illustrates that the preponderance of the poly saccha ride material was easily removable by 
simple distilled water rinsing but that a remnant,  and probably initially adherent,  glyco- 

'     The numbers in parentheses refer to the list of references at the end of this paper. 
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proteinaceous Ulm remains as an extraction-resistant "conditioning" layer.    Identification 
of the remaining extraordinarily thin film as a glycoprotein rests upon the modification of 
the infrared spectral trace from «hat has been described In Figure la to that illustrated in 
Fibure lb.    The trace given in Figure lb has the characteristic protein absorptions at 
3300 cm'1,   1650 and 1550 cm'1 with only a small remaining peak at 1100 cm'1 character- 
istic of polysaccharide.    In both traces,  Figures la and lb,   it is also to be noted that some 
hydrocarbon bands are exhibited at the region centering around 2900 cm'1.    It can thus be 
demonstrated in this simple example of biological fouling,  as it has been in numerous other 
systems where biological adhesion occurs (12),  that a thin proteinaceous "conditioning" 
film causes the first modification of the initial surface condition of any implanted substrate. 
It is considered that this film is an obligatory precursor to the adhesion of any formed 
elements and to the subsequent buildup of a fouling mass of biological cells (13).    In the 
case of specific interactions of blood at nonphysiologlc interfaces, evidence has been pre- 
sented that the first adsorbed constituent is the abundant blood protein,  fibrinogen (8).    On 
the other hand,  in the complex media of saliva (9) or of cervical mucous fluid (14),  it has 
been demonstrated that the first acquired film is of a glycoprotein character similar to 
that found in most maritime circumstances. 

It is only subsequent to the formation of the adsorbed protein "carpet" that micro- 
scopic examination reveals the deposition of the densely populated interfacial layers of 
bacterial cells (15), blood platelets (16), or somatic cells (in tissue culture) (17) in a 
variety of biologically adhesive systems.    It Is our current interpretation that interfacial 
modification of any engineering or structural material by initially adsorbed protein-dom- 
inated films is an absolute requirement for activation of the chain of events in the adjacent 
liquid volume which allows long term anchoring of formed biological elements to solid 
surfaces.    In those instances when such emplaced materials have remained apparently 
fouling-resistant for long periods of time, with the exception of circumstances where out- 
right poisoning of organisms is occurring by teachable toxic elements from special paints 
or coatings,  it is not yet clear whether this apparent resistance is due to detachment of the 
initially adherent organisms after a period of time or to inhibition of the initial activation 
and anchoring process. 

4.     Discussion and Conclusions 

With respect to discovering the influence of the initial surface condition of materials 
on bioadhesion,  it should be made clear that the following is now the question of overriding 
importance:   How is the influence of differing substrate surface properties transduced and 
communicated,  to the first discrete biological organisms which arrive at that surface, 
through the initially adsorbed predominantly proteinaceous conditioning films? 

We have not discussed here,  for the sake of brevity,  the important influence of these 
interfacial films on water structure and the reverse influence of adsorbed water on the 
surface character of the materials and the adsorbed protein layers (18).    Neither have we 
discussed the benefits that will certainly derive from selection of surface chemical 
"coupling" agents for maritime surfaces and from attention to surface chemical/physical 
concepts during fabrication of new improved composite materials for maritime applica- 
tion (19).    Nor have we considered all of those major unresolved questions of how one 
separates the broad term "surface properties" into the definitive specific details of surface 
chemistry,   surface charge,  and surface texture and shown the nature of their perturbation 
in real circumstances by unknown amounts of adventitious contaminants either introduced 
during manufacturing or in actual deployment situations (20). 

We have shown,  however, that it is within our technical capability at present to 
analyze with a great degree of completion the composition and configuration of the thin 
layers of matter that intervene in the interactions of solid surfaces with biologically rich 
saline media.    Elsewhere,  we have reported studies of thin polymetic films in which their 
conformation in solution was determined,  their surface pressure vs.  surface area and 
surface potential vs.   surface area relations as spread films at air/water interfaces char- 
acterized,  and their optical thicknesses,  infrared spectra,   contact potentials,  and critical 
surface tensions,  when transferred to solid surfaces,  also determined (21).    It is important 
to note that such parameters could be supplemented,  without deterioration of the value of 
the techniques described,  by additional physical measurements such as electron diffraction 
and electron microscopy.    Thus,  a multlpronged surface chemical/physics I approach and. 
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particularly,  a recording of diagnostic infrared spectra for as-acquired specimens of even 
monomolecular thickness allows a direct correlation between features of the initial solid 
substrates and the surface properties which it subsequently manifests through the mediation 
of the acquired polymeric films. 

It is our current supposition that the initial common event in the interaction of all 
biologic elements with foreign surfaces is the rapid deposition of a strongly adherent 
protein-dominated film.    From electron microscopic studies of adherent cells from 
blood (16) or tissue origin (22),  it is suggested that a critical or perhaps limiting thickness 
of the adsorbed films exists in the neighborhood of 200 Angstroms since,  after that thick- 
ness is acquired,  the first formed cellular elements are seen to deposit.    The presence of 
such living species must change the nature of the adsorption process in their vicinity.    This 
forces the suggestion that a threshold time will exist for cellular adhesion in all circum- 
stances,  including maritime circumstances,   during which period initially adsorbed con- 
ditioning layers are acquired.    This threshold time should generally be of the order of a 
minute or two in the most concentrated "surrounds" (such as blood or saliva) but may 
extend to many hours in the very dilute,  biologically impoverished regions of the sea.    It is 
also noteworthy that the formed elements in biologically adhesive systems do not at any 
time entirely cover the solid surface (16,  23).    Therefore,  the fact that these living cells 
might prevent further deposition of proteins or other modifying polymers in some areas of 
the substrate does not eliminate the possibility of subsequent fouling by the addition of more 
acquired proteinaceous layers in other areas on that same surface. 

5.      Prospects for the Creation of Nontoxic Surfaces 
Resistant to Marine Fouling 

In a series of fundamental studies on protein films adsorbed to solid substrates,   it 
has been shown that the proportion of native structure of the adsorbed macromolecule never 
reached 100% except in a minority of instances when the relative surface energy of the 
adsorbing substrate was purposely allowed to be low (13,  24).    This result has been shown 
to be reasonably independent of the makeup of the solutions from which the adsorption 
occurred,  even though it was observed that low solution concentrations favored relatively 
lower proportions of native structure in the adsorbed films (24).    These findings suggest a 
potential mechanism for achieving resistance of an engineering or structural material to 
fouling by biological entities in the marine environment.    Since,  as it seems most likely, 
the initially adsorbed proteinaceous molecules are drastically modified in conformation and 
reactivity by the process of their two dimensionalization from their original three-dimen- 
sional form in the solution state,  it is this transmutation of the protein properties which 
correlates with its providing the interfacial anchor for subsequently arriving formed 
elements.    Since the extent of this potentially adverse modification of the initially adsorbed 
molecules has been shown to be capable of diminution by the proper choice of the surface 
energy of the substrate,   it is likely that native conformation of the outermost layer of 
adsorbed molecules can be obtained on a properly surface-chemically-designed engineering 
material so that that layer is passive toward the activation or accumulation of cellular 
elements arriving at that surface. 

We have recently demonstrated,  along these lines,   that a strong,  corrosion-resistant 
alloy of the cobalt-chromium class--when cleaned and polished according to the best manu- 
facturing processes--does not have long term resistance to accumulation uf cellular 
elements from a very rich biological fluid (blood) unless it is first completely coated with 
a modifying,   adherent, waxy layer whose apparent critical surface tension is in the range 
between 7.0 and 30 dynes/cm (correlating with the exposure of CII3 groups outermost) (25). 
This layer then accumulates a passivating proteinaceous film essentially inert to arriving 
blood platelets which normally adhere and aggregate to cause massive thrombus--the 
body's equivalent to gross biological fouling.    It has also been shown that benefits of 
selection of the proper surface chemistry of a series of metals can be overwhelmed by 
lack of similar attention to their surface charge and/or surface textures (26). 
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Dl«eu««lon 

Question; Do you assua« that thaa« protein« entirely displace the layers of water which 
have wetted hard surfaces la the sea or 1« it only a partial displacement? 
Baler; I «a willing to consider both aechaniaaa, but ay working hypothesis is that the 
proteins are essentially peraanent and efficient interface conversion layers because they 
scavenge water fro« the surface, thereby creating that intlaate aolecular contact between 
theaaelvea and the substrate that is necessary to fom a true adhesive bond. Otherwise, 
one would expect thea to be reasonably labile and erode away fro» the aurfac«. We are 
studying this by checking on their degree of lability by exchangeability into aolvente. 

Question» And they are able to diaplace water by virtue of their lower surface energy, 
water being about 72 dynes/cm? 
Baler; Well, that's qusstionable because adaorbed water has already lowered the critical 
aurface tenaion of the wet aetal aubatrate. Ita surface fres-snsrgy is in the range of 
about 22 dynes/cm. It is quits cosplieated when you recognize that a protein actually 
ordere water around Itself and the substrste alao orders wstsr at ita own surfacs. It 
is found that a protein always spontaneously aceuaulatee on any aolid aurface exposed 
to the protein solution. Consequently, we now have to adjust our theories tc account 

for observation. 
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Marine Fungi: Spore Dispersal. Settlement and Colonization of Tinker 

E.B. Gareth Jones. 

Department of Biological Sciences, Portsmouth 
Polytechnic, Portsmouth, P01 2DZ, England. 

This paper will consider the spore dispersal, settlement and 
penetration of timber by marine fungi.    It will also consider briefly 
their tolerance of a copper-chrome-arsenate preservative. 

Aspects considered under spore dispersal Include: spore release 
from ascl and ascocarps, the nunfcer of spores In sea water, their 
distribution with depth and distance from land. 

The section on spore settlement will consider the morphology of 
marine fungal spores, their settlement and germination. 

The final section on colonisation will Include mode of penetration 
of tinter and a consideration of their cellulolytlc activity as measured 
by weight loss, enzymatic and strength tests.    The paper will end with a 
brief discussion of their tolerance of a copper-chrome-arsenate 
preservative under laboratory conditions. 

Key UorJs:    Lignicolous marine fungi; spore liberation; 
dispersal; bltunicate ascl; deliquescing ascl; spore 
morphology; settlement; attachment; germination; bio- 
degradation; preservative tolerance. 

1. Introduction 

Lignicolous marine fungi were first described by Barghoom and Under (1) and their 
ability to degrade wood Is well documented (2).    However, Ingold (3) has drawn attention 
to the lack of Information on the dispersal, settlement and subsequent attachment of 
spores of marine fungi.   This paper considers the information available and highlights 
aspects requiring further study. 

The following stages In the colonization of wood will be considered:   spore release, 
dispersal, settlement and penetration of the mycelium Into the substrate. 

2. Spore liberation 

Fungi Imperfecti. 

Conidia are released passively.    They merely separate or break off from the 
conidiophores.    These conidia may^helicoid (Zalerion maritima, Cirvenalia maorooephala), 
appendaged (Orbimyoes epeotabtlie, Variooaporina ramtloea) or without appendages 
(Dendryphiella ealina, Asteromycee aruaiatuB)  (See Figure 1). 

Asconycetes. 

Some 90 lignicolous marine Ascomycetes have been described (2). In this group, the 
ascus is usually the structure responsible for the explosive release of the spores. Two 
basic types of ascl are found within the Asconycetes: unltunicate and bltunicate. 

The numbers in parentheses refer to the list of references at the end of this paper. 
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Uni tunicate asci and their ascospores are released from the ascocarps In a variety 
of ways.    The most conmon method Involves the active discharge of spores from asci.   The 
ascus becomes turgid as the result of Increased osmotic pressure, the wall Is stretched, 
and this leads to the rupture of the ascus In a definite way with the resultant explosive 
release of the ascospores.   Perhaps It Is not surprising that few marine Ascomycetes (e.g. 
Chaetoephaeria ohaetoaa) release their spores by this method.    Presumably the Internal 
osmotic pressure of the ascus would have to be very high to absorb water from the 
surrounding sea water.   Also pressure would affect the success of this method, especially 
In deep water. 

The second mechanism Is the passive discharge of asci from ascocarps and the 
subsequent active release of the spores.    This method Is rarely found In the marine 
Asconycetes but has been reported for Onomonia marina (4). 

Most of the marine lignicolous Ascomycetes with unltunlcate asci release their spores 
as follows.   The ascus wall Is extremely thin (5) and Is structurally quite different from 
the unltunlcate asci of some terrestrial genera (6).   The ascus wall breaks down and 
liberates the spores Into the centrum.   When mature, the tip of the neck opens, sea water 
may enter the ascocarp and the mucilage around the spores or In the centrum swells.   This 
probably helps to expel the spores up the neck and out of the ostiole Into the 
surrounding water (5, 7, 8, 9).    If the spores are appendaged, any mucilage around the 
spore expands and gets dissolved and then the appendages stretch out (5) (See Figure 2). 
AmylooarpuB enaephaloidee and Eiana tunioata, both cleistotheclal forms, have 
deliquescing asci and appendaged ascospores.   This suggests that the deliquescing ascus 
has been evolved In the marine Ascomycetes more tfiw once. e.g. In the Plectomycetes and 
Pyrenomycetes.    Ingold (3) regards the non-explosive asci of Genea, Chaetomium and 
Ceratoaystie   as degenerate.    In the sea, this seems an Ideal way of releasing ascospores. 
A11 that is required Is the release of the spores from ascocarps.    An explosive mechanism 
is of limited use due to the greater viscosity of water as compared with that of air.    It 
is therefore significant that no glycogen has been found in the eplplasm of maturing asci 
of Certoeporopeie halima  (5). 

The bitunicate ascus has an active method of spore discharge and is well Illustrated 
in Leptoephaeria disaore (10).    The ascus wall consists of an outer rigid layer 
(ectoascus) and a very thin inner extensible one (endoascus).   Just before discharge the 
ectoascus ruptures apically (sometimes subapically (11)), water is absorbed with the 
result that the endoascus elongates very rapidly up the neck of the pseudothecium, soon 
projects through the ostiole, bursts, squirting its ascospores Into the air or water. 
The effectiveness of this method must be very much reduced when the fungus is continuously 
submerged, due to the Increased viscosity of water.   The observations made above 
concerning the internal osmotic pressure of the unltunlcate ascus and the effect of 
pressure with depth, also apply to the bitunicate asci.    It is therefore interesting that 
in a recent study (12) 970 recordings of marine fungi were made on 266 test panels 
submerged for up to 120 weeks in the sea.    Of these, only 12 recordings were of bitunicate 
species {PUoepcra sp.  (2 recordings), Leptoephaeria orae-marie (9) and Microthelia 
mcantima (1)). 

Basidioiivcetes. 

The two marine higher Basidiomycetes have appendaged basidlospores, lack sterigmata, 
and release their spores passively.    The resuplnate Digitatiepora marina releases its 
spores directly into the water.    In the Gasteromycete Nia vibrieaa, the basidla break 
down and the sporophore then contains thousands of basidlospores iimersed In mucilage. 
Spore release has not been observed but it is probably by the mucilage expanding and 
rupturing the peri dial wall or by the decay of the peri dial wall.   No spores have been 
seen to be released when the sporophores are kept in air. 
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3. Dispersal 

There are no figures available for the nunfcers of spores of llgnlcolous marine 
fungi In known volumes of sea water.    Both Kohlmeyer (13) and I (unpublished) have 
observed a variety of spores In scums along the sea shore, but even these are poor in 
species and number compared to freshwater scums.   Mllllpore filtration techniques have 
proved disappointing.    Large volumes of water has to be filtered and even then the counts 
are low (5-8 spores/litre).    However, Iqbal (personal cottmunication) using similar 
methods reports 7,000-8,300 spores per litre from freshwater taken from the river Creedy, 
Devon. 

Large numbers of Yeasts and Phycomycetes have been reported from sea water.   Fell 
(14) reports 1-513 yeast cells per litre from samples taken in the Indian Ocean and 
counts of 1-5,000 cells per litre from samples In the Biscayne Bay (15).    Gaertner (16) 
found that the number of Ph jomycetes in sea water off Iceland was low (1.3-12 infective 
units per litre) but that fine sediments in the German Bay were rich in numbers varying 
from 230-58,700 fungi per 11tre(17)Jiowever, these workers used specific isolating 
techniques.    Plating out sea water is of limited use In determining the nunfcer of 
llgnlcolous marine Pyrenoinycetes present as so few fruit under laboratory conditions. 
While some groups of fungi are present in high numbers. It 1s surprising that 
lignicolous fungi are so poorly represented.    Untreated timber placed In the sea is soon 
colonised by a variety of species.    It has been shown (18) that llgnlcolous fungi must 
be well distributed in sea water for they have been observed colonizing polyurethane 
panels at depths of 437m.  (Table 1). 

4. Settlement 

Spore morphology. 

Some 60% of the Ascomycetes, 10% Fungi Imperfecti and both the marine Basidioniycetes 
have appendaged spores.    It has been suggested that these appendages a) help to keep 
spores afloat by offering increased resistance to settlement; b) to entangle and attach 
the spores to suitable substrates or c) to catch unorganised eddy diffusion currents 
(19).    However, no quantitative experimental work has been carried out to test these 
i deas. 

No work has been carried out to determine how long a spore takes to settle and 
attach itself to a substrate, or how effective the adhesion is.    This is important as 
spores have to settle often In turbulent or fast moving waters.    Nothing is known of 
the settlement of non-appendaged spores or their settlement in relation to water 
movement. 

Germination. 

If spores are to successfully colonize wood, they must be capable of rapid 
germination and penetration of their substrate.    Spores have been reported as germinating 
within 24 hours of seeding agar plates (5) but retailed information is lacking.    Byrne 
(20) has shown that temperature affects the germination rate of marine fungi, especially 
low temperature (Table I).    Host of the fungi tested had a high percentage germination 
with the exception of Torpedoepora radiata.    These high germination rates may explain why 
these fungi are so successful in colonizing freshly submerged timber in the sea. 

5. Penetration of mycelium into wood 

The ability of marine fungi to attack and soft rot wood has been widely reported 
(1, 2, 21). Their mode of attack and penetration is identical to that of terrestrial 
species and well documented by Levy and his coworkers (22, 23). 
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Some seventeen out of the 126 lignicolous marine fungi known have been shown to 
soft rot wood under laboratory conditions (2). Corollotpora maritima brings about a 
25.7* weight loss of beech test blocks in 18 weeks. 

Meyers (24) has shown that the surface layers of wood (1-2 nm) Is colonized by a 
diverse fungal population (e.g. Cirrenalia sp., Cerioeporopeia halim; Corolloepora 
maritimai Torpedoepora radiata, Haloephaeria quadrioomuta and Luluorthia spp.).    However, 
of these only LuluartHa spp. penetrated to any depth (12 ma). 

Various methods have been used to determine the Intensity of fungal degradation of 
cellulose and wood.   They Include: A) weight loss and visual examination (2); B) 
enzymatic studies (25, 26); C) breaking strength of cordage (27) and 0) fungal protein 
production (28). 

The ecology and decay capability of lignicolous marine fungi and their Inter 
relationship with other marine organisms are subjects discussed in the handbook "Marine 
borers, fungi and fouling organisms cf wood" (29).   Jones and Irvine (30) have shown 
that the selected species tested are more tolerant of a copper chrome arsenate 
preservative than many terrestrial fungi. 

While there is an accumulating literature on lignicolous marine fungi, certain 
aspects warrant further investigation.    These include spore liberation, settlement in 
relation to water movement and germination rates on various substrates.    These are 
subjects under investigation at Portsmouth and Fazzani  (31) has produced a film showing 
spore release in Sillia fmrrugin»a.    This fungus belongs in the Pyrenoqycetes and Is 
found growing on tinfcer in water corling towers (32).   This film is available on loan 
from Mr. K. Fazzani or myself at the address given above. 

1. 

2. 

«. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

I am Indebted to Mr. K. Fazzani for allowing me to show his film at the Congress. 
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Table 1. Distribution of marine 
fungi with depth 

Depth |   Zalerlon Coral lospora Lulworthla I    Hallgena 

1    (") ■arltlM MarltlM purpurea unicaudata 

47 
67 
80 ♦ ♦ 
86 ♦ ♦ 
87 * 4 ♦ 

106 + 
126 ♦ ♦ 
127 ♦ 
130 ♦           1 
134 ♦ 
180 ♦ 
187 ♦           1 
210 ■♦• ♦       ! 
230 
237 ♦       j 
280 + ♦        i 
287 *        i 330 ♦ ♦        J 
337 ♦        s 
380 ♦ ♦        1 
387 
430 ♦ 2        i 
437 *           j 
487 
537 

Total 4 5 B 12         ! 

Table 2.   Spore germination of some marine fungi at different temperatures. 

Torpedospora radiate 

Corollospora maritime 

Zalerlon maritime 

Astenmyces cruel etus 

Dendryphlella saline 

» .    Temperature. 

10 
hours (S) 

15 
hours (X) 

20 
hours (>) 

25 
hours (S) 

NG. 42 (40) 18 (28) 18 (42) 

42 (100) 24 (100) 18 (85) 18 (98) 

48 (60) 24 (60) 18 (88) 18 (95) 

48 (55) 42 (60) 18 (70) 18 (75) 

48 (60) 24 (88) 18 (86) 18 (78) 

NG ■ No germination after 72 hours. 
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Figure 1.    Conidia of sotne marine Fungi   Imperfecti: 

(a)    Ctvmaateria sp.   (x 600);     (b) Hunri-eola alopallonella  (x 600); 

(c)    ^t'bi".yoee jpeotainlin  (x 1,500);     (d)    Dendx'yphiella aalina (x 500); 

and Zalmrtm naritim    {> 1,000). 
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COflOLLOSPOHA 

Figure 2.    Appendaged ascospores of some species of   Corolloepora. 
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Fundamontal aspocts of the problem of antifouling 

H. Barnes 

The Dunstaffnage Marine Hesearch Laboratory, Oban, 
Argyll, Scotland. 

The importance of fouling studies to the antifouling problem 
■re outlined. Stress in laid on the necessity to investigate the 
biolory of sedentary organisms as it concerns the solid surface - 
larval (or spore) interaction; the biolopy of other stagen, larval 
or adult are largely Irrelevant. A distinction is made between two 
classes of methods to prevent settlement, namely, to prevent contact 
of spores or larvae so that insufficient time in available for 
settlement processes to be initiated, or to kill them when in contnct 
with the surface, preferably at a very early stage. Since most 
settlement takes place when the ship is at rest more attention should 
be given to strictly 'in-dock' procedures. Contact poisoning - using 
the tern in its widest sense - is far more economical than methods 
aopendinc upon leaching rate. Attention is directed to some aspects 
of conventional paints. 

Key Wordst 
prooesses 

Antifoulingi nadentary organisms| settlement 

I have been asked to give a general introduction to thnt part of the programme 
denling .specifically with fouling and its prevention. I shall try to emphasise only the 
basic chemical and biological problems involved and some pousible modes of attacking, if 
not solving them. 

Whilst as a so-called 'academic' I would never wish to decry pure research an a 
legitimst« activity worthy of financial support in any civilised society, and whilst wall 
aware thnt all too often applied research is ofcen hindered by a lack of fundamental 
Information, it must be clearly recognised thnt the prevention - and I stroas the 
preventive aspect - of fouling is a nroblem in applied scieneet once the problem is stated 
nn end product is defined and, an with all other anplled problems, the success of the 
work Bust be Judged by its practical resultsi has the object been achieved? has a method 
of preventing fouling been devised that in capable of being put into practice? In our 
ens« the problem, stated In general terms, is to prevent the settlement of marine 
organisms on mnterlals exposed in the sestsmongst other factors, the kind of materials 
Involved, their us«, and their location may affect not only the ultimate solution but 
slso the «nproach to this solution so thnt, for example, in our case, the fouling of 
shirts, of harbour ntructurea.of 'permanent' buoys, or of deep-sea structures, pose a 
series of sub-problens in the antifouling complex. Certain basic aspects will be coumon 
to all the:!« sub-problems but each must be approached in its own right nnd solved in the 
most appropriate way. We shall b« largely concerned with ship fouling. 

One of the difficulties of trying to be up-to-dat« in any discussion of anti-iouling 
work aria«« from th« secrecy that has surrounded- and to some extent still surmr a:-. - 
the development of both old and new methods of attaek| in the past this was often the 
result of jealousy between individual firms protecting their own particular formulations 
and more recently to this has been added th« aometiat«necessary exige'noies of security. 
It s«ems unlikely that the difficulties arising from these two sources can ever be 
«voided. 

W« should be quit« clear at th« outset that from the practical point of view the 
positive aspect of our subject, l-ä.., the occurrence of fouling as distinct from its 
prevention, presents no problem at alll - any material if immersed in the sea for a long 
enough time will eventually collect a settlement of macrosconie marine organisms. If th« 
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surface la in no way repellant to marine or^anisna then this will happen very quicklyt  in 
boreal regions the amount, whether meisured by either the area covered or by the weight 
of material accumulated, will vary greatly according to the season of immersion, but in 
tropical regions unless the environment is influenced by what may be called 
'meteorological* factors such as freshwater run-off «rising from, say, monsoon conditions, 
total settlement may be largely ■non-seasonal*.    All this is merely a reflection of the 
presence of the settlinr stages of sedentary orraninms in the water.    In rome respects, 
the study of foulln* eonmunlties and their development is largely irrelevant to that of 
anti-fouling since the latter seeks to prevent even the establishment of those species 
which will give rise to these eonmunlties. This is not to argue that the study of 
foulinr - no matter how artificial It may be - is without its own intrinsic interest.   The 
mixture of plants and animals thnt cone to cover immersed surfaces represents an 
■Isolated*  if somewhat artificial comunity and its development, seasonal changes, the 
Interactions within it, and so forth, are of themselves of considerable biological 
Interest aa well aa being relevant to studies on the development and structure of 
communities on hard natural substrata.    Most of the work, on what are termed fouling 
communities has, however, been largely descriptive! much of an experimental nature and 
also of considerable academic interest to students of community structure and the 
competition and other factors involved In its development remains to be done. 
Observations on the development of fouling,  if not of foulinr communities as such, ar» 
we'theleaa of some practical iraportince to antlfouling worV-|  In particular, (l) they 
~lve information on the sensons and nlaces when and where foulin." is particularly 
prevelant nnd so Indicate the most .".ult-ible tines and places for conducting tests on 
the efficiency of any antlfouling techniauesi  it has, for example, Ion* been known that 
for nll-tha-year round work tropical testirr stations have many advantages)    (2)    when 
associated with tests of any antlfouling scheme they are able to indicate the relative 
sensitivity of the various organisms to that technique) in this way it may be possible 
to select certain key organisms whose reactions to a particular technique may allow an 
efficient estimate of the antlfculinr techninue to be mad«) such seems to be the case 
with regard to the nuality of mnnv eopner-containing paints nines, if bamncle settlement 
Is inhibited,  then the lenchlmr rate will be above a certain critical value ( O^ lOpg/cm / 
day) and other animals are unlikely to settle)  rarely,however, do all the settling 
organisms react In the sane relative manner to different antlfouling tests) for example, 
mercury compounds seem to be far more toxic to plants thar to animals. 

Organisms which become directly attached to « submersed substratum, as distinct from 
becominr erbedded In any mlcrobial or subsequent macroncopie growth, are by nature 
sedentary in their adult phase and do not, therefore, normally  *nrrlve' at the surface as 
adults but in the ease of plants as spores, and In the ease of arlmals as larval or 
Juvenile forms.    Although in the case of plant spores there must be profound changes - 
morphological and biochemical - in the transition from spore to sporeling and then to the 
adult plant and although these are apparently often initiated by contact or event« 
immediately subsequent to contact (obout which something will be said by later speakers) 
in the absence of a nervous system the phenomenon in plants must be far different from 
that pertairlng to animal larvae which usually do have a well-developed nervous system and 
which on eontaet with a solid surface may, and in those cares studied do, have a 
characteristic and complex behaviour pattern during settlement and metamorphosis to the 
young adult.    Even so,  it la possible to consider that in both cases there are three 
fundamental alternative« to the prevention of fouling, namely (i) by preventing the 
organisms resching the substratum, (b) by killing them at  some larval stag« while they are 
In contact with it, or (c)  subsequently as adults.    The third alternative is unattractive 
because (a)-    growth may be rapid and the effect of even small and low-growing attached 
organisms is soon felt in terms of ships performance, (b)    the adult may - though not 
neces arlly - be more difficult to kill, and (c)    even if killed, sufficient residual 
dead material, either nlant or animal, may remain seriously to interfere with 
Performance, and, as a result of gregarious behaviour, to attract larvae when the latter 
are presentt many years arc It was common practice for mariners to take their ships into 
tropical estuaries nnd this was often an ef'ective - if from some other points of view 
rather drastic - antlfouling procedure) the lowered salinity killed the fouling and the 
current, often in such situations carrying much oil*,  removed the dead remain«.    V« shall 
consider only the two former posnlbilitiea.    In n» sing,  it is perhaps not inappropriate 
to remark that unless mass poisoning of the «hole body of water surrounding a ship - say, 
a whole doek basin - is envisaged, then there is little point  in studying the larval 
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st»ge» precaedlnr that at which settlement takes place, except in so far as the'r 
behaviour and reactions are expected to mirror those of the settling stages. Perhaps 
one •zcaptlon may be mad* to this somewhat sweeping statementi chnrncterlstlcally the 
action of contact with a solid surface la to Inhibit those nxrve centres rcsnonsiblo for 
swlnminc so that studies of the swlmmiut behaviour ml^ht contribute to our knowledge of 
Its Inhibition. 

Since many of the plant spores Involved Ir fouling are non-aotlle and nine" thero is 
no evidence that the motile larvae uf sedentar." aniaals actively seek out solid surfaces as 
distinct from reacting to them once encountered - some of the problons of the prevention 
of settlement are still common to both groups. The prevention of uettlemcnt may be 
obtained by (a) providing physical conditions near the surfnc« that are inimical to the 
organismat this may involve producing conditions, which do not allow nufiicient time for 
nny contact stimulus to act or in common parlance, Involves 'keeping the orpunir.ma away 
from the rurface", or (b) killing them before contact In made e,£., nurrounding the 
substratum with a poisonous 'layer' (one may point out in panning that tiifro is little 
information on what part this plays in the action of a normal untlfouliiu: paint, .1 •£•, 
whether the larvae are destroyed after settlement or deterred before they come into 
contact with the surface). The oinplest phynlcal procedure to prevent any stimulatory 
contact is to keep the wnter over the surfnee movinr at some critical velocity either an 
a laminar flow or as a turbulent motion. Thin is the ronedy .idoplod (possibly in 
combination with other fenturen such as inhibitory slimen) by mriny mnrlno organisms ouch 
as fish und could be adopted by a shipowner If he decided never to dock his ships - in 
itnelf rather an unpractlcable remedy. Krom subnequent papers It will appear that the 
current speed required to prevent the settlement of algae npores in far in excenn of that 
for animal larvae. Thin does, however, lead to an important napect of antlfoulln^ work, 
namely, that whether prevention of contact or intcrferonce with subsequent events is the 
..elected procedure, they are only particularly needed when a chip in In dock or harbour, 
an that procedures which run themselves doun to no effective purpose uliile the nhip la in 
notion are, to put it mildly, wostefult to nnint a ship with an antifouling composition 
in winter in a northern port, dispatch It nevernl thounnnd miles eventually to dock in a 
tropical harbour in not goori buainens practice. Perhaps because other oapeotn of runniT 
-V-lps are Tore Important, owners seem to have paid little attention to their scnedules in 
relation to antifoulinr costs. I am sure that n knowledge of such facts about seasonal 
foullnr oonditions in various localities could enable considerable economics to be made 
in the running of fleets of ships, particularly in a restricted locality. 

Although various strictly dockslde procedures - mostly unsuccessful - have from time 
to time been tried at least in a preliminary way - I wonder whether dooknide procedures 
have received sufficient attention either from the scientific or economical point of view« 
How feasible and, in view of the evor-incroaulng sophistication of underwater engineering, 
how attractive could an 'in-dock* antifoullng service be? How economical could it be made? 
How could it be fitted in with other dockinr facilitlea? Clearly the answers to these 
questions depend upon the development of a reliable procedure capable of preventing 
settlement on a stationery von:«! over a restricted period of time. Is it totally 
irapo: nible that a vessel could not be riven a regular 'in-dock' wipe down by mechanical 
meann, perhaps with a poisonous and temporarily adhesive solution? These questions do 
allow us to stress the advantages or otherwise of treating a ship in dookt on the one 
h'nd, extensive dock-side facilities would be available to which recourse Is not possible 
with the ship under way while, on the other, such on antlfoullng procedure would have to 
be fitted in with repair work and the like and similar facilities for ships using any 
nuch technlnue would have to be available in all the maior ports: the setting up of such, 
if it were successful, would surely be well within the capacity of a modern business. In 
this connection one hrs to remember that current antlfoullng procedures are low in 
priority relative to other activities on docklngi Indeed they are the veritable Cinderella. 
Of course any auch facility depends upon the development of a suecesuful technique and the 
ones most obvious to explore (it baa been done in a preliminary way but with equivocal 
r'T.ultn) are those preventing contact or killing the orranisms before contact. It would 
hardly be acceptable when the public is concerned - and qirto rightly so - with the spread 
of pollution to suggest a toxic dock - but it is possible. It would be ponsihle to retain 
the toxic water and destroy its toxicity before release into the general body of the 
water. More reasonable, are procedures which depend upon a creating turbulent motion at 
the surface of the hull; a stream of air bubbles has been investigated. 
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Perhaps, however,  it will be necessary for some time to rteuend upon procedures aome 
of which, however wasteful, depend uoon the production of a toxic effect at the surface 
of the paint.    In spite of some assertions  tu the contrary all the  available evidence 
strongly suggests that If a ooison is to be incorporated into a naint it must be 
released at a certain minimum rate to be effective.    In other vordr, we are dealinr with 
a two-phase system of paint-water: there is little evidence tint any successful contact 
paint - only poisoning the organiums when in contact with the film so tl.at the poison 
passes,  so to speak, directly into the organism - has been developed.    More attention 
should be given to this possibility since it would obviate the necesrity for a critical 
leaching rate with its obvious wautoful loss of poison.    The development of any such 
contact mechanism has clearly to depend upon the passage of materi»! across the cellular 
boundaries, plrnt or animal, and the structure and couposition of tncse - about which a 
great deal is now known - should be carefully considered in relation to the cherical 
composition and physical structure of the paint.    In the development of any such 
technique It will be necessary to study the surface-larvae (or su^face-spore)  system a" a 
whole«  the behaviour of a barnacle cynrid - and still less the nauplius stage - in the 
free-living state would be largely irrelevant except Bernaus for preliminary tests.    The 
possibility of usinc llpid-soluble materials immediately cot.es into question,  but the 
difficulties - not the least of which is that of maintulni.ng a specifically denicnod 
paint surface in its original form over lonft periods under r>ea water - are severe If not 
insuperablo.    If  it were to prove possible to interfere wit1'  the  cemertlng mecharism,  or 
other adhesive reaction, at the interface between the puint and the anionl then material - 
and only a very small ouantity - might be lost from the filmi  however, once again it will 
prove difficult to maintain such a carefully designed surface in the same effective 
condition over a long period,    furthermore, such a mechanism would perhaps have to be 
species-specific so that more than one contact  inhibitor would be  required to deal with 
the variety of fouling organisms nomally encountered: one only needs to recall the 
'apparent* simplicity of spore adhesion with the complex behaviour of a cyprld and its 
ultimate cementing to a surface.    In some ways this sugpestion reseciblea that put forward 
by those who advocate the study of marine animals which live in the marine enviionaent 
and yet do not become fouled and  in which tiie prouuetion of inhibitory materials - 
probably siloes rather than poisons - are supposed to be iupoitant.    Yet the continuous 
production (formation) as distinct from release by chemical or physical means,in n solH 
film such a"  dipt,  of compounds such ac are continuously    enerated h;- living frocesr.es 
would SPOO to be extremely difficult.    Possibly see fruides may be obtained from the 
considerable body of information or the clumping and dispe-nion of some animal cells under 
different environmental conditions. 

Perhaps for some time, and certainly if some risks are not to be taken,  it will be 
necessary to  '.-y to Improve the performance of conventional antifoulinr coatings either 
In terms of their ability to prevent fouling or their cost relative to a Riven life.    If 
one Is going to accept  this  position - at  least  for trie  time  being - it snema  that 
whatever the detailed mechanism i../rived the necessity to maintain a critical rate of 
loss of some poisonous material must be accepted.    It then becomes even more desirable to 
define the objective since further inventigatiorr are likely to rive diminiahinp r'turns. 
Improved coatings with conventional poisons mignt extend the life of nntifouling films by 
a factor of three«    new and more powerful toxins should give    even further inprovements. 
Yet, with conventional coatings,  the efficiency of the coatinr in likely to be 
considerably impai-ed, of not virtually ruined.  If the paint dries out at a dry-docking 
for whatever purposes it  is made.    With such coatings - unless one can be developed which 
will retain its effectiveness after dryinr out - it is pointless to aim for a  lorger life 
than that between anticipated sucue sive visits to dry dock.    Improvement of the present 
position will have to be baaed on the use of more efficient poirons so that a lower 
leaching rate is effective (ouch work roes on in this field),  the matchlnr of these 
poisons to the paint media, combined with an improvement of the adhesion und 
coopatability of the various coatings to one another and to tue hull of the snip« much of 
this la  pure paint  technolOfsr.    Keloted to  thia conventional approach,  since  it  would 
have to be based on the leaching principle,  is the possibility of uovelopin,: n totally 
toxic film as distinct from enclosing a discrete toxin within a more or less conventional 
film.    This could  take  the  form of a metal  polymer comple" wit*   the  required  properties 
or of a completely orranic poisonous coating« wa^tare,  in the sense that in a 
conventional coating a large part of the film oust dissolve in order to relea"e the 
poison,  would  be eliminated.    Even if it  proves  too difficult  to moke a totally 
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nolsonoua fill It may oe porrlble to develop one In which a  'liquid'  toxin diffunes 
through the matrix without disoolution of the lattert this would involve maintaining a 
concentration gradient between the outside and inside of the film: much Is now known of 
diffualon In and through solids and thla posnlblllty should be explored«    In the normal 
copper paint, except when sufficiently loaded with toxin to cive so-called contact 
leaching, release of the poison requires as statod above, the dissolution of part of the 
paint - usually in addle component (often rosin) by the alkaline sea water.   Many such 
paints often have a far less useful life than would be expected fron their copper contontt 
this la usually ascribed to the deposition of Insoluble copper. 

From the purely practical point of view there is always the vexed question of 
accelerated testa:    In the cane of conventional films It is well known that the effective 
life in service and that on a test panel exposed from n raft are different by n 
significant amount and both differ from that cplculatnd from standard leaching rate tents: 
it is highly desirable to have a tost which relates the tent performance to thot on ships 
in service.    There Is little point in merely imitating service conditions in the 
laboratory since this would not lead to any acceleration: so far, accurnte Information 
has only bean obtained by comparing the results of exposure tests, leaching rate tests on 
raft exposed panels, and »nalyais of samples from the ship's hull at known times during 
service.    The results of any accelerated test must be calibrated against the third kind 
of information.    Any effort to increase the rate of solution of the rosin acidic 
component oust take into account the different ef:ects of the solution - normally an 
alkali containing a complexlnc agent for the copper ion - including the solution of 
insoluble copper compounds deposited 1" the mntrix w1 ich are oarticularly important when 
thick films are being considered, and also the physical effects of any increased speed of 
ptnel relative to the solution used. 

To summarize:    the possibilities of in-dock treatment should be further explored) 
attention should be directed to possible nethods in which the inhibitory action Is only 
implicated when the settlement stage is in contact with the surface: further improvements 
in the conventional approach might come from efforts to Increase the toxlclty of the 
poison If Ita solubility can be matched to that of the matrix, or better still If a 
totally toxlo film can be developed: it will be essential to concentrate on those aspects 
of the biology of sedentary organisms truly relevant to antlfoullng. 
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The adhesive 
by histochenical, 
analytical method 
of the cement Is 
aceous secretion, 
teln are bound by 
dihydroxyphenols 
formation usually 

Elek Lindner and Carol A.   Dooley 

Mare Island Naval Shipyard 
Vallejo, California 94592 

cement of the barnacle Balanus crenatus was studied 
hlstoenzymologlcal,  chemical, and Instrumental 

s.     The results suggest that the hardening mechanism 
based upon a qulnone  type cross Unking of the proteln- 

In such a mechanism,   free amlno groups of the pro- 
the very reactive semlqulnones which  form from o- 

through  phenolase catalyzed oxidation.     Melanin 
accompanies this mechanism. 

In support of this mechanism more  than 807. of dry weight of the 
cement proved to be protein with appreciably high  lyslne content, as 
source for free amlno groups.    In the hardened cement,  aromatic cross- 
links were indicated with bond strength close  to that of C-N covalent 
bonds; also stable free radicals such as the  semlqulnones were detected 
by EPR.    The reducing compounds demonstrated both In the cement and the 
glands can be phenolic precursors of the qulnones.    UV spectroscopy and 
evidence  for chelated Iron suggest o-qulnonold derivatives to be present. 
Phenolase was demonstrated throughout the secreting apparatus and the 
secretion.    Also, melanin could be detected In the cement.     Finally, a 
comparative study of the barnacle adhesive and a known qulnone cross- 
linked protein,   the mussel byssus, showed similarities. 

Although the results indicate qulnone crossllnklng for  the 
hardening mechanism of the barnacle cement,   the phenolic precursor 
of the qulnone has not yet been Isolated.    The facts that there is 
only one  type of gland in the bamacle to secrete the protein, 
phenollcs and enzyme necessary for the qulnone crossllnklng mecha- 
nism and that there Is a lack of detectable phenollcs could suggest 
a new type of "strict autotanning," involving a phenolase catalyzed 
oxidation of the phenolic residues of the phenolase Itself,   in the 
absence of other substrates, which in- turn crosslinks with  free amlno 
groups of other phenolase molecules. 

Key Words:    Barnacle; cirriped; crossllnklng; bonding;  histo- 
chemistry;  spectroscopy; protein;  enzymes; qulnones; adhesive; 
hydrolysis 

1.    Introduction 

The present paper Is a direct continuation of our paper presented at the Second Inter- 
national Congress In Athens, Greece  (ly which suimarlzed our biological survey of the 
attachment mechanism of barnacles and demonstrated a unique method  for isolating the 
barnacle adhesive in relatively high purity. 

1 
Figures In parentheses Indicate  the  literature references at the end of this paper. 
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It was  shown  Chat the initial attachment of the barnacle  is a purely mechanical hold, 
established  by  the antennular  suction cups of  the  last  larval  stage of  the barnacle,   the 
cyprid, which  Is  reinforced by adhesive cement,     the minute quantity  (0.1 microgram)  of 
the cyprid cement makes its collection without contamination very difficult.    Although 
larger amounts of cement are secreted by the growing adult,   they are spread In concentric 
circles between basis and  substratum in approximately a  five micrometer layer, which makes 
the collection of  this type of  the cement for analysis equally difficult.    A method  for 
increased cement production was developed in the  laboratory by carefully detaching barna- 
cles,  which  invariably will make an attempt at  reattachment  (Fig.   1).     Reattachment  is 
possible because  the ducts are not plugged by hardened cement,  but  flushed out after Che 
primary secretion  to keep  the  ducts open  for emergency repair or  reattachment by a  secon- 
dary secretion (2).    This secondary cement can be collected relatively free of contamina- 
tion in quantities sufficient  for analysis. 

It was  established  that  the cyprid,   the primary,  and  the  secondary cement are hisco- 
logically and histochemically  identical,    this was done by  locating Che cement glands and 
studying their development and function in relation Co the rest of the cementing apparatus. 
Although  Che  cement glands of the  pedunculate barnacles  (Lepadidae) were studied by  Darwin 
(3) and their cytological details and functions described by Kruger  (/')>   Che firsC accurace 
report on  the glands of a sessile barnacle  (Balanidae)  was published only recendy   (5). 
Our studies  showed  that  the cement  glands are  giant unicellular glands  (100 to 200 micro- 
meters in diameter) with a large nucleus containing several nucleoli and a dense cytoplasm 
with  several vacuoles  (Fig.  2).     These permanent,  periodically  functioning glands  develop 
directly  from the  cement glands  of  the cyprid with more and more  such glands  joining  them 
as the growing animal requires more cement.    The knowledge of the exact location of the 
cement glands permits  studies  on  the cement precursors either by histochemical methods 
in situ or by chemical and instrumental analysis through extraction,   fractionation,  and 
isolation. 

Based upon the information gained during the biological phase of our research,  the 
chemical characterization of Che hardened cement was undertaken  through histochemical, 
solubility,  ultraviolet and infrared spectral,  elemental and amino acid analyses methods. 

2.    Results 

Histochemical methods  (6,   7,  8) were found convenient  for obtaining preliminary  informa- 
tion on the chemical character of the cement in situ wichout time-consuming collection pro- 
cesses and wichout Che danger of contamination.    All  three types of adhesive cement of Che 
barnacle Balanus crenacua.  Bruguiire were subjecced  to the histochemical cesCs:     Che cyprid 
cement,  the  primary or normally secreCed adulC cement,  and  Che secondary cement.     In 
addition,   chese  reactions were  performed on the cement glands and  the  results on  the 
cytoplasm and the nucleoli were recorded. 

Tests   for lipids, carbohydrates and  proteins   are summarized in Table 1.    Neicher 
llpids,  nor  carbohydrates  could be demonscraced wich cercaincy  In any  Cype of cement. 
Direct staining methods  (USON-DAONELLE,  SHEEHAN-STOREY and ELFTMAN-1957)  gave negative or 
very weak positive  resulCs wich  SUDAN BLACK B.     BAKER'S ACID HAEMATEIN method gave  a stronger 
color after  the  lipids were extracted by pyridlne;   therefore,  the  test must be considered 
negative.    According to the method by ELFTHAN-19SA,  after carefully controlled chromacion, 
non-lipids  stain with HAEMATOXYLIN only, non-chromaCed   lipids with SUDAN  BLACK B only,  and 
chromated phospholipids wich boch dyes.    The barnacle  cement  showed  sci'onger scalning wich 
HAEMATOXYLIN.     Based upon  Che  resulcs obcalned wich controlled chromacion by ELFTMAN, 
phosphulipid , are  indicaced  in Che cytoplasm but  there  is only a  slight  indication  for 
lipids  in  the nucleoli of  the  cement glands. 

flic classical  PAS (Periodic acid-Schiff) method  for carbohydraCes gave very weak or no 
coloration wich all   Cypes of barnacle cement.     AceCyladon and deaceCylacion,   techniques 
designed to  improve  specificity of  the  reaction, did not change  Che  results appreciably;   there- 
fore,  carbohydrate  is not  indicated.    Methods   for acid mucopolysaccharide,  such  as ALCIAN 
BLUE,  METKYLENE BLUE AT pH 4.  METACHROMASIA of AZURE A induced  by  sulfation,  and also  the 
METHYL VIOLET method  for amyloid were negative with  the cement.     In  the cement gland 
cytoplasm METHYLQIE BLUE and ALCIAN BLUE meChods were  positive,   but  the hue with ALCIAN BLUE 
and  the   lack of METACHROMASIA after sulfation  indicate nucleic  acids  rather than  acid 
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mucopolyaaccharldes.    In the nucleus, however,  sulfated mucopolysaccharlde was Indicated 
by autoradlography using sulfur-35 tagged sulfate  (Fig.  3). 

In contrast to the negative results  for Uplds and carbohydrates all three types of 
cement gave positive reactions with hlstochemlcal methods  for proteins,  such as the 
MERCURY-BROMPHENOL BLUE,  MILLCN,  and MOREL-SISLEY dlazotatlon methods.     Unexpectedly,   the 
MOREL-SISLEY method Indicated tyroslne only In low concentration  In  the  cytoplasm of the 
cement glands and no tyroslne In the nucleoll.    Unfortunately,  these results could not be 
confirmed by the MILLON reaction because of the destructive nature of Its reagents.    The 
results of the reactions  for tryptophan are also remarkable.    Except  for very limited 
positive results with DMAS (p-dlmethylamlnobenzaldehyde) on the outside surfaces of the 
secondary cement  (owing perhaps  to artifacts) both the DMAB and NED (naphthyl ethylene 
dlamlne) reactions showed negative results with the cement.    In the cement gland, how- 
ever,  both methods were mildly positive in the nucleoll and in the cytoplasm; and DMAB 
indicated large local concentrations of tryptophan in the cytoplasm. 

Simple hlstochemlcal  staining reactions based on coupling the colored ions of 
organic dyes with ionic  functional groups of tissue components, which carry an electric 
charge opposite  to that of the dye ion,  can be Indicative of the chemical character of 
the functional groups.    Table 2  lists some of these staining reactions.    All three types 
of cement stain with anionic dyes such as EOSIN Y,  ERYTHROSIN B and ORANGE 0, but do not 
stain with cationic  dyes  such as ALCIAN BLUE, AZURE A,  CELESTIN  BLUE,  JANUS GREEN, 
METHYLQJE BLUE, NEUTRAL RED or THIONIN.     Such staining characteristics would  indicate 
cationic functional groups,  such as  free amino groups,  in the tissue rather than anionic 
groups,  such as carboxyl or sulfate groups.    In staining with amphoteric dyes the anionic 
sulfonate groups of LIGHT GREEN,  ACID FUCHSIN and ANILINE BLUE WS    issoclate more strongly 
than do their amino groups,  thus they stain barnacle cement as do the anionic dyes,  indicat- 
ing free amino groups.    The chemical reaction mechanism of staining with combinations of 
dyes  such as the GALLEGO-CARCIA,  MALLORY TRICHROME,  MASSON-PATAY,  or SCWEIDAU methods  is 
not sufficiently understood for chemical evaluation of the results.    Nevertheless,  the 
results with these dye combinations are Included in our table mainly for their historical 
value.    Another popular g.-nip of histological  stains  is  the MORDANT HAEMATEINS.    Owing to 
its phenolic hydroxyls  the naematein is mildly anionic and forms Insoluble salts or lakes 
with certain trivalent-metallic compounds  (mordants).    Thus,   the dye binds with  the tissue 
components through the metallic mordant and acts similar to the cationic dyes.    Accordingly, 
the  DELAFIELD,  EHRLICH and HARRIS methods were negative with  the cement,  but HEIDENHAINS 
method, using ferric alum as mordant, gave a positive result.    This could be the result of 
the cement's affinity toward iron, which will be shown later. 

The cement glands  showed more complex staining.    As with most of  the other hlsto- 
chemlcal reactions,  the coloration produced by the histological stains are not uniform 
throughout the entire cytoplasm.    Such variations indicate concentrations of various 
materials with different  functional groups.    The cement gland cytoplasm shows such stain- 
ing Intensity variations with anionic dyes, while the nucleoll stain more strongly and 
uniformly.    Only weak staining can be attained with the cationic dyes THIOT'IN and AZURE A 
in the cement gland.    Nuclear stains,  such as the MORDANT HAEMATEIN technique, readily 
stain both the cytoplasmic portion and the nucleoll of the cement gland.    Staining with 
the amphoteric dyes deserves notice.    While LIGHT GREEN stains cytoplasm but not the 
nucleoll and ANILINE BLUE WS gives various but Intense staining in the cytoplasm but 
weak staining in the nucleoll, ACID FUCHSIN stains the nucleoll very strongly in aqueous 
solution but stains the cytoplasm only in strong acidic media. 

The behavior of ACID FUCHSIN suggests a low isoelectric point  for cytoplasmic struc- 
tures.    Also,  the variations in color Intensity in the cytoplasm with most of the other 
single dyes and dye combinations indicate tissue elements with different isoelectric 
points.    By sttlning the cement gland separately with  the anionic ORANGE G and the 
cationic METHYLLIE BLUE dyes buffered  to various pH values covering a range  from one  to 
ten in 0.2 pH increments,   the  Isoelectric points of  the cell elements were determined. 
While the same method gave an isoelectric point of about 8.2  for the hardened cement and 
about 5.9 for the nucleolus, different areas in the cytoplasm range  from 3.9 to 9 in 
isoelectric point.    Those areas of the cytonlasm where the isoelectric point is approximately 
six appear to coincide with larger concer(.rations of tryptophan. 
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Hlstochemlcal reactions for some of the functional groups of the cement are sumnarlzed 
In Table 3.    Free amlno groups were demonstrated In the hardened cement as well as In the 
cytoplasm and the nucleoll of the cement gland by the NINHYDRD)-SCHIFF, combined with 
deaminatlon control,  and by the  SOLOCHROME CYANINE RS and the ALKALINE FAST GREQ) tech- 
niques.    The SCHIFF reaction was weakly positive for aldehydes In the hardened cement and 
strongly positive In the cement gland cytoplasm and nucleoll, however,  the presence of 
aldehydes could not be confirmed by the COMORI HEXAMINE SILVER method.    Sulfhydryl 
groups were demonstrated by the ALKALINE TETRAZOLIUM and SCHMORL ferrlc-ferrlcyanlde 
method In the cement, but only weak reactions were obtained In the cytoplasm and the 
nucleoll of the cement gland.    ADAMS thloglycollate-ferrlc  ferrlcyanlde method Indicated 
some dlsulflde bridges in both the cement and the gland.    A weak positive reaction after 
blocking the sulhydryl groups with phenylmercurlc chloride suggests reducing groups other 
than -SH or -S-S- in the hardened cement.    By the method of LIIXIE the absorption of 
iron (II) ions, believed to be chelated by o-quinhydrone type compounds, was   ' "monstrated 
in the cytoplasm.    With the VULPIAN ferric chloride reaction for such o-dihydmxyphenolic 
compounds, only the primary cement gave a weak positive reaction.    The MASSON-MONTANA 
method designed for detecting melanin, an o-dihydroxyphenol derivative, was positive in 
the cyprld cement  (Fig. 4) but weak in the primary cement. 

Based on the histochemical reactions, there is strong indication that the barnacle 
adhesive has a high content of protein with an abundance of free amino groups; and also 
some reducing groups or compounds are indicated.    In the cement gland cytoplasm, where 
the precursors of the adhesive are expected,  tryptophan was  found In high local concen- 
trations, which appear to be concurrent with variations of isoelectric points In various 
areas throughout the cytoplasm.    Also there was some indication for quinhydrone type 
compounds being present in the cement gland. 

A number of conventional analytical techniques on the hardened cement are hampered 
by its extreme resistancy toward solvents.    The chemical and physical stability of the 
hardened cement, or its resistancy toward dissolution, depends on the crosslinks which 
hold the individual protein chains  together.    The weakest of these linkages, produced by 
the Van dar Uaals forces, cleave in boiling water.    Proteins with a majority of salt 
linkages will swell or dissolve In dilute acids or alkalis.    Dissolution or swelll g 
in salt solution indicates mainly hydrogen bonds.    Scleroproteins cross linked by covalent 
bonds are the most stable,     Dlsulflde bridges of the keratin type scleroproteins can be 
disrupted by thioglycollate solution (9).    The strength of the C-N bond In crosslinks of 
collagen derived  from Schlff-base    type condensations (10) or in the quinone-amine bridges 
of the arthropod cuticle  (11) is quite near to that of the peptlde bond,  therefore, hydroly- 
sis with strong acids or alkalis will disrupt these bridges simultaneously with the protein 
backbone.    While the C-C bonds in crosslinks of collagen derived from aldol type condensa- 
tions (10), in di- and trityrosine bridges of resllin (12), and in desmoslne crosslinks of 
elastln (13) appear to be even stronger,  these scleroproteins also dissolve in strong 
acid or alkali because of the hydrolysis of the protein backbone.    Proteins with aromatic 
crosslinks such as the qulnone, dityroslne and desmoslne types appear to dissolve rapidly 
in sodium hypochlorlte (14) owing to the cleavage of the aromatic ring, although other 
bonds such as the peptlde linkage break as well. 

Most solubility tests on the barnacle adhesive gave negative results.    The larval 
cement of the barnacle showed only an extremely slight swelling after one week in 0.2 N NaOH, 
indicating some salt linkages,  but readily dissolved In hypochlorlte which indicated aromatic 
or peptlde bridges (Fig.  S).    Based on our present knowledge about the synthesis of peptides 
in nature, peptlde croasllnkage does not seem to occur readily outside an organism.    Also, 
.'ndlcatlons are that the formation of crosslinks in resllin may require a few days or weeks 
(IS) and desmoslne forms even slower (16), therefore,  these types of crosslinkages do not 
seem to be suitable for the barnacle adhesive, which hardens within hours.    By elimination, 
the results of the Investigation of bond strength of the crosslinks suggest qulnone cross- 
linking. 

Qulnone crosslinking appears to be one of the more expected reaction mechanisms  for 
the barnacle cement.    The barnacle is an arthropod and qumone crosslinking has been 
established (11,  17)  to be a hardening mechanism used by arthropods in the  formation of the 
epicutlcle (Table 4).    The hardening of the cutlcular protein is accomplished by the penetra- 
tion of a derivative of the blood tyrosine (11,  18,  19) in which a second hydroxyl Is attach- 
ed by the phenolase enzyme (20) to the aromatic nucleus  (21) and the aliphatic chain is 
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altered (11, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26). Tills o-dlhydroxyphenol la oxidized by the phenolaie 
(27) to • semiqulnone free radical (28) which reacts with the free amlno groupa of the 
protein (29). The qulnone crosslinklng mechanism Is usually accompanied by melanin 
formation fron phenolic compounds through the catalytic action of the phenolase (30). 
Semlqulnones can form qulnhydrone type compounds (31) or dlmers of semlqulnones (32) 
which are capable of chelatlng ferrous Ions (33). Since semlqulnones are relatively 
stable free radicals owing to their symmetrical resonance system (34), it was suggested 
that unreacted free-radicals might be trapped within the cement structure.  Electron 
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, which is one of the most sensitive methods 
of detecting free-radicals, did indeed show bands that might be attributed to a qulnone 
type free-radical (Fig. 6). The purified barnacle cement showed a single absorption with 
a width of 5-10 gauss at approximately g ■ 2.01 + 0.01. Although the hyperflne structure 
of the spectra is not available at this time for more precise analysis, the approximate 
g value and absorption width corresponds with those reported in the literature for qulnone 
type free-radicals (35, 36). 

Besides arthropods, there are other organisms also using qulnone crosslinklng processes. 
One of these is a mollusc, the mussel Mvtilus edulis. which uses qulnone crossllnked protein 
for attachment (37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42). The elemental analysis of the barnacle and mussel 
adheslves show some similarities (Table 5). The major difference is in the nitrogen con- 
tent, which indicates a somewhat higher protein content for the mussel adhesive. The 
estimated protein content of the barnacle cement is 87.57. versus 96.4% protein in the 
mussel byssus. Although the individual amlno acid contents of the mussel bysaus and the 
barnacle cement show some differences, general similarities can be observed (Table 6). 
In general, basic amlno acids, lysine in particular, and aspartic and glutamic acids, 
both dicarboxylic acids which can be hydrolysis products of their amides, are represented 
in relatively larger quantities (7.0-8.77.) in both secretions. This is in accordance with 
the qulnone crosslinklng mechanism since the qulnone binds with free amlno groups. Both 
nonpolar and uncharged polar amlno acids, on the other hand, are present in moderate 
quantities (each less than 6.5%). Glycine and, to a certain extent, alanlne are exceptions. 
These amlno acids are in relatively much larger quantities in the mussel byssus (22.9% 
and 8.5% respectively) than in the barnacle cement (6.5% and 4.5% respectively).  The high 
glycine and alanlne content is characteristic of structural proteins with considerable 
tensile strength such as resilin (31% glycine, 11% alanlne) (43), collagen (33% glycine, 
11% alanlne) (44), elastin (36% glycine, 19% alanlne) (45), and silk fibroin (45% glycine, 
29% alanlne) (46). Similarly, the thin threads of mussel byssus which anchor the heavy 
shell must have high tensile strength.  The barnacle cement, however, is spread only In a 
thin layer between the basis and the substratum, and tensile strength might not play such 
an Important role. 

There is a noticeable similarity between the IR spectra of the cement of the barnacle 
Balanus crenatus and that of the mussel Mytllus califomlanus (Fig. 7). The major bands 
around 3300 cm'l (N-H stretching), 1650 cm"1 (C-0 stretching), and 1550 cm"! (N-H bending) 
are characteristic bands for proteins and polypeptides. Most other bands such as 3070 
cm-1 (N-H stretching), 2960 cm"! (C-H stretching) and also 1230 cm"1 and 1160 cm'1 (back- 
bone vibrations) are always present in polypeptide spectra. The moderate absorption band 
at 1080 cm'1 can be assigned to C-0 stretching, 0-H bending, or C-O-C stretching in ring 
structures which could indicate some polysaccharide although a number of other functional 
groups Including ethers, aldehydes, and amines also show absorption in this region. 

Since aromatic compounds show absorption in the UV domain, the aromatic crosslinklng 
mechanism was studied by UV spectroscopy on model reactions as well as on the hardened 
barnacle and mussel secretions (Fig. 8). Model studies using amines, amlno acids, peptides, 
and crystalline proteins reacted with p-qulnone indicate that the product of these reactions 
can be characterized by a strong absorption at 345 nm.  Similar reaction producta using 
o-dlhydroxyphenol and phenolase enzyme in place of p-quinone produce less Intensive 
absorption around 325-330 nm. In order to study the UV spectra of hardened secretions of 
the barnacles and mussels, these highly Insoluble substances had to be brought into 
solution without the disruption of the crosslinks. Thin-layer chromatograms (TLC) of 
substances hydrolyzed by 8N HC1 at 40°C Indicated that the hydrolysates of the model 
compounds as well as the mussel byssus contained larger peptides besides amlno acids, 
while the barnacle cement hydrolyzed completely. On the other hand, TLC Indicated only 
partial hydrolysis of the barnacle cement by Ba(0H)2 at 125"C for 48 hours, producing 
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peptldes and arnlno adds.    The UV spectra of the cold 8N HC1 hydrolysate of the mussel 
byssus and the Ba(0H)2 hydrolysate of the barnacle adhesive show absorption at about 
325 nm Indicating that these proteinaceous substances are crosslinked by o-quinonoid 
bridges. 

In nature aromatic crosslinking of proteins by o-quinones is catalyzed by a phenolase 
enzyme complex (20), which is believed  to hydroxylate nonophenols to o-dlphenols  (21) 
followed by the oxidation of the latter to o-quinones (27).    The same enzyme complex is 
believed to catalyze the dark melanin pigment formation (30) from 3,4-dihydroxyphenyl- 
alanine  (DOPA),  the o-dlhydroxy derivative of the monophenolic amino acid tyrosine.    By 
introducing DOPA into the tissues  the  location of the phenolase enzyme can be determined 
by the dark pigment formation which indicates the probability of the qulnone crosslinking 
mechanism, especially in light colored tissues and substances.    Using this method,  strong 
phenolase activity was demonstrated in the cyprid cement near the remains of the antennules, 
where the  location of the primary secreting orifices Is suspected, and in some portions of 
the adult duct network (Fig. 9).    This histochemlcal reaction was also positive in sections 
of primary and secondary adult cement.    The presence of the phenolase enzyme was positively 
demonstrated inside the cement glands  (Fig.   10) by using activators such as Cu2+ ions or 
UV radiation, modifying the length and temperature of the incubation, and employing enzyme 
inhibitors such as cystelne, cyanide or diethyldlthiocarbamate.     Phenolase activity In the 
cytoplasm appears to coincide with areas having an isoelectric point of approximately 6. 
The enzyme concentrates around the secretion collector channels and the dark melanin 
particles reveal the phenolase to be entering and moving In these channels in high concen- 
tration.    The demonstration of the phenolase enzyme in the cement glands,  secreting ducts 
and hardened adhesive represents a decisive indication for the qulnone crosslinking being 
Involved in the hardening mechanism of the adhesive cement of barnacles. 

3.     Discussion and Conclusions 
The chemical Investigation of the barnacle adhesive cement outlined above resulted in 

the recognition of a hardening mechanism characterized by quinonoid  type aromatic crosslink- 
ing of proteinaceous substances.    Such a mechanism is not entirely unexpected. 

As early as 1932, based upon his observations on other Crustacea, Yonge  (47) speculated 
that the secretion of the cement gland of the Cirripedia may be similar to the cuticle. 
Thomas  (48) elaborated on this idea by attempting to show that the cement glands of the 
Cirripedia are modified tegumental glands,  although these glands in the Balanidae were 
not found and described until much later (5).    In the meanwhile,  Pryor's classical works 
(11,  17) elucidated a great deal of the hardening mechanism of cuticular protein by intro- 
ducing the concept of aromatic cross linkages.    In his scheme,  free amino or other reactive 
groups of the protein are crosslinked by an ortho qulnone, which is  formed  from monophenols 
via diphenols by a phenolase catalyzed oxidation.    Although, based upon the combination of 
these early results,  several authors  (49,  SO,  51,  52) speculated whether the barnacle 
cement could be "qulnone tanned protein," chemical or histochemlcal analysis of the adhesive 
of the Balanidae was not attempted until recently. 

In one of these early attempts,  Lacombe  (53) indicated acid mucopolysaccharide in both 
the intra- and extracellular secretion,  but Lindner and Dooley (54)  showed the proteinaceous 
nature of the cement and determined its amino acid profile.    Shortly thereafter,  Lindner and 
Dooley (55) and Saroyan et al.   (56,  57) reported results which were already suggesting con- 
currency with the qulnone crosslinking mechanism.    The subsequent results of Hillman and 
Nace  (58) and Cook (59) were in agreement with the proteinaceous nature of the barnacle 
cement.    By histoenzymology, Arvy at al.   (60)  found alkaline phosphatasc activity in the 
cementing apparatus, and Arvy and Lacombe (61) claimed that succinodehydrogenase was 
demonstrated in young cement gland*.    Shimony (62) speculated that arylsulfatase found in 
the mantle tissue could be associated with aulphated nucopolysaccharldes in the hardening 
process of the adhesive.    But recently,  Lindner et al.  (63) dcmonsti^ted the enzyme associated 
with aromatic crosslinking of the adhesives.    This type of hardening mechanism of the barna- 
cle adhesive is indicated by a series of results. 

1.    In support of the histochemlcal results which Indicated a proteinaceous adhesive 
containing free amino groups and reducing compounds,  instrumental analysis showed protein 
in excess of 801 of the dry weight of the adhesive of the barnacle Balanus crenatus.    The 
relatively high lysine content in the protein fraction is probably the major source of free 
amino groups for crosslinking. 
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2. The extreme resistance of the hardened cement toward dissolution is an indication 
of the character of the crosslinks.    Resistancy toward selected salt solutions and dilute 
acid or alkali solutions rules out weaker  than covalent bends, such as hydrogen or salt 
bonds,  as major stabilizing links.    Resistancy toward thioglycollate rules out disulfide 
bonds also.    Complete hydrolysis in strong hot acids and t.lkalis suggests crosslinks with 
a bond dissociation energy close to that of the peptide bond and rapid dissolution in 
strong oxidizing agents  (NaOCl) is suggestive of the destruction of aromatic crosslinks. 

3. Free radicals were found trapped in the hardened adhesive.    Such free radicals 
have  to be relatively stable.    Semiquinones are one type of such rare stable  free radicals 
(Vt) which can survive for an appreciably  long time.    The EPR spectra of the hardened ad- 
hesive shows absorption which corresponds with that reported in the literature  for qulnone 
type  free radicals  (35,  36).    Attempts to Isolate  the crosslinking qulnone or its phenolic 
precursor  from the barnacle adhesive have not yet been successful.    However,  reducing 
compounds,  other than thlo compounds, were indicated both in the hardened adhesive and 
inside the cement glands by histochemical methods.    In the cytoplasm of the gland cells a 
slight absorption of ferrous iron could suggest possibility for o-quinhydrone,  which forms 
an iron complex. 

4. Model reactions Indicated that the product of the reaction between qulnone 
derivatives and compounds with free amino groups develops characteristic absorption bands 
In the near UV region between 300 and 360 nm.    The characteristics of this absorption are 
dependent upon the reacting species and  the type of resulting bond.    TLC of the barnacle 
adhesive hydrolyzed by Ba(0H)2  Indicated only partial hydrolysis.    This hydrolysate  showed 
absorption at about 325 nm,  typical for proteins cross linked by enzymatically produced 
o-qutnone. 

5. The elemental analysis and  the  amlno acid profile of the barnacle adhesive  show 
similarities  to those of the byssus of  the mussel Mvtllus.  a qulnone crossllnked protein 
(37).    The mussel byssus is somewhat higher in protein and higher In glyclne and alanlne 
content,  but the other significant amlno acids:  aspartic acid,  glutamic acid and lyslne, 
appear in about  the same ratio In both  the barnacle and mussel secretions.    The similarity 
between  the  IR spectra of the barnacle and mussel  adhesives  Is another indication  for  the 
barnacle cement having a chemical composition similar  to that of a known qulnone cross- 
linked protein. 

6. By  Incubation with  DOPA,   phenolase,   the enzyme connected with qulnone cross- 
linking mechanism, was demonstrated  In  the hardened cement,   particularly in the cyprld 
cement,  Inside  the secreting duct network,  and most significantly Inside the cement 
glands.    Larger phenolase concentrations  In  the cytoplasm appear to coincide with areas 
having concentrations of tryptophan and an isoelectric point around 6.    Since  the optimum 
activity of phenolase occurs between pH 6 and 7, activation of a proenzyme in these loca- 
tions  Is indicated. 

7. Phenolase catalyzed crosslinking Is usually accompanied by dark melanin forma- 
tion (30),  although light colored sclerotized structures are also known.    The barnacle 
adhesive has a  light yellowish color even when dry,  nevertheless,   traces of melanin type 
compounds were  Indicated,  at  least in the cyprld cement,  by  their silver reducing charac- 
teristics. 

Although It is recognized that far more work is necessary for thorough understanding 
of the hardening mechanism of the barnacle adhesive cement,  there is a series of compiled 
evidence  that at least one type of the major crosslinks responsible for its hardening is 
brought about by a mechanism similar  to  that  of the extensively studied arthropod cuticle 
sclerotizatlon.    Tryptophan may have a possible role in this hardening mechanism,  since 
it appears  in large concentrations in the gland Itself but not in the hardened cement.    In 
view of  the work of Dennell  (64,   65),   Pryor   (66)  and  Puzeau-Braesch  (67,   68)   tryptophan 
might be a potential candidate as a hardening agent, especially for light colored struc- 
tures,  such as  the adhesive cement of the barnacles. 

The  facts  that there is only one  type of gland in the barnacle to secrete  the protein, 
phenolics and enzyme and that there Is a lack of detectable phenolic precursors raise 
the question whether  this mechanism is not a  type  of "strict autotanning" speculated by 
Mason  (69)  involving a phenolase catalyzed oxidation of phenolase Itself in the absence of 
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other substrates.    In this scheme,  the phenolasc acts upon Itself by oxidizing the 
phenolic groups  (tyroslne for example) attached to Its peptlde backbone.    These oxidized 
phenollcs can then react with the free amlno groups of other phenolase molecules to pro- 
duce a crosallnklng.    The inactlvatlon of the phenolase during catalytlcal oxidation of 
dlphenol  (70,  71,  72,  73,  74, 75) is indicative of the possibility of such a mechanism. 
The quinones  formed by the oxidation of the diphenols are expected to react with any 
available free amlno groups.    The nearest amlno groups that the quinone molecule comes in 
contact with are probably the ones attached to the same protein molecule which Just created 
it by catalytlcal oxidation.    Thus,  the phenolase molecules become crosslinked by their own 
quinonoid products,  thereby losing their enzymatic activity.    The recent findings of Locke 
and Kriahnan (76)  that the cuticular protein may be composed of phenolase enzyme is another 
indication for the phenolase being its own substratum.    Also, an "autotannlng" or "self- 
tanning" mechanism was proposed  (40, 41,  77,  78,  79, 80, 81) in which there are no separate 
phenolic precursors, but the protein molecules crosslink through the oxidized phenolic 
groups of the tyroslne residues of the protein molecules.    This mechanism is supported by 
the observations that phenolase is capable of oxidizing tyroslne residues of some proteins 
(82, 83,  84, 85, 86, 87, 88).    If the phenolase enzyme itself has tyroslne residues in its 
peptlde chain available for such oxidation and nlso contains free amlno groups to react 
with quinones,  there appears to be no reason why the phenolase could not oxidize some of 
its own tyroslne residues to a reactive quinonoid species which then could react with the 
amlno groups.    In such a three-in-one fashion the phenolase could be the activating 
enzyme,  its own substrate and the protein to be crosslinked,  thus making a strict auto- 
crosslinking mechanism possible. 
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1                         c 
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1                         * 
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CM 

UuO i5!u      1 
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TABIB 6 

AMINO ACID ANALYSIS ID WEUHT PERCENT 

1 1UIE FCPJIUU BAKIACLS 
C3Mi3'IT 

:IUS33L 1 
KtSSUS 

alanino 
valina 
leuoina 
Isoleucine 
proline 

phenylalanina 

methionine 

cyatlne 

lion-polar anino acida 
HOOC-CH(NH2)-CH3 

H00C-CH(irH2 )-CH(-CH3 )2 
H00C-CH(im2 )-CH2-CH(CH3 )2 
HOOC-CH0!H2 )-CH-(CH3 )-CH2-CH3 

KOOC-CH-IIH-C^-CH^JIg 

HCXX;-CH(NIl2 )-CH2-C6H5 

U.5 
h.5 
6.3 
3.5 
5.3 
3.5 

not det 
0.3 
1.2 

8.5 j 
2.9 
3.U 
2.2      | 
2.6 j 
1.5 

«mined 
o.U 

HOOC-CHOnig )-CH2-^lI-MH56Hit 

HOOC-CHCHHj )-CH2-CH2-3-CH3 

HOOC-CH0JH2 )-CH2-S-S-CH2-CH(:iH2 )-COOH 

slycine 
aerine 
threonlne 
tyroslne 

Uncharged polar anino acids 

6.5 
5.6 

5.5 
2.3 

2.7 

22.9       | 
3.9      I 

0.9 

H00C-CH(ni2)-H 
HOOC-CHdn^)-«!--^ 
H00C-CH(!ra2 )-CH(CH3 )-(» 
HOW-CHdn^ )^JH2-C6Hli-OH 

HOOC-CH0!H2)-CH2-SH 

aapartic acid 

asparagine 
glutanic aoid 
Slutanine 

Aciclic auno acias and tr.eir aaides 
HOOC-CHOC^ )-CH2-COOH 

H00C-CH(NH2 )-CH2-C0-lffi2 

HOOC-CHdfl^ )-CH2-CH2-COCai 

HOOC-CHOMj )-CH2-CH2-CO-lH2 

8.U 

8.7 

7.0 

7.5 

lyaina 

arglnine 
histidlna 

Basic ar.iino acios 

H00C-CH(ra2 )-CH2-CK2-3H2-CH2-ini2 

H00C-CH(:ra2)-CH2-CIl2-CH2-llH-C(-l!H)-:iH2 

::3oc-cn(ini2 MU^-CHSKMH^H 

8.6 

6.3 
2.0 

8.0      | 

li.7 
li.3      j 

Total •33.9 3;.3 
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Figur« 1« Adult Bal*nus orwtu» 
Mcratlng canent in an «ttanpt to 
x-Mttaoh itsslf. 

Figur« 2. Mioroterae a«ctlon of 
c«ra«nt gland of adult bamaol«, 
Balanua oranatua. 

100    II 
I 1 

«'' 

Figur« 3»   Incorporation of S-"^2" 
by oaaant gland nuelaus of Balwu« 
oranatua. — « 

Figur« U*   Malanin reaction in 
larval c«a«nt. 
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Figur« 6.   SFR qwotrat 
of seooodtry omant of 
Balanua ortnatu«. 

 ,  
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Figur« 7* Infrand cpeotr« of b«m»cl« oenent 
and ■uasttl «dhesir^ patoh. 

Figur« 8. Ultraviolet apoctr« of 
SN BCl bydrolTsat« of muasel 
byssus (also shown in tenfold 
oonoantratlon) and of Ba(0H)2 
hydrolysat« of barnacl« canant 
(also shown in tenfold eoBoantration). 
Also shown ar« th« spactra of aynthat- 
loally o- and p-qulnooa erosslinkad 
model polypeptidos. 
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Flsur« 9.   Phenol»»« antyiM damonatratsd in hard«iwd cement and In secretory 
duott« 

20 p 
I 1 

Figure 10.   Microtone section through cement glands of Bel anus crenatua ahowlng 
altes of phenolaa« activity. 
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Discussion 

Crisp;  I wasn't quite clear of the evidence for autopolimerization by a 
single molecule. Was it because the phenol was not found to be present in 
the cell? 

Lindner; There is really no evidence for auto-crosslinking.  It is just 
a speculation at this time.  This type of crosslinking was first proposed 
by Blower in 19M9, for the same reason, namely, that he could not find 
a phenotic precurser for the crosslinking.  Soon after this, a partial 
quinone crosslinking was proposed for the mussel bases itself. 

Crisp;  I asked because Dr. Walker has found that there was a ferric-chloride 
reaction in the cell which indicated an ortho-phenol so that perhaps there 
is after all a precurser. 

Lindner; Thank you very much. That would be a very interesting—indeed 
it would help to make this mechanism more understood. 

Barnes; Perhaps I might ask a question.  I do not think really this problem 
that you pose of a cell having to provide several things and getting them 
mixed at the right time is at all peculiar.  I think this is one of the 
mysteries of science how cells can do this sort of thing, and while it's 
puzzling and one ought to know more I don't think there is any reason to 
despair if one has to postulate a mechanism which seems to come from one 
cell. One could suggest that there might be some activation at the time 
at which a particular secretory product is released from a cell and 
which takes place only at that time for some reason we do not know. When 
you speak about primary cement, I take it you mean cyprid cement or are 
you suggesting that there is yet another primary and secondary cement in 
the adult? 

Lindner; No.  What I mean by primary cement is that normally secreted by 
the adult. We called the secondary cement that which results after 
detachment and on reattachment.  I think we now have enough evidence both 
histological and histochemical to consider the primary and secondary cement 
identical as far as chemical composition goes, and this is probably the 
same as the cyprid cement. A comment on the activation of such materials, 
that is why I tried to stress the isoelectric point in those areas in which 
phenolase activity was found in the cytoplasm;  any change in the isoelectric 
point may be an activator for the phenolase. 

Barnes: One other point. Did you look for ascorbic acid in these cells? 
This has been implicated by some people in the process of quinone tanning 
of integuments. Had you any evidence for this? The presence of ascorbic 
acid might interfere with other tests because of its intense reducing 
properties. 

Lindner: No, we didn't look for ascorbic acid. This is one question which 
I can perhaps answer four years from now. 
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Spore Settlement In delation to Fouling by £nteronorpha 

A. 0. Christie 

International Red Hand Marine Laboratory, Newton Ferrers, 
Devon, England. 

An Investigation into sporo settlement as the crit- 
ical stage In fouling by Bnteromornha has shown that 
several factors contribute to the success of this fouling 
alga. Under suitable conditions of surface roughness 
zoospore attachment can occur in seconds. The rapid 
sequence of changes shown by electron microscopy to occur 
during the first few hours of settlenent Include the 
elaboration of a comparatively thick protective wall 
which Increases spore resistance to toxic action. The 
adhesive secreted by the settling zoospore is amenable 
to enzymatic digestion and offers the possibility of a 
novel method for control. 

Key Words: BrtfrgBgrghft Ifltegtlnai.JAt fine-structure, 
settlement, thigmotaxls, zoospore. 

1. Introduction 

Algal fouling has been recognised as a serious economic problem only In 
comparatively recent years, but nevertheless it is one which is liable to 
become progressively severe as trends continue towards larger ships and 
increased periods between drydocklngs. From the antifouling viewpoint a 
sound knowledge of the biology of this particular type of fouling is Import- 
ant and this paper present.' our approach to fouling by the green alga 

By the mid-sixties it had become apparent that copper based antifouling 
compositiocB were not performing efficiently in tanker operation and demanded 
a more detailed biological investigation of this situation. A survey of the 
fouling on twenty oil tankers docking In European waters showed: 

(1) Fouling samples were almost entirely algal. 

(2) The number of different algal types encountered was 
limited and Independent of routing. 

(3) The percentage frequency of occurrence was Enteromorpha 75/», 
Bctoearpug 13%,  Cladonhora 5%,  Chaatomornha ■>». others 2%. 

The ublqultity of green algae and the dominance of Enteromorpha imme- 
diately singled out this algal genus for special attention.Since the 
species Epteromorpha Intaatlnalia had been frequently observed in tanker 
fouling samples and was also locally available, this alga was selected for 
study in a programme designed to obtain a better understanding of the events 
taking place during the Initial attachment of swarm spores. 

Experlmantal material 

Fronds of Enteromorpha are collected from mid-shore level in an area of 
freshwater drainage at Newton Ferrers. Devon, England. The time of collec- 
tion of shore material is important since spore release shows a marked tidal 
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periodicity with oaximun spore liberation occurring three to five days before 
the highest tide of each lunar period (I)1.    Zoospore liberation reaches a 
peak about five days before the maximun tide of the bimonthly cycle with the 
peak in gamete liberation following two to three days later.    Fruiting 
fronds, Indicated by the presence of bleaching at their tips, are washed In 
fresh water, placed Individually in specimen tubes and flooded with filtered 
sea water.    Spores are generally released within a few minutes and samples 
removed for Identification.   Sporophyte plants produce quadrlflagellate zoo- 
spores whilst morphologically Identical gametophyte plants produce bl- 
flagellate male or female gametes.    Zoospores and gametes are distinguished 
by flagellar count and gametes sexed by observation of cross fusion. 

Settlement In gnteromorph^ - physical aspects. 

All three types of swarm spore produced by Enteromorpha are capable of 
settlement but the rates at which settlement takes place vary greatly.    Under 
certain conditions of light and temperature some swarmers of Enteromorpha can 
maintain an Independent motile existence for up to eight days (2}.    Laboratory 
experiments on settlement rates on glass and polystyrene surfaces show consid- 
erable Individual variations, although the general order of settlement rate, 
zoospores^> fused gametes>gametes is Invariable.    An explanation for these 
observations lies in the response of zoospores to surface contact (thigmo- 
taxis).    Zoospores In suspension In sea water and placed as a convex drop on 
a smooth hydrophobic surface are reluctant to settle and congregate presumably 
at a site of preferred light intensity at the air/water interface.    If 
liquid is then removed to facilitate contact between the spores and the sur- 
face rapid settlement results.    Such a thigmotactic response is known (3) to 
occur with spores of the filamentous brown alga Ectocarpua allowed to settle 
overnight on grooved Teflon.    A similar but very rapid response to surface 
contact can be readily demonstrated with zoospores of Enteromorpha.    Zoo- 
spore suspensions on finely grooved Teflon were brought into surface contact 
by positioning a coversllp over the convex drop.    After one minute the cover- 
slip was removed and the Teflon piece rinsed In sea water.    Photomicrographs 
taken within five minutes of initial contact with the zoospore suspension 
are shown (Fig.l). 

Zoospores from fronds kept under laboratory conditions for some days 
often show no thigmotaxis. slmllarlly, zoospores held In suspension show a 
decreasing thigmotaxis with time.    Gametes have never been observed to show 
a thigmotactic response to grooved surfaces,  settlement taking place gradually 
over a period of days.    Paired gametes have been observed to settle in Teflon 
grooves within five minutes of fusion but do not exhibit marked thigmotaxis. 

Conditions of light, temperature and salinity also Influence settlement 
(W).    On glass surfaces the initial settlement rate was higher in daylight 
than In darkness and optimum settlement occurred at a temperature of 23 C 
and a salinity of 26°/°° •    Successful settlement was recorded over a tem- 
perature range of lf-380C and a salinity range of 2.5-52%;,      These results 
accord well with the general situation occupied on the shore by Enteromorpha 
and also serve to demonstrate how conditions on a tanker hull provide a 
niche for this fouling alga. 

Settlement in Enteromorpha - fine structure 

Due to the size of the spores (zoospores 10 x 6^i, gametes 7x3/0 
observations by light microscopy are limited.    Settlement of zoospores of 
Enteromorpha has therefore been followed using electron microscopy of thin 
sections (5).    The series of electron micrographs (Fig.2)  summarises the 

Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of 
this paper. 
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).p.m.  In sea water supplemented with soil extract, nitrate and phosphate. 
ifter five days illuntnatlon sporellng counts were taken and the IDJQ 

V£' 
calculated for poison additions at the different settlement times.    The 
M 
drainage proceedure Inevitably Introduced more variability than normally 
experienced In toxlclty tests with Bnteromorpha but despite this a progressive 
change In IDjo values was obtained.Spores settled for five minutes prior 
to poison addition gave an LD50 value of .002 p.p.m. Increasing to .005  p.p«n. 
when poison was added after sixty minutes. 

Since fouling can be Initiated by zoospores, gametes and fused gamete 
pairs It Is useful to compare the relative susceptibility of these forms to 
toxic action. However, the inherent variability associated with results 
based on a five day germination test In which bacteria and diatoms are 
unavoidably present as contaminants casts doubt on absolute values. As a 
generalisation zoospores and fused gamete pairs both allowed to settle for 
2^ hours prior to the test give comparable LD50 values. These values drop by 
a factor of three to five for swimming zoospores and large female gametes and 
a further factor of two for the smaller male gametes. 

Biochemical aspects of settlement 

The biochemical nature of the adhesive secreted by the settling zoospores 
of Enteromornha is of considerable Interest since an understanding of the 
mechanism of spore adhesion might lead to alternative practical control 
methods. Two approaches have been made to this problem both of which lead to 
the conclusion that the secreted adhesive is mainly protelnaceous. Electron 
microscopy (5) of spores Incubated in trypsin during settlement showed complete 
digestion of secreted flbrlllar adhesive. In a parallel series of experi- 
ments (6) the adhesion of zoospores was used as the criterion to test the 
effects of various enzymes on attachment. Although it Is "ery difficult to 
make quantitative measurements of the bond strength between spore and surface 
the use of a standardised water Jet provided information on relative adhesion 
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ultrastructure of a svlmmlng zoospore and the changes taking place during the 
first four hours after settlement. The swimming spore (Fig.2, 1 & 2) with a 
central nucleus is bounded only by a plasmalemna and the basal region is 
occupied mainly by the chloroplr^l enclosing the starch crainr. win pyrcnoltl» 
The anterior portion (Fig. 2.2) contains many Golgl-derived electron-dense 
vesicles which contain adhesive material. On settlement (Fig. 2,3) the 
adhesive material is secreted as a flbrlllar substance attaching the cells to 
the substratum. A cell wall appears soon after initial settlement and after 
four hours has thickened considerably. Comparison with the free-swimming 
stage indicates that considerable physical protection is provided within a 
short time. 

Settlement In relation .tfl, ttW <?ff9<?t gf POlSfflg 

The ability of zoosporos to settle within seconds in response to a high 
level of surface contact and the rapid sequence of events leading to the 
development of a thick cell wall suggested that settled zoospores might be 
more resistant to toxic action than freo-swimmlng zoospores. 

This has been tested in toxlclty experiments based on sporellng counts 
after five days growth over a range of poison concentrations. With organo- 
metallic poisons, spores allowed to settle in the dark for 2h  hours before the 
addition of poison show an increase in Ifljo (^he poison concentration required 
to kill 50>3) between three to five times that obtained using a suspension of 
zoospores as a control. The rate at which this protection is afforded is of 
practical importance and was tested in the following experiment. Uniform 1ml 
allquots of a freshly obtained suspension of zoospores were rapidly inoculated 
into a series of Sterllln petri-dishes containing 7ml sea water. After five 
minutes the dishes wore drained and filled with filtered sea water. At 0, 5, 
10, 15, 30, 60 and 120 minutes the sea water was discarded and replaced by 
triphenyl tin chloride at concentrations of .01, .005« «002, .001 and .0005 



under different experimental conditions. These exporlnents shov/ed that 
adhesion to glass Improved rapidly during the first hours after attacluient 
presumably due to physical chances taking place In the socrotod adhesive. 
Certain proteolytic enzymes notably pronase and trypsln and the carbohydrose 
aC-anylase exerted a marked effect on the stronsth of adhesion and the 
results were consistent with the Interpretation that the adhesive secreted by 
the settlinc zoospore Is a glyco-proteln. 

The success of proteolytic enzymes in solution (lmg/ml) in destroying 
the adhesion of settling zoospores suggested that surfaces carrying covalontly 
linked proteolytic enzymes might offer a novel method for biological control 
of Bntoromornha. Laboratory Investigation by the v/ator jet method required 
ideally a smooth and transparent surface and this imposed limitations. It is 
possible (7) to link enzymes to glass and 10mm diameter coversllps theoret- 
ically containing 1 - IOMC trypsln were prepared by Dr. Weetall of the 
Coming Glass Company, Hew York. Ho significant difference In the adhesion 
of zoospores were found between control and experimental surfaces. In 
further experiments the TiCl^ method (8) has been used to couple pronase to 
regenerated cellulose micropore filters. It is difficult to observe spores 
on this type of opaque surface but settled spores remained on experimental 
surfaces indicating that the surface activity of the enzyme was afjain 
insufficiently high. Limited algal control has been achieved by Incorporating 
pronase (1^) into an acrylic binder. With Improved enzyme technology biolog- 
ical control might still be possible. 

Discussion 

The fact that the life cycle in Unteronornha intostlncilis comprises a 
regular alternation between sporophyte and ganetophyte generations (9) 
presents the added complication of three types of reproductive body.  Zoo- 
spores, male and female gametes must all be considered along with fused 
gamete pairs as potential fouling organisms. From the results presented 
here, the thigmotactlc response of zoospores allowing rapid settlement and 
further rapid development of a protective cell wall nicht suggest their 
maior Involvement in practice. Although the possibility of initiation of 
Enteromorpha fouling by gametes does exist it would be interesting to know 
whether gametophyte plants of this alga do predominate in tanker fouling. 

One aspect of the present work which is at variance with practice is the 
susceptibility of zoospores to toxic action determined under laboratory con- 
ditions. The example given here of 0.002 p.p.m. as the UW value for trl- 
phenyl tin chloride is typical of the order of toxiclty obtained with organo- 
tlns that are currently uued in antifouling compositions. At this level of 
toxiclty it ought to be possible to design antlfoulings based on orgonotln 
crrpounds which would be completely effective In controlling Enteromorpha; 
practical experience is rather different! On this basis there must be adal- 
tional reasons why Enteromorpha constitutes a fouling problem at all. Perhaps 
the most Important Is its filamentous mode cf growth. The surface is 
required only to provide anchorage, once a sporeling has established Itself 
on an pntifouling surface and succtoded in growing beyond any boundary 
layer of poison then continued growth appears inevitable. In practice, 
settlement is most likely to occur aider stationary conditions when leaching 
from the antifouling surface is at a minimum. Under these circunstances it 
is probable that the rapidity of zoospore attachment and the development of 
Increased resistance to toxic action play a large part in the success of 
Enteromorpha as a fouling alga. 

The ability of proteolytic enzymes to Interfere with spore adhesion 
offers an alternative method of control of Enteromorpha. Despite the fact 
that the enzyme-coupled surfaces were not sufficiently active, Insolubilized 
enzymes form an expanding area of technology with many developments In 
prospect. The practicability of this type of approach is not only dependent 
on these but also on the nature of the adheslves se-.reted by the settling 
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spores of other fouling algae. As far as Ectocarpiia is concerned both 
polysaecharlde and protein are present In the secreted adhesive (10). 
Part of our current fundaoental research effort Is directed to studies of 
the biochemical nature of adheslves secreted by settling spores In certain 
green, brown and red algae. Should the overall picture provide sufficient 
similarities enzymatic control of algal fouling would provide an exciting 
prospect. 
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Flg. lA,. Photonicroßraph of zoospores settled In 
parallel crooves on a Teflon surface. The initial 
contact tine with swirtnlns spores was ono nlnuto 
X100. 

.■- ■, *< 

Fig. IB. Portion of groove ar. Pig, LA xhJO. 

Fig. 1. 
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Fig,  2.    1. SwlmnlßE zoospore, lirht micrograph X1000.        2. L.J.  soospore 
showing chloroplast  (c), nucleus (n),  Golgi body (c) and dense vesicles of 
adhesive {arrows) Xl'+OOO.        3. Part anterior ro^ion zoospore with adhesive 
vesicles (v)  and Golßi body (c)  shouinc vesicle production (arrow) X^OOOO. 
W.        One hour settled zoospores in L,S. with external flbrillar adhesive 
(arrows) XIJOOO.        ?.  Part of a settled cell  (four hours)  shouinc: thick 
wall  (w) X28000. 
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Discussion 

Question:  I was wondering whether when you treat the settled spores with 
pronase you just may not be digesting away the adhesion of the cell itself 
to the adhesive and not digesting the adhesive at all with pronase. 

Christie; We have some additional evidence which I did not show today which 
concerns the electron microscopical approach.  If you remember, one of 
the slides of the newly settled zoospores showing the fibrillar adhesive, 
if you allow a spore to settle for about five minutes so that it secretes 
this adhesive and then you treat it with trypsin and look at the preparation 
in an electron microscope you will find that the fibrillar adhesive has 
been etched away.  We have done this but I haven't shown the picture; this 
is collaborative evidence that perhaps it is a digestion of the adhesive. 
It certainly disappears with this treatment.  It is rather difficult to do 
because it is difficult not to remove the cells altogether, so that you have 
got to give them just a short time to settle and a short burst of enzyme 
and we have observed this. 

Jones:  Just a comment about the fine structure.  You showed that in the 
sections of the spores you had electron dense material in the vesicles. 
You showed later on when you saw the spore Settling or after the spore had 
settled you had fibrillar material.  In sections that we have looked at in 
both Polysyphonia and also in Enteromorpha t we find that you have electron 
dense material certainly in some vesicles, but surrounding it is a halo 
of fibrillar material.  Do you have any evidence of this? 

Christie:  I do not know if it was apparent from the slides, but around 
these small vesicles which do contain the adhesive, there is a second 
membrane appearing as a sort of banded granulated margin around them, 
but we never really thought—or it never appeared to us that this was 
fibrillar material and we have always assumed that the material inside the 
vesicle once it was pushed through the plasmalema assumed this fibrillar 
appearance. 

Unknown: We found in working with the secretions of the mussel byssus that 
similar vesicles appeared in the cell.  In our case we saw the fibrillae 
inside as well as outside the cell and I would like to call to your attention 
the work of Pygodorf.  He pointed out that in the case of actin, soluble 
globular actin is produced in the cell but this is altered to insoluble 
fibrillar actin.  The fibrillae are insoluble and of course your mucilage 
or cement in this final stage must be insoluble to withstand sea water, but 
it may be produced in the cell as a globular protein as I believe you 
indicated. 

Christie: This aspect of physical changes in the material from inside the 
cell to outside the cell is very, very clear because if you allow spores to 
settle for several hours before you try the effect of enzymes on them, even 
pronase, it just doesn't budge them.  So there are obviously big changes 
in the physical nature of that adhesive after it is secreted and which takes 
place very quickly.  I really meant to finish off the paper by summing up 
the relationships of the biological approach to our interest on the anti- 
fouling side and of course, I failed to do this, but perhaps I can recapit- 
ulate the points.  The first point is the thick-cell wall and the apparent 
increased resistance to toxic action. The second is this very rapid settle- 
ment response to the grooved surfaces. The third one, which I did not cover, 
is the growth of Enteromorpha.  If it establishes itself on a surface then, 
once it grows beyond any boundary layer of poison then you can do nothing 
to stop it.  The fourth one which was brought home to me very forcibly 
yesterday by Dr. Moss's paper was the fact that these spores when they settle 
push themselves away from the surface and increase that physical distance. 
I think, therefore, that when you add everything up together, it perhaps 
explains this apparently anomalous picture of the great sensitivity of free- 
swimming spores in laboratory tests to poisons, whereas in practice 
Enteromorpha is a severe weed to control. 
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A number of drying treatments have been investigated and the effect 
on the production of swarmers observed.    Cooling to 5 C gave the best 
results, after 24 hours, and drying under an infra-red lamp tho best 
at 6 hours.    Air drying was also beneficial and preferred because of 
the large amount of material required for each experiment,    "ho 
bubbling of the oommon gases N2, 0   and CO. through seawater contain- 
ing the alga did not increase the yield, except for N» which first 
of all stimulated swamer production but later suppressed it. 

Initial experiments provided qualitative results which shovvod that 
Enteromorpha swarmers settled at water speeds up to 9.0 knots.    In 
subsequent quantitative experiments, where the panels were washed before 
oulturlng, settlement took place at up to 10.7 knots.   The conclusion 
is drawn that settlement of these species can occur when ships are 
under way at relatively hirh speeds.   It is also concluded that settle- 
ment can probably occur at water velocities well in excess of 10 knots. 

Key Words:    Water velocity; Enteromorpha[ Swarmer Settlement. 

1.    Introduction 

Species of Enteromorpha    are well known fouling organisms of ships'  hulls.   These 
algae belong to the family Ulvaceae and are essentially marine,  occurring in nature, 
mainly in the littoral «one or near low water level.   They are, however, found in fresh 
water, and several of the marine species are capable of existing in a v.dse range of 
salinities, often ascending well into estuaries, especially where there is some pollution 
(I)1. 

Several authors (2)(3)(4) have Investigated the effect of water velocity in the 
attachment of sedentary and boring organisms.   Although there is some discrepancy in 
the literature as to the actual speed which v/lll prevent settlement, it anpears that 
none of these species will attach when the water /elooity over the surface is in exoess 
of two knots.   It seems to have been generally aroepted that a similar water speed would 
prevent the attachment of algal species.   However, experience with 'Tankers'  and 
observations in the field where settlement has occurred in situations where there is a 
comparatively fat't flow, suggests that spores are capable of attachment even under con- 
ditions of high wt'ter velocities. 

It was deolded to investigate this phenomenon, in the laboratory, using species of 
Enteromorpha collected from Langstone Harbour.   In order to obtain sufficient material 
for the experiments various methods were tried to increase the yield of swarmers. 

■figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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2.    Materiils and Method« 

Because no attempt was made t> separate soospores and zygotes fomed from gamete 
fusion the torm swanser has been used throughout,   Thalll of Enterononiia were brought 
into the laboratory and placed in fresh uoavrater and the swamers collected on release. 
The number obtained was extremely variable, »hioh may have been due to the lunar rhythm 
(5) or to some such factor as the length of exposure to air.   In an attempt to obtain a 
more reliable yield, various treatments were applied to the thalll.    Two approaches were 
adopted, one in which the Enteroaorpha was kept in air and treated and the other where 
the treatment was oarriert out in seawater.   These are referred to for convenience as 
•dry'  and 'net'  treatments respectively. 

The freshly collected thalll was divided into a number of samples each of approxi- 
mately 100g which were given the following 'dry'  treatments: 

(a) Untreated control 

(b) Dried under a 275 "«tt infra-red lamp placed at a distance of 50 cm for 
periods of 2, 4 and 6 hours. 

(0)    Air dried for 2, 6 and 24 hours, 

(d) Cooled to 5 C for 2, 6 and 24 hours • 

(e) Cooled to -120C for 2, 6 and 24 hours. 

After belngb-eated the samples were placed in 41 beakers containing 300 ml of a seawater 
Erdschreiber medium and kept at room temperature (0.I8 C).   Three 5 x 7,5 cm glass slides 
were placed in each beaker to act as collectora.   They wen left in the medium for 4ß 
hours to allow swamers to settle, after which they were removed and kept in large culture 
trays under constant illumination for one week.   The slides were then examined under the 
binocular microscope and the number of developing thalll recorded.   An average figure 
for the three slides, expressed as number per sq cm, was obtained. 

In the 'wet'   treatments three 100g samples were placed in separate beakers containing 
1 litre of Erdschreiber enriched seawater and a 5 x 7,5 cm glass slide.   The beakers 
were kept in separate compartments and N-, 0„ and CO. respectively was bubbled through 
the water.   The Enteromcrpha was removed after 2, 6 and 24 hours.   Each slide was left 
for a further J«8 hours before removal to the culture trays.   Assessment of swarmer 
settlement nas carried out as described above. 

The apparatus used in the settlement experiments is shown in Fig 1.   It consisted 
of two aeawater«-filled &RP tanks each of approximately 250 gallons rapacity.   They were 
connected by a abort 7.6 cm diameter pipe line in which was situated a pump capable of . 
delivering a maximum of 300 gallons per minute.   On the discharge side of the pump there 
was a control valve for regulating the flow of water.   The tank into which the pump 
discharged was sealed at the top and when in use was under a positive pressure.   The water 
flowed from one tank to the other via a 15 x 23 x 150 cm perspex channel; a sluice at the 
upstream end allowed further control of the seawater flow.   Turbulence in the system 
was controlled by a baffle and a perforated inlet in the pressurised tank and by the 
curvature leading to the perspex channel.    In the tank into which the water discharged 
there were six refrigeration plates of 35,000 BTD/hour oapacity thennostatioally controlled. 
Without refrigeration a rapid rise in temperature took place; of the order of 20 C. 

A strip of perapex 120 x 15 x 0.3 cm was placed at the bottom of the channel to act 
as a settlement surface. It was partially cut througi at invervals of 7*5 om so that It 
could be easily broken without the surface being disturbed at the end of the experiment. 
The strip was fixed in the channel with the smooth side uppermost by means of a silloone 
rubber icmpound. This provided adequate adhesion during the experiment but also allowed 
the strip to be removed with ease. 
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The vrator velocity vms measured by two methods.    Initially an Aott ^-o-ioller driven 
current meter was used but in later eXMeriments velocity was detemlncd us in;; a Cuaclla 
Pitot-static tuba connected to a seawater-fillcd mcncmeter.   Measuremcnta wore made 
approximately 1.5 cm above the perspex strip in the centre line. 

At the oommenoement of each experiment tiie whole system was filled with seawater 
which was pumped around the system until it had reached the experimental temperature of 
16 C (+ 1 ),   The water velocity along the channel was then measured»   Two plastic mesh 
bags, 91 x 2(6 cm, half-filled with the thalli of Enteromomha anp were ouanended in the 
tank containing the cooling elements.   Thus the swarmers released by the alfa into the 
water wore circulated around the system. 

After three days the bags containing the nlga were removed and the exierlment 
continued for another 2U. hours.    V/hen the pump was stopped the sea-vmtor was nllowod to 
drnin from the perspex channel, the strip romovod and divided into its 7«5 x 15 cm 
sections.   In preliminary experiments these snail panels were placed directly into an 
Erdschroibor medium mtide up in seawater and cultured under constant illumination for a 
week at n temperature of 13 C (+ 2°).    Each nanol was then examined under e binocular 
microscope usin^ ten 5 cm sweeps, at rirh annlea to the direction Of the water flow.    The 
munber of thalli per panel vms recorded. 

In later experiments the panels were v.-achod «ith tap water or sterile sea—jater, 
after removal  from the channel, to remove any unattached snamers. 

To confim the presence of swarmers in the exieriiiiental system, three 50 ml daily 
samoler, wore taken from the channel and placed in 9 cm diameter netri di.-aes.   They were 
left for 24 hours under a uniform li/rht intonaity to allow swamer settlement.    The water 
was then diaoarded, one dish vms washed with sterile seawater, one with tt 'w/ator and 
the third untreated; they were then filled   .ith sterile seawater and incubated as 
described above and scanned under the binocular microscope. 

A Tirolimlnary series of 4 experimonts wore carried out in which  t'io water velocity 
varied fron l.O? to 3,9 knots.    This was follov/od by a second sorieo or three experiments 
where the water speed was between 8.2 und 9.0 knots.    Algal attachment was recorded as 
being present or absent. 

In a aubaoquent serioa the actual nunbor ui" aivarmers settlin,";    aa recorded; the 
first two experiments were carried out at water velocities between 2.9  to 3.6 knots and 
the third between 4.4 and 4.9.    A further sorlas of experiments VMS undertaken at 
relatively hirh water velocities of between approximately 0 and 10 knots. 

Since it took 25-30 seconds for the water to drain from the ohnnnol after the pump 
was shut off it was possible that attachment of swarmers to the exncrinor.tal panels could 
have occurred during that period.    To invoatl.T-te this nosaibility the ay atom was filled 
with seawater which was then innoooulatcd with awamers and Uie puim turned on and left 
running until the channel was filled with water as in the other exnorimonts.   The nump 
was then switched off and the water allowed to drain from the channel.    The collecting 
strip was treated as before, being senaratod into small panels, washed rnd cultured, 
after which the number of attached sneoimens was recorded.   This exnorinont wa;   repeatei.; 
three times.    Control dishes were set up to confim the present of swannors, 

3.    Results 

The results of both the 'wet*   and 'dry'  treatments upon spore release from thalli of 
Enteromornhi snp are aumnarised in Fig 2.    It can be seen tliat the yield of spores varied 
considerably from one treatment to another, and in some cases with the duration of the 
treatment.    Bubbling COo through the seawater containing the thalli had an adverse effect 
on swarmer production, the yield being less than that obtained in the control.    Oxygen 
a-ipeared to have little or no effect upon the yield.   Treatment with 1121 however, 
presented a rather different picture.    There w.ia a considerable increase in yield with 
material ! cat for 2 hours in seawater throu-h wiiioh the gas was bubbled.   Here than twice 
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the number of siiamers were obtained if tlio treatment was continued for 6 hours before 
return to noronl sterile seawater.    After 2k- hours the yield was belotr that of the control. 

Infra-red drying for 4 hours and six hours respectively. Increased the yield of 
swarmera to almost the same level as was obtained by air drying for 6 and 24 hours, 
Thalli maintained at -120C for 2, 6 and 24 hours showed little difference In production 
to the control material.   Cooling to 5 C for the same periods produce a steadily 
inoreasln? yield with the duration of the treatment, and, after 24 hours, presented the 
highest yield recorded.   Air drying of the material was adopted because of the large 
quantities of the alga required for each experiment and the ease with which the 
treatment could be carried out. 

In the initial settlement experiments the water velocity in the channel varied from 
1.8? to 3.9 knots.   In the four experiments settlement was recorded on all the panels. 
In the second series only the first 40 am of the collecting strip was examined, the water 
«peed varying from approximately 8.2 to 9,0 knots.   Swarmer settlement occurred in all 
three experiments. 

Subsequently the actual number of swarmera settled on the oolleotors was recorded. 
In this series the first two experiments were carried out with water velocities varying 
from 2.9 to 3.6 knots and in the third between 4.4 and 4.9 knots.   The numbers settling 
In each experiment are shown in Table 1 and the daily check on available swarmers In 
Table 2.    Settlement occurred over the whole range of water velocities.   There were 
indications that numbers were slightly higher at the lower as opposed to the higher end 
of eaoh velocity range.   In this series of experiments there also appeared to be a 
relationship between the number of simmers available for settlement and the actual number 
settled. 

Four experiments were carried out In which the perspex panels were washed with either 
tap or sterile seawater.   The results are given in Table 3» the water velocity in the 
first experiment varied from 8.9 to 9.1 and In the remainder from 10.2 to 10,7 knots. 
The washing procedure appeared to have no adverse effect on the results.    The number of 
swarmera present in the system throughout the four days of each experiment is shown in 
Table 4.   The very considerable differences in the number of swarmera present was not 
apparently reflected by the actual settlement as appeared to be the ease in the   previous 
series.     There was also a considerable decrease in the number of snarmers in the water 
over the experiment il period. 

The results of the investigation to see whether awarmers settled whilst the water 
waa draining from the channel are given In Table 5 and the availability of aporsa in 
Table 6.    There was a tendency   for awarmera to aettle in pain in the perspex atrip but 
this was not so marked in the petrl dish cultures; the respective peroentagea being 
3c$o and 5^ü« 

4.    Discussion 

In all the experiments settlement of swarmera took place on the oolleotlng strip 
at a water speeds up to and including approximately 10.7 knots.   Although It was not 
possible to measure the water speed at the actual point of attachment, the conditions 
in the channel were reasonably representative of the water flow at least over some 
parts of a ship1 s hull.   Because of the limitations of the apparatus It was not possible 
to Increase the water velocity beyond the maximum obtained In these experiments. 

It Is possible that the awarmers, which are approximately 10-12 u, enter the 
boundary layer of water adjacent to the aurfaoe and are consequently'no longer subjected 
to the forces which may tend to remove them.    If this is so than It is likely that 
settlement would occur at considerably hif$ier speeds. 

From the experiments It would appear that the number of awarmers settling Is 
dependent on the number available only when that number la small. 
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The lapllontlon of these results is that c.s far aa weed foulln- by Fjiteromornhn 

is oonoemod settlement can occur on a ship's hull even .(hen it is steanin^ at relatively 
high sneed. 
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TABLE T 

tlUIIBiaS OF SV.AHKERS SKTTUKG ON I-^SStSX STXTI0H3 WSOm TEm SSRI33 OF ZXTERimiHTS 

Panel 
Number 

Speed 
(knots) 

Number settling 
Mean 

Speed 
(Knots) 

Number 
settling 
Expt 3 Qcp 1 Exp 2 

1 
2 
3 
k 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
1U 
15 

2.9 
3.0 
3.1 
3.2 
3.3 
3.3 
3.3 
3.* 
3.5 
3.5 
M 
3.5 
3.5 
3.5 
3.6 

11 
8 
9 
7 

11 
8 
8 
if 
1 
0 
i 
0 
3 
1 
6 

1 
7 
i» 
2 
5 
3 

• 150 
k 
3 
0 
If 

5 
0 
3 
4 

6.0 
7.5 
6.5 
lt.5 
8.0 
5.5 

Co 
2.0 
0.0 
2.5 
2.5 
1.5 
2.0 
2.0 

M 
»».5 

«t.5 
•».5 
"».5 
if.e 
k,6 
if.6 

4.7 
if.7 
if.8 
"».9 

32 
106 
42 
18 
15 
8 
16 
0 
16 
2 
0 
1 
3 
8  { 
5  ! 

TOTAL 72 ^9 TOTAL 182 

*    Localised clump of swarmers 

TABLE 2 

SAKPLSS OF SIA V.'ATSR FROl THE oYJl'-H T/jCai TmCUGHOUT TOE FOUR DAYS OF THE aCPBRinSHTS 
S^iO'.JN  IN T/iBLE I.  SIIO'-'IIIG NlfflBJS OF S'.'i'Jti.Li.j   'JTTLINO IN PBTRI DISHES 

Day 
Kumbers settling in petri dishes 

Expt 1 iixpt 2 Expt 3 

1 
2 
3 
4 

54 

18 
3 

32 
14 
14 
0 

159 
139 
4 
4 
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TAdLE 3 

NUMBERS OF SUAHHSRS SaTLIWG a! VSaDgl SiCTICÜS AT V;.;IOUS V-XOCITIKS AtTüR VJASHINQ 
TO H^IOVE UtISj!jrTL3D S'.'/JÜI/SS 

Panel 
Number 

Speed 
(knots) 

Number 
Settling 
Expt 1 

Speed 
(knots) 

Number Settling       j 
Mean 

j'icpt 2 a*t 3 Expt k 

1 
2 
3 
i* 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
lU 
15 

8.9 
8.9 
8.9 
9.0 
9.0 
9.0 
9.0 
9.0 
9.0 
9.1 
9.1 
9.1 
9.1 
9.1 
9.1 

32 
66 
kz 
18 
15 
8 
16 
0 
16 
2 
0 
2 
5 
8 
3 

10.7 
10.7 
lO.** 
10.3 
10.3 
10.3 
10.3 
10.3 
10.2 
10.2 
10.2 
10.2 
10.2 
10.2 
10.2 

0 
13 

5 
2 
5 
5 
35 
0 

27 
5 
8 
5 
8 
5 

23 
7 
6 
1 

19 
2 
7 
5 
10 
0 

27 
2 

21 
6 

19 

0 
5 

15 
5 

10 
9 
7 
2 
7 
»t 

7 
10 
6 

19 
10 

7.7 
3.3 
8.3 
3.7 
10.3 
5.3 
6.3 
IM 
5.7 
10.3 
13.0 
6.6 
10.6 
11.0 
11.3 

TOTAL 233 TOTALS 127 155 126 

TABLE k 

SAI1FLSS OF SEAWATER FROH TIB KfäTgl TilROUGlIOUT k DAYS OF RUNS DESCRIBE It! TABLg 3. 
SHOWING NUMBERS OF oPOK^S üiJTTLiD AND DiäV.LÜI^D IK I-ETRI DISH3S 

1  

Treatment Day 

Number Settling in Petri Dishes 

8.9 - 9.1 Knote ' 10.2 - 10.7 Knot 8 

2xpt 1 Expt 2 Expt 3 Expt 4 

Wash 1 650 1590 3000 1380 
2 223 3000 250 1000 
3 148 2000 444 
k 7 450 680 522 

Spray 1 680 1020 2000 340 
2 98 3000 420 500 
3 3 2000 _ 3* 
4 5 740 120 852 

Untreated 1 590 2000 660 5000 
2 149 3000 950 3000 
3 278 2000 - 198 
4 6 900 910 600 

Mean 1 640 1540 1886 2240 
2 156 3000 873 1500 
3 142 2000 - 225 
4 5 700 570 668 
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TABLE J 

NUMBERS OF 3WAHMER3 SBTTLINQ OH PgMPEX STRIP ASTJSR PCTff HAS BMj SWITCHBD OFT 
 m sKH^s TOg WAsHB)  

i    Sections eprayed with tap water Sections washed in sterile sea water 

Section 
Number 

I       Numbers settling 
Section 
Number 

Numbers settling 

Bxpt 1 Bxpt 2 Expt 3 Expt 1 Bxpt 2 Expt 3 

1 
3 
5 
7 
9 

11 
13 
15 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

2 
Jf 
6 
8 
10 
12 
1* 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

TABU 6 

SAMPLES OF SEAWATER FRCH THS SYSTB1 IMMEDIATELY ATTER CAHRYINO OPT EXPERIMfllT SUMMARIZED 
IN TABLE 5. SHOWINQ NUMBERS OF SWAHMERS SETTLED' 

Dish 
Number 

Number settling 

1 
2 
3 

5 
6 
7 
8 

ll^tO 
1550 
1500 
1100 
1110 
vko 
850 
1130 

Mean 1202 
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Fig 1.   Kxnerlnental avstem for atudviiv: the aetolement of awamega 
of Enterononjha app   at different water vcloeitiea ~"~ 
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Fig 2.   The effect of various shock treatments urion the production 
of svmmera by Enteromornha app. 
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Mechanisms of Adhesion of Fouling Organisms 

D. J. Crisp, FRS 

University College of North Wales 
N.E.R.C. Unit 

North Wales, U. K. 

I. Introduction 

The adhesion of living tissue to non-living material is not only of 
interest in marine fouling; it has important applications also in 
surgery and dentistry (Manly 1970), while the principles underlying the 
success of biological adhesives which set underwater may have wide 
significance in the development of artificial cements designed for the 
same purpose. 

Three aspects of bioadhesion can be distinguished:  first, cell to 
cell adhesion; secondly, adhesion between the living tissue and non-living 
parts of the animal; and thirdly, adhesion between the animal and foreign 
objects.  Cell to cell adhesion is a property of normal growth and organi- 
zation, involving cell surface structure and compatability; its significance 
in medicine is immense, but it need not concern us here. The union of 
living tissue to inert structural elements which are formed by the animal, 
such as calcium phosphate (bone), calcite (shell) and chitin, appears to 
require an Intermediate macromolecule of rather specific structure; for 
instance collagen is associated with bone in vertebrates, conchlolln with 
calcite in molluscs and arthropodin with chitin in arthropods. A bone, 
shell valve, or piece of arthropod exoskeleton always contains the relevant 
protein Incorporated into its structure.  Hence, these specialized proteins 
not only form bonds between tissues and the skeletal elements but also 
help to unite the crystals or macromolecules of the skeletal «laments Into 
a firmly knit resilient component of the animal's organization.  These inter- 
nal adhesives are not relevant directly to the adhesion of fouling organisms 
but their structure may prove to be of significance in connection with 
gregarious pre-settlement behavior.  Two of them, arthropodin and 
conchlolln, have been implicated in the recognition of the presence of 
adults of their own species by barnacle larvae (Crisp and Meadows, 1962, 
1963) and by oyster larvae (Crisp, 1967) respectively. It is possible that 
recognition is mediated by molecular attraction between a part of the 
surface of the larva and the surface layer of the structural protein 
(Crisp, 1965a,1973).  If so, they would again have an adhesive function in 
a somewhat different context. 

The fouling problem is clearly concerned with the third aspect of 
bioadhesion, attachment to foreign objects. Representatives of all the 
lower plants from bacteria to macroalgae, and of all the animal phyla from 
protozoa to the lower chordates living in aquatic environments attach 
themselves permanently or temporarily to extraneous objects or to other 
organisms.  The subject, despite its Importance, has been greatly neglected, 
and the nature of the majority of animal plant adhesives is unknown. 

II. Adhesion Mechanisms 

The materials used by organisms for attachment to foreign objects may 
be divided into two classes: 
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(1) Permanent cements which undergo a setting or curing process, 
usually a form of chemical cross-linkage of macromolecules.  The 
adhesive force is then related to the strength and number of the 
chemical bonds which have to be severed. 

(2) Temporary adhesives which are not chemically bound, but which 
hold two surfaces together by the work which has to be done 
against viscosity when the surfaces are separated. 

The phenomenon is well known to all biologists who have attempted to 
separate a pack of wet microslides, and its underlying principle was 
expounded by Stefan (187i»).  Stefan type adhesives are viscous "tacky" 
fluids, their adhesive 'force' dependent not only on their viscosity but 
also on the circumstance under which separation is brought about, details 
of which will be described below. 

These two mechanisms have a quite different applicability.  The 
permanent adhesive is ideal for attaching an organism in one position 
throughout life, or for bonding pieces of substratum to build a permanent 
tube.  Since the cement typically cannot relax without involving complete 
failure of the adhesion, the mechanism is unsuitable for fixing an animal 
in a situation where it may need to move or to yield to a superior force. 
For this purpose, as well as for all types of temporary attachment, Stefan 
adhesives are required. 

It is not generally realized how important, and therefore how wide- 
spread, are devices for temporary attachment of organisms living in water. 
The density of the medium renders the aquatic environment totally different 
from the terrestrial from the point of view of locomotion over surfaces. 
Most aquatic organisms have specific gravities not greatly in excess of 
that of water so that gravitation may be largely or entirely eliminated. 
Conversely, the force exerted by water currents impinging on aquatic 
organisms is much greater than the forces due to air currents of corres- 
ponding velocity on sub-aerial creatures.  The magnitude of such forces 
approximates to the rate of change of momentum, ap(Au)^, where a is the 
area of impingement, p is the density of the medium and Au the change in 
fluid velocity after impact. Water having a density so much greater than 
that of air, the aquatic compared with the terrestrial organisms experience 
forces augmented by several magnitudes.  Hence, the force of friction, 
which enables all but the smallest terrestrial organisms to resist 
disturbances and to crawl over horizontal surfaces on land cannot perform 
this function for small organisms living on surfaces under water.  A 
different force is therefore needed.  Adhesion by sticky secretions from 
the limb tips or body segments appears the most probable substitute 
available for gravitational friction.  Thus, in the interstitial environment 
of sands, where the animals are invariably small and need to withstand 
the considerable flow of water through the pores, adhesive organs are 
almost universal (Delamare de Boutteville, 1960).  Organs of adhesion are 
likely to be equally universal in small organisms (of less than 1 cm) 
which crawl freely over submerged surfaces, including of course, the 
larvae of fouling organisms. 

Although the distinction between a rigid, permanent cement and a 
fluid Stefan adhesive appears in principle quite sharp, it may not necessar- 
ily be so.  If the processes of polymerization and cross-linkage which 
lead to the formation of the former proceed only to a limited degree, a 
tacky vlsco-elastic fluid may be formed which may have rigidity under 
sudden stress but relax under a steadily maintained force. 

III.  Permanent Cements 

Most examples of animal cements of the permanently setting type 
utilize a protein-polyphenol oxidase system.  The best known are in the 
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arthropods. The arthropod cuticle itself Is composed of chltin and protein, 
and the latter is normally hardened by o-dihydroxyphenols and phenol 
oxldases which enter by diffusion. The oxidase converts the dihydroxyphenol 
to the quinone which then combines with a free amino group on the protein 
to form a protein-diphenol complex. The latter is again oxidized in the 
presence of phenol oxidase to form a protein quinone complex which can 
link with another amino group, so joining two proteins together. It is 
believed that terminal amino groups are first Involved and later the 
amino groups of the protein side chains. Thus the setting process will 
first Increase the effective chain length of the proteins, making the 
material more viscous and later cross-link the molecules into a rigid 
structure. There are clear indications that this mechanism has been adapted 
by the arthropods for a variety of purposes in addition to hardening of 
the cuticle, such as cementing the eggs of Crustacea to the swimmerets, 
hardening of Insect egg cases after laying, and in the production of 
cement by barnacles. 

A mechanism to delay the onset of the hardening process until the 
appropriate moment is usually essential. For example, a secretion must 
remain liquid until it has been discharged from a gland through its ducts. 
The simplest mechanism of control is by the separate discharge of two 
components which activate each other on mixing. Prior's description of 
the hardening of the cockroach ootheca (Prior, 1940, a,b) affords the classic 
example. The left colleteral gland secrets the protein together with 
polyphenol oxidase and the o-dihydroxy phenol combined in- the form of a 
glycoside and therefore not vulnerable to the phenol oxidase. The right 
gland secretes a 0 glycocidase which liberates the phenol. The hardening 
process is therefore initiated as the two secretions mix and surround the 
egg. 

Evidence for the existence of similar mechanisms in the attachment 
cements of fouling organisms exists (Brown, 19SO) but is fragmentary 
since the relevant biochemical studies in Invertebrates .other than arthro- 
pods have not been done. However, the following features may be regarded 
as indications of the existence of a protein-phenol-phenoloxidase setting 
mechanism; when all are present simultaneously, the evidence is strong: 

(a) Demonstration of phenolic compounds in secretory tissue or in 
their secretum, 

(b) Demonstration similarly of phenol oxidase, 

(c) Observed Increase in viscosity or rigidity of secreted cement, 

(d) Double system of secretory components. 

On the basis of these criteria there is strong evidence for the 
existence of quinone tanning in the byssus of the bivalve Mytilus (Brown, 
1952; Smyths, 19S>»; Ramallngam and Ravindrarath, 1971) and some evidence 
for it in the setting of the hydrosarc of Tubularia (Hawes, 1955).  The 
reef building tubeworm Sabellaria also appears to possess such a mechanism 
(Vcvelle, 19t5). The evidence in regard to barnacle cement will be 
discussed in more detail belovt 

It follows that the framework of animal cements is generally of 
protein, a point which can readily be confirmed by analysis if sufficient 
material is available in a pure form, as in bivalves and barnacles 
(Cooke, 1970; Walker, 1972). Where the amounts are insufficient, the 
technique employed by Evans and Christie (1970) may be useful. They showed 
that the attachment of the minute spores of Entermorpha intestinalis 
was vulnerable to proteolytic enzymes, while they were lessened but not 
detached by carbohydrases. The authors therefore concluded that the 
adhesive was a protein-carbohydrate complex. 
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IV. Temporary Adhesion 

As argued above, all small surface living invertebrates must have non- 
gravitational means of temporary attachment, such as suction or  Stefan 
adhesion. The ciliated crawling larvae of many invertebrates such as the 
metatrochs of Spirorbis. the cypho nautes of Bugula» and the pediveligers 
of Ostrea lay down a mucus trail as they glide over the surface. The 
cyprls larva has a complex antennulary organ which is used for temporary 
attachment (Fig. la).  It is not suitably designed to attach by suction, 
but probably adheres through the secretion of adhesive produced most 
likely by numerous unicellular glands which open onto the microvillous 
attachment pad (Nott and Foster, 1969).  Presumably the pad can be detached 
by "peeling off" from one end, while at the same time being capable of great 
resistance to a pull normal to the surface. The process of attachment and 
detachment needs to be observed in detail and interpreted in relation to the 
complex system of extrinsic and intrinsic muscles operating the appendage. 

Stefan predicted the force between two discs of radius R fully 
immersed in a liquid medium of viscosity n as 

F s 
3itnR*r 1    1 ] 

where x,  and x, are the initial and final distances separating the discs 
and t is the time taken to effect separation.     Reducing the equation to its 
more convenient differential form 

F   =  2X^21 x-* (K =  O^SirnR1') 
^ dt 

This equation shows that the force preventing separation of the 
surfaces is a direct function of the rate of separation. The system will 
not withstand indefinitely a continuously applied pull, but it will with- 
stand suddenly applied forces with great resistance and without any danger 
of rupture at a plane of fracture. Furthermore, the adhesion is very 
sensitive both to the area of contact, rising as its square, and to the 
distance of separation, being inversely proportional to the cube of the 
fluid thickness.  In contrast, the horizontal drag, Fy, produced when the 
discs are slid sideways at a given velocity is very much less than the 
vertical force Fx. For discs separated by a fluid with newtonian viscosity 
Hi 

Fy s irR*ndy/dt x"
1. 

Thus, comparing Fy and F« for discs of 1 cm radius separated by a 10u film 
of water with dx/at = dy/dt »1.0 cm/sec: 

Fy = t.V x ID7 dynes 

Fx « 31.>» dynes. 

This form of adhesion is ideal therefore where the animal needs to glide 
over the surface without losing contact with it. 

Perhaps the clearest examples of Stefan adhesion are the limpets. The 
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characteristically low shell with a very large expanse of foot closely applied 
to the surface and covered with mucus secreting glands has been evolved 
independently several times.  In the genus Patella the force of adhesion 
measured by subjecting the animals to a steadily increasing force is 
greatly in excess of an atmosphere (Driver, 1970), showing that suction alone 
is not capable of accounting for the force of adhesion. The lateral force 
required to detach the limpet from a smooth surface is much less than the 
vertical force needed to lift it off. Indeed pulling it off vertically 
often causes failure within the structure of the foot, leaving the epithelium 
still attached.  Limpets and other gastropods can progress over surfaces 
while still attached to them by passing progressive waves of contraction or 
regressive waves of extension along the length of the foot (Jones and 
Trueman, 1970).  The waves can be seen beneath the foot by observing limpets 
walking over glass. They appear as dark areas where the epithelium is 
momentarily raised off the surface. At the forward end of such a wave, the 
muscles evidently 'peel off the epithelium, while at the rear end the 
epithelium is reapplied very closely to the surface probably being pulled 
down by lowered hydrostatic pressure within the wave.  The waves, being 
sources of adhesive weakness, disappear instantly the limpet is disturbed, 
the foot spreading out and applying itself more closely to the surface. 
The mechanism is not immediately obvious, but possibly some of the inter- 
vening fluid can be withdrawn into the substance of the foot, so decreasing 
the separation distance x and greatly increasing the strength of adhesion. 

The ascldian tadpole attaches by a sticky secretion at its anterior 
end, and the material shows no sign of hardening (Lane, 1971). Moreover, 
colonies of compound acidians are capable of limited mobility (Carlisle, 
1961) which would be incompatible with the existence of a rigid cement. 
Probably a viscid material is utilized by such colonies to maintain contact 
with the substratum. 

V.  Barnacle Adhesives 

Adhesives for permanent attachment of barnacles to the substratum 
are secreted at two stages in the life history. Just prior to metamorphosis, 
the cyprid exudes through canals in the antennulary attachment organ, a 
quantity of cement originating from the paired larval cement glands, 
(Fig. 2a,b). This is called the cyprid cement. After a short interval of 
growth, during which the juvenile barnacle is still dependent for adhesion 
on the cyprid cement, the adult cement apparatus develops in the form of 
groups of unicellular glands discharging through collecting ducts which 
open below the calcareous or membranous base of the animal. The cells 
and ducts form an intricate pattern, first described by Darwin (1854), which 
increases in size and complexity with the growth of the animal (Fig. 3). 
The adult cement is obtainable in much larger amounts than the cyprid 
cement, hence, its constitution is better known and it will be convenient 
to describe it first. 

(a) Adult Cement 

(i) Histology and Histochemistry. The appearance under the light 
microscope of the unicellular glands secreting adult cement has been 
described by Bocquet-Vldrine (1965) for Elminius modestus and by Lacombe 
(1966, 1967, 1968) for Balanus tintinnabulum.  Uacombe and Liguori (1969) 
describe differences between B. tintinnabulum and Lepas anatifera in the 
location of the glands and the arrangement or the collecting ducts. In 
B. tintinnabulum (as in Elminius modestus) there were two markedly different 
cytoplasmic regions, one with affinity for basic dyes and the other for 
acid dyes; it was suggested one was a region of synthesis and the other of 
accumulation. On the other hand, Lepas gland calls were not regionally 
differentiated but contained vacuoles varying in size throughout the 
cytoplasm. Lacombe (1967) correctly found that the cytoplasm was P.A.S. 
negative and rich in ribonucleic acid but incorrectly postulated from the 
positive reaction with alcian blue the presence of acid mucopolysaccharide— 
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even though she noticed that ribonuclease treated controls were less strongly 
stained. Walker (1970) using adequate controls, showed that in fact the 
alcian blue reaction was wholely due to the presence of ribonucleic acid 
in the synthetic region of the cell, and no appreciable carbohydrate or 
mucin was present. The collecting canals and the regions where they enter 
the gland cells were shown to be rich in alkaline phosphatase by Arvy et 
al, (1968). 

Walker (1970) described the fine structure of the adult cement glands 
in three species, Balanus balanoides, Elminius modestus and Balanus 
hameri.  In the first two species (Table 1} there were distinct areas, 
staining strongly for ribonucleic acid, and containing free ribosomes, 
mitochondria, and golgi bodies and sometimes lipid globules. All these 
features are indicative of synthetic activity.  Adjacent were areas 
containing aggregations of vacuoles, the contents of which were protein 
positive.  These regions were presumably for storage.  They connected 
with and presumably discharged through intracellular ducts. The cement 
secreting cells of B. hameri had a cytoplasm of uniform appearance, contain- 
ing, however, the same elements that were segregated in two regions of the 
gland cells of the other two species.  Like those of B. tintinnabulum 
(Liguori, 1970), the cells of B. hameri lacked intracellular collecting 
ducts but were in Intimate contact with the cement duct cells. Walker's 
findings show clearly that the material synthesized by the cement glands 
is a protein with no detachable admixture of carbohydrate or lipid. 

(11)  Chemical Analysis.  The successful analysis of adult cement 
depends on obtaining sufficient quantities of unadulterated material. 
Material scraped away from the base could easily become contaminated with 
ovarian lipid if the base were damaged, and this may account for the large 
component of lipid in barnacle cement reported by Cooke (1970) but un- 
supported by other investigators. Walker (1972) devised a method of main- 
taining barnacles under circulation out of contact with the substratum so 
that the cement could be collected at Intervals in a pure state. Nitrogen 
determination both by elemental analysis and by the Keldjahl method showed 
that the material was composed very largely of protein, in agreement with 
Saroyan et al (1970).  Its amino acid composition was also in general 
agreement wTBi that recorded by Cooke (1970) and by Saroyan et^ al (1970), 
but Walker's analyses Include additional information on the ratEer high 
level of sulphur containing amino acids.  Electron probe analysis Indicated 
that not only sulphur but also calcium and phosphorus form an integral 
part of the matrix.  The claim made by Cardarelli (1968) that the cement 
of B. nubills is of carbohydrate and lacking almost entirely in nitrogen, 
differs from the conclusions of all other workers and seems likely to be 
false.  It is Improbable that the material of one species of the genus 
would differ so fundamentally from that of the others. 

The adult cement does not appear to harden, but forms an Insoluble 
somewhat plastic coat where exposed to water.  When a barnacle is gently 
pried  off a surface, fine strands of sticky material, presumably cement, 
can sometimes be seen between the base and the substratum. 

(b) Cyprld Cement 

The suggestion made by Harris (igte) that the fixation of cirripedes 
might be accomplished by means of a quinone tanned protein was first 
tested by Knight Jones, and Crisp (19S3) who obtained positive reactions 
for phenols in the cyprld antennule and cement apparatus.  Hillman and 
Nace (1970) detected protein and traces of lipid in the mass of cement sur- 
rounding the antennule of settled cyprids of B. elumeus, but obtained no 
reaction for carbohydrates nor for phenolic amino acids.  However, Saroyan 
et al (1970) not only demonstrated again the protein nature of the cement. 
Eilt also confirmed the presence of phenolic amino acids. 
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Walker (1971) made a detailed study by light and electron microscopy 
of the whole of the cyprld cement apparatus of the cyprls larva of B. 
balanoldes. He found two types of cells In the cement gland (Fig. 7h) 
which he termed the a and B cells (Table 2).  Llplds and carbohydrates 
were both undetectable. The a cells contained granules giving positive 
reactions for proteins, phenolic compounds, and a polyphenol oxidase 
system; the B cells gave only a reaction with kromphenol blue and therefore 
appear to contain only protein. The reactions of the a cell granules could 
be repeated on the recently discharged cement.  It is therefore tempting 
to suggest that we have here a two component system like that of the cock- 
roach shell gland, which allows polymerization only after the components 
of the o glands have been activated by mixing with B gland material. It 
is strange, however, that whereas all the B material appears to be dis- 
charged, considerable amounts of a granules are left in the cells. After 
discharge the duct system is left empty. Possibly the B material is 
flushed through after the a granules and the process of mixing occurs 
externally.  Like the adult cement, the cyprld cement, when probed, 
appears plastic and sticky rather than rigid. 

VI. Mechanism of Barnacle Adhesion 

The mode of growth of a barnacle makes it impossible for the 
calcareous side walls (parietes) to be firmly bound to the substratum. It 
is therefore necessary for the base alone to be cemented and the parietes 
to be held down by muscles which can relax when necessary to allow 
accretion at the growing basal margin of the shell. 

Gutmann (1960) described these as "fixation fibres" (Fig. U). They 
are very numerous and have a long tendon stretching to the parietes and a 
short tendon >.o the base, with a small muscle between. Thus the mechanical 
structure of a barnacle is precisely like that of a limpet, the only major 
difference being •.he ability of the latter to move voluntarily on rythmic 
waves of compression or extension (Crisp, 1965b). Despite literary allusions 
to the contrary (Dickens, 1837), barnacles are capable of lateral movement 
under sustained pressure (Crisp, 1960), and they can, like limpets, be 
detached and reset.  It Is reasonable, therefore, to suppose that the 
adhesive mechanism of the adult sessile barnacle is also, like that of the 
limpet, of the Stefan type, dependent on a high viscosity fluid rather 
than a chemically bound rigid solid for its bond. 

The same arguments do not apply to the adhesion of the cyprld, nor of 
the stalked barnacle. The cyprld attachment cement has only a temporary 
function; it could be ruptured after the adult glands became functional 
without the animal's suffering serious harm. The stalked barnacle probably 
does not need to be able to migrate under pressure. Its cement appears 
to become hard and waxy; nevertheless, the glands remain active throughout 
life and the animal can recement itself if detached (Patel, 1959). 
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a.r. radial aanse organs 
•.a. axial aanaa organ 
a.p. postaxial sans« organ 

Figur« la:    Structure of the antennule of Bal«nm balgnoido 
(From Nott and Foster, 1969). 
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Figure  lb.     Structure of the antennulary attachment organ of 
Balanus balanoidea  (From Nott and Foster,   (1969). 

Fig.lb (key to abbreviations used) 

a.d. axial dome 

c. cuticle 

c.v. cutlcular vllll 

on* cement duct 

den,IV dendrites to the fourth segment 

g. antennular gland 

m.l. longitudinal muscle 

m.t. transverse muscle 

p.g. pore of antennular gland 

s.a. axial sense organ 

s.p. postaxial sense organ 

s.r. radial sense organ 

set.l preaxial seta 

set.2 postaxial seta 

vm. velum 
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Figure 2a. Cuprid cement apparatus. 
Arrangement for the discharge of the contents of the cement gland through 
the antennulary attachment organ. 

a.d. 
a.g. 
cd. 
c.a. 
e.g. 
m.s. 
o. 

Attachment disc of antennulary organ 
Antennulary glands (for temporary adhesion?) 
Cement gland duct 
Compound eye 
Cement gland 
Muscular sac 
Oil globules 

II, III, IV, Segments of antennule (After Walker) 
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mm* 

m.c.d. 

Figure 2b.  Cyprid cement apparatus. 
Median transverse section through one of the cement glands of the cyprid 
showing the positions of the two cell types a and B. n - nucleus, m.c.d. - 
median collecting duct.  (From Walker 1971). 
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,"—Primary duct 

.Secondary duct 

Circumferential duct 

-~*ase edge 

Figur« 3. Balanus hauneri.  Portion of calcareous base showing the adult 
cement duct system.  (From Walker, 1970.) 
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me 

bas mem 

Figure t.     Section of the edge of a growing barnacle.  The parietal plate 
on the left shows the last four growth increments, probably 
corresponding to moults.  A thin slip of tissue (shaded) separates 
the growing edge of the parietal plate from the growing rim of the 
base.  Fixation fibres (fixf) with small striated muscles (me) 
and a short tendon hold the parietal plate to the base (bas. mem). 
The latter is fixed by adult adhesive to the rock surface. 
(Diagram after Gutmann, 1960) 
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Olscuaalon 

Lindner t You mentioned that your laboratory found some evidence of 
phenolase or polyphenoloxidase enzyme. My question would be what kind of 
evidence did you find and if you did in the electron microprobe analysis, 
did you look for copper since the phenolase enzyme does contain a copper 
and that would be a very good indication for phenolase enzyme presence. 

Crisp: The phenoloxidase was Identified by histochemlcal tests, not for 
the presence of copper. We looked at the metallic elements present in the 
cement by means of electron probe, but copper was only present in trace 
amounts. It was not present in these congregations of material which were 
largely aluminium, iron and cllicon, but there was really too little of 
it present for us to be sure whether it was uniformly distributed or was 
an Impurity. So I would not like to say that we have got evidence in the 
presence of copper of a phenoloxidase. The evidence is solely of the 
histochemlcal tests and that was in the cells which are producing—the 
cement cells, the alpha cells—which are producing the cement material 
which is discharged down the duct. 
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Molecular Fouling of Surfaces   In Seawater 

Rex Nelhof and George Loeb 

Naval Research Laboratory 
Washington, D. C.  20390 

As  part of an  Investigation of  the  Initial events  occurring on 
exposure  of solid surfaces to seawater,  the surface electrical charge 
of different model   particles exposed to various seawater media has been 
measured by electrophoresis.    The  Importance of traces of dissolved 
organic matter  In  Imparting the characteristic moderately negative 
charge generally observed on  Immersed solids was  assessed by using 
seawater samples treated with ultraviolet  light  to destroy organic 
constituents.     Model  particles of an anlon exchange resin,  germanium 
and  quartz exhibited surface charges  ranging from strongly positive 
to strongly negstlve  in  irradiated  seawaters but   In untreated seawater 
converged within a  range from zero to moderately negative.    The amount 
of seawater necessary to complete the change  in charge on a given number 
of  particles was  inversely related  to the content of dissolved organic 
matter.    A comparison of  results in  Irradiated natural  seawater and a 
simple artificial seawater indicated that the seven major  inorganic  ions 
are  responsible for determining the  charge of solids  In organic-free 
si, "ater.     Thus  the surface charge exhibited by solids   in natural 
seawater  Is contributed  largely by an adsorbed  layer of electronegative 
organic matter.    The difficulty with which this material   is eluted from 
surfaces  suggests that  it  is macromolocular. 

Keywords:     Electrophoresis;  Dissolved organlcs;  Surface 
activity;   Seawater;  Macromolecular adsorption;  Molecular 
fouling;  Surface charge;  Organic photodegradation;   Sea- 
water  immersion. 

Introduction 

Fouling  and corrosion are  initiated on the surfaces  of materials subjected  to 
marine exposure.    An understanding of the mechanisms of adhesion of fouling organisms and 
of corrosive attack  therefore  requires a knowledge of the surface  properties of materials 
In contact with seawater.    An   Important  lactor  in these  interfacial  processes  is  the 
electrical charge on the  surface.     In an earlier investigation we determined the  surface 
charge of various  partlculate materials with widely different surface  properties  using a 
recently Improved mlcroelectrophoresls technique  (1,2)   .    These model  particles   in arti- 
ficial seawater exhibited surface charges ranging from strongly positive for an anlon 
exchange resin to strongly negative for a clay mineral,  but   in natural seawater showed a 
restricted  range of moderately negative values of surface chtu-ge.    This range was  similar 
to that of  natural  partlculate matter such as  bacteria,  small algae and detritus.     These 
results suggest  that solid surfaces adsorb similar,  electrciegatively charged, minor 
constituents from seawater. 

Experiments with dialyzed seawater indicated that substances with molecular weights 
both below and above about 12,000 were Involved in producing the changes in surface charge 
observed with model particles. These results together with the observations of Harvey (3} 
ZoBell  (4),  Bader,  Hood and Smith  (5) and others strongly suggest  that  the constituents 

I  
Figures  in parentheses   Indicate the literature references  at the end of this  paper. 
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responsible are organic.    To evaluate this  possibility  it  is necessary to have as a con- 
trol, seawater which is free of organic nutter.    Artificial seawater is not entirely 
satisfactory for this  purpose because of the traces of organic  surface active material 
known to be  present even  in reagent grade salts of high purity   (6).     Ultraviolet  photo-oxi- 
dation as described by Armstrong, Williams and Strickland   (7),  however,  seems to offer an 
eminently suitable method for  ridding seawater of organic matter.     It  requires no addition 
of chemicals to the water sample other than a small amount of hydrogen peroxide or other 
source of oxygen and decomposition appears substantially complete within a few hours. 
This  paper reports on the differences  in surfsce properties of selected materials after 
exposure to natural and  photo-oxidized seawaters. 

Experimental 

The electrophoresis apparatus, described elsewhere  in detsil   (2) consisted of a 
flat,  quartz observation cell  0.074 x 1.21 cm in cross-section fused  through graded seals 
to Pyrex electrode chambers at each end.    The cell was  positioned with faces vertical 
for viewing with a horizontal microscope at 400 x and was  immersed  in s water bath kept 
at  29.00%.    Palladium-hydrogen electrodes   (8)  served to provide the necessary 6 - 10 Ma 
current. 

The electrophoretic mobility, M,  In  (um/sec)/(V/cm) wss computed from the formula: 

M »      D K A 
TI 

where T is the time  in seconds  required for a  particle  to traverse a distance, D,  in a* 
observed on a calibrated microscope reticule, K  la the apeclfic conductance of the sus- 
pending medium in ohm"1cm     ,   I   is  the current  in amperes and A  is  the cross sectional 
area of the electrophoresis cell   in cm .    The mean mobility of 20 particles was routinely 
taken to characterize a suspension.    Standard deviations ofiO.05-0.10 were typicsl. 

Conductivities were measured  at 25.00oC  in a dip cell  using a bridge  (Beckman 
RC-18)  operating at  1000 Hz.     Salinity values were derived  from conductivities   (9). 

Seawater samples were obtained from two sources:   the Chesapeake Bay off Patuxent 
Naval Air Station, Maryland   (collected at high tide 3 May,   1872,  salinity 9.0%, ,  pH 7.9) 
and the Gulf of Mexico about  350 km WNW Key West, Florida  (25o50'  N;  8So30'« collected 
29 March,  1972, salinity 35.4%,,   pH 8.1).    The latter sample was  taken about one meter 
below the surface through Nytex and  polyethylene tubing by auction  into 20-liter carboys 
and was received  in the  laboratory two days Ister.    Both samples were filtered through 
300 um Nylon plankton nets at  the time of collection and stored  at  3%  in Pyrex or 
Teflon FEP containers.    Before use, water samples were centrifuged for 30 min at  18,000 
g    in 150 ml Corex bottles  to free them of nstursl partlculste matter.    All glassware 

and Teflon which was to contact  seawater waa cleaned  in a ilxture of hot concentrated 
nitrlc-sulfuric acids,  rinsed   in distilled water and dried   in an oven or rinsed  in the 
seawater to be used.    Teflon storage contsiners were also steamed  for a half hour after 
cleaning. 

Artificial seawater conformed  to the formulation ot  Lyman and Fleming  (10),  but 
contained only the sslts contributing the seven major  ions  In aeawater.     It is referred 
to as  "7-ion seawater".    The salinity was adjusted to match the  sal laity of the natural 
seswater under atudy.    Water for dilutions and final  rinsing of  glassware was obtained 
after an alkaline  permanganate distillation,  scrubbing of the steam in dilute phosphoric 
acid and  finally distillation  in a  two-stage qusrtz still. 

The dissolved organic carbon content of water aamplea was determined by the method 
of Menzel and Vaccaro  (11). 

Model  particles of quartz,  germanium and a strong-base   Ion exchange  resin carrying 
quaternary ammonium groups   (Dowex 21 K)were chosen to exhibit widely differing surface 
properties.     In sddltion,  germanium and quartz are useful materials  for companion optical 
and photometric studies.    Germanium from a broken  Internal  reflection prism and trans- 
parent quartz were powdered   in a  Plattner mortar.    The  Ion exchange  resin was powdered 
with a porcelain mortar and  peatle.    All  particles were  fractionated by differential 
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sedimentation to retain those with diameters  In the range of about  0.5  - S um.    Quartz 
particles were cleaned  In several  changes of hot concentrated nitric  acid, washed 
thoroughly  In distilled water and   Ignited overnight  at  600oC.    Germanium particles were 
heated overnight  at  600%  In an atmosphere of  purified hydrogen.    The   Ion exchange resin 
was washed several times  In distilled wster.    Contact of cleaned  particles with labora- 
tory atmosphere and other possible sources of contamination was minimized. 

Organic constituents   in seawater and  7-ion water were decomposed by ultraviolet 
photoxldation in an apparatus similar to that described by Armstrong,  et  si.   (7).    The 
samples  in stoppered 120 ml  quartz tubes were  Illuminated at  a distance of about 5 cm 
by a  1200 W Hanovia ultraviolet  lamp.    Forced air cooling kept  the  temperature of the 
water near the surfsce at  60-65oC.    Oxygen was supplied by addition of  two drops of  30% 
hydrogen peroxide per tube at  three or four intervals during a  total   Illumination period 
of about 24 hr. 

In a typical experiment model  particles were suspended  in seawater or 7-ion sea- 
water at a suspension density of about 0.4 x 10    particles/ml   in 25 ml Corex centrifuge 
tubes with polypropylene screw caps.    The particles were exposed to  increasing volumes 
of  seawater by auccesslve centrIfugatIons and resuspensions with 25 ml  portions.     It was 
neceassry to break up aggregates of  particles  in fresh suspensions  of quartz and german- 
ium and also occasionally after numerous centrlfugatlons by brief  treatment with an 
ultrasonic  probe shielded from direct contact with the seawater by a  glass test tube 
filled with water.    This treatment did not detectably affect  the mobilities. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The electrophoretic mobilities of  the model  particles of  anion exchange resin, 
quartz and germanium exposed to  Increasing volumes of two quite different kinds of sea- 
water are shown  in Figs.   1  and 2   (left aectlon).    The Gulf of Mexico sample had the 
rather high salinity and low fertility typical of  tropical seas while that from the 
Cheaapeake Bay waa estusrlne and of  low salinity.     In both samples  the mobilities assumed 
by the model  particles after equilibration fell  in a rather narrow range:   from 0 to -0.6 
for Gulf water and  -0.55 to -0.80 for Bay water.    These results  are similar to those 
obtained earlier with other materials   in other seswater samples,  namely,  that all 
particles tend to assume similar mobilities   (aid therefore surface charge) when exposed 
to seawater  (1).    As already mentioned a tenable explanation for these results  is that 
the  particles become coated with minor,  elcctrcnegative constituents dissolved  in 
seawater.    In such situations  it  Is well known thst adsorbed material usually dominates 
electroklnetlc behavior regardless of the nature of the underlying surfsce   (12).    We 
shall discuss the results  in terms  of this hypothesis. 

With quartz and germanium,  surface coverage with adsorbed material   is apparently 
complete at the first contact  of  particles with the smallest  volume of water used  (5 ml) 
and  no significant changes  in mobility occurred with increasing volumes  of either sample 
of natural seawater.    With the  ion exchange resin,  however,  there  is  an Indication of 
less than equilibrium coverage with exposure to small  quantities  of  Bay water and  in 
Gulf water an exposure of sbout  250 ml   is  required before a constant  surfsce charge  is 
reached.        The greater volume  required for equilibration of the resin  is  probably due 
largely to its  porous nature, which would result   in a much larger capacity for inter- 
action with seawater constituents compared  to the relatively smooth,  non-porous surfsces 
of glsss and germanium.    The  larger amount of Gulf water needed  to reach a constsnt 
surfsce charge compared to Bay water  is correlated with its  lower content  of dissolved 
orgsnlc carbon, 0.75 mg carbon / 1 versus 2.3 mg carbon / 1. 

More definitive evidence that  organic matter  is  Implicated  In contributing a 
surfsce charge to the particles   in aeawater  is derived from experiments   in  photo- 
oxidized media  (middle section.  Figs.   1  and  2).    Quartz in all cas^s   is observed to 
carry a negative charge consistent with  its behavior in simpler electrolyte solutions 
(13).     In photo-oxidized Bsy water,  however,  the charge  is especially  high.     In this 
caae the adsorption of material  carrying only a moderate electronegative charge would 
be expected to  Impart a  lower charge to the surfsce.    This  is the result  actually 
observed  in untreated Bsy water.     In  photo-oxidized Gulf water the surfsce charge of 
quartz  la so similar to that   In the untreated water that the formation of  an adsorbed 
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adsorbed  film cannot be demonstrated;   other techniques would be required.    Germanium 
carries  a much lower charge than quartz  In photo-oxId 1zed watera.     However,  adaorptlon 
of electronegative constituents from untreated water  Imparts an  Increased charge with 
the  result  thst germanium and quartz show nearly the same surface charge   In both Bay 
and üulf waters. 

The  Ion exchange resin particles exhibit  the most marked differences between 
photo-ox Id 1 zed and untreated «aters.     The  high  positive mobilities   In  photo-oxidized 
seawaters are to be expected  If the strongly basic quaternary ammonium groups which  It 
carries are free to dissociate  In solutions of non-complexIng electrolytes.     In untreated 
Gulf water the charge on the resin particles   Is  lowered only to  zero and not  to a nega- 
tive value comparable to that of quartz and  germanium.    Similarly paitlcle mobilities 
In the  presence of adsorbing protein have been found to vary somewhat with the nature of 
the  partlculate material   (12,14),     This may be due  In this case to  Incomplete coverage 
of  fixed  positive groups by negatively charged  adsorbing constituents.    Whether the more 
complete coverage apparent  In Bay water  Is due to a greater concentration or chemical 
difference  In adsorbing species,  or to still other factors cannot  yet be decided. 

In the right hand sections  of Figs.   1 and 2 are shown the results of  transferring 
the same  particles which had been exposed to repeated changes of  photo-oxidized seawater 
(middle section)  to untreated water.     In all  cases there  is a change   In mobility after 
comparable washing to the values  obtained by direct  Immersion In untreated water  (compare 
left section).    Thus exposure to photo-oxidized seawater produces no  Irreversible surface 
changes  In any of the model  particles. 

For reasons which have been discussed by Strickland and Parsons   (IS)   It   Is not 
possible  tu ascertain by available analytical methods whether the photo-oxidation pro- 
cedure completely destroys all the organic  matter  in seawater.    Our analyses for dis- 
solved organic carbon Indicate only that  more  than 90% has been fully oxidized.    We have 
attempted  to compenaate for this uncertainty by  Increasing the time of   irradatlon several 
fold  over the original  recommendation of Armstrong, et al.   (7).    The constancy of the 
mobility values with exposure to  increasing volumes of  irradiated water  is consistent 
with the view that  any undestroyed organic matter remaining  Is not surface active. 

Additional  support for the contention that the surface charge  of  the  particles  Is 
not being significantly  Influenced by residual  organic matter In photo-oxidized seawater 
comes from the mobility data  in Irradiated  7-lon seawater of the same   Ionic strength as 
the  natural  seawater samples   (middle sections,  Figs.  1  and 2),    The surface charge of all 
particles   In the two kinds of  photo-oxidized water  la essentially the same.     It   is ex- 
tremely unlikely that  residual organic  material can be producing such similar effects  in 
these  two different media.    Rather it  seems  reasonable to conclude that  only the seven 
major  Ions of  photo-oxidized seawater are   important  In determining the surface charge of 
these  particles.    Auxiliary experiments with  Irradiated  7-ion seawater which had  lower 
than the normal concentration of magnesium Indicated that this  Ion was   Important   In 
determining the charge of germanium and  quartz but not of the  ion exchange  resin.    This 
Is consistent with the observed effects  of  polyvalent   iona on negatively charged aurfaces 
(16), 

It will be noted that  the mobilities of a given kind of particle are higher In 
Bay than  In Gulf water.    This can be  largely attributed  to the presence of a more ex- 
panded   Ionic double  layer outside  the surface of ahear around  the  particle  in the lower 
Ionic  strength Bay water  (17).     However,   the difference  In mobility between the two media 
Is  not  the same for different  particles  because different materials can be expected to 
follow different   Ionic strength mobility relationships as a  result  of  factors auch aa  ion 
adsorption and  particle conductivity  (12,17).    Therefore  it  is not yet  possible to draw 
quantitative conclusions about  the similarity of adsorbed materials   In samples of natural 
seswater of different  ionic strength.     Spectral  studies may be more helpful   In eatabllsh- 
ing the chemical nature of substances  adsorbing from different seawaters. 

A rough check on the adequacy of  the  supply of organic matter of  seawater to give 
substantial surface coverage of  the model   particles can be made by  introducing several 
approximations and  assumptions.    The  Interfaclal  area  In 1 ml of  a standard suspension 
containing about 0.4 x 107 particles of a non-porous material such as  quartz and germanium 
Is about  0.25 cm2 assuming an average  particle size of 1 um and  a  roughness  factor of  two 
(18),     A protelnaceous material giving monolayer coverage  In this area with about  0,8 x 
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10~4 ag/cM3 would require • dlsaolved organic carbon concentration of 0.01 ng/1 aaaualng 
a carbon content of HOk, Thla la leas than 2% of the amount found even In the acre dilute 
Oulf aaaple  (0.79 ng C/l).    An asauaptlon of aonolayer coverage by other typea of organic 
compounds would not change thla eatimate by more than a factor of three.    Thus  It would 
appear that the adsorbable constituents could represent a very snail fraction of the total 
organic content. 

An aaaeaaaent of the difficulty of removal of adaorbed constituents was carried out 
by subjecting particles previously equilibrated with untreated seawater to washing In 
photo-oxId 1 zed seawater.    The degree of retention may be estimated from the ratio of the 
mobility change after washing to the total change possible If reversion to the mobility of 
fresh particles In photo-ox Id 1 zed media were attained.    After waahlng with up to eight 
29 ml portions over a period of a day, germanium and quartz ahowed retentions of 70% and 
90%, respectively, while the Ion exchange resin retained 100% of Ita mobility.    Additional 
washing In distilled water followed by resuspenslon In photo-oxidized seawater lowered the 
retention valuea of quartz and Ion exchange reain to aa little aa 80% but produced little 
further change In germanium.    The results show that the adaorbed constituents are rather 
tightly held by the particle aurtaces and suggests that they are macromolecular inaamuch 
aa the cooperative natiue of the multiple binding sites possible In such materials would 
readily account for a strong association (19).    Other evidence for this haa been dlacuaaed 
previously  (1). 

The results of this study show that materials with electropositive    or strongly 
electronegative surface charges are unlikely to exist  In natural seawater.    Materials 
which are capable of exhibiting extreme surface charges In water containing only the 
Inorganic constltuenta of seawater will take on moderately negative charges when exposed 
to natural seawater.    Thla occurs aa a result of a rapid interaction with dissolved 
organic material.    In view of the variety of materials on which auch adsorption haa been 
shown to occur we suggest that  it may take place on all aurfacea at least to some extent. 
Dissolved polymeric materials In particular have the required properties for thla Inter- 
action.    Proteinaceous and humlc materials and other substances derived from the degra- 
dation of natural producta of marine and terrestrial origin are predominantly negatively 
charged polymers and are therefore attractive candidates  (20).    Adaorbed materials may 
very well favor the colonization of marine microorganisms  (4) and thereby constitute the 
first step In a sequence of events leading to macrofoullng. 
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Discussion 

Qusstlon;  I an not too sure whether to direct this question to Dr. Nelhof 
or Dr. Baler. Both of them might like to consider It; from your results 
and from the type of thing that Dr. Baler Is reporting, you do get these 
conditioning layers probably organic layers which Dr. Baler was talking about 
on the surface to which something will adsorb. You are talking about the 
smaller particles. It Is obvious that both the smaller particles and the 
large surface are both being (or probably being) covered or conditioned 
by the same material. How Is this going to affect their Interaction or 
that between the small particle and the large surface? 

Nelhof;  Well, one can speculate of course. It Is easy to see In something 
like an Ion exchange resin that electrostatic Interactions are going to 
be very strong.  It Is not so easy to see on that basis why something with 
an electro-negative charge Is going to adhere to something else with an 
electro-negative charge, but I think people like Pethlca, for example, have 
Indicated enough possibilities, dipole-dipole Interactions, hydrogen bonding, 
and you, yourself. Indicated some possibilities this morning so that it is 
easy to find mechanisms for the sticking of particles to surfaces even 
though the electrostatic forces do not appear to be there. There is also 
the possibility of a mosaic of charges on a surface which Itself may look 
like a negative surface, but positive groups may nevertheless be present and 
be taking part in binding of an electrostatic nature. There is one thing. 
I hope I didn't confuse anybody.  I did forget to say that in all of these 
model particle studies the sea water had been previously centrifuged to 
clarify it of any natural particles.  So the work on model particles is 
completely divorced from that on natural particles. Now, I would like to 
imply although I have nothing to really prove this, that natural particles 
may very well have interacted with the materials that contribute this 
negative charge, although that is not necessary. Many of them are already 
negatively charged but if in laboratory systems, they do perhaps show 
extreme electro-negative charges, they are obviously not likely to do so 
in sea water.  I doubt if that answers your question. 

Baler;  I doubt if I can shed any great light on this interaction between 
the small particles and the large, but it gives me the opportunity to make 
the comment that Rex and George have now shown something that has been 
familiar in other biologically active fluids (in particular, blood, where 
the surface-charged Induced adhesive hypothesis has been invoked time and 
time again) that a net negative surface might in some way repell net 
negatively charged cells in a saline media and it has been found by a group 
led by Lynacker and colleagues many years ago that no matter what the 
original surface charge as measured by say, resting potential of metals, 
or seta potential of insulators, plastics and so on, that, if they arc 
flowed with blood, with serum, with even pure protein solutions, within 
seconds of contact of the protein-containing medium, they all come to the 
identical surface state in terms of surface charge. So in terms of 
implications for biological adhesions, biological fouling, if we are going 
to continue to think of surface charging having an influence at all, we have, 
therefore, to think of the original surface charge state as influenced 
through perterbatlon of the initially adsorbed organic layer and that once 
that organic layer has brought everything to the same state of surface 
charge, the latter can no longer dictate subsequent result. It has to now 
be mediated through the protein or other organic three-dimensional 
configuration or chemical groups and I look upon these last couple of slides, 
especially the Chesapeake Bay water as a beautiful extension of the 
findings to other biological regimes such as sea water which we can now 
all consider a very dilute chicken soup. 
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Ship-fouling M an »volutloary proceaa. 

Q. Russell and O.P. Morris. 

Department of Botany, The University, Liverpool L69 ?BX, England 

Eotocarpus siliculosus Is a cosmopolitan species of brown algae 
and it occurs naturally in a wide range of habitat conditions.    It 
is also one of the most consistently successful ship-fouling algae, 
often present In sufficient quantity to cover large areas of hull 
treated with copper-based antifouling preparations* 

Preliminary investigations have shown that ship-borne 
Eotocarpus has a higher tolerance to copper than plants of the _ 
species collected from an uncontaminated rocky shore (I)1,   nils 
study has been extended to Include a large number of Eotocarpus 
populations collected from diverse habitats« 

Isolates from these populations have been grown in unialgal 
culture and their performance in the presence of copper has been 
assessed by means of a new bioassay technique.    The technique, 
which tests early developmental stages as well as adult material, 
Is described In detail. 

Our results show that copper tolerance In Eotocarpus is a 
fairly widespread phenomenon, usually having evolved in populations 
whose habitat conditions are associated with high copper concentrations. 

However, copper tolerance has also been found to arise by 
spontaneous mutation from an otherwise copper sensitive strain, 
thereby producing plants of high potential fouling ability.   The 
heritable nature of copper tolerance has been established by 
culture of many successive generations of plants. 

Methods by which population differences are maintained are 
mentioned and the significance of our findings In relation to fouling 
problems is discussed. 

Key words;    Copper tolerance; population; selection; nutation. 

1.    Introduction. 

The purpose of this investigation was to examine the ship-fouling properties of 
Eotooaryus siliculosus.    Linked with the success of this species as a fouling alga is its 
cosmopolitan distribution and capacity to grow in a very wide range of marine and ostuarine 
habitats.    On the basis of this information It seemed sensible to consider the possibility 
that the adaptive properties of E. siliculosus might be genetically determined and that 
genetic variability might account also for the ship-fouling aptitude of the species.    We 
decided therefore to examine this species on a population basis and in relation to copper, 
the traditional antlfouling toxicant. 

The numbers in parentheses refer to the list of references at the end of this paper. 
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2.    Methods. 

We used the term 'population' In the sense only of a number of Ectocarpua plants 
growing together within the confines of a recognisable habitat, eg. a ship's hull or a 
particular area of shore line* 

Such plants were Isolated and grown In laboratory culture using a relatively Inorganic 
medium based on that of von Stosch (2). 

The response of the plants to copper was measured chiefly by growth although 
observations on fertility and morphology were also made«    Growth of adult plant material 
was assessed by centrlfugation In blood sedimentation (Wintroba) tubes for 10 minutes at 
'tiOOO rpm.    Juvenile stages grown from motile zoospores were measured on the basis of cell 
counts and filament lengths«   All material was grown in 100 ml of medium contained in 
'Pyrex* crystallising dishes«   All cultures received continuous Illumination of 2,700 lux 
from 'White' fluorescent tubes and all were grown at 110C, 

Under these conditions the plants grew well and gave consistent, repeatable results« 
All experiments were run in duplicate and the results did not Indicate a requirement for 
further replication«    Experiments with adult material were terminated after 33 days of 
growth;  sporellng experiments were terminated 21 days after zoospore discharge« 

3«    Results. 

1« Population analyses. 

The responses of E, Biliculosus populations to copper were compared in two ways: 

A« Overall population responses were Indicated by the performance of single cultures 
containing ten plants sampled from each population« This approach was used for both adult 
and sporellng material« 

B. The performances of ten or twenty single plant Isolates were measured separately to 
assess possible variation within populations from different habitats. 

A« Overall population responses. 

Fig. 1 shows the results obtained for adult plant samples. Ship-fouling populations 
plus certain others show relatively high tolerance to copper« The most tolerant plants 
were those collected from habitats with substrates of high copper content, for example on 
rocks at old copper minings (Bradda) and on the painted surface of a test panel (Salcombe 
Panel}« Some populations show such a high degree of adaptation to a cupriferous 
environment (eg« Daphnella) that the plants grew better at a copper concentration of 0.10 
mgm/litre than in the control medium. 

As is shown in Fig« 2, sporelings showed essentially the same response to copper as the 
adults from which they were derived« 

At this point in the investigation it seemed possible that copper tolerance might only 
reflect differences in vigour of the strains involved« This was overcome by devising an 
index cf copper tolerance which simply related plant performance under treatment with growth 
under control conditions« Low tolerance indices were given by non-tolerant populations 
while the more copper-tolerant plants gave higher values, as shown in Figs. 3 & ^« In most 
cases it was necessary to consult both growth rate and tolerance index values to effect a 
full comparison of population responses to copper« 

The tolerance index also provided a means of comparing adult and sporellng performance; 
the high correlation between adult and sporellng Indices (p«C0.001; see Fig. 5) indicates 
that copper tolerance is under genetic control and is transmitted normally from generation 
to generation« 
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B.    Individual plant r«Bpoiiaea. 

The observations on aporeling growth suggeated considerable variability within 
populations; this variation has been quantified for adult plant samples of populations from 
four different habitats on the coasts of England, Wales and the Isle of Man. 

1* Rhosnelgr (Wales) - unoontanlnated rocky shore. 

2* Bradda (Isle of Man) - highly toxic copper mine, 

3. Salcombe Panel (England) ) May be subject to spore Immigration from 

k» Port St. Mary (Isle of Man) I areas of high copper influence. 

The results obtained (Figs. 6 and 7) show that at Bradda, where the Influence of 
copper is very strong, natural selection eliminates all but the more tolerant plants. 
Conversely at Rhosnelgr it would appear that in the absence of copper the tolerant genotype 
Is at a selective disadvantage. 

Variation may be maintained or enhanced in the remaining populations- as a result of one 
or more factors which may Include mlcrohabitat differences in selectivity, spontaneous 
Mutation in established genotypes, or immigration from adjacent copper tolerant populations. 

2.   Mutation. 

Treatment of soospores from the Rhosnelgr strain, a copper-sensitive population, 
resulted on one occasion in the appearance of a single plant growing in a medium containing 
0.10 mgm Cu/1» Fig. 2.    This first generation plant, the sole survivor of an inoculum of 
about 120,000 eoospores, proved capable of growth and reproduction in a copper concentration 
which was lethal both to its parent material and to its siblings. 

The progeny of this plant were subcultured into two different media half were grown - 
through nine successive generations - in the absence of selection i.e. in control medium, 
while half were subjected to selection in a medium containing 0.10 mgm copper/litre, 
nie ninth generation sporellngs from both regimes were compared by subculturing in control 
and copper media.    Results are given in Fig. 8. 

The second and ninth generations of tolerant sporellngs did not differ significantly 
in response to copper whether grown previously in a control medium or in one containing 
copper.   The responses of these sporellngs did, however, differ significantly from those of 
first generation siblings and the parent strain. 

This indicates that the solitary first generation survivor of copper treatment is 
Indeed a spontaneous mutant for copper tolerance,    nie results also show that copper 
tolerance is a stable character capable of unchanged transmission through at least nine 
asexual generations. 

't.   Discussion. 

nie results have shown that E, sillculoaus is not uniform in its response to copper, 
and the existence of copper tolerant populations - associated with high levels of 
environmental copper - has been demonstrated« 

Inevitably such populations would have a high fouling potential against copper-based 
antifouling paints, and once established on a ship they would be provided with an excellent 
means of dispersal so that this metal would. In tine, be expected to lose its effectiveness 
against fouling plants in much the same «ay as 001 became ineffective against insects and 
warf«rln against rats. 

It is highly probable that the variable nature of Ectocarpus is the basis of the 
unaccountable variation in success of antifouling techniques.    A toxic hull nay come into 
contact with a highly tolerant population and be unexpectedly fouled while a susceptible 
ship may avoid such populations and remain clean for a long time. 
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Naturally occurrini; copper-tolerant populations may be associated with mine wastes, 
cupriferous rock or the long term use of copper as an antifouling toxicant«    Although 
such populations obviously provide the most potent source of further fouling, a chance 
contact between a mutant spore on a ship's hull could lead to hull colonisation from an 
otherwise harmless population« 

The situation may also be complicated by the chelating effects of KDTA and soil 
extract, both of which have been shown effectively to reduce the toxicity of copper to 
E6tocarpus.    On the other hand we have found that reduced light intensity, though retarding 
the growth of Ectocarrus. did not in fact materially affect its intrinsic copper tolerance. 
Both these observations obviously relate to the conditions in a port system rich in organic 
pollutants or containinß silty water. 

In the search for new antifouling preparations and procedures it is clear that all 
aspects of the proposed shipping route should be known.    This formidable objective is 
probably unrealisable but a more comprehensive bioassay method should at least establish 
a firmer basis for prediction. 
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Discussion 

R.A. Neihof suggested that an organism adapted to a copper species contained in a fresh- 
water outlet would not necessarily be adapted to the copper species leaking out of antifouling 
paint.      O.P. Morris  replied that he had information only on the converse situation:    plants grow- 
ing on antifouling paint were found also to be tolerant to ionic copper in the culture medium. 

In reply to the question whether the different developed tolerances to copper were 
associated with its uptake, O.P.  Morris replied that Ectoearpus zoospores display the same resist- 
ance as the adult material, though they have no cell wall.      It was therefore difficult to conceive 
of a tolerance mechanism dependant on the exclusion of copper from the cell.      The actual copper 
content of small marine algae had not so far been analysed. 

J. Smith observed that  although copper paints had been used on ships for years, he had 
not yet experienced a fouling problem with Ectoearpus. though he had with Enteromorpha.      O.P. 
Morris replied that in his experience, Ectoearpus on ships was confined to the lower half of the 
hull, where growth is not luxuriant and the plants are inconspicuous.      Possibly it was excluded 
from better lit situations by competition from Enteromorpha.      He thought that copper tolerance 
would by now be firmly established in both of these fouling algae.      It was then reported that 
ships coming into Southampton were fouled not only by Ectoearpus and Enteromorpha. but by Giffordia. 
Ceranium and Polysiphonia. 

Another speaker asked whether there was any relationship between the salinity at the site 
of collection and the tolerance of the plants to copper.      The salinity of the culture medium was 
between 33 and 35°/00.      The Isle of Man populations at Bradda, Port Erin and Port St.  Mary were all 
growing within a mile of each other.      The salinity did not vary significantly, but the copper 
tolerances were considerably different, so suggesting no correlation. 

J.S.  tyland inquired whether Ectoearpus bred asexually or sexually, and whether acquired 
tolerances were trSiismitted to sexually produced offspring.      O.P.  Morris replied that British 
Ectoearpus. used in his research, reproduces asexually, but that sexually reproducing populations 
exist in warmer waters,  as at Naples for example. 

H.  Barnes pointed out that the strength of the copper in the solutions utilized exceeded 
its solubility product in sea water.      It was important, therefore, to ascertain what state the 
copper was in.      Was it complexed 7      Does its free ion effect copper entry to, and indeed action 
in, the plant cell 7      It was essential to learn more about the physical chemistry of copper in sea 
water, and in media which contain organic materials,  and to know something about the relation 
between copper inside and outside the cell. 
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Larval Transport, Settlement, and Population Structure of Offshore 
Blofoullng Asseoblages In the Northeastern Gulf of Mexico 

W. E. Pequegnat and Linda H.  Pequegnat 

Texas A&M University 
College Station, Texas    77843 

Results are presented from a two-year study of the development 
of fouling assemblages on plastic-float arrays anchored in the Gulf 
of Mexico at 2,  11, and 25 mllas offshore from Panama City, Florida. 
All three arrays carried floata near the surface (4 o) and near the 
bottom (17,  29, and 44 m) , as well as at common depths in between. 
Floata were harvested and replaced at intervals varying from two 
weeks to one year. 

Differences in depth, distance from shore, season, duration of 
expoaure,  and orientation to currents created major differences in 
species diversity, the complexity of blotal assemblages, and the 
production of standing crop blomass.    The cauaes of successional 
changea in predominant species are diacussed.    Estimates are given 
of the magnitude of secondary production for some common species. 

Differences in species composition and diversity existing among 
the float-arrays and at different depths on the same array revealed 
that the water masses bathing the floats had very different histo- 
ries.    Hence, points of settlement of the pelagic larvae of some epi- 
faunal species can aid in identifying different water masses of the 
water column. 

Organotln used hare proved to be an effective deterrent to the 
development of most invertebrates but not to algae.    Notations are 
given on quasi-antifouling effects resulting from biological inter- 
actions and manipulation of some environmental parameters. 

Key Words:    Blofoullng assemblages;  epifauna; blomass;  secon- 
dary production; meroplankton; water masses; antl-foulant; 
barnacles; hydrolds. 

1.    Introduction 

This paper is based upon data generated by a two-year study of the accumulations of 
marine organisms upon plastic floats introduced into the NE Gulf of Mexico at three sitea 
offshore from Panama City, Florida (Fig.  1). 

The study's principal objectives were (1)  to predict the nature of the fouling assem- 
blages likely to develop upon various types of underwater sensors placed at apecifled loca- 
tions in the water column, and (2)   to test the effectiveness of an organotln chemical at 
minimising the rate of development and ultimate mass of the fouling accumulations.    The 
laboratory analyses of the fouling populations required to achieve these objectives produced 
a wealth of information on the ecology of the shelf watere of this part of the NE Gulf.    Aa 
the study progressed,  it became apparent that some of the biological data helped our under- 
standing of the circulation of these local waters ar.l linked some of these movements with 
such major circulations as the Eaat Gulf Loop Current. 

Aa a result of these conclusions, we tested the feasibility of using larval transport 
and aettljsMnt as a tool for discerning circulation patterns.    In addition.  Interest was 
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FIGURE 1. Northeastern Gulf of Mexico shewing locations of the three fouling stations: 
F-2 at 2 alles offshore, 7-1 at 11 alles offshore end F-3 at 23 alles offshore. 

eOTTOM    Mm 

•OTTOM   «• 

FIGURE 2.    Float positions at the three fouling stations:    F-2 (2 alias offshore), F-l 
(11 alles offshore), and F-3 (25 alias offshore). 
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heightened In deriving relationships between larval origins, water movements, and population 
structure of blofoullng assemblages produced at specific levels In the water column In the 
ME Gulf. 

2. Field Methods 

2 
Surface-to-bottom arrays of peanut float« having surface areas of 600 cm   were Installed 

on a line at points 2,  11, and 25 miles offshore from Panama City, Florida (stations F-2, 
F-l,  and F-3 on the map in Figure 1).    The respective depths at these stations were 18,  30, 
and 46 m (Fig.  2).    Because the float* ware to be harvested at different time-intervals, 
they were grouped in sets of four (A, B, C, D on Fig. 2)  at each depth.    Thus, at the 2-mile 
array three tetrads of floats were exposed at depth« of 4,  10, and 17 m by attachment to PVC 
rack« suspended from an anchored glas« float.    A« the depth increased seaward,  a fourth tet- 
rad was added at the 29 m depth of the 11-mile array and a fifth tetrad at the 44 m level wa« 
added to the 25-tnlle array.    Consequently,  all stations had tetrads near the surface and 
near the bottom as well as at the sane intermediate depth«.    Exposed float« were harvested by 
divers on regular schedule«.    They removed the A-float« and exposed new ones either on a bi- 
weekly or monthly schedule.    They serviced the B, C, and D position« on respective schedules 
of 3, 6, and 12 month«.    In addition,  the diver« photographed all float« on each harvest 
schedule and cleaned or replaced the racks and lines as needed to minimize rack-to-float 
colonicatlon. 

3.    Laboratory Methoda 

Measured samples were taken from all of the 660 floats exposed during the study.    Sam- 
ple« were examined microscopically and specie« were «eparated,  identified, enumerated, mea- 
sured, oven dried, and ashed.    In all, 200 species were detected.    After Incineration,  the 
weight of dry organic material (blomass) wa« calculated from weight loss.    Total float blo- 
ma«s wa« computed from «ample data for countable «pecie« and from area« of float coverage 
for colonial «pecie«. 

4.    Selected Variation« in Fouling Accumulations 

Characteristics of float placement and harvesting «chedule« permitted u« to compare 
qualitatively and quantitatively variation« in accumulations of foulers with differences in 
distance from shore, depth of exposure, duration of exposure,  and change of hydrologic 
season.    Time and space limitations permit us to consider only two of these her«. 

Distance from «hore;    Substantial reductions of blomass and major changes in species 
composition occurred with increase in distance from «hore (Fig. 3).   At the 4-meter depth 
the «harper break in blomass occurred between the two- and 11-mlle station, whereas the 
larger change in species composition came between the 11- and 25-inlle stations.    These 
breaks, however, were depth dependent, aa will be noted later. 

Depth of exposure:    Figure 4 depicts the difference« in accumulations due to depth at 
the 11-mlle station.    The predominant species in terms of blomass contribution are barnacles 
at the 10- and 17-meter depths and the gynmoblastaan hydrold Bou»alnvillla carollnansis at 
the bottom (29 m).    The barnacles at the latter depth, although more numerous than at the 
two shallower points,  contribute lea« to total float blomass because of their small mean 
size of 1.5 mm.    These and the many other observed differences with depth can be accounted 
for by lower temperature« at the deeper level« during part of the year.    But thi« factor can- 
not fully explain all depth variation« throughout the entire year, because the water column 
is nearly Isothermal at the three stations from November to Hay.    Again we point to the 
occurrence of different water masses sweeping past the floata at different depth level«, 
which have different origin« and contain the meroplankter« of different species of epiben- 
thic organisms able to settle on the float surfaces. 

5.    Variations in Species Diversity 

The numbers of different species found at all depths on floats of the 11-mlle station 
after three months always exceeded those at the 2-mlle and 25-mlle stations.    The totals at 
any one station, however, were higher In summer than winter.    For example,  at the 11-mile 
station,  the respective totale were 70 and 50 species on average for 3-month floats (Table 1). 
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DISTANCE 
FROM SHORE: 
BIOMASS: 
BARNACLES: 
HYDROIDS: 

DISTANCE 
FROM SHORE: 
BIOMASS: 
BARNACLES: 
HYDROIDS: 

DISTANCE 
FROM SHORE: 
BIOMASS: 
BARNACLES: 

HYDROIDS: 
OTHER: 

2 miles 
15.45 grams 
3,400 B«lanus venustus. 4.9 mm ave. 
Gonothvraea gracills 

11 miles 
5.75 grams 
400 Balanus venustus. 3.7 mm ave. 
Gonothvraea gracills 

25 miles 
3.82 grams 
49 Conchoderma virgatum 
2 Lepas anatifera 

Obelia flabellata 
50 nudibranch mollusks and eggs 

FIGURE 3.    Variations in accumulations of organisms due to distance from shore.    All three 
floats were exposed for the same time period (one month)  and at the same depth level (4 
meters)  but at different distances from shore. 
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DEPTH: 
BIOMASS: 
BARNACLES: 
HYDROIDS: 
AMPHIPODS: 

OTHER: 

10 meters 
3.91 grams 
2,400 Balmnui v«nu«tut. 
Gonothvr«e« gracllli 
Few J«n« f«lc«t« 
Few Caprell« equlllbr» 

Few nudlbranchs 
Few polychaetei 
Few small anemones 

DEPTH: 
BIOMASS: 
BARNACLES: 

HYDROIDS: 
AMPHIPODS: 

OTHER: 

DEPTH: 
BIOMASS: 
BARNACLES: 

HYDROIDS: 

AMPHIPODS: 

OTHER: 

3.3 

17 meters 
4.60 grams 
2,900 Balanua venustus. 

4 Balanus merrlUl. 
Gonothvraea gracllts 
Few Caprella equllibra 

Few polychaetes 

3.3 mm ave. 
2.0 mo ave. 

29 meters 
2.07 grans 
4,400 Balanus venustus.  l.S mm ave. 

7 Balanus merrllli.  1.3 mm ave. 
Obella flabellata 
Bougalnvlllla carollnensls 
SCO gammarlds (5 species) 
4 Ectoproct colonies (Bugula) 
Few serpullda 
Few small gastropods & pelecypods 

FIGURE 4. Variations in accumulations of organisms due to depth at the 11-mile c 
station. All three floats were exposed for the sane time period (one month: Ma> 
but were located at different depths. 
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Although the number of species Increased with leng^i of exposure, the simple numerical 
Increase between 2 weeks and 3 months did not reflect the major change In species composi- 
tion of the fauna that occurred during that Interval.    Only eight species of animals were 
found on 2-week floats at all depths at the 11-mlle station, and 5 of these were among such 
pioneering animal groups as suctorlans, barnacles, hydrolds, and flllbranch pelecypods. Hie 
number of species Increased markedly by 2 months as the result of settlement of serpullds, 
anemones, arrant polychaetes, additional pelecypods, gastropods, and brachyuran crustaceans, 
nie Interval between 2 and 3 months was marked not so much by species Increase as by popula- 
tion fluctuations.    For instance, at the 11-mlle station In summer and at 29-m depth, some 
29 species were found on 2-month floats and 34 on 3-month floats.    Only IS species were 
common to both.    Hence,  In the Interval of a month or so 14 species dropped out while 24 
new ones settled.    Actually,  In some casas,  a net loss of species occurred.    The most Impor- 
tant species that dropped out varied but ordinarily were (1)  caprelllds that had exhausted 
much of their food supply or had been subjected to heavy predatlon by anemones, crabs, and 
fishes;  (2)  barnacles that were removed by flahes, killed by such drills as Thals florldana. 
or smothered out by encrusting ectoprocts or anemones; and (3) gammarlas that built up popu- 
lations attractive to fishes and some crabs and then regressed under apparently Intense 
predatlon. 

The reduction of species on the winter versus summer sets appears to be attributable to 
limited spawning periods plus seasonal changes In water circulation.    For example,  several 
species of polychaete annelids In such families aa Syllldae, Eunlcldae, and Mereldae were 
found on 11-mlle floats In sumer but not In winter.    Some of these were found on 2-mlle 
floats In both winter and summer.    On the other hand, several species of serpulld polychaetes 
were found on both summer and winter floats at the 11- and 25-mlle stations but not at the 
2-mlle station In winter.    This suggests that the serpullds may have originated in the 
southern Gulf and were carried only as far shoreward as the 11-mlle station In winter, and 
that the errant polychaetes were Introduced to the floats from shoreward areas In summer 
but not In winter. 

Data derived from 1-year floats at the 25-mlle station Indicate that about 30-35 Is 
the maximum number of macroscopic species that will settle on the 600 cm2 surface of these 
floats for long periods of time.    So far as number alone are concerned, there Is a steady 
Increase with time of those species that derive their food from float Inhabitants and de- 
trltal materials.    But the majority of such species contribute only minor amounts to the 
total of organic matter found on the floats. 

6.    Larval Transport and Water Circulation 

Results of the Panama City study made clear to us the Importance of the relationship 
between the history of water masses or currents and Important differences in the fouling 
assemblages that we were analyzing.    Techniques for identifying particular water masses by 
analysis of holoplankter composition are well known.   We believe that the meroplankters of 
epifaunal species can be even more useful in studying current patterns than holoplankters 
because once they settle on a surface they remain as a record of the passage at some time 
or another of a given parcel of water with Its particular complement of larval organisms. 
Moreover, by looking back from the date of appearance of a species on the float by reference 
to known rates of growth, one can caluclate approximate times of larval settlement.    In the 
following paragrapha consideration will be given to those biological differences, between 
the 2-mlle,  11-mlle, and 25-mlle stations as well as those between surface and bottom 
floats at the same stations,  that were directly attributed to water circulation.    In so 
doing,  some mention must be made of the particular species of animals Involved. 

Barnacles 

There were substantial biological differences between the array«, of floats at the 2, 
11, and 25-mlle stations, as well as differences on the vertical axis between shallow and 
deep floats (Tables 2 and 3). Only two barnacle species are shared by all three stations, 
viz., Balanus venustus and B. laprovlsus. The 11-mlle station appears to be more closely 
related biologically to the 25-mlle station than to the 2-mlle station, since it supports 
J. aerrilli and B. calidus that are clearly offshore species here. We note also that these 
latter two species occur primarily on the bottom floats (Table 3). 
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Table 1.    Variations in the number of species found on floate with time, depth, and seeson 
at the 11-mile station.    TS - total of all different species found on all floats, TDS shows 
the total of different species found at each depth.    SRD « number of species restricted to 
that depth. 

ll-MUB STATION 
Sumner (Mav- Auft) TS - 70 Winter ÜJov- Feb) ff " JO 

Duration of Exposure 
(wk)    Depth (m) 4 10 17 29 4 10 17 29 

2 
4 
8 

14 

5 
8 

12 
If 

5 
13 
17 
19 

4 
10 
21 
16 

11 
14 
29 
34 

5 
5 
9 

10 

5 
8 

12 
17 

4 
6 
8 

16 

5 
12 
30 
34 

TDS 
SXD 

19 
L 

27 
3 

24 
_2_ 

53 
33 

16 
1 

27 
3 

14 
1 

31 
29 

Table 2.   Occurrence of barnacle species at the three fouling stations. 

8P1CIKS 2 miles 11 miles 25 milee  

Balanus ebumeus 
Balanus venustus 
Balanus l^pyovlsu« 
Balanus merrllll 
Balanus calidus 
Balanus sponaicola 
Conchodetma virgatum 
Leoas aaatifera 
Lepas pectinate 

+ 
+++ 
+ + 

+ 
+ 

rate 

- MayJul all depths 
+++ all mos. all depths 

+ May-Dec above 17 m 
++ May-Aug below 10 m 

+++ Jan-Aug n 

+ Mar-Aug H 

+ Apr-Aug above 10 m 
+ Jun-Dec 4 m only 

rare Apr 10 m only 

Table 3. Depth distribution of barnacle speciee at 11-mlle and 25-mile stations, 
in columns are percentages of the speciee1 total sanple population. 

Float Depth and Station Position 

Numbers 

4 m 10 m 17 m 29 m 44m 
Species                        11 ml..25 ml. 11 mi..25 ml. 11 ml..25 ml. 11 mi..25 ml. U ml..25 ml. 

Leui eMtUlM 0    100 0       0 0          0 0       0 0       0 
Coochodetm« vlrgatum 100      97 0       3 0          0 0       0 0       0 
Balanus üwrovisus 9      90 72       8 19          2 0       0 0       0 
Lepaj pectinate 0        0 0    100 0         0 0       0 0       0 
Balanua venustus 8        1 9       5 25       16 58     33 0     45 
Balsnus celidus 0        0 0       0 0         0 0        5 JOO      95 
»alwwf fm111 0        0 0       0 0          0 5      15 95      85 
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Data in the foregoing tables appear to Indicate that offshore bottom water penetrates 
shoreward at least to the ll-mlle (F-l) station, but not so far as the 2-mlle station. 
Since B. merrllll appears at 11 miles in greatest numbers from late May through August, this 
shoreward movement of bottom water may take place then. Figure 5 shows that at the ll-mlle 
station substantial drops in bottom-water temperature occur periodically during this period 
and that the drops are accompanied by rises of surface temperature. We note here also that 
bottom salinities Increase and surface salinities decrease. The same changes occur at the 
25-mlle station but not at the 2-mlle station. 

These observations seem to Indicate that there Is a shoreward flow of bottom water In 
summer that does not reach to 2 miles offshore, and that there Is a concurrent offshore flow 
of surface water of low salinity. The latter could account for the observation that the 
stalked barnacles, Lepas anatlfera and Conchoderma vlrgatum. which are surface forms, do not 
ordinarily penetrate shr jward of the 25-mile station. 

To our knowledge, nalther Balanus calidus nor B. merrllll exist along the shore near 
Panama City. Balanus calidus is known to exist in offshore waters SW of Cape San Bias, Flo- 
rida, some 65 nautical miles SE of the 25-mile station. This suggests that B. calidus cyp- 
rids may be carried to the 25-mile station via northwestward moving bottom water.  This may 
apply also to B. merrllll. The fact that both species exist along the Yucatan Channel sug- 
gests a relationship with the East Gulf Loop Current. Since the greatest influx of these 
barnacles occurs when the Loop Current is running strongest and penetrating farthest north, 
it may bring cyprids northward rapidly enough that they could be spun off into eddies that 
sweep past the 25-mlle station but not usually shoreward of the ll-mlle station. In order to 
be compatible with known data on length of larval life, such a current would have to average 
little more than one knot in order to carry viable larvae from well southward of the Yucatan 
Channel. Leipper (1967) has reported velocities of 2-3 knots for the Loop Current in May 
and June. 

Other lines of evidence reinforce the above indications. The 2-mile and ll-mlle sta- 
tions are more closely related biologically at 4 and 10 meters, whereas the ll-mlle and 25- 
mlle stations are more closely related at 17 m and deeper levels. The fact that these total 
shallow and deep relationships are much more pronounced in summer than in winter suggests 
that there truly la a net transport of low salinity surface water away from shore at this 
time with a concurrent shoreward movement of bottom water. 

The movement of this bottom water, which we believe is less than '! r thick 25 miles 
offshore and perhaps no more than half that thickness at 11 miles, carries a rather unique 
complement of meroplankters. No less than 24 Invertebrate apecies were found to be charac- 
teristic of the bottom water floats at the 25-mile and/or ll-mlle stations. Seventeen of 
these species are shown to have southern or tropical distributions. One of them Is the 
hydrold Bougainvillla carolinensls that occurred primarily on the bottom floats (44 m) at 
F-3 and at 29 m at F-l. It came in with the bottom water and settled only when a hard sur- 
face was presented. As night be suspected from the above, this species was only rarely 
found at the 2-mile station. 

7.  Variations in Standing Crop Blomass 

The amount of blomass found on the floats varied with duration of exposure, distance 
from shore, depth, season, and species composition (Figures 3 & 4). 

The greatest secondary production occurred at the 11-mile station, followed by the 
2-mile station and the 25-mlle station. At the ll-mlle and 25-mile stations, production was 
generally greater in spring and summer than in winter, but was sometimes the reverse at the 
2-mile station because of the greater growth of barnacles and gammarids there. 

The important determiners of the amount of blomass occurring at a particular time were 
ecological relationships among dominant species in the assemblage. Possible relationships 
between the barnacle Balanus venustus, the anemone Alptasia eruptaurantia. the caprellid 
Caprella equilibra. and various hydraids can be shown In part by reference to Table 4. In 
svumer, barnacles Increase rapidly through the 8th week, followed by a precipitant decline. 
Alptasia. on the other hand, does not appear until the 8-week harvest, where its numbers 
have increased explosively from pedal laceration. It appears that the anemone haa some as 
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yet unexplained deleterious effect on the barnacles, for barnacle decline Is not severe at 
29 m and at all depths In winter at the 11-mlle station In the absence of Alptasla. The 
anemone feeds upon caprelllds and ganmarlds and both of tbe latter may feed upon hydrolds. 

The float assemblages constitute a fairly complex but obviously Incomplote ecosystem. 
Primary producers on the floats cannot supply sufficient organic matter to allow for the 
development and sustaining of the large standing crops Just observed. Plankton must meet 
the deficit. Some general conception of secondary productivity can be made on the floats. 
For Instance, Caprella equllibra feeds on the hydrolds Clvtla iohnstonl and Clvtla fragilis 
when available. Data derived for these hydrolds when neither Caprella nor nudlbranchs were 
present show they can produce 3.8A g of dry organics in 8 weeks. Where both Caprella and 
Clvtla were found together on an 8-week float under the same conditions, the caprellid 
population contained 0.42 g of dry organic and the hydroid 0.41 g. At 0.25 metabolic effi- 
ciency the caprelllds would have required 1.68 g or about 437. of the above 3.84 g production 
of dry organics. But this does not allow for reduction of the caprellid population through 
predation by Alptasla. During the same period the anemone accumulated 0.68 g of dry organics. 
Assuming that about a quarter of this was supplied by caprelllds, then Caprella would have 
produced 11.68 grams of organic material. If most or all of the total caprellid organics 
came from Clytia t^en the latter would have had to produce about 4.4 g of dry organics in 8 
weeks. This seems a reas > lably close approximation of the observed rate of 3.84 g for hy- 
droid production, especially since we don't know the metabolic efficiency of the principal 
species. 

8. Antlfoullng Effects 

The only chemical antifoulant employed In this study, an organotln, was carried by a 
thin, teflon band that girdled certain "protected" floats. In practical application, how- 
ever, other factors, such as grazing and predation by animals, may curtail, control, or 
completely obliterate fouling developments. Moreover, one may extend the concept of antl- 
foullng effects to Include season of exposure, depth, and position of Installation relative 
tc observed current patterns. 

Organotln: In adequate conceutratlons this material prevented completely the settle- 
ment or transgressions of both larval and adult animals (Fig. 6) . Even after leaching in 
the sea for up to nine months, no gr-jwth occurred on the band (except for some flat algae), 
although the "zone of inhibition" usually narrowed as hydrolds and barnacles encroached upon 
it. This particular compound proved to be most effective against polychaete annelids, 
followed by ectoprocts, anthozoan coelenterates, barnacles, hydroid coelenterates to the 
least sensitive gammarldean crustaceans. 

Btological Inhibitor: Evidence gained during this study points to the likelihood that 
the anemone Alptasla eruptaurantia produces and euiit« a substance that both prevents 
settlement and kills attached acorn barnacles (Balanus venustus) . This possibility should 
be investigated biochemically, since similar action probably applies to other barnacle 
species. 

Reference 

1. D. F. Leipper, Tech. Rpt., Ref. 67-9, Dept. of Oceanog., Texas A&M Univ., College 
Station, Texas (1967). 
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Table 4.    Diffamie«! In rate« of accumulation of blouai with time and depth among the 
organisms occurring on 16 floats exposed at the 11-mil« station In sprlng-sunmar (top half 
of tabl«)  and another 16 floats exposed In winter (bottom half).    The foxmar war« all ex- 
posed on 16 May, lAaraas the winter floats ware all exposed on 14 November.    But in each 
ease,  floats were removed in fours after 2, 4, 8, and 14 weeks at each depth.    TFB ■ total 
float biomass.    DO - dry organic matter. 

suwint 

17 

Exposure Balanus venustus 
Ind.        DO(g) 

Alfctasl« 
Ind.    D0(g) 

Capreue 
Ind.   D0(g) W m 

2 
4 
8 

14 

1,410 
1,950 
1,510 

90 

.21 
3.29 
5.79 

.66 

0 
0 

1,600 
1,700 

0.00 
0.00 

.68 
14.83 

0 
300 

6,900 
362 

0.00 
.02 

1.25 
.03 

.08 

.50 

.42 
0.00 

.3003 
3.8225 
8.5298 

19.7817 

2 
4 
8 

14 

1,735 
1,900 
1,737 
dead 

.33 
1.66 
3.41 
0.00 

0 
0 

1,500 
1,818 

0.00 
0.00 

.42 
16.55 

10 
100 

19,056 
0 

.001 

.008 
1.200 
0.000 

.03 

.75 

.14 
0.00 

.3778 
2.4778 
6.7317 

22.6213 

2 
4 
8 

14 

7,535 
4,666 
3,600 
dead 

.19 
2.50 
2.45 
0.00 

0 
0 

1,604 
6,466 

0.00 
0.00 

.19 
20.88 

0 
10 

1,430 
0 

0.000 
.001 
.040 

O.OCO 

.05 

.15 

.53 

.35 

.2400 
3.1403 
4.8542 

24.4753 

2 
4 
8 

14 

6,900 
7,700 
3,660 

900 

.51 
1.10 

.32 

.86 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0.00 
0.00 
COO 
0.00 

4 
20 

2 
0 

.001 

.003 

.002 

.000 

.03 

.25 

.82 

.40 

.5941 
1.9411 
7.4063 
3.9041 

WIMTO 

17 

624 
533 

1,200 
860 

1,003 
874 
820 

1,425 

9/5 
1,133 

986 
1.852 

1,481 
1,866 
5,983 
3,260 

.15 

.61 

.71 

.81 

.18 
1.93 
3.11 
5.X 

.13 
3.31 
2.34 
7.78 

.27 
1 90 
3.69 

10.68 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

23 .01 0.00 .1900 
2,400 .08 1.50 2.2314 

25.640 3.61 .60 5.9019 
15,000 2.70 .26 4.0663 

0 mm .01 .2611 
0 mm .44 3.0934 

20 .015 1.69 4.8470 
6,235 .65 .43 6.4953 

0 .« .02 .1637 
0 .. .12 3.5034 

1,633 .20 .84 3.4361 
8.700 2.28 .06 10.2505 

0 mm .00 .2876 
28 .01 .10 2.4785 
0 .. .10 4.4342 

285 .25 .75 14.1238 
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FIGURE 6.    Photographs comparing protected and unprotected float! exposed for 3 months 
from August 22 to November IS,   1964 at the 2-mlle sta'.lon. 
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I 
Ditcuision 

A quettioner «aked for the lit« of the float!.      Each had • surface area of roughly 600 
cm2, being about 6 inches high and U inches in diameter.      There was no control test for antifoulants 
and no control tests for nature of the aubstratun and its effect. 

It was asked whether the substratum had the same character and supported the same commun- 
ities at the three stations.     The bottom was sandy, not the silt-mud bottom found to the west of the 
Mississippi delta. 

G.  Relini asked whether differences in the dominant currents to which the panels were 
exposed were reflected in the nature of the settlement on the panels.      W.E. Pequegnat replied that 
thia was so at the two inshore stations, where there is a complete reversal of the current pattern 
between suaner and winter, and there were very definite differences in the accumulation of organisms 
established there.      This, in fact, was one reason why Itaxia disappeared at the  11 mile station 
during winter:    the current changed completely with reference to the source of the organism.      This 
raised another curious problem, namely, how some of the peracaridan crustaceans such as the gammar- 
idiaas with no   pelagic larvae were able to reach the 29 mile station;   the amphipoda, particularly 
the caprellids, seam unlikely to have crawled along the bottom. 

Another speaker pointed out the relevance of colonisation studies at isolated sites to 
the study of island biogeography. Particular interest attaches to the colonisation curves, which 
are plots of the numbers of species against a time axis. Thus, at the shallowest float arrays (It 
and 10 meters), the colonization curves in sumer rose more steeply than did the curves in winter. 
At the deeper stations (1T and 29 meters), where the annual temperature change ia presumably less, 
the difference between the shape of the colonisation curves was not so great. 
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Crustecdyeone Action and the Effects of LiRht During the 
Post-Breeding Condition of the Cirripede Belanua balanoldoe (Lj 

D. J. Tighe-Ford and D.C.Vaile 

Exposure Trials Station, Central Dockyard Laboratory, ID-l Naval Base, Portsmouth 

The action of the arthropod moulting hormone crustecdysone has been 
studied during the annual poot-breedinc period of adult Balanun balanoidee 
under day/ni^Ä eonditionc and constant illumination. Breeding in this species 
io followed by a cessation of moulting, termed reproductive anecdysir., after 
which the tissues of the penis are nhed with the exuviae. Doses of 0*02 and 
0.2 ug hormone induced marked moult inn activity during aneedysic, although the 
reaponaea differed, and also accelerated moultin,: durinr the poct-onecdysis 
period. Furthermore, the injection of hormone during «needysir, apparently 
interfered with the oubnequent shedding of penia tissue. The respon:;oB during 
both physiological states wore further influenced by light and it appears that 
natural production of a moulting hormone may have been stimulated. An early 
resumption of moulting was also induced by wounding. The possible nature of 
the biological mechaninno involved in these responses is discussed. 

Key Wordei Barnacles, eru.'itecdysonc, moulting, reproductive nnoed.yr.is 

1. Introduction 

As part of an anti-foulinß progrommc studies are bein^ made of biological systems 
in barnacles. Houltinr is the mechanism which allows developmont find crowth nnd it has 
been shown tM injection;, of the artliropod hormone crur.tecdysone will synchronize and 
accelerate moulting in adult iialanun bnl.-moides (L.)(l)l, There can be little doubt 
therefore that barnacles pouoess a hormonal control of moultinr, aa do othor nrthropods. 
The exjieriments described below are part of studies into the nature of this control. 

Moulting is a frequent and recurring activity in.adult barnacles and it has been 
shown in D.balonoidee that there is a seasonal variation in the moultin;: rhythm (2). It 
was observed that the annual breeding in late autumn Is followed by an abrupt cessation 
of moultlnt; for a period of approximately 6-8 weeks; this was termed anecdy.'dn and attri- 
buted to a basic onnuol rhythm. However it was later suggested (3) that the cessation of 
moulting arose in part from a de.i letion of food reserves followln. breedin;: and that its 
apparent duration was related to low availability of food In winter: the tarn reproductive 
anaedynis was suggested. It was further observed (2) that in the first moult after this 
period of non-moulting the barnacles cast their penis tissues. Subsequent easts showed 
a stump which increased in size as the penis developed during the summer. It was also 
found that even adults which had been isolated to prevent copulation later underwent a 
period of non-moulting, provided that they had been sampled from a natural population 
shortly before breeding. However, adults in which breeding had been inhibited by labora- 
tory conditions oontinued to feed and moult normally, until fertilization occurred natur- 
ally or was induced by a change in the conditions (2, k)i  anecdynin then occurred, 
followed by shedding of penis tissue. These observation:; appear to support the presence 
of an endogenous mechanism in B.balanoides which is associated with the breeding condition. 

Breeding In this species is Induced by critical periods of short photophase and low 
temperatures, whereas it is Inhibited by constant illumination and/or ralued temperature 
(<*, 3, 6). It has been shown that light will Influence crustacean moulting activities 

Figures in parenthesis indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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(eg 7-10)1 although the nature of the response varies between species.    Moulting during 
winter nnecdy.-.ir; in the crayfich Oreonoctee virilis can be induced by periods of long 
photophane and it was BUgRested that natural activity was controlled by the aotlon of light 
through moultlnr and moult-inhibitinc nynte-ir. (9)«    It arpeared therefore that th« post- 
breeding period of Balnnug bnlonoides raight be on interestinc ore« fop studying the effects 
of crustecdynone ,-md licht upon moultinn activities.    Altliou,";h licht waa reported to have 
no effect u; on rr.oultinj: in thir, species (2),  the date of the exnerinent was not riven and 
it has been rororted that the action of li;ht uron crayfish deiended upon season (9). 

2.    Materials and Methods 

Studies were made durin;   the winters of ISTO/^l and 1971/72 uslnc adult B.balanoldea 
which had settled on panels during the previous shrine.    Esceriraents were carried out after 
breeding had occurred, ie after ecg-masses had been laid down,    tanels were cut so that 
small groups of adults of approximately equal r.ize were obtained:  the brrnncles wer« 
cleaned and placed in groups of 10-23 In perspex trays which v/ere divided Into parallel 
compartments.    These stood over a sink from which seauater was pumped through an ultra- 
violet sterilizer into a weir across the head of each tray and returned to the sink after 
flowing through the compartments.    The barnacles were thus continuously ctibmorged in flow- 
ing seawater.    Exuviae were retained by a nylon mesh screen across the and of each compart- 
ment.    The systems were continuously replenished with filtered seawater, with an overflow 
to waste and the temperatures were controlled thermostatic-lly.    Throurhout the studies no 
additional food was added to the systems. 

With the exception of experiment IV the barnacles were divided into four groups* 
Two were injected with total doses per animal of 0.02 and 0.2 ug crustecdysone in sterile 
aaawater, as four consecutive daily volumes of 2 al: two further groups were used as con- 
trols, one untreated and the other injected daily with 2 ul seawater for four days. 
Injections were carried out as previously described (1).    Crystalline crustecdysone JLl(ll) 
was used, prepared from the plant lodocarrus elntus (12), 

The barnacles were maintained either under laboratory day/night conditions 
(approximately nine hours photophase, 230 - 800 lux) or under constant Illumination and 
the number of exuviae from each group was recorded daily after the first injections.    The 
adults and the sea-water systems were scrubbed once or twice weekly to remove sediment and 
any algal growth.    Further experimental details are given later as appropriate.    For brev- 
ity in the text,  the non-moulting period which follows breeding is referred to aa   aneodyeis 
and the period In which natural moulting recommences la termed post-anecdysis* 

The results given in all Tables are based upon the daily moulting response« of each 
group expressed aa the number of exuviae/100 animals; these were then summed to give the 
total moulting activity over a particular period.    Dead animals were removed after each 
daily count of exuviae. 

Experiment I  (anecdysis period) 

A preliminary investigation was made in 1970 of the action of crustecdysone during 
anecdysis, under conditions of seasonal temperature and laboratory day/night Illumination. 
Adults with a mean carino-rostral diameter of 13.3 +.0,8 rm «.ere brought Into the labora- 
tory in late November, shortly after breedinr; 90-95-: or those sampled porrcsced egg- 
masses.    Panels were cut so that approximately 225 adults were obtained in snail groups, 
which were kept in flowing seawater trnys for one week.    During the first five days a few 
adults were cof ulating and 23 exuviae were shed;  seven were still att: chad r.nd those adults 
were reroved.    No exuviae were found on the sixth and seventh d.-ys and when 20 adults were 
sacrificed all contained egg-masses.    It  then aji eared rear-onable to surposo that nil of 
the experimental animals had bred and entered anecdy;is. 

Groups of 20 adults were used and the fint injections were made on ..ovember 30th; 
the seawater was maintained nt a temperature  of a proximately 10 C, 
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The nature of the dally moulting activities over seven weeks 1B shown In Fig 1. No 
moulting occurred In the untreated adults durinn the first 2k  days, oonfirmin that for the 
purrooe of the experiment the population was in the anecdynls state« Both hormone doses 
Induced moulting responses markedly In advance of the resumption In the untreated and sea- 
water Injected controls, nie 0,2 ug dose resulted In a hl(;h and synchronized response 
eight days after first injections, with 18 exuviae shed within a period of four days. 
However the corresponding response in the 0.02 ug hormone group, although occurring at a 
similar tine, was much less and accompanied by mortality. A similar but higher mortality 
occurred with this dose in a parallel experiment (unyublished), under non-seasonal condi- 
tions of conntant illumination at 20 C, In which eight of a group of 20 adults injected 
with 0.02 ug hormone died within the first 10 days: there 'as only one death recorded 
in another group injected with 0.2 ug hormone. 

The total moulting activities over seven weeks are summarized in Table I. It can be 
seen'that the overall effect of 0.2 ug hormone during this period was greater than that 
of the lower doce. The Increased and earlier moultln" activity in the sea-water injected 
animals in relation to the untreated controls was^parently a wound response, as discussed 
later. The increaced moulting in the hormone groups was maintained throughout the 12 
weeks' duration of the experiment: the activities of the untreated control.-, sea-water, 0.02 
A 0.2 uf; hormone injected groups for weeks 8-12 were 20, 65« 105 and 92,. respectively. As 
diucassed later, it appears that the cru.-.tecdysone may have stimulated a  natural site of 
production of moulting hormone. 

As shown in Fig 1 three exuviae ahed during the initial response to 0.2 ng hormone 
contained no penis tissue, but only the cuticle of the penlsl one such exuviae was found 
In the 0.02 ug group and none in the control groups. In addition, 25 exuviae containing 
penis tissue were shed by the 20 adults injected with the higher hormone dose. As a barn- 
acle cannot completely cant its penis tissue on more th.-.n one occasion efter a period of 
aneedy^ic, the probable exj lanution is that nomf of the exuviae shed early in the experi- 
ment contained only a portion of the penis tionue and that the remainder was shed in a 
subsequent moultCs). Details of the exuviae shed in the v rlouo groups ore given in Table 
2. The results suggest that the partial or complete retention of penis tissue in some 
exuviae WOM from effects öf injected cruotecdysone, which apparently modified the nature 
of the moulting activity when compared with the two control groups. The phenomenon 
appeared to be associated with a dose of 0.2 ug hormone. 

Experiment II (post-anecdysls period) 

Die action of cruotecdysone was then examined durinc the poot-anecdyslu period, 
several week:; alter the start of the above experiment. Studies were carried out under 
both laboratory day/night conditions and constant illumination in a light-tight box (2000- 
2500 lux at the water surface). When adults were brought into the laboratory during mid- 
December 1970, It was found that they were moulting during the acclimatization period. 
The exuviae contained fenin tissue and it appeared therefore that the population was 
entering the post-unecdysls "täte. All the adults sampled possessed egg masses and the 
mean carino-rdrtril diameter of the experimental population was 12.5 *, 0.8 mm. 

Two parallel experiments were set up, each containing four groups of 20 adults- 
Uoth i.yctcmc. shared n recirculated nupply of seawater from a common sink, with a continuous 
roi loni.-.hmont: the mean temperatures under day/ni^ttcondition.1- and constant illumination 
were 9«^ and 9*6 C, respectively. The treated birnaoles were injected on three consecutive 
days, commencing on December 2lBt. The dally moulting responnes throughout seven weeks 
arc nhown In Fig 2; in Table 3 the total moulting activity has been divided into the 
initial response to hormone (during approximately the first two weeks) and tiio subsequent 
activity. 

The population wa;: maultim; whon injected nnd 'Ctivity wa;: increased in nil the 
treated group:;. The effect of the crur;tocdy;.one can be seen in Table 3, although the 
greater activity imto .ad by the hormone war. i.omcwhat nr-nl-.ed by the Mttfiß  of moulting 
which occurred in nil croup.-; dnrin.: tho early poct-anecdy.in period. There Ufin no apparent 
difference between the rci.;pon.-;cr, to tho two (lo:;er., ar. di.'Jtinrt from the rc;;uTta of the 
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previous experiment.    Furthermore, under dny/nightconditioni- the complete or partial 
retention of penis tissue which had occurred after the injection of crustecdysone during 
anecdysis was not observed, 

Koultinc rxtivity wna increased in all Rroups under constant illumination.    Although 
the possibility c.-nnot be excluded that this nrore from increased algal growth due to 
light, this it; unlikely m; the sane seawater was circulated through both cystems.    Further 
evidence for un influence of lirht upon noultinr activities is obtained from a comparison 
of the nature of the exuvir.e r:ed under the two conditions of illumination over seven 
weeks (Table k),    With constant illumination it was obr.erved that in the three treated 
groups the number of exuviae conl..'ininr i eni.s ti ;!:ue exceeded the number of nnimnlss  this 
did not occur in any eroup under tlny/nirttconiiitions.    It can be seen in Fig 2 that 
although 20 peniü tissue exuviae were slied in each of tic two hormone groups durinr the 
initial response under constant Illumination,  aonie subnenient exuviae also contained 
penis tissue.    The phenomenon c'oes not 0] ponr to bo related to tie total moulting activity 
of a group.    As in experiment I, the rtnulta nurreet thfit the nature of the first moult 
after anecdysis was somehow modified in the treated ßrounSi although in tlilfl cose only 
under constant illumination. 

The higher mortality under constant illumination (nine deatha cotm arot' vdth six 
under day/night conditions) may be another effect of light, i s ('iacunf;ed later. 

Experiment III  (anecdy;iG roriod) 

A further Investigation of the anccdyrds period was n ide the Polloain ■ year, uning 
randomized block systems to allow statistical unnlyais,    a.hal noides were brourht into 
the laboratory on November 30th, 1971 after accertaininc that the i.iajority of the popula- 
tion had bred; 9^95# of the adults removed durinr "thinninr out" pocaeaaed or:^ nassen. 
The panels were cut into 32 groups of 10 barnucler;, with o moan carino-roatral  di-imctor 
of 12.7 ^ 1.0 nun.    Two parallel experiments were sot up in aejorote ayatema, one under 
constant illumination of approximately 2'«D0 lux nt the water nurface and tho other under 
laboratory day/night conditions: the mean temperatures were 8.3 and 8.6 C ren octivoly. 
Each system comprised four, compart;.iented truys which were aut plied with seawater from 
a constant head unit; care was taken to ensure that the trays in both ox1 erimento were 
supplied at the some flow rates.    Each experiment contained 160 adults, as groups of 'tO. 
These were further divided into subgroups of 10,  which were i laced so that every trny held 
in random order a sub-group from each of the experimental groups. 

Diu '.ng the acclimatization period 23 exuviae were shed in one wee'; by the 320 adults 
in the trays.    All showed normal penis cuticle and were j reaum -bly shed by the few adults 
which had yet to lay down egg masses.    Beginning on December 7th the cea-watcr and hormone 
groups were injected on four consecutive days.    The daily moultinr activities of the 
experimental groups of '♦0 adults, over seven weekc, are shown in Fig 3s the total activi- 
ties of the individual -ub-groups throughout this period are given in Table 3.    The results 
were subjected to an analysis of variance (Table 6) and difference-if-mcana tects, «to., as 
appropriate. 

As no moults occurred until the ninth day after the first injections, uhen the 
barnacles responded to treatment, it appeared that all of the population were in a state 
of anecdysis by the start of the experiment. 

Moulting activities differed under the two conditions of illumination, although 
the nature of the responses was broadly the same and airllar to that observed during the 
anecdysis of the previous year (experiment I).    Under day/night conditions the crustecdy- 
sone induced moulting activity approximately 10 days before this occurred in untreated 
controls.    Although as before there was also an Induction of early, moulting in the sen-water 
injected anlnalt (number of moults in first three weeks - Chi Square test, lsO.05) 
definite activity did not occur until one week after the hormone Toups.    There was a 
marked synchrony in the responses to crustecdysono, which was more evident with the 0.2 ug 
done.    The initial response occurred within the first three weeks: during this period the 
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MU tiM to first moult in the 0.2 ~ group vas 10e9!. s • .:.. Q.24 dnys , l'idc· ~ i s s j zniri
CMUatl7 leu thnn the mean tirne of' l ,.4 + s.E. o.,S days f'or the 0.02 )lG rlo:-:e (H ;;hcr -
Behrends teat (1,) 1 P(O.Ol). Under con~tnnt ill~-tion moulting c&mmenccd i n nll four 
pooupa at approximatelJ the same time. Hovever, a marked surge of' activit~· t·:a ::; induced 
bJ the hormone, vi th the greater a:rnchrony again illlpose4 bJ the hie her coF.e. '!'he mc"n 
time to first moult (11.0!, S.E. 0.2, daJS) in this group vas s i gnific•:ntly b s .:; t ! t· n t !mt 
of 14.0!. s.:;. Oe54 do:rs tor the 0.02 )lg group (P(t).ol). These f'i:.ure~; r.re • } t l:J:~t i ·' c:t
tical to those for the -/nir:ht cond!tionn and moulti~ began on t he s r·me rla:.::: un:ir.r t !te 
tvo conditioDR. The resttlllption or moulting in the untreated controls t:e.s :'····:·.r n'1tly 
accelerated under the cc·o'ltant ill\llliDation and occurred at approxi mr tely t ··c: :.:; ·:uc t i r.1c 
aa iD the sea-water injected controls; althouch, over a :period of' seven Hec'·c t he total 
110ulting activit:r vas bieber in the latter. 

1!-oultiD£ activit:r in all f'our experil:lental groups was increused under cn,,::;t ::.:-.t 
illu.in.: .. i.on, aa can be seen in Table 5 and from a comparir.on of t !te number ot second, 
or penis a':w.p, exuriae under both conditions (Fig ,). Analys i s of v~i.; ne e , ;· t !:c 
reaulta fi'UI both conditions or ill\lllinntion (Table 6) shows t he nvcrt'.ll effect of lir.ht 
to be hichlJ si,Uficant (P(b.Ol). It is unlikely that this uro~:e fror.1 ; n it~~rea::et.l :- l :;nl 
poovth ·as the qstems were cleaned trequentl:r and the results are d milo.r to t ho::e in 
experiaent II iD vbich the barnacles under the two conditions shared a c ot;unon :...,Jd r ecir
culated supply of seawater. Table 6 also ahovs that the relationshi ps bct i·Jccn t he rec:·onnes 
in the four grours or bnrnacles were the SClllle under both condition::; o f' illwnin:·.tion 
(P)o.05), thus the barMclea apparentlJ re:lJ)onded to honnone nne' :oW1di nt.: i n t!'~ ::;;•r.1c v::y 
under constant ill\lllination as under t.laJ/nieht conditione. Ovel <). further ·)criod o f five 
weeks the total moultin,. nctivitinR under cons tant illumination ~zere c.r; rol, ,•~~:~: untrcnt.ed 
and eea-water controls , • an4 771f,, and 0.02 nnd 0.2 )lg honnonP. I'.TOUI F- 1 -,; ··nd 8~ ; 
vhereaa the compe~rable activities under day/nir,ht condition::; \-terc 1~, 4.~, ~ and 
5~ respectivel:r. 

As 1D eX})eriment I the higher honnone dose group under both conditio·:;; of i llumi n:J
tion was characterized bJ moulting rOSJlOnaes which Here nhnom :·:... in re,.ation to t he un
treated and sea-water controlc. Approximately ~ (8) aDil 3~ (lJ) of' t i1e exuviae in t he 
initial reSJionse to hormone UDder da:r/night nnd constant illumint·ltion condit:i.ons, r ec!•cct
iTel71 did not contain penis tissue but onl;y the cuticle. '1\to such exuvi:~e, only, 
occurred between all other group• (Fig 3). 'l'he effect of t he 0.2 )le honnonc close upon 
the nature of the first moult is cignificant when colllpBI'ed with t:iofe controls (Chi Squ:1re 
teat, P(o.ol). Althouch the difference in the number of' :mch exuviae wtclcr t· ~e two lic:ht 
conditione i s not significant (Chi Square test, 1')0.05), it was further ob::erved ttmt in 
the 0.2 )IS hormone group under constant illumiMtion three exuviae were s hed durin~ the 
second llal! or the experiaent which pos sessed very short penes: these contninerl ti:;s ue. 
It appeared from analysis or the dailJ moulting activities or the r:ub-e;rOU!10 t i!;lt t hese 
exuTiae followed earlier, pres\lllnblJ incomplete, r>enir: ti::;sue moults : in t 1:o or the t hree 
sub--groupe involved the total number or tissue-containing moults was one "lor e t !-tan t he 
nuaber of barnacles. These results appear to be in agreement with t ho etfocto of hom one 
and light durinc experiments I and II. 

Mortalit1 was increased under constant illUIIIination. Durinc t he s eve1, He-:!1~ :; of 
activit:r shown in Fig ' there were 8 deaths under da:r/nieltconditions rutd 11 under concL;mt 
illumination: over a total or 14 weeks' observation the !icures were 16 end 28 reGpectivcly 
(Chi Square test , P.O.Q5-0.06). Similar results were reported in experiments I nnd II ··nd 
it is reaaonable to suppose that the increased mortality was a result or t he non-seanonal 
Usht conditions, as discussed later. 

Experiment IV (post-anecd;ysia) 

Following the shedding or exuviae containine no penis tissue bJ barnacles injected 
duriag uecd;ysia with 0.2 f..8 crustecdysone a further study was made or tbe effects at this 
lenl of hormone action. B.bnl.D.noidee !rom the same natural population as ti\ose in 
aperlaent III were brought Lito the lDboratoey on January 5th 1972. The population was 
apparentlJ entering the post-anecdJsis state as moul~ing was evident when t he ~dults were 
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placed in the ..... water system and the exuviae cont.£ined nenis tiene. A group or 25 
adults was left untreated and another was injected on tour consecutive days with a total 
dose ~f 0.2 ~ hormone; these were mainta ined under day/ni~ht conrition~ at ~ mean 
t•peraturelor 8.9°c. 'l'he daily moulting activities for a p.,riod of four \•toelts after 
the barnacles were brought into the laboratory are shot·m in Table 7. 

There was a marked moultinc response durin& a period or 9-16 days after the first 
injection of hormone, in which 2) moults occurred compared td th t~ro in t he control group. 
However, althour,h the exuviae possessed either penic tissue or stumps, none ru\owed only 
penis cut.\cle nnd there were no abr.ormali ties. 'l'his is in agreement with the results of 
the post-anecdysis period or the !"rerlous year (e:JC!· eriment II) under day/nicht conditions. 
'l'hus the nbnormnl moultinr. phenomenon observed in the 0.2 ~ hormone erou!.1'- dt•rinp: the 
anecdycis of eX):eriments I and III did not occur \~i1cn the same do~e ~ms injected under 
day/nieht conditions into n population which hnd a lready COIIIII"'"'ced moul.tin~·· It is 
reasonably certain that a number or the exrerimental adults must have jlreviou. :ly moulted 
in the sea, as (i) 15 or t he exuviae shed durinr th~ hormone inrluced res.,ons e (days 14-21) 
hacl penis stump~, shotdnr; that they were second moults: before this res onse only eight 
penic tissue or stump exuviae had been shed by thb eroup in t he l aboratory , t•nd (H) over 
eicht weeks' observation only 16 and 15 exuvi~e containing penic tissue were shed by the 
untreated and hormone groups, res~ectively. 

}. Discussion 

The injection or cruntecdysone durinr, the post-breeding condition or a~lanus 
balanoides had marked effects upon moultinB activities. Although the e~'eriments confirmed 
the action of hormone previously ob:.;erved durine; late summer (1) the nnture of the responses 
differed in several as)'lectr;, denendinr, upon whether the animnls trere in u st~te or 
anecdysis or had entered the r ost-anecdysis state. r-toultine activitiea were a l s o influ
enced by the illumination. Al thou~h the re~onses during these experiments t1ere complex 
there were Jistinct pntte~ or activity which appear to be similar to thoae observed in 
other arthropod species. 

Interpretation of the results is f acilita ted H t 1!e res ' ons es under day/ni~ht 
condition:; are discus sed before the effects or non-season;;:l illumination. Crus tecdysone 
induced moultint~ activity durin" t he period of ;!nccdysi s murkedly before its resumption 
in untreated control:; cmd the na ture of the rer;:·ons e wns rela ted to t he level of injected 
dose. In both experiment::; I "''d III t he injection of 0.2 )lg hormone resulted in marked 
and synchronized activity ~:herea:.; Hi th n dos e of 0.02 )le there t·1as either little response 
or a significantly loncer r:~e:m tir.1e to firs t moult. 't:.e low res-1onse to 0.02 }!I! hormone 
clurinc the first 2-3 weeks of eX'!"eriment I indicnte:::: t hnt t l{e resulta!1t titre in the 
animals was insufficient to induce ec rly:;i :; in r.1ore t h: .n 15-2!7,; of the grou!' clurinc this 
initial period: the a t:;socinted mi'Jrtali t y ::::u(".r;est:::; t h:\t come of t ite h· rnacles r.to.y have 
initiated moult processea, nnd t hen died. It thur. ap:rearn t ha t t he t i tre nri:;inc from 
this dose was similar to, or r-J.it~htly be lot1, t hat t·:hic' • I'JCC•trr ed !'lnturally a t t he end or 
anecdyJJis, particularly as t he induced activity was compo.rnble ~-rith that !·thich later 
followed in t he untreated control:;. The reaaon for t :w cre ... ter re:· onse t o t his 0.02 )lg 
dose in experiment III b uncerta in: althoueh it could lu:ve aris en from ct v.--:ri:;>.tion i6 the 
experimental condition::: over two sea:::;ons , t here may ha ve been a difference in the stage 
or anecdysis; the injectionc were made a week l a ter t h::.n t he correoroncline - eriod !or 
experiment I and the barnacles may thu~ have been nearer to t he e nd of t !1e ~necdysis state. 
The marked response to 0.2 )le hormone in both experiments strongly suc gestz that the 
resultant titre in the b<trdacles Has hi gher than the natural level which occurs at the 
end of anecdys is. 

Following the injection or 0.2 )lC hormone crus tecdy:Jonc durinr anecdy--i:'; the nature 
of n proportion of the exuvine s hed d't t he first moult was abnorma l in relation to both 
the two control group::; an. the oboervation~; of previous authors (2), in thc'lt nenis tissue 
wnc completfoly or partially retained. 'l'hio was observed in both ex eriments I and III 
and indicates tha t injected hornone ca n interfere with an a: pnrent natural mecl~sm at 
the end of anecdyois. The dependence or t hese abnorm:• lities ur on dose of hormone suggests 
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that they were related to the enauelng level in the animals during the prooessea of the 
first moult.    Although there is no direct evidence concerning endogenous seasonalAevels 
of moulting hormones in barnacles it is reasonable to suppose that the mean titre (and/or 
sensitivity of target cells) of a population is low during the post-aneodysis period and 
increases during the summer.    It was found that at a time of relatively high natural moult- 
ing activity during the summer that there were no apparent differences between the effects 
of 0.02 and 0.2 ug erustecdysone (1).    It may be that the natural shedding of penis tissue 
at the end of aAeedysis is associated with a low level of production of moulting hormoneCs) 
and that as has been suggested (2) the phenomenon is part of a basic physiological rhythm 
associated with breeding.    The mechanism responsible for the abnormal responses induced 
by the higher dose of erustecdysone is not known.    The situation is complicated by a report 
(l1*) that untreated barnacles which have been fed during onecdysis may retain all or part 
of the penis tissue at the first moult and,  further, that this phenomenon has been observed 
in natural populations.    It appears significant that under day/night conditions in experi- 
ments II and IV no abnormal exuviae were shed after the injection of 0*2 ug erustecdysone 
during the post-aneodysis period: in these experiments the hormone was adting upon a popu- 
lation which had already commenced moulting.    The nature of the moult may therefore be 
determined by the hotnone titre at the initiation of pro-M$iia or at later, critical, 
stages:  support for this is found in the suggestion that the level of moulting hormone 
titre in the crab Carcinus maenas determines the nature of the prcci»»« to be initiated 
during a moult cycle (15).    It can be considered that the experimental addition of food 
during anecdysis does not reflect the natural condition - thus the observation on complete 
or partial retention of penis tissue by untreated barnacles fed in the laboratory (13)may 
reflect an increased production of moulting hormone(s) above that which would occur 
naturally. 

Injection of erustecdysone may also stimulate an endogenous system, as suggested by 
the results of experiment I in which the increased moulting activity in the homone groups 
was sustained for at least 12 weeks.   It appears extremely unlikely that this effect could 
be due to injected hormone persisting in the animals for such a period and furthermore 
it has been shown that injected eodysones can stimulate prothoracic glands in insects to 
produce moulting hormones (16)*   A similar effect was reported during summer moulting 
activity in barnacles (1), although the stimulation was only evident for approximately two 
weeks.    The long term nature of the increased moulting after injection of hormone during 
anecdysis appears to reflect the low natural activity which follows this period and indi- 
cates that the duration of the effect may be related to the level of endogenous endocrine 
activity at the time. 

Moulting activities during the post-breeding period were also influenced by light« 
Aa seen in experiment II and III the nature of the responses under constant iUumination 
differed in several aspects from those observed in the day/night conditional  (i) moulting 
activity was increased in all experimental groups,  (ii) in experiment III (carried out 
during anecdysis)  there was an earlier resumption of moulting in untreated controls, (lii) 
although no abnormal exuviae were shed under day/night conditions during either of the 
post-anecdysis periods of experiment II and IV, there was apparently some retention of 
penis tissues in the three injected groups under constant illumination in the furmar 
experiment, and (iv) mortality was increased.    The nature of these responses suggeata that 
they were related to effects of light.    Although responses vary between crustacean species 
it has been shown that increased photophase in winter can induce moulting responses (eg 7, 
9, 10).    Furthermore, it has been shown that light will control the production of ecdysone 
via the brain of the silkworm Antheraea pernyi (17).    The increased mortality in bamaclea 
subjected to constant illumination in experiments I and III appears to be another manifeata- 
tion of light as it has been shown that constant light is lethal to crabs in winter (10) 
and that although during winter anecdysis in crayfish some animals moulted in response to 
non-seasonal illumination many died at various stages of the moult-cycle (9).    It seems 
therefore that the response to light observed in Balanus balanoidee ia similar to those 
observed in other crustaceans and that the production of an ecdysone or moulting hormone(s) 
may have been stimulated.    This contention would appear to be borne out by the similarity 
of the effects of light to those induced by the injection of erustecdysone« 
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An early induction of moulting alco oocurred in aea-water injected controls during 
anecdysis under day/night conditions.    It has been shown previously that wounding will 
increase moulting activity in barnacles (1) and it was suggested that this arose from a 
stimulation of an endogenous endocrine system which resulted in increased production of 
moulting hormones(s).    It appears that a similar phenomenon induced the early moulting in 
the injected controls during anecdysis.   Similar wound responses have been observed in 
insects, eg diapause in various fly •peodet can be broken by pricking, apparently as a 
result of renewed activity of neurosecretory cells (18), 

The results suggest that the annual reproductive anecdysis in Balanua balanoidee is 
part of a basic physiological activity with which light may be associated.    This contention 
la supported by the critical role of photoperlod In the induction of the breeding condition 
C*« 5« 6)s however, the mechanians involved in this period are »till unknown and the 
suggestions offered are, at best, only partial explanations.    Despite a suggestion that 
only a moult-acceleratlng hormone (HAH) is Involved in the control of moulting in barnacles 
(19), a moult-inhlbiting hormone (MIH) could be Involved in the reproductive anecdysis. 
In crustaceans the production of MAH is typically under the control of MIH which prevents 
its formation (eg 20, 21) and it has been suggested that light controls the relationship 
between these hormones (9).    The post breeding condition of Balanus bnlanoldes appears to 
be an interesting field for studying the role of moulting hormones and the biologiesl 
mechanians controlling their production and action.    Investigations of experimentally 
induced activities should provide information about endogenous syctems and how they may be 
exploited for antl-fouling purposes. 
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Table 1.    Crustecdyeon« action aff r injection diirlng «ntcdjglg (over aewn w>k pwlod) 

Total moultinr activity Mortality 

Controls 
Sea-water Injected 
0.02 ug hormone 
0.2 ag hormone 

90K 
122Sc 
15^ 
17* 

1 
2 
6 
1 

Table 2.    Natore of exuviae shed by groups of 20 adults after injection of erustecdyeone 
durinr anecdysis (over 12 week period) 

Control» Sea-water 0.02m; 0.2 ag hormons 

Total activity UOK 
Penis tissue exuviae 18 
Penis cuticle exuviae 0 

187* 
17 

0 

259% 
18 

1 
25 

3 

Table 3«    Cruatecdysone action during post-anecdysis (over seven week pwlod) 

Total moultinc: activities (weeks 1-2) 

Daylight 

Controls 
Sea-water injected 
0.02 ug hormone 
0.2 jig hormone 

65!« 
95» 

Total laoulting activities (weeks 3-7) 

Day/Jlight 

Constant illumination 

55!« 
92^ 

110» 
110!« 

Constant illumination 

Controls 
Sea-water injected 
0.02 ug hormone 
0.2 lag hormone 

881« 
121« 
133!« 

65» 

120« 
025» 
1^ 
151* 

Table k.   Number of penis tissue exuviae shed during post-anecdysis by groups of 20 adult« 
(over seven week period)' 

Controls 
Sea-water injected 
0.02 ug erustecdyeone 
0.2 ig cruatecdysone 

Day/Might 

20* 
16 
19 
20 

* out of 26 adults 

Constant illumination 

17 
21 
2U 
ZU 
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Tfcbl« 5«    Cruatecdynone action after Infection öurln/; a.".ecd:/::ia (over seven week period). 

Total moultinr activities (u) 

Day/tlight Constant illuninfition 
Mean 

Controls 90, 
Sea-water injected 100, 
0,02 ug hormone l^O, 
0.2 M hormone 170, 

NOTiü:    each exrerimentpl groi^ comprises four aub-grours of 10 adults. 

Mean 

80, 78, 100. 8? 80. 111. 100, Ito. 108 
HI, 50, 80. 85 155, 120. 111, 120. 127 
113, 130, 133. 129 138. 150, 16A, 160, 153 
113, 135, 167. 1^ 189. 180, 130, 211. 178 

Table 6. Analysis of variance of result« in Table 5 

Source of variation d.f»      Sum Sq Mean 3q  F ratio 

Illumination (I) 
Treatment (T) 
IxT interaction 
Residual 
Total 

1 
3 
3 

2k 
31 

6,873 
21,882 

496 
12,019 
1*1,270 

6,873 
7,29'* 

165.3 
500.8 

13.72     <0.01 
lk.56    <0.001 
0.33     notsig. 

Table 7.    Crustecriysone action c'urinr rost-anecdy is (over four week -eriod) 

Days 

Exuviae shed by groupr of 25 adults 

Injections 

if  r TT 9 10 11  12  13 Ik 
Controls 
0.2 ug hormone 

Days 
Controls 
0,2 /« hormone 

1 
0 

1 
1+1« 

0       0      0 
S«^' 1+6*    h* 

2D     D 

0 
1» 
D 

0 
1 

2D 

0 
0 

NOTE: unmarked exuviae contain penis tissue, * - penis stun,   exuviae, D - death 

2 
2*2 • 

15  16 17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24   25  26  27  28 
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Biological studies on fouling problems In Italy 

G. Rellni and G. Dabini Oliva 

Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche 
Laboratorio per la Corrosione Marina del Metalli 

Via Mercanzla 4 - 16123 Genova 
Italia 

Biological studies on fouling from Italian seas, partlcu 
larly the Lagoon of Venice, Liguria, Sardinia and Civitavecchia 
have been described with special regard to results obtained 
during ten years' surveys in the Ligurian sea and mainly in 
the Genoa harbour. Fouling from harbours, off-shore and from 
electric power intakes have been Investigated (biology-ecology- 
weights) also In relation to principal antifouling systems used 
in the intakes. By experimental data on laboratory and Indu- 
strial plants it was the effectiveness of continuous clorine 
supply was pointed out as well as the high velocity of water 
flow to prevent fouling settlement j also from the point of view 
of pollution control« Distribution, Mttlement periods, growth 
rates and mortality of fouling organisms have been studied in 
several zones having different types and degrees of pollution. 

Key Words: Fouling in Italy; harbours; off shore; 
power stations; intakes; Biology, Ecology, Weight; 
Pollution; Chlorination; Settlement at different 
speed of water flow. 

In Italy biological studies on fouling (Marine borers excluded)were begun on 
ly about 15 years ago and the following localities (fig.1) have been invest! 
gatedi the Lagoon of Venice (1) (2) (3) (4), the Ligurian sea and particular 
ly the Genoa harbour (5) (6) (7)...(39) (40), Sardinia, off-shore (41) and ~ 
Civitavecchia (42) (43) (44) (45). 
On the fouling fron Civitavecchia and the Lagoon of Venice are known: list 
of species, settlement periods, seasonal sequences and some data about the 
amount of fouling expressed as wet or dry weight. While new investigations 
are going on in Trieste and Venice, most of our present knowledge on Italian 
fouling (biological problems) comes from studies carried out during more 
than ten years' investigations in the Ligurian sea, where ecology of fouling 
organisms was examined in relation to principal antifouling systems and dif- 
ferent hydrological conditions, nie present report deals chiefly with the 
principal results. 
In Genoa harbour fouling six dominant communities (10) (11) are described! 
l) Microorganisms 2) Ciona 3) Barnacles 4) Zoobotrion 5) Serpulids and 
6) Mussels) only the last one reaches a rather climax situation. 

Because of substratum preference they may be divided into three groups: 
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a) community which appears only on newly exposed panels (microorganisms) 
b) communities which appear only on fouled panels as Zoobotrion and Mussels 
c) communities present in both the precedent situations (Ciona, Barnacles and 
Serpulids). A rather different situation was pointed out in the Vado Ligure 
bay,where Microorganisms and Algae, Hydroids^Barnacles (Serpulids only on mon 
thly panels) and Mussels are dominant communities (36) and generally also the 
most abundant species are not the same as in the Genoa harbour (15) (22) (23) 
(24) (25) (27) (28) (29). 
In Venice fouling (3) dominant organisms are Microorganisms with Algae, 
Hydroids (especially Tubularia mesembrianthemum during April and May) Bryozoa 
(Bugula stolonifera in June) Ascidians (Botryllus schlosseri in July) and 
Mussels (Mytilus galloprovincialis). 
Seasonal quantitative variations of fouling were examined in several Ligurian 
harbours (37) and in the Genoa harbour variations related to ddpth (0,1; - 1; 
- 5; - 9; - 14; - 16 m) were also considered (14) (16) (28) (29). In particular 
settlement periods of Barnacles and Bryozoans at 6 different depths were 
described (see fig. 2 and tables 1, 2)« 
The highest monthly weights of wet fouling were obtained at all depths during 
summer months, due to the heavy settlement of Barnacles and Serpulids, but 
weight decreases with depth contemporaneously with the reduction of fouling 
density. 
This weight decreasing with depth does not agree with DePalma's results off 
Sardinia (41 )> an average weight (dry) of 5»57 g/dnfi  foot of surface was 
collected from panels exposed during seven months at 58 m depth and 1,1 g/dm 
from those exposed at 15 meters. 
The maximum one-year accumulation, recorded from Genoa fouling panels (14) 
was 607 g/dm2 while the highest monthly weight was found in August 1967: 
89 g/dm2 on a surface panel, while 14 m depth panels, in the same period, 
showed a weight 18 times lower. 
Higher values have been found in Venicet 6 31*4 g/dm  on a 3 month panel in 
June and 689«2 g/dm on a year's panel in September. 
The fouling growing on one year panels immersed in ooen sea at Vado Ligure 
(near Savona, -8 m depth) weighed more than 460 g/dm2 while near Marseille 
the average higher wet weights after one year was about 20 g/dm2 (46) at 17- 
19 m depth. 
In Genoa harbour power station intakes have been observed an amount of 289SAim 
of fouling on 3 months panels and 716 g/dm  on walls after one year (both wet 
weights) while the highest value recorded in literature is 640 g/dm2 of Mus- 
sels growing in 21 weeks in the salt water intake tunnels of a power-house 
at Lynn, Massachusets (47). 
Ten harbours from western Liguria (also little ones) (37) and seven stations 
with different types and degrees of pollution in the Genoa harbour were chosen 
for an evaluation of the correlation between hydrological parameters, pollu- 
tion and distribution of fouling organisms during a one year survey (fig. 3). 
In particular the last seven stations, by means of fouling (species settle- 
ment period, growth rates, mortality) and physico-chemical parameters (parti- 
cularly: temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen, salinity. Nitrogen Ammonia, Nitro 
gen Nitrite, Nitrogen Nitrate, Phosphate, Total iron, Anionic surfactants) 
have been characterised as follows (21) (26) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (38): 
Station 1: high content of Nitrogen Ammonia, Nitrogen Nitrate, Phosphate, 
high turbidity, high surfactants concentration (0,84 ppm), low dissolved 
Oxygen, fluctuation in pH and Salinity.Minimum of sessile fouling settlement 
Hydroldes elegans. Ciona intestinalis, Balanus amphitrite only on monthly pa 
nels, however some Algae (especially Bryopsis plumosa and Enteromorpha spp.) 
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can resist more than one month and grow vigorously. Within the black slime 
and mud on the panels, many individuals are of the Polychaetes; Staurocephalus 
rudolfii Podarke pallida (probably Capitella capitata) and of the Crustacean 
Webalia bipes are living. 

Station 2t eutrophic waters but less than those of the first station. 
Ciona intestinalis, Hydroides elegans, Bugula stolonifera are dominant organ- 
isms and settle through the year contrary to other stations. A peculiar thing 
is the heavy presence of the Isopode Sferoma serratum which covers all inter- 
tidal substrata (in the Genoa harbour the tide does not exceed 30 cm. ). 

Station 38 this is the control station, being the best known, the less pollu- 
ted and the richest as species but not as individuals of Algae and animals. 

Station 4» similar to the last one, but with more Nitrogen Nitrate content 
and shallower. 

Station S» zone with high turbulence and water temperature (over 20°C through 
the year). Dominant are Ulva, B. amphitrite« Hydroides elegans.Also very com- 
mon is a small Attiniant Diadoaene ludae. 

Station 6: in front of the steel-works; high concentration of Iron (up to 
7698 ^g). Nitrogen Ammonia, low salinity which here reaches its lowest value 
(28,9 '/«sK After the first station this one is the poorest in fouling. 

Station 7t polluted by oil and surfactants. Complete absence of intertidal 
macroorganisms. 

Investigations were carried out also on the influence of the substratum pH 
(13) (48) against settlement and on the behaviour of fouling upon several me- 
tal panels (12) (copper, zinc, iron, steel, inox,  aluminium) in long and 
short term experiences. 
More and more Important and current in Italy too, are the problems concerned 
with the prevention of fouling in pipes and tunnels because there is an 
increasing tendency for large industrial installations to be situated  on the 
coast, using seawater as a coolant. 
As well known, (49) (50) such installations are susceptible to heavy marine 
fouling growing in the coaling systems especially when the intake is in the 
harbour or other eutrophic water as happened for two (Genoa and La Spezia) 
out of three electric power stations located in Liguria. For several years 
we have examined the fouling in the intake tunnels of those two power stations 
and we have investigated the common antifouling systems with the aim of sug- 
gesting the best one for the new power station which was being built in the 
Vado Ligure bay. 
Mussels, Serpulids and Barnacles are by far the most troublesome fouling ani- 
mals in Ligurlan intakes; Serpulids form a peculiar dominant community (30). 
Such a community of chlorinated water, already known from literature (51)(52), 
reaches 35 cm thickness in one year and 683 g/dm  of wet weight and 258 g/dm 
of dry weight when the intermittent schedule of chlorination is not good. 
Special attention was given to prevention systems based on chlorination and 
on speed of water flow because of being more effective and less noxious from 
the pcint of view of pollution control. 
In fact in the first method, very little chlorine is discharged to the sea; 
chlorine and its products are quickly absorbed and active chlorine rapidly 
disappears from the water. In the second system, the best, no substance is 
added to the sea water which flows with high speed. 
By means of a small experimental pilot plant sited on a pier in Genoa harbour 
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it was seen that Of3 ppm of continuous Chlorine (sodium hypochlorite) supply 
was sufficient to prevent settlement; for killing adult Serpulids (Hydroides 
and Serpula) in one hour more than 600 ppm are required(38) (53). 
So the ineffectiveness of chlorination in some of the Ligurian pipes is due 
to a bad chlorination schedule and to the shape of intake constructions, in 
fact the wrongly constructed tunnels have many corners and contain areas 
where the average speed of flow and renewal of water is low. 
These results which agree with literature data (49) (50) wer« confirmed in a 
new industrial plant. 
The results obtained on fouling prevention by speed of water flow are even 
more interesting and surprising. 
By experimental apparatus (a rectangular tube with three Internal sections 
300 x 40 mm, 250 x 40 mm, 200 x 40 mm, completely immersed in the sea water 
and with the pump to the end of the canal containing asbestos panels - size 
1000 x 318 x 3 mm -, hydraulically smooth ) limiting velocities of water flow 
for settlement of principal fouling organisms were determined (39), observing 
settled individuals and not the behaviour of lar/ae as Prof. Crisp has done 
(54). Ascidians and Bryozoans in our experimental conditions cannot settle at 
currents higher than 0,4 m/sec, while Serpulids (Hydroides elegans and Serpuia 
concharum) settle until 0,5 - 0,6 m/sec. 
Barnacles (B. amphitrite being the most important species) are able to settle 
on the panels exposed to a water flow until about lm/sec. 
Really, as pointed out by Crisp (54) (55)« the important dynamic feature of 
water flow relative to settlement is likely to be the velocity gradient, or 
rate of shear, at the surface rather than the stream velocity within the body 
of the fluid. 
Our colleagues (56), by mathematical and hydrodynamic study of the distribution 
of velocities  within the boundary layer, have been successful in finding a 
correlation between data obtained with  our experimental equipment and those 
of any other conduit or pipe if the surfaces are smooth  and flow with uniform 
turbulence. 
These results had an important confirmation in a new industrial plant built, 
following our advice. 
They (56) have found also that, at the same Reynolds number, an increase of 
fifty per cent in the water flow velocity rises the pressure able to prevent 
attachment of the cypris by five times. 
With the same equipment we have investigated (39)- the influence of water cur- 
rent on the growth of fouling organians which settled on panels before the 
experiment was begun. 
Preliminary results show that Serpulids stop their growth when the velocity 
of the water current is higher than 2 m/sec. 
The growth of settled Barnacles, when they  are submitted to a speed of 2, 
2,5 i 3 m/sec, decreases respectively to one half, a quarter and almost com- 
pletely stops, in comparison with growth of control panel Barnacles. 
Though this report is, of course a summarizing and schematic one, we hope we 
have given a sufficient idea of the research developed in Italy with the aim 
of contributing to a greater knowledge of fouling problems, also from the 
point of view of geographical and regional differences in composition and 
behaviour of world fouling, necessary knowledge for efficient antifouling 
systems use. 
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Discussion 

O.E.  Sechler asked for particulars of the physical and chemical parameters characterizing 
a "clean" intake pipe.       G.  Relini replied that the intakes were completely filled with water, and 
that settlement waa prevented solely by the speed of water movement - about 2 meters per second 
through the pipe - and not by chemical treatment of the surface, though it was important that the 
walls were smooth.      J.S.  Ryland asked for a further breakdown of flow velocities, since it was 
velocity at the surface and not mean flow that was important.       G.  Relini replied that a mathem- 
atical treatment of flow rates in the experimental apparatus and in the intake pipe would be 
published shortly by some of his colleagues. 

A speaker commented that intake velocities greater than 0.3 meters per second usually 
resulted in fish being forced against the screens and killed; but it was then pointed out that a 
funnel-shaped intake would combine a relatively narrow pipe, having a high water velocity, with a 
large screen througji which the water flowed slowly enough not to kill fish. Another possibility 
mentioned was to have the screen set at an angle to the flow, rather than perpendicular to it, so 
that fish would not be trapped. 

K.C.  Marahall pointed out that the control referred to by G. Relini was of macrofouling. 
Even in a high velocity pipeline microbial fouling occurs and will decrease the smoothness of the 
surface.      In hydroelectric pipelines micro-organisms oxidize manganese and deposit it on the 
surface, and the roughness created causes turbulence troubles. 
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TABLE 1 

Vertical distribution of BRIOZOA settlement on monthly panels from 1966 to 1971 

Bugula Bugula Bugula Schi zoporella Watersipora 

Depths neritina stolonifera flabellata errata subov oidea Total 

%      n« %           n« %        n» % n» % n0 

- 0,1  m 33,0  309 15,6       203 1.4           5 1,1 18 3,5 46 i^l 

-  1       m 42,6 455 17,0       221 2,0           7 7,7 124 13,4 177 984 

-  5      ■ 6,3    59 11,3       147 5,7        20 14,0 225 11,4 ISO 601 

-  9      m 6,3     59 17,7      230 37,4      130 20,4 329 32,6 430 1178 

-14      m 5,1    48 34,4      448 40,3      140 37,8 608 27,1 357 1601 

-16      m 0,5      5 3,8        50 12,9        45 18,7 301 12,0 157 558 

Total 935 1299 347- 1605 1317 5503 

The panel area was about 1200 cm 

Vertical distribution of total BARNACLES settlement from 1965 to 1971. 

Depths 
B.   AMPHITRITE B.   EBURNEUS 0.    TRIG0NUS B.   PERFORATUS 

.Total 

% n* i n0 % n» % n« 

- 0,1 m 7,32 4987 1,16 174 0,62 20 11,41 84 526 5 

-  1       m 17,55 11947 9,56 1433 1,00 32 31,11 229 13641 

- 5     ■ 28,61 19479 14,30 2143 5,05 161 24,59 181 21964 

- 9      m 25,58 17414 24.60 3685 10,45 333 16,98 124 21557 

-14      ■ 15,29 10413 33,13 4963 18,72 915 13,72 101 16392 

-16       m 5,61 3821 17,21 2579 54,12 1724 2,17 16 8140 

,Tota] 68061 14977 3185 736 86959 

78,26 17,22 3,66 6,8 

One dm / panel was considered 
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Fig.   2   - Per  cent  distribution  of  Barnacles  settlement   at   six depths  from 
August   195S to December  1971   in  the Genoa  hs-bour. 

Fig.   3   -   (please  turn  over) 

Distribution  of  the Ascidians,   Barnacles and Polichaetes   in  seven  stations 
of  Genoa harbour  differently polluted. 
For the chemical  and physical  parameters  are  reported minimum maximum and 
mean  (in brackets)   values  of  24  measurements made  in  one  year. 
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Metabolism of Mercury Compounds by Bacteria in Chesapeake Bay 

J. D. Nelson, Jr. and R. R. Colwell 

Dept. of Microbiology 
University ^ Maryland 

College Park, Muryland 207^2 

Biological transformations of mercury In the envir- 
onment have been identified, but neither the key agents 
nor the exact processes are well understood.  Mobili- 
zation of mercury, as a part of the mercury "cycle" 
In nature, has been given attention because of an 
increasing mercury load in the environment with 
resultant hazards to human health, derived in 
part from mlcrobial activity. 

Mercury resistant bacteria Isolated from Chesa- 
peake Bay were capable of metabolizing phenylmer- 
curic acetate (PMA) with the production of elemental 
mercury. The Pseudomonas spp. isolated were resis- 
tant to mercury compounds in general and were capable 
of adaptation to high levels of resistance to specific 
mercury compounds. The process of biomethylation of 
inorganic mercury and the observed "reductive decom- 
position" of organo mercury by mercury resistant 
marine bacteria may be responsible in part for 
mercury mobilization and subsequent detoxification 
of mercury polluted environments, as well as atmos- 
pheric transport of mercury. 

The decomposition of PMA by a Pseudomonas 
species was found to be dependant upon adaptation 
to PMA and was magnesium ion dependant. Prom the 
pattern of PMA uptake by cells and effects of inhi- 
bitors of oxidative phosphorylation on the PMA 
metabolic process. It was concluded that degradation 
of PMA takes place on the cell surface^ with production 
of predominantly inorganic volatile species of mercury. 

KEY WORDS:  mercury metabolism, PMA decomposi- 
tion, bacterial mobilization of mercury, 
Chesapeake Bay and mercury 

INTRODUCTION 

Mercury in the aquatic environment is transformed by a series of 
reactions into highly toxic and persistent alkylated forms which accumulate 
in higher animals and plants (1,2,3) .  Participation of bacteria in these 
events has been documented (4) . The demonstration of reductive decomposi- 
tion of both Inorganic and organic mercury compounds to elemental mercury 
by mercury resistant bacteria suggests that the aerobic and facultatively 

The numbers in parentheses refer to the list of references at the end of 
this paper. 
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anaerobic bacteria may be Influential In the mobilization of environmental 
mercury (5f6.7) .  Preliminary studies have shown the phenomenon to be 
Induclble (8)1, and transferable from one cell to another In the form of 
DNA Information (7,8,0)1. 

The Investigation of the metabolism of mercury by aerobic, heterotro- 
phlc, mercury resistant bacteria has comprised a part of our study of the 
overall mercury cycling by bacteria In Chesapeake Bay.  We have observed 
a correlation between numbers of mercury resistant bacteria, 60$  of which 
were Pseudomonas species, and environmental levels of mercury (10).  Thus, 
we present In this report the results of our Investigation of the mechanisms 
of resistance and metabolism by a group of Chesapeake Bay bacterial cul- 
tures . 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Chemicals. All Inorganic chemicals were reagent grade. Phenylmercurlc 
acetate (PMA), methyl mercuric chloride (MeHgCl) and HgCl- were obtained 
from Pfaltz and Bauer, Inc., N. Y. Stock solutions of organo mercury In 
ethanol or HgCl2 In water were made fresh before use. 

2 -' Hg labeled PMA 
In 0.01 M acetic acid was purchased from New England Nuclear Corp. 

Growth of Bacteria.  A basal medium for the growth of mercury resistant 
bacteria Isolated from Chesapeake Bay consisted of 2.0 gm of glucose, 5.0 
gm of Dlfco (Dlfco Laboratories, Detroit, Michigan) oasamlno acids, and 1.0 
gm of Dlfco yeast extract per liter of "three salts solution" containing 
10.0 gm NaCl, 2.26 gm MgCl- .  6 HpO and 0.3 gm KC1.  The broth was adjusted 
to pH 7.3 and autoclaved at 121 C for 15 min. A solid medium for enumera- 
tion of bacteria and stock culture maintenance was prepared by adding 20.0 
gm of Dlfco agar per liter of broth. Mercury agar was prepared by adding 
1000-fold concentrated solutions of PMA or HgClp to sterile, molten agar and 
by spreading plates of solidified agar with MeHgCl.  Plates Vere incubated 
in darkness at 25 C and liquid cultures were incubated in darkness at 20 C 
in flasks with aeration.  Growth in broth was monitored turbidimetrically 
with a Klett Sommerson Colorimeter. 

Inocula of Pseudomonas 244 for PMA metabolism experiments were pre- 
pared by transfer from stock cultures on PMA-oontaining slants to broth con- 
taining 6 ppm PMA and incubating for 2k  hours at 25 C.  Quantities of PMA- 
induoed cells for resting cell studies were prepared by inoculating the 
24 h. broth cultures into 6 ppm PMA containing broth at the rate of 20 
ml/100 ml fresh broth and incubating for 1 h. The culture was then chilled, 
and the cells were centrifuged out of the broth, washed two times with 
chilled three salts solution, and stored chilled as a suspension in three 
aal'.j solution until used. 

Radioisotope Experiments. Sufficient aqueous  ^Hg-labeled PMA was added 
to three salts or broth to give a final concentration of 6.08 ppm. Samples 
of 0.1 ml were removed for assay cf radioactivity by direct addition to 10 
ml of scintillation cocktail consisting of napthalene, 8,23%;  PPO, 1,02%; 
and POPOP, 0.0515K in a solution of toluene, 1,4 dioxane, and ethylene 
glycol monoethyl ether (1:3:3). Cell bound activity was accessed by 
rapidly filtering 1.0 ml of suspension through a 0.45 micron pore size mem- 
brane filter (Millipore Filter Corp., Bedford, Mass.) and washing with two 
1.0 ml volumes of three salts solution held at room temperature.  For 
resting cell experiments, labeled PMA was added to pH 7.0 buffered three 

The numbers in parentheses refer to the list of references at the end of 
this paper. 
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salts contülnlMg cells In u total volume 10 ml 5 mln. after the start of 
incubation.  Incubation was at 25C with aeration provided by a magnetic 
stlrrer. A ce".l density of approximately 0.1 mg dry wt. of freshly grown 
cells/ml was used In all such experiments. The efficiency of liquid 
scintillation counting was routinely determined by the channels ratio method. 

RKSMI.TS AND DISCUSSION 

Properties of Mercury Resistant Isolates.  Pure bacterial cultures for 
study were obtained from routine platings of samples of water and sediment 
on a solid growth medium containing 6 ppm of HgCl?. Two hundred forty-nine 
freshly isolated cultures were tested for resistance to a series of types 
and concentrations of mercury compounds by replica plating.  The results 
(Table 1) indicate that the acquisition of resistance to a single mercury 
compound may confer resistance to mercury-containing compounds In general. 

Resistance to mercury was found to decrease In cultures after several 
transfers in mercury free media. To investigate resistance as an adaptive 
phenomenon, thirty of the most resistant cultures were grown in the presence 
and absence of mercury compounds and then tested for resistance. The 
results are summarized in Table 2. Growth in the presence of mercury 
clearly enhanced the resistance of most of the cultures. 

A single culture, Pseudomonas 2Uk,  was selected for further investiga- 
tion on the basis of Its resemblance to the most commonly Isolated group of 
mercury resistant bacteria (10) . It produces a green fluorescent pigment, 
which facilitated identification and does not produce H2S from organic or 
inorganic sulfur containing compounds. When grown in the absence of PMA, 
the organism was found to be capable of growth on agar medium containing 3 
ppm, but not 2h  ppm PMA.  However, after growth in a liquid medium con- 
taining 6 ppm PMA, the organism grew on 24 ppm PMA agar. Figure 1 shows 
the comparative kinetics of the gain and loss of resistance to 2U ppm of 
PMA.  A culture previously grown in 6 ppm of PMA medium was Inoculated into 
media with and without 6 ppm PMA which were then incubated with aeration. 
Cells resistant to 24 ppm PMA increased 200-fold in PMA-containing broth 
and decreased 30-fold in the PMA-free broth.  In either case there was a 
reproducible transient peak in resistance prior to onset of growth. The 
experiment was repeated with 5 ppm HgCl2 replacing PMA in the mercury-con- 
taining flask. Transient peaks of 24 ppm PMA resistance were observed, but. 
In contrast, both cultures showed a net decrease in resistance to PMA during 
the same period. These results and the observations of other investigators 
suggest that resistance to PMA and other mercury compounds Is an induclble 
response to mercury exposure (8) . 

When compared with growing cells, buffer suspensions of non-prollfer- 
atlng cells were induced after a longer period of time and were able to 
maintain their level of resistance to 24 ppm PMA for at least 10 h. In the 
absence of Inducers. 

PMA Metabolism. To ascertain the fate of PMA in PMA-reslstant cultures, 
the above experiment was repeated using Pseudomonas 244 grown In 
203Hg-labeled PMA media. Duplicate flasks, with and without Inoculation, 
were assayed for cell bound and total radioactivity at hourly intervals 
(Fig. 2). Samples of culture were acidified to pH 1 with concentrated HC1 
and extracted with benzene. The extracts were ohromatographed on silica 

S 

The numbers in parentheses refer to the list of references at the end of 
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gel G, developed with petroleum ether: dlethyl ether (70:30) CO > and 
analyzed by autoradlography. During the lag In growth. In which resistance 
to 24 ppm PMA Increased (Fig. l), a net loss of 395^ of the label from the 
suspension and an accumulation of h'jd  of the label In the cells occurred. 
Benzene-extractable PMA correspondingly decreased with no new labeled com- 
pounds appearing. The unlnoculated control flask showed no significant 
decreases in activity during the experimental time period. Direct analysis 
of the vapor phase has shown that the mercury lost from the medium Is, at 
least In part, in the elemental state (W. Iverson and F. Brinckman, 
personal communication). The concomitant production of benzene and mercury 
from PMA by a Pseudomonas species from soil has been reported (5)1. However, 
we have not been able to detect benzene in the vapor phase. When 203Hg- 
labeled cells were subsequently placed in PMA-free broth, further loss of 
label occurred. 

The site of PMA binding was investigated using log phase cells of 
Pseudomonas 2hh  labeled for 2/3 of a generation time. The activities of 
crude sub-cellular fractions obtained by differential centrifugation were 
assayed after breakage using a French Pressure Cell. Approximately 785t of 
the activity in the cell free extract was recoverable In a particulate 
fraction sedimenting at 127,000 X g in 1 h. A fraction sedlmentable at 
35,000 X g in 15 min., bound nearly 85%  of the 127,000 X g pellet activity 
and was enriched in cell wall material. The latter contained relatively 
little NADH oxidase, but moat of the 2-Keto-3 deoxyoctuloaonic acid (KDO), 
a cell wall specific sugar. 

The mechanism of PMA resistance most likely involves the uptake of 
PMA followed by Induction of the enzyme(s) necessary for mercury reduction. 
Bound inducer is lost from growing cells, and in the absence of a source 
for replenishment, the levels of enzymes decrease. 

Reductive decomposition of mercury compounds by species of Pseudomonas 
(5)1 and strains of Escherlchia coll (6,7)^- have been reported. 5 
spectrum of mercury resistant bacterial genera isolated from the Bay were 
tested for ability to decompose PMA, using a radio-assay (Table 3). Each 
culture was grown In Ü.3 ppm PMA broth, washed and Inoculated into a 
buffered three salts solution as described. The results, though qualitative, 
indicate that PMA metabolic ability may occur in a number of genera. 
Several of the species tested did not volatilize significant quantities of 
Hg. Resistance of these cultures may arise from an unsuspected pathway of 
mercury metabolism or the Induced or fortuitous production of sulfhydryl 
compounds resulting In mercury tnercaptlde formation. 

PMA Metabolism by Resting Cells. The study of PMA metabolism was simplified 
by using non-proliferating cells of Pseudomonas 2U4 in aerated, pH 7.0 
buffered three salts solution. Volatilization of Hg label also occurred 
under these conditions in a reaction which is dependent upon cell concentra- 
tion. A standard cell density of ca, 0.1 mg dry weight/ml was used which 
was In the range of cell densities directly proportional to activity. This 
concentration of cells typically evolved 90% of the label within 2 h. at 
25 C in an aerated system. 

The comparative kinetics of PMA metabolism and uptake by induced and 
non-induced cells is presented in Fig. 3. The cells were incubated In 
broth with and without 6 ppm of PMA to the same stage of growth and Inocu- 
lated in equal amounts into buffered three salts containing 6,08 ppm of 

The numbers in parentheses refer to the list of references at the end of 
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l abe led PMJ • In but h cultures t he re was a rapid uptake of PMA occurring 
within mi nut es of the addition of Pl\1A. Label was lost from the induced 
culture a t a r a t e \~hich ~o1as uniformly linear for the first 10 min. Aeration 
of the mixture \'la s nece s sa ry both for uniform s ampling and for maximization 
of the r a te of r eac tion . A culture correspondingly incubated without aera
tion evolve s l a bel a t only 22% of the initial rate of the former. The 
noninduced cultur e did not evolve detectable amounts of label but accumul
ated considerab ly more l abe l than the adapted culture. Increased net 
binding , presumab ly re l a t ed t o the inability of the cells to metabolize PMA~ 
was a l so observed subsequently when metabolically-poisoned or~ otherwise, 
non-me t abol i zing ce lls were used. Thus, PMA resistance and metabolism were 
found t o be re l a t ed ~•nd · re pre sumably inducible phenomena. Preliminary 
exper i ments using the above experimental protocol indicate that the pH 
optimum a t 25 C is be twee n 6 . 0 and 7.0, a nd the Km and V max at pH 7.0 and 
25 C a r e approxlm t e ly 7 . r 1 pm a nd 5 Jlg/min/rng dry wt. of cells, respec
tively. 

Effect of Sa lts and Inhibitors on Pfv!A Metabolism. Chesapeake Bay is a 
dynami c habitat in which ext ens i ve seasonal fluctuations in salinity occur. 
The effect of salini ty upon PI\'JA metabolism by Pseudomonas 244 was tested by 
va rying the t ot a l concentr a tion of salts in the three salts solution con
t aining Na Cl, J\'1.gC12 :1nd KCl. Cells placed in three salts (33~ sea water 
s treng th) buff ered \·li th 0 . 01 1\1 trls (hydroxymethyl) aminomethane (TRIS)
hydr ochloride (pH 7 . 0) we r e a s active as those in a salts solution at 82~ 
of the strength of sea water (Tab le 4). However~ when a solution 8.2~ the 
strength of sea \'la t e r was used , the cells were inactive. The inhibition 
wasyart i a lly due t o decr eased salt concentration and to TRIS buffer~ for 
8. 2% sa lts gave pa r·tial act i vity in the absence of TRIS. When 0.01 M phos
pha te blffered (pH 7 . 0 ) solutions of NaCl, MgC12 and KCl of equal ionic 
str e ngth \~ e re tested , i t wa s f ound tha t Mg2+ ion, alone~ satisfied the 
ioni c requ irement for activity . In phosphate buffered suspensions~ concen
tra ti ons of il'tsr,2 + be lmJ a pproxima t ely 10 mM resulted in decreased activity~ 
and a minimum of be t\·leen 0 11 a nd 1.2 mM was necessary for detectable 
act i vity. Simila r ly, a ~1g~+ requirement has been demonstrated for the 
vola tiliza tion of mercury from HgCl2 b~ cell-free extracts of a mercury 
r es istant s t r~in of Esche richia coli (8)1. We have observed that disruption 
of our cells •.-11th a. French Pressure Cell destroys activity immediately~ even 
i n the presence of va r i ous sulfhydroxyl protective agents. This observation 
and the l\1g2+ r equi r ement a r e symptomatic of a structural requirement for 
mercur y r eduction . The dis tr1bution of bound mercury suggests that mercury 
atta ches t o the ce ll envelope . It is now necessary to compare the cellular 
structures of induced and non- induced cultures to prove the existence of a 
specif i c me rcur y me t abolizing component. However, preliminary investigation 
of the gross e xl ractab l e lipid composition and the morphology in thin sec
tions ha s ev idenced no differences in this strain (Wan~ Nelson, Colwell, 
Unpublished Data ) . 

Several inhibitor s of oxidat i ve phosphorylation were also tested in the 
system t o see if active transport i s essential for the metabolism of PMA 
(Tabl e 4). Pot assium cyan i de caused a considerable inhibition of the 
ititial rate , bu t none of the inhibitors caused more than a 30~ net decrease 
in Pr<'IA metabolized after 30 min. However, the partial inhibitions may have 
resulted from f orma t ion of complexes of phenyl mercuric ions with the 
inhibitors . Cells tested with s odium arsenate and sodium azide bound con
siderably mor e labe l tha n the control, but the cyanide treated cells bound 

1The numbe r s l n pa r e nthes e s refer to the list of references at the end of 
this paper . 
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leas.  In conclusion, from these results and the observed kinetics of 
metabolism and distribution of binding, we believe that PMA metabolism takes 
place on or near the surface structure of Paeudomonas 2hk. 

The results of the studies reported here and elsewhere (10) Indicate 
clearly that the bacteria found In the water and sediments of Chesapeake 
Bay are capable of metabolizing mercury and mercury compounds.  In situ 
experiments are in progress to determine whether the processes oEserved to 
occur In the laboratory situation operate In nature. 
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TABLE  1. 

Cross  Resistance  of  Bacterial  Cultures 
to Mercury Compounds 

Teat Compound a 

Percent of Cultures Resistant 

Group 

24 
PMA 

15 
PMA 

3 
PMA 

3 
MeHgCl 

100 
HgCl2 

50 
HgCl2 

24 ppm PMA 
15 ppm PMA 
3 ppm MeHgCl 

100 ppm 
HgCl2 

85^8 

28.6 

89?6 

24.1 0.0 

27.9 
90.8 

25.6 

36.4 
63.6 
100.0 

9-it 20.8 
29.2 

Each  compound was   Incorporated  into a solid growth medium.     See  Materials 
and Methods. 
Each culture was classified according to the maximum amount of mercury 
tolerated (ppm). 

Adaptati 

TABLE 2. 

on to Mercury Res i3tancea 

TEST 
MEDIUM 

Before 

Medium 
grown in 

Growth in Hg 

% cultures 
resistant 

After Growth 

Medium 
grown in 

InHa 

% cultures 
resistant 

3 ppm MeHgCl 
24 ppm PMA 

n 
(i 

Control 

it 

it 

20 
3 
7 
7 

100 ppm HgCl 

50 " 
3 ppm PMA 

63 
77 
77 
73 

aTotal number of cultures tested - 30 
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TABLE 3. 

Survey of  PMA Metabolism bv 
Mercury Resistant  Cultures 

Culture 
Percent radioactivity remaining 

1 Hour 4 daysc 

Pseudomonas 244, 
Pseudomonas 100. 
Pseudomonas 127 
Bacillus 72 
Achromobacter 187 
Alcallgenes 94 
Arizona 132 
Enterobacter 85 
Vibrio 21 
Flavobacterlum 119 

52.0 
90.4 
82.6 
95.8 
94.8 
88.3 
94.6 
92.8 
98.2 
42.7 

45.0 
80.2 
63.4 
67.0 
92.1 
78.0 
69.6 
90.3 
92.9 
45.9 

Approximately equal quantities of cells were added to pH 7.0-buffered 
three salts solution containing 0.4 ppm PMA (5.75 x lo5 cpm/microgram) 
and Incubated at 25 C. 

With aeration. 

Stationary, 

Pseudomonas strains 244, 100 and 127 types I, III and IV, respectively 

TABLE 4. 
Effects of Salts and Inhibitors on 
PMA Metabolism by Pseudomonas 244 

{ll)j 

Experimental Condition PMA Metabolized   (Percent of  Control  ) 

Initial Rate Net/30 mln 

82.0^ sea water,  Trls buffer 
8.2^ sea water,  Trls buffer 
8.2$ sea water,  no buffer 

Trls  buffer,  alone , 
NaCl,  phosphate buffer, 
KC1,     phosphate buffer b 
MgCla,   phosphate buffer 
0.01M KCN0 

0.02M NaN30 

0.01M Na2HAs04«7 H20c 

99.3 
15.0 
56.1 
5.6 

26.1 
0.0 

99.3 
56.6 

100.0 
72.0 

74.2 
32.4 
73.5 

0.1 0.01M buffered-"three  salts"  (pH 7.0)  containing 6 ppm PMA and approx 
.gm dry weight of cells/ml,  aerated at 25 C. 
Concentration equivalent to total  Ionic strength of   "three  salts" solution. 
Inhibitors  Incubated with cells   5 mln. before  reaction started  In phos- 
phate-buffered three  salts. 

The numbers  In parentheses refer to the  list of references at the end of 
this paper. 
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FIGURE 1. 

Induction of resistance to PMA by Pseudomonas 2^4. Broth with (triangles) 
and without (circles) 6 ppm of PMA was Inoculated with cells. Growth was 
measured turbldlmetrlcally (open symbols), and numbers of cells resistant 
to 2k  ppm of FMA/ml were determined (closed symbols). 
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FIGURE 2. 
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Uptake and metabolism of  PMA by Pseudomonas ^'44.     Cells were added  to broth 
containing 6.08 ppm of radlolabeled  PMA after 5 mln.  pre incubation. 
Radioactivity  In 0.1 ml of cell suspension   (A) and  in 1,0 ml of  cell sus- 
pension collected on a membrane filter  (o) were determined.    0.1 ml samples 
of uninoculated broth   (ü)  were also analyzed.     Growth was measured turbidl- 
mentrlcally   (•), 
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FIGURE j. 

"^*-4-r—r 
NM   INDUCED 

10 SO 
TIME (MINI 

Uptake and metabolism of PMA by Induced and non-Induced resting cells of 
Pseudomonas 24^. The reaction was begun when cells were added to the 
buffered FMA-salts mixture (arrow). O.l/ml samples of cell suspension 
were taken at the Indicated times. 

Discussion 

R. F. Acker asked if the formation of filamentous colonies or fila- 
mentous cells had been observed as a result of interference with cell 
division. J. D. Nelson replied that such formations had been looked for 
but not seen. There are reports in the literature of nickel interfering 
with cell division, but the authors had not observed this. 
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Vhss  Role of  Cellulolytlc Bacteria in Che Digestive 
Processes of the  Shlpworm 

Fred A.   Rosenberg and  Joanne Cutter 

Biology Department 
Northeastern University 

Boston, Massachusetts    02115 

Cel lulolyclc  bacteiMa were  Isolated from the digestive  systems  of a number of  species 
of  ceredlne borers.     Subsequent  Investigations,  using Teredo navalls,   indicated the existence 
and  functioning  of  two  independent cellulase systems in  the digestive caecum of the borer; 
an endogenous caecal  cellulase,   and a bacterial  cellulase.     These cellulases differ  in 
several  Important  physical-chemical  properties,  notably reaction rates and substrate 
specificity.    Markedly enhanced cellulose degradation  in the  presence of caecal  Isolated 
cellulolytlc bacteria was  shuvn;   and,   the requirement  for bacterial cellulase  in the digestive 
processes of  reredo navalls was established.    The data presented suggests that the bacterial 
cellulase  is the  dominating  factor  in cellulose decomposition and utilization by the borer. 

A new concept  for  the mechanism of cellulose degradation and utilization by the borer  is 
outlined;   and  two models  for  the cooperative action of microbial  and endogenous cellulases have 
been proposed. 

Key Words:     Teredinlds,  cellulolytlc bacteria,  bacterial cellulase,  borer digestion. 

In the past   50 years,   a considerable body of evidence has been put  forth in support  of 
the  presence  of cellulases  in a number of higher mollusc  species.     The Teredinlds,   a  family 
of marine wood boring molluscs,   frequently called  shlpworms,   of which Teredo and Bankia are 
most commonly known,   are of  particular  interest.     The Teredinlds  are exclusively wood 
boring.     Some  animals bore   into wood  for protection only,  but  the  shlpworms digest  and 
metabolize  the cellulose of  the wood  into which  they bore,  exploiting  it  as a major  source 
of nourishment. 

Numerous  investigators   (1   through 11)  have  attempted  to elucidate  the "cellulolytlc 
factor" responsible  for  the  ability of  these molluscs  to utilize wood  as  their primary 
food  source. 

It has been generally  accepted  that endogenously produced cellulase,  within the  tissues 
of  the digestive  tract,   afforded  these molluscs  the  ability to degrade wood and utilize the 
cellulose  a«  a nutrient  source.     However,  evidence has been accumulating, which  indicate!  that 
the  presence  of gut  associated  symbiotic bacteria could be an  Important  factor  (12,   5,6,13,14, 
15).     Consequently,   the question of whether teredlne borers or associated bacteria produce 
the cellulase  responsible  for the utilization of wood by the borer has been subjected  to 
considerable   ii vestigatlon. 

Additionally,   the  possibility exists  that cellulases produced by both the borer  and  the 
gut  associated  bacteria act   in  the degradation of cellulose. 

The purpose  of  this  investigation was to compare  the activity of the  two cellulase 
systems  functioning  in  the digestive caecum of  the borer;   and  to further enumerate  some of 
the  properties  of  the  two cellulases,   and  their methods of Isolation   (16). 

Tin:  idea  that  microorganisms could play a significant role  in molluscan digestion has 
arisen comparatively  recently and has yet  to be comprehensively  treated  in the  literature. 

Boynton and Miller     (2)  were  the  first  to consider  the possibility of cellulose digestion 
by  symbiotic bacteria.     However,   they dismissed  the possibility as  they saw no evidence of 
bacterial  action   in  incubation  tubes,   and culturlng attempts on extracts provided negative 
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results.     Greenfield  and   Lane   (4)   also considered  the  possibility  of  symbiusis,  but  could  not 
culture  cellulolytic  bacteria  from  fresh  tissue  homogenates.     Liu   and  Townsley   (10)   also 
minimized the  possibility  of  symbiosis because microflora could not be observed  in the 
concents  uf  the  caecum using  phase  contrast microscopy  at  980 magnifications. 

Saito and  llidaka   (HI   compared  cellulases obtained  from  isolated  bacteria with  those 
obtained from the "liver"  of   Teredo navalis. They found that cellulose-decomposing bacteria 
in  the  intestinal   tract  of   leredo navalis aid the digestive process by partially digesting 
the cellulose. 

Kadota   (141   has  rev   .wed work  by  a number  of   investigators concerning  the  association 
of cellulose-decomposing bacteria with  the  teredlnids.     Cellulolytic  bacteria from the 
digestive organs of Teredo navalis have been successfully cultured  in mineral  salts media 
Cellulase  from the bacteria was compared with cellulast  from extracts of  the digestive 
diverticula of Teredo navalis.     Both were found to decompose regenerated cellulose more 
easily than native cellulose;  wood  preparations were attacked  in proportion to the degree 
of delignification. 

The objectives of the present   investigation were as follows:     (a>   to determine  the 
presence of cellulolytic bacteria  in  the digestive  system of  teredlnids;   (bl  to establish a 
bacteriological method  for  the enrichment,  cultivation and isolation of cellulolytic bacteria 
from the digestive organs of Teredo;   (c)  to compare methodologies for evaluating the presence 
uf cellulolytic activity  in either homogenates,  or gut associated bacteria,  and  to report a 
biochemical method  for accurately  assessing the degradation of cellulose by either bacterial 
or endogenous enzymes;   (d)   to elucidate  the role of cellulolytic bacteria in the digestive 
process of the Teredo;   (et   to evaluate  the contribution of  these bacteria to the cellulose 
digesting ability of the Teredo;   (f)   to evaluate  the significance of bacterial cellulase 
activity   -elative to that  of  the reported endogenous cellulase-,   Cg)   to delineate the source(s) 
of  the cellulase^1)   reported  to be present  in the Teredo;  and   (h)   to propose a functional 
model  of  the mechanism by which  cellulose  is degraded within  the  digestive  system of  the 
Teredo. 

Rosenberg and Breiter   (15>   initially investigated  the occurrence  and distribution of 
cellulolytic microorganisms  in  the digestive system of  teredlne borers of  the  species 
Lyrodus massa  (Lamyl,  Nototeredo knoxl  (Bartsch),  Teredo furclfera  (von Martens)  and 
Teredo malleolus  fTurton).     Live borers were dissected out of pine boards Immersed  for 
varying  periods  of  time   in  several   areas.     The  stomach,   intestine  and caecum of  the  animals 
was  removed,   rinsed  gently  in  QV ethyl  alcohol,   and  the  individual  organs placed  into teat 
tubes containing  a  sterile  minimal   salts medium  of  the   following composition: 

KN03 

K2HP04 

CaC^ 

FeCl2 
Artificial   sea water 

1.0 g 

1.0 g 

0.1 g 

trace 
1000 ml (17) 

Rectangular pieces of sterilize 
serve as the sole carbon source 
pipette, and the tubes incubate 
which the borers were isolated, 
since there appears to be some 
and eventual shredding of the f 
of the cellulose fibers. Loops 
decomposing filter paper and Cr 
These were incubated at 28-30oC 
identification. 

d Whatman No. 1 filter paper were placed into each tube to 
i'he organs were then gently macerated with a sterile 

d In running sea water of the same temperature as that from 
Crystalline styles were not Incorporated In the studies 

evidence of their bacterlolytic activity (18).  Browning 
liter paper at the air-water interphaae indicated degradation 
ful of the media were gently scraped along the surface of the 
ansferred to plates of Bacto-Marine Agar 2216 E (Dlfco). 

Isolates were streaked onto Marine Agar slants prior to 

Finally, all organisms were streaked onto cellulose agar plates, as well as cellulose 
agar ro which either 17 cellobiose or 17 glucose had been added.  The composition of the 
cellulose agar was as follows: 

NaNO    0." g 
K2HPO4..  1.0 g 
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MgS(V7H20       0.5  g 
FeS04-7H20       0.01   g 
Powdered cellulose   (Slgraal       6.0 g 
Bacto-Agar       8.0 g 
Lyman  and   Fleming  sea water       1000 ml 

These  plates were periodically examined  for cellulolytic  activity,   as evidenced by 
liquefaction or weathering of  the medium.     Duplicate  plates were   inoculated without cellulose 
to determine whether agarolytic bacteria were  responsible  for  liquefaction.    No liquefaction 
occured  in the  absence of cellulose.     Isolates were  incubated at  28-30oC. 

Fifteen microorganisms,   capable  of utilizing and digesting  filter  paper  as  a  sole carbon 
source were  isolated  from the   intestinal  tract  of  teredine wood borers  and  from associated 
marine waters.     With  the exception  of one   isolate,   all  organisms demonstrated cellulose 
degradation within six weeks  on cellulose  agar.     Four  isolates  obtained  from two different 
genera    of borers as well  as  from  the  associated waters exhibit   similar characteristics and 
appear  to belong  to  the  genus  Cellulomonas. 

The information  that  the  gut  of  Teredo  is  inhabited by cellulolytic  bacteria was  indeed 
gratifying,  but merely  the knowledge  that  they are  present   is  Insufficient evidence  for draw- 
ing conclusions as  to their  importance  or relative contribution  to their host's digestive 
processes.     It  is necessary  to demonstrate  the dependence of  the host  on  the bacterial  popu- 
lation  for  its utilization of cellulose,   and consequently,   its  survival. 

Subsequent  studies were  performed using borers dissected  out  of wood collected  in Great 
Bay,  New Hampshire  and  from Nova Scotia.     Presently we are working with  Bankia setacea 
obtained  from Monterey,  California,   and Vancouver,  B.C.    Preliminary experiments show the 
presence of cellulolytic  organisms   in caecal extracts of  the Bankia. 

Several  isolation techniques were employed:     (a)   individual  organs were  placed  into 
test  tubes containing sterile mineral  salts medium and a rectangular  piece of Whatman #1 
filter paper as  the  sole carbon  source;   (b)   individual  organs were  placed  into test  tubes 
containing 0.67 micro-crystalline  cellulose broth.     Graying and eventual  blackening of  the 
media was indicative of cellulose degradation,   (cl  Several  organs were homogenized  In  sterile 
Lyman and Fleming's artificial   sea water   (17),   and  the homogenate was  streaked directly onto 
cellulose agar plates   (15) modified   in  that  they contained micro-crystalline cellulose  and 
17  Bacto-agar.     All cultures were  incubated at 2S0C,   as this  temperature was  found to promote 
optimum growth. 

Preparation of  the crude caecal  homogenate  and cellulase extract was done as  follows. 
Caeca were excised from borers.     Removal  of the caeca was carried  out  In  107. ethyl  alcohol 
to avoid contamination  from bacteria normally found  In sea water.     The caecal  contents 
were removed by gentle  squeezing,   and  the  tissue  rinsed  serially  in  alcohol  of decreasing 
strengths to  (a)   remove contaminating  surface bacteria,  and   (b)   to eliminate residual  caecal 
flora. 

The collected  sterile  tissue was homogenized  in 307. alcoholic  phosphate buffer   (4). 
The homogenate was refrigerated  24-48 hours  to allow autolysls to occur.     A porMnn of  the 
homogenate was brought  to a total  volume  of  100 ml by  the addition of buffer and Milllpore- 
flltered,  using a 0.45 u  filter,   to collect  the crude cellulase extract.     To ensure  sterility 
of  the extract  the  filtrate was  again  filtered using a 0.22 u filter.     Crude bacterial 
cellulase extract was prepared  as  follows.    Cells were collected  and washed  in delonlzed 
water.    Washed cells were suspended  In  5 ml portions of delonlzed water  and were  fractionated 
by sonification  at 20,000 kc/sec  for  30  st:.    The  sonified cells were washed  in delonlzed 
water  and successively  filtered   through 0.45 u and 0.22 u  filters. 

Cellulase  activity in normal  and heat  inactivated samples of homogenate and extract 
was determined by measuring  the  production of reducing sugar.     Reaction mixtures contained 
cellulose solution and  the  sample  fraction being tested in a ratio of  10:1.     All  flasks 
were  incubated at  250C  for one week.     Reducing sugar was determined dally using the  Folin- 
Malmros method   (19).     The change  in  total carbohydrate content was determined  for the  same 
time period using the Anthrone method   (20).    The presence of active cellulase in the bacterial 
extract was  similarly determined. 
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The  optimum pH values for  the crude cellulaie preparations were compared  to that of a 
commercial cellulase  for a pH range  from 3.1-8.1.     Samples were diluted  to a suitable con- 
centration with Mcllavlne's buffer  at  various pH values   (21).    Dilutions were  incubated in 
an equal  volume of cellulose solution  for 5 hours at 250C.     Reducing sugar was determined 
using  the Folin-Malmros method  (19). 

To determine  thermostabllity,   reaction  flasks of each enzyme were  incubated  at tempera- 
tures of  5,18,25,37  and 450C for  18 hours.     Samples were diluted with Mcllavlne's buffer, 
adjusted  to  the optimum pH for the  particular cellulase and  Incubated with  an equal volume 
of cellulose  solution for 5 hours at  250C.     The remaining cellulase activities were determined 
by  the  Somogyi-Nelson method   (22,23). 

The  saccharifying activity was determined  for both crude preparations.     Reaction mixtures 
contained cellulose  substrate  and  the  enzyme  fraction In equal volume.     Mcllavlne's buffer, 
at  a pH optimal  for  the activity of  the respective cellulase, was added  in a volume equal 
to  the  total volume of the reaction mixture.     Reaction mixtures were  incubated  at 250C for 
four daya.     Saccharifying activity was determined at  12 hour  intervals by measuring increases 
In glucose production. 

To     identify the relative specificities of  the  two crude cellulases,   their hydrolytic 
activity was determined and compared  to  that of  957. H2SO4.     Reaction mixtures contained an 
equal  volume of the enzyme fraction and 0.6% micro-crystalline cellulose  or  1% celloblose. 
Control   flasks contained  95"'. H2SO4  and  an equal  amount of either of the  above  substrates. 
All   flasks were  incubated  at 250C  for 48 hours  and analyzed for reducing sugar. 

The  relative enzymatic efficiency of  the  two cellulase  systems was determined,  compara- 
tively,   using acid hydrolysis.     1 ml  of  the cellulose  solution was  subjected  to complete 
acid hydrolysis by heating In 95% H2SO4  for  10 minutes.     The amount  of glucose  available  for 
enzymatic hydrolysis was determined by  the Folin-Malmros method   (19).   Calculations were  pro- 
portional  and based on the time  interval  showing greatest activity. 

Detailed results of the individual studies are reported elsewhere  (24). 

The  presence of an active cellulolytlc  agent  in caecal  tissue homogenates and extracts, 
and  in  the bacterial extract was determined by assaying normal and heat  inactivated aliquote 
of each  sample  for the  production of reducing augar.     Both homogenates  and extracts  lose 
their cellulolytlc ac  Ivity upon heating,   suggesting denaturatlon and  inactivatlon of the 
active component.     Th. s,   in considering the  Independent activities of  the  two crude cellulase 
preparations,   it is apparent that both contain active cellulase fraction.     The  lower activity 
noted  in  the endogenous extract can be explained by the  fact that  the endogenous cellulase 
is probably  tightly bound to the caecal  tissue,   and was not completely removed upon homogenl- 
zation and  filtration;  consequently,   all  subsequent  studies utilized caecal homogenate. 

The enzymatic degradation of cellulose was determined by measuring  the  production of 
the reducing sugar,  glucose,   the  final hydrolysis product.    The Folin-Malmros method  (19) 
was determined  to be  the most  sensitive  test  for measuring the production of reducing sugars 
from cellulose degradation,  because  it  is  specific  for  the final degradation  product,  glucose. 
The Benedict's Test,  used by Harlngton   (1)   and other early Investigators,   also measures re- 
ducing  sugar production,  but  it  is not  specific  for glucose.    The Somogyi-Nelson Method   (22, 
23)  used by Lane,  Greenfield,and Nair,   Is  also  specific  for glucose;  however,   an alkaline 
copper reagent  Is employed.    Strange et  al   (25)  note  that copper reagents can  interfere with 
"reductimetrie  sugar methods" by complexlng with various amino acids  that might be present, 
especially cysteine,  tyroslne,  and tryptophane.    Such complex formation causes decreased 
reduction  in  the presence of  the sugar. 

The optimum pH  for  the saccharifying activity of the  two cellulases differs decidedly. 
The caecal cellulase  is optimal at pH 4.6,  while the bacterial cellulase exhibits optimum 
activity at  pH 6.6.     The observed pH difference  is consistent with pH differentials 
observed by earlier  investigators.     Greenfield and Lane   (4)  noted differential  pH  activity 
in  the  "precaecal" and "postcaecal" portions of  the gut of T.  navalis;     activity In the 
"precaecal" portion was  independent  of pu,  while activity in the "postcaecal"  portion 
exhibited maximal  activity between pH 5.6 and pH 6.7.     The authors noted  that  the differential 
pH activity suggested that more  than one enzyme was  involved.    Kadota  (14)   also reported pH 
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differences between a bacterial cellulase and a cellulase from extracts of the digestive 
dlvertlcula.    The pH optimum for the dlvertlcula extract was S.8, while the bacterial cellu- 
last exhibited optimum activity at  pH 6.4    Thus,   there appears to be  good correlation between 
the pH  activities noted  In  this  investigation and  these reported previously.     As each enzyme 
was considered separately,  the conclusion became  apparent  that  two cellulases  of  separate 
origin were present. 

A second activity peak noted  for  the crude caecal cellulase  Is  thought  to represent 
residual bacterial cellulase  In view of  its proximity and similarity with  the  crude bacterial 
cellulase peak.    Kadota  (14)  reported a similar phenomenon in the whole body extracts of 
T.   navalis.   or in mixtures of  the dlvertlcula extract and the bacterial cellulase.    However, 
the possibility  that  the caecal cellulase  Is a dipolar protein has   lot been eliminated.     Such 
proteins commonly exhibit  two pH optima. 

It  Is  also significant to note  that  the bacterial cellulase has about  four  times  the 
cellulose-saccharifying activity exhibited by the caecal cellulase and that it remains active 
and  stable  12-24 hours  longer than  the caecal enzyme.    Even after 84 hours,   the bacterial 
cellulase is still active,  while  the endogenous cellulase has been exhausted. 

The comparative  activity of  the  two crude cellulases  indicates  the  rate of bacterial 
enzymatic hydrolysis  to be almost  four  times  that of endogenous enzymatic hydrolysis.    When 
compared with acid hydrolysis,  using 957- H2S0, ,  enzymatic hydrolysis by the bacterial cellu- 
last was noted to produce 567, more glucose during exponential activity   (about  60 hours)   than 
did enzymatic hydrolysis by the endogenous cellulase. 

Insofar as the relative efficiency of the two cellulase systems  is concerned  the bacteri- 
al cellulase was shown to hydrolyze 41.27 of  the  total  amount of glucose  available while the 
caecal cellulase hydrolyzed only  9.27.     This data is consistent with  the  saccharifying 
activities and the reaction rates which  indicate that cellulose degradation by the bacterial 
cellulase  is almost four times  faster  than degradation by the endogenous caecal cellulase. 
Thus,   on a purely quantitative basis,   the bacterial cellulase  is eliciting  four  times the 
activity of the caecal cellulase,   is producing up to 567 more glucose during exponential 
growth,  and is operating 327 more efficiently than the endogenous caecal cellulase. 

It has been previously reported that 807, of the cellulose and 15-567, of the hemi- 
cellulose content disappears from wood during its passage through the digestive tract of 
T.  navalis   (26).    Experimental data obtained  in this investigation indicates  that  such 
activity could not be attributed solely to an endogenous teredine cellulase,  as the activity 
coefficient,  reaction rate,  and general efficiency of the system does not allow for such 
activity.    The data obtained suggests a dependence of the borer on bacterial cellulase,  as 
the relative efficiency and much reduced activity of its endogenous cellulase,  as compared 
to the activity of the bacterial cellulase, would not be sufficient to satisfy the nutrition- 
al demands  of the animal. 

Simulated In vivo studies conducted with  starved  (caecal tissue without contents)  and 
fed  (caecum intact with contents)  tissue homogenstes, under sterile and non-sterile conditions 
and with the addition of known amounts  of caecal  isolated cellulolytic bacteria,  Cellulomonas 
sp.,  confirm the in vitro activity noted for the crude bacterial cellulase,  and clearly 
indicate that the contribution of caecal associated cellulolytic bacteria is to intensify 
cellulose degradation by the addition of more,  or 'symbiotic' bacterial cellulase. 

It appears that the borer requires the presence of these cellulolytic bacteria as it 
is dependent upon the  'symbiotic' bacterial cellulase for sufficient decomposition of wood 
to justify its utilization as the primary food source.    The endogenous caecal cellulase is 
neither sufficiently sctlve,  nor present  in  large enough quantities  to account  for  the  amount 
of cellulose and hemi-cellulose reported to be removed from wood during Its passage through 
the digestive tract of T. navalis  (26;. 

It thus appears that two Independent cellulases are operative in the digestive process 
of the borer:    one of bacterial origin,  and one of apparent endogenous origin. 

Data presented in Figure 1 and Table 1 suggests that the endogenous cellulase might 
more accurately be termed a B-glucosldase;  and lends further support to the hypothesis that 
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bacterial cellulase  Is  Che predominant  factor responsible  for cellulose degradation by the 
borer.     Such  a conclusion stems  from  the   fact  that  the endogenous cellulase hydrolyzes 
32.1*' more cellobiose  than cellulose,  while  the bacterial cellulase hydrolyzes  77.7"/ more 
cellulose  than cellobiose.     In addition,   the  bacterial cellulase has  a  total  percent 
hydrolysis   (88.2')  t^ual   to that  of complete  acid hydrolysis  (88.37).     The  specificity of 
the bacterial cellulase is therefore apparent.    The affinity of the endogenous cellulase, 
on the other hand,   indicates the nature of this enzyme to be more that of a celloblase or 
B-glucosidase,   than a true cellulase.     Hydrolytic  activity ratios shown  in Table  1   likewise 
suggest  that  the endogenous cellulase  is more  probably a B-glucosidase,   and  support  the 
dominance of bacterial cellulase  in cellulose decomposition and metabolism by T.   navalls. 

Conclusions regarding the exact  specificity of the endogenous cellulase cannot be made 
on  the basis of  the experimental data obtained  in  this investigation;  however,   several 
possibilities exist: 

(a) The endogenous cellulase  Is  truly a cellulase,  but  Is chain-length  specific  for the 
smaller polymeric units of cellobiose.     This is unlikely,  however,   since Handels 
and Reese  (27'  reported that  length-specific cellulases act preferentially on the 
intermediate cellulo-oligosaccharide units,  bridging the gap between  true cellulases 
and B-glucosidases. 

(b) The endogenous cellulase  is  actually  a stable B-glucosidase   (or celloblase)  of 
bacterial  origin.    This possibility can be eliminated  for  two reasons:     first, 
the pH of  the bacterial extract  shows only one activity peak;   and second,   the 
thermostability and  thermorecovery properties of this enzyme  indicate  it  to be 
unstable  and rather  thermolabile. 

(c) The most  likely possibility  is  that  the endogenous cellulase  Is  actually a B- 
glucosidase   (or eel lobiase)   of  teredinid origin,   secreted  into  the caecum  from 
the  digestive diverticula.     This  possibility is strongly  indicated by the 
hydrolyi-ic  activity ratios  presented  in Table  1,  and  the hydrolysis  studies 
presented in Figure  1. 

Numerous  investigators  (3,7,28,29,30,31,32)  have reported  the presence  of celloblase or 
B-glucosldase  in the digestive diverticula or stomach and crystalline  style of the borer 
(Teredo or Bank!a sp.).     Also,   the pH noted  to be optimum for the  saccharifying activity of 
the  endogenous enzyme  Is within  1.0 pH unit  of  the range reported by Greenfield  and Lane   (4) 
as exhibiting maximum activity of  the  "postcaecal" fraction;  and within O.S-l.O pH units 
of  that  reported by several Japanese  investigators   (5,6,13,14)   to be optimal   for activity 
of  the  digestive diverticula of T.   navalls. 

In  any case,   it  Is apparent  that  the endogenous cellulase is not  the  active principle 
in hydrolyzing  the cellulo-oligosaccharide units  to glucose,  but more probably acts by 
hydrolyzing smaller polymeric units of  the disaccharld» type. 

Reese  (33)  postulated that cellulose degradation occurs in a series of steps,  as shown 
in  Figure  2.     The  first  step,  carried  out  by a factor designated as Cj,  converts native 
cellulose  into reactive cellulose   (B-l,   4-polyanhydroglucose chains).     The nature  of this 
action,   and even  the question of whether  it  is enzymatic,   is unresolved.     The  reactive 
cellulose  is next  acted upon by Cx  (the cellulase  probably referred  toby most   investigators), 
a complex of enzymes that hydrolyze glucosidic  linkages producing reducing sugars,   such as 
glucose.     Handels    and Reese  (27)  report  the  separation of a Cx cellulase,   produced by the 
fungus,  Trichoderma vlride,   into three components which show chain length activity:     the A 
component  showed equal  activity  for. both  long and  short chains,  while  the B component was 
more reactive  on  long chains and  the CD component more reactive on  shorter chains.     Further 
work by Handels  and  Reese   (34)  has confirmed  the  presence of a Cj-Cx component cellulase 
system in fungi  that contains length  specific cellulase components.     Studies  on the C 
component by Handels and Reese  (34)  and Handels and Weber (35)  substantiate Reese's 1959 (27) 
proposal  for  the degradation of cellulose. 

Although such a multiple component system has not as yet been demonstrated for bacterial 
cellulolytlc  systems,   an analogous component  system may be speculated  to be  present  in 
bacterial cellulases. 
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Much  a pf i on evidence has accumulated concerning the role  of marine  fungal  species 
In the  descructlnn of wood  (36,37').     This  Includes sloughing or  softening of  the wood 
surface,   peneLcatlon and complete vegetative  and reproductive Infestation  of  submerged wood 
panels,   and a ftmwth-wise  affinity  for wood  and wood products In pure culture. 

The  presence ot  active cellulolytlc  systems  In various species of  llgnlcolous marine 
Ascomyuetes and Denteromycetes has been demonstrated  (38,3^,40).     Cell  free  filtrates from 
species  Isolated  from submerged wood have been  shown to produce  as much  as  3.0 milligrams 
reducing  su^ar  per milliliter when  Incubated with celluloslc materials,   such  as carboxymethyl- 
cellulose,   powdered cellulose,   and balsa wood  (Ao.^l).    Many of these  fungi have  also been 
shown  to degrade Manila  twine,   a lignocelluloslc material comparable  to wood  In proximate 
analysis   (41). 

Microscopic analysis indicates that the process of wood decomposition by fungi is 
extracellular; and the growth of wood destroying fungi on lignocelluloslc materials depends 
on  ehe produce ion of extracellular cellulases and xylanases  (42), 

Meyers  and Reynolds   (36,3 7)  have  implicated  the  role of marine cellulolytlc  fungi  to 
be preparatory  insofar as a correlation with infestation by boring molluscs is concerned. 
These  authors  suggest  that  cellulolytlc  fungi  "condition"  the surface of wood prior  to 
attack by wood  borers. 

"The fungal  infestation that  occurs before borers attack the wocd 
has  interesting biological   implications.     In northern areas, 
especially,   it may  facilitate  the  activities of  the borer,  not  only 
by making  it easier  for them to enter the wood,  but also by providing 
them with a  source  of   food." 

Implicii   in this statement  is  the  suggestion of fungal "preconditioning" of wood ctllu- 
losic components prior  to marine borer  infestation and attack by  the enzymatic constituents 
of  the borer's digestive  system.    This  "conditioning",   if it is of any effect,   surely 
Involves physical  and chemical  as well  as biological  factors.     Investigators concerned with 
the  role  of marine cellulolytlc  fungi   In  the decomposition of wood consider  the  production 
of extracellular cellulases and xylanases  to be  an important  factor.     These enzymes apparent- 
ly soften  ("condition")  the wood facilitating the boring activity of the animal,   and  'ready' 
the  celluloslc components of  the wood   for  the  subsequent  action of other enzymes contained 
within  the  digestive system of  the  animal. 

Two models  for  Che cooperaclve  action  of  fungal,  bacterial,   and endogenous cellulases 
can be  proposed  for  the degradation of wood  and metabolism of its hydrolysis  products by 
Teredo naval is.     The distinguishing  features between the two proposed models  are  the 
speculative  nature of  the endogenous cellulase   (i.e.,   true cellulase or B-glucosldase) 
and  its  specificity   (i.e.,  preferential   lengths of B-l,  4-polyanhydroglucose  or celloblose). 

Model   <>1   assumes  that   the endogenous cellulase  is a true cellulase  of  teredinid origin, 
and   that  cellobiase  and  B-glucosldase  are  separate enzymes located  in  the caecum  (10,28). 
According  tu this model,  native wood enters  the  stomach from the esophagus and is acted upon 
by  three components:     (al   amylase  and  saccharase  from the crystalline  style   (43,3,29,32); 
(b)   alglnase  and xylanase  from the  digestive diverticula  (3);   and  (c)  cellulase,  most  proba- 
bly of  the Cj   type,   produced either by  the digestive diverticula  (44,4,45,7,30,31)  or by 
cellulolytlc   fungi  ingested with  the wood   (36,37,40).     It  is proposed  that  the combined 
activity  of  these enzymes converts native wood  to  'reactive'  wood by acting on various 
extraneous wood components  (I.e.,  non-cellulosic polysaccharides)  in such a way as to render 
the  glycosidic   linkages of  the celluloslc  polysaccharides susceptible  to enzymatic hydrolysis 
(46).     The  activity of  the Cj  component  is  speculative; however,   it  is  an enzyme produced by 
all  actively cellulolytlc  fungi   (34).     If Ci   is hydrolytlc,  its action may be quite random 
or  restricted  to weak  linkages  in non-cellulosic polysaccharides   (34).     If Cj   is not hydro- 
lytlc  It might bind directly  to the cellulose relaxing the  Intramolecular bonds  so the Cx 
cellulase can act.    Whatever   its  action,  Cj  renders the wood susceptible  to attack by the Cx 

eellulase. 

When wood enters  ehe sComach,   Its presence  and/or  the presence  of  the  fungal Cj 
cellulase,   induces  (he digestive diverticula to secrete cellulase   (probably C.)   into the 
stomach.     Here,   native  cellulose   and heml-cellulose components  are  acted upon  such that  the 
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native wood  is converted  into  'reactive'  wood.     The   'reactive' wood  la passed  into  the caecum 
where  it  is  acted upon by the bacterial Cx cellulase.     The  production of  the bacterial Cx 

cellulase  is  thought  to be  Induced by the presence of wood and/or the Ci  cellulase   from  the 
fungi or the digestive diverticula.    The bacterial Cx cellulase decomposes  the  'reactive' 
wood  to cellobiose  and glucans   (from the hydrolysis of hemi-celluloses).     The  presence  of 
cellobiose  activates celloblase,  present  in  the caecum,  which subsequently converts  this 
disaccharide  to the reducing sugar,  glucose.     The glucans are acted upon by B-glucosidase 
in  the caecum and  are converted  to other metabolizable  sugars.    The  sugars  are  absorbed by 
the caecal  tissue  and metabolized by Embden-Meyerhof,   Pentose Pathway,   and Citric Acid Cycle 
enzymes   (10,28)   for  food  and energy. 

Model  #2  differs  from Model #1   in  supposing that  the endogenous cellulase  is really 
a cellobiase-B-glucosldase,  as  Is suggested by  the experimental data presented  in  this 
study.     Native wood enters the  stomach  from  the esophagus and  is acted upon by enzymes 
secreted by  the crystalline style and digestive  diverticula,  as described  in Model  #1; 
endogenous cellulase,  however.   Is absent.     As cellulolytlc fungi may be present  on the 
wood when  ingested,   some  fungal  Cj cellulase  activity may also occur.     The combined  activity 
of  these enzymes converts native wood  into  'reactive'  wood.     The   'reactive'  wood  is passed 
into  the caecum,  where bacterial C    cellulase,   induced by the presence  of wood  and/or 
fungal Ci   cellulase  converts it  to cellobiose  and glucans.     The presence of cellobiose 
activates  the endogenous cellobiase-B-glucosidase which  is secreted into the caecum  from  the 
digestive diverticula.     This enzyme converts  the cellobiose and glucans  into metabolizable 
sugars,  which  are  absorbed by the caecal  tissue.     Embden-Meyerhof,  Pentose Pathway,   and 
Citric Acid Cycle enzymes are responsible  for the conversion of these hydrolysis products 
into utilizable  food  and energy within  the caecal  tissue   (10,28). 

The main differences between  the  two models can be  summarized as  follows: 

Nature  of Cellulase: 
Model  #1:    Endogenous cellulase  Is a  true cellulase acting preferentially on  long chain 
cellulosic  polysaccharldes.     Its action,   in conjunction with the  activity of  fungal 
Ci  cellulase  and carbohydrases produced by  the crystalline style  and digestive diver- 
ticula,   renders the  B-l,  4  linkages of  polyanhydroglucose chains susceptible  to enzymatic 
hydrolysis by bacterial Cx cellulase. 

Model  #2x     Endogenous cellulase  is absent.     Carbohydrases from the crystalline  style 
and digestive diverticula,   in conjunction with  some  fungal C    cellulase,   are  respons- 
ible  for converting native wood  to  'reactive'  wood,  rendering  it  susceptible  to attack 
by bacterial  Cx cellulase. 

Nature of Celloblase  and/or B-Glucosidase: 
Model  #1:     Celloblase and  B-glucosidase  are  separate enzymes  located  in  the caecum. 
Cellobiase converts cellobiose  to glucose,  while B-glucosidase acts on other  glucans 
to produce metabolizable  sugars,  which  are  absorbed by the caecal  tissue. 

Model  #2^     Cellobiase-B-glucosldase is  a unit enzyme  located in the digestive diver- 
ticula,   and  secreted  Into the caacum.     It   is activated by the presence  of cellobiose, 
and converts both cellobiose and glucans  into metabolizable  sugars,  which  are  absorbed 
by the caecal  tissue. 

Figure  3  Illustrates  this new concept  of wood digestion by the Teredinidae.     It  shows 
the cooperative  action of  fungal,  bacterial,   and endogenous cellulases,   and  the  important 
role played by symbiotic cellulolytlc bacteria in  the degradation and metabolism of cellulose 
and  its hydrolysis products within the digestive  system of the borer. 
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V 

TABLE! 

Hydrolytic Activity Ratio 

Hydrolytic      ug/ml glucose       Activity 
Agent    Cellulose    Cellobiose   Ratio 

Bacterial 
Cellulase    22.0^       3.33        8 

Endogenous 
Cellulase     4.16      20.62 

HgSO^ (95<)   22.06       25.00 
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ENZYMES designafd with letterei 

A = amylase & saccharase 
B » alginase k xylanase 
C ■ fungal cellulase (C.)? 
D = cellobiase-B-glucosidase (dlverticula) 
E > celloblase (caecum) 
P m B-glucosidase  (caecum) 
G ■ EMPt  CTA,  and PP enzymes 
H ■ endogenous cellulase (C^)? 
K > BACTERIAL cellulase (Cx) 

REACTIONS designated with numbersi 

#1    NATIVE V»OOD-^|jL|i^llUreactive wood' 

#2    'reactive wood«- •^cellobiose ♦ glucans 

#3-a    cellobiose    B ?r E»0LUC0SE 

#3-b glucans ■^metabolisable sufars 
other than glucose 

14 ALL metabolisable 
sugars' ♦FOOD & ENERGY 
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MODEL #1 

Bndogsnous Callulaa« Is a Trua Callulasa 

/ 
l 
((CRYSTALLINE STYLE) 

.      amylaaa 
\     aaecharaae 
s 

(DIGESTIVE DIVERTICULAT ^ ^ 

lalglnasa 
Ixylanaaa eallulaaa' 

>(ST0MACH) 

INDUCTION '-NATIVE WOOD 

(CAECUM) 

•reactr/« wood, 

^ - - CELLOBI^E 
s 

/^«.-»ealloblaaa 
i,' 

«etiv»tlon GLUCOS 

1 IngactaÄ 
wood • 

/ 

S / 

BACTERl7ln 
typhlosol« 

(C )oelluIa8e 

glueana 

I B-glucosidasa 

MOTHER SUGARS 

bdan-Mayarhof onsymas 
•ntoaa Pathway aniyaoi 
itrie Acid Cyela ansynot 

FOOD 4 ENERGY 
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MODEL #2 

Bndoganoua Ctllulaa« Is a B-Glueoald*«« 

(DIGESTIVE DIVERTICULA) 

lalglnaa« 
ylanaaa 

aetivatioT. ^^ 
^«^ > fccalloblaaa-B-glueoaidaaa (■eallulaaa) 

/tCRYSTALLINE STYLE) 

GLUCOSE andlothar metabolitabl« sugars 

lEmbdsn-Mtyarhof ansyaaa 
i* i gantoaa Pathway anaymaa 
k   Kltrlc Acid Cycla ansymaa 

POOD • ENERGY 
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Discussion 

Kevin Marshall. Unlveraity of Tasmania;   Dr. Rosenberg, I wonder about your isola- 
tion techniques. One would imagine that In the gut of the shipworm the environment 
is anaerobic and therefore, if you are looking for cellulose decomposers, surely you 
should be looking for anaerobic decomposers. 

Rosenberg;   We grew all our Isolates under anaerobic conditions and the aerobic iso- 
lates were capable of growing anaerobically and vice-versa. We found organisms which 
were capable of growing under both conditions. 

Marshall;   My other question concerns your technique of simply rinsing the gut in 
95X ethanol. Have you tested the degree of efficiency of sterilization of an external 
surface vlth ethanol by this method? I rather doubt that you are removing all the 
external organisms. 

Rosenberg;   We ran controls on all of the caecal Isolates and we never obtained any 
growth from the surface of the caecum when we rinsed with 951 alcohol whereas we did 
obtain organisms from the contents of the caecum. 

Robert Dean. Duke University:   I have tried your technique of sterilization and, in 
fact, used multiple washings in both 951 ethanol and sterile sea water and consistent- 
ly have been able to culture large numbers of bacteria from the external surface of 
the caecum without puncturing it, though I admit I was working with a different spe- 
cies , namely Bankia gouldi. 

Rosenberg: Were you isolating cellulolytlc bacteria or Just bacteria In general? We 
were interested only in the fact that cellulolytlc bacteria would not grow. 

Dean: Yes. I was Isolating cellulolytlc bacteria. The organisms were first Isola- 
lated on Di Fio Marine Agar but I was then able to restreak them on cellulose contain- 
ing media and show that they were Indeed cellulose decomposing bacteria. This is why 
I question your techniques. Furthermore, do you think that enrichment culturing is 

giving you a valid picture of the microbial constituents of the gut? I ask this be- 
cause, following your methods, I have consistently obtained three to four species in 
approximately equal numbers based on colony morphology. 

Rosenberg:   When we enriched we were trying initially to Isolate the cellulolytlc 
bacteria. We were not going on numbers of organisms even though this is open to some 
question. One can question the relationship between the number of organisms and en- 
zymatic activity, but we were only trying to relate the activity of the bacterial cel- 
lulase with that of the caecal cellulase, if one was present. We consistently got 
four tines as much activity from the bacterial Isolates as we did from the caecum. 

Dean:   But you will agree you cannot be sure that the species you get via enrich- 
ment is Che most important species in the gut because the environment is not quite 
the same in a test tube. 

Rosenberg; That is true but we have consistently isolated Cellulomonas sp. on our 
cellulose agar. 

Dean:   With regard to your enzyme assays, I wonder if you express your data as 
milligrams of glucose liberated from your cellulose substrate per milligram of pro- 
tein in the assay mixture. What kind of differences did you get between the bacterial 
extract and the caecum homogenate? 
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Rosenberg:   Can you phrase that slightly differently? 

Dean:   Comnonly In biochemical assays, when one wishes to compare the enzyme activi- 
ty of various preparations, the data are expressed In terms of milligrams substrate 
liberated per milligram protein present In the Incubation.  I wonder if you did this. 
In other words, after you had done all the processing on your bacterial homogenate and 
your caecal homogenate, did you measure the amount of protein present In the two mix- 
tures? 

Rosenberg: No. We did not. 

Dean:   So it is quite possible that the greater amount of activity seen with Che 
bacterial extract could be due to the fact that you had several orders of magnitude 
more protein present in that mixture. 

Rosenberg: That is a possibility, but the amount of the caecal homogenate in rela- 
tion to the amount of bacteria tends to preclude the possibility that we would have 
that much more protein in the amount of bacteria used than was present in Che caecum. 

Dean:   What was the basis for comparing the two in this regard? 
: 

, 

Rosenberg; We simply used a standardized amount of bacteria and a standard amount of 
caecum. 

Dean: All right, you took the bacterial extract from a pure culture of isolated 
bacteria. Do you know the approximate numbers of bacteria in the culture? 

Rosenberg:   Yes.  I do not have them here but can give them to you later. 

Dean:   I would think that an enriched culture or pure culture on some medium that 
had been developing for a day or so would tend to have enormous amounts of protein 
as compared with a caecal extract.  I have found that homogenizing shlpworms, large 
numbers of them, with about equal volume of some medium gives no more than about 500 
to 700 micrograms of protein per milliliter and I tend to think that you probably 
got a far greater amount with the bacterial extract. 

Rosenberg; We did not use the bacteria which had been grown on Di Flo Marine Agar. 
We used the bacteria which had been grown on cellulose agar and the growth on this 
medium was so slow that it took a number of .weeks before we had a sufficient number 
of organisms to be able to use them. 

Dean:   Are the bacteria visible in the extracts you prepared? 

Rosenberg;   '."hen we streaked the extracts back onto cellulose agar plates It cook 
up to six weeks before we detected any bacteria. 

Dean:   Were they visible when you were preparing the bacterial extracts and you had 
them in slants or in liquid culture? 

Rosenberg:   We had some turbidity in liquid, but it was minimal. 

Dean;   Were they all prepared from liquid culture? 

Rosenberg;  Yes. 
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Dean:  Fine, but I'm still quite unwilling to accept your data until you check your 
result! in terms of activity per milligram of protein because, to me, efficiency of 
activity means that benefits greatly exceed costs.  It may be that you simply have 
enormously larger amounts of protein in your bacterial extract. 

Levy, Imperial College. London:   My Interest in the degradation of cellulose con- 
cerns the effect of terrestrial fungi in wood.  I want to say that I like the ingenu- 
ity of your models, but I would add a word of warning about the C^ - C .  Recently 
Dr. Selby, who has been working in this area for some time, gave a review of recent 
work by T. M. Wood who suggested that the C - Cx sequence was not entirely correct 
and that there was another twist to the stofy. Some of the reactions of different 
types of fungi in wood take a bit of explaining even with the C^ - C areas that we 
know at the moment. 

•osenberg:   Thank you for your conraent.  May I mention one thing.  There are refe- 
rences in the literature to the effect that termites will never act on the wood until 
it la preconditioned by fungi. 

Levy:  Yes.  I think there are quite a number of references to the interaction be- 
tween fungi and various micro-organisms.  I think this has been suggested for some of 
the Limnoria though this is a debatable point, but I believe, in certain cases the 
fungi are supposed to act first. 

Gareth Jones. Portsmouth Polytechnique: Dr. Rosenberg,what is the nature of the 
cellulose material in the caecum when you look at it? Do you find any bacteria? 
Can you see these visually? 

Rosenberg: We have not looked at the contents of the caecum to determine whether 
bacteria are present. We simply homogenized the caecum and then plated it out and 
isolated the cellulolytic bacteria from it. 

Jones:   In your system you assumed that there were fungi present and that the 
Ci enzyme was coming from fungi in the wood. Have you found any fragments of 
mycelium present either in the caecum or the stomach? 

Rosenberg:   We haven't looked for them. The model was hypothesized after the 
investigation so we have yet to look for the presence of fungal fragments in the 
borer itself. 

Jones: I asked this because we have extracted cellulose material from the stomach 
and the caecum using a micro-plpet. We have found no evidence of fungal mycelia and 
it was extremely difficult to find any bacteria. 

Dean: I have spent some time looking at gut contents and have seen numbers of bac- 
teria associated with the material being freshly drawn into the stomach by the crys- 
talline style. However, I have not seen any bacteria in the caecum by looking at 
squashes on glass slides.  If they are present they are either very closely associa- 
ted with the gut wall or with the particles of wood.  I would like to ask one more 
question concerning your enzyme assays. What form of cellulose were you using as a 
substrate? 

Rosenberg; We used a microcrystalline cellulose.  It is from the Sigma Company 
0.6X microcrystalline cellulose. 

Dean:   Recent work on mollusks by a man named Koopmans in Holland showed that 
Cärdium. I believe, was able to readily digest microcrystalline types of cellulose 
but showed no activity against completely native forms of cellulose such as cotton 
or wood. This perhaps should be taken into consideration. 
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The Effect« of Temperature end Other Factors on the Tunnelling of 
Lyrodua Padioellatua  and Teredo Navalia 

P.A. Board 

Central Electricity Research Laboratories, Leatherhead, 
Surrey, England 

A shipworm in wood bathed by a warm seawacer effluent will be 
stimulated to a higher rate of tunnelling than in ambient 
conditions. It will not necessarily grow any bigger in warm 
conditions because its form and ultimately its size are determined 
by the hardness of the wood. 

Key Words: Rate of tunnelling: hardness of wood; size; form. 

1. Introduction 

This report is part of a study of shipworms begun in 1963. Even then it was apparent 
that we could improve the condition of our rivers.  It was, therefore, only a matter of 
time before shipworms would infest wooden dock and harbour installations that had remained 
free from attack during the years of pollution. When this happened what would be the 
effects of warm effluents from coastal power stations? 

The conclusions reached here are matters of fact. Reader« must make up their own 
minds whether power stations should be held to account - especially when, at the root of 
rhe problem of shipworms, is the driftwood that litter« our inshore water«1. 

2. Apparatur 

Two perspex channel« were «upplied by airlift pump« from reservoirs of artificial 
«eawater. The water in one channel wa« held more or lea« at 230C; in the other it was 
held more or less at 180C. The heat input wa« through Pyrex glass coil« in the 
reservoirs.  Temperature appreciation was by six resistance thermometer« wired to an 
electronic roll-chart recorder. 

3. Method« 

The main experiment involved five procedure«: 'infestation', 'radiography', 
'measurement', 'comparison' and'analysis'. 
Infestation2: Two batches of ten spruce, Piaea abiee  dowel«, each mounted on a weighted 
perspex frame, were infested each week with settling stages of the shipworm Lyrodua 
pedicellatuB.    After infestation, frames were placed one in each channel starting at the 
downstream end of each. During the 98 days duration of this part of the experiment, 
120 pairs of dowels were infested and placed in the channels; Fig. 1. 

'The Fort of London Authority removes some 8000 tons annually cast into the River Thames as 
its report (1) states: "... by a society too affluent to care about wastage and apparently 
too indifferent to consider the result of its behaviour". 
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Radiography2:  Beginning on day 98 with dowels 1-10, radiography was carried out on a 
weekly basis until day 266.  Each week another batch of dowels was added to those being 
radiographed until eventually all the dowels were being radiographed every week; Fig. 1. 
Measurement: Accurate measurements of the negative images of selected shipworms were made 
with a binocular microscope fitted with an eye-piece scale. The microscope was fixed over 
a hole in the bench 25 mm in diameter.  Beneath the hole was a small fluorescent tube. 
Above, and mounted on four rubber bungs, was a sheet of clear plate glass. At a working 
magnification of « 12, the lighted area was just larger than the field on view. 
Comparison:  This was a process of continual assessment of the radiographic appearances of 
shipworms and dowels. 
Analysis involved the statistical analysis of measurements using a desk calculator and a 
computer. 

4. Results 

These were obtained from the radiographic record of growth and development and 
consisted primarily of measurements of overall lengths and of measurements of the width of 
tunnel linings at 5 mm intervals of length. 

The data on overall lengths were provided by shipworms growing without interference 
from their fellows or from knots or pins in the ends of dowels. At 230C sixty-nine Lyrodue 
were found which met these requirements; at 180C only seven. The sixty-nine yielded 609 
measurements; the seven, tunnelling more slowly and taking longer to reach the pins, yielded 
126. 

The data on tunnel widths at 5 mm intervals of length consisted of 657 measurements 
provided by the 230C population and 26 measurements provided by the 180C population - 
the same shipworms providing these data as provided those on lengths. 

5. Discussion 

5.1 Increases in length 

Values for mean lengths with 95% confidence intervals were obtained using a program 
written for a desk calculator.  When these were plotted against time it was apparent 
(Fig. 2) that increase in length could be regarded as linear over the period covered by 
measurements.  (The hiatus after day 130 in the 230C plot was due to a number of faster 
growing shipworms having reached the pins at the ends of the dowels in which they were 
growing.) The relationship between rates of increase in length at the two temperatures was 
found by performing linear regressions on the data and comparing their slopes (regression 
coefficients). At 230C the regression coefficient was 0.5364, at 180C it was 0.1720.  The 
rate of tunnelling at 230C was therefore 3.12 times the rate at 180C. 

Another way of comparing increases in length at 230C and 180C was to note the times at 
which the two populations attained the same mean lengths. The following table, based on 
Fig. 2, shows the time in days taken to reach mean lengths of 12.5, 15, 17.5, 20 and 22.5 mm. 

5.2 Changes in form 

Although the record of increases in length was incomplete, the record of changes in 
form was preserved in the radiographic picture of each shipworm. However, only the last 
set of radiographs was used to obtain measurements of widths at 5 mm intervals of length. 

Values for mean widths and 95% confidence intervals were obtained as before and the 
plot "mean width (w) « length (1) at 5 mm intervals" is shown in Fig. 3. After a trial 
plot, the data were converted to the form "log (w) » log (I)" and linear regressions were 

'"Techniques of Infestation and Radiography using the Shipworm Lyrodua pediaellatus 
Quatrefages" by P.A.BOARD and M.J.FEAVER (not yet in print) describes fully these two 
procedures. 
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carried out on those provided by Lyrodue  in dowels 1-20 (230C) and 1-2Ü (180C). 
Subsequently, other regressions were done on data obtained from Lyrodue  growing in dowels 
61-70 (230C), from LyroduB  in 20 DD diameter dowels of Scots pine, Vinus aylveetris  (which 
had been well soaked before infestation) and from Lyroduo  in Pinue  blocks measuring 
ISO x 73 x 25 mm. These arc all shown in Fig. 4. 

Since log wiHth • h. log length ♦ g 
i- g lh 

where the exponent h, the regression coefficient, is approximately 0.5. 

There were no significant differences in tunnel widths in the experimental populations 
of Lyrodue  in Pioea  (a, b, c in Fig. 4), but when these were compared with widths of 
Lyrodue  in Pinue  (d and e in Fig, It),  differences in the shape of tunnels apparen. to the 
eye were confirmed by a separation of the means in excess of the 95Z confidence limits3. 

The value of the exponent, h, would appear to be a function of the hardness of the 
wood through which tunnels are made since, when the value of h for Lyrodue  in Pinue  is 
substituted for the hardness (resistance to indentation) in columns B of ^Table 2 below 
(based on Appendix B, p.65 (2)'*, the values of h for Lyrodue  in Pioea  span the required 
range. 

No data are available that relate tunnel widths in the somewhat harder Pinue  to time 
and temperature, but there were sufficient examples of shallow and deep tunnelling in 
Pioea  (notably those of shipworms (a) and (b) Fig. 5) to venture an opinion: that at a 
temperature suitable for tunnelling, progress is slower in hard wood than in soft wood. 

5.3 Hardness and form 

At this point, some consideration must be given to the gradients of hardness 
experienced in the first 5-10 mm of tunnelling for, according Figs 3 and 4, this is 
where form and size are largely determined. 

Settling at a wood/water interface so that its earliest tunnelling is across the 
grain, a shipworm experiences a more abrupt transition from soft to hard going than it does 
if it settles on a cut end and follows the grain(3). The result is not only slower progress 
to begin with, but a wider tunnel. An initially disproportionate increase in width with 
respect to length (which results in the development of the more powerful adductor muscles 
required for heavy duty work) is also a feature of the formula w<*/l (width is proportional 
to the square root of the length) - as, indeed, is the pattern of subsequent growth. 

Once a shipworm reaches conditions of optimum hardness for tunnelling it turns along 
the grain and with respect to width, begins to increase disproportionately in length. 
Hardness is still a governing factor.  In our spruce dowels, where maximum hardness was 
reached within a few millimetres of the wood/water interface, Lyrodue  had no opportunity 
of attaining optimum hardness for tunnelling. If, however, the pieces of wood used in this 
experiment had been more substantial - trees or posts, say, instead of dowels, we would 
have found much bigger Lyrodue  tunnelling towards the heartwood at a slight angle to the 
grain - impelled not only by a gradual softening of the wood by water and micro-organisms, 
but by their own increasing width which would require an increasingly hard substrate for 

3Note, however, the anomalous result of regression analysis on 32 data points provided by 
Lyrodue  growing in dowels at 180C. The restricted range of the measurements (widths from 
5-30 nn of length instead of from 5-50 mn) exaggerated the steepening effect of including 
a group of data points (representing larval size at settlement) until the regression 
coefficient was 0.51800. At first sight this is similar to values for Lyrodue  in Pinue,  but 
when the 95Z confidence level was calculated, there was an overlap between the lower limit 
for Lyrodue  in dowels 1-20 at 180C (0.48128) and the upper confidence limit for Lyrodue  in 
dowels 1-20 at 230C (0.48250). 

''Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of the paper. 
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optimum tunnelling5. 

Growth, which in it« secondary phase accentuates length rather than width, is made 
apparent by the addition of filaments to the ctenidia or 'gills'.  In the tertiary phase, 
when the hardness of the wood is inclined to diminish rather than increase, the gills and 
the mantle covering are probably all that continue to grow. 

^.4 Effects of soft goiag on size and form 

Previously, Board(3) stated that the cross-sectional area of a shipworm's tunnel at 
any point along its length is always greater than the maximum spread of the valves at the 
time it was fashioned. In soft going, however, the extent of the excavation can be greater 
than the outside dimensions of the calcareous lining. Fig. 6 shows this clearly. It is 
apparent that additions in length to the lining are made by means of annuli each of which 
is expanded distally to receive the proximal (posterior) end of the one that follows. 
Probably inflation of the posterior end of the cephalic hood ensures that each annulus is 
expanded sufficiently to touch the wooden walls of the excavation before it is calcified. 

6. Conclusions 

(i) Temperature affects the rate of tunnelling. 

(ii) Over the period covered by measurements the rate of increase in length was linear 
and at 230C approximately three times the rate at 180C. 

(iii) The width of a Lyrodue  tunnel is roughly proportional to the square root of its 
length at the point at which width is measured. In spruce dowels the exponent h in the 
formula w • g.lh is less than 0.5; in dowels and blocks of Scots pine it is greater than 
0.5. 

(iv) The exponent h above is a function of the hardness of the wood through which a 
shipworm is tunnelling. 

(v) The width of a shipworm is therefore determined by the hardness of the wood and 
not directly by temperature. 

(vi) Ultimately, however, the size that a shipworm may reach in a piece of wood 
depends on the gradient of hardness between the point of entry and the centre. 
Consequently large pieces of wood tend to harbour larger shipworms than small pieces of the 

kind. 

(vii) Increase in length without a concomitant increase in width is provided for by 
the addition of new filaments to the gills. 

(viii) In soft going the tunnel lining is narrower than the excavation and touches the 
wooden walls at intervala only. 
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5Having regard to these arguments, the larger size attained by some tropical shipwo-ms must 
be due in part to the fact that tropical woods are generally harder than the so-called 
"softwoods" or gymnosperms that comprise the driftwood of northern temperate seas, as well 
as to the fact that higher temperatures result in an extended breeding season and in wood 
being infested and tunnelled before it  has become too soft. 
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230C 

180C 

12.5 15 17.5 20 22.5 

88.5 

135.5 

93 

150 

97.5 

164.5 

102 

179 

106.5 

193.5 

Table 1. A Comparison of Rates of Growth 

At 230C, in the sixe range 12.5-22.5 mn, Lyrodua 
in Pioea  dowels grew at the rate of 2.5 mm every 
4.5 days. At 18 C, Lyrodua  in similar Pioea 
dowels took 14.5 days to tunnel 2.5 mm. Growth 
was, therefore, linear and roughly three times 
as fast at the higher temperature. 
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HARDNESS 

Resistance to 
Indentation 

SIDEGRAIN 

HARDNESS 

Resistance to 
Indentation 

ENDGRAIN 

Wt/cubic foot 
at 50Z moisture 

content 

Wt/cubic foot 
at 12Z 

moisture 
content 

(A) (B) (A) (B) (A) (B) (A) (B   1 

Hnue 
sylveetria 

GREEN 430 0.5333 450 0.5333 40 0.5333 

AIR 
DRIED 

550 0.5333 740 0.5333 30 0.5333 

\piaea 
abUe 

GREEN 340 0.4217 410 0.4859 34 , 0.4533 

AIR 
DRIED 480 0.4654 720 0.5189 27 0.4800 I 

Table 2. Values (heavily outlined) for the physical properties 

of Pioea when those of Pinua  are equated to 0.5333 

- the value of (h) for Lyrodue  tunnelling in Pinue  blocks. 

Note that the regression coefficientr of (a) (b) (c) Fig. 4 
have similar values. 
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(a) Shallow Tunnelling   (b) Deep Tunnelling 

Fig.5  The two shipworms (a) and (b) are the same age. For some reason (a) the 
long, thin one tunnelling just below the surface of the dowel never 
developed the girth to accommodate adductor muscles as powerful as those 
of (b) its short fat companion. The latter is able to tunnel through the 
hard wood near the centre of the dowel (which still contains a residuum 
of undissolved air), but its progress is slower. 

Fig.6 Radiograph and accompanying pen and ink drawing which show that the calcareous 

lining is not everywhere in contact with the tunnel excavated by lyrodua. This 
condition is typical of tunnels made in very soft wood. 

Note the dense, white, spherical shape of the valves which were moving whilst the 
radiograph was being taken.   Also note the stationary, paired masses of developing larvae 

associated with the animal's ctenidia or 'gills'. 
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Inhibition of calcium secretion by chemical inhibitors in 
stMiX dwelling or^aniaaa 

A. A. Karande and K. B. Nenon 

Haval Chaaical and Metallurgical Laboratory 
Lion Gate, Bombay 1 

Wooden test pieces of Abies pindrov harbouring hundred or 
■or« stage 1 pediveligers were exposed to the graded solutions of 
chemical compounds in 500 ml crystalline jars.    The control test 
pieces «ere simultaneously maintained in Inhibitor-free sea water 
and in solutions of two more chemical compounds reported as having 
beneficial effect on the shell building process amongst bivalve 
molluscs.    The degree of inhibitory action of a compound was Judged 
by its ability to prevent or retard the imprsgnatlon rate of calcium 
carbonate in the mucous film lining ths entry holes of the veligers. 
A calcium deposition capacity of the test organisms, as Judged by 
ths frequency of occurrence of growth stages,  is found to have 
retarded with the Increasing concentration of each of the compounds 
tested.    For instance, at the lowest concentration of 2, 4 dlnltro- 
phenol as many as 67 p.e. of the larvae undergo complete trans- 
formation and achieve fourth stage of growth whereas at ths higher 
concentration (.000125 N), only about 5 or 6 p.o. of them achieve 
fourth stage. 

In almost all the chemical inhibitors screened here,  the test 
organisms survived as long as 10 days, that being a normal span of 
life of a vellger, but failed to deposit adequate CaCOj which is no 
vital for their metamorphosis and growth.    The Investigation under 
report has brought out that the shell growth of the marine organisms 
Is inhibited by certain chemical compounds even at very low 
concentration.   The bioassay method discussed here In greater details 
may prove of advantage in screening the natural and synthetic chemical 
compounds for their antifouling efficacy. 

1. Introduction 

Free swimming larvae of the marine organisms like barnacles,  tubeworms or mollnscan bivalves 
become a fouling menace only whan they settle end secret« their calcareous shells.    It is no« ««11 
accepted that the toxic elements of the antifouling paint prevent the settlement of the fouling 
organivs either by repelling then« organisms during their exploratory moveaaats on the surface 
or by Impairing their «am« vital metabolic aotivity during the post settlement growth.    The 
experience with toxic copper pigment shows that it is the latter «oahani» which is «or« «ftotiv« 
in preventing th« settlement growth of the marine organiama.    This «mm vary fluently explained by 
the experimental data collected by Crisp and Austin (l)' who concluded that the failure of th« 
young barnacles to grow on copper paint was due to th« inhibitiv« action of copper on th« cement- 
ing of the shell to the substratum.    De Wolf (2) while explaining the failure of Mttleaent of 
barnacles on an effective antifouling paint also assumed that the «etamorphosed larva preparing 
itself for th« building of a calcareous «hell wa« poisoned by its contact with the paint east. 
Wilbur ()) sad othsrs who worked on the shell dsposltion characteristics of oystere, noted that 
micro molar concentrations of chemical compounds like 2, 4 dinitropheaol, sulphanilaside «ad 
sodium fluorid« inhibited calcium deposition rate« in these bivalves.    iU.'ande (4) «ho r«port«d 
en th« natural durability of on« tropical timber Tetramelee nudiflora also observed that th« 
inability of teredid larvae to grow in thie timber was due to their failure to deposit calcareous 
shells, the latter being very vital for their growth and the sustenance. 

Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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In recent years «ttenpts are being made to increase the effectiveness and precise toxic 
action of the antifouluiK paints.    Experience to-date has shown that the fouling caused by the 
shell dwelling organisms can be cor*4 '"rably reduced if the shell building mechaniani of these 
organisms is effectively  interferec*     «-eh chemical  toxins.    A use of acre specific chemical 
Inhibitors in .intifoiilinV coatings ■ ävihg~precTse inhibitor>'action on the snetl buiiaihg 
capacity of the fouling organisias awy therefore prove a very rewarding area of research.    With 
an objective of furthering this view,  laboratory studies were carried out on the calcification 
characteristics of Teredo furcifera larvae exposed to seven chemical compounds reported as having 
inhibitory effect on molluscan  shell growth.    It was also the objective of thin work to evolve a 
suitable methodology and technique to study this problem in greater details. 

Earlier we have reported our work on wood-borer Teredo furcifera which has bearing on the 
present investigation.    This work which is not fully described here but referred to frequently, 
includes observations on the breeding of this species in captivity (5), use of its larvae as the 
test organisms (6), and biology of this species in Bombay harbour (7, 8). 

2. Material and methods 

Teredid larvae,  the test-organisms I    In the present investigation our ail was to examine 
the inhibitory action of toxins on the calcium carbonate deposition ability of the marine 
organisms,    for this, use of teredid larvae (Pig.  l) as the test-organisms was considered very 
satisfactory.    Veliger larvae after initial attachement to the timber substratim undergo rapid 
metamorphosis and become young worms within five or six days.    During its early growth,  the larva 
builds a protective calcareous cone over its entry hole (9).    This development of calcareous cone 
(Pig.  5) which is achieved within first 48 hours of growth since the attachement to the 
substratum can be used as a precise indicator of the calcium secretory activity of the test- 
organisms. 

Preparation of veliger bearing timber test pieces :    Timber panels immersid In the raft for 
a period of 7 or 8 weeks and harbouring fully matured Teredo furcifera worms were removed and 
placed in laboratory aquaria with running sea water.    Veliger larvae obtained from these worms 
were used for the present experiments.    All quantitative experimental studies «ere conducted with 
the "creeping" larvae obtained from worms that had been retained in the tanks for not more than 
2 days. 

About 1,000 to 1,^00 veligers, all measuring 285 u in else were placed in crystalline Jars 
containing artificial,  sterilised and filtered sea water.    The larvae «ere allowed to attack 
5"xli"rV' timber pieces of Abies pindrow (fir) for a period of 24 hours.    The larvae and the 
timber pieces were discarded if the settlement of the former was delayed beyonl 24 hours. 

Bio-assessment method t    For assessing the influence of varying salinity, temperature and 
calcium levels of the sea water medium on calcification, replicates of the test pieces holding 
not less than hundred totally uncalcified larvae were immersed in 500 ml ciysttlline Jars, 
containing artificial sea water.    A period of exposure was 48 hours.    The larvae In the test- 
pieces were examined at the end of 48 hours experimental period under Zaiss binocular microscope. 
This observation involved an examination of the calcareous cone,  the development of which 
proceeded in four stages described below. 

Stage I    i Totally uncalcified larva, (Pig.  l). 

Stage II i Ill-developed cone, entry hole lined with mucous material, (Pi«. 2). 

Stage III: Partly calcified cone, absence of bridge. 

Stage IV i Pully calcified cone, bridge present, (Pig.  5). 

Calcium deposition ability was expressed as the percenl .»e incidence of Inaividuale whloh 
produced fully calcified cone« (i.e.  stage IT) in 48 houre. 

After ascertaining the laboratory conditions which suited the most for calcification of 
the cones, the inhibitive action* of chemical eompolaids were evaluated by a method essentially 
similar to one detailed above. 
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5.  Results 

tffect of salinity on calcification  :    Samples of artificial sea water having salinity 
values ranging fron 10 pot to 40 ppt were prepared and veliger bearing timber test-pieces were 
exposed  to these aalinitiea for a period of 40 houra.    T-jole 1   sunmarisea the degree of 
calcification at  the end of experimental period.    It is evident from this table that calcificat- 
ion  nctivity is considerably  reduced  at extreme salinity values.    At  salinity values ranging fro« 
?5 pnt  to  55 oat,  over 80 p.c.   larvae produce fully calcified cones (Stage IV). 

Effect of tempernture on CHlcifioation  :    The rate of calcification at various temperatures 
of the sea water medium was ascertained.    It is noted that at 130C the calcification is completely 
arrested and almost all  larvae continue to remain at veliger stage not only  for a period of 46 
hours but even  longer if allowed  to  remain at that temperature.    At  580C,   the larvae become 
moribund and perish without showing any signs of calcification.    Only 14 p.c.  larvae bear fully 
calcified cone at  )50C.    A sustained  calcification is supported at 250C and  as many as 87 p.c. 
larvae bear fully calcified cones. 

Effect of calcium levels on calcification  :    Normal sea water contains 400 mgs. of calcium 
oer litre.    Table 2 summarises  the  rate of calcification in sea water medium having varying levels 
of calcium.    In absence of calcium or in a medium having  low calcium level  (lOO mgs/Ca/lit) 
calcification is comoletely arrested.    Low calcium,  however, does not affect the deposition of 
mucous material around  the entry holes ("ic.  2).    Calcification rate rises steeply between 
200 mgs/lit to bOO mgs/lit.    In hypercalciua sea water (above 600 mga/lit)   calcification rate is 
considerably arrested. 

fcffect of timber soecies on calcification :    Our experience,  both at the teat sites and In 
the  laboratory,   snowed  that the early metamorphosis and growth of teredid  larvae considerably 
depended on  the species of timbers the larvae elected to attack.    It is seen  that in timber Abies 
pindrow over SO p.c.   larvae build  fully calcified cones in 48 hours whereas  in timbers Sertulia 
companulata anl Kangifera indica calcification is delayed for over a period of 4 days.    In teredo 
resistant timber Tetraineles nudiflor« (4)  calcification is not acnieved until  the death of the 
Inrvae. 

Effects of  inhibitors on calcificati' .: ;    For assessing an inhibitive effect of chemical 
compounds on calcification,  test nieces of fir holding fully uncalcified  larvae were subjected to 
four graded concentrations of each of seven compounds examined.    The salinity of the sea water 
medium was adjusted  to 23 ppt,   the temperature was 250C,  pH H.2 and calcium lev«! was 400 mga/lit. 
At  the end of the experimental  period,  oercent incidence of each of the four growth atagea at 
varying concentrations was noted.    Typical  results in rrspecta of two compounds viz.  2,  4 dinltro- 
ohenol and sodium fluoride are given  in Taole 5.    It is evident from the table  that with the 
increasing concentrations of inhibitors there has been a reduced calcification activity in the 
test organisms,     for example at  lowest concentration of .000123 M of 2,  4 dinitrophenol as many 
as 70 p.c.   larvae show fully calcified  cones whereas at the highest concentration mere 5 p.c. 
larvae show fully calcified cones.    A graded pnysiologicnl response therefore la evident. 

Table 4 summarises the percent  incidence of only fully calcified  cones in four graded 
concentrations ol   seven oompounls screened.    It is observed that with the  increasing concentrat- 
ions there has been  a reduced  calcification activity in the larvae.    As regards two compounds, 
sodium succinate ani  soli'im maleate,   contrary  to expectations, no enhancement of the calcification 
rate  is evident.    On  the other hand   it  is poorer than that noted  in non-toxic controls.    A lack of 
graded  resoonse (calcification)   to  increasing concentration  is also evident  in respect of tlteae 
two chemical cornoounds. 

Inhibitors anl general toxic action  ;    Chemical compounds screened  in the present 
investigation are  -eoorted  to have a specific  inhibitory action on calcium metabolism and are 
therefore not exoecled  to have  toxic action on  the larvae.    That tney behave as envisaged  la amply 
revealed by  the fact  that none of these compounds at the concentrations used  exert lethal effect 
on  the test organisms.    The test organisms having transferred to normal,  non-toxic sea water at 
the end of the experimental period  survived  for more than thret or four days. 



4. Uiscussion 

Currently used nntifoulint paints contain heavy metal toxic compoundg of copper,  arsenic and 
mercury which provide a lethal environment that mny repel or kill fouling organisms.    The never 
antifouling paints as envisaged  by Sarayan  (10)  aim at impalrement of the initial attachment of 
larva either by chemical or other means.    The latter possibilities are (a)  chealcal lousing-uo of 
adhesion cement (b)  use of wetting or surface active agents interfering with proper adhesion 
conditions (c)  impairement of antenna! suction cup mlhesion mechanism.    All  these possibilities 
aim at killing of the larvae before their transformation into an young adult  form.    The control 
of fouling organisms is, however,  also possible or perhaps more practical when these organisms 
are on the verge of fabricating their calcareous basi& and shell encasements ai a consequence of 
post settlement activity.    Enquiry into the merits of such an approach is possible only when more 
and  more information on the shell building characteristics of tht^e organisms  is available. 

For the bioassay method  used  In  this ittudy  larvae of various fouling orj'a'iisms were 
considered for their use as the  te^t ort--.aniR;iirt.    Tne l.-trvue of teredo,  however,  were found to be 
most  iviitable material by virtue of the fact  tnat their calcification growth under certain 
predetermined conditions Drotcre.-.sed with no or little individual variations. 

The rate of calcification of the larvae varied from soecies to species of the timber and 
at  that stage of growtn largely depended  uoon  the density of the timber.    Timb-jr Abies pindrow 
suororted  uniform calcifiCHtion growth and  over 80 p.c.  of the settled   larvae could build their 
calcic": carhonote cone within a short period of 48 hours,    ^uayle (9) who workad on Bankia 
setacea renorted  formation of a complete calcareous cone in that species within seven days. 
Selativelv rapid  cone formation  in T.furcifera proves of considerable advantage since it helps to 
reduce  the ;uoerimental period. 

About 14 different amino acids are located  in the shell matrix of various molluscan species 
ana   these are known to influence crystal  type formation of the shell (11).    Salinity changes 
whir* affect amino acid concentrations in many molluscan species (12) nay therafore affect shell 
formation  in veliger larvae.    Neff (13)  who studied mineral regeneration in serpulid worms 
observed  that in  these worms mineral regeneration failed when salinity was below 20 ppt.    In 
larvae of T.furcifera also low salinities retarded the calcification of cone.    Calcification rate 
remained unchanged at salinities ranging from 25 ppt to }5 ppt. 

A correlation of environmental temperature and crystal tyoe formation of the «jlluscan shell 
has been reoorted by many workers (14).    In  the present study calcification of the oone at 150C 
was found  to be comoletely inhibiced,  though larvae survived at that temperature for a conaiderabl« 
oeriwl.    Calcification did not progress satisfactorily at 550C.    At temperature 250C,  correspond- 
ing to  that of sea water for most part of the year,  calcification was rapid  ani  complete. 

In a regenerating adult molluscan shell,  calcium comes from various sources like mantle (15), 
digestive glands (16), the Kidney,  the blood and the medium.    In the present study it was observed 
that  in the absence of total calcium in the medium or in a medium having low calcium (100 mgs/lit) 
there was a conralete absence of calcification activity.    Horraal calcification ictivity leading to 
fully developed cone was noted  in normal  sea water or in hypercalcium sea water (500 mgs/lit). 
It is of considerable interest to note that lack of adequate calcium in the melium resulted into 
failure of the calcification process but not the formation of a mucous layer wnich supports the 
impregnation of calcium carbonate.    Bevelander and Benger (17)  also observed aob.nce of calcificat- 
ion activity in a regenerating shell of Isognomon alatum when the latter were exposed to calcium 
poor sea water.    The organic matrix of the shell, however, continued to be foraed under this 
condition. 

Wilbur (5) has discussed possible mode of action of a number of chemical   igents on calcium 
deposition activity of molluscs.    For instance lodoacetate and fluoride decreaie the production 
of respiratory intermediates which provide Co? for carbonate.    Oinitrophenol decreases the high 
energy phosoate compounds present in the mantle which are required for the secretion of calcium 
carbonate and protein synthesis.    Sulphonamides m«y inhibit enzyme carbonic antydrase whose 
presence and possible participation in shall formation is suggested by freeman and Wilbur (IB). 
We examined seven of these inhibitors and these at very low concentrations showed appreciable 
Inhibitory effect on calcification of cone in veliger larvae.    Interestingly none of these 
compounds exerted any toxic action on the test organisms and thereby confirmed their 
specificity as calcium inhibitors. 
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Wilbur and Jodrey (19) who examined the action of respiratory  substrate»     like succinate, 
■aleate and oxaloacetat« observed that only oxaloacetata amongst these increased oalcium deposit- 
ion four-fold.    Maleate and succinate had no significant effect on oyster shell regeneration. 
In our studies we also did not observe any appreciable increase in the shell growth of veliger 
when these two compounds were added to the sea water medium. 

For the bioassay of candidate antifoulants settling or freshly settled  larvae such as 
cyprids (or pediveligers) have been considered an appropriate experimental material (2).    In this 
laboratory cyprids of seven tropical barnacle species including those of Balanus conmunis (20) and 
Balanus variegatus (21) were routinely cultured.    However, in view of the considerable Individual 
variations in the rate of their growth,  these cyprids could not be used with a desired advantage 
In the present study.    In toxlcity experiments, where a decided criterion is the shell building 
ability of the organisms, teredo larvae,  as judged by the present experiments, hive been proved to 
be a very useful experimental material. 
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Table 1 t Effect of salinity on the «ronth of calcareous cone 
of Teredo furcifera larvae 

Salinity (ppt) 
Percent incidence of calcification stages 

Stage I Stage II Stage III Stape IV 

Control 

10 
15 
20 
25 
50 
55 
40 

85 
71 
58 
6 

11 
5 

42 

10 
6 

12 
4 

10 
1 
5 

94 

5 
21 
50 
90 
79 
94 
55 

Table 2 Effect of calcium level  in  the medium on the growth of 
calcareous cone of Teredo furcifera 

Calcium 
me/lit. 

Percent incidence of calcification stages 

Stage I Stage II Stage III Stage IV 

Nil 

100 
200 
500 
400 
500 
600 

Control 

25 
58 
50 
14 
0 

74 

91 

75 
58 
0 
0 
0 
4 

0 
2 

10 
0 
4 
2 

0 
22 
40 
06 
96 
20 

95 

Table 5  :    Inhibitory effect of Sodium fluoride and  2,  4 Uinitrophenol 
on the growth of calcareous cones of Teredo furcifera 

Percent incidence of calcification stages 

(.01  M) dilutions Stage I        j Stage II {    Stage III 
i 
t 
i Stage IV 

25'« 
50* 
75« 
100< 

24 
28 
21 
91 

56 
29 
61 

6 

0 
0 
0 
0 

40 
45 
18 

5 

2,  4 Dinltroohenol 
(.000125 «)  dilutions 

25« 
50< 
75* 
100< 

50 
4B 
82 
84 

0 
0 
5 
6 

4 
6 
7 
5 

66 
46 

6 
•5 
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fig. I Fadlvtligar Urv«« of Teredo 
furdfer«. fig. 2 Mucous lining around the entry 

hole« of  Urv«e of Teredo furclfcra 

Fig. 3 Fully developed calcified conaa 
guarding entry-hoics of the 
larvae. 

«I. *    Unguarded entry holes, failure 
of con« fonutton «a a result of 
Inhlbltlve action of cheaicala. 
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On the Nutritional Requirements of Wood-boring Crustacea 

Helmut Kühne 

Bundesanstalt für Materialprüfung (Bin) 
1 Berlin 4-5, Unter den Eichen 87 

Wood or cellulose serve as the chief nutrients for the 
wood-boring marine isopods of the genus VmnP^f - Algae 
(Enteromoroha intestinalis or Dunaliella sp.) have only 
a low nutritional value for Limnoria tripunctata nenzies 
and are unable to substitute for wood. Algal-free sus- 
pended matter with marine microorganisms do not serve 
as food for L«tripunctata. The alga E.intestinalis has 
also only a low nutritional value for the wood-destrey- 
ing amphipod Chelura terebrans Philippi. The wood-bor- 
innisopods Sphaeroma terebrans Bate and S.ouovana Milne 
Edwards, however, were able to survive even when they 
were exclusively fed on E.intestinalis. They fed on al- 
gae and wood when they were offered both. The following 
Australian isopods and an amphipod occurring in brackish 
water, which have hitherto not been known as wood destroy- 
ers, may also feed on woodi Exosphaerona alata Baker, 
Svncassidina aestuaria Baker. Cilicaeqp¥is sp., laia sp. 
and Orchestia sp. They could be kept for one year when 
fed on wood. Isis is a commensal of B.auovsna and S.te- 
rebrans . 

Key Wordst frimnoria tripunctata. Chelura terebrans. 
. Sphaeroma ouoyana. fiosphae- Bphaeroma terebrans, Sphaeroma quoyana. pro sphae- 

roma alata. Syncassidlna aestuaria. Ciljcaeopsis 
so.. lais sp., Orchestia sp. | wood and algae as 

1. Introduction 

It is known that the wood-boring Crustacea of the genera Limnoria and Che- 
lura feed on wood and that decay of the wood may increase its nutritional 
value (1, 2)~. Vind, Hochman and Muraoka (3) are of the opinion that Lim- 
noria additionally utilises protosoa and marine microorganisms whan clean- 
ing their pleopods. Phycolimnoria which is closely related to the genus 
Limnoria feeds exclusively on sea-weeds (4-). The question is still contro- 
versial whether the wood-boring species of the sphaeromatids burrow in wood 
solely for protection or also for feeding (5). Additional algal food seems 
to be indlspensible at least for Sphaeroma terebrans (6). 

In order to find an answer to these questions, feeding tests were carried 
out with selected species of these groups of wood-boring Crustacea. Experi- 
ments with Limnoria were concentrated on determining the nutritional value 

■a  

figures in parentheses indicate the literature reference at the end of 
this paper. 
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of marine microorganisms and algae. Algae were fed also to Chelura, and 
tests were made with Sphaeroma to find out whether algae constitute an im- 
portant food source besides timber. In addition, the nutritional require- 
ments of some Australian Crustacea which were found associated with Sphae- 
roma in wood in brackish water were examined. 

2. Materials and Methods 

The specimens of Limnoria tripunctata Henzies and Chelura terebrans Phi- 
lipp! used for the experiments, originated from animals of the Mediterra- 
nean which had been cultured for some years in the BAM in artificial sea- 
water (salinity 33 %»)  at a temperature of 22-23 C in the dark. The tests 
were carried out under the same conditions. 

Ten medium-sizedoolmals were placed in a Petrl dish (0 6 cm) containing 
appr. 13 ml seawater. Samples (appr. 1 cm x 2 cm area; of the substances 
listed served as nutrient substrates. Data not Included in the table 1 are 
as followsi 

Bacterial filter consisting of cellulose nitrate (Sartorius membrane fil- 
ter SM 11 308); filter paper consisting of a-cellulose, low in nitrogen 
(Carl Schleicher and Schüll, No.2095); fir sapwood (Abies pectlnata DC.) 
sterilised by autoclaving  i Dunallella sp.. a unicellular flagellate 
alga; Enteromorpha intestlnalls. a green alga. Per those tests which 
should be carried out under aseptic conditions, the nutrient substrate 
and the Petrl dishes were sterilised and the seawater autoclaved or fil- 
tered with a bacterial filter. Dishes, water and nutrient subs'rrete were 
changed every two days. The tests lasted for at least 12 weeks, a period 
that limnorlids free of food materials do not survive. 

The Australian wood-boring Crustacea originated from brackish waters 
ranging between Sydney and Brisbane. Tests with these animals were carried 
out in aerated 8-1 aquaria and in Petrl dishes (0 6 cm). The Petrl dishes 
and the aquaria containing only wood were set up in the dark at a tempera- 
ture of 22-23° C; salinity was 23-30 %».  Part of the newly hatched animals 
were placed in two aquaria containing algae and wood in full daylight at 
22 and 23 C. At 22° C S.intestlnalls grew on the wood, and at 23° C the 
water was rich in Dunallella. Plne"iapwood fPinus svlvestris L.), E.in- 
testlnalls and frass of Lyrodus pedlcellatus Qutrfgs. were used as nutrient 
substrates for those tests which were carried out In Petrl dishes (see 
table 2). The Petrl dishes were examined three times a week during the 
first month and once or twice a week later in the test. Half the water in 
the aquaria was replaced every two weeks and the frass was partly removed. 
The species of Crustacea Investigated are mentioned in the resute. 

3. Results 

The results of the tests with LlBBffrll n*y be seen in table 1. The average 
period of survival of unfed animals is appr. 3 weeks. It is independent of 
the amount of microorganisms present in the water and the frequency rate 
at which the animals are transferred. Neither was the average period of 
survival of L.trinunetata Increased when the animals were fed with sus- 
pended matter which was eliminated from the aquaria by means of a bacterial 
filter and which contained microorganisms but no algae. The bacterial fil- 
ter of cellulose nitrate could also not be utilised. 

When cellulose filter paper was offered, however, the average period of 
survival increased noticeably. No difference could be observed between 
those samples which were kept sterile and those which were not kept ste- 
rile. On the other hand there was a remarkable difference in the period 
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of survival between those aniaals which were transferred every two days and 
those which were not transferred. These results call for a critical evalu- 
ation of the investigations on the influence of microorganisms on Limnoria. 
When the number of microorganisms with which the animals come into contact 
is kept as low as possible, the seawater and the nutrient substrate must be 
replaced quite frequently, i.e. the animals must frequently be transferred. 
However, on substrates with a nutritional value the adverse effects of re- 
peated transfers are greater than a possible influence of microorgan^lsms. 

As can be anticipated wood has a higher nutritional value than filter pa- 
per. 

When Dunaliella was offered to the animals their average period of survival 
Increased with regard to the starvation controls,but not at the same rate 
as with filter paper. When algae were offered in addition to filter paper, 
this did not improve the conditions of survival. The alga Enteromorpha pro- 
longed the period of survival at the same slow rate as Dunaliella. 

The average period of survival of the wood-boring amphlpod Chelura tere- 
brans could likewise only nearly be doubled with regard to the starvation 
controls when Snteromorpha was offered. The average period was extended 
from 12 days (extreme value 20 days) to 20 days (extreme value 40 days). 

The results of the tests with the sphaeromatids are presented in table 2. 
In evaluating these results it should be considered that only newly hatched 
animals were used which exhibit a high mortality rate, and that the optimum 
temperatures and ranges of salinity, for these species are not known. More- 
over, the number of animals available for the tests was less than those of 
the limnoriids. The values of the longest period of survival are thus more 
Important than the average values. Bphaeroma terebrans Bate, S.quoyana 
Milne Edwards and Oilicaeopsis sp. survived longer when they were offered 
Enteromorpha instead of wood. Exoaphaeroma alata survived longest on a 
wood and algae diet. The frass of «hipworms with which the species were 
associated in the wood, was of no nutritional value. The frass was examined, 
as Chelura la known to be coprophagous (7). 

B.terebrans (fig. 1 and 2). the commonest and most important wood destroyer 
among the sphaeromatids (8) is most difficult to culture. After a period of 
6 months individual young animals were still present in the aquaria with 
wood and with wood and algae. A third generation, however, did not develop. 

S.quoyana has also been known as a wood destroyer (9, 10) (fig.3). The 
species which is bigger than 8.terebrans. has an arcuate pleotelson and 
only 4-5 teeth on the uropods (fig.4). The species lived up to 6 months 
in the aquaria with wood only. Young animals developed also when they were 
kepi; exclusively on algae (fig.5). Pig.6 shows the first signs of burrows 
of young fl. terebrans and fl.qnnyn^. But both species finally settled on a 
piece of timber with old galleries of Teredo. 

E.alata exhibits a marked sexual dimorphism. It is well camouflaged by the 
wood. The adult males have strongly broadened uropods and a sharply pointed 
pleotelson (fig.7), while the females have normal uropods (fig.8). The spe- 
cies developed in the aerated aquaria when i'c was fed on wood alone or on 
wood and algae. The third gegneration is still surviving after 12 months. 

The yet unidentified species Cllioaeopsis (fig.9) seems to prefer algae. 
It propagated well in the two aquaria containing algae and wood. However, 
the animals also feed on the softened exterior parts of wood. When a num- 
ber of newly hatched animals was kept on wood only, one animal survived 
for more than 150 days. 
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Unlike the Cilicaeopsis species Cassidina aestuaria Baker (fig.10) which 
resembles scale insects, clings firmly to the wood surface. It rasps off 
wood without building galleries. Algae are not eaten. Cassidina develops 
and propagates in the aquaria with wood as the only food source even after 
12 months. 

After the same period the small animals of an unidentified species of the 
genus Jais still lived abundantly with wood as the sole food. In the pre- 
sence of S.terebrans and S.quoyana lais is a commensal of these two spe- 
cies (fig.11). Large numbers may populate the ventral side of Sphaeroma 
species where they profit from the wood rasped off by the host. When they 
propagate too strongly, however, they adversely affect the hosts, which 
suffer from lack of oxygen. 

The only representative of the amphlpods which survived a 12-month wood 
diet was a species of the genus Orchestia. The animals rasp off wood irre- 
gularly and are probably also copropnagous. 

4. Conclusions 

The test results indicate that marine microorganisms and algae are not 
important for Limnoria and Chelura. but that they play an important role 
as additional rood sources for sphaeromatids. Wood preservatives acting 
as stomach poisons alone can therefore be expected to be lens effective 
against Sphaeroma than against Limnoria species feeding exclusively on 
wood. The number of species of wood-boring Crustacea in subtropical and 
tropica^rackish waters is probably higher than is so far known. 
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Table 1. The effect of nutrient substrates, microorganisms of the sea- 
water and conditions of handling the animals upon survival of limnoria 
tripunctata Menzlea at 22-23° C.a' 

Nutrient 

'   Substrate 

i        Mean time of survival in days 
(minimal and maximal time of survival) 

[number of animals surviving at the end of the testj 

seawater and substrate changed 
every 2 days 

seawater un- 
treated, 

changed weekly; 
substrate not 

changed 
seawater 
autoclaved 

seawatecN 
filtered^; 

seawater 
untreated 

Polyamide0^ fabric 
Btazvation control) 

3^ 
(19...65) 

41 
(13...69) 

36 
(7...69) 

,  37 v     1 (17...79)     j 

bacterial flltord;+ 
filtered substances 

37 
(11...61) NT NT NT 

sterile bacterial 
j    filter d) 

38 
(9...73) 

NT NT NT        I 

i filter paper e' 
47 

(13...68) 
CO] 

46 
(15-..63) 

fo] 

47 
(9...86) 

to] 
(9...>lt8) 

C5]       j 

fir aapwood 
i  (autoclaved) 

c.65 
(5...>148) 

[1] 

73 
(9...ItS) 

[0] 

NT >9*      I 
(23...>148) 

[13]      j 

Dunallella on NT NT NT 69       1 
(32...106) bolyamide c^ fabric 

Dunallella s 
on filter paper ' NT NT NT , >74   .    1 (8...)122) 

[5]       j 

Enteromorpba 
intestlnalis   i NT NT NT ,c-57v  .       i (7...>84) 

[1] 

NT ■ not tested 
a) each group consisting of 40 animals 
b) with a bacterial filter 
c) Perlon 
d) consisting of cellulose nitrate 
e) consisting of cellulose 
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Table 2. Survival of some newly hatched Australian sphaerooatids on 
different nutrient substrates In artificial brackish water.    ' 

Species 

Mean time of survival In days 
(minimal and maximal time of survival) 

fnumber of animals tested] 

starvation 
control 

nu 
pine 

sapwood 

trlent substi 
lEnteromorpha 

-ate 
plnewood * 

Enteromorpha 
frass of lyro- 
dus Dedlcella- Lntestlnalls 

Sphaeroma 
terebrans 

16 
(2...27) 

[19] 

23 
(6...49) 

[11] 

36 
(7...93) 

26 
(6...52) 

[12] 

6 
(3;.,16) 

[6] 

Sphaeroma 
quoyana 

21 
(9...33) 

[12] 

24 
C8...36) 

>87b; 

(54...)120) 
27 (....JO, 17 

(6...29) 
[6J 

Bxosphaeroma 39c; 

(26.6.58) C3.??62) 
[11] 

(8.??42) 
[6] 

».«ty« (3^.36) 
[6] 

Alftt« 

Cilicaeopsis 15 
(4...37) 

[16J 

32 
:i7!...48; 

40 
(3...113) 

C6] 
(^f, 

21 
(6t455,) sp. 

a) Salinity 25...30 %., temperature 22...23° C. 
b) One of the two surviving animals was kept on wood for a further 

30 days and the other for 75 days before they died. 
c) These animals were older than the average used and In addition 

cannibalism occurred. 
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Fig.  1.  Wood infested by Sphaeroma terebranL"   BaCe.  -  Fig.  2.  Sphaeroma 
terebrans  (Sphaeromatidae,  Group HeTnibranchi atae).   - Fig.   ':.  Wood  infested 
by Sphaeroma quoyana Milne Edwaras.  - Fig.  '*.  Sphaeroma ^luo^ana^ (Spdaero- 
matidae,  Group Hemibranchiatae).  - Fig.   >.   Sphaeroma  cjuoyaiia.  Young  ani- 
mals feeding on Enteromorpha. - Fig.   b.   First traces ot"  boring oy young 
animals of Sphaeroma terebrans and S.quoyana on pine sapwood. - Fig.   ?• 
Exosphaeroma alata Baker,   adult male  (Sphaeromatidae,  Group Hemibranchia- 
tae). - Fig.   8.   Exosphaeroma alata,   female.   - Fig.  9.   Gilicaeopsis  sp., 
female  (Sphaeromatidae,  Group Hemibranchiatae).   - Fig.   10.  Svitjassidina 
aestuaria Baker  (Sphaeromatidae,  Group Plutybranchiatae).  - Fig.   TV. 
Sphaeroma terebrans with lais sp.   (Jaeridae;. 
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Turner. Harvard University; Did your Sphaeroma terebrans come from Sydney Harbour? 

Kuhne: The collections came from six localities between Brisbane and Sydney and 
Sphaeroma terebrans were found In three of them. 

Turner:   Styrafoam floats used for our tests In Sydney Harbour were severely at- 
tacked by Sphaeroma terebrans. Perhaps you could use this type of Inert substrate 
In your feeding experiments. Specimens living In styrafoam certainly are not get- 
ting any Mood In their diet. Hartesla strlata are the only other borers I have found 
that live in it. 

Kuhne;  I do not know the optimum temperature for this species and perhaps my tem- 
perature, which was 25*C, was too low. 

Turner;  That should be about right for specimens from that area. They would 
experience lower temperatures in the winter and perhaps a bit higher in the summer 
in the' Sydney area. 

Dean. Duke 'Jniversitv; In some of your experiments you were feeding your crustaceans 
fairly nitrogen deficient substrates which you were changing every two days, so pre- 
sumably there was no chance for extensive microbial buildup on the surface. Do you 
think the survival time was limited by the inability of the crustaceans to get suf- 
ficient nitrogen or do you think they have some other adaptation for getting adequate 
nitrogen nutrition even under those conditions? 

Kuhne;  I believe the main reason for poor survival was frequent disturbance. We 
had an idea of the concentration of micro-organisms in the water we used for the ex- 
periments so we sterilized the water, wood and dishes but tie could not sterilize the 
animals. Consequently at the beginning of the test we had about 200 bacteria per 
milllllter while normal water had about 1,000 per milliliter. Our 'sterilized' 
cultures then had about one-fifth as many bacteria as normal water but in two dayr 
it nearly reached the level of normal water. Consequently we had to change the cul- 
tures every two days and this was harmful to the animals. The question of nitrogen 
is often mentioned in the literature but I am not sure where they get it. 
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Settling of Larval Shipworms, Teredo navali» L. and Bankia gouldi 
Bartsch, Stimulated by Humic Material (Gelbstoff) 

John L. Culliney 

Museum of Comparative Zoology 
Harvard University 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 

Pediveliger larvae of Teredo navalis and Bankia 
fouldi show settling and crawling behavior when exposed 
o humic material (Gelbstoff) in admixtures of bog 

water and sea water.  The behavioral response in this 
case appears identical to that exhibited when the 
larvae encounter wood, their natural substratum.  These 
observations imply that shipworm larvae sense dissolved 
substances derived from the decomposition of wood in 
terrestrial humic material. Also implied is that 
under normal conditions, larvae detect wood in the 
marine environment largely through chemosensory means. 
However, T. navalis appears to be so sensitive to the 
presence of Gelbstoff that its normal dispersal 
may be reduced in estuaries with high concentrations 
of humic material. 

Key Words: Larvae; Teredo; Bankia; Gelbstoff; 
settling behavior; shipworm 

1.  Introduction 

A number of kinds of marine invertebrate larvae are known to exhibit 
settling responses to substrata which are suitable for their adult growth. 
Tn these cases, settlement appears to be stimulated by a property or small 
set of properties identifying the particular substratum as one that 
supports healthy adult populations of the species (l-S)1. 

Implied in these studies is the idea that the mechanism by which a 
species recognizes its proper substratum has evolved into a nearly fool- 
proof ecological process.  However, in this paper, I will present evidence 
that the settling response of shipworm larvae may be triggered in the 
absence of wood when the larvae encounter admixtures of sea water and ground 
water containing high concentrations of humic material (Gelbstoff). 

2.  Materials and Methods 

Larvae were reared following the basic methods of Loosanoff and 
Davis (6).  They were fed small, naked flagellates, chiefly Isochrysis 

1 The numbers in  parentheses refer to the list of references at the end 
of this paper. 
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galbana Parke at concentrations of 5 x IO14 to 1 x 105 cells/cc.  All 
cultures were approximately two liters in glass jars, maintained at 
26 ± 1*C and 32 + 1 % salinity.  Sea water, clean glass jars and food were 
renewed daily. 

Larvae used in experiments: were those displaying the foot as they swam, 
indicating they were ready to settle.  T. navalis larvae came from two 
different female parents. B. gouldi larvae originated from an undetermined 
number of parents. 

Dilutions containing humic material were prepared by mixing filtered 
sea water with filtered water from a small pool in a cedar bog in Wenham, 
Massachusetts. The dark, tea-colored water from this pool was quite 
acidic, pH = U.2.  The bog was situated at the foot of a hill covered 
with a forest of white pine, Pinus strobus. The bog vegetation was dominated 
by Atlantic white cedar, Chamaecyparis thyoides, some of which grew in the 
pool itself.  Only fresh bog water was used in experiments which were 
carried out the same day as the water was collected. 

Salinity controls were prepared by substituting distilled water for bog 
water in the mixture with sea water. pH controls were prepared by adjusting 
the pH of sea water—distilled water mixtures with HC1. 

3.  Observations and Results 

The Settling Response 

In laboratory cultures, swimming pediveliger larvae of a variety of 
species of teredinids respond to the presence of wood by suddenly retracting 
the velum and sinking rapidly to the bottom of the culture.  They then begin 
to crawl actively in a characteristic manner superficially resembling the 
movements of a geometrid caterpillar, a rhythmic series of extensions and 
retractions of the slender muscular foot. 

The dramatic effect of wood in inducing settling and crawling behavior 
was first noticed when I placed a small piece of sea-water-soaked pine in 
a culture of swimming Teredo navalis pediveligers.  A number of larvae 
immediately settled to the bottom of the culture vessel and on the wood and 
began to crawl. Gentle stirring of the culture with the piece of wood 
caused many more to settle and crawl.  The same settling response was then 
observed with Bankia gouldi.  Simple mechanical stimulation was ruled out 
as a cause of the response, since stirring the culture with a glass rod 
never caused settling and crawling. 

This generalized response to the near presence of wood has since been 
observed in numerous other species of shipworms, both oviparous and 
larviparous.  In some cases, larvae do not respond until they physically 
contact the wood; in others, the response is definitely noted when larvae 
are within a centimeter of the surface of the wood.  Individual responsive- 
ness within a species may vary widely. Among species, those with a long- 
term larviparous 1 .f« history appear less immediately responsive than 
others.  This same group, on the other hand, shows spontaneous crawling 
behavior in the absence of wood far more than larvae of oviparous 
(planktotrophic) species. 

The Response to Gelbstoff 

Two simple experiments were set up to examine larval reactions to humic 
material in sea water.  In Experiment 1, two parts filtered bog water were 
added to three parts filtered sea water (UOt dilution).  Individual 
pediveliger larvae  f Teredo navalis and Bankia gouldi were then pipetted 
into 250 ml of ex*   mental (bog water dilution) and control (distilled 
water dilution) s  K*  ns and another control, consisting of a small piece 
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of wood in 250 ml of full-strength sea water.  Each larva was then observed 
for one minute and its behavior was recorded.  About halfway through the 
experiment, the pH in the control solution was reduced to more closely 
simulate the experimental solution and the "wood control" was discontinued. 
The results of Experiment 1 are shown in Table 1. 

In Table 1, each entry represents the sequential activities of an 
individual pediveliger during the one-minute period of observation. A 
positive settling response is designated as C or C^.  This indicates the 
animal actually crawled or began to crawl.  The other categories of 
activities do not represent a true settling response. 

From Experiment 1, it is easy to see that Gelbstoff in sea water is 
a powerful stimulus to larvae to settle and crawl.  Almost no effect can 
be attributed to reduced salinity and reduced pH.  Furthermore, Gelbstoff 
seems to affect T. navalis far more than B. gouldi. 

Experiment 2 tested longer-term effects of the bog water/sea water 
mixture on the larvae.  A lesser dilution (20%) was prepared from one part 
bog water to four parts sea water, making 250 ml of experimental solution 
in each of two cultures.  Fifteen larvae of each species were pipetted 
into the separate containers of Gelbstoff solution.  Observations were made 
of crawling activity at intervals for a period of US minutes.  These 
observations are summarized in Table 2. 

Experiment 2 gives further evidence that T. navalis is more strongly 
stimulated by the Gelbstoff than is B. gouldi.  That the Gelbstoff is 
apparently non-toxic is shown by the fact that all the larvae in the 
Experiment 2 containers were alive and most were swimming after two days. 
None were crawling at this time. 

<*.  Discussion 

Gelbstoff in coastal waters appears to be at least partly derived from 
the decomposition of woody plants in moist forest soils, fresh water lakes 
and bogs.  Another probable source is metabolites of algae, especially the 
Phaeophyta (7-9).  The relationship between decomposing wood and Gelbstoff 
makes the settling response of shipworm larvae understandable as induced 
by a chemical stimulus from dissolved wood-derived compounds in sea water. 

My field observations (unpublished) of shipworm activity over a three- 
year period in the Newport Estuary near Beaufort, North Carolina, show 
that depletions and conspicuous absences of new recruitment, especially 
T. navalis, are correlated with the presence of Gelbstoff.  Dark colored 
acidic water, rich in humic material, is characteristic of low-lying 
coastal drainage areas of North Carolina (10).  Storms flush this material 
from surrounding swamps into estuarine waters, staining them dark yellow- 
red. 

After tropical storm Alma in June 1966, recruitment of T. navalis was 
completely eliminated in most of the Newport Estuary for over five weeks, 
at a time of year when this species normally shovs the heaviest settlement. 
Bankic. gouldi recruitment was much less affected  The effects of the storm 
were m lifested for several days throughout the Estuary in reduced salinity 
and reddish-colored water. The salinity, however, did not fall low enough 
to be deleterious to the larvae, as I have determined in experiments to be 
published elsewhere. 

In another example, recruitment of T. navalis at a station near the 
mouth of a small creek containing highly colored, acidic fresh water was 
unusually low and much less than that of B. gouldi.  At a neighboring 
station in the center of the broad estuary, T. navalis recruitment was 
greater by a factor of up to UO, even exceeding that of B. gouldi. 
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The results of my Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that in an estuary 
containing high concentrations of Gelbstoff the pediveliger larvae of 
Teredo navalis may be stimulated to settle in the absence of wood. This 
would reduce the numbers of larvae eventually reaching wood by inhibiting 
or retarding their dispersal. Furthermore, larvae settling on a barren 
bottom would be unnecessarily exposed to predators, parasites and diseases, 
and potentially deleterious chemical and physical environments. 

Further research on the Gelbstoff-induced settling response will involve 
standardizing the humic material, investigating threshold concentrations, 
acclimation and other aspects of larval physiology and behavior. 
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Discussion 

Robert Dean. Duke Untverstty:  If humlc materials are derived from the breakdown 
of plant products then it is possible that they may be responding to a water soluble 
extractive of wood, perhaps the same one that leads them to respond to the presence 
of wood. Do you have any thoughts on that and do you think you can get from your 
work on humic materials an idea of Che active ingredient in wood? 

Culliney. Harvard University;  Yes.  It seems likely that similar chemical stimuli, 
perhaps of the same molecules, are being released from the surface of wood causing 
the settling response. The response to Gelbstoff in the estuary is simply a bio- 
chemical mistake. 

Rosenberg. Northeastern University:  At the time of tropical storm Alma was there a 
rise in temperature that might have knocked out Teredo navalis which is a colder wa- 
ter species? Such a rise in temperature might have benefited Bankia gouldi while 
being fatal to Teredo navalis. 

Culliney; That is a good thought, but my laboratory experiments on rearing the lar- 
vae of both species showed that both do very well at temperatures as high as 30*0. 
So I do not think that is the answer. 

Turner. Harvard University:  Could you elaborate on the possible effects of differ- 
ences in salinity tolerance of the two species? 
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Culllney:  I ruled out salinity as causing the mass disappearance of Teredo navalIs 
In the estuary because from my experiments, the results of which will be published 
elsewhere, I found that Teredo navalIs Is actually better able to tolerate low sali- 
nity than Bankla gouldl.  Teredo navalIs grows well at salinities as low as 10 o/oo 
while Bankla gouldl begins to show poor development when the salinity goes below IS 
o/oo. 

Marshall. University of Tasmania;  You mentioned the tremendous complexity of the 
humlc substances and I wondered If the techniques of soil scientists would be useful 
In analyzing It.  Perhaps separating the Gelbstoff by gel filtration would give you 
some Idea of the molecular size range of the material.  This Is essentially molecu- 
lar filtration through a series of gels of different exclusion capacities which 
gives you a range of the different molecular sizes. Tests could then be run to get 
some Idea of which fraction was responsible for the settling reaction. 

Culllney:  I need someone who Is a good biochemist for this type of work.  My next 
step is to get In touch with John Sleburth, University of Rhode Island, who has been 
breaking down humlc material and Identifying the components.  I know that terrestrial 
humlc materials are apparently derived from llgnlns.  These are phenolic compounds 
which. In sea water, polymerize to form polyphenoles and eventually form additional 
complex compounds with other dissolved organic matter.  Sleburth found some biologi- 
cal activity In his subfractlons which seemed to be antibacterial and somewhat toxic 
to plaice larvae. He did some bloassays on these flat fish larvae but I am not sure 
how his concentrations relate to what I used In my experiments.  It would be ex- 
citing If we could pin down the actual material responsible for the settling response. 

Marshall: Many of the chemical techniques used for fractionating humlc acids actu- 
ally modify the structure tremendously so some of the toxic effects may actually be 
artifacts.  Tils Is why I mentioned gel filtration, with this technique nothing Is 
modified; you are simply separating out different molecular 'species' by size. 

Muraoka. Naval Cvvll Engineering Laboratory. California;  When teredines are ex- 
pelled In the pedlvellgcr stage they have only a limited amount of time to find 
wood, after which they are Incapable of boring. Did you find 72-73 hours to be the 
magic number? 

Culllney:   It Is known that long-term larvlparous species lot« the ability to bore 
after a relatively short time.  I believe Becker was the first to publish on this. 
After a period of a few hours to a few days, depending on the species, these larvae 
lose the ability to swim, the vellum degenerates and they go through all the pro- 
cesses associated with metamorphosis. The foot truncates, the siphons develop and 
the denticulate ridges begin to appear on the edge of the shell.  However, there Is 
evidence that short-term larvlparous species and oviparous species have the capacity 
to delay metamorphosis for long periods of time.  Dr. Scheltema, of Woods Hole Ocea- 
nographlc Institution, In his studies on long distance transport of larvae, found 
larvae of at least two species of shlpworm In mid ocean. 

Kühne. Bundesanstalt fUr Materialprüfung. Berlin:  My question concerns the distri- 
bution of Bankla gouldl and Teredo navalIs In the area you studied. Normally I 
would expect Teredo navalIs to be In the estuary and Bankla gouldl out In the bay. 
Is It possible that when the Gelbstoff is released Into the water, for Instance by 
heavy rains, that thos» species which occur Inshore react more distinctly than those 
outside the estuary? Also, If wood Is swept out of the estuary by heavy rains It 
would supply the larvae, responding to the Gelbstoff, with a place to settle. 
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Culllney: Wood undoubtedly Is carried Into the bay but I think that If the larvae 
respond wherever they encounter the dissolved humlc material many of them would land 
where there was no wood. Your connent about the distribution of Bank la and Teredo 
Is Interesting because experience has shown that the situation Is not the sane In all 
estuaries.  It Is well known from the studies of Kofold and Miller In the 1920*8 
that In San Francisco Bay Teredo navalIs could tolerate very low salinities and that 
It penetrated Into the upper bay where the maximum salinity during the breeding sea- 
son was only 13 o/oo. My laboratory experiments showed that Teredo navalls grew 
well In salinities as low as 10 o/oo. However, In the Newport estuary and In Chesa- 
peake Bay, which Is similar In that It Is surrounded by low-lying, often swampy 
country. Teredo navalls is restricted to areas very near the sea whereas Bankla 
gouldl ranges far up the estuary Into very brackish water.  If, as suggested here, 
Bankla gouldl Is really more tolerant of humlc materials, this may account for Its 
distribution In Chesapeake Bay as well as In the Newport estuary. In San Francisco 
Bay, however, the country Is high, well drained and the bay is fed by only a couple 
of major rivers so there Is much less Influence of humlc material, and the distri- 
bution of Teredo and Bankla Is reversed. I am most Interested In learning about 
conditions In the Sea of Azov because In the mid 1950*8 the Russians found that 
Teredo navalls had penetrated areas where the salinity was about 10 o/oo.  It was 
found that, as Increasing quantities of water were drawn from the Don River for Ir- 
rigation and Industrial purposes, salinity In the Sea of Azov began to rise and 
Teredo navalls began to enter from the Black Sea. I know little about the geography 
of the area or the occurrence of humlc material but on the basis of our observations 
I would suspect It was not present In any quantity. 
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Table 1.  One minute observations of responses of individual pediveliger 
larvae of Teredo navalis and Bankia gouldi to humic material 
(Gelbstoff) in sea water and various controls.  All 
experiments at 23 - 2U0C. 

C 
C1 

FM 
Q 
S 

Symbols: 

crawling 
incipient crawling, foot contacts 
substratum briefly 
foot movements other than crawling 
quiescent, lying on substratum 
swimming 

Teredo navalis Bankia gouldi 

Gelbstoff Distilled Wood 1 Gelbstoff Distilled 1 Wood 
bog H20 i«0% H20 "40% bog H70  40% H2O uot 

S^V« S=21•/« 3=33'/- S=22V- 3=22»/« S=33V« 
pH=6.2 pH=7.1 pH=7.2 pH=6.2 pH=7.1 pH=7.2 

Cl,<i Q.S C C.FM.S FM.S C 
C,S,C Q FM.C FM.S Q.S C 
rM,s Q FM.C FM.S FM.Q C 
c1 ,s Q C C.S Q.S.FM Q.m.c 
S.FM.S FM,Q C C.FM Q.FM.S FM.C 
FM.S S.Q.S FM.C FM.S Q.S C 
FM.S Q.S C FM.C Q.S C 
Q S C c'.s Q.S c 
FM,S S Q.C Q.S.FM S.Q.S FM.C 
S.C1 Q FM.S C Q.S FM.C 

Distilled 
H2O m 
plus HCl 

Distilled 
HjO m 
plus HCl • 

S*22•/- S'2f/m 
pH=6.0 pH=6.0 

cl ,s Q.S.FM 
S,Cr 

I S.FM Q.S 
c FM.S Q.FM.S 
c Q.S.FM FM.S Q.FM.S 
c Q FM.S Q 
C,FM,S S Q.S Q.S 
Q.S Q.S S.FM Q 
C Q.FM Q.S S 
C,FM,S FM.S s S 
C.FM.S 
Cf,S,FM 

C.FM.S.FM Q.S Q.FM 
Q.S Q.s FM.S 

FM,Q Q.S.Q Q FM.S 
C Q s S 
C,S,C FM.S FM.S Q.FM 

Total 
number of 
larvae 
exhibiting 
crawling 
behavior« 15/23 2/23 9/10 | 6/23 0/23 10/10 
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Table 2. Observations of duration of crawling responses in larval 
populations of Teredo navalis and Bankia gouldi exposed 
to humic material (Gelbstorr} in sea water. 

Gelbstoff (bog water) dilution -  20« 
T s  23 - 2'«,C 
S  =   7T/m 
pH ■ 6.5 
Larval populations:   N s  15 

Teredo navalis Bankia gouldi 

Time No. crawling Time No. crawling 

0 9/15 0 3/15 

5 min. 7/15 5 min. 1/15 

10 min. 3/15 10 min. 0/15 

20 min. H/15 20 min. 0/15 

30 min. •»/15 30 min. 0/15 

45 min. H/1S US min. 0/15 

NOTE:     Pages 830 through 835 are missing  from this text 
because the manuscript was withdrawn. 
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Deep water wood-boring mollusks 

Ruth D. Turner 
Museum of Comparative Zoology 

Harvard University 
Cambridge. Mass. 02138 

Until 1961 knowledge of wood borers In the deep sea 
was based entirely on material taken from wood dredged by 
various cruises. The first tests In deep water were those 
of Muraoka, Tipper and DePalma. These tests were all ac- 
complished by lowering wood panels on racks or moorings 
from the surface. Tests are now being made using the deep 
submersible ALVIN. 

From these tests It has been shown that: 1) the In- 
tensity of the attack Increases with time, 2) the attack 
Is most severe at the sea-sediment Interface, 3) the free 
swimming larvae apparently rise only short distances In 
the water column, 4) the borers are capable of penetrat- 
ing substances other than wood, 5) settlement of the lar- 
vae occurs most commonly In 'protected* area of the panel. 

The scarcity of wood In the deep sea and Its patchy 
distribution apparently has led to Isolation and specla- 
tlon. Notes are given on the distribution and ecology of 
the species as well as aspects of the Importance of these 
borers In relation to man's activities In the deep sea. 

Key Words: Wood borers; deep sea; Xylophaga 

The only destructive borers In the deep sea belong to the subfamily 
Xylophagalnae (Family Pholadldae). These small bivalve mollusks resemble 
teredlnlds superficially and are often confused with them. The Xylophagalnae 
differ from the Teredlnldae most strikingly In lacking pallets and apophyses 
and In having dorsal plates. Typically xylophaglds bore Into wood but they 
also penetrate jute, various ropes, guttapercha, and several kinds of plastics. 
As wood borers they are beneficial for their activity speeds the reduction 
and recycling of waterlogged wood In the deep sea thus contributing to the 
nutrients available to other bottom living forms. Xylophaga have been known 
since 1822 when Turton Instituted the genus for Teredo dorsalIs Turton 1819 
because he recognized the difference between this species and the teredlnlds. 
In 1855 telegraph engineers became painfully aware of the 'cable borer' when 
submarine cables laid In the Mediterranean failed and the culprits, which had 
penetrated the jute and guttapercha, were Identified by Huxley as XylophaRa. 
Siemens In 1866 (1)' wrote one of the first reports on the destruction of the 

1 
Figures In parentheses Indicate the literature references cited which are 
listed at the end of this paper. 
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outer coverings of deep sea cables, reporting failures In the Mediterranean 
and Black Seas. Other reports by Preece (1875), Bontemps (1877), Dall (1886), 
Wünschenderff (1888), Jona (1896, 1913) and Rivera (1915) followed, recording 
failures In seas all over the world wherever cables were laid.  In shallower 
waters damage was caused by Teredlnldae, Llmnorla and Sphaeroma but as far 
as I can determine damage In depths greater than 200 meters was caused by 
Xylophaga. Unfortunately little If any of this material was saved so It Is 
Impossible to check the old Identifications. Protection of the cables with 
various types of metal sheathing soon became routine and Interest In the 
cable borer waned. Between this time and 1961, with the exception of papers 
by Purchon (2) on the biology of Xylophaga dorsalIs (Turton), and R. Turner 
(3) on the species found In the western Atlantic and eastern Pacific little 
notice was paid to them. A few species, extracted from wood caught by chance 
In a dredge, were named and described but that was all. Knudsen (4) reported 
on the Xylophaga of the GALATHEA expedition, describing 17 new species, thus 
more than doubling the number of known species. He discussed their reproduc- 
tion and distribution suggesting that the restricted ranges of the various 
species were probably related to the patchy distribution of terrestrial plant 
material In the sea and the less efficient means of dispersal of the juveniles. 

The extension of man's activities and man himself to ever increasing 
depths in the sea has led to systematic testing of materials, improved methods 
of collecting and even to experimentation at depths of 2000 meters.  Interest 
In this group was sparked when H. Turner (1961) exposed wood panels on a buoy 
mooring line at depth of 3000 meters at the edge of the continental slope off 
New York (39*30*11; 69*40*10. When the bottom panels were retrieved they were 
found to have about 100 young Xylophaga per square centimeter. This was the 
first time that wood had been carried to the bottom rapidly enough to insure 
its freedom from attack on the way down. At about the same time the U. S. Navy 
began testing materials in the deep sea.  On the California coast the biologi- 
cal work was under the direction of James Muraoka (5) of the U. S. Naval Civil 
Engineering Laboratory and his reports appeared between 196^ and 1967.  On 
the Atlantic coast John DePalma (6) of the Naval Oceanographlc Office was In 
charge of the work and his report on the deep tests off Florida and the 
Bahama Islands appeared in 1969. Both Muraoka and DePalma k. idly sent me all 
of the borers for study. From this and other material, two new genera and 
eleven new species have been added to the list of known Xylophagalnae. During 
1966-1967 Ronald Tipper (7) studied the ecology of Xylophaga off ehe Oregon 
coast, and in 1970 New England deep sea lobstermen setting their traps at 
depths of about 1000 feet ( 305 meters) came to know Xylophaga. The results 
of this research and the exposure o£  'new* wood in depths ranging from 30 to 
over 2000 meters has confirmed the fact that: 1) the Teredlnldae are basically 
littoral borers, their depth range extending from the Intertldal to depths of 
about 200 meters and 2)that all borer damage below these depths is caused by 
Xylophagalnae. Floating wood may become infested by teredlnlds and, as it 
becomes waterlogged and gradually sinks, carries living teredlnlds to the 
bottom. The adults may be able to survive at great depths but they are In- 
capable of reproducing and infecting new wood.  In colder waters of high 
latitudes a few species of Xylophaga. for example, X. dorsalis (Tv- 
and X. praestans Smith of the north eastern Atlantic and X. glob'       y 
of Chile may occur at depth of only 3 meters below the low tide 

This research also proves the error of the statement that X\-ojnaga 
dorsalis (Turton) "occurs chiefly in floating timber" (2) or that "the genus 
Xylophaga seems to be largely pelagic, occurring mainly in floating and 
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waterlogged wood" (3).  This erroneous Impression, probably arose from the 
fact that during heavy storms waterlogged wood containing Xylophaga may be 
cast ashore but we now know that this wood Is brought up from deeper sub- 
tidal waters. Whenever testing Is done Xylophaga are found only In panels 
placed near the bottom and. In warm temperate waters, none have been taken 
In depths less than 30 meters. 

Tipper (7) showed that the heaviest settlement of the larvae occurred 
within 10 cm of the bottom and Muraoka (1966) found that panels 1 meter up 
on the test rack were much less severely attacked than those set 15 cm off 
the bottom.  In the Tongue of the Ocean, panels In contact with the bottom 
were severely attacked while those 15 meters off the bottom were completely 
free of borers.  In an array set about 3 miles off Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
9 specimens of Xylophaga were taken from a panel set at a depth of 60 meters 
In water 92 meters deep.  This is unusual but It Is possible that the larvae 
were caught In an up-welllng current and by chance hit wood and so were able 
to settle. A bottom panel at this site had 31 Xylophaga. These data suggest 
that the larvae rise only a short distance off the bottom, and that their 
dispersal Is largely dependent on bottom currents, lending support to 
Knudsen's theory that the larvae have an Inefficient means of dispersal.  It 
has also been noted from these experiments that the larvae usually settle In 
crevices or other areas where the current Is reduced. 

Bruun (8) and Knudsen (4) reviewed the data on the presence of terres- 
trial plant debris In the deep sea pointing out that It was usually found In 
trenches near land.  They also noted the relationship between the presence of 
such debris and the general richness of the bottom fauna.  The scarcity of 
wood In boreal areas restricts the northern range, and temperature the south- 
ern . ange of shelf species In temperate and boreal zones.  Species such as 
X. dorsalls, X. atlantlca and X. globosa are examples of arctic emergence for 
they may be found In littoral waters at the colder ends of their ranges. 
Uniform temperatures below the permanent thermocllne allow a wider range 
of distribution for abyssal species though their presence at any given lo- 
cality Is dependent on the presence of wood.  Maior problems encountered In 
studying the geographical distribution of the Xylophagalnae Include 1) the 
scarcity and patchy distribution of woody material In the deep sea, 2) the 
chance factors Involved In catching a piece of wood In a dredge and 3) the 
possibility that present records are only a reflection of dredging stations. 
Until recently, dredging was the only means of obtaining these borers and 
the stations are usually limited In number and rather widely spaced, so no 
satisfactory picture could be obtained. Recent collecting using wood panels 
attached to buoys or special testing units has shown that wherever wood Is 
placed on or near the bottom borers will eventually appear and that the 
rate of attack Increases with the Increase In the size of the breeding 
population.  Very little Is known about reproduction In the Xylophagalnae 
but we do know that at least 9 of the abyssal species retain the young In 
the burrow of the parent, usually attached to the dorsal surface of the 
parent shell near the umbos. This would Insure the young being near wood 
at the time of emergence but would reduce the possibilities of Infecting new 
wood. Many species of deep sea mollusks have a very wide geographic range 
but this does not appear to be true of the Xylophagalnae. The limited 
ranges of the various species, probably resulting from the patchy distribu- 
tion of wood on the bottom, may be compared with island populations of 
Terrestrial species. 
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The subfamily Xylophagalnae Is composed of 3 genera, Xvlophaga (Turcon) 
with 36 species, Xyloredo Turner (9) wich 3 species and Xylopholas Turner 
(10 - in press) with one species. Of the 36 species of Xylophaga 18 are 
known from the type locality only, 14 are known from 2 to 8 localities, 1 
from 14 and 1 each from 18, 19 and 20 localities. Those species known from 
the most localities, e.g. Washington Bartsch, atlantlca Richards and dorsalls 
(Turton), are all northern, relatively shallow water species which are more 
readily collected. Species of Xylophaga may be arranged In 6 rather distinc- 
tive groups, those In each group being allopatrlc. Species which are known 
to retain the young In the burrow all belong to groups 2, 3 and 4. Further 
knowledge of the living animals will probably show that these species groups 
are, in fact, good subgenera but at present It seems unwise to name them. 
The three species of Xyloredo are abyssal and they resemble teredlnlds even 
more than Xylophaga for they produce long burrows which they line with a 
thin calcareous tube. They are, however, readily distinguished from Che 
teredlnlds because they lack pallets and apophyses (9). The single known 
species of Xylopholas also makes a long burrow but does not line It. This 
species has slphonal plates which appear to function similarly to the 
slphonoplax of Penltella but they are located at the base of the siphons 
rather than being attached to the valves. 

From the above discussion It Is obvious that we know very little 
about the Xylophagalnae and certainly nothing about the effects of  possible 
population explosions that might occur as a result of man's activities.  Con- 
tinued testing by suspending materials from the surface Is Important but 
such testing has its limitations. However, the development of deep sub- 
mersibles and their working capabilities has made It possAle to do far more 
meaningful research on the biology, physiology and ecology of abyssal organ- 
isms. Biologists at Woods Hole Oceanographlc Institution with whom I am 
privileged to cooperate are at present conducting a series of experiments at 
a permanent test site south of Woods Hole (39S40,N;70S40,W) In 1800 meters 
using the deep submersible ALVIN. They are making plankton tows just a few 
centimeters off the bottom, studying metabolic activity, the extent of ml- 
croblal actlvlry, and rhe etfects of enrichment of the bottom sediments In 
addition to studying the fauna and the distribution patterns of eplbenthic 
forms which can be observed and photographed from ALVIN. 

One of the purposes for this research Is to obCaln an understanding of 
the normal situation in the deep sea so that there is a basis for comparison 
should the offshore disposal of wastes become a common practice.  Jannasch 
et al (11) hypothesize chat "the relatively low rates of mlcroblal activity 
at deep-water conditions appear to render this way of waste disposal very 
inefficient" and that "it seems possible to trap substantial amounts of 
nutrients in solid form In the deep sea". Recent experiments suggest that 
the malor attack on material placed in the deep sea results from the ac- 
tivities of 'nlbblers' rather than microbes (Jannasch, personal comnunlcatlon). 
In one experiment various materials including small wooden dowls were placed 
In a series of plastic tubes in which several small holes had been drilled. 
The larvae of Xylophaga entered the holes and completely riddled the wood In 
that portion of the tube extending above the mud-line.  The tubes containing 
wood were the most damaged after a year on the bottom. 

Xvlophagn have a large wood storing caecum and like the teredlnlds 
utilize wood f "»r food.  It Is generally believed that reduction of the wood 
depends largely on the activity of bacteria in the gut.  It would appear 
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then that at least some types of bacteria become really active when taken Into 
the gut of the borers, for reduction of the wood by Xylophaga Is usually 
rather rapid. These borers also appear to have one of the most rapid 
growth rates of all deep sea bivalves, perhaps a result of their ability 
LO utilize this rich source of nutrients. We now have numerous wood panels 
exposed at the ALVIN station and It Is hoped that In the near future we 
will be able, for the first time, to observe living animals, to study their 
anatomy, to determine whether there Is bacterial activity In the gut and 
possibly to rear them. Future experiments are planned to determine the 
varied types of material Into which they will bore. 
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Discussion 

Muraoka, Naval Ctvtl Engineering Laboratory:  When the wood disintegrates what 
happens to the Xylophaga? One wonders how the species survive because from what 
one reads about the deep-sea wood Is not abundant there. 

Turner:  When the wood disintegrates the yyiophaga undoubtedly fall out and pro- 
bably die or are eaten within a short time.  If sufficient larvae are present in the 
plankton to settle on newly submerged wood at a rate of over 100 per cm2, one 
does wonder what happens if no wood is available.  It la possible that the larvae 
can delay metamorphosis for long periods of time and that the arrival of new wood 
on the bottom triggers a settling response. The larvae must be rather widely dis- 
tributed in the deep sea because wherever we have submerged wood it has eventually 
been attacked.  However, the devastation of the wood at the ALVIN station came as a 
complete surprise because off California and in the Tongue of the Ocean, Bahama 
Islands, we had panels exposed for much longer periods of time and the wood, though 
severely attacked, was not on the point of crumbling.  I have wondered if specimens 
could survive in the firm clay nodules on the bottom but only twice in the hundreds 
of dredge hauls that Dr. Sanders of Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution has made 
did he get specimens when apparently no wood came up in the dredge.  On one of our 
ALVIN cruises we collected a large number of clay nodules and these were carefully 
examined for evidence of X\lophaga but none was found. The most logical answers 
at present are that the larvae can delay metamorphosis until wood is present or 
that wood is more abundant on the bottom than we thought. 
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NeuroondoerIne regulation of Reproductive cycle In Martesia striata* 

R. Nagabhushanam 

Department of Zoology, Marathwada University, Aurangabad, 
INDIA 

The present paper deals with the neuroendocrine regulation of 
reproductive cycle in the wood boring molusc, Martesia striata. Two 
types of neurosecretory cells were seen in the various ganglia. 
Cell Type 1: The cells are pyriform in shape; the cell bodies range 
from 18 to 22 u in length and the secretory material stains red 
with Mallory's and blue-black with chrom-haeraatoxylin-phloxln. 
Cell Type II:  These cells are smaller and the cell body is oval in 
shape, measuring 12-18 u in diameter.  The fine granules In the 
cytoplasm stain pinkish with Mallory's and gray with CHP.  The 
vacuollsatlon of these cells is very striking and the vacuoles do 
not possess a characteristic shape.  Cytochemical observations on 
the Type I cells reveal that the cytoplasm of the neurosecretory 
material contains a high concentration of RNA and the positive tests 
of PAS and lipld seem to be due to the presence of glycollpid. 

The number of Type I cells that contained droplets of secretory 
material showed a distinct seasonal fluctuation.  During July, 
August and September only a few cells contained granules as compared 
with the other months.  The gonads of the same Martesia were sectioned 
every month and the condition determined.  All the specimens collected 
during the period from July to September had spent gonads.  During 
this period most of the Type I cells did not contain granules.  This 
parallel between Type I cell activity and the reproductive cycle may 
be interpreted as an effect of these cells on the gonad. 

Introduction 

While extensive studies were made on the neurosecretory system 
of Gastropoda, less is known of this system in l.amellibranchiata (1). 
Gabe (2)  mentioned in a short conmunicatlon about the occurrence of 
neurosecretory cells In 20 species of bivalves.  I.ubet (3,A) described 
secretory cells from the cerebral and visceral ganglia of Mytllus 
and Chlamys.  This author claims the existence of a correlation 
between the secretory activity and gametogenesis.  Nagabhushanam (5) 
described the neurosecretory cells in American oyster, Crassostrea 
virginlca. 

The present paper deals with the structure and distribution 
of neurosecretory cells and their physiological role in the marine 
wood borer, Martesia striata. 

Material and Methods 

Martesia striata were collected from standard test panels which 

*Supported by contract NOOO 14-70-C-0172 from Office of Naval Research,Wash.D.C. 
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were Immersed at Ratnaglrl on the West coast of India.  The shell valves 
were carefully removed and the whole body was transferred to Bouln's or 
Kelly's fluid.  Serial sections were cut at 6 u.  The following staining 
techniques were employed:  (1) Mallory's triple stain (MS), (2) Gomori's 
chrotnalum-haematoxylin-phloxin (CHP), (3) Periodic acid-Schiff (PAS) 
reaction for polysaccharides after diastase digestion, (4) Sudan Black B, 
mounted in an aqueous medium and (5) Einarson's gallocyanin-chromalum 
method for nucleic acids. 

Results and Discussion 

Neurosecretory cells. 
There are three-cerebral, pedal and visceral- pairs of ganglia in 

the central nervous system of Martesia strlata.  The ganglia are sur- 
rounded by a thin capusle of connective tissue.  Itinediately beneath 
is the cellular cortex which envelopes the neuropile consisting of 
nerve fibres.  Two types of neurosecretory cells, differing in size 
and staining ability with CHP and MS, were seen in the various 
ganglia.  These two types of neurosecretory cells are designated as 
Cell Type I and Cell Type II. 

Cell Type I - The cells are somewhat pyriform in shape; the cell bodies 
range from 18 to 22 u in length and 12 to 15 u in width.  The nucleus 
Is round or oval measuring 8 to 10 u in width; it may be either central 
or eccentric in position.  The secretory material stained red with MS . 
and blue-black with CHP.  The granules always appear as very fine V 
particles.  Vacuoles are generally absent.  In certain cells the 
secretory material could be seen in the axons.  This cell type is 
represented in cerebral, visceral and pedal ganglia. 

Under the phase contrast microscope, the secretory granules appeared 
as dark masses filling the cytoplasm.  The nucleus is transparent with 
low refractive index.  The nuclear membrane is distinctly visible. 
Towards the periphery of the cell the granules showed Brownian movements. 
Inside the cytoplasm small spheroids of different sizes are visible 
besides the granules. 

Type I neurosecretory material was poorly preserved by alcoholic 
fixatives.  This loss of granules was appreciably prevented by post- 
fixing in 10 percent formalin after initial fixation in 80 percent 
ethanol prior to paraffin embedding.  This loss of secretory material 
appears to be due to the solvent action of alcohol.  Careful examination 
of Kelly's fixed adjacent paraffin sections of ganglia, one series 
stained with Mallory's and the other with Sudan Black B, revealed that 
the Type I neurosecretory material is strongly sudanophilic.  The 
secretory material gave positive test with PAS after digestion with 
diastase.  In sections fixed in Bouin's fluid and stained with gallocyanin- 
chromalum the cytoplasm of the neurosecretory cells showed blue colouration 
indicating a concentration of RNA. 

Cell Type II - These cells are smaller than the type I cells and 
restricted to the cerebral and visceral ganglia.  The cell body is 
somewhat oval In shape, measuring 12-18 u in diameter.  Their nuclei 
are similar to those of Type I cells and the fine granules in the 
cytoplasm stain pinkish with MS and gray with CHP.  In certain cells 
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the neurosecretory granules are particularly concentrated around the nucleus. 
The vacuolisation of these cells is very striking; the vacuoles do not possess 
a characteristic shape.  Occasionally very fine particles are observed in the 
vacuoles.  Just as in Type I cells the secretory material leaves the 
perikaryon by way of the axons. 

The neurosecretory cells of Martesia striata show resemblances with 
resemblances with those described earlier in other lamellibranchs.  The 
most exact resemblance is between the cell which arf  here described as 
Type I and those designated as grana II by Fährmann (6) in Unio and the 
pyrlform-shaped cells of Teredo (7).  Grana I described by Fahrmann (6) 
in Unio and cell Type II of Crassostrea (5) agree very closely with Type 
II cells of Martesia. 

Concerning the distribution of the neurosecretory cells, Type I 
cells are seen in all the ganglia while Cell Type II is observed only in 
the cerebral and visceral ganglia.  Similar observations were made by 
Nagabhushanam (5).     From a study of the histological sections, various 
authors (3,5,6) concluded that the neurosecretory material is transported 
along the axons.  The observations in Martesia support this view, the 
secretory material being traced along the axons. 

Cytochemical observations on Type 1 cells of Martesia reveal that the 
cytoplasm of neurosecretory material contains a high concentration of RNA 
and the substance may be glycolipid.  This is in agreement with the 
observations made in Crassostrea (5) and Unio (6). 

Seasonal activity of neurosecretory cells 

To find out whether there is any change in neurosecretory material 
in the various cell types, the various ganglia of 30 animals were fixed 
every month, sectioned and observed for a period of one year (1971).  The 
number of Type I cells that contained secretory material showed a 
distinct seasonal fluctuation.  From Table 1 it could be seen that during 
July to September 1971 only a few cells contained secretory material as 
compared with the other months.  On the other hand, the number of Type II 
cells that contained secretory material did not change appreciably.  The 
gonads of the same Mir'iesia were sectioned every month and the condition 
determined.  It has been observed that the spawning of Martesia begins 
in March and extends up to June and malority of them has spent gonads 
during July to Septembf period (Table 2).  During this period the Type I 
cells did not contain granules.  This observed parallel between the activity 
of Type I cells and reproductive cycle in Martesia might be interpreted as 
an effect of these cells on the maturity of the gonads.  Nagabhushanam (5) 
also made similar observations in Crassostrea virginica.  The Type I 
neurosecretory cells In the oysters shoed a distinct annual cycle of 
activity that correlated with the reproductive cycle.  Salanki and Baranyl 
(8) noticed a change in the accumulation of the neurosecretory material in 
relation to sexual cycle in Anodonta.  From these few studies so far made 
in the lamellibranchs It mav be inferred that the reproduction and spawning 
in lamellibranchs are under the control of hormones produced by the 
neurosecretory cells. 
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Table 1 

Showing active neurosecretory cells of Type I and II In the 
cerebral and visceral ganglia of Martesla strlata 

(Average of 30 animals) 

Year and Month Type I cells Type II cells 

1971 

January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 

25 
29 
35 
32 
30 
24 
10 
5 
7 

15 
20 
24 

21 
19 
24 
18 
23 
20 
18 
23 
21 
24 
19 
25 

Table 2:  Condition of Gonads In Martesla 

Year and No. of animals v;lth No. of animals with Indistinct 
Month ripe gonads spent gonads gonads 

Males Females Males Females 

1971 

January 9 11 0 0 10 
February 12 14 0 0 4 
March 13 17 0 0 0 
April 16 . 14 0 0 0 
May 12 18 0 0 0 
June 9 16 2 3 0 
July 4 5 11 10 0 
August 2 3 12 13 0 
September 1 1 15 13 0 
October 10 14 2 4 0 
November 12 15 1 2 0 
December 14 16 0 0 0 
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STUDIES OF THE FOULING COMMUNITIES ALONG ARGENTINE COASTS 

Ricardo Rastida 

Laboratorio de Ensayo de Materiales e 

iDTestigacionea TecnolAgicas 
(LEMIT). La Plata, Argentina 

Comprehensivp information on investigation! of fouling com- 
munities made since 1969 along the Argentine coasts is exposed in 
the present paper. Studies were made on experimental rafts locat- 

ed in two main harboursi Mar del Plata (38o03,17" S, 57031l18" W) 
and Belgrano OS0^1 S, 620n6' W). Both areas, of temperate-cold 
waters show very aggressive communities practically during the 
whole year. 

General hydrological conditions of both areas are compared, 
and attachment cycles of the main fouling species are presented. 

Several ecological aspects are considered, such as trophic 
relations of the community, role and growth rate of certain spec- 
ies, ecological succession, etc. Fouling development on short term 

panels seems to be regulated by the water temperature in Mar del 

Plata's area, as other ecological factors do not modify too much 
during the year. On the contrary, Belgrano'o harbor fouling com- 

munities are exposed during the year to great variations in se- 

veral hydrological factors. 

Key words: Fouling communities; experimental raft tests; 
ecological succession; hydrological characteristics of 
Argentine harbors; powerstation fouling communities. 

1. Introduction 

The Laboratorio de Ensayo de Materiales e Investigaciones Tecnoligicas (LEMIT), 

together with the Institute de Biologie Marina and the economical aid of several ins- 
titutions, has been conducting marine fouling studies at several sites on the Argen- 
tine coasts since 1965. These studies, carried out by a group of biologists and chem- 
ists, have been directed at gathering comprehensive information on the fouling com- 
munities' dynamics and its control by antifouling paints. 

Fouling studies on the experimental raft were begun in Mar del Plata's harbor and 
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continued without  interruptions until the present. Many contributions of that stud- 
ied area were published in the last few years. 

Our second experimental raft was anchored in Uelgrano's harbor after prelimina- 

ry studies that indicated the importance of fouling in the area. Decently the first 
year of raft observations was completed and we intend to continue with the investi- 
gations in the area during the next years. Preliminary observations were also made 

at a poweratation  located in IJuequen*s harbor which had severe fouling problems in 
its refrigerating system. 

Extending our information to southern areas, pr: liminary data was obtained from 
Madryn'a harbor, in our Patagonian coast. Due to the lack of an experimental raft in 

that area, fouling samples were obtained from the piles of the wharf (the only har- 

bor construction) and from two wrecks in the surrounding area. These preliminary ob- 

servations seem to be important, as the patagonian coast is unknown with regards to 
its fouling communities and at present an important deep-water harbor related with 
industrial activities is under construction in the same area and will in a few years 
of service change, without any doubt, the ecological factors of the area. 

Our fouling studies will develope in the future not only covering new sites of 
the Argentine coasts, but also trying to obtain a deeper knowledge of the studied 
areas. This will be a kind of challenge for our scientific group, as the flora and 
fauna of our country is not yet deeply known, which is one of the reasons why ecolo- 
gical studies sometime go rather slowly. And of course it is not neccessary to men- 

tion the difficulties in many cases to obtain the neccessary economical support. 

Due to the justified regulations of the congress regarding contributions, the 
present paper tries to give only a brief general view of fouling along Argentine coasts 
that could be extended by any interested person by reading previously published re- 
sults, and others that will be published in the future. 

2a Mar del Plata's harbor 

This is the better known area in fouling aspects, as it was the first place 
choosen for our investigations. This port, one of the most important along our coasts 
is mainly dedicated to fishery aspects and overseas commercial traffic. 

Settlements of special benthic communities are conditioned by the particular en- 
vironment of the harbor, and are clearly differentiated from those inhabiting the na- 

tural surrounding areas. The most distinctive hydrological characteristics of this 
harbor are: slight turbulence, slightly lower salinity than in neighboring areas, lo- 

wer pll, dissolved oxygen and a high content of organic detritus. The water temperatu- 
re varies within a range of about 15°C annually. Full details of the harbor construc- 

tion and environmental characteristics have been given in previous papers (l, 2).(iraphs 

of the principal hydrological factors in this harbor are included in another paper pre- 

sented to this Congress (T) and in Fig. 6. 

Since the first tests, attachment cycles of the main fouling species have been 
registered. Summarizing the information, we include in this opportunity some graplis 
obtained along three consecutive years (1966-69) for the principal species at four 

different levels, from surface to 2 meters depth (Fig. 2  and "5). 

Ecological succession of fouling communities can be clearly observed through 
long term panel samples. However very important stages in the evolution of the commu- 
nities also takes place in extremely short periods. In those areas of aggressive foul- 
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ing they can only be detected by obtaining samples in short periods of around 9-10 

days. 

Based on our observations on ecological succession of fouling communities (2, k) 
we considered it of great importance to determine the several stages forming the pe- 

riod from the moment the substratum is immersed until the destruction of the fouling 

community. Unfortunately until the moment there has been no universal criteria by 
which to define the principal stages of evolutionary processes of fouling communi- 
ties, although this could be very useful for comparing data obtained in different 

geographical areas. This could be used as another element for comparing grades of 
aggressiveness, as this characteristic is not only determined by the species invol- 

ved, but also by the speed in which fouling communities are formed. 

Among the scarce information regarding stages of development of these benthic 
communities, we think that Kawahara's position is one of the best and also corras- 
ponds with our conclusions expressed in previous papers (2, k,   5). 

Based on Kawahara's studies (!) and using our own information, we established 
six stages (l-Vl) that include the whole cycle of fouling community development. In 
the particular case of Stage II we found neccessary to create three Substages: HA, 
IIB and IIC (4). 

Trying to study the different stages reached by fouling communities on monthly 
panels (short-term panels) during the whole year, we used the information gathered 
during three consecutive years (1966-69). Thought it, we could establish that in our 

area the maximun stage on monthly panels is stage III. By graphing together stages 

and water temperature, a close correlation can be observed between both factor8(Fig. 
4). Another interesting fact is that substages of Stage II always precede and follow 
Stage I, following the oscilations of mean water temperature. In this case, tempera- 

ture seems to act as an inhibitor or diminiaher of the sexual activity rythm of foul- 

ing species, rather than to directly affect the larval stages. On the contrary, Sta- 

ge III is determined directly by the temperature of the same month, or the month be- 
fora that provokes  a massive sexual   reproduction and a fast development of lar- 
vae and juvenile. 

Due to the scarce information about water line level fouling communities and 
their important action on vessels, we studied the ecological role of Siphonaria les- 

soni.  a Pnlmonate Gastropod associated with the algae-belt. This species was simulta- 
neously studied in neighboring natural areas (6), which allowed us to compare that in- 

formation with that obtained on experimental floating substratum in the harbor area. 
This gare us interesting information about the importance of substratum slope in the 
vertical distribution of tb species; the vertical distribution of larvae during the 

previous stage of attachment) the successional stage that the larvae needs for its 
association with a fouling communityj the true limiting factors of vertical distri- 

bution of the aptcies; the factors involved with different shapes of individual shells; 
the trophic spectrum and some other aspects of its ecology, recently published (7). 

Among them we have to mention the peculiar role of Siphonaria lessoni as a foul- 
ing organism, as this species is not harmful by itself, but creates suitable condi- 

tions for the settlement of other organisms which really are harmful and destroy the 
anticorrosive paint used at this level. The typical algaa-belt found at water-line 

level, due to ita density, eliminates or reduces in a great extent the possibilities 
of attachment of many invertebrates. In our area this fact is very clear with Balanus 

anphitrite. Adult populations of Siphonaria leaaoni tend to reduce the covered surfa- 

ce of the algae-belt in relation with ita graxing habits, leaving exposed surfaces for 
settling and further development of Balanua amphitrite. The harmful action of barnacles 

of course, is increaaed at this level by the abaence of antifouling painta. 
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Growths studies of Siphonaria lessoni (Fig. 3) also demonstrate that experimen- 

tal rafts are excellent places for this kind of study and suggests that it could he 

used by biologists more often. 

The applied methodology also allowed us to determine that growth rings are use- 
less for the growth studies of this species, as they are not directly related to any 
characteristic biological process in this life, and can appear at an individual level 
at irregular intervals. 

With regards to our interest on water-line panels, we studied the behaviour of 
antifouling paints at this level (8) trying to establish a long term investigation 

plan on this aspect. Preliminary results, actually in press, were promising and «how 

a fair control of invertebrates and algae, despite the particular conditions of this 
interface level. 

3. Belgrano's harbor 

Belgrano's harbor is situated in the Bahia Bianca sound, at 38  S. Because of Its 
geographical characteristics, this area offers a sheltered place for the establish- 

ment of numerous harbors, and at present we can find Galvan's harbor, Ing. White's 
harbor and Belgrano's harbor, the last one being the most important and located near 
the mouth of the sound. 

High tides in this area reach from 2.6 to 3.6 meters, creating important cur- 
rents and the exchange of water from the sound with that of the op«n sea. Although 
there are no important fresh water affluents, there are conspicuous draining areas 
during rainy months. 

Maximum degrees of surface water temperature are obtained during December and 

January, reaching over 23° C.Minimum temperatures can be seen in June, with values 

under 3° C . The maximum monthly range of temperature is around 100C, correspondig to 
June (Fig. 6). 

Air temperatures reaches maximum readings generally during January, with tempe- 

ratures above 30° C. Minimum temperatures are registered between June and August with 
readings under 0° C, the maximum monthly range being 20° C, in June and August. 

Salinity shows conspicuous variations along the sound. Sometimes very high va- 

lues (41.33 0/oo) can be observed, the minimus being 18.86 0/oo. This amplitude is 
due to the exchange of waters with the open' sea, rainfall and evaporation. Also sal- 

ty terrestrial areas of the environs play an important role as they contribute with 

important quantities of salt to be sound during rainy months. 

The pH is stable during the year and its values (7.8-8.6) are similar to those 
of normal sea water. 

The water in this area has an important content of inorganic suspended particles. 
The highest readings can be acquired during rainy days, as the rain erodes the inter- 
tidal muddy bottom increasing the suspended sedimants. 

The general hydrological conditions of Belgrano's harbor and surrounding areas 
are quite different from those observed in Mar del Plata's harbor, and consequently 
differences can be expected in this fouling communities. 

The preliminary studies in this area start in 1967 over an experimental raft (9). 
Samples were taken from 20 x 30 ca acrylic aanded panels, immersed from surface to 

1,30 ■ depth at three different levels. Studied samples of that year belong to 6 and 
12 month immersed periods. 
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These preliminary atudiet allowed ua to detect that fouling communities in Bel- 
grano'a harbor were quite aggressive, showing some important variations with regards 

to those of Mar del Plata's harbor. Some species which were very common and always 

present in high number (Caprella penantia. Caprella equilibra. Botryllus schlosseri. 

Bugula neritina. incruating Briozoa, Plumularia aetacea. Eupomatus dianthus. etc.) 

were never even seen in Mar del Plata or only occaasionally. Other apeciea always 

present in Mar del Plata'a harbor (Mercierella enlgmatica. Idotea baltica. Balanua 
trigonus. Slphonaria leasoni. etc.) were not detected in Belgrano's area. 

Results obtained during preliminary studies can be observed in the table III. 

Based on this studiea we planned investigations on a new raft with different 
characteristics in order to obtain more eztenaive data. Recently the first year of 

observations on the new raft have concluded and the results will be published in 
the near future. 

This last cycle indicates that the fouling in Belgrano's harbor la really ag- 
gressive, having less effect on monthly panels only during the coldest months. Foul- 

ing on long term panels is always important and reaches high biomass values. 

k,  Powerstation at Quequen's harbor 

For the firat time a fouling problem was observed in the water refrigerating 

system of a poweratation on the Argentine coasts. We are asked for information on 

the biological problem and possible ways of control. 

Quequen's harbor is located to the south of Mar del Plata's port, and not very 
far from it. This area is scarcely known in relation with its benthic communities and 
its waters are of a mixed type, receiving waters from the open sea and fresh ones 
from the Quequen River. 

Its water temperature is similar to that observed in Mar del Plata, but its sa- 
linity goes from normal sea water values to low ones, specially during the rainy 
months. It also has an important daily variation due to important tidal currents. 

pH values do not modify notably during the year, and water oxygen also mantains 
normal valuea. 

The possibilities of water exchange between the harbor area and the open sea 
eliminates or reduces the pollution problem, vinculated with the typical activity of 

that port. 

Our observations in the tubing system demonstrated an aggressive action of so- 
me foulers, principally of Mercierella enigmatica in the first section where sea wa- 

ter is injected in the system. In that aection this species can form incrustations 
of 30 cm thicknesa. However the larvae originate in those inner areas were there is 
a marked influence of fresh water. In those natural bottoms Mercierella enigmatica 

forms compact aggregations of high density, and even reaches the point of forming 
stony masses of 50 cm or more in diameter. During the end of spring, summer and the 
beginning of the autura, this species shows an important sexual activity. In that pe- 
riod when the water current flows in the direction of the sea, lavae penetrates in 

great number in the refrigerating system. Once attached, they accelerate their nor- 
mal growth rhythm due to the continuous water flow that transports extra available 

food; they are able to reproduce in the tubing , but we do not know yet if the lar- 
vae can attach once again in the system. 

Although we do not have information during the whole year, it is probable that 
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the incrustations of MerciereXla enigmatica diminish totally or in part during the 
coldest months, at least this happens on the experimental raft in Mar del Plata's 

arta (2, k). 

The inner sections of tubing are colonized by another type of community, cha- 

racterized by the presence of two Mytilidsi Brachyodontea rodriguezi and Mytilus pla- 

tensis. the last one never reaches the largest size of natural areas. They attach to 
the tubing vallsforming some areas of great density, but the fouling thickness never 
exceeds 5 cm. The attachment of these molluscs is mainly produced on the lateral si- 

des of tubings, while the floor and roof are always practically clean. Other species 
that can be found between Mytilids are Pododesmus rudis, Balanus amphitrite. Cyrto- 

grasus altimanus and Cyrtograpsus angulatus. but always in low densities. Both Cyr- 
tograpsus are always of small size. Bigger individuals probably can not remain atta- 

ched to the substratum due the water current. 

The main problem at the powerstation is created by the presence of specimens of 
Mytilus platensis in the brass tubes of the condenser, as their presence creates par- 
ticular currents that destroy those tubes. To replace them the powerstation has to 

stop for some days, reducing its power production. Until the moment we do not have 
information regarding whether this problem is created by valves of dead specimens 

transported by the water flow or if they belong to "in situ" attached specimens. 

These general observations allowed us to outline an investigation plan of the 
fouling of the tubing and surrounding area that probably will be carried out in a 

near future. The use of doses of chlorine for the control of the fouling in the re- 

frigerating system is suggested. 

5. Madryn's harbor 

Fouling studies in this area are quite interesting for several reasons. As we 
mentioned before there is no available fouling information for the Patagonian coast. 
From the biogeographical point of view it is very important as it is the limit bet- 

ween two biogeographical provinces: the Argentine province and the Magallanic pro- 

vince. 
<> 

Madryn's harbor is placed in the Golfo Nuevo that covers approximately 2 200 km" 
and its mouth is quite narrow (12 km). Because of its great depth, absence of low ex- 

tended bottoms and narrow mouth it constitutes an area of peculiar characteristics, 

different from the greater part of the Patagonian coast. Waters are generally calm, 
differing notably from the rough sea that predominates in most part* of the exposed 

Argentine coast. 

Tides are of great importance in all the gulf. The vertical range of tides can 
exceed k  meters, creating important currents near the south. Mean water monthly tem- 
peratures go from 9<70C(in August) to 18.3° C (in February) (Fig. 7). Salinity va- 
lues ranges around 33>? 0/oo and are stable  throughout the whole year. Dissolved o- 
xygen baa normal values, while the pH values correspond to those normal of the sea 

water. Water visibility is very high, mean values are around 10 meters, but sometimes 
reach more than 30 meters. Suspended organic detritus are in low densities. All these 
general hydrological characteristics clearly separate this area from the rest that ha- 

re been studied. 

Samples were obtained from vertical metallic wharf piles, from the highest tide 
level to the bottom, around 10 m depth. Also samples were obtained from two wrecks at 

3 and 13 m depth. 
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Due to the conspicuous tides, the wharf exhibits important intertidal communi- 
ties. For a better exposition ve shall make reference to fouling communities describ- 

ing them from supralittoral level to infralittoral, based on Pfrls's classification. 

Supralittoral level. 

This level is characterized by a Cyanophyta community where these algae are do- 
minant species (Lyn£bia aestuarii. Oscillatoria nigroviridis. Oscillatoria bonnemai- 

sonii. Phormidium fragile. Spirulina labyrinthiformis. Spinilina subtilissima. Calo- 
thrix crustace»«/etc.). Among these algae and also at lover levels can be found Chi- 
ronomidae larv/e and eggs. Cyanophyta generally form a very thin dark green film. 

At lov/r  levels and near to the limits of the midlittoral level, the Gastropod 
Siphonaria fessoni fringes the upper limit of the Enteromorwha sp. belt over which 

this species grazes. Individuals of Siphonaria lessoni reach bigger sizes at this la- 
titude thafr in northern areas. The presence of Siphonaria leasoni over the algae belt 

confirms the observations made in Mar del Plata where the vertical distribution of 

the species depends on the algae belt limits (?). Both species, Siphonaria lassoni 
and Enteromorpha sp. continue their distribution in the following level. 

Midlittoral Itvel. 

At the upper limit of this level generally is found Brachyodontes purpuratus 
that replaces Brachyodontes rodriguezi. a typical species of the northern coast of 
our country. Generally this species creates dense populations that give shelter to 

different species of invertebrates and also Siphonaria leaaoni that grates on epi- 

biont algae and diatoms. Continuing down Brachyodontes purpuratus populations mixed 

with another Mytilid, Mvtilus chilensis. a replacement species of Myttlus platensis 
typical of the northern coast. 

When Brachyodontes purpuratus disappears in lower levels, and after some ex- 
tention of pure aggregations of Mvtilus chilensis. appears another Mytilus, Aulaco- 
mya magallanica (= A. ater). a mollusc of great economical importance that can reach 

great size. Between the masses created by mussels, generally can be found several 

species of crabs such as Cvrtograpsus altimanus. Halicarclnus planatus. the isopod 
Exosphaeroma sp. and the molluscs Fissurellidea hiantula. Patella magallanica and 

Gaimardia trapeziana. At this level, barnacles of different species also attach, 
among them the most conspicuous is Balanus psittacus, one of the world's biggest 
species. However this species is not found at midlittoral level in surrounding areas 

(lO), probably because rocks in those areas are not hard and compact. In these pla- 
ces Balanus psittacus distributes itself in shallow waters in the infralittoral. 

The algae of the midlittoral level is very important and such richness has ne- 
ver been registered in northern areas. Its qualitative and quantitative characteris- 

tics seen to vary notably during the year, but still manu studies have to be done to 
establish the seasonal presence of species and also the acute vertical distribution 

limits. 

Among the most common species we can meationi Enteromorpha sp., Ulva lactuca. 

Cladophora sp., Chaetangium fastigiatum. Nemalion helmintoldas. Scrtesiphon lomen- 
taria, Polvsiphonia spp., Ceramium rubrum. CeraMlw sp. and also some of the Cyano- 

phyta mentioned at higher levels but always in lower densities. 

During our observations we could not find the two speeies typical of midlit- 
toral level of the surrounding areas (lO)i Corallina oficlaalis and Hildebrsndia le- 

canellieri. Probably the metallic characteristic of the substratum was the reason 

for their absence. 
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Infralittoral level. 

A« it has been seen in natural areas of our northern coast the upper limit of 
this level is indicated also by the presence of Chlorophyta of Codium genus. This al- 
gae is represented in our sample area by three species: Codium fragile, Codium vermi- 
lara and Codium decorticatum. the last one quite uncommon in the wharf piles but mo- 
re common in deeper water over one of the wrecks. 

At this level can also be found the Mytilus chilengis - Aulacomya magallanica 
community, together with Balanus psittacus. At infralittoral levels is where Aulaco- 
mya magallanica reaches its maximum length, over 15  cm. 

Associated with Codium fronds generally could be found two typical crabs, l.eu- 
cippa pentagon* and Rochinia gracilipedes and also the mentioned species Cyrtograpaus 
altimanus and Halicarcinus planatus. Many species of Gastropods are generally found 
at this level such as Patella magallanica. Tegula orbignyana. Trophon geversianus. £- 
pitonium orbignyi. Fusxts acanthodes, the chiton Plaxiphora aurata and several species 
of Serpulinae and Spirorbinae worms. 

Although the richest algae biomast is found at midlittoral level some species 
go deeper such as Polysiphonia spp., Ceramium rubrum, Ceramium sp., Pterosiphonia sp,, 
Colpomenia sinuosa. etc., reaching a maximum depth duo to the clear waters. 

In wharf areas of low light intensity it is typical to find the presence of Li- 
thothaunia covering the substratum as a paint film would. Also common in those places 
are another Rodophyta Rodhymenia sp., the luminescent anemone Corynactis sp. and the 
tunicates Ciona intestinalis and Ascidea sp. 

Over the wrecks is commonly found the brown algae Dictyota spp. and in some oc- 
casions isolated specimens of Macrocystis pyrifera. 

Our experience in the geographical area indicates that a great part oi the l.a- 
tinamerican coast is scarcely known in relation to fouling and marine wood-borers and 
the only way of solving this problem seems to be the creation of local investigation 
groups to carry out these studies in each country. 

Perhaps using the last v-ords of an exposition is not exactly the best way to 
call out for cooperation programs on fouling studies in Latinamerican countries.But 
anyways it is a means of communication, and if we get possitive results, one of the 
main objectives of this kind of congress will be obtained. 
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TABLE I 

Stage      Subatage Months Temperature 

September 1966 

September 1967 11 2° C 
September 1968 ' 

September 1969 

II II A June 1967 

July 1967 
August 1967 
June 1968 
July 1968 10,1° C 
August 1968 

June 1969 
July 1969 
August 1969 

II B October I966 

February 1967 
April 1967 

May 1967 
November I967       15,3  C    13,1 
May 1968 
October 1968 

November 1968 

October I969 

II C November 1966 

December I966 

March 1967 
October 1967 
April 1968 

May 1969 

III January 1967 
December 1967 

o 

15,8° C 

January 1968 
February 1968 

March 1968 ,0 
December 1968 ^ 

January 1969 
February 1969 
March 1969 
April 1969 
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TAHI.K _n 

PHINCIPA1, CHAHArTEHISTIt'S OF MAH DFL PLATA'S. BKI.GItAND'S AND MADHYK' 8 IIAHHIIH> 

MAH DEI PIATA BELGBANO MAI)1IY>; 

Ut.l 18° 0T18" S 

Lon.: '57° 31'18" W 
Ut.l 18° 5%« s 
l.on.: 62° 06' W 

Ut.l 'i20 46' s 
l.on.: 65° 02' W 

Biogeographically belongn 

the Argentine Province 

to Biogeographically belongs 

to the Argentine Province 

lliogeographical ly 

to the Magallanir 

belongs 

Province 

Tide amplitude: 0.9-0.6 in Tide amplitude: 3.6-2.6 m Tide amplitude: 4 7-2.0 m 

Lov tidal currents Important tidal currents Moderate tidal currents 

Low turbulence Low turbulence low turbulence 

Reduced midlittoral level with Kxtended midlittoral level Kxtended midiittoral level 
hard bottoms (artificial and with soft (muddy) and hard with soft (sandy) and hard 

natural) (artificial) bottoms (artificial) bottoms 

Water temperature with seas-  Water temperature with Water temperature with 
onal cycles seasonal cycles seasonal cycles 

Salinity fairly constant with Salinity with important Salinity very stuhle, va- 

values near those of normal   monthly variations lues similar to those of 

sea water normal sea water 

Dissolved 0o values under tho-Dissolved Oo values simi- Dissolved O^j values sirai- 
se of normal sea water       lar to those of sea water lar to those of sea water 

pll values under the normal o- pll values similar to those pll values similar to those 

nes of normal sea water of normal sea water 

Low water visibility Very low water visibility High water visibility 

Abundant bioseston Abundant abioseston Scarce seston 

Interaticial sediment of foul- Intersticial sediment of Intersticial sediment of 

ing (organic detritus)       fouling (mudd and clay) fouling (calcareous and SiOo) 

Fouling communities with se-  Fouling communities with Fouling communities with 

veral local species several local species many local specie: 

Fouling communities with a   Fouling communities with Fouling communities with a 

high grade of epibiosis      a high grade of epibiosis high grade of epibiosis 

Growth rhythm of certain spe- Growth rhythm of species Growth rhyth of species nor- 
cies very accelerated, commu- near normal values, fairly mal, with development of ve- 
nities of low stability      stable communities ry stable communities 

Communities with high number  Communities of high number Communities with very low 
of cosmopolitan species      of cosmopolitan species number of cosmopol.species 

Hiw'i percentage of pollution  Low percentage of pollut- No pollution indicating spe- 

inüicating species ion indicating species cies 

Experimental raft on service  Experimental raft on ser- No experimental raft 

vice 
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TABLE III 

BELGRANO'S HAHBOR RAFT. FOULING ORGANISMS REGISTERED IS  THE PRELIMINARY STUDIES(l967) 

Number of individuals or relative abundance 

Species 
Medium 
panel 

Lover 
panel 

Upper 
panel 

Medium 
panel 

Lover 
panel 

6 months observations 12 months observations 

ALGAE 
Enteromorpha integtinalis.., 
Entfrom. cf. prolifera  
Cladophora ap     - 
Petalonia fascia  
Ectocarpus sp  

COELENTERATA 
Plumularia setacea.     C 
(ionothyraea inornata  

NEMERTEA (indet.) k 

ANNELIDA 
Hvdroides sp  8 
Eupomatus dianthus  21 
Eupomatus plateni.  5 
Serpula vermicularis.••..... - 
Halosydnella australis...... 10 
Syllida« 30 
Nereidae - 

MOLLUSCA 
PododesBus rudis...........,    - 
Brachyodontes rodriguezi.... 
Pyrene paessleri  
Littoridina australis     - 

CRUSTACEA 
Salamis amphitrite.   1580 
Corophium sp    55 
Gammaridea indet     S 
Caprella cf. penantis     10 
Caprella cf. eouilibra   Ill 
Sphaeroma sp...»  
Exosphaeroma sp  
Cyrtograpsus altimanus    25 
Pilumnus reticulatus  

INSECTA 
Chironomidae larvae     - 

ENTOPHOCTA 
Pedellina cernua  

vc B - 
H H - 
- H - 

VC H - 
c R - 

C R 
- R H 

- 12 - 
- 2 1 
- - - 

31 4 13 18 
ill 12 

k 
38 1,1 

5 
i» - 1 - 
1 - - - 

341 350 1132 386 
16 >300 210 93 
28 >300 50 17 
1 5 2 - 

15 - 8 9 
- 19 - - 
- 1 - - 

89 3 3 i 
1 - _ - 

13 
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TABLE III (cont). 

BELGRANO'S HARBOR RAFT. FOULING ORGANISMS REGISTERED Hi THE PRELIMINARY STUDIES (1967) 

Number of individuals and relative abundance 

Species 
Medium Lower Upper Medium Lover 
panel panel panel panel panel 

6 months  observations 12 months  observations 

nilYOZOA 

BuKUla neritina  

A 
A 

(' 

C 

vc 
vr 

R 

C 
r 
r 

c 
R 
H 

C 

VC 
VC 

c 
BugUla ■^••••••••••••••••faa 11 
Scruparia amb igua. ••• «. II 

It 
H 

Cryptosula cf. pallasiana.. • 
Canopeuni sp« ••••••••••••••■• 

VC 

VC 

TUNICATA 

Ciona cf. intestinalis  9 

It 

113 

i< 

6 
2 

VC 

2 

17 

VC 

20 
10 

HotryllUB schlosscri  VC 

Key  of  the  table: A Abundant 
VC Very common 
c Common 
It Hare 
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Flg. 1 

Harbor» studied in the Argentine coast« 
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II 

A - 

C - 

D - 

in 

IV 

Fig. 2.- Diatoms (l), Enteromorpha intestinalis (ll), lllva lactuca (ill) and 
Tubularia crocea 
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■ 
-A". -1 

II 

] f m a m j j ) f m a m j j 

Ill 

IV 

Fig. 3.- Serpulids (l), Balanus Hinphi trite and trigonus (ll), Hugula sp. (Ill) 

and Ciona intestinalis (IV) j^ 
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1967 

Fig.     k 

Relations between stages  and vater  temperature 

24.97 mm 

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO Op.^. 

Fig.  5 

Siphonaria  lessoni:  growth  curve 
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Temperature  of water and air,   and   salinity,   Madryn's  port 
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Fearless  Fouling Forecasting 

John R.  DePalma 

Naval Oceanographlc Office 
Washington,  D. C.     20390 

A  foreknowledge of  local marine  fouling  conditions  is  required 
by ocean scientists, engineers,  and architects  for  effective planning 
and decision-making.     At  the Naval Oceanographlc Office, we  are at- 
tempting to provide this  Information In a  form that  can be  readily 
understood and used.     One  format  that we  are  developing  Is  the growth 
curve nomogram,  from which  fouling rate  forecasts  can be made within 
various marine environments.    Our Initial  growth  curve nomogram for 
warm coastal environments makes use of  two generally  accepted  assump- 
tions  about  coastal fouling organisms;   first,   that  the larvae gener- 
ally originate In nearshore broodsltes,  and second,   that   they  are 
carried to offshore substrates by  coastal  currents.    We believed  that 
If  these assumptions were  correct and could be quantified.  It might 
be possible  to distinguish  a pattern of diminishing  fouling Intensity 
with Increasing depth  and distance  from shore;   and,  since  coastal 
currents  tend to  flow parallel  to the shoreline,  that  this basic pat- 
tern should persist wherever  local  factors  are not   limiting. 

To  test  this hypothesis, we collected fouling  organisms  on test 
panels  at  a grid of stations  off Fort Lauderdale,  Florida.     Dry weigiit 
data from a 12-month series  of these test panels were plotted on a 
cross-sectional map of  the  test area, and these values were  then con- 
toured by percent  of maximum accumulation, using the highest value 
(shoreline  station)  as   100Z.    A pattern of decreasing density of set- 
tlement  away from shore  and away from the sea's surface was  consis- 
tently demonstrated. 

We  tested the Fort  Lauderdale forecasting  model  at  27 other warm- 
water coastal stations   to see how extensively  this  pattern persisted. 
We  found our forecasts  to be better than  70!!  reliable at  19 of  these 
stations.    However, stations  located in regions where  the bottom had 
a very gentle slope-angle produced higher-than-expected  fouling rates, 
and stations  located near small,  coral-reef  fringed  islands produced 
lower-than-expected fouling  rates.    Forecasting models  appropriate  for 
these environments, as well  as  for  cold coastal and open-ocean regions, 
will be constructed. 

Key Words:    Marine  fouling  forecasting,  coastal  fouling  rate; 
open-sea fouling rate; warm-water  fouling growth  form;  cold- 
water  fouling  growth form; mid-ocean island fouling  growth 
form; warm-water  fouling test model;   fouling rate prediction. 

1.  Introduction 

Ocean scientists  and engineers  require advance  information on fouling  conditions  in 
different regions of the world's  oceans   for effective  planning,   designing,  and decision mak- 
ing.     To satisfy  this  requirement,   the Naval Oceanographlc  Office  is  sampling fouling 
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communities In the world's  faunal provinces and attempting  to Identify  trends  that might 
permit both long-  and short-range  forecastings.    We  are  now  10 years  Into  this  sampling pro- 
gram,   and certain regularities  of both growth  form and concentration that may be predictable 
are becoming Increasingly  apparent. 

We  are now able.  In most  cases,  to distinguish between coastal  and open-sea fouling 
communities on the basis   of the dominant  organisms  comprising each.    Within the coastal  do- 
main we can detect   a warm-water growth  form and a cold-water growth  form, which seem to meet 
and mingle at  about   the  15°  C.  mean  annual surface  Isotherm  (fig.   1).    Within the warm-water 
environment, we sometimes   can further differentiate  a mid-ocean island mrdified growth form, 
the effect of heavy  grazing of  the   fouling community by  coral  reef  fishes,  and a shortage 
of suitable substrates  along sandy shores. 

We  also have noted definite trends  In the relative  intensity  of  fouling  attachment.     We 
have  observed that  in open-sea areas  the  fouling rate  diminishes  from  the surface to approx- 
imately  the bottom of  the mixed layer.     Below the mixed  layer,  fouling organisms do not  at- 
tach in sufficient  numbers  to be a problem for most applications,  except very close to  the 
bottom at  all depths.     In  coastal  areas,   the maximum  fouling attachment  is   likely  to be  found 
close  to shore, with  amounts  decreasing seaward and with  increasing  depth.    We think that 
these slightly different  patterns  of distribution indicate  that open-sea fouling ls:vae orig- 
inate  in floating,  oceanic broodgrounds, while  coastal  fouling larvae originate,   for the  most 
part,  in permanently   fixed shoreline broodgrounds. 

Fouling rates  are extremely variable within the  confines  of harbors  and estuaries,  de- 
pending on the relative  stress  of pollution or other  local   factors.    This  variation has  been 
demonstrated by many  different  plerside   fouling studies. 

The offshore extent   and intensity  of settlement  in coastal  areas  seems  to be related  to 
the declivity of the bottom;  i.e.,  in regions where  the bottom slopes  off very graduaMy, 
coastal  fouling organisms   tend  to be  found attached In greater numbers  and  farther  from shore 
than  in regions with steep slopes.     We think this  can be accounted  for in  two ways:     First, 
the  circulation of   the waters  in  large shallow basins,  usually wind and  tide  influenced, 
tends  to move  fouling larvae rapidly away from shore,   and second,  there  Is  simply  less water 
available In shallow basins  to dilute  the numbers of potential  fouling  larvae produced  in 
nearshore broodstocks. 

If the assumptions we are making about  the origins  of  fouling  larvae  and the mechanisms 
of dispersal  are correct,  and  if  these  factors are  regulating,  and If normal distribution 
patterns  can be quantified — then,   fouling rate forecasts  should be possible on a  regional 
basis wherever local  factors   (pollution,  predation,  etc.)   are not   limiting. 

To test the above hypothesis, we sampled  the  local  fouling  community  at  a gri J of sta- 
tions off Fort Lauderdale,  Florida betveen  1964 and  1968. 

The  coastline  at  Fort Lauderdale  is   regular and oriented nearly north  and south.    The 
bottom within 10 miles of  the  coastline  is  generally  a  calcareous  sand,  and  it slopes  rather 
steeply into the Straits   of Florida.    The Fort Lauderdale  site  is  described  in greater detail 
in an earlier report   (1) . 

A warm-water site,   rather than a cold-water site, was  selected  for  construction of  our 
initial  forecasting  model because warm-water  fouling  communities  are more easily quantified. 
Not only do warm,  coastal  fouling  communities enjoy  continuous settlement  and growth of in- 
dividual members, but  the  community  tends  to establish   and aalntain a consistently  low- 
profile,  hardshelled growth  form,  extending from the surface   to  the bottom.     Cold-water   foul- 
ing  communities,  on  tha other hand,   tend  to be  layered;  i.e.,  dominated by  substantial 
amounts  of bulky  forms  (mussels  and kelps)  near the surface  and by  low-profile,  cementing, 
calcareous  forms near the bottom.    These bulky  forma  attaching  in  the surface  layer may pro- 
duce  100 times  as  much dry weight per unit  area of substrate  as  can be produced near the 
bottom, 

A coastal site was  selected in preference  to an open-sea site  for  construction of  the 
initial model because "blue-water" sampling,  particularly over long periods  of time.  Is both 
more  difficult  and more expensive. 
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2.    Methods 

We exposed standard  IS-cm,  by   30-cm.  wood/asbestos  test panels  at   the stations shown In 
figure  2 to determine  fouling  rates   at  various depths  and distances   from shore.    The  term 
"fouling rate"  Is here defined as  dry weight of  attached organisms per unit area of substrate 
per unit time of exposure.    This  dry weight value provides  a quantitative  peasure  of  fouling 
productivity. 

Offshore test panels were hung  vertically  at  30-meter intervals  between  13 meters below 
Che surface and  1 meter above  the bottom, mostly  from buoyed arrays.     Panels were  also ex- 
posed  1 meter below mean  low water at  the shoreline.    The panels were  exposed  for monthly and 
cumulative periods of  time up  to   12 months.    These sampling techniques  are standard for Naval 
Oceanographic Office blofouling  studies. 

After recovery,  the  fouling organisms were  Identified,  counted,  and measured,  and  the 
fouling material was scraped off  the  asbestos surface,  oven-dried to  constant weight at 
100°  C,  and weighed. 

The dry weight values   from a series  of 12-month exposures  were   then plotted on a cross- 
sectional chart of the test area and contoured by percent  of maximum accumulation,  using the 
highest value  (shoreline station)   as   1002  (fig.   3).    This  contouring   revealed, not surpris- 
ingly,  a regular decreasing density of settlement of  fouling organisms with depth  and dis- 
tance   from shore.    Subsequent  testing of  this  contour chart showed  It  to be  a useful  tool  for 
long-range  (12-month)  forecasts  of  fouling conditions  at  Fort Lauderdale. 

To obtain short-range  forecasts   as well, we plotted,  one interval  at  a time on semi-log 
graph  ptper,  all  of  the  dry weight dac«  (1-month,  2-month,   3-month,  etc.)   collected during 
1964  to 1968 from all of  the stations within each  contour Interval.     We  then enclosed  the 
scatter of  data  points  for each  interval  In bands  and fitted  the bands  together  to  form a 
scatter diagram (fig.   4).    After  the scattergram overlaps were   resolved,  80 of  102 data 
points   (78%)  remained within the appropriate limits  of each zone. 

This scattergram now provided a quantitative,  long-  and short-range  predictable descrip- 
tion of the  fouling conditions  off  Fort  Lauderdale,  Florida.    Still  to be  determined, how- 
ever, was how extensively  this pattern persisted in other warm-water  coastal regions, 

3.     Testing the Model 

To determine  the extent of this   coastal distribution pattern, we  then assembled all  of 
the fouling rate data from 27  other warm-water  (15°  C.  mean Annual surface  temperature or 
greater)  stations we had sampled aince  1961.    These stations were  located in various  coastal 
environments off  Florida,  Puerto  Rico,  the Bahama Islands, Jamaica,   Ecuador,  Sardinia, 
Hawaii, OKlnawa, Japan,  and Thailand.     The data bits  from each   station were plotted as be- 
fore,  and the scatter of values  from each station was  tested a^dlnst  the  Fort Lauderdale 
scattcrband for an equivalent  depth  and distance  from shore. 

As expected,  data from most  of  the stations   (19  of 27)   fit  the  Fort  Lauderdale pattern 
very well.    Taken In total,  74X of  330 data points  from these  19 stations   fell within pre- 
dicted limits.    Within individual  zones,  the reliability  ranged  from  a high of 80Z in zone D, 
which had the  larges". num'»r  "f data points,  to a low of 682 in zone  B, which had  the second 
highest number.    These 19 stations were  all located in regions where   the shelf had a moderate 
to steep gradient  (greater  thai   2°). 

It was  interesting to note  that  of the eight stations  that  did not   fit  the  Fort 
Lauderdale pattern, dry weight data values  from two were off-scale  on  the high s: de  (more 
fouling than expected)  and values   from the other six were off-scale  on  the  low side  (less 
fouling than expected).    Both  of  the stations having unusua1iy high   rates  oi   fouling were 
located well offshore  in  large, shallow basins   (Osaka Bay  and the Gulf of Thailand) where 
the bottom slope angle was  less  than 2°.    The pattern of the plo .ted data values  from  these 
two stations indicated that  in shallow  regions  a modified zone  chart wli.*  be  required, with 
individual zone limits extending a greater distance  from shore.     We  are  presently  collecting 
data which will be used to construct  this modification to the basic warm-water coastal foul- 
ing  rate zone chart. 
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All of   the  six stations  having   the  unusually   low   fouling   ra;es  wure   located on  or  near 
coral   reefs   [Jamaica,   the  Bahamas,   two sites   In Puerto  Rico,   and  two  sites   In  Che  Kyuku 
Islands].     Many  of   the  recovered  test  panels   from  these sites  showed evidence  of   fish   preda- 
tlon.    There was no apparent  pattern  to the plotted dry weight  data values;  variations  In the 
dry weights   from Individual   test   panels   seemed  to be more  a  reflection  of   the   relative  sever- 
ity  of predatlon rather than of  time,  depth,  or distance  from shore. 

We  then  turned to the published   literature   for  other  tests   of  our warm-water  coastal 
fouling  rate  forecasting model.     We were  able   to  locate  only  two  other   Investl^aturs  who had 
attempted  to quantify  offshore   fouling  In terms of  dry weight.     One  of   these,  Denlse  Bellan- 
Santini  (2), weighed dried scrapings  from a conduit  pipe moored normal  to  the shoreline  In 
17  meters  of water  at   an unspecified  distance   from shore.   In  a  region   of   the western Medi- 
terranean Sea having a moderate  shelf  slope.     She  states   that   the  Fort   Lauderdale  dry weight 
values were "quite  comparable   to  those obtained  on  the pipe."     Pequegnat,   Gallle,   and 
Pequegnat   (3)   also  collected  dry weight   fouling data  from offshore  sites   In  the  shallow 
basin of  the  northeastern Gulf  of  Mexico.     Their  values were  high   compared   to  values   from 
equivalent   Fort  Lauderdale  sites.     The  high  values might be  either  a   reflection of   the  gentle 
sloping shelf or  from the   fact   that   the  Gulf of Mexico samples   included substantial  numbers 
of   secondary   foulers   (amphipods   and  other unattached   forms).     Secondary   foulers were  not 
generally harvested at  Fort  Lauderdale. 

4.     How to   Forecast Warm-Water Coastal   Fouling  Rates 

To  forecast warm-water  coastal   fouling  rates,   first determine   the   gradient   of   the bottom 
in  the  area of  Interest.     If   the  angle   is greater than 2°   (width  and  depth  of  shelf  ratio 
35:1  or less),   then estimate   the   depth  of water,  distance   from shore,   and  anticipated   length 
of  exposure at   the emplacement  site.     Next,  plot   a point on the   Basic  Warm-Water Coastal 
Fouling Rate Zone Chart   (fig.   3)   appropriate   for this  depth  and  distance   from shore.     Finallv, 
determine  the zone   for this  point  and  the  relative position within the  zone  (high side, 
middle,   low side).    The width  of  the  appropriate  zone,  measured  along  the  abscissa  for expo- 
sure  time in the Warm-Water Coastal   Fouling Rate Scattergram  (fig.  4),   is  the  range  of dry 
weight values   that   can be expected   to  accumulate  per one-half square   foot   (430 square   centi- 
meters)  of vertical surface  over  this  period of  time.    This  range of  values  can be  refined 
according to the relative position of  the point within the  zone.     For example.   If  an object 
is  planted on  the bottom,  one-half mile  offshore  In  17 meters  of water,  it will accumulate 
85  to 230 grains  of dry weight   fouling per one-half square  foot  of substrate  In  11 months, 
with  the additional  likelihood  that   this  amount will be closer  to 230  than 85. 

Vertical surfaces are  specified  in these computations because  they  represent  average 
fouling conditions.     It  should be  recognized,  however,   that  the  lower  face  of horizontal 
surfaces will accumulate approximately   10Z more  dry weight  fouling per  unit  area per unit  of 
time and the upper  face approximately  10% less. 

Appendix A  Is  a series  of photographs which shows  the relative  accumulation of  fouling 
in the various  zones. 

5.     Concluding Remarks 

Although our present  forecasting model provides only a range of  dry weight values, 
marine scientists  and engineers will   find it  useful  for planning and  decision making.    So 
far  it has been found to have wide  application  along  continental shelves where  the  average 
gradient  Is greater than 2 degrees   (fig.   1).    Eventually we hope  to be  able to forecast 
fouling conditions  In all marine environments. 

Within the  limits  described, we  can demonstrate better than 70%  reliability  for our 
predictions, which  isn't bad  for biological  phenomena,  and puts  us  just behind  the Old 
Farmers Almanac among FEARLESS  FORECASTERS. 
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Discussion 

There were two comments on the differences in abundance of fouling 
encountered along continental coasts and around oceanic islands.  The 
first was that these differences might be a consequence of the relative 
concentrations of primary producers.  The second credited these differences 
more to the conflicting mechanisms of larval dispersal around islands, and 
larval containment in bays. 

Mr. DePalma was asked if different water masses did not cause variations 
in settlement.  He answered that he had observed species differences but 
not significant weight differences in warm-water coastal environments. 

There were also two comments on the subject of fish grazing.  The 
first described briefly an experiment recently concluded near the Virgin 
Islands that did in fact quantify the predation on fouling communities by 
reef fishes.  The other was a reminder that fish grazing is not restricted 
to coral reefs. 

Another person described the effects of current speed on growth rates 
of fouling organisms, and suggested that more precision could be obtained 
in the nomogram if this factor could be incorporated. 
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Figur« 1.    The World, Showing th« Generally 
Accepted Limite of War« Seaa. 
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APPROXIMATE DISTANCE FROM SHORE OPEN 
(NAUTICAL MILES) SEA 

0.8      1.6        2.0       3.0    35 5.5        (BAHAMAS) 

150- 

180- 

DEEP 
SEA 

SAMPLING STATION 

Figure 2.     Study  area off  Fort  Lauderdale,  Florida showing 
approximate  location  of stations where  fouling 
rate data were  collected during 1964 -  1968. 
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Appendix A 

Relative Foulln« Accumulation In the Various Zones 
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6 Months (Oct-Apr) - Mlddepth 
Dry Weight - 295 grams/panel (450 sq.cm.) 
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12 Months  -  Mlddepth 
Dry Weight  -  122  grams/panel   (450  sq.cm.) 

12  'lontlis   -   Bottom 
Dry Wei>;iU  -  180   .;rams/panel   (450  sq.cra.) 

ZONK  C 
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12 Months - Middepth 
Dry Weight -  30  grams/panel   (450 sq.cm.) 

12 Months - Bottom 
Dry Weight   - 78 grams/panel   (450  sq.cm.) 

ZONE D 
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12 Months  - Mlddepth 
Dry Weight - 7.5  grams/panel   (450 sq.cm.) 

12 Months  - Bottom 
Dry Weight - 9.0 grams/panel   (450 sq.cm.) 

ZONE  E 
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12  Months  - MiddLjptli 
Dry Weight  -  1.0  ^rain/panel   (450 sq.cra.) 

12 Months  - Bottom 
Dry Weight  -  1.0  gram/panel   (450  sq.cra.) 

ZONK   F 
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Control of Marine Fouling in a Water Cooling 
System in Tropical Australia 

Dale Straughan 

Allan Hancock Foundation 
University of Southern California 

Los Angeles, California 90007 

The following is a report on research initiated at a request 
from engineers at the Northern Electric Authority Power Plant in 
Townsville (190S) Australia, for assistance in controlling marine 
fouling in the water cooling system.   A chlorination system using 
chlorine gas, was already installed.   The request was to provide 
assistance in formulating the optimum chlorination program to con- 
trol fouling organisms.   The aim of this research was to provide 
biological data to determine: 

1. Minimum effective enlorine dose. 
2. Frequency at which dose should be repeated. 
3. Most effective times of applying dose. 

Larval settlement on fouling plates was monitored daily both 
in a section of the cooling system never exposed to chlorine and in 
a section of the cooling system where chlorine was administered. 
Intake chambers exposed and not exposed,  to chlorine as well as 
intake pipes were examined as often as possible.    Laboratory exper- 
iments were carried out on the tolerance to chlorine of the dominant 
fouling organisms including the mussel Xenostrobus securis Wilson 
1967 and the pearl oyster Pinctada margitifera. 

Data is presented to show: 
1. Normal fouling patterns in the water cooling system. 
2. Effects of chlorination in the water cooling system. 
3. Results of laboratory experiments on exposure of tropical 

organisms to chlorine. 

This study lasted from August 1966 to May 1968.    By the 
latter date, an effective chlorination system was in operation. 

Introduction 

In 1966,  shell blockage of the condenser screens at the Northern Electric Authority 
Power Plant at Townsville, north Queensland became an increasing problem.   Each time a 
blockage occurred,   the water main in question was closed down and shell cleaned from the 
main and condenser screen.    This was not only a costly process in terms of man power and 
money, but with a projected increase in demand for power from this station, could result 
in power shortages. 
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The power plant was within the last few years of its projected life.   Therefore, while 
there was a need for Increased efficiency in the control of marine fouling, costly recon- 
struction was out of the question.   At this point, the Northern Electric Authority installed 
a chlorinator and asked the author for assistance in determining the most efficient use of 
ihe equipment at the power plant to obtain control of marine fouling. 

On the premise that the best way to control the fouling was to prevent larval settle- 
ment,  the following questions were posed. 

1. Were there any distinct temporal larval settlement patterns'. 
2. What was the effect on larval settlement of pumping water through the cooling 

system at different rates? 
3. What was the effect of chlorination on larval settlement? 

The dominant species cleaned from the condensers were the black lip pearl oyster 
Pinctada margitifera and the mussel Xenostrobus securis Wilson 1967.    These species 
are both considered sessile organisms.   However, both are capable of movement, and if 
dislodged, are able to secrete new bysus threads and reattach themselves to a solid sub- 
strate.   Hence, it was considered possible that there was some migration of juveniles 
(as opposed to larval stages) of these species into the water cooling system.   Two further 
questions were also posed. 

4. Was there a significant migration of juvenile bivalves into the water cooling 
system? 

5. What was the effect of shlorination on juvenile and adult bivalves? 

This paper presents the answers to these questions as determined in a study 
between August 1966 and June 1968.   Data on the formation and comoosition of the fouling 
community will be presented elsiwhere. 

Physiography 

The Northern Electric Authority Power Station in Townsville (19° 14' S) is situated 
on Cleveland Bay between Boss Creek and Boss Biver (Figure 1).   The intake chambers 
are located in Boss Creek.   The water is then pumped through 6 water mains each 600 
yards (549 m) long and two feet (61 cms) in diameter,  to the Power Station.   The water is 
later discharged into Boss Biver.   While there is no provision for returning hot water 
through the intake lines, water can be flushed back through the water mains from the 
power station to the intake chambers. 

Water enters the Boss Creek intake chambers through mesh screens (Figure 2). 
The mesh is 13 x 13 mm with an internal diagonal of 16 mm.   The chambers are 20 feet 
(6.1 m) deep and the entrance from the creek is at the bottom of the chamber (i.e. well 
below low water mark).   Water enters the chamber both through pumping and by tidal flow. 
Water is pumped through the intake chambers as diagramed in Figure 2.   It then flows 
through vertical bars 5 to 10 mm apart to pass from the intake chambers into the water 
mains to the power station.   A third set of screens with fine mesh (in the order of 1 mm 
diameter mesh) are used to protect the condensers. 

The maximum tidal range on spring tides is 12 feet (3.6 m) and the minimum tidal 
range on neep tides is 5 feet (1. 525 m).   In general,  tides exhibit a diurnal pattern.   While 
there are usually two series of spring tides each month,  the series are not evenly spaced 
out.   During the study,  there was 11 or 12 days between the peak of spring tides at the new 
moon and the peak of spring tides at the full moon, while there was a lapse of 16 or 17 
days between the peak of spring tides at the full moon and the peak of spring tides at the 
new moon. 
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Northern Electric Authority (N.E.A.) engineers recorded the temperature of watui 
entering the intake chamber for the period December 1966 to June 1968.    During this 
period, water temperatures ranged from 190C to 330C (Figure 3). 

N.E.A.  engineers also recorded the rate of water flowing through the test areas 
of the intake chambers between December 1966 and June 1968.   When the pumps were working 
at maximum velocity, water flow through the water mains was 3. 3 knots. 

A total of 6 pumps can be used to pump water from Ross Creek to the N. E.A, 
power station.    Each pump has its own water main from the intake chambers to the power 
station.    Pumps 1,2,3,4 each have a capacity of 420, 000 gallons per hour while pumps 
5 and 6 each have a capacity of 390, 000 gallons per hour.    During most of this survey 
from 1 to 4 pumps were in use.    However,   there were periods of complete shut down and 
short periods in September and December 1967 when all pumps were operative. 

The region is within an arid zone (see 0) for definition)   and the entrance to the 
water cooling system is at the bottom of Ross Creek.    Under these conditions,  freshwater 
entered the water cooling system for only one prolonged period in mid February I'KiH 
following 50 inches (1,251 m) of rain between February 5 and 18.    The salinity dropped 
below that of scawater for a few hours only,  on February 3,   1967,  and March 15,   1967 
(H. Fulford, personal communication). 

Prior to this study,  chlorination was carried out in the water mains.    This had 
generally ke; . fouling under control with minimal problems of condenser blockage up until 
1966 (H.  Fulford,  personal communication).   Chlorination had, however,  only been in the 
water mains and not in the intake chambers. 

Materials and Methods 

The water intake chambers were examined when they were emptied for cleaning in 
November 28,  1966,  October,  1967,  and December,   1967.    A comparison of the organisms 
on fouling plates and on nearby walls of the chamber was made in March,   1967, October, 
1967,  and December,   1967 to determine if the fouling plates presented a realistic record 
of fouling in the intake chambers. 

Number 1 water main was first examined in September,  1966.   The surfaces in the 
main itself were virtually clean of all fouling organisms.    The surfaces between valves 
separating the intake chamber from the main had not been chlorinated and fouling organisms 
from this region were sampled.    The water mains were inspected and fouling samples 
collected whenever the mains were opened for servicing.   Samples of shell cleaned from 
the chambers throughout the survey were examined. 

Larval settlement and recruitment was studied through the use of asbestos cement 
fouling plates between December 1,  1966 and May 31,  1968.   Asbestos cement was chosen 
because it provided a surface similar to the concr >te walls of the intake chambers.   Fouling 
plates had an exposed surface area of 100 x 80 mm on each side.    Fouling plates stood 
vertically in a horizontal frame of the type described by Straughan (2). 

Foulinj plates were suspended below low water spring level at Cj in the intake 
chamber on December 1,  1966 (Figure 2).   These plates were moved to C2 on May 31, 
1967 to   isure that these plates would not be influenced by the chlorination program to be 

figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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commenced at E in June 1967.    To further ensure that no chlorine reached the unchlorinated 
control fouling plates,  if no pumps were active at the time of chlorination, chlorine was 
added at E at the commencement of the flood tide so that flow for the next 6 hours was into 
the chamber and not out from E towards C2.    Fouling plates in the series were examined 
at monthly and longer intervals.   The establishment of this fouling community will be 
discussed elsewhere.    Fouling plates in this series were compared to nearby walls of the 
intake chamber to determine if the asbestos plates were accurately indicating the larval 
settlement possible on the walls of the intake chamber and water mains. 

A second series of fouling plates was suspended at Cj on February 1,   1967 and 
moved to C2 on May 31,  1967.   Initially fouling plates were examined at different ages in 
increments of 1 day to determine the optimum period of plate exposure for maximum 
larval settlement.   No settlement was recorded on fouling plates exposed for 1,  2,  3 days, 
1 barnacle cyprid was recorded on plates exposed for four days, 3 barnacle cyprids after 
five days exposure,  5 larvae had settled after six days exposure,  10 larvae had settled 
after 7 days exposure.   When plates were exposed for up to 14 days only one additional 
larvae settled.   Hence, it was considered that the optimum exposure period >jf the fouling 
plates to obtain maximum larval settlement was 7 days.   One of a series of seven fouling 
plates was replaced and examined daily on a rotating system so that one plate that had 
been suspended for seven days was examined daily.    This was designed to give a daily 
record of larval settlement by a comparison of number and size of organisms recorded 
each day.    Fouling plates exposed for less than 7 days did not develop a sufficient layer 
of micro-organisms to encourage larval settlement of macro-organisms.   Aging of fouling 
plates fcr 24 and 48 hours in the laboratory prior to exposure to larval settlement did not 
produce satisfactory results. 

A third series of fouling plates were suspended below low water spring level in 
No.  4 pump chamber (E) July 1,   1967.    This was the position where chlorination of the 
intake chambers occurred.   A  program of replacement and examination of fouling plates 
parallel to that in the second series was followed.   Five additional plates in the frame 
were examined at weekly and monthly intervals.   A comparison of larval settlement on 
plates in the second series (unchlorinated) and those   n the third series (chlorinated) 
between July 1,  1967 and May 30,  1968 showed the efitcts of chlorination on larval settle- 
ment. 

Chlorine,  in the form of calcium   hypochlorite was added to the intake chambers 
at E so that the concentration in pump chambers 1, 2, 3, 4 was 20 ppm chlorine.    For a 
short period in early June 1967,  (see Table 4 ) chlorine was added to give a concentration 
of 40 ppm. 

Fouling plates were returned to the laboratory in a rack in a seawater container. 
They were usually examined microscopically immediately while all organisms were living. 
Dominant species were identified while other organisms were classified into major groups. 
Estimates were also made of species abundance.   If it was not possible to examine fouling 
plates immediately,  they were held in seawater aquaria. 

Two types of experiments were carried out to determine effects of chlorination on 
juvenile and adult organisms.    Bivalves were used in most of these experiments because 
this was the dominant group causing problems in the condensers.   Smaller organisms 
such as barnacles and serpulids were also studied in some experiments.   In the experi- 
ments to determine the effects of the chlorination program, selected organisms were 
placed in a wire basket suspended with the fouling plates at E.   The effects of the chlorina- 
tion program were determined by daily examination of these organisms. 

Tolerance of selected organisms to chlorine was determined in a series of labora- 
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tory experiments.   Organisms were maintained in aerated aquaria and calcium hypochlorite 
added.   The aquaria were covered to reduce the rate of chlorine loss.   Organisms were 
examined daily and the following noted: 

1. attachment of bysus threads, 
2. gaping animals alive, 
3. gaping animals dead. 

There was a high mortality of bivalves in the water mains following the entry of 
freshwater into the water cooling system in February 1967.   This suggests that occassional 
filling of the water mains with freshwater may be an effective means of fouling control. 
Hence,  bivalves were placed in a series of aquaria with a range of salinities from freshwater 
to seawater.   Organisms were examined daily and the following noted: 

1. attachment of bysus threads, 
2. gaping animals alive, 
3. gaping animals dead. 

Although most of the problems such as reduced water flow due to fouling growth in 
the water main and blockage of condenser screens was probably due to the fouling in the 
water mains, no fouling plates were placed in these water mains.   This is because it was 
irhpossible to anchor the fouling plates in the water mains.   Instead, the water mains were 
inspected and fouling samples collected whenever the mains were opened for servicing. 
Samples of shell cleaned from the condersers were also examined.   Twenty animals were 
used in each experiment unless otherwise indicated. 

Results 

The Intake Chambers 

Comparison of fouling plates in series 1 with the nearby walls of the intake chamber 
revealed no major differences in the fouling community.    Fouling developed to a thickness 
of approximately 3 inches in four months during the summer following the cleaning of the 
intake chambers (November 1966 to March 28,  1967).   Therefore larval settlement on the 
fouling plates was indicative of larval settlement on the walls of the intake chambers.    Few 
Xenostrobus were recorded either from fouling plates or the intake chamber,  whereas, 
they were removed from the water mains by the ton. 

The monthly total of the number of larvae settling daily on fouling plates at the 
unchlorinated localities (Cj, C2) is presented in Table 1.   Differences in larval settlement 
numbers in February 1967 and 1968 can be attributed to the effects of freshwater flooding 
in 1968.   The higher rainfall in January 1968 than in January 1967 (3) may likewise have 
caused reduced larval settlement in 1968.    In March 1968,  the slightly reduced settlement 
may have been due to a 'lag' in recovering from the heavy rains in February 1968 (3).   How- 
ever, overall there is little difference in the settlement numbers recorded in March, April, 
May,  1967 and March, April, May,  1968.   As the numbers of settling larvae in 1968 re- 
mained comparable to the numbers reported over a similar period in 1967,  it was assumed 
that, as planned,  the chlorination program instigated at E was not reducing larval settle- 
ment at the control site. 

There is some seasonality in larval settlement in that larval settlement was the 
least abundant in July - 4 - and August - 29.   There was a peak in settlement numbers in 
September - 1419 - and the February-March period (all over 100 per month except during 
the flood period).   A comparison between the number of larvae settling between February 
1,  1967 and May 31,  1967, and the maximum tidal height on the day of settlement showed 
that 69% of all larvae settled during periods when the tidal height ranged from 10 to 12 
feet (3. 05-3. 66 m) and 99% of all larvae settled when the tidal height ranged from 8 to 12 
feet (2. 46-3. 66 m).   This data suggests that most larvae settle on spring tides.    However, 
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large numbers of Halanus cirratus settled during spring tide periods In Kebruary and 
March 1967.    Therefore,  it was important to examine the relationship between the numbers 
of larvae settling and tidal height for the whole survey because the above correlation could 
be of a seasonal nature and/or due to one abundant species - namely Malanus cirratus. 
Such was the case.   At the end of the survey only '■iWo of the larvae settled on days with a 
maximum tidal height of 10 to 12 feet (3.05-3. 66 m),  73% settled on days with a maximum 
tidal height of 8 to 12 feet (2. 44-3. 66 m) and 80% settled on days with a maximum tidal 
height of 7 to 12 feet (2. 12-3. 66 m).    The data did not show any consistent correlation 
between the number of larvae settling on fouling plates and tidal height. 

55"'u of larvae Settled when there were no pumps working while 13%.   12"'..,   !)%.  and 
11% settled when a total ui  1,   J,   3,  and 4 pumps respectively were working.    Insufficient 
data were available to consider situations where a total of 5 or 6 pumps were working. 
However,  under conditions of increased water flow,  one would expect either a similar or 
reduced larval settlement to that recorded when a total of 4 pumps were working.    How- 
ever,  the operation of a single pump is sufficient to significantly reduce larval settlement 
in the intake chambers.   (Numbers larvae settling/day were compared to obtain this data. ) 

Comparison of monthly totals of larval settlement per day to the unchlorinated and 
chlorinated fouling plates between .luly 1,   1967,  and January 31,   1968 reveals over an 
80% reduction in larval settlement on the fouling plates (Table 2).    Examination of the 
walls of the chlorinated pump chambers verified that larval settlement was reduced signi- 
ficantly.    It also showed a low survival rate among the larvae settling on the walls.    Larval 
settlement on the day following chlorination was less than 5% that of settlement recorded 
on the unchlorinated plates (Table 3).   Only 35% of the unchlorinated fouling plates bore no 
larval settlement after a weeks exposure while 55% of the chlorinated fouling plates bore 
no settlement after a weeks exposure.    No settlement was recorded on the unchlorinated 
plates on 55% of the days while no settlement was recorded on the chlorinated plates on 
70% of the days. 

Newly settled Pinctada are of the order of 1-3 mm wide.    However,  these were 
seldom recorded on the fouling plates.    Usually Pinctada appeared suddenly on the plates 
when about 10 mm broad and on occassions appeared up to 40 mm broad.    Pinctada also 
demonstrated their mobility by crawling about aquaria in the laboratory.   As the fouling 
plates were suspended by ropes from a point above water level,  Pinctada could not have 
crawled onto the fouling plates,  but must have been carried to the plates by water currents 
and then settled on the plates.    The size of the majority of Pinctada settling on the fouling 
plates suggested that they have previously been attached elsewhere.    The smaller animals 
could have entered through the mesh from Ross Creek.   All could pass from the intake 
chambers and into the water mains.    Therefore,  the water mains could be colonised by 
larval,  juvenile and adult Pinctada.    Hence,  the chlorination program needs to be such to 
control adult Pinctada as well as preventing larval settlement. 

A series of laboratory experiments were conducted on Pinctada margaritifera, 
Tapes turgida,  Halanus cirratus.  and Pinna be color, all of which occurred in the intake 
chamber and were found in shell removed from the water mains using the normally 
recomraended chlorine doses.    Short exposure periods were used because these low amounts 
of chlorine would be rapidly absorbed in the water cooling system.    Aerated and non- 
aerated water was used because low oxygen levels probably occurred in sections of the 
water mains when water was allowed to stand. 

Pinctada was exposed for up to 5 hours in 1 ppm,  2 ppm,   3 ppm chlorine in un- 
aerated and aerated seawater.    The results -- 100% survival. 

Tapes was exposed for up to 5 hours in 1 ppm and 2 ppm chlorine in aerated sea- 
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water and 1 ppm chlorine in unaerated seawater.    The results -- 100% survival. 

Balanus was exposed for up to 2 hours in 1 ppm and 2 ppm chlorine in aerated and 
unaerated seawater.    The results -- 100% survival. 

Pinna was exposed for 6 hours in 3 ppm chlorine in aerated and unaerated seawater 
and 2 ppm in unaerated seawater.   The results -- 100% survival. 

Organisms were also placed in wire baskets at E to determine survival on two 
occassions (Table 4).   The organisms tested without a protective calcareous exterior 
(anemones and the hydroid A math la) died first after either one or two days exposure to 
doses of chlorine of 20 ppm or more.   On the other hand the serpulids (Hydroides 
basispinosus and Pomatoleios kraussii) were still alive 3 days after exposure to such 
doses 5 times during an 8 day period.   All Pinctada died during this period while only 
2 out of 6 Balanus were alive at the termination of this experiment.   All Pinctada shells 
were heavily corroded by the chlorine. 

When Pinctada were exposed to 40 ppm in the laboratory where there was less loss 
of chlorine than in the intake chambers,  1 out of 10 animals were gaping after 48 hours 
exposure,  and all were dead after 72 hours exposure. 

Xenostrobus were exposed to different doses of aerated chlorinated seawater in the 
laboratory (Table 5).   Animals exposed to 5,  10,   15 ppm chlorine all recovered when 
placed in clean seawater.   Animals exposed to 20 and 40 ppm did not recover.   When 
Xenostrobus were exposed to 40 ppm chlorine in unaerated seawater all animals were still 
attached to the substrate after 24 hours exposure. 

Xenostrobus was also exposed to freshwater in two separate experiments.   In both 
experiments 75% of the animals were dead after 2 weeks exposure and the remaining 
animals died during the next three days. 

The Water Mains 

As the water mains were only 2 feet (61 cms) in diameter, fouling samples were 
only collected at their intake end.    Examination of shell removed from the water mains 
following chlorination was considered an indicator of the condition of the remainder of the 
water mains. 

Initially 95% of the shell removed from the water mains was either Pinctada 
margitifera or a related species of pearl shell.   However, by November 1967, no pearl 
shell was removed from the pipes,  but large amounts of Xenostrobus were collected. 
These grew in long strings of animals from the sides of the pipes.   Those strings eventu- 
ally became unstable, fell off the walls and were washed downstream to block the conden- 
sers.   It was apparent that the concentrations of chlorine that kept the water mains clean 
of Pinctada did not control Xenostrobus. 

A chlorination program was instigated in which each main in turn was chlorinated 
to 15 ppm at the intake end, each week commencing December 26,  1967.   The program was 
interrupted during the heavy rains of February 1968 and the water mains were not examined 
until April 1968.   At this time in main No. 3 there was no settlement on an area that had 
been cleaned when last examined (December 22,   1967).   However, a few small specimens 
of Xenostrobus were found nearby.   Xenostrobus was the dominant organism in the pipe on 
both occassions.   Hpwever, density was reduced from approximately 200 per square foot 
(35 cms square) in December to approximately 100 per square foot (35 cms square) in 
April.   Pinctada was not found on either occassion. 
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When main No.  2 was examined (April 2,   1968) the density of Xenostrobus at the 
inspection point was 150 per square foot (35 cms square).    The main was chlorinated at 
the rate of 30 ppm and allowed to stand over each of the following three weekends.    After 
this treatment,  over 300 lbs. of shell was removed from the condenser and when the main 
was opened (April 23,   1968) more shell was washed out.    At the inspection point,   there 
were approximately 100 Xenostrobus per square foot (35 cms square).    All specimens were 
very small and at this stage did not cause any obstruction of the main.    However,  speci- 
mens were larger and more abundant further along the main. 

The main was then chlorinated at the rate of 50 ppm and allowed to stand on the 
next weekend.    Once again shell was washed out prior to inspection (April 29,   1968).    The 
density of Xenostrobus was approximately 90 per square foot (35 cms square) both at the 
inspection point and further along the main.    More shell probably fell off the substrate 
subsequently because at this stage the shell was weakly attached to the substrate. 

While chlorination rates of 15 ppm kill and stunt Xenostrobus near the injection 
point,  higher chlorination rates of 30-50 pp,  were necessary to obtain control further 
along the main initially. 

Discussion 

The aim of this study was to provide the optimum control of fouling organisms at 
minimal   expense.    Prior to considering actual dosage rates of chlorine,   it was considered 
prudent to consider natural settlement rhythms on a seasonal and/or tidal nature and the 
effects of water flow on larval settlement.   If, for example,  settlement peaked consistently 
on spring tides,  chlorination would coincide with periods of spring tides.    This would mean 
an irregular schedule because of the irregular pattern of these tides.    It was hoped to re- 
duce the use of chlorine but obtain maximum control by applying it during maximum periods 
of larval settlement. 

There is a seasonal pattern in larval settlement,  with reduced larval settlement in 
midwinter.    The reduction in larval settlement in October and November following a peak 
in settlement in September is initially puzzling.    However,  this is probably due to a grad- 
ual increase in pollution levels in Ross Creek towards the end of the dry season.    Larval 
settlement increased in December 1967 following the onset of summer storms.   A similar 
pattern was found in the larval settlement of Me re ie re I la enigmatica in the Brisbane and 
Ross Rivers (4,  5).    In both river estuaries there is an immediate increase in larval settle- 
ment following flushing after rains.    1967 was a year with unseasonal midwinter rains (3). 
There is probably no September increase in larval settlement in the intake chambers in 
years when winter rains are absent.    It is suggested that the normal seasonal pattern is 
one of increased larval settlement during the summer months but that this increased larval 
settlement period does not commence until after the commencement of summer storms. 

Periodicity in breeding and larval settlement is the rule in most species.    Usually 
this bears a strong correlation to tidal and/or lunar periodicity (1,  4.   5).    Analysis of the 
data on total numbers of settling larvae during the study period show no such correlation. 
It is possible that any correlations of the various species (e.g. Balanus cirratus tended to 
settle on high tides for at least the period February to April 1967, while Mercierella 
enigmatica settled 23 + days after the penultimate series of spring tides (1) ) with different 
tidal phases cancelled each other in the longer term. 

Increased rates of water flow can reduce larval settlement (6).   Some species even 
require perfectly still water for larval settlement. There was a significant reduction 
in larval settlement on fouling plates in the intake chamber when one or more pumps were 
active.    This suggests increased settlement in the water mains when there was no water 
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flow.    It also suggests that the intermittent use of the pumps increased larval settlement 
because each time the pumps were used more larvae would be brought into the water mains 
to settle during the next quiescent period.   Hence,  one would predict a reduction in larval 
settlement in the intake chambers if at least one pump is continually working and reduction 
of fouling in the water mains during periods when the plant is running at maximum capacity. 

Larval settlement was controlled by the periodic application of chlorine at dosages 
of 20 ppm.   This is a much higher rate of application than normally recommended for 
fouling control.    For example control in a similar water cooling system in the Brisbane 
river was obtained by chlorination at the rate of 1-5 ppm for 20 minutes once during each 
six week period. 

Larval settlement may have been controlled by lower levels of chlorine.   However, 
the migration of juvenile Pinctada into the intake chambers and of juvenile and adult 
Pinctada into the water mains had to be controlled as well as juvenile and adult Xenostrobus 
that settled in the water mains during periods when the water mains were not in use. 

Application of chlorine to 20 ppm in the pump chamber at E was sufficient to control 
fouling in this chamber.   This should also apply to application in other areas of the intake 
chambers. 

However, experiments showed that Xenostrobus was more tolerant to chlorine than 
Pinctada.   However, while 20 ppm did not kill this species,  it resulted in weakened bysus 
attachment in 24 hours.   Maximum back flushing of the water mains was recommended at 
the end of chlorination periods in the water mains to remove weakly attached mussels. 
Whether mussels are killed or only detached from the substrate, it is necessary to back- 
flush and remove them from the water mains or else the shells block the condensers. 

Initially higher dosages of chlorine were necessary to obtain control of Xenostrobus 
than to maintain it.   In the initial stages when more fouling organisms were present,  the 
chlorine was more easily absorbed and the dosages were less effective.   Resettlement 
was by smaller specimens than those found prior to control.   In the laboratory experiments, 
the smaller animals were less resistant to chlorine than the larger animals. 

To summarize: 
1. The fouling in the water cooling system would be significantly reduced if the system 

was kept operating at a maximum rate. 
2. Periodic application of chlorine at the rate of 20 ppm which is allowed to stand for 

24 hours at least,  is necessary during intermittent operation to control fouling. 
Application should be very frequent - every week - during periods of infrequent 
operation in the summer months following the onset of heavy rains, and less frequent - 
every month to six weeks - during midwinter and/or periods of maximum operations. 
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Table 1. 

Total number of larvae recorded each month on fouling plates examined daily. 

1967 

1968 

February 1204 
March 1342 
April 629 
May 351 
June 214 
July 4 
August 29 
September 1419 
October 105 
November 77 
December 208 
January 493 

* February 433 
March 1046 
April 788 
May 419 

«Period of rain and freshwater flooding. 
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Table 2. 

Monthly total of daily larval settlement on chlorinated and unchlorinated 
fouling plates. 

1967 

1968 

Unchlorinated 

July 4 
August 29 
September 1419 
October 105 
November 77 
December 208 
January 493 
ToUl 2335 

Chlorinated 

0 
23 

206 
85 
22 
27 

173 
436 
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Table 3. 

Larval settlement the day after the addition of chlorine. 

Total 

Unchlorinated 
9 

12 
20 
16 
17 
12 

6 
2 
0 
1 
3 
0 
0 
2 
0 

84 
184 

Chlorinated 
0 
0 
0 
3 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0_ 
8 
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Table 4. 

Effects of chlorine brought up to the strength Indicated on organisms placed 
in cages in the pump chamber.    + on the date of commencement of each program 
indicates that the organism was used but the number was not recorded. 

Date Chlorlnation 
Program 

Anemones   Amathia Pinctada   Balanus Serpulid 

May 1967 

3 

4 

5 

Chlorine to 20 ppm          + 

Chlorine to 20 ppm      Dead 

Removed  

+ 10 

Dead        Alive 

Alive 

3 

Alive 

Alive 

June 1967 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

Chlorine to 35-40ppm     + 

Chlorine to 20 ppm      Dead 

Chlorine to 20 ppm 

Chlorine to 40 ppm 

(morning residue 10 ppm) 
Chlorine to 20 ppm 

+ 8 6 + 

Alive Alive Alive Alive 

Dead Alive Alive Alive 

Alive Alive Alive 

Alive Alive Alive 

Alive Alive Alive 

Alive Alive Alive 

Alive Alive Alive 
(1 gaping 

1 Dead Alive Alive 
3 gaping 

4 Dead Alive Alive 
4 gaping 

8 Dead 4 Dead 
2 Alive 

Alive 
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Table 5. 

Effects of exposure of Xenostrobus to chlorinated seawater.    - no observable 
ill effects.   Except where stated, 20 animals were used in each experiment. 

Chlorine 
0/ooooo 

Time of exposure (hours) 
12 24 27 48 

0 

5 

10 

15 

20 

40 

- - 
15/18 
detached 

bysus 
loose 

bysus 
loose 

all 
detached 

bysus 
loose 

bysus 
loose 

all 
detached 

bysus 
loose 

all 
detached 

all 
detached 
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Figure 1. 
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Map of north-eastern Australia showing the position of Townsville.    Inset 
diagram showing relationship between Ross Creek,  the intake chambers, 
water mains, N.E.A.  station,  outfall, and Ross River. 
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Figure 2. 
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Diagtam showing water flow through the Intake chambers.   Water enters 
through screens A or B and flows through into one of six pump chambers. 
It is then pumped through water mains to the power station.   At times there 
is also some flow between the two sides of the power station through the 
"door". 
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Figure 3. 
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Monthly maximum and minimum water temperatures recorded 
at the N.E.A. power station between December 1966 and May 1968. 
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THE   PROBLEM OF MWTNE  FOULING  TN  THE   COASTAL WATERS   OF  INDIA   AND  ITS 
ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS  WITH  SPECIAL REFEHBNCE 

TO  FISHINR  FLSET  MANAOBMENT 

R .Dalasubramanyan,  N.tTnnlkrlshnan Nalr and   A.G .Gopalakrlshna  Plllal 

(Indian  Council   of  Agricultural   Research, 
Central  Institute   of Fisheries Technology, 
(Craft  and  Gear  Division^,   Cochln-11, 
Kerala,   INDIA) 

T^ie  problem  of marine   fouling and  its  prevention  is   a 
•ubject  of very great  economical   importance  to  all  the  maritime  nations 
•f  the   world.     It   is   well   known   that   a  host   of maritime   countries  bord- 
ering  the  Indian Ocean  are   at   prosent,   actively concerned   with  the 
Commercial   exploitation  of   f-he   natural  marine   living  resources   in   their 
eoastal   waters  as  well   as  off-shorn   and  deep  sea  areas.     A   large   fleot 
•f fishing  vessels comprising  of boats of different  sizes,   types   and 
tannages.are  taking part   in  this  tremendous venture.     The  Indian  fishing 
Jleot   comprising of  innumerable   indigenous   sailing crafts   and   a  large 

umber   (nearly   10,000^   of  introduced  niechanised  boats  have   aU assumed  a 
greater  responsibility  to-day  than ever before in the  harvesting  of the 
natural   food  resources  of  the   seas  around  India.     Of the   69  million  tons 
of  flah,   the  world produces  to-day   (l^yn),   India's  annual   contribution 
is  about   1.7 million  tons.     Besides  feeding her own millions  of people, 
India   has   also   exported   to   world  markets   nearly  36OOO   tons   of marine 
products valued  at  about   3Ty   million  rupees  during  ■,970-'71«   The     entire 
pconomy  and   the  well  being  of  the  Indian  fishing  industry  to-day  lies, 
£0   a great  extent,   in   the   efficient   operation  and management   of her  fish- 
ing fleet.      Apart   from the  high  Initial  capital   investment  on   the  devpl- 
opment  and  the  expansion  of the   fishing fleet,   an  enormous  amount   of 
money  Is  being  spent  annually  on  their proper maintenance   so   as   to  obtain 
a  prolonged  trouble  free   life   and  uninterrupted  useful   service   from them. 
The  real  weight  of the  fouling  problem  in India     with  an  economical 
background   is presented   in  this   paper. 

One major  problem that  constantly   interferes  with   the 
smooth  sailing of  fishing vessels  in  the   warm Indian  tropical   waters,   is 
the   Intensive  settlement  of  the  marine   fouling organisms  on  the boat 
hulls   and  their  successful   prevention. 

Settlement   of  the  marine   fouling organisms   is   common  on 
all   structures exposed   to   sea-water,   may  that be  wood,   steel,   aluminium, 
fibroglass-reinforced  plastics   (FRP  or  GRP)or even  ferro-cement   either 
in   their  static or dynamic  conditions.     As  a result  of  this accumulated 
fouling  complex  on  the  hull  that   is   always  exposed  to   sea-water,   the 
boat  gradually develops  undue  frictional resistance  resulting  in  the 
corresponding decrease  in   its normal   speed,   increase   in   its   fuel   consump- 
tion  with  poor manoeuvrability.     Marine   fouling also  causes   the   loss  of 
efficiency of all  aBder-wat^r  propelling devices and  the  frequent mal- 
functioning of aM underwater  electronic   Installations.     Fishing vessels 
have   to  be  dry-docked  every now  and   then  or  atleast  once   a  year  to get 
rid of all   the  unwanted   fouling  and  refloat   them.     This means   a   constant 
source  of recurring expenditure   and   loss of  fishing days,   but   fouling has 
to  be prevented  and  the hull  below  water-line should  remain  as   clean and 
as  smooth  as  possible  and   at   any  cost.     There   is   still  no  one   successful 
and  economical  method  of preventing marine  fouling.     The  problem  of marine 
fouling has,   therefore,   attracted  the  attention  of biologists,   chemists, 
engineers,   technologists  alike   and  a great volume  of  literature   on  this 
subject has  thus  accumulated.(1)'In India,   scientific  contributions on 
this  subject  of marine  fouling  have  been made  from time  to   time   since 
1   Figures   in  parentheses   indicate  the  literature   references 

at  the end of this  paper. 
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the   last   four  rtecndp»   arrl  v«ry vnlunblo   flnrllne»  hnvo   so   far been  rtocument- 

Foulinfr   by  plants   and   animals   In   sea-wator   is   more   a  bialo- 
gical   phanomana   well   supportort  by   th«   varied   hvr1ro,"rranhical   features   and 
the   geocraphlcnl   position   of   the   location.     Though  nearly   l'<00  different 
speclns   of   animals  and   600  different   species   of  plants   have   so   far  been 
idontlflol   In   the  marine   fouling  complex   encountered   all   over   th"   world 
(O    prnrtically  a   restricted   few  of   them   become   a  rvgutnr   menace   to   all 
fishine   crafts  by  virtue   of   their  general   structure   and   volume,   and   by 
their   permanent   settlement   on   hulls   iindor-water.     The  marine   fouling 
complox   along  the   SOOO  km.   length  of   coastal   waters  of  India  appears   to 
be   a   true   representative   of   the   typical   Tndo-W>'St   Pacific   tropical   flora 
and   ffiuna. 

The   ml crosco'iic   fouling   forms   are   the   bacteria,   diatoms, 
-i.-iri')-   ♦"iincl,   protoroans   ,Tnd   rotifers   while   the   macroscopic   forms   are   the 
sponge»,   coelontorates,   flat   worms,   bryoTioans,   tuhe-worns,   amphlpods, 
hirnaclos,   nolluses  "tr,   apart   from   the   marine   algae   and   few   other   free 
living   planarians,   nemortinos,   polychaotes,   isopods,   decapods,   gastropods 
and   piscos   (7^.     To   a   small   '•xtont   the   green   algae   Is   represented  by 
''riloro-norpha,   'Jlv*  ot.c   particularly  on   the   wind-water   rone   of   the   boats. 
The   clrripodo  barmcles   are   mostly   and   conspicuously  represented   by 
Tin la mis   nmphi trite   var let 1 e-^   communl s   and   varlogaf-iia ;   Tin I anus   t int innabulam 
t Int innabulam   and   chthamnlus   stel latus   atellatus   ;   the   annel1 dan   tube- 
worms   by   the   evor   presont   'lydroIdes   norvoricn;   serpula  vormicularls   and 
Morfioro1 la   oiiigmnllpa;    I ho   "ctoprorTa   (Hrvoz^ans   or   Polyzoansl   comprising 
of   both   one-listing   and   orecf   forms   Tnd   causing   the   unique   sen-mat   bv   the 
pri>sr>nr.i   of  colonlos   of   Membran 1 pora   sp,    Plectra   spp   and   Tlugul a   nortlna    . 
and   ♦ ho   Lnniol I I br inch   bivnlvos   are   woll    r«>prosentod   by   n   number   of   species 
consist in,-  of Ostren,   Crnssostron ,    Myttlus     and  Modlolus (7, •; ^ .   Plate 2. 

The   barnaclo»,   tnbo-worms,   h-yozoans   and  mussels   ar«   by   far 
th*   most   Important   forms   from   tbr»   point   of  view   of   surface   coverage, 
volume   and   weight   when   they   a   1   settle   and   colonize on  boat    hulls.   Periods 
of   regular  brooding  and   Intensive   settlomcnt   of   the   fouling   forms   were 
carefully   investigated   which   proved   to   show   their  quicker  growth,   early 
maturity,   grenter   fecundity  and   greater   tolerances   In   environmental   changes 
In   the   tropical   waters   (7|<,,1'"I,.   The   tropical   marine   fouling   flora   and 
fauna   appeared   to   be  imlaie   In  many   respects  and   in  particular   the   heavier 
and   denser  growth   of  protective   shells   wore   the  noteworthy   feature,      A 
suppoi ting   investigation  on   the   hvdrographical   conditions   of   the   aquatic 
onviron'ient   brought   to   light   the   greater   influonce   of  water   salinity  and 
only   a   lesser   influence  of  sea-wator   temperature   on  the   fouling   complex 
encountered   (7^•     Though   fishing   trawlers   In   India   maintain  an   average 
speed   of 7   to   11   knots  under  normal   fishing  cruise,   they  tend   to   get 
heavily   fouled   .»*    the   time  of   their   long  detention  at   their   ports.      The 
intensity  of  fouling  Is mostly  confined   to   few  selected  zones  on  the  hull 
below   water-line   such  a«  at   the   tunn  of  the  bilge,   below  the keel,   rudder 
surfaces   and   water-line  belt.     Displacement  hulls  with deep draught« had 
comparatively more  of fouling  organ I ams» may be  due  to  the   large   area 
exposed.     Pronze  propellers  and   copper  metallic  surfaces  wore   also  heavily 
fouled  under  their galvanic   inactlvat1 on.     Rxtornal   installations  of 
cathodlc  protection   sometimes   interfered  with  the  efficient   performance  of 
antlfoullng  coatings.     l.ayors   and   1   yers   of marine   foulants  especially 
shell   bearing   forms   not   only  have   caused   surface   damages   to  wooden   fishing 
boats  but   also  accelerated  corrosion  of steel  hulls after  causing  damages 
to   the   protective  paint  coatings. 

A  larpe  number of  boat   hulls  were  carefully  examined  at 
the   time  of their dry-docking  and   It   was gathered  that   on  an  average   an 
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acciiiriulaf Ion   of   foiil Inf   for^iH   weithin«;   10   to   11   kp.   per   square   meter 
(dry   weight   oxcludtn<j   silt   nn<l   othor  non-Tonl Inr  matter^   of hull   surface 
oxposod   to   soa-waf.er   was   pro^ont   during  p porlod   of  7   to  S  months   of 
actIvo   service.      Sln^rlsh   movsmenta   and   considerable   loss   of   spood   were 
nncountored   with   such  vessels.      Rudders   wore   Inactive   and   propellers 
were   less   offlcient   in   their   performance   and   on   an   average   about   Jft   to 
55'   loss   of   spood   in  different   class   of   trawlers   was   also   noticed   under 
heavy   foul In»   conditions   which   of   course   was   more   or   less  regained   once 
t'io  vessels   were   refloated   after   hull   cleaning  and   painting.     The   British 
Admiralty  mnkes   an   Tllowanro   for   design   purposes   for  an   increase   of 
frictlonal       resistance  due   to   fouling   at   the   rate   of  l/2  percent   per   day 
out   of dock   in   tropical   waters,   ^ests   on  IT,".S.   Hamilton  ahowod   that   as 
a   result   of   fouling   on   tho   propellers,   the   increase   in   SHP  was   two  or 
three   times   the   Increase   in   thrust"(0.   Tests  carried   out   on   a   small 
training   vessel   ' YAY01  MAW    indicated   that   after   15  months   when   the   ship 
was   considerably  fouled,   the   resistance   increased  over   lOCK   {l6).     The 
National   Council   of   Vnerican   Shipbuilders  brought   to  notice   that   a   ship 
after   bein^  out   of  dry-dock   for  200   days   the   increase   in   power  required 
to   maintain   the   same   speed   was   S't^..      Extremely  light   fouling  by  barnacles 
growing   to   ar-proxImately   l/fl"   high   and   3/l6"   across   the   base   alone   has 
increTsed   the  total   resistance   of   a   ship  by   almost   30''.(l?)   Tt   is   esti- 
mated   that   as  much   as   200   tons   of   fouling  may bo   removed   from  a   ship's 
bottom   at   a  single  docking.(l)   "Mussels   have  been  observed   to   accumulate 
at   a   rate  of one  pound  per  square   foot   of surface  per  month,   and  barnacles 
at   about   half   this   rate.     The  maximum  accumulation  of   fouling   which   has 
been   recorded   from  navigation  buovs   is   about   25  pounds   per   square   foot   In 
35  months.      Tn  the   case  of barnacles,   tho  maximum  accumulation  recorded 
amounted   to  6J   pounds   per   square   foot   on   a  baoy   set   for  a   year."(l) 
Similar  detailed  observations  under  Indian  tropical   conditions  have  also 
been  made  and  the   final  data   is   under  processing.(18)   Tn  general, fouling 
by   barnacles,   oysters,   tubeworms   and   mussels   are   comparatively  high   in 
the   tropical   warm  waters   of  India.(lR)/    Plate 1 

The   systematic   examination   of   the  effects   of   fouling   is   of 
comparatively   recent  origin   although   the   problem  has  been   recognised   from 
ancient   times.     Even as  early  as   in  the   5th   century T3.C.   there   are 
written  records  of the  treatment   of  ship's bottom and   there   la   no  doubt 
that   the   maritime nations  of   the   ancient   world  took measures  to  prevent 
fouling   (l).     Even  to-day  toxic  pigments   like  Copper,   Mercury,   Arsenic 
and  other  organo metallic,   compounds   incorporated   in  paints   form the 
commercial   antlfouling  coatings.     Studies   in  India on  the biological 
evaluation  of a number  of  commercial   antlfouling paints have  only  Indica- 
ted  much   scope  for  their   improvement   as  regards  the design,   formulation 
toxic   loading and actual   efficient   performance.(12, lU, 15)     Fishing trawlers^ 
as  a  routine  measure  in  India, are  hauled   up  once   a year on   the   slipway 
or dry dock   for  cleaning  and   painting  the  hull.     Hauling,   cleaning, 
painting,   slipway rent  and   launching  accounts  for nearly  70  to   BO'f of  the 
total   expenses  involved  while   tho  cost   of paint   is only 20   to   JO*,, 
obtainable  on  an  average  price  of '«.IZ  to   15  por  lltro with  only  5 months 
fouling   free   life.     It   is  roughly  estimated   that   the  present   Indian 
mechanised   fishing  fleet   alone   would  require  annually  approximately 
3,00,000   litres of antlfouling  paints   (exclusive  of primers  and  anti- 
corrosive  paints) valued     at  »?,'»5,00,noo  to keep their  hulls   free   from 
fouling  and  to  have a  smooth   sailing only  for  a  limited  period. 

This  Institute  brought  to  light   tho  Increased  efficiency of 
Copper-aceto-arsenite   (7   to   R  months  of  fouling  free   life)   aa   a  toxic 
pigment   in  the  antlfouling  coatings   in  llou of  the  conventional   cuproua 
oxide.(iM     For the   first   tlmo   in India,   a  laboratory  formulation  of 
antlfouling paint  with organo  metallic  tin   (Trl-butyl-tin  oxide)   waa 
formulated  and   was put  to   successful   trials   (19).  The  more   efficient 
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expoxy   or  vinyl    Imscxl  ant) foul In;;   m-npos 11 Ion«   !\ro   tiot   In   line   now  on   nccount 
of  their  being highly  prlrorl  'md   TIMO   t'v-it   th»  raw  »wtcrl^li«  hivo   .Mill    to 
be   Imported   into  Tnilla.     Other   th m   nn M foul Ing  paint   co.itlngs,   innnmornhl e 
methods   ore   bolnp;   sti^wos« od   frnhi  tf"iG   to   tl^io   for  the   «MOCI» ssfnl   ;>r>'V"ntion 
of  tho   Tiarlno   fonlinr;   fr"'ii  Ship's   bottom,   llVo   nndorwater   mochnnlcnl 
brushing   goneratlng  eloclronic   vibration*   on   the  hull,   an.I   r^lo-islng   of 
highly   toxic   chemicals   when  desired   through   pipe   system   Inst-illcl   at   Impor- 
tant   locations   on   the  hull   under  wnter   V>ut   unfortunately   these   suggvatlOna 
will   have   consldor.ible   reslstnnce   from   tho   Indian   flshfng  coTmnnity  on 
account   of  their  nood   for  higher   Initial    investment   and   olaboratp   technl- 
cnlltlea.      ^fflctont   toxic   nntlfonllng   paints   will   havo   th«   1-vest   reception 
provided   a   fouling  free   life  of one   to   three   vears   'ir»>   assured  both   for 
smaller   boats   .'ind   hi gger  class   of  vessels.       \nv   further   studios   on  marine 
fouling   can   not   be   considered  as   of   academic   nature   any   longer  but   tho 
subject   now  ha«   Immense   Industrial   a;'pl IcaM H ty  and   the   several   facets   of 
tholr   prevention   techniques  have  become   a   tochnology  hy   itself. 

Indian   fishing   fleot   1«   fast   expanding   In  size  as   well   as   In 
numbers.      In   tho   absence  of  adequate   dry-docking   faclllMo»   at   present,   the 
only way   Is  to  enhance  the  effective  life  of antlfoullnr paints  or   to 
bring   out   a  most   economical   alternate   method   of  preventing'   fouling.     The 
newer  construction materials   like   flhreglass   reinforced  plastics,   marine 
quality   alunlnlum  and   "ferrocement"   and   their   exposed   surfaces   will   In  no 
way  be   free   from   fouling   In  Indian  waters.   Thus   tho   problem   of marine 
fouling  and   Its   successful   prevention  still   baffles   the  scientific world 
and  will   continue   to  remain  a   chaMege   to   all   maritime   nations. Plate  3 
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Succession and Seasonal Progression in the Fouling 
Community at Beaufort, North Carolina 

John P. Sutherland and Ronald H. Karlson 

Duke University Marine Laboratory 
Beaufort, North Carolina 

In this study, community development (succession) 
and seasonal changes in species abundance (seasonal 
progression) were followed on undisturbed substrate 
at Beaufort, N. C.  Substrate was made available at 
different times of the year to determine the effect 
of differences in colonizing species composition on 
these two processes.  Organisms were collected on 
ceramic tile plates (232 cm2), suspended on a rack 
approximately 0.3 m below the low tide mark.  Those 
sessile organisms which settled on the lower surface 
of these plates and were the major competitors for 
space, constituted the assemblage of organisms studied. 

Submergence time had a dramatic effect on colonizing 
species composition.  Plates which were submerged 
monthly during May-November 1971 were colonized by 
different species and showed different patterns of 
initial community development.  There was also considerable 
year to year variation in initial development.  However, 
seasonal progression on undisturbed plates was generally 
less dramatic than seasonal changes in colonizing 
species composition.  Thus the two processes do not 
appear to be directly related.  Some evidence of 
succession was indicated on the plates submerged from 
May-November 1971.  By June 1972 these plates were 
more similar in species composition than they were 
during 1971, suggesting an approach to a climax state. 

We feel the term, seasonal progression, should be 
applied only to seasonal changes in species abundance 
on undisturbed substrate, after succession has produced 
a climax.  It should not be synonomous with seasonal 
changes in colonizing species composition.  On this 
definition we are still unable to determine the extent 
of progression at Beaufort because we still have not 
defined the climax community. 

1.  Introduction 

The assemblages of organisms commonly associated with the fouling of 
man-made structures are prime candidates for the study of natural communities. 
They have already been the focus of considerable attention (11,19)1 with the 

'The numbers in parentheses refer to the list of references at the end of 
this paper. 
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result that many of the animals are well known biologically.  Many of the 
dominant organisms are sessile and the coiiununities can be replicated on 
artificial substrate which is easily examined.  As a result they approach 
laboratory systems in their ease of manipulation and sampling.  Although 
a great deal of stuly has been conducted on these communities, much of it 
is taxonomic in orientation (2,5,6,7,16,17,18,19) and relatively little 
attention has been p<iid to the long term dynamics of undisturbed communities. 
The only quantitative information generally consists of counts of organisms 
settling on substrata exposed for short (1-3 months) periods of time (19). 

The dynamics of undisturbed communities are of considerable interest, 
particularly at Beaufort, N. C, where they have been reported to undergo 
profound seasonal changes in species abundance (10).  Moreover, colonizing 
species composition varies dramatically at Beaufort, with the time of year 
when substrate is made available (10).  Seasonal changes in species 
abundance and in colonizing species composition have both been used as 
evidence for seasonal progression, as opposed to succession towards a 
climax (6,12,13).  Scheer (13) was one of the first investigators who 
'i'te'ipted to distinguish between progression and succession in fouling 
communities.  He cited McDougall's (10) work at Beaufort, N. C., as an 
example of seasonal progression and his own work at Newport Bay, California, 
as true succession.  He concluded that the differences in community dynamics 
were probably a result of differences in the annual range of temperature, 
23*0 at Beaufort and S*C  at Newport Bay. Haderlie (6) also reported the 
absence of seasonal progression at Monterey, California.  However, Reish (12) 
concluded that seasonal progression wan more important than succession in 
Alamitos Bay, California.  It is prokably true that aspects of both 
succession and seasonal progression were present at Beaufort and in Southern 
California, but that they were imperfectly differentiated.  In particular, 
an  appropriate time scale must be agreed upon for the evaluation of 
successional versus progressional stages, and for defining climax (stable) 
states. 

The purpose of this study was to re-examine the processes of succession 
and seasonal progression on undisturbed substrate at Beaufort, N. C.  Sub- 
strate was made available at different times of the year to determine the 
effect of differences in colonizing species composition on these two 
processes. The present work is the base-line portion of a larger experi- 
mental program designed to determine the mechanisms of species replacement 
in this community. 

We wish to thank William Kirby-Smith and Bob Lewis for providing 
temperature and salinity data.  Andre Aucin, Mike Corcoran, Ann Dean, Timmy 
Green, Wayne Harrington, and Pat Sutherland all helped with the time 
consuming sampling procedure, some without pay. Marty Farmer prepared the 
figures.  This research has been supported by the Office of Naval Research. 

2.  Methods 

Organisms were collected on the lower surface of unglazed ceramic tile 
plates (232 cm^) suspended horizontally on racks beneath the Duke Marine 
Laboratory dock.  The plates were approximately .3 m below the low tide 
mark and remained continuously submerged.  The rack used in 1970 had to 
be discontinued in April 1971, because it became impossible to remove the 
plates without disturbing the animals growing on them.  In 1971, the rack 
consisted of U, 3m lengths of 5.1 cm diameter PVC pipe, bolted to end 
pieces so they were parallel and about UO cm apart.  Each plate had a 
6.S mm stainless steel bolt fixed permanently through the center with a 
cotter pin. These bolts were driven through holes in the PVC pipe and held 
in place with a removable cotter pin. With this design they could be 
removed from the rack and handled without disturbing organisms on the lower 
surface.  During 1971, mobile invertebrate predators (e.g., nudibranchs) 
were found to move from plate to plate along the rack, disrupting the 
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development of plates submerged at different times.  To prevent this In 
1972, each plate was bolted to PVC caps which were threaded onto one snd 
of S.l cm diameter PVC pipes.  The pipes were about 2 m long and the other 
end was attached to the dock above the high tide mark.  Thus in 1972, each 
plate was suspended independently. 

The first series of (3) plates was submerged in October 1970.  During 
1971, additional series of (3) plates were submerged each month from May 
through November.  In 1972, the number of plates in a series was increased 
to 4 and new series were submerged each month from April through July.  In 
all cases, series were submerged at approximately the first of their 
respective months. 

The plates were sampled periodically in a non-destructive manner to 
provide information on recruitment, growth and mortality for each species, 
and competition for space between species.  For each sample, the plates were 
removed from the rack, brought to the laboratory, and examined in a small 
aquarium supplied with recirculating, aeriated water.  Temperature was 
maintained within ± S'C of ambient water temperature.  All organisms appeared 
healthy and unharmed by our handling procedure.  From January to November 
1971, the position and size of each individual or colony was traced onto a 
glass pane, placed over the plate. A sighting device was used to reduce 
problems of parallax.  The community map thus produced was retraced onto 
paper and stored.  Percent cover of each species was estimated by measuring 
the area it occupied on the map with a planimeter accurate to i 1 mm2.  This 
method proved to be extremely time consuming and after November 1971, 
percent cover was estimated by a point Sampling technique.  A plot of random 
points was generated by computer on an area equal to that of the ceramic 
tile plate.  These points were traced onto the glass pane which was 
suspended over the plate.  Using the sighting device it was noted which 
species were under each point. We found that 75 points jrave us estimates 
of percent cover within t 5% of planimeter estimates (<5% for the more 
abundant species).  We considered this adequate, especially since we were 
most interested in the more common species (see below).  A different set 
of 75 random points was used for successive samples of the same plate. 

Only the area occupied more or less exclusively by a species was 
sampled.  Canopies were not counted as occupying space; only the basal 
area of attachment was counted. Areas or points where species grew on top 
of other species were counted twice except when the lower species was a 
dead barnacle.  Dead barnacles were treated differently because organisms 
grew on them readily and they often persisted for months beneath a layer 
of tunicates or bryozoans (see below). Thus it was possible to estimate 
> 100% coverage. 

Data analysis was performed by a PDP 11/20 computer, except that plani- 
meter estimates of percent cover were computed on an IBM 1130 computer. The 
major problem in analysing percent cover data involved the pooling of data 
from different plates in the same series.  Because plates in the same 
series were not sampled simultaneously, data from a given plate often 
applied to a different time interval than those of other plates in the same 
series. In order to pool the data we assumed that events on each plate 
occurred uniformly throughout the sample interval. Thus, on a given plate 
if a species increased its percent cover by 50% in HO  days, its increase 
was considered to have been 1.2S%/day.  In the computer memory, an array 
was set aside for each species on each plate and numbered for each day of 
the study period.  The appropriate rate of change (plus or minus) for each 
species was placed in each of the elements of the array representing a 
day in the sample interval (e.g., from day 70 to day 110) for that plate. 
When this was done ^j^all soecies on a given plate, the percent cover of 
each species could be estimated at arbitrary intervals by summing the rate 
of change from day 1 (day of submergence).  Since these arbitrary intervals 
coincided in time for each of the plates in the series, a mean and standard 
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deviation of % cover could be calculated which applied to a particular time 
period.  The arbitrary interval was chosen to approximate the actual 
sampling interval, l* days from May to November 1971, and 30 days for all 
other time periods. 

Details of the analysis of variance on percent cover are included in 
the appropriate section in Results. 

To determine reproductive periodicities, 3 plates were examined at 1-2 
week intervals for the number of larval recruits.  After being examined, 
these plates were scraped clean and resubmerged.  Three different sets of 
(3) larval recruitment plates were used to coincide with the series of 
plates submerged in October 1970, May through November 1971, and April 
through July 1972.  Data wer» collected from plates on the 1970 rack from 
22 April to 6 May 1971.  Earlier data from this rack were inadequate because 
of problems with species identification. Data were collected from plates on 
the 1971 rack from 13 May 1971 to 13 April 1972, and from plates on the 1972 
rack after 20 April 1972.  Daily settling rates were calculated for each 
species on each of the 3 plates.  These daily rates were summed over an 
arbitrary 7 day period to provide weekly estimates of the number of larvae 
which had settled on each plate.  Data from all plates were then used to 
calculate the mean number (and standard deviation) of larval recruits for 
each week. 

During 1970 and 1971, temperature data were collected at the Duke 
Marine Laboratory dock, augmented by data collected at the nearby National 
Marine Fisheries Service dock.  Weekly temperature ranges were taken from 
tables which reported daily maximum and minimum temperatures except when 
the daily temperature range was less than 2*C.  In this case, the tables 
provided only the noon water temperature.  Beginning in January 1972, 
weekly temperature and salinity ranges were taken from continuous recordings 
at the Duke Marine Laboratory dock. 

3.  Organisms in the Community 

Reduced sedimentation makes the lower surface of plates the best 
accumulator of fouling organisms (6,9) and only those sessile organisms which 
settled on these surfaces were included in this study.  Several additional 
criteria were imposed to separate the "dominant" from the "subdominant" 
species.  A "dominant" species was one which: 

1. Was capable of utilizing primary space CO, i.e., attaching to the 
plate itself. This ruled out species which were only seen growing 
epizootically, i.e., on secondary space. 

2. At some time in the study occupied more than 10% of the primary 
and/or secondary space in a series. 

These criteria reduced the number of dominant species to 10 and these species 
constitute the community of this study. The species were:  Balanus spp - 
barnacles; Schizoporella unicomis - an encrusting Bryozoan; Bugula 
neritina - an erect, foliose Bryozoan; botryllus schlossert - a colonial 
tunicate; Molgula manhattensis - a solitary tunicate j AscicTia interrupta - 
a solitary tunicate; Styela plicata - a solitary tunicate; Bougainyillia sp. - 
an athecate hydroid; Pennaria tiarella - an athecate hydroid; Tubularia 
crocea - an athecate hydroid. 

The various species of barnacles common to the Beaufort area (B. 
ebumeus, B. amphitrite, B. tintinnabulum, and B. improvisus) have not 
been distinguisned in this study for two reasons.  First, they were difficult 
to identify to species when they were very small, which was always the case 
on the larval plates because of the short submergence time.  Secondly, our 
major interest was in the mechanisms which determined community structure 
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aiid it seemed logical to assume a similar effect for all species of 
Balanus. 

Of all the species, the abundance of Bugula neritina was the most poorly 
estimated by our method of sampling. This species has an extensive canopy 
but a very small zone of attachment.  However, we feel that although it 
was abundant, its effect on the community was small because of its growth 
form.  Other organisms in the conmiunity grew beneath the canopy with no 
apparent difficulty. 

I»,  Results 

Temperature and Salinity 

In the Beaufort area during 1970-1972, temperatures ranged from a 
minimum of 3-i»*C in winter to 28-30*C in summer (fig. 1).  The relatively 
mild winter of 1971-1972 was evidenced by higher water temperatures than 
in the winters of 1970 and 1970-1971 (fig. 1).  However, this mild winter 
was followed by a spring and early summer which was cooler and more variable 
in temperature than the other two comparable periods on record.  For 
example, the minimum temperatures in late May 1972, were between 16 and 17*C 
while tha corresponding temperatures for the same period in 1970 and 1971 
were 19-21*0 and 20-22,C respectively (fig. 1). 

The low temperatures in May 1972, were caused by a storm stalled off 
the Southeast Coast. The month was unusually cool and rainy, a circumstance 
reflected in low salinity readings as well as cooler temperatures. Thus, 
the low (20-23%) salinities in late May and early June (fig. 1) were 
probably unusual, although comparative data are unavailable.  Minimum 
salinities in the fall of 1971 were also probably lower than in 1970 as 
a result of two hurricanes which came ashore in the Beaufort area.  For 
example, on 2 September 1971, one week after tropical storm Doria came 
ashore, surface salinity had dropped to 18%.  At the end of September 1971, 
hurricaneGinger also passed through the Beaufort area although no salinity 
records were taken.  No hurricanes passed through the Beauiort area in 1970. 
The low salinities in February 1972, (fig. 1) were probably not unusual 
as this is a normally stormy pe.-iod. 

Larvae 

Balanus:  Barnacles were numerically the most abundant settlers on the 
larvae plates.  They settled predominately from March through August or 
September, although settling was reduced during the cool, early summer 
of 1972 (fig- 2). 

Tubularia:  Tubularia typically settled in the cooler periods of the 
year, in spring, fall, and early winter (fig. 2). The apparent peak in 
settling during April 1972 resulted from the larval plates still being on 
the 1971 rack.  Larval plates were placed on the 1972 rack on 9 April 1972, 
and were in a different position under the dock.  In contrast to the 1971 
rack where Tubularia was abundant on adjoining plates, there was no 
Tubularia near the 1972 rack.  The actinulae larvae of this species are 
'relatively poorly dispersed and the absence of a nearby source of larvae 
probably reduced settling on the 1972 rack.  Some additional data were 
available from the 1971 rack for early Kay 1972, and these indicate a 
higher recruitment than was recorded on the 1972 rack.  However, recruitment 
of Tubularia during the cocl spring of 1972 was genuinely lower than for 1971. 
During the spring of 1971 there were no adult Tubularia close to the 1971 
rack and the recruitment was still high (fig. TT.    Thus the high recruitment 
on this rack in April of 1972 was a local phenomenon in a spring of generally 
low Tubularia recruitment.  In addition to fewer recruits in 1972, the 
recruitment period ended in May 1972 while in 1971 it continued through 
June (fig. 2). 
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Solitary tunicates:  Solitary tunicates included Styela plicata, 
Ascidia interrupta. and Molgula manhattensis.  These were not differentiated 
because it was difficult to tell the young stages apart from each other and 
from another tunicate, Perophora viridis, a species which was not included 
in this study but which at times settled heavily and confused the counts. 
In addition, none of the species were common pioneers of newly submerged 
substrate.  For example, in early May 1972, on 8 experimental plates 
submerged on 9 April, the mean recruitment rate for Styela plicata alone, 
was "»S individuals in a 7 day period (Sutherland, unpublished}.  Comparable 
figures for all solitary tunicates on the newly submerged larval plates 
weie 10 or less (fig. 2).  Thus, we believe that the recruitment of 
solitary tunicates was underestimated on the larval recruitment plates 
because of an apparent preference of the larvae for older plates.  The data 
do indicate the potential availability of tunicate larvae from May through 
September, although they settled in October and November as well in 1970 
(see below). 

Pennaria:  Pennaria is a summer hydroid (10) and settled only once 
during our study, during June and  July of 1971 (fig. 2). 

Schizoporella; Schizoporella larvae were available from May through 
November.  In 1971, its recruitment was limited to the period from late 
July into November, while in 1972, recruitment began in May and continued 
through the summer (fig. 3).  Recruitment in 1972 was greater than in 1971 
by an order of magnitude (fig. 3), in contrast to that of Balanus and 
Tubularia which was reduced from the previous year (fig. 2TI 

Bugula: Bugula was a common recruit to newly submerged plates from 
May through September (fig. 3). Again, recruitment in 1972 was somewhat 
higher than in 1971, although the reason for this was not apparent. 

Botryllus:  Botryllus settled only once during our study, in the spring 
and summer oF-197i (fig. 3). 

Monthly Series 

October 1970:  No data are available for the initial stages of this 
series because of procedural difficulties. Tubularia was abundant initially 
but had disappeared by the time the first map was made in January 1972 
(fig. H).  At that time the series was dominated by Styela which occupied 
almost 50% of the area, but Ascidia and Schizoporella were also common 
(fig. U).  Both of the latter species gradually lost in the competition 
for space with Styela and were essentially absent by the end of April 1972 
(fig. t).  At this time the series was terminated because of handling 
difficulties on the 1970 rack. 

May 1971:  This series was dominated initially by Bugula and Tubularia 
(fig. 5).  In June both Ascidia and Styela settled beneath the former two 
species and began to grow and displace them. Tubularia is a winter species 
at Beaufort (10) and may also have disappeared because of increasing 
temperatures.  Nudibranch predation on Tubularia was also heavy.  Styela 
dominated Ascidia in the competition for space and by August the series 
was dominated by Styela, with Botryllus a common epizootic species (fig. U). 
In October and November most Styela died for unknown reasons, particularly 
interesting in view of their survival over the same months on the October 
1970 series.  They were observed to be necrotic and often the internal 
organs were absent. This left much free space, eventually dominated by a 
regrowth of Tubularia which persisted throughout the winter and spring 
(fig. U).  The series was once again dominated by Styela during the suaner 
of 1972; by May, Styela occupied almost 50% of the area (and Tubularia 
declined later in tne summer). Schizoporella and Molgula also invaded 
the series in the spring of 1972 for the first time (rig. •»), and Bugula 
had become abundant by May but was underestimated by our sampling procedure. 
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June 1971:  Like the previous series, this series was initially invaded 
by Tubularia and Bugula. although neither became as abundant (fig. 6).  In 
contrast to the May 1971 series, however, Penny ia became abundant in June 
and July, and Ascidia settled in the absence of Styela.  In the absence 
of competition with Styela, Ascidia dominated about 7 5% of the primary space 
by August (fig. 6).  Ascidia settled less abundantly than Styela and had a 
more determinate growth form.  Both factors contributed to its inability 
to dominate 100% of the area and to the high variation in percent cover 
between plates, which persisted through the summer (fig. 6).  They also 
indicate why Ascidia was unable to compete with Styela on the Hay series 
(fig. 5). 

Throughout the summer Pennaria occupied most of the remaining space in 
this series and was abundant on Ascidia as well.  The area occupied by Styela 
represents only a few large individuals.  Thus the two series were dramat- 
ically different all summer as & result of being started a month apart.  The 
May series was dominated by Styela and Botryllus while the June series was 
dominated by Ascidia and Pennaria. 

There was a distinct species turnover in the fall in this series as 
well as in the May series.  Pennaria is a summer hydroid at Bearfort (10) 
and disappeared as the water cooled (fig. 1 S 6).  In addition, Ascidia 
suffered a mortality similar to that of Styela on the May 1971 series, 
although it occurred several weeks earlier (fig. S £ 6).  The free space 
which remained was dominated by Tubularia as in the May 1971 series and 
Schizoporella invaded during November (fig. 566).  By June 1972, the May 
and June series were quite similar with Styela dominating about 50% of the 
area and the remaining area occupied by Tubularia, Molgula, Schizoporella, 
(and Bugula) (figs. 5 & 6). 

Hy-^-ractinia echinata invaded one plate in this series during August 
1971, a ." jy mid-November occupied about one-third of that plate.  Its 
abundance remained about the same through June 1972. Although it met the 
basic criteria for inclusion in the community, it was not included in this 
analysis because of its restricted occurrence. 

July 1971:  > contrast to the May and June series in 1971, the July 
series was dominated initially by Balanus which then gradually decreased in 
abundance over the winter and spring of 1972 (fig. 7).  Pennaria and 
Bougainvillia were variably abundant in the summer and fall, but largely 
disappeared by winter.  During January through April 1972, the abundance 
of Schizoporella, Molgula, Styela, and Bougainvillia increased.  However, 
all species except Seniz'sp-Fella appeared to be losing in the competition 
for space with Styela by June 1972 (although Bugula was abundant at this 
time) tfig. 7). 

August 1971:  After an  initial light settlement of Balanus, this series 
became dominated by Schizoporella (fig. 8).  On the basis of our October 
1970 series, we had expected heavy Tubularia, and Styela recruitment to this 
series in the fall, as there was still considerable empty space available 
by October 1971. We attribute the dominance of Schizoporella and the 
absence of other species to the lowered salinities caused by rain from 
tropical storm Doria, which passed through Beaufort in the last week of 
August.  Mature (9) found that Schizoporella settled well at low salinities 
and this appears to be substantiated here.  Although some Tubularia invaded 
in November and December of 1971, Schizoporella remained dominant through 
June 1972.  Species which invaded the other series in the spring of 1972, 
e.g., Styela, Molgula, (and Bugula) did not invade this series at the same 
time, suggesting they were excluded by Schizoporella (e.g., figs. 7 S 8). 

September 1971:  This series was invaded initially by Balanus and 
Bougainvillia, and in October was similar in appearance to the July series 
(fig. 7(9). As for the August series, Tubularia and Styela did not invade 
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in the fall of 1971.  Bougainvillia disappeared in the winter and Balanus 
was replaced in the spring by Schitoporella, Molgula, Styela, Tubularia, 
(and Bugula) (fig. 9).  The sequence of events was very similar to the July 
series except for the initial presence of Pennaria and absence of Tubularia 
in the July series (fig. 7), and the lower density of Balanus in tEe 
September series (fig. 9).  Thus different submergence times produced 
similar as well as different sequences of species replacements. 

October 1971:  The October series was invaded only by Schizoporella, 
with a small amount of Tubularia appearing in late November (fig. 10). 
This was strikingly different from the October 1970 series which was 
dominated by Styela by March 1971 (fig. •»).  Schizoporella dominated the 
October 1971 series through March with some invasion of Tubularia in April, 
only giving way to Styela (and Bugula) from May to July 1972 (fig. 10). 
Although no salinity data are available, we again attribute the initial 
(and thus continued) dominance of Schizoporella to lowered salinities caused 
by rain from hurricane Ginger, which passed through Beaufort on September 30 
to October 2, 1971. 

November 1971:  The November series remained essentially empty until 
the arrival of Tubularia and Schizoporella in December and January (fig. 11). 
Tubularia occupied over half of the area during the spring of 1972, but 
disappeared with the onset of sunmer and/or lost in competition for space 
with Styela (fig. 11).  Bugula was also present but underestimated here. 
Schizopore11a remained low in density throughout the study period.  Thus, 
by June 1972, the November series was similar to the May and June series. 
All three series had much available space in November. 

1972 Series:  Except for the presence of Balanus in the April series, 
during 1972 Schizoporella settled essentially in the absence of other 
species (fig. 12). The striking dominance of Schizoporella, in contrast 
with the spring of 1971, again appeared to result from the cool spring with 
its abnormally low salinities (fig. 1).  The decline in Balanus in the April 
1972 series was a result of being overgrown by Schizoporella (fig. 12). 

Analysis of Variance 

One way ANOVA (IS) was used to detect differences in percent cover for 
the same species on different series.  The analysis was performed only for 
June 1972 for all 1971 series, as this was the only period when differences 
between series were subtile enough to require statistical differentiation. 
Data were normalized with the arcsinvT transformation, where X ■ % cover 
of a species on each plate in a series (IS).  Species included in the analysis 
were Tubularia, Styela, Schizoporella, Bugula, Molgula, Ascidia, Bougain- 
villia, and Balanus. 

An F-max test for homogeneity of variances (IS) revealed no significant 
differences (p<.0S) for any species.  This result is qualified somewhat by 
the omission of data for Molgula on the October series, and for Balanus 
on the May series.  In both instances the percent cover of the respective 
species was zero, as was the sample variance.  Using these two samples in 
the ANOVA would have violated the assumption of equal sample variances. 

On the 1971 series in June 1972, ANOVA indicated significant (p < .OS) 
differences only in the mean area occupied by Balanus, Schizoporella, 
Molgula, Styela, and Tubularia.  In most cases a ^tudent-Newmann-Keuls test 
(IS) was used to detect significant differences between specific means. 
However, to detect differences between other series and the October series 
with respect to Molgula, the other series were tested for significant 
deviations from zero with a t-test.  A similar procedure was followed in 
detecting differences between the other series and the Nay series with 
respect to Balanus. All significant differences (p < .OS) are listed in 
Table 1 for all possible comparisons between series.  For instance, in 
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June 1972, the series beginning in September and June of 1971 were 
different only with respect to Schizoporella (Table 1). 

The major result of the analysis was a strong indication of convergence 
(i.e., similarity) in the 1971 series by June 1972.  This is of particular 
interest in view of the strikingly different sequence of events on most 
series, as discussed above.  Species composition in the June and November 
series was not significantly different by June 1972 (except for Hydractinia) 
(Table 1).  During the summer of 1971 the June series was dominated by 
Ascidia and Pennaria, which, however, both disappeared in October 1971 
(fig. 6).  This left much free space on this series by November, after 
which the sequence of events in both series was similar (figs. 6 £ 11). 
A trace of Molgula on the November series in June 1972 was not plotted.  A 
similar convergence was seen in the May series, which in June 1972 only 
differed from the June and November series in having a greater amount of 
Tubularia (Table 1 and fig. 5).  In 1971, the May series was dominated by 
Styela until November, when the mass mortality made much free space available 
(fig. 5).  As for the June series, after this mortality the sequence of 
events was very similar to the November series (figs. 5 £ 11). 

In contrast to the other 1971 series, the sequence of events in the 
July and September series was similar (figs. 7 E 9) and by July 1972, 
there were no significant differences in species composition (Table 1). 
Interestingly, these similar series were separated by a series (August) 
which by June 1972 was strikingly different from all other series in the 
abundance of Schizoporella and the absence of Styela (fig. 8 and Table 1). 

A further argument can be made for the convergence of the May, June, 
July, and November series.  By June 1972, both Balanus and Molgula w»re 
minor constituents of all series.  If these two genera (and Hyaractinia) 
are ignored, by June 1972, there were no significant differences in species 
composition between these four series except for Tubularia, which, however, 
was present on all of them (Table 1).  Although July and September were 
identical (Table 1), September had more Schizoporella than May, June, and 
November (fig. 9 and Table 1) and could not be included in the group of 
U similar series. 

A final indication of convergence between series was found in the 
similarity of abundance of Styela by June 1972 on all 1971 series except 
the August one (Table 1).  If Styela suffers heavy mortality in the fall 
of 1972 as it did in 1971, a large amount of free space would be made 
available on all series simultaneously.  Thus, the series might further 
converge by 1973 as the May, June, and November 1971 series converged by 
June 1972. 

S.  Discussion 

Submergence time had a dramatic effect on initial community development 
as a result of seasonal reproductive periodicities.  During 1971, initial 
changes in species abundance on each series were different (except perhaps 
for July and September).  The physical environment as well as time of year 
also appeared to havi a direct effect on recruitment and initial development. 
Thus in October 197u, in the absence of periods of low salinity, the plates 
were colonized by Tubularia succeeded by Styela.  On the October 1971 
series, Schizoporella was the dominant organism.  It seemed to be the only 
species capable of reproducing and growing in the low salinities caused 
by hurricane Ginger,  Similarly, Schizoporella became dominant on the 
August 1971 series apparently as a result of tropical storm Doria.  The 
physical environment also altered the initial development on the 1972 series 
as compared with the spring and summer of 1971.  In 1971, the initial 
progression on each series was different, while in 1972 it was very similar, 
dominated by Schizoporella.  We again attribute the success of Schizoporella 
to the unusually cool and rainy months of May and June.  The physical 
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environment apparently suppressed the normal reproductive cycles of many 
species in 1972, e.g., Tubularia, and greatly altered the initial progression 
of species.  Similar variation in year to year recruitment has been observed 
on the West Coast of North America by Coe and Allen (3), 

The May and June series in 1971 underwent catastrophic changes in 
species composition in the fall of that year.  However, seasonal changes 
in species abundance on older, undisturbed plates were generally less 
dramatic than  changes in colonizing species composition.  Not all larvae 
could invade the older plates.  Thus Pennaria invaded the June but not the 
May 1971 series.  Schizoporella invaded the August 1971 series, but did 
not invade the May, June, and July series at the same time.  Again in 
October 1971, Schizoporella took over the newly submerged series, but did 
not invade tlvi September (or earlier) series.  In 1972, Schizoporella 
dominated all new series, but in spite of a very high recruitment, it 
was relatively unsuccessful at invading the 1971 series.  Conversely, 
however, Schizoporella on the August series prevented the invasion of 
Styela, Molgula, and Bugula during the spring of 1972.  Finally, Balanus 
larvae were generally available except in winter, but became abundant only 
on the July and September series in 1971 and the April series in 1972. 

In addition to filtering out certain species of potential recruits, 
undisturbed communities appeared to remain more stable by harboring the 
vegetative remains of species which appeared to be absent.  For example, 
Tubularia disappeared from the May and June series during the summer of 
1971.  Tt appeared again on these series in October, almost two months 
before it began to settle and grow on the newly submerged fall series. 
Tubularia was a common colonizer of newly submerged substrate and its absence 
from the October 1971 series probably resulted from an absence of larvae 
(because of the fall storms which lowered the salinity).  The growth of 
Tubularia on the May and June series in October could only have come from 
the vegetative remains of the previous spring's growth. 

The August 1971 series remained relatively constant throughout the 
year, dominated by Schizoporella; there were few seasonal changes in this 
series.  For various reasons, therefore, it appears that the organisms at 
Beaufort on undisturbed substrate are not as regularly replaced during the 
year as Scheer (13) and McDougall (10) thought. 

Shelford (14) gives some criteria for recognizing succession as follows: 
"D  Do forms drop out as the development of the community progresses? 
2)  Are any of the earlier animals essential to the seating of the later 
ones?  3)  Is the second year's aspect ion like the first?  If not succession 
may be indicated." All three criteria were met to some degree in this 
study.  Balanus appeared to be a form which persisted on primary substrate 
only during the initial stages of community development.  The recruitment 
of solitary tunicates appeared to require some conditioning of the plates, 
being much heavier on older plates than on newly submerged ones.  Finally, 
and most importantly, in the second summer most 1971 series were less 
different in species composition th.in during the first summer, suggesting 
an approach to a climax state. 

Scheer (13) originally defined seasonal progression as resulting 
"...from differences in breeding seasons of various organisms", but also 
included the idea of seasonal changes in species abundance on undisturbed, 
"mature" substrate ("...most of the organisms which settled in the winter 
months were dead or moribund by spring, and were replaced by organisms 
breeding in the latter season.").  Previous authors (6,12) have used the 
term, seasonal progression, synonomously with seasonal changes in colonizing 
species abundance, implying that such changes are sufficient evidence for 
progression.  In fact the original definition confuses two processes which 
need not be related; the seasonality of reproduction may have little to do 
with species replacements on undisturbed substrate.  Indeed, during this 
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study colonizing species composition on new substrate changed much more 
rapidly over the year than species abundance on undisturbed substrate, 
suggesting that different processes were involved. We feel the term, 
seasonal progression, should be applied only to seasonal changes in species 
abundance in undisturbed, climax communities.  With this perspective, initial 
differences in community development are "noise" in the process of succession 
and not evidence for seasonal progression.  How much "noise" is involved 
depends on the seasonality of reproduction, but this may have little to 
do with the eventual presence or absence of progression, i.e. , the existence 
of an oscillatory or stable climax.  It seems probable, however, that those 
systems with the "noisiest" development will also attain climax states of 
greater seasonal variability.  These are the systems in which seasonal 
progression is the most probable. 

The problem of defining a climax is essentially the same as that of 
defining stability, and is a problem that ecologists still haven't 
adequately resolved (1).  In the present case it appears that the 1971 
plates were still changing as well as converging by June or July 1972.  Thus, 
two or more years are required for the Beaufort system to mature and only 
then can the reality of seasonal progression be determined. 
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Discussion 

Dr.   Sutherland was asked what evidence he had that some species were 
necessary for the settlement of others that followed.    He answered that 
Styala demonstrated this by its preference for older plates,  and its 
avoidance of newly exposed plates. 

In answer to another question,  Dr.  Sutherland indicated that Schizo^orella 
was able to maintain a fouling-free surface while the colony was alive. 
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Fig. 1 Weekly ranges of temperature and salinity at the study site. 

* • Based on 3-6 days of data. * - Range based on 8 days. 
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Fig.  2    Estimated mean number  (- the standard deviation)  of individuals 

settling during each arbitrary 7 day period.      Q - Balanus; 

•  - Tubularla;     0 - Solitary tunlcates;    ^   - Pennarla.        ♦    - Data 

based on 2 plates. 
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Fig. 3 Estimated mean number (t the standard deviation) of individuals 

settling during each arbitrary 7 day period,  • - Schizoporella; 

0 - Bugula; ^ - Botryllus. 
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Fig. 5 Estimated mean percent cover (. the standard deviation) for each 

species at arbitrary intervals. The series was Initiated on 6 May 1971. 
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PERCENT 

Ftg.  6    Estimated mean percent cover  (t the  standard deviation)   for each 

species at arbitrary Intervals.    The series was  Initiated on 31 Nay 1971. 

(This  Is the June  1971  series). 
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Fig. 8 Estimated mean percent cover (t the standard deviation) for each 

species at arbitrary Intervals. The series was Initiated on 2 August 1971. 
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Fig. 9 Estimated mean percent cover (*  the standard deviation) for each 

species at arbitrary intervals. The series was Initiated on 1 September 1971. 
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standard deviation) for each species at 
arbitrary Intervals. The series was Initiated 
on October 1971. 

Fig. II Estimated mean percent cover 
(+ the standard deviation) for each 
species at arbitrary Intervals. The 
series was Initiated on 12 November 
1971. 
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Flg. 12 Estimated mean percent cover (t the standard deviation) for each 

species at arbitrary Intervals. A. Series Initiated on 9 April 1972. 

B. Series Initiated on 11 May 1972. C. Series Initiated on 9 June 1972. 

D. Series Initiated on 10 July 1972. 
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Study of Some Variables Affecting Antifouling Paints' Performance 

Dr. V. Rascio and Chdm. Eng. J. J. Caprari* 

♦Laboratory for Testing Materials and Technological Research 
(La Plata, Argentina) and National Research Council 

of the Argentine Republic 

1.  Introduction 

This paper is the fourth andsJast part of a study about antifouling 
paints' behaviour in raft trials, started in 1966 in Mar del Plata's port 
(Argentina).  The work was planned between our Laboratory, the National 
Research Council and the Marine Biology Institute with the collabcrdtion 
of the Navy.  It was the first study on the subject in our country.  Up to 
that date we had only scattered references to the fouling conditions of 
Argentine's ports and about their influence on the performance of anti- 
corrosion and antifouling coatings usually employed in the protection of 
ship's bottoms. 

A previous study was made between the Navy and the IRAM (Argentine 
Institute for Standardisation of Materials) testing commercial paints in 
three rafts, placed at Belgrano's, Mar del Plata's and Ushuaia's harbours. 
A specification was prepared, but no work was published on physical and 
chemical properties of ships' paints and the biological and hydrological 
characteristics of those ports. 

During our investigations, Bastida (1,2 ,3,U,5)'determined the most 
important fouling species which settle on rort toxic plates placed in the 
experimental raft in Mar del Plata's port and also the relations between 
fouling and local environment. 

A comparison was made with fouling studies previously performed in 
other countries by Fancutt, Hudson, Harris and Banfield (6,7,8) for the 
Marine Corrosion Subcommittee of the British Iron and Steel Research 
Association, by Ketchum and Ayers (9,10) for the Woods Hole Oceanographic 
Institution and by van Londen and De Wolf (11,12,13,1'») for the Verfinstituut 
T.N.O. 

Temperature, salinity and oxygen content were found to be normal for a 
temperate port [Fig. 1].  Pollution by industrial wastes is appreciable at 
Mar del Plata's harbour and for this reason pH was periodically recorded; 
values between 8,3 and 6,7 were found [Fig. 21.  The influence of pH on the 
properties of antifouling films is very important, because rosin and cuprous 
oxide solubilities are affected by this variable. 

Our experimental scheme was divided into four stages: 

a) Influence of the toxic employed and of paint binder solubility 
(studied between l-IX-66 and l-IX-67 (5). 

b) Influence of the toxic concentration (1-X-67/1-X-68)(16). 

he numbers in parentheses refer to the list of references at the end of 
:his paper. 
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c) A new study of the same variables, but using new mineral toxics, 
in 18 month's raft trials (l-X-68/l-V-70)(17). 

d) Influence of different inert pigments on the toxicity of the film, 
that is the present paper. 

The tested plates were periodically observed for determining the fouling 
settlement.  From 117 paints studied, 60 showed good leaching rate and 
toxicity throughout the first year's immersion.  Leaching rate of the paints 
decreased very quickly during the second year's exposure [Fig. 3] and only 
15 formulations gave jood fouling protection at the end of the test (20-21* 
months). 

2.  Fouling Organisms Recorded at Mar del Plata's Harbour 

Fouling settlement on non toxic panels was determined at four different 
depths during our studies: 

Level A 
Level B 
Level C 
Level D 

From surface to 0,30 m 
0,50 to 0,90 m 
1,10 to 1,50 m 
1,70 to 2,10 m 

Antifouling paints were only tested at levels B, C and D. 

Four different classes of settlement are distinguished at the different 
depths [Fig. I«,5,6 and 7]: 

a) Fouling organisms with similar attachment at the three levels 
(B, C, D): 

Diatoms 
Tubularia crocea 
Gonothyriea inorhata ♦ Obelia angulosa 
Mereierella enigmatica ♦ Serpula vermfcularis ♦ Hydroides norvegica 
Polydora cf. ciliata 
EubrancTTus sp. 
Tisbe furcata ♦ Harpacticus sp. 
Corophium sp. 
Baianus"ämphitrite ♦ Balanus trigonus 
Cyrtograpsus angulatus 
BoweroanKia gracilis 
Bugula sp. 
Cionä~intestinalis 

b) Fouling organisms with decreasing settlement from B to D: 

Polysiphonia sp. 
EnteromorpKa intestinalis (with great intensity at level B) 

c) Organisms which settle only at levels B and C: 

Bryopsis plumosa 

d) Organisms which settle only at level B: 

Ulva lactuca 

The most important differences were represented by the Algae attachment. 
The Chlorophyte Enteromorpha intestinalis is very common on fouled paints 
and at level B but is very scarce at levels C and D.  Light is necessary for 
the chlorophylic synthesis. For this reason Enteromorpha is usually restricted 
to the vicinity of the water line.  A study was publisned recently by one of 
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the authors about this subject (18). 

Ulva lactuca is another Chlorophyte, with slight fixation at level B. 
As it is a species very sensible to toxic paints (more so than Enteromorpha 
intestinalis) it is not usually found on painted test plates. 

Finally Bryopsia plumosa is the third Chlorophyte registered on non- 
toxic plates.  It is not present on the painted plates. 

3.  Type of Antifouling Paints Tested 

Antifouling oleoresinous and vinyl paints were formulated in such a 
way as to determine the influence of the following variables:  nature of the 
matrix, solubility of the matrix, nature of the toxic, toxic/inert pigment 
ratio and nature of the inert pigment. 

1. Nature of the matrix 

Two different types of binders were used:  oleoresinous and vinyl. 
Forty-eight paints of the first type were formulated with a rosin/phenolic 
varnish binder (Table I); another US paints were prepared with a rosin/ 
linseed standoil 60 poises binder (Table II) and 15 paints with rosin/ 
mercuric oleate binder (mercuric oleate was used as reinforcement toxic and 
as plasticizer)(Table III).  For vinyl paints, 6 samples were formulated 
using rosin and VYHH vinyl resin (Table IV). 

2. Solubility of the matrix 

For oleoresinous paints, three different rosin/plasticizer ratios were 
tested (3/1, 5/1, 7/1).  In those paints containing mercuric oleate, the 
first ratio was fixed at 2,5/1, owing to the content of oleate of the toxic. 
For vinyl formulations, the rosin/vinyl resin/tricresyl phosphate ratio 
previously studied (1/1/0,25) was maintained, owing to the good performance 
of those paints. 

3. Nature of the toxic 

Cuprous oxide was used as the main toxic.  In oleoresinous paints, 
complementary toxics such as mercuric oleate, mercurous arsenate, cupric 
acetoarsenite and cuprous arsenite were added.  In vinyl samples mercuric 
oleate was replaced by mercuric oxyde and arsenous trioxyde. 

Copper, mercury and arsenic content of the different toxins is tabulated 
below: 

Cu (»)       Hg (%)       As (%) 

Cuprous oxide (CujO) 

Mercuric oxide (HgO) 

Mercuric oleate 

Arsenous trioxide (AsjO^) 

Mercurous orthoarsenate 

Cupric acetoarsenite 

Cuprous arsenite 

Mercuric oleate, cupric acetoarsenite (Schweinfurt green) and cuprous 
arsenite were prepared in the laboratory. The other toxins were of 
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industrial origin. 

In oleoresinous paints, 10% of zinc oxide (calculated on the basis of 
copper oxide content) was also added. 

<*.    Toxin/inert pigment ratio 

The antifouling properties of oleoresinous paints formulated with cuprous 
oxide as only toxin were compared with those of paints prepared with a 
toxin/inert pigment ratio 3/1. 

In vinyl paint formulations inert pigments were not employed. 

5.  Inert pigments 

This is the main variable studied in this paper.  Our purpose was to 
establish the influence of different extenders on the toxicity of the film. 

In previous tests the only extender used was ferric oxide.  Being a 
very opaque pigment and giving very resistant films, this pigment in general 
improves the quality of the paint film. 

In this new stage of our work we wanted to compare paints containing 
ferric oxide with others formulated with calcium carbonate (chalk) and 
magnesium silicate (talc) and more specially to study the influence of the 
extenders on the hardness of the film.  Barium sulphate was not considered 
because of its high specific gravity. 

•»,  Preparation and Application 

Paint samples were prepared on a laboratory ball mill. The pigments 
were dispersed during 2*» hours, except the cuprous oxide that was added at 
the end of the milling process (3 hours). 

Two coats (about lOOii thickness) were painted on sandblasted steel 
plates (30 x uo cm) protected previously with a vinyl wash-primer and a good 
performance marine anticorrosion paint.  Panels were immersed in sea water 
(raft at Mar del Plata's port) 2H  hours after the application of the second 
antifouling paint's coat. 

Observations of the painted plates were made in periods of 7S days. 
The fouling attachment on non-toxic plates (sandblasted plastics) was 
monthly registered. 

5.  Some Observations Related to the 
Variables Previously Studied 

Before analyzing the results obtained in the present experience it is 
convenient to review the conclusions obtained in previous studies.  In some 
cases they coincide with those presented by other authors but in some cases 
not. 

1. Oleoresinous AT paints (rosin WW/phenolic varnish binder) 
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important influence on the antifouling properties of the film.  It has been 
demonstrated that as the concentration of ferric oxide increases, the servic 
life of the paint decreases (16), 

c) The only complementary toxins which increased the toxicity of 
the film were mercurous orthoarsenate, cuprous arsenite and mercuric oleate 
(17).  With this last component it is necessary to modify the rosin/ 
plasticizer ratio, because of the presence of the oleic acid.  Particularly 
the use of mercuric oxide gave negative results as antifouling.  It is 
possible that this effect is due to the partial reaction between cuprous 
oxide and mercuric oxide, giving two slightly soluble compounds (cupric 
oxide and metallic mercury). The low efficiency of mercuric oxide has been 
mentioned in our previous papers. 

d) Zinc oxide increases the toxicity of the paints.  For this 
reason we added 10 percent with respect to CU2O.  It has not been tested in 
higher concentration because of its reactivity with acid binders. 

e) Another variable affecting pigment dispersion is the efficiency 
of the milling operation (the rate of rotation of the ball mill, the size, 
the quantity and nature of the balls and the amount of consistency of the 
materials to be milled). All the samples tested were prepared exactly in 
the same conditions.  The influence of this variable is perhaps the cause 
that sometimes laboratory paints show differences in leaching rate from 
those of the same formulations prepared on an industrial scale (21,22,23). 
This aspect of the problem should be thoroughly studied in the future. 

f) The influence of the milling time on the activity of the 
cuprous oxide should be emphasized.  A three hours dispersion proved to give 
very efficient paints.  Rosin and cuprous oxide react partially during the 
milling process, producing copper soaps and modifying the rosin/plasticizer 
ratio.  This reaction reduces the solubility of the binder.  Paints of the 
same composition prepared by dispersing the cuprous oxide for longer 
periods were less effective. 

g) All the effective oleoresinous paints reach after some days of 
immersion a steady state leaching rate, above the necessary critical value. 
"'hey show good antifouling properties during exposure periods between 6 and 
18 months, and finally the paint film fouls. The effectiveness of the 
paints is always measured by the time that the film remains without settle- 
ment. 

h)  Slight differences were observed in the behaviour of some 
effective formulations exposed in different periods.  This seems to be 
related to the sea water pollution of the experimental area. A reduction 
of the pH values modifies the solubility of some components of the paints 
(rosin and copper oxide) reducing the release of toxin from the film. 

i)  Film thickness has an important influence upon the paint 
coating performance.' It is possible to obtain an 80-100g film of AF paint 
with two coatings, with brush or roller application. The authors consider 
that this thickness is the minimum necessary to eliminate the influence of 
film irregularities due to imperfect application. 

j) The tect plates actually employed in raft trials are not the 
most suitable surfaces for testing antifouling paint systems. A great 
number of samples are annually eliminated due to the fouling settlement at 
the edges, while the center of the plates is not fouled. The difficulty 
is to obtain an adequate thickness at the edges, coupled with increased 
wastage of Cu-O in that zone, due to the turbulence of the sea water.  When 
fouling attachment begins the film is quickly destroyed and the corrosion 
processes are accelerated. 
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2.  Vinyl AF paints (Rosin WW/vinyl resin VYHH) 

a) Raft trials confirm that vinyl paints are more efficient than 
oleoresinous antifouling paints, specially in long term exposures (2'»). 

b) Test plates of all antifouling paint samples showed no settle- 
ment after one year's immersion. The importance of the use of comp1«mentary 
toxics was established in 18, 24 and 36 month's trials. 

c) The use of non-toxic pigments in vinyl paints reduced the 
leaching rate and the efficiency of the film. 

6.  Discussion 

1.  Influence of inert pigments 

The existing references dealing with the influence of the inert pigments 
on the leaching rate of antifouling paint films (9,22,23) do not provide an 
exact idea about the relation between the paint composition and its 
efficiency.  Babel (9) when discussing the effect of extenders, names a 
large variety of these substances that give satisfactory results and some 
others that are not so efficient.  Ketchum and Ayers (2 3) indicate that the 
fouling resistance of soluble matrix antifouling paints appears to be 
independent of the presence of non-toxic pigments. 

As previously mentioned, the effect of three inert pigments were 
tested:  ferric oxide, calcium carbonate (chalk) and magnesium silicate 
(tale). 

The analysis of the results obtained (settlement of fouling during 
the immersion period) have established that paints with calcium carbonate 
showed the best performance: 

Extender 
Total 

Samples 

Samples without 

375 days 

settlement 

600 days 

Chalk 
Ferric oxide 
Talc 

27 
27 
27 

18 (67%) 
11 (Ul%) 
5 (18%) 

2 (7%) 

It is possible to compare these results with the service life of anti- 
fouling coatings prepared with the same oleoresinous binders and without 
extenders (cuprous oxide and cuprous oxide ♦ complementary toxins).  In 
this case we have 19 samples (63%) that satisfy the test requirements for a 
375 days' immersion period.  At the end of a 600 days' raft exposure 7 
samples (23%) showed a degree of settlement less than one (see fouling 
settlement versus efficiency percent in Table VIII). 

These results indicate that for «my binder solubility used, calcium 
carbonate (chalk) is the most effective extender for maintaining an adequate 
leaching rate.  Paints with a rosin WW/phenolic varnish binder (3/1) contain- 
ing this extender and prepared with toxin alone behaved in a similar way 
at 375 and 600 days' immersion test [Fig. 8].  Differences observed for 
ratios 5/1 [Fig. 9] and 7/1 [Fig. 10] are of no significance. 

Hardness, permeability and an adequate chalking of the film seem to 
play a part in the antifouling effectiveness of those paints. 

The different compositions of oleoresinous paints are presented in 
Tables I, II and III.  Table IV gives the vinyl formulations. The perfor- 
mance of these paints (degree of foulinjj settlement) in raft trials is 
shown in Tables V, VI, VII and VIII. 
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When linseed standoil 60 P was used as plasticizer the influence of the 
use of calcium carbonate is very marked (Fig. 11,12 and 13]. Samples with 
this extender were always more efficient than those paints prepared without 
non-toxic pigments. 

The graphs presented are based on the mean values of settlement found 
for each binder, solubility and pigment composition. 

2.  Influence of other variables 

a)  Nature of the toxicant 

0 

In order to analyse this variable, we considered as a whole the 
samples of all the three oleoresinous binders st-died, excluded vinyl 
formulations.  For samples without extenders we nave: 

Toxins, with- Total 
out extenders Samples 

Cu20-ZnO-RHg 6 
Cu20-ZnO-AsO3Cu3 6 
Cu20-Zn0 6 
Cu20-ZnO-AsOilHg3 6 
Cu20-ZnO-V.Schw. 6 

Samples without settlement 

375 days     600 days 

(100%) 
( 83%) 
( 66%) 
( 50%) 
( 17%) 

3 (50%) 
2 (33%) 

2 (33%) 

The samples containing mercuric oleate as complementary toxin showed 
the highest fouling resistance. The behaviour of these samples was 
particularly notable in exposure periods up to 20 months. 

Considering all the samples with and without extenders the results are 
in general agreement with those previously obtained 

Toxins with Total 
Extenders Samples 

Cu20-ZnO-RHg 15 
Cu20-Zn0 2'» 
Cu20-Zn0-AsO3Cu3 2H 
Cu20-ZnO-AsOi,Hg3 2'» 
Cu20-ZnO-V.Schw.      2«» 

Samples without settlement 

37; • days »01 1 dags 

il 
15 
11 
10 

6 

(73%) 
(62%) (m) 
(•42%) 
(25%) 

3 
2 
2 
2 

(20%) 
(  8%) 
(   8%) 
(   8%) 

These results confirm that it is possible to formulate good paints with 
an adequate performance using cuprous oxide only.  Fifteen paints of this 
composition remain unfouled for 12 months, and 2 samples reached 20 months 
of Immersion (paints tl? and 318, Tables I and V).  At the end of the 
exposure period fouling attachment was beginning at the edges of the plates. 
The results confirm that the use of complementary toxins and specially 
mercuric oleate, cuprous arsenite and mercuric orthoarsenate is desirable 
for performances up to one year. 

b)  Binder composition 

The efficiency of the three binders used may be tabulated in the 
following way: 
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Binder 

Rosin/oleic acid1 

Rosin/ph. varnish 
Rosin/standoil 

Total 
Samples 

15 
na 
U8 

Samples without  settlement 

375 dayj 600 days 

11 (73i) 
26 (Sit%) 
16   (33%) 

3   (20%) 
6   (12%) 

'It is vary  important to remark that samples  prepared with mercuric 
oleate are not strictly comparable with the samples obtained with the other 
two binders but they are  included so as to give  an  idea of the behaviour 
of this matrix. 

The fourth binder is that of the vinyl paints,  used as  reference.     One 
hundred percent  of these  paints  remain unfouled  after 12  months   immersion 
and 67% after 20 months. 

c)    Binder solubility 

From the examination of the results obtained with the different 
rosin/plasticizer ratios,  we  get: 

Rosin/plas- 
ticizer ratio 

3/1 
5/1 
7/1 

Total 
Samples 

37 
37 
37 

Samples without settlement 

375 days     600 days 

20 (5i»%) 
22 (59%) 
11 (30%) 

2 (5%) 
M (11%) 
3 (8%) 

The set of  samples that show the highest efficiency as antifouling at 
375 and 600 days exposure is .hat corresponding to a 5/1 rosin/plasticizer 
ratio.  This value is only of statistical interest, because it seems that 
each toxin requires an individual adjustment of this variable, so as to 
obtain the best coating performance. 

It is important to mention that none of the samples tested-showed 
cracking, blistering, peeling or any other significative failure of the 
film under the exposure conditions of Mar del Plata's harbour. 

7.  Summary 

1. Calcium carbonate (chalk) provides better antifouling paints than 
those formulated with ferric oxide or magnesium silicate as extender 
pigments. 

2. After 375 days' immersion, samples containing chalk showed in some 
cases a lower settlement than others prepared with toxins as only pigment. 
Two samples with Cu^O-ZnO-CaCO-j were still unfouled after a 600 days' raft 
trial. 

3. Good antifouling performance can be obtained with cuprous oxide- 
zinc oxide paints, but if longer lives than one year are required in the 
hydrological and biological conditions of our experimental area, it is 
advisable to use complementary toxins.  01 all the substances tested for 

'fiom mercuric oleate 
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this purpose only three gave satisfactory results:  mercuric oleate, 
cuprous arsenite and mercurous orthoarsenate. 

M.  The best performance was obtained with a rosin WW/phenolic varnish 
binder.  Paints formulated with rosin WW/mercuric oleate give good fouling 
resistance, but the greater toxicity could be due to the mercury content 
of the paint. 

5. A 5/1 rosin/plasticizer ratio provided the highest percentage 
of paints with excellent performance. A 3/1 ratio gives very satisfactory 
protection with CujO-ZnO fonnulations. 

6. The good fouling resistance of coatings based on a vinyl acetate- 
vinyl chloride copolymer resin binder should be noted.  Some of these 
paints were able to withstand exposure periods of up to 600 days in the 
raft conditions. 
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Fig, 1.- Salinity of water (above) and pH, Mar del I'lnta'a 

harbour (September 19M) September 1969) 
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Fig. 2.- Middle temperature of water and air (above) and maxi- 
mun and minium temperature of water, Mar del Plata's harbour 

(September 1966/september 1969) 
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Days 

■•'ig.   3.-  Number of  samples without  settlement of  foul- 
ing  (0 to 600 days exposure) 
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Fig. k.-  Settlement of fouli 
panels: level A, from surfac 

Plata's ha 

Hcferencea (fig. k to 7): (l 
pha intestinal is; ('>) Ulva 1 
mjsa; (3) I'olysiphonia ip.; 
G. inornata + (Ibelia angulos 

vermicularis + H. norvegica; 

(10) Kubranchus sp.; (ll) Ti 

■p.I (12) Corophium sp.; (13 

gonus; (l<i) Rugula sp.; (15) 
Cyrtograpsus angulatua; (l7) 

ng organisms on non toxic 

e to 0,30 m depth. Mar del 

rbour (igöb'öQ) 

) Diatoms; (2) Kntergmor- 
actuca; (4) Bryopsis plu- 
(6) Tubularia crocea; (7) 
a; (H) M. enigmatica + S. 

(9) Polydora cf. ciliata; 

■be furcata + llarpacticus 
) It. amphitrite + [1. tri- 

Bowerbankia gracilis; (l6) 

Ciona intestinal is. 
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Ki«. 5.- Settlement of fouling orRaniiima on non toxir 

panels: level (1, (I, l(l-l),<)ll m, Mar del Plata18 harbour 

(1')•><> 69) 
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Flg.   )>.-  spttlemmt   of  fouling orKanisma  on  non  toxic 
panels:   level   (',   1,10-1,90 m,   Mar  del   Plata's  harbour 

(l<)ti(> V)) 
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Fig. 7.- Settlement of fouling organisms on non toxic 
panels: level D, 1,70-2,10 m. Mar del Plata's harbour 

(1966/69) 
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Discussion 

Birnbaum;     Did you maintain a constant pign.ent volume for all formulations? 

Rascio;     Yes. 
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r'wrummrftt'- 

de la Court:  I would like to ask you what does it mean two years' exposure 
in your country? You have always the whole year fouling or is it only for 
a half a year or three months as in our country? 

Rascio:  Quand on parle de 1 ou 2 ans de fixation, c'est-ä-dire 365 ou 
725 jours, la p^riode des salissures dans les ports est d'environ 7 mois 
pour les balanes, les hydroides, les ascidies.  C'est ä peu prds uniforme 
pendant toute 1'ann^e pour les algues. 
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New Methods of Screening Test 
of Antifoullng Toxicants and CoHtings 

Shizuo Mawatari 

National Science Museum, Tokyo, Japan 

Antifoulins effect depends partly upon the lethal action of 
poisonous components and partly upon their leaching rate from 
paint surfaces.  The usual raft tests of painted panels are, in 
spite of their practical importance, rather incomplete in indicat- 
ing only the mixed results of these two independent phenomena. 
Another inconvenience ot  these tests falls on the fact that the 
different fouling communities are formed in different seasons. 
Antifouling coatings must be evaluated on the toxicity of 
components, rate of leaching and fouling growth on painted surfa- 
ces.  To elucidate their relationships a consistent research system 
is needed at present.  The author introduced Artemia salina and 
Chlorella elliusoidea into his bioassay tests for toxicity of 
ingredients and leaching rate, and preliminary aquarium treatment 
to clear the relation between leaching rate and seasonal fouling. 

Two or three days old larvae of Artemia salina were added to 
100ml of sea-water solution of toxicants prepared in concentration 
of 1, 5, 10, 25 and 50 ppm.  The number of dead individuals was 
counted after 1, 3,   6, 1? and 24  hours contact.  The lethal curve 
made of the percentage of death at each period showed the charact- 
eristic pattern of the toxicants. Monthly change of leaching rate 
was also studied by the same method. 

The unicellular green algae Chlorella ellipsoidea was used 
as a scale to measure the anti-algal effect of toxicants and 
coatings.  Various concentrations of toxics and leached solution 
of coatings were tested.  Characteristic inhibltlve activity was 
shown as percentage decrease of centrlfuged volumes of Chlorella 
after 1, 3, 5 and 7 days respectively. 

A set of large and small panels coated with the same paint 
was kept in the aquarium of running water from which the larvae 
of foulers were removed through sand filter.  The large panels was 
transfered to the raft test and the smali. ones to the leaching 
study.  Bubbled solutions were tested by Artemia- and Chlorella- 
scale, and obtained results were compared with the fouling 
communities on the large panels. 

By these three methods the author is approaching to realize 
the consistentresearch system of antifouling paints. 

1. Introduction 

As the result of long time researches of many workers Cuprous Oxide 

has been highly esteemed and is of wide use even at present, Mod«rn 

chemical analysis has been proved quite sufficient for the quantitative 

determination of copper released in sea water.  A number of works have 

been accomplished in regard to the relations between leaching rate and 
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actual anti-fouling activity, and the critical value of 10u,g/cm' /day has 

been confirmed by Ketchum, Barnes and others. 

Accompanied with rapid progress of organic synthesis numerous 

insecticides and fungicides were produced industrially, and some of them 

proved very useful for antifouling ingredients.  The investigation of such 

compounds has become of urgent necessity in    paint manufacture. 

However, the lethal molar concentration of these organometallic compounds 

is said to be of the order of 1-30 x 10"^. This extremely low concentra- 

tion has made the quantitative determination by purely chemical analysis 

quite difficult or rather formidable. 

To overcome the difficulty, various sorts of bioassay methods have 

been introduced by many workers.  The present biological researches were 

designed to determine the toxicity of antifoulant and also to find the 

reasonable relations between leaching rate and actual fouling on panels 

in the sea.  The following results were obtained under the collaboration 

of the Research Institute of Natural Resources, Tokyo, the Research 

Laboratory of Kansai Paint Co., Ltd. Hiratsuka, and the Marine Laboratory 

of the Tokyo Mercantile Marine College, Shimizu.  The financial aids were 

given by Japan Light Metal Association and the Shipbuilding Research 

Association of Japan. 

2. Preliminary Investigations 

The author tried at first to realize an idea to use the last-stage 

larvae of actual fouling organisms directly in the bioassay tests. 

Preliminary works were started in 1966 to find an adequate mass culture 

method necessary to keep sufficient number of materials for experiments. 

Larvae of Bugula neritina were released every morning in warmer seasons 

out of matured colonies in aquarium and used in some tests.  Their 

extremely short swimming period, not exceeding 6 or 7 hours, proved, 

however, rather inconvenient to check the dilute poison in sea water. 

Another trials to utilize the larvae of Hydroides yesoensis ended un- 

successful with their unstable hatch and lower survival. 

Shelled larvae of Mytilus edulis were obtained about 4 weeks after 

the artificial fertilizatior, but the rearing was found somewhat difficult 

by the long range of larval period and also by the change of food habit 

on the way of growth.  A number of cyprid larvae of two subspecies of 

Balanus amphitrite were obtained within 1 or 2 weeks in warm seasons, and 

proved more or less sufficient in the check of low concentration of 

toxics. 

Inevitable difficulties of the use of these larvae exist, however, 

in their limited breeding season on one hand, and in relatively short 
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period   of  thp  ft^'xl  staft on the other hand.     Necessity of skill in cult- 
'irin^t  food  olijiui was  also  one  of the obstacles  against the  popular use 
nnens tcehnlelana -md  students other than biologists. 

;'lnce  the direct use of fouler's larvae did  not always yield  the 
;r tlrfiotory results  in the Moassay tests,   the troublesome mass culture 
of  ftnol   sta^n  larvae   seemed  to  be  rather insignificant. 

Some  trials  to utilize the common planktonic  crustaceans as the 
indicator animals vere,   therefore,   carried  out next year.     Several  forms 
of littoral  copepodn   and  freshwater cladoeerans  such as Calanua,   Cyclops. 
Ti.-Tio^u".   Daphnia and Moina were brought into use along with the younger 
rta-Tp  larva» of above-mentioned  fouling species,   but rather indefinite 
resultr, were obtained   in various  experiments.     Cultured younger larvae of 
foulers  and newly  collected planktonic materials  consist naturally of 
irdivid'ialo of different stage of growth.     The  indefinite  results were 
probably  caused  by  the different  physiological  activities  in successive 
sta^e  of growth. 

These results of preliminary  investigations  seemed  to  tell  that the 
most  indispensable  factor in bioassay  tests  is not to use  the  fouling 
larvae directly,   but  to use the  individuals  of the same  stage  of growth 
and  of  the name  physiological   condition, 

■?.   Artemia-scale Method 

Tn '. series of comparative bioassay experiments  Artemia-salina showed 
the ne irer.t results   to  those of cyprid larvae of barnacles.     The author 
selected   it as  the most  satisfactory  indicator animal  to  determine the low 
concentration of toxicants in  sea water.     Dried  eggs are easily obtained 
it   any  aquarium  shop,   and it  is  easy to   get number;» of larvae out of 
eggs  ever  in small vessels. Necessary number of larvae of the  same stage 
and  condition .ire used at any  required season of the year.   (Fig.6) 

Two or three days old larvae were added  to  50 or 100ml  of sea water 
solution of different antifoulant prepared   in concentration  of 1,   5,   10, 
25  'inri  50 ppm respectively.     After 1,   ?,   6,   12  and  ?A hours  contact the 
number of dead,   enfeebled  and   sunken  individuals were  carefully  counted 
under the stereoscopic microscope,   (Pig, 1 )     Coefficients 1,   0.7 and 0.3 
were  applied  to   the numbers  of dead,   enfeebled  and  sunken  individuals 
respectively,   and percentages of their sum  to  the  total  individuals are 
regarded as the  indices of toxic  effect of chemicals  at each point of time 
as  follows. 
N'(dead)xl  ^   M"(enfeebled|x0.7  + N"'( sunken)x0.?     x    00=     ercenta?e death 

N(total) r ■ 
Obtained uurves of  organic  toxicants are divided  into  two  types of 

efficiency pattern  (Pig.8).     Tin compounds  belongs to  the  fast type and 
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.-,.■.,,,.,..„. 

TriphenarsaGin  Clnloride  rmrl  HUT to   the  slow type. 

Prom  1967  to 196° thorough Moascay tests were  carried  out on  nearly 
200 kinds  of or/^nio  and  inorganic  compounds,   and  the  results  proved  the 
excellent nature of  Artemia salina larvae as  the  indicator animal  to 
determine   the  antifouling effect. 

This  method wing Artemia as  a scale of toxicity will  be able  to be 
named   "Arteraia-scale Method". 

4.  Chlorella-scale Method 

According to  the   increasing damages by algal  fouling on ships,   the 
bioasnay  tests by some marine  algae were started  in 1969,   and  it became 
clear  that  the direct use  of  fouling algae was   Inconvenient partly  by  the 
difficulty of measuring growth and  partly by the limited  season or period 
of spore making.    The most excellent  results were obtained  by an unicellu- 
lar freshwater green  .ilgae Chlorella ellipsoidea and  extended  researches 
on a marine species  Chlorella oval is  are carrying on at present. 

A new culturing equipment  (Figs. 2,5)  was  applied  to  give  constant 
aeration of C0?-rich air under definite illumination of 2000 luxes.     To 
absorb light energy  effectively and  to  get constant current b;   bubbling 
the culture bottles were designed   to have  flattened  parallel walls  and 
specially  curved bottom. 

.".fter H.Tamiya's  celebrated works  on  Chlorella ellipsoidea the 
following  culture media were used. 

Myer's  411 

KNO3 5.0  g 

KH2FO4 1.25 

M^JO^T^O     2.5 

FeSC4.7H20     0.003 
HpO 1000 ml 

In the case of bioassay  tests 1 ml of 4N,   0.01 ml  of A5 and  0.01 ml 
of FeSO^  solution were added  to 60 ml  of toxic  solutions with different 
concentration. 

After 2  to 5ml  of stock culture of Chlorella was  added to tha solution 
in each small  bottle,   they were set  in the equipment.     JDvery other day 
5  to  10 ml  of  the cultures were centrifuged and  declining value of 
haematocrit scale was used  as  the antifouling potential of chemicals at 
each concentration.   (Pig.10)    When  the leaching rate was concerned,   60ml 
of bubbled leachates  from painted  panels were used  in  the same  procedure. 
Experiments on about 100 kinds of organic  chemicals were carried  out and 
satisfactory results were obtained. 
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Arnon's A5 

H3PO3 2.86 g 

MnCL2.4H20 1.81 

;:nS04.7H20 0.22 

CUSO4.5H2O 0.08 

H2O 1000 ml 

Conc.H2S04 1 drop 



■i. Preliminary Aquarium Trop.tment 

Results of usual raft tests of painted panels iirticite the mixed 

effects of two independent factors, the toxicity of antifoulin^ chemical 

itself and the solubility of vehicles of the paint.  The life of an 

antifouling paint, therefore, comes to end when the leaohin«* rate has de- 

clined under the critical point of solubility.  The relation between the 

leaching rate at ■ certain time and actual antifouling effect of the 
coating Is/very important subject to be studied.  However, the quantita- 

tive determination of leaching rate of the coating in the sea is almost 

impossible by the indefinite decrease of exposed surface caused by the 

attachment and growth of various foulers.  Another difficulty regarding 

the antifouling potential is the unequal effect against different foulers 

in different seasons.  To getover these two difficult.'es, the paint surface 

must be kept clear for many months and also the immersion time must be 

adjusted to the breeding season of different organisms. The preliminary 

aquarium treatment was originally applied to deal with this situation, and 

fairly good results were obtained. 

A set of large-and small-size panels was coated with a kind of 

antifouling paint of the same constitution.  The set was kept in the 

aquarium provided with running sea water through the sand filter (Fig. 3), 

then the coating was thoroughly soaked just like in the sea and the surface 

was kept clean with no macroscopic fouling organisms,  './hen the appropriate 

season had come, the large-size panel was transfered into the sea and the 

small-size panel with 200 cm^ of exposed surface waa put into the study 

of leaching rate. (Fig.4)  Development of fouling community on the panel 

and the result of bio-assay test of leachate were compared.  (Fig.7)  Thf 

results of these tests were indicated in the Table 1. 

About 120 sets of these panels were coated with five kinds of 

antifouling paints containing Tributyltin oxide, Arsenic, Zinc thiocarba- 

mate, DDT and Pentachlorphenol respectively.  As maiy as 24 sets of panels 

were divided into five groups each adjusted to the different seasons. 

Preliminary aquarlun treatments ranging 1 to 12 months were applied along 

the definite schedule. (Fig.q) The toxicity of these leachates was 

studied by Artemia- and Chlorella-scale methods.  Behaviors and activities 

of toxicants were thus studied comparatively and the close relation bet- 

ween leaching rate and actual fouling was fairly determined. 

Fig.10 indicates the results of comparative study on Cuprous Oxide, 

TBTO and Triphenarsazin Chloride by Chlorella ellipsoidea after the 

preliminary aquarium treatment ranging 2 to 11 months.  The study showed 

the long rangeservice of Triphenarsazin Chloride in antialgal activity. 
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Table 1.       Seaoonal change of relation  between   '.rterain  scale unfl  actual 
foulin?;.     (by  preliminary aquarium treatment) 

Al=   Algal   foulln:: '.n=Animal   fouling lrt=death  rate of Artetnla 

May Jul Get; ,T m ■p.- 

Art  Al In Art Al   An Art M '.n ..rt     V]   An Art   Al   Ar. 

TBTO 100    c 0 06 0       0 n^ -1 0 07 4 0 ^1     4     2 

TPC 87     0 7 89 0       A 87 0 0 8/1 0 0 80     0     ^ 

i'fC 65    o 4 64 0       6 61 q :> 45 A rt 43     4    0 

DDT 55    0 5 53 0    20 C' 1 10 - 4? 8 0 57    6    3 

POP 55    0 17 4-1 0     23 41 4 10 T  7 o n ?4    6    9 

Pouling la shown in  grade value of community. 

Fi,^.   1     ßouting  Artemi. 
Indivi dual3 

App   r..t\i;-.   for  oulturin' 
Chlorella 

Fi,^.  3    Sandfllter and 
aquarium  for preliminary 
immersion  of panel;; 

Fi.'%   4     Bubbling treatment  for 
leachinr: out of nmnll   panel; 
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CMmlla cuHim 

PiS. 5 Plan of Chlorella 
culture 
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Pig. 7 Plan of preliminary 
aquarium treatment 

Pig. 8 Artemia test showing two types 
of lethal curves 

0>o<«* 

Pig. 9 Schedule of aquarium 
immersion and raft test 

A • irro CMC« ."»)      C   "C.C.« (CM n«) Of Co. 10' 

Fig.10 Chlorella test of five kinds of 
ingredients shown by percentage 
decrease of volume 
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Discussion 

Christie;  I would like to draw attention to some earlier work of Cornell 
and Sparral on the toxicity of inorganic compounds and organic metallic 
compounds to barnacle larvae and to artemia larvae.  Based on that work, 
there is some question concerning the conclusion that the initial results 
on the toxicity of inorganic compounds is representative of the effect you 
get with organic metallic compounds and that artemia is comparable to the 
barnacle larvae. With regard to your Chlorella work, similar techniques 
have been published.  How do you achieve solubility of the toxicants? 
Some of the concentrations that you appeared to achieve are inconsistent 
with my experience. 

Mawatari:  I made a solution of these compounds using solvents. 
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Ship Hull Anti->'ouling System Utilizing Electrolyzed iiea Watar 

Jltau Shlbata*       Nltauhlko Kimura»        Kenji Ueda**        Yajuro iielke*»* 

Nagasaki Shipyard 4 Engine Works ,  MITSUBISHI Heavy Industriea,  Ltd. 
1-1.  AKUNüURA-KACHI.  NAGASAKI 850-91.  JAPAN 

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries,  Ltd..  has recently developed a new 
antl-fouling system for protection of ships' hulls. 

In this system, electrolyzed sea water is mixed with air and 
released from nozzle pipes which are fitted to the bilge parts of a 
ship's hull,  so that the mixture of electrolyzed sea water and air 
rises up to the water surface along the ship's side sheila, 

A test unit with a capacity large enough to cover a 100 m long 
ship's shell plate was built and operated continuously for five 
months producing and issuint; the electrolyzed sea water over a 4 m x 
1Ü m steel plate immersed in aea water for confirmation of its ef- 
ficiency and durability. 

Un the basis of the above test  ivsult.u and the preliminary 
dealers of the system workea out for several different ship 
applications,  it is confidently  believed  that  the system offers a 
great benefit to shipowners. 

Key «ords:    Snip mill Anti-fouling;  electrolyzed sea water; 
alectrolyzer;  Nozzle pipe; 

A/'' Economy 

1.    Introduction 

When such marine growth us serpulae or lavers adhere to the exterior of ship's hull and 
grow there,   the hull's fnctional resistance increases to reduce the speed of the ship wnich 
in turn    adversely affects her operational economy.    The usual method to overcome  this 
trouble is by coating the hull with anti-foulinr paint m which toxic substances are mixed. 
However,  this method has the following disadvantages: 

U;     The coating,  even if applied twice,   is only about 100^ thick and  therefore does 
not contain sufficient quantity of poison to be fully effective. 

12)    Even when there is no possibility of QUCII manne growth adhering to the hull,  the 
poisonous content would continue  to dissolve due  to contact with sea water,   and 

OJ    Powerful poisons,  such us organic arsemtes,  are difficult to be used because of 
the harmful effect to humans. 

Consequently,   us it la difficult to  develop a paint which remains effective  for a long 
period un  the hull,  ships ure obli^ud tu dry-dock  for recoating every year or so. 

* uevelopoent Coordinators Section,  i<o.l Ship resigning department,  Nagasaki Shipyard,  i'ihl 
** Chemical  Kesearch Laboratory,Nugusaki  Tecnnicul  Institute,   Technical  Headquarters,   r.ul 

•M hachinery  Kesearch Laboratory.  Uaganaki  Technical Institute,  Technical  Headquarters,   MB 

Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 



While strenuous efforts have been Bade to develop a better anti-fouling paint, dif- 
ferent antl-fouling systems,  including one using ultrasonic waves*1',  which are expected to 
dispense with the disadvantages of the coating systeo,  are being studied. 

Mitsubishi earlier conducted basic experiments on an anti-fouling system utilising 
electrolyzed sea water^'.  and such a system for sea water piping (MOPS) is already commer- 
cially available. 

With a view to developing a new anti-fouling system superior to anti-fouling paint 
system, Mitsubishi started experiments around 1965 to study the feasibility of adapting the 
electrolytic method for shell plating and hive nofdevised two practicable methods which are 
the belt-shaped electrode system and the electrti i vzer system. 

U)    belt-shaped electrode system 

tielt-shaped electrodes,  cathode and anode,  are attached to the bilge part of the 
shell plating to electrolyse sea water, and minute bubbles are Jetted from a nozzle pipe 
laid beneath the electrodes to direct the electrolyte up along the shell plating. 

(2)     tlectrolyzer system 

Sea water is electrolyzed in an electrolyzer installed on board,  and the electro- 
lyte and bubbles are spouted from a nozzle pipe laid along the bilge part of the hull. 

Basic experiments on the belt-shaped electrode system (l) were conducted at first 
with small vessels (10 CT and 100 GTj.  and later,  using 50-meter long electrodes,  with 
the "Houn Haru"  (a 50,000-ton class ore carrier) of Hippo Kisen X.X..    The anti-fouling 
effect of this system was confirmed.    However it was found to consume too much electric 
power and required sophisticated techniques to protect the shell plating from corrosion 
by the electric stray current.    Therefore it was decided to develop the electrolyzer 
system {2). 

Itar practical use,  it was necessary to confirm 
IJJ    required concentration and quantity of the electrolyte for anti-fouling; 
(2)    characteristics of the nozzle pipe from which the electrolyte and air are spouted; 
(3j    performance of an electrolyzer that would be compact and highly efficient,  and 
(4)    durability of accessories and piping. 

Though designing data of each elements had been accumulated fron the various basic 
experiments,  including those on a small electrolyzer and nozzle tests in a 30 cubic 
meter water tank,   the effects of scaling up und system performance had yet to be as- 
certained. 

Consequently a large test plant was built to confirm the overall performance. 

2.    Overall tests with the large test plant 

2.1    Components of the electrolytic anti-fouling system 

of 
(1) 

8 
13) 
4 
5 

(6) 

The electrolytic anti-fouling system,  as illustra'Ud in Fig.  1, is principally composed 

a sea water pump with piping, 
an electrolyzer, 
a rectifier. 
a cyclone. 
an air compressor with air piping,   and 
a nozzle pipe. 

The electrolyzer.  as shown in KLf,  2.  is built of a number oi parallel spacing plate 
type electrodes with  the intention of making it,   us well  us  the power rectifier,  as compact 
as possible.    The cyclone,  intended for separatxn^ magnesium hydroxide and hydrogen gas 
formed as by-products of electrolysis,   is needed  for preventing the choking of nozzles and 
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ensuring fron the gas axploBlon, 

The nozzle pip« la so designed as to mix the electrolyte and air,  spout up the «ixture 
in minute bubbles,  and evenly distribute the electrolyte over the hull surface.    Adäquate 
resistors are applied to the nozzles so that the spouting nay be uniform, and remain unaf- 
fected by chances in the trim of the hull. 

2.2 Outline of the test plant 

The test plant, illustrated in fig. 3,  was installed on the jetty of Dock No.  2 at 
Nagasaki Shipyard.    The anti-fouling capacity of the plant was intended to cover a 100-meter 
length of simulated ship's broadside.    A part of the electrolyte generated is spouted 
together with air from a nozzle pipe laid at the bottom of u panel, 4 meters wide and 10 
meters deep,   to flow up along the panel surface in minute bubbles. 

Another panel of the same size, unprotected from fouling,  was soaked in sea water so 
that the anti-fouling effect could be compared.    The first and second testa were conducted 
in this manner,  and afterwards the two panels were joined to make an ö-meteswide anti- 
fouling test panel for the third test. 

The pressurized sea water fed by the pump goes througn a strainer and a flow meter, 
and reaches the electrolyzer where it is electrolyzed.    The electrolyte contains magnesium 
hydroxide and hydrogen gas,  which are removed at the cyclone.    As the hydrogen gau is 
ejected together with a small amount of the electrolyte from the top of the cyclone,  it is 
dehydrated in a secondary cyclone.    Then it passes through a flow meter and an anti- 
explosion filter,  and enters a ventilator fan duct,   where it is diluted.    The magnesium 
hydroxide comes out of the underflow of the cyclone,  goes through a flow meter and enters a 
magnesium hydroxide depositing tank,  at the bottom of which it is precipitated. 

A part of the electrolyte from the outlet of the cyclone is sent to the nozzle pipe 
attached to a panel passing through a flow meter und then spouts together with air from an 
air compressor.     Though not indicated in Fig.   3,   a mercury manometer is fitted to measure 
resistance in the strainer,  electrolyzer and cyclone. 

Major part of the electrolyte is discharged sufficiently far from the panel.    A valve 
is provided halfway on the discharge pipe so that the pressure on the plant can be regulated. 
Another part of the electrolyte is poured into a water level control tank and by the level 
switch installed there,   the power supply is cut off when the water feed is stopped.    Test 
pieces of various materials are submerged in the water level control tank for subsequent 
comparison with similar pieces soaked in sea water to determine their respective resistance 
in highly concentrated electrolyte. 

2.3 Results of the tests 

(l)    Anti-fouling performance 

Figs.  4 and b indicate the difference in fouling between the electrolytically 
protected panel and the unprotected one.    The distribution of residual chlorine on the 
panel surface la diagramed In Fig.  3.    im Fig.   i shows,  the electrolyte rises in the 
form of a film approximately 20Q-ma thick alon,; the panel  surface,  und quickly starts to 
disperse as it reaches the surface of the water.    Its concentration is slightly lower on 
the left side perhaps due to the influence of thu  tidal current.    Comparison of the 
distribution curve in Fig,  i and tne photographs of the electrolytically protected panel 
in Fig.  t> suggests tnut about 0.U3 ppm is the limit of the anti-fouling effectiveness. 

Table 1 lists the results of the weighing of organisms collected from the panel 
surface.    Although the immersion for the third  test lasted for five months,   tne air 
compressor failed  to  woric  for some  time und consequently tne marine growth was  slightly 
more tnan would have been otherwise.    Fig.  6 shows comparison ol  the effect of the 
electrolytic method with that of A/F paint,  indicating the superiority of the former. 
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U)    Klactrolycar 

The electrolyzer was in operation for about five months 0,400 hours) without over- 
hauling.    Although it was possible to continue the operation further,  the test was 
stopped to inspect the inside of the electrolyzer.    It la calculated that five months of 
continuous operation is equivalent to approximately  three years of an actual vessel^0'. 

The electric current efficiency remained almost invariably at around 60 per cent, 
and  the inter-electrode voltages were about 5 volts,     -iince  the efficiency of the 
rectifier was about 90 per cent,   the electric power required to produce 1 ton chlorine 
can be calculated in  the following way; 

i = l/l.323g-Ül2/A.h x 5 V x l/ü.b x l/0.9 

= 5,25 ah/g-ül2 = 5.250 kKh/ton-Cl2 

Judging from the condition of the original l-micron thick platinum coating of the 
titanium electrode plates after the completion of the operations,  the plates could be 
used for four to five more months.    Thus, if the platinum coating is If micron thick,  the 
plates will last for about 15 months of uninterrupted use or.  when installed on an actual 
ship.  8 to 10 years of normal operationv5A6)_ 

(3) Cyclone 

Tne cyclone separated magnesium hydroxide at a rate of 95 per cent or more,  and its 
pressure loss in practical use was insignificant. 

Since the separation of hydrogen gas was insufficient because of its dissolution in 
water under pressure,  a secondary cyclone was provided to isolate the hydrogen gas.    On 
board an actual vessel,  it would be necessary to place a cyclone as high as possible to 
reduce pressure,   and thereby,  to minimize the dissolution of hydrogen gas in water and 
facilitate its separation. 

(4) Nozzles 

After five months of continuous operation,  neither abrasion nor choking by magnesium 
hydroxide was observed on the hard vinyl chloride nozzles. 

(5) durability of the other components 

After the uninterrupted operation, no defect was found in the galvanized steel pipes, 
butyl rubber lined valves,  hard glass m.iie rotor type flow meters,  bronze ball valves as 
well as hinge type simplified flow meters,   (important parts of which were made of SUS 32) 
for the electrolyte piping.    Uarbon had been deposited on the surface of the neoprene 
rubber which showed sign of slight deterioration,   but presumably not to such an extent as 
would pose any practical problem. 

(6) Effect on paint coating 

Although the electrolytically protected panel,  as shown in Figs. 4 and 5.  looked 
brown in color near the nozzles, normal anti-corrosive paint {k/c paint) appeared when 
the top layer of the paint coating was removed.    The coloring was due to superficial 
oxidation of the coating,  but does not seem to have affected the paint film strength. 

On  the other hand,   small  plates coated with k/C and A/C + A/f' paints of oily, 
chlorinated rubber,   tar epoxy and pure epoxy were immersed for 1.^00 hours in a highly 
concentrated electrolyte and ordinary sea water for comparison and  the results were as 
follows: 

k/C:    The coatings underwent a strip test by a crosscutting method,  indicating no 
difference between the pieces immersed in the electrolyte and those in sea 
water. 
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k/i'i    Uuprous oxide changei to oxidized copper in highly concentrated electrolyte, 
and no toxic efflux occurred,    ihe ream in tne A/i' was dissolved by the 
electrolyte action und softening of ttie coutlngü was observed to some extent, 
liowever.   the A/^ undercoutings were found unaffected. 

Thus,  it was recognized that even a highly concentrated electrolyte hardly affects 
h/C coatings and  therefore would cauue no  trouble in  practical use. 

3.    Outline of tentative designs for actual vessels 

Tentative designs were prepared with respect  to  lU(UOU-ton class general cargo  vessels. 
5ü,0ü0-ton class ore carriers and tankers of various classes up to tiOO.OOO tons,    AS an 
example,   the application of the electrolytic anti-foulinj; system to a 25u,ÜOO-tori tanker is 
described in this report. 

ilg,  7 illustrates  the whole system.  tt.g. 8  the nozzle pipe,   composite pipe and 
strainer flow-meter unit,  and 9tg, 9 the electrolyzer unit. 

3.1 «hole system 

The electrolyzer unit,  housed in a container having u capacity of about Jj meters cube, 
is installed on  the deck or in  the upper part of  the engine room.    The container also houses 
rectifiers,   electrolyzers,   cyclones,  an air tank,   strainers,   a switchboard und various gauges. 
The electrolyzer unit  treats  the sea water and air supplied respectively by the  sea water 
pump and air compressor installed in the lower part of the engine room,   and feeds them into 
the main electrolyte and air pipes respectively. 

The main pipes for electrolyte und air are laid in  a longitudinal direction on  tne upper 
deck,  and branch pipes diverge from them and are connected to  strainer flow-meter units 
provided on ships'   broadsides.    Provision has been made  to allow for the  removal of rust  ana 
magnesium hydroxide from the insiue of tnu main ana brunch pipes for the electrolyte and air. 
and at the same til     regulate the rate of flow througd tne pipes. 

bach composite pipe,   consisting of two  pairs euch of large and small vinyl chloride 
tubes set in position with filler, is contained in a thick steel pipe which runs from the 
upper deck through a tank to the shell plate,    bach composite pipe connects a strainer flow- 
meter unit on the deck to the nozzle pipe fitted to  the shell plating. 

As the maximum length of a nozzle pipe is about 2b meters,  composite pipes are spaced at 
intervals of about 50 meters alon«; the hull. 

3.2 Nozzle pipes,  composite pipes and strainer flow-meter unit» 

Since little marine growth takes place on bottoms of modem large vessels,  nozzles are 
installed along the circular porsion of tue bilge so that tue broadsides can be protected 
from fouling. 

The outside dimensions of the nozzle pipe,  made of neoprene, is 2U^ millimeters wide and 
63 millimeters thick.    The section of the nozzle pipe is divided into three chambers,  top, 
middle and bottom,  and the electrolyte runs through the bottom chamber while the air is fed 
through the middle.    The electrolyte und air are mixend and then Jet through nozzles made of 
hard vinyl chloride into the upper chamber where the mixture remains in a turbid state until 
it is discharged through the holes of the chamber.    At the lower end of the bottom chamber, 
there are holes for discharging residual magnesium hydroxide which the cyclone and strainer 
failed to remove. 

The outer component of the composite pipe is an STPT Sch 160 tube,  joined by sleeve 
welding. 

Bach strainer flow-meter unit is housed in a steel plated container 1,230 millimeters 
long, 900 millimeters wide and 610 millimeters high,   to protect the unit from the impact of 
waves. 
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3.3 ->ea water electrolyzing syatem 

Table 2 lists,  as an example,   the particulars and electric power consumption of 
principal units of the system for a 2%),000-ton tanker,     «ith one rectifier provided for 
each of  the three electrolyzera,   a sudden overload on  the generator woald automatically 
switch off one,  two or all  three rectifiers when required,  depending on  the seriousness of 
the overload.    They would  then be switched on again automaticully,   when the overload on the 
generator is relieved. 

Due to  the flexibility of the electrolyzers in whicn the chlorine concentration varies 
in proportion to the amperage,   rectifiers with somewhat larger capacities than are normally 
needed may be designed  tu  permit operation at a slightly higher concentration of electrolyte 
when the generator is working below its full capacity. 

If on electrolyzer is actuated without sea water in it,  not only will its Insulators 
bum but hydrogen and oxygen may also accumulate causing fire and  exjlouion.    To prevent 
such dangers,   the electrolyzers are so designed that they cannot be switched on unless the 
sea water pump is operating and there is a difference in pressure between their inlets and 
outlets. 

It is planned  tc  remove  tne magnesium hydroxide,   by  the continuous blowing of about 10 
per cent of the underflow of the cyclone.    To remove hydrogen gas,  it is extracted together 
with a small  quantity of  the electrolyte  througn the  top of  the cyclone,   and separated with 
a smaller secondary cyclone.     The gas passes through an anti-explouion  filter, is adequately 
diluted and then discharged  by a ventilator fan. 

Those portions of the inner surface of the electrolyzer unit  which may come into 
contact with the electrolyte are lined with plastic or neoprene.    As the whole unit is 
housed in a sturdy container,  pipes and valves could be of hard vinyl chloride. 

itouble sea water strainers,   with lb-mesh nets and slightly larger in diameter than the 
piping,  will be provided. 

3.4 Hain and branch electrolyte pipes 

The main and branch electrolyte pipes laid on the upper deck are of galvanized steel at 
least 5 millimeters thick. 

4.    Operational economy of the electrolytic anti-fouling system 

4.1 Present situation on fouling 

fig.  10 shows the speed-reducing effect due to fouling on tankers serving the Japan/ 
Persian Gulf route and ore carriers plying between Japan and jouth America.    The average 
reduction in speed of tankers for every 12-Donth period of operation between dockings is 
0.5 knot,  while that of ore carriers over the same period is 1.0 knot. 

4.2 Increase in cruising speeds by electrolytically protected system 

The effect of electrolytic anti-fouling is measured by an increase in the cruising 
speed of the ship.    However assuming that the decline in speed diagramed in Fig. 10 is whol- 
ly attributable to fouled hulls,  and the efficacy of the electrolytically anti-fouling 
system is perfect,  large tankers and ore carriers, if docked at 12-month intervals,  would 
gain O.b and 1,0 knot respectively in service speed due to electrolytic protection. 

If the drop in speed due to the increased resistance caused by the roughening of the 
coating surface or by the fouling of    he slime,  as covered by Fig.  10,  is 0,3 to 0.4 knot 
immediately before docking after every 12 months of operation,   the average service speed of 
a large tanker or an ore carrier with electrolytic protection,  is calculated to rise by 0.3 
or 0.6 knot respectively.     When docking intervals are longer,   the electrolytic anti-fouling 
system will obviously give even a greater advantage in speed. 
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4.3    economy of ulectrolytically protected vesuels 

Although recant A/>' puntu have greatly improved,   they remain effective for only six 
months or one year at  the most,  i-nn their unti-foulin^ characteristics suddenly deteriorates 
after that.    On  the other hand,  uince tne electrolytic anti-fouling system may prevent marine 
growth on hulls  send-permanently,   tlock-intervuls can be extended. 

The aforementioned increase in service speed and  the extension of docking intervals 
would  result in a gain in annual  freight earnings,    £ven if  their docking intervals remain as 
they are.  a <?50,000-ton tanker would earn UW million more,  and a 50,000-ton ore carrier, 
HO million more, on an annual basis.    The corresponding increase in operating costs is only 
the additional fuel for the generating plant to supply power to the electrolytic anti-fouling 
system.    Assuming that  the extra power consumption ir. 209 kilowatts for 50 days a year at 
anchor,   fuel consumption 2bU grams per kilowatt of power generated and fuel  cost tti,5U0 per 
ton the operating cost of »550,000 ■ year is trivial for a ^fu,000 ton tanker when compared 
with the gain in freight earnings,  prefer Table 3) 

If aocking intervals are extended,  the number of idle days will be further reduced. 

one of the generally applied criteria upon which to decide whether or not an additional 
equipment  should be used is  whether it will  pay for itself in  three years,    ilg.  11 gives an 
estimated increase of freight income by electrolytically protected vessels over a three-year 
period,  which can be used as a criterion to assess the economic value of this electrolytic 
anti-fouling system. 

5.    nummary 

With a view to the uevelopmont of a hull anti-fouling system utilizing electrolysed sea 
water for practical use,   a test plant on such a scale  that  would allow enlargement for 
application  to an actual  snip,  was built,   ana overall   tests were conducted  to confirm the 
practicability of the system and its anti-fouling effect,    AS a result,  a remarkable anti- 
fouling effect was ascertained as well as tin; practicability of the electrolyzers. nozzle 
pipes and accessory units. 

un the basis of results obtaiiiod from the tests,   trial designs of the system were 
prepared for some types of vessels and their economic aspects were studied.    The results 
envisaged a significant  economic  advantage for the system. 

Since no final  evaluation of  the system can be achieved until it is tested on board an 
actual ship,  the cooperation of all concerned for its realization,  is desired. 
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Table I   Oiunlity uf munne icrnwiti aller immersion lest 

PnilflCIrd Jitairist 

fouling or mil 

Blank panel Unprnievleü surfaie 

KleclrulylKally 
prolecled test 

panel 

(A/r only) 

Klccirolytkally 
prutecleil surface 

WC only) 

Piailiun 

(J«pth f 

of sampk- 

vliun 

mm lop) 

Amount of marine growth U/m') 

Kinl M If 

Uvim 

It M day«) 

Ihied 

Stfionii Itfil (for JO day«) 

livini              Dtwd 

Third teil 
(for S month») 

Dried 

2 m 1 - 
HUSO 1 SSO 1 207 Ml - 

too 250 - - - 
400 100 661 210 - 
420 170 - - 

5 IM IJ0 414 122 - 
2 S00 SSO . _ 
3 100 .100 246 73 - 

_ _ _ _ _ 
1 700 B00 - - - 
1 700 ■00 - - - 

4 SO IM - - - 
10 ao - - - 

- _ - ■0 

.1.10 140 
Minute serpulae, 

1 unu- 2 000 bodie»/m: 540 

70 60 
Minute serpulae, 

500- 1 000 (mdiea/m1 180 

20 10 0 0 IM 
0 

ahout 4 S00 hodKi/m' 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0                        0 0 
0 0 0         i              0 0 

Notes:   (I)   The mean low tide level was about 3m 
(2)  Ornjtiisms were vollei'ted from an are; 

below the panel lop. 
of the panel surface lOOmm square, and weighed- 

Table 2  Particulars of equipments and power consumption (250,000 DWt tinker) 

Hem No. of unita Particulars Power consumption 

Reclifltr ] 7S-IS0V « «60A 126 kW 

Kleclrolyitr J Platinum-coaled titanium plate (Pt I.Sv) - 
Sea water pump 1 210 m> « 500 m TH. 54 kW 

Air compressor 1 250 m> (F.AJ > 7 kl/cm' 2S kW 

Air tank reservoir 1 *00 C « 7 ki/cm' - 
Ventilator fan 1 10 m '/mm » 60 mm H,0 0.6 kW 

Total 20« kW 
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Table )  Estimated increase in fteijht income reiultin; from use of antt-fouling system 

Rout, lypf of ship Japan/P.G. large tanker                      Japan/S. America or« carrier 

3 SO 000                         DWt 50 000                        DWt 

Round-trip diitanct 1)600                      sea miles 20 000                 sea miles 

AveTige 
urvtee »pe«d 

Clean                                                         ItO                            kl 
Ai it it                                                      MS                            kt 
Electrolytically protected                      IS.8                            kt 

16.0                             kl 
15.0                          kl 
1 S.>                          kl 

No. of dayi 
It «i per voyage 

Alil is 
Electrolytically protected 

3A.SS9I                days/voyage 
3S.B6S0                days/voyage 

55.5556               days/voyage 
51.7416              days/voyage 

No. u' diyi it anchor per voyage 4                      days/voyage 6                     days/voyage 

No. of days 
required per voyage 

As it is 
Electrolytically protected 

40.SS9I                days/voyage 
39.8650                days/voyage 

61.5556               days/voyage 
Sa.7416               days/voyage 

No. of idle days 
per year due lo 
dockini 

Once a year 

Once every other year 

Including               IS days/year 
transfer time     1      _ .  . 
fo, ,a. freeln,          '»lays/year 

including     ,        12 days/year 

—              6d.,s/y... 

No. of voyagei 
per year 

As it is 
Electrulyiicaly 
protected 

Once a year 
Once every 
other year 

il.tlM                 voya|e«/year                5.7347               voyues/yeai 
U.7796                 voya|e«/y«ar                6.0043               voya|M/year 
S.9678                  voyages/year                  6-1 114                 voyages/year 

Increase in cargo volume carried 
by electrolytically prutccied ship 
per year 

Once a year 
Once every 
other year 

37 SS0                    Ions/year 

84 600                    Ions/year 

13 730                    tons/year 

I8 83S                    luns/year 

Freight rale per ton 
(according 10 Kaiun. Keb. I97|) 

As of D«c. I«70 
11.01 dollars/Ion 

(Inlcrscalc * 63.64%) 

As of Dec. 1970 
«13 dollars/inn 

Increase in freight          Docked once a year 
income per year            Ducked nnce every other year 

14« 000           thousand yen/year 
335 000           thousand yen/year 

40 100           thousand yen/year 
55 100           thousand yen/year 
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The     fouling    curve    repreicnting    the    marine 
growth   on  the  electrolytic ally  protected  panel 
indicates around  the  mean  low tide level (tee 
Table   I) where   the  electrolytic  anil fouling  is 
least effective. 
Latest     informations    ci ncerning    A/K    paints 
coated on actual ship's hull are desired. 
A/K paint data on small test pieces are usually 
better than on actual conditions. 

Fig. 6  Immersion test period and quantity 
of marine growth 
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Discussion 

Morgan:  In the operation of the system using air, do you think that the 
trim of the ship will affect the distribution of the electrolyte? 

Shibata:  The unit has a valve that controls the amount of air going out. 

Suestion:  Will the chlorine layer be evenly distributed over the ship hull? 
ill you be allowed to use this system in ports? 

Shibata:  The nozzle can control the air to provide even distribution. 
The system should not be objectionable. 

Birnbaum:  What is chlorine concentrations in parts per million? 

Shibata:  Parts per million of chlorine is very low and indicated in 
figure 3 of the paper. 

Smith (U.K.);  U.K. experience with an injection system using kerosene 
plus toxin on merchant ships indicated that the major problem was distri- 
bution and results were unsatisfactory because of ship contours.  Although 
tankers may be easier to protect, how would you deal with a complex hull 
form such as Naval ships? 

Shibata:  Additional sections would be required. 

Smith (U.K.):  As you increase the complexity, you increase cost.  This 
has to be traded off against effectiveness of anti-fouling paint or other 
techniques which perhaps can achieve the same job at a much lower cost. 
Also, U.K. experience with a piping system with a series of holes or nozzles 
resulted in a fan shape distribution and areas between the nozzles weren't 
protected. 

Shibata:  The electrolyte is pumped and mixed with air to facilitate 
distribution. 

Birnbaum;  There is apparently a difference of opinion which can be 
resolved only by ship trial. We do not have sufficient time to pursue this 
discussion. 

Poretz:  What provisions could you incorporate into the system to assure 
that the system would work all the time, and do you think that this would 
reflect significantly in the total cost of the system? 

Birnbaum;  The author indicated that he would not expect to get protection 
while the ship was underway. When you say all the time, do you mean all 
the time that the ship is stationary? 

Poretz;  Anytime the ship is going less than four knots. What is the 
reliability? That is, how sure are we that the system will operate 100% 
of the time even with nozzle clogging or how would the system compensate 
for some other malfunction? 

Birnbaum:  We are talking about a concept that has just been evaluated and 
you are asking for data on engineering reliability.  Don't you feel this 
question is premature? 

Poretz:  No.  All X  am saying is that to provide this reliability may 
significantly affect the cost of the system over that indicated in the 
presentation. 

Shibata:  In this system, there are three units.  If one unit goes bad or 
malfunctions, the other two units would work, so there is a built-in spare. 
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o The fouling curve representing the marine 
growth on the electrolytically protected panel 
indicates around the mean low tide level (see 
Table 1) where the electrolytic anti-fouling is 
least effective. 

o Latest    informations    concerning    A/F    paints 
coated on actual ship's hull are desired. 
A/F paint data on small test pieces are usually 
better than on actual conditions. 

Fig. 6  Immersion test period and quantity 
of marine growth 
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Marine   Fouling  Control  by  Electrolytic   Hypochlorlte 
Generation 

Thomas   J.   Lamb 

Engelhard Mineral* & Chemicals Corporation 
205 Grant Avenue 

East Newark, New Jersey 07029 

A fouling problem existed on a long sea water line and 
various types of antifouling methods were investigated. 
These methods included liquid chlorine, sodium hypochlorlte 
and calcium hypochlorlte. 

The method selected for this test was electrolytic so- 
dium hypochlorlte to study its effects on fouling and cor- 
rosion.  In addition, the effects of constant chlorination 
versus Intermittent treatment in heavier concentrations was 
investigated. 

Tests were conducted over a two year period and fouling 
organisms were controlled by less than 1 PPM dosage of equiv- 
alent chlorine when the system was In constsnt operation. It 
was not found necessary to treat to the chlorine demand of 
the water, nor was it essential to show a residual in the ef- 
fluent In order to control the fouling. 

Potential problems of cell blockage due to calcareoua 
deposit« ware also investigated.  Cell design was shown to 
prevent deposits and constant operation could be obtained 
without having to shut down for cleaning. 

Electrode life waa also investigated.  It was found that 
previous tests showing the consumption rate of platinum in sea 
water of 6 mg/amp years were valid. 

Workable systems were shown for the safe and complete 
deasipation of hydrogen gas evolution. 

Key words:  chlorine; hypochlorlte; residual; cal- 
careous 

Marine fouling is a problem which has been recorded in the earliest 
histories of the sea.  Although written records of the treat «nt of ships 
bottoms ss early as the 5th Century B.C. have been found,  the se rch for 
an antifouling surface undoubtedly begsn with even earlier ships aoout 
which little is written. 

Superscript figures 
this paper. 

indicate the literature references at the end of 
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Historically, the development of these antifoulants falls Into four parts: 
(1) the repeated Introduction and use of metallic sheathing, culminating In the 
discovery of copper sheathing as an effective antlfoulant surface; (2) the In- 
validation of the use of copper on Iron hulls because of galvanic effects; (3) 
the development of antlfoullng paints and (4) the use of toxicants in the form 
of liquid or gases. In general, the systems all operated with one thing In 
common - that It had the ability to emit some substance which was toxic or un- 
desirable to the fouling organism. 

The several factors which determine the tendency of a surface to foul when 
exposed In the sea may be divided Into two main groups:  (1) those which de- 
termine the numbers of larvae coming In contact with the exposed surface and 
(2) those which limit the ability of these larvae to attach to the surface and 
grow. 

The factors which control the numbers of larvae are primarily (1) geogra- 
phical (2) seasonal and (3) the level of pollutants.  The factors which control 
the ability of the larvae to attach themselves are many, such as the texture of 
the surface, velocity of the water, level of illumination, toxicity, temperature 
and others.  These latter factors are generally those that are controllable 
while the former are not.  Of these latter factors, the one that is most easily 
controlled is toxicity because it is the only factor which will not require 
changes in the system design perameters and can be added from outside the sys- 
tem.  Many toxics have been tested through the years.  These Include salts of 
many metals and  many uncompounded metals as well as gases and organic com- 
pounds.  One of the most convenient of these toxics from a cost and availability 
standpoint is chlorine.  Its toxicity Is well known and shown by the fact that 
the 1971 Occupational Safety and Health Act lists 1 PPM exposure for 8 hours as 
the current national standpoint for humans.2   Concentrations in air above about 
0.3 PPM can be detected by smell by most persons.  Because of the toxicity, 
chlorine has become one of the most effective of fouling control chemicals. The 
vital organisms  of most marine animals are more sensitive than humans and thus 
it   would be expected they are quite vulnerable to very low concentrations of 
chlorine.  It has been shown that some fishes are killed with doses as little 
as .05 PPM.3 

With the knowledge that chlorine was an effective antlfoulant, the purpose 
of this study was to first identify what form of chlorine was most effective and 
secondly, to design equipment which would produce the desired product and do so 
automatically and economically. 

The methods of chlorine release that were considered were liquid chlorine, 
calcium hypochlorite and sodium hypochlorite.  The chemistry of the reactions 
of each is as follows: 

CIj + H2O                  ^  H0C1 + HC1 

Ca(0Cl)2 + H20     Ca0H + H0C1 

NaOCl + H2o    NaOH + H0C1 

Each of these forms releases chlorine as hypochlorous acid (H0C1) or 
ionized as the hypochlorite ion.  It can be seen that all forms produce the 
same end product which is defined as free available chlorine or free residual 
chlorine.  It is chlorine In this form that will be referred to throughout this 
paper. 

Since sea water is the source of marine fouling organisms, it would follow 
that it also be the source of the salt for the formation of sodium hypochlorite 
which was decided to be used in these tests.  Liquid chlorine was rejected be- 
cause of the dangers in handling and difficulty in isolating in aqueous solu- 
tion.  Calcium hypochlorite was not considered because of the unavailability of 
economical calcium chloride and lack of same in sea water.  The breakdown of 
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salt water by electrolysis is shown as follows: 

NaCl + H2O  fc HaOCl + H ,f 

The tests were conducted at a sea water inlet which pumped water through 
an  18" line (AS.6 cm) to its delivery point.  The total pumping capacity of 
this line was 6.9 Mg/d  (26,200 M^/d); however, the average water pumped was 
about half that amount. 

Prior to these tests, this line was treated with liquid chlorine with 
batch treating twice a day for a total of 25 pounds (55 Kg) per day.  Thia 
treatment gave marginal results because large collections of shells were ac 
cumulated at strainers at the end of the line on a regular basis.  Also foul- 
ing was noted in some distribution lines as shown in Figure 1. 

The water was drawn from a lagoon off the Atlantic Ocean with a salinity 
of about 32 PPT, and a summer time chlorine demand of 2 - 3 PPM. 

The design of the equipment for this test was completed in about three 
months and the two test units were installed in June 1970,   Two one pound/ 
hour chlorine units were installed; each of a different design with each cap- 
able of equaling the liquid chlorine output used previously. 
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d were for analysis of the geometrical effects on 
osits.  One design employed a tube within a tube 
en the annulus between the tubes.  The alternate 
plates with the water passing between the plates, 

Igures 2 and 3.  Previous designs that had a series 
een explained In the literature.'1   Earlier tests 
hat the plates clogged with calcareous deposits due 
ernate paths open to passage by the water.  This 
Figure A,  The major goals of this study were co (i) 
buildups and inevitable need for shutlng down the 
design cells which could be used in series In order 
s (3) determine the life of the anodes; (A) assess 
dup of hydrogen gas within the system and (5) de- 
lorite which would control antifouling. 

The method chosen for elimination of deposits was velocity combined with 
a single flow channel for the water.  This did not permit alternate paths for 
the water which when available will permit deposits to build up between some 
of the plates and eventually decrease the output and require cleaning.  Ve- 
locity was maintained at 5 ft/second (153 cm/second) or greater.  Both designs 
shown in Figure 2 are single pass configurations. 

The cell length was 16 inches (40.5 cm) and with 50 amperes of current at 
7 VDC  was capable of generating 1/8 pound (,28 kg) of chlorine per hour. 
Eight of these cells were placed in series to obtain the desired 1 pound/hour 
(2.2 kg/hour).  Total power consumption at the cells was 2.8 KW for 1 pound 
(2.2 kg) of chlorine capacity.  This power consumption was obtained when the 
water resistivity was 30 ohm-cm in the warmer months.  Power consumption was 
higher during the colder months.  In order to maintain constant chlorine out- 
put for the changes in resistivity caused by seasonal changes, a power supply 
was used which employed a saturable reactor.  This type supply would maintain 
a constant current output with changes in resistivity of the water due to 

seasonal changes. 

For the total flow capacity of the system of 6.9 milltan gallons per day 
(26,200 H3/d) of chlorine output would give a concentration of .83 PPM of 
chlorine to the entire flow.  However, during most the test, only two of the 
three available pumps were used for a total A,6 mg/d (17,400 M3/d) and the 1 
pound (2,2 kg) generator units were alternated giving a total of ,63 PPM 
total.  At the outset of the test, the fun ling In the distribution line was 
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similar to that shown In Figure 1.  The large 18'' (46 cm) line was apparently 
lined with shell fish as witnessed by large collections of shells which were 
collected during the first few months of the test.  These shells were collected 
In a strainer at the delivery point and the numbers decreased sharply after 
several months to the point that almost none were In evidence during the last 
year of the test.  The generator was allowed to run unmanned for the duration 
of the test with checks made daily at first, then every other day and finally 
once per week.  These checks were to measure power consumption, chlorine out- 
put and flow through the generator.  Internal checks on the equipment were 
made at about 6-8 week Intervals during required maintenance periods. 

The results of the test can be categorized into two areas; (1) the opera- 
tion of the equipment and (2) results of the hypochlorination on the fouling 
control program.  The equipment performed satisfactorily, giving approximately 
90%  current efficiency based on Faraday's Law.The inefficiencies appear to be 
in the generation of small quantities of oxygen and chlorine as determined from 
laboratory generated samples. 

During the duration of the tests, a residual at the outfall, which is ,S 
miles(,8 km) from the injection point, was never obtained.  The chlorine de- 
mand of the water which was 2-3 PFM had never been attained; however, com- 
plete fouling control was obtained.  This is significant for two reasons: (1) 
residual chlorine discharge into estuaries is not required, thus the deleteri- 
ous effects of residual chlorine can be avoided; and (2) lower quantities of 
chlorine usage are possible in many cases than would be required if chlorinat- 
ing to a residual at the outfall. 

Prior to the tests, chlorlnatlon was done on a batch method twice a day 
using 10 - 12 pounds (22 - 26 Kg) of chlorine and showing a residual of 2 - 3 
PPM.  This method proved unsatisfactory because shell fish could survive this 
type of treatment due to the abilltly of some of them to close their shells 
for several hours and not suffering any ill effects from the chlorine.   How- 
ever, continuous chlorlnatlon will remedy this situation because the animal 
must open up to feed at some time, and the low level chlorlnatlon will still 
be sufficient to kill.  Electrolytic generators are particularly adaptable to 
continuous  operation and thus constant chlorlnatlon Is easily attained.  If 
batch treatment Is desired, additional storage facilities are required and 
due to the low concentration (300 PPM) large storage facilities would be re- 
quired plus additional personnel or timing equipment when pump out of the 
stored liquid was desired. 

Anodes used in the tests were ASTM 338-65 Grade 2 titanium with 100 mice- 
inches of platinum plate.  The current density was 250 amperes/ft2 and the 
voltage was  maintained at 7 volts DC across a waterfllled gap of .185 Inches. 
Platinum consumption was 6-7 mg/amp-yr which with a controlled platinum plate 
thickness can predetermine the anode life to a well defined time frame.  Tho 
100 micro in this case would give a life of 3.8 years. 

During the tests, the feasibility of adding addition cells to the system 
was also Investigated.  This was feasible providing no Interruption to the 
flow was introduced which provided stagnation points which allowed calcareous 
deposits to build up.  It was shown that 10 pounds/hour (22 Kg) generating ca- 
pacity was the most that could be generated in series before the buildup of 
hydrogen gas was sufficient to cause a decrease in efficiency. 

Hydrogen gas buildup is at the rate of .16 ft. 3(4.5 l)/pound of chlorine 
generated.  When this volume is diluted with the hypochlorite at a rate of 1 
PPM, the hydorgen concentration is .028 PPM.  If this amount of hydrogen is 
carried in the effluent, it Is harmless unless allowed to collect.  In case of 
this test, the hydrogen was vented in a  deaerating unit prior to its use. This 
concentration could also be easily vented in a small holding tank or a colling 
canal or any other area which allowed a short residence time (3 minutes mini- 
mum) and has free access to the open atmosphere.  It was shown from this test 



that the hydrogen gas can be safely Injected into the system without the em- 
ployment of any specialized removal equipment.  In the case of use Indoors, 
however, the evolved gas must be vented to the atmosphere. 

The conclusions of this test are: 

(1) Sodium hypochlorlte Is as effective as liquid chlorine as an 
antlfoulant. 

(2) Sodium hypochlorlte can be effielantly and economically 
generated from ocean water, brackish water or artificial 
brine. 

(3) Calcareous deposits can be eliminated In generating cells 
to eliminate cleaning and down time. 

(4) A residual la not required In an outfall to guarantee com- 
plete fouling control. 

(5) 1 PPM at the source of the sea water system completely con- 
trols fouling In the system. 

(6) The chlorine demand of the water Is Independent of concen- 
tration required for fouling control. 

(7) The safety Inherent In on-slte hypochlorlte generation 
warrants serious consideration as a replacement for liquid 
chlorine usea. 

(8) Continuous chlorinatlon Is completely effective for foul- 
ing control while Intermittent or shock treatment Is not. 

(9) Logistics problems are eliminated with an on-slte sodium 
hypochlorlte generation. 

(10)  Hydrogen gas evolution can be safely and completely con- 
trolled within the system. 
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Discussion 

Bowen, Franklin Institute:  A U. S. Patent was granted a few years ago to 
em individual named Green for the application of chlorine gas to ships' 
hulls electrolytically generated.  If you are familiar with the claims and 
results, would you give them to us particularly with respect to resulting 
corrosion? 

Lamb;  I am not familiar with the specific patent; however, the shipboard 
tests that we have done are very limited.  Some remarks made by our keynote 
speaker earlier in the week showed some corrosion results as a result of 
chlorine concentrations.  I am not familiar specifically with this work. 
Our tests were strictly piping tests.  The corrosion in our tests showed 
that there Mis no increased corrosion on the hypochlorite side than there 
was with nor il sea water corrosion.  The only materials difference we 
noticed was in the use of threaded PVC.  The hypochlorite embrittled the 
PVC threads and we had failures with threaded PVC. The cemented stock of 
PVC worked all right. 

Neihof, NRL:  The biocidal effect of hypochlorite is very pH sensitive in 
the range from seven to nine.  Was the effluent from your electrolytic 
generators more alkaline than normal sea water? 

Lamb;  Yes.  The sea water we were testing was at a pH of 7.5 at the inlet 
and at 8.5 at the outlet.  Chlorine produces hypochlorous acid and hydro- 
chloric acid which tends to lower the pH.  Our system tends to increase the 
pH because of the hydroxide generation. 

Neihof;  The effectiveness is probably somewhat less at pH 8.S than it is 
at 8.  If you could figure out some way of keeping it at around neutrality, 
you might be able to lower your concentrations still more. 

Lamb;  The pH I am referring to is at the outflow of the generator. You 
further dilute that 300-fold so the pH effect on the system is negligible. 

Agawall, Dupont:  The biocide when you put chlorine in sea water is not 
chlorine, but bromine because sea water has 60 parts per million bromide 
ions which is oxidized.  When you say that with one part per million 
chlorine, you completely eliminate fouling, are you saying that you are 
eliminating only macrofouling, but not microfouling? 

Lamb;  When this test first started, this line was heavily fouled with 
shellfish.  We collected thousands of oyster shells at the end of the line. 
It was surprising that they grew in the dark. This was a half-mile long 
line, but they did. They were much smaller than mature oysters.  It took 
several months before these shells finally stopped coming.  At the larvae 
level, we believe that they are killed on contact upon entrance.  So, 
if you can start this system up then the first time you put water into a 
pipe you should not have any problems, but in this case it was retro-fitted 
into a line that was heavily fouled.  After about three months the line 
was clean. 
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A Study Of The Performance Of Selected Premium Marine Coatings  Systems 

Richard J.  Dlck^  and Wlllard M.  Lawall(2) 

(1) Battelle Columbus Laboratories,  505 King Avenue,  Columbus, Ohio    43201 
(2) United States Coast Guard,  400 Seventh  Street,  S.W., Washington,  D.  C.   20590 

Eighteen premium antlfoullng marine coatings systems  are being examined  In a 
comprehensive study  to determine extended service  life potential.    The average service  life 
of  today's premium shlpbottom coatings system Is about  two years.    The U.   S.   Coast  Guard Is 
concerned with extending this time to five years, not only for the protection of vessels 
but  for navigational aids as well.     The premium coatings systems  In this study were selected 
to contain crurinations of (1) substrate  (steel plate, aluminum alloy 6061,  fiberglass); 
(2)  pretreatmencs  (wash primers,  flame-sprayed aluminum);    (3)  antlcorroslve tlecoats 
(vlnyl-rad lead,  polyester-flake  glass,  self-cure and postcure zinc silicates,  epoxy, hlgh- 
bulld vinyl, epoxy-coal tar, chlorinated rubber);     (4)  antlfoullng topcoats  (rosln-vlnyl, 
rosln-flsh oil,  epoxy-coal tar,  chlorinated rubber);  and  (5)  toxicants  Incorporated Into 
antlfoullng topcoats  (cuprous oxide,  cuprlc hydroxide,  organotln,  organolead).    The program 
for evaluating these systems  Is  concerned mainly with seawater Immersion studies.  Including 
both  dynamic and static exposures.     The  dynamic exposure procedure presents  an Improved and 
acceptable method for evaluating coatings under actual exposure conditions  for the simulation 
of ship activity periods (underway and at anchor).     Static exposure conditions are repre- 
sented by conventional raft-type immersion in subtropical ocean waters.    To date, dynamic 
(simulated service)   studies have been in progress  for  iIve cycles  (one cycle equals  two 
months, one month of  activity at  a speed of 22 knots  and a second month of  resting).     Static 
immersion studies have been in progress  for 22 months. 

Data indicate  that  the performance of  four of the 18 systems  is  outstanding.     Best 
of  this group is  a system topcoated with  a vinyl-rosin antlfoullng which  contains  organotln 
(TBTF)   toxicant.     The performance of another five coating systems  appears  excellent but  Is 
somewhat poorer  than that of the above  four.     From rotor apparatus  data it  is possible  to 
forecast an earlier failure date for this second group.    Thus, several coatings systems 
appear to possess  the potential for meeting the desired extended service life. 

The performance of a third group of seven coatings systems   Is  demonstrating 
definite failure trends.    There appears to be a good correlation between data obtained  from 
both dynamic and static exposures.    Failure trends  range from trace fouling to complete 
failure and the accelerated aspect of rotor apparatus data is constant throughout  this per- 
formance range.     Thus,  the validity  and usefulness  of  the rotor studies  is  confirmed. 

An antlfoullng topcoat containing cuprlc hydroxide toxicant  appears  Interesting 
because of Its excellent performance.    However,  this shlpbottom coating possesses a probleu 
of  fouling in the  first  few exposure months.     Performance of  the coating was excellent 
after this early fouling was sloughed. 

Three antlcorroslve midcoats  appear to have  Improved the performance of  the Type 
121 Vinyl-Rosin topcoat.    These three systems contain (1)  epoxy-coal  tar,   (2)  self-cured 
zinc silicate,  and  (3)  postcured zinc silicate.     All  three systems  are performing somewhat 
better than the control system which contains vinyl-red lead antlcorroslve. 

Key Words:     Marine Coating Systems;  Antlfoullng Coatings; Toxicants  for 
Antlfoullng Coatings;  Organometallic Toxicants;  Marine Antlcorroslve 
Coatings;  Rotor Apparatus;  Accelerated Evaluation of Marine Coating 
Systems. 
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1.      INTRODUCTION 

Recent Improvements In aids to navigation have Increased the demands for longer 
life anttfouling and antlcorroslve  coatings.    The paramount need is  understood to be  for 
longer-lived antlfouling paints. 

In  1963,  Battelle conducted a survey of  the U.   S.  Coast Guard's buoy-maintenance 
problem,  giving major emphasis  to protective  coatings.     This  study  culminated in a state- 
of-the-art report concerning the prevention of deterioration of navigational buoys. 

As  a logical extension of this early work,   the present study was drafted  for 
evaluating newer  coating systems  for ships and offshore structures  as well  as  for buoys. 
It was decided that the studies  should be limited  initially to  test panels,   the objective 
being to recognize longer-lived paint systems among the new developments. 

The Coast Guard desires  to obtain coatings having a 5-year life so that  the 
present 2 to 3-year maintenance cycle can be extended.    This places a severe requirement 
on the antlfouling part of the organic coating systems.     Consequently,   the research program 
was centered around antlfouling coatings, although it also included new approaches  to 
obtaining longer protection against corrosion. 

The objective of  this program has been the  (1)  evaluation of selected coating 
systems believed  to have a high potential  for long-term pruüection of  ships, buoys,  and 
offshore structures and (2)  identification of those coatings that most nearly meet the 
Coast Guard's  requirements  for a  S-year protective system. 

2.     EXPERIMENTAL  STUDIES 

Eighteen complete marine  coating systems  of pretreatment,  antlcorroslve primer, 
and antlfouling topcoat were selected as  candidate materials.    These systems were  applied 
to either steel,   aluminum,  or fiberglass  panels  and  then examined  for long-term potential 
in providing protection to underwater areas of ships, buoys,  and offshore steel structures. 
Sixteen systems were placed on static,  raft-type  1  nerslon and two additional systems were 
added to the series for study on a specially-designed rotor apparatus.     The  rotor study 
offers an accelerated procedure  for evaluating coating systems  for buoys and also offers  a 
simulated-service procedure for evaluating coatings for jhips. 

Panel Preparation 

Steel panels  used In the study were  cut   from 1/8-inch hot-rolled stock to a 
panel size of  6 x  12  inches.     All edges were well-rounded to remove  any  roughness  that 
might adversely affect the performance of  the paint systems.    The panels were sandblasted 
to white metal SSPC No.  6 and Immediately spray-coated with  pretreatment  (e.g.,  0.5 mil, 
dry,  Formula  117 wash primer)  or appropriate primer as noted below. 

Aluminum panels were  cut  from marine  grade Series 6061  to a size of 
6 x 12 x 0.125  inches.    The panels were edge-sanded similar to the  steel panels  above. 

Fiberglass panels were  cut  from sheet stock of 0.635 cm thickness.    The  glossy 
surface was  »cuff-sanded before  the application of  coatings. 

Painting Procedure 

All paints were spray-applied  to the panel  face to  conform to  the desired dry- 
film thickness.     In addition to coating the panel  face,  all panels were also backed and 
edged according  to the above procedure. 

All  panels were marked  for  identification by  stamping a  1/2-lnch number  into 
the upper right  corner of  the panel   front.     The  finished panels were  further  identified 
on the back with 6-lnch numbers,   using Type  129/63 black antlfouling paint. 
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Static Seawater Immersion Studies 

The static raft-type exposures were conducted at the Florida Marine Research 
Facility of Battelle's Columbus Laboratories near Daytona Beach.  Duplicate panels of 
each coating system were secired in standard exposure racks by narrow strips across the 
6-lnch ends of each panel. The panels were placed In the ocean with the panel surface 
parallel to the direction of tidal currents. The duplicate panels were mounted on 
different exposure racks to obtain a truer picture of each coating system's potential. 
Blank control panels were used throughout the program. These were uncoated 6 x 12-inch 
Masonlte panels which were either (1) exposed during entire period (i.e., placed on 
exposure at the same time as the painted panels) or (2) periodic controls (new panels 
each season to observe the presence and character of the fouling community). 

To date, the panels have been inspected after 3, 6, 9, 12, and 22 months, and 
have been examined for blistering, checking, cracking, or peeling of the coatings and for 
corrosion.  Antifouling performance was rated with respect to total fouling and in terms 
of specific types of fouling (barnacles, mollusks, annelids, filamentous and encrusting 
bryozoa, hydroids, and algae). Color photographs were taken for recording coating per- 
formance. 

Accelerated, Simulated-Service Exposure Studies 

A test procedure for evaluating antifouling properties was desired which would 
(1) be conducted In a natural seawater environment; (2) simulate actual ship service 
conditions;  and (3) accelerate the breakdown of coatings for buoys and navigational aids. 
To avoid an artificial laboratory environment, a rotor apparatus was constructed which 
allowed the coated panels to be immersed in seawater and be quickly depleted of toxicant 
by rotating them at speeds comparable to those of ships.  This was accomplished by mounting 
6 x 6-lnch curved panels on a plastic drum which was 3 feet in diameter.  After placement 
in the ocean, the drum was spun at speeds up to 22 knots for a period of four weeks. After 
this time, the rotor apparatus was shut down and was left on static-immersion for another 
four weeks to permit the establishment of a fouling community on panels deficient in toxi- 
cant.  This procedure of one month spinning and one month resting was considered one cycle. 
Complete inspections were made after 1, 3, and 5 cycles. 

Coating Systems 

Complete descriptions of the eighteen marine coating systems comprising this 
study are listed in Table 1, appended.  A brief notation of the Important features of each 
system follows. 

System No. Descriptive Feature 

1. Type 121 Standard Vinyl-Rosin 
control 

2. Type 121/63 Vinyl-High Rosin 
control 

3. Polyester-flake glass antlcorrosive. 
Type 121 antlfoul 

4. Self cure zinc silicate, high-build 
vinyl. Type 121 antlfoul 

5. Postcure  zinc silicate, high-build 
vinyl. Type 121 antlfoul 

6. Organolead-modlfied 
Type  121 antlfoul 

7. Cupric hydroxide antlfoul 
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System No. 

8. 

9. 

1Ü. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

' 
Descriptive Feature 

Epoxy anticorroslve, 
rosln-flsh oil antlfoul 

Epoxy anticorroslve, 
Type 121 antlfoul 

Chlorinated rubber primer, 
mldcoat, and antlfoul 

Epoxy primer, 
epoxy-coal tar anticorroslve. 
Type 121 antlfoul 

Epoxy primer, 
epoxy-coal tar anticorroslve, 
epoxy-coal tar antlfoul 

Epoxy primer, 
epoxy-coal tar anticorroslve, 
rosln-flsh oil antlfoul 

U. 

15. 

16. 

Vtnyl-roaln with organotln (TBTF) 
antlfoul on aluminum substrate 

Vlnyl-rosln with organotln (TBTF) 
antlfoul on  fiberglass  substrate 

Flame-sprayed aluminum pretreatment, 
vinyl primer, 
vlnyl-rosln with organotln  (TBTF) 
antlfoul 

17. Elastomeric sheet with 
organotln antlfoul 

IB. Vinyl with high loading of 
lead pigment. 
Type  121 antlfoul 

Performance of Coating Systems 

The two control coating systems  (Nos.  1 and 2) were selected because of their 
known performance records and because of their current wide usage.    After five cycles on 
the rotor apparatus and 22 months of static Immersion,  the performance of these two controls 
and that of the other 16 coating systems can be divided Into four groups. 

Croup 1 contains four coating systems which contain essentially no corrosion or 
fouling after 5 rotor cycles and 22 months of static immersion.    That is, on an overall 
rating scale of 0 - 10 where 10 - perfect,  all ratings have been at leaat 10-.    These 
systems were rated as follows. 
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Sy«t«iii8 lUt«d «a Outstanding 

Coating System 
Mo. 

Overall Performanc« Ratings Aftar 
Rotor Cycles Months Static lanerslon 
13 5      3 6 9 22 

14 

15 

17 

2 

10      10      10      10 10       10 10 

10      10      10-    10 10       10 10 

10-    10-    10 (not evaluated) 

10      10-    10-    10 10-     10-        10- 

The performance of system No.  14  (vinyl-rosin with TBTF organotin antlfoul on 
aluminum substrate)  la outstanding.    This Is especially significant whan considering its 
performance after 5 rotor cycles.    It will be seen below that the rotor ratings consis- 
tently project reliable performance patterns on an accelerated basis compared to the 
static tests. 

The other three systems in this group are No.  15 (vinyl-rosin with TBTF organotin 
antlfoul on fiberglass substrate), No.  17 (elastomeric sheet with organotin),  and No.  2 
(Type 121/63 control).    The performance of these three systems can also be considered 
outstanding, but with the reservation that trace fouling has been observed In the rotor 
study.    Two observations  relative to the performance of this premium group arc noteworthy. 
First,  the outstanding performance of No.  14 is validated by that of No, 15 which contains 
the same antifouling topcoat.    Second,  it is encouraging to find the performance of  the 
Type 121/63 control meeting its expected potential.    This performance and that of the Type 
121 control, below,  tend to validate the results of the entire study. 

Group 2 contains five coating systems which have demonstrated only slight amounts 
of fouling.    Their collective performance, as shown below, must be considered excellent. 

Systems  Rated as  Excellent 

Coating System 
No.  

11 

16 

Description 

epoxy-coal tar/ 
Type 121 

self cure zinc 
silicate/Type 121 

postcure zinc 
silicate/Type 121 

cupric hydroxide 
antlfoul 

flame sprayed 
aluminum/vinyl-rosin 
with organotin 

 Overall Performance Ratings After 
Rotor Cycles Months Static Immersion 
13    5 "3     6    9    22" 

10  10  10- 10- 

10 

10 

10 

8  10- 10- 

8  10- 10- 

8  10- 

10- 

10- 

10- 

10- 

10 

10- 

10- 

10- 

10  10  10 9+ 9+ 

The anticorrosive components in system Nos. 11, 4, and 5 appear to be improving 
the performance of the Type 121 topcoat over that of the control which contains the 
specification vinyl-red lead barrier coat.  It will be of interest to compare the perform- 
ance of the systems containing self cure and postcure inorganic zinc anticorrosives as 
they fall into their respective fouling patterns during the coming months. 
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Syscen No.   16  contains  tht same  aiiti toul UIK  topcoat  a->  NüS.   14 and  15 which were 
rated outstanding above.    The static  iranersiou pmall  fox  systeni No,   16 were observed to 
contain increasing amounts of peeling and eJne conoslon at  the  3,  6,  and 9 month 
Inspections and severe  fouling was present   atu-r  22  n.onihs.     Since the  rotor panel was 
consistently   rated perfect   (10),   it   Is   logical   to  HIUM  that   (1;   some  problem or error in 
application occurred with  the static panels,   ami  (1)   the outstandlai performance of  the 
vinyl-rosln topcoat with organotln  Is  further subsumr tared. 

The performance of the coating oinlaiuing the .:uprlc hydro 
Is extremely Interesting. CuColl)^ Is less ■olubla In s««Mat«l than 
assumed that It would provide little initial touluig proMctlon Jurl 
immersion. This is verified by the 1 month static ratlns ol "4". A 
leaching rate or concentration of toxicant ■.•as present, the paint si 
fouling and quickly Improved to an impressive perlormanct. level. Co 
the rotor panel of the Cu(0H)2 paint had undoubtedly leadtej stiff lei 
month of spinning to maintain a perfect performance rating throughou 
point In time, antlfoullng topcoat with Cu(OH) , toxicant appears int 
excellent performance continues. It will be worthwhile to refine the 
latlng for an added measure of Initial protection  from i second  toxl 

xlde  toxicant   (No,   7) 
i u^i) and it could be 
ng the  first months of 
fter an effective 
oughed  the initial 
ntrary  to this pattern, 
ent toxicant after one 
t  the study.     At  this 
erestlng.    If its 

formulation by  formu- 
cant. 

Group  3  contains  seven coating systems whtvh  are  demonstrating definite   fouling 
patterns and which have been  rated "very good" to  "poor".    Of   Interest  In this group  is 
the comparison of the accelerated (rotor)   and ui'i'ml   (static)  performance ratings.     In 
each of these seven systems there Is a good correlation »etween  data from the two immersion 
studies.     This  correlation confirms  the usefulness of  the  rotor study. 

Four of  these seven systems must still be considered as  "very good" in overall 
performance.     However,  data from the accelerated exposure  (rotor)  study Indicate that all 
of  these  four systems will be accumulating  fouling sooner than will  the systems  discussed 
above  in Groups  1  and 2, 

These  four systems  are as  follous: 

c 
o 

10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
I 

Rotor Exposure 

Static Exposure 

0       2       4        6       8       10       12       14       16       18      20     22 
(Icycle)    (3cycles) (5cycles) 

Months Exposure 

COATING  SYSTEM NO 9 
(Epoxy   Barrier  Coat   un.ler Type   121) 

Although  the Type 121 antlfoullng  topcoat   !s  pcrtorraiag as well   as should be expected,  the 
combination of   It with  the epoxy barrier  coat   is  apparently  not   equal   to  the  performance 
of  system Nos.   11,   4,   and  5,   above. 
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10 

9 

O 

9 
8 
7 

pw ^v^^"^ 
L— 

6 \— • Rotor Exposure 
8 — ■ Static Exposure            ! 
4 t— 

3 <— 

2 — 

0 r i i  i   i 1 1       1       1       1       1       1 
0       2       4       6       8       10      12      14     16      16     20     22 

(Icycle)   (3cycle)  (5cycle) 
Months Exposure 

COATING SYSTEM NO. I 
(Type 121, Vinyl-Ro»ln Control) 

This control specification system is also performing according to expectations. 
The fact that this Type 121 control Is performing slightly poorer than the Type 121/63 
control (No.  2), above, is another reliable index to the validity of the overall study. 

Rotor Exposure 
Static Exposure 

ii ii 
0       2       4       6       6      10      12      14      16      16      20     22 

(Icycle)   Ocycles) (Scycles) 
Months Exposure 

COATING SYSTEM NO. 3 
(Polyester-Flake Glass/Type 121) 

It should be emphasized thst the above accelerated rating of "6" only expresses topcoat 
fouling and does not in'.».cata the potential of the underlying anticorrosive barrier coat. 
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101 
^#d -*^: ̂  

9 
8 LH« *^ v. 
7 — ^ 

?6 — • Rotor Exposure 

i: ^^B 

■  Static Exposure 

3 — 
2 — 

1 
0 ""     1 1 1 1    1 1   1   1   1   1  - 

0        2       4       6       8       10      12      14      16      18     20     22 
(Icycle)   (3cycle)  (5cycle) 

Months Exposure 
COATING SYSTEM NO. 6 
(Organolead-Modlfled Type 121) 

The performance of this system Is slightly poorer than was expected.    It will be 
Interesting to observe whether the coating will Improve and ultimately out-perform the 
control paints or, as these rotor data now Indicate, will fall short of the performance 
of the controls. 

The remaining three systems In this group of seven have all failed in the 
static immersion study.    Each of these failures was correctly forecasted by rotor data 
obtained eerly in the program. 

Rotor Exposure 
Static Exposure 

0       2       4        6       8      10      12 
(Icycle)   (3cycles) (5cycle«) 

Months Exposure 

COATING SYSTEM NO. 12 
(Epoxy-Coal lar Barrier and Antifoul) 
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■■■ 

Rotor Exposure 
Static Exposure 

0      2       4       6       8      10      12 
(loyale)    (3cycles) (Scycles) 

Months Exposure 

COATING SYSTEM NO. 8 
(Epoxy/Rosln-Flsh Oil Antlfoul) 

I0( 
9 
8 
^ V" 7 — v 

0.6 
_ v 

K   4 — Vs 
3 — \ 
2 — 

\ 1 
0 1   1 N 

8 10      12 

• Rotor Exposure 
■ Static Exposure 

i   i   i   i   i 
14 16      18     20     22 0       2       4 

(I cycle     (3 cycle) 
Months Exposure 

COATING SYSTEM NO. 10 
(Complete Chlorinated Rubber System) 

The final two coating systems (Group 4) failed soon after being placed on 
Immersion. These two are as follows. 
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Coating System 
No. Description 

13 epoxy-coal tar/ 
rosin-flsh oil 

18 lead-plgmented 
vinyl/Type 121 

Coating  Systvina Rated as  Early  Failures 

 Overall Performance Ratings After 
Rotor Cycles      Months  Static Immersion 
13 5       3 6 9 22 

10      0 0      0 0 0 0 

10      0 0 (not evaluated) 

No reasons  are apparent   for  the poor performance of  these  two  coating systems 
In this program. 

3.     SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

After 5 rotor cycles of dynamic exposure and 22 months of static exposure In 
natural seawater,   the performance of  four of eighteen coating systems has been rated 
outstanding.    The performance of another five coating systems has been rated excellent. 
Many of these nine systems show promise of meeting the goal of a service life of 3-5 years. 

During the exposure period of  this study,   the performance of a proprietary vinyl- 
rosin type antlfoullng coating with TBTF organotln toxicant was rated as best within this 
premium group,  regardless of substrate,  primer,  or antlcorrosive.     Longer exposure times 
are necessary  to verify  these results.    When applied over a wash primer on 6061 aluminum 
(system No.  14),  performance was  rated as the best of the  18 systems.    When applied over 
a special primer on scuff-sanded fiberglass  (system No,  IS), performance was rated as the 
second best of  the  18 systems.    When  applied over a system of  flame-sprayed aluminum/ 
vinyl primer/clear sealer (system No,   16), performance was perfect on the rotor apparatus. 
The  static panels  failed by edge  peeling and corrosion indicating faulty preparation or 
mechanical damage.    Other materials whose performance has Indicated outstanding antl- 
foullng properties are  (1)  a proprietary elastomeric sheet containing an organotln toxi- 
cant and (2)  the Type 121/63 Vinyl-High Rosin control containing 14.A pounds per gallon 
of cuprous oxide toxicant. 

The Type 121 standard Vinyl-Rosin topcoat with 8 pounds per gallon of cuprous 
oxide toxicant was  applied over five  antlcorrosive barrier coatings.     None of  these 
systems have performed as well as the nine premium systems above.    The performance of the 
Type 121 antlfoullng over an epoxy antlcorrosive  (system No. 9) was similar to that of 
the  control which contains  vinyl-red  lead antlcorrosive  (system No.   1).     Superior to both 
of these has been the performance of the Type 121 topcoat over (a)  epoxy-coal tar, 
(b)  self-cure zinc silicate, and (c)  postcure zinc silicate antlcorrosive coatings 
(system Not,  11, 4, and 5,  respectively),    Fron this,  it can be concluded that the 
performance of the vinyl-rosin antlfoullng topcoat can be upgraded by Che proper selection 
of antlcorrosive barrier coating. 

The  antlfoullng topcoat  containing cupric hydroxide  toxicant  appears  to have 
potential in long-lived marine protective coating systems.    However,  a problem of poor 
initial  fouling resistance  is associated with this material.     Both  the  good performance 
and the problem of early fouling appear to be related to  the limited solubility of 
Cu(OH)2 in seawater. 

Another group of seven  coating systems  is now showing definite  fouling patterns 
and their performances have been rated from "very good" to "poor".    The performance 
ratings of all of these systems show a definite correlation between static and accelerated 
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(rotor apparatus)  Immersion data.    The validity and the usefulness of the rotor stjdles 
In predicting the expected service life of marine coetlngs Is confirmed by these data. 
It Is felt that tl e biggest advantage for this research tool is the simulation of actual 
service conditions since the test procedure Is conducted In natural seawater. 
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TABLE 1.     EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL MARINE COATING SYSTEMS 

Coating 
System 
Nunber(a' Pretreatment Primer or Antlcorrosive Antlfoullng Topcoat 

MIL-P-15328B 
(Fomule 117 
Wash Prlaer)(b^ 
0.5 mil—1 coat 

MIL-P-15929B 
Formula 119, Vinyl Red 
Lead,  7 mils In 
4 coats 

Type 121 Vlnyl-Rosln, 
MIL-P-15931A 
(3 mils.  2 costs of 
1.5 mils each) 

M1L-P-15328B 
(Formula 117 
Wash Primer) 
0.5 mil—1 co 

(b) 

MIL-P-15929B 
Formula 119, Vinyl Red 
Lead,  7 mils in 
4 costs 

Type 121/63 Vinyl-High 
Rosin, MIL-P-15931B 
(3 mils, 2 coats of 
1,5 mils each) 

None Polyester Glass Flake 
30-32 mils—1 coat 

Type 121 
(4.5 mils, 3 costs of 
1.5 mils each) 

None (1) Self-cure Zinc 
Silicate 
3 mils—1 coat 

(2) Primer-Tie Coat 
1.5 mils—1 coat 

(3) Vinyl High Build 
4 mils—1 coat 

Type 121 
(3 mils,  2 costs of 
1.5 mils each) 

None (1) Postcure Zinc 
Silicate 
2.5 mils—1 coat 

(2) Tie Coat 
(3) Vinyl High Build 

4 mils—1 coat 

Type 121 
(3 mils, 2 costs of 
1.5 mils each) 

MIL-P-15328B 
(Formula 117 
Wash Primer)(b) 

0.5 mil—1 coat 

Formula 119, Vinyl Red 
Lead, 7 mils in 4 coats 

Similar to Type 121 
(Cu20/Organolead(c)-2/l) 
(3 mils, 2 costs of 
1.5 mils each) 

Proprietary Wash 
Primer^" 
0.5 mil—1 coat 

Antlcorrosive Barrier 
Coat,  8-9 mils, 3 coats 
of  3 mils each 

Proprietary Cupric 
Hydroxide Antlfoullng 
Paint (3 mils, 2 coats 
of 1.5 mils each) 
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TABLE 1.  (Continued) 

Coating 
System 
NuobarC*)   Prttre«tm«nt Priner or Antlcorrosive Antlfoullnt Topcoat 

Nona (1) Epoxy Antlcorrosive 
(2 mils—1 coat) 

(2) Epoxy Antlcorrosive 
Interaedlate 
(4 mils, 2 coats of 
2 mil« each) 

Type 105 Cold Plastic 
(3 mils, 2 coats of 
1.5 mils each) 

Nona (1) Epoxy Antlcorrosive 
(2 alls—1 coat) 

(2) Epoxy Antlcorrosive 
Intermediate 
(4 mils. 2 coats of 
2 mils each) 

Type 121 
(3 mils, 2 coats of 
l.S mils each) 

10 None (1) Chlorinated Rubber 
Primer 
(3-4 mils—1 coat) 

(2) Mldcoat 
(5-6 mils—1 coat) 

Proprietary Chlorinated 
Rubber 
(2-3 mils—1 coat) 

11 None (1) Epoxy Primer 
(0.5 mil—1 coat) 

Type 121 
(3 mils, 2 coats of 

(2) Coal Tar-Epoxy 
Intermediate 
(6 mils—1 coat) 

1.5 mils sach) 

12 None (1) Epoxy Primär 
(0.5 mil—1 coat) 

Proprietary Epoxy-Coal 
Tar Ant1 foul 

(2) Coal Tar-Epoxy 
Intermediate 
(6 mils—1 coat) 

(12 mils—1 coat) 

13 None (1) Epoxy Primer 
(0.5 mil—1 coat) 

Type 105 Cold Plastic 
(3 mils, 2 coats of 

(2) Coal Tar-Epoxy 
Intermediate 
(6 mils~l coat) 

1.5 mils each) 

14 MIL-P-15328B Nona Proprietary Organotin 
(Alumi- (Formula 117 

Wash Primer^' 
Antifoul 

num 6061 (3 mils, 2 coats of 
Panel) 0.5 mil—1 coat 1.5 mils each) 
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TABLE 1.     (Continued) 

Coating 
Sy«t«n 
NunberC" Pretreatment Primer or Antlcorroslve Antlfoullng Topcoat 

15 Scuff Sanding Proprietary Primer Proprietary Organotln 
(Poly- for Fiberglass Antlfoul 
ester- (3 mils, 2 coats of 
flber- l.S mils each) 
glass 
Panel) 

16 Flame-Sprayed (1) Vinyl Primer Proprietary Organotln 
Aluminum—3 mils (1 mil—1 coat) Antlfoul 

(2) Clear Sealer (3 mils, 2 coats of 
(2 mlla—2 coats) l.S mils each) 

17(d) None Proprietary Adhesive Elastomeric Sheet 
System (1 layer—80 alls) 

(1) Adhesive 
(2) Tlecoat 
(3) Adhesive 

18^ MIL-P-15328B (1) Formula 119 Vinyl, Type 121 
(Formula 117 Red Lead (3 mils, 2 coats of 
Wash Prlmer<b' (2) High Build Vinyl l.S mlla each) 
O.S mil—1 coat with High Loading 

of Lead Pigment 
(6 mils,  2 coats 
of 3 mils each) 

(a) Panels for atatic immersion studies ere 6 x 12 x 0.125 inches; panels for rotor 
apparatus immersion studies are 6 x 6 x 0.062 Inches.    All metal panels  are 
sandblasted to white metal. 

(b) Film thickness measured on smooth surface sprayed alongside the blasted panels. 

(c) Triphenyllead acetate.    Toxicant loading is Cu.O and TPLA, 4 and 2 pounds per 
gallon,  respectively. 

(d) Coating Systems evaluated on rotor apparatus only. 
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Discussion 

Question; On these test panels, you get a coating of fine sediment after 
you expose it for a long time. Does this fine sediment over these panels 
have anything to do with antifouling? 

Dick;  The sediment that you are seeing is basically mud.  We took a bucket 
of sea water and washed it off.  Sometimes we'll take a swipe right through 
the middle of the panel with a very light brush and most of it comes off. 
I am not discounting the fouling succession establishment of the community 
through slime and bacteria and soft-fouling, etc.  I think it is probably 
a combination of both. 

De La Coure;  You indicated you coul improve the anti-fouling paint by 
changing the anti-corrosive primer,  r'rom a fouling point of view, this is 
not understandable, except for loss of adhesion and other similar phenomena. 
Can you amplify this? For a cuprous oxide paint, the chlorine content of 
the sea water is very important.  Did you make chlorine measurements? 

Dick:  No.  I do not have chlorine data.  However, I can get it for you.  I 
cannr': explain why anti-corrosive primers affect performance.  We know 
that if we put some top coats over old established films versus freshly 
applied filme, there is a difference in leaching rates of the top coats. 
So it is possible that a superior anti-corrosive coating might upgrade 
performance or affect the leaching rate of the antifouling paint.  I wish 
I could tell you why, but I really don't know.  I am just reporting the 
information. 

Birnbaum:  I have the same doubts about reported differences.  I would 
prefer to see some more replicates.  My experience with natural sea water 
exposures show appreciable variation in results. With respect to poor 
performance of formula 105 on the rotor test, this would be expected. 
Although formula 105 test panels perform well for as much as two or three 
years in Miami, it does not last more thar. a year on a ship.  I think the 
reason is that formula 105 is a soft film which erodes and leaches very 
rapidly.  I believe considerably more data must be collected for correlation 
between rotor tests and predictability of ship performance. I do feel 
that rotor test data is valuable because it simulates ships in motion. 

Question:  I just want to make one more remark from a theoretical point of 
view.  Tt is only sensible to do rotor testing because the flow of the 
sea water along the paint surface on a raft is very low.  Thus the diffusion 
of the cuprous oxide is determined by the laminal layer on the surface 
of the paint and on a ship that laminal layer is turbulent. 

Christie:  To what extent are algae present at your test site? 

Dick:  Very limited because if you have a strong hard fouling community, 
you do not have soft fouling which is more prevalent in cooler waters. 

Christie:  We find that in general algae louling is more difficult to 
control than the hard fouling. 

Dick:  In proceeding to the second step of this study, we would make 
comparable exposures in cooler waters at Doxbury, Mass., perhaps Long 
Beach, California. We have many exposure stations.  These were only 
conducted at Daytona in the sub-tropical. 

Birnbaum:  How far below the surface were the rotor panels exposed? 

Dick:  About two feet.  All that we are doing is depleting toxicant.  We 
are trying to get it out as quickly &s possible so I do not think that 
depth is going to be important as long as they stay wet. 
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Crisp: The problem of the interaction of the anti-corrosive and the anti- 
fouling coat can be overcome if you put your anti-fouling directly onto 
a non-corrosive material like phenolfomaldahyde. This enables you to tell 
especially in comparison between a system based on anti-corrosives whether 
or not your failure is due primarily to the corrosion failure or to the 
fouling failure. 

Kühne;  You pointed out the good performance of the paint containing organic 
tin compounds. It is said that they are susceptible to ultra-violet 
radiation.  Have you any evidence that ultra-violet radiation could affect 
this performance? 

Dick:  Ultra-violet falls off quickly as a function of depth.  I do not 
think it is applicable in this circumstance at least to the point where 
it would affect the results of the study.  I do not have specific information, 
but I do not think it would be germane. 

Smith:  Paint technologists have two problems.  One is to test AF's and 
one is to test anti-corrosives.  While your method I think is very good 
for anti-fouling, one of the major problems in the coating field to my 
mind is an accelerated test for anti-corrosive paints. Could I have your 
comments on how far you think this method does provide really good data 
on high performance or the differences in performance on high performance 
anti-corrosive systems? 

Dick:  If you would allow me the assumption that you can test anti- 
corrosives without an anti-fouling on them and I am not really convinced 
you can, then I would say putting them on the rotor just as a physical 
deterioration mechanism will on an accelerated basis predict the life of 
the anti-corrosive part of the system.  But as I say, I do not think you 
can legitimately do that. You have to have that anti-fouling paint on 
it because that is what you see in service. 

Smith:  I agree you must have anti-fouling.  Say you wanted to compare 
vinyls versus epoxy pitches versus urathane pitches as anti-corrosives. 
Is your method going to be useful if you topcoated these with standard 
anti-fouling and thus eliminated the AF factor that way, and what sort of 
acceleration factor do you reckon you are getting for the anti-corrosive 
performance alone? 

Dick:  No accelerated test by my standards is ever going to give you an index, 
a definite index to performance.  Your idea of using one standard anti- 
fouling certainly is legitimate and I probably would buy that if the focus 
of your study is to test just the anti-corrosive.  In this study, it was 
to test the entire system as it was applied to a navigational device. 

Poretz: You stated that the rotor is in dynamic action for a month and 
static for a month. I would presume you chose this sequence because of 
convenience.  Is that the reason or did you have any other? 

Dick:  It was convenience. 

Poretz:  Now if you leave It static for a month and the samples are very 
close to each other, you are toing to get some sort of diffusion.  Do 
you think this can affect results? 

Dick:  To test that, I made an initial run of panels with little windows 
in with no anti-fouling top coat.  There was no throwing power even within 
one panel to that square that did not have anti-fouling.  Therefore, I 
think it is legitimate that the current of the river is giving it a 
fresh bath constantly and that there is no complementary action from one 
system to another. 
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Portts: That is what I was concerned with, but how far apart were your 
window panels? 

Dick; The rotor panels are side by side. 

Poretz: The other test you just mentioned to test diffusion? 

Dick; Well, they are exposed in duplicate on different racks so that one 
might be in one bay, its duplicate might be HO feet away. 

Porett;  But they were not subjected to the dynamic action that you had 
on each of the panels. It is not the same condition—it is different. 
It is possible that you might get different results. 

Birnbaum;  Based on Navy experience over the past twenty years we have come 
to the conclusion that if you take static panels and keep them at least 
three inches apart there is no effect on adjacent panels with cuprous 
oxide containing AF paints. However, we do not have sufficient data on 
orgsno-metallic containing paints. 
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SUMMARY OF THE CONGRESS 

by Monsieur V,  Romanovsky 

International Chairman for the Congress 

and Chairman of the Permanent International  Connlttee  for Research on 
Preservation of Materials In the Marine Environment  (International 
sponsoring organization for these quadrennial congresses). 

Monsieur Romanovsky kindly agreed to serve as Rapporteur General for 
the Third International Congress on Marine Corrosion and Fouling,  His 
suamarlzlng conawnts are found on the pages which follow. 
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Rapport gftniral prononci 1« joudi 5 octobr« 1972 

par V. ROMANOVSKY 

President du Caaiti International Pamanant 

pour la Racharcha aur la Preservation dee Mattriaux an Milieu Merin 

Mesaiaura lea PrÄeidont, 

HeedaMae, Maaeieure, 

Contrairement k man  habitude, at Ja voue prie de tn'en excuser, Je 
feraia eppel 4 quelques feuillae de papier pour voue perler cer J'ai au 

trie peu de tampe pour ridiger ce rapport, lee derniftree communicetione 

viennent tout Juete .t  prendre fin. 

Je n'ei peut Itre pee pu essiniler correctement toutea lee idtfee 

qui ont 6t6  tfmieea, naie J'aseeyerei da faire da aon «ieux. Je eollicite 
toute votre indulgence en ee qui concerna 1'imperfection de ce rapport 

giniral. 

Toutea lee coiamunicatione que J'ei entenduee iteient bonnea, 

certeinee excellentee« Melheureueamant Je n'ai pea pu lee entendre 

toutee car Je n'ei pae la feculti da me partager en deux pour participar 

eux travaux da deux aallae. J'ai 6t6 aidi par aaa emis Meaaieura B. 

Cellame et G. Oechaux qui m'ont apporti dee r'euMia et leure iapreeaiona 

gtnfralae« Ja tiena ft lee reaercier ici. 

Je na ma propose pea d'anelyaar lee diverses communications, ce 

aereit trop long, trop faetidieux et Je n'ai paa la compitence pour cala. 

Je me contentarai da divelopper quelquee idtee, d'indiquer laa tandencaa 

g^ntralaa qui ae aont menifestiss eu coura da ce Congrfte et de aettre 

l'eccent aur laa progrfta qui ont 4t4 rieliaia depuia huit ana, e'aet-ft- 

dire depuie la 1er Congrfte de Corrosion Marine at dee Selieeuree qui 

eveit ittf orgeniai ft Cannae en 1964, 
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Pour facilitar «on uxpomi  at na pas cKpasaar la temps qui m'm  «t< 

lupartl. Ja diviaarai «on rapport an deux parties, relatives reepacti- 

venent A la corrosion at aux salissures. Laa couleurs das sallea formant 

dae couleurs complimentaires. Je penee que les travaux qui y furent 

pourauivie la eont eusei. 

r.n ca qui concerns la corrosion, il faut noter que lee racherches 

da base ont fait l'objet de nombreuees communications. Dans I'itude dee 

■fttaux, laa auteura sa sont surtout attaches k  calles dee alliagsa da 

culvre at daa alliages d'aluminium. Au coure dee eiancas, des idftaa 

nouvallae ont apparu at das dispositifs originaux st inginieux ont ft6 

proposes. Dane la thtforie de le corrosion sous tension, uns synthftsa 

gtntfrala a mtma pu ttre ileborie. II faut noter que depuis le dernier 

congrfte, laa progrfts dens lee recherchaa fondamenteles ont 6ti  trfee 

rapidaa. Nous evona, sntra autrae, antandu une remerquable communicetion 

sur la cavitation avac d'axcellentea photographies obtenuee au microscope 

ilectronique ft balayaga de champ« Dene le domaine da la protection 

cethodique, ei eerteines communications n'ont 6t< consacrtfas qu'ä daa 

obssrvetions fragmenteires, d'autree trfta importentes ont ebordt dee 

id6ss g^n^relee et nous ont propose la daecription d'apparaile pratiques 

et efflcacae. 

En ee qui concerne les rsvltemente, on pourrsit diplorar oue 

relativament peu de communications ont 6t6 consacrias ä es sujst. Nous 

avons 6cout< da trie bonnes communicetions ft caractftra commerciel, maia 

nous pourrione regretter que le secret, qui e'y attache toujoure, leur 

enlftve une granda partie de leur porttia eciantifique. 

Laa matiriaux eont eppelis ft treveiller en mer ft faible, moyenna 

ou grende profondeur, euesi avons-nous entendu de trfte intiraaeantes 

communications sur las observations rftalieftaa dens cee milieux. 

II y eut Agalement quelquee communicationa conaacrtas ft la tanua 

du btfton dene l'aau de mer et ft la corroaion dee matirieux dans laa 

inatallationa de dassalsment de l'eau de mer. 
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Pour terminer «vac la »action da la corroaion at pour raprandra 

^observation d'un Eminent confirencier. Ja diraia qua la racharcha da 

basa aatt apria ca Congrfta, tria avanca aur I'axpirimantation at aur 

laa application« pratique». 

Dana la aaaalon rtfaarvta aux aaliaauraa. on ■ baaucoup parl6 
Igalaaant da racharchaa fondaaantalaa, mais callaa-ci ont aouvant <t< 

anvlaagAaa coataa davant aboutlr i daa applicationa pratiques h plut  ou 
nolna longua tchianca. 

L'ttuda du procaaaua da fixation daa aaliaauraa, at aurtout daa 

balanaa, a 6t6  abordne aoua un aapact trie scientifiquet faiaant appal 
k  daa notiona da chimia at da phyaiqua. Caa itudaa paraattront certaine- 
■ant un Jour d'am^liorar laa procidta anti-aaliaauraa. 

En icologia da nonbraux documanta ont apporti daa connaissancaa aur 

la repartition, laa ptfriodaa da fixation at I'abondanca daa salissurss. 

Comaa pour la corroaion, la doaalna affahora n'a paa 4t« oublii. 

Un cartain noabra da comnunications da trta granda valaur a 6t6 
conaacr< au rOla du fila prinaira. Laa ■icrobiologiataa, qui noua ont 
axpoaft laura idiaa, n'ont paa hiaitt k  faira appal ft la chimia at mtmm 
k  racherchar daa analogiaa avac ea qui aa paaaa dana la ailiau aanguin. 

Dana la doaaina daa parforanta, noua avona pu admirer un flla 

■agnifiqua at antandra daa axpoaia aur laa conditions d'attaqua du boia, 
aur la blologia daa tarata at aur laur repartition. II a'agit Ik  d'un 

problftaa dont I'intirtt na paut ichappar k  paraonna. 

Cartaina confiranciara ont propoat daa proe<dAa da protection 

contra laa aaliaauraa aur laa carftnaa, dana laa conduitae at aur laa 

atrueturae Imargiaa. 

L*axemen daa communications da la aaaaion daa aaliaauraa auggftra 

qualquea idiaa gtniralaa i 
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1. Trfta grand« importanca daa racharchaa fondamantalaa. 

2. Utilisation da tachniquaa nouvallaa tallaa, par axample, la 

■Icroacopa <lactronlqua h  balayaga da champ ou la clntfaatographla 
■icroaeopiqua. 

3. La pau da communications conaacr<aa * daa proc<d<a nouvaaux da 

protactlon. 

4. L'importanca da la nlcrobiologla at aaa applicationa ft la fixation 

daa sallaauraa. 

••• 
• 

SI I'on axamina anfin laa risultats daa travaux da l'anaambla da 

ea Congrfta, on paut conatatar qu'll a 6t< aurtout calui da la racharcha 

fondaaantala aana laqualla nul progrfta na paut itra rAalia* dana laa 

applicationa pratiquaa. On ramarqua auaal qua ralativamant pau da 

eoMMunleationa ont €t6  conaacrtfaa aux ravttamanta at aux earftnaa daa 
navlraa. II y a 1ft trfta nattamant una dlfftranca par rapport aux 

congrfta prieidanta. On aaaiata, Ja panaa, ft una Evolution dana noa 

racharchaa. D'ampiriquaa d'abord ft I'origina« alias tandant da plua an 

plua ft aa rattachar ft daa baaaa fondamantalaa. Ja auia parsuadA qua, 

dana quatra ana, laa progrfta da la racharcha fundamentals vont aa 

poursuivra, «ala on aaaiatara ftgala«ant ft una prograaaion daa appllca- 

tiona da la racharcha da baaa dana daa domainaa axpArimantaux. 

Ja aouhaita qua daa liana fttrolta a'fttabliaaent at a'intanaifiant 

antra laboratolraa da divara paya pour proaouvoir una racharcha 

coopftratlva at iwitar laa diaparalona. 

••• 

II na aa raata plua qu'una tlcha trfta agrftabla ft acoomplir, calla 

da ramarclar toua caux qul nous ont accuaillla ici. 
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Ja voudrals, k  titr« da Prtfaldant du Coaittf Intarnational Paraanant, 
proaoteur da ea Congrka, Itra l'intarprtta da toua laa Congraaalataa 

pour ramerciar laa organiaataura. II «'aat agxiabla da aoulignar qua 

1*organisation da ca Congrta a itf abaolunant parfalta. J'ai pu 

appriciax dana laa aallea, dana laa couloirs ou dana la cafotaria, la 

aatiafactlon totale inaerita aur laa vlaagaa daa participants. Ca 

Congrta a 4t6 una riuaalta totala. J'ai 6t6  trfes aanaibla ft la gantlllaaaa 

daa organiaataura, catta gantillassa allalt surtout aux Europeans qui, 

vanua da loin, eartaina pour la praalftra foia, pouvaiant aa trouvar un 

pau dipayaia« Laa organiaataura na laa ont jamais laiaaia dana l'aa- 

barraa. Nina laa frontiftraa daa languaa ont iti abollaa. Voua avax 

accuaillia voa ancltraa auroptana avac una gantlllaaaa at una coapri- 

hansion vraiaant touchanta. Parsonnallanant J'ai iti coabli ear, 

lorsque Je daaandaia quoi qua ea seit, «on dftair itait imsidiataaant 

aKauei. 

II li'eat iispoaalbla da raaarciar individuellement toua las organi- 

aataura at J,auraia bian trop psu» d'en oubliar, auaai Ja daaandasais 

ft Mas aaia laa Doctaura R. Acker, J. da Pal«« at W. Ivaraon d'ltre aas 

intarprfttas auprfta da toua caux qui laa ont aidfta. Ja faxai paut Itra 

uns axeaption, at Ja auia sOr qua voua na »'an voudraz pas, pour 

raaarciar Madaaa S. lorranca qui a fttft raaponaabla da toutaa laa 

recaptions at qui avait organiaft la banquat d'hiar soir. 

C'sst done avae una granda triataaaa qua noua aliens nous quitter 

■aia cette aftpaxation neue aaze aeina pftnibla ear noua gardarons dw 
eatta reunion un souvenir inoublieble. 

II na me  raata plua qu'ft voua donnar rendez-voue au prochain 
congrfta, la 4ftaa, qui aura lieu ft Athftnaa, an Grftca, an 1976. 
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